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Sweet Briar's
Resident
Saint
Commencement Day last June 4 President Pannell
made the stirring announcement to the college communit)' that the Kresge Foundation had authorized a grant
of $50,000 to Sweet Briar College to establish an endowed
chair of religion provided the college could raise an additional $100,000. This chair was to be named in honor of
ON

Sweet Briar's first chaplain and professor of religion. Dr.
Wallace E. Rollins. Dr. Rollins rose as the faculty and
students applauded with feeling, but the alumnae especially
were moved by this tribute to him whom they had known
over most of the years since the founding of the college
as chaplain, teacher, friend and adviser. It was fitting that
Dr. Rollins should be honored in this way, and it was eminently fitting that any chair of religion at Sweet Briar
should be associated with his name, which has been closely
identified with the Department of Religion from 1908 until
the present time.
A native of western North Carolina, Wallace Rollins
grew up in a small town near Asheville. The woods and
the mountains, with their wild life, were very much a part
of his early environment. At the age of four he had a pony
on which he used to follow his father's big horse, and there
was always a favorite dog and once a pet bear cub which
his father had found deserted in the woods.
In those days of few schools and poor transportation,
the young Wallace spent much time at various boarding
schools. One of them was a military school where, among
other things, he remembers especially a colored man named
Abel who came twice a week to sell the boys home-made
ice cream and brown sugar pies "in two sizes"! At one
period, in order to attend school in Raleigh, he lived with
an uncle who was superintendent of an institution for the
deaf, dumb, and blind. He still recalls his privilege of
being invited to the parties of both the deaf and the blind
children. At another time he started out from his boarding
school to take a walk with an Indian boy much older than
himself, and his friend suggested that they walk to Wal-

him in recent years an informal income tax consultant for
many a puzzled Sweet Briarite.
In 1892 Wallace Rollins received his A.B. degree from
the University of North Carolina, and in 1895 his B.D.
degree from the Divinity School of Yale University. He
then had eleven years of pastoral experience as Rector of
the Episcopal Church, first in Covington, Virginia, and then
in Christiansburg, 'Virginia. (Both parishes were under
Bishop Alfred Magill Randolph, the first president of
was
Sweetnamed.)
Briar's Board of Directors, for whom Randolph Hall
When Dr. Rollins first came to Sweet Briar in 1908,
the student body was small enough so that he could know
e\ery student well and be a counsellor and friend to each.
The warmth of the relationship is still a cherished reality
to many early alumnae. One, for example, happened to
hear of the proposed Wallace E. Rollins Professorship of
Religion before most other alumnae had learned of it and
immediately sent a generous check "as a token of my affection for Dr. Rollins and my appreciation of his life and
influence and devotion to our Lord" — and later she wrote;
"Those who contribute to the Fund are not the ones to be
thanked. Their gifts are but a token of their gratitude for
the one who has given them so much of eternal worth."
In February, 1913, Dr. Rollins went to Alexandria to
become Professor of Ecclesiastical History at the Protestant
Episcopal
Theological
Seminary
in 'Virginia,
he later
served
as Dean.
He was
twice honored
with where
the degree
of
Doctor of Divinity, bestowed upon him by the '"Virginia
Seminary" in 1915 and twenty years later by the University
of North Carolina. At the Seminary, as at Sweet Briar,
Dr. Rollins' students responded to him with gratitude and
devotion. Many who knew him there are now sending gifts
for the Professorship in his honor, accompanied by such
words as these: "Sorry this check could not be larger but
I hope it will help a bit. It in no wise indicates my affection and regard for Dr. Rollins. If I had the financial
ability, my regard for him would move me to contribute
the full amount." Of the six or seven hundred present
clergymen who studied under Dr. Rollins, nearly forty have
become bishops. One of these, sending a contribution for
the Professorship Fund, has recently written:

"If my dol-

lace's home, fourteen miles away. They started on a run,
but they soon slowed down; Wallace was appalled when
they came to a flooded stream after it was pitch dark. On
the young Indian's shoulders he was carried across, and
about midnight the two reached their destination almost
exhausted. Two crestfallen lads were taken back to the
school the next morning on horseback, and the search
parties were called in. A few weeks later Wallace found
out that the school officials had been planning to award
him the medal for best deportment — until his escapade!
Before going off to college, Wallace spent some time
learning the banking business, and he became teller of the
First National Bank of Asheville at the age of seventeen.
His sound business sense and skill with figures have made

Chatting together at the home of the Rollinses are the members of
the Department of Religion: Mr. William Mallard. Miss Dean
HosKEN, Dr. Rollins and Mrs. Rollins.
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lars could match my love and admiration and thanksgiving
for Wallace E. Rollins, and all that he has meant to me in
my life and in my ministry, you would not even have to call

A Look at the

on the Kresge Foundation."
During his twenty-seven years at the Virginia Seminary,
Dr. Rollins frequently returned to conduct services at Sweet
Briar, and this unhroken relationsiiip made it natural for
him to come back to live on the Sweet Briar campus after
his retirement from the seminary deanship in 1940. New
generations of students have thus known him for the past
sixteen years and have had some opportunity to discover
why Mrs. Pannell delights to refer to him as Sweet Briar's
"resident saint."
Ten years ago. Dr. Rollins married Miss Marion Benedict, Professor of Religion, who since 1928 had been teaching at Sweet Briar the same subjects that he had first taught
here. For eight years they worked together, in as much time
as could be spared from her other responsibilities, on their
book, Jesus and His Ministry, which was published by the
Seabury Press in 1954. It was an unforgettable moment of
thankfulness for Dr. Rollins when he finally held in his
hand the first copy of this book which embodied his most
precious life work.
Those who know him best speak of Dr. Rollins as the
most patient of men. He is not only patient with others,
but he has mastered the still more difficult art of being
patient with himself. And he is humble in the true sense
of the definition: "Humility is not thinking meanly of oneself; itis not thinking of oneself at all." During the tragic
decades of his first wife's hospitalization, he learned to
draw all his joy from the joys of others, and he also learned
to suffer so deeply that others in suffering have always
turned to him for understanding and for help in finding
the sources of a strength like his.
The study and teaching of the life of Christ mean most
of all to Dr. Rollins, and the hundreds of clergymen who
had this course under him during nearly thirty years of
teaching at the Seminary often speak of it as one of the
deepest and most formative experiences of their hves. One
quality that made him a great teacher has been the combination of measureless scholarly labor with vivid but disciplined imagination that makes historical characters seem
like close friends to him — and therefore to his students.
Once for many months he read I Thessalonians in Greek
daily and pursued every possible wisp of information about
first-century Thessalonica, until he could feel that he would
recognize and understand the individual members of this
young church as he passed in imagination down the streets
of the city. Another of his great assets as teacher, administrator, and counsellor has been his ability to be forthright when necessary, but to stimulate without hurting.
His eye seldom lacks its characteristic twinkle, but many
times he has had to tell unwelcome truths without flinching.
Dr. Rollins' religion is as clear, as profound, and as
simple as the man himself. He is totally free from the kind
of "piousness " that some people wear on their sleeves, but
in his inner spirit the door of the sanctuary is never closed.
In his teaching, his preaching, his conduct of worship, and
his daily living, there is the unconscious glow of complete
de\otion to the Lord whose life he has so long studied.
And whenever any other person turns to him tor spiritual
help, the depths of his own religious life are quietly and
humbly opened to meet the other's need.
November.
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Department
of Religion
Now

that Sweet Briar is to have an endowed Professorship of Religion, it is pertinent to take a look at
the Department of Religion and at the religious life of the
college. Many different religious backgrounds are represented in the student body. There are at the college this
year 240 Episcopalians, 86 Presbyterians, 47 Methodists,
41 Catholics, 17 Baptists, 16 Congregationalists, 12 Lutherans, 4Unitarians, 4 Disciples of Christ, 4 members of
the Jewish faith, 2 Christian Scientists, and one or two
members of each of scattered denominations. As Mrs.
Rollins wrote in 1949 in an article for the Alumnae

News, "The typical Sweet Briar student is not in rebellion
against the religion in which she was brought up, but
neither is she content to let her childhood faith remain
undeveloped while her thought is maturing along other
lines. She wants to examine, understand, and evaluate her
religious heritage, and to bring it into relation with her
growing knowledge of science and history and philosophy.
She seeks to achieve an integrated view of life and the
universe, and a faith mature enough to support her in
whatever experiences adult life may bring. The minority
of students who do not share this religious interest nevertheless respect religious sincerity. ..."
And for most of the years since the founding of the
college. Dr. Rollins, or Mrs. Rollins, or both, have been
on hand to guide the student in her quest for religious
understanding. It was in 1908 that Dr. Rollins first came
to Sweet Briar as Chaplain and Professor of Biblical Literature. Though he left in 1913 to go to the Episcopal Theological Seminary in Alexandria, he came back often to the
campus to conduct services, and he returned to live permanently atSweet Briar in 1940.
When Dr. Rollins left in 1913, the Reverend Thomas
D. Lewis succeeded him as Chaplain and Professor of
Biblical Literature. 'When Mr. Lewis resigned in 1920 to
become Rector of Ascension Church in Amherst, the resident chaplaincy was discontinued because improved transportation facilities then made it feasible to depend upon
visiting ministers for the college Sunday services. These
ministers are drawn from the churches and theological
faculties of many denominations and are persons outstanding in the religious leadership of this country. Informal
discussion groups with the minister are often arranged, and
once a year the Y. W. C. A. chooses one or two clergymen
to invite for several consecutive days of addresses, discussions, conferences, and worship services.
Without a resident chaplain, the college needed a new
Professor of Biblical Literature, and that chair was held
from 1920 to 1930 by Miss M. Elizabeth J. Czarnomska,
whose volumes of The Authentic Literature of Israel con(Continued on page 25)

The History of the History
by Martha

Lou Lemmnn

FOR the family in this picture life underwent a marked
change in June 1954. The gentleman on the left had
just retired from the department of art history and archeology at Princeton University and was about to settle comfortably among his manuscripts on Limoges enamels when
his wife (second from right) came home from a meeting
of the executive committee of the Sweet Briar Alumnae
Association. Trying not to prejudice the issue she announced in what was hoped to be a neutral tone that the
committee had voted to underwrite the publication in 1956
of the college history, an alumnae gift for the Fiftieth Anniversary. An alumna had been chosen to be historian and
she was it. What did he think of the proposition? Their
daughter Suzanne (second from left) was aged four and
supervising her was incompatible with writing anything,
much less a book. Julie (right) was seven and still could
not comb her own hair. And what would happen to plans
for a family trip to Europe the following April.-'
The gentleman, whose name is Frederick Stohlman, in
two seconds proved himself a sterling husband and exclaimed, "Do it by all means! Fll take Su out mornings
so you can work, and we'll 50 to Europe later. The enamels
have already taken thirty years; one more won't make much
difference. "
That is how it started, and for fourteen months the
history of Sweet Briar was the dominant theme m our
household. Within two weeks we were all at Sweet Briar
House as Mrs. Pannell's guests while I surveyed material
to see if I thought I could write a history. I had been, after
all, a psychologist and it seemed a bit presumptuous to
think that I could suddenly turn historian. For several days

Stohlman,
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I perused the sizeable treasure of notes, interviews and clippings already collected by a history committee formed at
Sweet Briar two years earlier. And Martha von Briesen
glowingly showed me photostats of the recently found
letters of Elijah Fletcher. I went over to Amherst and
heard from Eliza Payne Eskridge's own lips the story of
Indiana
how itMrs.
had
foundWilliams'
her will. death
Beforeand
I knew
I was Eskridge
hooked ! herself
There
was no question of whether I could or should write the
history. I was too absorbed to stop.
So we left campus with the rear of the car sagging
under
stacks and
of Br'nn
Alumnaecommittee.
News' i.
handbooks,
the Patches,
collectioncatalogues.
of the former
The day after we returned to Princeton I retired to the
house of a neighbor on vacation and pitched into that
mountain of paper. What may loosely be referred to as
my filing system led to the expansive strewing of manila
folders over piano, coffee table, desk, hre bench and sofa
while for some weeks I typed notes at a card table in the
middle of the room.
And of course I had a considerable correspondence.
Miss Florence Robinson had enthusiastically answered my
request for help by spending many a broiling day in the
Lynchburg library searching newspaper files of 1901 to
1906.
kept going
sending
on Lynchburg's
to
the She
ferment
on nuggets
at that time
out at Sweetreaction
Briar.
Miss Mary K. Benedict was unable to write herself but her
sister, Miss Florence Benedict, wrote otten, generously helping to obtain and \erify data. And Miss Dee Long was
more excited than almost anyone at the prospect of recording the story of Sweet Briar. She was steeped in Fletcher

Alumnae News

lore and had been deeply interested in Miss McVea. She
joyfully wrote frequent letters, turning over invaluable
gleanings of her own. After her death in December her
sister wrote that even on the morning that she was taken
to the hospital she had been writing something for me.
Enclosed was a piece on Miss McVea and I used almost
every word of it.
In the course of the year I went to Vermont where
Elijah Fletcher's great-niece, Miss Fanny Fletcher, gave mc
and Freddy a memorable night at Fletcher Farm. Once I
spent the night with Miss Glass in Charlottesville and W'e
must have talked at least nine hours. Even the episode
there of the snake in the bathtub with me did not suffice to
divert for long our conversation from our favorite college.
And I made four more trips to Sweet Briar. One time I
spent a week in the dean's waiting room reading the minutes of the board of directors — a record too precious to be
moved
than week
thirtywas
feet devoted
from thetovault
the treasurer's
office. more
Another
the in
basement
of the
library perusing documents from the locked stack. My
vividest memory there — no help to the history — is the
section of thirteen pages in the faculty minutes which are
thoroughly and utterly blacked out with India ink. I talked
with Dr. Rollins a number of times and with many of the
campus
inhabitants
as well
citizens
of Amherst.
ever Ileft
Sweet Briar
my ashead
was seething
with 'Whenstories
and comments on some or all periods of college life —
and several times I had completely lost my voice.
■When material became so abundant that I had to decide
on organization of the history it seemed to fall naturally
into an introductory chapter on the Fletcher family, about
which enough is now known to fill a book by itself. Then
comes an account of the five years when college was a-building — which is quite a story. The third chapter describes
opening year and is followed by five chapters focussed
upon the successive presidents. Our five presidents are
enticing subjects. I hope that I have been able to communicate the portraits which have emerged in my own
mind of these women, each with her strongly individual
stamp, all of a single mind as to the nature and quality of
the college they were working for.
Since a history like this speaks for so many people I
earnestly wanted someone to share the responsibility of
seeing that the subject was adequately covered, to check for
errors of fact or interpretation, and to criticize the readability of my efforts. At my request Mrs. Pannell appointed
a committee, partly reconstituting the original committee
for the history and adding a number of alumnae, under the
chairmanship of an alumna member of the board of overseers, Julia Sadler de Coligny, '34.
By October 1954 I started submitting typescript to this
committee, chapter by chapter, and those ladies considered
every word with their whole minds! I had a jolly time
dealing with the notes of thirteen people who commented
on everything from my tendency, inspired by the Princeton
Press, to eliminate commas and capitals to the question of
how much space should be allowed for stories of the astonishing Miss Czarnomska. (I had to admit that her adventures in Syria were fascinating but a little irrele\'ant.) So
at suggestions from the committee I deleted, rewrote, rearranged— and sometimes just told them that my version
seemed satisfactory.
I met with members of this committee three times at
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Sweet Briar and no matter how many objections they raised
they were such experts in personnel management that they
invariably sent me away feeling encouraged. They also had
a chance to share my feeling of a curiously anachronistic
character of this history. The word history rings with
echoes of times past whereas we were still surrounded with
characters from every period of our history. { How unlike
our task was that of the recent Princeton historian who set
down most of his story and coolly terminated it at the
year 1896!) "We were made acutely aware of this blend
of present-in-past one July day when the temperature was
in the nineties and the humidity not describable in mere
numbers. The committee was meeting in Garden Cottage
and discussing how best to vivify an account of student life
during
partvoice
of Miss
Glass's
we heardthea early
familiar
outside.
In aadministration,
moment a ladywhen
was
at the door — Miss Glass ! After a gay greeting to each of
us she departed leaving us wondering whether we were
working not so much on a history as on a committee report,
king-size.
In August 1955 I rewrote the last pages of the last
chapter on the Maasdam and mailed them back from Southampton. By that time if anyone wanted changes or additions she more or less had to make them herself. As I told
the committee, I felt as if they were having to move in
after I had baked a cake and to clean up my kitchen for me.
Well, they did that — picked up all the loose ends — and
they baked a few cupcakes of their own. For the sake of
wieldiness an editorial sub-committee had evolved to put
on the final whipped cream and the cherry — to continue
this edible metaphor. Martha von Briesen, Marion Rollins,
Elizabeth 'Wood, and Beth Muncy gathered and organized
some more material; Mrs. Pannell wrote the preface and
was overseer for some of the appendices listing data important for reference; Julie de Coligny wrote the foreword
and made several trips over from Richmond to confer on
photographs, source notes and a number of things which
will look simple to you when you see the book — because
they organized them so carefully.
Martha von Briesen, with her continual experience in
publication, has undertaken the technical arrangements.
Estimates for printing were obtained from four firms and
the Princeton University Press was chosen. It seems that
for a book of limited interest such as this a press could not
undertake publication but may be commissioned to print
the book without editorial or promotional responsibility.
Our committee has done the editing and the Alumnae
Association will do the selling. But the Princeton Press
uses all its facilities for the actual making of the book.
More than a year ago Martha, Alma ALni/ii Rotnem, '36,
an alumna member of the committee who lives in Princeton,
and I had a most satisfactory conference with the Press's
director, Mr. Herbert Bailey, and its typographer, Mr. P. J.
Conkwright. Mr. Conkwright has won many prizes as a
book designer and the enthusiasm and application which he
brings to a task suggests why he is so successful. He fairly
radiated ideas and even asked for a Sweet Briar plate from
which he could take an appropriate flower motif for the
cover design and title page.
The linotypers are already at work, now in September.
Then proof-readers, indexer, and bookbinders will come
into play and perhaps — ju.st perhaps — by Christmas you
will have a new book to read.

SWEET BRIAR ROUNDUP TIME
FOR THE DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
Year enters its final two
SWEET a BRIAR'S
As months,
concerted Jubilee
effort is being made to complete
the college's $2,500,000 half -century fund. Present total in
gifts and pledges: $1,750,000. Needed before December
31, 1956: $750,000.
The college's 51st academic year began last month with
eighty girls living in the beautiful new "William Bland Dew
Dormitory — for which Street Briar Neivs reporter Mary
Ann Wilson, '57, of Chattanooga, Tenn., suggests the contraction: "Dewdorm." Reporter Wilson, a Dew resident
herself, describes the "general bliss" of living in this new
building, with ample closet space, and "the absolute luxury
of showers which do not alternately freeze or scald their
utilizers because of certain inexplicable connections with
other facilities." She concludes that "life can be beautiful
— if you live in William Bland Dew Dormitory."
Another less obvious result of the Development Program, made possible by the generosity and hard work of
the college's many friends, is the 10^^ rise in faculty salaries— the second in 1955-56 — which went into effect July 1.
To guarantee the new salary scale, the Board voted to increase the over-all fee by $200, beginning in 1957-58, but
funds received for faculty salaries from the Alumnae Fund,
from students and faculty, and from business and industry
in the Old Dominion, through the Virginia Foundation for
Independent Colleges, enabled the Board to make the salary
raises effective immediately.
Campus Enthusiasm "Like the Measles"
On campus, where a new building and higher faculty
salaries are most easily appreciated, the Campus Development Committee, headed by Professor G. Noble Gilpin,
has been making plans for this fall and winter. The committee hopes to solicit personal contributions from all students who have not already subscribed to the fund, and to

win the support of new members of the faculty and staff
and thus maintain the 100% participation of those groups.
At the same time, the Student Development Committee,
headed by Lee Haskell, '57, of Salem, Mass., has plans to
stage a variety of activities, stunts, and benefits on campus
to raise additional funds for the program.
Both these campus groups are getting solid support
from The Sweet Briar News. Editor Nannette McBurney,
'57, of Bronxville, N. Y., devoted a full page of the paper's
first issue to the Development Program. Included was a
letter from Dr. Connie M. Guion, chairman of the Development Committee, who complimented the students for
their share in this endeavor. Using an appropriate medical
figure. Dr. Guion wrote that the girls' enthusiasm will
spread "like the measles and infect everyone far and wide."
She also emphasized that "our job for Sweet Briar is not
just the narrow scope of 'money-getting.' Money we must
have but it is not worth the getting if we lose sight of why
we get it. Our fundamental job is the development of the
character, mind, and body of each student ..."
Editor McBurney also devoted the first News editorial
to a plea to all students "to work and to contribute so that
our college can maintain its present high standards not only
for our benefit but for the benefit of those who come after
us." Striking a mid-century note, she added: "As students
we should be proud of our college's past; as alumnae we
want to be proud of our college's future."
Lynchburg-Amherst County Adds to Total
Even before the fall term began. Sweet Briar's closest
friends in Lynchburg and Amherst County got their own
final roundup under way. President Pannell invited thirty
members of the Lynchburg-Amherst County Development
Committee to a dinner meeting at Sweet Briar House on
September 13. Chairman Lawson Turner, who noted that
this group had already raised a total of $142,000 for the
college, announced the names of nine new members who
agreed to help this committee finish the job for Sweet Briar.
Most of the new recruits are old friends of the college and
have been helping the committee unofficially in the past.
One
them, Mr.
R. Caskie,
dinnerof guests
with James
recollections
of delighted
his visits Mrs.
to thePannell's
campus
in Sweet Briar's early days.
New 16mm Sweet Briar Film for Fall Showing
Throughout the country, Sweet Briar Clubs, and alumotherinareas
where
Up forare
Sweet
Briar"plans
events
were nae inheld
1953,
1954,"Speak
and 1955,
making
to
get together again for a final roundup this fall or winter.
SWEET

BRIAR

HOUSE

IN ATLANTA

President Anne Pannell records her personal message to
Su'eet Briar alumnae for a new sound color film, "News
of '36." now available for showing by alumnae groups
throughout the country. This filming took place in Atlanta's Protestant Radio & Television, where the proper
setting was created with the assistance of Daisy Williams,
tvhose picture, borrowed fro/n Sweet Briar House, hangs
in the background. Aiargaret Davison, '34g. and Dede
Candler, '56g, are pictured with Mrs. Pannell in this scene.

Development Program — increasing the over-all Development total by that much. It will also release annual salary
funds now going to the Department of Religion and thus
help to increase faculty salaries in all departments.
Science Building, Auditorium Coming Up Next
This fall roundup for Sweet Briar will also include
foundations and national corporations which have been
kept informed of Sweet Briar's progress and needs, and
will now be asked to help complete the college's half-century fund. With its completion, construction can be started
on the new Science Building and the long-hoped-for Auditorium and Fine Arts Center, which will add so much to
the daily lives of all Sweet Briar students — including those
first eighty Dewdormites !
Mr. and Mrs. John D. Capron, Dean Pearl, Lavcson W.
Turner and Lucile Borrow Turner, '20, Giles H. Miller,
Elizabeth AU/rton Forsyth, '36, and James R. Caskie were
among those who toured William Bland Dew Dormitoiy
with the Lynchburg-Amherst Committee, September
13.

A special attraction for these meetings will be the brand

CALENDAR
OF EVENTS FOR
Sweet Briar College
September
October

Development

Chairmen

November

dowed chair in the college's 50-year history. Gifts from
Sweet Briar alumnae, faculty and staff, and from former

April

1956

15,
1
3
9

May
27
2

June

4
1
2
3
3

Wilson

Founders' Day celebration
Iren Marik, piano recital
Meeting of Alumnae Council
Paint and Patches production, Hedda
Gabler
Parents' Day
Dr. Martha B. Lucas. Eugene William
Lyman Lecture in the philosophy of
religion
Senior Show
Meeting of Board of Overseers
Olin
Joyce
Sweet

11,
2

26

March

NoviMBiR.

27
9

13,
16
30
January
154 12
February
14

Special Goal: the Rollins Chair of Religion
Special emphasis will be placed on one aspect of the
Development Program: the need to raise Si 00,000 in order
to qualify for the conditional grant of $50,000 from the
Kresge Foundation, to establish the Wallace F. Rollins
Professorship of Religion, which will be the second en-

Voice of

Brink and Pinkham, violin and harpsichord concert

20
December

The

Perry
Lecture Laukhuff. Woodrow

17
16, 17

already have in the college's future — as well as those who
have not as yet subscribed to the program but might wish
to join in this final effort to reach the goal.

students of Dr. Rollins at the 'Virginia Theological Seminary, already total more than 515,000. To every dollar contributed for this purpose the Kresge Foundation will add
fifty cents. When the full Sno,000 is completed, it will
be added to the permanent endowment funds of the college— always one of the key objectives of the half-century

5

17, 27
18
26,

Plan Selective Solicitation

For this roundup phase, area development cluirmen,
working with their own committee members and with
club officers, are urged to make personal calls on those who
have not yet contributed to the Development Program but
should be able and willing to do so, and on many of those
who have already demonstrated their interest by their gifts.
This "selective solicitation" will thus be directed at the
college's best friends — including alumnae, husbands, and
parents, who will be asked to increase the share they

Opening Convocation
Minstrelsy
Richard Dyer-Bcnnet:

12
17
17

new sound color film, "News of '56," showing highlights
of
college'sto Jubilee
For this studio
film, President
nellthetraveled
a radio Year.
and television
in AtlantaPanto
record her personal message to Sweet Briar alumnae, husbands, parents, and friends. To provide a proper setting,
the large picture of Daisy Williams which hangs in the
west parlor of Sweet Briar House also made the trip, and
Daisy appears in the film's final sequence. Prints of the
new film are now available for any Sweet Briar group that
would like to show it. To reserve one, please write to
Director of Development John Hunter Detmold, telling
him the date of your meeting.

2221

1956-57

16

Pettingill,
Grenfell Audubon lecturer
8Briar
College Choir with Wash,
ington and Lee Glee Club.
The
Messiah
Christmas Carol Service
Gunnar Johansen, piano recital
Paint and Patches production
Meeting of Alumnae Council
(tentative date)
Vienna Octet, chamber music concert
Dr. Lily Ross Taylor, Phi Beta Kappa
Lecture
Modern Dance program
National Symphony Orchestra
Paint and Patches — Sweet Briar College Choir production, lolanthe
Manpower Conference
Justin O'Brien. French lecture
Randall
May DayJarrell. Poetry reading, Virginia Poetry Society meeting
President's Garden Party
Baccalaureate sermon
Forty-eighth annual commencement
Annual meeting of Sweet Briar Alumnae Association; Alumnae College

Harriet Shaw McCurdy
by Martha

B. Lucas, President of

Siveel Briar College. 1946-19^0

WHEN
Harriet Shaw McCurdy died in Washington
on August thirtieth, Sweet Briar College lost one of
its best friends and most distinguished alumnae. Those of
us who worked with Terry during the years she served as
Alumnae Secretary at the college, from 1947 to 1950, knew
"first hand" how much her ability, charm and devotion
meant to the college. And alumnae, far and wide, had
good reason to appreciate the efficiency and originality with
which Terry handled their relations with the college. But
it was during the years which followed her resignation in
1950 that Terry's colleagues and fellow alumnae came to
know a human being of extraordinary courage and spiritual
power.
The story of Terry's life was the story of two great
loves. And one of them was Sweet Briar College. I realized that the day I first met Terry, in the spring of 1947.
She had come to my office at the college to be interviewed
as a candidate for the position of Alumnae Secretary. She
was charming, chic, extremely well informed, and she had
an impressive record of public service and business experience. Ialready knew from the college record most of the
facts of Terry's life and a good deal more about her achievements than her gentle modesty would ever permit her to
reveal. She had been born in San Juan, Puerto Rico, where
her family was living temporarily in connection with the
leaf tobacco business. At five she had been brought by her
family to a house in Pelham, New York, which was to be
"home" as she grew up. In Pelham she had attended public
schools and graduated from High School in 1933. The
following four years had been spent at Sweet Briar College
majoring in History, being active in the International Relations and Biology clubs, and serving as Editor-in-chief of
the Sueel Briar News. The ten years between 1937, when
she took her B. A. degree at Sweet Briar College, and her
return for our interview had been spent in many and varied
activities: studying at the Graduate School of Business Administration ofNew York University, in temporary sales
jobs at Lord and Taylor's and B. Altman's, as a full-time
volunteer Office Manager and Assistant to the Director of
Civilian Defense in Pelham and as a volunteer with the Red
Cross Motor Corps, from 1941 to 1943. She had received
public recognition after the war as the Pelham citizen who
had contributed more hours of volunteer service than any
other in the town. From 1944 to 1946 she held the position of salesman (sic) with the Wall Street Investment
House of Adams and Peck. With all of this, she had found
time to be an active member of the Junior League in PelClub. ham and a president of Westchester's Sweet Briar Alumnae
Terry Shaw had been busy, and the record looked good.
Furthermore, this Sweet Briar alumna had the personal
qualities for the job: mature judgment, good taste, the
ability to express herself well, a delightful manner and

appearance, and, I felt "in my bones," that most important
attribute of all, basic moral integrity. But one question
troubled me. How would a person with so much to offer
the college, from so varied and stimulating a background
of experience, stand up under the day and night demands
of college work, indeed under the downright drudgery of
office routines when a deadline is at hand .' The answer I
came to know that day and had confirmed in the years that
followed. Terry Shaw loved Sweet Briar College. It had
been a love at first sight, back in 1933, and a lasting love,
bringing her, ten years after her graduation, to discuss a
job in which she felt she might be of service to her college
country.
and help it to become one of the finest colleges in the
Terry Shaw became Sweet Briar's Alumnae Secretary;
and as her co-worker for the next three years, I can testify
to the vision, the hard work, and the selfless devotion which
she gave to her college. Whatever things were noble,
liberal and of a high order she cherished for Sweet Briar.
Whatever things were bigotted, authoritarian, or obscurantist, she forthrightly opposed. She would make no compromise with excellence, and there was no limit to the work
she was willing to do in order to help her college advance
toward the role she cherished for it. I remember especially
the hard work we all put in as we prepared in 1948 and
1949 the college's case for admission to Phi Beta Kappa.
Terry made an invaluable contribution to our documentation; and when I could announce to the college in September of 1949 that Sweet Briar had been granted a chapter
of Phi
first
bornBeta
! Kappa, her joy was like a mother's with her
It was a sad day for Sweet Briar when Terry resigned
from her Alumnae Office position in 1950; but she went
right on thinking and planning and working for Sweet
Briar . . . even though her other love had come along. At
the annual meeting of the American Alumni Council in
1948, Terry had met Charles Post McCurdy, then directing
the Alumni Office at William and Mary College. Undoubtedly, any young woman of judgment, taste and intellectual
acuity would have considered Charles McCurdy the One she
had been looking for. But, as it happened, Terry, and only
Terry, was the girl for whom Charlie had been looking.
And so, in the fullness of time, Charlie proposed marriage.
In recalling this event, he has written me:
"This proposal she accepted on a hilltop to the west of
the campus where I think are buried some of the
Founding Mothers of Sweet Briar. At the age of 39
I was so shocked by all of this that on a Sunday afternoon, while driving back to Williamsburg in a complete fog, I rather inordinately drove through that
barren waste of Virginia known as Buckingham County at over 60 miles an hour and was promptly hailed
down by a member of the local constabulary. The only
reason I escaped fine or other discipline was that there
was no Justice of the Peace available on Sunday afternoon before whom I could be arraigned."
Quite obviously Harriet Vandeveer Shaw and Charles Post
McCurdy were well met. The wit and wisdom, the sense
and sensitivity, the goodness and kindness of each had a
marriage "made in heaven." And in a very real and true
sense, in a sense too deep for smiles or tears, they "lived
happily ever after," through years of extreme suffering and

Ahimnae Neu's

anxiety, and of profound spiritual growth, 'til death did
them part. Theirs was one of the greatest love stories ot
them all.
Terry and Charlie were married in November of 1950.
They lived at first at Williamsburg, where Terry worked,
as a Grey Lady, with the patients of a public mental hospital. She also helped to establish a Mental Hygiene Clinic
to serve Williamsburg and the surrounding area. Then
there was an eight month stretch of homemaking and hospital service in Brooklyn, New York, when Charlie was
serving as a special fund raiser for the Harvard Divinity
School. Then in December of 1952, when Charlie became
FxecTitive Secretary of the State Universities Association,
they mo\ed to Washington, D. C. There they established
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themselves in a typical Georgetown "house and garden,"
which Terry, with her exquisite taste and artistry, soon
turned into a charming and beautiful home.
But already a shadow had fallen across the sunlit pathway of their happy life together. In July of 1952, I had
received a letter from Terry, about the political conventions
and a forthcoming trip to Louis\ille and, quite incidentally,
a recent cancer operation. With her usual airy style she
announced:

W

"Ha\e had a bad surgical bout due to a fortunately early
and self-discovered breast cancer. Am glad to say I
was able to get out of the hospital in record time and
now, seven weeks later, am driving the car and have
free use of my right arm. I also feel as though I could
slay any dragons that came my way. After the initial
shock somehow I felt as though I could never know
fear again. My family and Charlie literally surrounded
me with love and goodness so I could not help but be
okay."
The- rest of the letter was about projects and plans and
people, all of which interested her far more than did her
own illness. But "slaying dragons" was to be Terry's principal occupation for the next four years. Metastasis occurred: the cancer spread, necessitating frequent hospitalization, all manner of experimental treatment, and untold
suffering. At the same time she lost her beloved father;
and h;r wonderful mother was subjected to serious surgery.
It ever anyone fought the good fight during the years of a
life, it was Terry Shaw McCurdy. I remember a letter I
had from her last year: "It's good to have spinal cancer;
you knovv' where to fight it." Whenever I saw her or heard
from her, she was the same gay, optimistic, charming human
being, full of plans for the future, full of enthusiasm lor
Sweet Briar College. And always in her eyes and in the
aura of her acceptance of adversity, I saw the light of the
great love she shared with Charles McCurdy. The last time
I went to see her, late last spring, she was almost completely immobilized, "temporarily," as she said. She promised to come to Connecticut for a visit with me in August,
and she said that she would plan to drive with me to Sweet
Briar in November, for the Lyman Lecture.
Neither to her friends nor to her family did Terry ever,
during those tragic years, complain of her lot in life or
indulge m the slightest expression of sell -pity. Her concern was always for others. Her life was dedicated to other
people and to the great and good causes in which she
believed. Nor, I think, did it ever occur to her that she
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Harriet Shaw McCurdv
1914 - 1916

was being heroic. She simply believed in Life and had
the courage and the nobility to fight magnificently for what
she believed in. Her last words to her husband before she
died were: "... There is no disgrace in giving up this
fight now. I want to go out in dignity. " She rests now on
a lovely knoll in Arlington Cemetery, above the city of
Washington.
And a beech tree grows nearby.
As 1 watched Terry live and die, I thought deeply about
the meaning of life, and especially of her life. For me her
handling of the human situation brought into clear focus
the inestimable value, perhaps the essential purpose of a
liberal education. I had always thought of Liberal Education as that kind of education which liberates an individual
from prejudice and shortsightedness, enabling a person to
make free and just decisions for himself and for society.
But in Terry's life I saw a person freed also from fear,
perhaps the most deadly monster in the labyrinth of living.
And 1 have wondered if this freedom from fear should not
be the ultimate goal of our plans for a liberal education
which may be truly liberating.
And yet Terry's own last word, "dignity," sticks in my
mind. The manner of her living and of her dying, her
handling of the verities and the severities of existence, gave
me a new dimension for human dignity and a deeper understanding of what human beings may yet become. In the
dignity of her living, I saw death swallowed up in Victory.

Chapel Memorial Fund
Established by Alumnae
Our memorial gifts, be they one dollar, or a thousand,
could be invested and drawing interest until such time as
the
Chapel is erected which we hope will be in the near
future.
Under
whom we
memorial
a card of
deceased.
Caroline Sharpe Sanders, '19, and Florence Fowler Freeman,
'19, discuss the recently established Chapel Memurial Fund.

BECAUSE Sweet Briar is a young college, it has been
the habit of thought of its alumnae to consider ourselves a young group. However the increasing number of
obituaries which appear in the Alumnae News brings us
up with a start. The college is coming into its strong maturity, but the individuals whom we have known, and who
have loved and worked for Sweet Briar, will more and
more be entering the larger life.
For the class of 1919 this was brought home poignantly bythe death of Rosanne Gilmore. We had never
envisioned a day when she would not be carrying the class
burden of the Fund, and working tirelessly for the welfare
of Sweet Briar as a whole. As a matter of fact this effort
has not stopped for she remembered the college in her will,
looking forward with characteristic practicality toward
Sweet Briar's future.

this plan the names of all donors and those to
wished to pay tribute would be inscribed in a
book which would be placed in the Chapel, and
notification would be sent to the family of the

No solicitations shall be made for this memorial fund.
It merely gives us an opportunity to express honor and
affection for our deceased Sweet Briar friends.
Those who are familiar with college chapels at Oxford
and Cambridge and their richness in memorials, will remember the moving sense of oneness with the past that is
thus conveyed. Sweet Briar is young, but as the years pass,
it will be an added source of dignity and strength if the
lives that fashioned and loved her are drawn together in
honored memory.
The above icas read at the annual meeting of the Siveet
Briar Alumnae Association on June 4, 1956, by Florence
Freeman Fowler, 19g. This plan for a Chapel Memorial
Fund had evolved from the work of Flo and Elizabeth
Eggleston
Massie, 22g.of the class of 1919 and Gertrude Dally
The Alumnae Association was enthusiastic about this
plan as a way of honoring Sweet Briar friends who have
died, and asked that this plan be presented to all alumnae
in the October issue of the Alumnae News. There will

The sorrow evoked by Rosanne's death brought into
the minds of several of her classmates a plan that carries
on our tradition of vigorous action, with the translation of
sentiment into usefulness.

never be any solicitation of any kind for this fund.
ever, word of this has spread and already many
have been sent to the Alumnae Office for the Chapel
orial Fund in honor of Sweet Briar friends and
loved ones.

Our plan is that, instead of sending flowers or giving
a sum to charity when we learn of the death of a Sweet
Briar friend, we would send to the college a memorial gift
to be placed in a special Chapel Memorial Fund and designated for special furnishings of the Chapel.

Gifts for this Chapel Memorial Fund should
to the Alumnae Office and should include the name
person to be honored and the name and address
members of the family to whom an engraved card
sent.

Howchecks
Memother

be sent
of the
of the
will be

Benedict Scholarship Continues to Grow
During the year 1955-56 $2,138.00 was added to the Mary K. Benedict Scholarship, through gifts from
Sweet Briar alumnae and friends of Miss Benedict. This brings the endowment of this scholarship, named for
Sweet Briar's first president, to $18,296.76. It is the hope of the Alumnae Association and of the college that
those who knew and loved Miss Benedict will continue to add to this fund. Its continued growth will pay
increasing tribute to Miss Benedict and will carry on the scholarship program which was so close to her heart.
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Alumnae Net,

We Point
With Pride
Association; Marguerite McDaniel, '57, daughter of Marguerite Hodnett McDaniel, '28g, President of the Art and
Music Club; Jane Pinckney, Chairman of Y. W. C. A. commission; June Berguido, president of Randolph; Mary Lane
'ViceBryan, '26,
Ellen Newell
of Class;
Bryan, '58,of daughter
President
the Junior
Susan Calhoun,
Secretary
of Student Government; Maud Winborne Leigh, Representative on the Joint Council; Marian Martin, '58, daughter of Boyce Lo/key Martin, '30, member of the Judicial
Board; and Ethel Bruner, Vice-President of the Sophomore
Class.
FRESHMAN

ALUMNAE

DAUGHTERS

First row; Diana Muldaur (Alice Jones, '30g); Judith Berkeley (Dorothy Allen Smith. ■32g); Eleanor Read (Susalee Besler, '33); Norvell Orgain (Norvell Royer, ■30g). Second row:
Susan Hendricks (Helen Closson, '34); Ellen Nichols (Ellen
Brown, '23); Sue Ford (Sara Kirkpatrick, ■37g); Florence McGowen (Ellen Pratt, "i'le.): Elizabeth Forsyth (Elizabeth Morton, '36g). Third row: Brownie Lee (Rebekah E. Strode, '34g);
Rebecca Towill (Harriet Dunlap, '23g); Page McFall (Katharine Beury, '31g); Adrianne Massie (Gertrude Dally, '22g);
Nancy Cornell (Eleanor Branch, '28g).

IT is a matter of pride to us that many of our alumnae
daughters are distinguishing themselves at Sweet Briar.
It seems to us significant that they arc doing extremely well
in college and are occupying many positions of prominence
in college life. We point with pride:
To alumnae daughters who are on the Dean's List this
semester: Jane Best, '57, daughter of Jane Lee Best, '23g;
Ann Gwinn, '57, daughter of Martha Anne Hitney Gwinn,
'36; June Berguido, '58, daughter of Marion ]ay)!e Berguido, '28g; Susan Calhoun, '58, daughter of Mary Swift
Calhoun, '31; Maud Winborne Leigh, '58, daughter of
Maud ]Y^inbor)ie Leigh, '35; Kenan Myers, '58, daughter
of Jessie Hall Myers, '31g; Elizabeth Smith, '58, daughter
of Jane Callison Smith, '30g; Letha 'Wood, '58, daughter
of Letha Aiorris Wood, '32g; Ethel Bruner, '59, daughter
of Ethel Gaines Bruner, '24; and Alice Parker, '59, daughter of Alice Dahiiey Parker, '32g.
To two alumnae daughters and an alumnae niece three
times over who are the ranking members of their classes:
Jane Best of the class of '57; Kenan Myers of the class of
'58; and Elizabeth Johnston of the class of '59; Elizabeth
is the niece of Carrington Lancasler Pasco, '40g, Elizabeth
Lancaster Washburn, '4lg, and Alice Lancaster Buck, '44g.
To Elizabeth Smith, who is at St. Andrews this year;
to Jane Pinckney, '57, daughter of Charlotte Kent Pinckney,
'31g, who was at St. Andrews last year; and to Letha Wood,
who is studying in France this year.
To the following alumnae daughters who hold important campus positions: Jane Best, Secretary of the Athletic
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To June Berguido, Susan Calhoun, Maud Winborne
Leigh, and Marian Martin, elected to membership in Q. V.,
and to Claire Cannon, '58, daughter of Cordelia Penn
Cannon, '34g, tapped by the Bum Chums.
To June Berguido; Maud Winborne Leigh; Linda
Sturgeon, '59, daughter of Mary Copeland Sturgeon, '29g;
and Rebekah Lee, '60, daughter of Rebekah Strode Lee,
'34g, who hold scholarships. To Jane Best, who is an
assistant in the Department of Philosophy, Psychology and
Education, and to Marguerite McDaniel, who is an assistant
in the Music Department.
To Jane Shipman, '58, daughter of Martha AUBroom
Shipman, '31g, who is chairman of the student hostesses
who have the responsible position of showing the college
to guests and entertaining prospective students.
At the first step singing this fall Jane Best and Jane
Pinckney, who are seniors, and June Berguido and Marian
Martin were tapped by Tau Phi.

EMILY

WATTS

McVEA

SCHOLARS

Elizabeth Johnston, 'S9 (niece of three graduates, Carrington,
Elizabeth and Alice Lancaster). Kenan Myers. '58 (daughter of
Jessie Hall, '3lg), and Jane Best. '57 (daughter of Jane Leo,
'23g) have the highest academic rank in their classes and are thus
named the McVea Scholars for 1956-57.

U
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THE CLUBS:
Alumnae Association, spoke to this club on October 23 at
a tea meeting and on November 16 there will be a tea for
prospective students.
From the Development (Committee of Sweet Briar College in Washington have gone invitations to a Sweet Briar
Roundup for November 13. Special guests at the party will
be President Anne Gary Pannell and Mr. Charles Murchison, member of the Board of Oveerseers. The Honorable
Edward Thompson Wailes, member of Sweet Briar's Board
of Overseers, was also scheduled to speak at the meeting.
However, Mr. Wailes, the new Ambassador to Hungary,
left for Budapest earlier than had been planned.

At a Jinner r.iLLting of tlit. Cxiui.il Oliui Club. Sl-iIlJ (Ictt to
right): Marianne Vorys Minister, ''j2 (Secretary); Jeanne
Sluddiird Barends, '54 (Alumnae Representative); Kay Fi/zgeiJJ
Booker, '47; Elinor Vorys, '^4 (Project Chairman). Standing:
Dr. Chari.es McGavran. Betty Kliiu-diiisl McGavran, "i't
(Treasurer); Sue Filzgeidd Van Horne, '47 (Vice-President);
Dr. Frederick Barends, Mr. Thorp Minister, Mr. William
Van Horne with frur year old son. Bill.

The New York Club is again going all out for a
theatre benefit. Invitations have been mailed to friends
and all Sweet Briar alumnae in the New York area inviting them to attend a performance on December 14 ol
"Happy Hunting, " a musical comedy starring Ethel Merman. Write the Alumnae Office or Mrs. Stephen Botsford,
243 East 48th St., New York 17, for information if you
will be in New York at this time. This promises to be a
most gala occasion!
In September the Chicago Club sponsored a wonderful concert given by Sweet Briar's own concert pianist, Iren
Marik.
Our two youngest clubs, Columbus, Georgia, and
Columbus, Ohio, have both been active. The Georgia
Club insited prospective students to see the slides at a tea
in October and are planning a College Day in February.
The Ohio group, which is now called The Sweet Briar Club
of Central Ohio, had a gay dinner meeting on October 7

Houston, Texas, offered a $500 scholarship this year
due to a most successful sale of Christmas cards last year.
This is an idea for other clubs who don't sponsor the bulb

project.
The clubs ol Baltimore, Ne'w York City, Northern
Ne'w Jerse'y, Philadelphia, Richmond, Westchester
County, Washington, D. C and Wilmington, Delaware, all have scholarship girls in college this year.

The first of the "Sweet Briar Roundups" was held in
Cincinnati, closely followed by Richmond on October 30,
when the new "home movie " was shown for the first time.
Seeing the moxie on November 18 will be the Rochester,
New York group. Mr. John Detmold, Director of De\ elopment, will speak to this club at that time.
Cleveland will see the movie at a meeting on November 13 and Philadelphia has an event planned for December 9. New Jersey alumnae and husbands will gather on
December 12 at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Horton.

Pittsburgh, Richmond, Wilmington and Lynchburg
have all sent generous checks for the Wallace E. Rollins
Professorship Fund.
Phoebe Roue Peters, Director of Clubs, was guest of
honor at the meeting of the St. Louis Club in October.

(sec cut). This club is delighted with its profit of $\(y'^
on bulbs this year.
Birmingham,
Starting with a luntheon on September 6 for the new
students. Southern Connecticut embarked on a full program for the year.
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Gladys W'eslcr Horton, president of the

Alabama;

Westchester

County;

Richmond; Minneapolis-St. Paul; Baltimore and Pittsburgh are among the clubs that have already entertained
for new and prospective students.
Alumnae News

OPERATION

TULIP

BULB

$36,274.00 IN 1956
OVER $117,000 IN FIVE YEARS
PHASE ONE of Operation Tulip Bulb for 1956 is completed. Successful? Yes! Thanks to all the regular groups
and those many groups new to the campaign this year. Our hard working bookkeeper, Frances Robb, reports us over
the top with sales of 536,274.24.
We are sure that Phase Two will be equally successful, if not as strenuous. Spring and your tulip gardens will announce the completion of this final phase for 1956.
Our thanks go to all who have worked on this project. Hard work, yesl
to those who will take over for 1957.

1956 BULB
Croup or Club
Amherst, Va.
Atlanta, Ga.
Baltimore, Md.
Bethlehem, Pa.
Boston, Mass.
Charleston. W. Va.
Charlotte, N. C.
Charlottesville, Va.
Chattanooga, Tenn.
Chicago, III.
Cincinnati, O.
Cleveland, O.
Columbus, O.
Fredericksburg, Va.
Indianapolis, Ind.
Kansas Cit)-, Mo.
Louisville, Ky.
Lynchburg, Va.
Minneapolis. Minn.
Nashville. Tenn.

No. Orders
59
113
378
45

PROJECT

Total Amount
S 406.40
1,028.58
82.05
1,536.16
584.39
450.90
283.83

18
34
128
47
52
43
106
48

1,232.62
1,832.56
780.58
1,650.43
922.22
646.77
122.75
853.73
274.73

139
79
51

1,320.57

63
78
27

1,327.14
838.40
434.85

FINANCIAL

But wasn't it fun? Our best wishes go
Doreen Booth Hamilton, ■54g
Betty Oivem National
Benziger, Co-Chairmen
'55

SHEET

Group or Club
New York, N. Y.
Norfolk, Va.
Northern New Jersey
Peninsula, Va.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Richmond, Va.
Roanoke, Va.
Rochester, N. Y.
St. Louis, Mo.
Shepherdstown, W. Va.
Southern Connecticut
Spartanburg, S. C.
Springfield.
Toledo, O. 111.
Washington, D. C.
Westchester Co., N. Y.
Wilmington, Del.
Total

No. Orders
24
125
72
82
165
74
72
16
138
10
38
104
2835
18
75
18
1

Total Amount
344.65
$1,104.45
1,236.68
380.91
1,044.69
578.69
2,970.31
890.20
2,513.23
243.05
146.70
158.30
1,350.18
359.44
347.84
4,799.37
9.15
1,186.74

38
2,278

$36,274.24

Leaders hi the 1956 Bulb Campaign
Mary Ann Robb, '54, Washington Chairman; Elizabeth Ouens Benziger, '55, National Co - Chairman;
Frances Robb, '49, National Bookkeeper; Vrv'iENNE
B^rkalou- HoRNBECK. '18, National Honorary Chairman;
Doreen Booth Ha.milton, '54, National Co-Chairman.

NOTICE

TO ALL

ALUMNAE

Alumnae clubs and individual alumnae are urged
to send suggestions for this year's candidate for
.'lumna member of the Board of Overseers to the
Alumnae Office. Election will take place in the

spring.

November.

1956
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Highlights of the Alumnae Council
THE Alumnae Council met at Sweet Briar October 17
and 18. Forty-six enthusiastic alumnae from fourteen
states and the District of Columbia came for three days of
hard work and enjoyment. Designed to coincide with
Founders' Day, the meeting focused the attention of the
councillors on "Education at the Mid Century — Present
Problems, Future Hopes" which was the theme for this
golden anniversary celebration.
Alumnae in cap and gown marched in the Founders'
Day procession and heard Mr. Fred M. Hechinger, President of Education 'Writers' Association, give the principal
address, taking for his title "American Education, Chapter
2: Tide of the Future." Educators from colleges, high
schools and independent schools were special guests of the
college for the day and joined the alumnae at lunch in Reid
Refectory. A most stimulating panel discussion was held in
Participating in this were Mrs. 'Wilma
the afternoon.
r, Dean
Kerby-Mille
of Radcliffe College, Mr. Lester W.
Nelson, Consultant, The Fund for the Advancement of
Education, and Mr. Henry I. Willett, Superintendent of
Richmond, "Virginia, Public Schools.
Following this was the general session of the Alumnae
Council with Gladys W^es/er Horton, President of the
Alumnae Association, presiding. Reports were given by
the Fund Chairman, Director of Clubs, Regional Chairmen,
Director of Alumnae Representatives and the Executive
Secretary.
"Wednesday
Iren Marik, concert pianist, gave one
of her
brilliant night
concerts.
Thursday was a day devoted to reacquainting the alumnae with all phases of the college program. There were
work shops for the various groups — the Fund Agents, Reunion Chairmen, Alumnae Representatives and Club Presidents. The Councillors heard Mrs. Lill speak on the admissions program. Dean Pearl on the scholarship program and
Dean Jean Louise Williams on counseling with students.
Following lunch with the students from their areas, the
alumnae promptly assembled at 2:00 for the general session which began with Martha von Briesen's talk, "Public
Relations: Everybody's Business." John Detmold, Director
of Development, gave the alumnae a "roundup" of the
development oifice's plans and Dean Pearl introduced six
members of the faculty who spoke briefly about their particular departments or fields of interest.
Always a highlight of alumnae meetings is a visit to
Sweet Briar House for Mrs Pannell's hospitality at tea.
The evening program, the gayest session of all, began
with a wonderful steak dinner eaten to the musical accompaniment of the Sweet Briar Sweet Tones. Then student
leaders of the various campus organizations and clubs
joined the alumnae for coffee in the beautiful Emily
Bowen Room of Drew Hall. "Sweet Briar Today" was
the theme of the students' short talks. Hearing these
poised, intelligent young women tell of the campus life
and listening to their interpretation of the college's aims
and work today was a real inspiration. Alumnae had the
warm feeling that comes from hearing that the best loved
t'-aditions of the college are still followed and learning that
new and exciting ideas are being explored.
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Alumnae

Returning for

Council Meetings
Officers and Members

of the Executive Board

Maplewood, N. J.
Gladys W'^es/er Horton, '30
Rochester, N. Y.
Phoebe Roire Peters, '31
Richmond, Va.
Prince Trimmer, '56
Sweet Briar, Va.
Elizabeth Bond Wood, '34
Nan Powell Hodges, '10
Glendale, Ohio "Va.
Williamsburg,
Atlanta, Ga.
Nancy Dotrd Burton, '46
Mary CLirk Rogers, '13
Dorothy Keller Iliff, '26
Cleveland, Ohio
Arlington,
Ellen Newell Bryan, '26
Haverford, 'Va.
Pa.
Marion Jityne Berguido, '28
Covington,
Va.
"Virginia VcV! Wmkle Morlidge, '28 Richmond, Va.
Norvell Royer Orgain, '30
Spartanburg, S. C.
Agnes Cleveland Sandifer, '31
Westport,
Conn.
Elizabeth Myers Harding, '35
Lookout Mt.,
Tenn.
Betty Smart/ Johnson, '38
Louisville,
Lynhcburg, Ky.
Va.
Ann Alorr/so)! Reams, '42
'33
Atlanta,
Ga.
Marguerite Hume, '43
Margaret Mnniierlyn Haverty, '47
Princeton, 111.
Barbara Lasier Edgerly, '51
Memphis, Tenn.
Mary Lee McGinnis, '54
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Ruth Hassan Smith, '30
Alumnae Representatives
Kitty
//errant Tra/tgo/t
Fields, '53
Mary GPerkins
Brown,

45

Richmond, Va.
Norfolk, Va.
Silver Spring, Md.
Wilmington, Del.
Drexel Hill, Pa.
Bronxville, N. Y.
Falls Church, Va.

Martha Mansfield Clement, '48
Lavalette Dillon Wintzer, '35
Elizabeth Aioore Schilling, '28
Flo Freeman Fowler, ' 1 9
Dorothy Fa/rba/rn Abdill, '26
Club Presidents and Representatives

Baltimore, Md. '32
New York, N. Y.
Warwick, Va.
Norfolk,
Louisville,Va.
Ky.

Elizabeth Conover, '40
Susan J el ley
Dunbar,
'28
Virginia
Vesey
Woodward,
Nancy Cofer Stacey, '47
Elizabeth Cox Johnson, '27
Fund Agents
Carolyn Mar/indale Blouin, '30
Peronne W'^h/ttaker Scott, '31
Gerry Mallory, '33
Vivienne Barkalow Hornbeck, '\i
Lucy Kiker Jones, '43
Carolyn Sbarpe Sanders, '19
Reunion

South Berwick, Me.
Haworth, N. J.
Tenaily, N. J.
Washington, D. C.
Franklin, Va.

WytheviUe, Va.
Chairmen

Elizabeth H/iber Welch, '22
Mary M. Pancake Mandeville,

Glenside, Pa.
Buffalo, N. Y.

Al/imnae News

ALUMNAE

BACK

ROLLINS

FUND

At a meeting of the Executive Board of the
Alumnae Association on Tuesday evening,
October I6th, it was voted unanimously that
the Alumnae Association undertake to help
raise the $100,000 necessary to qualify for the
Kresge Foundation's conditional grant of
$50,000 to establish the Wallace E. Rollins
Professorship of Religion. Already over
$12,000 has come in, with the class of 1931
Marv Lee McGinnis, '5-4, Gladys U'esrc-y Horton, '31). Phoebe
Rout; Peters. '31, Margaret Muniieilyn Havertv. '41. members
of the Executive Board, talk with Elizabeth Bond Wood, '34,
Executive Secretary.

giving its 25th reunion gift of $1,566 for this
purpose.
All alumnae are urged to help us reach this
goal, individually and through their clubs.
Now that the Manson Memorial Scholarship
is completed, the Rollins Professorship Fund
offers a wonderful opportunity for club giving.
Even clubs which have their own local scholarships can raise some extra money for this most
worthy cause.
Part of the 1956-57 Alumnae Fund will be
used for the Rollins Professorship, so please
make your contribution to the Alumnae Fund
an extra-large one this year.

Council members gather on the steps of the gym to en|oy a few
moments
in the October sunshine before the afternoon session.
Martha von Briesen, '31, Director of Public Relations, speaks to
the Alumnae Council on "Public Relations: Everybody's Business."

You may also wish to designate your "roundup" gift to the Development Program for the
Rollins Fund. (If you are paying off an unrestricted pledge to the Development Program,
you can ask that your final payments be earmarked for the Rollins Fund, but to avoid confusion, please do not try to switch earlier contributions.)
In what better way can the alumnae express
their appreciation for all that Dr. and Mrs.
Rollins mean to Sweet Briar than by helping co
establish an endowed chair of religion in that
department — knowing that this will release
funds for faculty salaries in ,ill departments!
What a .sense of pride the alumnae wil! feel
if this goal can be accomplished before the 15
December 1, 1957, deadline .set by the Kresge
Foundation.

NOVHMBLR.

1956

THE
ALUMNAE
FUND
1951-52
1952-53
1953-54
1954-55
1955-56

$16,834.06
$17,841.60
$18,774.70
$22,483.98
$26,767.02
The Burton

The 195T-56 Alumnae Fund reached a new height.
At the Alumnae banquet on June 3 President Anne G.
Pannell was presented with a check from the Alumnae
Association of Sweet Briar College.
Much of the credit for this achievement is due the able
fund chairman, Margaret Cramer Crane. Under her leadership the fund showed approximately a 45*^^ increase in the
two years she held this job. Few people have any idea of
the amount of time Margaret devoted to the Sweet Briar
Alumnae Fund.
The class fund agents ha\e shown much enthusiasm,
and due to their hard work Sweet Briar was listed on one
of the honor rolls of all alumni funds. At present we are
in seventh place among all colleges and universities in per
centage of graduate contributors to an annual alumni fund.
Dartmouth and Princeton among men's institutions and
only Mount Holyoke, Wells, Bennington and Vassar among
women's tributors
colleges
had Briar.
a higher percentage of graduate conthan Sweet

REUNION

FUND

Robert,

Clem and

Nancy

CHAIRMAN

Nancy Dotid Burton, 46g, has been elected to one of
the most important positions in the Alumnae Association.
As National Fund Chairman, she will direct the work of
the annual Alumnae Fund for the next two years.
Nancy has an outstanding record as a class fund agent.
In 1952-53, her lirst year, her class led in number of
alumnae who contributed to the fund. She was in second
place in 1953-54. The past year she again led all the rest
with eighty-eight contributors.
Nancy's husband, Robert, and his two brothers share
the distinction of being the only family to have three- members in the same graduating class of Harvard University
(due to war-time interruptions.) Besides her work for
Sweet Briar, Nancy finds time for civic and community
activities in Cincinnati in addition to keeping up with two
active young sons.

CLASSES TAKE

For its 2 5th Reunion gift the Class of 1931 gave the
college $1,565.91 toward the endowment of the Wallace
E. Rollins Professorship of Religion. Natalie Roberts
Foster was chairman of this special gift fund. The class
of 1926 for its 30th anniversary celebration, under the leadership of Lois Petersnii Wilson, led all classes in the
amount given to the fund. This class was also second in
the amount of the average gift, surpassed only by the class
of 1913, whose fund agent is Mary Clark Rogers.
Nancy Dnud Burton and her class celebrated their tenth
reunion by having eighty-eight members, the largest number of donors, contribute to the fund.
For its 5th year reunion th; class of 1951 was topped
16

NEW

1-amilv — Bobby,

THE HONORS

only by the classes of '26 and '27 in amount given. Our
special thanks go to these young alumnae and their able
class agent, Barbara Lasier Edgerly.
A special gift of almost $200 has been given by members of the class of 1921 to buy something of "beautiful
and lasting value " for the new William Bland Dew Dormitory. Florence Woelfel is the fund agent for this class.
The first class, 1910, took its usual honors by having
the largest percentage of donors, and the class of 1913 led
in amount of average gift.
To all fund agents and to all alumnae we wish to
express the thanks of the Alumnae Association and the
college for a job well done.
Alumnae News

December 19, 1955

An Alumna

Mrs. Ernest M. Wood, Jr.
Alumnae Secretary
Sweet Briar College
Sweet Briar, Virginia
Dear Mrs. Wood:
Although my contribution to the Alumnae Fund has to
be small because my husband and I are engaged in missionary work, my appreciation of Sweet Briar has grown
through the years. Surrounded as we are, here in India,
by illiteracy, poverty, and sickness, with all its handicaps
and ugliness, we are made aware of the greatness of the
American heritage and the wonderful opportunities that
are available to all there. Together with this, is the greater
realization of what we. as Americans — to whom much has
been gi\en — owe to those of the world who ha\e so little.

Writes

Why I
Sent a Check
to the Alumnae Fund

While we were home on furlough in '53, we had a
chance to visit Sweet Briar, which I was proud to show to
my husband, two sons and daughter. It was my first trip
back since graduation in '35. Sweet Briar "looked good"
to me and I did so enjoy the opportunity of seeing Miss
Frazer, "Miss Benedict" and Mrs. Lill.
We returned to India July '54 to take up our work
again in the Vellore Christian Medical College Hospital —
my husband to continue to train young Indian surgeons in
the specialty of thoracic and cardiac surgery, I to be in
charge of our Public Relations and Publicity Department,
as well as taking care of the family and running our home
whose doors are always open to our constant visitors from
East and West.
Our children, Eugene, 13, and Anne and Peter, 12, have
to go to boarding school 300 miles from us in the coolness
of the southern ghats. Although I taught them with the
aid of Calvert's system most of our first term of five years,
it is best now for them to go to a regular school, even
though this family separation is the hardest part of mission
life. With them away a good deal of the time and with
servants at home, I am able to carry my job for the hospital and college. I wonder if any other alumnae has as
interesting and challenging work!
I am grateful to all that Sweet Briar did to prepare me

Thanks from the President
In 1955-56 our alumnae ha\e gi\en their college the
most generous support in its titty year history. No birthday present could mean more to Sweet Briar than the devotion this represents.
On behalf of the college, as well as personally, I wish
to express our deep appreciation to each alumna who has
contributed to the Sweet Briar Alumnae Fund. These gifts
are a most tangible evidence of alumnae participation in
college achie\ements.
This year the Alumnae Fund was designated for faculty
salaries. You will be pleased to liear that your generosity
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Martha Juiu-s Betts. '35g, and Peter, Anne and Eugene.
This
picture was taken Cliristmas Day. 1948, after they had been garlanded with leis at the hospital.

for such an unexpected role and hope that through the
Alumnae Fund and other gifts it will continue to train
Sincerely,
young women to meet life
in all its phases.
Martha Jones Betts '35

was partially responsible for the two increases the college
was able to give the faculty in the academic year 19^^5-56.
My special thanks go to Margaret Cramer Crane for her
leadership as fund chairman and to the class fund agents.
The sion
result
their
is shown
Briar's Funds.
inclufor the offirst
timework
on the
Honor by
RollSwe>t
of Alumni
Gratefully yours.

19°'6
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1955-56 ALUMNAE
Chairman's

FUND

Final Report to Class Agents
June 30, 1956

Class Year

Number Contributing

t**1Academy
and Special
910
*11911
912
*1913

1*1914
1915
t*19l6
t*1917
t*1918
t 1919
t*1920
.1=1922
t*1921
t*1923
*1925
1*1924
t*1926
1*1927
t*1928
1*1929
t 1930
*1932
t*1931
t*1933
1934
1935
t*1936
1*1937
t*1938
1*1939
*11940
94l

Average Gift
$ 12.62
21.36
8.75
23.20
69.69
10.43
8.88
19.65
8.56
11.36
19.06
13.00
16.47
19.87
8.58
11.46
20.15
38.45
24.33
11.05
12.62
11.46
11.36
12.46
9.95
13.73
11.48
11.35
9.09
9.41
11.77
8.08
10.50
10.91
10.61
8.42
10.34
8.80
8.35
9.52
10.95
7.30
14.04
10.71
8.43
8.39
10.14

80
11
134
5
7
8
17
25
16
17
29
43
14
30
39
27
43
40
51
60
46
40
54
55
53
55
63
48
51
68
66
60

t 1942
1943
*1944

47
49
62
65

1945

49

t*1946
t 1947
*11948
949

88
73

46
1950
73
56
t*1951
72
1*1952
65
69
84
t*1953
1954
15
1955
1956
1957 & 1958
9
Friends
2
Washington Club
Interest from Saxings Account
Total Number Contributing
(June 30, 1955)
Banner Class .
Banner Class.
tSurpassed 1954-5 ) total contributors;

Percentage Contributing
18
92
31
45
37
33
27
55
57
68
40
27
42
31
36
40
31
32
42
37
38
35
35
33
33
35
35
37
48
43
47
46
40
37
45
47
36
62
34
43
44
32
52
52
50
42
45

Anvjunt
$ 1,010.00
235.00
116.00
35.00
906.00
71.00
73.00
334.00
284.00
137.00
324.00
182.00
494.00
576.22
447.00
369.00
544.00
1,240.63
1,538.05
475.00
757.00
619.00
522.60
506.50
547.50
727.50
631.50
436.50
579.00
800.50
593.00
512.93
533.00
630.00
658.00
506.83
547.00
774.52
409.00
694.75
613.00
1,010.85
336.00
899.38
615.50
545.50
700.00
237.00
8.00
36.00
190.65
197.61

;

2,162
(1,9,59)
Amount
Number

Contributed
Contnbutmf?

*Su rpassed 1954-55 total amount

$26,767.02
($22,503.98)
1926
1946

Report of the twenty-third

ANNUAL

ALUMNAE

Alumnae Fund i'or faculty salaries and for the
Meta Glass Fund for faculty salaries from
$26,767.02
2,162 Contributors
There are 203 more contributors this
year and an increase in amount of
$4,264.04.
For endowment of Manson Scholarship from
16 clubs and four individuals
4,772.25
For endowment
of the Benedict Scholarship
2,138.00
For local scholarships from clubs
5,942.78
Class of 1921 for Dew Dormitory
171.00
Class of 1931 for Rollins Professorship
1,568.91
$41,356.96
FUND

CONTRIBUTORS— 1955-56

L.M.^ — Life Member
L.M.C — Life Member and contributor in '5 5-' 56
* — Contributor for past ten consecutive years
** — Contributor for past fifteen consecutive years
*** — Contributor for past twenty consecutive years
Academy and Special
$1,010.00—18%
Agent: Nannie Claiborne Hudson
Florence Anderson
LouHe Antrim Mason
Maiy Armstrong McCIary, L.M.
Sarah Louise Arnold. L.M.
Clara Baker Backus
Helen Baker Waller
Anna Bevcridgc Leake, L.M.
Gertrude Bilhuber. L.M.
Jane Claiborne Calkins
Nannie Clnibornv Hudson
Emma Clyde Hodge, L.M.
Mildred Cobb Roosevelt
Elizabeth Preston Cocke
Elizabeth Cooke Shryock
Margery Cox White. L.M.C.
Elise Craddock Carrington
Jessie Dardcn Christian
Margaret Davits McMillin
Helen Dittenhaver. L.M.
Jessie Dixon Sayler
Margaret Duval Handy, L.M.
Carina Eaglcsfield Milligan
Faye Elliott Pogue
Addie Krwi7i Des Portes
Sarah Erwin Bellamy
Mary Ervin Townsend
Fanita Ferris Welsh
Caroline Friibnrg Marcus. L.M.
Maria Garth Inge, L.M.
Ruth Gibsojt Venning
Gillian Goodall Comer
Mary Page Grammer
Claudine Griffin Hoicomb***
Margaret Haddock Watson
Edith Harper Collier*
Alberta Hetisel Pew. L.M.
Edwina Hrriitel Wharton-Smith
Miiry Htrd Moore. L.M.C.
Eh>ise Hiritt Coupcr
Eleanor Hojnvood Fulton
Ruth Jarkson Leatherman
Josephine Johnttoji Smith
Miriam Jotictt Doggett
Margaret Kaufman Spain. L.M.C.
Emily Kersey, L.M.
Virginia
O'Hara
Marjorie I.azvnby
Lindsay Coon
Kathleen Logan Love. L.M.
Marie Lorton Sims, L.M.
Cynthia Magve Mead
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Hazel Marshall Sterrett, L.M.C.
Grace L. Martin, L.M.
Mabel McWane Harrab
Lou Emma McWhortvr Carroll
Bonner Means Baker, L.M.
Irene Milholland McClelland
Grace Milne Smith
Mary Mixon McClintock
Grace Nicodemus Specht, L.M.
Katherine
SydnoiEloise
UrmcNicolson
Fort
Katherine Page
Juliet Parris Gill
Dorothy I'eekwell Cremer
Marion L. Peele*
Margaret
Fotts Williams,
Anne liichards&n
Stanwood L.M.C.***
Ella Rodes Hutter
Anne Royall
Louise Ryland Baker
Ruth Schabacker, L.M.C.
Julia Scott Cramer
Ethel Shoop Godwin*
Virginia Shioop Phillips
Eleanor Snuth Hall, L.M.
Sarah Smith White
Edna Stei'cs Vaughan*
Mary Stewart Carter
Mary Steivart Wylie
Marina Stiles Wilkins
Eleanor Stove Gates
Helen Strobhar Williams
Austin Turner Jones
Elizabeth Tyler Wilson
Martha Valentine Cronly, L.M.C.
Dorothy Wallace Ravenel, L.M.
Eula Weakley Cross
Celia Webb
Bessie Whrlrss Mercer
Eudalia White Lohrke*
Helen Wh itch ill Kenyon
Margaret
Whitman Lakin
Margaret Wilson Ballantyne. L.M.C.
Sara Wilso7i Faulkner
Laura Woodbridge Foster
Marion Yirkes Barlow

1910— $235— 92%
Agent: F" ranees Murrell Kickards
Marjorie
Cmiper Miller
Prince*
Annie Cumnock
Margaret Eaglesjield Bell
Eugenia
Griffin Ewell.
Burnett,
Louise Hooper
L.M.L.M.C. *••

FUND

Claudine Hutter
Lillian Lloyd Thayer
Frances Murrell Rickards. L.M.C.'**
Annie Powell Hodges, L.M.C.***
Adelaide
Schoekey
Mallory***
Helen Srhidte
Tenney
Mary Scott Glass

1911— $35.00— 31%
Agent: Alma Booth Taylor
Elizabeth Atcheson Plumer
Alma Booth Taylor
Margaret Dressier Nohowel, L.M.
Virginia Hurt Turner
Ruth Lloyd. L.M.
Mary Virginia Parker, L.M.C.

1912— $116.00— 45%
Agent: Hazel Lane
Margaret Hroivning Burt
FrancesGardner
Sloan Brady
Hazel
Lane**'
Margaret
Loulie M. Thomas
Wilson Kreusi, L.M.C*

1913— $906.00— 37%
Agent: Mary Clark Rogers
Eugenia Buffington Walcott,
Clytie Carroll Allen, L.M.
Sarah
CooperRogers***
L.M.C*
Mary
Clark
Elizabeth Crav€7i Westcott,
Corinne Dickinson

L.M.

Henrianne Early**
Elizabeth
Balls*"
Dr.
Connie Franke
M. Guion
Sue
Hardie
Bell**Boethelt. L.M.
Lucille
Marshall
Vivian Mossman Groves*
Mary Pinkerton Kerr
Frances Richardson Pitcher, L.M.
Barbara Shand, L.M.
Sue Slaughter,
L.M.C***
Dorothy
Swan Lent
Mary Clifton Tabb George

1914— $73.00— 33%
Agent: Grace Callan Bond
Elizabeth Aiidcrson Kirkpatrick
Julia Bcvillc Yerkes*
Erna Driver Anderson
Eleanor Fumian Hudgens
Serena Motter Schell
Rebecca Patton, L.M.
Alice Swain Zell. L.M.C
Doris Thompson Reeves
Henrietta Washburn, L.M.C**

1915— $71.00— 27%
Agent:

Anna Wills Reed

Lelia
Clare Pew
Erek Preston*
Fletcher, L.M.
Rosalia Feder Sarbey
Margaret Grant. L.M.
Kathleen Hodge May, L.M.
Helen MeCary Ballard
Helen Pennock Jewitt, L.M.
Frances
Hilel Red Pennypacker, L.M.C"*
Anne Roberts Balfour
Anne Sehutte Nolt. L.M.C*
Emmy Thomas Tbomasson, L.M.
Louise P. Weisiger
Anna Wills Reed*

1916— $334.00— 55%
Agent: Antoinette Camp Hagood
Margaret
Banister
Louise Bennett Lord
Helen Beyv Hamilton
Antoinette Camp Hagood
Alice Dick Webster
Margaret
Eckart
Rachel Forbush Wood, L.M.C
Ellen Howison Christian
Marjorie Johnso7i Good
Dorys McConnell Faile
Grace Minor
Maria NcviUe Brown

Felicia Patton. L.M.C.
Mary i'ennijfiaeker Davis**
Edna Rigg Russell
Brown* Chamberlain
Constance
Rebecca Stout Hoover
Lucy Taliaferro

1917— $137.00— 57%
Agent: Rachel Lloyd Holton
Faye Abraham Pethick
Edith
ChristieRidler***
Finlay
Mary Bissell
Henrietta Crump Harrison, L.M.
Dorothy
Grammer Croyder***
Jane Henderson
Rachel rj.t^yd Holton. L.M.C
Ruth Mrllravy Logan. L.M.C*
Elsie Palmar Parkhurst*
GertrudePjister
Piper Waiies***
Skillern
Bertha
Hazel Roberts Peck
Inez Skillern Reller
Genie Steele Hardv
Jane
Griffith*
Mary Tyler
Whitehead
Van Hyning
Bessie Whittet Towsen

1918— $284.00— 68%
Agent: Vivienne Barkalow
Horn beck
Vivienne
Barkalow
Hornbeck***
Ruth Bocttc.her
Robertson
Iloe Bowers Joel
Priscilla Brown Caldwell
Cornelia Carroll Gardner, L.M.C-*
Louise
Case Jose,
McGuire*
Amy Elliot
L.M.C
Gladys GHUland Brumback*
Cilia GuggenheimcT Nusbaum*
Dorothy Harrison
Gertrude Kintzing Wiltshire
Elizabeth Lowman
Hall, L.M.C
Grace MaeBain Ladds
Catherine Marshall Shuler, L.M.C.
Marianne Martin
Margaret McCluer
Margaret McVey. L.M.C
Charlotte More Meloney
Mary Reed. L.M.C.
Bessie Sims
Eleanor Smith Walters, L.M.C
Elanette Sollitt Marks
Helen Taylar Caton
Esther Turk Hemmings
Elizabeth Wilson

1919— $324.00— 40%
Agent: Caroline Sharpe Sanders
Henrietta Anderson, L.M.C.
Katharine
Ellen
BodleyBlock*
Stuart
Mary DeLong McKnighl
Elizabeth
Eggleston*
Nell Eikelman
Hanf, L.M.
Florence Freeman Fowler, L.M.C.
Louise Hammond Skinner
Elizabeth Hodge Markgraf.
Tennie Lootiey Burton
Isabel McCaa
Luke Witt.
Mary
Deal L.M.C***
Mildred
L.M.C*Meek Meador
Dorothy Ncal Smith
Mai-y Jones ;V(j-o» Nelson, L.M.
Jane Byrd Ruifin Henry
Caroline
Shar})c Sanders***
Carrie Taliaferro
Scott
Amia Trevt'i'
Cjfvoer, L.M.
Isabel
Wood Holt

1920— $182.00— 27%
Agent : Isabel Webb LuflF
Tsabelle Hannah Goldsborough
Nancy Hanna. L.M.
19
Margaret
High Brown
Norment, L.M.C**
Ruth
Hulburd
Geraldine Jones Lewis
Frances Kenney Lyon
Corinne Loncy Benson
Rebecca MacGeorge Bennett

Helen Mnsou Smith
Ida Massif Valentine
Elmyra I'ctmt/iiarh-cr Yerkes*
Frances liaiff Wood
Dorothv Wallace. L.M.C.
Isabel Wihb Luff. L.M.C.
Dorothy WhUky Smyth
Marie iWcvtr Manz, L.M.

1921— $494.00— 42%
Agent : Rhoda Allen Worden
Rhoda AUtn Worden***
Josephine Aliaru MacMillan
Gertrude Anderson
Llizabeth Baldwin Whiteburst
Madeline Bigger
Russe Blanks Butts
Julia Bruver Andrews
Elizabeth Cole. L.M.
Catherine Cordis Kline
Florence Dowden Wood, L.M.C.
Edith DurrcU Marshall. L.M.C.**
Mildred E!tis Scales
Frances Evans iv«.s
Ruth GctT Boice, L.M.C.
Fredericka Hack-viau Maxwell*
Catherine Hanitch***
Florence Iras Hathaway*
Marion \'orth Lewin
Gertrude I'auly Crawford
Shelley Rouse Aagensen, L.M.C.
Maynette Rozellc Stephenson*
Marion Shafcr Wadhams
Madelon Sliidier Olney
Orphelia Short Seward**
Frances Shnpson Cartwrigh-t,
L.M.C.
Ruth Simpson Carrington
Gertrude Thams. L.M.C.
Laura Thompsou MacMillan
Miriam Thompson Winne
Hattie Wilson Diggs
Florence Woelfel, L.M.C.

1922— $576.22— 31%
Agent : Ruth Fiske Steegar
Alice Babcock Simons
Julia Bcnner Moss
Marjorie Bergen Cohee
Lorraine Bowles Chrisman
Selma Brandt Krtss*
Helen Case Carroll
Catherine Cook l.n nxemoriami
Gertrude
Dally Stevenson
Massie***
Burd Dickson
Louise Evans Shideler
Ruth Fiske Steegar*
Margaret Garry Reading
Mary J. ffackmati Cohill
Ruth Hauler McDonald
Katherine Hartt
Helen Hodgskin Fingerhuth
Mary Klutnph Watson
Helen Leggctt Corbett, L.M.
Virginia Little
Margaret Marston Tillar, L.M.C.
Ethel McClain Bumbaugh
Margaret Mierke Rossiter
(tti mcmoriam)
Katherine Minor Montague
Aline Morton Burt
Mary Munson
Elizabeth Murray Widau, L.M.C.
Beulah Norris. L.M.C.**
Katherine Shenehon Child*
Grizzelle Thomson***
Ruth Ulland Todd*
Marion
Walker Neidlinger**
Hathaway Wright Rinehart

1923— $369.00— 36%
Agent: Jane Guignard Curry
Ellen Brown Nichols
Beatrice Bryant Woodhead
Margaret Burwell Graves, L.M.C
Helen Cannon Hills
Dorothy Copeland Parkhurst
Emma Crockett Owen
Dorothy Ellis Worley*
Lillian Everett Blake
Mildred Featherston
Helen Fossum Davidson*
Helen Gaus*
Gertrude Geer Bassett. L.M.C.
Jane Guignard Curry
Florine Guilbert Smith
May
Jennings
Hannah
Keith Sh-erman**
Howze
Fitzallen Kendall Fearing*
Marie KIooz. L.M.
Mary LaBoitcaux Dunbar
Frances Lauterbach*
Mildred LaVenture McKinney*

Jane Lee Best
LaVern McGee Olney
Richie McGuire Boyd
Helen McMahon***
Catherine
Meade MontgomeiT
Edith Miller McClintock
Marjorie MiUigait Bassett
Lou.sa Newkirk Steeble. L.M.C.
Dorothy Nickelson Williamson
Margaret Nixoyi Farrar, L.M.
Phyllis I'ayne Gathright*
Lydia I'urcell Wilmer**
Martha liobcrtsoyi Harless*
Frances Smith Hood
Virginia Stanherry Schneider
Elizabeth- Taylor Valentine,
L.M.C.
Helen Taylor***
Elizabeth
Thigpen Hill***
Virginia Thojnpson
McElwee
Isabel Virdeti Faulkner
Lorna
Weber
Dowling***
Katherine Weiser Ekeland
Margaret
Wise O'Neal
Katherine Zeiich Forster***
Helen Ziclsdorf Beuscher, L.M.

1924— $447.00— 40%
Agent: Mary Rich Robertson
Frederica Bernhard. L.M.
Florence Bodine Mountcastle
Marie Brede Zimmerman
Willetta Dolle Murrin, L.M.
Ruth DurrcU Ryan, L.M.
Genevieve Elstun Moodey
Byrd Fiery Bomar
Susan
CarolineFitchett***
Flynn Eley
Jacqueline Franke Charles
Ethel Ga.nes Bruner
Jean Grant Taylor, L.M.C.
Helen Grill. L.M.
Marian Grimes Collins
Eiizabeth
Guy Tranter**
Mary
Harman
White
Eleanor Harncd Arp, L.M.C.**
Bernice Hulburd Wain
Harrell James Carrington
Emily Kimball
Jeffrey Williams***
Lydia
Maxam
Kathrvn Klumph McGuire
Eloise LcGrand Council
L.M.C.**
Martha
Lobingier Lusk
Muriel MacLeod Searby
Mary Marshall Hobson
Lorraine MeGrillis Stott
Josephine von Maur Crampton*
Grace
DorothyMerrick
Meyers Twohy***
Rixey, L.M.
Marv Millard Webb
Phyllis Millinger Camp, L.M.
Mary Mitchell Stackhouse
Hellen Mowry Fell
Frances A'as/i Orand*
Margaret Nelson Lloyd, L.M.C.
Elizabeth Pape Mereur
Helen Rhodes Gulick, L.M.
Mary Rich Rose
Robertson**
Thomasine
Maury
Eleanor Sikcs Peters
Susan Simrall Logan
Mary Stephens Henderson
Cornelia Skinner Seay
Elizabeth Studley Kirkpatrick
Marion Swannell Wright
Gladys Woodward Hubbard

1925— $544.00— 31%
Agent: Ruth Taylor Franklin
Helen Bane Davis
Jane Becker Clippinger
Mary Dowds Houck
Muriel Fossu7n Pesek
Clara
Belle Frank
Ruth Gates
LeVee Bradley**
Eugenia Goodall Ivey
Dorothy Herbison Hawkins
Cordelia Kirkendall Barricks***
Elizabeth Manniyig Wade
Elizabeth MacQueen Nelson
Margaret Masters Klauder
Gertrude
McGiffert
MacLennan,
L.M.
Martha McHenry Halter*
lone McKenzie Walker
Margaret Meals Ewart
Eleanor Miller Patterson***
Mary Nadine Pope Phillips***
Evelyn Prctlow Rutiedge
Mary Reed Hartshorn
Mary Sailer Gardiner
Romayne Sehooley Ferenbach

Virginia Stanberry Schneider
Mary
Irene Sturgis**
Ruth Taylo-r
Franklin
Helen Tremaytn Spahr
Mary Elizabeth Welch Hemphill*

1926— $1,538.05— 32%

Agent : Lois Peterson Wilson
Ruth Abell Bear
Nell Atkins
Hagemeyer*
Martha
Bachman
McCoy
Dorothy Bailey Hughes, L.M.C*
Anne Barrett Allaire**
Kitty Blount Andersen. L.M.C.**
Mary Bristol Graham, L.M.C.
Mary Brown Moore
Anne Claiborne Willingham
Martha Close Page, L.M.
Gertrude Collins Calnan
Page Dunlap Dee
Helen Dunleavy
Mitchell*
Frances
Dunlop Heiskell
Gudrun Eskcsen Chase*
Katherine Farrand Elder
Mildred Gribble Seller
Dorothy
Hamilton Davis***
Helen Haseltine
Jeanette
Hopptnger
Schanz*
Daisy
Huffman
Pomeroy
Wanda Jensch Harris, L.M.
Ruth Johnston Bowen
Mary
Burton
DorothyKerr
Keller
Iltff***
Margaret Krider Ivey, L.M.
Margaret Laidley Smith
Edna LeeLovett
Gilchri-st***
Mildred
Matthews*
Virginia Mack Senter, L.M.
Elizabeth Matthew Nichols
Sarah Merrick Houriet
Elizabeth Moore Rusk, L.M.
Helen
Mutsehler
Henrietta
Nelsoji Becker**
Weston
Ellen
Newell
Bryan**
Katharyn
Norris
Kelley, L.M.C*
Lois Peterson Wilson*
Katbryn Peyton Moore
Margaret Posey Brubaker
Catherine Shulenberger, L.M.
Virginia Lee Taylor Tinker
Marion Van Cott Borg*
Cornelia Waihs Wailes*
Margaret
Ruth Will White
Beekh Knobloch**

1927— $1,240.63— 42%

Marian
V. Thayer
Nar Warren
Taylor***
Constance Van Ness*
Julia
Ventulett
Pattei-son
Mary Vizard Kelly
Sara Von Schilling Stanley
Margaret WUlimns Bayne
Virginia Wilson Robbins*

1928— $475.00— 37%
Agent : Marion Jayne Berguido
Helen Adams Martin
Betty Austin
Adaline
BeesonKinlochEleanor Branch Cornell
Dorothy Bunting
Evelyn Claybrook Bowie
Louise Conklin Knowles
Elizabeth Corpcning Andrews
Elizabeth
Crane
Hall*
Sarah
Dance
Krook
Helen Davis Mcllrath
Harriet Dunlap Towill
Sarah Everett Toy
Elizabeth Failing Bernhard
Margaret Fuller Riggs
Connie Furmcin Westbrook
UJlizabeth Harms Slaughter
Louise
VirginiaHarned
Hippie Ross*
Baugher
Marguerite Hodnett McDaniel
Elizabeth Jackson Pierce
Marion Jaijne Berguido
Susan Jelley Dunbar
Elizabeth Jones Shands
Helen Keys Rollow
Katherine Leadbcater Bloomer*
Sara McHcnry Crouse
Katheryn Meyer Manch-el
Betty
Moore
Schilling*
Virginia
Morris
Kincaid
Ann Newell Whatley
Mary NelTns Locke**
Elizabeth Prcscott Balch
Anne Beth Price Clark
Elizabeth Robins Foster***
Grace
Sollitt
Anne Shepherd
Lewis***
Grace Sunderland Owings*
Virginia Torrance Zimmer
Virginia Van Winkle Morlidge**
Mary
Webb Regen***
Nesbitt
JocelynAlice
Watson
Fanny
Welch Paul
Lillian Lee Wood

Agent: Daphne Bunting Blair
Maud
EleanorAdams
AlhersSmith**
Foltz
Camilla Alsop Hyde*
Evelyn Anderson Tull, L.M.
Anne Ashhurst Gwathmey
JeanetteBoy/iton
Boone***
Laura
Raw^lings
Madeline Brown Wood*
Daphne Bunting Blair**
Elizabeth Gates Wall*
Mary Close Gleason
Caroline
Elizabeth Compton*
Cox Johnson
Margaret
Cramer Nettles
Crane*
Virginia Davies
Esther Dickinson Robbins
Margaret Eaton Murphy, L.M.
Alice Eskesen Ganzel
Elsetta Gilchrist Barnes, L.M.
Emilie Halsell Marston*
Claire
Hanner Arnold**
Hilda Harpster
Gwinn Harris Tucker
Sarah- L. Jamison*
Catherine
Johnson Brehme
Emily Jones Hodge
Margaret Leigh Hobbs
Margaret Lovett
Ruth Lowrance Street, L.M.C.
Elizabeth Luck Hammond
Rebecca Manning Cutler
Elisabeth Mathews Wallace*
Elizabeth Miller Allan
Elise
L.M.C***
PaulineMorley
PayneFink,
Backus
Vivian Plumb Palmer
Margaret Powell Oldham
Elva Quisenberry Marks*
Julia Reyriolds Dreisbach**
FrancesRiddle
Sample
Jane
Thornton***
Florence Shortau Poland*
Yenti Slater Shelby. L.M.
Helen Smyser Talbott
Jo Snoivden Durham*
Virginia Stephenson

1929— $757.00— 38%
Agent: Dorothy Joli£fe Umer
Mary Armstrong Allen
Nora Lee Arnold
Antrim***
Elizabeth
Wright
Milo Bates Crawford
Evelyn Ballard**
Mallie
Bomar Bean
Johnson
Mary Archer
Eppes***
Mildred Bronaugh Taylor
Mildred Bushcy Scherr
Dorothy Bortz Davis
.A.nne
Ellen Brent
Blake**Winn
Belle Brockenbrougli
Hutchins***
Janet
Bruce Bailey
Elizabeth Bryan Stockton
Lucille Burks Hopkins
Sara Callison Jamison
Virginia Lee Campbell Clinch
Virginia Chaffee Gwynn
Louise Chapman Plamp
Mai-y Copeland Sturgeon
Louise
Dailey Cot-***
Sturhahn
Kate Tappen
Meredith Ferguson Smythe***
Mary
Dalton
Emilie Gochnatter
Glesc Martin***
Margaret
Harding
Kelley
Lisa Gnigon
Shinberger***
Gary Harman Biggs
Elizabeth Hilton
Mary Hodges Edmunds
Virginia Hodgson SutlitT
Amelia Hollis Scott
Claire Hoyt Gaver
Dorothy Joliff'e LTrner
Martha Dabney Jones*
Josephine Lewis
KluttzHoward
Ruffin*
Barbara
Mildred Earle Lewis Adkins
Martha Maupin Stewart
Polly McKee
McDiarmid
Serodino**
Sally
Stanger
Gertrude Prior***

20

Almniiae News

Frances Redford*
Adelaide liirhardson Hanger***
Helen Srli<iumlrflcl Ferree
Mary Shrlft^n Clark*
Nathalie Sithnan Smith
Josephine Tatman Mason
Eugenie Tillman McKenzit
Anna Torian Owens***
Su Tucker Yates
Esther TyltT Campbell***
Elizabeth VaUiUiJu- Cioodwyn
Helen liV'f'UniOH Bailey
Jane Wilkinson Banyard***
Huldah Williams Lambert
Julia Wilson
Amelia iWfodtrard Davier
Cecil W'oodiiard Hooten

1930— $619.00— 35%

Agent : Carolyn Martindale Blouin
Josephine Abcrncthy Turrentine
Serena Ailf.t Henry*
Jane Hakvr Davidson
Eleanor Hrooks Sloan
Mary liurks Saltz
Jane CfUlison Smith
Elizabeth Carnes
Delmar Chatnbtrs Glazier
Elizabeth Cofuland Norfleet**
Merry Curtis Loving
Sophia Ihnilai) Hunter
Lucy Fi»hburuv Davis
Fanny Penn Ford Libby
Elizabeth Foster Askew, L.M.
Gratia Gnr Howe
Elizabeth Gorsline
Frances Harrison McGiffert
Ruth Hasson SmithEleanor Henderson Merry
Mary Huntington Harrison***
Evelyn Jackson Blackstock
Alice Jones Muldaur
Alice Tucker Jones Taylor
Martha Lambeth Kilgore
Virginia LeHardy Bell
Boyce Lokry Martin
Mary Douglas Lyon Althouse
Myra Marshall Brush
Elizabeth Marston Creech**
Carolyn Martindale Blouin***
Susan McAllister. L.M.
Elizabeth MeCrady Bardwell
Lucy Miller Baber
Ida Moore Taylor
Mai->' Moss Powell
Merritt Murpiiey Green
Gwendolyn Oleott Writer
Lindsay Prentis Woodroofe
Wilhelmina Rankin Teter
Sally Reahard
Josephine Rcid Stubbs
Emma Riely Lemaire
Norvell Royer Orgain*
Elizabeth Saunders Ramsay
Jean Saunders
Lucy Shirley Otis*
Helen Smith Miller
Marjorie Sturges Moose*
Elizabeth Stevenson Tate
Mildred Stone Green*
Phyrne Tanner McKennan
Evelyn Ware Saunders
Gladys Wester Horton***
Elizabeth Williams Gilmore**
Mary Woodivorth Wilkin

1931— $522.60— 35%
Agent: Marjorie Webb Marynov
Violet Anderson Groll
Eda Bainbridge McKnight
Martha von Briesen***
Isabel Rush Thomasson
EHzabeth Clark
Agnes Cleveland Sandifer
Jean Cole Anderson
Nancy Hancock Coe***
Virginia Cooke Rea**
Jean Coutttryman Presba**
Virginia Derby Howse
Naomi Doty Stead**
Margaret Fry Williams
Josephine Gibbs Du Bois
Nancy
Hunter
Margaret Hurd Burbank
Sarah Jester Rust
Madame Johnson. Honorar>*
Matilda Jonea Shillington***
Charlotte Kent Pinckney
Virginia Keyser
Margaret Lee Thompson
Gertrude Leiris Magavern
Elizabeth MacRae Goddard*
Martha McHroom Shipman***
Caroline Moore McCotter

NOVFMBHR.

19*>6

Jane Muhlherg HaKerstadt
Evelyn Mullen
Fanny O'lirian Hettrick
Mary I'earsall Smith
Jean I'loehn Wernentin
Virginia Quintard Bond*
Natalie
RobertsPeters
Foster***
Phoebe Rowe
Ruth Sehott Benner*
Dorothy Sedgwick
Helen Sim Mellen***
Polly Su-ift
Calhoun***
Virginia
Tahh
Moore
Martha Tillery Thomas*
Marjorie
Webb Maryanov***
Peronne Whittaker
Scott
Ella Williams Fauber
June Williams
Pauline Woodieard Hill
Nancy
Worthing ton**

1932— $506.50— 33%
Agent:

Susan Marshall Timberlake

Virginia Hellamy
Margaret
liennett Ruflfin***
Cullum
Sue Harnett Davis*
Courtney Cochran Ticer
Alice
Dabney
Parker***
Elizabeth
Douglass
Foote
Elisabeth Donghtie Bethea
Virginia
Finch Waller**
Eleanor Franke
Crawford
Susanne Gay Linville
Mildred Gibbons***
Virginia
Hall Lindley
Lenore Hancel Sturdy*
Sarah' Harrison Merrill
Elizabeth Hun McAllen*
Ruth
Fortune***
Anne Kerr
MacRae
Charlotte Magoffin**

HELP

Katherine Gochnauer Slater
Sue Graves Stubbs*
Elizabeth Stuart Gray**
Margery
Gubelman
Julia
Harris
Toomey Hastert*
Mabel Hickman Flaitz
Emma Houstt/n
Hills Boyd*
Sara
Baker
Kathrina Hoieze Maclellan
Eleanor Hiidgins Keith
Margaret
Imbrie
Mary Imbrie

1933— $547.50— 33%

Marjorie
Crenshaw
k***
Mary BuicRurford
Mary Elizabeth Clcmo-ns Porzelius*
Jessie Coburit Laukhuff
Doris
C'rnnr
Loveland**
Elizabeth
Dawson
Birch
Marietta Derby Garst
Elena Foster
Doty Angus*
Lois
Moore

Elizabeth
Sehruer
Maxwell***
Julia
Shirley
Patterson
Jean Spraguc
Hulvey***
Marguerite
Stephens
Sheridan*
Marjorie
Van Briscoe***
Ei^era Lovelace
Betty
SuttUKatharine WiUiams McCoUum

(ieraldine Mallory***
Helen
Martin***
Elizabeth
Vann Moore
Anne
Marvin***
Lucy Moulthrop
Alexander
Cornelia Murray Weller
Frances Neville Newberry
Kath-erine Oglesby Mixson
Mary Kate I'atton Bromfield
Frances I'oirell
Zoppa***
Marjorie
Ris Hand
Mary Bess Roberts Waynick
Josephine
Rucker Powell*
Jeanette Shambaugh
Stein

Bonnie Wood Stookey***

Gotten Skinner Shepherd*
Nancy Slaugenhoupt Montgomery
Charlotte Tamblyn Tufts
Constance Turner Hoffman
Jean Van
Baber***
Lelia
Va7i Home
Leer Schwaab
Virginia Vesey
Langhorne
WattsWoodward***
Austen
Margaret Wayland Taylor*
Hetty Wells Finn

WANTED

date and name of the paper is attached. This
will be very helpful to both the Alumnae
Office and the Office of Public Relations.

Agent: Geraldine Mallory
Virginia Alford Johnston*
Margaret Austin Johnson*
Lois Ballenger, Honorary
Susalee Reiner Norris
Dorothy Rrett Prentiss
Anne Brooke

Margaret
Ross Ellice
Mary Pringle*
Cleo Seott
Julia
SadlerAllen
de Coligny***

Ella Jesse I.iatham**
Susan Jones
JohnsonCraigSimpson*
Lena
Margaret Lanier Woodrum

Please clip and send any newspaper items concerning Sweet Briar College or Sweet Briar
alumnae to the Alumnae Office. Be sure the

Susan Marshall Timberlake
Marion Malm Fowler
Letha Morris Wood***
Barbara Munter Purdue***
Helen Moore
Nightingale
Mary
FaneakcGieason**
Mandeville
Marcia Patterson***
Sarah Phillips Crenshaw*
Helen Pratt Graff*
Edith Railey Dabney
Ruth Remon Wenzel
Katherine Scott Soles
Frances Sencivd.ver Stewart*
Sara Shallenberger Brown*
Adelaide Smith Nelson
Theda Sherman Newlin*
Doroth-y STnith Berkeley*
Virginia
Squibb
Flynn***
Hazel
Stamp
Collins
Beatrice Stone DeVore
Hildegarde Voeleker Hardy
Alice Weymouth McCord*

Mai*>- Moses Lindsey*
Priscilla Mullen Gowan
Ruth Myers Pleasants*
Margaret
Newton*
Cordelia Prince
Penn
Cannon*
Dorothy
Oldfield

1934— $727.50— 35%
Agent: Betty Suttle Briscoe
Eleanor Aleott Bromley***
DorothyArmstrong
Andreies Allen
Kramer*
Anne
RubertaRean
Bailey
Hesseltine*
Helen
Emery
ElizabethRurwell
Bond Wood*
Connie
White
Nancy Rutzner Leavell
Elizabeth Car^r Clark*
Eleanor Cooke Esterly*'*
Anne Corbitt Little*
Julia Daugherty Musser
Amy Da vies
Louise Dreyer Bradley
Emily
Emory
Leary*Ambler
Elizabeth
Eskridge
Virginia Fosler Gruen**
Rosemary
Frey Rogers***
Elsa
Gerstacker
Alien
Lydia Goodicyn
Louise
GreenwoodFerrell***
Lippitt
Marion Gwaltney Hall
Frances Hallett Denton
Thelma Hnnifm Fried*
Helen Harris
Hanson Toomey
Bamford***
Julia
Mai->' Higgins Porsche
Nancy Hotchkiss Boschen
Dorothy Hutchinson Howe*
Marjorie Lou
Lanar Hurd***
Martha
Marie LePineLemmon Stohlman***
Dearing Lewis
Emily
Marsh
Nichols*
Elizabeth
Mayfield
Chapman
Katherine Means Neely
Mary
Rowe**
Marcia Moore
Morrison
Curtis*

1935— $631.50—35%

Agent: Anne Baker Gerhart
Ray Adler Cochran
Isabel Baker
Anderson
Comer**
Anne
Gerhart
Dorothy
Barbara Harnum
RenzingerVenter**
Lindsley
Jane Bryan Hurlbert
Allyn
Capron
Florence
Crane Heintz*
Cloodfellow
Geneva Grossman
Margharita
Curtze Stevens***
Vicary
Virginia Cunningham Brookes
Jessie Davis Hall
Mary
Day*
Hester Dunglinson
Catherine England
Gretchen Geib Troup
Harriet Haddock
Dudley
Margaret
Glover Paddock***
Juliet Halliburton Burnett***
Beverley HiU Furniss***
RebekahJaekson
Huber*Hagan
Helen
Elizabeth Jones
Johnston
Clute***
Blandina
Skilton
Martha Jones Betts
ElizabethKraemer
Klinedinst
Hester
AveryMcGavran*
Grace Langeler Irvine
Alice Littleford
Laubach***Stegeman
Jane
Jane
Lawder*
Lee MacPherson Virgin
Mary Virginia Marks***
Alice MeCloskey
Schlendorf***
Sarah
MUhr Adelman
Evelyn Morris Blair
Frances Morrison Ruddell*
Elizabeth Myers Harding
Martha Netinsch wander Founds
Charlotte Olmstead Gill
Ellen Pratt McGowin
Julia Peterkin***
Sarah
Rick Putnam
Margaret Rose Turnbull
Ellen Scattergood Zook
Isabel Scriba
Frances SpHler Merrill*
Natalae Strickland
Jacquelyn
StricklandWaters
Dwelle***
Ann Temple Benton
Marion
Walker
Alcaro
Lida Voigt
Young***
Mary Whipple Clark
Harriet Williams Rand
Maud

Winboryie Leigh**

Helen Wolcott***
Rebecca
^'ou}ig Frazer***

1936— $579.00— 37%

Agent: Lillian Cabell Gay
Frances Baker Owen
Elise Rowen Mullins
Nancy Rrasietll Holderness
Lillian Cabell Gay***
Mary Virginia Camp Smith***
Margaret
Myra Carr Campbell
Baldwin Usher***
Elizabeth Cocke Winfree
Kathleen Donahue McCormack
Corinne Fejttress Gray
Chloe Frierson Fort
Caroline Furniss Wolfe
Ruth Gilliam Viar
Parker Goodwin Breen
FrancesGrimes
Gregory***
Capel
Gerlach**
Martha
Harvey
Gwinn
Mary Hesson Pettyjohn
Sarah High Gregg
Mary Himrs Beddoes
Orissa Holdev Perry
Margaret Huxley Dick*
Margaret Lloyd Bush
Alma Martin Rotnem*

21

Dorothea McClure Mountain
Catherine Mitchelt Ravenscroft***
Jane Moore Johnson*
Elizabeth Morton Forsyth
Katherine x\iUs Parker***
Esther O'Brian Robinson
Nancy Parsons Jones
Elizabeth P.nkcrtoii Scott***
Mary Lee Poindcxter Willingham
Marquart Powell Doty
Mary Rich Wiles
Margaret Robertson Densmore
Ruth Robhison Madison*
Virginia Rutty Anstice
Jane Sheltou Williams***
Margaret Smith Thomasson*
Mar>' Stokes Fulton
Carol Straus Ney
Aline Stumjj Fisher*
Arnold Susong Jones
Willetta Thompson Scofield
Margaret Upton White
Elizabeth Wall Saunders
Constance Warnrr McElbinney
Lydia Warner McKinney
Martha Williams Tim**
Carrie Yoinig Gilchrist

1937— $436.50 — 18%
Agent: Rosalie Hall Cramer
Elizabeth Bali Fensom
Janet Bogue Trimble*
Elizabeth Boyre Emmons
Mary Jane Carney Turner
Anna Mary Charles Straub
Martha L. Clark
Jacquelin Cochran Nicholson
Mai'garet Cornicell Schmidt*
Agnes Crawford Bates***
Margery Cruikshank Dyer
Rebecca Douglass Mapp**
Harriette Dyer Sorenson
Mary Helen Frueauff Klein***
Mary Gruber Stoddart
Rosalie Hall Cramer
Virginia Hardin**
Margaret Harris Clark
Margaret Holcomb MacMillan
Natalie Hopkins Griggs
Barbara Jarvis*
Frances Johnson Finley*
Barbara Kirch Booth*
Sara Kirkpatriek Fearing
Lillian L. Lambert Pennington**
Polly Lambeth Blackwell
Anne Launian Bussey**
Elizabeth Lee McPhail**
Elliott Lewis
Margaret MacRae Jackson*
Margaret Merritt Haskell**
Barbara Munn Green**
Nancy Nalle Lea**
Kitty O'Brien Joyner*
Isabel Olnistcad Haynes
Dorothy Price Roberts*
Dorothy Prout Gorsuch*
Anna Redfern Ferguson
Helen Rae Wainwright
Vera Searcy McGonigle
Harriet Shaw McCurdy
Elizabeth Sherk Prince
Ellen Snodgrass Park**
Dorothy Stewart**
Marie
Gregory**
Elinor Walker
Ward Francis
Helen

Williamson Dumont**

1938— $593.00— 43%
Agent: Moselle Worsley Fletcher
Cornelia Armficld Cannon
Frances Bailey Brooke*
Louise Bailey McDermott*
Jane Bcmis Wills
Mary Alice Berckmans Smith
Ethlyn Biedenharn Swayze
Elizabeth Boicley Phillips
Imogene Brock Hawley
Marian Brown Zaiser**
Mary
Hulse*Merrill
HannahCobb
Cobden
Frances Cordcs Hoffman**
Harriet Daniel Herd**
Barbara Derr Chenoweth**
Denise duPont Zapffe
Virginia Eady Williams**
Dorothy Evans Haveron
Frances Faulkner Matthews**
Barbara Fish Schiebel**
Janet Forbush Fead
Bessie Lee Garbee Siegrist**
Dorothy Gipe Clement**
Louisa Grace Prince
Lucile Greene Michel
Jane Gregory Marrow

22

Claire Handerson Chapin
Josephine Happ Willingham**
Helen
Helen Hays
HcssonCrowley**
Binns
Elizabeth Hopper Turner
Katherine
Hoyt**
Cecily Jansen
Kendrick
Adele Letcher Harvey**
Howell Lykes
Genevieve
MarshColton**
Fisher
Zimmerman**
Martyn
Marion
Nancy McCandlish Prichard
Marjorie
Miller
Hein*
Betty Moore
Stowers
Vesta Murray Haselden
Dorothy Nicholson Tate
Ruth Pfingstcn Polster
Lucile Seargeant Leonard**
Pollyanna Shotwell Holloway*
Kate Sulzberger Levi
Molly Talcott Dodson**
Marjorie
Thaden Fabbrini
Davis*
Mary Thompson
Dorotby Tison Campbell
Ida Todman Pierce*
Foscue**
Tomiinson Herlihy
Sarah Townsend
Jane
Drane**
Tucker
Maud na U pshaw Kennedy
Wiley
Annie R. Wallace Buchman
Anne Walker Newton
Margaret Weimcr Shepherd
Wiley Adams**
Janice Wilson
Elinor
Gammon
Lucy Robb Wiiiston Works
Pauline Womack Swan
Moselle Worsley Fletcher

1939_$800.50— 47%
Agents: Mary Elizabeth Barge
Shroder and
Sarah Belk Gambrell
Florence Bailey Adams
Margaret Ballard Whitehurst
Patricia Balz Vincent*
Mary Elizabeth Barge Schroder**
ell**
Sarah Belk
Bettine
Bell Gambr
Wyman
Anne Benedict Swain
Preston*Strong
Leha Bond Bonsall
Katharine
Lucy Bowers Elebash
Betsy Campbell Gawthrop
Eleanor Claflin Williams
Virginia Cheatham Newton
Hylah Coley Kitcbell
Henrietta Collier Armst*rong**
Corrigan Jordan
LouiseDay
Elsie
Sutherlin
D.ngman Cobb*
Eudoxa
Charlotte Dunn Blair
Betsy Durham Goodhue
Anna Espach Weckler
Martha Foivler McNabb
Betty Frazier Rinehart
Nancy Gatch Svien
Lucy
Jeffers*
ValeriaGordon
Gott Murphey

Keiser**
Ruth Harman
Anne
Lee Harrison Brown
*
Hodill
Martha
Anne HuddUstonSmith*
Cheek
Viola James Wathen
Mai-y Judd Patton
Catherine Lawder Stephenson
Yvonne Leggett Dyer**
Lottie Lewis Woollen*
Eleanor
Elizabeth Little
HowellMorfit**
Love
Gracey Luckett Stoddard
Sherer**
Mary Mackin
Marion
Mann tosh
Hawkes
Helen McCrcery James
Lee
Montague
Joachim**
Marguerite
Myers
Glenn
Lillian Neely Willis
Jean Oliver Sartor*
Jane Parker Washburn**
Ann
Parks*Perklyis Prothro*
Elizabeth
Katherine
Richards deLancey
Julia Ridgely Peacock*
Gertrude
Robertson
Midlen**
Grace
Rohinsoii
McGuire
Augusta
Saul Edwards**
Julia Saunders
Michaux
Audrey Siebert Synder
Lillian Smith
Mary
Louise Rooney
Simpson Bulkley**
Mary Spear
Florence
Swift Durrance**
Janet
Thorpe
Phyllis Todd Ellis**

Bette Fawcett Collier
Mary Treadivay Downs*
Eleanor
Wallace Price
Janet Trosch*
Mary Jeffery Welles Pearson
Virginia Welljord Farnwell
Bennett Wilcox Bartlett
Betty Williams Allison
Julia Wurthington Lombard

1940— $533.00— 46%
Agent: Hortense Powell Cooper
Ann Adamson Taylor
Mai'y Frances Barnhardt Clader
Muriel Barrows Neall
Eleanor Bosworth Spitler
Adelaide
Glascock**
Anne
BurrBoze
McDermott
Maria Burroughs Livingston
Mariana Bush King
Clara Call Frazier*
Dorothy
Campbell O'Connor
Ann
Cauthorn
Cornelia
Elizabeth Chalkley
Conover Kittler*
Helen Corn well Jones*
Connie
Fleming*
ElizabethCurrie
Dershuck
Gay
Laura Dickie Neil*
Margaret
Cochran*
Katherine Dowell
Estcs Johnston
Lois Fernlcy McNeil
Emory Gill Williams
Elizabeth Gockley McLellan
BarbaraGoodrich
Godfrey*
Jane
Murrell
Jeanne Harris
Nancy Haskins Elliot
Georgia Herbert Hart
Katherine Hodge Soaper
Elizabeth
Ivins
Haskins*
Ethel James
Milburn
Mary Petty Johnston Bedell*
Margaret Katterjohn McCollom
Mai-y Sue Kilham Davis
Cecilia MacKinnon Ballard
Clara MacRae
Causey**
Sarah
Mayo Sohn
Ruth Mealand Schwartz
Bettv Jane Mencfee Abrens
Mildred Mitchell Gillis
Sari Mitchell Clingerman
Mildred Moon Montague
Frances Mosis Bransford
Shirley Nalley Irving
CynthiaPatton
NolandWright
Young*
Helen
Marion
Phinizy
Jones*
Hortense Powell Cooper
Louise Pugh Worthing
Margaret Royall Davis**
Janet Runkle Wells*
Helen
Sehmid
Hardy**
Jacqueline
Sexton
Daley
Barbara Jane Smith Whitlock
Reba Smith Gromel*
Eleanor Snoic Lea**
Agnes
Si)enc€r
Marjorie
Stock Burke*
Clemens
Helen Taylor
Josephine Taylor Carlson
Beth
Mason**
Nida Thomas
Tomlin Watts
Margaret
Vallance*
Elizabeth Anne
Vanderbilt
Brown
Irene Vongehr Vincent
Kathleen Ward Allen
Anne Waring Lane
Evelyn Williams TurnbuU

1941— $630.00— 40%
Agent:

Betty Doucett Neil!

Doris
Albray
Barduscb*
Margaret
Anderton
Dortch
Allen Bagby MacNeil*
Frances Baldwin Whitaker*
Anne Borough
Lillian
BreedloveO'Connor
White
Martha Jean Brooks Miller
Elizabeth Brown-Shermayi MacRae

Marie Gafjney Barry*
Anne
GayleGilchrist
O'BeirneLivingston
Margaret
Decca
Gilmer Frackelton*
Ethel Gurncy
Betz
Helen Gwinn Wallace
Cynthia Harrison Drinkwater
Ruth Hemphill DeHuys
Julia Hoebcr Condit
Emory Hill Rex**
liarbara
Holman
Whitcomb**
Betty Irvine
Phillips
Louise Kirk Headley*'
Louise Lembeck Reydel**
Helen Littleton Hauselein**
Jane
Byerts**
Anita Loveland
Loving Lewis
Joan
Gay
Lucy Meacham
Lloyd**
Betty Mtrds
Joe MeNarney
Alice
Flaherty Williams**
Mai-y Henri Sorman Pollock
Mai-y Scully Olney*
Shirley
Shaw Daniel**
Edna
Sehomakcr
Patricia
Sorenson Packard**
Ackard
Margaret Tomlin Graves
Betsy Tower Bennett**
Helen Watson
Hill*
Marion
Webb Shaw
Dorothy White
Marianne
White Cummings**
Southgate
Margaret Wilson Dickey
Mary Worthington Foster
Wilma Zeisler Lee*

1942— $512.93— 37%
Agent: Mary Ruth Pierson Fischer
Cyntbia Abbott Botsford
Florence Bagley Witt
Anne
Barrett
George*
Virginia
Beasley
Holzer
Mary Alice
Bennett
Dorrance*
Edith
Brainerd
Walter
Grace Bugg MuUer-Thym
Eugenia Burnett Affel*
Jeanne Buzby Runkle*
Lucy Case
Call Dabney*
Lucy
Wendelken
Sudie Clark Hanger*
Elizabeth Diggs
Orr
Catherine
Coleman*
Barbara Engh Croft
Eloise English Davies
Betsy Gilmer Tremain*
Nancy Hamilton
Goldbarth McNaughton
Glaser*
Jane
Betty Hanger Jones*
Shirley Hauseman Nordhem*
Ann Hauslcin Potterfield*
Jean Hedlcy Currie
Susanne Hogue Deas
Janet Houstoun Davis
Alice
KingMalone
Harrison*
Dorothy
Yates
Frances
Meek Young*
Ann
Morrison
Reams
Marion Mundy Young
Doris
Ogden Mount*
Ruth Pierson
Fischer
Margaret Preston Newton
Eleanor Ringer Linn
Barbara Ripley Furniss
Gloria Sanderson Sartor
Helen
Sanford*
Sally Sehall
Van Allen
Phyllis Stout
Sherman
Diana
Allen Barnes*
Jane
Lowell*
Mai-y Taylor
Ellen Thompson
Beach
Sally Walke Rogers
Mary Wheat Crowell
Daphne Withington Adams
Deborah Woods
Wood Davis*
Douglas
Sprunt

1943_$658.00— 45%
Agent:

Lucy Kiker Jones

Shirley Devine Clemens**
Joan
Roth*
Adela DcVore
Diaz Eads

Sarah Louise Adams Bush*
Margaret Baker Kahtn*
Brooks
Barnes*
Barbara
BoUes Miller*
Pauline Boswell
Fosdick
Barbara Briggs Quinn
Sally Bryati Allen
Dorothy Campbell Scribner*
Elizabeth
Campbell
Shearer*
Mai->'
Carter
Richardson
Mary Christian Mulligan
Katherine Z>oar Jones
Deborah Douglas Adams

Betty Doucett Neill**

Clare Eager Matthai*

Evelyn Cantey Marion**
Betty Cardamone
O'Donnell*
Helen
Carmine Thompson
Wilma
Barbara Cavett
Clark Bird*
Dickey
Jane Clark Hartrick
Elizabeth Colley Shelton
MargaretDail-ey
Craighill
Marion
AveryPrice**
Charlotte Davenport Tuttle

Alumnae Netfs

Lynn Emerick Huklekoper
Mary Love Fcrgujton Sanders*
Janice Fitzgerald Wellons
AnnabeUe Forsch
Dorothy Friday
Frances Gregg Petersmeyer
Muriel Grymes
Camille Guyton Guething
Ruzelia Hazard Potter*
Pauline Hudson Brown
Marguerite Hume
Esther Jett Holland*
Primrose Jolti,slon Craven*
Barbara Prentiss Jotua Hale
Valerie Jones Malerne
Bonilee Key Garrett
Lucy Kiker Jones*
Betty-Potter Kinne Hillyer
Karen Kniskern White*
Mary Jane Lampton Middleton*
Helen Laivton Mitchell
Betty Leighton Lane
Fay Martin Chandler*
Elsie McCarthy Samson
Fayette McDowell Willett*
Anne McJunk n Briber*
Barbara McSeill Blessing^
Caroline Miller McClintock*
Anne Mitchell Albyn*
Karen Sorris Sibley
Anne Soyes Awtrey*
Nancy Ptngrec Drake*
Betty Braxton Preston
Phyllis Publoiv van Kriedt
Peegy Roudin Foster
Man.' Page Ruth Foster
Elizabeth Schmcisser Nelson*
Elizabeth Shepherd Scott
Virginia White
Marjorie Shugart Dennehy
Effie Siegling Bowers
Frances Simmons McConnell
Dorothy Stauber Anderson
Harriet Swenson Munschauer*
Margaret Swindell Dickerman
Fredda Turner Durham
Mary Wheeler HiUiard
Louise Woodruff Angst*
Gloria Zick Sigars

1944— S547.00 — J7%
Agent: Murrell Rickards Bowden
Muriel Ahrash Salzburg
Dorothy Bcuttell Smith
Norma Bradley Arnold
Marguerite Brendlinger Robinson
Mildred Brenizer Lucas
Helen Cantcy Woodbridge*
Janet Chenery Conway
Anna Christian Handte
Lucile
Brewster*
BarbaraChjn'stmas
Clark Utley
Shirley Coombs Ramsour
Helen Crump Cutler*
Dorothy Denny Sutton
Dorothy DeVore Piatt
Ellen Boyd Duval Miller*
Margaret Eggers Perry
Mimi Etheridge Wood
Martha Falk Vallery
Mildred
Faulconer
Hazel Fellner
TuttleBr>'ant*
Lillian Craig Francis Morrow
Joan Gipe Lewis*
Eleanor Goodspecd Abbott
Margaret Gordon Seller
Helen Gravatt
Virginia Griffith Morton
Betty Haverty Smith*
Sloan Hawkins Ward*
Leslie Herrick Danford*
Frances Hester Dornette*
Martha Hoffman McCoy*
Sydney Holmes Bales
Anne Hynson Rump*
Mary Jarvis Cocke
Alice Lancaster Buck
Mildred Littleford Camm*
Paulette Long Taggart*
Lucy Love Elmer
Florence Loveland Swanbeck
Ann Moore Remington
Carlisle Morrissrtt Branch
Gene Fatton MacMannis
Virginia Xoyes Pillsbury*
Frances Pettit O'Hailoran*
Jane Rice McPherson
Murrell Rickards Bowden*
Marion Saunders Montgomery
Ann Seguin Britt
Marion Shanlry Jacobs*
Louise Smith Norton*
Patricia Stickney
Adeline Taylor Nunez

NOVEMDER.

1956

Phyllis Tenney Dowd
Catherine Tift Porter
Elizabeth Vaughan Bishop"
Mar>*
Churchill Walker Van de
Water
Cecile Waterman Essrig
Virginia Watts Fournier*
Patricia
Waters*
Ernestine Whitaktr
White Murray
Emily WHkins Mason
Marjorie
Elizabeth Willetts
Williams Maiden*
Meyer
Jane Williams Wann
Ruth Willis Leaman
Grace Woodward Wysor

1945_$506.83
Agent: Julia Milts Jacobsen
Kathryn Agee Atkins
Lelia Barties Cheatham*
Audrey Betts*
Doreen
BruggerFelker
Wetzig*
Leila Burnett
Wyline Chapman Sayler*
Anna Mary Chidestcr Hey wood*
Betty Cocke Wright
Carol Cox MacKinnon
Esther Cttnnlngham Shay*
Helen Dickson
Davis Woblers*
Anne
Jordan
Evelyn Dillard Grones
Huldah Edens Jackson*
Alice Edwards Davenport*
Margot Enright Aghnides
Dolores Fagg Homer
Mary Kathrj-n Frye Hemphill
Isabel
Gaylord Thompson*
Alice Gearhart
Stinson
Edith Page Gill Breakell
Ellen Gilliam Perr>'*
Ann Gladney Gibson*
Betty Gray Gray*
Betty Grayson Geer
Mary
King*
Betty Haskins
Healy Cutler
Elizabeth Hicks Pollak
Martha Holton Glesser
Hilda Hude Voigt
Margaret Jones Wylie
Elizabeth Joseph Boykins*
Marjorie Koonce McGregor*
Joyce Livermore Foust
Ruth MeJunkin
Longmire Wagner*
Jane
Huttman
Julia Mills Jacobsen
Joanne Morgan Hartman
Alice Nicolson
Caroline Parrish Seager
Catherine Price Bass
Ann Richey Oliver*
Jean Ridler Fabrenbach*
Eugenia Seuman Spear
Mar\' Perkins Traugott Brown
Lile Tucker Bell
Anne Walker Somer\*ille
Ann
Warren*
Harriet
Willcox Gearhart

1946— $774^2— 62%
Agent: Lucy Jones Bendall
Rosemar>- Ashby Dashiell
Betty Berend
Ann Bass
Norris*
Joan
Morse
Betsy Boicman Townsend
Julia Bristow
Katberine Brooks Augustine*
Dorothy Caldwell Crowell
Flora Cameron Kampmann
Jean Carter Telford
Marjorie Christian Schley
Elinor CUment Littleton*
Carrol! Cone Cozart
Carolyn Conlry Danley
Dorothy Corcoran Hartzer*
Marie Dennig Gildehaus
Beatrice Dingwell Loos*
Charlotte Dinsmoor Olin
Nancy
Dowd Burton'
Ruth Drubych
Zimmerman
Cornelia English Monthan
Alice Eubank
Mary Evans Landrum
Crutcher Field Harrison
Elizabeth Fruit Metzenthin
Helen L. Graeflf
Noma T. Greene Satterfietd
Patricia Grosbeck Gordon
Marilyn Hannah Crocker
Anne Hill Edwards*
Mary Holland Hardin
Palmour Holmes Mclntire
Mary Lou Holton
Barbara Hood Sprunt*

Rutb Houston Jarvis
Adeline Jones Voorhees
Ariana Jones Wittke

Katharine Weisiger Osborne
Margaret Ellen White Van Buren
Isabel Zulick Rhoads

Lucy
Shield Jones
Jones Bendall*
Harris
Jennie Keeling
Alice Kennedy Neel
Mary Lawrence
Elizabeth Kent
Jane
Houis Page*
Bertha Lee Battey
Mary Jane Lively Hottman
Jean Love Albert
Patricia Luke Bi-yden
Marilyn Mandle Dick
Sarah McDuffic Hardaway
Lelia McLaughlin Thompson
Jacqueline Mott Roy
Helen Murchlson Lane*
Eleanor Xadlcr
Myers Knight
Cole*
Gloria
Clara Nicol Moore
Hallie Owc7is
.Vixo^i Mueller
Powell*
Anne
Jeanna Parham Coors
Douglas Parker Moncure
Jean
Pollard Kline*
Nan Puckhaber
Harrington
Beverley Randolph Knight
Jane Richardson Vieth
Ellen Rabbins Red
Caroline Rudulph Sellers
Nancy Sanders Starr
Grace Schoenhcit Metz
Margaret Sibley Lewis
Catberine Smart Grier
Lee Stevens Gravely
Jessie Strickland Elcock*
Martha Anne Stubbs Fitzsimmons
Eden Taylor Persons
Mary Booth Taylor Hollowell
Ellen
Thackray Wilson*
Sara Thompson
Mikell

Agent: Elizabeth Beltz Rowe
Mary Jo Arinstrong Berryman
Beatrice Backer Simpson
Mar>' Elizabeth Barbour Beggs
Elizabeth Britz Rowe
Katherine Berthier McKelway
Hariotle Bland Coke
Marion Boiver Harrison
Westray Boyce Nicholas
Elizabeth Bramham Lee
Annabell Brock Badrow
Betty Lou Bruton Lyons
Patricia Cansler Covington
Druscilla Christian
Mariha Davis Barnes
Sara Davis Spencer
Louise DeVore Towers
Catherine C. Doolin
Closey Faulkner Dickey
Martha Frye
Martha
Ellen TerrjGarrison Anness
Elizabeth Gibson
Blair Graves Smith
Suzanne Hardy Beaufort
Lydia Henderson Barr
Eve Godchaux Hirsch
Patricia Goldin Harrsch
Mar>' Anne Goodson Rogers
Elizabeth Graves Perkinson
Carolyn Haskell Simpson
McCall Henderson
Virginia Holmes Turner
Carolyn Irvine
Betty Ann Jackson Ryan
Patricia Jenney Nielsen
Jane Johnson
Kent
Diane
King

Martha Tittcrington Reid*
Josephine Thomas Collins
Legare Thompson Robertson
Polly Vandeventer Saunders*
Mary
Fleming*
Anita Vinton
Wadsworth
Beckert
Nancy Waite Ward*
Barbara Watts
Warner*
Wistar
King
Lillian West Parrott*
Martha Witherspoon Brannan
Virginia Wynn
Edwina Young Call*

1947— S409.00— 34%
Agent: Margaret Ellen White
Van Buren
Nancy Alexander Blaney
Janet Amilon Wagner
Eleanor Bosworth Shannon
Cynthia Bemiss Stuart
Anne Burckhardt Block
Judith Burnett Halsey
Blair Burwctl May
Elizabeth Caldwell
Ann Colston Hawley
Eleanor Crumrine Stewart
Elaine Davis Blackford
Aimee DesPland Gibbons
Jean Ann Ferrier Ramsay
Catherine Fitzgerald Booker
Elizabeth Golden Tyler
Helen Hardy
Nan Hart Stone
Jean Hazelhurst Cone
Mar>' Ashley Hudgins Rice
Anne Jackson Ragland
Elizabeth Knapp Herbert
Mary Jane Land Cleveland
Anne Lile Bowden
Ann Marshall Whitley
Joan McCoy Edmonds
Mary Stuart McGuirc Gilliam
Sara Ann McMullen Lindsey
Suzette Morton Sorenson
Elizabeth Mullen
Margaret Munnerh/7i Haverty
Jean Old
Margaret Redfern
Elizabeth Ripley Davey
Margaret Robertson Christian
Nancy Scurry Bowen
Virginia Shackelford Poindexter
Meredith Slane Fitch
Martha Smith Smith
Maria Tucker Bowerfind
Frances t'lmer Conley
Susan Van Cleve Riehl
Trudy Vars Harris
Mary Elizabetb Vick
Virginia Walker Christian
Ann Webb Moses

1948— $694.75— 43%

Elma Lile
Mar>' Louise Lloyd
Mar>' Jane Luke
Maddin Lupton McCallie
Martha Mansfield Clement
Wilhelmina Massey Keams
Faith Mattison
Carolyn Montgomery Lange
Helen McKemic Riddle
Jeanne Morrell Garlington
Ann Orr Savage
Martha Owen
Ann Paxson
Sarah Pearre
Judith Perkins Llewellyn
Betsy Plunkett Williams
Ann Porter Mullen
Eleanor Potts Snodgrass
Bess Pratt
Caroline Rankin Mapother
Anne Ricks
Martha Rowan Hyder
Marguerite Ruckcr Ellett
Anne Samford Upchurch
Sylvia Schively
Peggy Sheffield
MartinRodman
Martha
Shmidheiser
Patricia Smith Nelson
Nancy Snider Martin
Nancy Stcptoe McKinley
Jane Taylor Ix
Patricia Traugott Rixey
Constance Tunnell Bond
Catherine Vance Johns
Nancy Vaughn Kelly
Cornelia Wattley
Virginia Wurzbach Vardy

1949— $613.00—44%
Agent : Catherine Cox
Sally Ay res Shroyer
Margerj' Babcock Nagel
Julia Baldwin Waxter
Catherine Bamett Brown
Caroline Beard DeClerque
Joan Becker Taylor
Elizabeth Brown
Mary Frances Brown Ballard
Patricia Brown
Deborah Carroll Ziegler
Caroline Casey McGehee
Lindsay Coon Robinson
Catherine Cox
Jeanne Crawford Kean
Margaret Cromwell Tipper
Patricia Davin Robinson
Elizabeth Dershuck Gay
June Eager Finney
Julia Easley Mak
Ann
Anne Eustis
Fiery Br>an

23

Marcia FoicUr Smilev
Ruth Garrett Preucel
Zola Garriso}' Wave
Mary Goode Gar DiRaddo
Catherine Hardwick Efird
Katherine Hart
Ann Higffins Rappeleye
Preston Hodges Hill
Ann-Barrett Hohncs Bryan
Marilyn Hopkltis Bamburouph
Elizabeth Jansma
Nancy Jones Worcester
June Krebs Liversage
Brantley Lamberd Boiling
Mar^raret Lawrenee Bowers
Sallie Legg DeMartine
Margaret Long Freas
Joan McCarthu Whiteman
Vidmer Megginson Ellis
Sarah Mclchcr Jai-vis
Mary Virginia Owens Ray
Alberta Pew Baker
Polly Plummer Mackie
Emily Pruitt Jones
Margaret Quynn Maples
Ellen Ramsay Clark
Elizabeth Ruth Cleaver
Mary Louis Stevens
Sally Striekhmd Johnson
Jean Taylor
AHce Trout Hagan
Elizabeth Trueheart Harris
Katharine Veasey Goodwin
Mary Louise Wagner Forrester
Dorothy Wallace Wood
Elizabeth Wellford Bennett

1950— $336.00— 32%
Agent: Marie Gilliam
Barbara Austin
Caroline Bailey Fritzinger
Ann Reiser Asher
Mary Berkeley Fergusson
Anne Brenaman Brydges
Nancy Carter Jewell
Catharine Clark Rasmussen
Frances Cone Kirkpatrick
Elizabeth Coryell Feldmann
Margaret Craig Sanders
Mary Ellen Davis Gettel
Diana Dent
Achsah Easter Henderson
Cynthia Ann IJIUs Dunn
Betty Elmore Gilliland
Barbara FaiuU Marshall
Deborah Fneytiatt Cooper
Mary Morris Gamble Booth
Marie Gilliam
Elise Habenicht
Pat Halloran
Marion Holmes Davison
Anne Hubert Carey
Garland Hunter Davies
Emma Kyle Kimpel
Elise Landravi Layton
Mary Laninun Brown
Kay Leroy Wing
Joan Livingston McFall
Bonnie Beth- Lloyd Crane
Virginia Luscombe Rogers
Frances Marr Dillard
Frances Martin King
Anne McNeer Blanken
Margaret Miirchison Corse
Nancy Nelson Swiggett
Betsey Smvyer Hodges
Lacy Skinner Eckardt
Lola Steele Shepherd
Marv Stubbs Broad
Elizabeth Todd
Carolyn Tynes Cowan
Sarah Webb Lent
Patricia Wilkirson
Dorothy Wood Letts
Elizabeth Worthington

1951— $1,010.85— 52%
Agent: Barbara Lasier Edgerley
Myrtle Alston Mott
Sally Anderson Blalock
Kitty Arp Waterman
Rosalie Barringer Wornham
Patricia Barton
Ann Bennett Yellott
Betty Braivner Bingham
Audrey Breitinger Lauer
Doris Brody Rosen
Janet Broman Crane
Nancy Butterworth Palmer
Patricia Carlin Selvage
Peggy Chisholm Boxley

14

Ruth Clarkson Costello
Louise Coleman
Anna CooUdge Richardson
Grace Crisler Buchignani
Margery Davidson Rucker
Joan Davis Warren
Carla deCreny Levin
Etta Dirk Shurley
Georgia Dreisbach Kegley
Jean Duerson Bade
Eugenia Ellis Mason
Wingfield Ellis
Mary June Eriksen Ertman
Tero- Faulkner Phillips
Ada Fre}tch McWane
Mary Jane French Halliday
Nedra Greer
Joan Hess
Ashby Jenkins
Joan Kiiehnlc Kaufman
Barbara Lasier Edgerley
Seymour Laughon Rennolds
Suzanne Lockley Glad
Patricia Lynas Ford
Ruth Magec Peterson
Dorothy Marks Herbruck
Nancy Merchant
Julie Micou
Jane Moorefield
Joan Motter Anderson
Mary Murchison Ohrscrom
Ann Mountcastlc Gamble
Ruth Oddy
Susan Ostrander
Mary Parrott Bullington
Mary Pease Fleming
Nancy Pcsek Rasenberger
Jean Randolph Bruns
Ann Red Barstow
Lucy Regestcr Goode
Ursula Reimer Van Anda
Diane Richmond Simpson
Carol Ann Ralston Toulmin
Margaret Seainan Sanville
Ann Sheldon Taylor
Anne Sinsheimer
Nan Sirna Waldstein
Martha StaJcy Smith
Helen Stanley
Mary Street Montague
Joan Vail
Angle Vaughn
Joan Widau Marshall
Joanne Williams Ray
Cynthia Wyman

1952— $899.38— 52%
Agent: Mary Bailey Izzard
Marguerite Anderson Ashford
Sallie Anderson Jones
Katharine Babcovk Mountcastle
Mary Bailey Izzard
Barbara Baker
Cynthia Balch Barnes
Mary Barcus Hunter
Suzanne Bassewitz Shapiro
Patricia Beach
Edith Bell Burr
Leila Booth Morris
Linda Brackett
Jean Caidwell Marchant
Jane Carter
Sally Clay Giddings
Jane Cooke
Catherine Coxe Page
Phoebe DeFoe
Mary Ely Smith
Sally Fishburn Fulton
Mary John Ford Gilchrist
Anne Forster
Cynthia Fowle
Marion Gregory
Nancy Hamel Clark
Keir Henley Donaldson
Holly Hillas Hammonds
Anne Hoagland Plumb
Susan H'obsoti McCord
Joanne Holhrook Patton
Eulalie Jenkins
Susanna Judd Silcox
Louise Kelly Pumpelly
Ann Keyworth Lawrence
Mary Lou Kimball Temple
Nancy Laemmel
Lyn Lane Fozzard
Pat Layne
Martha
LeggWinks
Marjorie Levine Abrams
Patricia Lineberger
Edith Marsh Fonda
Mary AJattas
MarshallChristian
O'Neill
Jane
Florence Maupin

Gabrielle Manikin Bielenstein
Clara McDonald Bass
Robbin McGarry Ramey
Nancy Messick
Mao' Lois Miller Carroll
Margaret Moore
Martha Moore
Carroll Morgan Legge
Brookie Morris
Nancy
Morrow
('athcrine
MundsLovell
Betty Miindy Littrell
Margaret Anne Nelson Harding
Nell Grand
Susan Otis
Polly Plmnb DeButts
Jane Ragland Young
Jane Ramsay
Jackie Razook Chamandy
Donna Robinson Cart
Jane Hosebcrry Ewald
Berta Russ Summerell
Jane Russo
Sarah Sadler Lovelace
Alice Sanders Marvin
Joan Sharpe Metzinger
Virginia Sheaff Liddel
Josephine Sibold
Charlotte Sncad Stifel
Joan Stewart Hinton
Frances Street Smith
Harriet Thayer
Janis Thomas Hawk
Jaquelin Thornton Laramore
Nancy Trat^k Wood
Ann Trumbore Ream
Marianne Vorys Minister
Grace Wallace Brown
Louise Warfield Stump
Pauline Wells
Ann Whiitingham Smith
Betsy Wilder
Rebecca Yerkes

1953— $615.50— 50%
Agent: Virginia Hudson
June Arata
Kathleen Bailey
Betty
Behlen Strother
Joan Brophy
Barbara Buxton Waugh
Olivia Cantey Patton
Faith Catlin
Mary Chace
Catharine Cocke
Jane Collins Ktlburn
Estelle Courand Lane
Rosemary Creasy
Virginia Dunlap
Anne Elliott
Carol Exnicios
Jean Felty
Dorothea Fuller
SalHe Gayle Beck
Lisabeth Gibson
Margaret Graves McClung
Isabel Grayson Goldsmith
Kitty Guerrant Fields
Susan Hall Godson
Janet Hamilburg
Eleanor Hirsch Baer
Harriette Hodges
Virginia Hudson
Dale Hutter Harris
Sara Ironmonger
Virginia Jago Elder
Eleanor Johnson Ashley
Reed Johns Goodrich
Anne Joyce
Mary Abbay Joyner
Lynne Kerwin Byron
Mary Kimball
Anne Kirksey Ervin
Ann Leonard
Carol LeVarn
MaiT Littlejohn Belser
Nan Locke
Jackie Lowe Swingle
Mary Lee Matheson
Nancy McDonald
Betsy Jane McElfresh
Nancy McGimtis Picard
Mary Ann Mellen
Caroline Miller
Caroline Moody Roberts
Cynthia Moorehead McNair
Georgia Motz McGhee
Nan
Nancy O'Keefe
Ord
Joanna Parks
Anne Phelps Gorman
Patsy Phillips Brown
Eugenie Pieper
Florence
Pye ApyMeredith

Virginia Robb
Ann Saunders Miller
Mary Stagg
Carolyn
Smith
Virginia Timmons
Kirkland Tucker Clarkson
Katherine Turner Mears
Ann VIerebome
Elisabeth Wallace
Josephine Wells
Constance Wcrly Wakelee
Janet Widau Harris
Beverly Williatns Fox
Courtney Willard
Jane Yoe Wood

1954— $545.50— 42%
Agent: Faith Rahmer
Anne Allen
Page Anderson Hungerpiller
Magdalen Andrews
Joan Anson
Hurwitt
Louise Aubrey McFarland
Barbara Ballard
Sue Bassett
Jayne Berguido Abbott
Joy Bennett Hartshorn
Doreen Booth Hamilton
Louise Brandes Abdullah
Sarah
Erlend BumbaughCarlton McCafTree
Caroline Chabot
Joan Chamberlain Engelsman
Marilynn Clark Leathers
Ann Collins
Nancy Cornwall
Anne Dai-is Roane
Margaret Davison
Jeri-y Dreisbach
Nancy Edwards Paul
Lamar Ellis
Ruth Frye Deaton
Sally Gammon
Nanci
Hay
Jean
Gillespie
Walker
Jane Henley Zahner
Margaret Hetley
Mimi Hitchcock
Meri Hodges Major
Vaughan Inge Morrissette
Martha Isdale
Margaret Jones Steuart
Dallis Johnson Jones
Margaret
Lotterhos Smith
Nancy Maury
Ann May Via
Mary Lee McGinnis
Kay McLaughlin
Margaret
Mohlman
Nancy Moody
Jean Carolyn Morris
Jo Ann Nelson Booze
Mary Hill Noble Day
Julia O'Neil Gould
Joy Parker Eldredge
Barbara Ann Pinnell
Joan Potter Bickel
Faith Rahmer
Mary Ann Robb
Frances Reese Peale
Mary Jane Roos
Anne Sheffield
Bette-Barron Smith
Helen Smith Lewis
Jeanne Stoddart Barends
Ann Thomas
Victoire Toof
Margaret Van Peenan
Elinor Vorys
Betty Walker Dykes
Bruce Watts Krucke
Ann White Connell
Barbara Wil-iou Daniell

1955— $700.00— 45%
Agent: Catherine Cage
Harriet Adelson
Helen Addington Passano
Nancy Anderson
Fx-ances
Kathrj'n Bell
Beard
Barbara Black
Ellen Bryan
Catherine Cage
Ruth Campbell
Virginia Chamblin
Emily Coxe
Winburn
Lucretia
Crater
Pearse
Gail
Bazzarre
Jane Davidson
Dildy
Nancy Douthat

Alumnae News

Pat Dunlap MacGreKor
Rebecca Faxon Sawtelle
Jane
F'eltus
Lee Fiducia
Virginia Fint-h
Barbara (iurjorlli Jackson
Hetty Gill
Sue Godfrey Gre(?ory
Nella Gray Barkley
Joan Gualtieri
Susan Haywnrd Harris
Martha Hvdrjtmu Huckinjrham
Phyllis Herndon
Emily Huntvr SlinKlulT
Diane Johnson
Phyllis Joyner
Joan Kells
Jeannette Kennedy
Chase Lane
Sue Lawton
Jane Leigh

Jane Lindsey
Frances Marbury Coxe
Derrill Maubank Hagood
Patty McCiay
Barbara McLamb
Amanda McThenia
Patricia Mever
Betsy Miller
Sally Obcrlin Davis
Margaret Osborti Haynes
Barbara Plnmit Hunt
Lydia Plamj) Plattenburg
Gay Reddig
Nathalie Robertson Fox
Betty Saitford Molster
Susan Seward
Mary Stmimon Daugette
Meta Space
Betsy Stevens
Audrey Stoddard
Metta Streit Halla

Department of Religion
{Coiiliitiied froii/ p'lge 3)
tinued to be used and \alued by Sweet Briar students for
many years after Miss Czarnomska's remarkable personality
had become a campus legend.
Two years before Miss Czarnomska's retirement, Miss
Marion Benedict came to teach Bible and related subjects,
and the expansion of the work of the department led eventually to changing the name from "Biblical Literature" to
"Religion." Miss Benedict, now Mrs. Rollins, carried the
teaching alone for the next decade, during the period when
the "group system" was introduced in the curriculum and
the specific degree requirement in Bible was abolished, thus
making it possible to add new courses in Religion and to
begin offering a major in 1933-34.
From 19-iO to 1950, Dean Mary Ely Lyman taught one
course in Religion each semester, and in 1950 Miss Dean
Hosken came as Mrs. Rollins' first full-time colleague in
the department. During the three years, 1952-55, Mr.
Dikran Hadidian added to the work of the department his
tirst-hand experience of life in the Near East. In 1955
Mr. William Mallard succeeded Mr. Hadidian, and now
he and Miss Hosken are teaching full-time and Mrs. Rollins
is teaching part-time.
After the removal of the four-hour Bible requirement
in 1932, registration for religion courses naturally dropped
considerably tor several years. Then there began an irregular trend toward increase and this was augmented by the
quickened student interest in the study of religion which
has been apparent throughout the country during and since
World War II. For the second semester of 1955-56, the
enrollment in the department was 185. In the past nineteen years, an average of 63% of Sweet Briar graduates
have elected some academic work in religion, while for the
last ten graduating classes, the average has risen to 729o
with as high as SO'r one year and 86'' f another. This year
there are 20 majors in the department.
Throughout all the religion courses, both instructors
and students try to be alert to the relation of this discipline
to other fields in the liberal arts curriculum. The material
studied is often literature of the finest quality, even in
translation, while any acquaintance with the original languages which the student may acquire increases her understanding and appreciation. A considerable part of several
of the courses is actual history, enlivened and illuminated
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Sally
Shirley Stroth-man
Sutliff
Charlotte Taylor
Barbara
Telfer
Emily Thompson
Patricia Tucker
Diane Vvrucy Greenway
A dele Voorhees
Elise Wachenfeld
Mai'garet Wvst Valentine
Anne Williams
Camille Williams

1956— $237.00

Barbara Habcock
Lucy lihiitton Park
Carol lirrclccnridge Luckett
Joan Fisch Gallivan
Laura Hailey
Mary Koonz
Virginia Nvlsou Self

Elizabeth Porker Paul
Sherry Pntton Henry
Paula Purse
Joan Roberts
Caroline Robinson
P'rances Timberlake
Sally Whittier

1957— $36.00
Elizabeth Bundy
Ruth Candler
Lovett
Lloyd
Ely
Ann Frasher
Klynor Neblctt Stephens
Susannah Newlin
Averala Ann Paxton
Cynthia Wilson

1958
Ann

Robinson

by any knowledge of sociology, economics, geography, archaeology, psychology, natural science, and relevant art or
music that the student may be able to bring to bear upon
the historical inquiry. Philosophy is clearly related to much
of the thinking that takes place in a religion class, both
metaphysics and ethics playing a large part, and the history
itself frequently becoming a history of ideas or beliefs.
With all this, the very nature of the material studied in
religion courses carries with it a distinctive challenge to
personal commitment and spiritual adventure.
The weekday chapel services on Tuesday and Friday
noons are conducted by either faculty or students, with an
occasional outside speaker. During recent years various
campus clubs have corporately taken responsibility for certain chapels, and an interesting innovation has been for
rival clubs, such as Tau Phi and Chung Mung, to conduct
a chapel service together. The ten o'clock Lenten services
are almost entirely planned and led by students. Another
much cherished student-led service is the Y. W. C. A. vespers held each Sunday evening, usually in Manson but sometimes in the West Dell. Here the natural beauty of the
campus, an ever-present force, has a special effect on the
religious sensibilities of worshippers.
The Y. W. C. A. carries on vital discussion groups, and
its activities also take students off campus into several
county schools and welfare organizations where they give
recreational leadership and other forms of service. Further
cooperation with county organizations, as w^ell as aid to
individuals and families, is made possible through allocating to such causes some of the Sunday church offerings of
the college communit)', which are administered by the
Church and Chapel Committee. About a third of the members of this committee are appointed by President Pannell
from the faculty and staff, while the rest are students — •
three elected to represent each class, and others serving
ex officio because of their positions in the Y. W. C. A. or
in student government. Each of the eleven sub-committees
through which the large committee functions has student
members, and some have student chairmen.
What was written in 1949 remains true: "Religion at
Sweet Briar is a growing thing. Not only are courses frequently revised in the effort to meet the needs of the time,
but the subtler aspects of the religious life of the college
are continually renewed and enriched as successive generations of students, and faculty members of varied nationality
25
and religious heritage, all give to the group life the treasures of the spirit that they have found."

jHcmoriam
Jn
Calvert G. DE Coligny, June

1956

The Alumnae Association of Sweet Briar College received the news of the death of Calvert de Coligny, husband of Julia Sadler de Coligny, '34, with the deepest regret. Mr. de Coligny was actively interested in the
college, coming frequently to the campus when Julia served on the Executive Board of the Alumnae Council
and later when she was elected to membership on the Board of Overseers.

CLASS NOTES
ACADEMY-SPECIALS
Secretary: Marion Peele, 602 Fairfax Avenue, Norfolk 7, Va.
Fund Agent: Nannie
Claiborne
(Mrs.
Dallas Hudson), New Glasgow, Va.
If you had a yen in the spring to return
to the days of your youth and the highly
charged atmosphere of old friends and
memorable surroundings, you would have
found much happiness and gaiety at commencement this year. You would have said
-with one member of the Class of 1910:
"I was days getting back to earth after such
a delightful experience." Sweet Briar itself
■was at its beautiful best.
All of the returning members of the earliest days of the college were housed together at Boxwood Inn, and while the later
alumnae and present students may have
viewed us as of another age and era, the
Inn looked and sounded much as the dormitories did about 1910-1912. And you wont
believe this, but great stir and commotion
arose from the Inn authorities about a misplaced or unaccounted-for pillow, the property of the Inn. This, among dignified matrons, spinsters, and grandmothers had the
ring of old times, when you may remember
Miss Carroll would have us searching to
produce mislaid or misused dormitory property. Of course, it was later discovered that
the pillow in question had never been in
place !
Of our Academy-Special group Margaret
Potts Williams, Claudine Griffin Holcomb,
Dudley Poirer.t Waggaman, Anne Royall,
and I were on hand for the celebration, to
our enduring delight I'm sure. Claudine
Hutter's and Frances Murrell Rickards' inspiration to start the week end off was a
delightful luncheon party they gave at The
Columns in Lynchburg, where about 30 of
us old-timers gathered. Mrs. Pannell was
one of the gay party, with a warm welcome
to visiting alumnae and the ofifer of practically "the keys
to the
college."and Eugenia
Claudine
Griffin
Holcomb
Griffin Burnett told us of the exciting summer's visit to England thev wer- anticipating— Claudine and her husband going on lo
the continent for a real tour, I understood.
It seemed so good and so natural to see
Margaret Banister, Antoinette Cttmp Hagood, and Rachel Furhudj Wood, all of the
Class of 1916, together again on campus.
Antoinette reported
that Margaret
Cobb
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Howard and Mr. Howard are now her next
door neighbors in Charleston.
So many of you have replied to my letter
of last April, and to each of you who so
warmly and generously responded, sincere
thanks again. With no exceptions your letters have glowed in warm appreciation of
Sweet Briar and an abiding memory and
faith in Miss Benedict, with grateful expressions, too, for her never failing understanding in helping you meet your problems.
Emmy Thomas Thomasson's letter and gift
in her memory came first, with a whiff maybe of homesickness that illness had prevented her returning to Sweet Briar earlier
in this anniversary year. Some of the others
heard from are: Mildred Cobb Roosevelt,
Mary Herd Moore, Faye Elliott Pogue, Lucy
Lantz McKinlay, Martha Valentine Cronley,
Maria Garth Inge, Elizabeth Cocke, and
Frances Martin. All of you will be happy
to know the Benedict Scholarship has grown
appreciably this year as a part of the Fiftieth Anniversary program.
Those of us at the Inn for commencement, Ibelieve, shared a feeling of Miss
Benedict's presence, so earnestly had she
hoped to be there. Each of us had her own
reminders of Miss Benedict's hopes and
plans for the college as it is today.
With such a fine rounding up of members of our group, please be sure the good
beginning continues. Let me hear from you
with news of yourself, your family, your
interests and activities. You are all as disappointed as I am, I'm sure, when there
are no Academy-Special notes in the Sweet
Briar Alumnae Newj, so I'm depending
on you to let me hear from you. And you
won't forget that only those who contribute
to the Alumnae Fund receive the March
and June issues of the Alumnae News.

you would have enjoyed Commencement.
1956, as much as did Sue Slaughter, Bessie
Franke Balls, and I. Our honorary member.
Dr. Connie M. Guion, had one of the principal roles in the alumnae play, "Steps to
Reunion. " As a member of the Board of
Overseers, Dr. Guion was on the speakers
platform at Commencement. Miss Ruth
Howland and Miss Eugenia Morenus were
in the academic procession and Dr. Mary
Harley
came overto from
"Westholme,"
"the Walkers,"
be with
the faculty. with
You have read of the plan to establish
the Wallace E. Rollins Chair of Religion.
We were all glad to greet Dr. Rollins and
to look forward with him, not only to the
establishment of the chair of religion, but
also to a future chapel. One of the suggestions for the continuing development fund
program was that contributions, especially
to the chapel, regardless of amount, be
made as memorials to persons either living
or dead. For details, consult our capable
fund agent, Mary Clark Rogers.
During commencement, the Boxwood Inn
was turned over to the oldest alumnae.
After the day's events we gathered there to
exchange news of families, friends, and
absent classmates. We had meals in the
Reid dining room, except for the alumnae
banquet in the refectory, and the final
luncheon in the boxwood garden. There
were many favorable comments on the food.
Sweet Briar makes its own bread now. It
is delicious. Calories went uncounted while
we sent hack the plate for more.
At the alumnae banquet we enjoyed the
rich, full voice of Lucile Barroir Turner in
her unusual repertoire.

President: Elizabeth Franke (Mrs. Kent
Balls), 304 Meridian Street, West Lafayette, Ind.
Secretary: Mary Pinkerton (Mrs. James
Kerr),
536')A Carnarvon Drive, Norfolk,
Va.

One of the pleasures of "Sweet Briar Revisited" is to see the beautiful upkeep of
the grounds, the careful planting of periwinkle around the bases of trees, and the
flower beds and borders brightening the old
garden, as well as the faculty gardens and
the additional shrubs and plants. For the
commencement exercises, the gymnasium
was decorated with garlands and clusters of
roses, so fresh that the committee must have
timed the gathering and arrangement, not
to lose morning dew in waiting.

Fund Agent: Mary Clark (Mrs. Clarence
Rogers), 205 Beverley Road, N.E., Atlanta,
Ga.
Though this was not our reunion year,
any of you would have found so many contemporaries among the 225 alumnae, that

I am glad to have the address of Linda
Wright, 7118 La Jolla Blvd., La Jolla,
Calif. If any of you have information of
Mrs. Floyd Knight (Ruth Drew), or her
address, please send it to me or the alumnae
office.

1913

Ah/mnae News

Last June was the first time many of us
liuJ attendcti the "Alumnae College" and
■dl of us found it interesting. It was divided
into four haU-liDur talks. Dr. Bennett
(Biology) began with "Living Clocks and
Calendars," an account of research into the
ultimate causes of the regular color changes
in the large, dark claw of fiddler crabs.
Miss Stimson (History) began her survey
of scientific history with a vivid account of
the familiar conditions which would have
been found by Aristotle if he could have
returned to life to visit George Washington
at Mt. Vernon in I7(i^. Mrs. Rollins, in her
talk on "Biblical Perspective," reviewed
definitions of freedo.'ii, power, essentials,
success versus failure, from the Old Testament to Christ. Mr. Bricken in his talk on
the future role of music discussed modern
music.

1915
Secretary: Frances W. Pennvpacker, 226
First Ave., Phoenixville, Pa.
My appeal for news has brought me a
long and newsy letter from Marjorie DuSh.ine Stedman, 'l^. Last December she
and her husband moved from their lovely
home in Yakima, Wash., to Portland. Oregon. They are now living at Willamette
View Manor, one of a group of homes for
elderly people sponsored by the Methodist
Church, Inc. The members buy their apartments which are equipped for light housekeeping, but there is also a dining room
connected with the Manor and the Stedmans
take most of their meals there. As about
twenty-five of their Yakima friends were
already living there, they have never felt
like strangers.
A card arrived early in August from
Anne Schutle Nolt, from Snow Inn,
Harwichport. Mass.. where she and Pete
have been spending the summer. Mary
S.iiler
husband
there atGardiner,
the same '2''g,
timeandTheherNolts
returnwereto
Lancaster after Labor Day.
Margaret Grant writes that she is
finding her new job very interesting. This
is the first summer in nine years that she
has not gone to Europe and she says it
seems good to have a summer in her native
land. The Leslie Bigelows have built a
charming modern house in Middlebur^'. Vt.,
where he teaches. They have three children.
Peggy and her husband have been in the
L'nited States for two months but have
now returned to Caracas. Venezuela, for
another two years. Harry and his wife live
in Tarrytown where he teaches in the Hackley School. This summer he is doing graduate work at Columbia during summer
school. In September Margaret expects to
be traveling again in preparation for some
meetings.
Elmyra Pemiyp.ickii
sails on
a Mediterranean
cruise Yerkes,
on the '29g,
C.iroii/.i
on
September 7th and I expect to go to NewYork with her to see her off on her trip.
Elmyra was operated upon last April for a
duodenal ulcer. She had a couple of setbacks due to a virus infection but when
she recovered she made splendid progress.
She has lost a lot of weight and looks as
slim as a wand, very becoming!
If all goes as expected, I will be taking
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oflf for Italy next March and hope to visit
in Southern France, the low countries and
En,gland. returning early in June.

1917
President: PoLLV
BlsSELL
(Mrs. Earl S.
Ridler), 608 Lindsay Rd., Wilmington
3,
Delaware.
Secretary:
DoROTHY
Grammer
(Mrs.
Harry A. Croyder), AA Kent Place Blvd.,
Summit, N. J.
Fund Agent: RACHEL Llovd
(Mrs. Hoyt
Holton), 2 318 Dtnsmore Drive, Toledo 6,
Ohio
I did not send out double postals this
summer, so I have very little news. 1 see
from the June Alumnae News that Genie
Steele Hardy was on campus in June. I
hope this does not mean that she will not
come to our 40th reunion in June 1957.
I am counting on all of you. Those of you
from the West and South, please put off
that visit to New York until June and then
run down to Sweet Briar for our reunion.
It will do wonders for each one of us to
meet again and to see how Sweet Briar has
grown and developed. I told my two unmarried children that they were not to get
married in June 1957. David was obedient
and was married this past June to Elinore
Brown of Cedarhurst, Long Island. I expect
our daughter. Page, Sweet Briar '54, to put
off any plans she might have until after
June, 1957.
Rachel Llayd Holton wrote me last fall
that her daughter had moved to Cranford,
N. J. She visited her but was not able to
come over to see me in Summit. I hope that
the next time she is in Cranford, she will
let me know. Mary B/ssell Ridler, as our
class president, is planning some fine times
for us next June, so don't forget.

1918
President: Cornelia Carroll (Mrs. K. N.
Gardner). Yorktown, Va.
Secretary:
ESTHER
TuRK
(Mrs. H. H.
Hemmings),
230 W.
79th Street, New
York 24, N. Y.
Fund Agent: ViviENNE Barkalow
(Mrs.
Stanley K. Hornbeck),
2139
Wyoming
Ave., N. W., Washington 8, D. C.
It is very hard to extract any news at all
during holiday months. Most of what I have
was gleaned late last year, but we all want
to remember that this is the only number
that goes to every member of the class and
hope that it will remind us all of the importance of our contributions to the fund.
At any rate, we do have some news and it's
"greatly to our credit" for several have
reported serious illness, accidents or operations, but all on the mend now. Mary Reed
had a long trip to Florida and got back in
the late spring to home chores. Catherine
MinhMI Shuler took a trip south, but says
she never has any news. She "got out of
ever\'thing long ago and now the d.uighters
do all the work." Marianne Martin was
quite ill last year, but is back at work
again. She is on a new job in the Norfolk
division of the College of William and
Mary. Cilia Cuggenhcimer Nusbaum is also
congratulating herself on a rapid recovery
from a major operation, but is evidently
back on the beam again. She says her very

young granddaughter asserts a preference
for Goucher over S. B. C, but her mother
went there, which might just explain it.
Betty Luuinan Hall writes of a pleasant
trip with her husband to Pinehurst, N. C.
Her sin was going into the service right
after
master's
Charlotte
Seaver taking
Kelseyhistook
time todegree.
send news
this
summer in the intervals of work on three
hospital boards. She says she is disgustingly
healthy and spends all her time having
grandchildren parked on her. There are
nine now, but it certainly has done nothing
to get her down. Elizabeth Wilson writes
that she has spent the last ten years as
executive secretary of the International Institute of Gary, Ind., dealing with all the
problems of refugees and immigrants in a
great industrial center. She is just back
from a big family reunion in Santa Fe,
with her sister Katherine Wilson Sellers,
formerly on the Sweet Briar faculty. Dean
Sellers of the Presbyterian Theological
Seminary retired recently and they took a
trip around the world and ended up with
a reunion in Santa Fe.
My own news is rather mixed. Last winter I had a very full house and was decidedly busy just feeding those present. The
trouble is that my family all love pluralizing jobs and are never present at the same
hour. Now they have scattered again. The
two married sons are in Chicago and New
Orleans with their respective families. The
next one is currently in New York and will
soon be transferring to take a job in Chicago and attend Northwestern. The fourth
will soon be in Chicago, too, on leave from
the Security Air Police. He is desperately
energetic and I think the Air Force just
gives him leave when they get tired of him.
On his last leave, he travelled by bus from
South Dakota to New York and arrived
panting only to change his clothes and go
to the movies. Number five enters Cornell
this year and six (the only female) is here
in England where she will go to school.
She fell in love with the British Isles when
we all came over in '54 and wishes to prepare for St. Andrews, so after some frantic
week's
over on
in
her good
school
dayone
brought
a very
cabling toweattend
notice
Cheltenham. If she does make St. Andrews,
she will have a chance to meet some of her
contemporaries from Sweet Briar.
Cornelia Carroll Gardener has moved
recently, which is enough to keep anyone
busy, but we have news of her indirectly.
Vivienne Barkalow Hornbeck writes that
she had a long telephone chat with her in
Tune. The Hornbecks took one of their
trips to Atlantic City in July and stayed
an extra day to see the Preview of the 1956
Ice Capades. They stayed close to their TV
during the conventions, but afterward flew
to Mackinac Island for the Beta Theta Pi
convention.

1921
President: Florence Woelfel. 2620 Lakeview Ave., Chicago 14. III.
Secretary: Florence Woelfel.
Fund Agent: Rhoda Allen (Mrs. John S.
Drive. Larchmont,
9 Hugenot
N.Y.
Worden),
First — a big thank-you to those who
answered my letters — actually there were
so few replies, which greatly enhanced the
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value of those received. Sincerely appreciated the monetary response for the gift for
the new dormitory from the Class of '21 —
this doesn't mean it is too late to send in
your contribution and the gift will depend on your generosity.
Edith Dutrctl Marshall, with her untiring
efforts for our Class as well as all facets
of Sweet Briar, gave us such a grand letter in the February issue that she seems to
have covered most of the news of many of
you. A few new addresses — Maynette Rozelle (Mrs. James A. Stephenson) 115 S. E.
17th Ave., Ft. Lauderdale, Fla. — Marjorie
Abraham (Mrs. Jerome Meyer) 908 Sheridan Dr., Birmingham, Ala. — Katherine
Hawkins (Mrs. F. F. Baker) 1100 S. 27th

of her two lovely children — both have positions in New York, while Fanny has her
interest in social work and love for music.
Mattie Hammond Smith has a year old
grandson — also one daughter teaches and
another is a registered technician in Charlottesville. Her sister, Louise, has a job in
a Palm Beach shop during the winter,
which she enjoys very much. Kather
Hawkins Baker — welcome back after all
our efforts to find you. She is a clerk in
the Probate Court working on tax redemptions— has a son 31 and Katherine includes
in her activities her church, home, sports,

St.',
Ala. — Laura1010
Thompson
(Mrs.Birmingham,
Dougald McMillan)
Dawes
St., Chapel Hill, N. C.
We looked for you, Gertrude Anderson,
to join us at Reunion and also had rumors
that Gertrude Thams would be there. You
did miss a fun-time with all the rich reward of seeing your Classmates. Gert Anderson writes she enjoys her gardening and
will visit her brother in Florida in November. She had a card from Josephine
Kelley Thomas ('22) who had visited S. B.
Her husband is a lawyer and their only son
was graduated from Indiana X].. Han'ard
Law School — recently married and in the
army. Gertrude Thams and her brother
sold their large home following the death
of their mother — they found a "dream
house" out of Denver in the mountains but
due to the 2000 ft. altitude it did not agree
with her brother's health. They now have
a new home in the lovely Cherry Hills
section of Denver where she is busy with
her home, garden, and friends.
Kate Cordes Kline, with her husband
and son visited Rhoda on their way back
from Cape Cod. Jo Aknj MacMillan has
a most attractive daughter and thev lunched
with Rhoda. Congratulations. Rhoda, a
new granddaughter and your son. John, to
be home, released from the Army.
Madelaine Biggar says her interests are
"everything," mainly occupied with her
nieces and nephews who keep her active in
golf, fishing, etc. So sorry, Madelaine. your
plans were changed as you had hoped to
return for Reunion — do hope your mother
is much improved.
Gert Peiitly Crawford recently had an interesting trip along the Ohio, from Evansville to Steubenville — beautiful country, I
know, as I motored down to Marietta, Ohio,
this spring when buds were bursting. Note
your interests include travel and grandchildren— I can go along with you on the
first but must bow to you on the latter. Be
sure to call me on your next trip to Chicago. Ruth Armitte.id Robinson was mighty
busy this year as her daughter, an S. B.
Alumna, made her debut. Lib Baldiini
Whitehurst has a daughter at Holton Arms
and her son was graduated from "W. 'Va.
Elizabeth Claxton Lewis — we're mighty
sorry your smart offspring didn't follow
your steps to S. B. One daughter is a Phi
Beta Kappa from William and Mary, and
now with I. B. M. A second daughter is an
Honor Student there and a third was graduated with honors this year from junior
high. Elizabeth is a widow and has a jo-i
as School Secretary.
Fanny Eltstrorlh Scannell sent a snapshot

up the Sweet Briarites — I did, and it's
fun!
Ruth Lundholm is a bacteriologist in
charge of the T. B. lab, Minneapolis Board
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bridge and people — mighty busy, I'd say.
She plans a California trip this fall — do
take along your Alumnae Book and look

of liealth. Marie M.illheii' Lee couldn't join
us at Reunion as her younger son was graduated this June from Duke Medical. Her
older son practices law with his father and
is married — Marie is a "grandma" too.
Halle Moore Crisler sent a wonderful colored snapshot — you and your husband looking mighty young ! Recall the bridge game
we had in Carson — you must be terrific by
now. Dorothy Powell is law librarian nf
the Kansas City Law Library, a most interesting and busy job.
Shelley Roi/ge Aagesen, at Reunion, told
stories cute as buttons — such mimicry.
Shelley, Lette Shoop Dixon and Kate
Cordes kept us convulsed and we'll give
them the "Oscars" for entertainment. Shelly
does some writing and is interested (probably an authority) in antiques. Florence
Scotell 'Vaughan is a bridal consultant and
much too busy for a June get-away to join
us. Her son, Hines, will marry next January and Bootsey is most happy she will
have such a charming daughter.
Wish you
could have
"Shafe"
Wadhams
eloquently
open aheard
discussion
on
the 1956 version of step-singing — brought
results and congratulations as she voiced
the opinion of many of the Alumnae. With
her 7 grandchildren, we crown you No. I
grandmother of our .^5th Reunion.
Way over my alloted lineage — more next
time if you will write me.

1922
President: Elizabeth Huber (Mrs. Wm.
Welch II), Sunset Rd., Laverock Hills, Pa.
Secretary: Grizzelle Thomson, 1901
Claremont Ave., Norfolk, 'Va.
Pund A^ent: Katherine Shenehon (Mrs.
Lewis W. Child), 1814 Knox Ave. So.,
Minneapolis 5, Minn.
Greetings everyone. You will be sorry to
learn that Trot has given up the grand job
she did for us. The items in this letter did
not reach her in time for the May issue
and are all that I can report. Have not as
yet received the class list, but when I do,
please return one of the double cards you
receive full of news right quickly.
Wasn't it a thrill to see the picture of '21
in the May News and learn what a grand
reunion they had? Remember our 35th will
be next June (1957). Begin plans now to
see if we can't out-do them in attendance.
This issue of Alumnae News goes ti
everyone. Only contributors to the Fund

receive the other two issues. Do send in
your Fund contribution so '22 will show
how much she appreciates the contribution
S. B. made to us 35 long years ago.
From Zurich, Switzerland (Feldegg St.
80), Helen Hodgskm Fingerbrith writes
that her doctor husband has moved his office to a larger, newly decorated place with
which he is greatly pleased. Max Jr., after
Ifi months of military service, became .i
lieutenant. Now he and Carl are both at
Poly in Zurich, Max studying chemistry and
Carl architecture. Flex, in pre-school, is 14
now. Helen has her usual housekeeping
routine and attends a life class twice a
week.
Ruth Todd's daughter, Betty, a 1950 S.
B. graduate, was married May 26th. The
older son, Sam Jr., is an orthopedic surge.in
and was doing Navy duty in Portsmouth,
'Virginia. He came out in September and is
now at home with his wife and small son.
The younger son is a sophomore in medical
school of the LIniversity of Cincinnati, a
Duke graduate.
Aline Morion Burt. La Grange, 111., has
a married daughter (with two cunning sons)
who lives in a nearby suburb. The married
son is a research engineer in top secret
electronics
in Evanston.
spent Mother's
Day
weekend
with theSheyounger
son, a
sophomore at Colorado College, returning
from a trip to California, where she visited
her sister, Jessie (also S. B.), in San Mateo. Aline attends several business conferences a year with her husband who is manager of Royerson Steel Corp. Recent trips
were to Mexico and the Caribbean countries. Her hobbie of photography supplies
repeat requests from club shows. She is
also active in church, community, and Phi
Beta Phi activities.
Emily Moon Spilman and husband had a
three month trip west this spring, attending the Methodist Gen^,ral Conference.
They took the boat to Alaska, flying back to
Seattle. Were due in Wayne.sboro, Va.,
their home, in July. Four of their children
are married; Susan in Houlton, Maine;
Mary E. in Indianapolis; Bill on the paper
with his father; Louis Jr. in Tenn.. also
publishing a paper. Bob is at R.-M. college
and Martha Jane at Mary Washington.
Their grandchildren number 13. Emily
keeps busy in Hospital Auxiliary, WSCS
student chairman, "Va. Mothers Assn., etc.
I wish you could all see the unique and
interesting Christmas folder, with pictures
and sketches of each family group, which
the Spilmans sent out in 1955.
Last summer and this I have spent at
"Va. Beach. It's good to settle down in one
place for a whole summer again after a
number of years spent traveling. Am at the
same school job each winter where I live
with an aunt in Norfolk. Had a visit yesterday on the beach with Ben (Florine
Gilbert's son) and Martha (Mattie Hammond's daughter) Smith. They enjoy their
young son.

1923

Secretary: Marie S. Klooz, 3026 Porter
St., N. W., Washington 8, D. C.
You all must be tired of your Secretary!
This time I had only six replies to my request for news and views. Two
of my

Alumnae New!

queries were "duds." Agnes Virginia
DouRhfrly Pollitt has moved from Elizabethtown, Ky., and left no address. And
the same is true of Ruth M.irliii Khnen,
formerly of Sewickly, Penna.

her Masters in foreign affairs from the I',
of Virginia in June and lives in Charlottesville. Our middle daughter, Marney. lives
and works in New York. Our youngest.
Mary Lynda, is a senior in high school this

Ellen Blown Nichols writes: "We are
spending this month (Aug.) at Rehoboth
Beach, Dcla., as we usually do and will return to Denton on Labor Day . . 1 am still
librarian at Caroline High School and en|oy the work very much. My biggest piece
of news is that our daughter, Ellen Carter
Nichols, is entering Sweet Briar this September. She was graduated from the Baldwin School in Brj'n Mawr in June, and
we were very pleased that S. B. accepted
her. We visited the college last March
and were surprised at the way it has grown.
I was so glad to see Helen McMahon

year. They fill all my time."
Jane Lee Best says: "While at Wrightsville Beach for a couple of weeks last month
(July) a friend at Chapel Hill. N. C, told
me that Mathilda Bryiinl George is living

again."
Lillian Eitrelt Blake reports: "What
news I have is mostly sad. I lost my husband m February, after a year's struggle
tor health. We had just returned from a
trip to Florida with much hope when it
happened. He was president of McLean
Contracting Co. My son is with the same
firm. He moved back here with his wife
and my two granddaughters. This is very
nice for me as you can well imagine . . .
I had the pleasure of having dinner with
Louise BriiikUy Caulk in June in her lovely
home in Suffolk, Virginia. She was ent"rtaining
Elizabeth
Shoop
Kate Cordei
Kline
and Dixon's
Marian friends,
Shaffer
Wadhams. They were just back from S.B.
finals. Both looked fine, even better looking
than 30 years ago. which is when I last
saw them.

Remarkable

"

Emma Mai Crocktll Owen says: "Since
my second marriage (nearly 7 years ago) I
have lived in Jackson. Tenn. (87 miles
from Memphis). I have kept busy with
Milunteer activities only, until about 10
months ago when I was asked to be
Executive Secretaiy of the local Lions Club.
I am enjoying the work and contact with a
most active group of men — and it doesn't
interfere with my social and volunteer civic
activities, so I continue to play bridge.
serve as treasurer of the Jackson Chapter
Associates for the Preservation of Tennessean Antiquities, and as president of the
Mary Anna Ashby Milk Fund, etc. I write
hook reviews for the local paper. The Jacksun Sun. Jackson is a gay place socially,
so there is always that sort of activity.
"This spring my only child, Mrs. William M. Ewing of Far Hills. N. J., presented me with another grandson, 'William
M, Ewing. Jr. Of course he is a darling
and a welcome addition to the famly. His
older brother. Frank Crockett Ewing, was
■) years old in July. Whenever I go East.
I visit in Bronxville and always see Catherine Wilson Nolen. She has a lovely home
there and is a gracious and charming hostess. Yesterday I heard that Fitzallen Kend.ill Fearing is in Macon, Ga. She had an
accident recently and has suffered a good
deal. She was pulling down the garage
door, and it fell on her. She was alone and
was not found for a number of hours. I
caught a glimpse of Lorette Hjmplon
Hume in Nashville not long ago.
Beth H.dl Hatcher reports a busy time
"as a plain old housewife. Our oldest
daughter. Beth, married last Christmas, .got
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there. If I go to the 'Hill' in the fall for
any football games, I will try to locate
her . . . My husband died in April, 1916,
so I have had a very busy time, continuing
his insurance business and raising my son
and daughter who were 12 and 10. My son
left college and married at 19. is very much
a family man and proud papa. My daughter.
Jane Cutlar. entered S. B. as a transfer
Junior last fall and is returning for her
senior year. She loves it and got along
beautifully. She had attended our old Episcopal Junior College in Raleigh, N, C, for
Elizabeth Mason Richards says: "My one
piece
of news is a change of address (after
2 years."
20 years) to Church Hill, River St., Norwell, Mass. The new house should be finished in the early fall. Our son and his
wife have bought a 200-year-old house just
6 miles away. They have 5 fireplaces and 8
acres of land. Our youngest, Caroline, will
be a Sophomore at Smith. I met my S.B.
big sister' a week or so ago. She is
Florence Ires Hathaway, formerly of New
Jersey, now in Abington, Mass. Lorna Webber Dowling could give you news of Helen
Qujyle Teare.
The grapevine reports that Helen Richards Horn has two painting classes: a Presbyterian .group and one at a synagogue.

1925

special Correspondent: Eleanor Miller
(Mrs. William B. Patterson), 309 N.
Ridgeway Drive.
Greensboro,
N. C.
The June issue of the Alumnae Nevcs
has just arrived, and as usual I have turned
first of all to the Class Notes — hopefully.
But alack and alas, as usual, there is no
mention of the class of 'I'S. It is just as if
we had all passed out of the picture! As I
feel very much alive, and imagine the rest
of you do, too, I have decided to "take pen
in hand
" and
insert a paragraph or two
for
the next
issue.
I have been threatening to do this for a
year but somehow the right time never
came. This weekend in August, while my
husband has gone on a fishing trip, and
my only son and daughter are away, would
seem the opportune time, for practically all
activities disband in Greensboro for the
summer. So if you will forgive the fact that
most of my news is a year old and largely
personal, I will proceed.
In June of 1955 my husband and I sailed
to England to spend two months with son.
Brown, who was completing his two years
at Magdalen College, Oxford, on a Rhodes
Scholarship. \X'e arrived in time to see him
row for his college in the Royal Regatta at
HcnIey-on-the-Thames! We travelled around
together, and saw him receive his Oxford
degree at the ancient Sheldonian Theater;
an impressive ceremony lasting over two
hours, and every word in Latin. The inevitable tea. which we had begun to depend

on like the British, revived us at the conclusion of the ceremony.
We spent a month in the British Isles
and one of the most enjoyable trips was
the week we toured Southern England in
our little rented Austin car. We had a
lovely time visiting most of the old colleges
and wonderful cathedrals. We telephoned
Amy Williams Hunter from Winchester
and she insisted that we have lunch with
her at Malborough the next day as it was
not far away. Amy's husband. Tommy, as
she calls him, is the resident physician at
Marlborough, one of the loveliest and oldest colleges in England. We had no trouble
finding their home, and entered through an
iron gate in an old brick wall surrounding
it. The home is hundreds of years old and
utterly charming. Amy is the same delightful person, full of wit and little changed
in appearance, and her English husband is
equally attractive. There is a lovely garden,
typical of all English homes, and in the
living room a fire was burning in the fireplace in spite of its being midsummer. As
we sat around it chatting. Amy remarked
that she always had a fire, and said, "In
fact, in all the twenty-five years I have
lived over here my feet have never been
warm. " She loves England, though, as we
did, and we were fortunate in having lovely
sunshine the entire summer. We enjoyed
seeing the college after lunch and their
handsome second son, who was playing
cricket. The older son. Peter, is married and
living in a far-away country (I forget
where.) We left the Hunters reluctantly at
tea-time, hoping it would not be .so long
before we could get together again.
Several weeks later we had the great
pleasure of being with another good friend
and classmate of '25. As you probably
know, Martha McHenry married Arnold
Halter of Gruneck. Switzerland, and they
invited us to be their guests and see their
wonderful little country that has always
managed to be at peace with the world.
We went by plane from London to Paris.
and while there Martha wrote us to meet
them in Geneva and she and Arnold would
drive us through the Alps to their home
in Thurgau. What a perfect way to see
Switzerland! Arnold and Martha were such
gracious, charming hosts, and it was not
only thrilling to see that lovely country but
delightful to visit in their beautiful home
in Gruneck. and get to know their three
fine sons. That week in Switzerland was
one of the highlights of our trip and
something we will never forget.
This summer of '56 has been another
eventful one in the lives of the Pattersons.
Daughter Eleanor graduated from the College of William and Mary June 10. and
was married June 30 to Benjamin Dalton
Smith of Milledgeville. Ga. They will live
in Atlanta while Ben completes his graduate work in architecture.
Shortly after the wedding I went to Lake
Kanuga for a week and had the pleasure
of being with Mary Crai^hill Kinyoun. my
Sweet Briar roommate for your yeais. Mary
is the same grand person you remember.
She and another widow. Martha, built29a
charniin.g cabin on the side of a mountain
at Kanuga. near Hendcrsonville, N. C. and
live there the year round except when they
go I "a-tripping."
go back to Lynchburg frequently to see

mother and often play briJ^t with Miss
Morenus. She has retired and lives in
Rivermont, not far from mother, and they
are good friends, playing cards together
every week.
This concludes my chapter, e.xcept to say
that we are happy that our son is going
into the ministry' and has completed his
first year at the Episcopal Theological
School in Cambridge, Mass.
Looking forward to hearing from the
rest of you.
Your
old college mate.
Eleanor Miller Patterson

was 110 in the shade. Our next stop was
Istanbul which I adored. We then flew to
Rome for five days, then to Paris to stay
with friends in Versailles. Our son, John,
recently finished his National Service where
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3 years.
After 14 years of semi-urban living, the
Bears are once again among the rurban

Secretary:
RuTH
Abell
(Mrs.
Bear), Pleasant Valley, Pa.
Fiiiid Agent:
Helen
Mutschler
Markel
Becker),
15 Lake Howard
Winter Haven, Fla.

Burnett
(Mrs.
Drive.

As you all can plainly see, Helen Becker
is our new Fund Agent. Wouldn't it be
great if our class could be the first to have
100% participation in contributing to the
Alumnae Fund this year? It takes only a
dollar from each of us to do it.
I am so indebted to Lois Peterson Wilson for all the news she has sent me for
both the June issue and this one. The following all came from her: Betty Moore
Rusk visited Marge Shepherd in Washington on the way to Reunion. Last spring
Peg Reinhold spent a day with Dot Booth
Cockrell in Christ Church, Virginia, catching up on twenty-five years of news. Seward
and Dot Keller Iliff vacationed in Bermuda
last spring. Man' ^"''' Burton of Charlottesville visited Virginia Kirkljud McCray in
Galveston, Texas, last November. Karl and
Ruth Will Beckh visited Russell and Louise
Fuller Freeman in Fargo, North Dakota,
this summer.
Many thanks to Catherine Fjrruitd Elder
of Cucamonga, Calif., for her telegram
to 1926 at Reunion. Edna Lee Gilchrist is
president of the Women's Auxiliary of St.
Paul's Episcopal Church in Lynchburg this
year. The twins will be away at school, Joan
at Shipley in Bryn Mawr and Judy at St.
Catherine's in Richmond.
Peg Krider Ivey writes: "We live in
Teignmouth which is a most beautiful part
of England on the coast of Devon. Our
town is a seaside holiday resort and near
Torquay (the English Riviera), and Exeter
for big shopping and 41,2 hours to London.
As Gordon travels half the year, I have
the house and garden to take care of and
it keeps me busy with some of the antiquated means at hand. Have been active
in local clubs. We usually see the Cecil
Halfords twice a year and occasionally Amy
Williams Hunter
(from Class of 1925)."
Helen Finch Haiford writes: "After a
three months' holiday in the States, we returned to England for Christmas. Then we
went to visit our daughter, Helen, and our
adorable grandson in Yokahama. We went
to Japan by boat, renewing our youth
at Cairo by riding on camels to see the
Sphinx and the Pyramids. On our way back
from Japan by plane we stopped ofif at
Hong Kong and Bangkok (where due to
the influence of a friend we were treated
as V.LP.'s). The Deputy Prime Minister
gave a luncheon party for us. There was
no air conditioning
and the temperature

30

he was a Lieutenant in the Queen's Royal
Annetta Brown King writes that she is
Lancers. "
working part time in Ken's office plus her
hospital and church activities. Their oldest,
Anne, and husband are dairy farmers at
Black Earth. 'W'is. Anne's oldest, Billy 10,
holds many trophies from horse shows since

(people who live on farms, but don't actually farm) population. We moved out to
our little farm last January, and love it.
Our 24 year old son, Burnett, is with the
Army in Germany, with 7 months of his
enlistment to go. Our daughter, Andrena, is
21 and will be a Senior at Smith College
this year. My husband and I are both still
much interested in scouting, he with the
boys, and I with the girls. That, plus
church, hospital, and housework keeps me
very busy.

1927
President:
Madeline
Brown
Farland Wood),
Walnut Hill
kinsville, Ky.

trip down the Rhine and the Drama and
Music Festivals in Edinburgh being the
highlights of the trip.
Babe Albens Foltz wrote in August that
they were just back from a gay trip to New
Orleans. They had very pleasant weather
there but returned to 110 degrees heat in
Arkansas. Babe hopes to get to Sweet Briar
this November when she goes to Washington and Lee for Parent's Day. Tommy is
Phi Delt house manager there. Harry is at
Middlesex.
note
to
Babe: In Concord,
case I putMass.
either (Editor's
of your sons
in the wrong fraternity house or school, it
is because your card was blurred. Hope I
deciphered correctly.)
Camilla Alsop liyde and her husband returned from seven weeks in Europe on the
last successful crossing of the Andrea Doria.
She said she adored the ship and the
thought of its sinking made her sick. They
spent a week in August in Charlottesville,
Virginia, for the opening of the new Miller
and Rhodes store there. Incidentally, I spent
a week in May with my daughter, Georgia
Dreisbach Kegley, at her home in Charlottesville and we watched with interest the
work being done on the new store at that
time.
see it. I can't wait to get back there and

(Mrs.
McFarm, Hop-

Secreuiry: JuLiA Reynolds
(Mrs.
Robert
H. Dreisbach), 908 Kinnaird Avenue, Fort
Wayne 6, Ind.
Fund Agent: Elizabeth Mathews
(Mrs.
Harry A. Wallace, Jr.), 327 Professional
Bldg., Charleston 1, W. Va.
Blessings on all you loyal friends who responded to my frantic pleas for news. Jo
Snouden Durham did such an excellent job
of collecting and passing on the news of
our class that it is right hard to follow her.
I didn't think of that angle when I told
Madeline Brou-n Wood I'd be glad to help
out and fill in as secretary until next June
when we can elect a new one. That reminds me — our reunion is June, 1957, and
this is none too soon to start thinking of
getting back to see all our old friends. I
just re-read this and see I've used that
word "old " too loosely. I'll be careful in
the future!
Jo Snouden Durham wrote that her
daughter Snowden adores S. B. She will be
a Sophomore in September. Taylor graduated from Carolina in June and was in Europe on the midshipman cruise this summer.
He will get his commission in August and
hopes to be a fly-boy. The twins are at
Episcopal High and Stuart Hall, respectively, and will be juniors this fall. Jo and
Kenneth will be in New York this fall
and hope to see many 27ers. They are in
the phone book. We send our sympathy to
Jo in the loss of her mother in May,
Our ex-fund agent. Daphne Bunti:ig
Blair, will be on the Alumnae Council for
1956-58. Congratulations to her. She and
her husband and two boys flew to Europe
this summer for three weeks. They spent
two weeks
the Germany
Continentwith
withthe Larry's
brother
who onis in
army,
and a week in London and Edinburgh.
They
were wagon
to have
use ofto their
American
so the
expected
have host's
heaps
of fun and cover a let of territory with a

Emily Jones Hodge is enjoying having
her daughter Sara home from her freshman
year at Mt. Holyoke. They are planning a
vacation trip to Canada before college
opens. Emily's son. Bob, has two boys, and
Emily plans to visit them near Westchester,
Pa., soon.
Ruth Lowrance Street has two grandsons. Gordon L. Smith III is 21/2 years old
and Preston Lowrance Smith is five months.
Frances Street Smith (Ruth's daughter) and
her husband and family live in Chattanooga, Tenn. Ruths son. Gordon Jr., will
enter North Carolina L'niversity this fall.
Ruth very modestly didn't tell me of the
grand honor she received this year — but
Martha Ambrose Nunally did. Ruth was
chosen "Woman

of the Year" by the Chat-

tanoogagratulations.
Newspaper
Woman's
Club.
ConRuth, and
thank you,
Martha,
for telling me.
Martha Ambrose Nunnally has had an
eventful year. It began with her daughter
Alice's marriage at Christmas and hei return to Yale Graduate School, where she
completed work for her M.A. in teaching.
After that Alice went to Alaska with her
husband who is stationed at Ladd Air
Force Base, where Alice will teach this
fall. Martha's son, David, graduated with
high honors from University of the South
at Sewanee and will begin his pre-doctoral
work in Zoology at Washington L'niversity
in September on a National Science Foundation fellowship.
that weren't
enough
excitement,
David Aswasif married
on Sept.
8th
to Judith Jones, a darling HoUins girl.
Elsie Morley Fink has been pretty much
home bound this past year as her husband
has not
been worked
well. Peter
Elsie (E's
two
oldest)
at theand
convention
in
San Francisco. John, aged 16, has been at
Taft Summer School and returns there in
the fall. Ann. 15. spent the summer in camp
in Wisconsin and I imagine with all the returnees coming back home right now that
E's life is anything but dull. I can still
remember the hectic few weeks between
summer camps and fall terms of school.

Altimiiae News

Pauline Payne Backus has sold her home
in Toledo and they arc building a new
home which they hope to occupy by the
first part of January. Pauline says she expects to be an authority on septic tanks
and disposals before they get it finished.
Meantime her address is Apt. C, 3-121 Middlesex, Toledo, Ohio. Pauline had lunch
with Rebecca Mjiniiiii; Cutler and Marge
Cramer Crane in New York in May. Hilda
Harpster (Dr. to her students) spent the
summer in Toledo with her mother and
sister's family. Polly says if we could see
Hilda wed know why she is the most
glamorous professor at U. of North Carolina.
Helen Smyier Talbot's oldest son is a
Middlebury
Sophomore
mont. David at
is in
junior highCollege,
and Jean'Verin
Kelly ]'iz.trJ Kelly's
the 6th grade.
offspring
are as Mary
follows: Bill, 26, is in the
Army at Detrick, Marj'land; Douglas is a
second Lieut, in the Artillery stationed in
Korea. Eugene is a Sophomore at Yale.
Alice Eskeseii Ganzel with her husband, Ed,
and Penny, 12, and Kristina, 9, spent several days at Sweet Briar. They stayed at
Mrs. 'VX'ills' and said her hospitality could
not be equaled and that she has many
scrapbooks about Sweet Briar which are
fun to look at.
send our
sympathy
S')ii\\"e
Robbins
whose
father to
died'Virginia
in May.IF/'/Margaret Cramer Crane and her family
spent five weeks in Spain this summer. Bill
Jr. will be a freshman at Trinity this fall.
Cathy will be a senior at Rosemary Hall.
Marge was a dear and sent me quite a few
of the above items.
Elizabeth Mathetrs 'Wallace writes that
she had a card from Bebe Gilchrist Barnes
who with her son and mother visited Norway and Holland. Margaret Schmidt and
daughter Ruthie visited the 'W^allaces on
their trip to and from reunion at Sweet
Briarter is in
Pegnow.
Williams
Bayne's
daughat June.
S. B. C.
Ibby Litck
Hammond
vacationed in Nantucket this summer.
To bring you up to date on the Dreisbach family: Georgia, our elder daughter,
is married to Jack Kegley and lives in
Charlottesville, 'Va., where Jack is a lawyer. They have a 9 month old daughter,
Julia Reynolds Kegley, who is a dear. Georgia went back to campus for reunion this
year with Jean Randolph Bruns, class of
'51, and had fun seeing old friends. Georgia, Jack and Julia Reynolds moved into
their new home this spring and their address is now 1603 Keith 'Valley Road.
Jerry Lou, our younger daughter, who transferred to Indiana University after two years
at Sweet Briar, graduated from Indiana
with high honor and spent last year in New
Orleans. She is a Graduate Assistant in the
Art Department at Tulane while working
for her master's degree. Bob and I flew to
New Orleans in June. Jerr>' joined us for a
vacation and we flew to Cuba, Yucatan, and
then to Guatemala for three fun filled
weeks. Georgia and Julia Reynolds visited
us in July, and now Jerr>' Lou and I are
about ready to drive her car through to
New Orleans again.
Orchids — or Sweet Briar Roses — to Margaret Cramer Crane and Daphne Burning
Blair. Margaret deser\'es many plaudits for
having completed service as Alumnae Fund
Agent and Daphne for ser\ing as our Class
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Fund Agent. Both did an excellent job and
we're proud of them. Do help our new
Class Fund
Agent,
lace, to make
thisElizabeth
another Mathews
top year'Walfor
1927. She will be giving many hours to
reminding you to send in your contributions. Please sit down for the few minutes
it takes to write your check and send it in
when she requests it.
Thanks again to Jo Snowden Durham
for the several years in which she was a
most successful and loyal class secretary.
Thanks, also, to all of you who sent me
cards till
and I letters.
Please
it up.
wait
send out
cardskeep
again.
JustDon't
put
any news on a card as you hear it and send
it onnext
to me.
guard it carefully till time
for
newsI'llletter.

1931
Secretary:

Elizabeth S. Clark,

227 Bos-

ton Ave., Lynchburg, 'Va.
Fuud Agent: Perrone Whittaker
(Mrs.
Robert H. Scott), 32 Whilman St., Haworth, N. J.
You who were present for our twentyfifth saw how well we have stood the slings
and arrows of time and fortune. You who
received the Summer issue of this publication saw the beautiful group picture of us
with tulips. The rest of you who were
neither there nor saw us "in person" will
have to pine for the next five years over
having missed our famous reunion. The
only way to find out what you really
missed is to start now planning for 1961.
There is so much news I can not begin
to know where to start. I think you will all
be grieved to hear of the death of Meta
Moore McCotter'/ young son, Larry. He
died suddenly about three weeks before reunion. Some of us who were at Sweet
Briar started a fund in his memory to go
toward furnishing the Chapel when it is
built. The Alumnae Association will handle it and use it as designated. Additional
contributions may be sent to the College,
marked for this fund.
Did you know that we have a grandchild? Maybe more, but I know of only
one. He is John Lord Hettrick, Jr. — one
year old in May. He is Fanny O'Brien Hettrick's first grandchild. He is a cute thing.
Our "class baby," Carolyn Clegg. daughter
of Mary Stewart Kelso Littell, was married during the summer to Gordon Johnson
of Berkeley, Calif. Stewartie could not come
to reunion because her mother had broken
her hip. 'Violet Andersen Groll brought her
daughter. Penny, with her to reunion. She
is
a Junior
looks
grand. atSheBennington
is SecretaryCollege.
to the 'Violet
junior
partner in a large law firm in Brooklyn.
Isabelle Bush Thomasson could not come,
but sent her picture. Very handsome. She
seems to be very busy and involved in
community affairs. She is especially interested in flowers. Her son. Burgess, now a
sophomore at Lehigh, grows camellias for
a hobby. Before he entered college he had
a camellia nursery business in the back
yard. "1. Bush's" younger son. Albert, is
the family athlete and musician. He plays
basketball, tennis, swims, and is proficient
on the piano.
Agnes is
Cleveland
daughter.
Prudence,
a student Sandifer's
at Sweet Briar,
and
Aggie is on the Alumnae Council. It was

good to see her again. She is very distinguished with her iron grey hair. Ginny
Cooke Rea was at reunion, looked fine. Her
daughter, Ann, was again at Camp Alleghaney. Later in the summer the whole Rea
family took a tour of the West. I received
a card from Cooke, Montana. If any of us
had ever thought we were showing signs
of age, we could look at Jean Countryman
Presba and be encouraged. She could have
passed for a sophomore any day. Virginia
Derby Howse answered the questionnaire
with the interesting fact that she and her
husband are the luckiest "adopted" parents m the world. They have two, a
Christopher, and a girl, Candy, ages 9 boy,
and
11. She says they are much worse than
grandparents.
In reply to the question about grey hair,
Naomi Doty Stead wrote that she wears
hers blue. Leiand Barbee Hill says she has
enough grey in her hair to prove she
doesn't dye it.
with me, only the
white IS winning.Same
Peg Hurd Burbank
sent
me a picture of her beautiful daughter
Jane, aged 19. She also has a son, Fred, but
did not honor us with his picture You
should see Tillie Jones Shillington's darling
daughter. She sent colored snapshots of
John and Bill and Sarah. There was never
anything cuter than Tillie at the age of 18.
but Sarah is running her a close second!
The boys are wonderful looking. The
Shillingtons have bought a farm seventyfive miles from St, Louis, and are having
fun fixing it up. Bill is working on the
farm. John is married and is with the
Army in Japan. I hear tell that at his wedding some one asked if Tillie were his
sister.
This could go on forever, but will have
to be continued in our next. I have scads
of lovely information, so if you are interested in the life and pursuits of your
classmates send a contribution to the Alumnae Fund and you will not miss a single
word. Please Note: "We now ha%e a new
Fund Agent. You did beautifully for Marjorie. Please be as kind to Perr>'. This is
the
for lOO'/f contributions from the
classyear
of 1931.

1932
President: Marjorie Miller (Mrs. I. F.
Close), 1475 Caledonia Rd., Town of Mt.
Royal, Quebec, Canada.
Secretary: ELIZABETH
Job
(Mrs. A. H.
Jopp), 503 Scott Ave., Pikeville, Ky.
Fund
Agent:
SusAN
Marshall
(Mrs.
V('. B. Timberlake), Ridgewood Rd., Staunton, Va.
Howdy Gals,
Guess after 24 years it takes poetic license to use that greeting. Let's all get together next June at S.B. and prove that our
hearts are still young and gay. Yes. it is
our big year — our 25th reunion. Please
plan to be there. It will be such fun. You'll
be so proud to tell us all about your fine
family. Remember the Faculty baby-picture
show the A.A.L'.W. sponsored our sophomore year? How about having a picture
show of our own babies (big or little); we
want to see their pictures. We'uns who
ain't got no chillens will drool over yours.
Here are two wonderful letters to pass
on to you. Lib Doughtie Bethea writes
from

Memphis,

Tenn.:

"Can

you

realize

that so many years have passed since we
be at our regraduated? I surely hiipc tiibeen
living in
union next year. We have
Memphis since 1942. Our 3 children are
almost grown now. Maury, age 17, will be
a senior at Miss Hutchinson's School this
fall. She is president of the senior class and
an all around girl. Ann Brandon. 14 goes
to the same school and is so full of life,
love of athletics and activity of all kinds
that it is difficult to keep up with her. Both
eirls are talented in music and are advanced
students at the Memphis College ot Music.
de
They're artistic too. In a recent nation-wi
a
contest Ann won two gold keys and
and
scholarship offer for her water colors
oil entry.
Maury won a gold key on her
ian
Our son Dick is 11, attends Presbyter
spoil
Boys School, is all boy. and we all

'"The last two years my music has 'gone
"P J'tii
with the wind' but I do keep
Nvork. Before
church and children's hospitalgirls
to Europe
marrying I took Sweet Briar
we took
^ven different summers. In 19M1
ot
group
a
First
again.
travels
up European
groups
debutantes, then mother-daughter
education
and family groups. It has been anus to shaie
enabled
has
and
children
the
for
Will
our summers in a marvelous way.
I
make two trips to Europe this summer.
through
work
but
myself
get up the groups
or BirmingThe Brownell Travel Company
ham Alabama, and serve as their Business
sunv
Manager through the entire trip. Last
Trudy BhmY Robmer lo Ann Roberts.went
with us. She is
erts' oldest daughter,
and we fell
a darling girl— really beautiful her
husband
in love with her. Trudy and
is
'Trudy
spring.
this
early
here
were
Cavett
on her toes to keep up with her 5 children:
Ann.
and
boys
two
girls,
twin
"We see Virginia Finch 'Waller often, Sarah Philips Crenshaw occasionally, correspond with Ted Clan Treadwell and Fran
Scenciiidivey Stewart very often. Don t
know yet where Maury will go to college—
but I have leanings of course toward Sweet
Briar Am planning to take her and Ann to
Hawaii in 1957 for a graduation gift.
d
(You should see the picture Lib enclose
She looks almost as young and beautiful
as her t^vo girls— and Dick is a Junior
Apollo.)
Exciting and happy news from Alice
s to report that
Dabiiey Parker: "Here'
Betty Allen Magruder (Doctor to us) was
married on July 21 to Henry Dart Reck
He is a graduate of Dartmouth and Harvard
and is now working on his Ph.D. in history
at the University of Virginia. I was the
cause of it all. for I introduced them to
each other last summer. Neither of them
has been the same since! The wedding was

Allen's
at Betty
ed oneweeks
dignifi
oon.
a lovely
honeym
several
home.andAfter
old
psye
of
practic
her
Betty Allen will resume
choanalysis inNew York City and Henry
will complete his work on his doctorate in
Charlottesville. Then he expects to move to
New York and take up his career.
"Mine is the enjoyable situation of being
the mother of an upcoming Sweet Briar
sophomore. There may have been more enthusiastic Briarites, but you'll have to show
them to me. Fleming, my daughter, loves
every aspect of the life at S. B. It has been
fun meeting Tiny MiiishM Timberlake's,
Kay Oglesby Mixon's and Agnes Cleveland
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Sandifer's attractive daughters. Many of the
familiar faces are gone, but enough of the
faculty are still on hand to make me feel
that I belong. Betsy, my second daughter, is
spending the summer playing in tennis
tournaments. She is 14 and very athletic —
incredible as it may seem in any child of
mine. I look at her trophies and marvel
Connie Fowler Keeble is working in the
Medical Illustration
Dept. of the L'niversity
"
greatly!
of
Va. Hospital;
her older son is in the
army, and her younger one is a freshman
in high school. Dorothy Smith Berkeley and
family are spending the summer at Mascoma Lake, Enfield, N. H.. where they
built a cabin last year, and are in the process of adding to it this year. Their older
son will be a junior at the L'niversity of
the South this fall, and Judy a freshman at
SBC, Bucky a sophomore at Sewanee Military Academy. Dorothy has part time jobs
in the Admissions Office there and as biology secretary, just typing and routine
stuff, according to her.
Yours truly, Jobie, has given up school
teaching. Husband Gus says its about time
when my former pupils begin turning up
with bald heads, grey heads and grown
children. All efforts are going to be concentrated on getting the '32ers out for their
25th next June. All suggestions, mottoes,
news, inspirational talks, travel hints — will
be gratefully received.
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President: Hetty Wells (Mrs. Frederick
W. Finn), 81 West Brother Drive, Greenwich, Conn.
Secretiiry: Anne Marvin, 1518 Dairy Road,
Charlottesville, Va.
Fund Agent: Gerry Mallory, 169 East
Clinton Avenue, Tenafly, N.J.
Please be sure to contribute to the Alumae Fund if you have not already done so,
thus helping to make our class 100% contributing. Ifyou do you will assure yourself of receiving all copies of the News as
well. You will then be able to keep up
with the activities of our classmates — provided, of course, all of you write me about
yourselves. I will send cards to all as soon
as possible.
This October issue of the News goes to
■;// alumnae. Sweet Briar and I would appreciate itvery much if you could help us
locate any of the following girls, who are.
according to my records, lost. It is an appalling list of names! Frances (Pat) Atkinson, Sara Brown Palmer, Ethel Cameron
Smith, Elizabeth Cassidy Evans, Mary Clemens Martha, Ruth Einhart, Jeanne Harmoh
Weisberger, Madeline Hawes, Eleanor
Hottenstein Foster, Nancy Jones Haley,
Catherine Kells Culberson, Margaret Milam,
Susie Nash, Martha Ellen North Pollitt,
Inga-Maja Olsson Nylander. Mildred Rahnt
MacDonald, Isabel Scott Bowen, Helen
Seaton, Alice Smith Myers, Mary Rose
Taylor Anderson, Virginia Vogler, Mary
Jane
Marshall, Ann Allen,
M"iitk/nsHannah
Boatner, W'alne
Glen Worthington
Wright Vosburgh and Sarah Zoller.
I had planned to have a great deal of
news for this issue gleaned during the summer months; instead I went for a wonderful
trip and let my news gathering go. My vacation was, as usual, the month of August.

I flew first to Paris where I spent a couple
of days with my six year old godson and
his lively family. We had a wonderful
time. Then on to Switzerland for about
thirteen days. This is a glorious country
and I had a perfect time there too with
many varied experiences, just a few of
which follow. From Montana I took the
cable car to Bellalui with its gorgeous view.
It was so hot and glarey that I bought
sunglasses. In Zermatt I got caught in a
hail storm and snow c-n the Gornegrat. The
view of the Matterhorn from Zermatt is
superb. Why anyone wt)uld want to try to
climb the Matterhorn is a mystery to me!
(The gravestones in a little church yard
tell so much: "died in a snowstorm on the
Matterhorn" — "died in a crevasse" —
"killed by falling stones.") I could write
reams on Switzerland, but will spare you
and go on to Edinburgh, Scotland. Here the
two main events were seeing her Majesty
the Queen and the Duke within touching
distance (they walked down the red carpet
and my feet were only a couple of inches
from the carpet). They are certainly a fine
looking couple. No wonder they are so
beloved. The next thrilling event was sitting in the best seat at "The Tatoo" (on
the Queen's night) which as all of you
know is a spectacular military display at
the floodlit castle with pipes, urums, bands,
tartans, dancing etc. It is indescribable.
While in Edinburgh I stayed with two dear
Scottish ladies who are friends of mine.
Then on to Surrey for a delightful visit
with my twelve year old goddaughter and
her charming family. Next to the New
Forest, where I was fascinated by the picturesque thatched roofs and the very pretty
wild ponies. (By the way those ponies are
dangerous as they are not fenced in at all
and are all over the roads, and people
feeding them or children playing with them
are often bitten and kicked.) They are
most effective and add much to the I-Jeiv
Forest. Then homeward bound August ^1.
This could be much longer, but enough is
Sincerely,
enough about me.
Anne Marvin
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President:
Elizabeth
Johnston
(Mrs.
Warren
W. Clute, Jr.); Watkins
Glenn,
N. Y.
Secretary: Anne
Baker
(Mrs.
Howard
Pa.
L. Gerhart), Vineyard Dr., Rt. 5, Gibsonia,
Fund Agent: Juliet Halliburton (Mrs.
Oscar W. Burnett), 1910 Lafayette Ave.,
Greensboro, N. C.
Before I begin my news I want to remind you all of the Alumnae Fund. Please
send
in today. toDon't
that ityour
mustcontribution
be a large donation
count.feel
If
you
contribute,
I'll
do
my
best
to
see
there
is news in each issue of the Alumnae
News.
"Lav" Dillon Wintzer writes that last
year she moved into a home which she and
her husband had built outside of Wilmington. The postal address is Montchanin, Del,
Lav has three children, Treu (13), Charles
(10), and Eliza (9) and a golden retriever
so we know she is a busy mother,
Hester Kraemer Avery gave birth to her
fijth child (fourth son) last spring. His
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name is Robert Lee Avery II. At present
writing she is at Carlisle Barricks, Pa.,
where her husband will be at the Army
War College for ten months. Perhaps she
will see Gretchen Geib Troup who is in
Harrisburg. Gretchen writes that they vacationed at Daytona Beach, Fla., earlier in
the year and at Stone Harbor, N. J., this
summer. Also last spring I received a card
from Virginia Ciiniinigham Brooks from
Calif, which told of a long vacation in
South America with her husband. She was
able to leave the two older children in
boarding school and the eight year old with
his grandparents.
Gee Gee and Robert Carpenter visited
Bob's mother in Pittsburgh and Betty
Thtinip.uiii Reif invited us in for cocktails.
On that occasion I decided that the three
of ustowered
had veryover
niceallhusbands.
son
of us andBetty
madeReif's
me
realize more than either of the girls the
passing cf time. Betty was getting ready for
another summer in Northern Michigan. Gee
Gee had a fine summer with a vacation of
two weeks in Maine and a week in Canada.
She, too, is back in harness again with
Brownie Troop, P.T.A. and College Club
activities. Lucy Hoblitzell writes that she
is back in the groove of teaching rugged
sixth graders (I have one) near Bethesda.
She had a wonderful tour of the Scandinavian countries and Europe. It's her second jaunt to Europe as an aide to a very
able tour director.
Gen Crossman Stevens has moved —
across town so she still is in Birmingham,
Mich. The summer was spent at their home
on Saginaw Bay, the highlight being a two
week house party for five 16 year old girls.
Speaking of girls, Lida Read Voigbt
Young writes that she was in Washington
and New York this summer, and returned
to present her two older daughters at the
Cotton Ball in Chattanooga. Lida, her
eldest daughter, is attending the LTniversity
of Georgia. Of other alumnae daughters
comes news from Ellen Pvjit McGowin
that her daughter, Florence McGowin, has
entered Sweet Briar as a freshman this year.
So far this is the first daughter of our class
to go to S. B. C.
Mary Marks writes that she will be travelling this year, since they are expanding
teacber training to include high school
workshops and conferences. Her home base,
however, is still at Richmond Professional
Institute. Mary says that Helen Wolcott
has been virus stricken this summer and I
hope is returned to health now. Marie
Schroeder Thomas is teaching in the Williamsburg High School. Her son, Cappy, is
in the Junior High and her daughter, Sarah,
is almost eight years old. With the short.age of good teachers, I admire all those
who return to it. Rebecca Marriner has
moved to the Pittsburgh area and is teaching school in the Western Pennsylvania
School for the Deaf. She has been in Staunton, 'Va., and this summer took some courses
in audiology at Northwestern. Cary Buiu'tll Carter is in North Carolina now where
her husband is Headmaster of Summit
School. The family spent the summer at
Camp Grctnbriar, W. Va.. where Nick was
director. She saw Ginny Bohhiil Shuffle, but
gave no more details. Her children are
Ann, 15, and Chick, 12

NovrMBKR.

Alice Laubach writes of a wonderful
vacation to Canada, 4500 miles, visiting
Quebec, Montreal, around the Gaspe and
through Nova Scotia. She w'rites that the
weather was perfect which is more than
one can say for many parts of the U. S. A.
News of Blandina Jones Skilton whose oldest son entered Cornell this fall comes from
Judy Peterhus in Cleveland. Judy also saw
Alice McClnskcy Schlendorf who with her
husband and three children has moved
back to Cleveland from Fla. Elizabeth
Myi-rs Harding says that she will be heading
back to S. B. C. for Alumnae Council meetings. Her summer has been busy with
sailing, especially with the National Atlantic races. After her return to S. B. C, she
and Ken hope to go on a Carribean cruise.
to get
four sounds
childrenheavofi'
to After
school struggling
this fall, that
cruise
enly to me. Howard and I did have our four
week trip (flying most of the time) to
Europe last spring. We stopped off in Scotland to visit St. Andrews and I felt youth
returning as I uMched a Saturd.iy night
impromptu — no different from twenty years
ago, even to the chill in the dance hall
which only a Scottish reel could remove.
We spent time in Denmark, Germany
(skiing at Garmisch) and then went into
Italy which was the highlight for both of
us since neither had been there before. We
returned via Switzerland, Holland and
London, where I had a wonderful time
with old friends (very little sightseeing).
This is a thumbnail sketch of (to us) a
perfect remedy for all known ills.
One more item of news before I leave.
I took my usual pilgrimage to Northern
Michigan with the children to see Mother.
Passing through Lansing I stopped to look
up Rusty (Eleanor Ruu Mattern). The result of that 15 minute call was that she
and Bob with the two boys drove up for a
visit on a later weekend. W had a perfectly delightful visit. Our boys had a
great time together, especially John and
Peter, and only Ann suffered. Being the
only girl, she came in for much teasing.
We are looking forward to future contacts
in summers to come.
All those who received cards please
return them so I'll have ammunition
the next issue.

for
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President: Mary Talcott (Mrs. E. Griffith
Dodson,
Jr.), 122 27th St., S.E., Roanoke,
Va.
Secretary: Helen Dorothy Nicholson
(Mrs. John A. Tate, Jr.), 28-10 St. Andrews
Lane, Charlotte, N. C.
fund Agent: MoSELLE Worsley (Mrs.
Quigg Fletcher), 804 Peachtree Dr., Columbus, Ga.
Dear Class of '38:
It has been so good to reach into the
mail each morning and find your reply cards
to me. Some of you went beyond the call of
duty and wrote letters for which I thank
you immensely. The first one to arri\e was
from Pollyanna Shutwell Holloway in Baton
Rouge, and she wrote of an unexpected
but wonderful \isit from Florence Ciien
Crosnoe and husband (of Texarkana) from
whom we've heard little in past years. Howgood to hear of their trip with son Caven,

15, on their way to the Gulf Coast. Ralph is
in the aerial cropdusting and seeding business. Flossie brought word also of Mildred
Pharr Clark who also lives in Texarkana,
and the three families are eagerly anticipating a reunion at the Arkansas-L.S.U.
game this fall. The Holloways themselves
went to Sewanee last June for Robert's reunion and saw Virginia Gt/ild Colmore
who's prettier than ever. She has three
boys. Polly is her usual busy self as president of her church Women's Auxiliary,
and making preparations to build a new
home. Her three active children keep her
extra busy, but this summer they relaxed at
Rainbow Springs, Florida, where they
learned to water ski. Rcjbert has learned to
fly, and Polly says she's trying to be brave
enough to flit around the country in his
Cessna
with him. She sends love to everyone.
The next letter came from Mary Thompson Fabbrini of 1360 Jones St., San Francisco, and just like Mary, it literally bubbled with personality and cheer. Thanks to
the con\ention of Wine & Spirits Wholesalers in that lovely city, she got in a great
\isit with Vesta and Eddie Haselden.
Mary's husband is with Beaulieu Vineyard wines and Eddie with McKesson-Robbins. They also ran into each other later at
Las Vegas and I'm sure that was fun. In
May and June the Fabbrinis were in New
York but didn't get to see any Briarites as
she was busy haunting shops frr her new
apartment on top of Nob Hill with the
"most divine view." Mary is editing the
Junior League magazine of San Francisco,
Spectator, which is "the size of a thin Neu'
Yorker, if not the quality" — fun but work.
Mary gave me new-s of Nell Winship Mongold of whom we've had very little recent
word. After many years in Olive Branch,
Miss., wJiere her husband, an American Airlines pilot, was based, and where they literally built their own home (written up in
Parents' Magazine) and got it just right,
they are being sent to Atlanta. The Mongolds have two little boys and one darling
little girl. Mary urges everyone to descend
on S. B. en masse in '58. I agree!
"Shanghai" Gregory Marrow writes me
from Tarboro, N. C., that she was in
Charlotte for the A.A.LI, sw'imming meet in
August. She had two boys on the squad,
not champions yet, she says. Her Jim, 9,
made a good showing in the midget boys
class. She promises to call me when she
and her husband join mutual friends of
ours here for Davidson Homecoming.
From Toledo Dotty Gipe Clement happily writes of the arrival of their fifth child
on March 3, another future Briarite. Susanna, making a total of four girls and one
bey. The summer was spent quietly at
home, but come fall. Dotty will resume Girl
Scouts, Jr. League, etc., taking time out for
a trip to Denver with John in October.
Nancy McCatidlish Prichard heartily recommends to all mothers the type of vacation
she
summer took
— 2V'2
home
whilehadherthis
husband
all weeks
three al
children
by air to Montana. She is pleased with the
outcome of the Democratic convention and
hopes for a Democratic preference in November. (Dear Nancy: I'll have to cancel
your vote!)
Great to get a card from Dee Annfield
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Cannon just 70 miles up the road, but
might just as well be 70U, for all our visits
in the past! She reports that she will have
three children in school this fall, and one
in kindergarten. She's County Chairman for
Girl Scouts. Dee proudly announces that she
has a niece at S.B. — Saliie Millis Armfield.
I'm sure we must be setting a record with
this statement of fact — Denise Diipont
Zapffe has eight children and her card was
mailed from Minnesota where they were all
vacationing at their summer home on Gull
Lake, North Brainerd. Denise. Jr., is a
senior at Stuart Hall, and is quite a swimmer for along with her mother .swam Gull
Lake (5 miles) last year. This year Denises
9-year old daughter and 12-year old son
swam across Gull Lake, 1V2 miles. All the
family is no doubt now back in Baltimore
■where they make their winter home.
The cards as you see came from all over.
Here's one from Louisa Giiice Prince, in
Phoenix, Arizona. She says they miss Carolina but the girls think it romantic they
-were born in Charlotte. Leslie 16, and Helen

14, are sweet tall blondes, and Prairie, "the
Terror," is 6. Charlie is a cotton buyer and
life in Arizona is really something. They
hope to send the girls somewhere East to
college. Last winter at a Junior Assembly
formal she ran into Janet Forhusb Mead who
with her family was spending Christmas
there, on the last leg of a world tour which
took more than a year. Louisa wants to
know where Peggy Greene Michel is and
requests a letter — 1147 E. Lawrence Rd.
Mildred Gill 'Williamson and Fritz Cordes Hoffman and their families joined
forces this summer at the 'Williamson's
summer cottage on the James River. A great
time was had by all. Mildred says four
cute girls are entering S.B. this fall from
Petersburg.
'Va., a Helen
record. Hays Crowley in
A card from
Shaker Heights tells of taking a refresher
business course followed by a new job
in an advertising agency last year . . . three
days a week. Eventually she wants to work
full time but now her job coincides with
children's school hours. Carol is in 10th
grade,
8th. Helen's
highly
technicalJim
— service
manuals work
of all is
types
for
aircraft, making a "rough repro," layout,
paste-up and then final. Pages are photographed and printed from negatives!
Kay Hoyt says she's back at her same
school job after a nice summer and vacation in Lakeville, Conn. She likes her work
more and more. Good to hear from Ida
Ted/nan Pierce in Richmond who had just
bought a house and moved in. She is glad
to spread out at her new address, 25 Libbie
Ave. Ida tells of Gene Brock Hawley visiting her family for a month, and what a
good time they had. Gene lives in Cleveland
now. I was also glad to know you have
met Mary Jones, wife of Union Theological
Seminary's president, a lovely person and
gocd friend. Hope all you Richmonders will
go see her.
Betty Bowley Phillips has been living at
922 Mason Headley Rd., in Lexington, Ky.,
for a year and a half. Her husband, Frank,
is airport manager of Blue Grass Field, and
son Bob is three years old. Betty says she
doesn't get around much but to tell everybody "hello."
The word from Lucy Taliaferro Nickerson in Fair Haven, N. J., makes me envious
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of her summer. They stayed at home, and
with the children and their motorboat, filled
their time with fishing and crabbing and
ocean. Also from New Jersey is a card
from Lucile Seriieani Leonard, who lives
and keeps a busy life at Pompton Lake.
They went to Oklahoma this past summer
to visit Earl's family, but the rest of the
time she was busy in her house and vegetable garden. At this point, she is resuming
PTA, Cubs and choir activities.
Jin doing
Faulkner
Mathews
says she
been
a thing
interesting,
justhasn't
busy
with children, car pools, etc, with spring
and fall trips to Florida last year to see
her family. A train trip to Huntington during the summer showed her airborne children that mode of travel. Jin is planning
towards our 20th in '58 as I hope all of
you are doing.
"Sammy" Hamilton Schuck at last happily brings me up to date. Husband, Connie (Conrad), is associate professor of English at N. Y . State College for Teachers at
Buffalo, and also very active in dramatics
at the Grand Island Playhouse and Studio
Theatre there. Sammy tags along to paint
scenery sometimes, and also is busy tagging
along after her two Little Leaguers, son
Peter, 13, an ex-L.L. catcher, and Robbie,
10, pitcher. All very busy and happy.
From Janice Wiley Adams, Campbell Rd.,
R. D. No. I, Bernardsville, N. J.: '"We have
made a move locally to some windswept
meadow land on top of the Bernardsville
mountains. The orchard's begun, and sheep
and horses in time." Janice also wonders if
she's flexible enough to keep a cradle-tohigh-school
approach, since her children's
ages
range accordingly.
It's good to hear what wonderful vacations some of you enjoyed. Billie Heizer
Hickenlooper has just returned from a
marvelous five weeks in England. Her husband. Bo, went on business, so they took
the four children, and she drove 2500 rainy
miles, saw everything with the youngsters
and met "Bo " for weekends. They had a
7-passenger Bedford Dormabile, sort of like
a small blue and yellow bus. All back in
school
now after a super-educational summer.
The Tates had a quiet time, literally, as
both children were away at camp, Caroline,
14, at Rockbrook in Brevard, for her fourth
summer, and John, 9, at Pinnacle, near
Hendersonville, for his first month away
from home. We had a week at High Hampton while they were away, and it was right
uncanny the number of Briarites we discovered, either before or after our time
there. Becky Young Frazer and her family
were there and we had a great time reminiscing. Also Louise Kirk and Bull Headley,
Martha Jean Brooks and Tommy Miller,
with whom we had hilarious fun. And over
at Rockbrook Parents Day whom should I
find but dear ol' Mozelle W'orsley Fletcher
and her husband Quigg. Their daughter
Emily was also a camper. "Mo" is wonas always,
saysjust
she's
played
of golf derfulthis
summerand but
before
dark,a lot
so
as not to have a sunstroke. She adds a plug
for our Alumnae Fund and says to cooperate and give, when you hear from her
this fall. Also at Parents Day was Mary
Elizabeth
Barge Schroder and handsome
family.
As I hadn't

heard

from

Vesta

recently.

who unfortunately had a bad case of pneumonitis this summer, I picked up the phone
yesterday and called her. We chatted a spell,
and she sounded great, but had no news of
S. B. chums, except to tell of the fun witii
Thompson
in S. F. She said "hey" to one
and all.
Rilma Wilson Allen continues at her
usual busy pace. She, Lottie Lewis Woollen
and I joined forces with three other girls
and had a wonderfully relaxed time at
Garden City Beach for four days this past
May. She spent most of the summer hauling
Robert back and forth to the Club pool,
which is near me, so stopped in often. Over
Labor Day she was at Myrtle Beach witii
Martha Matheti'S Monroe.
It was a real joy to see Wileyna Upshaw
Kennedy and her husband. Bob, when they
visited in Charlotte this past July. Both
look wonderful and we had a lot to catch
up on. Their 2 boys, Robert and Divid,
were in Camp Yonanoka at Linville, V. C,
and most convenient to reach from here.
However, Bob and Wy stayed only a few
days before going on to Atlanta. They were
planning to be back in Linville for the
Ladies Golf Tournament as Wy is quite .i
fiend at the game. Both boys also play quite
well. As you no doubt know, the Kennedys
still live in Eufaula, Ala.
No other news. But if your name isn't
in this, it's because Love,
I haven't heard from
you by this deadline. So pay your money
and get the next issues.
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President: JULIE SANDERS (Mrs. Richard
A. Michaux), 4502 Dover Road, Richmond, Va.
Secretary: Jean Oliver (Mrs. E. Alton
Sartor, Jr.), 546 Unadilla Street, ShreveFund La.Agents: Mary Elizabeth Barge
port.
(Mrs. WiUam H. Schroder, Jr.), 2628
Habersham Road, Atlanta, Ga.; Sarah
Belk (Mrs. Charles G. Gambrell), 125 E.
S4th Street, Apt. 6-A, New York, N.V.
It looks as if all our classmates are off
to the usual fall races — what with school
and routine activities starting anew for the
year. I'm ready to flop down on a deep pile
of Ann Park's pet Zoysia grass at her enterprising Calverton Zoysia Farm in Norfolk,
Va., and review that good old summer va
cation in North Carolina. Ann seems to
have the answer for all busy people — she
holds down two jobs — from 9 to 5 works
for Luria Steel and Trading Corp. on
Standard time in the morning and Daylight
in the afternoon, and lovingly tends that
Zoysia grass in whatever time there is
left.
And you
thinkrather
you're
busy ! hark back
Several
others
wistfully
to pleasant summer vacations. Judy Judd
Patton traveled all the way from Eugene.
Oregon, to Minnesota for a family reunion
with lives
her sister
Phoebe Judd
('38)
who
in Shreveport.
MaryTooke,
Jeff Welles
Parsonsota also
familyfrom
in Minneafter a visited
flight John's
to Denver
Luray,
Va. — much to the thrill of the children
aged 5, 9 and 11. Kay Richards De Lancey
and Bob also f!ew to Colorado with their 4
children to partake of Pikes Peak, a rodeo,
and a gold mine before going back to
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Kec-ne, N. H. Kay's enthusiasm for S. B. C.
decided a friend to enter as a freshman this
fall, so let's all talk it up. By the way,
don't forget to pay those dues so we can
all have a hand in the Sweet Briar of today
and receive the Alumnae News.
Happy jamei Wathen spent the summer
in Maine, and saw Nancy Nolle Lea and
family. Back in Washington, D. C, Happy
had lunch with Betty Frazier Rinehart (on
a visit from Tulsa with her husband) and
Jean McKeriiiey Stoddard who was getting
ready to depart for 2 years in Florence.
How Jean gets around ! Those three
pledged to return to S. B. C. for our 20th
reunion tho', so maybe the rest of us had
better join them for the fun. Jane Hnlderi
to the campus
■VC^alker paid a brief visit
enroute from Chattanooga to Washington,
N. Y, C, and Boston. That was her first
return since she was there as a freshman,

and she had fun "showing husband Jack
and sons Jack and James where mother
spent first year in college." Jane is now
busy as chairman e of a children's play put
on by Strawbridg Productions of N. Y.,
and sponsored by A A U W.
It's a big thrill seeing college friends
again, as several girls report. Mary Lou
Simpson Bulkley enjoyed the Junior League
Conference in Quebec all the more because
"it turned out to be a miniature S. B. C. reunion." She saw Happy and Henri Minor
Hart, plus others of the younger generation. However, Mary Lou was snowed in
for a N. Y. reunion in the spring with
Florence Swift Durrance who was there
with her husband, a professor at the LTniversity of Fla. That made Florence appreciate her balmy climate all the more, and
she has "a special welcome mat for all
S. B. C. friends headed south for a vacation." Mary Lou has received glowing letters from Janet Ti-osch who is stationed in
Trieste with the \J. S. Government. Betsy
Camphell Gawthrop went up from West
Chester, Pa., to N. H. and Maine, and one
day had lunch with Dutch H.mher Crowe,
Mardie Liuie Lafayette, Lucy Lloyd and
Anne Rump. Betsy saw Boot Vanderhill
Brc^wn and family at the 20th Haverford
reunion of their husbands. Betsy has a
cousin, lane Holderman, now at Sweet
Briar. Mary Mackintosh Sherer had a visit
from Mar>' Treadway Downs — Tready and
Fritz were on their way to Vermont, celebrating their 10th anniversary. Mary Mac
is thrilled to be moving Nov. 1 into a new
home in Holden, Mass., and "the home and
view are worth a trip."
Augusta Saul Edwards thinks parents of
triplets are lucky — she has 3 P.T.A.'s,
what with a 1'5 year old son in High, a
12 year old son in Junior High, and an 8
year old daughter in elementary school in
Roanoke! Also, church work holds her
interest this year. She chats S. B. C. with
next-door-neighbor Martha Rector McGee
('40).
Jean Blaci Deland is also building a new
house, and is moving Nov. 1 to Wilton,
Conn. Jean "would love to know who is
in charge of things around Wilton", so
you New Englanders help her out!
Gertrude Robertson Midlen in Washington has our deep sympathy for the death of
her father and aunt during this past year.
She hopes to visit S. B. C. this fall.
Ronnie Mann Hawkes in Boonton, N, J„
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writes that she and Stuart are enjoymg
their farm and riding daily. The oldest bc.y
is a naval pilot in Japan, the next boy is
at Hamilton, and the youngest at Brov/n.
They flew to Maine and enjoyed the Allagosh Canoe trip, and were ready to Irave
for San Francisco and the American College
of Surgeons. Nancy Beard Dix writes that
she stays home in Baltimore because her
husbanci,
Parks, "constantly
travels Co.,
ov;r and
the
U. S. for National
Plastic Products
is
delighted
to 10.
settle on weekends." Tneir
Anne
is almost
A "catch-up" note from Mary Spear Rooney says that they arrived in San Mateo,
California, by devious steps after her son
Peter developed asthma in Annapolis. Peter
is now nearly 18 (asthma cured) and a
sophomore at Stanford, and Mary keeps
busy driving with the Red Cross Motor
Corps. She wishes she could see some S.B.C.
classmates, and says "hello to all." Margaret
Myers Glenn reports from Long Beach,
Wash., that she and Frank have a year old
fourth son, Jonathon David. Patty Bah
Vincent announces the arrival of Mary Dean
on Mar. 21st to join Simon 7, and Sarah 6
in Durham, N. C. I know how busy these
mamas are, as 18 month old Oliver keeps
me in a storm — to say nothing of Ibby and
Balfour at 10 and 7 !
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"J. O."
President: Helen Schmid (Mrs William
H. Hardy), 2740 Lake Drive, S. E., Grand
Rapids 6, Mich.
Secretary: Muriel Barrows (Mrs. James
F. Neall), 64 Niles St., Hartford, Conn.
Fund Agent: HoRTENSE Powell (Mrs.
Prentice Cooper), Shelbyville, Tenn.
At last a few brief words from our President! Her letter is so newsy I will quote it
verbatim;
"We are spending another wonderful
summer at our cottage at Macatawa, Michigan. It is even restful this year on the
beach for the five seem to be able to hold
their own in the water. For so many years I
stood knee deep in water ready to pull out
floundering
joy twins.
to relax.BobBillandis
14, Ed 12, souls.
David It's
9, aand
Syl 5, enroute to school in the fall. Besides children we house a fairly good supply of pets, too. At the moment we number
one dog, one bird, one eighteen pound
turtle from the Mahaje Desert, a fish, and
the latest acquisition, 8 baby possums left
motherless in the nearby woods.
"On the 24th of August, besides celebrating our Ifith anniversary, we are expecting
an overnight visit from Blair Bunting Both
and family on their way north. I'm sure you
know they have moved to Winnetka, Illinois (Sec. note: address is 529 Cedar St.,
Winnetka) and seem to be loving it. They
have rented a large old house tor the summer months. Helen Cornwell Jones was supposed to have stopped on her way to Charlevoix, Mich., this summer with family, but
plans went awry. They had a wonderful reunion with both sides of the family, however, in Charlevoix, and hope to come back
next summer via Grand Rapids. Am glad to
hear of all the Class Slim Jims — I struggle
to hold my own and am now on Coronet
AndDiet."
an airmail from Emory Gill WilBlitz
liams was a most welcome
reply to my

request
own
tale:for news. She deserves to tell her
"Canny Lancaster Pasco and Merrill have
just bought a lovely house on Crupthill
Road, and they are doing it all over. Canny
is Godmother, incidentally, to our tliird
daughter, Melinda. They have three boys
and a girl. Jane Goolrich Murrill and Tommy are the glamorous ones this summer!
They had a glorious trip to Europe in late
May, were gone about 4 weeks, and visited
England, France and Italy. We have seen
pictures of their trip, and it looked too divine for words. Jane deserved that trip —
she had just completed a tour of dutv as a
very successful Chairman of Garden Week
in Virginia. That was a tremendous job
and a great honor for anyone as young as
"Mary Petty Bedell with husband Wood
and four sons have been traveling all sumJane. mer. She first went to Charleston, S. C, for
a visit with Wood's mother, and now 1
understand is on a trip with the family in
Canada. Ann Adamson Taylor (Godmother
to my eldest daughter, Dabney, now 12,
and I am godmother to her Sally) is still
living in Baltimore and loving it. She
recently had a lovely trip to the Homestead.
Hot Springs, with her parents. Canky and I
had a superb trip to Bermuda in May — our
glimpse of that heavenly place — and
firsttwo
the
weeks were too short ! Now back to
the grind with our five plus the dog
Word from Newport, Va., tells of
the adoption, last December, of a son. Mason Cooke, to William and Ann Cooke
Gilliam. Jane Balser Grant, who has been
Mitzie."
lost,
is now found, in Brunswick, Maine,
doesn't
Actually,
exact. but
to beexact,
No.be1 too
Route to
seem
all theit address
she seems to need. Phoopie Burroughs Livingston has done it again — moved that is!
She has leapt from the wilds of Pc^rtland,
Maine, into E. 90th St., New York City,
with the two girls going to Chapm. Apparently Henry has a job with Morgan
P. MorStanley (some connection with f. has
been
gan, Iunderstand > and the family
in Hudson, N. Y., at his ancestral home
since early summer. Now at last someone
in line for "My Fair Lady" theatre tickets!
to stand
And now one and all, send in your
check for the Alumnae Fund right away.
Remember, no check, no chatter.
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President: Joan Devore (Mrs. John E.
Hampshire Ave., CincinRoth,nati Jr.),
8, Ohio. 2719
Fund Agent: Evelyn Cantey (Mrs. AndrewS.B."
C.Marion), 11 Trails End, Greenville,
Secretary: Margaret Stuart Wilson
(Mrs. Kenneth H. Dickey), 1902 Ash St.,
Texarkana, Ark.
To those of you who were unable to attend our nth Reunion, let me extend our
real sympathy. We had the niost wonderful
time that you can possibly im.igine, and we
surely missed each of you. Martha Jean
Broolis Miller and Louise Kirk Headley had
thought of cver>'thing to make Reunion perfect. Twenty-eight of our class were there,
along with about 175 other returning alum-
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nae. I thought you'd like to know w litre
they live now, too —
Anne Boroiig,h O'Conner, Montrose, N.Y.
Lillian Brtedloie White, Glenmore,
Pa.
Martha Jean Brooks Miller. Charlotte,
N. C.
Evelyn Cantey Marion, Greenville, S. C.
Frances Chichesler Hull, Fredericksburg,
Va.
Elizabeth Colley Shelton. Lookout Mt.,
Tenn.
Margaret Craighill Price. Washington.
D. C
Judith Davidson Walker. Quantico. Va.
Joan Derore Roth. Cincinnati, Ohio
Decca Gilmer Frackelton, Fredericksburg,
Va.
Helen Guhiii Wallace. Leesburg, Va.
Barbara Holmaii Whitcomb, Wellesley,
Mass.
Betty Irvine Phillips. Warwick.
Va.
Louise Kirk Headley. Tallahassee, Fla.
Louise Lembeck Reydel. Plainfield, N. J.
Helen Anne Litlletun Hauslein, Wayne,
Pa.
Lucy Lloyd, Downingtown, Pa.
Anita Loiirig Lewis, Carlisle, Pa.
Joan Myen Cole. Rosemont. Pa.
Emmie Lou Phillips Lohmeyer, Philadelphia, Pa.
Mary Scully Olney, Fulton, N. Y.
Laetitia Seibels Frothingham, Sewickley,
Pa.
Patricia Sorenson Ackard, Denver, Colo.
Peg Tomlin Graves, Lynchburg. Va,
Betsy Toirer Bennett, Irvington-oti-theHudson, N. Y.
Helen Va/soii Hill, Rochester, N. V.
Margaret Stuart Wilson Dickey, Tc-xarkana. Ark.
All our class roomed on 2nd floor Reid
— wonderful for many confabs and bull
sessions until the wee small hours. Saturday
■was the only rainy day. with Paint and
Patches luncheon and President Pannells
Garden Party held indoors. Those who
have not yet met Mrs. Pannell have a treat
in store. She is most gracious and attractive— just what you would choose the president of SBC to be like. Also. Sweet Briar
House looks beautiful — fresh paint, carpets, exquisite Brussels lace curtains and
silk damask drapes, and other furnishings
in keeping with the period of the house,
even to the Payne family's rosewood piano,
that Daisy Williams used to play when she
visited in Lynchburg. Daisy's room upstairs is precious, all redone as they think
it was when she lived there.
That night after a lovely dinner, we had
more fun seeing many movies of our senior
year — Founders' Day, May Day, and Graduation— that Martha Jean Brooks Miller had
brought (with projector and screen) !
Craigie (Margaret Craighill Price) and
Decca Gilmer Frackelton were constantly
taking flash pictures of everyone, so at 2()th
Reunion, we'll have more to see. The Baccalaureate Service was excellent, and Sunday afternoon Joan Brophy, '53g, presented
a beautiful vocal recital, followed by Step
Singing, and Vespers in the Dell.
Mrs. Lill, our class sponsor, is also sponsor for 1931, having its 25th Reunion; so
Miss Mciller kindly invited us to have our
picnic at her home, on the little road past
Sweet Briar station. Betty brine Phillips
and Emmie Lou Phillips Lohmeyer ( Betty
married Emmie Lou's brother, remember?)
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arrived complete with husbands, who were
officially made honorary members of the
class, in recognition of such excellent bartending and waiter services.
Let me interrupt again to say many
thanks to those who returned the questionnaires, especially those sending pictures,
Martha Jean had put them into a big scrapbook, and we nearly wore it out, reading
and re-reading about all of you whom we
missedturn so
if you
reyours,much.
fill outPLEASE,
and return
the didn't
new one
that I have sent you, PLLIS SNAPSHOTS,
so our book will be complete.
Sunday night wfe saw an excellent play,
written and directed by two '51 alu.mnae,
Joan Vail and Ruth Clarkson Costello, .is
the Alumnae contribution to the 50th Anniversary Celebration. These girls, and a cast
of 1 1 from the New York area, had rehearsed several hours nightly (after fulltime, day time jobs) to put on a very professional performance — in the gym, with
no formal stage, curtains, orchestra, ui
other so-called essentials.
Commencement was all we remembered,
with final awards and much excitement,
even to a personal letter of congratulations
from President Eisenhower, which you saw
reproduced on the June News cover. Also
veiy exciting were several large gifts to the
Development Program, announced by Mrs.
Pannell. Some of our illustrious group h?d
brought caps and gowns and looked qui'.e
academic (tho' the gowns were slightly
green from years in the attic). The Alumnae Association annual meeting was at
noon, followed by Open House at many
faculty homes, for real personal visirs witfi
old favorites.
Monday night was the Banquet, with the
tables beautifully decorated with Sweet
Briar tulips that Helen W.itson Hill and
Phoebe Roue Peters ('31. incoming Alum.
Asso. vice pres.) had brought from Rochester with them. They were unbelie\ably
beautiful, with huge blossoms and deep
colors. The program that night was delightful, given by Lucile Barrow Turner. '20, of
Lynchburg, whose hobby is collecting negro spirituals and other songs.
Tuesday morning was Alumnae College
— Sweet Briar's philosophy that learning
does not cease with graduation. The lectures were very stimulating and interesting;
two by older faculty members, and two by
newer additions to the College.
We really missed each and every one of
you who were not there. Tish Siehels
Frothingham and Elizabeth Colley Shcltcn
are still as beautiful; Evie Canley Marion is
as tiny; Louise Kirk Headley and Joan
DeVore Roth are as full of fun; and Sweet
Briar is still the same wonderful, friendly,
incomparable place. We had almost no trouble recognizing each other, even after 1 5
years. In fact, it was quite consoling that,
having been acknowledged as the ughest
class that ever went thru SBC. we made
such a handsome looking bunch of lanior
Leaguers. Many figures were slimmer than
in college athletics days, and grey hairs
were scant — tho' Helen Anne Lil'hton
Hauselin was breathtaking with a (sprayed)
.grey Italian hair cut. We talked until wee
small hours every night, and had the most
fun that you can possibly imagine. It was
amazing how much in common we had
with

each

other, tho' from

New

England,

Florida, Denver, and "three blocks from
Texas." We were staggered at the great
number of offspring, also the similarity of
interests and activities — church, Junior
League. Brownie and Cub Scouts, away
from home; and most important, family,
gardening, sewing, and cooking.
Little Evie ("the mighty atom, also the
perfect roommate," as she wrote in my annual) and I decided we stayed in the
wrong room, since she is the new Fund
Agent, and I am the new Secretary; whi.h
brings me to a most important point. As
Margaret Cramer Crane, retiring National
Fund Chairman, explained, each ol us
counts either FOR or ACiAINST Sweet
Briar. When a Development Program
spokesman approaches a corporation or
Foundation for a gift, the first question
asked is, "How many alumnae contribute
to
yourroseAlumnae
Fund?"
year among
Sweet
Briar
from 20th
to 7th This
in rank,
391 colleges and universities, in percent.ige
of conlrihiiling graduates. We rank 12th
among women's colleges, in total (graduates
and x's) participation. So whether your
gift is |1, or $1 for each year since graduation, or « 1,000, YOU COUNT. BesicI'S
that, your gift means that you will receive
the Alumnae News in March and June. I
took this five year job only after the solemn
promise from each girl at Reunion that she
would write me at least one letter a year,
and you know that you want to keep up
with everybody's activities.
So please send your gift (deductible, of
course) to Evie or the Alumnae Office, and
let's do our part to help Sweet Briar imits statistics.
If youyouhaven't
to the provecollege
recently,
wouldbeen
be ba''k
even
more impressed by it, from our more mature
perspective. It is truly a unique, marvelous
Our thanks again to Martha Jean and
Kirk for such a perfect Reunion; to Betty
place.
Irvine's and Emmie Lou's husbands; to Mrs,
Lill and Miss MoUer for entertainment;
and a special award for unselfishness to
Shirley Devine Clemens, whose plans were
all made to attend Reunion, but who stayed
home going
because
step-daughter's
best had
beaua
was
intoherService,
and Shirley
week-end farewell house party for them and
two other couples.
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President: Catherine Coleman, Hannah
More Academy, Reistertown, Maryland.
Secretary: Helen Sanford, 2731 Steel
Street, Houston, Texas,
Fund Agent: Mary Ruth Pierson (Mrs.
H. T. Fischer, Jr.), Bay Crest, Huntington,
N. Y.
Next spring will be the 15th anniversary
of the graduation from Sweet Briar of us
incomparable folks who made up the Class
of 1942.
The deadline for this letter is upon me,
and since I have failed (as usual) to dig
up any current news, I will take advantage
of this splendid opportunity to reminisce
(how do you spell that, anyway?) about the
days when Sweet Briar reached its glory;
i.e., the years between 1938 and 42. And -f
all this brings a tear to your eye, tak^- that
fountain pen in your trembling hand and
write out a check to the Alumnae Fund.
For it's due date again, and the Fund
Agent's eye is upon you.

Alumnae News

Some of you would be stunned for sure
could you see the ridiculous notes in your
handwriting that are being preserved for
posterity in my yearbooks . . . and in goodness knows how many others. And I shudder to think what I may have written in
yours. Very likely something on the order
of "It was lovely sitting next to you in
Classical Civ this year," which I probably
considered very humorous at the time I
wrote it. Actually, as ! look back on it, I
don't remember that there was an/thing
about Classical Civ that was particularly
lovely. To tell the truth (and I hope the
faculty
neverClassical
read this),
I can't
rememberwillwhat
Civ was
about.even
I do remember French, however — Freshman French with Mr. Rosetti and Sophomore French with "Pop" Worthington —
including the quiz we had on Les Miserables before I had read it. It was the first
time in my career that I had ever made an
E. (It was by no means the last). Alont;
this same line, I have only recently forgiven Miss Elizabeth Jackson for callini? my
hluff when I wrote a Sophomore English
essay comparing Beowulf with the Red
Knight of the Faerie Queen. It's true I
hadn't read either Beowulf or the Faerie
Queen, but it hurt my feelings for her to
notice it.
I seem to recall that during my Freshman year I never slept at all (Polly P<-\r"n
Turner probably remembers this better than
anyone); but that by the time senior year
came around I simply had to have my sleep.
This was age, I guess; or maybe the result
of rooming with Betsy (now Betsy Gihuer
Tremain), who always fell asleep in the
middle of studying for exams, however firn,
her intentions to the contrary.
For some reason I can remember the
words (or snatches of them) for almost
every song we sang during our 4-year tenure— beginning with that gem, "Three Eittle Freshmen in a Great Big School" and
including our senior-year tear jerker, "Going Home, going home; Time has come to
part . . ."
Senior Playthatsongs
are chant
particularlyThe
vivid. Remember
classic
(written, I believe, by Douggie Vo-^ris
Sprunt) that went: "Once long ago, when
the world was new, and we were young and
carefree . . . We wandered off to a mountain top in a burst of intellectual curiosity
. . . note
etc.song:etc." And of course the real key"It's 42 . . . it's 42
Can't
true. you see by looking at us that it's
In years gone by it was such fun
For then the cry was '41 —
In years to come, but not

for me

It will be fun being '43.
"I'll always stay
Right from this day . . .
There's
no other one will ever, ever do;
Until I die
I'll always cry
A roaring, booming '42 !"
If nothing else, this should prove to you
that I have a good memory — which, after
ail. is what got me through college.
I hardly need remind you now that 1957
will be a Reunion Year for the Class of '42.
I hope we'll
a crowd
of '42ers
attendance; buthave
in the
meantime,
how in
about

sending me old songs, old snapshots, old
tales, etc., and

I'll set up a collection

Novi;mbi:r, 19'>6

of

memorabilia to have on hand at Reunion.
While you're at it, send some current news,
will you?
And for goodness' sake . . . don't forget
your contribution to the Alumnae
Fund!
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President: HARRIET WiLLCOX (Mrs. David
Pa.
F. Gearhart), 980 Juniper Rd., Hellcrtown,
Secrei.iry: Anne

Dick.son (Mrs, G. S.

months later where they've been for three
years. However, they got orders to Moffet
Field, it
Calif.,
near
San years
Francisco,
afraid
will be
several
until so
we I'm
see
the Lazenbys again.
Please send me Christmas cards with
news
and bandwagon
pictures. Meanwhile
let the
election
make youdon't
forget
the
AlumnaeandFund
Let's! all get
aboard
make bandwagon.
our class 100%
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Jordan), Bay Colony, "Virginia Beach, "Va.
Fund Agent: Julia Mills (Mrs. Lawrence
Jacobsen), 4416 Edmonds St., Washington,
D. C.

President: Adeline Jones (Mrs. Stephen C.
Voorhees), 1604 Louden Heights Road,
Charleston, West Virginia.

September finds me, after a wonderful
summer, sweeping the sand out of the
house and the children out to school. It's
very
quietone
hereleftatatthe
Jordan's
with only
one little
home
this year.
Betty Zidick Reuter and Don were at
"Virginia Beach for a couple of days in May.
We had a grand reunion. Zu looked wonderful and her husband, Don, is most attractive. From here they went to Greensboro, N. C, where they saw Mary Hjskins
and Jet King and Wash Feir/er Ramsey
("48) and husband. John. Then on to Sea
Island, Aiken, S. C, and finally Lookout
Mountain. Zu says you must put the latter

Secretary: Polly Vandeventer (Mrs, RoVa. bert Saunders), 16 Shirley Road, Warwick,

on your enport
visiting
list. "Hedy
had a dinner
party Edwards
for 24. DavSara
Te?npleDuft,
Moore,
HudeHealy
"Voigt,
Avery
Mill Hilda
Curothers
wereBetty
all
there. What a time we had. Everyone"s
children were darling and there are thousands of them."
A recent
card from Hedy follows this up.
She says she hated to say good-bye. She
told me more news from the Mt. Hilda
Hude Voigt and Bill are ready to move into
a lovely new house. Sara Temple Moore
and Tom made a flying trip to Fort Worth
to see Gloria huplon Tennison and family.
Betty Avery Duff, who is recovering nicely
from an operation, heard from Lyn Dillard
Grones. She and Don are now stationed in
Germany. The Davenports have a girl baby
(child No. 6, girl No. 4) named Mary Susan, born July 19. also a newly remodeled
old house with "space." I'd say Hedy needs
space with that ever-increasing clan.
Edith Fjrr Elliott and I have been corresponding lately. It all started over house
plans. Ours came from Americun Home
Magazine. A couple of years ago they did
an article on this particular plan with a
picture of our house among others. Edith
had seen it and wrote me about the plans
which I sent to her. She writes that they
are still looking for a suitable site and
will send me pictures when it is all complete. She says Bunny Gray Wilson had a
girl, Elizabeth Stuart, in May. She now has
two girls and a boy. Her husband. Bob, is a
radiologist and they have a lovely new
home
in Richmond.
Brown's
third daughter,
SusanJinx
VanGans
Doren,
was
born last January.
Betty Pender Lazenby and her three
children (two boys and a girl) were here
for ahalf
month
visiting
Betty's
I didn't
see
enough
of her.
but aunt.
we did
have
lunch together one day and talked each
other to death. We were hoping Dick
would get orders back to Norfolk this year.
They built such a cute house here and
then were transferred to Annapolis a few

Fitnd Agent: Lucy Charles Jones (Mrs.
Robert Bendall II), 406 Randolph, Danville, Va.
I had hoped to get this in the June issue
hot on the press, but it was too late. Hope
it doesn't seem stale to you by now. The
changes and developments will be gleaned
for the next issue.

A word of regret and "missed yous" to
all who weren't on hand at our 10th reunion. Am sure no one was overlooked in
our thoughts and reminiscences. We devoured your news, which was collected in a
scrapbook by Catherine Smart Grier, and
stared holes through your pictures. Returning to S.B.C. is really something and I
hope our enthusiasm will somehow reach
you all through various channels to inspire
1961. One meman even larger gathering in of
the weekend;
ber remarked at the close
"Just think, we have known each other now
years!" If that doesn't imfor 14 long
press you, it does !ne\
Now — back to le subject, I shall report
on those who were there and a bit about
each one. There were 25, plus 8 fine husbands, the latter contributing tremendously.
was
there Our
ering,look!)
were
(If they of
martyred
thelong-suft'
nothing
Southern belles, Sarah McDuffie Hardaway
and Wister Wain King, were up from
Georgia with husbands, Ben and Jack. Each
couple left 3 children home (but not the
golf clubs). Wis entertained in Lynchburg
at a cocktail party, which I hear from the
"The
earlier arrivals, was a great success.
Patch), and.
one and only Bass" ('46 Briar
as he introduced himself. George Norris
BASS, were very much present — except
for time when jubilant George was out
on the golf course. They have
shooting
children,79'sa boy and girl. I hear the girl
->
is a carbon copy of Bass. BRAVO! They
stayed in Amherst with Ellen Thackery
Wilson and her "Nip," whose young
I didn't see. A disapdaughter's picture
pointment. Lee Stevens Gravely and her
husband, Lee, were up from Rocky Nfount
with Shields Jones Harris and Charlie.
(Monsieurs Gravely and Harris had time
deluxe, no two ways about it!) Lee hooded
her sister, Anne, and looked like an undergraduate herself. I wish I could have
pointed out Shields to the entire community
as our exquisite May queen — put them all in
their places! They are both mothers of 3 but
our scrapbook is not lucky enough to have
their pictures. Caroline Rudolph Sellers had
a picture
however,Phillip,
her 3.
and I don't
husband.
her.of Her
came
blame

with her and Polly Pollard's rejiiark about
him was: Couldn't have found Rudy in
better hands! (She is still running, in case
you are wondering, and Phillip is almost as
bad.) Speaking of puns — or something —
it's always treats to see wheats, — and Edwina Young Call treated in royally. Her
young Doug Call III agrees with her splendidly. Ibet he is a live wire. Speaking of
live wires, ■— you should have seen Helen
GraefJ at 3:00 in the morning imitating a
British comedienne. Such a versatile Graeff
— playing the organ every Sunday at a
church in Martinsville, 'Virginia, and performing histrionics in the wee hours. Incredible! Another wonder to me is Nancy
Doud Burton, mother of 2 boys, who
claims her interests are "Men and boys and
who hasn't given and why," 'We will really
have to rally around Dowd now — she is the
new Fund Chairman for the entire Alumnae
Assocition!
'We our
can new
rally class
by sending
Jones
Bendall,
Fund Cholly
Agent,
those nice big checks (or even nice small
ones). Cholly, too, has boys, — 3 of them.
She looked terribly exotic by candle light at
the Banquet, as did Helen Muichiion Lane
(see how many speeches I didn't hear?)
who was a stunning model for some Jacksonville coutourier all weekend. I saw her
four children in the Spring so can vouch for
their loveliness personally. Quality .vad
quantity. Mrs. Lane. Excellent! Dottie
Ciildtrell Crowell was radiant; she has 2
children and under interests on the questionnaire she remarked, "Narrowing down to
family fast !" Martha Titterington Reid is
the mother of 3, but again I was disappointed by no pictures. 'Wish St. Louis
were not so far away. Twitter — or Jacksonville so far away. Tody. To think that we
can sit back and hear Tody Corcoran Hartzer completely free of charge — and to think
I charged her to ride back to Norfolk with
me ! I wish her husband, Joe, and son, Jeff,
could have seen her seeing 'Williamsburg
for
the first time. She made us swell with
Virginia pride, as did Bea D/nguell Loos
with '46 pride when she received that gr.-at
big silver bowl for the 'Washington dub.
Ade Jones 'Voorhees' contribution of 3 children is right in step with '46 and looks
like her contribution is a stellar one. She
also finds time to go to Quebec to National
Conferences of the Junior League — and to
room right across the hall from Wis at
that! Her "amazing combination of dignity
and horseplay" (yearbook) is still amazing.
She had a difficult time arousing Jean
Carter Tilford from a nightmare. I hear.
It's not surprising that Carter is active, even
in her sleep. Never heard of so many activities or anyone so well informed. I
think she reads all the newspapers and magazines. Awonderful inspiration. Carter! As
Betsy Gurley Hewson wrote. Anne Hill Edwards hasn't changed an "IOTA" and is
still her "effervescent self." Anne is the
mother of 2 boys and teaches piano as well
in Philadelphia — no more Amherst.
Polly Pollard Kline is another who
amazes me — 4 children! (but not a picture). Motherhood agrees with her, apparently, and has kept her wit as sharp as
ever. It was one of the nicest aspects of
my trip sharing transportation with her and
Boots Taylor Hollowell. mother of 3. Boots
is another combination of mother and
league worker who is thriving. She's a stim-
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ulating talker to boot. Ever talk to her until
4 in the morning?
Another passenger in my car — last but
not least — was Rosie Ashley Dashiell, our
jack-of all trades. She has 2 children and
still has that wonderful knack of walking
the tightropes Anne Morrow Lindberg was
talking about with wonderful CALM.
I wasn't among the lucky ones to see Flo
Cameron Kaupman who stopped by S. B.
Saturday night enroute to Texas from touring Europe. Reports are that she looked
lovely and all are grateful to husband, Ike,
for bringing her to her beloved Sweet
Briar, a long way from home. Another long
way is Seattle where Mary Vinton Fleming is settled with a brand new baby boy. A
long distance call found a happy, proud
■Vinton and brought a bit of her right into
our midst. (Were there any other phone
calls I missed?)
The youngest baby on record in our class
is that of Catherine Smart Grier — Roy
Smart Grier •— who was born May 31 and
whose picture, believe it or not, is right
in there with the other '46 children. I
couldn't have been more amazed ! Congratulations, Catherine, for your new member
(4th child) and thank you from all of us
for your excellent job with our class scrapbook.understand
We were perfectly
sorry you! weren't with us,
but
We were sorry, too, that Ariana, our
tried and true secretary for the last 5 years,
wasn't there so we could thank her for all
her labors in person. We appreciate all she
has done and I only hope I can do as well.
(I amso just
beginning
to realize it's no small
job,
cooperate,
please!)
A word about myself. (I owe it to my
family — everyone else is making the print.)
I am completely happy with my Bob and
Liza and wonder how I e\er got along
without them. Am still trying to learn some
of these housekeeping secrets others seem to
have up their sleeves.
Sorry I cannot devote a dozen of those
blue exam books to each of you and hope
I haven't left out special specials in these
brief sketches. (At this point I doubt if
the Alumnae office will think them brief.)
Please write me when I pump you for
news, or even if I don't.
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Secretary:

Cynthia

Bemis

(Mrs William

A.
Jr.), Margaret
Rosedale, 'Va.
FundStuart,
Agent:
Ellen

White

(Mrs.Walton,
James N.
M. Y.
'VanBuren), 21 Townsend
St.,
Summer in the country is still in full
swing, but the bureau of vital statistics
goes on. Peggy Robertson Christian delighted all the Robertsons and Christians on April 16 by presenting them with their first
grandson — Stuart Grattan Christian, Jr.
Frankie Gardner Cuttis had a daughter, Cornelia Caren, on February 1st — and a great
big baby she was, too. Stu McGuire Gilliam
had a daughter, Catherine, in June. Judith
Burnett Halsey and I arrived at the hospital
almost together. Her daughter, Eugenia
GriflSn, was born on May 17, and my daughter, Catherine FitzGerald, was born on May
18. Jackie Schneck Thompson called en
route from Winston-Salem back to Cleveland but I had gone home to produce. She
had a son, no details, on Jan. 22.

Ann Colston became Mrs. Edward Leonard on June 8. Ed is a doctor doing research
at the National Institute of Health and they
live in Bethesda. Maria Tucker became Mrs.
Edgar Bowerfind, Jr. (also a doctor) on
April 28. A letter from Maria is radiant
despite culinary confusions. Eleanor Busteorth is now Mrs. Edgar Shannon, Jr.
They came through Abingdon this summer
on the way to visit Sara Bryan Glascock.
My life, at present, is its usual hectic
self, the end of canning season in the country, you know. One child is having his lirst
experiences with the school bus. another is
wishing she could go too and the littlest
one is trying to grow up in a hurry so she
can play too.
It seems that in June we will have our
TEN YEAR
reunion.
Mercy!miss.
That's
some-5
thing none of
us should
If the
year one was fun, think what this will be!
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President: 'ViRGINLA WURZBACK (Mrs.
Richard S. Vardy), 69 Maine Rd., Key
West, Fla.
Secretary: Mary Jo Armstrong (Mrs.
Arthur H. Berryman), 1302 Avenue C,
Galveston, Tex.
Fund Agent: Elizabeth Beltz (Mrs. William F. Rowe, Jr.), 4829 Kensington Ave.,
Richmond, Va.
Bless you for answering my letter. It is
always a joy to hear about you and your
families and it's actually fun to write the
newsletter when I have something interesting to tell.
New homes are big events this fall.
Westray Boyce Nicholas and Roy devoted
the summer to the Dutch Colonial house
they are building in North Tarrytown. N.
Y. Martha Darn Barnes and Waddell are
new home owners in Macon, Ga. She says
it's in a new "young" section with lots of
playmates for young David. It's a cottage
type of chocolate brown brick with a
beautifully landscaped yard. Besides the
new house she's in a whirl of fall activities for the Junior League and the Medical
Auxiliary. "It's startling to list present and
permanent address as the same !" says Jeanne
Morrell
Garlington.
It's a middleaged
with a brand
new kitchen
and lots of house
room
— four bedrooms and a den so she can put
up any '48ers who pass through Savannah.
She saw Mary Barrett Robertson in the
spring. By Thanksgiving, Louise Day McWhorter and Tom hope to be in their honit
which is spiced
"traditional"
provincial
flavoring.
Her with
boy started
to kindergarten
this fall. Arthur and I had dinner with them
when they were in Fort Worth this summer— a most delightful evening.
Two weddings since my last letter. "Kitty" Doolin married Robin Dickey, a Marine
Captain, on August 4th. They'll be in Annapolis until the summer, 1957. The wedding sounded lovely from the clipping and
I noticed Mary Pierce was there. On April
28 Rosemary Gugert married Kenneth Chew
Kennedy and they are living in New O'leans. She's been working with the Reand was
elected toand
the asLouisianapublican
State party
Central
Committee
an
alternate delegate to the Convention. Martha Davis Barnes was in her wedding —
and I hear Sylvia Saunders Davis is back

Ahimncie News

in New

Orleans since her husband
pleted his tour of Navy duty.

com-

Patricia Caiisler Covington says it's the
"same old happy, peaceful, busy life —
children, house, golf, garden. Junior League,
Red Cross and church. " Mary Culson Conistock has been busy workin.g on the house
and the yard as the flood last year did a
job on it. They did get to the beach
though. On Nancy (T) SiiiJer Martin and
Billys yearly visit to Ponte Vedra, Fla., in
August, they stayed at the Innlet the same
time Peggy Sheffu-ld Martin and Tom were
there. Blair Cnires Smith has moved to
Philadelphia as Breton will teach at Temple
University.
Ann Orr Savage spent a week at Sea Island in May and some time in Vermont this
summer. She is treasurer of the Short Hills
Junior Service League Thrift Shop and is
president of the Sweet Briar Club of
Nrrthern New Jersey. And Marguerite
Riicker Ellett is president of the Richmond
Sweet Briar Club. Her Susan, aged 6, has
started first grade and Teddy, agtd 4, is in
nursery school. Bess While Gregory is adding a wing to her house and Liz Bellz
Rowe is busy preparing Sara for nursery
school after a round last spring with decorators, painters, etc. She spent the month
of July in Ohio and took the children to
Virginia Beach for a few glorious days in
August. Sally Pearre has just returned from
a three week trip by car through Holland.
Germany, Luxembourg and Belgium. She is
still working for the State in the Department of Legislative Reference which is concerned mainly with legal research and drafting of bills for state legislators. And she
has started law school in the evenings at
the Lfniversity of Maryland.
New Mamas: Peggy Addington Twohy. a
daughter, Anne Dabney, March 19. Martha
Sue Skinner Logan, a son, Brightman Skinner. March 23. Martha ALmsfieU Clements,

Elizabeth Ann, June 26 — 6 lb'
daughter,
a1214
02. Alice
Ann (Sanny) But man Bellows, a son, Vincent Butman, July 4. Caroline //iW^f"// Simpson, a son, Burney
August 2.3. Betty Stevens Hayvvood, Joseph,
a son,
James Revere, July 7. Audrey Laliman Rosselot, a son, Mark Smith, July 17, 7 lb.
10'/2 oz. Incidentally, Bob has been assigned
to Vienna with the State Department and
she will join him in Oct. Ann RowLwd
Tuck, a daughter. Mary Barbour, Sept. 14.
The baby arrived the ve.-y morning she
wrote me. Marge Neiens Rackett. a daughter, Elizabeth Ann. March ">. She tells me
Patty Dameron Joy, husband and two children are now stationed in Hawaii.
Mallory IIV/^/;./ Warren bought a new
house last winter but said it took them
months to get settled. They went to the
Greenbriar m \X'hite Sulphur Springs without the children and then took Malloy
Kay with them to Florida for a week and
in
August. Other beach visitors were Sally
Snuth Williams and family. They had a cottage at Gwynn's Island on the Chesapeake
Bay. They are great
water ski enthusiasts,
and are owners of a new French Poodle
named "Daisy Williams." Martha Owen
went to Europe this summer on a tour of
France. Italy, Switzerland. Germany. Belgium, Holland and England. She went over
on the Oueen Mjry and came back on the
Queen Elizabeth.

Jane Leach Cromwell had an emergency
appendectomy in Dec. Blair Graves Smith
visited her en route to Philadelphia and
she was looking forward to a visit from
"Weezie" Lloyd before she left for Europe.
Nanc7 Vaughn Kelly saw Kay Berthier McKelway just
beforeMaine,
the Kelly's
went to
Boothbay
Harbor,
and Providence
on vacation. She talked to Ardis Fralus
McBride the day before Ardis moved in to
their new home. According to Nancy, McCall Henderson went to school part of the
summer and spent the rest of the time
on a gala house party at Rehoboth Beach.
Nancy is Washington
bulb chairman for
the Sweet Briar Club 'swith Frances Robb as
her assistant. I can hardly believe Jane
McCaffrey McBrian's daughter, Sarah, is
beginning the third grade; jimbo is in kindergarten. They spent the summer on Long
Island and plan another trip to New York
in October.
Closey Faulkner Dickey had a son, Lawrence Witherspoon, Nov. 7, 1955. She is
still loving living in Wayne, 111., and has
become a gardener of sorts, and says their
tomatoes, asters, marigolds are really beautiful. According to her, she's doing nothing
creative, cultural or philanthropic other
than raise her t^vo blue-eyed blond boys to
contribute to the human race! They also
have two interesting cats and an 80 pound
Labrador Retriever who is more trouble
than a baby. I'd say she had a busy life.
Mary Anne Goodson Rogers had a quiet but
delightful summer. She and Warren had a
week's vacation at Cumberland Falls sans
children. Anne has started to school. She
has another girl. Betty Carol, and a boy,
Warren Pope, who are still at home. Martha Sue Skinner Logan wrote from the
beach as they were there for two weeks.
She said Liz Graves Perkinson was hit by
a car in April while in Daytona. She broke
a leg, was cut and bruised and had to
stay in bed several months and is still on
crutches. Hope she's feeling on top of the
it.
world
now. Was so distressed to hear about

Another sad bit of news was the death of
Ann Paxson's father in June. Bea Backer
Simpson and her husband, Charles, and
their two boys, Bobby and Tommy, stopped
by to see Ann while they were vacationing
in Maryland. After 8 years Ann is still with
L^SF&G (casualty and surety insurance) and
loves it. She treks to the various Branch otfices, to Lansing. Mich., Toledo and now San
Francisco and Los Angeles. Ann started
a company newspaper over a year ago which
is distributed to I6OO employes and was its
editor until recently when other activities
took up too much of her time. Nan Sleptoe
McKinley and Ann got together recently
for a grand gab feast. Nan. her husband
Stan and baby girl Jeanne are now living
in Baltimore. Jane Shoesmith Newcomb
again spent the summer in New Hampshire
on Lake Winnipesaukea where she and her
husband Nels run a summ'^r place called
Pick Point Lodge. Ann "Tommy" Porter
Mullen
snent the summer in Kansis City
with children, vegetable garden, dog and
flowers until August when with her two
children (Ned and Betsy, born Oct. 18,
1955) she went to visit her family in Rhode
Island. While there, she saw Lois Gale
Harris and Peggy Pierce McAvity. Lois has
moved back into Providence so her husband

could be closer to work and Cindy could
find some playmates. She visited Priscilla
Masten Thurber and Tom last Janua
out to dinner in an ice storm and backryto
play bridge. She also received a surpris
and very welcome overnight visit from Peg-e
gy Pierce McAvity and daughter Priscilla.
Patty Traugott Rixey has been in Richmond with Jack who has been there for a
special session of the legislature
to deal
with the segreg.ition problem. Indie
Und''O Bilisoly and Peggy Addtnglon
Twohy
spent one night with them and they
ran
Sandbridge Beach this summer.
She gave
Saunders Davis before she
left for New
Orleans.
'^^^
^'T'
't outdoors
\,^y^
^r^'''^
l'''.'^' '"^""^^^
f°^^een
Sylviaa"
bit -'"ly
Sandbn 1 Ihe
Chuck,
Martha
Garrison Anness' husband,
so they spent
much time at home and in the
yard pampering their 100 plus rose bushes. StuaTt
tier son, is m nursery
school.
, Vickie B,w,^ Badrow has moved to Hastsistant Associate Director of
St Christo?s1an?" a"'''"" ''•'^^" N'^'^ ^^' become asHarrison and Arch visited them
and Westray Boyce Nicholas and Roy
came over
to loin the reunion. Felicia Jackson
ts.
^"""
^"^y- MeonWhele
dropp
"i"'^^
in jon TMarth
a ' Frye
;'""!
HaTr^ed
Terry in June
summear and
Marth
at the
her beach
family inspent
someHill
Windy
t"^eS th's
C
hne Taylor Ix had her third
son.
[effre;
on.
Drayt
Jan. 4. Betsy Plunken W IharS
«;.I1 be returning to the U. S. early
,n 957
She says they are slightly waterlogge
d in
the rainy season in the Philippines.
Gerry went to Hong Kong in May She and
Martha
Mansfield Clements and Wally
expecV to go
o Europe with the Army. Martha
is veep of

Bettyagency.
Gibson is working for an ad^•ertlsing
Be tv r-h " ° ^'^ T-"""'^ '" December.
in the Eas to escape the heat of a Louisville
summer. (She should have been
■J,l^^^ ^,7" ^'^'■'■^ 'P^"f fheinsummer
Texas
—over a hundred for 25 days.)
She saw
Mary Pierce ,n Washington. She's a Foreign
Service officer. All three of Peggy's
children
are in school this year. Martha Rouan
Hyder spent the summer remodeling and decorating their home at the lake. It's enchantingrative
withtouch.
a delightful and unusual deco-

BLv7^r^'7 t ^- ^'"''' ^"'J I hea

Thanks
you all.

a lot for writing.
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Best

love to

p. W^v/; Preston Hodg'^s (Mrs. Eugen
e
Dubos
LouisveilleHill,
Jr.), 122 Don Allen Rd
7, Ky.
Secretary: CAROLINE Casev (Mrs. C.
ColeRichmman
ond McGehee
26, ),Va. 5504 Monumental
Ave

Fund Agent: Catherine Cox, 4390
Cedar
Ave., Philadelphia 43, Pa,
I have at last received the file, it came
about a week ago, so I hope to do a better
lob from now on. One piece of news which
was omitted in the last News was the
birth of Margaret Tower, Talmans and
Carter s little girl, Helen Reynolds, on Oct
2. 1955! And here are some bits gleaneci
from copies of the Junior League MagazineJoan McC.irihy Whiteman and Wcs had a
daughter, Ruth Kimball, on Ian 7 Ann
Higgins Rappleye and Willard had a son.
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Charles McMillan, born Jan. 22. And Alex
and Mimi Seiinnei Dann's Kathtrine Montj!onicry was born Dec. 31. 1955. Under
Spartanburg. S. C, was listed that Thomas
A. and Elizabeth SirickLiiid Evins had a
daughter. Elizabeth Strickland, on Apr. 3.
As Betty is listed as LOST in the Alumnae Office, I do not know if this is the
same rne. Perhaps someone can set us
straight.
Kitt>' Hart was married to Chapman
Henry Belew, Jr., on August 31 in St.
Paul's Church here in Richmond. Kitty was
a lovely bride and they both looked so
happy. "Chappie" is in Law School at good
old Lf. Va. and they will live in Charlottesuntil Feb.
graduates.
Kitty's
sister ville
Nan
Hiirl when
Stone hewas
her matron
of
honor, and her other sister Antoinette Hart
Moore was in the wedding. I was also one
of the attendants. Ever-thoughtful Kitty
handed me some letters with news the dav
before her wedding. Ruthie C.nietr Preucc-1
wrote: "Carter had Hugh 'Van Devanter
Slatery, her third boy. in early August.
She looks wonderful and her house ru-s
smoothly in spite of Herbert, Jr., and
Charles running around at top speed. " And
"Dave
Goodwin
Kay
and Veitsey
I celebrated
ourwrote
sixthKitty;
anniversary
Sept. 2 (how time does fly) and Dickie was
5 a few days later and started kindergarten this fall. Davey is an active 3V2
old." Long Freas came to my rescue
Margaret
year
with a gigantic epistle which I shall quote
almost in its entirety. She and Howard .ne
living with Dr. Long in Philadelphia, and
she writes; "Howard is now a Field Ass .ciate in the Evaluation and Advisory Division of Educational Testing Service in
Princeton, N. J.' They were written up in
Time in early Aug., but in case you don t
see that magazine, his firm is responsible
for the administration and printing, and
scoring and interpretation of educational
and psychological tests, the most famous
of which are the College Entrance Exams
and the Graduate Record Exams. Howard's
particular job involves visiting schools and
colleges that use the ETS tests on the Eastern seaboard and in the Middle 'West, and
helping them in the interpretation of
scores, administration of the tests, and
what have you. He also does consultation
work with institutions that are planning to
set up a testing or counseling program.
'When he drives, I get to travel with him,
and we've seen a good many of the cla'.s
of '49 this last year.
"Peggy
Quynn
Maples isMd.,
living
in two
domestic bliss
in Frederick,
with
darling little boys and husband Sam who is
an HO gauge model railroad fan as is
Howard. The two men discussed "pikes"
while Peg and I visited. She is active in the
AAfW
in Frederick and both ihe and
Sam

are quite busy with church and community affairs. Patti Levi Barnett'3 th'-c-e
year old Patricia was a dear and most polite to us two strangers. I was impressed
when she departed for bed without a murmur! Patti and Bubba have a be.;utifui
southern colonial home that at one time
belonged to his family. I felt as if 1 were
seeing some of the Old South in Sumter.
"Jeanne Cruujmd Kean met me at the
hotel in Columbia. S. C. and was glowing
all over about the expected arrival of her
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first baby which was due in April. I heard
subsequently that it was a boy. Libby Tru^hejrl Harris and Alice Trciul Hagen were
in Roanoke when 1 was there. Libby
seemed most happy in her new home, and
Alice was full of the antics of her little boy
and their new home which they had just
built. Also talked with Marie Musgrore
Pierce. She and Bill have sold their house
in the country and moved into town.
"Kitty Hiirdwick Efird invited Sommers
Boolh Parker and Mag Woods Tillett to
visit the same morning that I was there.
Kitty has a lovely home, and her two lively
boys had a high time playing with one of
Mag's little girls. Sommers had left her
children at home so I didn't meet them.
The Charlotte contingent were all pretty
busy with their homes and children, but
they seem to have time for golf which is
their favorite sport, even for Mag who
never cared much for Phys. Ed. at S.B.C.
as she tells it!
"June Eager
Durham. N. C,
ing as Director
her church. She

Finney was quite busy in
when we were there, workof Religious Education in
fits her work into the time

that her little boy is attending Duke Nursery school. Bill is still enjoying his work
in Neuro-surgery, she said. We also met
Fanchon Lewis '50
Small world, huh.''
"Katie Cox was
I called her home
a letter from her

in the movies one night.
on a European trip when
in Hartford, but I had
when we returned, and

she really saw Europe." In a letter to Kitty.
Katie said, "Eve about decided to go back
to school again to study about how to run
cities. At this point, Em trying to wind up
my job. study a bit on the government
courses I never took at Sweet Briar and
save money!"
go back
Margaret's
"Evelyn
LeeTo Kjgey
Lee toand
Johnson tome;
are settled
in
New Canaan, Conn., now with their three
children, Virginia, Tommy and Julie. We
had a wonderful visit with them. They too
are quite active in church and community
affairs. Marilyn Hopkins Bamborough and
husband Jim are quite happily settled in
Royal Oak, Mich., with their two children,
David and Sarah, and Collie dog. Randy.
Hop is kept quite busy with the children,
but does keep up with a lot of Sweet Briar
people by mail. Mary Fran Broun Ballard
was expected to visit her mother in Detroit this summer, and Sally Sir/ciLmd
Johnson gets up for visits with Hop from
Cincinnati occasionally. She has an adopted
baby, Doyle Jr., and they are hoping to
adopt a little sister for "Chip" soon.
"Ann Eustis told us about her work with
cross-eyed children in a clinic in Chicago
when we were there. She belongs to several professional groups in connection with
her work and is kept quite busy attending
meetings as well as getting her own work
done. She was planning to spend her vacation in Maine this summer with her family.
Talked to Fritzie Duncomhe Lynch while
we were in Chicago, and she was quite busily involved in a charity ball for one of the
local hospitals. Martha Ellen Query Odell
is now living, with her husband and three
year old son, Charles, in our old apartment
in Bladensburg, Md. She is working as
School
Prince
County Psychologist
Schools whilein the
Charles
is George's
finishing

his graduate work in Psychology at George
Washington L'niversity.
"Lucy Wood was hoping to finish her
Ph. D. in anthropology at Columbia this
June. She has received a fellowship to
study in Egypt next year. Nice to know we
have some brains in
last word was that
teach second grade
School in New York

the class! Pat Brown's
she was planning to
at the Grace Church
this year.

"Since our return to Philadelphia. I've
seen Bob and Ann-Barrett Holmes Bryan
often and their two children. Jeft and Lee.
Nomads that we are. Howard and I occasionally get to church with the Bryans
in Oreland (where they live). Bob travels
in his work, too, so Ann and I are often
stay-at-home widows. She had heard froi'.i
Zola Garrison Ware that Jim was being
transferred from Monterey, Calif., to St.
Louis where they expect to spend two
years." Ann-Barrett wrote me of the Wares
that "Jim is at the naval installation in
Robertson, Missouri, right outside St. Louis.
They have a little girl, Aimee Garrison,
born Friday, April 13. I had a letter froii
Judy Eiisley Mak. They are expected back
in this country from England for a three
year stay beginning the end of August.
Their little girl. Holly, must be close to
Dot Bottom Gilkey wrote Kitty that she
four
by now."
has been
busy this summer with the World
Community Day project, under the L'nited
Church Women, and also acting in a little
theater production of G. B. Shaw's "Getting Married." Langdon has been teaching
through the summer, and both of them have
been gardening and laying a big brick terrace at their home in Nashville. They were
planning a trip to Maine where they have a
cottage, in mid-August. I have just returned from a visit with my parents at their
cottage on Lake George, N. Y .. while Coleman was at summer camp with the Army
Reserve. Garden starts to nursery school in
Oct., oh joy! and Stephen is cutting teeth
like mad and has just started to walk,
which
so funny
to watch.
V'ellford
Bennett is and
Paul have
movedBetty
to Baltimore,
where Paul is interning at Union Memorial
Hcspital. I hear they are enjoying Baltimore very much.
Most of us, I am sure, have now completed our pledges to the 50th Anniversary Drive, so let's really get behind Katie
and the Alumnae Fund this year and work
towards the largest contribution from the
biggest number of contributors !
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President: Elizabeth Todd (Mrs. Joseph
Domhoff Landen), 5580 Meryton Lane,
Cincinnati 24, Ohio.
Secretary: Frances Cone (Mrs. Andrew
B. Kirkpatrick, Jr.), 33-B Court Dr., Lancaster Court Apts., Wilmington 5, Del.
Fund Agent: Marie Gilliam, 2420 Peachtree Rd., N.W., Apt. D-19, Atlanta 5, Ga.
The response to my letters requesting
news was slight but informative. Two new
babies are: Lauren Dwight. born July 29 to
Bill Bailey and Fritz Fritzinger, and Marianne, born Aug. 18 to Jean Probed and
Rich Wiant. Jean and Rich and their two
older children, Carolyn, 3, and Jimmy, IV2,
moved in May to Salina, Kansas; Rich is
with the hcspital at the Smoky Hill Air

Al//»inae Netrs

Force Base. They like the town and the
countryside, and they sounded very settled
for having been there only three weeks
when I heard from them.
Two new brides arc: Betty Todd married
Joseph Domhoff Landen on May 26, and
Nell Lee Greening married Bill Keen on
June 9. Bill is an attorney with a law firm
in Tampa, and they have a lovely apartment not far from my former home. It
was furnished with beautiful antiques given as a wedding present by Nell's mother
and father. Nell is teaching the second
grade at a new grammar school.
Two new homes are: B. G. Elmore GiUeland writes that she and Guy have bought
a new split level house in Scarsdale and
arc busy decorating it for occupancy the
last of Sept., and Debby Fyeeiiuiii Cooler
and Newbie have bought a house in \X'allingford. Pa., which has been their home
since Sept. 1.
Sally L.iiie Johnson writes that she, Sally,
3, and Ann Bailey. 8 mo., are excited over
Walter's opening his own real estate oilire
in Washington. Sally also sent news of several people. Ann Btlst-r Asher and Norm;in
have moved to Rosemont, Pa., and bought
a house there. They have three children:
Caroline. 41 j. Blaine, 2' >, and Norman, 1.
Norman is with a helicopter company, and
he is going to Algeria for a month soon to
instruct the people there on how to operate
helicopters. Ginger Ljscomhe Rogers and
Justin have a little girl, Sarah, 6 months,
and are still in Petersburg at Camp Lee.
Sally saw MufFet Murchhon Corse while
she was visiting her sister in Charlottesville.
John Corse finished law school in June, but
they had not decided where to settle. Mutfet
was recuperating from a broken foot.
Bebe Gee Buttfield, Hank, Billy, .V and
Jim, 1, are enjoying living near the water
in Red Bank, N. J. Hank works for Royal
Liverpool Ins. and is going to N. Y. LI.
Graduate Business School at night. Beb'.'
wrote that her brother John and Rita Mmray Gee were expected up for a visit from
Louisiana the end of August. Rita has two
boys also.
At the moment. I am taking time away
from the Florida sun to keep you all posted
on the news which I have received. Andv
and I have been vacationing with my
mother and father. When we .get back to
Wilmington, I will start my teaching again
at the same private school, this year confining it to modern dancing and the May
Day program.
To those of you who have not answered
my last letter (a vast majority, I am sorry
to say), please do. The deadlines are Feb.
I and May n. Don't forget to contribute to
the Alumnae Fund, otherwise you won t
receive any more news until next fall!
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Piesidt-nl: M.\RV Streft (Mrs. George E.
Montague). .3900 Abingdon Road, Charlotte. N. C.
Secretary: Jean Randolph (Mrs. Alan
Martin Bruns). 210 Sunset Avenue. Charlot esvil e, 'Va.
Fund ArciiI: Ann Moi'NTCastle (Mrs.
Robert S. Clamblc). fi^ Carter St., New
Canaan, Conn,
I hate to start off my duties as class
secretary with an apology but this summer

November.

19^6

has been so hectic that I've not had time to
do
more with
than all
think
I'd a like
to get
in touch
of of
you.ways
After
bundle
of
fits and starts, Alan, Bryan and I are settled
in our neu' home (note new address aboxe)
in Charlottesville, are very impressed with
city ways such as door mail delivery and
hope you will keep the postman puffing up
the hill to our door step.
Reunion was just more fun and those
who could not make it ought to resolve
right now to be back in five more years.
Those who were there I'm sure will come.
Meanwhile Annie Moo is taking over Barbie Lasier Edgerly's job as fund agent. P.emember
if youissues
don'tof put
you won't
ge'
the
next two
the up.
Alumnae
News.
The Red Fox, Ruth Cljrksoii Costello, is
our new president. Her plans to be at
Sweet Briar this winter have changed and
she will be in St. Louis.
There were 22 of us at reunion and they
put us in the top floor of Reid. As members
of the ranch-house generation, it was quitea shock to be confronted by those steps
I'm sure I used muscles I hadn't budged
since 19'51. Bravest of us all was Patty
Lyfijs Ford, who came with her husband
Dick and four-month old son. Richard Lynas. He was ^ery blase and got a thorough
spoiling by Miss Buckham and company,
whom the Fords visited. Janet Brom.in
Crane's sister, Joan, was a graduate this
year and the entire family was on hand,
including Ed and Cathy. We had another
class sister in the Class of '56. Ann Greer,
Nedra were
Stimpson's
Greer
there. sister, and Mr, and Mrs,
We

were quite proud of two of our classmates Sunday night when the alumnae play.

5'/e7'-i 10 Reunion, was presented. Ruthie
Costello was author and Joan Vail director. At step-singing, we discovered th.at
several of the songs our class dreamed up
have apparently become solid parts of the
college repertoire. "We'll be back," was
one and "Senior Classes Never Die, They
Just Fade Away " was another. The latter,
though, did not have quite the punch it
packed in the McArthur-Comes-Homc davs
of 19'il. When i! came our turn to sin,g fhe
alumnae song (Simples: "We're not spring
chicks, " "Our skirts hang down a mile."
etc.) I'm afraid we weren't too enthusiastic. I guess we need a little seasonin.g for
that ditty.
Appearance-wise, we seem to have fared
pretty well. Mary Pease Fleming said ino't
of her clothes probably had been with her
when she left in '■)!. That probably holds
true for a good many of us. Our May
Queen, Jean Mulynei/x Jeffcoat, showed up
as a real fashion plate — really elegantly
dressed.
Our class meeting followed a picnic at
Mrs. Lill's. It was so chilly we met insi.te
and picnicked on her floor. That's when we
pored over the class scrapbook and by the
next issue of the Alumnae News I hope
I have it here to lift some news out for
you. As I recall, one statistic was that .Andy
Ciuthrie has the most children but I don't
remember how many. The weather was
really cold and the supply of blankets gave
out. Priority went to the older alumnaj and
the newcomers shivered through the ni.ght.
Next time, I promise some "hard news"
as the convention phrase goes — that is if
you send me some. The class file's missing

persons bureau includes our fire chief,
Connie Leisy. Joan Moller Andersen, Diane Aubineau, Betty Browder Nibley,
Jeanne Foyd Tandy. Suzanne Johnson, Ann
McCreery. AUie T/Umjii Baird, and Margaret W'oila Gibbs. Do you know where
any of them are or how we could reestiblish contact.
Living in Charlottesville is exciting these
days,
younews
probably
if you've read
any ofas the
of ourknow
desegregation
su'.:.
We currently have a violent group tiying
to arouse the city and tonight police and
men in the neighborhood are watching the
house of a pro-integration leader a block
from us. The violence advocates have
threatened to burn a cross in the yard and
to burn the house to boot.
A little last minute news from Ruthie.
who since Sweet Briar, has been to Washington. Houston where she visited Lynne
A[cC:iUoN^h and Deek Holcombe, Dallas
long enough to phone Sally Reid Anderson
Blalock, Oklahoma City, and back to St.
Louis. She had news of Emie Broun
Spears' son. William Ryan, Jr.. born July
2-i. Joan D.I! is and Andy Warren are godparents of Leslie Hellier. Jean Suplelun and
Burge's latest addition. Sue Lockley Glad
is busy being a Republican but she and
Ned got away to Fire Island to their cottage for weekends. Carla deCreny Levin s
son. John deCreny. was born July 30.
We three left Sept. 1 for 10 days at
Warm Springs. And that's all until the
next issue which you don't get unless you
part with some of your gold.
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A tale of woe, ladies! "Wh' fo' you all
don't answer my post cards, pleading for
news
of youcolumn,
and yours/
be a scant
with I'm
whatafraid
I canthis
digwill
up
via the telephone, and I'll hope to be deluged with mail from you soon,
A communique from the Alumnae Office
tells me Suzanne Bjssewilz Shapiro and
husband, Lewis, are living now at 9437
Shore Road, Brooklyn 9, N, Y., and so must
be out of the Army

and home

from Ger-

many. However,
Telephone
Company's
information
servicetherefuses
to recognize
this
fact so I ha\en't been able to reach her. Pat
L.iyiu' Vi'inks informs me that Bunny Maupin and Sue Otis have returned from their
globe-trotting where they saw Gay and
her husband. Hans, in the Near East. Buiinv
is living in 'Washington temporarily but
intends to come to New York to work in
the winter. Susan had seen or heard from
Betty H.ircoiirl Drake and her husband who
have a little girl and arc living in Florida.
I have talked with Barbara B.iker Bird
who was married to Bob on June 30th in
East Aurora, N. Y., and is now living at
U50 31st Road. Long Island City . . ,
about mid-way between the job she begins
.soon as the Director of Summer Projects for
the National
Board
of the Y.WC.A.
in
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New '\'ork. and Bob's position in Great
Neck as a school psycliologist. After a
honey-moon at Booth Bay Harbour and in
New England, the Bird's spent the rest of
the summer getting settled in their apartment and Bob in finishing his Ph. D. dissertation. Thesister.
latest on
is that
she and her
Jay,Pauly
and 'Wells
their mother
went to Europe this summer, and both Jay
and Pauly will be married in the fall to
"Houston Boys" and will settle there.
Casey BLick and Roger Undenvood were
married in Washington on June 23rd and
they left in early August on the U. S. S.
United States to live in Frankfurt, Germany. Doesn't that sound exciting? A letter
from Robbin McGary Ramey, catching us
up on shipthings
with Theological
her! After Bob's
fellow-in
at Union
Seminary
Richmond, and the birth of their little girl,
Robbin Lee, on Dec. 14, 1954, the Ranieys
moved to Raleigh, North Carolina, where
Bob is assistant minister of 'White Memorial
Presbyterian Church. Strange as it seems,
there are few S.B.ites around there but
she had seen Sue Jiidd Silcox whose latest
activities I reported in the last issue.
Two other letters arrived recently, out
of the blue, for which I am very grateful,
from Joanne Holbrook Patton and Peggy
Moore. Joannie and George are at Annapolis this year (address: B-1 Perry Circle), George is the Naval Academy Exchange Officer. She says that Leila Booth
Morris and Jim with their two children,
aged 5 and I'/i, are at Fort Leavenworth,
Kansas, where Jim will be a student at the
Command and General Staff College. Joan
Stewart Hinton and Johnny are at West
Point for a tour now-, too. Joannie had seen
Mary Grafe Warren, who married a classmate of George's during June week, and
said she was looking lovely and glowingly
described her baby girl and their life in
Texas. Peggy Moore writes that after coming back from her year in Europe (mostly
Paris), she went to Katherine Gibbs in
Boston and has been working there
ever since as secretary to the assistant director of the Center for International
Studies at M. L T. (This is composed, I
am told, mostly of professors doing research
on different countries in the fields of economic development, communications, and
the Soviet bloc.) Peggy told me of Charlotte
Snead Stifel's daughter, born in March, and
had seen both Charlotte and Jackie Razook
Chamandy in Montreal on New Year's Eve.
Others in the blessed event department
are Nancy Morrow Lovell and Mac, who
announce the birth of Willard McKaig
Lovell. Phillip B. Taylor, Jr., arrived at
the new Montclair home of MoUie McCurdy
and
in May,
W'hittiiif^ham
and Phil
Bob had
their Ann
second
little girl, Smith
Julia,
in June, and Jake and I had a very stellar young man (we think) on June 9: John
Hiram Ewald. Dee Dee Bell Burr and Jon
produced Jonathan Williams Burr, Jr., in
early July and Holly HilLts and Don Hammonds had a little girl. Holly, in late July.
I talked at length with Mollie, while we
compared notes on our young sons and she
said Phil's family had run into Marianne
Vorys Minister and Thorpe several times
on a trip they made to La Jolla and the fair
west coast. Holly told me that Nancy McCann was living on the west coast now and
is frantically working for Eisenhower!
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Anne HoagLind Plumb is teaching at
Shipley Girl's School and living in Bryn
Mawr, Pa., while Bob attends Wharton
Business School. Becky Yerkes, fully graduated and degreed now, was in New York
when young Hi arrived and came home
with us from the hospital for a few days,
which were very much enjoyed. She and
her family took a quick trip to Bermuda
this summer.
I just talked with Susan Hobson McCord and she and Coke are busily getting
settled in their Styvesant Town apartment
in Manhattan while Coke runs busily from
Bellevue to Presbyterian Hospital performing very able surgery. A late communique
from Nancy Hamel Clark reveals the birth
of a baby boy in August to Blake and her!
She also tells me that Janet Graham, her
roommate from St. Andrews, is back in N,
Y. C. now, on her way to study for a year
at Berkeley, with a Commonwealth grant.
Nancy and Blake had been with Pat Paiinill
Mebane and Alan for a golf week-end at
Southern Pines recently.
That's about all our news for this issue
. . . Please do write me and tell me your
tid-bits, and do write Sweet Briar and
enclose a big, fat check for the Alumnae
vote
Fund!! 'Bye till February. Don't forget to
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Hi, ladies! It is that wonderful nostalgic
fall season again and it always makes me
so lonesome for Sweet Briar.
Hearts and Flowers Dept: Anne Elliott
became Mrs. Challen Caskie on May 31st
in Birmingham, Ala. Nan Locke was in the
wedding and wrote that Anne was simply
lovely. Janet \\"/dau Harris was also there.
She and her husband are living in Birmingham. Iheard via a little bird that Janet
Hamilburg married a most charming L'SAF
Captain named Robert Carter, in Hollis,
New Hampshire, on June 29th. Many late
felicitations. I was Nanc~y Ord's maid of
honor on July l4th when she married Art
Jackson
Alexandria,
was such
princess, inand
we had "Va.
such Shea good
time.a
Nancy and Art are living in Silver Spring,
Md., and are both still working in C. C,
I plan to make a trip down there either in
October or November. Their most exciting
news is that Art made the LISA Olympic
Team for .22 Calibre rifles! He is going to
compete in Australia in November, but
Nancy isn't going. Art had been a member
of the '48 and '52 Olympic teams, also. I
think that is down-right fabulous. Jo Parks
is planning to marry Ivan de Husovsky in
New Haven on the 29th of September. I
shall attend the wedding, so will have a
full report in the next issue.
Maternity Ward: We have a delightful
crop of new offspring to report, and at this
writing the girls are predominating. Hope
they have all been enrolled at SBC! Susie

Hall Godson and Bill are very delighted
with their third child and second daughter,
Anne Tyler, born on July 12th. It hardly
seems possible that I was in Susie's wedding five years ago ! Time does fly, no ?
The only boy born of late that I know
about is He
Sug arrived
Cantey onPatton's
cuteandStuart
Thomas.
July 31st
Sug
and "Pat" are mighty proud. They are living in Jacksonville, Florida, at the moment.
Maggie Graves McClung got serious for a
moment and presented Red David with a
cute young lady, named Blair Burwell.
Don't know if she has red hair or not! I
bet she will be beating the bushes at SBC
just like her Mama before too many years
. . . Janie Dawson Mudwilder was in New
York for a visit, and Nancy McConald and
I had lunch with her. She showed us pictures of her daughter, Jane Tarres, (called
Tarres) who was born on July 10th. She
tipped the scales at the fabulous weight of
5 lbs. 14 02. Janie is just fine, and knows
more news ! It was fun to see her, and she
bought us lunch, which was even funner!
Estelle Courand Lane was in town for a
short anniversary visit and I got to see her
also. Just fine, and seems to be enjoying the
Air Force life at Wright-Patterson AFB,
where she and Bob are stationed. Anne
Kirksey Ervin, Tate, and Dolly, their baby,
are living in Dickie Wellborn Yoran and
Jerry's house out in San Diego, while Jerry
is on a cruise and Dickie and the two kiddies are visiting her family in D. C.
Job Notes: Ginnie Hudson has resigned
from
the faculty
Hall'satSchool
in
Pittsfield,
Mass., at
andMiss
is back
her old
company, Sigma Instruments, in Braintree,
Mass. Don't forget to send her lots of
money. You will get this issue, but no
more, unless you write to her and send
her some of that loose change. And you
know you
just it
can't
liveBrophy
withoutis the
SBC
News.
I mean
! Joan
working
for a fantastic organization called "Operation Home Improvement" — which is an
outgrowth of Eisenhower's ACTION. What
exactly it is, I don't know, but she is an
executive secretary, ahem, and lunches at
the Waldorf, and is making gobs of money.
She and June Arata recently visited Katzy
Bailey and C. J. Nager up in Schenectady,
and reported that all is well with the newlyweds. Dolly Wallace is working for the
local
newspaper
in Charleston,
"Va.,meanda
is drawing
fashion
ads. She W.sent
sample . . . real good.
I got a nice letter from Mary Alexander
Sherwood from Houston, which is my
favorite city, and she had lots of news. She
and Phil Sherwood were married October
15, 1955. He is an architect. Betty Bentsen
Winn and Dan have two children and are
also living in Houston, as are Pat Miller
Lively and Bob. Bob works for the Humble
Oil Co. and is a geologist. Ann Horrigan
Lyons and Jim have two little girls. Margaret Long married Charles Parker and is
living in Oklahoma City. Jackie Grubbs
Crews and Jimmy are in Tulsa, Oklahoma,
as is Ann Lackey, after spending a year in
Hawaii, and a year in San Francisco.
have to
. . . don't
send
me I news,
andrun
to send
Ginnie forget
some to
money.
I don't have her address in Mass., but it
will always be forwarded from Missouri.
And don't forget to register and 'VOTE,
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There's so much news and so little time
that I'm not going to waste either by introJuitions or organization! To wit;
Dodo lii/iilh and George Hamilton have
]ust liad their second child, George IV
( W'inkie is 1-i mos. now). They were at
Susie Bassetts wedding to Walt Fincgan
this summer . . . Merrill Underwood and
Jane Carey were bridesmaids, Helen Smith
and George Lewis, Margie Morris and Phil
Powell, Betty Owens and Peter Benziger,
Mary Hill and Doug Day, B. B. Smith and
Mimi Hitchcock also on hand. Turn about's
fair play, and all that, so shortly after, Susie and Walt came up to New York for
Miniis wedding to Ray Davis, Jr. B. B.
was maid of honor; Mary Hill a bridesmaid.
The Finegans then went to Rehoboth Beach
for a fun weekend with Betty and Pete
Benziger and son Johnny. Dodo was also on
hand for Lindy Lineberger's wedding to
Bill Steele of Raleigh, as was Ellie Vorys.
Lindy and Bill honeymooned in Nassau,
and are now living in Charlotte where
Lindy is president of the alumnae club
there.
Mary Hill and Doug are stationed in
Honolulu — Doug was in a bad car accident out there — and here's a wish from all
of us that he's doing fine now. Karen
Looker Hyde and husband Nelson C. Hyde,
Jr., recently had a young son, N.C.H. III.
They're living in Clinton, N, Y., where
Nelson is director of public relations at
Hamilton College. Jan O'Neal Gould and
husband Pres have a year old son, Alan,
and are li\ ing in Dallas. Pres is Texas manager of the American Express Co. Anice
Barbar is now Mrs. Julian Read, lives in Ft.
Worth and has a 2 yr. old daughter, Courtney. Carole D/llote Johnson and Paul now
!i\e in Athens, Pa. — have two youngsters;
John Hamilton, 3^2 ^nd Margaret, 11 mos.
Lib Wilson and Frank Rutan, the proud
parents of Eleanor, 2, and Frank, 5 mos.,
are living in Strafford, Pa.
Mary Jane Roos and Dick Fcnn have
Pamela Jane who is now -i mos. old. Page
Anderum and lim Hungerpillar saw Ann
White and Oscar Connell and Pony Bramlett and Charlie Lowrance at Sea Island
this summer . , . fine time had by all. Page
and Jim have two young-uns, Annie has
Oscar II, and Pony a little girl, at last
count. Peaches Davis Roane writes that
husband lack has just gotten his MD from
Vanderbilt; is interning in pediatrics. Their
daughter. Regina, was a year old in August,
Anne Allen (see, I told you there'd be no
organization!) was a bridesmaid in Pinky
Walsh's wedding to Frank Cahouet, as was
Martha Dahney Leclere. Anne still rooms
in the Village with Cathy Munds. She also
told me that 1 ) Alice Harding, Correa had
her second child, a boy. and 2) Bee Pinnell
was in N>'C recently to see Vicky Toof off
to the Sorbonne for a year.
Hatsy Rohinson has a baby girl. Avery
Trumball Taylor, Shirley Poiilson and Gil
1-loopcr ha\e two girls — 33 mcs. and 23

November,
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mos., and a boy, 5 mos. Shirley is the vice
president of the Baltimore SB Club. Card
from Louise Daits McLaughlin says she,

clams. Joan wrote a wonderful letter including such news as: Barbara Tompkins is
a department head at Wannamakers, Philadelphia; Lamar Ellis is working for IBM
in Atlanta; Peggy Crowley and Dick Talbott
are now living in Denver; Bev Smith Bragg
has a year old daughter; Joy Parker and
Charlie Eldrege have a little girl, Lisa. Jean

it's a marvelous job, even if she does have
to decipher the 3 R's into Braille!
I made a flying trip (literally and figuratively) out to Dayton to solve the advertising problem of Campbell Soups and
called Jeanne Stoddart Barends in Columbus
en route. Fred has just opened his doors to
practice, and Jeanne loves the life of a
doctor's wife. She and Fred visited Mtri
and Walt Major this summer; the Majors
highly approved of Fred and the Barends
highly approved of little Walt. Mary Lee
McGinnis has obviously dropped off the
face of the earth. Anyone knowing of her
ties.
whereabouts
please contact local authori-

Gtllesjiie Walker had her second son recently. Joan also said she and Henry see a
lot of Joyce Miles and Newton Shousc.
Joyce is teaching school at last.
Loni; letter from Gigi Mitchell Frank;
she and husband Monroe II are living in
Little Rock with Monroe III. 2 yrs.. and
Elizabeth. 8 mos. Bruce Walts and Bill
Krucke and son Carl and I converse by

I've been doing — among other things I refer
you to pages 69 thru 85 of the Sept. issue
of Vogtie ... no, no. not the model, the
copy! Also watch for the new Revlon ad
— it's a lulu, and Mrs. Eaton would disown me!
Flash! Ann Collins is engaged! After

phone — all's well with them. Carl is a
doll. So, by the way, is young Jeff Hurwit,
year-old-and-some son of Joan Anson and

marrying off 7 roommates the San Francisco kid is taking the great step Nov. 24.
His name is Bill Teachout. stationed in

Alby. They're still in Cambridge
Alby is at Tufts Med School.

SF. and from all reports, he's divine!
Flash No. 2! Ro Ogihie is MARRIED —
living in Evanston. Illinois — and that,
ladies, is all I know about it. More later.
That, in fact, is all I know, period.

Ed, "Twirp " and new
are living the life of
Beach. Joan Potter and
a house in Louisville

dau^^hter Margaret
Reilly in Daytona
Henry Micklc have
and are happy as

where

Fran Reese Peale is now living in Durham where husband Frank is interning at
Duke L'niversity Hospital. Barbara W/'.on
Daniel and Bob are living in College Park,
Ga., where Bob attends Georgia Tech and
Barbara is working at Georgia Military
Academy. Caroline Chobot is teachin,:? 8th
grade American history and sophomore
Modern European history at Girls Preparatory School in Chattanooga, after spending
a wonderful summer abroad. Chobot visited
Libby Stamp in London — also Joan Oram
in Scotland. Joan is engaged; her fiance is
with Shell Oil and will be in Borneo for
the next three years. During that time Joan
will be an assistant lecturer at St. Andrews
where she received a 1st class honors degree this summer. Another traveler this
summer was Billy Isdale — toured Europe

For those who

are interested in what
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Sul

Cage,

Hello from the Midwest — not so exciting
as Manda's datelines but there's fair quality of news. First a plug for the Alumnae
Fund. Send your checks to Cathy Cage and

with
special
now
working
in a emphasis
book storeon inItaly.
New She's
Rochelle.

receive the remaining issues of the
nae News.
L'niess someone comes up with
claim. Sally Oherlin Davis has class
for the first wee one — a boy, Noel,

Exciting news from Meg Metley; she's
engaged to Bob Peck who is currently employed by Uncle Sam. They plan to be
married in June; Meg is now getting a
Masters in teaching at Yale Grad School.

June. Nella G'r.v) B.!rklcy takes a second
place with Rufus Calvin Barkley IV. born
in Charleston on Aug. 4. Incidentally the
Barkleys are living in an interesting old
house which formerly belonged to Derrill

Ruth Frye and Hugo Deaton's wedding in
lune was absolutely tops; bridesmaids in

Mayhank Hagood's uncle.
Weddings have been almost as prevalent
this summer as last. Pan.sy Johnson and

eluded Dilly Johnson Jones. Snooks /1!..7heu'S Holley and me, and Jo Nelson Booze
was also there to give moral support. Ruth
and Hugo are living here while he finishes
Columbia Med School. Ruth's gotten domestic as all get out — I tiught her well,
and
roommates
have changing
bothered her
a bit!

doesn't seem

to

Vaughan and Taylor Morrissette are
back in Mobile after living in New Orleans. They spent a grand weekend with
Shooks and Kyle recently, and are now
fixing up a new apartment.
Dilly and sister Saynor were in NYC :ioi
long ago — t'was great to see them. Also hud
a visit from Nancy Moody who is entering
her third year at Texas Law School — brave
soul that she is! Speaking of Texas. Sissy
Morris Girl Westward Ho is in Austin
teaching third grade at the Texas State
.School for the Blind. She loves it. and say.s

Aluma prior
honors
born in

Graydon De Camp married in Cincinnati on
Aug. 18. Joan Fankhauser was maid of
honor and Gay Reddig was on hand for
the festivities. Both Pansy and Graydon
will teach at Eaglebrock. primar>' school of
Deerfield Academy for Boys. Deerfield.
Mass. Gay's at Georgetow-n Law School and
Fank will be teaching the second grade in
a Cincinnati public .school.
Yola Avram married an American in
Athens last summer and both will return to
school in Madison. VC'is.. this fall. Mai7
Ellen Maxwell and 'William Gordon Bowen
were married in Cinnati on Aug. 25.
Frankie Marbiiry Coxe writes that Camille
Williams and Derrill Mayhank HagooJ
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were bridesmaids in her wedding on Mav
26. Mary Boyd Murray and Kathleen
Peeples Sadler were there also. Latest rumor has Camille on her way to Australia
for the Olympic Games.
Kathleen
is still

with an insurance company in Macon. She
expects Dick home in May. Mary Boyd
reports the greatest adventure: she bumped
into Dr. Masur in Heidelburg, Germany,
last summer.
Largest SBC representation seems to have
been in Alexandria for Pat Smith's marriage
to jack Ticer on July 20. Sue Seward. Anne
Williams and I were bridesmaids, and Pam
Compton. Betsy Miller. Shirley Sutliff and
Anne Kilby were among the well wislicrs.
Sue Seward was planning to do part time
work for an architect in Petersburg. Anne
Williams is still with CIA as is Pam. Sutliff has left N.ilio)hil Geugrjphic. Kilby will
attend law school at Yale.
Vida Radin summered in Nantucket and
plans to work for USIA in Washington
durmg the fall but will take off for Europe
in January. Frances Bell spent the summer
traveling— first a long western trip, then
visits to Kathleen Peeples Sadler and Diane Hum Lawrence and Jimmy who are
back in Winchester. Babs GM-foilh Jackson
and Ivey are in Birmingham. Their apartment is right across the hall from that of
Carolyn Dickinson Tynes ('56), Newell
Bryan and Cathy Cage are still working for
brokers, Newell in Cleveland and Cathy in
Houston. Cathy and Lydia Plawp Plattenburg have gotten together several times. Lydia and George will be in Houston till Nov.
Kay Roberts is teaching tenth grade biology
in Victoria. Nancy Douthat, Pat Tucker and
Joan Gualtieri have rented a house in
Georgetown. Didi Stoddard is still computing at Johns Hopkins Physics Lab in Silver
Spring. Jeanette Kennedy spent four weeks
in a tent at Pleasantville, N. Y., in connection with a Girl Scout training program.
She hoped to see Fay Cooper Gates who is
living in New Brunswick, N. J.
Ginger Finch was in San Francisco for
the summer and may stay there. Charlotte
Taylor has been traveling in Europe. Nancy
Anderson will teach the second grade at
Old Trail School in Akron, 'Manda McThenia has spent the summer in Spain,
Greece and Turkey — unfortunately she had
to bypass Egypt. And yours truly is still
working with children's books at BobbsMerrill in Indianapolis. And thassall.
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I have a 700 word limit and I have
news of 58 of you; this presents a problem.
Please be understanding about the economic
phraseology . . . there is just too much
going on !
Impromptu class reunions began as early
as June 9 when Ruth Philips and Opie W.
Hollowell were married; and the wedding
circuit moved south and then north again
to include the weddings of Mary Ann and
Stuart Quarngesser, Carolyn Dickinson and
Bayard Tynes, Carolyn Pannell and Dudley
Ross, Helen Turner and Tayloe Murphy,
and Mitzie Djerf and Raymond Deridder.
From all accounts these were lovely affairs and I'm sure the brides are doing a
"lovely" job of housekeeping.
I happened
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to
be an eyewitness
of Carolyn
housekeeping
in Birmingham,
and Tynes'
1 was
pleasantly surprised to find that her apartment bears no resemblance whatsoever to
300 Gray!
Helen wrote that Jane Bl.ick Clark and
David are still in Norfolk and Margie Manget Lyman and Guy were there until the
Navy sent Guy to Europe. Margie will follow him soon. Mary Ann and Mitzie will
both be in the Old Dominion again next
year: Mitzie and Ray will live in Quantico
and Mary Ann and Stu will be in Charlottesville. Carolyn Blake was married in
June and is now living in Buffalo, N. Y.
Mary Alice Major was married on August
6 to William A. Duncan IV; and in late
August Laura Hailey and Charles Bowen
were married. Parksie Carroll was married on September 1.
Best wishes to Jeanne Applequist, Kave
Creekmore, Pryde Brown, Bet Forbes, Mimi
Thornton, and Kay Smith ! Jeannie will be
married
on Dec.
engagement to John
McPhee29.wasPride's
announced
on
August 28. They will be married in December, Bet Forbes and Ed Locklin are
planning a Nov, wedding. Kaye Creekmore,
who has been working for the Oklahoma
Historical Society, has recently announced
her engagement to Ensign George Owen
Compton. Mimi's engagement to Boo Oppenhimer was announced on August IM, and
a summer wedding is planned. In the ir.cp.ntime. Miss Thornton and Miss Gaileher
will be teaching school in Culpeper, Va,
Kay Smith also will be a school marm u.ntil
the wedding bells ring in June for her and
Terry Davis. Kay will teach fourth
graders in Wilmington, Del., and Tolly
LIrner will move to the same city to teach
third graders. Anne Willis, after a splendid
summer at the L^niversity of Edinburgh,
will teach school in St. Louis,
Betsy Meade, Helen Wolfe, Alice Guggenheimer, and Ann Stevens, ( in one
apartment) and Ginny Echols, Frances Gilbert, and Louisa Hunt (in another) will be
living in Cambridge, Mass., next year. Ann
will be an assistant interior decorator in
Jordon Marsh Department Store. Louisa
will be with the personnel office at Harvard;
Alice will be working at Peter Bent Brigham Hospital in the Department of Surgery
on chemical problems associated with their
studies on surgical patients and patients
with cancer. Iris Potteiger will be in Cambridge taking part in the Harvard-Radcliffe
Program
in Business Administration.
Janet Caldwell will also be doing graduate work for her M.A. in teaching at
Yale. Lee Chang is not only working
toward an M.A. in Educational Psychology,
she is also going to be a Student Dean and
a Housemother at Cornell LTniversity. Sue
Talburt is planning to study in Madrid
next year; and Nancy St. Clair will be
studying at the Sorbonne until March. Leesie Parrish will meet her in Paris in I-lov.
following a trip to the Far East.
Karen Steinhardt is headed for Europe
and Africa this fall. In Germany she plans
to visit Sally Joseph Vickerman, who has
just had a son, Michael Jay Vickerman,
Meredith Smythe will spend the next three
months in Europe. I'm sure Betty Buxton,
Joyce Fackiner, and Prince Trimmer have
enjoyed their summer
trip abroad. Rose

Montgomery has had a marvellous trip out
west with her family,
Nancy Pickering and Sally Hyde have already settled in New York City; Betty
Pierce and Evy Christison will join them
soon. Corky Lauter is working with the
N. Y. Life Insurance Company in the Insurance Research Department, and Eve Altsheler will move in soon and will be working in advertising for J. Walter Thompson.
Joan Broman and Byrd Stone are planning
to live in N. Y. Ann Greer has been in
N. Y. for the summer studying dancing and
modelling; this fall she is returning to
Mobile for a year of teaching dancing and
a big debut season.
Ann Irvin is going to do Child Welfare
Work in Roanoke and Dede Candler is going to work for the Atlanta Historical Society. Hazel Herring will be living in Chapel
Hill either to take a business course or to
work for the L'niversity Press; she has just
finished the Publishing Procedures Course at
Radclift'e. Nancie Howe took a Girl Scout
position in Toledo in September. After a
ShanFrances Nancy
west withCooper,
of the Harriet
grand tour and
nonhouse
Salisbury will take a position with Belwood,
Inc. in Jackson, Miss. Jane Street, Joyce
Lenz, and Barbara Collis have informed
me that they plan to find careers in their
respective home towns; and I also have
found a job in my respective and most respectable home town of Jackson, Miss, — I
am associated with the Mississippi Department of Archives and History, and I will
just what1, the "association " will be
find out
after
September
That's all I know, please keep me informed. You've been wonderful so far and
I'm
grateful. Don't forget to send
funds very
to Kay!
Love to all,
Ci'herine

FOR CHRISTMAS
AND ALL
YEAR LONG
Magazine

Subscriptions

for any magazine

Sweet Briar Plates
by Wedgu'ood
in green,
blue, mulberry
S2.50 each, S25.00 dozen
Sweet Briar Glasses
12 02. sham bottom
S6.00 dozen
Snx'eet Briar Wastebaskets
black only $4.50
Sweet

Briar Travs

Sweet Briar Letter Baskets
black, maroon,
$4.50green, $2.00
all plus postage
Order
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Boston, Massachusetts
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Mrs.
(Mary Moore,
'34g),
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Rd., Chestnut
Hill
Northern New Jersey
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York City
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Mrs.
O. Beeson, Jr. (Betty Hoehn, '47g),
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Mrs. John G. Palmer (Nancy K. Butterworth. '51g),
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Chairman: Mrs. Robert S. Bush
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(Sarah Adams, '43g)

Mrs.
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Esterly San(Eleanor
2280Daniel
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San Francisco, California
Mrs. Walter C. Fell (Hellen Mowry, '24g).
1727 Judah St.
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Miss Benadine Newby, '40g,
800 Pennsylvania St.
Houston, Texas
Mrs.
W. Ja^^is.
2019Robert
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THE STORY OF
SWEET BRIAR COLLEGE
by Martha

Lou Lemmon

Stohlman,

'34

2 -I

Designed and printed by the Princeton University Press

The story of Sweet Briar College —

a delightful account of Sweet

Briar's unique history, the evolution of the plantation into a college —
the struggles and triumphs that marked its growth and achievements —
the personalities that give color to the story.
70 illustrations

275 pages

Pre-Christmas orders $3.50

Regular price $4.50

Clip and mail this order form today

Sweet Briar Alumnae

Office

Sweet Briar, Virginia
Please send me
as published.

copies of The Story of Siveef Briar College as soon
Make checks payable to Sweet Briar Alumnae Association.
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BOUSHALL

HEADS

Swi i;t Briar Colliici:, S\vi:i£t Briar, Virginia

BOARD

Thomas C. Boushall, Richmond banker,
has been named president of the Board oi
Directors, according to announcement made
by Archibald G. Robertson, Richmond,
chairman of the board's executive committee Dr Connie M. Guion. New York, has
also been elected a director.
Mr. Boushall
succeeds Dr. Dabney S. Lancaster,
Millboro Springs,
who resigned from
the board presidency last summer
when he was apjiointcd to the State
Council of Higher
Education of which
he has since been
c/ime cho.sen chairman.
Members of the Council may not hold office
or retain membership on the board of directors of any school or college.
As president of the Bank of Virginia, Mr.
Boushall is nationally known in banking
circles. He has been a member of the Board
of Overseers at Sweet Briar since 1949, serving on its committee on investments and
and finance.
A member of the State Board of Education since 195.T, Mr. Boushall is a leader
in educational and social welfare organizations. Last March he was given the 1956

y

(Ccntinued on page 2, coL 1)
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'Education for Quality' Stressed on Founders' Day
A prediction that education, now recognized as the key to the future, will become
the great public issue of the future was
made by the Founders' Day speaker, Fred
M. Hechinger, widely known writer on
educational topics. He was education editor
of the New York Hemic/ Tribune for the
past six years.
A shortage of brain power, rather than of
man power, is apparent today, Mr. Hechinger pointed out in his address. "American
Education, Chapter 2: Tide of the Future. "
"In the first phase of American education
we were mainly concerned with getting
everybody into school," he said. "This we
accomplished, and we did so brilliantly. In
fact, this may well have been America's
greatest contribution to the first half of the
20th century. Through the universal public
school we have already begun literally to
transform the face of the earth.
"But in the second phase, ' lie continued,
"we must replace the ni.n who are masters
of maintenance and logistics, and who are
now running so many of our schools, ami
must substitute men of the mind and of
Speaking
. . ." of some of the educational
ideas
problems \\'hich are increasing along with
the rising number of children to be educated,
he said, "It is difficult to make parents understand that to be selective and permit

talented children to get ahead faster is not a
sign ol undemocratic attitudes.
'If the parents stand in the way of this
desperately needed development of quality,
then they must be re-educated. But unless a
system ol cjuantity can also encourage quality, the mass structure itself will collapse
under the weight of mediocrity. "
Representatives from many Virginia colleges and secondary schools attended the
all-day program. They were guests at a
luncheon in Reid dining room prvrceding the
afternoon panel on "Schools and Colleges —
Their Common
Interests."
Speakers on the panel led by Mr. Hechinger included Mrs. Wilma Kerby-Miller,
dean of instruction, Radcliff j College; Henry
I. "Willett, superintendent of the Richmond
Public Schools; and Lester W. Nelson,
former principal of the Scarsdale, N. Y.,
High School and now a consultant to the
Fund for the Ad\ancement of Education.
The need for clarifying th;r basic purposes of education, for encouraging gifted
students in order to produce more brainpower, and for emphasizing quality in education, was asserted by the participants in a
lively exchange of views.
Steps being taken in both schools and
colleges to encourage and challenge superior
students were outlined by Mrs. Kerby-Miller, who mentioned
several kinds of experi(Cvntinurd on page 5, col. 2)

(■'til*

Members of the Founders' Day panel meet prior to the afternoon session:
Fred M. Hechinger. panel moderator; Mrs. Wilma Kirby-Miller; Henry I.
Willett; Miss Tyler Gemmell, co-chairman of the program; Lester W. Nelson.

Campbrlt

Pholis

Seniors Diane Duffleld and Carter Donnan, Mr. Hechinger, and Miss Jane
Belcher talk over questions raised by Mr. Hechinger in his morning address.
Miss Belcher was co-chairman of the day's program.
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Chambers

Succeeds Duffield

As Head of Parents' Board
Lenoir Chambers, editor of the Norfolk
Virgiii'hui-Pilol. was elected chairman of the
Parents' Advisory Board on the 10th annual
Parents' Day, October 27. He succeeds Hugh
K. Duffield, Gladwyne. Pa., vice-president of Sears, Roebuck & Co., eastern
area, who has been
chairman
tor three
years.
Almost 100 parents, members of the
Parents' Advisory
Board, heard President Anne Gary
Pannell's report of

Aufcmer gjft-j totaling more

than $1,750,000 in the $2,500,000 development program, aimed for completion during
1956,
the college's
fiftieth
anniversary
year.
Alexander
Donnan,
Roanoke,
described
the Parents' Fund which was organized last
April under his chairmanship to underwrite
the college's scholarship program.
Mr. Chambers, whose daughter Elisabeth isa sophomore at Sweet Briar, has been
editor of the Virghiuvi-Pilot since 1950. A
graduate of the University of North Carolina, where h; was elected to Phi Beta
Kappa, he is also a graduate and trustee of
Woodberry Forest School, where he taught
for two years before going into newspaper
work. He became associate editor of the
Virginian-Pilot in 1929. and served as editor of the Norfolk Ledger-Dispatch from
1944 to 1950.
Director and past president of the Norfolk Forum, Mr. Chambers is also a director
of the Norfolk Public Library and he is a
trustee of Norfolk Academy.
Approximately 400 parents from all
parts of the country took part in the Par-
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PROF. HAPALA INCLUDED
IN NEW VFIC BOOKLET
"Corporate Citizenship and the Tradition
of Quality" is the title of an effectixe brochure published in October by the Virginia
Foundation for Independent Colleges, of
which Sweet Briar is a member. In the past
three years, 194 firms have contributed
$601,411 to the Foundation.
One professor from each of the 1 2 member colleges was selected by the editor of
the brochure to highlight his presentation
of the need to increase faculty salaries.
Milan E. Hapala, associate professor of economics and government, represents Sweet
Briar. The following sketch accompanies
his picture:
"Dr. Hapala's emphasis is upon the
training of responsible adult citizens. His
teaching of comparative government and
economics ofl?ers an especially timely insight into international afi^airs and the facts
of economic life. With a knowledge of his
native Czechoslovakia intensified by undergraduate and graduate training in political
science in the United States and service in
the U. S. Army in World War II, he
brings a broad approach to his subject. His
practical skill as a teacher has been brought
into the Lynchburg community through his
cour.se in economics for the American Institute of Banking."
A graduate of Beloit College, Prof. Hapala has his master's degree from the University of Nebraska and he received his
Ph. D. at Duke University last June. He has
been at Sweet Briar since 1947 and he is now
chairman of the Division of Social Studies.

page
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Distinguished Service Award of the Virginia State Chamber of Commerce for outstanding service to the state.
Dr. Guion, who was named to the Sweet
Briar Board of Overseers in 1950, has been
chairman of the development committee
since 1953. She was one of the early faculty
members at the college, where she taught
chemistry for five years before continuing
her studies.
A graduate of the medical school of Cornell University, Dr. Guion has maintained
a private practice in New York City for
many years. She has taught clinical medicine
at Cornell, and she has been director of
medical clinics of New York Hospital, on
whose board of governors she is currently
serving.

FEE INCREASED TO $2,200
Parents of students now in college learned
early in October that the 10^^ salary increases for faculty and staff members, which
went into effect last July 1, and other mounting costs have necessitated a $200 raise in
the over-all student fee, beginning in September 1957. Last year the per-student cost
to the college reached $2,4l4, making it
necessary to set the over-all fee at $2,200.
President Pannell pointed out that higher
costs for the current year are being met
largely
by lastthrough
year's the
gifts
from Sweet
Briar alumnae
Alumnae
Fund
and from business and industrial firms
through the Virginia Foundation for Independent Colleges.
Added funds for scholarships and grantsin-aid will be made available.

LABORATORY

New Board President
from

New faculty appointees include: (first row) Miss
Emma Lewis Thomas, instructor in dance and physical education: Mrs. Evelyn Freeman, instructor in
education: Mrs. Evelyn da Parma, instructor in
English: Mrs. Leonora Wiicswo, instructor in mathematics. Second row: Alan Cassels, visiting lecturer in history: Miss Ruth Roettlnger, lecturer
in government: Andrew J. Schwartz, Instructor in
the Division of Social Studies.

NEW
LANGUAGE

ents' Day program and visited the new
William Bland Dew dormitory, first of
three buildings included in the development program at Sweet Briar.

(Ccnlcnued

1956

Campbell

Photos

"French without tears" describes results being obtained In the new language laboratory, built and
equipped by a $7000 grant from the Fund for
the Advancement of Education. Here, In l5
cubicles supplied with disc recorders and headsets, beginning students supplement regular class
work with two hours each week In the lab, listening
to discs and recording their own speech, guided
by seniors who studied In France last year. Accelerated progress Is notable after onjy a few
weeks, their teachers
declare.

NOVIJMBHR,
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New Admission Head Named
Miss Jean Louise Williams will become
director of admission at Sweet Briar on July
1 , according to a recent announcement hv
President Pannell. Miss Williams has been
assistant dean and
director of vocational guidance at
Sweet Briar since
1951, and she has
also been a member of the committee on admission.
Miss Williams
will succeed Mrs.
Bernice D. LiU
who joined the staff as registrar in 1928.
A reorganization of administrative duties in
19^7 director
resulted ofin admission.
Mrs. Lill's She
becoming
the
first
will continue in this post until next June, when her
resignation takes effect.
Miss Williams' experience as a teacher in
secondary schools and at the college level
and in administrative positions in other college admissions offices makes her well qualified to succeed Mrs. Lill.
Before coming to Sv.'ect Briar, Miss Williams attended the Harvard Graduate School
of Education Jor a year, following two years
as director of admission at Cedar Crest
College and two years at Vassar College,
where she was assistant to the director of
admissions and to the warden.
A graduate of Wellesle)' College, Miss
Williams taught biology at the Mary Burnham School and she served for three years
as an assistant in the botany department at
Wellesley, where she took a master of arts
degree in 1937. She became head of the
science department and taught biology at
Dana Hall for five years. From June 1943
until December 1945, Miss Williams served
in the L'. S. Navy, advancing to the rank
of lieutenant junior grad;*.
Mrs. Lill, who is also a Wellesley graduate, initiated many improvements in Sweet
Briar's admissions program during
years
she has served the collegj, and hertheleadership in this work has been widely recognized. When the WAVES were organized
in 1942, Mrs. Lill became one of the first
lieutenants to be commissioned and she
served in the Navy for almost four years.

^Ke Story of
S^eet ^riar College
b\ Martha

Lou Stohlman
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STUDENT

Sweet Briar's enrollment on the opening
day of college, September 21, reached a new
high of 523, including eight day students,
of whom two were freshmen. Eleven students entered with advanced standing, having attended some other college, junior college, or university before enrolling at Sweet
Briar. Three had attended uni\ersities in
other lands, in Peru, in Lebanon, and St.
Andrews, Scotland. In all, 38 states, the
District of Columbia, and eight foreign
countries are represented.
Of this year's freshmen, 46^/c entered
from 70 public schools and 549f from 58
private schools. Geographic tabulations indicate that 46^, f come from the northeast,
44"^^ from the south, 7% from the central
states and .5% from the far west. Fourteen
freshmen are daughters of alumnae.

'EDUCATION
FOR
QUALITY'
(Ccnttnufd from page 1)
mcnts being tried at various levels. Although
none seems to offer the perfect solution, they
are producing some satisfactory results.
"We need to look again at our basic purposes in educating people, " said Mrs. KerbyMiller, "and we need to put more stress on
moral and intellectual values."
New thinking on problems of education,
new ways of putting to better effect the technological developments which surround us
— such as audio-visual aids, including television— and more of the kind of teaching
which will de\eIop quality teachers and
quality learning were among the points discussed byMr. Nelson.
As a means of achieving some of the
needs outlined by the first two speakers,
Mr. Willett emphasized the importance of
bringing together teachers of all levels to
talk about continuity of learning, so that
programs of education at the various levels
can be re-built to provide greater continuity,
and that agreement may be reached on the
primary purposes of education.
"We must find out how to resist the
trend to mediocrity and the notion that we
can get somethint; for nothing, to which our
high standard of living had led us," added
Mr. Willett, who is an outstanding leader
in education.
Another in the series of beautiful piano
recitals by Iren Marik, Hungarian-born concert artist who teaches at Sweet Briar, concluded the day's program, which was one of
the events held in honor of the 50th anniversary year, 1956.
Order blank

HONORS

Mary
K. Alumnae
Benedict SchoUrship:
Ritter,
'57.
Mansoii
Scholarship: Eleanor
Margaret
Liebert,
Em/lie Watls McVea Scholars: (ranking member
in each class) Jane Best, '57; J. Kenan
'58; Elizabeth
Johnston, June
'59. Berguido,
JuniorMyers,
Honors:
(highest juniors)
JuUa Craig. Susan Davis. Marietta Eggleston,
Myrna Fielding, Emma Matheson, J. Kenan
Myers,
Dean's
List,Letha
first^X'ood.
semester: SENIORS: Sophie
Ames, Alice Barnes, Jane Best, Elizabeth
Churbuck, Carter Donnan, Betty Folmar,
Mariella Gibson, Nancy Godwin, Anne
Gwinn, Joan Harjes, Saynor Johnson, Margaret Liebert, Nannette McBurney, Frances
May, Elaine Newton, Hclene Perry, Eleanor
Ritter. Carroll Weitzel, Carolyn Wcstfall,
Marjorie Whitson.
Juniors: June Berguido. Floride Buchanan,
Susan Calhoun, Dianne Chase, Julia Olive
Craig, Susan Davis, Susan Day, Myrna Fielding, Mabelle Garrard. Edith Knapp, Annie
Laurie Lanier, Maude VC'inborne Leigh, Shirley McCallum, Emma Matheson, Elizabeth
Meats. Kenan Myers, Ethel Ogden, Dorothy
■\X'yatt. Juniors Abroad: Stephanie Butan,
Marietta Eggleston, Barbara von Hoffman,
lulia McCullough, Elizabeth Dana Smith,
bianne Stafford,Elaine
LethaAllison.
'W^ood. Judith Brean,
Sophomores:
Catherine Brownlee. Ethel Bruner, Victoria
Buckingham, Elizabeth Colwill, Jo Anne
Dougherty, Jane Duncan, Kitty Guy, Ann
Hearin, Nina Hopkins. Gertrude Jackson,
Elizabeth Johnston, Barbara Kelly, Joan
Luke, Virginia Marchant, Eloise Marshall,
Sarah Mayfield, Dorothy Moore, Evelyn
Moore, Alice Morris, Fleming Parker. Ann
Pegram, Virginia Ramsey, Valerie Stoddard,
Nina Thornton.
Tan Phi: SENIORS: Sophie Ames. Jane Best,
Anna Chao, Dorothy Duncan, Mariella Gibson. Elaine Kimball, Nannette McBurney,
Jane Pinckney, Joanne Raines, Eleanor Ritter, Enid Slack. Carroll Weitzel, Mar)' Anne
■Wilson. Juniors: June Berguido. Floride
Buchanan.
Marian Sludenls:
Martin, Dorothy
Who's
Who Among
Priscilla 'Woods.
Bowdle,
Anna Chao. Nancy Godwin. Dagmar Halmagyi. Saynor Johnson. Margaret Liebert,
Eleanor Ritter. Mar)' Anne Wilson.

Choir Plans European Tour
Sweet Briar's Choir and the Universit)' of
Virginia Glee Club are trying to work out
travel arrangements and secure financial
backing for a joint concert tour in Europe
next summer. // both those obstacles can be
hurdled, the tour is to last from four to
six weeks. Approximately 60 students will
travel through Europe in two chartered
buses. Donald Mclnnis and Edmund Allison are directors of the Virginia and Sweet
Briar groups, respectively.
Any assistance from parents or alumnae
will be welcomed, and such offers may be
directed to Mr. Allison.

Send to: Alumnae Office, Sweet Briar, Virginia

Please send
rate, $3.50— $_
to:

copies of "The Story of Sweet Briar College" at Pre-Christmas

Princeton LInixersity Press
275 pages

70 illustrations

Pre-Christmas orders $3.50

Please send gift orders, in my name, to the attached list

Regular price, S4.50

Make check payable to Sweet Briar Alumnae Association
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Shakespeare in Scotland
By Elaine Kimball, '57
Representing Sweet Briar at the University
of St. Andrews last year was as wonderful
for Jane Pinckney and me as it has been for
every girl who has had the opportunity to
study there, but we did our best to avoid
being only sponges. We made an effort to
increase the number of applicants for the
Sweet Briar scholarship and to make some
contribution to university life through work
with the Mermaid Dramatic Society.
My experience with Paint and Patches enabled me to help another American student,
Michael Sisk of Amherst College, Massachusetts, who directed two Mermaid productions. We tried to introduce and prove
the value of the rudiments of efficient production techniques which we employ in this
country. For the winter production of Thff
Skin of Our Teeth by Thornton Wilder, I
was head of make-up and by undertaking at
the last minute a minor role at a hold-over
performance of the play, I began my brief
career as an actress in St. Andrews.
The spring Mermaid production was
Alacbeth, staged outdoors in the ruins of
St. Andrews Castle and produced and directed byMike Sisk. I played Lady Macbeth
opposite a good Scotsman from Cupar Angus, Perthshire, during a run of six evening performances and one matinee in a
chilly, windy, but dry week in May. With
good direction and some work on diction,
my Southern accent, not objectionably
twangy or flat, could be heard over the wind
and the North Sea tides, washing the rocks
some offifty
feet to assistance
the audience's
Jane
was
invaluable
to theleft.
assistant
director, who sat in the lighting tower,
erected behind the audience, and telephoned
her the cues for timed entrances of the
actors, all of whom had to scale walls and
climb rock piles to appear before the audience.
The success of Macbeth, technical and
financial, encouraged a group of us, again
led by Mike, to stay in St. Andrews through

Cunar.i
Looking

forward

BRIAR,

the month of July to present a Shakespeare
Festival outdoors in the Castle and Cathedral
Ruins. Twelve or fourteen of us (the number varied during the season) three Americans, the rest Scottish and English, organized
the University Players, a company not connected with the Mermaid Society or with thj
University, secured a grant of £150 from
the Town Council publicity committee to
cover initial expenses, and undertook the
project. The men secured rooms around the
town and the four girls rented a flat which
supplied the oflice, kitchen and dining room
for the entire group. We included living
expenses in the total budget.
Two weeks before the opening performance, the group re-assembled in St. Andrews
to begin preliminary classes in dance and
improvisation, as well as actual preparation
of Romeo and Juliet, given in the ruined
cloister area of the 12th century Cathedral
This production was followed by Othello.
The Taming of the Shrew, and A Midsum-

Published by Sweet Briar College

mer Castle.
N/ght's Dream, all three presented in
the
For two or three of those six weeks we
thought ourselves idealistic and courageous;
after a month of taking turns doing all the
housekeeping, all publicity, all costumes, all
set construction, rehearsals and at least adequate performances five nights and two afternoons each week, we called ourselves plain
crazy.
weather
therefore,
town's
tourist The
business
wereand,
poor,
so that the
financially
we did not make the killing we had hoped.
However, the standard of our productions
was high, we acquired a deeper and more
practical understanding and appreciation of
Shakespeare as poet and dramatist, and
though we three Americans could not remain, the other University Players will form
a nucleus of experienced performers for
future Mermaid productions.
Elaine Kimball, Lake Charles, La., is
majoring in Latin, and Jane Pinckney, Richmond, Va., is majoring in English under
the honors plan of study.
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group of students sailed early in September, The
1956-57 Junior Year in France, the ninth foreign stu dy group since Sweet Briar began to administer the
program
in 1948, includes 87 men and women
from 42 colleges and universities.
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Sweet liriar To Be Host

Sweet Briar College, Sweet Briar, Virginia

Developiiieiit Program Gains Additional S100,000

F(ir Wnmaiipower Meelini*
Sweet Briar will be the setting, on March
15 and 16, for the first of several regional
conferences sponsored by the National Manpower Council.
Co-sponsors of this conference, which
will be focused on "Womanpower and Education," include- three Lynchburg industrial
firms, Glamorgan Pipe and Foundry Co.,
Craddock-Terry Shoe Corp., and Lynchburg
Foundry, and four other colleges: Hollins, Mary Baldwin, Lynchburg College, and
Randolph-Macon Woman's College.
Approximately 45 representatives of industry, business, education, and a number of
state and national offices will participate in
the two-day workshop program. It is
planned as a group examination of the
National Manpower Council's study of
Womanpoiier. to be published early in
March.
Specialists from this area in \arious fields
of education, including secondary and professional, will join in the group study with
representatives of several state and national
bureaus such as labor, employment, and
education.
Part-time employment, guidance and counseling, education and training, and the many
changes in the entire manpower picture
which have resulted in new openings for
women in business and industry are among
the aspects of the topic which will be dis-

tUSScd.

Workshop sessions will be held Friday
morning and afternoon and an open meeting
is scheduled that evening. Study groups will
resume their work Saturday morning and a
conference summary will be held that afternoon.

Year-end gifts to the college have addej more than $100,000 to the December 1
total for the Golden Anniversary Development Program given in the "Roundup
Report," which was sent to all alumnae, parents and friends. By late January, the
over-all total of gifts and pkdges was more than $1,892,000.

Miss Bland Dew Honored
An endowed scholarship in memory of
the late Miss Judith Bland Dew has been
established at Sweet Briar by her cousin,
Mrs. Alfred I. duPont of Wilmington, Del.,
with a gift of $22,571.
For many years before her death last
spring. Miss Bland Dew had frequently
visited Sweet Briar, which she dearly loved.
Her brother, William Bland Dew, was treasurer of the college from 1906 until 1942.
Her own gift was the first to be made toward
the new William Bland Dew Dormitory.
Se\eral of Miss Dew's nieces and grandnieces have attended the college, including
a present freshman, Elizabeth Dew, of Jacksonville, Fla.
Mrs. duPont's generosity to several Virginia colleges received special recognition
last April when she became the first woman
to be cited by the Virginia State Chamber
of Commerce "for her service to the state
through her philanthropic contributions to
Virginia colleges and universities." Her previous gifts to Sweet Briar include one to the
William Bland Dew Dormitory and several
tor scholarship purposes.
In thanking Mrs. duPont for creating the
Judith Bland Dew Scholarship Fund, Mrs.
Pannell wrote: "You have perpetuated in
the hearts of future generations of our students the wonderful character and gallant
spirit of Miss Bland Dew."

Assistant Dean Jean Louise Williams, who
also serves as director of vocational guidance,
is chairman of arrangements for the conference.

Choir Tour Postponed
L'ncertain travel conditions in Europe and
lack ot sufficient funds to cover necessary
expenses have resulted in postponement of
the joint concert tour of the Sweet Briar
and University of Virginia choral societies
which had been planned for this summer.
It is hoped, however, that the tour can become a reality in 1958.
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A

snowy

Friday affernoon In January provided

excuse for a faculfy-sponsored "Winfer Carnival"
In the east dell, where coasting on cookie sheet'
was fast, if erratic. Plenty of hot cocoa topped
off the party.

In addition
addition to
to Mrs.
Mrs. duPont's
duPont': gift of
$22,571 to establish the Judith Bland Dew
Scholarship, other recent gifts included one
of $10,000 for the science building from the
Brown-Forman Distillers Corp. of Louisville.
Solicited by Mrs. W. L. Lyons Brown (Sara
Shallenberger, '32g), chairman of the new
Corporations Committee established by the
Board of Overseers, this was the first grant
Kentucky.
made by this company outside the state of
An additional $12,306 from members of
the Board of Overseers helped to push the
year-end gift sum above $100,000. Many
new "roundup " gifts from individuals and
alumnae clubs have been designated for the
Rollins Professorship of Religion, and that
fund is now more than $57,000. It must
reach $100,000 before the end of this year
to eflfect payment of a $50,000 conditional
grant from the Kresge Foundation.
Recent word from Dr. Connie M. Guion,
chairman of the Board's Development Committee, announced the good news that two
gifts made to the college in 1955 are to be
sorships.
used to establish two new endowed profesTo help Sweet Briar attract and keep "the
most inspiring science teachers available in
a highly competitive field," so that they may
help the college turn out its share of welltrained science graduates. Dr. Guion asked
that the $113,000 gift from Laurance, David, Nelson, and Winthrop Rockefeller, and
their sister, Mrs. Jean Mauze, be used to
establish an endowed chair in chemistry.
They agreed enthusiastically and asked that
it be named "The Rockefeller-Guion Professorship of Chemistry."
Dr. Guion
also wTote to Mr. and Mrs.
John Hay Whitney, who a year ago gave
$50,000 to the college in her honor, and
they were happy to approve her suggestion
that this be used to establish "The Betsey
Gushing and John Hay Whitney Professorship of Physics." These endowments, added
to the Carter Glass Professorship of Government and the Wallace £. Rollins Professorship ot Religion, will give Sweet Briar four
endowed chairs.
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Junior Year in France
Names Academic Heads
Two natives of France who are currently
teaching in this country have been named
as academic heads of the 1957-58 Junior
Year in France, according to President Anne
Gary Pannell of Sweet Briar College, which
has administered this foreign study program
since 1948.
Armand Begue,
who will be on leave
from Brooklyn College where he is associate professor o(
French, will serve .is
Professor- in- charge,
succeeding Blanchard
Rideout, Cornell University. Miss Lucienne Idoine, now
teaching at Vassar
College, will be assistant professor -in charge, as successor to Miss Josephine Ott.
Dr. Begue holds several diplomas from
the University of Poitiers and the University
of Paris, and he received his Ph.D. at Columbia University in 1948. He has taught at
Brooklyn College since 1939, having previously taught at Columbia College for seven
years. In addition, he has taught in summer
schools at Columbia, Maryland, McGill, and
Western Reserve Universities. He directed
the McGill French summer school in 1949,
and in 1952 he was professor-in-charge of
the Yale-Reid Hall Summer Session in Paris.
Miss Idoine studied
in several French universities, her studies
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hlew Senior Course Offered
A new interdepartmental course, "Problems in Perspective," is being offered for the
first time this semester, for seniors only.
Three sessions will be devoted to each of
two topics. Prof. Belle Boone Beard will
direct the first. Juvenile Delinquency, and
Prof. Gerhard Masur the second, Latin
American Affairs. Guest sp-akers will present various aspects of each topic at the first
session and faculty members will assist with
the student-led group discussions at the
second session a week later. On the following day, the third session will be devoted to
reports of the discussion groups and to a
summary.
Objectives for this course are several: to
pro\ide for the seniors a common intellectual experience which will link their academic training and their post - college
opportunities as citizens, workers, and
homemakers; to focus their attention on
major problems of the day; to help them
place these problems in perspective established through their study and experience.
Conducted this spring on an experimental
basis as a non-credit offering, this course may
be continued next year. Prof. Milan E. Hapala, chairman of the Division of Social
Studies, is chairman of the course.

Mrs. Lyman's Book Available
"Into All the World," an account of her
trip around the world during 1955-56 by
Mary Ely Lyman, dean of Sweet Briar from
1940 until 1950, was published just before
Christmas by Union Theological Seminary,
New York. Copies are on sale at the Sweet
Briar Book Shop at $1.00.

Photo

iy lane

Allijn,

Lyman Lecture Printed
"God's Man of the New Age,"
fifth in the series of Eugene William
Lyman Lectures which was delivered
last November by Miss Martha Lucas,
Sweet Briar's fourth president, is being published as the February issue of
the college bulletin series.
Copies are available upon request to
the Public Relations Office, Box 249,
Sweet Briar, Va.

having been interrupted during the
war by deportation
to Germany where
she was held for two
years. Between 1946
and 1954, Miss Idoine was affiliated
with the Smith College junior year program in Geneva, and
taught summer courses at the Sorbonne in
Paris. After teaching at Hollins College for
a year she was appointed to the faculty at
Vassar.
More than 700 men and women from 110
American colleges and universities have been
enrolled in the Sweet Briar foreign study
program, now in its ninth year under the
direction of Dr. Joseph E. Barker, Sweet
Briar Colh'ge.

Midwinter Dances Planned
"Sweet Briar Carousel" is the title and
theme of this year's Midwinter dances, to
be held Feb. 22 and 23. Sandra Stingily,
'57, is dance
assisted by
other
members
of the chairman,
Social Committee.
Carousel
horses, with plumes and streamers in turquoise and white, will carry out the decorative theme at dinner and formal dance Friday
and at the informal dance Saturday.

'60

Sv/eet Briar's former president, Miss Martha Lucas,
and former dean, Mrs. Mary Ely Lyman, returned
to campus together early in November, when Miss
Lucas delivered the Eugene William Lyman lecture,
"God's Man of the New Age." Later they were
guests of honor at a community reception in Dew.

Ph„l„

by

Une

Allan,

'60

Five pointings representative of the second generation of Hudson River School painters were recently
displayed in Academic in an appropriately Victorian setting of dark red draperies, a stuffed partridge
and a small bronze statue. Painted by A. S. Tait, Daniel Huntington, David Johnson, Sanford Gifford,
and John Casilear, these paintings were given to the college by Mr. and Mrs. Thomas F. Torrey,
Elon, Virginia.
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Many Freshmen Related
To Former Graduates
If numbers indicate an influential trend,
it appears that alumnae relatives influenced
many of this year's freshmen in their choice
of a college.
According to questionnaires filled out by
192 new students this year, 57 are related to
graduates or other former students of Sweet
Briar. Fourteen are daughters of alumnae,
many have older sisters who attended the
college, and a good many claim cousins,
aunts, or sisters-in-law among the alumnae.
Marianne Muse, Longview, Texas, has the
distinction of being the first grand-daughter
of an alumna to come to Sweet Briar. Her
grandmother, the former Hortensc- Gibbons,
was enrolled in the Academy in 1908-09.
Twenty-siv new students indicated that
their fathers attended colleges in Virginia,
and in addition to the 14 whose mothers
attended Sweet Briar, there are 14 whose
mothers went to other colleges in Virginia.
Reflecting the trend towards larger families, 21 of those who entered Sweet Briar
this year come from families where there are
four children and 1 1 from families with five
children.
The entire group includes 183 freshmen
and nine students who entered with advanced standing, including three foreign
scholarship holders.

"Iolanthe" To Be Presented
Music is in the air, specifically Sullivan's
music for "Iolanthe," which is to be produced through the combined talents and
efforts of the Choir and Paint and Patches,
under the guidance of drama director Sidney
Freeman and choir director Edmund Allison.
Men's solo roles and choruses are being
filled with the aid of faculty members and
students from Lynchburg College, assuring
an enjoyably cooperative production in Fletcher Auditorium March 8 and 9.
This is probably the first time such a fullscale production of any Gilbert and Sullivan
opera has been undertaken at Sweet Briar.
Rehearsals are now in progress, scenery is
beini; built and costumes are beine assembled^

Polio Shots Adniinistered
Protecton against poliomyelitis has been
made available this year as a community
service at Sweet Briar, to adults as well as
to students.
Early in January, Dr. Carol M. Rice and
the two registered nurses at the Mary Harley
Infirmary administered second Salk vaccine
injections to more than 125 adults, including
members of the college staff and their families, for a minimum fee. Last October, Salk
injections were gi\en to students, and almost
200 are now listed as eligible for the final
inoculation late in the spring.

Entrance Gates Return to Sweet Briar
Once again, after an absence of more than
15 years, the familiar wrought-iron gates
will mark the entrance to Sweet Briar.
Records show that the gates, simple and
graceful in design and ornamented with a
monogram "SBC," were presented to the
college in 1921. According to a brief accoant in the alumnae handbook of that year,
"A wrought-iron gateway now guards the
entrance to Sweet Briar and gives the newcomer a fine first impression. This is the
gift of the Faculty to the College. During
the recent struggle for endowment (the campaign of 1920) the Faculty showed themselves more than generous and in all the
campaigns at College they have always lent
a willing
hand."
For almost
20 years the gates gave visitors
"a fine first impression," no doubt, but as
carriages gave way to automobiles and as
automobiles grew wider and more numerous, the gates became too narrow to accommodate the traflic. But they served a useful
purpose, nonetheless, in keeping with social
customs of that era.
Not all visitors during the 20's and early
30's, it can safely be assumed, received a fine
first impression when they beheld the gates
of Sweet Briar. Among them were a good
many young men who arrived unexpectedly
on Sunday afternoons, only to find the gates
shut and guarded by the night watchman,
who played the role of Janus. In his keeping was the list of "approved" visitors,
straight from the dean's hands, and no young
man who wasn't listed there could be admitted.
In such emergencies, which occured with
amazing frequency, the disappointed and
desperate young man would hastily scribble
a note to the young lady he wished to see
and dispatch it by whoe\er happened to be
going in that direction.
When and if the note reached her, if she
felt favorably disposed towards the wouldbe caller, she had to search out the dean, or
the president of Student Government, to ask
for a special dispensation. If it was granted.

and if someone could be found to take this
word back to the gate, there might still be
time for the persistent young man to have a
short conversation with the lady before 6
o'clock, when all visitors had to leave camNot even brothers or faculty members"
callers could find an easier way of admittance, as they learned to their chagrin, according to former students who remember
those days with a sigh and a smile.
By 1940, when the entrance road into
campus was re-located, the gates had given
way to progress. For some years they had
pus. closed on Sundays, and they were
not been
proving to be a hazard because they were
only wide enough for one-way traffic.
During World War II, when scrap iron
was being zealously collected, the gates were
almost sold, but at the last minute someone
with a feeling for the past must have prevented their going onto the scrap pile.
Now the gates are being readied for use
at the entrance to Sweet Briar again. They
will be permanently mounted into red brick
pillars, not as gates but as an ornamental
entrance, calculated once more "to give the
newcomer
a fine
Funds for
this first
workimpression."
are being raised bv
the father of a 1953 graduate of Sweet Briar,
who
interested in the project several
vei.rs became
apo.

Just off the press . . .
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h) M.^RTH.A Lou StOHLMAN
SeiiJ your order to the Alumnae Office.
Make checks payable
$4.50to Sweet Briar
Alumnae Association.
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Summer Work Profitable
For Sweet Briar Students
Summer vacations
more profitable for
who tind a variety
serve as volunteers
college expenses.

are becoming more and
Sweet Briar students,
of interesting ways to
or to earn money for

A recent survey by the Vocational Guidance committee, with 99*/^ returning the
questionnaire, shows that 207 students
earned a record total of $51,771 last summer, an average of $250. In 1955, 186
reported earnings of $44,841, for an average of $241.
As in other years, sophomores had the
highest earnings and the largest number of
workers. In all, 47 girls earned over $400,
and 119 reported between $100 and $400.
One sophomore made S775 as a tester in a
laboratory at Eastman Kodak.
A junior was a guest editor on Alademoiselle. and a sophomore danced in "The
Common Glory," famous historical pageant
at Williamsburg. Among other jobs reported were the following: checker in a
super-market, IBM operator, medical technician, music instructor, tutor. Many girls
were camp counselors, clerical workers, sales
girls and/or models in college shops, office
workers, receptionists, waitresses. Six
worked on newspapers and four in laboratories, including a biology major who was
an apprentice in the research training program at the Jackson Memorial Clinic in Bar
Harbor, Maine. Four were hospital aides
and four were switchboard operators.
Summer study was reported by 69, of
whom two studied in Mexico, one in England and one in France. Another spent the
summer in Scotland under the Experiment
in International Living.
Volunteer service ranged from day camp
counseling to hospital work and included
office or clinical work for various kinds of
social welfare agencies. Local and national
political headquarters attracted a number of
students.
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Most unusual, and perhaps the most rewarding, were the service projects which
took four students far from their usual routines. Caroline Blake, a sophomore from
Needham, Mass., was one of 40 Winant
Volunteers from all parts of this country
who worked in several settlement houses in
London's East End. Caroline worked near
the Surrey Docks in Bermondsey, for six
weeks.
"I never saw such merry groups as those
I met in the seven clubs I worked with,
which included children of six up to adults
of 80 . . . My co-workers who came from
England, Europe, and Asia were equally enjoyable. The strong Christian spirit that prevailed among the leaders of the clubs was
most inspiring to all working with them . . .
The whole summer experience was a great
challenge ..." Caroline wrote.
Teaching in an Indian r.;ission on a N^v.
ajo reservation near Fort Defiance, Arizona,
proved to be equally rich and inspiring to
Olivia Benedict, Cincinnati, and Mary Lane
Bryan, Cleveland. Their duties included
teaching in the vacation church school, taking care of 16 pre-school children who lived
at the mission, and helping with the nightly
square dances in which old and young
joined. They sang in the choir on Sundays
and they guided visitors around the mission.
In addition they spent much time calling on
Navajo families in their hogans, visits which
required the assistance of an interpreter.
Libby and Mary Lane, who iirst heard of
the mission work from Bishop Watson when
he was at Sweet Briar for a Board of Overseers meeting a year ago. have recommended
it with enthusiasm to other Sweet Briar students.
Another \'olunteer was Debbie Dunning,
of Brooklyn, Conn., who joined an American Friends Service Committee work camp
in Mexico.
Debbie's service included teaching art in
the village school, playing games with the
children,
helping
to translate
some children's
books from
English
into Spanish,
giving
English lessons to a doctor in exchange for

R.M.

II . ( . ,V..|iv

Bureau

photo

Miss Iren Marik (center) Sweet Briar's Hungarianborn pianist, played an unusually beautiful recital
of
Hungarianearly
music
Randolph-Macon's
Auditorium
in at
December
and netted Smith
over
$2000 for Hungarian relief. Students and alumnae
of Sweet Briar, Randolph-Macon, and Lynchburg
College worked together to make this an outstanding community
Barnes, committee,
'57 (right) and
was
chairman
of the event.
Sweet Alice
Briar student
Martha McKay was one of Randolph-Macon's aides.
Miss Marik has given similar benefit recitals at
Hollins College, at Washington and Lee University, and in Richmond
since Christmas.

Spanish tutoring. She and the other Americans in the group of 20 organized informal
entertainment for the village, ranging from
volleyball games to fiestas. Debbie feels that
she learned a great deal, in discussions with
her fellow-workers and from her daily life
with the villagers, whose friendliness and
good spirit were a continuing source of inspiration to the student volunteers.
Further interest in useful summer occupations is being stimulated through two open
meetings. One, held early in January, was
devoted to opportunities for paid employment; the second, early in February, will call
attention to volunteer service possibilities.
In conjunction with the latter, an 8-page
folder has recently been issued by the Y.W.
C. A., bringing to students' attention a variety of requests for student volunteers for
summer projects directed by churches or international welfare agencies.

Entered as second-class matter at tlie
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Sweet JStiar begins
its seeond hatf-ceHtury
with

S""^®»U

William
Bland
Dew

Dormitory

tangible

promise

of a bright

future
Miss Dorothy Jester, Dean of Students and Resident
Counselor, welcomes you to Dew.

Wc are dedicating this issue of the magazine to our first new building
since 19yl. If is exciting to see this evidence in brick and mortar of progress at Sweet Briar. We want yon to feel this excitement, too. We want
you to come and see Deiv Dormitory. The door stands open to welcome
alumnae and friends. In the following pages you will get an idea of
what Dciv means to those uho helped create it and those who live in it.
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William Bland Dew
Dormitory
I.

a building is completed,
WHEN
fully equipped and in use, it is
hard to recall the many problems
which required solutions during the
planning and construction. In the
final result the various details should
become absorbed in the whole and
disappear. We hope that this is true
of the new William Bland Dew
Dormitory.
There have been few aspects of the
planning and construction of the
building in which we, as the architects, ha^'e not had a part, but many
others have borne a share of the
responsibilities. We are particularly
grateful for the continuous co-operation we have had from President Pannell and the Committee on Architectural Matters, whose chairman, Mr.
Massie, was a bulwark of strength.
We are also grateful for the valuable
assistance given by the Clerk of the
Works, Mn William R. Smith; the
Treasurer, Mr. Peter V. Daniel: and
the Director of Buildings and
Grounds, Mr. Lloyd R. Hoilman, as
well as many others of the college
faculty and staff. We would also like
to mention the structural engineer,
Matthew Hi Her of New York; the
mechanical and electrical engineers,
Henry Adams, Inc., of Baltimore, and
the decorators and color consultants,
Ann Hatfield Associates of New York.
We

laundry, a maid's room, and a wash
room with shower for male guests.
The second and third floors are

As Seen by the Architect

B) Robert S. Hutchins, F. A. I. A., of Moore

congratulate the general contractor, John W. Daniels, Inc., of Danville, Virginia, and their many subcontractors on having carried through
the actual construction with knowledge and skill. Above all, they deserve high praise for having the build-

on terraces on both sides of the building. A small private dinmg room is
provided with a kitchen. There are
also four student offices and a student

and Hutchins, Architects

ing ready for its first occupants in
mid-September, 1956. The problems
raised by severe weather conditions,
labor shortages, delayed deliveries of
materials and a tight time schedule
cannot be appreciated except by those
who were most involved.
What should the architects say about
the building itself? The general relationship of the new building to the
campus plan had already been established: itwould adjoin Reid Hall and
share its dining facilities. The form
and arrangement of the building developed in the planning stage according to various requirements:
1. The internal needs as established
by the Trustees and the SubCommittee on Dormitory Plans.
2. Desirable orientation of student
rooms to provide the maximum
of sunlight and attractive views.
3. The conformation of the land.
4. The relation in architectural composition to the campus buildings
and in particular, to the south
dormitory group.
The main entrance is on the first
floor at the campus level. Adjacent to
this entrance are the lobby, parlor, the
office and apartment of the Dean of
Students, and the guest room. The
remainder of the first floor is given
over to students' rooms of which there
are 5 double bedrooms, 4 single bedrooms, a 2-room suite for 3 students
and a 3-room suite for 4 students.
Below, the whole of the ground
floor is given over to recreational facilities and student activities. The
Emily Bowen
recreation room opens

given over entirely to student bedrooms. The second floor has 7 double
rooms, 6 single rooms, 2 suites of
three rooms for 4 students each and
one 2-room suite for 3 students. On
this floor there is also a student lounge.
The third floor has 8 double rooms
and 5 single rooms, one suite of three
rooms for 4 students and one suite of
two rooms for 3 students. Each of the
upper floors has a student laundry and
a kitchenette. The student wash rooms
on each floor are consolidated for ease
of maintenance and economy. All student rooms have built-in hardwood
wardrobes and most of them have
built-in chests of drawers. The floors
are of asphalt tile, the walls of smooth
painted plaster. All corridors are
acoustically treated to reduce noise.
Rooms are heated by convectors, recessed under windows, supplied by
steam from the college power house.
Color schemes have been carefully
studied to produce variety in rooms
and a non-institutional character. Except for the wood framing of the roof,
the construction of the building is incombustible throughout. The materials
are concrete, masonry and steel.
The stairways are fully enclosed. A
hand lift enables trunks to be moved
from the service entrance on the
ground floor to the various bedroom
floors. The interior finishes have been
carefully selected to provide the maximum ease of maintenance consistent
with economy.
Access to and from Reid Hall is
made easy by a two-story arcade which
opens on its upper level to the dormitory quadrangle and on the lower level
to the flagstone terrace. The exterior
brick treatment harmonizes with the
adjacent Reid and Grammer Halls and
maintains the established architectural
character of the campus.
As architects we take much satisfaction in our part in the completion
of the William Bland Dew Dormitory
and hope that the building may serve
the college well in the years to come
and contribute much to the life of its
students.

Alnnnide Neu's

ANY dormitory for girls is a very
.special thing. It is a sort of housing de\elopment for young women of
all income groups, their living habits
limited by a self-imposed way of life.
But the character of a dormitory at
Sweet Briar necessarily differs from
other college dorinitories for many
reasons. The physical ones are pretty
obvious: it must lit into the countryside with its aura of past gracious living and present warming beauty; with
the surrounding campus buildings, so
full of extra space and so impressively
well-cared for; and with Sweet Briar
House, designed to imply physical
comfort and the good life.
Spiritual differences are harder to
define, but they played an important
part in the final design and execution
of the new dormitory at Sweet Briar.
If William Bland Dew Hall is significant in expressing present character
and future hope, much credit is due
to the patience and taste of officials
and friends of the college who worked
so hard to resolve every problem in the
final choice of color, fabrics, and furniture.
The role of interior designer in such
a situation has many facets. In addition to relating the parts to the whole,
she must act as sounding-board, interpreter, go-betu'een, tester of fabrics
for durability, guide for the painter
who is sure that he has a much prettier
color than the one specified, and arranger of social traffic. (How to keep
boys and girls close enough but not
too close.' How to keep father and

11.
by Ann

As Seen by the Decorator
Hatfii:ld, A. I. D. of Ann

which is too often characteristic of
such housing.
Public spaces were something of a
challenge because of the budget. It is
the universal experience of the interior
designer to discover, by the time she is
called in, that building costs have
tripled, and that what was once an
adequate budget for furnishings has
dvvindled frighteningly. Thus we
could afford only the most necessary
furniture, and had to de\ ise some way
to conceal the fact that the paintings,
the
ing. bibelots, the accessories which give
rooms warmth and sparkle, were missIn the Parlor, the basic pieces are
well made, well designed, and covered
with durable, practical, and essentially
dark fabric. The drama is produced by
a generous use of especially printed
linen drapery hung over plaster at the
right and left of the great bay window, with dark brown walls and a
pale rug as foils. Table lamps are
large in scale. The room does not
seem meagerly furnished.
Because
we
neither wished
nor

Hatfii:ld Associates

could afford a conventional indoor
Recreation Room, we used rattan furniture, usually found on porches.
Happily, because of the great sweep
of country-side seen through the long
windows, the rattan furniture, slipcovered in tough, washable sailcloth,
seems perfectly appropriate. The wall
colors, mainly off-white with accents
of cerulean blue, brick, and black, are
so related to the plaids and solid colors
of the fabrics, the dark asphalt tile
floor, and the sisal rugs, as to make the
total effect of the Emily Bowen Room
very gay and pleasant.
The Burnett Dining Room, for important occasions, has generous wall
space. There were no paintings, no
wall brackets, no old silver. To avoid
monotony, the walls were painted
three different colors — cerulean blue,
gunmetal, and burnt sienna. The nylon carpet is yellow on a black floor.
The drapery, inexpensive but voluminous, is gunmetal lineal fruit on a
white ground. Requirements of the
room demanded that sixteen people
(Continued on piige 18)

mother happy outside the dean's office?
How to keep cooking and bridge going well side by side in a small
room .•' )
Since the nature of a dormitory is
rather like that of a beehive, there
must be as many cells as possible. The
architects designed the bedrooms in
such a way that, although compact,
their shapes vary. The built-in closets
and chests prevent the clutter which
would make them seem smaller than
they are. Living and sleeping spaces
have been further differentiated by
varying color .treatment. Bedrooms
have walls of either soft gray-blue,
gray-green, or grayed apricot. Living
rooms in suites have been treated more
boldly, with three walls of off-white,
the other a strong color. Thus there
is no feeling of the drear)- monotony
Sprinc,
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Miss
Dorothy
lester, in her crttraelive aparlmenl
in Dew,
pours
lea for Miss
Edith
Stewart as Ihey describe some o! their experiences as members of the Decorating Committee to Mrs. Arthur Vogelback of the Alumnae
OHice
and Jane Pinckney,
a senior.
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Springs vs. Foam Rubber
by Edith Stewart
AJm/i/ii/ni/ire Ai.\/.\/dilf lo Presicleiil Pdii/iell

THE request from your Alumnae
News editor to the Decorating
Committee for an article describing
our work on William Bland Dew
Dormitory brought a reaction somewhat as follows:
Writing about the new dormitory
certainly wasn't for us. We lived
through it once and that was
enough. Besides, if handling
words was the thing we did best,
we probably would not have
found ourselves on a Decorating
Committee, the members of
which sooner or later develop a
strong desire for anonymity.
Somehow every decision seemed
so permanent and so noticeable.
What if we were wrong and
those poor students had to live in
the midst of our mistakes? What
if we spent the college's money
unwisely and more had to be
spent to correct our errors? Or
worse yet, suppose they can't be
corrected? And, after all, hadn't
our assignment finally been tied
up and handed in, accompanied
by an account sheet? We thought
our work was done.

building which was built in 1948 and
which differed in function and design
from the other buildings on campus,
the most recent building at Sweet
Briar was the Gymnasium, erected in
1931. The last dormitory had preceded itby thirty-one years. Thus no
one on the committee had lived
through this process before. No one
had seen innumerable pieces of paper
become a building — complete, furnished and ready to function.
V^ E hung over squares of colored
asphalt tile, surrounded by samples of
paint. We pored over furniture catalogs and crawled through the furniture departments of stores. We took
turns holding swatches of material
against the walls, with and without
their matching or complementary samples of paint. Plastic versus leather
(and the cost); screws versus nails
(and the cost); springs versus foam
rubber (and the cost). On hands and
knees we measured the size of an
imaginary room and an imaginary bed

to see in how many different positions
it could be placed, until two talented
and kindly colleagues cut out for us
pieces of cardboard drawn to scale so
that everything could be tested. We
called for bids, argued over the results
and used yards of adding machine
papier trying to figure out the best buy.
X. HERE was one lovely weekend
when three members of the committee
were to fly to the furniture factory to
see if the product was as good as it
sounded. One couldn't go, and the
other two drove to the airport in pouring rain to sit for hours in unjustified
hope. But by a fluke another committee member came home with a sample
large enough to be tested.
Two members of the committee
went to New York to make final decisions on samples carefully sifted
from innumerable possibilities by Mrs.
Hatfield and by Miss Voelcker. Another member, traveling on other business, joined them there and for a long
day they sat down and got up and sat
down and got up, crawled under and
around pieces of furniture, walked in
small circles and large circles, felt
fabrics, moved pieces of furniture into
groups, separated pieces, regrouped
them and walked through miles of
New York's furniture mart under the
expert guidance of the decorators.
And all the time the work was being

That all of these reactions were
short-lived is proven by this attempt
to tell you something about it. The
fact of the matter is we dicJ live
through it and when everything else
is tabulated and filed the residual
memory is that it was exciting, and
that so many other people had so
much more to do with it than we did.
After all, we weren't the professionals
on the job but just an assortment of
amateurs called together periodically
to provide a collective answer to carefully selected questions posed (and
doubtless limited) by an architect and
a decorator in whom we always had
considerable and constantly growing
confidence. Mr. Hutchins was one of
our favorite men; each time we saw
Mrs. Hatfield we found new bonds of
friendship.
Aside from the students' recreation

A double bedroom in Dew Dormitory; Emma

Matheson hard at work on her next theme.
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done over there in what was for so
long a hole in the ground but which
eventually sprouted visible walls, became a shell, and at long last, praise
be, a recognizable structure with a roof
to keep out the rain.
The first consignment of furniture
was greeted with cries of joy; we actually telephoned each other to announce
its arrixal. This exuberance didn't last
long. The pile of invoices grew, all
a\ailable storage space was filled, Carroll Henson and his crew of men plied
back and forth to the railroad station
bringing more and more in the Sweet
Briar truck until it seemed inconceivable that it would all fit into itny
building on campus. Everything was
crated or boxed, and identified only
by strange letters or numbers and mysteriously addressed to such non-existplaces as were
"Parlor
— Dean's
Office."
All ent
invoices
written
in code.
At
this point, whether they knew it or
not, our greatest source of courage and
strength was Bernard Johnson and his
men as they patiently loaded, unloaded, picked up, put down, carried
— and waited. There was never a
break in this long labor in the hot
weather when Bernard's lovely, rumbimg laugh could not be heard cheering
his men — and us.
Time grew shorter and the delays in
completing the building grew longer.
Missing construction materials were
traced, rushed, and installed. The
contractor's men were alternately
working overtime or left waiting for
some missing link.
Finally came the day when the top
floor was finished and turned over to
the college. Electricians, carpenters,
telephone men, plasterers and painters, contractors and sub-contractors,
specialists and consultants filled the
other floors of the building. Through,
around and o\er them, patiently, Bernard and his men carried furniture to
be distributed in the rooms now "ours."
Then came the second floor, then part
of the first. Mrs. Rockett and Mrs.
Elynn had gathered unto themselves
all the maids and other help that they
(.ould find, and cleaning, arranging,
and polishing were going on everywhere at once. No campus family
had a maid, or a baby-sitter, or a laundress— they were all in Dew. So, for
that matter, was almost everyone else
at Sweet Briar. The tempo acceler(ConlinneJ on page 18)
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THANKS

TO V. F. I. C.

In bringing you this word-andpicture report on William Bland
Dew Dormitory, we wish to extend
the thanks of the entire college for
gifts made by business and industry through
the 'Virginia
Foundation for Independent
Colleges,
which helped to make this beautiful new building possible.
The major share of funds received by Sweet Briar through the
generosity of corporations supporting the 'Virginia Foundation is
directed to current operations
affecting the quality of the college's instructional program. A
substantial portion of these funds
is being applied to the improvement of faculty salaries, but other
aspects of Sweet Briar's academic
program are also benefiting as a
result of the demonstrated interest
of corporations in the twelve pri-

IV.

vately supported colleges affiliated
with the Virginia Foundation.
Once received by the member
colleges Virginia Foimdation funds
are unrestricted as to use. The
governing board of each college
applies the funds to any purpose
or need considered acute in
strenthening the general college
program.
From approximately $97,000 in
corporate financial assistance
which Sweet Briar has received
through its participation in the Virginia Foundation since 1953, the
Board of Overseers has allocated
S19,20G to the WiUiam Bland Dew
Dormitory. Thus our friends in
business and industry have contributed a ten per cent share of the
nearly $200,000 raised to date for
Sweet Briar's first new building
in twenty-five years.

All That Glitters Is Not . . .
Unless You Live in Dew

by Mary Ann
Do not
Dew?
in
new
is
T
WHAbe
misled by its brightly bare
fa(,ade, as yet unsoftened by twining
creepers considered necessary in rendering atruly hallowed "Halls of Ivy"
atmosphere. Dew's beauty is more
than skin-deep; her novelties are manifold; the innovations extend beyond
the commonplace.
Most new things receive a name
before they actually come into being.
So it was with William Bland Dew
Dormitory. Yet William Bland Dew
Dormitory is bowing to the modern
collegiate trend of shortening, perverting and completely changing a given
name. It has been thoughtfully considered by its new inhabitants and
several adequate cognomen are now
accepted. The most prevalent is
"Dewdorm,'
one word.
During their first week the Dewites
found more than one missing link in
this evolutionary achievement of a
veritable modern dormitory in the
midst of otherwise dated facilities.
Since there were no screens at first,
Dew underwent an invasion of all
forms of the insect kingdom.
Every

'Wilson, '57
light had its halo of moths; every ear
its insistent gnat. Brushing away flies
became a nervous habit. One never
knew the exact moment to dodge when
the grasshoppers began hopping gaily
out of closets, beds and drawers.
There must have been a mistaken
address on the bells. They were surely
intended for a munitions factory.
Their clarion call would shame the
hounds of Hades, especially when they
blast the silent Sabbath at 6:13 a.m.
In the beginning the bells were not
alone as general activators. The rising
bell was preceded each morning by the
shouts, whistles, laughter, hammers
and machines which signified that
work was still going on.
Do not think, however, that these
minor inconveniences could mar the
general bliss of the first residents.
What is dust from landscaping when
one has closet space for the first time
in years.'' Can a grasshopper destroy
the absolute luxury of showers which
do not alternately freeze or scald their
utilizers because of certain inexplicable
connections with other facilities.'
(CoiilhiiieJ on page 18)
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Built-in chests and closets are featured in Dew.

The little kitchen in the second floor lounge
is convenient for snacks.

VIEW
COME

OF DEW

TO SEE IT IN THE ROUND

How
appropriate it is that Sweet Briar's first major new building in
twenty-five years should be named for the beloved first treasurer,
William Bland Dew, who arrived two days before college opened and was
to stay for his lifetime. Nan Powell Hodges, '10 speaks for hundreds of Sweet
Briar students when she recalls Mr. Dew as "the slim man with the gray suit
and soft brown hat walking up the hill to his office, freguently with his pipe

The

dining
room
furnished
in honor
of Eugenia Griffin Burnett,
'lOg,
is
used
for
state
occasions.

in his mouth . . . 'Ask Mr. Dew' was a frequent expression; and we asked
him about everything. He was always kind, often a little amused but ever
ready to give us the benefit of his extensive reading and his wise philosophy.
We enjoyed his keen humor and ready wit even when, in his teasing way,
he directed them toward our youthful weaknesses and foibles."
One of the faculty acknowledged that "No one could touch him for quick
perception, and there was no better mind on the faculty. His prejudices was
his playthings, never his master; and an abiding sense of justice was the
basis of his character, just as his kind heart underlay his within keen
criticism. He was chock full of tradition, and his witty talk was the delight
of the place."
Mr. Dew would have liked this building. He would have approved of
the wise planning that resulted in these colorful and comfortable rooms for
"his girls," in whom for 38 years, he took such a personal interest.

The modern kitchen on the ground floor lures
two students to bake a batch of brownies.

The parlor in Dew, just off the reception hall. On the wall to the left is a fireplace.

Dew provides the latest thing in equipment!

Hungarian Interlude
i6) Edna Lee Gilchrist, '26i;

IT was a crisp winter's day last July
when the word first came. "The
word" was from the Department of
State and it requested Edward Thompson Wailes, then American Ambassador to the Union of South Africa, to
move to Budapest to head our Legation in that explosive Iron Curtain
country,

"We were there!" Joan and Judy
Cox, my fifteen year old daughters,
and I had received in the early spring
a far -too -good -to -miss invitation to
\isit our dear friends, and the girls'
godparents, Cornelia and Tom Wailes,
and we had a glorious and never-tobe-forgotten trip.
The Wailes had been in South
Africa less than two years. They were
admired and beloved by South Africans as well as the diplomatic colony,
and Tom, as Ambassador, felt he was
making progress toward African-American understanding in his efforts to
see that America learned the good and
progressive accomplishments of this
fascinating country instead of only
the sensational ones. They had travelled many milss by plane and car and
narrow-gauge train but still wanted to
do more exploring. Cornelia had
almost completed the redecoration of
the two embassies, one in Pretoria,
where we were then living, and one
in Capetown.
Although most government business
is transacted in Pretoria, and this is
where the Diplomatic Corps lives and
works during seven months of the
year, the Chiefs of Mission, and usually their Political Advisers and perhaps one or two other members of the
Staff, move to Capetown for the fivemonth session of the Legislature. For
this reason our government owns two
embassies; the one in Pretoria a bit
more "homey," — all on one floor with
a lo\ely big dropped living room (in
which Cornelia had used colorful
chintzes), a large dining room (added
during the Wailes' tenure), a thatched
roof, a swimming pool and tennis
court; while the Capetown residence
is more stately, with formal rooms,

lovely brocades and a balustraded terrace overlcxjking Cape Point itself,
more suited to the type of living and
entertaining done there.
Thus it was with real regret that
the Ambassador and his wife learned
of Budapest. A life in the Foreign
Service, however, accustoms one to
change; there was a definite challenge
in the new job; and, although Tom
was too modest to admit it, the embassy stafi as well as we laymen realized the great compliment that had
been paid him in selecting him tor this
difficult assignment.
Ambassador 'Wires Acceptance
So — his wire of acceptance went
forward and we were all on pins and
needles to learn what would come
next. Nothing could be mentioned
about the new assignment before the
"Agrement" (the consent or agreement of the government of a country
to accept a new Ambassador or Minister) was received from Hungary and
since, no doubt, the puppet Hungarian
government had to check with Moscow before making any statement, this
was delayed. Meanwhile, The Netv
York Times had somehow heard and
broken the story "Wailes to Leave
South Africa" which took no time
at all in covering the oceans and continents between New York and Pretoria !Thus for several days everyone
knew the Ambassador was leaving but
no one could say where he was going!
Budapest became "that place" in our
conversation and we all felt very cloak
and daggerish as we parried questions
from curious and interested friends.
A "Post Report " prepared annually
by the State Department on "that
place " was available and told of the
house-hold goods, medicines, foods,
etc., which should be taken; of the
lack of good medical care but of the
U. S. Government plane ready to fly
any
ill person
'Vienna
(100 miles);
of the
size ofto the
residence;
of the
fact that the servants spoke only Hungarian (a bitter blow to Cornelia!);
and that spies and listening devices

were ever present.
reassuring!

Adventurous if not

Plans for the move began immediately although Cornelia, perfect hostess that she is, never let this intrude
itself on the smoothly running life of
the embassy. We continued to do all
the delightful things she had arranged
tor our \isit and after our departure
I learned she had given a formal dinner for twenty, two days before they
left.
The Wailes Return to Washington
Since the Ambassador realized he
would need special briefing on Hungarian affairs and the American
viewpoint in relation to them, he
and Cornelia came to Washington in
September.
In spite of the fact that our Foreign
Service had suspected an Hungarian
uprising of sojne sort in the not too
distant future, th:- brave revolt of late
October came suddenly. All the free
world cheered and our new Hungarian
Minist.?r wanted to be there. So, on
October 31st — a pelting, rainy Hallowe'en— he took ofl^ from Idlewild
for "Vienna. I happened to be in New
York so could have lunch with him
before he flew. He told me during
that lunch of a "Courtesy Call" from
the Hungarian Minister to the United
States, each principal accompanied by
a Counselor, during which they had
talked of the bees and flowers in Hungary and America, neither of them
wishing to touch on any more momentous subjects. The government which
the Hungarian Minister represented
was, of course, no longer in power and
no doubt both of them felt anything
they might say "could be held against
them." Too, the hopeful, wishfulthinking plans that day were that Cornelia would follow on the next sailing
of the Unilcd Sidles, complete with
dog, car and luggage.
The trip went well and the new
Minister arrived safely in Budapest
city.
during those now famous five days
when the "true Hungarians" held the
Russians

Crush Revolt

Suddenly all was different. Russian
power had again asserted itself and
hope had been lost.
Cornelia stayed glued to her telephone in Washington waiting for the
infrequent messages that came to the
State Department and were forwarded
Al/niiihte News

to her — often saying only, "All still
alive." Several times even diplomatic
connections were severed and although
sympathetic friends tried to assure her
that neither the Hungarians nor the
Russians would want to harm the
American Minister, it was small comfort when one learned from the newspaper maps that the American Legation was but a scant block from the
Houses of Parliament which were under constant bombardment.
At long last messages became more
frequent and, finally, a letter which
someone had carried out to Vienna tor
mailing. This told of the evacuation
of all the Legation children and most
of the women, while the men, along
with five wives (30 in all plus 20 or
more journalists), were living in the
Legation Ofilice Building — all of the
typing, filing and cooking being done
by these same five wives ! Tom wrote
too of receiving Cardinal Mindzenty,
of what a "grand old man" he was,
and of the fact he had given him his
office where "he (the Cardinal) ate,
slept andhadsaid
Mass." onThe
himself
a mattress
the Minister
floor in
an adjoining office.
November progressed. Cornelia
spent Thanksgiving with us at Sweet
Briar, our girls came home from boarding school to see her, she met and
talked with Iren Marek, and although

looking out of the window and when
he went out on the balcony there was
a huge cheer. Three of the leaders
( women ) asked for an interview with
Tom so he went down to the front
door to talk with them. After they
had delivered their message and he
had replied he asked them to get the
crowd away as he was afraid someone
would get hurt. The leader would
make a perfect top sergeant ! She
turned, shouted a few words, and off
the mob went! In the midst of all
the singing a Russian tank went
through the- crowd but no one was
hurt fortunately, as they all jumped
aside or ran ahead of it. Tom was
afraid for them though as they might
not be so lucky next time. It really

Mrs. Thompson, wife of the Ambassador, three Budapest wives and one
of the Budapest officers who was in
Vienna on business. Went to Embassy, had a good hot soak and a rest
— then the Budapest wives for drinks
at 6. Tom phoned at 8, then dinner
and to bed. Left Vienna at 9:30 yesterday with the officer from here who
had driven out last week. It was raining buckets, but never mind. No trouble at the border — only about 10
minutes — sometimes it takes an hour
for the papers to be checked. Once
inside Hungary I relaxed! We were
stopped only four times by Russian
soldiers (with guns) to have passports
checked. They stand by the road and
you'd really better stop — or else!
"When we drove into the city the
streets were packed with men and
women, most of them with a loaf of
bread under the arm, and as we got
near the Legation we saw more and
more Russian tanks making road

was a welcome I'll never forget!"
December 7th.
"...afternoon
Another and
big
demonstration
yesterday
more tanks! At six we went to dinner with one of the staff families who
had returned to their house, but back
to the office .soon after eight as there
is a 9 o'clock curfew and the driver
had to get home. There is a rumor
this morning that the bridges are full
of tanks — and we have four police
outside instead of the usual two. No
to
one day.
knows what will happen from day

blocks. Couldn't get up to the front
door as there were hundreds of people
in front singing, waving Hungarian
flags, etc., so left the car and came in
a back door. The mob was shouting,
"Go home Russians,' then "U. S. and
U. N. help us," then "God bless Mr.
Dulles, " then more singing.
"Finally found Tom!

He had been

"the dog,
the car
and thebehind,
luggage"
seemed
destined
to remain
the
State Department had at last heeded
her plea and it began to look as if the
Wailes family would be reunited.
I went to Washington on the afternoon of December 1st, together we
took the sleeper for New York and on
Sunday atternoon. December 2nd, an
old friend of the Wailes family and I
waved the courageous and \enture.some wife of the new American Minister to Hungary off on a plane for
Vienna.
Here excerpts from her letters can
take over the tale. Her cheery matterof-factness in the face of any and all
situations will, 1 know, thrill you as
it has m.-.
Budapest, Dec. 5
"Here I am I The flight was, I am
glad to say, uneventful; really not bad
at all and we made some sort of a
record to Ireland. Arrived in Vienna
about 1 p.m. ( 10 a.m. New York
time). (Note: The plane had left
New York 3:.^0 p.m.). Was met by
Sprinc.
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Ambassador
and Mrs. Wailes
on the terrace
South
Airica.
Mr. Wailes
is a member
of
College

and

Mrs.

Wailes

of the American
Embassy
at Capetown,
the Board
of Overseers
of Sweet
Briar

{Cornelia

Wailes

'27) is an

alumna.

"Tom and I have a small room off
his office and a lavatory, a bed and a
mattress on the floor, sheets and blankets, plent)' of heat and hot water.
The Commissary is well stocked and
the small coffee shop in the building
is now operating again so we are all
set.
"Met the Cardinal the night I arrived but haven't seen him since as he
keeps to his room. He speaks only
Hungarian and German so I couldn't
really talk to him. Do write whenever
you can — mail seems to be coming in
regularly now."
"P. S. Decided to hold this till
pouch goes out on Saturday. Just had
word there will be a demonstration
from 2 to 3 today, but a silent one !
No one will be on the street! Have
been hearing more about the 'show'
yesterday.
I was at the
Barnes'
Tom was somewhere
in the
officeand
so
neither of us saw all of it but several
of our people did see a Russian tank
stopped by two Hungarian men who
lay down in the street in front of our
Legation and defied the tank to run
over them. The tank took to the sidewalk instead! The rumor was that this
morning would be noisy but everyone
who has been out reports the Hungarians quiet and the Russians jittery.
Just hope they don't get trigger happy.
. . . Didn't go to the Barnes' last night
after all. There was quite a bit of
excitement on the street and Tom
wanted to be here

if needed."

December 26th. "... We have
moved in our house! — on top of the
painters. They finally finished the bedroom floor so we have curtains hung,
rugs down and a small Christmas tree
in the corner. 'We had eight for cocktails last Saturday in the large square
hall outside the bedrooms. Yesterday
the
Barnes
(Counselor)
andand"W^ailes
had all
Americans
for drinks
cold
turkey at the Barnes! . . . Winter has
come with a vengeance. It started
snowing the 21st and by the 23rd we
driveor upso hills
hadcarto when
walk
acouldn't
half mile
from sothe
1 went out to a luncheon. Our office
car had no chains or snow tires so we
are ordering both from Vienna and
hope we can get them as I'm really
scared of these hills. Children coasting
and on skis on all the streets and they
pay no attention to skidding cars!
Since mo\ing out to the house I've
10

only
in town once
haven't tanks
seen
much been
of interest.
The soRussian
are still all o\er the pilace and yesterday coming home from church passed
a weapons carrier with guns pointed
and soldiers at the alert. . . . Sunday,
t\\'o young Legation officers brought
their wives and children in from
Vienna. One car skidded into a ditch
and the other into a snow bank, and
all this just ahead of a large Russian
convoy! The convoy stopped, twenty
Russian soldiers got out, lifted the cars
back on the road and waved them
away! It took them ten hours for the
100 mile drive so you can imagine the
condition of the roads. . . . Must go
down and confer with the 'chef.' Did
I tell you he writes daily food orders
in English, daily menus in French, and
speaks only Hungarian and German!
January 2nd. "... This morning
we had a meeting of Legation wives
and are starting relief work, of course
on a small scale but something anyhow. Will write more about this later.
. . . New Year's Eve the curfew was
lifted for diplomats so we went to
our Air Attache's house for dinner.
Had a fine time but I must say it was
jolting when we were stopped at 1:30
a.m. tor examination of papers and a
soldier held a pistol in the open window while they checked everything
about the chauffeur."
January 7th. "... Today is warm
and clear — first really clear day since
I arrived. The snow is melting and
the streets gettng more clear. Suppose
just in time for the next blizzard. The
Barnes are going to Vienna tomorrow
for a few days so Mrs. B. is going to
do some shopping for me — home permanents, cream shampoo, material for
maid's uniforms, hand lotion, etc. It
seems impossible that a city of this
size doesn't have these things but if
they're here I haven't been able to find
them. . . . Our status is still so uncertain that we haven't yet been able to
set a date for Judy and Charles (the
dog and chauffeur) and the car to
come. Each week we think we will
know something one way or the other.
(Note: Mr. Wailes has not presented
his Letters of Credence since th;
United States is not as yet willing to
recognize to that extent the Kadar
government. Thus, although Mr.
Wailes is in charge of the Legation,
all business with Hungarians still is

conducted, officially, by Mr. Barnes,
the
tion.)C^ounselor, since he was previously
accredited and still holds this posi-

January
17th.
littleRogers,
relief
project
started
when"Our
Sarah
wife of one of the young officers,
wrote her family, friends and church
at home telling some of the needs and
asking tor contributions. The checks
began arriving and we went to work.
Of course any clothing is welcome but
the expense of shipping and the time
involved is a problem, for the immediate need is great. We have been able
to buy, in Vienna, warm cotton blankets for $2.00, warm underwear and
pajamas for about $1.00. We are
working in the shelled-out districts
and in the poorer sections — things
were grim at best but now it is almost
unbelievable. Yesterday two of our
wives visited the following family:
House and all belongings destroyed
— living in one room — no furniture,
beds or bedding — no clothes except
what they have on. Man earning
$30.00 per month. Sons 16 and 13;
daughters 10 and 7; sons 4 and 3;
new baby expected next week! Fortunately one of our girls has a bassinet
she is taking to them today. Another
is taking a case of milk she says her
children can do without. From our
'stock pile' we were able to send warm
underwear for each member of the
family and two blankets for eight of
them ! It is a heart-breaking yet heartwarming joband as you can see we are
in it up to our ears.
Enough of tragedy for the moment.
The painters have almost finished.
The curfew suits us fine as there is
practically
to
B. B. C. noand'night
V. O.work.'
A. andWeare listen
usually in b;d by 9 o'clock.
"Toman is
at
andJanuary
r\e just 19th.
finished
hour
most magnificent Hungarian.
have been at least a Count !

the
withoffice
the
He must
He now

makes slip
and some
curtains
I'm
having
himcovers
cut up
oldandchintz
draperies and use the unfaded parts
for slip covers for our bedroom. After
our negotiations we agreed on $3.00
each for the slip covers, he kissed my
hand and bowed out !
be January
a chance 27th.
to mail "Know
this forthere
a week
so
won't
will add a few lines from day to day
Almiiihie Neu

but wanted to ^ct this bit on paper.
Yesterday we had our first liouse guest,
Mrs. (^happell. She was arrested se\cn
weeks ago crossing the border from
Austria to Hungary with some few
relief supplies, mostly medicines. She
had her American passport but no
Hungarian visa, Crossed at night with
one man. Knew she shouKln't be doing it but thought she'd try; hoped
she'd get
away with
and at
would
be turned
back.it Not
so!worst
She
was brought to Budapest and thrown in
jail. The authorities denied all knowledge of her and it was only after about
a month that a released prisoner let us
know where she was and after that it
took about three weeks to arrange a
trial. She was finally turned over to
our Consul yesterday and had to be
out of Hungary today for ever. She
came right from prison to us so we
gave her a drink and turned her loose
in the bathroom. She is size 12 so you
can imagine how my clothes fitted, but
at least they were a change from boots
and tweed trousers. We had to go out
so left her to hair washing, etc., and
when we got back she looked fine.
Needless to say she was dying to talk,
and talk she did till 12:30. Then a
few hours sleep and she has just left
for 'Vienna, being driven out by Dick
Selby, our Consul. Just looked out the
window and it has started to snow
again. Heaven knows how they will
get through today — the road is bad
enough at best but with more snow
it may be impassable and she must be
gotten to Austria today. Her experiences would fill a book but she will
write that I'm sure so 1 won't attempt
to. She has done news photography
for some years and is an interesting
person — 37 years old, long blond hair,
glasses — but you will probably have
seen her picture in the paper before
you get this.

I was almost ashamed to pay the
bill. I've seen pictures of the salon
this man formerly had and it was magnificent— used to have 1,000 guests
for his showings. Then in '48 it was
taken away from him lock, stock and
barrel and is now a children's home,
I understand. Today he and four girls
sew, tit, etc., in two small, dark, cold
rooms up two long flights of stairs."
February 1 8th. "I must say that the
uncertainty of our position here is
beginning to get on our nerves a bit.
We ne\er plan ahead and feel thoroughly unsettled. I would love for
Tom to get a breather but he is not
willing to leave the country. We
have read so many paper-back detectives that we have now switched to
Westerns for a change. Our Military
and now our U. S. I. S. are beginning
to get a few movies — some pretty
old but yesterday we saw 'Guys and
Dolls.' Took our servants and I'm
afraid they didn't understand a word,
but we enjoyed it thoroughly."
And — as we go to press — the final
chapter:
Vienna — February 27th. "As you
can imagine we're in a rush, but we're
on our way! Wiring you tomorrow.
Wanted to phone you tonight but
there is one to six hours delay and
we are so tired decided to wait until
morning
and wire." RADIO— VIENVIA MACKAY
NA—FEB. 28. ARRIVING STEAMSHIP AMERICA ABOUT MARCH
13.
The following article appeared in
the New York Herald Tribune of
February 28, 1957:
Soviet

tanks

on

U. S. ENVOY QUITS HUNGARY
WITH FINAL SNUB TO REDS
Budapest,
American
Min-a
ister EdwardFeb.
T. 27.
Wailes
delivered
final snub to Hungary CommunLst
Government today and, bowing to
Red pressure, headed home.
After seventeen weeks in Budapest,
he quietly quit the country without
ever presenting his credentials to the
Red regime of Premier Janos Kadar,
which could have regarded the presentation as American recognition.
Mr. Wailes, a former Assistant Secretary of State, did not even notify the
Red hierarchy in advance that he was
leaving. It was not until seven hours
after he and his wife headed for Vienna in a car with two Legation officers
that the American Legation's second
secretary, Christopher Squires, notified
the Foreign Ministry ot his departure.
The State Department showed its
backing of the one-man boycott in a
statement recalling that Mr. Wailes
arrived in Budapest November 2 under orders to present his credentials
promptly to the Imre Nagy government, abroad coalition established in
the October revolt.
"Before Mr. Wailes was able to
present his credentials, however, the
Soviet Union on November 4 intervened in force in Hungary," the statement said. "In this situation Minister
Wailes, acting under instructions from
the Department, refrained from pre.senting his credentials. There have
been no subsequent developments in
Hungary warranting the presentation."

patrol in front of the American
Legation, Budapest,
between November
10 and December
10. 19S6.

I

January 30th. "We have had three
warm sunny days so the ice is melting.
l got to 'Vienna with no
Mrs. Chappcl
trouble
and probably is in the States
by now."
February 5th. "I'm glad to say
there is nothing exciting to write
about. W'c never know from day to
day ... I have a new dress ! Someone got some na\y crepe for me in
Vienna and I went to the famous
Hungarian Couturier, 1 think it
turned out very well and with our
rate of exchange
cost me .so little
SPRiNd
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Alumnae

Attend Stimulating Sessions

Board Voted to Change Policy on Alumnae News
All Alumnae Asked to Express Opinion
"TT'S always fair weather when good
X friends get together." Llnfortunately, this was not true for the Alumnae Association's Executive Board
meetings in February. But despite fogs,
rains, mud puddles, and transportation
difficulties, sixteen alumnae came
through for two delightful and busy
days of meetings held on February 6th
and 7th.
Those of us who arrived a day early
were given the added treat of a demonstration bythe visiting V. M. I.
fencing team. Fortified by the knowledge of a new method of tackling any
problem, we descended on Dew's Eugenia Burnett Room Wednesday for a
day's session at once rewarding and
stimulating. Since October, the activities of the clubs in the nine regions
have been varied and vital, ranging
from the traditional Christmas-time
Sweet Briar Day luncheons and teas
to New York's festixe Theater Benefit
which featured Happy Hunting and
netted $3,'>00.
Following the Board's October decision, the efforts of the majority of
regional clubs have been directed towards the Rollins Fund which, as
of our February meeting, stood at
$59,886.86 — not quite $41,000 away
from the proposed goal of $100,000.
Of this amount, we were (and are!)
pleased that $7,040.15 has been raised
by the Alumnae Clubs.
Through an awareness that many
capable alumnae decline possible
membership on the Executive Board
because of their present distance from
the College, consideration is being
given to the possibility of expensepaid transportation for members of
the Executive Board. At present a
study of similar procedure in other
colleges and universities and the estimated cost of transportation is underway.
Proceeding from "the How" to "the
Whom," the indu.strious Nominating
Committee presented us with a slate
ot potential alumnae members of the
12

Board of Overseers, of which one
to be selected to replace Alma
nem, who has served so capably.
thanks to those Alumnae Clubs
sent in many fine suggestions.

was
RotOur
who

Progressing further from "the
Whom" to "the Wherewithal," the
Ways and Means Committee reported
that the sale of objects purchased
through the Alumnae Office (trays,
china, glasses, etc.) lags behind last
year's sales. The magazine project has
been most profitable, however, as well
as the first Christmas sale of fruit
cakes which netted S93.43 for the
Alumnae Association. We were reminded that the magazine project continues throughout the year. Special
rates offered by publishing companies
can be handled if the special subscription blank is sent to the Alumnae
Office.
Mrs. Pannell s[X)ke to us about the
optimum size of the college. Due to
the increasing pressure of applications
many colleges are examining their facilities and curricula to determine the
largest group which the college can
accomodate without losing the qualities which are unique and distinctive
to the institution. The Board of Overseers issetting up a committee to make
this study and would like to have an
alumna in this group.

of the meetreports
FOLLO
of the Board
of Overseers and
ingWING
of Joint Council, we adjourned an
enjoyable session to move to Gladys

Shedding our borrowed rain apparel, the Board began its Thursday
morning meeting in the Browsing
Room of the Library with a discussion
of the proposed portrait of Mrs. Pannell and the appointment of a committee to investigate possible artists.
It was also decided that, as of next
fall, all issues of The Alumnae
Nevcs be sent to all alumnae for a two
years' trial. The experience of other
colleges has been that contributions to
the Alumnae Fund increase if all
alumnae receive all issues of alumnae
publications. This is what we hope
will happen. It was decided, too, that
as of this issue a resume of the board's
activities be included in each publication ('Voici!) If any alumnae or clubs
have suggestions, the Executive Secretary, Regional Chairmen or President
will be glad to receive them.
(

re" Detmold'
News ing.
JOHN port"Good
was encourag
Since sOctober the Develop
00 hasment
to
increasedtotal
been Fund's
of $1,748,0
$1,89^,000. Mr. Detmold also
brought news of a recommendation by
the Board of Overseers: that the Alumnae, Parents, and Development Funds
be fused into one Sweet Briar Fund.
In this way, there will be no dupilication of appeals. Furthermore, alumnae will be able to designate their contributions to their special mterest at
the same time these contributions are
being credited to the Alumnae Fund.
The Alumnae Fund will continue to
solicit funds for a special project each

Horton's equally enjoyable party at
Garden Cottage, thence on to a late,
leisurely, and very lovely dinner in the
Refectory. The high point ot our twoday sojourn came that evening when
Martha Lou Stohlman's The Slory of
Sweet Briar College became a reality,
held in our hands for the first time.
Students, faculty, and alumnae had
the opportunity of meeting the author
and expressing their appreciation for
her first-rate job at an autographing

year. The Board approved this recommendation and it feels that this method will gi\e a better picture of the
many ways in which the alumnae support the college. We learned through
Mr. Detmold of two new professorships which will release now-allocated
funds for general faculty salaries: the
Rockefeller - Guion Professorship of
Chemistry and the Betsey CushingJohn Hay Whitney Professorship of

party in Dew's Emily Bowen Room.

Physics.
Al/inuhw News

Following Mrs. Panncll's luncheon,
we wound up our actixities with a
somewhat soggy yet no less interesting
campus tour under the expert leadership of Peter Daniel and Lloyd Hoilman, who cojnbincd to make even a
drizzle delightful.
Many of you will be returning for
Reunion. It is not too soon to plan
for baby sitters and car pools. See you
at Sweet Briar the first of June.
Princi-: Vice
Trimmi-r,
Second
President ''i6g
and
Reunion Chairman

Martha Lou Stohlman
Selected as Candidate
For Board of Overseers
THE Alumnae Council submits the
name of Martha Lou Lemmon

was business manager of the Sweet
Briar News. After her graduation
from Sweet Briar she went to Cornell where she was awarded her M.A.
and Ph.D. in psychology. From 1937
to 1944 she taught psychology at
Colorado College and then in 1945
she went to Rome as a member of
the U.S. Foreign Service. There she
met Frederick Stohlman, a professor
of art and archaeology at Princeton
University, and they were married
in 1946. They now have two
daughters, Julie, 10, and Suzy, 7.
She was one of the first alumnae
elected to membership in the Sweet
Briar Chapter of Phi Beta Kappa.
Martha Lou Lemmon Stohlman has
been active in the League of Women
Voters for some time and has served
on their board of directors; she has
been a Gray Lady and she has taught
Sunday School classes for many years.
She has had numerous articles and

Other names may be added to the
ballot if sent to the executive secretary
accompanied by fifteen signatures of
members ot the association and the
written consent of the nominees within two weeks after the slate is punlished. Ballots will be mailed to all
active members of the association, and
the candidate's name will then be submitted to the Board of Overseers as
the nominee from the association.
Martha Lou LeinniDH Stohlman, as
the author of our beautifully written
and enthusiastically received history,
"The Story of Sweet Briar College,"
is well-known to all of us. She labored long and intensively on the research and writing of the history.
Active in student affairs, she was
elected a member of Tau Phi, and
Sprinc 1957

time was Regional Chairman for Region I and chairman of the Program
Planning Committee. From 1952 to
1954 she was the Sweet Briar Alumnae Fund Chairman. After that, she
spent almost a year and a half (and
postponed a trip to Europe) in research and writing for "The Story of
Sweet Briar College." And always,
whenever she was engaged in any activity for the college, she gave it her
whole attention and whole-hearted
effort.
The Executive Board of the Alumnae Association feel that Martha Lou
Lemmon Stohlman could be counted
on to devote her considerable ability
college.
and
imagination to the benefit of the

book reviews published in the "Amer-

s ofn the
to the
Stohlman,
tion '34g,
ate member
to
for electio
as candid
associa
the Board of Oxerseers of Sweet Briar
College. The choice and election of
alumnae candidates for the Board of
Overseers are provided for in the bylaws of the Sweet Briar Alumnae Association. The council considered carefully the names of eligible alumnae
which had been submitted by individuals and by the clubs and selected
Martha Lou Lenimon Stohlman as a
person who by her hard work lor
Sweet Briar and her unflagging interest in the welfare of the college has
shown that she would be a valuable
addition to the board.

ican Journal of Psychology" and elsewhere, including an article in the Junior Red Cross Magazine on Lite in the
Foreign Service.
She served her class as fund agent
from 1950 to 1952 and at the same
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The 2's and the
7's
=i:00j
or "7"
"2" celebrate
of 1956inwill
class ending
andAlltheclasses
reunion in June. Prince Trimmer,

1 :00
3:00]

Alumnae luncheon and annual
lege
meeting of the Alumnae Association of Sweet Briar Col-

'56g, reunion chairman, announces the
following tentati\e program:
to \ Open house in faculty homes
9:00]

SUNDAY,

JUNE

4:30
5:30
6:15

Alumnae
banquet — honor
guests, class of 1932 — special
entertainment planned by class
9:30] of
1930

7:00

4:30j
to \ Registration,
10:00

2

Reid

Parlor

Baccalaureate Ser\ice — The
Reverend Harold C. Phillips,
The First Baptist Church,
Cleveland, Ohio
Step-singing

12:15

Vespers in the dell
Class picnics and election of
class officers

The

10:00

Lantern

night

10:00

Commencement exercises —
speaker, Mr. De\ereaux

MONDAY,

Josephs

JUNE

3

11: 30 J TUESDAY,

JUNE 4

to \ Alumnae College
Luncheon — Mrs. Pannell —
Sweet Briar Gardens

reservation folders for Commencement and the alumnae program
will be mailed in April. Reunion
classes will be hearing from their
chairmen soon. Grammer and Reid
dormitories will house the alumnae.
13
Start making plans now to come to
Sweet Briar June 2 i !

Development Program
Moves Ahead
by John DmMOLD
THE FOUR-VHAR izFFOKT to comiiMnoratc Sweet Briar's Golden Anniversary
by strengthening the college for its second half-century ended December 31,
1956. A total of $1,910,000 in gifts and pledges for new buildings and endowment represents the fiftieth anniversary present to the college from its alumnae.
Board members, faculty and staff, students, parents, foundations, corporations, and
other friends. Gifts for other purposes, totalling nearly $100,000, bring the total
amount given to the college to more than two million dollars.
Although the $2,500,000 goal was not reached, and additional funds are
required to complete the Half-Century campaign's major objectives — a new
dormitory, science building, and auditorium-fine arts center, and $1,250,000
in new endowment — much bcis been accomplished:
The beautiful new William Bland of $22,571, establishing an endowed
Dew Dormitory was ready last Sepscholarship in memory of the late Miss
Judith Bland Dew, was received m
tembcr for its first eighty students.
December from Mrs. A. I. duPont of
More than $525,000 is in hand earmarked for the auditorium (including
Wilmington,
Miss supported
Bland Dew's
cousin, who Del.,
has long
the
$100,764 raised for this building in
1941, which is not counted in the Decollege's scholarship program and was
\elopment totals). More than $70,000
an early contributor to 'William Bland
has been given or pledged to the
Dew Dormitory. Miss Dew lov^-d
Sweet Briar and \isited it frequently
science building. Faculty salaries were
during the many years her brother
raised twice in 1955-56, and endowment designated for faculty salaries
served
as the college's
first Treasurer.
In addition
to new endowment
for
has been increased by $615,000 in
faculty salaries and scholarships, nearly
gifts and pledges — half of this sum
coming from the Ford Foundation.
$50,000 has been
added to And
the college's
unrestricted
endowment.
undesNew Endowed Professorships
ignated gifts and pledges amounting
Where Sweet Briar formerly had
to more than $450,000 still remain to
but one endowed professorship, the
be allocated by the Board.
Carter Glass Chair of Government, it
Roundups Help Rollins Fund
now has three and is well on its way
toward a fourth: Gifts made in 1955
That over $100,000 was added to
in honor of Dr. Connie M. Guion,
the Development total in the final
stage of the campaign was due largely
chairman of the Board's Development
to the willingness of many alumnae
Committee, by Laurance, Nelson,
David, and Winthrop Rockefeller and
to undertake "roundup" events and
solicitation in their areas. Led by the
their sister, Mrs. Jean Mauze, and by
Mr. and Mrs. John Hay Whitney,
Lynchburg-Amherst County Development Committee, which push;-d its
have been designated for "The Rocketotal for the campaign to more than
feller-Guion Professorship of Chem$176,000, the following areas (listed
istry," and the "Betsey Gushing and
John Hay Whitney Professorship of
chronologically according to their meetings— at most of which the new DePhysics." A total of $61,493.00 has
\elopment film was shown) went to
already been given or pledged for the
work to bring us closer to our goal:
Wallace Rollins Professorship of ReCincinnati, Richmond, Washington,
ligion, for which the Kresge Foundation has offered $50,000, provided an
Cleveland, Rochester, Chicago, Philaadditional $100,000 can be raised for
delphia, Northern New Jersey, New
York City, Norfolk, Westchester,
this purpose before next December 1.
More than $125,000 has been added
Roanoke, Atlanta, and Pittsburgh. In
other areas as far afield as San Franto the college's endowment for scholarcisco and Los Angeles, alumnae Develships— which will be needed more
opment thairmen joined in the roundup
than ever when the new $2,200 over.solicitation without scheduling a party.
all fee goes into effect next fall. A gift
14

The hard work and generosity of
all these alumnae arc also responsible
in large measure for the $61,493
raised to date for the Rollins Professorship Fund — since this special project was stressed in all of the roundup
work. To cite but one example, all of
Northern New Jersey's roundup gifts,
totalling $2,300, went to the Rollins
Fund (although
onlyAfter
the club's
gift is
identified
below).
Lynchburg,
the largest roundup returns came from
New
York, Washington,
Richmond.
THE ROLLINS FUND
(As of March 12, 1957)
Alumnae
$18,776
Faculty, Staff, students
6,485
Board of Overseers
13,433
(not counting alumnae members)
Parents
2,676
Friends
4,307
Anonymous
4
Class of 1931
1,565
Class of 1913
5,000
Sweet Briar Alumnae Clubs
Pittsburgh
300
Richmond
300
Wilmington
100
Charlotte
85
Cincinnati
350
Rochester
500
Washington
2,000
Lynchburg
300
Central Ohio (Columbus)
...
75
New York
1,000
Roanoke
225
Minneapolis
200
San Francisco
30
Charleston, W. Va
175
Atlanta
1,000
Chattanooga
350
Northern New Jersey
100
Boston
300
Memorials:
Harriet Shaw McCurdy
352
Emma Rollins Tighe
60
Calvert deColigny
10
Virginia Theological Seminary
• Alumni and Faculty
1,434
Total

161,493

Commenting on the Rollins Fund.
Gladys W'esler Horton, '30g, President
of the Alumnae Association, writes:
"These results have been achieved
through the cooperation and hard work
of many alumnae, clubs, members of
the faculty and staff, and other friends
of Sweet Briar. The Executive Board
of the Sweet Briar Alumnae Association wishes to extend its grateful
apipreciation to all who have given so
generously of their time and resources.
This most encouraging total has been
rai,sed without detracting from the
Alumnae Fund, which is ahead of last
year at this time.
"With the continued cooperation
of Sweet Briar's family and friends.
AhiiiDiae Newj

Fund

member of the Board, heads this new

before the December 1, deadline!"
Sweet Briar Fund Established
All told, this record ot i;enerous

(Council. Serving with him are the following Board members: Dr. Guion;
Lawson W. Turner of Lynchburg,

wc

will

complete

the

Rollins

support is a remarkable one. But despite the very real achievements ot the
Half-Century campaign, much remains
to be done, now and in the future,
without the deadline and specific goal
associated with a campaign.
To complete the objectives of the
Half-Cxntury campaign, and to pro\ ide
Sweet Briar with a long-range program
of annual giving, geared to the future
needs of the college, the Board of
Overseers announced in February the
establishment of the Sweet Briar Fund,
combining the Alumnae Fund, the
Parents Fund, and the Development
Program.
Explaining the new Sweet Briar
Fund in her last report to the Board,
Dr. Guion said: "All gifts to the college will help to swell this new fund,
but they will automatically be credited
to the Alumnae Fund if given by an
alumna, to the Parents Fund if given
by a parent, or to the Development
Program. We hope thus to avoid a
duplication of appeals and to give
credit where it is due. For example,
in 195^-56 Sweet Briar alumnae gave
more than 5100,000 to the Development Program but this amount was not
added to the 526,767 in unrestricted
gifts to our Alumnae Fund for that
year. Under the new system, all alumnae gifts will be credited to the Alumnae Fund."
Meeting on campus early in February, the Executive Board of the
Alumnae Association voted unanimously in favor of the new Sweet
Briar Fund. Although the Alumnae
Fund will continue to appeal tor undesignated gifts, and the Alumnae
Council will still decide how these
gifts should be used, it will now be
possible for an alumna to designate
her gift for a special project, such as
the auditorium or taculty salary endowment, and still have it credited to her

vice-chairman
ot the Katherinc
Board's Development Committee;
Blniail
Andersen,
of Bayport,
Minn.;
Thomas C.'26g,
Boushall
of Richmond,
President of the Board; Sara Sh<iUenherger Brown, '52g, of Harrods Creek,
Ky.;
Rebecca
Yn/mg
'.^5g, of
Atlanta,
Ga.; and
MissFrazer,
Meta Glass
of
Charlottesville, president emeritus of
the college.
Also Nan Powell Hodges, 'lOg, of
Williamsburg, Va.; Charles H. Murchison of Washington, D. C; President
Anne Pannell; Alma M.irl'ni Rotnem,
"i6g, of Princeton, N. J.; Mrs. Herbert Warner of Tuscaloosa, Ala.; Gorham B. Walker, Jr., of Lynchburg;
and the Rt. Rev. Richard S. Watson,
Bishop of Utah.
Faculty and staff members of the
Council include Dean Mary J. Pearl,
Professors Marion Benedict Rollins
and G. Noble Gilpin; Martha von
Briesen, 31g, Director of Public Relations; John H. Detmold, Director
of Development; Helen McMahon,
'23g, Manager of the Book Shop; and
Elizabeth Bond Wood, '34g, Executive
Secretary of the Alumnae Association.
Alumnae members are Nancy DouJ
Burton, '46g, chairman of the Alumnae
Fund; Mary Huntington Harrison,
'30g, of Cincinnati, O., a former board
member; Gladys Wester Horton, '30g,
of Maplewood, N. J., president of the
Alumnae Association; and Edith Dm-
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Dagmar Halmagyi of Richmond, president of Student Government; Nannette
McBurney of Bronxville, N. Y., editor
of The Sweel Briar News; and Lee
Haskell of Salem, Mass., chairman of
the Student Development Committee.
Parents on the Council are Victor
D. Broman ot New York, chairman o(
the Foundations Committee during the
Half -Century campaign; Lenoir Chambers of Norfolk, chairman of the
Parents Advisory Board; Hugh K.
Duffield of Philadelphia, Pa., pastchairman of the Parents Advisory
Board; and Alexander Donnan of
Roanoke, chairman of the Parents
Fund.
Lynchburg friends of the college
who are serving on the Council are
John D. Capron, James R. Caskie, and
James R. Gilliam, Jr.
Committees at Work
Thebe Development
Council's several
work
will
carried on through
committees. Mr. Scott is chairman of
the Executive Committee, which also
includes Mr. Detmold and the following committee chairmen: Miss Glass,
Committee on Education; Mrs. Brown,
Committee on Corporations; Mrs. Andersen and Mr. Dutfield, co-chairmen
of the Committee on Foundations; Mr.
Walker, Bequests and Annuities Committee; Mrs. Frazer, Special Gifts Committee; Mr. Gilpin, Campus Committee; Miss von Briesen, Public Relations
Committee; Miss McMahon, Ancillary
Committee.
Several of these committees have
already been at work. Mrs. Brown has
prepared a list of nearly 100 national
corporations, divided into categories,
and she has personally called on a
number of them already, some of them
early in December and many more in
the course of a month-long business

class in the Alumnae I'und.
Development Council Announced
To assist the olficers of the college
in seeking contributions to the new
Sweet Briar Fund, the Board of Overseers has also created a new Development Council, composed of Board
members, faculty and staff, alumnae,
students, and other friends of the college. Buford Scott of Richmond,
a

re! Marshall, '21g, of Cincinnati, O.,
chairman of the national alumnae development committee.
Students on the Council are Seniors

Buford

Scott

trip request
with herwashusband.
Brown's
tirst
made toMrs.
the directors
of the Brown-Forman Distillers Corporation, and it resulted in a grant of
510,000 for the science building — the
first that corporation had made outside
Kentucky. Another corporation sent an
anonymous 52,000 contribution for
the science building, following Mrs.
Brown's call. Others have indicated
that they hope for favorable action on
applications submitted by Mrs. Brown
and other members of her committee.
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Degree Awarded to
Dr. Connie Guion
On rehr/idiy 19. 79^7. o//r beloved Dr. Connie Guion was
awarded the honorary degree of
Doctor of Science by Queens College in New York. In presenting
her to President W^alker, Dean
Cordon Street made the following statement:

PRESIDENT, I have the honor of presenting to you a Charlotte woman who has become one of
the most eminent physicians of our
nation.
MR.

She was born on a plantation near
Lincolnton, North Carolina. Inspired
in girlhood by a love of science, she
worked her way through Wellesley
College and won her Bachelor of Arts
degree there. At Cornell University
she earned the degre;s Master of Arts
and Doctor of Medicine. In recent
years the honorary degree Doctor of
Science has been bestowed upon her
by her alma mater, Wellesley College,
and by the Woman's Medical College
of Pennsylvania.
Her long career of service includes
many years of teaching: at Vassar College as instructor of chemistry, at Sweet
Briar College as professor and head
of the department of chemistry, and at
the Cornell University Medical College as professor of clinical medicine.

Association chose her as the first
woman to receive its Award of Merit
and cited her as one whose "life and
work ha\e brought honor and acclaim
to her medical college."
As a teacher of medical science and
as a distinguished practicing physician,
she has given wise counsel and a
challenging example to many young
women preparing for the medical
profession. Her warm humanity, her
scientific competence, and her serene
dignity have contributed much to the
high esteem in which many women are
now held in the medical world.
It is my pleasure, Mr. President, to
represent the faculty of Queens College in presenting to you CONNIE
MYERS GUION for the honorary
degree of DOCTOR
OF SCIENCE.
President Walker replied as follows:
CONNIE

MYERS GUION: Distinguished scholar in the fields of
chemistry and medicine, teacher,
research worker, healer of the sick,
friend and counselor of thousands,
diligent worker for the good of your
city and nation, it is my pleasure on
the recommendation of the faculty of
Queens College and by virtue of the
authority vested in me by the Board of
Trustees, to confer upon you the honorary degree DOCTOR OF SCIENCE
with all the rights and privileges pertaining to that degree.

As a physician she has specialized in
internal medicine. An unusually distinguished career won her the praise
of Neifsiveek Magazine as having attained "a medical eminence probably
unparalleled by any other woman doc-

Plans Begun For
Memorial Chapel
The Sweet Briar Memorial Chapel
Committee, headed by Gertrude Dally
Massie, '22g, of Rye, New York, has
been active. In conjunction with the
Music Department, it is sponsoring a
series of Sunday recitals this spring
in Manson as benefits for the Memorial Chapel Fund. Aided by
Vice - Chairmen Florence Freeman
Fowler, '19g, of Bronxville, N. Y.,
and
Margaret
Cramer
Stamford,
Conn.,
Mrs. Crane,
Massie'27g,
sent ofa
letter this month to all former members of the Choir, inviting them to
attend these benefit recitals, outlining
the committee's plans, and urging
their support in seeking funds for a
Memorial Chapel. Mrs. Massie was
on hand for the first recital, March
17, and described her committee's
plans to the audience:
"There will be no high pressure
solicitation of anyone by anyone. We
want to think of our chapel as a Memorial Chapel, built and furnished by
gifts, small as well as large, offered
freely by alumnae, faculty and staff,
students, members of the Board of
Overseers, and other friends of the
college in memory of their families,
relatives, teachers and friends. We
want e\'ery part of the chapel to be
a memorial. Each gift will be recorded in a Memorial Book, and by a
memorial inscription in the chapel.
"But before we can think of the
furnishings there must be many gifts
for the foundations of the building,
as well as for the bricks and mortar.
The raising of these necessary funds
could be quite a simple matter if
(and it is a very important word)
every single one of us who belongs
to Sweet Briar and who believes in
Sweet Briar support the project.

tor." After her internship at Bellevue
Hospital she began a private practice
in New York City, which she has continued to the present time. She has
been a member of the staff of a number of hospitals and recently has served
as chief of staff of the general medical
clinic at New York Hospital, directing
the care of over 12,000 patients per

"Apart from your support in the
form of memorial gifts, however, here
daily?
are three
requests that I wish to make;
1. Will you think about the chapel

year.
The New York Infirmary of Women and Children awarded to her, in
1949, the Elizabeth Blackwell Citation. In 1951 the Cornell Alumni

Two other recitals in this series
will be given by music majors, Jane
Fitzgerald and Carolyn Westfall. A
final concert by faculty and students,
will be chapel?"
heard on May 16.
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2. Will you talk about the chapel
whenever and wherever you can .■*
3. Above all, will you pray for the

Alice

Barnes,
'57, playing at the
Benefit Recital in Manson

first

Alumnae News

Why Can't You Grow Wheat ?
h\ F.vuRAKi) Mi:adi-:

The fo/lou/iig teller was received by Evelyn W^illidnis Tiiriih/ill, pdsl
preiideiil of ihe Sweet Briar Alininiae Club of Churlollesville, Vd.
Mr. Meade, formerly associaled wilh Young ami Ruhiiai// Adverlisiiig
Agency in New York Cily, several years ago moved lo Charlollewille,
where he now lectures al the University of Virgin/, i.
DccLinlxr 26, 1956
(;ii.irlottes\ille, Virtjinia
DiAK

l-.vi::

Virginia and I lia\e bi-en Intending to write you about Betty's reaction
to Sweet Briar, which of course determines our own reaction. Since you
were kind enough to say a good word
for her last fall we are happy to report
to you that we love it.
My own reactions are probably those
of a typical father who remembers the
place from his University days and is
baffled to find himself old enough to
have a daughter there. I knew I was
hooked from the minute we turned off
the highway and w,.-re welcomed by a
cardboard bear. There we were in the
loaded station wagon (Betty took
everything to college but the boxwood
bushes), all three of us feeling like
babes in the woods. In no time at all
Betty's big sister had welcomed us
with a smile that made me stop caring
where the second semester tuition was
coming from.
A cordial first impression is one
thing. Presumably any girls' college
can put its best foot forward when th;
parents are around. The real test of
course is the first semester after work
is under way. It is not always easy to
learn how one's daughter is getting
along schola.stically when all her letters home are filled with requests for
stamps, combs, stationery, cookies, and
aluminum bobbypins. Nor is there too
much to be learned from football
weekends. In spite of great expectations on our part, there was little communication between Betty and ourselves on her visits this fall. She
whizzed through the house leaving
vapor trails, an occasional pair of red
shoes, and a scrawled note chat she
would be at the Deke Hous:-. On her
three
other
night
lady
slight

"overnights " she brought home
girls equally jet-propelled and
blooming — each a perfect little
with charming manners and a
head cold.

■^'et the watchful parental eye can
Sprinci 1957

detect changes — for the better. An
increased poise, an increased awareness
of painting, music, and current e\ents.
These changes reveal themselves in the
late morning coffee sessions, postscripts of letters, and on trips along
the Lynchburg Road when the family
Chev\y does shuttle service.
Parents' Day added further enlightenment. We attended classes, met
teachers, tried to look neat and not

Everard Meade
is confronted with hidden
costs by his daughter, Betty, on his visit
to Sweet Briar College

ask questions that would blight Betty's
future career at Sweet Briar. 'We were
greeted by the President who was as

crosse team and she wants to talk to
him in his own language. Could you
use your influence to get her switched
to the Freshman knitting squad?
In typical male fashion I have run
on about a father's reaction. What
about the new Sweet Briar girl and

far from
a cardboard
bear as
want
to meet,
but continued
the you'd
little
bear's initial gesture of welcome in
her own gracious manner.
I suppose this is as good a place as
any to make a confession about my
own activities on Parents' Day. I
didn't run the full course. I folded
about mid-afternoon, and in so doing,
established what I certainly hope is a
first-and-last for Grammer Dormitory.
I barricaded Betty's door (her roommate being away) and took a nap, fitfully broken by dreams of being arrested and thrown in a perfumed brig.
Aside from Parents' Day we ha\e
forced ourselves to stay away, realizing
that Betty would be at a disadvantage
in her development of true college independence ifher parents turned up
every five minutes with a fruit cake
and a pan of home cooked biscuits.
In this connection, there seems less
need for Care Packages at Sweet Briar
than most other colleges. Betty likes
the food and has gained eight pounds.
Naturally a candid appraisal of a
college cannot be all sweetness and
light. I respectfully submit a complaint. What makes somebody over
there think my daughter can play lacrosse! This child can't play Old
Maids without spraining her wrist I
Do they want to kill my stumblefoot
offspring? And would they like to
know why she didn't take dancing
instead.-" Because the boy she is going
with at the University is on the la-

her mother? (A Saint Anne's - Mary
Baldwin grad of infinite charm and a
will ot solid brass) Virginia is chief
of the Home Supply Corps, and in this
role she is in receipt of a steady stream
of requests for the bobbypins mentioned— plus a list of other items puzzling to the male. A continuous contest goes on between mother and child.
This game
called: \\"hy
you
answer
my isquestions?
It don't
is played
thus: Virginia writes, "How are you
getting on in French? Would you like
me to send over the French records?
I don't understand why you are the
only member of the Freshman botany
class who can't grow wheat. Why
can't you grow wheat? "
To which Betty replies: "What happened to the shoes I asked you to have
The high point of the fall season
half -soled?"
may
not properly belong in a letter of
appreciation on Sweet Briar. But, as
an alumna, you might find it strikes
a nostalgic note. I refer to the ancient
festival of Thanksgiving — the historic
time when all the Indians and the Pilgrims gathered in the lobby of the
Biltmore Hotel and gave thanks for
their preser\ation. Following this custom, as you may recall, the college
boys and girls of today meet in the
17

very same plate. Betty was no exception. Nor, presumably, were the tribulations that attended her pilgrimage.
First she bought a railroad ticket out
of the tattered remains of her allowance. Next she lost it. Next she
called long distance for help. Her
mother, who is not a woman to take
a lost ticket lying down, sprang to the
phone (we were in New York at the
time) and accomplished the miracle
of getting somebody to promise a
replacement. I met the train on which
Betty and h^-r Sweet Briar friends arrived. Please don't think this was the
train they were expected on. They
missed that train, and, as is most natural, waited a couple of hours in the
rain. When they did come, it was
thre; in the morning. Betty and I
arrived in the lobby of the Roosevelt
Hotel (the Biltmore having reached
its limit of crinoline) to find the palace
packed with happy little monsters
screaming greetings, and college cheers
in a healthy fashion. Betty joined the
throng and Dad withdrew to meditate
elsewhere on the glories of being a
Sweet Briar father.
The three days that followed were
a blast, whatever that means. We received a post card from Eddie Condon's, which seems to be a downtown
branch of the Metropolitan Opiera
dedicated to the study of American
jazz. Other cultural high spots reported on were Lindy's restaurant and
the Stork Club. Although the total
count may not be in, the present list
of items lost includes a pair of gloves,
a scarf, and a Princeton boy with
laryngitis.
Now the first session is over and
Betty is home for the holidays. The
phone hasn't been on its hook for
days. As a family we are cut off from
the outside world, except for an occasional homing pigeon that gets
through. Red shoes and strapless bras
litter vanished
her room.likeVirginia's
have
the summerbobbypins
locusts.
We eat our meals with victrola accompaniment, adjusting our intake of food
to Beethoven and Satchmo — with an
occasional Frenchwoman wailing the
blues in the background. We are
quizzed about the Suez situation, about
medieval history, plant life and
Shakespeare.
It's ghastly and
love it.

we

Our child is a long-legged lefthanded girl whom we still look upon
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as the pudgy baby who used to hide
her pablum in her cheeks. It seems to
be her fate and ours for her to become
a grown woman in spite of anything
we can do. Suffice it to say that we
can't conceive of a better college for
this change to take place than Sweet
Briar.

Cordially,

We think it's great!

EvERARD W. Meade
Mrs. Knox Turiibull
Shadwell, Virginia

DECORATOR
(Continued from pdge 3)
dine there comfortably, hence there
are two walnut tables forming a separated T. On the longest wall two
walnut sideboards are made more impressive by a design of suspended
shelves on which pleasant plates,
bowls, and glass from the cellar of
Sweet Briar House are arranged.
During the last mad rush of installation and final paint touching up,
when tempers are tried to the breaking
point, one expects criticism to be
sharply expressed by at least half the
people involved. One is steeled
against the shocked reaction to any
new solution of a familiar problem.
As we put William Bland Dew Hall
together last September, I did not hear
one word of protest. It may mean only
that manners are bc-tter at Sweet Briar
than elsewhere, but I like to think that
the people who live in it, and who
look at it every day, like it as well as
I do.

FOAM

RUBBER

(onl'iniied fro/// page ^ )
ated. It was a matter of days, then
hours, until the first students arrived.
Mrs. Hatfijld and Miss Voelcker came
down, joining Mr, Hutchins, Mr.
Berry, and most of the members of
the decorating committee to spend the
last day at hard manual labor. All of
Ihe college's carpenters and electricians were assembling, testing, connecting, rewiring. Mr. Hoilman was
a walking tool-chest, and expert with
them all. Mr. Daniel seemingly spent
his day on his hands and knees screwing legs to furniture or assembling recalcitrant pieces. In the parlor the
painter was applying a last coat of
paint to the facing around the fireplace and the stone mason was laying

the stone flooring while the rug was
being put down, the curtains hung
and the rest of the furniture arranged.
During all of this, anywhere, and at
any time of the day or night, Mrs.
Pannell could be found inspecting, encouraging workmen or consulting with
foremen or contractors.
Fifty members of the college's
Lynchburg - Amherst Development
Committee had been invited for dinner at Sweet Briar House and were to
be the first visitors to the new dormitory on the evening before the first
students arrived. Ten minutes before
they arrived Mrs. Hatfield and the
Decorating Committee, damp, dirty
and exhausted, staggered out the front
door. Everything was in place, flowers
graced the table, soft lamp light
bathed the rooms. Curtain ! Lights !

ALL THAT

GLITTERS

(ontjnued from

page } )

Even nervous systems shattered by
the bells recover miraculously over a
cigarette in the lounge. The slip back
chairs and kitchenette provide the
superb blend of modernity and domesticity. The acme of comfort may be
experienced in the attractively furnished recreation room, named in
memory of Emily Bowen. This is a
spacious area which serves all members
of the community as a meeting place.
When you enter the Emily Bowen
Room, keep your powder dry and be
prepared for anything, from a quiet
game of bridge or a gay conversation
with beaux to a tea complete with silver service.
And if all your subterfuges are unavailing, do not be distressed when
you are drafted into the kitchen detail,
for you will find this delightful kitchen unlike any you have ever seen, and
working in it will be a joy forever.
The possibility of being called
simultan;ously on two phones on the
same hall has revived many a deflated
ego. The vibrancy of the colors, the
freshness of the rooms and the beauty
of the well-designed furniture create
a setting which cannot be rivaled by
the more traditional pastels and creaking equipment
in somefeature
otherofresidences. The ultimate
an
elevator, though not on the approved
list for students, lends an air of distinction.
Yes, life can be beautiful — if you
live in Dew Dormitory.
Ahanncie News

Student Assesses
Stolhtnan's

^Story*

by Jane Pincknky, '57
"QWEET
said theto presi0 dent ofBRIAR,"
another college
Miss
Benedict, "What a name! I would as
soon have a diploma from Lily-of-theValley College!" (p. 88) All of us
who have lived and studied in the red
brick buildings and visited the old
plantation house where Daisy Williams grew up know that Sweet Briar
is the only possible name for our college.
Other names that have been familiar to fifty years of Sweet Briar students convey little meaning to most
of us here now. We have lived in
Grammer, Reid, Manson, Randolph,
Gray and Carson Dormitories, attended class in Fletcher, studied in the
Mary Helen Cochran Library and even
paid occasional visits to the Mary Harley Intirmary. This fall we returned
to si-e the lovely new William Bland
Dew Dormitory. Most of us know
that Elijah Fletcher was Daisy Williams' grandfather, but the other
names mean simply buildings.
This morning I sat in the Browsing
Room of the Mary Helen Cochran
Library and read Martha Lou Lemmon

Stohlman's The Slory of Sweet Bihir
College. I looked up at the portrait
of Mary Helen Cochran, and suddenly
the name meant more than just the
library. Her son Mr. Fergus Reid
served for thirty-six years as a member
ot the board, giving much time and
money to the college. How lucky we
are that he chose to remember his
mother by giving us a library.
1 thought how appropriate it was
that the dormitory named for Mr.
Reid should be next to that named
for the member of the first board of
directors who had recruited Mr. Reid
for Sweet Briar, the Rev. Dr. Carl E.
Grammer.

The buildings bearing their names
stand here today because these men
Fletcher Williams'
followed Indiana
instructi
on to:
Procure the incorporation ... of
"Sweet Briar institute" ...
It
shall be the general scope and
object of the school to impart to
in
its students such education
sound learning, and such physical, moral and religious training
as shall, in the judgment of the
director, best fit them to be useful members of society, (p. 39)
Waiting in Manson for chapel to
begin, I wondered if Mr. Nathaniel
Clayton Manson, who filled the vacancy on the board left when Mr.
Carson died in 1903, could learn the
name of every student today as he did
m the early days of the college.
Our new dormitory has so many
conveniences, including the pretty
lounge, the private dining room, two
kitchens and numerous student offices,
that the nam;- Dew seems perfectly
suited to it.
Hearing the whistle of the 1:19
train, I recalled the comment of Dr.
Mary Harley, "That's the only thing
that makes me know I'm not in Eden."
(p. 73) How different the infirmary
named for her is from her original
domain in Sweet Briar House when
she became the first college physician.
At convocations we often hear the

names of the first two presidents of
Sweet Briar, but our only associations
with the names are the honors they
carry. Reading how Mary Kendrick
Benedict assembled the first faculty,
enrolled their students and kept the
physical, academic and social life of
the college going for the first ten
years, I realized why the .scholarship
bearing her name is given to a student
showing a purpose for ser\ice.
The highest ranking member of
each class is named the Emilie Watts
McVea Scholar in honor of the second

Other
presid
ent. names in the story were
already familiar. Many of the faculty
mentioned are still here. Mrs. Mary
Ely Lyman introduced Miss Martha B.
Lucas this fall when she delivered the
Lyman Lecture. Miss Meta Glass
often comes down from Charlottesville, and as we all know, Mrs. Pannell still manages to do things like
eating with the student waitresses and
writing notes of congratulations to all
those on the Dean's List. Some day,
perhaps the new buildings will recall
these people to our alumnae daughters.
From the first. Sweet Briar has been
a close unit, and even now we know
most of our fellow-students by name.
What a kinship we who love Sweet
Briar can now feel with those who
have loved it in the past. "Sweet
Briar .^ What a beautiful name!"

Walking back to Gray I realized
that it recalls Mrs. Williams' rector,
the Rev. Mr. Arthur Gray of Ascension Church in Amherst. He was one
of the original trustees of Mrs. Williams' estate. I could picture him
meeting at St. Paul's Church in Lynchburg with the Rev. Mr. Theodore Carson, its rector, and with Bishop Alfred
MagiU Randolph of the diocese of
southern Virginia.
Sprinc; 1957
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Mr. Carroll Henson delivers the first Iruckload of "The History
Briar College" to
the Alumnae Secretary as Mr. Peter Daniel, Treasurer and Assl. ofto Sweet
the President, looks on.

Bttiirn,

Briar Patches
by Elizabeth Johnston. ''>9

Hi

_ ilGHrST elective office at Sweet
Briar goes to alumnae daughter. June
Berguido of Havertord, Pa., daughter
of Marion jayiie Berguido, '28g, was
of the Sturecently elected president
dent Government Association for
19T7-58. Dorothy Woods of Charlottesville, Va., will serve as chairman
of the Judicial Board.
June, house president of Randolph
of the Judicial
thi's year, was a membeeryear.
A member
Board her sophomor
has beeri
she
V.,
Q.
and
of Tau Phi
and
times
al
sever
List
's
Dean
on the
r
has received Freshman and Junio
Honors.

elected
Other alumnae daughters
ude
to Student Government offices incl
S^,
,
orne
Winb
e
Maud
h,
Winnie Leig
d.
senior member of the Judicial Boar
Penn, ■34g,
Claire Cannon, Cordelia
nie
senior house president; and Brow
e
Lee, Rebekah Strode, ■34g, sophomorn,
house president. Mary Lane Brya
Ellen Newell, '26, is the new vicepresident of the Y.W.C.A.

was announced recently. Robert College for men was the first American
college established overseas.
Mr. Massie is chief executive officer
and chairman of the board of the New
York Trust Company, and is well
known in both the insurance and banking worlds. He is a member of the
Board of Overseers of Sweet Briar
College,
LIni\ersityand is a trustee of Columbia

Gilbert and Sullivan's lolcinthe
was presented March 7, 8, and 9 by
Paint and Patches and the Choir. The
cast included members of the faculty
as well as students from Sweet Briar
and Lynchburg College. The audience
was highly appreciative of the humorous characterizations, especially those
by Mr. John Detmold, Director of
De\elopment, who played the Lord
Chancellor, and Mr. Noble Gilpin and
Mr. Ben Reid, two of the nobles. Mr.
Gilpin is a member of the Music
Department and Mr. Reid of the
English Department. Nancy Godwin,
a senior from Petersburg, took the part
of lolanthe.

OWEET briar was privileged this
year in ha\ ing doubly good leadership
for its Annual Religious Conference
(formerly Religious Emphasis Week) :
Dr. and Mrs. Langdon B. Gilkey of
Vanderbilt Divinity School.
The theme for the conference,
which was held on February 17th
through I9th, was "Decision in Dilem a, and
"
Dr. Gilkey's three formal
addresses helped to give us a basis for
Christian decision in campus and personal life as well as in world affairs.
The informal discussions brought
forth many pressing problems and
Dr. Gilkey was so helpful and understanding in dealing with them that
everyone was loath to leave when the
time came.
Mrs. Gilkey
Bottom, group
'49) also
conducted
one (Dot
discussion
in
^■hich .she prepared us for the decisions we will have to make after graduation and warned especially against
letting jobs, marriage, or hum-drum
daily duties distract us from building
on the sound liberal arts background
w; have received at Sweet Briar.
It was in all a very successful conference as student participation proved,
and was enjoyable for everyone in
bringing the Gilkeys back to Sweet
Briar again. It serves as one more
proof that our alumnae show "good
taste and judgment" both in choosing
husbands and in devoloping their own
education.

Among tlu- nine seniors initiated
into Phi Beta Kappa on February 26
were two alumnae daughters: Jane
ter of Jane Lee, '23g, FreBest, daugh
mont, N. C, and Jane Pinckney,
daughter of Charlotte Kent, '31g,
Richmond. Also honored with election to this society were Carter Donnan, Roanoke, Va., Elaine Kimball,
Lake Charles, La., Margaret Liebert,
Richmond, Va., Emma Matheson,
Alexandria, Va., Nannette McBurney,
Bronxville, N. Y., Carroll WeitZL-l,
Aiken, S. C, and Mary Anne Wilson,
C;hattanooga, Tenn. Dr. Lily Ross
Taylor, former Dean of the Graduate
School at Bryn Mawr, gave the Phi
Beta Kappa lecture on "Ad\'entures in
Scholarship. "
X HE election of Adrian M. Massie
as a member of the board of trustees
of Robert College of Istanbul, Turkey,
20

Dr. Langdon
the

B. Gilkey and his wile.
parlor at Dew
Dormitory

Dot Bottom
during the

Gilkey.
Annual

49g. talking with students
Religious
Conference.

in

Alinuniie Nctrt

CLASS NOTES
ACADEMY-SPECIALS

Alumnae

Secretjry: Marion Peele, 602 Fairfax Avenue, Norfolk 7, Va.
In the absence of news items of our
group, I aril just sending you a word of
enthusiastic appreciation of Dr. Connie
Guion's tribute to Miss Benedict in the
little booklet so thoughtfully prepared and
sent out by the Alumnae Otficc; no doubt
you ha\c received it by this time. 'I'ou will
agree. I believe, that this account reads like
a fascinating stor)', but better than that, it
is true and it is one in which you had your

1916

June 13, 1956
1922 Clarita Nonis Blacker,

Fund

.spring, 1955
1928 Katherine Page, spring, 1956
1956

own experience with one of those "most
unforgettable characters" whom few are
privileged to know in a lifetime.
Dr. Connie has had countless awards and
honors for her amazing accomplishments in
her profession and in other fields. However,
for this warm and moving personal history
of Miss Benedict durini' those early years
of the establishment of the college, each of
us I'm sure would love to add another to
her honors.
We who find this so compelling a story
will have after reading it a deeper understanding of the day-to-day life of Miss Benedict. She ardently and steadfastly carried
on the broad plans and work of the college
while at the same time with patience and
wisdom she included every sub-freshman,
academy-ite, and special in the fullness of
her interest and affection. Thanks are due
so many of you, too, for your warm and
often instant response to her and to the
scholarship that is a living tribute to her.

hope she'll have time to send us an account
of her travels and we'll be looking forward
to meeting her at Sweet Briar when she
returns.
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Nan Powell Hodges. 'lOq, writes:
thrilled over the book!"

"I am

Eugenia Griifin Burnett, 'lOg, our first
alumna on the Board of Directors has written, "I can delay no longer in telling you
how really thrilled I am over the History of
Sweet Briar College. Eugenia, my daughter, used the word 'thrilled' too. . . . The
foreword is excellent, as is Julia's introduction. And isn't the format lovely! I expected a fine book, but not such a truly
splendid one, , , , I very much like Martha
Lou's style of writing, , , , "

1913
Presiileni: Elizabeth Franke (Mrs. Kent
Balls), 304 Meridian Street, West Lafayette, Ind,
Secretary: Mary Pinkerton (Mrs. James
Kerr), 536^A Carnarvon Drive, Norfolk 2,
Va,
Fund Agent: Mary Clark (Mrs. Clarence
Rogers), 205 Beverley Road, N.E.. Atlanta,
Ga,
A note from our president, Bessie Fi^inke
Balls, says she and her husband plan to go
back to California. They will take a trip to
Japan and other parts of the Orient. We

Sprinc; 1957

This leads to the subject of our next
reunion. It was my understanding, as well
as that of Sue Slaughter (please correct me
if I am wrong), that, on account of the
anniversary celebration of 1956, we would
not try for a regular class reunion again
until the fiftieth in 1963.
Sue Slaughter could not attend the Sweet
Briar luncheon at the Norfolk Yacht and
Country Club, December 28th, but I met
there other friends from Norfolk and Sweet
Briar, Louise Hooper Ewell, Frances Miirrell Rickards, Marjorie Couper Prince, and
Delia Pjge Cason.
A letter from Linda Wright says she has
heard from Dorothy Su:in Lent and Dorothy Peckirdl Cremer. Linda writes, "I
taught piano and appreciation of music at
home in Jersey City for several years after
finishing my music study in New York.
Then I was ordered to California for the
climate, and here I have been ever since,
except for visits to my family in the summers . . . My sister Ethel is living with me.
We have an adorable little house, only
three blocks from the ocean. L'ntil four
years ago, I had classes in music appreciation and taught piano in La Jolla. Then 1
gave up my studio. How I would love to
see Sweet Briar again ... I still have a
love for the college and the beautiful country in the foothills of the
Linda is again doing some
repeat her address, in case
missed it last time: 7118 La
vard, La Jolla, Calif.
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lent presentation, , , . "

1936 Y\onne
Dekker
Boomsliter,
June 13, 1956,
1938 Marion Aldrlyn Zimmerman,
summer, 1956

Alumnae

The

Elizabeth
Franke
Balls, '13. writes:
"I
enjoyed it very much, , , , It is an excel-

Acad, riiiiiiy Mdckall
Acad. Marie Ahrams Lawson,

1928 Clarissa Ellis, August,

like

Blue Ridge."
teaching. I'll
some of you
Jolla Boule-

1 am glad to hear from Rebecca ]\"hile
Faesch. She lives at 502 Essex Ave., Chevy
Chase 15, Md. The Alumnae Office has sent
me a recent address for Jean Staples. It is
c/o Mrs. R. O. Frost, R. F. D. Congora
Farms, Brockport, N. Y. My latest address
for Lucille MjnhJl Boethelt is 15 Hollenback Lane, Orlando,
Fla.

Agent: Antoinette

Camp

(Mrs,

James M. Hagood), 16 Legare St., Charleston, S. C.
On leaving Sweet Briar in 16, not one
thought was given to a ioth Reunion, but
quickly ( ;■ ) it was upon us before all of
us could become grandmothers. Margaret
Bannister and Rachel Furbush Wood
planned it enthusiastically. Connie Rii\sell
Chamberlain and Louise Bennett Lord were
coming. Becky Sloiil Hoover would surely
be there and Ellen How/ton Christian could
hardly wait.
After flying through an electrical storm,
driving with Jane Henderson in pouring
rain, we were met by Ban and Rachel. The
others couldn't make it, alas — but the nostalgic charm of Sweet Briar was soon upon
us, and we reverted to those carefree days —
before families, budgets or income taxes —
and entered into the splendid program of
events given
Anniversary, underfor
theSweet
able, Briar's
charming50th
guidance
of Mrs. Pannell.
Bertha Pfister Wailes entertained us delightfully at supper — in lieu of the usual
picnic; Flo Freem.in Fowler produced Slept
of Reunion, highlighting our never changing Dr. Guion; we revisited "all the old
familiar places, " admired the handsome
Sweet Briar tulips which lasted and lasted
after a journey from Rochester; had tea in
several attractive homes on Faculty Row;
swelled with pride at all the honor students
and the announcement of the scholarship
honoring Dr. Rollins; and talked endlessly.
Marion Peele summed it all up in her
letter: "Wasn't Sweet Briar beautiful? I
thought I could hardly bear its early morning freshness and the sun on the boxwood
that brings out that special Sweet Briar
sweetness. Isn't it typical of the place that
Helen McMahon would get up early Sunday morning to pick fresh wild strawberries
for Dr. Connie Guion's breakfast.' I could
almost sec Martha Darden putting roseleaves in Miss Benedict's bath when she
I left
after!" Mrs. Pannell's luncheon in
came
to visit
Boxwood
Gardens, content that Sweet Briar
would go on and on for many more reunions, but I had to hurry to Virginia
Beach to see my grandchildren, whose
mother, Anne Coote Gilliam, was in the
class of '40 — then home to my grandson,
whose mother, Dcrrill M.nb.ini Hagood,
was in the class of 1955, and his maternal
grandmother, Marion T.iber Maybank, May
9ueen in '28, We're a real Sweet Briar
family,
you see, and that's why I believe
in
its future.
How many grands have you,*
Antoinette Cami- Hagood, '16
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1918

a great deal of time cooking meals
weirdly incompatible hours.

President: Cornelia Carroll (Mrs. K. N.
Gardner). Yorktown. Va.
Secretary:
ESTHER
TuRK
(Mrs.
H.
H.
Hemmings),
230
W.
79th Street, New
York 24, N. Y.
Fund Ageni: Vivienne Barkalovc (Mrs.
Stanley K. Hornbeck), 2139 Wyoming
Ave.. N. >X'., Washington
8, D. C.
I did not get too many replies to my last
appeal for news, but what did come was
good. Even Mary Reed who reported a
badly sprained left wrist was congratulating
herself on having the right one available
to deal with the inevitable Christmas rush.
I was delighted to get a card from Iloe
Bowers Joel even if she did not include
any special news. How about more next
time — "line upon line, precept upon precept,
a little
and there
a little."
Cor-is
neliahereC.irrol!
Gardner
reports
that she
well and busy. Elanette SulliU Marks

cer-

tainly keeps moving. She writes. "I never had
any children, but the dear 'old people' of
my family have been my special charge. The
death of the last of them, a beloved aunt,
leaves me quite alone now. I spend my
summer in Michigan, fall in Chicago and
the rest of the year in Arizona, where I
paint like mad most of the time. Since my
paintings have really begun to sell, what
started as however,
a hobby iswill
turning
Elanette.
soon into
havea career."
a rival,
because Cilia Guggenhe'imer Nusbaum has
also begun an artistic career. She says she
always wanted to take art classes and finally
got around to doing it. Now she has produced several water colors and an oil painting. I am quite abashed but will cling to
the certainty that the world owes me a debt
of gratitude as long as I do not take up
art and music. Perhaps providence has acknowledged the debt, for all my family are
thriving. The three elder boys are doin.g
very well in their work with desirable promotions, etc.; t%vo grandchildren flourish
loudly. Anthony the fourth had the amazing luck to be ordered to England. He has
hoped for that ever since he went into the
Air Force Police, but got even more than
he hoped, as he is posted to an R.A.F. base
near Oxford, which is more interesting for
him than an American base. He will be
quite surrounded by members of my family,
most of whom he knows, and only about 50
miles from his sister, Pamela, who is having the time of her life at Berkhamstead
School. It is strenuous, but that suits her.
Going over on the Briunnic. she practically
lived in the gym and the swimming pool.
She always appeared at meals very demure
in skirts, but the rest of the time it was
shorts and long bare legs. She is a fine athlete and can sing. How did I ever acquire a
daughter like that. She lives with an English army family, just around the corner
from one of my cousins. She pointed out
that they could lean out of their windows
and communicate by smoke signal. Everybody said she would be homesick, but she
never was and she had a riotous time going
to the theatre a lot, to say nothing of the
Twelfth Night Ball. What more could one
want at fifteen? The other boy is equally
happy at Cornell, where he has collected
his numerals for track. Owing to meets and
vacations, he appears and disappears like
the Cheshire Cat and I still seem to spend
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Preside!!!. FLORENCE Freeman (Mrs. Gerard S. Fowler), 140 Elsmere Rd.. Bronxville 8, N. Y.
Secretary: Elizabeth Carrington
TON. Hampden-Sydney. Va.
Fund
Agent:
Caroline
Sharpe

Eggles(Mrs.

MarionVa.S. Sanders). '5S'i Union St., Wytheville,
Dear Classmates:
If "half a loaf is better than none," then
maybe my few crumbs of news arc better
than no news at all.
Classmates from way back when — some
who were at Sweet Briar only one year! —
have been grand about sending a letter or
brief note, which makes me feel as if I am
not just shooting arrows into the air. The
nctes are greatly appreciated, and make my
job much pleasanter.
My news crumbs will start with Elizabeth Eggleston. She returned to Sweet Briar
in June, but so late and briefly that her
"portrait" did not appear with Flo's and
iiiine posed on Reid Hall steps. In July on
a trip to Farm\ille. my husband and I kidnapped her and took her to Williamsburg
to see the pageant. "The Common Glory."
We had hoped to go on to North Carolina
to see "The Lost Colony." but something
happened and that plan fell apart. But we
did seeand
Nansat Poirell
Hodges'of lovely
house,
out a torrent
rain as new
we
chatted there.
Isabel Wood Holt and Isabel Luke Witt
also bobbed in and out all too briefly in
June at Commencement. My visit with Airs.
Dew in her apartment o\er in Amherst is
always one of my greatest pleasures when I
return to Sweet Briar.
Two freshman year classmates who lived
in Manson have written me. Jane Byrd
Ruffin Henry lives in Norfolk, and says that
this is the first time in years that "there is
no niece or young cousin at S. B." She has
granddaughters that she hopes will be
there someday. Also she was good enough
to suggest that I look her up. if I go to
the Jamestown Festival next year. Yes,
\eriiy, here's hoping on my part.
Alma Treietl Gerber lives in Illinois but
goes to Florida in winter. She wrote back
to ask whether there was a Sweet Briar Day
meeting in December near Miami. That
showed such real and lively interest that I
hated to have to tell her no. How about a
winter get-together in Florida for these miHere gratory
andbirds .-■now

I want to broadcast an

appeal for Dorothy NX'allace's address. Anybody know her whereabouts? My letters
bounce back like rubber checks.
Delia Mae Gilmore Gates forwarded a
printed newsy letter about her family and
her own activities, which are varied and
strenuous enough to leave me panting and
exhausted just thinking about them. Her
experience with jury duty was a lulu. Jurj'
awarded "accident victim money but made
it impossible for him to collect! " You will
be pleased and proud to know that "independent American womanhood " in the
form of D. M. helped to get that rectified.
She enclosed a snapshot of herself with a
characteristically cheerful smile and peppy

expression that was a pleasure to behold.
Before Elizabeth adds her news items. I
want to put in a dandy one about her. In
the past few years she has been asked to
read her poetry in Danville, Norfolk, Farmville, at colleges and Club meetings. One
of
her poems,
I can testify
is most
unusual"L'il
and 'Stracted."
deeply appealing.
Louise H.nmnond Skinner is in Palm
Beach again this winter. I believe. Yoo-hoo,
how about the rest of you? In the West if
you haven't been dried up by drought,
flooded or burned out, please let us know.
The papers give us only the lurid news.
Best wishes.
Carrie Sbarpe Sanders,
Fund Agent
It was good of Carrie, busy with a multitude of household and community duties,
to write the above. I would like to add one
more news-crumb. Dorothy Nejl Smith has
a fourth grand-baby, a little girl.
I recently took lunch with Stella Gtcynn
Waugh in Danville. We had many laughs
over old times. She was president of the
Freshman Class in 1918-19. the year the
Sophomores, for some inexplicable reason,
made them wear white aprons. I recall a
disgusted visitor's
rich girl's school;
of maids all over
pleasant covey of

remark: "Nothing but a
why. there were dozens
the place!" Stella has a
grand-daughters whom I

hope she is readying for 'The Briar. Her
own daughter — her portrait is most charming— alas, went to Randolph-Macon.
All good wishes.
Elizabeth

1921
President: FLORENCE 'W^OELFEL. 2620 Lakeview Ave., Chicago 14, 111.
Secretary: Florence Woelfel.
Fund Agent: Rhoda Allen (Mrs. John S.
Worden),
9 Hugenot
Drive,
Larchmont,
N.Y.
Greetings to all and a bit of news from
a few. A suggestion from the Committee
on Decorating for our Class Gift — "a good
picture or print for the large space over the
mantlepiece"and I am taking the liberty of
approving this suggestion. They will make
the selection.
Ophelia Short Seward writes how much
she regretted not being with us last June —
her daughter Susan had 4 years at S. B.
which with joy that she was there also gave
Ophelia
the and
opportunity
up" with
the college
campus. to
Her"keep
daughter
now
has a part-time job in an architect's oflSce
and is enjoying a gay time along with it.
Susan's room-mate is married to Ida Massie's son in Richmond and the stork recently
made Ida a grandmother.
Katherine Hai^tkins Baker's son is en,ea,ged to a girl from Gadsden. Ala. Eunice
Branch Hamilton lives here, where I visited
a few years ago. and I had a card from her
this Christmas. Ophelia saw Maylen Netrby
Pearce in Pompano. Fla.. last year lookin,g
wonderful. Am injecting a little news of
others at S. B. with us although they were
not in our Class.
Lette A\cLeinore Matthews and her husband took "le grande tour" with friends
and as we know Lette. they didn't miss a
trick starting with the gay crossing on the
Isle de France and on through eight countries. It was
a dream
trip realized. On

Alumnae News

October 13th her younger daughter, Margaret, was married so Lette immediately
was involved in wedding plans. Her older
daughter has a darling 2'/l> year-old girl.
Lette is busy with Garden Club and social
activities — she sees Grace Merrick Touhy,
Mattie Hjinmaiid Smith (her daughter
Anne will be married in April), Florine
Gilbi-rl Smith and Mary AicCu Deal quite
often.
Lette Shi/of' Dixon is doing a job she
loves and is so interested in — Librarian at
the Suftolk High School. Don't you know
she "gives " a lot to those youngsters besides books — in fact the School Board sent
her as representative to Founders' Day
Round Table. Lette's children live within
a short distance and the fun with her
"small fry " keeps Lette young.
Now to California — Hildegarde FLv/inr
Monhof who lives in Altadena had a most
glorious trip with her husband and son
last summer to Paris to visit her sister. It
kept her from Class Reunion and we missed
her. They bought an old ranch in Napa
Valley and will vacation there this month.
"Shafe" ^X'adhams' husband recently retired and they have left for a 2 months
trip to Mexico, where Mil Ellis Scales will
join them. "Shafe" has so many interests
and in many of them Chuck joins her — such
as gardening and interest (above average)
in world affairs — said she often gets in
deep water and for "Shafe" that means fun !
The latter includes research and a paper on
Nasser.
Emma Adams Kyle has been diligently
working for the V. M. C. A. - Y. W. C. A.
Building Fund for the West Hartford,
Conn., Center. Her daughter has two boys
and last summer they bought a charming
Cape Cod home in Ridgewood, N. J. Emma
and her husband joined them at Christmas.
Emma accompanies her husband on some of
his trips through the South and this time
she will spend 2 weeks in Richmond with
her sister. Soon Emma will be busy working on the Flower Mart which her Garden
Club exhibits in May.
Oden Greer recently moved to the Warwick Hotel where she and her sister have
taken an apartment, following the death of
another sister. Our sympathy to you and
happy to know that, although the move
was a major change from your old home,
you are becoming adjusted. Oden writes
she continues with her painting.
Fran Simpson Cartwright writes that her
news is nihil — not even a new grandchild!
You were a dear to send a note and when
I come through Cincy en route to Huntington I will surely see you.
Shelley Rouse Aagesen's daughter Alice
is a Junior at St. Catherine's in Richmond
— getting nearer to Sweet Briar, we hope!
Shelley is Registrar for the Colonial Dames
of Michigan and last October attended the
Biennial (Council in Washington. The Antiques Forum is held every year in Williamsburg, which was surely an attraction
for Shelley.
Francese Euns Ives had planned to be
with us for Reunion but due to the illness
of her mother she had to go to Texas.
Francese has days and nights filled, with
her position as Town Clerk in Montclair,
N. J., and her devoted care nursing her
mother. As Town Clerk she took the registration of Frances R.iit] Wood, whose attractive daughter, I believe, is an S. B. gal
Spring 1957

too. After graduation from Princeton, Francese's son went into the Naval Air Intelligence and is now at Moffet Field in Palo
Alto.
Florence Dowden Wood always writes of
such interesting and fascinating activities.
So glad to know you are recovering from an
almost fatal auto accident of 2 years ago.
She is now able to take up work again with
her husband which includes writing papers
and actually going on expeditions.
Time and space are running out but will
hurriedly mention a few of my own goings
and comings — sometimes I wonder just
where I am ! Last October flew to Mexico
City with friends and motored out of there
to Acapulco, Tasco, Cuernavaca, Fortin de
las Flores, and many more of the charming
places. Mexico has retained much of its old
atmosphere, is now digging up some of its
buried history and "manana" is still the
word — except for the Toreador in the bull
ring. It was fun to refresh my memory on
Spanish and it is very helpful with natives
and taxi drivers or bargaining at the markets. Ido hope to go back.
Last Spring flew to Honolulu after a time
in Pasadena. Yelena Grgiuh Prosch and her
husband met us with leis and Honolulu
hospitality. They live in Chicago but were
on a holiday there. We found life in Hawaii could be lazy or un-lazy and we participated inboth. The islands have a charm
and beautv, and one hops a plane like a bus
to Kauai, Mauai or Hilo. After ten days of
surf-boarding someone said, "Don't you
know you can break your neck doing that,"
and, knowing my 35th reunion was on the
horizon, I took up floating in on the waves.
Flying back one engine conked out past
the "Point of no Return " and the bump as
we landed in San Francisco felt mighty
good. Had a gay week there and then revia beautiful
Feather River 'Valley
and the turned
Colorado
River.
Spent Christmas in New York and Mary
Munson was with me. Joined the Westchester group on the 28th and had visits
with Rhoda and Fanny of our class and Flo
Freeman Fowler and Gert Daily Massie, all
of which Mary and I enjoyed so much. Had
a treat when Gert and her daughter Adrienne played a two-piano duet. Rhoda had
been to Detroit for the christening of her
granddaughter. Rhoda's husband is again
very well, although they cannot be too
active socially. We saw the hit shows in
New York and were gay with friends.
Spent last week end in St. Louis and
stopped off for a visit with Mary Munson
in Springfield — she is tempting me to return
to S. B. in June for her Class Reunion — I
tempt easy so, maybe. Just cancelled reservations for California but hope to get away
in a couple of weeks and possibly Florida
in April. Have been doing some work with
the Chicago Horticultural Society and have
enjoyed classes in Flower Arrangement.
The Woman's
Boardhadhere,
of
which
Sweet BriarCollege
is a member,
a most
interesting Forum "Living with Education"
with paper by the President of Sarah Lawrence, an outstanding psychiatrist of the
Mayo Clinic, and a well-known Theatrical
Producer. The approach to the subject was
quite varied, as you can imagine.
I've received no offers to take over this
job it.
andIf Im
afraidwants
I'm to
nothave
doingthethe
on
no one
funbest
of

writing you for news and waiting, waiting,
waiting
to hear year.
from you, I'll try and carry
on for another
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President: Elizabeth Huber (Mrs. Wm.
Welch II), Sunset Rd., Laverock Hills, Pa.
Secretary; Grizzelle Thomson, 1901
Claremont Ave., Norfolk, Va.
Fund Agent: Katherine Shenehdn (Mrs.
Louis W. Child), 1814 Knox Ave., So.,
Minneapolis ■). Minn.
Our 3'ith reunion comes up in June.
Please, please plan to attend. You know
that Virginia in early summer is still enchanting. ^X'ouldn't a swim in the lake be
fun ? Wonder if it is as muddy after a
rain as it used to be? Sometimes you felt
as if you were diving into solid ground.
Remember how we had to swear to Dr.
Harley that we had been taking cold showers all winter before she would let us dip
in early in the spring? I can recall swimming as late as November one year and
swimming is still my favorite sport. Then
I can still feel how sore my ankles were
the one and only time I have ever been on
ice skates. That was the only time the lake
was frozen hard enough for the sport while
we were at college.
Huber, just 35 years ago today we drove
through piles of snow at mid-terms to
spend the week-end at the Virginian.
There
I ranover
intoheels
a friend,
Toft'yWeHall,
fell head
for you.
wentwhoto
see the movie, "The Four Horsemen of the
In the fall of 1918 how lucky we were
not
to have any fatalities from the flu epiApocalypse."
demic. Recall how we filed out to the
kitchen and helped ourselves sometimes to
two and three desserts as we practiced selfservice when so many maids were ill? And
then the wonderful partj' the faculty gave
us at Hallowe'en (the Refector)' was never
more attractively decorated) to celebrate
the end of the epidemic. The excitement of
our celebration of the false Armistice Day
by carr)'ing that enormous flag all around
the campus still sticks in my memory.
Kay Shenehon, think back to the day
we sat in a tree down by the lake and decided we'd never swear again, only say
"Oh. Balsom" if we were irritated.
Was a May Day ever more beautiful
than our first? The clapping rings in my
ears now as we rejoiced when the sun came
out on May Day Eve after days of rain.
And
course
we'll Little
never Aprons
forget "Every
Freshieof Has
to Wear
White
and Fair." So in June come one and all
and we'll really reminisce. If you cannot
possibly
make it. record.
answer my cards and we'll
have
a complete
Virginia Ransom said on her Christmas
card that Morrcll Jones Gibson had just
died after a long illness. How our heart
goes out to her family. Of the thirty-three
who graduated in 1922. Morrell is the sixth
to leave us. Catherine Cook passed on in
1942, Margaret Monk (Mrs. K. West, Jr.)
in 1948, Margaret Mierke (Mrs. Gilbert
23
Rossiter) in 19-10, Ruth Slater (Mrs.
Walter Wilson) in 1945 and Amey Smythe
in 1940. The following are listed as missing: Isabclle Frank (Mrs. T. Sutherland).
Elizabeth Schnorback (Mrs. M. Tackett),
Lillias Shepherd
(Mrs. T. Williamson)

and Jeanne Henidel (Mrs. W. Hall).
the 147 who started in 1918 we have
known addresses, 11 deceased, 22 lost
1 1 removed from the list.
Alice B.ibcock Simmons wished on
Christmas card that I was well and was

Of
103
and
her
not

as grey-headed as she was. Jane Guignard
is now Mrs. George Curry and still lives
in Columbia, S. C. Casy Shenehon Child
had a grand trip to Texas last winter. I
told you about my wonderful visit with her
two years ago.
Elizabeth Hiiber Welch was at S. B. in
October for two days as our reunion chairman and was thrilled with everything and
full of pride in our college. She plans to
be back, of course, in June. Trot Walker
had a fine time in Maine last August with
two of her children. Stopped at Cape Porpoise one night and had lobster with Ruth
Fisbf Steeger and Charlie. They were so
hospitable that it was great fun being with
them. Henrietta Anderson had hoped to
.get to S. B. last year, but did not make
it. I was so disappointed in not being able
to reach her two years ago when I visited
Casy.
This is the first Christmas that I have
failed to hear from Charlotte Z-.rw.t/«.(; Hardy.
My heart goes out to her and her husband,
as their only son, Bobby, died two years ago
at the age of 27 years from a cerebral
hemorrhage. He was working at the time
with the Watertown Arsenal as a physical
metallurgist. The American Institute of
Mining, Metallurgical and Petroleum Engineers has announced the establishment
of the Robert Lansing Hardy Gold Medal
which is to be awarded annually to a
young man who has exhibited exceptional
promise in the field of metallurgy. The medalist must be under 30 years of age. The
purpose is to encourage young men to
strive for superior attainments in the general field of metallurgy. Arthur, Charlotte's
husband, is a professor of physics at
M. I. T. and consulting physicist for several
large corporations, so commutes from Boston to New York frequently.
Mary Klumph Watson writes that
"things go on much as usual with us here,
except we don't stay home as much as we
used to. After quite a stay in Arizona and
Mexico last winter, we are going back again
for about three months this year. The nice
dry climate was good for our arthritic
joints and there is a possibility we may pull
up stakes and move out there in another
year. We had a nice visit with Tom (son)
and his wife and their two little girls, Lise
and Susie, at Rehoboth Beach, Del., this
June. It is not too far from Neward where
Tom is teaching at the University. This fall
we flew to Sea Island, Ga., for a couple of
weeks and enjoyed ourselves there, despite
the fact that we ran into a baby hurricane.
My sister Kay's family is well. Her daughter, Malve. a beautiful young thing, is a
junior at Sarah Lawrence College. "
Margaret Munteii Tillar wrote that from
late February last year her garden was
lovely and that they were all excited over
plans for building a garage apartment on
their daughter Jeanne's lot at 'Virginia
Beach and that they hoped to have it
ready by April. If any of you get to the
Beach, you can reach her through the Page
Preston's phone. Her daughter's home is a
Dutch colonial
house and their apartment
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will be a tiny likeness. Her husband can
have a boat and do some fishing and relaxing. Ihope to look up Peg when I get back
to the Beach next summer and will look
forward to a long visit.
Each year I receive such a grand letter
from Dr. Isabel Stone under whom I majored in Physics. She and her sister, after a
number of years in Puerto Rico, are back
in Miami, Fla. She is much concerned for
fear the present day public schools are aimed at the average student and are neglecting the superior mind. She taught in private
schools and tutored off and on all of these
years until recently. Her alertness and interest in current happenings is simply
amazing. I have not seen Miss Morenus for
several years and miss her visits to Norfolk.
I am looking forward to June. I plan to
drive up with a former pupil of mine,
Jean Old, who has her tenth reunion. She
is a very good friend of Mattie Hammnnd
Smith's daughter. Martha, who married
Ben Smith. Florence Gilbert's son.
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Secretary: Marie S. Klooz, 3026 Porter
St., N. W., Washington 8, D. C.
Not too much to report this time. Just
some changes in addresses and some news
which came in too late to make the last
issue.
Jane Guignard (Mrs. George Curry)
now at 1501 Beltline Blvd., Columbia 1,
S. C.
Bessie Hoge

Brown, at 1803 Park Ave.,

Richmond
20, 'Va.
Muriel M/ll/gai! (Mrs. John H. Hoeven,) at 519 S. Kline, Aberdeen, S. D.
Doris Nobles (Mrs. Gerald Blackburn),
at 2107 Van Buren, Amarillo, Texas.
Evelyn Plummer Read, at Wistar Rd.,
Villa Nova, Pa.
Clare Robertson McCutchan at 404 1 5th
Rd.. Huntington, W. Va.
Margaretta Tuttle, Midland, Mich.
Gertrude Geer Bassett writes: "We have
been in Winter Harbor, Me., for 10 weeks
this summer starting our retirement home.
It is to be in the form of a 5-story lighthouse, the 2 top stories being studios for
my oil-painting. We expect to have it
finished by next summer. . . . I'm quite
sure that Dorothy Mackenzie is a teacher
in

Birmingham, Mich."
Beth Hall Hatcher: "I have nothing to
report but a busy time as a plain old housewife. Our oldest daughter. Beth, married

last Christmas (1955), got her Master's in
Foreign Affairs from LI. 'Va. in June
(1956) and lives in Charlottesville. Our
middle daughter, Marney, lives and works
in New York City. Our youngest, Mary
Lynde, is a Senior in high school this year.
They fill all my time."
Muriel Mackenzie Kelly: "I have been
busy with guests ... In July Mel and I
spent a week in upper Michigan. It was
cool but we had a good time . . . We had
the pleasure of dining with the Proches.
Dorothy Wallace was a guest also — last
Saturday. The first of September Mel and
I will spend a week with Mack and his
family in a cottage on the Eastern Shore
of Maryland. Then perhaps a few days in
Washington. I have been busy with the
same old

interests — no

time for

painting."

Alumnae

like

Lydia
Ponsonby
"Congratulations
on

The
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Wilmer,
'23, wriles:
a wonderiul
publica-

Dorothy Nickelson Williamson, '23.
writes: "A most delightful trip down
Memory

Lane."

1926

Secretary:
RuTH
Abell
(Mrs.
Burnett
tion!"
Bear), Pleasant "Valley, Pa.
Fund
Agent:
Helen
Meitschler
(Mrs.
Markel Becker), Winter Haven, Fla.
I am so glad I was asked to be secretary
for the Class of 1926; it has been a delight
hearing from all of you!
Such a nice letter from Helen Meitschler
Becker in which she told of flying to Pottstown, Pa., this fall with her son and husband to enter Duke at Hill School. Then
she and Markel drove to New Jersey to
visit their daughter, Pat, her husband and
their 3 grandchildren. Their other daughter, Tweedle, was married in November.
News from Betty Moore Rusk is that
their son, Whitten, graduated from Wesleyan last
is now R.
at I.
Officer's
Candidate June
School atand
Newport,
Their older
daughter, Gwen, is a sophomore at Denison, and their youngest, Mary, is in 8th
grade in Haddonfield.
Anne Barrett Allaise writes that she
heard from Elizabeth Matthew Nichols at
Christmas. The Nickols love living in
Japan, and will return in 1958 well armed
with Kodachrome slides! In another year,
their older daughter hopes to matriculate
at Sweet Briar.
Loiighery
Arthur's middle son is at
theMary
L'niversity
of Chicago.
noteentire
from clan
Dot home
Bailey
"We
hadA our
forHughes:
the holidays;
3 sons. 2 daughters-in-law and 2 granddaughters. Needless to say, there never was
a dull moment. In case no one has told you,
Donald Cameron Franklin III has arrived.
He is the son of Peggy McClements and
Ruth Taylor Franklin's son. They also have
a daughter. Our youngest and only bachelor
is And
a senior
at Indiana.wonderful
One doesletter
age!"from
in another
Lois Peterson Wilson, she told me that she
had visited Jeanette Hoppinger Schanz in
Cleveland last Fall. The Schanz' older son
is out of the Army and has established himself in business with his f.ither. Jeanette
and Jack are flying to Jamaica in February
to spend several weeks at Montego Bay.
Loey and Jeanette had luncheon with
Sarah Merricli Henriet and saw pictures of
the Henriet's new home and their daughter Nancy's 2 children. Sally was married
last June to an ensign, and Paul and his
wife are still in Germany with the Army.
Last summer, Sarah, Nancy and the grandchildren joined her sister Grace Merrick
Twohy
('24) at shore.
the latter's summer
on the Virginia

house

theAnd
following:
from Loey's Christmas cards come
Mar>' Bristol Graham and her husband
drove their daughter Judy back to Sweet
Briar in September, and went back again
to visit in October.
Peg Reinhold was much disappointed to
have missed reunion: the time conflicts
with her duties.

Atiiitiude News

Jenny Lee Taylor Tinker, who is now
living in a new home in Montclair, wrote
that their ilauuhter loan had dinner recently
with Pri.sulla Kelley. Kay Nonis Kelly's
dau>;htcr.
Helen Adams Thomson had all the children home for the holidays; son Bill and
wife and 3 children from St. Louis; Ian.
the airline ho.stess, from Pittsburgh, and
Joan from college. Hadze has been assistant
librarian in Swarthmore for a number of
years, but resigned last fall, as both house
and job got to be too much.
In October, the Wilsons took advantage
of the fact that the American Bankers
Association Convention was in Los Angeles
and went out to attend it. The highlight of
the entertainment provided was an afternoon in Disneyland. It took S2 buses to
transport 8,()()l) bankers and their wives out
there. No one wanted to miss the trip.
"They

stayed on in Los Angeles sightseeing and returned home via the Grand
Canyon. They are planning to move into
their new home about February H and are
looking forward to 'house-living' instead
of 'apartment living.' The welcome mat is
always out for any 26ers and husbands who
come to Toledo, especially this June for the
National Open Golf Tournament at the
Inverness
Country
Club."in love with their
The Bears
are still
farm house, looking forward to their son's
return from Germany, and their daughter's
graduation from Smith.
Jane Hunter Halloway and her husband
visited mutual friends of ours in Saucon
■Valley just before Christmas. Jane and I
had a grand visit — it didn't seem possible
that it was over 30 years since we had .seen
one another!

1927
Ptex/dti/t; Madpline
Brown
(Mrs.
McFarland Wood),
Walnut Hill Farm. Hopkinsville, Ky.
Strr^Liry: JuLiA
Reynolds
(Mrs.
Robert
H. Dreisbach), 908 Kinnaird Avenue, Fort
Wayne 6, Ind.
Fund A^eiit: Elizabeth Mathews
(Mrs.
Harry A. Wallace, Jr.), 327 Professimal
BUIg., Charleston
1, W. Va.
Greetings from the frozen North ! This
5 degree above zero weather makes me
look forward more than ever to the warm
reception
in June
way to
planning

I know we'll get at our reunion
of this year. Isn't that a sneaky
remind you that you should be
an enthusiastic return to campus?

Besides the wonderful time you'll have
renewing old acquaintances, that is the
time you'll elect a new secretary — so — y'all
come!
It was such fun to receive Christmas
cards from some of you with welcome bits
of news on them. Libbo VCallace (Elizabeth
Malheus, Fund Agent, to whom I hope
you've
sent
me
several all
items,
for contributions)
which I am gave
thankful.
Tom Foltz (Babe Albiin' son) is manager
of Phi Delts at Washington and Lee and
Babe and her husband visited him in
N<weniber. At home Babe is involved in
Service League. Children's Home and Hospitals, Red Cross and State Conferences for
the Handicapped, and State Democratic
Committee.
Julia Wilson visited Jo SiiouJtn Durham in Charlcstown at Christmas. Jo saw
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Sally Jamison
in Charlotte,
N. C. the
'Virginia
Franke
and Walter
Davis operate
Lyric
Circus during the summer in Scaneateles,
N. Y., where they produce Broadway musicals. Gwinn Hams (Mrs. Beverly St.
George Tucker) has two adorable grandchildren; Gwinn (age 3) and David (age
1). Gwinn's son, James Harris Scott, is
stationed
in Stuttgart, Germany.
A card from Betty Bachman Hardcastle
came in too late for the last newsletter so
I've saved it carefully for this one. It told
of the marriage of her oldest son Hendrick
in Tampa, Fla., in August, 195(). He and
his bride are both Mechanical Engineers
and are graduates of Vanderbilt Engineering
School. Ken reported in October for army
duty and his wife is living off base during
his stint. Another card from Alice Eskestu
Ganzel said she missed the deadline for the
October letter because she hadn't a thing to
report but that on Sept. 1st Dot Garland
Weeks and her husband. Bill, stopped in
on their way home from Maine so they all
had fun at a dinner and dance.
By now Pauline Payne Backus should be
in their new home, since in her last letter
she said their new address after January 1st
would be; -ilO^ Robinhood Lane, Sherwood

had a wedding trip through the Allegheny
Mountains and are now living in Cincinnati.
^X'hen I wrote the fall letter I was about
to take off for New Orleans with daughter
Jerry
(S.B.loads
'5-1) of
to help
drive her
car down.
We had
fun going
a new
way.
So far we've gone by way of Mobile, by
way of Memphis, Vicksburg and Natchez,
and this fall by way of Paducah, Meridian,
etc. I've loved every minute of it and have
learned names of towns I never knew existed. Istayed in New Orleans and had fun
while Jerry got settled for her second year
as a Graduate Student in the Art Dept. at
Tulane and Sophie Newcomb, then I took
the train into Chicago and back down here.
Our tirst daughter. Georgia (S.B. '51), has
been elected president of the Charlottesville. Va.. Sweet Briar Alumnae group for
next year. Our entire family came home for
Christmas. Jerry came from New Orleans
and Georgia, Jack and Julia Reynolds (age
13 months) from Charlottesville, so Bob
and I had a wonderful holiday. It's such
fun being grandparents.
Try it, everyone.
Plan to come to S.B. for our 30th reunion— and be sure that all of you write me
any news you have. I very sneakily held

Forest, Toledo 13, Ohio. Isn't that a delightful address? She says the home is really
outside of Sylvania, Ohio, but has the
Toledo address. Pauline says that Lois

back a few items before — but I'm fresh out
of news now — so write, please.

Peterson Wilson, '26, lives in Toledo and
that Lois still has her wonderful enthusiasm
and many, many interests. Marg Cramer
Crane is hoping to get to our 30th reunion.
She says her daughter Cathy is graduating
from Rosemary about that time so she has
her lingers crossed on the date.
It was good to have a letter from Connie
Van Ness in the fall. She gave me several

Class Secretary: BETTY MooRE (Mrs.
Arthur Y. Schilling), 1011 Childs Ave.,
Drexel Hill, Pa.

news items I didn't have. Sara McHenry
has moved from New York to San Francisco. Also Connie asked what class Sarah
Dance was in. I'm not sure, but I remember
Sarah, so know this news will interest all.
Connie's
cousin,
Margaret
Clover
wrote from
Texas
that her
son Symonds,
Bill was
marryingsaid
Sarah
Dance
daughter.
Connie
Sarah
looksKrooks'
much the
same
from a newspaper clipping her cousin sent.
Connie said her life is its usual complicated
self — trying to keep the apartment in New
York during the week — keeping an eye on
the old house and her mother in Little
Falls, N. Y.. on weekends — and her architectural work with draftsmen unobtainable
York. She had a short summer visit

in New

at Martha's Vineyard and was planning a
trip with her mother through New York
State and into Canada.
Peggy Led Briganti wrote at Christmas
that her .son Dan and wife are in Schenectady. N. Y., where he is with General Electric Co. They have two boys — Steven and
Douglas (so can have Steven-Douglas debates as they grow older). Son, Bruce, is
in San Antonio — not married — and is working for Metropolitan
Life Insurance
Co.
Edna Lee Gilchrist and her twin daughters visited Cornelia W'ailes Wailes in
Africa this summer. A Christmas note from
Margaret Cornwell Schmidt says she and
Ruthie arc happy to be back in St. Louis.
Ruthie is in 7th grade at Burroughs where
Margaret is teaching. They're planning a
summer trip to Europe. Theodora Cheeseman was married to Mr. demons John
Mrusek of Reading. Ohio, on Oct. 3. They

1928

Fund Agent: Marion Jayne (Mrs. Carlos
Berguido), 135 Rose Lane, Haverford. Pa.
Dear Classmates:
So not
longknow
sincewhat
'28 is
made
News that
I do
newsthe
! Marion
and
I have picked up bits of information on
Christmas cards, and in answer to her droll
poem
"Aust"
Kinloch).
and on(toourquote
several
tripsAustin
to S. B.
C. Our
last visit was in October and was delightful. Everyone there went overboard to entertain the visiting alumnae. We were
especially
to find Morlidge
two other(who
'28ersis
there — Rip happy
K./« Winkle
secretary of Alumnae Council) and Sue
jelley
union. Dunbar. We

had our own

small re-

Maricn and I were also at college last
May. and then on to Williamsburg for two
delightful days. We had a grand cocktail
hour (or more) with Ann Harrison Shepherd Lewis and her husband in their charming colonial home. Anne Harrison had seen
Grace Sunderland Owings who is still living in Laurel, Md.
I know how sorry you will be to learn
that Marion lost her husband in an airplane
crash a little over a year ago. Carlos was a
member of the Development Board and is
greatly missed by Sweet Briar as well as
his family and his many friends. Their 3rd
daughter, June, is making quite a name for
herself at S.B. Marion is going down again
in February as a member of the Executive
Board of Alumni Council and then on to
Atlanta to visit "Kewpie " Hodnett McDaniel.
Here are our latest reports on change of
residence: Sarah Dance Krook to San Franci.sco from Toronto. Mrs. Sara McHenry
also in San Francisco. Lib Oliier White 25to
Charlotte, N. C. Virginia Torrance Zimmerman from Darien, Conn., to Long Is-

land. Jane Poindexter Hunter to Savannah.
Margaret Fuller Riggs to Gladwyne, Pa.,
from Cincinnati.
We

learned with regret that our classmate Katherine Page had passed away.
Kay Aieyer Mauchel is a raiser of cocker
spaniels. She and her husband are now at
their winter home on a Caribbean Island.
"Aust" has two grandchildren, and a son
just commissioned in the navy, and a rock
'n' roll IJ year old. Lil Wood is very
•active in the Oxford Movement and is usually out of town. Susan T.ilbott Chase's
husband is headmaster at the Eaglebrook
School. Ann Beth Pi ice Clark has a son at
Princeton. Ann Lane Newell Whatley { last
I heard) was busy preparing for visiting
relatives for the debut of her niece, Mary
Lane Bryan. Lu Finch McCallum has a
daughter living near here and has promised
to contact us next time she comes down.
Emily F.jrrell Stagg has four grandchildren.
Let me know if that is a record for our
class.
Libby Jo/ies Shands is now in Newport,
R. L, where her husband. Admiral Shands,
is in charge of a carrier division. Kitty
Leadbeater Bloomer's second son is on a
trip around the world on a brigantine.
Kitty is going around herself in July and
hopes to run into son Peter. Squeak Hjrned
Ross' daughter, Deborah, planned to be
married during the holidays. Muggsie
Nelms Locke still loves Alabama. She sent
me a volume of wonderful Mobile recipes
but I am afraid to try them 'cause my
family might not want to go back to dawgs
and burgs. My oldest boy, Fred, graduated
from the Naval Academy in June and is
now an Ensign on the aircraft carrier Leyle.
I know that this is a hectic, disconnected
letter but hope that my efforts to bring you
up to date will inspire you to send loads
of items for the next issue. Many, many
thanks to those of you who have contributed to the Fund. Nancy Burton writes that
our class is making a wonderful showing.
Let's make it 100%. As you know, Marion
is helping me with the class notes and I am
assisting her with the Fund. That way we
hope to do better by both !
Alumnae

like

The
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Elizabeth

S. ClARK,

227 Bos-

Cole Anderson's daughter, Lovat, and John
J. Wilkins III of Athens, Ga. The wedding
and all its attendant functions were beautiful and great fun, but the best part of all
was seeing Jean and her family. Lovat is a
lovely girl, and she married a grand boy.
They are both seniors at the L'niversity of

26

1957, copy of the Ladies' Home Journjl,
you will see Alumnae Children on parade.
Look at the How Young Americ.i Lives
section. The first full page picture shows
three girls embracing. The one facing the
camera is Jane Baber, daughter of Lucy

just a handful. I've been back twice on
flying journeys, only for an hour or so.
Just long enough to drive slowly around
and show my children the old haunts. I
have never quite been able to manage a
reunion. Too many commitments, as we

Harrison Miller Baber, '30. The next full
page spread shows a group of teen-agers
singing. There are two boys and a girl on
a settee at the top of the picture. The boy
on the right looking with adoring eyes at
the girl is Ebo Fauber, oldest of Ella

all have these days. But it's a must in 1957.
"You wonder how the years have treated
me. It depends on the way you look at it—
or me. I can still hike with my Girl Scout

write me some nice long letters all about
your doings. Pretty soon I am going to take
a census of the newly-wed children and
newly-arrived grandchildren. I am sure the
crop will make us both proud and de-

Here it is another year and time moves
on apace. Sweet Briar is swimming merrily
along and the new dormitory is a thing of
beauty. You must all come to see it!
Just before Christmas I journeyed to
Marietta, Ga., to the wedding of Jean

David,

pepped up about our reunion. "Dear gals.
It seems incredible that this year we'll be
quarter-century
doesn't
plan to meet at alumnae,
Sweet Briar,
all ofit?us,Let's
not

Blouin, '30, writes:
until I'd finished it."

ton Ave., Lynchburg, "Va.
Cliiss Agent: Peronne 'Whittaker
(Mrs.
Robert Scott), 32 Whitman
St., Haworth,
N. J.

Georgia.

the wedding, but a bishop's wife is a busy
lady at Christmas time.
Mart von Briesen sent me a letter that
she had received from Jane Bikle Lane who
is living in Philadelphia. She was in Honolulu for a month before Christmas in 1955.
Her husband is a Marine Administrator for
the Sun Oil Co. His work carries him far
and wide. He might have to go to London
soon (or might have gone by now) on
some business about oil tankers for the
Suez. If Jane can get a passport in time
she wants to go with him.
I saw in the Lynchburg News that Fannie
O'Brien Hettrick's father, John Lord
O'Brien, was presented the New York Bar
Association's annual Gold Medal award for
meritorious service. Fannie's parents are
now living in Washington, D. C. She sees
them frequently. Fannie and her youngest
son George were in Buffalo at Christmas
time where they had a family get-together.
Eleanor Fjulk Cone seems to have left
her sunny Louisiana for foreign parts. We
have a change of address card with an APO
Seattle. Sounds most interesting. Her husband is Col. Montie Cone and they are at
Ft. Greely, which must be in Alaska.
It might be a little late to look it up, but
if you have one, or can borrow a January,

"I

writes:

1931
Secretary:

I saw
l.iiierence
Sessions, '30g,
who
lives
in Mary
Marietta.
She entertained
at coffee
one morning while I was there. She has an
attractive husband, two boys, and a beautiful home. She said her sister, Helen Lawrence VanderHorst, had wanted to get to

Wtllt.ims Fauber's three sons. He is a freshman at the
Va. ours. Please
More
anonL'niversity
about usof and

Lisa Guigon Shinberger, '29,
think the book is wonderiul."
Carolyn
Martindale
"Couldn't put it down

son, is a most attractive lad. I had not seen
him since he was a babe in arms, so it was
good to make his acquaintance. Jean was
a most becoming mother of the bride in
mocha lace.

Jean's

eighteen

year

old

pressed. So far I haven't seen that we are
coming apart at the seams. It takes more
than a few grandchildren and gray hairs to
put us young things into a decline.

1932
President: Marjorie Mri.i.ER (Mrs. I. F.
Close), 1475 Caledonia Rd., Town of Mt.
Royal, Quebec, Canada.
Secretary: Elizabeth Job (Mrs. A. H,

Perry
lessie Cobuin
LaukhuH,
'33, and
daughterand taken
when
Perry
lectured
at
Sweet Briar recently.
its history. We live on high ground but the
water lacked two feet getting in our door.
Gus stayed at the Kentucky Power Company all night, helping them hold the power. It stayed on. No gas, no water, no
phones — but the blessed light (and heat
that
went Aswith
likeit Noah's
rainbow.
the it)
waterlooked
receded,
left a
thick fudgelike layer of mud. With no
city water to clean it oft and rain for six
more days it was terrible. Now that it is
drying
up, weto have
grit. Butcheerlet's
look ahead
June dust
and and
something
ful— our 25th reunion.
I've saved parts of this letter from Jane
Hays Dowler for a year now to get us

Troop 58, but
time. I'm too
can still wear a
be a little more

I can't sing at the same
busy trying to breathe! I
size 12 dress but it has to
subtle around the middle.

I'm beginning to read ads about colorrinsing your hair, wrinkleproofing your
face and such. But most of the time I just
avoid mirrors and have a wonderful life.
Our offspring. Penny, Steve and Mark, are
healthy, lively and lots of fun — even if
Dick and I do groan and fall into chairs exhausted at their bedtime.
"It's the story of those middle years
everyone talks about. We're it, and a busy
life it is, with once in awhile a moment
of introspection, when we think how long
■ago we left Sweet Briar, and what fun it
would be to go back for a chat with all

Jopp),
503 ScottSusAN
Ave.,"Pikeville,
Fund Agent:
MarshallKy.(Mrs.
^X'. B. Tmiberlake), Ridgewood Rd., Staun-

theMarcia
girls. Let's
do it,plans
shall towe?come
Jane."
Patterson
if she
can get away from the year-end chores of
her job as resident Latin teacher at Kent
Place School in Summit, N. J. Last summer Marcia visited Wilhelmina Rankin

ton, 'Va. the presses! Our class news letter
Hold
is late because the night I set aside to write
it I could have floated it to you in a bottle.
Pikeville, Kentucky, had the worst flood in

Teter ('30) in Florida. She phoned Sue
Burnett Davis between planes in Atlanta
to learn that Sue, her husband and son
Tread (a freshman at Princeton) were
touring Mexico.

Ahiniiiae News

Virginia Finch Waller, with the moral
support of her former roomie, Clara Miiiiiihig West, married off her older son, Ben,
Jr., last August. Ben, Jr., and wife returned
to Rice Institute for him to take his 5th
year in Architecture. He has an A.B. (with
distinction) from there. Her younger son,
Morton, attends .Southwestern at Memphis.
Both Clara and Virginia hope to make our
re-union.
Hope Virginia Btll.iiiiy Rutfin can make
it to the gathering so we can see if she is
still as beautiful or if she has passed all
her good looks on to her two daughters and
.son. Their pictures made a wonderful
Christmas card.
All is well with Adelaide Sniiih Nelson
and her family in Arizona. Do try to make
it, Adelaide. A get-together wouldn't be
complete without some of your wild tales
and schemes.
Ginny Squibb Flynn, who has been active
in alumnae work in Connecticut, has a son
at Brown University, and one ready for
college next fall. Bring Kate Scoll Sholes,
another Connecticut Yankee, and come on
down South this June.
From her Christmas card my roomie,
Ruth A."t))- Fortune, doesn't look as if she
had changed a bit. Don't blame her for
not wanting to leave her handsome husband,
but hope she makes it to S. B.
Perhaps Emma Knoullon Lytle's daughter, Eleanor Humphreys, who is a sophomore at Sweet Briar, will get her to the
re-union. From their pictures, Eleanor has
her mother's fine features and smile — just
lacks the bU;nde hair in being a chip off
the old block. The other two children.
Susan and Bob, seem to be a composite of
Emma and Stuart. They live in Oregon. 111.
Alice D.ibiit) Parker, Flappy P,iin\iif
Mandcville, Marg Miller Close, and lots
of others are busy preparing a variety of
skits, songs, dinners, and gab-sessions for
us to enjoy in June. So you-all come!
Those who have already said they are
coming include Betty Allen Magruder, Virginia lemison, Elizabeth lob. Virginia
Squibb Sue Burnett, Letha Morris, lane
Hays, Mary Moore Pancake, Marjorie
Miller. Helen Pratt. Hazel Stamps, Em
Green. Elizabeth Douglass. Ruth Kerr,
Dorothy Smith, Betsy Higgins, Sally Shallenberger, Alice Dabney. Others who are
planning on making it include Bea Stone.
Constance Fowler. Elizabeth Clary. Sarah
Brigh Gracey. Emily Maxwell, Frances
Sencindiver
and Marcia
Patterson.

news, and answers to my cards have been
few ! So please send me news of yourselves

at Western Reserve Academy. Dot sings in
the choir as she did at Sw-cet Briar.

and your families so I won't repeat my
error!

Miki Murdoch Martin says "We are in
status quo — the daughters in their teens,
Hugh busy. I still write a column in
GardenetfS but this is my year for the

Lois Foster Moore keeps very busy with
her two boys about to be 10 and 13, she
is chairman of the Patient's Library of
their hospital; and is still an Alumnae
Representative which she enjoys. Lois
hears from Marge Gubelman Hastert in
Hawaii and Ruth Dalies Young in California.
Nevil Crule Holmes is active with the
Girl Scouts and has a troop. She is on the
district training committee and also on the
Speaker's bureau for New Schools and also
improving Sunday School courses. The
Holmes live right between Viiughan's Junior High and Beth's fourth "rade at their
new address, 1400 Cereal A\'.p,uc in Hamilton, Ohio.
Doris Crane Loveland has a fifth child
"Cyrene" born July 14, 1955. Her oldest
son is at Westtown Boarding school and
Doris is trying to interest her daughter in
going to Sweet Briar.
Susalee BeUer Norris has a daughter
Eleanor at Sweet Briar. Eleanor is 18. a
sophomore, and "adores" Sweet Briar. The
Norris family spent last summer on the
coast in South Carolina and are now back
in New Orleans. Susalee's five year old
daughter Susalee keeps her mother busy.
Susalee also has a fourteen year old stepdaughter living with her — "Quite a house
of girls!" Susalee saw Sue Graves Stubbs
and her husband. The Stubbs are trying to
get their daughter Sue interested in going
to Sweet Briar next year.
Sue Graves Stubbs wrote me a nice long
letter. She has three children — Sue 17,
King, Jr., and John 6— "which accounts
for the rapid pace" of her days. Sue "revisited Sweet Briar in June — the campus
was as lovely as ever — tho deserted except
for a grand brief visit with Jackie Wood. "
She had Sue with her "to expose her to
the Briar Patch. " Sue goes on to say, "We
are hoping that she can be a freshman there
this fall ... I had King, Jr.. with me also
— we had driven hijn to Davidson to play
in the Southern boys tennis tournament.
Had a grand afternoon in Greensboro with
Cordelia Peiui Cannon — whose home is as
lovely as she is— we visited Ella ]esse
Latham in Alexandria — her children are
darlings." Sue and her husband are planning a trip to Europe this spring and will
spend
two weeks in Paris, Florence and
('openhagen.

Presidenl: Httti Wells (Mrs Frederick
W. Finn), ,S1 West Brother Drive, Greenwich, Conn.
1

Lena Jones Craig and her family live on
a farm about eight miles from town so she
spends much of her time commuting. Her
daughter Susan is 1 i and her son Tommy
is 12. They are both in Junior High School.

Secretary: Annf Marvin,
Charlottesville, Va.

15I.S D.iiry Ro.id.

Lena writes, "I garden a lot and still do
the usual things with Civic Drives, etc.,

Fund Agent: Gtbrv M.alt.orv, 169 E.'.st
Clinton Avenue, Tenafly, N I
This column nearly needed another
secretary again — I only took it on for the
second liiiw to try to keep '335 allotted
space from being bhink! One of our classmates wrote me this card "Do enjoy
traveling but hope your column will be
filled with news from other classmates

and go to Garden Club Council. " She sees
Agnes Cleveland Sandifer occasionally as
she lives near the Craigs.
Dorothy Brell Prentiss and her family
had a delightful vacation at Cambridge
Beaches in Bermuda last summer. She then
accompanied her fourteen-year old to a
"Magician s Convention " in Battle Creek,
Michigan, where he did a show (magic
has been his first love since the age of

as I enjoy reading what ihey'ie doing. "
So do I, but a secretary cannot manufacture

five). Vi'e have two boys — Gregory in
7th grade and the other son a sophomore

1933
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church as Woman's Auxiliary President,
for which I've given up assorted items.
Our summer was partly spent in the pleasant fogs of Jamestown, R. 1. "
Sue Johnson Simpson writes "Our two
older boys are at Episcopal High so I see
Ella Jesse Latham occasionally, but have
been disappointed not to run into Margaret Lanier Woodruni, whose son has had
a fine record there."
Louise Wooduard Hurtt's card tells of
many of our classmate.s — "My news is quite
stale by this time but I'll send it along
anyway. Last April, Anne Brooke, Kitty
House Maclellan and I had lunch together
in ^X'ashington where Kitty was attending
a convention of her husband's insurance co.
Later in the week. Kitty Gochnauer Slater
had lunch with Kitty, too. In Oct., Muggy
(Marietta Derby) Garst of London spent
sometime with me, also her daughter. She
was here to put her son, Jock, in the L'. of
Va. and to look at colleges around the
countryside for Jane who'll come over from
London next Sept. — A card from Betty
Gochnauer Church at Xmas told of her
wonderful time abroad this summer. Her
older son. Randy, is a senior at \J. of Va.
this year. — Just heard today that Frances
Poicell Zoppa's daughter will make her
debut in Richmond next winter."
Marge Burford Crenshaw's address until
June 15 is either 99 Shore Dr., Middletown, R. I., or c/o Naval 'War College,
Newport. After June 15 she will be back
at her old stand, 613 Marshall Street,
Lexington, Virginia. Marge says that the
Newport

winter was grim — "15 below with

a forty
an Wilson
hour wind."
Sarah mile
Ellen
Barbour saw Gertrude Raymond Dempster and her husband
not long ago. Gertrude looked fine. The
Dempsters have four children. Sarah Ellen
goes on to say, "I have three children, 15,
10 and a, the youngest a boy. A Girl Scout
troop for the ten year old keeps me fairly
busy and is much fun. I see a good deal
of Mary
Roberta
Draue
Woodteaching
'32." and loves it.
Buick
is still
She has the third grade. Mary is studying
toward her permanent teaching certificate.
She was elected Teacher Vice-President of
their P. T. A. for this year. Besides her
school activities. Mary takes in the Detroit
Symphi ny. the Cranbrook Music Guild
monthly concerts, the Cranbrook Institute
of Science lectures and movies, and Audubon programs. This past summer she relaxed
and had fun- -to quote; "In July I took
oft for Canada and the Stratford Shakespearean and Music Festival which I enjoyed. From there I went up to Muskoka
to my old haunt — Fairyport — to visit a
friend who has a cottage there. Then I
went on north another fifty miles to
Knoepfli Inn on the Magnotawn River
..."
and had a delightful time there.
It was good to hear from Mary Brooks
Barnhart Carlton, Babs Barber Wilson,
Gerry
Smith Mallory,
Berkeley. Hetty Wells Finn and Dot
We

are all very sorry to hear that Gerry's parents are so far from well, partic27

3. and still manages to be president of the
William Byrd Community House in RichiiKind. Rotary and Kiwanis Clubs contribute
to this agency, and they all cooperate to
make life more worthwhile in a very
crowded
neighborhood.
Marjorie Smith Zengel has two daughters
15 and 12, and one son, 9. Her newest
undertaking is a return to student life;
she takes courses in Latin American Studies
Division of Tulane. She says it is awfully

ularly her mother. Gerry wrote iiic a lon>;
letter — 1 do wish I could do somethin.i; to
help.
Dot Smith Berkeley. '32, has an attractive daughter Judy at Sweet Briar. Dot
lost her dear mother not lon.t! a,t;o and we
send her our heartfelt sympathy.
Mary E. Clemuns Porzelius' nice card
just tame and she says "My oldest, Bettie.
17, is >;etting ready to go to college in the
fall but she is looking for a coed university.
Susan will be in the 1st year High. We
had a wonderful tour of the west and the
Canadian Rockies last summer — our first
trip west."
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Presideiil: Elizabeth Scheur (Mrs. Chas.
R. Maxwell, Jr.), 113 E. 61 St., N. Y. C.
Secnijiy. pit) tern: Bonnie >X'ood (Mrs.
Don B. Stookey), 33 Summit Dr., Hastings
on Hudson, N. Y.
FHiid Agent: Elizabeth Suttle (Mrs.
Clarence Briscoe), 440 N. Rose Lane,
Haverford, Pa,
Amazed

and delighted to receive 38 re-

plies in two weeks, I have so much "copy"
that my thanks are fervent but brief !
I want to put Mary Walton McCjiidlish
Livingston's letter early in the notes so
that you will surely get it read before the
school bus arrives or some other emergency !
As usual, Mary Walton provokes us to
serious thought. She is discouraged about
two of her major interests and points out
some interesting facts. She has been helping
resettle two refugee families from East
Germany and deplores the fact that the
Refugee Relief Act expired Dec. 31 with
19,000 visas unused because of red tape.
Secondly, Mary Walton has been a member
of organizations, religious and secular,
which have taken a stand for "orderly
implementation of the Supreme Court decision" on school integration. Her regret
is that the political leaders of Virginia
have opposed any degree of compliance
with the Supreme Court decision. Mary
Walton feels that "those of us who are
in favor of public education and of respect
for the LI. S. Supreme Court have been
too quiet and have allowed the apostles of
prejudice to monopolize the headlines."
Let's hear what the rest of the southerners
of 1934 are finding and feeling on this. I
agree with Mary Walton but think it seems
presumptuous for a northerner to declaim
when we have no problem.
Virginia Hiill Lederer cheers me with
philosophy that "life begins at 43!" She
is job-hunting for part-time editorial work
now that her daughters are 15 and 8. Her
husband's new book on insurance has given
her recent practice in the editorial work.
Virginia has fascinating hobbies, too —
target shooting and the autoharp. She is
working for Wayne Dumont for N. J.
governor, husband of Helen Williamson
Dumont, '37, of Lancaster, Pa.
Mitzi Hanijun Fried was in Nassau for
the International Sports Car and Boat Races
in December and had a gay time. June of
\9'>f, will see the Frieds attending three
graduations, a son from L^ of Penn., a son
from high school and a daughter from
junior high. (Save June of 1959. Mitzi,
and everybody!) Mitzi tells of an adopted
family in England and the reward this
contact brings her.
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hard "to reacquire classroom manners and
not burst into speech until recognized!"
Marjorie's hobby is water-skiing!
Elizabeth Collier Wardle occasionally sees
Anne Corhitt Little in Atlanta. Lib has a
15 year old daughter who is giving her
grey hairs learning to drive, and a very
athletic 12 year old son, and a 10 year old

Marjorie is losing her neighbor Marjorie
L,ii,ir Hurd in January and we in the East

son who is "into everything!" Her husband
is assistant to the vice president in charge
of finance for the Georgia Power Co.
Nancy Hotchkiss Boschen really has a
tale to tell. She turns me pale, envious
green with reports of a trip to Turkey,
where she developed a great enthusiasm
for the country, and another to Honolulu,
revisiting scenes she loved. Nancy is a
Mariner leader, skiis and bowls in the winter, and sails in the summer. Her greatest
satisfaction comes from her work as occupational therapy aide, where, as you all
know, she is helping others learn to help
themselves. I forgot to mention a little

will benefit, as Lasar's husband's insurance
company is merging with one in Newark.

matter
of three children, who
not
neglected.

The Hurd big news is daughter Julie's engagement to Frank Gordon Logan, Jr.,
senior in engineering at Washington Llniversity. Lasar reports that Jane Forder

Jane Morrison Moore is chiefly interested
in a nice family of four children, 16, 13,
10 and 3, but she and her laywer-husband
are planning a pleasant escape in April
when they will tour England and Scotland.
Jane hears from Nancy Btilzner Leavell
and Betty Clapp Robinson and met Virginia Broun Larsen at a judicial conference
a year ago.
Helen Hanson Bamford enclosed a newsphoto of the Toledo Club, and there she
was with that wonderful smile and those

Eleanor,

15, Dan,
1, Maiy,
13, and Elizabeth, 11 (standing),
children
o( Eleanor
Cooke

Eslerly,

'34g.

Marjorie Van Evera Lovelace has a
daughter who is president of Student Council at her school and a son in 9th grade.
Marjorie is surprized to find herself president of their garden club and very
enthusiastic. Her hobby of watching the
stock market has led her to take courses
in investment securities, and she sounds
like an expert to me!

Stribling's
daughter graduates from Radcliffe
this June.
Jackie Bond Wood reports her son is 6
ft. 1 in. and on football and basketball
teams at Virginia Episcopal School. Her
two daughters are in school in Lynchburg.
Daughter Kate rides with Miss Rogers
and loves it. Daughter Lisa doesn't like
horses (they're so big), likes boys better.
Jackie says the new dorm is so beautiful.
(Come see in June 1959.)
In spite of being very active in the civic
and community service department herself,
Mason

Daniel Barrett gets the "most satisfaction out of trying to keep up with her
husband, Edward, who is Dean of the
Graduate School of Journalism of Columbia
LIniversity, and their two frisky daughters
of Cecil
14 andBirdsey
12." Fuessle is busy in spite of
both daughters being away, Emily at Connecticut College and Jacqueline at National
Cathedral. Cecil saw Marion Gtrallney
Hall and Jo Happ Willingham at Christmas in Macon. 'The Fuessles entertained
Helen Lawrence Vander Horst, '31, and her
husband, Suft'ragan Bishop of Tennessee,
when Bishop Vander Horst preached at
Lehigh, where Ray Fuessle is Chaplain.
Eleanor Couke Esterly is the proud and
busy mother of four — three girls, ages 1 5,
13 and 11, and a baby boy of 1 year! She
sees Betty Carter Clark and Lou Dreyer
Bradley quite often.
Lydia Guodirin Ferrell, Marjorie Smith
Zengel and I compared notes as to how our
young like Latin, since we spent so many
hours doing it together! Lydia has two gadabout teenagers and two little boys, 7 and

snapping dark eyes!
saying, "O — li— o!"
of hers used to be.
is learning to skate

I'm sure are

I could just hear her
or whatever that yodel
Her daughter, age 8,
with mama as teacher

for her and her gang. Helen can't get
used to the giggling girls after all those
boys !
Mary Krone is certainly impressive as
a commissioner of the Ci\'il Ser\ice Commission of the State of New York. I know
she works awfully hard as we have tried
to get her to our local alumnae meetings,
and she is often busy. Last summer Mary
took a trip around the world, 24,000 miles
by air. These lucky people.
Dattgherty
Mussier's
newsto is
that
herJudy
15 year
old daughter
is going
Dobbs
for her junior year next September. I hope
to catch a glimpse of Judy because Miss
Masters' School in Dobbs Ferry is about
two blocks from my house.
Sis Bailey Hesseltine is busy at hospital
volunteer work, and church and club work.
Last winter she and her husband had a
trip to Cuba and Guatemala. Last summer
her 15 year old daughter and she drove
to California on a se\"en weeks' trip — "a
wonderful experience! " Joanne, the daughter, is at Dana Hall. Sis reports Mary Ann
Page Guyol works for the League of Women Voters in Washington.

Al/iiHiiae News

Marite Stephens Sheridan has three
dren, 12, 15 and 17, and this year
year old boy from .Spain is living; with
and attending the local hij;h school.
part of the American Friends .Service
ect. Marite says the brunet adds a
deal of interest to their blond family.

chila 17
them
It is
projgreat

Rebecca Slrude Lee's daughter. Brownie,
is a freshman at Sweet Briar this year, and
is doing extremely well.
Lib Schtiur Maxwell has found the perfect job, interestin.n and only a block from
her home. She is Executive Secretary of
the Parents League of New '^'ork. Associate
members are schools and colleges (S. B. C.
belongs). Lib sees Sue Fe/ider Miller often
when Sue comes to N. Y. C. on a buying
trip for her exclusive dress shop The Georgian Room in Martinsville, Va. Lib also
saw Mary Lewis Nelson Becker recently
when she came to N. Y. on a "show train."
Helen Clossoit Hendricks' daughter loves
her first year at S. B. C.
Betty Colter Clark reports the thing that
gives her the greatest satisfaction is to get
her two-year-old daughter in bed every
night ! Betty's other children are boys, two
of them in college and one at Culver! She
.saw Elsa CersUcker Allen last year when
she was in California, and also Jo Fink
Meeks.
Jo has 4 children, three girls and a boy
ranging from 5 to 17. Brownies are scheduled for every Wednesday, 18 of them! Jo
teaches Sunday School and is a deaconess in
her church. At the time she wrote she was
preparing a paper on underwater exploration. This class of ours!
Lib Mii)field Chapman says the thing she
enjoys most is the rare moment when she
gets a chance to stay home and mind her
own business. She reports a nice Westchester S. B. Day, which I missed because
of a skiing trip.
Tinka Slr.iuis Solmssen has 4 daughters,
occupied from Connecticut College to kindergarten. She claims she is always behind
schedule, but "life is very full and beautiful." What more could one ask?
Dorothy Hutchinson Howe says they have
just built a new house and that like middleaged parents of a first child they are sure
that no one has ever been so clever or
creative! The house sounds beautiful. After
living for 16 years in a New England colonial they are thrilled to find that a contemporary design meets all their functional
and aesthetic requirements. I can testify
further that Dec has three charming and
talented children.
Surprise, surprise! I heard from Connie
Buiteell ^"hite, now in Denver, where she
and her husband ha\e their own public relations firm. They number among their
clients the Aspen Music Festival and
School, Denver Society for Crippled Children, LI. S. National Bank, etc. She is
working hard but loving it.
Another pleasant surprize — Anna Perkins
Yoiing Adams from Dallas, where she has
built a mi>dern house. Her works are in
D. A. R., Symphony Orchestra, and sponsoring pre-teen mineral study club. Her
h( bbies are golf and Theatre '57. She has
a daughter graduating from Hockaday this
year who will enter Oklahoma L',, where
"Perk " graduated. Another daughter is in
the 5th grade. Perk tells us Estelle Fjriss
Marsh of Amarillo has 3 boys.
Margaret
Ron
Ellice is also a traveler.
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lia\ ing been in England for the L'. S. election and the Suez crisis (immediate, not
that it isn't still) and going from there to
Italy. She has a daughter in Abbot Acadcjiiy
and sees Dot B.irnuni Venter, '.^5, on trips
to the school. They got together with Emily
Marsh Nichols, who is working at Grace
New Haven Hospital. Margaret is Red
Cro.ss Staff Aide in the Records Room of
her local medical center.
Mary Alosts Lindsey was in N. Y. C.
in December and hollered at me after a
theatre and I didn't hear her! I can still
hear that wonderful laugh, and I'm so
sorry I missed her. She has } daughters,
1.^, K and 6 and says the teen stage is
something! Church and school take up
Mary's time, and hunting currently takes
up her husband's! The quail season is on.
Charlotte Lee Lauck leads a busy life,
working as secretary in the English Dept.
at L', of Va.. also for the Chaplain to
Episcopal students. She has a son in his
last year in Civil Engineering at Cornell,
a daughter at St. Anne's in Charlottesvillc
and a 15 year old at Woodberry Forest
and a girl 11 in Venable School.
Dot Turno Gardner moved to Palo Alto
3 years ago and finds Western life and
climate to her liking. Two daughters in
junior high with attendant activities and
her own Scout work fill her days. At S. B.
Day in San Francisco she saw Charlotte
Ohnstead Gill, '35, and Emily Denton
Tunis, '33.
Kitty Means Neely is on Red Cross
board as secretary and in the motor service
and. living near Camp Kilmer, is involved
with the Hungarian relief program. She
has two daughters 1 6 and 1 3, one of whom
plans to go to Sweet Briar. Kitty is probably on a Caribbean cruise by the time you
read this. She points out that "our 25th is
only two years away, not a bit too soon to
I had
a nice Christmas letter from Mary
start
dieting!"
Moore Rowe telling of her 3 boys, all of
whom are now in school, Mary is playing
the piano again with the oldest boy, claims
she is no good, but we know better.
Virginia Foster Gruen is already writini;
letters drumming up interest in our 2 5th.

we would all be stimulated to greater effort
on behalf of our fellow man and the fulfillment of our own lives. For me. it is
the fact that for the first time in a number
of
I have attained
"serenity"
in years
the acceptance
of my a 6certain
year old
daughter's handicap and a hope for the future
which has stimulated the desire to find out
just tfhat can be done to help others and
to geta out
and help
do it."and
Helen's
husband
has
physical
handicap,
she has
been
putting in some difficult years. We all wish
her well in the near future and are grateful
to her for her unselfish attitude.
I have been practically terse with most
of your news, but I was thrilled to have so
much to cut down. Best to everybody.
Alumnae

like The HISTORY

Ruth Myers Pleasants, '34, writes: "The
book is great," and Mary Pringle also '34
adds, "I certainly enjoyed reading the
book. I'm proud to be in the same class
as Martha Lou."
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President:
ELIZABETH
JOHNSTON
Warren
W.
Clute,
Ir.), Watkins
N.
Y,

(Mrs.
Glenn,

Secretary:
Anne
Baker
(Mrs.
Howard
L. Gerhart), Vineyard Dr., Rt. 5, Gibsonia.
Pi.
Fund Agent: JuLiET Halliburton
(Mrs.
Oscar W. Burnett),
1910 Lafayette Ave.,
Greensboro, N. C.
I know that you all will be sorry to
hear of the death last November of Betty
Thompson Reif's husband, Ernest. He was
a fine man and his going is a great loss to
his community as well as to his family.
Betty spoke so beautifully of the wonderful
comfort
her children,
L'niversity of Michigan,
and aa girl
boy at
at the
Mercerville
Academy, have been to her. Our love and
thoughts are with you. Betty.
Judy Halliburton Burnett has a quiet
house with her daughter a freshman at
Converse College and her son a junior at
Episcopal
High
School.
Barbara Benzinger Lindsley writes of sitting next to Doris Crane Loveland at a
cajiip horse show in Colorado. What a

She is active in her son's school association
and in the Children s Museum in Indianapolis. Has also helped raise S2.30() for
Hungarian relief. She reports that Jean
Lydecker Roberts lives in Cleveland, has a
son at Colgate who is getting married in
June! Virginia hears from Eleanor Filch
\X'elch who is working in St. Petersburg,
Florida,
Betty Siitlle Briscoe says if telepathy
means anything, some of us should have
stirred restlessly in our sleep as she wrote
for the Fund into the wee, small hours.

coincidence that Doris' son .Salty and Barbara's son Bart were attending the same
camp. Barbara also had a trip East last
summer, business, pleasure and looking at
colleges.

She is "convinced of the importance of the
Fund to the Crilege and of the necessity
for Sweet Briar alumnae not to be found

hopes to attend soon. \i'e will be practically neighbors in the summertime.
Betty Aiyers Harding and Ken had their
Caribbean cruise at Christmas time, but are
back to the mundane things of life once
more.

wanting in this respect. " Betty and her
family had a marvelous time at a dude
ranch last year, and this fall moved into
a new house.

Roberta Cope Gerlach tells of finishing
their Cape Cod home in Boston, tutoring
in Latin and French, and she comments
on the full social life of her daughters,
7 and 11,
Rusty writes that they have bought a
lot near Interlochen, the National Music
Camp in Michigan. John, her eldest son,

Howard

(my

husband)
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and son Peter

I have
saved
Hofjecker
Roehm's
reply
for the
last,Helen
not for
any reason
other
than I thought it was a particularly inspiring one to end on, one which may

flew to Florida for a week's vacation:
they called the other night during a blizzard and told of sunshine and 75° temperatures. Howard leaves for Europe in

help
us all is
forthat
someif time
"My
conclusion
each toof come.
us would
ask ourselves that question (what has given
you the most satisfaction?)
often enough,

March-all business this time, but I'd love
to go with him ! Instead Im returning to
Milwaukee for a short visit with family
and friends.
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PnsiJeni: Frances W. Gregory, Westhampton College, University of Richmond,
Va.
Secretaries: Fran Baker (Mrs. John K.
Owen), II Elniwood Road, Baltimore 10,
Md. Marquart Powell (Mrs. Harrison
P. Doty), 2030 Hill St., Ann Arbor, Mich.
Fiiiiii Agent: Annette Harley (Mrs.
Joseph Chappell), 425 St. Lawrence Dr.,
Silver Spring, Md.
Most of us are going full tilt in the
winter whirl, so maybe it will give you a
twinge From
of nostalgia
to hear last
summer's
news.
the Richmond
group;
Kitty
Lorr.iiiie Hyde's Janet, 13, went to MerrieVCood Camp in Sapphire, N. C. Kitty,
husband Frank Taylor, daughter Terry
and scins Terry and Brad spent several
week-ends at Va. Beach. Logan Phinizy
Johis was near Greenville last summer and
saw Ruth Rohinsuii and Mary Lee Poiiidexler and their husbands. They all tried
to look up Fuzzy Taylor but never made
connections. Logan is president of the
board of the Memorial Foundation,' a
home for the study and treatment of emotionally disturbed children. Good for her!
Maria
Gray
Ted
and childrenI 'aUntnie
Calvin, Curtis,
Teddy, husband
and Louise
went to Bernardsville, N. J., in July and
to Virginia Beach for a long week-end. Our
sympathy goes to the family of Wilfred
Gocdwyn, husband of Elizabeth Lee Valentine and brother of Lydia, in 'Wilfred's
untimely death this past summer.
Pinkie and Fred Scott were away the last
part of August picking up their youngest
son from his N. H. camp, visiting friends
near there and in Canada, and winding up
with a long week-end in Bay Head, N. J.
Pinkie saw Rose Hyde Fales at Squam Lake,
N. J., looking younger and handsomer
than ever. Pinkie. Stumpy, Logan, Jackie
Moore and Kitty Hyde lunched together
in Richmond this past summer. Stumpy
and daughter Peggy spent three weeks with
Pinkie at Bundoran Farm in June and July,
and according to Pinkie, Peggy is a cute
little blonde and very intelligent. Stumpy
later visited in Baltimore and spent August
at Virginia Beach with her mother. Alva
Root Bound was in lovely old Edgartown,
on Martha's Vineyard. (I envy her the
surroundings and also the possible chance
at a curly maple sideboard which a friend
of mine saw there marked "sold. " Yes,
that delightful disease, antique-hunting,
afflicts more of us all the time!)
Dottie Bmch Bagg has lived for 19 years
in the great paper city of Holyoke, Mass.,
where her husband is treasurer and assistant
superintendent of the Parsons Paper Co,
She says, "At the moment Ranee, age 11,
is recovering from a broken arm and Terry,
Jr., age 9, is wondering how he can do
same to get his share of attention. My
three men are keeping me in shape fishing,
camping, skiing, etc. My best to all the
in '36."
gals
Alice
Benel Hopkins writes that son
Christie is a 200 lb. junior in high school,
playing football every game with model
shipbuilding on week-ends. Alice is in
junior high with many interests. Husband
Porscher is busy with Marine Reserves and
golf, his principal non-business interests.
Alice saw ■\X'arwick R«r/ Brown and family
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at Kanuga. Bob is Bishop of Arkansaw
lesley.their 'W'ickie is a freshman at \>.'t:\and
Nancy Braniell Holderness is the same
pretty whirlwind, I can report from personal observation. John and I spent two
wonderful days in Tarboro on our way to
Boca Raton, Florida, early in December to
the Southern Surgical Meeting. Between
parties we caught up on news, and I can
only say that there isn't a busier, happier
person anywhere than our Nancy. Her
wonderful
five children
their and
parents'
warm personalities
andhave
charm,
the
Holderness household is the center of fun
for all ages. Heard from another dynamo
at Christmas, Connie Warutr McElhinney
who with her husband and three children
is having the time of her life hunting in
the beautiful countryside near their "Comerstone Farm,"
Va. and
Their
showed
a sketchLeesburg,
of Connie
the card
two
girls taking the jumps while her husband
took out the dogs and son Paul fondled
one of his beloved guns.
Our Baltimore alumnae chapter had a
very enjoyable Christmas tea with 106
attending, including prospective students.
Miss Jean 'Williams was our honor guest.
Everyone is busy these days, but do write
me news. Love,
Fran
Dear Ladies:
I sent out 140 cards this time. Thirty of
you responded speedily, so here goes.
Anne Parr Foot wants to know if she is the
first grandmother in our class. Her 19 year
old daughter was married on Sept. 3, 195'),
and had a son on June 3, 1956. Her son
John Winslow is in his last year at school
and may come to America for a short visit
in the summer before beginning his national
service. Anne says that apart from these
two items she leads a secluded country life
in England. Peg Campbell L'sher says she
lives in the same old suburban rut. All
their vacations are spent in Annisquam,
Mass., where they have a home. Her daughter Susan is a day student at the Masters
School in Dobbs Ferry. She is in the eighth
grade. She wrote that Peg Lloyd Bush and
her family have been taking turns having
the mumps. Hope the turns are over by
now. Peg herself wrote that she has graduated from the Junior League. Some of
these statistics are aging me fast.
Orissa Holden Perry has a brand new son
born late in October. His name is Gurden.
She also has a two year old, Walter IIL
The Perry's are going to move the first
of May into a wonderful old house on the
harbor in Southport, Conn. It was built
in 1830 by the first Gurden Perry and has
been in the family ever since. Emily Boiren
Muller, whom I enjoyed seeing at reunion
in June, writes that Susan-Emily is seven
this year and a Brownie. Emily is a Brownie
leader and enjoying it. Her son Chip, 9,
is a Cub Scout. Drum lessons for him,
ballet for Susan-Emily, church activities
for all of them keep the Mullers busy.
One of you Lynchburg ladies sent me a
perfectly fascinating card, completely blank.
Not even an initial to provide a clue.
MarthawhoAnne
daughter
Anne,
is a Harvey
senior atGwinn's
Sweet Briar,
will
be married soon after graduation. L'ncle
Sam has designs on the groom. Martha
Anne wants to know if this will make her

the first "baby" in our class to graduate
fro)ii Sweet Briar and also the first bride.
I think we will have to assemble some of
these statistics for the next issue. Peg
Huxley Dick's card really has me reeling.
Peg has two married sons and is expecting
her
in June.
believe
any fifth
one grandchild
can top that.
Her I don't
18 year
old
Carroll is at Lake Pine College in Painsville, Ohio. Her other daughter, Harriet,
16, is at St. Catherine's in Richmond.
Young Ned, 9, is home alone and having
a wonderful time. Arnie Snsong Jones and
three of her five visited Peg last summer.
She sees Chickie Gregory when she is in
Richmond. Peg heard from Cabby Mitchell
at Christmas. Cabby's son Sparky is in his
last year at high school and wants to be a
surgeon. Cabby herself wrote that she saw
Cile Porter Piplar a couple of months ago
for the first time in over 20 years. Cile is as
attractive as ever but with very short hair.
She lives in Memphis but was in St. Louis
for a real estate convention. Cabby is bu.sy
with children and civic programs. She belongs to a ladies' investment syndicate
which she says is lots of fun. It sounds
fascinating to me. I'd like to know more
about it. Esther O'Brian Robinson also
heard from Cabby at Christmas. Says Cabby
reported temperature was 30 below zero
and three feet of snow. Sounds cold to me.
Tillie has an interior design and decoration
business which is thriving. Her son Johnny
is 15 and a sophomore at Concord (Mass.)
high school. Towle is still with Westinghouse in Boston. La Donahue is serving
her fifth year as a den mother. Her two
older sons are Eagle Scouts. She hopes to
go to Swarthmore for Jin's class reunion
in June and also Atlantic City for International Kiwanis Convention. Last summer
they took the boys west. They saw Dodie
BurriU Walker in San Francisco. La reports
she is active in Y. W. work and Children's
Theatre in addition to the usual housekeeping duties. I saw Muggy Gregory
Cukor at reunion in June and we had a
fine time catching up. Muggy works long
and hard for the S. B. Club in New York.
She is also busy with church work and has
sponsored a Hungarian family. She has one
son, Gregory.
Katieat Niles
Parker's
son
David
is a freshman
Wesleyan.
daughter
Anne has one more year in high school.
Katie doesn't think she will go to Sweet
Briar. Tony and John are in 9th and 5th
grades, respectively. Louise Damgard Eichelkraut wrote they had just returned from a
visit to the west coast where they visited
daughter Lynn who is in her second year at
Stanford L'niversity. She missed reunion
last year because of a party to announce
Lynn's engagement. Louise, Mary Virginia
Camp Smith
Marjorie
all
wrote
me theandtragic
news 'Wing
about Todd
Yvonne
Dekker Boomsliter. On the evening of
June 13th, Yvonne complained of feeling
dizzy. She lay down and was gone almost
immediately. She was buried in Norfolk,
Virginia, her birthplace, on the 17th. Besides her husband, she leaves three small
daughters, Paula Elise 7. Ann Dekker 5.
and Sara Ransome 2. I am sure that we are
all saddened and shocked by this news. I
have written her husband to express the
sympathy of the class.
Mary Virginia says her life is just proceeding along the same old channels. Marjorie irVw.^ Todd
has three children in
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school and a 2 1 -month old baby at home.
Her life is understandably busy. Pinkie
writes they are off to Florida for two weeks.
They have had the coldest weather in years
in Virginia. Pinkie says their 8 acre lake
froze completely over and they all had a
wonderful
time working
ice skating.
Polly
R'n-h
Wiles
has been
for her
husband
for several years. Has just stopped but still
doesn't know what it is like to be a lady
of lesiure as the first two weeks away from
the office were spent on jury duty. Now
she hopes to have a breather. Alma M.ii/hi
Rotnem wants us all to send for Lou Lemmi>n Stohlman's "History of Sweet Briar."
She says it is fascinating and has over 90
pictures. Alma is doing the promotion for
it. I have sent for my copy. Mary Lee
Poindexur's daughter, Eleanor Willingham,
was married on June 5 to Harold Powell.
All of the attendants at Mary's wedding
except Lib Morton and Fuzzy Taylor were
there. They all reported it was a beautiful
wedding with a beautiful bride. Chloe
Frierson wrote about the wedding this
time. Next time she says she will report
on her brood of four. Jane Sbeltoii Williams says Chloe is streamlined and as
beautiful as ever. Jane says Mary Lee
looked more like the bride's sister than her
mother. Ruth Robinson Madison also reported on the wedding. Dorothea McClure
Mountain says they moved into a new home
last summer. Her 13 year old daughter
enjoys the recreation room immensely.
Dorothea, brave girl, has a Girl Scout
troop of 14 thirteen year olds. Margaret
Rubtilson Dcnsmore has a part time job
at the Belmont Hill School in Belmont,
Mass. She works in the library. Her daughter Caroline is spending her junior year
abroad in Florence, Italy. The boys (she
didn't say how many there were) are at
Belmont Hill School and are hockey enthusiasts. Callie Furniss Wolfe says she ran
into Alice Benet Hopkins in Rich's. Says
Alice hasn't changed a bit. Callie's son
John will be going to college next year and
hasn't made his choice yet. Stumpy is
teaching at Collegiate School for Boys in
New York City. It is a job she had 10
years ago and one that she finds as delightful as ever. Her child Peggy is devine. but
growing up too. Nancy Pjrsons Jones,
husband and children visited Stumpy. The
Jones are all going to Honolulu this summer. George-Ann ].icksou Slocum writes
from Beacon, New '^'ork, that they have
had lots of snow but all are avid skiers.
The Slocums have three children, two of
whom are twins. George-Ann says the
Sweet Briar benefit "Happy Hunting" was
lots of fun and a great success. Lucille
Cox savs she is having a thrilling year
teaching Latin to four classes at the E. C.
Glass High School in Lynchburg. She had
a summer's study in Greece.
Mary Agnes Young Turner also had
tragic news to report. Her husband died
on June 2"itli with no warning at all. She
is left with two little boys, one nearly 3
and the other 13 months. After her husband's death, Mary Agnes moved to a
smaller house at 5931 Anniston Road in
Bethesda, Maryland. Her mother is with
her. I know we all send our deepest
sympathy to Mar)' Agnes.
There seems to be a slight mix-up. At
reunion we were told to choose a class
secretary. I seem
to be it. A note from
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Fran B.iker Owen says she was under the
impression she had the job until June 1957.
So if you find two letters in this issue or
things .seem confused, you will understand
why. Fran has four children, is a den
mother, and indulges in all the usual
activities of mothers of four. The most
important news item in the Doty family
is of course our move. Ford International
closed its New York office and moved the
division bag and baggage to Dearborn. I
don't know whether we come under the
title of bag or baggage, but we are in Ann
Arbor. My husband drives 35 miles to his
office every day but as it takes him about
the same length of time that it did to get
to New York from New Rochelle, the
mechanics of our day are about the same.
None of us had ever been in the mid-west
before so it was quite an upheaval. My
son, Leete, almost 17, is at Berkshire
School in Sheffield, Mass. My daughter
Barbara is a 9th grader at Kent Place
School in Summit, New Jersey. Sonia is
a 7th grader at Tappan Junior High School
here, Marquart is in the second grade at
Angell School. I was lucky enough to get
a part-time job even though we arrived
late. Two days after we arrived in Ann
Arbor I started teaching French at Angell
School. I have about 90 children divided
into three groups of 4th, 5th and 6th
graders. I enjoy the work very much. I do
miss my adult classes, though. During my
first week here a child asked me if I knew
a certain person. I said no, that I had only
been in Ann Arbor a few days. There was
a gasp from the whole class and they exclaimed "But how did you learn English
so quickly?" Our move was complicated
by having to get the children who were
left in the East settled in their respective
schools. About a week before I planned
to come out here to look for a house, Sonia
broke her ankle while on a visit to her
grandmother in Pennsylvania. At last in
mid-November we set out in two cars to
drive from New Rochelle to Ann Arbor.
I do not advise trying to move and settle
between Thanksgiving and Christmas. We
are gradually making progress in all directions. Ihope by the next issue of the News
that all will be running smoothly. I will try
to get the cards out a little sooner.
The following are lost. Who can help?
Mary Knapp (Mrs. George David Thesquiere). Catherine Ohiheim (Mrs. Howard
Heni7). Audrey Joyce Allen. Dorothy
Hellen Allison. Mrs. Jo. Corwin Tartt.
Janet Barnes Gilman (Mrs. Robert A.).
Jean Claire Bird (Mrs. Leslie Earle
Antonius), Myra Bridges (Mrs. William
Cirecr). Katherine Broughton (Mrs. John
Shannon). Harriet Butler (Mrs. Thomas
A. Stevenson). Ruth Copeman (Mrs. Gilbert Ronstadt). Elizabeth Cox (Mrs.
George Schmidt, Jr.). Anna de Grafi' (Mrs.
William 'VCood Cross). Helen Finley. Jane
Fox (Mrs. Truman Dodson I'V). Priscilla
Grainger (Mrs. Adair Mackay. Jr.). Dorothy Harper (Mrs. Henry Bridges). Elizabeth Hartridge. Harriet Hicok. Martha
Hornor (Mrs. J. Brent Maxwell). Virginia
Kingsberry (Mrs. I. B. Hale). Eleanor
Krekeler (Mrs. Allan Christian). Marian
I-ilygren (Mrs. Henry Farrell). Jean Luce.
lane Marquardt (Mrs. Norman Murphy).
Louise McDonald (Mrs. "W'. L. Byerly, Jr.).
Dorothy Rauh (Mrs. John Collins Jackson).

Adelaide Saunders (Mrs. Douglas Westin).
Phyllis Teed (Mrs. Ferris B. Wafle).
Elizabeth Voigt (Mrs. Voigt Quarlcs).
Mary Wilson
(Mrs. Robert Richards).
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Secretary: Dorothy Proi;t (Mrs. Robert
W. Gorsuch), Kings Highway, Chapel
Hill, Atlantic Highlands, N. J.
riind Agent: Rosalie Hall (Mrs. Rosalie
Hall Cramer), 75 Roxbury Rd., Garden
City, Long Island, N. Y.
Your response to our request for news
has been terrific. I've had such fun reading
your cards, and now the time has come to
share them. But before I do, I would like
to say how deeply moved 1 was by the
beautiful tribute paid to Terry Shaiv McCurdy by Miss Lucas in the November
All'MNAE
of Terry's
unselfish News.
contribution Because
of her time
and many
talents to Sweet Briar and the lives of
others, we are truly inspired and proud
that she was one of us.
Of the twenty-two replies, fifteen gals
are planning to return for our twentieth.
Each day more cards come in but I must
get this to Jackie in time to go to press.
Remember, we have only one twentieth
reunion — and let's make it a real roundup.
At the end of the letter I will give you
the names of the gals who are definitely
coming, not coming, and non-committal,
those we have not heard from and several
whose addresses are unknown.
Lollie Redfern Ferguson writes of her
activities in the Children's Theater in Norfolk and their production of "The Travelling Musicians" in February. How nice
her talents, which were well-known at
S. B., are now giving pleasure to .so many.
Her daughter, Anne, is now twelve and
is two inches taller than her mama. She
hopes Sizzy Johnson Finley will be back
on campus with her in June. Jane Collins
Corwin is in Germany and will return too
late to be with us. Incidentally, June will
be Lollie's sister's tenth reunion at S. B.
Anne Ljuman Bussey is working on plans
for a baby sitter for her eight year old
daughter and seven year old son so she can
be with us. She and her family have travelled a great deal but have been in Arlington,
Va.. for the last three years. Betty Willi.inis
Allison has had her share of travelling,
too. Her family, including four children,
Betsy 10, Jimmy 8, Mary 7, Josephine 5,
spent last summer on a dude ranch in
Montana. Next summer they plan to go to
Spain
and League
Italy. Vl'hen
hi^me, and
she southern
is active France
in Junior
work,
her church and hospital auxiliary.
Our buttons are really bursting with pride
over Ellie Snodgr.iss Park. Ellie has been
appointed Assistant U. S. Attorney for the
District of Columbia, assigned to the Civil
Division. She writes that her work is fascinating but that it keeps her busy along
with her thirteen year old son. Houston.
He's a typical teen-ager, according to Ellie,
con.stantly on the phone and "rocking and
Becky Douglass Mapp

and her hu.sband

haveMexico
just —
returned
a two where
weeks' they
trip
to
mostly from
Acapulco.
rolling." the swimming and fishing. Her
enjoyed
three girls. Mildred 1-4, Margaret 11, and
Carolyn
9, keep
her involved
in many

activities. Peggy Cruikshank Dyer liad her
fifth child last July, a daughter, who is the
|oy of their lives. They are now living in
Marion. Mass. Her oldest is Mary 14.
Julie l.V Tinimy S. and Nancy 6.
May

M'eslun Thompson is looking forward to S. B. in June, along with Bobby
Jjnis, maybe. May and Bart recently spent
the weekend at Skytop. where they went
for their honeymoon.
Lil Ljmherl Pennington has been living
in Thomasville, N. C, for the past nineteen years and has run the gamut of civic
jobs. At present she is President of the
NX'oiiian's Club which is the civic and
social center of the town. Her son, Neiland,
is now a Fourth Form (Soph.) student at
Woodberry Forest School. Bring back
memories, girls? She and Polly Lambeth
Blackwell will be on hand at S. B. and
hope Marie W'.ilker Gregory and Agnes
Ci\nvjurti Bates will come too. Polly has
three girls and they have moved into a
newly purchased house and are having all
the fun of decorating and landscaping.
Marie is active in Garden Club work,
church activities and taking care of young
John Gregory.
Had a nice letter from Helen }Y'illijmsr/ii Dumont. Her most important news is
of her husband, Wayne, who is running
in the April primary of N. J. for the
nomination for Governor on the Republican
ticket. Being a native of N. J., I naturally
have read a great deal about Wayne. He
has a wonderful record and is well qualified to be Governor. Last September, Helen,
Wayne and their fifteen year old son, Hunt,
had a wonderful vacation in the Canadian
Rockies.
Dottie Piice Roberts has a six-foot-one
son, Scott, now fourteen and a daughter 10,
named Jeannie. She hopes to make Reunion
"while she can still make it under her own
power" — me too. Nat Hopkiiu Griggs
plans to be on campus with Dottie and
Isabel Olmslead Haynes. Nat's three children, Eleanor 12, Shirley 10, and John 7,
keep her stepping along with church and
Junior League work.
All the above gals, including Peter Dyer
Sorenson and me, expect to be at S. B, in
June. If all plans work out, this should
be the best turnout we ever had.
There are three gals who have responded
with news but have not said whether or
not they will be on hand for Reunion.
Our hats off to Lee Hjll Cramer who has
done a magnificent job as Fund agent for
our class. Through her efforts we have
increased the number of contributors and
also the amount contributed. Her daughter.
Kathie. is away at boarding school while
Lee keeps busy with her job and running
her home. Kate Shafjer Hardy has one
child asvay at school and two at home. Her
days are taken up with familiar activities —
Junior League, swimming, golf, art lessons,
and taking care of her family. Anna Mary
C/j.iiles Straub is busy with Scouts. P. T. A.,
Junior League and her three children, Pam
14. Jakie 10. and Christopher 3You will all be disappointed to learn
of the four who cannot be with us in June.
Molly Crt/ber Stoddart is working for her
M. A. at the University of Pa. and will
be up to her ears in exams when we
are enjoying ourselves. Maggie Curnwell
Schmidt and her daughter Ruthie. now 13.
are planning to sail for Europe on June
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18. Maggie loves her job as advisor for a
class of sixteen-year olds at John Burroughs .School in St. Louis. Jackie Cuchun
Nicholson is very disappointed not to be
able to he with us but hopes anyone coming
through Alexandria, Va., will stop to see
her. She and Chink have a son, Jackie. Jr.,
who is fourteen and a daughter, Elizabeth,
now four years old. Libby Lee McPhail
can't make Reunion. Our best to her and
her family which includes Freddy 10, and
Betsy 4.
Can you help us on some Lost addresses?
If so, write the Alumnae Office at S. B.
We want to locate Gurley Ciirler Davis,
Griselda Derii/ger Plater, Peggy Minder
Davis, Helen Neie.
Those we have had no news from or
liboiil are as follows: Elizabeth BM Fensom,
Janet Bogite Trimble. Margaret Bradley
Forsyth, Nina Caulhorn Jarvis, Martha
Clark. Kathleen Eshlemaii Maginnis, Jr.,
Mary Freaiiff Klein, Lucy Gore. Faith Gorl
Herpers, Virginia Hardin. Frances Kemp
Pettyjohn. Jr., Sara Kiripa/r/ek Fearing,
Anne Letiimoii, Margaret Leini. Margaret
MaeRay Jackson, Barbara Miiiiii Green, Jr.,
Nancy Nalle Lea. Eddina Netfby Adams,
Helen Rae Wainwnght, III, Ruth Rniidle
Charters, Margaret Sandidge. Elizabeth
Sicard
Francis, Sita,
Jr. Dorothy Sleirart, Elinor Ward
Peter Dyer Sorenson's oldest daughter,
Alicia, graduates this year but Peter will
be able to make S. B. after the graduation
and before she is due to arrive in Mass.
for her son's festivities. Last fall I went
to Maplewcod and enjoyed seeing some
S. B. gals at the final development program
roundup. Like the rest of you I find there
are not enough hours in the day to keep
up with the "musts" of the modern "home
executive" but it's fun along with the hard
work. I know you all must feel as I do,
eternally grateful to Sweet Briar for preparing us so well for our particular roles.
I hope to write to the gals I have not
heard from, hoping to stimulate some interest in Reunion. It will be so wonderful
to "turn back the clocks, " get back in fiat
shoes, and show the class of '57 that there's
plenty
in June!of life left in the '37ners. See you
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President: JuLiE Sanders (Mrs. Richard
A. Michaux), 4502 Dover Road, Richmond 21, 'Va.
Secretary:
Jean Oliver (Mrs. E. Alton
Sartcr, Jr.), 546 Unadilla Street, Shreveport, La.
Fund Aeenls: Mary Elizabeth Barge
(Mrs. William H. Schroder, Jr.), 2628
Habersham Road, Atlanta, Ga.; Sarah
Belk (Mrs. Charles G. Gambrell), 125 E.
S4th Street, Apt. 6-A, New York, N.Y.
Some of my fall deluge of news arrived
too late at the time, so we will catch up
now. Henny Collier Armstrong happily reported her marriage October 24 to Dr.
Darrell Ayer. They will continue to live
in Henny's hojiie-town. Atlanta, Georgia.
Much happiness, Henny !
Mardie Hodill Smith in Ohio wrote that
she had a terrific fall from a horse on May
13 — "Mc-ther's Day yet!" and had 6 pelvic
breaks. After much time spent flat on her
(aching!)
back, she was learning to walk

again. Hope the recovery is complete by
now.
Elizabeth Perjkius Prothro broke a long
silence from Wichita Falls, Texas and said,
"With 4 children and a few club activities,
I do Charles
everything
letters.to" Sun
She
and
tookexcept
all 4write
children
Valley for 10 days in August. Son Joe is
a freshman at Stanford, and Kay has her
heart set on S. B. C. next year (is this our
first class child to come "home"?).
Ruth Harmon Keiser's active family in
Princeton, N. J., seem to be the sporty type.
The 3 children. 4, 9, and 10, enjoyed swimming and sailing in N. H. last summer,
and Ruth barely missed Boot Vanderbilt
Brown, but caught a glimpse of Anne
Benedict Swain.
Peggy Roper Willis in Denver has A
children ("8th grade to kindergarten"),
canning, sewing, church, P. T. A. and
club work to help keep her busy.
Julie Sanders Michaux in Richmond had
the tea for current S. B. C. students in
September and then plunged into the tough
job of beingChest
Women's
Community
Drive. Chairman of the
Yvonne Leggett Dyer headquartered in
Bronxville all summer, but "tooted off to
Nantucket, N. H., and Long Island — good
enough
Griffith,
in N.
run a

to repeat in "57." She saw Lew
'38, at a hat shoppe on the Thruway
H. Lew and her dentist husband
camp and had been interviewing

counsellors in N. Y. C. Another "It's a
small world "-er has been Lee Montague
Joachim who saw Kitty Lauder Stephenson
in Miami last winter, where Kitty's small
daughter Nan delighted the guests by singing with the orchestra (unbeknownst to
mama!). Lee saw Patty Bah Vincent while
both were visiting in Charlottesville last
summer. Patty wrote she also saw Ann
Cauthorn in June. Lee took her daughter
to see S. B. C, and Lee loved her first visit
back in 17 years. Her daughter hopes to
attend in 1959.
Betty Frazier Rinehart partly escaped a
hot summer in Tulsa with a trip to Canada
and then on to Washington, D. C, where
she lunched with Happy James Wathen
and Jean McKenny Stoddard. Janet Thorpe
also had lunch one day with Jean. As of
early November, Jean, Johnny, and their 4
children were leaving for a 2 year stay in
Florence, Italy, where Johnny is on State
Department duty. Janet has had a long
siege of illness, but is back at work again
now. Janet rates tops for the amount of
news on a postcard ! She also reported Jean
Moore von Sternberg has moved out to
Arcadia. California; could that be near
Susette Botilell McLeod's

new

address of

La Jolla? Another who has "gone west" is
Phyllis Todd Ellis, now in Tacoma, Washington.
Betty Barnes Bird wrote from Germany
that after a year of it (courtesy of Uncle
Sam), "Housekeeping with a maid here is
10 times as complicated as without one at
home." She announces the arrival of
Richard Foster Bird on April 22, to make
a total of 3 boys and 1 girl. They vacationed in Switzerland and Italy, and hubby
William climbed the Matterhorn.
There was an interesting card from Marguerite Myers Glenn way out in Long
Beach, Washington, in answer to my query
about the meaning of her home address,
Crangiiyma Farms. She writes,

"To explaio
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the name of our farm (we just bought it
from my father this year)— Cran for cranberries, Guy (my father's name), yma (my
mother's name Amy). \X'e have 150 acres
of cranberries growing on the bog. ant! also
raspberries, blueberries, a rhododendron
and azalea nursery, and a cranberry proce.ssing plant — enough to keep us and the •(
boys (including 14 months old Jonathan)

1 am looking in on it. but mainly vacationing with our youngest son. John Powell,
who arrived October 1 "ith. We have two
other
aged "i and 2''i. but left them
home sons,
this time.
"We

(the Class) had an excellent response to my fall letter. Twenty-nine contributed $283.75 — almost twice the response
over this same period last year. However,
this is only a .start, so please, everyone

A long newsy letter from Jane Micssiwy
bu.sy."
Beauchamps tells of life in the Espanola
Valley, 20 miles from Los Alamos where
husband Richard works. Jane calls herself

contribute,
only a dollar.
"
Hortense ifincluded
a card
from

a farmer's wife, and speaks of canning
fruits and vegetables derived from gardening by irrigation. The drouth gave them
trouble though, but still they put up 5 tons
of hay. Sounds like more than enough for
the retired race horse and pony they own!
Jane is learning to ride side-saddle on a
saddle acquired from an old lady who can
remember Indian raids. The whole family
seems to enjoy hunting and fishing and
riding, and the horses, goat, chickens and
rabbit that make up the Beauchamps
ranchito of 5 acres.

16. Irene wrote, "Life around here has been
at .sixes and sevens for months, and I enclose a picture of the reason why. Little

There are a few more address changes —
people do get around ! Jean BLick De Land
is in Wilton, Conn.. Mary A\clii!ush Sherer
in
Holden, Ga.,
Mass.,
'Virginia
Sissoii
'White
in Atlanta.
Narcissa
DilLmi
Overstreet
in Charlottesville, Va., Shirley Hofjnuii
Lawrence in Pound Ridge, N. Y .. and
Shirley l(jin> Woodward to Orlando. Fla.
So attention S. B. C. Alumnae Clubs in
those spots!
Hope none of you ever get in a tough
circumstance of family illness as I was in
October and November with my father
seriously ill, but if you do, plan it so you
can be near Kitty Liuder Stephenson in
Greenville, S. C. She is a most kind and
gracious hostess, and has a charming home
and family on a mountain with a lovely
view. She brightened Thank.sgiving Day for
me, and otherwise made bearable a long
6 week stay near the hospital. We poured
over our senior year annual, and one of the
pleasures of being class secretary is knowing where our classmates live, and as much
about them as they will w-rite to me.
Keep me posted so I can write better class
letters.
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President: HnLF.N
ScHMiD
(Mrs William
H. Hardy), 27-iO L.ike Drive, S. E., Grand
Rapids 6, Mich.
Secretary: Muriel
Barrows
(Afrs. James
F. Neall). 29 Foxridge Rd., West Hartford,
Conn.
Fu)id
Agent:
HoRTENSE
Powell
(Mrs.
Prentice Cooper), Shelbyville, Tenn.
Draw near, all you who are tired of
freezing winds, zipping children into snowsuits, and shoveling snow to keep your
forty-year old husbands from having a heart
attack — with which theory, incidentally.
Ike's of
doctor
does nutwhoagree
andwarm
read and
of
some
our friends
are— in
sunny climes.
From Biloxi. Mississippi (Air conditioned
hotel the stationery boasts!) comes word
from Hortense Powell Cooper who said
"My husband is down here taking part in
the Southern Assembly, which is sponsored
by Tulane. and they are discussing the
Representation of the I'nited States Abroad.
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Irene

\'ongehr Vincent, and a picture of Irene
and her adorable John Edward, born June

magnificantly sleek, svelt, and

to take
back 20 long years, Blair
thatAndI am
still us
dazzled."'
Buiiling Both wrote on the back of a
Christmas card: "Remember Barbara Munn
— Fire Chief Freshman Year? She lives a
few blocks away (in Winnetka, 111.) and
hasThea daughter
in Blairs
class." to
class extends
its sympathy
Petty Johns/on Bedell whose father
in London last fall.
Please start 1957 with two SBC
lutions:
Send your check to Hortense
and
'■40-ers to me.
Send much news of yourself and

Fabers in London, tentatively titled "India,
a Many Storeyed House. " with photographs
made by my husband and me. It was a race
between the book and the baby, as to which
would be completed first; glad to say the
book came in first, by three weeks. I wish
that California weren't tjiiile so far from
Libby
Aiercer Hammond left February
Sweet
Briar."
9th for a Caribbean cruise with her husband.
Her seventeen year old son (6 ft. 2) is in
his fourth year at Woodbury Forest in
Orange. Virginia. Libby said she saw Anne
]\".iti)ig Lane in Savannah recently and she
looked fine.
ij
And '"Hazy"' H.tzelton was found in San
Francisco between exciting trips. She was
just back from Seattle where she saw Polly
Poe Richmond and Beth Thonun Mason.
They were her first SBC touch in years, she
said, and "both looked wonderful, same
for husbands, homes and children." Hazy
is momentarily working for the Foreign
Policy Association in S. F.. but is leaving
in late March to visit her sister living near
Paris for the spring and summer.
Two more applicants for match-making
mothers: A son, Chester Allen, was born
on October 25 to Barbara Smith Whitlock.
The baby has two older brothers and an
older sister, and all live in Hillside, N. J.
And Oli\ia Davis was born May 22 to
you-know -who
Brown,
in Louisville,
Ky.
Polly Buze Glascock moved early in
September to Short Hills, N. J., and she
says that the house isn't actually new, only
to them, and they have been busy re-decorating. She said she took her Scott to NewYork to see Nancy H.niin.i Elliot and her
family off for a year in Europe. Da\id will
be at Oxford on a Ford Foundation grant
studying International Law and History,
and the family will do quite a bit of traveling on the Continent.
"Teetee" Ai.iciiniion Ballard was one of
the few kind ones who answered my post
card pleading for class news. She lives in
Bennington, III., an RED type of surburb
of Chicago, and has Katy, i' i. Teddy. 3', 2.
and Benjie. I'l- 1 he Ballards live not only
in the deep country, but knee-deep in cats,
dogs, and children apparently. She wTote:
"I am duly impressed by the class of "-40
which seems to be made up of Pillars of
the Community and or Artists. I am neither!
Sweet Briar contacts are few and far beat

tween; but I did see Emory dll >X'illiams
a wedding in Richmond.
She was
so

Mary
died
reso-

other
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John is a darling; it"s just that / cant
seem to get the hang of four children. It
seems like an army! I'm happy to report
my second book, about a trip we made in
India, is to be published next year by

beautiful

President: Joan

Devore

(Mrs. John E.

Roth, Jr.), 2719 Hampshire Ave.. Cincinnati 8, Ohio.
Secretary: Margaret Stuart Wilson
(Mrs. Kenneth H. Dickey), 1902 Ash St.,
Texarkana, Ark.
Fund Agent: Evelyn Cantey (Mrs. AndrewS. C.
B. Marion). 11 Trails End, Greenville,
Many thanks for your cards and letters
at Christmas time. I have never seen cuter
children than these sweet things gazing up
at me from so many pretty firesides. Also,
I appreciated your encouragement on this
5 year secretary job. To those happy souls
who unthinkingly promised me one letter
me
down.
a year
from which to glean news, don't let
Joan DeVore Roth sent the sweetest
picture of their three girls. Barbara 9 yrs..
Dedie 6 yrs., and Nancy 3 yrs. DeVore and
John "had a glorious 10th anniversary trip
to Jamaica. Haiti, and Puerto Rico last
month. We really 'got away from it all,'
but were mighty glad to return home when
the time came. We were with Piney Martin
and Eugene Patterson often in San Juan.
They were awfully good to us statesiders
and Having
wined written
and dined
beautifully.
"
about usthose
who attended
Reunion.
you'd
enjoy some news
from
thoseI thought
unable to
attend.
Doris Albray Barduch is married to an
attorney and lives in Maplewood. N. J.,
with their 6 year old daughter and 3 year
iild son (as well as a large Dalmatian).
In answer to the questionnaire's "Do you
have a job.-'"" Do says. "Ironic, isnt it? You
work 2-1 hours a day. seven days a week.
Her still
interests
home.
P. T."no".""
A.,
and
you are
mustchildren,
truthfully
answer
Little Theatre group, gardening, and dogs.
Franny Baldunt VC'hitaker is also married
to an attorney and they live in Birmingham.
Their offspring number 3; boys 10 and 8
years old. and a tiny girl 31). Franny has
summed up their outstanding .accomplishments as "activity and noise." Their pictures are darling. Franny lists her interests
as family, church, civic work, gardening,
reading, and fishing.
Edge Cardamonc O Donnell lives in
I'tica, N. ^'.. with her husband and four
children — Robert 13, Richard 10, Jean 7,
and Edward -4. No snapshots, so I can't
describe how attractive I know they are.
Edge had hoped to come to Reunion but
didnt make it.
Betty Doucttt Neill also was planning
to attend Reunion but didnt make it. Her
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husband is Associate Manager of the College Department of Henry Holt Co., publishers, anJ they live in Tuckahoe, N. Y.,
with three children, John 8'/) years, Martha
Ann 6V2 years, and Douglas 3'/2 years.
Emory Hill Rex is married to a na\'al
officer, and at present they are stationed in
Hawaii with their 12 year old twins Lloyd
and Aline, and Anne Loren, age 9. To
quote from Emory's letter of May 10th,
"I'm holding
down
the 'home
while
Dan
is out at
Eniwctok
for front'
the current
tests. He has been away a month and a
half and won't be home for quite awhile.
As to activities, I have never been busier —
I'm a Girl Scout leader, and at the moment
president
the Ford
Club.
Alsoof along
withIsland
mostOfficers'
of the Wives'
wives,
Irii taking hula lessons — which is fun and
good exercise. Living on an island is timeconsuming. You see. Ford Island is in the
middle of Pearl Harbor — and we have to
take a ferry or motor launch to go back
and forth to the 'mainland!' You can't
run out to the store' for a few minutes —
it takes a couple of hours ! The children
are all fine. Lloyd and Aline are in 7th
grade, and Loren in 4th. The girls are
brown as berries — and both good at this
hula. Aline also takes ukelele lessons. Lloyd
is very busy with Boy Scouts and Cub
Scouts (he's a Den Chief) — and takes clarinet lessons. So there's never a dull or spare
moment! It looks now as if we'll be here
until January 1957 — and we have no idea
yet where we go from here! "
Pi Dou'liiig
von Wellshiem's
May is10th
letter
for the Reunion
scrapbook also
too
wonderful not to share. She begins by telling Martha Jean, "I've already lost the quesyou sent,
I haven't
giest ideationnaire
what
yourandmarried
nametheis,fogso
I just hope I can get this written before
the envelope with your address on it disappears, too! I cannot possibly come to our
Reunion but I will certainly be wishing I
could see everyone and find out if they are
all still able to get into their clothes — it
would take two sets of everything I once
owned to cover my spacious build — when I
think of those skinny days of 119 lbs. I
have to sigh . . . All I seem to remember
about the questionnaire was my present
weight (around 140) and the size of my
family — I did laugh at the four lines you
provided for that. I am now the very busy
and happy mother of seven who are: Ingrid
12; Alfred, Jr. 10; Margaret 8; Patricia 6;
Ellen 4; Mark 2; Richard Joseph, 7 months.
We lost a daughter, Anne Elizabeth, who
came between 'Trish and Ellie and as you
can see, the last two boys came as a great
boon after so many girls — and I feel like a
more balanced sort of family at last!
"We live in Newville which is a tiny
hamlet in the country near Little Falls and
we have a lovely old rambling house built
in 1810 and complete with about 15 acres
of land, a grist and saw mill, barns, red
cabin, sheds and sheds, and inside four
fireplaces — one in my huge kitchen and ancther in my bedroom. Also, all the modern
conveniences ! Alfred, Jr., takes a school bus
into Little
Fallshe each
to St.
Mary's
Academy
where
is in day
the 5th
grade
and
an avid baseball player — he also sleeps with
a gun and holster under his pillow in case
we are invaded by enemy cowboys in the
night — very consoling to all of us. Trish
was also going over to kindergarten at St.
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Mary's until Christmas Day when I had a
\ery serious accident with the car and her
poor little face was just shattered — since
then we have been in and out of hospitals
with her and she had to have her nose
rebuilt, and all that remains now is a scar
near her mouth which may or may not have
to have plastic surgery when she is older.
It has been a pretty terrible experience for
us but we are so grateful to have her and
Margie, who was also with me, alive and
well again! Since Christmas three of the
children have contracted whooping cough,
of all the strange things — they all had shots
for it as babies so the cases were not supposed to be very severe — just mopping up
after them morning, noon, and night for
the last six weeks and still they whoop
away! So naturally I cannot leave them to
go to a reunion or any place else for that
matter.
"Ingrid and Margaret go to private
school in Albany at Kenwood and aside
from that, we lead a fairly quiet ( ?) existence out here. My own family continues to
try to take over the population quota in
rural up-state New York, and my sister,
Barbara, now leads with her thirteenth child
due momentarily. Perhaps some of you have
met her at the Boca Raton meeting of the
Junior League a couple of years ago in
Florida. I think she had ten then and flabbergasted the entire assembly. So you see,
when people ask me how many children I
have, you can understand why I always say
'only seven.' As Al says, it's a good start
more can your lowly class secretary
on What
a family!"
add, except to send me your news, and
send Evie Cjiitey Marion or the S.B. office
your checks.

that came along. I'll try to keep this letter
brief (NOTE: This proved to be quite impossible) and hope that I can leave room
for two pictures at least . . . but who's
going to choose which two?
Word first from a few people who broke
years of silence to report in this Christmas.
Vive \Y\ilker Montgomery . . . one of my
favorite friends along the old Southern
Railway route . . . wrote from Memphis
that she is "terribly proud" of her five children, and busy not only with their care
but with PTA, Junior League, Cub Scout
Den and Alvin Roy's Slenderizing Salon.
(Can you imagine Vive having need for a
slenderizing salon?) Margaret Leonard
Baker sent a wonderful long letter from
Ruxton, Md., where she and her husband
and their 12-year-old daughter, Campbell,
share their home with two German shepherds "who
all their
time growing."
Margaret
toospend
is active
in Junior
League,
church work, garden club work and occasional Sweet Briar Club work . . . and
(what impresses me most at my age) is a
team bowler. Young Campbell has attended
Camp Allegheny, run by Nancy Worthington, and is a prospective Briarite.
Anne Bundy Lewis sent a very welcome
note from Petersburg, Va., where she lives
with her husband Jim, daughter Ellen and
18-month-old son Jimmy. Ellen is ten years
old now, and delighted to have a little
brother, and Anne says the whole family is
"disgustingly
happy." Joanne
Oherkirch
Willis
sent a Christmas
card picturing
the
lovely home which she and her husband
Charles own (and live in) in Port Wash
ington. N. Y.
Margaret Preston Newton, living with
husband and children in St. Petersburg.
Fla., had very little to say about her own
activities, but she reported having seen
Sally ("Butch") Jackjon Mead, "who is
happily settled in a charming house with
her husband Boots and daughter Lindsey."
Boots is gaining a fine reputation as a professor of music at the LIniversity of Virginia. Pres also reported that Ruthe Hensley Camblos and Josh had built a new
home in Asheville. Pres described herself

Carl

and
with

Frances
Sandy,

Boynton
Tim and

Drake,
Eleanor.

'42g,
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President: CATHERiNn Coleman, Hannah
More Academy, Reistertown, Maryland.
Secretary; HELEN Sanford, 2731 Steel
Street, Houston, Texas.
Fitnd Agent: Mary Ruth Pierson (Mrs.
H. T. Fischer, Jr.), Bay Crest, Huntington,
This Christmas was a real bonanza. Maybe it was the nostalgia of reunion year, or
maybe it was just spots on the sun; but
whatever prompted it, I was veritably overN >■ whelmed with cards and letters from you —
and I loved it. I only wish we had space
here to reproduce all the handsome pictures

as "busy with children. League work and
golf." (It all sounds so simple and easy.)
Lucy Call Dabney, imparting no news
about the Dabneys, wrote a note on her
Christmas card to call my attention to the
fact that Mr. S. B. Botsford is now president of the New Yorker Magazine. Mr. B.
is the husband of Cynthia Abbott Botsford.
Polly Peyton Turner sent a delightful
long letter from Lanakai, Hawaii, where the
Turners are still happily on duty with the
Navy (though they expect to return to the
States sometime this year). Included with
Polly's letter was a snapshot of the family
. . . Polly, husband Carol, twin daughters
Sidney and Mary (looking not at all alike)
and
a little 3-year-old imp named Anne.
raising.
What a fine-looking set of girls Polly's
By way of contrast, the Christmas card
from Margie Troiitinan Harbin and her
husband Tom carried a picture of them
with their five handsome boys . . . and not
a girl child around. The youngest Harbin,
Frank, was born May first of last year.
Margie reported that Frances Caldwell Harris and her husband, having adopted a little
girl a few years ago. have now adopted a
little boy to even things out. Franny had
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tems in various refineries . . . name of oil
company not given.)
As I said, this letter came to me from
Fay, who also sent various other items. (I
think she sees more of you than any other
one of us, and she is extremely kind about
passing on the news.)
Brooks Barnes vacationed in Nantucket
where the Chandlers always spend the summer and one day she and Fay ventured to
the mainland for a Sweet Briar auction
(they sold apples, I suppose), where they
ran into Mary Eleanor Aioss Kelakis. Fay
also mentions getting together frequently

been on my own "long-lost" list, and it
was rewarding to have word of her again.
Ruth Jjcquol Tempest and Rone ... already the parents of Brent, age 10, and
Mark, age 7, have just proudly produced a
"darling redheaded girl named Jill," born
on November 21st. The Tempest family
moved in January from California to Laramie, Wyoming, where Rone will attend
graduate school in engineering administration under the auspices of the IJ. ,S. Air
Force Institute of Technology. Ruth has
sold three stories to Rcdbimk within the
past few months and three to M'csltiii
Fjmily, and her stories are being reprinted
now in four European countries. Watch for
that name . . . Ruth Jacquot Tempest.
Frannie Boyiiloii Drake sent a charming
note and a photograph of the good-looking
Drake family . . . Frannie, husband Carl,
sons Sandy (age 13) and Tim (age 3).
and daughter Eleanor (age II). Frannie
and Alice Sutney Weed (our friend .Swede)
are near neighbors in the country suburbs
of St. Paul. ^Iinn., and see each other often.
Betty Biuuii Sweney and Mary Brown
Griggs are also part of the St. Paul clan.
One of the cards that delighted me most
was from Eleanor R/iiger Linn . . . long unheard from and an excellent card-writer.
"Ringer" and her husband John are in
Ithaca, N. Y., where John is teaching in
the Cornell English Department, and where
"Ringer" will one day finish work for her
Ph.D. Her academic activities have been interrupted bya mischievous-looking little boy
named Johnny, now l(i months old, who
(according to his mother) "has an undisguised passion for the pages of books —
physical, not intellectual."
Eugie Burinll Affel sent a card bearing
a photograph of her three exceptionally attractive sons . . . Charlie (age 9). Griffin
(age 7) and John (age 4), and reported
that her family had taken up ice skating last
fall . . . with the result that Herman (husband and father of the crew) spent the
holiday season with his arm in a cast.
Sudie CLirk Hanger sent a beautiful picture
of five a! my favorite children . . . her
Libba. Billy. Johnny, Jimmy and Susan.
Libba. Sudie's oldest daughter, is interested
in Sweet Briar, and will probably be one
of our first class daughters t<i enroll there.
Laura Gr.iits Howell reported that her
life in Lynchburg is
and devoted mrstly to
. . . which includes
daughter, Laura. Laura

"pleasantly routine"
husband and family
her son Geep and
(the elder) reported

further
that Si atW'jlic
Rogers'
brotherSchool
will
be
headmaster
Virginia
Episcopal
next year; and. still further, that Betsy
ChjmherLini Burchard and her husband
Peter are living in New York City, New
York. Peter has illustrated a recently published children's book which we believe to
be entitled "John Billingsley. " Ciloria SjiideriDi! Sartor and Lane sent a lovely Christmas card decorated with the pictures of their
three charming daughters. Ann. Kate and
Sally. And Grace Bftc;.? Muller-Thym reported from Maryland that she and Harry
have "the same three children but a little
older, two dogs, three cats, and (being
country dwellers) lots of friendly mice."
Jane Tiiylor Lowell and Bob sent a copy
of their yearly "Christmas letter." which is
so full of interesting sidelights on life in
Europe that I can't possibly cover it here.
I'll save it for next time.

Spring 1957

Dr.

Tom

and Margaret
'42g, with their

Troutman
Harbin,
iive sons.

Before next time comes, however, I'll
hope to see every one of you at Reunion.
Almost all the people mentioned in this
letter . . . and I hope many more . . . are
planning to be there. You come too, will
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President: Esther )nTT (Mrs Hugh L. Holland, Jr.), 204 Cl.iy Street, Suffolk, Va.
Secretary: Braxton Preston, 105 Mercer
Street, Princeton, N. J.
Fund Agent: Lucy Kiker (Mrs. William
C. Jones), Box 449, Franklin, Va.
It's still January as I write this, so pertoo late to say Happy New "Year
to all hapsofnot you.
The news I have spans the years, including as it does a long letter from Janie Findley Tate, written to Fay MMlin Chandler
last year and now lent to me. Since the
Tales have long lived in far .-iway places,
the letter is a travelog, but it differs from
the "sun sinks into the coconut milk" ones
by being informative. Let me give you a
brief framework and then quote — also
i".ients.
briefly — some of Janie's interesting comThe Tales lived in Sumatra for three
years and then came home by the Near East
and Eun pe. After three months at home
they returned to Sumatra (Palembang) via
Japan and Hongkong. They then spent a
few months in South Africa, and at the
time of the letter were settled in Bombay.
Here is Janie on South Africa: "It is the
most beautiful country you can imagine but,
being an old BBB pupil, their social sense,
( r lack of it, did me in. We found the
white South African a very mediocre, lower
middle class type in his thinking and living.
He has his head in the sand and is hoping
his problems will go away when he comes
up to find wh.it the cricket and rugby scores
And on India: "India does take a bit of
getting used to. The poverty and dirt, the
lack of a sense of humor among the Indians, their inferiority complex that they
"
hideare.behind
a superior attitude, can get you
down. But the fantastic sights you see every
day as you drive downtown, the luxurious
way of living, and the total diflerentness,
if there is such a word, is continuously fasJanie is taking piano lessons in Bomb.iy;
cinating."
she plans
a tripwill
home
in 19'>7;
Charlie's
next
assignment
probably
be Australia.
(He
coordinates
machine
accounting
sys-

with Tish S/ehels Frothingham ('41) ami
I gather they not only swim and sail, but
also surf-cast for blue fish. This summer
husband Al must have spent a lot of time
putting the finishing touches on his book,
Henry Winium Poor, published just in time
for Weezie Woodruff Angst to buy the first
copy for her husband for Christmas. That
was possible because ^'eezie was visiting
John, who spent three months at Harvard
in the Business School's Advanced Management Training Course. While there she
had lunch
at Fay's
Louisea
Moore
Nelson,
whowith
hadBrooks
come and
through
seige with rheumatoid arthritis; all last
spring she was in bed.
Clare Ejger Matthai writes deprecatingly
of her own immodesty in admitting that
daughter Murray is cute. She also tells me
that Nancy Pmgree Drake and Em have
been training the children, via swimming
and sailing lessons, into an accomplished
crew
for the large sloop Em ordered — from
Hongkong.
Betty Belle L.iiindtr Butin has had a second sen — just 16 months after the first one.
She's soloist in her church choir and working hard on her house . . . painted all her
porch furniture pink. Frances Tjylor Trigg
has moved from Baltimore to Atlanta,
where her husband has gone into business
with his father. They have a third son,
Bruce T.iylor, born June 4, 1956.
And about babies: Page Ruth Foster tells
me she has a third child, first daughter. No
other details. And Caroline Miller McClintock
had Miller
a fourth
child on April
16. Janice
19'i6
—
Oscar
McClintock.
Finally.
Fitzgerjld Wellons had Dorothy Bennett
Wei Ions, daughter number three, in the
summer.
The

"Virginia Beach contingent got together .again last summer — Esther Jett Holland. Byrd Smith Hunter. Lucy Kiker Jones,
as usual, and this year Shug Shugjrt Dennehy. whose husband is now stationed in
the Norfolk area. (So. more recently, is
Mary Belle Lee Aldridge's husband.) Esther
also saw Donnie Scott Hodges and her children on the beach; Donnie looks (who's
surprised?) wonderful.
Lucy Kiker and all the Joneses saw Harriet Swenson Munschauer in June. They
spent the day with Harriet, Fred, and their
two blonde children at the Munschauer's
Lake toErie
cottage,Missey
on their
way
Canada.
Jones(the
andJones')
Carol
Munschauer (both aged 8) made plans to
meet again at S.B. in years to come.
Elizabeth Munce moved to Charlottesville
in August; she works for Miller & Rhoads
(Virginia's branch of Lord and Taylor)
and they have a beautiful new branch in
Charlottesville.
From Beth Dichman Smith — I'm happy
to sav onlv a few blocks away — I get nice

budgets of news. For instance, she had
lunch in the fall with Harriet Piilltii Phillips and reports that Harriet is busy with
her three children and their activities, not

with their first, and gave no other glowing
details.
A note from Lucile Christ m.is Brewster:
"In all our excitement over at last having

to mention her Junior League's Thrift Shop
and other civic enterprises, and that she no
longer has red hair. Harriet brought Beth

a baby, I can't remember whether I have
already written to you about him — Born

up-to-date
on children,
Etfie SiegUiif.
she has five
two Bower's
boys andfamily;
three
girls. Next, Beth reports that Skip Bi\ichcr
O'Connell and her family have recovered
from a bad time last year when one of the
children was accidentally shot. He is, happily, fine now, with no permanent ill
effects. Still next, Beth has called ;iiy
attention to some interesting articles (one
a full-pag.e Sunday spread) in the New
York Times on May Gardner Smith's husband. Carter Burgess. Having retired as
Undersecretary of Defense, he is now president of TWA. Finally, Beth called Peggy
Rnudni Foster (during a swift trip to New
York last week to see a new nephew ) and
found her busily readying home and fireside for for/y-foiir dinner guests !
Your letters, messages, and Christmas
cards
prove
thata you're
You also
travel
lot. Callvery
me busy
if youpeople.
come
by Princeton; would love to see you. And.
failing a visit, do please write, call, or send
smoke signals. Your classmates would have
news of you.
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PLAN AHEAD ... the story of my life.
Last issue I asked for volunteers to write
this letter, since I thought we would be
moving about the time it would be due.
And what's more, I even got one: Franny
Peltil O'Halloran, bless her. But . . . since
then, we have mo\ed not once but twice . . .
the house we were renting was sold; whereupon we found a summer rental furnished,
put everything in storage, and THEN our
house we are building was not finished at
the appointed time. But we had no place
else to go, so since September 9 we have
been living in the basement of an unfinished house ... a practice that has nothing
to recommend it, believe me. And now in
less than two years in Butte, we find ourselves the bewildered holders of a record;
five houses and two motels. Oh, well.
■What I started out to say: Franny offered
to do the article, but your Stupid Scribe had
let her desk go into storage with all the
addresses, copy paper, instructions, and
other appurtenances of the office ... so,
bear with me, and I will unburden myself
of the news that has come my way, unsolicited (my favorite way for news to
come ! )
Our president, Martha Lee, has a son.
Harry E. McCoy, III, born August 28. and
she says he is magnificent. He has two older
sisters who are in school now, and ought
to be pretty efficient mother's helpers.
And Ellen Boyd DttrM and Billy Miller
have announced the arrival of Judith Dabney, on August
3- They are too modest,

1>6

September
24, 1955. Brew.ster
adopted— January
—
Bartlett Christmas
Chris to '56
us.
He's walking now at 10 months, has a
crew cut given by his dad, is blond and
blue-eyed. 'We are having more fun with
him than we could possibly have guessed.
Bill is working hard on the arrival next
spring of the Mayflatver II from England
to Plymouth. May even be able to sail over
Among the address changes, one for
Helen Grarjtt. hereafter to be referred to
on her! "
as Mrs. 'NX'illiam J. 'VCyatt. That one came
just day before yesterday, or I would certainly liave done SOMETHING about getting a little more information.
Us "Westerners got together briefly last
summer, not all of us of course, just the
Fessendens and Langs, the ones I always
think of as being the most surprised to be
here! Alice Johnson and Bill, and their
Faith, Lucinda, and Jimmy had been camping all over: Salmon. Idaho and Glacier
Park and such like, and returned to Casper
through Butte. They all looked wonderful,
and we are planning on a return engagement soon.
New addresses:
Mrs. 'William J. "Wyatt
9-D Davidson Park

(Helen

Gravatt)

Lexington, "Virginia
Mrs.645 Harry
Maiden Avenue
(Marjorie "Willetts)
S. Marengo
Pasadena, California
Mrs. Ellis S. Rump. Jr., (Anne
Hynson)
Owen Road
'West Chester, Pennsylvania
Mrs. George Hilbert
(Betty Jean Griffin)
1213 Berwick Avenue
Baltimore 4, Maryland
Mrs. Robert Seller (Peggy Gordon)
2421 Stuart Avenue
Richmond
20, Virginia
Mrs. Pierpont Buck
(Alice Lancaster)
R 2, Box 432
Fairfax. Virginia
Mrs. Hartman)
Laurance T. Clark (Elizabeth
237 Gralake Avenue
Ann Arbor, Michigan
Mrs. Brendlinger)
'Walter R. Robinson,

Jr.

(Marguerite

4191 E. -16th St.
Tulsa, Oklahoma
You all deserve better than this, I will
try to see that you get it in the future,
when Life becomes a little more beautiful
for the Butte Branch, or else I will expect
to be impeached.
Second verse, same as the first. Was
SLIRE those old notes would get in the
fall issue. And now I have just arrived
back in Butte to find a postcard saying
copy for the Spring issue should be in the
Alumnae Office TODAY.
Before I get on to give you the gleanings
from a few tired old Christmas cards, I
must explain that we have moved into our
house, or to be accurate, upstairs from the
basement. This was accomplished Christmas
Eve, among a few other minor Holiday
Projects. 'VC'e are still without doors to
kitchen cabinets, bannister, curtains, and a
number of other refinements, but the carpet

is laid and the dishwasher connected, so
who complains!
And on January 2, we left for Winnetka,
whence we have just returned (January
31st). Jim had to go to a school at the
factory, and I, too, put in a very gruelling
few weeks: sleeping late and going to
parties and decorating a house 1702 miles
removed from the Merchandise Mart. Mission accomplished.
Back to those Christmas cards I promised.
I, myself, sent out one card this year . . .
to
Franny
Drake,
'42, saying
we
would
be Boynton
in St. Paul
on January
4, and
asking if she would be available. She was.
Their house is a dream, and Carl Drake
a dream husband who met four Langs at
the St. Paul station at 6:40 a.m. and didn't
even
look moved
sleepy.from
We Winnetka,
hadn't seen
since they
and them
they
all look wonderful, especially Timmy, a
three year old charmer who was entirely
new to us. Franny had everything under
control; gave us breakfast, sent Carl and
Jim off" to work, rounded up the right size
skates so Mary Stuart Lang could go skating with Eleanor Drake and her overnight
guest
who Pat,
as Ithen
recall
Betty Sweney's
daughter,
hadwas
luncheon
for me!
How organized can you get? Alice Sweney
had a cold and couldn't come, so the only
other S. B. representative at the luncheon
was Phoebe Sweney WooUey. '45. Craig
Woolley had just been appointed General
Manager of Hamm's, from the Land of
Sky Blue Wa-a-ter a few days earlier. I
am

mortified to discover that I can't precisely report the number of Phoebe's and
Craig's children, none of whom were in
evidence that afternoon, but they are a
goodly number, four or five, with an assortment of gender.
I seem to keep dangling these Christmas
cards in front of you . . . and actually
very few of them have any news of General
Interest, and some of them, I tearfully
report, have nothing at all but names . . .
just WAIT until one of YOU is Secretary!
Millie Brenizer Lucas and Ed are moving
to New York in the summer, and meanwhile are househunting in Westchester and
Connecticut.
Anne Aicjtiniin Briber, '43, and Frank
say they "spent the summer buying and
selling a house and are now busy getting
settled in our new" — well, she wrote adobe,
but I feel sure adobes are rare in Milwaukee,
and what she meant was abode. "The children, Anne, Jr., and Frank, Jr., are fine
and busy with Brownies. Indian Guides,
andA
and
my

cardskating.
signed " Martha. John, Jack, Mark,
ice
Giles Barton I recognize as being from
sometime roommate, Lindsey. and a

note asked, "Why don't you vacation in
sunny (.•')" (her question mark, not mine)
"Florida and come to see us? We now have
three extremely active boys, the last being
too young
to really
much."
Longino
Schroder
filled do
me in
on thisFrances
casual
birth announcement with the following:
"Hope you are having a White Christmas "
(we didn't) "we've had 78° weather for
about a week! No outstanding news at the
moment except we're ail well. Betty Haterty
Smith had another boy on December 9,
Edward Kendrick Smith. Lindsey had
another
on October
Emily boy,
Ann Giles,
Wilkins
Mason 12."
and Tom
sent a picture of Martha Wyatt and Polly
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from Lynchburg saying that Tom has left
law practice and gone with a local bank
as trust officer which he likes very much.
The Neeses and Murrays report reunions,
past and pending, now that the Murrays
are in New Orleans and the Neeses in
Columbus, Mississippi. Sterling Nelllt-s.
Murray and Kay Suit Neese, that is.
Sterling says that "Win is a grown-up
twche, and Tad can't wait for the first
flight to the moon. Have seen Kay and Bob
se\eral times . . . haven't changed a bit.
Karen is tall, thin, and lery pretty. Both
hoys are all boy and also good-looking.
We are settled in the deep south."
Jinnie Noyef Old Faithful Pillsbury sent
a letter, quote: "My sister was married in
Amherst last June, so we got down there
in lime to take in most of the commencement festivities. There wasn't a single other
member of '44 there, so I held the fort
by myself. The Class of '46 was having
their tenth, of course, so they were en masse
and very kindly took me in at most of the
social aftairs. I did see a number of relati\es of classmates, though. Helen Cantey's
sister was there, and Murrell Rickard's
mother, ( Ricky, herself, was too busy getting ready for a trip to Europe to make it).
The day before the wedding, Bootie VCyckoft, Anne \V'ooJ.\ Guzzardi's sister, most
generously took my older two girls for the
whole day out to their place on the James
and then on a picnic for supper. Jeannette
and Hannah had a wonderful time, and
needless to say the wedding preparations
went much easier without them. Jan's
wedding was loads of fun, but the mornin.g
of the wedding the pump at the big house
ceased working and poor Daddy spent most
of the day down in the thing. Life was
complicated by having all the festivities
at the big house and all plumbing at the
cottage, but everything went pretty well,
even then. Hugh and I went to Richmond
one day to see some Milwaukee friends
who recently moved there. Ann took me
over to see Fence \\"iUi.iiiii Meyers ( I never
could have found her house by myself).
Her house is beautiful, her twins very cute,
and we talked a blue streak, of course.
She had just recently returned from a trip
to Europe with her sister. Life around here
is the same old stuff. Junior League, Sunday
School, Scouts, and family. We added on
to our house finally last spring, and are
thrilled with the results . . . doubled the
first floor area. I still have loads of painting
to do "
NX'hich brings us full circle, for I, too,
have "loads of painting to do. " ^"e are
all well, Jim is Zone Man.iger for Motorola
for Wyoming and Montana. Mary, at 7,
is almost as tall as I am at a considerable
multiple of 7, and Lindsey is taller than
Mary was at 5 . . . the midget stram
appears to be dying out in the Great Big
West. The above address is more permanent
than we usually get. so send your news, or
yourselves for a visit, or your Grim Notices
t}f Impeni-ling Impeachment, and you can
be fairly sure of delivery.

Fund Agent: Julia Mills (Mrs. Lawrence
Jacobsen), 4416 Edmonds St., Washington,
D. C.
19^7 finds me just as much a procrastinator as 1956. Here I am again rushing
to meet the deadline for this letter. Thank
you all for your wonderful Christmas cards.
It makes this job very gratifying, and I
love the pictures of your families. Jane
Mcjankin Hufi'man sent a darling one of
her children, two girls and a boy. Also
Hulda Edfin Jackson and Mary Hjskim
King, all of which I'm sending to the
Alumnae oflnce hoping that one will get in.
Hulda moved into a wonderful new
home inremodeled
May. She and
sayshas
it's five
really
an old
house
bedrooms
and three baths upstairs. Sounds like a
mansion ! Her third child, second boy,
Robert Hutchinson, was bon August 8.
Hulda sees Margie Koonce McGregor often.
She has two little girls and also a newhouse.
From Greensboro, N. C. came an especially nice card with a long newsy letter
from Mary Hjskinf King. I'm sure many
of you recei\ed the same. Mary spent several
days at Sweet Briar last year wi;'i Lois
Ballenger and had a marvelous time. Mai7's
third child was due in July but SHE made
an early appearance on June 6. Her name
is Telle. Mary says "Jetton is a Dennis the
Menace type, and the good Lord knew I
couldn't take on a third son!" In August
the family went to Myrtle Beach where
they met Mary's sister Nancy and David
Elliot for two weeks. Jet is now in the
tool box business. They rent small and
large equipment to individuals and to contractors. "I've even rented a power mower
sexeral times, paid for it, and then cut the

SpRINC.
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is Ellie
a "boyClements
wonder." Littleton (bless her!)
reports that her 5th child, Clement Littleton,
w-as born November 4, helping to even the
score of three girls. Millie. S. Jean, 7,
Elin. 5 and a son. Fred.
thing? She says (and
that "life is hysterical
new-s, too, from Ellie

3. Isn't that .someI don't doubt it)
and hectic. " Some
about Polly Kent

Page. Polly's third child was born November 26— a girl — named Mary Kent Page.
"They still live in South Chicago where
Bob is teaching pharmacology at L'niversity
of Chicago. Life is really rugged for them —
they ha\-e to ha\-e fltiod lights which come
on at 10:00 p.m. to light up the back of
their house for protection." I am not sure
whether w-e give "outside" new-s or not but
Ellie also said she sees quite a lot of Blair
Biirwell May, a '47 member, and that her
husband is a very successful pediatrician
in Wayne, Pa. (Success is as success doe.s —
they have 3 under 3 ! )
"Thanks to Barbara Hood Sprunt's cooperation. Ihave some news froni her.
ha\e been in their new house in

They

Coronado, Calif. — that the "Pacific is still
swimmable
if you're
hardy.
not."
said
that Rick
has been
at seaI'mmost
of She
the

Please do write to me
forget, if you haxen't
to the Alumnae Fund,
Also, only contributors
and June issues of the

before May. Don't
sent in a donation
it's never too late.
receive the March
Alumnae
New.s.

1946
President: ADELINE

JONES (Mrs. Stephen C.

■Voorhees), 1604 Louden Heights Road,
Charleston, West 'Virginia.
Secretary: PoLLY Vandeventer (Mrs. RoVa. bert Saunders), 16 Shirley Road, Warwick,
r//nd Agent: Lucv Charles Jones (Mrs.
Robert Bendall Jr.), 4431 Southampton
Ave., Danville, Va.

pletely dissolved. I wish everyone w-ould
resoUe to give to me the tools to do the
job — tools, that is. in the form of SEW S.
I sent out 15 cards requesting news and had

(Mrs. G. S.

Dottie dldiiel! Crowell has a boy, Andrew Robert, born October 2, making their
score 2 girls and a boy.
Ariana Junei Wittke reported the arrival
of James Henry Wittke on October 21
weighing .S lbs. and his parents think he

the traffic is so bad she doesn't think
they II ever get there.
The news has been xery sparse this time.

President: Harriet VI'illcox (Mrs. David
F. Gearhart), 980 Juniper Rd., Hellcrtown,
Pa.
Dickson

will
from
and
lacks

stationed at Moftett Air Force Base. They're
not far from San Francisco, but Betty says

Betty Pender Lazenby and family are nowliving in Los Altos, California. Dick is

Happy New Year, everybody ' I hope
1957 has started of} happily for you all
and that those resolutions have not com-

Secret jry: Anne

"something's gotta give." This letter
consist of a few tidbits I gathered
Christmas cards, my few responses,
local Sweet Briarites. Am sorry if it
meat, but the pickings are slim.

Memphis
for Barbara
5 months Gregg,
and "just
it."
Their
baby,
was lose
I year
old Feb. 10th. She saw- Betty Ann Bass
Norris and George and Jeanne Parbjni
Coors and her George for cocktails in the
Fall. Fun was had by all. Ruth Houston
Jarvis and Bob. she reports, were in Memphis for Christmas and Hallie Tom Nixon
Powell and Jack have a new- daughter.
Anne Owens Mueller wrote on her Christnias card that she and Rick are enjoying

grass myself!" They also have the distributorship inN. C. for G. M. diesel engines.
Edie Page Gill Breakell sent a picture
of her two boys. They are so cute, but apparently nameless. The Alumnae Office does
like to ha\e their names, too!
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Jordan). Bay Colony, Virginia Beach, 'Va.

your class it isn't coming out of thin air,
so please respond when I tap you. I know
you are busy and one more thing is a
nuisance, but if we want a Newsletter

exactly

2

responses.

If you

want

w-ord

of

year but he's home now. (These poor Navy
wives. I'll settle for my stationaiy lawyer!)
Mary Lou Holton w-rote at Christnias
that she was spending the holidays with
her sister, Marty, in New Jersey, and that
she was overjoyed at being with Marty
and the 3 boys at that time. Lou had dinner
with us one night last summer (for my
first pizza pie, from scratch — I thought the
Continental fare would appeal to our world
traveller.) She looked marvelous and was
her gay. interesting self. Lou. by the way.
is teaching English to foreign students at
the L'niversity of Illinois in L'rbanna where
she has an apartment.
Candy Gretne Satterfield was home
(Virginia Beach) for the holiday, with
daughter Carcline and husband Jim. She
says Caroline — almost 2 — is her favorite
"Woman's Home Companion. " Candy is
thoroughly contagious — Caroline is exuberant, too ! Jim w as in South America for
several weeks in Ian. on British-Anierican
Tobacco business before returnin.B to their
home
in Louisville-.
Kentucky.
Virginia

Wynn and her family have extended true
Kentucky hospitality to the Satterfields, according to Candy's reports. Ginny. by the
way. has recently had a wonderful taste of

mother of three — two girls, Peggy and
Jane, and Rawson, a twenty-five pound
eight month old dynamo. Eleanor Anne
Crumrine Stewart has moved to Pough-

Florida's hospitality. (Hope it was sunnier
than my taste last Spring, by gum !)
Rosie Ashby Dashiell has just phoned
to tell me some news. Hurrah ! I3oots Tjylor
Hollowell has recently moved into a tiemendous house — new address is 544 Pembroke Avenue, Norfolk — one of those old
ones
witha four
full house
floors. but
(Rosie
didn't
mention
boarding
it sounds
like one.) Polly PoU.ird Kline has moved
to Richmond — new address is 1'526 Bexhill
Road — where Bob has a wonderful new
|ob in advertising. We will really be hearing
from Bob at this rate — thought he already
had an excellent job in Norfolk.
Rosie was a Junior League delegate to
the recent regional conference in Charleston, West Virginia, where she saw Ade

keepsie. She writes, "We are now 'up — ■
east' again and loving it. We have a new
house on a dead-end street which makes
it wonderful for the children. Jesse Anne
is four now and quite a little lady. Bobby
is twenty-one months and a big bruiser."
Another mover is Margaret Ellen White
VanBuren. Life has promoted Jim and sent
them to Atlanta.

Jones
and her
house.
Ade's
familyVoorhees
and house
werenewmost
attractive
( house incomplete — can't vouch for
family ! ) and Ro was well pleased with
Ade's lot. She also enjoyed seeing Mary
Jane
L'nelysplendid.
Hoffman,She
whowashastaking
three notes
boys
and looks
for the conference (I think). Just had a
card from Bea Dingwell Loos who reports
Kenneth
Dingwell'snow
arrival
6th.
She is delighted
with October
her happy
balance of two to two. The family. League
work and the Sweet Briar club are keeping
her busy.
That is all. Much of it Dr. Short would
call padding — in fact, I was tempted to
give you the recipe for that pizza pie. At
this rate, I might just write a column in
the Alumnae Magazine for the Class of '46
called "Household Hints " or some such
nonsense. Let's all prevent that!
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President: Elizabeth Knapp (Mrs. J. W.
Herbert), 128 E. Dixon Ave., Dayton 9,
Ohio.
Secretary: Cynthia Bemis (Mrs William
A. Stuart, Jr.), Rosedale, 'Va.
Fund Agent: Margaret
Ellen

White

(Mrs. Drive,
James N.M. E.,'VanBuren),
276 Lakemoore
Atlanta 5, Ga.
It seems that enthusiasm for our tenth
reunion is running high and, as things
look now, there should be a fair number
of us around for it.
Julia Holt Coyle had her fourth child.
Lucy Holden, in September. Peggy Robertson Christian had a son, Stuart, in April.
Not long ago, Peggy and Punky came by
and spent the night with us. She looks
wonderful and seems to be enjoying domestic chores and life in Danville tremendously.
Jean Old took her boat to Florida in
November and plans to take it to Nassau
in February. Jean says, "Last June I picked
up the Bug in Algonac, Mich., and brought
her across the Great Lakes, LIpper New
York, down Hudson to N. Y. C., Jersey
Coast, Delaware Bay, Chesapeake Bay,
home. I saw Birdhead in Detroit, Jackie
Schreck in Cleveland, spent the night
with Nat Hall in Erie, spent the night with
Crummie in Poughkeepsie and Connie in
Georgetown. Margie Redjern was with me
all the way . . ."
Margaret Munnerlyn Haverty is now the
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Linda McCoy Gould has moved to Birmingham,. Mich., and is the mother of three
— Cathy. Billy and Curtis, Jr. Maria Tucker
Bowerfind, still in Cleveland, writes, "As
for us, our traveling days close with the
opening
of Pete's
office going
on December
His practice
has been
well in nth.
spite
of no office for the first six months. And
besides that and eating those good old
home cooked meals, he keeps busy teaching
and researching (in hematology) in the
Sara Anne McMullen Lindsey writes of
hospital."
her
activites:
is allestablishment
set to managein
the new
B. F."Doug
Goodrich
Arlington and I am quite the homebody
for a change — except that I was just appointed to a seven member commission to
construct and operate a Juvenile Detention
Home for Northern Virginia. There are
four lawyers and four ex-officio members
who are judges on the commission so I
really have to stretch my AB to keep up.
We'll be spending almost $200,000 of local
and state funds which is quite a jump
from my monthly household calculations."
Katherine Weisiger Osborne writes that
they were transferred to Charlotte in November. Ernie Banker is now in Chicago —
"Am doing field work for my master's
degree in social work from Smith — thus
the various treks across the country each
winter! Will graduate in September of
'57." Janet Amilon Wagner says that Amy
is now in school and that she spends her
time with Junior League, PTA, Junior
Symphony,
and Shirley
some
TV
work for Children's
the League Theatre
in Denver.
Levis Johnson and Don are in the throes
of selecting blue prints for a house and
they have a lot in Northfield. She says,
"The
I spent
sevenDon
weeks
the
north kids
woodsandthis
summer.
was inthere
the first and last week and two weekends
in the middle. He traveled the rest of the
time. Anne rowed and swam, Ashton caught
snakes and frogs and I painted the cabin
two coats. I am now a professional and
lackBlair
onlyBitruell
my union
Maycard."
had a son, Blair, in
July. She and Robert took the three children
and three dogs to Jacksonville for Christmas. Anne Jackson Ragland tells us that
there were no new children in her family
last year but that they did add two cats,
a beagle and a French poodle to their
household. I missed getting home in time
to see Frankie Gardner Curtis before Christmas. Ihad hoped to go down to the christening of the replicas of the Sarah Constant,
the Goodspeed and the Discoiery. John
Curtis works for the company that built
them.
We went to Richmond for Christmas
only to have two of our little ones burst
into full bloom with chickenpox on Christ-

mas Eve. There was some question as to
whether or not Santa Claus had anything
to do with bringing it.
Do line up your baby sitters for June
so we'll have a big group at Sweet Briar.
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Preside'!': Virginia Wurzback (Mrs.
Richard S. Vardy), Utwingslant NAS,
Norfolk, Va.
Secretary: Marv Jo Armstrong (Mrs.
Arthur H. Berryman), 1302 Avenue C,
Galveston, Tex.
Fund Agent: Elizabeth Beltz (Mrs. William F. Rowe, Jr.), 4829 Kensington Ave.,
Richmond, Va.
Newsweek recently stated that one out
of every five Americans move each year.
Lm convinced you all are doing your share
of keeping that statistic correct. Never a
month goes by that I don't get some changes
of address — some to new homes, others to
new towns. For instance, Betty Lou Bruton
Lyons moved from Memphis to Clearwater
Beach, Fla., and is now happily settled
with Marcia in kindergarten and little
Edward walking and reaching for everything in sight. Betsy Plunkett Williams
is at Camp Pendleton, Calif., after two
years in the Philippines. Much to her surprise and all those on the ship, Gerald
Glynn Williams, Jr., was born Nov. 7th
en route from the Philippines to the LI. S.
Louise Day McWhorter and Tom moved
into their new home in Houston. Harriotte
Bland Coke is busily getting settled into
her new house in St. Davids, Pa. Her husband is an Assistant Professor at the L^niversity of Pennsylvania. Jocelyn Stedman
Tyson's husband has been transferred from
Chicago back to Massachusetts and they
have bought a home on top of Wilbraham
Mountain. Jocie is working for an obstetrician in Springfield. Judy Perkins Llewellyn moved to Glenmont, N. Y., in August.
Judy Blakey Brown moved to Wisconsin
in July when Rocky was transferred as
Milwaukee representative of Nichols Wire
and Aluminum Co. They have an adorable
house with 53 acres of woods and country
around them. She spent two weeks last
summer in New York and York, Pa. —
York for her brother's wedding and New
York as a respite from the children. Nan
Steptoe McKinley is living in Baltimore
as her husband is on the Industrial Relations Staff' of Westinghouse. Her daughter,
Jeanne Bernice, was born March 29, 1956.
She has seen Ann Paxson several times.
In July, Jane Ransom Gray moved from
Memphis to Wilmington, Del., as her husband took an engineering job with DuPont.
Mary Virginia Grigsby Mallett has moved
to Frederick, Md., where her husband is
a bacteriologist in the Biophysics Branch
at Fort Detrick.
Now do you understand why I send out
my questionnaires and beg and plead for
you to send me your correct address — these
are only a few of those I have gotten.
Weddings — Cynthia Harding married
Tom
Collins May
1956.
"Dickie"
Lile married
Dr. 5,
John
R. Elma
Hartman
July
7, New
1956. bambinos — Helen Pender
had a daughter, Frances Pender,
"Meon" Bou'er Harrison had a
Marion Carjiiichael, on March 3,

Withers
Oct. 20.
daughter,
1956. It

Ahimtiiie Neu:\

was a boy for Lois Gale Harris — Jeffrey
(left) Townes Harris appeared Oct. 13. At
that time it meant i children for her — all
under 3 til March. Brave girl. The two
oldest can at least feed themselves, she says,
and the baby has been an angel . . . however, I'm still wondering when she found
time to write. Allen David Nelson, son
of Diane Kiiia Nelson and Harry arrived
January 6.
Eleanor Pullf Snodgrass is living 20
miles from London and Strib commuted
each day to Grosvenor Square til the Middle East crisis when he was sent aboard
ship but she hoped he'd be home by
Christmas. Last April they drove thru
Holland, Germany, Austria, Switzerland,
France and Belgium and then in September
they toured Scotland and England. She says
her children now have thick English accents.
Susan is in her second year at school and
loves it. Dolly Anlrim McKenna is also
|ust outside of London ("Bryn-Teg," The
Avenue, Camberley, Surrey). She loves
England but loves the U. S. much, much
more. They will be home this summer
after a tour of Europe. Pottsie is also coming back to the LI. S. this summer. Kax
Berthier McKelway wrote that John had
just returned from a quick trip to Hungaiy
and Austria to cover the "airlift " of refugees— all this caused much excitement
around their house. Her two boys, "Beau "
and St. Clair, are growing by leaps.
Mayde Litdinglun Henningsen spent the
fall battling all the children's diseases. She
saw Jane Jnhrison Kent at the beach last
summer. Nancy Moses Eubanks came thru
with a letter last fall — I was overjoyed to
hear from her — but with three children
her life is busy. Mylinda (Lindy) will be
^ in April. Bill. Jr., was 2 in October and
Hamilton Moses was 1 in March.
Helen "Twink" Ellioll Sockwell wrote
that Bess Pratt's wedding December 8 was
lovely. Liz Hvoks Richards was there. Last
summer Liz spent 2 weeks in Memphis
and Texas and saw Nancy Moses Eubanks.
Jane Luke is at Johns Hopkins Hospital
where she has a fellowship in pediatrics.
She and several other girls have a house
near Towson and she is able to see Sally
Pearre occasionally. Ann Samjord L^pchurch
and Sam visited Peggy Sheffield Martin
and Tom for the Georgia Tech-Alabama
game in No\'ember.
'Virginia Holmes Turner says Betsy takes
up most of her time but she has done
some work for the Research Bureau of the
Social Planning Council. She teaches Sunday School to a lively group of -i year olds
at the L'nitarian church, works for the
lunior League.
For the past six years Dru Christian has
been doing Personnel work at the Naval
Air Station in California. She is responsible
for the examination of qualifications of
applicants for appointment and position
changes and for the operation of the station's promotion policy in general. She says
the work is fascinating and full of variety
since they employ over 8000 in all categories from soup to nuts.
Blair Gr.iies Smith is finding Philadelphia a wonderful place to live with so
many tempting things to do and see. She
ran into Harriotte Bt.iiid Coke and had
dinner with them. Blair and Brenton had
a boy, Kenneth Dawson, on Dec. 28. 'Vi
W'hilehe.id Morse spent two weeks at N,igs

Head, N. C, last summer

Kelly and Dan several times. 'Vi's husband
is in the General Counsel's Office of the
Secretary of Defense.
Phyllis Thorpe Miller made a trek to
Pelham last summer with a side trip to
Massachusetts and the beach . . . plus
several weekends at Hot Springs. Last fall
had been busy with League work and the
children.
Edith Scannell is a secretary working
for the American Brake Shoe Co., in the
department of personnel services. Liz Brainham Lee was in Memphis for Eleanor
Bosworth's engagement party. She and her
husband have just bought adjacent ocean
front lots with Eleanor's brother at Ponte
■Vedra Beach but don't know just when
they will build.
Big news from Jane McCaffrey McBrian
is that she and Jim and their three children
are sailing August 19th on the Queen
Elizabeth, Jim's mother and father have
moved abroad and will keep the children
in the British Isles while she and Jim tour
a bit.
Maddin Liiplon McCallie and David
went to Los Angeles to the American College of Physicians annual meeting last April
and afterwards toured Yosemite and San
Francisco. She went to Boston in June and
to Sea Island in September. Suzanne Hardy
Beaufort and Ira just happened to have
planned the same weekend at the Cloisters
so stopped by Sea Island for a couple of
days with the McCallies on their way.
Both of Suzanne's children are in school
this year. She has been teaching ballet to
a
little group
theHerbert
Girl's have
Center.
Eve
Godchaux
Hirschatand
a place
on Lake Ponchatrian so spent much of the
summer there. Sally Davis Spencer reports
an Alumnae Club has been organized rein Columbus
they've projects
been mildly
active cently
with
money andmaking
but
much, much enthusiasm.
Can you help me locate these lost souls:
Suzanne Edwards (Mrs. Albert J. 'Weatherhead); Betsy Garrison (Mrs. Elbert M.
Barton); Ileana Garcia (Mrs. R. B. Stipes);
Jane Gray (Mrs. Philip A. Starck); Ruth
Harris (Mrs. 'Wallace Bennett); Anne
Hyde; Eleanor Johnson; Joyce Raley; Margaret Staft'ord; Sylvia Schively; Elinor Taylor (Mrs. William H. Hough); Pamela
Terry
(Mrs.
Pamela
Terry Stoutenburg);
I know the stork has visited several last
fall. Take pen in hand and send me the
news.
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President: Preston Hodg"S (Mrs. Eugene
Dubose Hill, Jr.), 122 Don Allen Rd.,
Louisville 7. Ky.
Secretary: Carolinf Casev (Mrs. C. Coleman MiGehee), 5504 Monumental Ave..
Richmond 26, 'Va.
Fund Aveiit: Catherinh Cox, 4930 Cedar
Ave.. Philadelphia 43, Pa.
ENGAGEMENT: Catherine Greenway Cox
to Philip Reynolds, Jan. 26.
MARRIAGES:
Mary Louis Stevens to Rutledge Ri\ers Webb, Sept. 8, 1956.
Frances Evans Pope to Ishman Harrison
Evans, Nov. 17. 1956.
Elisabeth
Jansma
to Kas Ciorter, Nov.

24.
Spring

1957

and then had her

brother's children — -i under 4 years, plus
her two children — visit her en route to
Germany. She has seen Nancy Vduf,hii

1956. ■

Debby

and

Becky,
Pew

daughters

of

Alberta

Baker, '49g.

BIRTHS: Ann Doar and Francis Jones, a
daughter, Anne Beverley, Oct. 8, 1955.
Alice Dulaney and Daniel Sheridan, a
daughter, Alice Virginia, Jan.. 1956.
Jean
Crawford Madison,
and 'VC'illiam
M. Kean,
son, William
Jr., May
1, 1956.a
Patsy Darin and Alexander Robinson, a
son, Edward Woods, May 26, 1956.
June Eager and Dr. William Finney, a
son. May, 1956.
Anne Fiery and Richard C. Bryan, a son.
May, 1956.
Carolyn
Cannady
and Her\ey
Evans,
a
son, E. Hervey III, June 28, 1956.
Libby
Truehart
and H.
Hiter
Harris,
Jr., hvin girls, Oct. 22, 1956.
Evelyn Lee Kagey and Johnson Lee, a
daughter. E\a Joye, Nov., 1956.
Ellen Ramsay
and Kenneth
F. Clark, a
son. John Ramsay, Jan., 1957.
Katie sent in her exciting news
just in
time for a scoop for the Alumnai; Ntw.s:
"After all these years Auntie Kate is going
to take the veil — the bridal veil that is.
The gentleman who's changed my life in
such a nice way
is one Philip Reynolds,
whom I met in Hartford just before I uime
down to Philadelphia. So you see it's been
rather a whirl-wind
courtship but it sure
is it. Phil invests money for The Travelers
Insurance Company, so we shall be living
in Hartford, which suits me just fine. He's
a graduate of Yale, served in Korea,
and
is the hope
most tothoroughly
ever
meet. I dcli.yhtlul
shall finish guyoutyou'd
the
year here at Penn and then will |-irobably
give up public
administration
for home
atlministr.ition.
Surprisingly
enough
I find
that talk ot houses,
cooking
and babies
(which
used to bore me stift) has taken
on a strange new fascination ...
I have
chosen the warm but lovely month of July
(the 20th)."
In an earlier letter Katie
wrote, "I'm having a fine time in Philadelphia and have seen most of the S. B. gals
from our class. Sally Melcher Jarvis lives
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in a cute ranch house in Wayne with
three children, but still haJ time to have
me out to dinner with Ellie Clement Littleton (1946) and Blair Biirwell May who
also lives in Wayne. I've also seen Emily
Thornton Forte, also a Wayne resident —
it seems to be the young marrieds' haven
(AND my home town — C. Y. McG.).
Emilie has two children (a boy and a girl)
and is taking a Shakespeare course at night
to keep her mind from going to pot, as
she puts it. Polly Pliimmer Mackie and
Ruth Garrett Preucel live in the center of
the city. I've seen Ruthie, who's well
established in the back of an old brownstone in a wonderful apartment with fireplace and private terrace. Ruthie practically
runs Philadelphia. She's found out so much
about it that she's running the Junior
League course for Philadelphia girls to tell
them about their fair city. She and Polly
both have one child apiece (boys)." Katie
enclosed a letter from Beth Jjnsmj Gorter
who wrote (on Nov. 12), "I shall get
married November 24th, in Amsterdam.
Dutch fashion, i. e. twice! once civil ceremony and afterwards in church, all on the
same day, starting at 11:00 a.m. My fiance
is a doctor and specializing in psychiatry.
He is working at LItrecht University Clinic
and usually terribly busy. We have a
wonderful apartment in Utrecht (I/2 hour
by car from A'dani) and I am busy decorating it. I gave up my secretarial job on
November first but will look for another
job closer to my new home after we get
back from the honeymoon (to a Spanish
island in the Mediterranean). My father
visited S. B. C. last year for the first time
and boy! did he like it, almost as much
as I used to."
Kitty Hart Belew returned from her
honeymoon at Sea Island, Ga., raving about
Stevie Steven < Webb's wedding in Charleston. Trust Kitty not to miss a trick even
while on her honeymoon ! Stevie wore Preston Hodges Hill's lovely lace wedding veil
that they bought while together in Europe.
Pres and Bunny B.irnett Brown were bridesmaids.
Frances Pope Evans sent me the Columbus, Miss., newspaper clippings of her wedding, and she was a beautiful bride, her
dress very ante bellum, which suits Frances
so well. Minii Pouell Leonard was in the
wedding. From the newspapers: "The longtime prominence of the families involved,
the numbers and prestige of the wedding
guests from all sections of the nation, the
brilliance of the wedding and subsequent
reception combined to make the marriage
one of the major social events of the Fall
season in Mississippi." Frances and Isham
are now living in Houston, Texas, where
Isham is with the McCormic Steel Company.
Marie Mu5g,rove Pierce wrote me the
day Libby True hart Harris' twins were born:
"Big news — Libby T. Harris presented her
husband with twin baby girls this morning.
Stopped in her hospital room this morning
(am doing Red Cross Motor Corps work)
to see her and she and Hiter are just paralyzed Don't
!
know if they are identical yet.
Each weighed 5'/2 lbs. She didn't have the
faintest idea she was going to have twins!"
Congratulations to Libby on producing our
first class twins.
Quite a bit of news from Christmas
cards. Understand that Ellen Ramsay Clark
moved
to Stuyvesant
Town,
N. Y., last
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fall in time for the arrival of her little
boy. Alice Diilatiey Sheridan comments
on the photo-card of all the Sheridans (two
boys and two girls): "This
minus dogs, cat, fish, turtles
Easter chick away — he was
rooster, still sleeping in the

is our crowd
(we gave the
a full grown
kitchen). No

ponies yet but we hear it constantly."
From Marilyn Hopkins Bamborough:
"David is 4 and Sara 2 years. We had a reunion with Mary Fran Broivii Ballard last
August when they came for a visit with
M. F.'s mother. Sally Strickland Johnson
came up for a weekend at the time, too.
E. Lee Kag,ey Lee wrote that they have a
new daughter, Eva Joye, born in November.
Virginia is 61/2. Tommy 4 and Julie 3."
And Flip Eustis wrote, "I left Chicago
in August and have been a lady of leisure
since. We (she and her parents) have
moved into a smaller house which is just
darling. Mom and I are having a wonderful
time — it has been so long since I have
really been at home. Will return to work
sometime, somewhere, but am not giving
much thought to it at the moment."
A pleasant surprise was a card from
Betty Bean
who said,
"I've
married
and Black
in Houston,
Texas,
for been
five
years — and loving both happy states ! My
Dub is a bank vice-president weekdays —
but every Friday we dash off to our ranch
and have a glorious time in the East Texas
woods — no electricity, no plumbing ! Our
family are all of the four-legged variety
so far — horses, cattle, sheep and goats.
Afraid I've reverted to type in this wild
west business! " Pat Brown is still teaching
2nd grade at Grace Church School in New
■^'ork City and hoped to visit Libby and the
twins during her Christmas vacation. Betty
W'elljord Bennett wrote from Baltimore
that she spent an afternoon recently with
Dot Wallace Wood and that her baby was
so cute — tiny and dark, but she ommitted
sex, name and age. She also said that
Jackie Jacobs Buttram has another daughter.
June Eager Finney was full of news in
her card: "Bill and I are both pretty well
settled here in Durham, N. C, and will
be here until July, I960, when Bill will
have completed his training in neurosurgery. I am working as Director of Christian Education at an Episcopal Church
here and enjoy it a lot. Am also going to
be tutoring children in remedial reading.
We had our third son last May — running
a close race with Foamy (Anne Fiery
Bryan). Kind of amusing to both of us
when we have called or written each other
about each expected child and found that
we were both producing at the same time
— and both have had three boys, to boot.
Susan Corning, Whitla is living in Wellesley
andGilkey
has two,
boy and
girl."
Dot now
Bottom
wrotea Kitty
Harta Belew
that Langdon has been commissioned to do
a book, and that he will be giving Religious
Emphasis at Sweet Briar in Feb. They have
obtained a 28 ft. sloop for use in Maine.
The McGehees, Caroline, Garden and Stephen, have just recovered from a bout with
the chickenpox which started Christmas
Day, and poor Coleman has been nursemaid and housewife for the past month
(thank heaven he'd had it). We are going
to Roanoke this weekend ( Feb. 1 ) to visit
Marie Musgrore and Bill Pierce, and I
should
have lots of news,
but I fear it

will have to wait until the next issue —
deadline, you know.
Many, many thanks to all of you who
wrote, and keep up the good work. I would
very much appreciate your sending me
birth
announcements,
evenwe ifcan
youkeep
haven't
time to
write letters, so
our
vastly expanding new generation straight
at least.
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President: Elizabkth
Todd (Mrs. Joseph
D. Landen), 1211 Herschel Woods Lane,
Cmcinnati 26, Ohio.
Secretary: Frances Cone (Mrs. Andrew
B. Kirkpatrick, Jr.), 1 Westover Circle,
Wilmington 6, Del.
Fund Agent: Marie Gilliam (Mrs. R.
Hunterville, Park),
611 McDaniel Ave., GreenS. C.
Many thanks for the news (some of
which arrived just a little too late for my
last letter) and for the Christmas cards.
New brides are: Kay Lang, who married
Carleton Bartlett Gibson III on Oct. 20;
Winifred "Frendy" Burden who married
John Nelson Gronen on Dec. 19; Katherine
"Kata" Edwards who married E. B. Crane
in November; Fan Lewis who married Dr.
Joseph H. Jackson, Jr., on Sept. 24. The
last two items came from Margaret Lewis
Furse. Kata went to Bennington from
S. B. C. and then to Katherine
Gibbs.
E.
B. is aAusten.
friend Fan
of Margaret's
her
husband,
visited theand
Furses
in Sept., and while there, she and Joseph
were married in the Furses' church with
Margaret as Fan's only attendant. They will
live in Shreveport where Joseph is interning.
New babies are: Melinda Beth, born
Nov. 18 to Bonnie Loyd and David Crane;
Julia, born Sept. 1 1 to Peachey Lillard and
Bill Manning; Stuart Ashburn, born Oct.
5 to B. G. Elmore and Guy Gilleland;
Douglas Frederick, born Oct. 13 to Kay
Leroy and Wally Wing; Sarah Luscombe,
born Feb. 25, 1956, to Ginger Luscombe
and Justin Rogers; Franny and Kathy, born
Nov. 9 to Frances Martin and Harvey
Lindsay. These are the first twins, so far
as I know, in our class ! Frances says that
"they don't look a thing alike. "
I received
a wonderful
Christmas
message from John W. Davison, who
the husband of Marian Holmes, and I
to share it with you:
Dear Mrs. Kirkpatrick:
During the months immediately

card
was
wish

after

Marian's death, many of her classmates and
other friends from Sweet Briar wrote to me
to express their sympathy. During that time
I was continually moving and unable to
answer them, and many of the cards and
notes dress
became
Marian's
file has misplaced
become a and
hopeless
mess.ad-I
would like to ask you to extend my appreciation through your class column and
my belated wishes for a Happy Christmastide and New Year to you all.
I should also like to report, to all who are
interested, on our daughter, Kathryn, who
is blossoming into a real young lady and
is the image of her mother. Not so much
in physical characteristics, but she has attitudes and expressions and shows the signs
of the same charm and grace which made
Marian so well-loved. She is a real credit
to her mother. I am stationed at Quonset

Alumnae News

Ruth Clarksori Costello sent along a
letter from Lynne McCiilloiinh Holconibe,

Point. Rhode Island, in an Airborne Early
Warning Squadron (carrier based), and
JKne been so fortunate as to have Kathy
with rut. I would like someday to introduce
Kathy to you all, as Marian was very proud
of her and had hoped to show her off at
the earliest opportunity.
Very truly yours.
John W. Davison, Jr.
Lt, (jfi) U. S. N.
VAW-12,
USNAS
Quonset Point, R. I.

who was up to her ears in "string quartets
on alternate Tuesday nights, symphony on
alternate Mondays, and on the other Tuesteach 'til
on Wednesdays."
She
reporteddays,that
Janet9 Fiillon
and John Evans
have bought a new house in Houston.
Rodes Eaill Coleman wrote that her husband is doing some work this year in an

Bettye W'ri^hl and Tom Schneider now
have three children. Lynn. 5V2. Tommy.
J>\2- and Bobby, I'/,. EliHabeth "Bookie"
Coryell and Jack Feldmann have three
dau^jhters, Elizabeth Jane, 512, Kathryn
Coryell, 2', j, and a youn,i;cr dau>;hter about
I'l. Cora Jane A\nyiihifiU.ir and Robert
Spiller ha\e two children, Janey, -t. and
Bobby, 1' 2- Robert is a captain in the Army,
teaching ROTC at Lafayette College in

Kate and Conway,

children of Mary Pease

Fleming,

'51g.
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Easton, have
Pa. Mary
"Tree"
Ljiiiii.iii andN. Lew
Brown
moved
to Rochester.
Y.
Dottie Barney and Jack Hoover are happy

Prcudenl: Mary Street (Mrs. George E.
Ml nt.igue), 3900 Abingdon Road, Charlotte, N. C.

over being in Darien, Conn. Dottie sawMarianne DeLiciirle Holland last fall. Dottie Mnii/JX""' 'ind Imre Cholnokey are settled in Cireenwich. Conn., for good. Dolly
CLirk and John Rasmussen sailed on the
V . S. S. Geiier.il M.ir/iii from San Francisco
on Aug. 30 for Yokosuka, Japan, where
John will be at the Naval Repair Facility.
They will be there two or three years.
Dolly sounded very excited and promised
more news from the Orient. From the east
to the west, where Edith Brnnke and Peyton
Robertson are in Paris for a two-year tour
with the Marines. Edie wants anyone pas-

Secretary: Jean Randolph (Mrs. Alan
Martin Bruns), 210 Sunset Avenue, Char-

sing through to look her up. Peyton's number is Princess 4800. extension 7201. They
have already had trips to Belgium and
Spain. Nancy Day was working at the Har\ard Business School last year on a special
project. Last summer she took a six-weeks'
course in interior design at Parsons in New
York. She sees Bonnie Lnyd and Dave Crane
often in Boston. Mini W'yse and Link
I.insky and daughter. Keith. 2. have bought
a house in Lorraine. Ohio. On vacation last
summer Mini saw "fellow fifties." She
talked to Pat Halloran. who is working
rn 'Wall Street in New York and rooming
with Anne Peyton, who works for Time.
Mini spent the day in Rye. N. Y., with
Genevieve Hummel Gees. Genevieve has
three children. Chris, 'i. Timmy. 3' 2. and
Priscilla. 2. Mini took a flying visit to Judi
C.iiiiphell Campbell's Fifth Avenue apartment and saw Judi's little boy. Duncan.
Mary Dame Slubht and Doug Broad have
a son. Doug, Jr., 1. They have a sail boat
on which they spend a lot of time, although
as Mary Dame puts it. it is like taking
a busman's holiday since Doug is a harbor
pilot! They have a lot on Blackbeard's
Point (overlooking Hampton Roads where
Blackbeard's head was displayed as a warning to all pirates) on which they plan to
build this spring. Mary Dame says that in
spite of the gory detail, the view is wonderful! She wrote that Frances "Binkie"
Mjrr and Johnny Dillard have a second
girl. Mary Marr.
The only new news about Andy and me
is that we have bought a house — very small,
but very cute. Come to see us I But if you
can't do that— 'WRITE ! Next deadline is
May 15.
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lot esvil e, 'Va.
Fidid Ajieiit: Ann Mountcastle (Mrs.
Robert S. Gamble), 65 Carter St., New
Canaan, Conn.
Six years out of college and I am still
happy around the end of each January because I'm not faking exams. Thanks to
Christmas card gleanings — mine and other
peoples — we have news aplenty this time.
The main and only item from the Bruns
menage is that Alan is now city editor of
The Daily Progrest. He enjoys the new
work but the sedentary life is ruining his
waistline.
Ann Mi/unlcaslte Gamble passed along
these bits of information. Jim and Patty
Carliii Selvage had their second son, Craig
Carlin, last September. Mary Ed Daniels
Lowry and her husband and two daughters
are living in New Canaan where Mary Ed
is head of staff aids for the Red Cross.
Kitty
Arp and visits
Bob Waterman's
last vacati( n included
to Annie Moo
and
to Barbara Bin Dow

and Joan Dans

War-

ren, both in Bryn Mawr. Pa. Joan's new
daughter. Greer Trotter, was born in November.
and Calif.,
Tom "^X'ornham
arePinkie
now inBarringer
Chula Vista,
and Tom
is stationed at Coronado teaching amphibious warfare. They have bought a house
and expect to be there three years. They
have two daughters. Another Navy couple.
Margery Davidson and Ed Rucker. now at
Portsmouth, Va.. will soon be headed out
of the Navy and to Boston probably for
a residency there.
Jody Kiiehnle and Ivan Kaufman are in
Amherst. Mass.. where Ivan works for the
college and for the Episcopal Church. Cindy
\\")inan and Dcrsey Richardson are now in
New Orleans where Dorsey's company.
Cook's Travel Service, opened a new otiicc
of which he is manager. Their d.uighter.
Melanie Cushing, was born last August.
Elizabeth Cooke McCann writes that she
has two children, age 3 and 2. and is working as secretary and legislative clerk to
Virginia Congressman Joel T. Broyhill.
They live in Alexandria and Bren is an
engineer in 'Washington.

architect's office along with his studies.
They are living in Berkeley. Calif., but
were home last summer for Louise Coleman's wedding to Archer Jones and again
for Christmas. The Jones are living in
Washington now.
M. J. Eriksen and Gardner Ertman have
a son, Eric Gardner, born last October.
They are still in Cambridge. Ruthies fall
travels included a trip east where she visited
Sue Lockley and Ned Glad, who are hunting for a house in Manhattan. She lunched
with Joan Vail, who heads southward in
March for her marriage to Jack Thorn, a
Marine now and lawyer later. Ruthie and
Peggy Chisholm Boxley will represent us
at the wedding.
Seymour's post-Christmas note included
the news that Dick and Mary Emery Barnhill have a new apartment in Peter Cooper
Village, in New S'ork. She says Jean 5/./plelon and Burge Hellier are building a
new house (they are Connecticut dwellers)
and that Sue Taylor and Bob Li 1 ley have
a new son. born last winter (not so new
really)
and a McDuftey
new house. are
Annenow]'anliving
Norden
and
Charles
on
East End Avenue in New York City.
Diane Richmond Simpson and her husband have a new son. Charles Blair Richnirnd. born Dec. 8. They are in Florida
where KMI is in winter quarters and hope
the Gambles will be there for a \isit. Anne
Adams and Lewin Wethered have bought
a 50-year old house in Baltimore where he
is an attorney. They have one son.
The great white bird visited Ruth Mag,ee
and Walt Peterson in St. Louis in January
and
Charles
Reuben.
I'rsula
Reimerdeposited
and Hank
Van Andi
moved
in
December to their new house in Menlo
Park. Calif. He is doing research at California Packing Co. Debbie McClure and
Francis Moritz have a third child, a son.
born in October. Chloe Mason is working
in Durham where her brother-in-law and
sister are now living. Carol R-lston and
S-^nny Toulmin went to Rome. N. Y.. for
Christmas with her family. She writes that
Nedra Greer and Ben Stimpson will build
a house this spring at Sprini; Hill outside
Mobile. Susan Oi/randtr and Lloyd Hood
have a si n. born last summer.
St. Clair Hayden, home from her year
abroad and teaching at Shepherd Knapp
School in Boylston. Mass.. went home to
Lruisiana for Christmas. M'>nna Simpion
and George McClellan are building a house
— literally. She carries nails and he reads
the directions and pounds. The Paint and
Patchc. scenery work comes in handy, she
says. ^X'inl,'field Ellis is working in the
Atlanta office of Merrill Lynch. Pierce.
Fenner and Beane. She loves the brokerage
business and I have always loved the name
of that firm. Joan Hess is now assistant
editor of the American Artist Magazine.
Caria de Creny and Bernard Levin had a
son last summer.
Muff' Marti

and

Bud

Herbruik adopted
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a three-week old son last June. Joan Moller
and George Anderson fall into the new
house category. And the Ohrstroms — Mary
Miirchison and Richard — had a tour of
Europe recently.
My roommate, Julie Micou. is now decked
out with a San Francisco address. What
happened was this: she went out to visit
her brother. Paul, last summer, went home,
quit her job, packed all her possessions in
her Volkswagen, and "rushed out here to
stay." Brother Paul obligingly got married
and she took his garret apartment with
built-in view of the bay. Between trips to
Palm Springs and to the mountains for
skimg, she does cancer research at the
Institute at the University of California
Medical School. She had talked to Mary
Ky.ii/i Pierson, who has a new son, and Ann
Sinsheimer. Mary Kraus is really a charter
member of an ever-growing club of 1951
class members who have "went West."
Ed. Note; We have received a clipping
about Joan MjUory Pease of Camden, S. C.
She was stricken with polio 7 years ago,
a few weeks after the birth of her only
child, Stephan. and she has been in an iron
lung e\er since. She urges adults to have
the Salk shots to protect themselves. We
are sure her classmates have the deepest
sympathy for her in her illness.

It's a huge new plant on the Ohio and while
there are less than 3,000 people there now,
there will be 20,000 when the project is
finished. At present, they have found some
good friends and are enjoying small town
living after Washington.
Nancy H.imel Clark writes in glowing
terms of their son, Blake, Jr., born August
8. She and Blake have seen a good deal of
Pat Pannill Mebane and Allan and she
writes that Janet Graham is in Berkeley,
Calif., studying on a Commonwealth Fund
Grant. Nancy also tells me that Robbin
McGiiry Ramey and Bob have been transferred to Timberlake near Lynchburg,
Va.
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Secretary: Jane Roseberry

(Mrs. John A.

Ewald.
City, L. Jr.),
I., N. 149
Y. Wellington Rd., 'Garden
Fund Agent: Mary Bailey (Mrs. John
Izzard, Jr.), Apt. 27, 3181 Mathieson Dr.,
N.E., Atlanta, Ga.

Henry and Mary Gregory, children of Mary

Greetings and Happy Springtime, Ladies:
Though this is written in the ice and
snow, ycu will probably read it about the
time you are ready to paint the yard furniture in the basement or buy a silly hat for
the first pretty day. All of this brings to
mind Spring at Sweet Briar and how beautiful it will be this June, when we get there
for our fifth reunion! Can you believe it?
So much water has gone over the dam and
there is so much to catch up on ! Do start
making your plans now so it can be a
super-special reunion; apply for time off
from boss or husband, line up the baby

Polly Plumb deButts wrote that she was
a bridesmaid for Casey and said that the
wedding was beautiful. Polly is teachin.?
2nd grade in Charlottesville along with
taking a Journalism course and she and
Henry gave little Henry a baby sister
February 19th (1956) . . . Mary Gregory.

sitters, and make this a "must."
Those ever - welcome Christmas cards
brought a few tid-bits of news to pass on
to you. Bobby Reich Van Kirk and Bruce
are going into their third year in Park
Forest, III., and have two daughters now,
Karen and Holly. Leila Booth Morris reports a wonderful summer at West Point
with Johnny and Joan Stewart Hinton, and
Nancy Hinton Russell and Walt, and all
their collective children. The Morris family
is still in Ft. Leavenworth and Jim will
graduate from his school there on June
15th. Meanwhile, Leila is taking a tailoring
course and teaching Sunday School. She had
seen Peggy And en on Ashford in New York
last April, Doug is getting his Ph. D. in
June at Princeton and then they are off to
parts unknown, complete with Elizabeth
Ann. born last May 25.
Carolyn BLick Underwood and Roger
have said "good-by" to the government
and in September they moved to Ravenswood, W. Va., where Roger has a position
in the Management Engineering Division
of Kaiser
Aluminum
and Chemical Corp.
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Gregory Plumb

deButts,

'52g.

Nancy Morrov.' Lovell and Mac had a
son, W. McKaig Lovell, Jr., July 23 in Mt.
Lebanon, Pa. ... "a real darling with a
full head of red hair." The Lovells are
fixing up their house in Dormont, outside
Pittsburgh, where Mac is working on the
Shippingport Atomic Power Reactor Station,
the first civilian project for peacetime use
of atomic power. Bob Whitney, Nancy Ann

they tell me!) Neil and Clara McDonald
Bass are out of the Navy now and living
in Memphis where Neil is an architect.
Ginge Sheaff Liddel and Bob write that
they moved into their house in Riverside,
Conn., two years ago in April, and last
April 29 had a baby boy, Robert Lee, Jr.
She says Janis Thomas Hawk and Jim also
had a boy last June and are living in Birmingham. Freddie Collins Brister and Jim
are in Richmond.
I talked with Sue Bassewitz Shapiro
recently. She and Lewis are home from
France and are living in Great Neck, Long
Island, where Lewis commutes to his work
at the Skin and Cancer Hospital in New
York. Sue says Pat Rufpert Flanders and
David had a little girl, Cynthia Ann, on
Jan. 2. Also in the blessed event department
are Sally Clay and Glenville Giddings who
produced
Alexa
Clay last Aug.
1 3th !
Kenny and Katie Babcock Mountcastle,
with newest daughter, Laura, born Sept.
9th, have moved to Nolan Lane, Darien,
Conn., and are very enthusiastic about their
new house.
Jake and I took in the inauguration in
January and had a glorious time. We saw
Shug Gregory, whose engagement to Foster
Petit (from Lexington, Ky.) was announced the end of December. Shug and
Foster are planning to be wed in Mayfield
April 15th and will live in Charlottesville
where Foster is finishing up his second
year in Law School. Becky Yerks was in
Washington for the festivities and then came
on to New York for a few days, spending a
little time with us. She looked wonderful
and is giving up her job doing public relations for the Jacksonville Symphony.
While we were in D. C, I talked with
Lynn Mitchell
They've
bought
a house and
in Skip
ChevyRiddick.
Chase and
are
busy painting and fixing up, and keeping
up with Sally and Ann.
That's all for now, I'm afraid, but here's
hoping we'll see you, come June 3rd!
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President: Mrs. Charles J. Nager, Jr,
(Kathleen Bailey), 12 Van Dyke Apts.,
Netherlands Village, Schenectady, New
York.
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Hill
East

Moore's (x'52) husband, is in Mac's office
so they see a good deal of each other. The

Fund Agent: VIRGINIA Hudson, 83 Pleasant St., Apt. 1, So. Weymouth 90, Mass.

Whitneys have a little boy, Larry, who'll
be a year old soon.
New addresses; Carroll Morgan Legge
and Allan, 1063 Beaconsfield Ave., Grosse
Pointe 30, Mich., and Bob and Norma
Jansen Phalen and little Molly have moved
to 2034 Thilenius, Cape Girardeau, Mo.
We see and talk to Keir Henley Donaldson and Scottie often, and they are most
intrigued with their cute young son, Matthew Joseph II, born Nov. 19th. Keir says
Lelie jenkim and Clare Draper were married in Birmingham on December 8, and
are living in New York now, skiing in
Vermont on week-ends.
Susan Hobson McCord has been substitute teaching in New York a little, plus
taking care of little Mary Marshall. She
tells me Alice Sanders Marvin and Chuck
are living in Wazatta, Minn., a suburb of

Greetings, ladies. Happy New Year and
all that sort of thing. I loved all your
Christmas cards and notes; thanks so much.
Before starting on news, here are some
interesting statistics that might be of interest. 42 of our 74 graduates are married;
at the moment 2 are engaged; there are 28
children, with Connie Werly Wakelee leading in this department with three, since her
twins. Holly and Ann, were born Dec.
29th! "i'oung Jeft' is mighty proud of his
little sisters. Connie and Da\e are living
in West Hartford,
Conn.
Heart': and Flowers Dept: Cathy Munds
is engaged to Ben Storek, who is with
W. R. Grace Co. in New York. They will
be married April 27 in Wilmington, Del,
Marion McMurray will marry Rev. Thomas
Vanderslice from Chicago. He is at the

Detroit

(sounds

strange,

but

that's

what

Episcopal Church of St. John the Evangelist in Flossmoor, III. Midge Chace is en-

AliiDinae News

she saw Meri and Walt Major at Virginia
Beach recently, and of course she raved

gaged to William Powell anJ plans a May
wedding. Best wishes to all the fiances!
Nov. 3 was the wedding date for Courtney Willard and Ford Conger, and also
Ginny Dun lap and Tom Shelton. Caroline

about Meri's pickles ! Mag Andrews is getting bylines in the Charlottesville paper . . .
next stop. AVir Yoik Times! Jean Gillespie
and George Walker have another young
man in the family: George. Jr. He arrived

A\o(iJi Ri herts was Ginny's matron of
honor, Betsy Pjriull McMnurry
was there.
Jay Wells married Tom Rodgcrs, and is
living in Houston, Texas. Sara Ironmonger
and Jack Grier were married Aug. 18; he
is a lawyer in Norfolk, Va., and Sara is
teaching school. Pat Marshall will be married in April to a science teacher in Denver.
His first name is Lloyd, but my information
source didn't give me the last name.
The Niiitct) Dt'l'/.: Connie's twins ha\e
dominated the baby scene somewhat! Isn't
it exciting.' There are several other new
additions to report, however. Eleanor Hirsch
Baer and Ben named their wee one Ben III.
He arrived on Dec. 4th. Sallie G.iyle and
Bob Beck had their second, a little girl,
on Dec. 12. June Gayle Beck — pretty name,
Betty Thijiii.ii Mclhaine and Larry became
parents in Dec, I believe. It was a boy.
Other progeny not aforementioned in this
column are Polly Hcji^i.' Carpenter's Mary
Catherine, born in Aug, '^^. She and Dcrr
are living in Baton Rouge, La, Betty Aioi^re
Baker and Rex have a little boy nicknamed
Mac, but named for his Daddy, He is about
a year old. By the next issue, there will be
several more kiddies to report!
Jtjh Notes: Janie Coll/iii Kilburn is
teaching remedial readin.g in Rockford, III.
Dorothea Fuller will leave Canada and her
attache job in June to return to the States.
A funny note from Toni Le'Varn reported
that she was writing for Scripps-Howard
newspapers (one story a week) and at the
same time was being sued by an unmentioned per.so.n or persons for an article she
wrote a year ago! My, my. A budding
^X'alter VC'inchell in our midst.
Kay Amsden got her MS degree in phys.
ed. from Smith and is now teaching at Earlham College in Richmond. Ind. Jane Westbrook is working in the neurolo.gy department of the Albany Hospital, and our own
almost full-fledged doctor. Jean Felty, is
ready for internship. She is now doing
clinical work and pediatrics.
Heard that Harriette Hod,ges is workin.g
in Chica.go, Jane Perry has temporarily
given up the South and is in New York,
changing j<bs at the moment. Nancy Bnwar
Andrews and Dave are still in New York.
Their Lynda is two. David will go to Bellevue for one year of general surgical
residency, then to Presbyterian Hospital
for 3 years of orthopedics.
Suhiirhi.i Di'l'l.: Janie D.iinon Mudwilder and Bob have bought a yummy
home — split level — in Park Forest, 111,, and
will move in March. Also amongst the
home-owners are Caroline Aioudy Roberts
and Bill who have a hou.se in Sewickly
Heights. Pa. C-Iine sounds mighty domestic to me!
January 27th was a red letter day for
Anne Kirkiey Ervin because that was the
date that Tate got out of the Navy after
three years. They returned to Morgantown,
N. C. and started building a home.
Tidiet Del'l.: Kat/y went down to Cuba
in Dec, to meet CJ after his Navy cruise;
they had a glorious week in Havana,
So many of you asked about me I Was
touched to the core! Right this very minute
I am packing and typing at the same time.
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these
days ! but that's the way news travels
last April,
Anne

Sheffield writes that after writing

copy
advertising
of Rich's
Dept,
Store inintheAtlanta,
she dept,
is now
in graduate
school at Emory and plans to teach,
Alice Haidinfi Correa and husband Leonel
are living in Washington with children
Lindsay. 2, and Rene, 3 months, Alice said

Mary Dallis Johnson lones. '54g, with Paul,
Jr.. and their new son. Paul III.
Am

going to Stowe. Vt,. to ski this weekend !Great fun. That is why this may seem
more harried than usual. As far as my job
goes, I am still in personnel at J, Walter
Thompson, and lo\e even' frantic minute
of it; it is really a busy little spot, and
working overtime is just taken for granted!
Does keep one out of too much mischief,
however! Otherwise. I go skiing whenever
possible, and am generally having a ball.
Can't wait until June. 1958. when we all
go back to reunion. That will be one for
the books, to quote a phrase,
L'ntil then, don't forget the Alumnae
Fund and Ginnie Hudson who is sitting
up in Massachusetts with her list and her
envelope for money clutched in her little
hand. She, by the way, is doing a ,t>reat
job. Must get in a plug for her!
Alumnae

like

The

HISTORY

Jo Nelson
Booze, '53, writes:
"You are
so right — the bool-. is interesting from start
to iinish."
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Pielld'-nl: MARGARET MoHLMAN,
35th Street, New York, N, Y,
Secretiiry: Jane R. Keating.
Street, New York. N. Y.

165 East

329 East 5Sth

Fund Agent: Faith Rah.mer, 165 East 35tli
Street.
New York.
At random;
Kay N.'^'.
McLau,ghlin is teaching
third grade at the Maumee Valley Country
Day School in Ti>ledo, and loves it. She
ran into Ellie Vorys at the Ohio Bar
Association meeting; grand time had by
both. Peggy Eu\irt and Bill Boggs have
been transferred from Pittsburgh and have
moved out to Evanston, Illinois, Joy and
Charlie Eldredge have a new home in South
Bend, Ind,, and their daughter, Lisa, now a
year old. is a wonder to behold, Mary Ballard writes that she is now (and has been
since 1951) Mrs, John C. Ward. Jr.. and the
mother of Elizabeth. -4. and John III. 2.
Mary and John are living in Lexington.
Ky„ and John is finishing his Masters at
the L'niversity.
Liz Culler and Roy Hoffman have built
a new home in Birmin.gham, and children
Holly and Mark complete the family. Joyce
W.ihinle) Wellford and husband Bev have
recently moved to Wilmington, Joyce said

she'd heard from Karen Lnukey Hyde who
has recently become the mother of Tim,
Jr, Also according to Alice, Mar)' Ann Rohb
is currently working for her Dad m the
real estate business, Jean ALinning and Bill
Morrissey have a son. Bill, Jr. They are
still in Washington, and Jean reports that
Lanni Carney and husband Bernard de
Langavant (now living in Mass.) have 2
young ones: Laure and Jean Jacques. Joy
Bennett and Danny Hartshorn are also living in Mass,, and have a wee one, Heidi
Stevens, born on No\ . 3.
Jane Berf^uido and Tom Abbott have
bought a house in Dedham, Mass., and are
most excited about it. Billy Isdale is en(my on
apologies)
I don't
his namegaged,
— butmore
this later,
Nanci know
Hay
got married last month, and I do know
hts name: Bill Mahoney. another BBDO
advertisin,g genius, and a wonderful guy !
Ann Collins Teachout and husband Bill
had a fabulous honeymoon in Hawaii and
are now having open house in San Francisco . . . West Coast, anyone,'
Vaughan and Tay-y-ylor have added
Taylor Morrissette, Jr., to society-at-large,
and
understand
heavenly
! Another
new 1mother
in ourhe's
midst
is none
other
than Dilly Johnson Jones! G. Paul, III,
was born recently — all of which brings
up quite a story. It seems that Paul, Jr..
has been bragging for years that he could
win all the loot on the TV show "Name
That Tune, " Dilly listened to him long
enough, and finally, unbeknownst to Paul,
wrote the show's producers and told them
all about Paul, their courtship and marriage,
and also sent them a medley of .songs to
be used as part of the quiz. The producers
got so entranced by this fair GeorgiaMother-To-Be-Cracker that they picked Dilly
instead of Paul to be on the show. Well,
to make a long story c\en more involved.
Dilly couldn't come to NYC because of the
baby. The MC of the shovv. however, gave
weekly reports on the stork's progress, and
finally had Paul appear. 2 days after the
baby was born. Picture of Mother-and-son
shown on screen. In the meantime, their
fellow-contestants in all this decided to
split their earnings with the Jones, and
finally, on the last go-round (the ante was
now a cool $25,000). Dilly. Paul and The
Third arrived on the scene — or more specifically, on the set. They won. too! Ruth
frye Deaton and I had dinner with them
before the show, and at last report, mother,
father, baby, and CBS-TV all doing fine!43
I spent a grand week-end recently with
Bruce W'jits and Bill Krucke, Bruce's brother Beau was up from Virginia Beach — •
just like old home week, Bruce and Bill's
son
Carl is the current
love-of-niy-life!

Bruce
Steuart

said
and

she'd
Margaret recently.
Jones
daughterseen Elizabeth

They're
Guy.
^iore now
later, inand'VX'ashin.gton
Send Money with
To Faith!

1955
President: Nancy Anderson, 18 1 Hudson
St., Hudson, O.
Secretary: Amanda
McThenia,
The Cedars, Alderson, 'W. 'Va.
Fund Agent: Catherine Cage, 1002 Sul
Ross, Houston, Tex.
Hey there — here I am again with a big
thanks to Jane Lindsey for doing the fall
issue and "merci" to all you who sent news.
I am back on home soil and sorry to report
not too much news. After a great Christmas
I began a career which I hope will be shortlived. Running a large house with no help
plus nursing two sick "ain't" much fun!
However, Dad is well. Mother is in the hosand I'veYork
learned
cook.1,When
landed inpitalNew
on toDec.
I saw I Ethel
Green and Chase Lane who are living with
Jane Feltus. Ethel is with a publishing company. Chase is in the psychiatric ward of a
hospital — working, that is — and Jane is still
in drama. Barbara McLamb and I chatted
for half an hour but she didn't get fired from
McCann-Erikson.
'Wandering
to Richmond, Ifound Betty
Danjord over
Molster
and
Chuck having lots of fun with young Chuck,
and
PeggynewVest
HankTaylor
with
a brand
girl,"Valentine
Margaret.andAnne
has announced her engagement to John
Snider of Charleston, and they will say their
vows about the same time Meta Space and
Ben Moore walk down the aisle in Savannah. Chase and Ethel are to head south for
the festivities and rumor has it that if Preston Stockton gets back from duck hunting,
she will also be in Savannah. Pam Compton
is to marry Hudnall "Ware this summer and
will join the other '55'ers in Richmond.
Over Charlottesville way — Andy "Wallace
is still with 'WCH'V and has a program
every morning on Homaker's Hints. Gail
Djiidson Baserie and John have settled in
the fair city where John is with the insurance firm Knox-TurnbuU Associates and
Gail is receptionist at 'WCH'V. Sue Seward
has a brand new Austin-Healey to take her
back and forth to her work with an architect in Petersburg. The Nation's Capital
has claimed a large number of 1955. Nancy
Douthat, Pat Tucker and Joan Gualtieri
have a house in Georgetown. Nancy and
Joan are with "the government" and Pat
is secretary at the National Academy.
Shirley Sutliff is curator at Mount Vernon,
Gretchen Armstrong with U. S. News and
World Report, Pam Compton and Anne
■Williams with C. I. A., "Vida Radin doing
graduate work at American University
since "Facts" for whom she was reporting
folded. Gay Reddig in Law School at
Georgetown, and Didi Stoddard teaching
English at Madeira and of course directing
freshman plays. Ginger Chamblin is waiting for Mardi Gras in New Orleans and
gets her M. S. in Chemistry in June. Fritz
Merriman is with the Playhouse in Erie,
Pa. She lives with a Phys. Ed. teacher.
Kathleen Button Ginn. L. H. and daughter "Scotty" are still in Puerto Rico, Mary
Langs Holecamp and Mac are in Webster
Groves, Mo., and have a new daughter,
Elizabeth Moore, making a total of three.
Bar Plamp Hunt and George report Wyo-

4A

ming as really the
"wonderfulelementary
West"!
Joan Fankhauser
is teaching
grades in Cincinnati and planning a trip
to South America this summer. Remember,
'55'ers, if you want to see and read the
Alumnae Magazine, send your checks
to Catherine. If you would go to look at
the new dorm as I did, you'd really get
the urge to "build up the fund."

1956

President: Joyce Lenz, Sunset Hill, Boyce
Avenue, Ruxton 4, Md.
Secretary:
CATHERINE
LoTTERHOS,
905
Pinehurst St., Jackson, Miss.
Fund Agent: Kay Smith, 2205 Kentmere
Parkway, Wilmington, Del.
Being the orderly and highly organized
person that I am, I immediately categorized
the class of '56 into four groups: those who
have some European connection; or, those
who live in Boston; or, those who are
teaching school; or, . . . those who are
exceptions to the first three.
I will begin with some of the exceptions,
since actually they seem to outnumber categories 1. 2, and 3. The young housewives
of '56 have scattered from coast to coast,
and of them I have gleaned the following
news: "Virginia Nelson Self and Henry
have a son, Peyton; Marty Field Carroll
and Charlie have a daughter, Mary Ellen;
Nancy Genzmer Detrick and John have a
daughter, Taylor, a dog, Mike, and a cat,
Octa'vio; Ann Marie Jacobson Shramko and
Sam have a daughter. Carol; and Jane
Black Clark and David have two daughters,
Alden and Jane. There is the news of the
next generation. Mary Alice Major Duncan
and Graham live in West Lafayette, Indiana; Sherry Patlon Henry and Bill are in
Nashville while he is in "Vanderbilt Law
School. Gary Maxivell Rousseau and Jules
live in North Wilkesboro, where he practices law. Rose Montgomery Johnston and
lawyer Tom are living in Memphis; and,
Carolyn Pannell Ross and Dud really are
in Winnipeg, Canada.
Carolyn Dickinson Tynes is an active
newspaper woman with the Birmingham
Neu-s; another presswoman is Frances Shannonhouse, who is with the Charlotte Observer. Jane Street is enjoying working for
a Charlotte law firm; Dede Candler is keeping up the Historic Society of Atlanta;
and Barbara Collis is decorating interiors
in Louisville. Byrd Stone likes her job. and
is a very unusual secretary in a high school;
to quote her: "can't type, take shorthand,
bookkeep, or anything else." Nancy Register is an assistant librarian at the Llniversity of Mississippi Medical School. Barbara
Darnall made Phi Beta Kappa this January,
and is no"^' working for a representative
at the Texas State Capitol. Kitty Harrison,
who also made Phi Beta Kappa, is working
for a New York bank. Iris Potteiger has
spent her field work period at the FlarvardRadcliffe Business Administration School, as
a seller at John Wanamakers department
store in Philadelphia; in March she will
probably work in Washington. Peggy Ann
Rogers
has gone
New '^'ork
work for
a publisher.
Maryto Koonz.
after tograduating
at Purdue, plans to be a Junior Engineer
at the IBM Airborne Computer Labs. Nancie Howe writes that she has been: "spelunking, folksinging, and learning to play
a guitar

(and working.)" Ann

Irvin, who

is doing Child "Welfare Work in Roanoke,
went to New York in February for the
League of Child Welfare Workers.
And now to the European category . . .
Joyce Fackiner saw Rosemary McClaren
while "over there," and since her return has
been a technical assistant in the Station Apparatus Department of the Murray Hill
Laboratory of Bell Telephone Laboratories.
The ship on which Karen Steinhardt
returned from Europe was the next to last
to pass through the Suez Canal; she is
now working as a mathematician programmer at Technical
Operations,
Inc., who
in 'Washington, D. C. Cissee
Pfeiffer,
just
graduated
from
Indiana
L'niversity,
crossed
the Atlantic with Meredith Smythe, and
after a manellous trip, they are back in
Louisville learning how to type. In March,
Helen Turner Murphy and Tayloe sailed on
the lle-de-France for a three-months' spree;
and this summer, Julie Jackson will leave
the L'niversity of West "Virginia, and Macie
Clay will leave her job with a law firm, to
play for awhile in Europe. The last I heard
from Nancy St. Clair, she was skiing down
the Matterhorn. Other travelers of '56 are
Joan Broman, who commutes between
Florida and New York; and Joyce Lenz,
who plans a jaunt to 'Veradero, Cuba, after
working at Johns Hopkins last fall. Elizabeth Jean Smith will be doing quite a bit
of traveling as she is now affiliated with
Delta Airlines.
The Boston group has managed to endure a freezing winter. Alice Guggenheimer, Louisa Hunt, Ann Stevens, Helen
Wolfe, and Betsy Meade have been keepin.g
warm by ice-skating vigorously. Gwen Hofifman, who graduated a Phi Beta Kappa at
"Vanderbilt, is also in Boston at Radcliffe
Graduate School.
In the school-teacher category, I have
found the following people: Denny Dolan
Henkel, who is teaching the first grade in
Englewood, Colorado; Ella Prince Trimmer is teaching the third grade at St. Catherine's in Richmond; Jolly L'rner is enjoying teaching in Wilmington, Del., Anne
Willis in St. Louis, Jane Slack in Roanoke,
and Mary Ann Hicklin Quarngesser in the
country near Charlottesville. Mariann Wilson is at TCL^
working
teacher's
certificate;
Lee Chang
has for
beenherquite
busy
at Cornell student-deaning 250 freshman
ladies. Mimi Thornton writes that she and
Lou Galleher are still having a fine time
teaching
'Virginia.lOth Peggy
Cupid:in Culpeper,
On November
Patillo married Bob Beckman. Jeannie Applequist and Jim Basson were married in
December, and Leila Thompson and Kenneth Taratus were married in Januarj'.
Pryde Brown and John McFee were
married on March 16. This category seems
to be a growing one: Gwen Hoffman is
engaged to a Harvard Medical student,
Tom Lamb; Lottie Lou Lipscomb is engaged to John Guttry, a dentist from Kilgore, Texas; and Eve Altsheler is engaged
to Stuart Jay, who is attending the LTniversity of Virginia Law School. Frances Gilbert will marry Herbert Brown in June.
On May 4, Nancy Salisbury will marry
Bob Neill of High Point, North Carolina;
and as I "mentioned" in my letter, Henry
Mills and I will be married on June 22,
after he receives his M.D. at the L'niversity of Mississippi Medical School. Meanwhile, Ican still be found in the Archives.
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DEVELOPMENT FUND
CONTINUES TO GROW
The tiftieth anniversary present to Sweet
Briar College from its alumnae, Board members, faculty and staff, students, parents,
foundations, corporations and friends now
totals $1,925,000 for new buildings and endowments. Gifts for other purposes, totaling
nearly SI 00,000, bring to more than two
million dollars the total amount given to
:he college in the four-year campaign.
The major objectives of the Half-Century
campaign were a new dormitory, science
building, and auditorium-hne arts center,
and Si, 2 '50,000 in additional endowment.
William Bland Dew Dormitory welcomed
its first 80 students last September, but additional funds are needed to reach both building and endowment goals. To assure the
completion of these objectives, and to provide Sweet Briar with an annual giving program geared to the- college's other needs,
now and in the future, the Board of 0\erseers announced in February the establishment of the Sweet Briar Fund, combining
the Alumnae Fund, the Parents Fund, and
the Dexelopment Program.
To assist the officers of the college in
seeking contributions to the Sweet Briar
Fund, the Board has created a new Development Council, composed of Board members, faculty and staff, alumnae, students,
parents, and other friends of the college.
The new Council is headed by Buford Scott
of Richmond, a member of the Board and
the father of Margery Scott '57. The Council's work will be largely carried on through
several committees, each of which is scheduled to meet this month on campus in conjunction with the annual meeting of the
Board, May 16-18.
These new committees, and their chairmen, are: Executive, Mr. Scott; Education,
President-emeritus Meta Glass; Corjxjrations, Mrs. W. L. Lyons Brown (Sara Shallenbcrger, 32g); Foundations, Mrs. Fred
Andersen (Katherine Blount, 26g) and
Hugh K. Duftield, former chairman of the
Parents Advisory Board; Bequests and Annuities, Gorham B. Walker, Jr.; Special
Gifts, Mrs. James N. Frazer (Rebecca
Voung, 35g); Campus, G. Noble Gilpin;
Public Relations. Martha von Briesen, 31g;
md Ancillary, Helen McMahon, 23g.

J. H. D.

Plans for 48th Commencemeiit

Outlined

Sweet Briar's forty-eighth annual commencement exercises, June 1-3,
mark the end of another academic year and the completion of their college
course by 86 seniors who are candidates for the bachelor of arts degree.

Devereux C. Jo-

Jamestown

Anniversary

sephs, chairman of
the board of the

Pageant Staged in Dell
Sweet Briar's campus was the setting
for a historical pageant, "Lord Jeffrey's
County," on May 10 and 11, as the climax
of a week-long Amherst County celebration of the Jamestown
anniversary.
A senior, Nancy Godwin, of Petersburg,
Va., wrote the pageant, which has a cast
of 100 people and which depicts the history of this area beginning at the time of
the Jamestown settlement in 1607.

^L

New

York Life Insurance Co. and a
leading lay proponent tion
of higher
and its educaneeds,

will deliver the address at the graduation exercises Monday morning, June 3.
the

"Reliable Attitudes for New Patterns" is
title chosen by Mr. Josephs, who is

Sammie Jean Crawford, a freshman from chairman of the President's Committee on
Amherst County, is narrator and a chorus Education Beyond the High School. He preof 20 Sweet Briar students will help to un- viously served as chairman of the 13-man
fold the story. Members of Paint and committee which advised the Ford FoundaPatches are building scenery and directing tion in its distribution of S260,00(),()0() to
lighting and sound effects.
pri\attly supported colleges and universities.
The Rev. Byron S. Hallstead of Amherst The Rev. Harold C. Phillips, minister of
Methodist Church is directing the pageant, the First Baptist Church, Cleveland, will
to be presented on two successive evenings preach the Baccalaureate sermon Sunday

1E. MBi

in the west dell.

J

c... CampMi Phoio
Brunette Roberta Malone. of Dothan. Ala., reigned

morning, June 2. That day's schedule also
includes final step-singing at 4:30 p.m.;
Vespers in the west dell, led by President
Pannell at 5:30; college supper for seniors
and parents at 7 o'clock; concert, 8:30 p.m.;
and Lantern Night ceremonies at 10.
President Pannell will be hostess at the
annual garden party in the Boxwood Circle
Saturday afternoon, June 1, in honor of
seniors, their parents and other guests,
alumnae and faculty members.
A variety of senior talent in music and
dance will be presented Sunday evening,
June 2. Piano solos by three music majors,
Alice Barnes, Jane Fitzgerald, and Carolyn
W'estfall, two vocal selections by another
senior, Patricia Johnson, and a number
played by the new chamber ensemble will
comprise the musical offerings.
In addition, members of the dance clubs
will present "Water, " a dance choreographed by Page Phelps, a senior, which was in'■"'"ded in the dance recital this spring and
^'35 later selected for presentation at the

as Sweet
Briar's 50th
May
Queen
on Saturday,
annual
Arts
Forum
of the Woman's
ColMay 4. "Jamaican Frolic." theme of the weekend
lege. University
of North
Carolina.
Jane
was planned and carried out by the sophomore R^j^er, alsO
class with Connie
riTzgerala,
Charleston,
b. C,
» a■ isenior,
i will play
i the accompanjfTient, which shc composcd.
as chairman.
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HEATING PLANT ADDITION
CONSTRUCTION PROGRESSES

New Director to Head
Junior Year in France
R. John Matthew, assistant professor of
Romance languages at the City College of
New York, will become director of the
Junior Year in France beginning Sept. 1,
President Anne Gary Pannell announced
recently. Sweet Briar has administered the
program since 1948.
Mr. Matthew will succeed Prof. Joseph
E. Barker, organizer and first director of
the program, who is retiring.
The new director, who has been on the
faculty at City College since 1933, has also
been closely associated with the Junior
Year in France program, having served as professor-in
charge of the student
group in France during 1952-53. A graduate of the University of New Hampshire, he has studied
at se\eral European
universities and he
holds the doctorat de I'Universite de Clermont-Ferrand, France.
He was secretary-general of the Federation of French Alliances in this country
from 1946 to 1951 and he is a member of
its board of directors. He has also served
on the regional Fulbright Selection Committee. During World War II he served four
years with military and air intelligence.
In addition to numerous articles published
in professional journals, Matthew compiled
the annotated bibliography for "Language
and Area Studies in the Armed Forces"
and he is the author of "Education in
France," published in the Handbook of
Foreign Universities.
Mr. and Mrs. Matthew have a son John,
14. They were welcomed to Sweet Briar
at a garden party given in honor of Prof.
Barker and for them by President Pannell
on April 20.
Now in its ninth year under the administration ofSweet Briar College, the Junior
Year in France has enrolled a total of 722
young men and women from 110 colleges
and universities, including 87 students this
year. The year's program begins with six
weeks in the provincial capital of Tours,
where the students undergo intensive language drill. Late in October they go to Paris
to enroll in the regular winter term of the
University. They live with French families
both in Tours and in Paris.
Prof. Barker, who joined the Sweet Briar
faculty in 1930, and was chairman of its
Romance languages department from 1941
to 1950, served as director of the University
of Delaware's foreign study program in
France in 1934-35. In recognition of his
services in promoting French ciiltural interests, he was decorated as a Chevalier of the
Legion of Honor in 1950.

May, 1957
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Seven sophomores who plan to%
study in Europe
next year include: (first row) Kathleen Mather,
Ann Pegram, Sally Mayfleld, Junior Year in
France; {2nd row) Virginia Marchant and Catherine Brownlee, St. Andrews. Scotland; {3rd row)
Tabb Thornton, University of London, and Kitty
Guy, University of Munich.

Alumnae Fund Aims
To Set New Record
Gifts totaling S22,6l4 from 1760 alumnae have been made to the 1956-57 Alumnae Fund. This good news puts the Fund
ahead of last year's total at this time. Letters
ha\'e gone to all alumnae who gave last year
but have not yet contributed to the 56-57
Fund and a final appeal will be sent this
month.
Sweet Briar appears on one of the 195556 "honor rolls" of alumni giving. For the
second straight year it is one of the 10 colleges in the country showing the highest
percentage of graduate contributors. Alumnae ofiicers are also eager to see it listed
among the 10 colleges showing the highest
percentage of response from ;(// alumni.
Alumnae are asked to send their gifts,
large or small, to the Alumnae Office before June 1, to help complete the Rollins
Fund and strengthen faculty salaries.

ROLLINS

FUND

Class of '31
Class of '13
Sweet Briar Alumnae Clubs
Anonymous
Memorials
Esso Education Foundation
Virginia Theolgical Seminary
Alumni and Faculty
Total
*Not

$21,083.40
6,537.40
13,433.25
3,001.00
2,327.00
1,565.91
5,000.00
7,760.15
4.00
422.50
2,000.00
1.462.00
$64,596.61

including

alumnae.

five
bidders,
assistant
to theaccording
president.to Peter 'V. Daniel,
Offering the lowest of seven bids, the
International Chimney Corp. of Buffalo, N.
Y., won the contract to build the new radial
chimney, which will be about 12 feet in
diameter at the base and 125 feet high, providing increased draft for the boilers and
the increased heating capacity required.
Work has begun and should be completed
by mid-July. The present stack, which was
probably built in 1905, will be razed during the summer.
Construction has also begun on the addition to the present heating plant, which is
to make room for the new boiler and provide fuel storage space. In addition to meeting present needs, the new boiler will take
care of heating two other buildings which
are planned. The two old boilers, which
have been in use for more than 20 years
and are now operating at capacity, will
serve as stand-by units.
According to plans, the present boilers
will be reconnected and put into operation
by Sept. 1, and the new boiler is to be completed for use by mid-November.

GROWING

At the end of April, more than S64,596.61 had been raised for the Rollins Fund
from the sources listed below. The Kresge
Foundation has offered Sweet Briar $50,000
provided an additional $100,000 is raised
before December 1, 1957, to establish the
Wallace Rollins Professorship of Religion.
Alumnae
*Faculty, Staff, and students
*Board of Overseers
Parents
Friends

Three construction contracts, representing
$100,000, have been let by the college to
cover building an addition to the present
central heating plant, erecting a new and
larger chimney, and installing a new boiler.
Wiley and Wilson of Lynchburg are engineers for this project.
C. W. Hancock & Sons, Lynchburg, won
the contract for building the addition to the
heating plant, and Erie City Iron Works,
Erie, Pa., was awarded the boiler contract.
Both firms submitted the lowest bids among

Lynchburg

News

photo

Nine seniors who became members of Theta of
Virginia chapter. Phi Beta Kappa, in February are:
(1st row) Nannette McBurney, Emma Henry Matheson, Carroll Weitiel; {2nd row) Jane Best, Carter
Donnan, Mary Anne Wilson; (3rd row) Peggy
Liebert, Elaine Kimball, Jane Pinckney.

"HOLIDAY"

VISITS CAMPUS

HOLIDAY magazine selected Sweet
Briar as the setting for a fashion feature
story on college
Two writers and
ing several days
the Newsletter
ing pictures of a

girls' clothes for next fall.
a photographer were spendon campus as this issue of
was being assembled, takfew student models dressed

for
all kinds
of college
acti\ities.
Men's
fashions
for the
September
issue will
be
photographed at Princeton.
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Two Faculty Members
Complete Doctorates
Two of Sweet Briar's outstanding teachers, Ben L, Reid and Miss Dean Hosken,
will receive Ph.D. degrees in June from the
University of Virginia and Boston University, respectively.
Miss Hosken, who passed her oral examination early in April, wrote her dissertation on "Prolegomena to a Christian Philosophy of Penal Justice." A Phi Beta Kappa
graduate of Mount Holyoke College, she
holds a B.D., cum laude, from Union Theological Seminary. She had taught at Mount
Holyoke before coming to Sweet Briar in
1930 as assistant professor of religion.
Mr. Reid, who came to Sweet Briar in
1951 and is assistant professor of English,
passed his oral examination late in April
and has completed his dissertation on "W.
B. Yeats and Generic Tragedy." An honor
graduate of the University of Louisville and
holder of a master's degree from Columbia
L'niversity, Mr. Reid has just been elected
to Phi Beta Kappa at the University of Virginia.
During the past year he has published
three critical essays in 18th century literature the most recent, "Justice tor Pamela,"
ha\ ing been warmly commended in the New
York Times book section after it appeared
in the winter issue of the Hudson Review.
Mr. Reid has resigned from the Sweet
Briar faculty to return to Mount Holyoke
College where he formerly taught.

STUDENT

HONORS

Preshman Honor List: Rhett Ball, Leigh Brown,
Mary Anne Claiborne, Lura Ann Coleman, Margaret Cook, Lee Culluni, Elizabeth Dew, Maydelle Foster, Carolyn Gough, Claire Manner, Marylyn Jackson, Carolyn King, Ary Jane Lotterhos,
Frances Newman. Patricia Russell, Elizabeth
Shwab, Marion Smith. Sarah LInderhill, Eleanor
"Weingart, Ann Dick Wilson, Gale Young.
De.in'sAlice
Lis! —Barnes,
second Jane
semester:
Sophie
Ames,
Best, Seniors;
Carter Donnan,
Jane Fitzgerald. Betty Folmar, Mariella Gibson,
Nancy Godwin. Anne Gwinn, Joan Harjes, Charlotte Heuer. Elaine Kimball, Margaret Liebert,
Nannette McBurney, Roberta Malone, Virginia
Marks, Emma Matheson. Frances May, Louisa
Morton, Helene Perry. Jane Pinckney, Susan
Ragland, Joanne Raines. Enid Slack, Helen Smith,
Mary Landon Smith, Barbara TetzlafF, Louise
Wallace. Carroll Weitzel, Carolyn Westfall, Marjorie Whitson, Mary Anne Wilson.
Ji'NiORS: Sarah Austen. Olivia Benedict, Polly
Benson, Sarah Benton. June Berguido, Suzanne
Brown. Floride Buchanan. Julia Olive Craig,
Susan Davis. Susan Day. Myrna Fielding. Ruth
Frame. Marcia Hill, Edith Knapp, Laurie Lanier,
Maud Winborne Leigh, Shirley McCallum. Elizabeth Meats, Kenan Myers, Ethel Ogden, Adele
Scott. Dorothy Wyatt.
Sophomores: Elaine Allison, Etna Arnold,
Judith Brean. Catherine Brownlee, Ethel Bruner,
Elisabeth Chambers. Elizabeth Colwill, Kitty Guy,
Gertrude Jackson. Elizabeth Johnston, Virginia
Marchant, Kathleen Mather, Evelyn Moore,
Eleanor Morison, Fleming Parker, Virginia Ramsey, Jane VC'heeler.
QV (sophomore honorary society): Ann Bush,
Mary Harrison Cooke, Betsy Duke, Sally Hale,
Sorrel Mackall. Virginia Marchant, Dorothy
Moore, Eleanor Morison. Betsy Salisbury, Gretchcn Smith, Ann Turnbull and Ann Young.
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EVALUATE

YEAR

AT SWEET BRIAR

Pt'i// Jihl Lebdiwi! were represented al Street Briar for the first time this year by
Era Villaran and Alona Ghaiittis. irho held two of the scholarships offered to foreign
students. Each has contributed a great deal to the campus life and, as far as possible, to
communities beyond the campris. Recently Eva and Alona summarized their reactions to
the year at Sweet Briar, as follows:
The warm welcome which I received on
The academic year of 1956-57 has brought
my
arrival at Sweet Briar College gave me
to me innumerable experiences. From the
so much confidence that I felt immediately
\ery beginning of the year it has been
wonderful for me to at home; my apprehensions were gone, leavli\c with so many
ing exciting prospects ahead of me.
As I visited the campus at sunset, I begirls, to share their
came silent at the beauty of such a place
lives, to get to know
and the first thing that occurred to me was:
them, to be a mem"How privileged the American girls must
ber and a part of the
school routine, to be to live here." My first impression of
Sweet Briar College was dazzling I On the
enjoy my work, and
same evening I wrote a 2-f-page letter to
mother telling her my excitement in being
Briar
Sweet
regard
to
in such a school.
i ^^^^^^^^^^H
o^n home.
4H^|^^^^^HL<.
I immediately became acquainted with the
Every single day has taught me somegirls who amazed me by thjir extreme kindthing new. I have learned and admired the
wonderful relationship between professors
ness and informality. My "big sister" explained to me many ol the college rules and
and students in which the strongest virtues
traditions.
Nothing enchanted me as much
are the trust and confidence in the student.
as
the
honor
system which I found incomAlthough every student is a member of a
community she is considered as an individual and treated as such. She feels toward
the teacher a strong friendship because she
knows that in him she has a friend ready
to help and advise her. On her part, the
student is asked to cooperate with the
teacher and to do the best she can in her
work. No matter what the results are she
is certain that her work and efforts will be
appreciated by her professors. In this knowledge she grows confident in herself, thus
achieving better results in her work.
At Sweet Briar there is time for everything. Besides my studies I have enjoyed
tremendously the beautiful campus of the
school. It has been one of my greatest
pleasures to wander around in the woods,
the lake, the monument, admiring their
beauty and recording in my memory all
kinds of little details that will remind me
of this wonderful year.
The academic year is coming to an end.
It seems as if it was yesterday when I
saw the welcome smile of my big sister
and experienced the great fears of my iirst
class. Time has flown away since that first
day, bringing with each day's routine the
appreciation of what life is like in an American college. I feel that with this great
opportunit)' gi\en to me I have not only
enriched my life with the knowledge that
I have gathered from my studies, but also
with the many true friendships that I have
gained throughout this year, and which I
hope to keep all my life. I consider that
my stay at Sweet Briar has been one of
the happiest times in my life, and I shall
always keep in my heart the wonderful
memory of it.
Eva Villaran

parably essential ot
to
the development
the individual's integrity and sense of
mired italso because
responsibility.
I adit stressed the personalthose
principlesofrather than
the
school. Being something completely new
for me, it struck me
vividly and my reaction was a wish to apply it in Lebanon and throughout life in
all matters.
As time passed I became a member of
the whole community which I got to know
better and where I made many friends.
Along with my acquaintances I felt that
I was intellectually growing because of all
my new experiences; my personality developed and I became much surer ol myself
and of my beliefs especially when I had to
deliver talks to different communities and
groups. I learned to evaluate myself and
others on more objective grounds, I became
more tolerant and more understanding.
Being very curious, I attended all the possible entertainments and conferences which
I could and now I have become so involved
with my environment that it will be difficult
for me to disentangle myself whether from
the habits I acquired, the customs I practiced and the slang I learned.
In general my experiences at Sweet Briar
(;ollcge being new and beneficial, gave me
a broader view of the world as a whole and
of America in particular: it showed me the
real application of democracy and liberty.
I hope that many foreign students will
get the opportunity I got so that they may
take back to their homes the product of
their most fruitful years.
MONA Ghantus
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Chamber

May.
Music Ensemble

19=*?

Prepares First Concerts
A newly-formed chamber music ensemble
which includes three students, three faculty
members and two musicians from Lynchburg, is making its first concert appearance
on Thursday evening. May 16. It will play
again in a Commencement concert, June 2.
G. Noble Gilpin, chairman of the music
department, will direct the ensemble and
will play the organ for at least one number.
Others in the group include Gwen Speel,
flute; loan Schladermundt and Juanita Mixson, \iolins; Miss Lucile LImbreit, associate
professor music, and Mrs. Paul Ellis, Lynchburg, violas; Irving Dayton, Lynchburg,
flute; and Edmund Allison, assistant professor of music, organ.
Gent^

Campbell

Phoro

with inan Dorgan
Bach'sby Toc-cataOpening
and Fugue
minor,solo,
played
Mr.

Emily Bo wen Room
Everyone who enters the Emily Bowen
Room, on the ground floor of the new William Bland Dew dormitory, is immediately
aware of the gay colors which make the spacious room unusually attractive, but until recently it was not apparent to all how the
room came to be named.
A simple brass plate, installed on one of
the walls of the room, now conveys this
information: "The Emily Bowen Room, furnished in memory of Emily Johnston Bowen,
Class of 1958."
Emily's parents, Mr. and Mrs. Hascall
Bowen (Ruth Johnston '26) and her grandmother, Mrs. John P. Moorman, all of Roanoke, visited Sweet Briar when the plate was
installed.
Emily was a freshman at Sweet Briar when
she died on April 11, 1955, of injuries received in an automobile accident in Lynchburg. She was on her way back to college
after spring vacation. Her death shocked and
saddened her classmates and other friends,
one of whom wrote that week in the Sweet
Br'hirofNeirs:
"Emily
Bowen's
giftand
to us
was
that
classmate,
fellow
student
friend.

NEWSLETTER

plan to make Emily Bowen's spirit a part
ofearth'."
their college by furnishing and naming
for her a room in the new dormitory, then
being planned. Other students and teachers
at
Briar,
andSweet
friends
andmembers
alumnae ofinEmily's
Roanokefamily,
also

Allison, the program will include the Andante from Bach's double violin concerto; a
suite for chamber group by Schnittelbach;
the first movement of the double piano concerto in C major, by Bach, with Alice Barnes
and Jane Fitzgerald at the pianos. Miss Umbreit and Mrs. Adrian Massie, an alumna
and chairman of the Memorial Chapel Fund,
will play a suite for two pianos by Milhaud.
This recital is the fourth in a series arranged bythe Music department this spring
in conjunction with the Memorial Chapel
Committee, as benefits for the chapel fund.
Senior recitals in March and April by Alice

contributed to the fund.
The Emily Bowen Room was used for the

Barnes, Jane Fitzgerald and Carolyn Westfall completed the series.

first time on Parents' Day, late last October.
Since then it has become a favorite gathering place for students and their guests,
it has been the scene of numerous college
teas and receptions, and it has served happily as a comfortable place for lectures, discussion groups, alumnae meetings, and impromptu music-making. A welcome addition
to the room's furnishings is the piano, given
by a Richmond
alumna
( Lydia Purcell

Wilmer '23) and her husband, in memory
of her father.

of smiling selflessness and sincerest loyalty.
"She remains a part of Sweet Briar, a
part of all who knew and loved her and who,
in remembering, know that 'through the
hands of such as these God speaks and
from behind their eyes he smiles upon the
Shortly thereafter her class sponsored a

ISSUE

Several shades of blue and green, brickdust red, and white are the predominating
colors which greet the eye in the Emily
Bowen Room. Along two sides of the room,
arched French doors give access on the one
side onto a green lawn and on the other to
a flagged terrace. It is a room with a youthful freshness, like that of Emily Bowen.
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Ethel Ogden, the Manson Scholar, and Winnie Leigh, the
Benedict Scholar, congratulate each other on their recent awards.

IN memory of Mr. N, C. Manson, Jr., the alumnae have
endowed a full tuition scholarship each year. The
Manson
student
quality
student

Memorial Scholarship is awarded to an upper-class
of high academic achievement who shows real
of leadership and makes a real contribution to
activities. This award was established in 1925, the

year following
attended Sweet
and lo\ed Mr.
the college and

Mr. Manson's death. Every student who
Briar from its beginning to that time knew
Manson, devoted friend and benefactor of
member of the Board of Directors.

At commencement

Dean Pearl announced that the

Manson Memorial Scholarship for 1957-58 was awarded
to Ethel Ogden, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. William F.
Ogden of Greenwich, Connecticut. Ethel is well qualified
for this honor. She received Freshman Honors and has
been on the Dean's List every semester. In addition to
her high academic record Ethel has been outstanding in
many other phases of the life of the college.
At the end of her freshman year her class elected her
a member of Q. V., sophomore society, during her second
year she also represented her class on the YWCA board,
received an Athletic Association Award, and was elected
to Paint and Patches dramatic society. This year as a junior
Ethel was head of orientation, a student guide, and a mem-

ber of the Briar Patch staff. She will serve as president of
the "i'AVCA next year and is majoring in religion.
"K^AUDE WINBORNE LEIGH of Norfolk, Virginia,
-^'-*-was named holder of the Mary Kendrick Benedict
Scholarship for 1957-58. This announcement, made at
Commencement, will be of especial interest to the members
of the class of 1935 as Winnie is the daughter of Maude
W'niborne Leigh, '35.
Gi\'en to an upper-class student of "high academic
standing and personal integrity, who has shown in her
college experience a purpose for service," the Benedict
Scholarship is considered a special distinction. It is named
for Sweet Briar's first president whose friends and former
students have contributed the principal for the scholarship.
Winnie is a senior representative to the Judicial Board
and has held many offices during her years at Sweet Briar.
She was president of her freshman class, a Q. V., junior
representative to the YWCA, member of the orientation
committee, a member of the Briar Patch Staff, a student
guide and member of the dance group. Like the holder of
the Manson Scholarship, Winnie is also a religion major
who was awarded Freshman Honors and has been on the
Dean's List every semester of her college career.
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You Were There!

I

by Prince Trimmer, '56g

IF you were one of 147 alumnae,
Briar's 48th Comgathering at Sweet
mencement, you arrived laden with
family snapshots as well as anticipation. By Tuesday when you headed
home, equally laden with all things
from trays to trashbaskets, you had
starred in a three-day extravaganza,
lacking only Billy Rose to be complete.
Perhaps you were a member of the
"Potential Alumnae, " known until
11:50 a.m. on June 3rd as Seniors. If
so, you didn't arrive with the others.
You'd been there all along, whiling
away the time from SeptembiT to June
with little activities like exams and
comprehensives and an occasional weekend at Washington and Lee (just to
break the monotony of wearing a black
robe iill tiie time).
If so, your weekend started with the
other alumnae at Mrs. Pannell's Gar-

Eugenia Burnett AHel '42, and her sister,
ludith Burnett Halsey, '47, daughters of
Eugenia Griffin Burnett, '10, member of the
first graduating class and first alumna
member of the Board of Directors.

den Party in the Boxwood Circle, but
went on from there to Boonesboro
Country Club and cocktails that mellowed your mood for a late and lovely
dinner at The Columns or Town and
Country or wherever you chose.
Sunday was well-hlled. You were
enjoyably processed from Baccalaureate
to Commencement practice ("Let's try
the hooding once again ... it MUST
be in unison") and on to Step-singing
(a commendable performance). Then
came your Parents Supper and Lantern
Night, so beautiful in its ordered dignity that nostalgic memories were
awakened in the darkness outside your
candle's light.
And then sudd.-nlyl — there you
were ! — a real alumna instead of merely a potential one. Your green-cased
diploma was tucked snugly under your
arm, your tassel changed from right to
left, and your hood fastened into place
by the white-clad underclassman behind you (or perhaps your mother or
an alumna friend who'd struggled to
dig up a white dress for the occasion).
You fiacked up and headed east, west,
south and north. Little did you know
what fun you left behind!
If you were a member of the Executive Board, you hadn't been on campus
quite as long as the "Potential Alumnae" — only since Friday when you
arrived for an informal discussion before the actual meetings themselves.
Your formal business got under way
Saturday morning with the exciting
news that Sweet Briar had again made
the honor roll of the Alumni Council
News, placing tenth among graduate
contributors. With this in mind, you
voted unanimously to shoot for a lO*^^
increase in number of contributors for
the 1957-58 Fund Drive. You listened
to some interesting accounts of club
functions, from an antique auction in
Montgomery to an ice-skating party in
Norfolk (yes, Norfolk, VIRGINIA).
In fact, you probably wondered how

these clubs managed to function at all
since, according to the Alumnae Office,
there have been over 1,000 address
changes this year. You wondered, too,
whatever had happened to all the alumnae who'd just forgotten to mail back
the questionnaire sent them two years
ago. There were such simple questions in it — name? class? address?
You looked at the works of a dozen
artists, all recommended

and con-

sidered for Mrs. Pannell's portrait and
you had your own particular favorite —
just like everyone else on the Board.
Your meetings were scheduled only
for Saturday. Following the Garden
Part}' you went your own way only to
find yourself reconvening Sunday
morning to finish up last minute business. By Sunday noon your required
activities
but No,
you indeed
didn't !
think
aboutwere
goingover,
home.
Like the proverbial bad penny, you reappeared (infact, you never i^mppeared) to mingle with the third category
of alumnae on campus: the members
of the reunion classes.

f in the last
found yoursel
you whether
IFgroup,
a fugitive from 1912
or 1956, your days were just as plenpacked, Sunday
for
day
"i'our .official
tifully was
s you
Perhap
registering
had time before Step-singing to look
fondly at your senior annual (or to
wish you could burn all extant copies)
or to read the notes your absent classmates had sent to greet you. In any
event, at 4 p.m. you "came rolling
along" to prove that you could still
sing lustily and gustily even if the
words said, "We're not spring chicks
and we date from 1906." Although
the rain obliterated vespers, it didn't
dampen your spirits at the class picnics. Perhaps you lingered in a professor's home or perhaps you hurried
back up the hill to Manson for a student program of music and dance before Lantern Night.
Alumnae News

saw you don cap and
MONDAY
^own, hoping to combine the
youth of a senior with the complete and
utter dignity of an alumna back for
Commencement. Sitting in the alumnae section to the right of the graduates and their hooders, you heard Mr.
Devereux Josephs, chairman of President Eisenhower's Committee on Education Beyond the High School,
deliver a Commencement address
entirely free of high-flown generalities
but packed full of humane \\isdom,
lightened with an easy good humor.
You barely had time to return your
borrowed finery before it was time to
meet in Reid Refectory for luncheon
and the annual meeting of the Alumnae Association. How exciting to
learn that the still-incomplete Fund
Drive already stood at 526,43''. 42!
Faculty Open Houses gave you a
chance to relax with your favorite
professors in the afternoon before a
Punch Party at the Date House. (Comment: SOME punch!") At 7:30
you were dining by candlelir;ht in the
Refectory at the Banquet and admirinc;
the gay and charming toastmistress,
Alice Dabiiey Parker. Were you a
member of the class of 1932, you celebrated your 25th Reunion by entertaining those present with your souped-up
rendition of "My Fair Lady." We
agreed with you heartily when you
sang: We could have talked all night
. . .in fact, we DID talk all night ..."

Talking on the lawn after Commencement, L. to R., Dr. Barker, Mr. Thomas C. Boushall,
President of the Board of Directors and Board of Overseers, Bishop W. C. Campbell, whose
daughter, Jane, is a '57 graduate, Mr. John Zinsser, member of the Board of Directors, Mr.
Devereux Josephs, the Commencement speaker, chairman of President Eisenhower's
Committee on Education Beyond the High School, and President Anne G. Pannell.

If you did talk all night, you may
have regretted it. Early Tuesday you
were summoned back to class ( remember — this IS a college), held informally in Dew's Emily Bowen Room.
The topic, Latin America, was presented by Dr. Mazur and a faculty
panel. 'You learned that this topic was
one of two experimental "Problems in
Perspective," forerunner of a course
required of all senior students next
year.
Greatly relieved that certain

names and terms meant something to
you after all, you journeyed to Sweet
Briar House for the last item on your
reunion agenda, a buffet luncheon with
Mrs. Pannell, and a tour through Sweet
Briar House.
And then somehow you found yourself packing and taking a last sweeping
look from Monument Hill to the East
Dell — a lingering look to last you
till the comescry,
"Seeonce
you again.
at Reunion!" bea reality

The academic procession emerges from Commencement exercises in Daisy Williams Gymnasium. Following James Rowley, Assoriata
Professor of History, are (r. to 1.) President Anne G. Pannell. Bishop W. C. Campbell. Mr. Devereux Josephs, Commencement speaker. Dean
Mary Pearl, Belle Boone Beard, Professor of Sociology, Dr. Carol Rice, Dr. Joseph Barker, and Gladys Boone
Professor of Economics.
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Problems

A new outline for the course embodying many proposals made by the first
committee was prepared as a guide for
the experimental sessions.
The revised outline states that the
objectives of the course are (1) to
provide for the whole senior class a
common intellectual experience; (2) to

in

Perspective

focus the sc-niors' attention on major
problems common to all seniors regardless oftheir major areas of specialization and common to alumnae as

by Milan E. Hapala,
Associate Professor of
Government and Sociology

THE educational landscape at Sweet
Briar will be enriched next fall by
the addition of the inter-disciplinary
course for seniors, Problems in Perspective. In this new course seniors
will study some of the great issues ot
our times in the perspective of the various academic disciplines. The adoption of the course by the faculty in May,
1957, was preceded by many hours
of preliminary discussions in committee meetings and by experimental sessions of the course this spring.
The idea for a new interdepartmental course focused upon the controversial issues of our society was first discussed in the Committee on Educational Trends and Instruction in February,
1955. The advocates of such a course
believed that the necessary emphasis on
departmental and specialized courses
combined with the system of free electives has made it difficult, and perhaps
impossible, for seniors to apply their
specialized knowledge to the great issues of the day. Most of the great
problems can not be divided and studied in all their aspects in specialized
departmental courses. In addition, it
was argued in support of the new
course that a liberal education, if it is
to free man from prejudices by enlightening him and by revealing the
never ending drama of man's search
for truth, must be relevant to our times,

to the changing character of our society, and, in our special circumstances
at Sweet Briar, to the changing role
and needs of women. Even though the
faculty was agreed in the sprmg of
1955 on the desirability of an interdepartmental course for seniors which
would consider according to the catalog statement "the methods by which
their varied academic experiences may
serve in establishing effective ways of
facing major issues of the post-graduation lives," many problems, including
the content of the course and the method of instruction to be used, had to
be solved first.
Further progress in getting the
course adopted was made in 1955-56
by a hard working committee which
was chaired by Dr. Thomas Hughes
and which included President Pannell
and Dean Pearl. The committee proposed that the course be required of
all seniors because the objectives of
the course could not be fulfilled unless
student representation from the different fields of academic concentration
was assured. The faculty agreed to require the course of all seniors, but the
final adoption of the course was delayed because of staffing difficulties.
In 1956-57 a new committe; proposed to try out the course on an experimental basis to stimulate interest
and to test the theory of the course.

well; (3) to encourage seniors to place
these common problems in the perspective established by their major
fields of emphasis and by their individual experiences. The course should
encourage seniors to exchange with
each other their intellectual insights
into difficult problems, which would
be viewed in the perspective of the
past, the present, and the future.
The proposed instructional method
emphasizes student-led discussion, student panels, student debates, and student reports rather than lectures of
guests and faculty members. Three or
four problems will be discussed first
semester. The course will meet once
a week for one hour's credit. Each
problem will be defined by a faculty
member or a guest lecturer at a general
meeting of the whole senior class. The
following week the senior class will
meet in small discussion groups, each
led by a student leader and assisted by
a faculty member, to explore the various perspectixes from which the problem may be \iewed. If desirable, the
small groups will meet for the second
time, or the session in the third week
may be devoted to a field trip, interviewing, or the use of audio-visual aids.
The final session will hear reports from
student groups and will attempt to
formulate a summary ot the student
discussions.

THE content of the course will be
planned by a chairman selected
for a term of one year with the assistance of a committee of four faculty
members representing the four groups
of the curriculum: language and literature, natural and mathematical sciences,
social studies, and the arts. Topics
will be chosen each year according to
the needs and, if possible, the wishes,
of the students enrolled in the course,
and the changing character of major
issues. The Droblems will be phras?d
with such concreteness as to get inside
Alinnihie News

the living space of the senior student
and the young alumna.
The first series of discussions this
spring was devoted to the problem of
juvenile delinquency. This topic was
selected as an issue of general concern
and of personal urgency and also as an
illustration of the fundamental problem of authority vs. freedom. In other
years similar topics related to the great
issue of authority ^■s. freedom will be
selected, including the economic issue
of state planning vs. market economy
and the political issues of civil rights
and conflicting loyalties. The problem of juvenile delinquency was introduced and defined in sociological and
psychological terms by Dr. Belle
Boone Beard, Professor of Sociology.
The following week small discussion
groups, each led by a student, who was
assisted by faculty or visiting experts,
studied the personality ot the delinquent, the relationship of juvenile delinquency to the cultural pattern of our
society, the influence of mass media
of communication on juvenile delin-

quency, and the procedure of juvenile
courts. In the final session, which
heard the summaries of the student discussions, the problem of juvenile delinquency was viewed from moral and
historical perspectives.

THE second problem chosen for the
experimental sessions ot the
course was an area study of Latin
America. Dr. Gerhard Masur, Professor of History, spoke on Problems in
Contemporary Latin America and the
second week a panel of faculty members representing different academic
disciplines, including history, art, literature, education, and sociology, answered questions based on the lecture
and the readings done by the students
from books found in a selected bibliography which was distributed to the
senior class. This series of discussions
was repeated for the alumnae college
on June 6.
After the conclusion of the first experimental session of the course, the
faculty adopted the course for the com-

ing academic year and the revised
outline became the syllabus of the
course. The course, however, is regarded as experimental and its continuation will depend on favorable results.
For the fall .semester of 1957-58 four
problems have been scheduled: relativism. Western Europe, civil rights, and
society.
architecture and the changing needs of
Seniors who attended the meetings
of the course this spring are favorable
to the course. A questionnaire was
distributed asking the seniors to evaluate the course and to suggest improvements. The results of the questionnaire have not been fully analyzed, but
in reply to the question, "What is your
general evaluation of this year's experiment.'" only 4 per cent of the
Those
of us "Unfavorable."
who have been interested
class
replied,
in this intellectual adventure hope that
the Problems in Perspective course will
strengthen the liberal arts education at
Sweet Briar by making it vital and relevant to our time and society.

The panel on Latin-America is deep in discussion of their Problem
in Perspective.
From
left to right: James
Rawley, Associate Professor of History, Belle Boone Beard, Professor of Sociology, Franz Bernheimer, Assistant
Professor of Art, Sonja P. Karsen, Assistant Professor of Modern Languages, Gerhard Masur. Professor of History,
and Milan
E. Hapala.
Associate
Professor
of Government and Economics.
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open House at Uncle Joe's
by Bhtsy Duke. '59, and Elizabeth Johnston, '59

IN a large, comfortable living room
on the Sweet Briar campus a man is
sitting in a much-used green arm chair,
reading aloud. A group of students
is sprawled all around the room on
chairs, sofa, and the floor, listening.
Empty coffee cups and full ash trays
surround them. It is Sunday night at
Dr. Barker's.
Dr. Joseph Barker's apartment over
the Book Shop has been a second home
to Sweet Briar girls for all the twentyseven years he has been at the college.
Mrs. Frederick Scott, president of th:
class of 1936, of which Dr. and Mrs.
Barker were honorary members, writes,
"It was open to us with the warmest
welcome at any hour of the day or
night, and a great many of us used it
freely, stopping in most informally,
and always finding not only a welcome, but a willing ear available to us."
During the thirties and early forties
the Barkers were "at home" to students
every Friday afternoon. Now, e\ery
day is "open house" for girls dropping
in to see "Uncle Joe," who is not only
a friend and good provider (the cookie
box is always full) but also a fascinating person.

His "nieces" are continu-

ally amazed as they learn about more
ot his unusual experiences. A favorite
Sunday night reading is "Hamlet after
Four Rehearsals," Dr. Barker's humorous account of his brief acting career.
A thick scrapbook contains mementos
of his three months as interpreter for
Woodrow Wilson's Secret Service
bodyguard in Paris in 1918-19.
While he was serving in France, Dr.
Barker met Mile. Jeanne Dorso, whom
he returned to marry in 1929; the following year he brought her to Sweet
Briar. Mrs. Scott writes that Dr. Barker and his "gentle, lovely French wife
. . . followed our problems, our love
affairs, our joys, all with deepest interest and with very good advice, and
after we left college they kept just as
keen and close an interest in us."
Mrs. Barker was very much a part of
the college and especially of the Junior
Year in France, which she worked long
and hard to help organize. She died
in 1954, but her presence is still felt,
even by those who did not know her.
Dr. Barker first became interested in
the Junior Year Abroad when he accompanied a group of students to
France under the University of Dela-

ware plan. When, after the war, he
found that Delaware was not going to
continue its program, he proposed to
President Martha Lucas that Sweet
Briar sponsor a Junior Year in France.
She approved, and he was appointed
director in 1947. The program has
been very successful, and now about 85
American students study in Paris under
the Sweet Briar Plan each year from
many colleges and universities.

SWEET
interest
France
extendedBRIAR'S
far beyond
the in
establishment of the Junior Year. Mrs. William Bland Dew, for many years one
of the Barkers' closest friends, recalls
the response
to fall
Dr. soon
Barker's
tion speech one
after convocathe war
was over. He had just returned from
France, and described the terrible situation there. Mrs. Dew writes, "Five
girls met him at the door to find out
what they could do to help. Many others came to the apartment. The college adopted a school in Paris. The
funds committee raised $2,000 that
year, $1,000 the next. Later the girls
helped the schools in Brittany which
had been wiped out."
For his part in strengthening relationships between America and France
Dr. Barker was made a Chevalier de la
Legion d'Honneur. Mrs. Dew says
that with Mrs. Barker she "was family
for edhim"
the award
was presentto him when
at Sweet
Briar House.
Dr. Barker has meant a great deal
to Sweet Briar as a person and as Director of the Junior Year in France.
Anne Kilby, a 1954 graduate who studied under the Sweet Briar Plan, writes,
"His work with the Junior Year demands complete respect. It is largely
through his efforts and capabilities and
enthusiasm that nearly a hundred people each year experience the wealth of
a year's study in France ... I treasure
knowing him because of his simplicity
and consideration, his sense of humor
and of delight, his warmth and gener-

In his apartment, Dr. Barker enjoys a favorite occupotion, talking with students.
Anne Wilson, '57, and Roberta Malone, '57, spent their junior year in France.

Mary-

Students and alumnae alike were delighted when Mrs. Pannell announced
at Commencement that, although Dr.
Barker is retiring as active head of the
Junior Year, he will remain at Sweet
Briar
as advisor. Girls will continue
osity."
to join him on his brisk walks around
the campus each afternoon and to drop
in for cafe au lait and an evening of
O. Henry, Chinese Fairy Tales, and the
company of their favorite uncle.
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Adventure
and
Consistency
BY Marion Benedict Rollins
Professor of Religion

Al Commencement Mrs. Lill chats with members ol the 25th reunion class. Left to right:
Marcia Patterson, splendid in her Ph. D. robes, Elizabeth Clary Treadwell, Mrs. Lill, Alice
Dabney Parker, able toaslmistress ior the banquet on Monday night, and Dr. Betty Allen
Magruder Reck

TWENTY-NINE years ago, Bernice Lill, Mary Pearl, Ethel Ramage, and I were transplanted from
various other "patches" to the soil of
Sweet Briar, and all of us proceeded to
put down deep roots.
My first impressions of Bernice
were: "What an attractive person!
What an able registrar!" Those impressions have been reinforced through
the years, while warm affection has
been added.
During fifteen years of work on the
Admission (iommittee under her
chairmanship, I continually admired
her ability to focus on essentials and to
combine qualities whose separation
would have been a disaster. She has
consistently kept human appreciation
of candidates without bypassing objective academic standards. She has
freed the members of the committee
to exercise responsible judgment, yet
has never left them leaderless when
they needed the insight or conviction
which only her long experience and
unique vantatje point could give. She
has never lost the sense of Sweet
Briar's own history and "specialness,"
yet she has always stimulated and fed
our awareness of current developments
in the whole American academic scene.
To work on admission under BerJlnk 1957

nice Lill makes the headmistresses of
preparatory schools and the principals
of high schools not just names but live
individuals whom she often knows
personally but whose problems she understands in any case. The schools
themselves emerge from a general blur
into the individuality which her intimate knowledge enables her to recreate in our imagination. She can appreciate without ceasing to appraise
critically, and she has always helped
her colleagues to make that necessary
combination. She has, moreover,
taught us in admission policy to combine adventure with basic consistency.
Whenever a select group of schools
and colleges have embarked upon a
serious co-operative experiment to discover the students who will benefit
most from liberal education and to facilitate their college admission, Bernice Lill has studied the experiment
from all angles, evaluated it in relation
to Sweet Briar's established policies,
and given the faculty constructive leadership toward flexibility without basic
compromise.
To her combination of vision and
judgment we largely owe our gradual
lessening of rigidity in entrance requirements, the varied nature of our

many-faceted admission data, our gradincreased
as oneually
kind
of use
helpofin"College
selection Boards"
among
of
character
applicants, the democratic
our admission procedures, our warm
relation with secondary schools and the
deepening of this relation by caretully
planned mutual visiting, and the vital
role given to alumnae in finding able
candidates. In short, every part of our
present effective admission work bears
in high degree the creative stamp of
Bernice Lill — and our place among
colleges working open-mindcdly on
admission problems is largely due to
her alertness, courage, and wisdom.
What she has built into her special
part of our academic structure will
continue to bear fruit over the years,
as the beautiful home that she has
built on Woodland Road will continue
to add charm to the campus. All of
us who have seen her in that home as
cordial friend and delightful hostess
share gratefully in the realization that
her early retirement does not mean our
losing her as a neighbor, even though
Spanish-speaking countries will lure
her away at times. Just watch her
find more and more ways to contribute
zest and stimulus and generous hard
work to the life of the Sweet Briar
community !

HONORS

PLAN

Students Work Independently
Under Guidance of Professors
THE student of exceptional ability who has Intellectual
curiosity and initiative needs to be allowed to forge
ahead on her own in order to develop to the fullest her innate
capacities. She needs to learn to think for herself, to learn to
work independently. She needs to accept the responsibility
for her own progress. To fulfill this need Sweet Briar in 1932
instituted the Honors Plan of Study for qualified students.
Susan Davis, a junior, is using the analytical balance under
supervision
of Esther
Lefiler, Assistant
Chemistry Professor.

Under this plan, the student satisfies half the requirements
in her junior and senior years by working independently under tutorial guidance. Thus she is freed from much of the
routine of classes and assignments, and can devote her
energies and time to proceeding at her own pace. Her work
is supervised by a professor in the department concerned and
the student confers with him regularly. At the end of the
two years she takes comprehensive examinations, both oral
and written, and these are judged by members of the department and a visiting examiner from the faculty of another college. The student who does well is graduated with honors,
high honors or highest honors in the field of her study.

Nannette McBurney (left) is reading (or
honors in modern British history with
special emphasis on the nineteenth century, particularly British foreign policy.
Alan Cassels (right). Visiting Lecturer in
History, is her supervisor. Mr. Cassels,
who has been in this country for five
years, hails from England and is a graduate of Oxford. James Rowley, Associate Professor of History (left), is directing Kim McMurtry (right) in her study of
American History. She is concentrating
mainly on the period of the Civil War.

OF STUDY

A critical
Cherbuck

Above, Milan Hapala, Associate Professor of Government and Economics, stops
to discuss a point of interest with Laurie
Lanier and Polly Benson. Laurie is
reading for honors in Government, concentrating primarily on political theory
and comparative political institutions.
Gladys Boone, Professor of Economics,
is in charge of Polly's work, which involves a double major. In Economics,
her special topic is the classical school
of economists and their relation to present-day theorists, and in Government
the is working on the rule of law.

Ethel Ramage,
Professor of English, is
holding a tutorial session in Nineteenth
Century poetry for Susan Day, Shirley
McCallum and Jane Pinckney,

paper
under

on
the

the Dialogues
of Plato is being
undertaken
by Bets
direction
of Lawson
Crowe,
Instructor
in Philosophy.

ANNUAL

MEETING

annual meeting of the Sweet Briar Alumnae Association was held Monday, June 3, 1957, following
luncheon in Reid Refectory. Approximately 120 Alumnae

THE
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THE

were present. Gladys Wester Horton, '30g, President of
the Association, presided and introduced the members of
The minutes were approved as read.
the Executive Board.
Nancy Dowd Burton, '46g, Fund chairman, announced
that Sweet Briar had again made the cover of the Alumni
Council News, placing tenth among graduate contributors.
She reported that the Executive Board had voted to try for a
10% increase in contributors and urged active alumnae
support. As of June 3, over 2000 alumnae had contributed
$26,435.42 to the as yet incomplete Fund drive. Many
classes had already surpassed their 1955-56 records, in
either amount of contributions or number of contributors.
Gladys Horton described the newly-formed Sweet Briar
Fund, a long range program combining the Alumnae, Development, and Parents Funds, with automatic crediting
and specification, yet without duplication of appeals.
Sally Shcillenberger Brown, '32g, member of the Board
of Overseers, reminded those present that any college development program is never really through. As the Board's
Chairman of Corporations, she requested alumnae to investigate corporations in their areas, notifying the College
Development Office for follow-ups. Any information on
foundations should be handled in a similar manner.
Phoebe Roue Peters, '31g, First Vice-President and Director of Alumnae Clubs, announced that 38 of the 44 clubs
had sold 536,274 worth of bulbs. About 50% of the clubs
had contributed a total of S8,l42 to the Rollins Fund,
Round-Up Parties had been given in 18 cities, with more
scheduled for the fall. Two new scholarships will be
awarded in the fall, bringing the total to 15 in all. The
Anne Gary Pannell Bowl, presented annually to the club
giving the most money for scholarships, went to the Richmond Club with its donation of $6,301.20.

NOMINATING
COMMITTEE
BEGINS
WORK
The 1957-58 Nominating Committee, made up of seven
Lynchburg, Virginia, alumnae will begin work this summer
in order to present a slate of officers and executive board
members for election in the spring of 1958.
Anne Alomson Reams, '42, is chairman of the committee
which has as members Edna Lee Gilchrist, '26, Amelia
Hollis Scott, '39, Lucy Harrison Miller Baber, '30, Pauline
Lankford Payne, '35, Nida Tomlin Watts, '40, and Mary
Morris Gamble Booth, '50.
The committee will nominate a president, first vice-president, fund chairman, nominating chairman, nine regional
chairmen, and six members at large. The second vice-president will be nominated by next year's senior class from
members of that class and the one which preceded it.
Alumnae everywhere are urged to send suggestions for
members of the executive board to the committee in care of
Mrs. Bernard Reams, 7 North Princeton Circle, Lynchburg,
Virginia, or to the Alumnae Office at Sweet Briar.

Congratulating Gertrude Dally Massie. '22g, following her speech on the
Memorial Chapel Building Fund at the annual meeting of the Sweet Briar
Alumnae Association are (left to right): Elizabeth Bond Wood, '34g, Executive

Gertrude Dally Massie, '22g, explained the Sweet Briar
Memorial Chapel Building Fund, of which she is chairman.
The reports of the Ways and Means Committee, headed
by Barbara Lis/er Edgerley, '51g, and of the Executive Secretary, Elizabeth Bond
'34g,issue,
wereall given.
Wood announced
that, asWood,
of the fall
issues ofMrs.
the
Alumnae News would be mailed to all alumnae. She
included among the high points of her year the publication
of the Sweet Briar History, the alumnae adoption of the
Rollins Fund, and the Iren Marik Concert, sponsored jointly by Sweet Briar, Randolph-Macon, and Lynchburg Colleges for Hungarian relief.
In the order of new business, Ann Alorr/son Reams, '42g,
presented the proposed names of the Nominating Committee, of which she is chairman. As there were no additional
names to be added to the list, the slate was adopted.
Prince Trimmer, '56g, Chairman of the Portrait Committee, reported that various artists had been consulted with
regard to Mrs. Pannell's portrait and it was hoped that
during the coming year the painting might be completed.
The senior class was commended on its performance at
stepsinging. There being no further business, the meeting
was adjourned.

J

Prince Trimmer, '56g
10
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ASSOCIATION
New Officers Chosen At Reunion
1917
Pit'shie)il: Polly Bissell Ridler
Viiiid Ageiil: Rachel LInyd Holton
Secret jr\: Dorothy Grdiiniier Croyder

1937
Pit'siJeiit: Dorothy Prniit Gorsuch
Fund Aj^eiil: Natalie Hopkins Griggs
Class Secretary: Agnes Crawford Bates

1942
President: Betsy Gilmer Tremain
Fund Agent: Nancy Daiis Reynolds
Ruth Hensley Camblos
Secretary: Jeanne Sawyer Faggi

1947
President: Sara A. McMrillen Lindsey
Fund Agent: Meredith Slane Finch
Secretary: Nan Hart Stone

1952
President: Jackie Razook Chamandy
Fund Agent: Martha Legg
Secretary: Josie Sibold
jecretary; Phoebe Rowe Peters, '31g, Director of Clubs; Gladys Wester
tlorlon. '30<3, President ol the Association; Helen McMahon, '23g, former
executive Secretary; and Mrs. Massie, Chairman of the Chapel Fund.

ALUMNAE

GIFTS

1956-1957

Alumnae have been very generous to Sweet Briar this
former
year. The alumnae fund has already surpassed all or
and
records and for tiiis we are grateful to every contribut
especially to Nancy Dowd Burton, ■46g, fund chairman, and
to the class fund agents. A final and full report will appear
in the October Alumnai-; News.
$ 28,933.54
Fund
Alumnae
1,020.00
Reunion gift from class of '32 ....
550.00
Benedict Scholarship
10,721.13
Local scholarships from clubs ....
8,142.64
Rollins Fund from 24 clubs
Alumnae gifts to the Development
45,168.00
Program
242.00
Chapel Memorial Fund
Richmond Club for Burnett Dining
Room
625.00
Total
$ 95,402.31

Club Gifts
These clubs have contributed to the Rollins Fund:
S 235.00
Atlanta
300.00
Boston
75.00
Central Ohio
175.00
Charleston, W. Va
85.15
Charlotte
370.00
Charlottesville
350.00
Chattanooga
100.00
Chicago
350.00
Cincinnati
350.00
Lynchburg
200.00
Minneapolis
1,000.00
New York
350.00
Norfolk
100.00
Northern New Jersey
Peninsula Club of Virginia .... 100.00
300.00
Pittsburgh
Richmond
300.00
Roanoke
225.00
Rochester
500.00
San Francisco
30.00
47.49
Spartanburg
Toledo
^00.00
Washington, DC
2,000.00
Wilmington,
Del
100.00
Total
S8, 142.64

Area Scholarships
These clubs are among the fifteen clubs offering area or
local scholarships, and have sent the amounts listed below
during 1956-57:
" Baltimore
S
300.00
Long Island
1,000.00
(to start an endowed scholarship)
Montgomery
800.00
Northern New Jersey
250.00
Richmond
6,301.20
(toScholarship)
endow the Betty Maury Valentine
Southern Connecticut
St. Louis
Washington, D. C
Westchester County
Total
Jl'NE 1957

300.00
150.00
1,119.93
500^00
SlA72lTl3
li

A Sweet Briar Memorial Chapel
by Gertrude
"A[y i-onlribi/lion to the Memorial
Chapel Fund was a token of the great
spiritual satisfaction I received from
the one year I sang in the choir."
Adelaide Boze Glascock, '40g
"It is wonderful news to hear that
you and your committee hare plans for
eventually having a memorial chapel at
Street Briar. I think it has been one of
the crying needs, and its actuality trill
bring happiness to all — choir and
alumnae both."
Betsy Durham Goodhue. '39g
"/ will be happy to serve on your advisory committee. I trill do all I can
to The
help."
Reverend Robert Applevard
"/ am indeed thankful that, at last,
there is a Chapel Fund being started
/oci'.Z)." Henrietta Washburn,

'I4g

"I can't think of anything I irould
rather share in than a Chapel for Street
Briar and you can certainly count on
me." Jane Becker Clippinger,

'25g

"I can never say 'No' when I am
asked to serve Sweet Briar in any ivay!
The Memorial Chapel appeals to me
and I am delighted to trork on the committee. It should have an appeal to
everyone."
Margaret

Thomas Kruesi. '12

"Your note is with me and the neivs
of your committee for a Chapel —
and that is exciting and thrilling to
anticipate. I would like to serve on the
committee and tvill say 'Yes'."
Florence Bodine Mountcastle, '24g

"The news of a Street Briar Chapel
brings joy to my heart and I am delighted to think that a fund is being
started."
Frances Pennvpacker. 'I5g
"Enclosed is a check . . . I do wish
it could be $10,000 . . . Hoiv lovely it
will be for Sweet Briar to have a beautiful little Chapel on the grounds!"
Marjorie DuShane Stedman, '13

"/ can visualize the chapel as a very
beautiful and needed addition to the
college.
It seems to give a college
campus the feeling of unity and spirit."
Anne Orr Savage, '48
12

Di/Z/y Massie. '22g

expressions
other asm
many enthusi
and and
THES
of E
interest
for the
d
chapel have been receive in response
to a letter sent to former members of
Sweet Briar choirs from 1906-1956.
First of all, let me clear up what may
constitute a misunderstanding regarding the Sweet Briar Memorial Chapel.
A year ago this June, a fund called
"Chapel Memorial Fund" was established, sponsored by the class of 1919
under the leadership of Florence Freeman Fowler and Carolyn Sbarpe Sanders, in tribute to Rosanne Gilmore.
The purpose of this fund was expressed asfollows:
"Our plan is that, instead of sending flowers or giving a sum to charity
when we learn of the death of a Sweet
Briar friend, we would send to the
college a memorial gift to be placed
in a special Chapel Memorial Fund and
designated tor special furnishings of
the Chapel. No solicitation shall be
made for this memorial fund. It merely
gives us an opportunity to express
honor and affection for our deceased
Sweet Briar friends."
SWEET BRIAR
MEMORIAL
CHAPEL BUILDING FUND, on the
other hand, is to be secured from contributions and memorial gifts from
alumnae, students, faculty and staff,
and friends of the college in memory
of their families or friends.

alumnae, triends, faculty, and staff,
just since March 9th. In addition to
this amount, we have early gifts totalling $3,186.65, and Half-Century campaign gifts and pledges amounting to
$5,162.90, making a grand total of
$12,399.55.
This is a fine start. But we need
nearly fifty times that amount before
we can see a beautiful brick chapel with
its towering white spire, which so
rightfully deserves a place on our beloved campus, and whose spiritual impact will be felt by generations to come.
Therefore let us examine some facts
and
tions. figures, and make some supposiWe have in our Sweet Briar Family
apiproximately 6,000 persons. If each
one of these were to contribute $50.00
this year, and $50.00 next year, we
could build and completely equip the
chapel ! This sounds like a very simple
solution to our need for chapel building funds. But chapels, like other
buildings, are not built with suppositions. We cannot reach all of these
6,000 persons, nor will those whom we
succeed in reaching, be able to contribute $50.00 a year for two years.
Therefore we shall have to secure some
large gifts as well as many small gifts.
But the important thing right now is
that every person who wants a chapel
at Sweet Brir>r, sut>t>orl this project to
the best of his or her ability.

This building fund was officially inaugurated on March 17th, at a piano
recital given bv a senior, Alice Barnes,
in Manson Hall. This was the first of
a series of four recitals arranged by the
Music Department in conjunction with
the Chapel Building Fund Committee,
for the benefit of the Sweet Briar
Memorial Chapel. Prior to that date,
many gifts had been given to Sweet
Briar for the purpose of building a
chapel.
On March 9th, the letter referred to
above was sent out to former choir
members, who. we thought, because of
their former interest and concern for
chapel services in the past, might form
a nucleus of alumnae who would support abuilding project for the chapel.
The response thus far, both verbal
and financial, has been most encouraging: $4,050.00 has come in representing gifts and pledges in memory of

Buford Scott, Development Council chairman and Overseer, with a member of the
graduating
class, his daughter,
Margery.
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"Over Two Million"
annual
IDENT Annt- Pannell's
PRES
commencement report of recent
gifts to the college was shared this
ence,
year by six members of the audi
each of whom announced gifts from
various divisions of the college.

Diane Dufheld, president of the
class of 1957, handed Mrs. Pannell
a check for $250.13 for the Rollins
Fund, representing the senior class
. Diane said: "Dr.
to the
gift
always held a special place
has college
Rollins
in the hearts of the students and community, and in our small way the class
of '57 would like to help this endowed
Professorship be established in the
year of our graduation. I would also
like to take this opportunity to extend
to Mrs. Pannell, the Sweet Briar Faculty
and Administration, our deepest gratitude for all that you have done for us.
I speak for my class when I say that
Sweet Briar will always be very close
to our hearts. "
Lee Haskell, retiring chairman of
the Student Development Committee,
presented a check for $2,330, also for
the Rollins Fund. This is the largest
amount ever raised by this committee.
Nancy Dowd Burton, '46, chairman
of the Alumnae Fund, announced a total of 526,351 as of that date, of which
$17,000 has been allocated for faculty
salaries, the rest for the Rollins Fund.
Gladys Wester Horton, '30, president of the Alumnae Association, reported a total of 565,844 in other
alumnae gifts to the college, including
545,168 to the Development Program
for various purposes.
Professor G. Noble Gilpin, chairman of the Campus Development
Committee, reported a total of 564,7-44
to the Development Program over the
past four years. "Even more important than the amount," he said, "is the
practically unanimous endorsement, by
all who study and teach and work on
this campus, of this effort to strengthen
Sweet Briar." Mr. Gilpin noted that
"in addition to the funds contributed
by the Student Development Committee and the senior class, 100*"?- of the
faculty and staff and 98'"r of the students have made personal contributions
to the De\clopment Program."
Alexander Donnan, chairman of the
Parents Fund Committee, reported that
June 1957

parents of Sweet Briar students, past
and present, ha\'e contributed 55-4.000
to the college in the past year, making
a total of 5185,000 from parents during the Half-Century campaign.
Mrs. Pannell extended "the thanks
of the entire college for the generosity
of its alumnae, faculty and staff, stufriends." Her own
parents, andgifts
report dents,
of recent
to the college is
published here, for those who were not
present to hear it:
President Reports Gifts

Kresge FounA YEAR AGO,
dation offeredthe
Sw-eet Briar College $50,000 to establish the Wallace
Rollins Professorship of Religion, provided the college raised an additional
$100,000 for the same purpose within
18 months. Two-thirds of that time
has elapsed, and the Rollins Fund is
iiiore than two-thirds completed.
Thanks to Sweet Briar Clubs and individual alumnae throughout the country, aided by Dr. Rollins' former students at the 'Virginia Theological Seminary, who wanted to have a share in
honoring their former Dean, and by
our own faculty, staff, and students,
the Rollins Fund now totals $78,000.
■With this much in hand, I am confident
that we will complete the fund, claim
the Kresge grant, and establish the
Rollins Professorship well before our
December 1, 1957, deadline.
I am also happy to report the establishment this year of two other endowed chairs.
A gift of 5113,000 made in honor
of Dr. Connie M. Guion in 1955 by
Laurance, Nelson, Da\id, and Winthrop Rockefeller and their sister, Mrs.
Jean Mauze, has been designated by
the donors as "The Rockefeller-Guion
Professorship of Chemistry," to which
Professor Dorothy Thompson of our
Chemistry Department has been appointed as the first incumbent.
Dr. Guion also suggested to Mr.
and Mrs. John Hay Whitney, who in
1955 gave Sweet Briar 550,000 in her
honor, that this gift be designated as
"The Betsey Gushing and John Hay
Whitney Professorship of Physics."
They both agreed, just before leaving
this country for England, where Mr.
Whitney is now our Ambassador to
the Court of St. James's.

College

Matches

Ford

Grant

Approximately $620,000 has been
added to our endowment for faculty
salaries during the Half-Century campaign, half of this coming from the
Ford Foundation, whose grant of
$311,900 we are very proud to have
matched.
Two recent gifts have been made for
endowed scholarships. Rebecca Ashcraft Warren, of the class of 1926, has
added nearly $6,000 to the Mary and
Lee Ashcraft Scholarship estabUshed
earlier by Mrs. Warren and her daughter, Mary Lee Ashcraft McGinnis,
class of 1954, both of Memphis, Tennessee.
"The Lady Astor Scholarship"
I am happy to announce today a iietv
scholarship, established in honor of
Nancy, 'Viscountess Astor, with a gift
of $5,000 from her friend Mrs. Charles
Ulrick Bay of New York. Lady Astor
is a member of Sweet Briar's Council
of Sponsors and has been a staunch
friend and supporter of this college
for many years.
An additional gift for the new
Science Building, of Si 6,886 from two
Sweet Briar parents, Mr. and Mrs. Buford Scott of Richmond, brings to
$20,000 their gifts to date for this
much needed new building. Their
daughter Margery Scott graduates today, but her sister Mary Denny Scott
will take her place in the new freshman class in September. Other recent
gifts for the Science Building have included $10,000 from the Brown-Forman Corporation and $2,000 from an
anonymous corporation.
The present total of gifts designated
for a new- Auditorium is more than
$525,000. More than $12,000 has been
raised for a Memorial Chapel, thanks
to ths efforts of Mrs. Adrian Massie.
"Well

Over

Two

Million"

All told, the college's family and
friends ha\e given more than $1,950,000 for buildings and endowment during the Half-Century campaign. Included in this figure is $176,000 from
corporations and indi\iduals from
Lynchburg and Amherst County —
13
$26,000 more than the original goal
of 5150,000 set by Mr. Lawson Turner's local Development committee.
Counting 5120.000 in gifts for other
purposes, well o\ er two million dollars
has been given to the college as a 50th
anniversary present — • a record we
may all be proud of.

CLUBS
Sweet Briar Day was observed by
forty i^roups this year. Among these
Memphis, Columbia, S. C, Augusta, Ga., Durham and Greensboro,
N. C Lck-brated this occasion either
for the tirst time or the tirst time in
several years.
Alumnae clubs everywhere have
done an outstanding fund-raising job
this year. Of course the bulb sale is
the Sweet Briar Alumnae's biggest
project with 40 clubs participating this
spring. The results of this will be reported in the October Nhws. Our hats
off to the Washington Club for master-minding this project which had
gross sales last year of $36,000.
The New York Club is to be congratulated on its most successful theatre
benefit which netted $.3,464. Other
clubs in large cities please take note !
Montgomery,

Ala.,

alumnae sur-

prised themsehes and delighted everyone by the smashing success of a luncheon for 200 at the Montgomery Country Club which was followed by an
antiques auction. The profit of $800
has been sent to Sweet Briar to start an
endowed
scholarship.
Richmond, Va., was awarded the
Anne Gary Pannell bowl for having
given the largest amount this year for
a local scholarship. To endow the
Betty Alainy Valentine scholarship this
club' sent $6,301 to Sweet Briar.
Chicago and Colvmibus, Ga.,
both sponsored concerts by Iren Marik. Columbus writes, "We had marvelous publicity and Miss Marik was wonderful and we made S450 which we are
setting aside as a start for a local scholarship." Small clubs please note that
this was done by one of our smallest
and newest clubs !
Westchester County and Toledo
had rummage sales. __ No report has
come from Westchester, but Toledo's
sale as always was most profitable.
Small in number but great in energy
and devotion to Sweet Briar, this group
has sent S'SOO to the Rollins Fund and
SlOO to a local scholarship.

These Montgomery alumnae are rightfully
proud of their highly successful luncheon
and auction. Caroline Rudulph Sellers.
Betty Holloway Harmon, Elizabeth Joseph
Boykin, and Virginia Oliver Bear.

St. Louis has joined the list of clubs
that offer area scholarships. In addition, this club sponsored a most successful demonstration in flower arranging this spring.
The Lynchburg alumnae, in a joint
project with the alumnae of RandolphMacon and Lynchburg College sponsored Iren Marik in a concert trom
which $2,000 was sent for Hungarian
relief. Miss Marik also played at a
concert sponsored by the Richmond
Club for the benefit of the Hungarians.
The Chattanooga Club joins the list
of clubs having had successful Roundup parties when Betty Smartt Johnson
gave an elegant supper party for alumnae and friends of Sweet Briar on April
22. Phoebe Roue Peters, Director of
Clubs, was the speaker and Mary Lee
McGinnis,
Director tooftheRegion
went
from Memphis
party. 'VIII
As a result of the party given in Atlanta byMary Chirk Rogers, with Edna
Lee Gilchrist as guest speaker, the
Atlanta Club has pledged $1,000 for
the Rollins Fund !
Buffalo. New York is the newest
Sweet Briar club to be organized —
thanks to Mary Moore Pcinciike Mandeville and Terry Fdulkner Phillips.
Northern New Jersey had successful bridge parties.

At the Sweet Briar Day coHee in Augusta Isabelle North Goodwin models the dress, a
ilaming red, beaded creation, which was her pride and joy as a freshman. Admiring her
elegant attire are (seated) Eleanor Henderson Merry, and (standing, left to right) Mary
Barrett Robertson,
Carol Weitzel,
a senior, Becky
Towill, a freshman,
and Katherine
Phinizy Mackie.

The majority of the clubs entertained
tor prospective students, showing the
slides and movies. This year Indianapolis and the Twin City clubs joined
this group. One of the largest of
these parties was held in Cleveland.
Ohio, and we are delighted to note that
we have 5 girls coming from there this
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CLASS NOTES
1913
Presideiil: Elizabfth
Balls), 304 Meridian
Ind.

Franke
(Mrs. Kent
St., West
Lafavctte.

Secretary: Mary
Pinkerton
(Mrs. James
Kerr), 5365A Carnar\on Drive. Nortclk 2,
Va.

Acid.
1922
1927

enuiriam Massey
Mildred^HMontgomery
Edith Bailey Stites,

3u

April, 1957.
Marie Langford Johnson,
April 9, 1957.
Mar jorie Allen Eddy,
October 22, 1955.

Fund Agciii: Mary Clark (Mrs. Clarence
Rogers) I 205 Beverly Rd., N. E., Atlanta,
Ga.

1929

Marion Peele kindly gave me permission
to repeat parts of a letter from Linda
Wright, which came to Marion from Ruby

1929

Virginia Hodgson Sutliff

1934

June, 1957
Virc.inia Hcdl Lederer,
March, 1957.

and Winnie VCalker. Linda writes, "I
joined the AAL'W as an associate member
soori after coming to California and entered
the Creative Day spring contest for writing.
I won se\eral awards. Then I became so
engrossed with my music teaching I had to
give up that avocation. Since I have retired (last year, to live with my sister in a
darling house) I decided to try taking my
writer's pen in hand again and mailed a
short story last week for this spring contest. I also have been taking a pupil in
musi,c. How I wish you and all my Sweet
Briar friends might see our house. If you
ever come to beautiful La Jolla. the Riviera
of the Pacific, you have a cordial invitation
to visit us. We are three blocks from the
ocean which is just a nice walk. Our house
is tiny and modern. It has a plain stucco
frontage with no windows, except two long
narrow ones, just beneath the flat roof. They
are of fluted glass, which lets in light only.
An acacia tree, which has just finished
blooming, is up against the house and at the
comer is a beautiful, tall, spreading, eucalyptus tree. Inside, the entire south wall of
the living room is glass, with sliding doors
opening onto a darling patio, with honeyOn
went

suckle, jasmine, trumpet vine, and hibiscus."
February 28 1 went to a most enjoyable "cofiee" at Sue Slaughter's house. I
with Louise Haufier Ewell. Marion

Peele, and Margaretha Ribble's sister-inlaw. Alma Booth Taylor \\'as pouring
coffee. Sue Slaughter spent March 28 to
April 1 in New York. She saw Margaretha
Ribble, Sue Hjrdie Bell, and Dr. Connie
Guion. Margaretha plans to lighten her
medical duties and we hope she will have
time to visit her home state of Virginia. We
congratulate our own Dr. Guion on her
latest recognition: an honorary degree of
Doctor of Science from Queens College in
Charlotte, N. C. (not New York as reported in the last issue of the News.]
Lucile Marshidl Boethelt writes, "Both
daughters visited us last winter and the
two grand-daughters stayed with us while
their parents went to the ocean farther
south. I was glad to have my conservation
committee get the Estelle King Conservation award (and $25) for the best work in
the Florida Federation of Garden CiUibs.
This was for the Winter Park Garden Club
and the ^X'orkshop we had for the Orlando
lUNE

1957

1948

Mrs. Dew, Miss Ruth Howland and the
Walkers, both Miss Ruby and Miss Winifred. Dr. Harley could not make it. She
felt she needed to save the strength of her
ninety-one years for the alumnae banquet on
Monday night when she would be able to
see a great many more of her old friends.
She has told me since that it was a wonderful occasion !
Thirty-six questionnaires were sent out
to the class of 1917, and twelve were returned. Nine of the twelve members stressed
their role of grandmothers, proudly
claiming a total of fifty-se\en grandchildren.
The prize goes to Gertrude Piper Ski Hern
with fourteen. Elsie Palmer Parkhurst follows with ten. She sent a picture of a stairstep of nine taken at Christmas, one baby
was pasted on later (an amendment, she
says) and another one is expected in July.
Three of her children live near her, and the

Mary Frank Farley,
March 10, 1957.

Garden Club won honorable mention for
education in conservation. Mr. Beverly

youngest at Ardmore. "So that makes a
very busy person of me, and I am sure many
of ycu have found that grandmothers were

Hudson (formerly of Amherst, 'Va.) is vicepresident of the Central Florida Horticul-

never so needed," she adds.
Other interests of 1917 include church,
AALfW, literary, art and garden clubs.
Girl Scouts, politics, ser\ice on boards, and
travel. A few combine some of these activities with jobs — Jane Henderson, Mary
Whitehead Van Hyning and yours truly.
There are no doubt others, but where are
the remaining questionnaires? Do you have
a job.^ was answered feelingly by several
homemakers with an emphatic exclamation
point!
Any sympathetic snorts?
While three of us were re-unioning,
Polly Bissell Ridler and her husband were
sailing through the Panama Canal on the
maiden voyage of the Matsonia from New
■i'ork to Los Angeles. They are to return
by air with several stop-overs — Las Vegas,
Zion, Grand and Bryce Canyons. Salt Lake
City and Minneapolis. A new grandson
awaits them in Minneapolis.
Katherine Broirne Camlin also reported
travel plans, a trip abroad in May. Ruth
Mcltrarey Logan writes that she and her
husband just returned from a trip to the
South Seas. Australia, and New Zealand,
and that they went to the Orient last year.
During the fall of 1956 Ruth came E.ist
and visited Sweet Briar, but all too briefly.
We are indeed sorry to hear that Faye
Abraham Pethick entered Duke Hospital in
Durham, N. C, in January after severe
asthmatic attacks. 'W'hile in the hospital
she sufl^ered a heart attack and a paralytic
stroke. Her husband writes that she has
shown some improvement since leaving the
hospital on March 8. and we sincerely
hope that her recovery will soon be com-

tural Society of which I am president. '

1917
President:
Polly
Bissell
Ridler), 608 Lindsay Rd.,
Delaware.
Secretary:
DoROTHY
Harry A. Croyder),
Summit,
N. J.
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(Mrs.
Earl
Wilmington

Grammer
Kent Place

S.
3,

(Mrs.
Blvd.,

Fund Agent: Rachel
Lloyd (Mrs. Hoyt
Holton), 2318 Densmore Drive, Toledo 6,
Ohio.
Dear
1917:
Three members only of the class of 1917
were here for the fortieth re-union. Genie
Steele Hardy, Rachel Lloyd Holton and I.
Rachel's hair is still brow-n. No comments
on Genie's and mine. We enjoyed ourselves but missed the rest of you.
Betty Loirman Hall, 'IS, came with
Rachel and was treated as the junior she is.
VC'ith the exception of Mary CLirk Rogers
of Atlanta, '13, and Nan Powell Hodges,
'10 — the latter left Sunday for commencement at her Stuart Hall — members of 1917
were the senior group on campus. This
was a rather novel experience for me, for
commencement usually brings back to college a number of alumnae from earlier classes. Apparently most of them had made a
desperate effort to attend Sweet Briar's
fiftieth anniversary- last year and ignored
their alma mater this time. However. 1917
thoroughly enjoyed the distinction of seniority, and Genie and Rachel led the alumnae
in the academic procession.
The class picnic on Sunday night was
held at my house. Betty Lowman Hall,
of course, was a welcome addition, as were
Mary Clark Rogers and her husband, who
was without doubt the lion of the evening.
We were delighted, also, to have with us

Margaret Gibson Bowman, wife of Col
Milton S. Bowman, V. S. A.. Ret., is the
plete.
mother of one son and has one grandchild
She says, "I am breathlessly busy at all
times, doing nothing worthwhile." We dis15
count this. She gives church and travel
as interests.

Dorothy Gwimmer Croyder reports her
two sons married, one with two children.
Her daughter. Wary Page, is in the Personnel Dept. of N.Y.L'. She graduated
from Sweet Briar in 19''4 and we caught
brief glimpses of Dorothy at the time.
However, being a parent at commencement
here entails certain obligations, almost full
time ones. I would say, and does not permit freedom to participate fully in re-union
activities, but we were glad to have a small
part of her. to say the least.
Jane Tv/f' Griffith and husband. Dalton,
live in Wellesley Hills. Mass. They have
one son. Jane, like others of our group,
admits her hair is practically white. In
the spring of 1954 she was at Sweet Briar
with a friend, "just to have lunch and a look
around."
Sorry not to have seen her.
Genie Steele Hardy tells me that her
son. John Allison, Jr., has taken over "Lone
Pine Plantation" and that she lives in
Columbus as does one daughter (both
girls are married.) Genie and her sister Eleanor were here for commencement last

tures with an exhibit of my own at next
reunion.
Remember. I am always here at Sweet
Briar, always glad to see you, and invite you
most cordially right now to hold the class
picnic at my house on Sunday night at our
forty-fifth in 1962.
My very best to all of you.
Bertha Pfister Wailes

1918

Presideiil: Cornelia Carroll (Mrs. K. N.
Gardner). Yorktown. 'Va.
Secret Jty: ESTHER Turk (Mrs. H. H. Hemmings), 230 West 79th St., Nev\' York 24,
N. Y.
Fund A,^ei!t: 'Vivienne Barkalow
(Mrs.
Stanley K. Hornbeck). 2139 Wyoming Ave.,
N. W., Washington. D. C.
It looks as though we must all be 39

speeches, some to men's service clubs, chiefly on the topic of constitutional government !
Rachel Lloyd Holton. likewise, is busy
with family (three grandchildren) church
and D.A.R. In addition, she has done a
corking good job as class funds chairman.
My hat off to her. for she never missed an
opportunity to let me know in a nice way
that she knew I had not made my contribution to the fund this year. (I did not dare
face her as a delinquent, so paid up shortly before she arrived.)
At any rate we appreciate her fine service,
also that of Dorothy Croyder as class secretary' and Polly as president. The latter
asked us to elect some one else, but we said
please no resignations, insisted that the
three continue, and refused to discuss the
matter further. I am sure the rest of you
approve.

years older, but we're still in there pitching. Catherine Aljishjll Shuler writes that
they had to abandon plans for a trip to Mexico this year, but that Des Moines still
seemed wonderful though they had divided
the previous year between Florida. Europe.
California and Texas. Priscilla Broun Caldwell says that last year was an eventful one
for her family because their son Jim. 21,
was married in April. After that they sailed
for England, then crossed to the continent,
flying from Paris to Copenhagen. They
loved the Scandinavian countries and would
have liked to prolong the visit. Later they
spent some time with their married daughter and her three children, before returning
to California. Now they can report more
news, the birth of a grandson. James Nelson
Caldwell IV. Mary Reed seems to have
been staying home for a change, making
friends with an adorable grandnephew, Billy
Greene III, who pays her frequent visits.
She enclosed a leaflet of a country sale, run
by the S. B. C. Alumnae Club of Westchester which is very active and successful.
Personally. I have been trying to pin Betty
Loicnijii Hall to a definite date to come
and visit me the end of June. Sevenoaks,
our country home, is not far from Elmira.
Summer slips away so fast each year and in
August we sail again for England to rejoin
our daughter and number four son who are
living over there. Marianne Martin really
deserves a medal for she writes from the
Hospital. She has been there several months
but
recovering.
She says.
"Havesince
seenI
Lucy isTaliaferro
a number
of times
have been here, and had lunch with her.
Have also seen Carrie Taliaferro (Mrs. Tom
Scott) and been out to her house for lunch

Now as to myself. 'VX'hat would you like
to know.' Job-' I still teach sociology in
the Division of Social Studies at Sweet
Briar and love it. Rank? Associate professor. College Committees? Several, time
consuming and arduous, but interesting and
none that I want to give up. Outside activities ? A few in the county and state to
try practicing what I preach, and for fun,
as part of the double life I lead as a farmer's wife outside academic circles. Ben and
I travel when we can — made a hurried
automobile trip to Florida during spring
vacation and hope to attend a family wedding in Texas in August. While I cannot
join the proud fraternity of class grandmothers, Iam a doting great-aunt many times
over, and serve notice now that I will be
prepared to meet the fusillade of baby pic-

with Lucy." I visited Miss Caroline Sparrow yesterday afternoon. She is a cheerful
eighty. She lives alone in the Chesterfield
Apartments here, but does not have to worry
about meals as there is a dining room. She
is tottery on her feet (she always was) but
still enthusiastic and happy. One of Mattie
Hammond Smith's daughters is being married this spring. Cornelia Carroll Gardener
writes. "I have taken a summer job as hostess in the exhibition building at Williamsburg. It is only 12 miles away over a beautiful country drive and I find the whole
thing very satisfying. The peninsula is
keenly interested in the S^Oth Anniversary
of the Jamestown settlement and the festival
is now going on. The firm my son-in-law
and his father own built the replicas of the
original ships, the Susan Constant, the Dis-

year, also Genie's little granddaughter Margaret, a perfectly charming child of about
nine who says she is going to attend Sweet
Briar some day, as will some of the other
fifty-seven odd class grandchildren. I hope.
Genie came alone this time, claiming that
she practically took the next plane after a
flight back from Texas in order to get here
for re-union. As interests she had listed
church, children, clubs. I discovered that
she is president of the city-wide organization of Women of the Presbyterian Church,
and
was
a recent
"Woman
the still
Year."
also wormed
out of
her thatof she
makes I
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covery and the Godspeed. As 'Captain
Newport' of the Susan Constant he has actuallyissailedreturning
that ship!"
She adds
her
daughter
to Sweet
Briar that
for her
loth Class Reunion.

1922
President: Elizabeth Huber (Mrs. WilPa.
liam NX'elch II), 742 Sunset Road, Glenside,
Secretary:
Grizzelle
THOMSON,
1901
Claremont Ave., Norfolk, Va.
Fund Agent: Katherine Shenehon (Mrs.
Louis W. Child).
1814 Knox
Ave., S.
Minneapolis 5. Minn.
Our reunion will have passed into history by the time you read this. The report
from Huber does not indicate that many
will attend. Lilias Shepherd Williamson,
who is living in Ridgefield. Conn., is too
busy straightening out her affairs to return
now but hopes to in the near future. Her
favorite diversion is skiing.
Ruth F/ske Steegars furnace backfired, or
exploded, and her entire house was filled
with oily soot, with some curtains entirely
ruined. Though the house was co\'ered by
insurance, you can imagine what she is
going through, even with professional
cleaners. By the middle of June they go
to Maine, which makes Sweet Briar impossible this year. She feels it's a shame, too,
because she did a bit of dieting recently
and is down to 132 lbs., the lowest in her
life, and she would be proud to show off
her Monroe (Marilyn not Virginia) curves.
Remember the time Lady Astor reprimanded
her for using rouge — probably the only girl
in our class who didn't need to use it and
she picked on Ruth.
We all laughed.
Alice Babcock Simons has an invalid husband so cannot be with us. Her aunt. Dr.
Guion. a member of the Sweet Briar Board
of Overseers, keeps her informed. Gert
Dally surprised her in April and she hopes
Gert thought she looked as young as Gert
did to her. Lilias spent a ni.ght with Alice
Lilias.
several years ago and was the same cute
Burd Dickson Stevenson's son was stationed at Fort Jackson and Alice enjoyed
meeting him and seeing Burd and her husband again. Alice is purchasing agent for
her family's sanitarium and her interests are
family
and gardening.
said. to
'"Wasn't
that monkey
act horrible.SheI blush
think
Bernice Green Carper, Winfield, Iowa,
will be unable to return. Her husband has
retired; she says that she has ver^' few grey
hairs. Biz Fohl Kerr of Pittsburgh, whose
husband is a consulting engineer, has
two sons,
it." Charles III, 27, and William,
of She
20.
has a few grey hairs and her interests are general, but she cannot get into
her college clothes. Now, Biz, your memory is slipping. You said you last returned to Sweet Briar twenty years ago. You,
Gert. Selma. Edith Durrell Marshall, Grace
Merrick Twohy, Duffy Taylor and I were
back at Commencement about nine or ten
years ago. I can remember how you and
Gert argued just as you always did. how
little I felt you both had changed. Remember Gert got a telephone call saying that
daughter Adrianne had developed mumps.or some such affliction ?
Beulah Norris had expected to be at reunion but her sister sold her home in New

Ahtiriiide News

Castle antl they have bought a beautiful
plaie with walled garJen in Key West. Fla.
She saiJ (inly a project ot cleaning out an
old house and disposing of things would
keep her away from Sweet Briar. Her permanent address will be 1026 Von Phister;
she wants you take this down and stop in to
see her if and when you get to Florida, for
she says everj'onc comes to Key West and
some like it so well they stay.
Gloria Frink Huntington is teaching the
third grade in Seattle. Her particular interest is in North Coast Indian art. She has one
daughter and three grandchildren. She has
grey hair but can get into her college
clothes.
Katherine Minor Montague is still living
in Richmond. She has two boys. Hill III,
29, who received his B. S. in electrical engineering at the University of Virginia, and
Minor, 21, who is in his third year of ROTC
at the University of Maryland. She is interested in Gray Ladies, church work and
taking care of the grandchildren. She may
get to Sweet Briar.
Ruth UtLtiid Todd of Cincinnati has three
children, Samuel, Jr., 30, Elizabeth Todd
Lander, 28. Thomas, 23. and two grandchildren. She is interested in the Woman's
Club, College Club and bridge. She has
had a copper bowl, wedding gift from
Huber, on her bookcase these 33 years. Still
attends a 33 year old evening bridge club
with Dot Meyers Rixey, Edith Durretl Marshall and Bo Taylor Schroth. Beanie Steinman belongs to an old afternoon brid.ge club
which meets periodically. They ha\'e ne\er
been able to get her interested in any Sweet
Briar doings. Beanie's absorbing interest
is in her niece's children.
Josephine Kelley Thomas, Gary, Ind., is
interested in music, civic, social and educational aftairs. She cannot return as her
lawyer husband is on the Board of Trustees
of Indiana L'niversity and they have to be
in Bloomington. Her husband is also a
past president of the State Law Examiners.
Her son. a lieutenant in the Air Force at
Grandvicw, Mo., is a C. P. A. and a graduate of Indiana LI. and Harvard Law School.
He married Bonnie Trapp of Atchison.
Kans.
Margaret Marsten, Emporia, Va., begs
anyone coming down Route 58 to the
Jamestown Festival to stop by, as they have
plenty of room and would love to see you.
My freshman roommate, Mary Kliimph
■Watson, had hoped to be at commencement
but on March 21 in Tucson, where they
were spending the winter, her husband died
in his sleep. Our heart goes out to her.
How well I remember when she came down
to the old Chamberlin Hotel at Old Point
to meet Stanley when he returned from
overseas in 1918-19. I wonder if she remembers those huge posters we had all over
our walls that first year in Grammcr. Mary's
children are Thomas, 34. and Katherine
Danbcr, 33. She has two grandchildren.
Her interests are ornithology, gardening and
music. She has been wearing size ten
clothes for years and wrote, "Remember I
was th.ii big girl in '22. "
Huber has been busy as our class reunion
chairman. She is interested in a Blind
House, hospital and church work, bridge
and tennis. Has two boys, Robert, 31,
VC'illiam, 26. and two grandchildren.
Do come one and all to our Jamestown
Festival.
It will be well worth
the trip.
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And call me when you get to Norfolk.
Well be at Virgmia Beach from June until
Sept. The phone is in my name there, and
in my aunt's name. Gertrude Thomson,
town.

in

1923

SecrelM-y: Marih S. Klooz, 3026 Porter St.
N. W.. Washington 8, D. C.
Muriel M.ickenzic Kelly writes: "I too
find great pleasure and spiritual nourishment fromvery
our often
quiet . days,
but has
we been
don'ta
have them
. . This
sad fall and winter for us. Mrs. Kelly was
in the hospital for 9 weeks in the fall. After her return to her apartment she didn't
pick up as she had thought she would, became very sick and had to return to Wesley
hospital March 2. She was operated on the
next day and died of an embolism on March
4. The funeral was March 6th. the day
after her 83rd birthday. Our boys flew
from Washington and stayed with us until
the end of the week. It was a great pleasure and comfort to have them with us. Except for colds our grandchildren have been
well. Mother, Dode (Dorothy Mackenzie)
and Fred were here for Christmas, left the
2nd of January for Florida. They are still
there (March 26th!) having a good time.
We were with Balee and Yelena (Grg/nch
Prosch)

to celebrate Balee's birthday in

Just after Easter I got down to S.B. for
February."
a day or so, saw the Ramages, the Rollins,
Miss Pearl. Lois Ballenger (who is now
running the Inn), the Walkers, Helen Mac,
the Hagues, ancl Jane Cunningham. S.B.
is more beautiful than ever, without even
mentioning the new dorm. It fits into its
locale very nicely, and is too handsome for
all get out. The Book Shop has had a
beauty treatment, and down under the hill
below the maids dorm is a tiny new brick
building housing S.B.'s new dial system.
Those of you who get back for Commencement let me hear from you. Are you ready
for a new secretary?
Address changes: Margaret Biiru'ell
Graves, 35 Cardinal Road. Roanoke, Va.
lane Lee Best, 102 Vance. Fremont, N. C.
Martha Robertson Harless, Leland Road,
Westford, Mass.

1926
Secretary:
Ruth
Abell
(Mrs.
Burnett
Bear), Pleasant Valley. Pa.
Fund
Agent:
Helen
Mutschler
(Mrs.
Markel Becker), Winter Haven, Fla.
Due to an unhappy combination of illness
in my family, the fleetness of time, and my
own this
procrastination,
the notes for '26 are
slim
month.
andKitty
I areBlount
oflf forAnderson
6 weeks postcards:
in British "Fred
West
Indies and I am afraid your unanswered
card will spoil all the fun and sleep I hope
to have. I wish I had lots of fascinating
doings to report which would make your
column sparkle. But while I lox e all I
am doing, it is just the same thing that all
our busy community-minded class is doing.
I am so proud to be an Alumnae Trustee on
the S. B. Board of Overseers and do thank
you all for the privilege you have given
me

to serve Sweet
Briar. "
And from Nell Alkim Hagemeyer: "I
always turn to the class Personals the first
thing
and
read with
interest about
the

girls I know! My days are so full, and
still it seems that I haven't much to write.
We have two daughters, sixteen and eleven,
who are characteristically their ages and
they keep us young — and busy — keeping
up with them. Outside of home duties
I am active in the Church and Social Service work in the community. I have seen
my former room-mate Christine Thomas
Nuzum (ex '26) fairly often — she lives in
Lexington and comes over to our Cincinnati
Airport to see her son oflf to Harvard. We
coming."
and to
getI in
wasvisits
muchgoing
pleased
learn that Ellen
Newell Bryan is a member of the National
Board of Girl .Scouts. Her picture is among
the slides taken at the dedication of the
Juliette Low home in Atlanta.

1927
President: Madeline Brown (Mrs. McFarland
ville. Wood),
Kentucky.Walnut Hill Farm, HopkinsSecretary: JLILIA REYNOLDS (Mrs. Robert
H. Dreisbach) 908 Kinniard Avenue, Fort
Wayne, Indiana.
Fund As.enl: Elizabeth Mathews (Mrs.
Harry A. Wallace, Jr.), 327 Professional
Bldg., Charleston, West Virginia.
Spring has come to Indiana and it is so
lovely here I knew it must be beautiful on
campus. I hope many of you will get back
to campus for reunion and a vacation from
every day aftairs.
Blessings on Libbo Mathews Wallace,
who sent a few news items on the back of
each out Fund
communication
her this Agent's
column would
be mighty! Withshort.
Libbo's daughter. Dolly Wallace, is engaged to Dr. John McMaster Hartman. also
of Charleston. West Virginia. The weddin.i.: will take place in September after
which the bride and groom will be at home
on Northridge Road, Columbus, Ohio,
where Dr. John is currently in residency
at Ohio State L^niversity Hospital. Dolly
is a beautiful and talented girl and we all
send our very best wishes for a long and
happy married life.
Margaret Williams Bayne's daughter,
Margaret Bayne of Norfolk, Va., is pictured
on page 58 of The Bride's Magazine, Spring
1957. under Brides of Today, '^'oung Margaret also attended Sweet Briar and is now
Mrs. E. Bradford Tazewell, Jr.
Emily Joms Hodge is moving back to
Wilmington after three years in Cleveland.
Mai7 Briar
Marshall
Franklin's
daughter is at
Sweet
College
now.
Bob and I drove down to Charlottesville,
Va., to spend a long Easter weekend with
our daughter and son-in-law. Cieorgia and
Jack Ke.gley and to renew acquaintance with
our granddaughter. Julia Reynolds Kegley.
Needless to say we thoroughly enjoyed that
visit.
Jerry Lou. our younger daughter, will receive her Master's Degree from Tulane on
June 3rd. She has taken a position for
next year at Beirut (^)llege for Women,
Beirut, Lebanon, where she will teach art.
Naturallv I'm already making plans for
Bob and
me to
fly over to Beirut next summer to visit
Jerry.
Much

as I hate to let the class down —

this
is Col.
all the
newsDreisbach.
I have for
Bob's
father.
Clyde
wasyou.
taken
to
the hospital the day after we came back
17
from Virginia and passed away last Thurs-

day. All the time I might have used writing for news items I spent at the hospital
and with Mother Dreisbach. I'm sending
an S.O.S. to Dan Boone and if she has any
more news perhaps she can add it to this.
I'm sorry not to see you at reunion. I'll
be in New Orleans. Bob's mother is flying
us this weekend. 'We'll
down inthere
stay
New with
Orleans until Jerry finishes
her Orals on Monday, then Tuesday we'll
fly to Me.xico City for ten days and back to
New Orleans for Commencement.
It's been fun being secretary. B:st c:f
luck and many news items to the new one.

1928
Secret jry: Bettv Moore (Mrs. Arthur Y.
Schilling), 1011 Childs Ave., Drexel Hill,
Pa.
Fund Agent: Marion Jayne (Mrs. Carlos
Berguido), 13 '5 Rose Lane, Haverford, Pa.
Greetings to you all. I am going to start
off with a complaint. You let us down —
only three contributions to the fund last
month, which puts us way below our score
same time last year. You are forgiven only
if you have been so busy selling Holland
bulbs that you forgot to write.
Marion ]~i)>!e Berguido became a grandmother April 24 — a son to second daughter
Joan. June has been elected president of
iSweet Briar Student Government next year.
Muggsie Nelms Locke writes that her Nan,
'53, will be married July 20. Her Susan
has been elected president of the junior
class at Sophie Newcomb. Winifred West
Morris has moved to South Carolina. Rip
Villi Winkle Morlidge saw Betty Whitehouse Hagin at a luncheon at Ann Brent
■Winn's.
A letter from Betty Prescoti Balch says
that her cousin, Marian Sumner Beadle of
Honolulu, was with her at Christmas time
with her daughter Kate, who has been attending school en
the expects
West Coast.
other daughter,
Judy,
to comeMarian's
to the
mainland to college when she finishes high
school in Honolulu in June. Squeak H.irned
Ross and husband had cocktails with the
Balches when they were in I'tica in March.
Squeak's were
daughter
Lib on
Crjne
Hall's
daughter
both and
married
December
29- Betty's children are all away from
home: Cynthia, '52, is married, Jim is in
Germany. Barbara is a senior at Mt. Holyoke, and Dick, Jr., is a junior at Hamilton College.
I hope that you all have a wonderful
summer and will send lots of news for the
fall issue cf the m-rgazine. Please send
your
checkreunion
to the and
fund.it would
June '58
our.,30th
be will
nice beif
'28
contributed \00'~'r to celebrate the great
occasion.

1931

Secretary: Elizabeth S. Clark, 227 Boston
Ave., Lynchburg, Va.
Pund Agent: Perrons Whittaker (Mrs.
Robert Scott), 325 Whitman Ave., Haworth, N. J.
Another Tune, and another Commencement and we are fast on our way to our
fiftieth milestone.
Gruesome!
I had a most pleasant and unexpected
invitation in March. Natalie Roberts Foster
and husband, Walter, invited me to dinner
to celebrate
dined the
at
The
Columns Nat's
and birthday.
afterward We
attended
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Ballc Russc. The Fosters came by my house
for refreshments before hand and arrived in
their black Thunderbird. It caused quite
a stir in my quiet neighborhood where a
Ford station wagon is a sensation if it is
newer than 1950 We had a great time.
Nat and Walter had been to California
soon after Christmas. They took a visiting
cousin home, not in the Thunderbird. They
saw Naomi Doty Stead in Tucson.
Nancy Worthington spent her winter vacation in Florida this year. Seems to have
had a wonderful time visiting friends and
enjoying the sun.
As usual I have seen nothing of my classmates' children who are at Sweet Briar.
I know I am missing a wonderful opportunity, but when I try they are too busy, and
not having any eligible sons, I have no
drawing card. I saw Jane Shipman, Martha
McBroom
Shipman's
handsome
daugh-to
ter, on the street.
She says
she is going
Europe this summer and she was all excited. Isaw in the paper that Tabb Moore,
■Virginia T.ihb Moore's cute young thing,
will be at St. Andrew's next year, and Charlotte Kent Pinkney's blonde, beautiful and
brilliant Jane made PBK. Must say our
children are doing us proud. Brains seem
to be going yonder and beauty is not lagging behind.
During Spring vacation the Lynchburg
Alumnae Chapter entertained the local prepschool Juniors and Seniors at tea in the
Emily Bowen Room of the William Bland
Dew Dormitory. We wanted to get our
Lynchburg girls interested in Sweet Briar.
We had about twenty-five guests and, we
thought, a very nice party. The girls enjoyed seeing the dormitory and other buildings and appeared to be favorably impressed.
We hope the idea was a good one, and that
Lynchburg girls will come flocking.
I hope you have noticed the announcement that starting in the Fall e.ich issue of
the Alumnae News will go to ejch alumMy "Public"
will be
much news
broaderto
that Ina. will
need more
and sovaried
keep the exes and those who have strayed
from the fold interested and up to date.
Please try to write me what you are doing
and all the news of your children and your
children's children. You will be hearing
from me later, but do let me hear from you
sooner.

1932
President: Marjorie Miller (Mrs. J. F.
Close, 1475 Caledonia Rd., Town of Mt.
Royal, Quebec, Canada.
Secretary: ELIZABETH JOB (Mrs. A. H.
Jopp), 503 Scott Ave., Pikeville, Ky.
Fund Agent: Susan Marshall (Mrs. W.
Va.
B. Timberlake), Ridgewood Rd., Staunton,
Four score and seven years ago. or so it
seems, our Alma Mater brought forth a
class of graduates dedicated to the principle
that we were all educated and perfected
young females. That was in 1932 and now,
in 1957, we're all still educated, cultured,
desirable, beautiful, clever, charming and
accomplished.
AREN'T WE?
This a isthing
a report
doesn'tIt set
out be
to
prove
in thethat
world.
should
stated at the outset that these findings are
based on the 59 answers received to the 126
questionnaires sent out. In point of fact, the
answers un-prove some things.
For ex-

ample, of all the form-sheets mailed to graduates and non-graduates, fewer answers
came from the girls in Texas than from any
other state. That quashed ideas about the
expansiveness of Texans.
Most of us are married and are thoroughly domesticated wives and mothers. There's
nothing so profound or odd about that —
its just very, very nice. Children take
first place in our interests, and our 60 sons
and 59 daughters average out so that we
each —two even
the ones who aren't married —
have
children.
An exquisite modesty is the general
tone of our answers. Offspring are called
"satisfactory" who are really phenomenal.
Husbands
are spoken
as "nice" who are
absolute catnip,
and of
accomplishments
are
tossed oft' casually by girls who are perfect
demons of efficiency. Our job-range spreads
all over creation, from ceramics to parasitology, from being a guide in a museum to
what was enigmatically listed as "own business. " Does she mean that it's none of anyMaybe
bodv
else'sthe
? statistics are more significant
— for those of you who are holding out for
Significance — for what they don't say than
for what they do. Not one of us is married to an actor, a painter, a musician, a
novelist or a poet or a man with a beard.
Brood
thatweor restore
shrug the
it oft',
as you
please, over
because
balance
by
our own strong inclinations towards the
arts — that is, when we're not golfing,
bowling, swimming, hiking, ski-ing or
playing bridge.
With the passage of time, our collective
looks have gained in allure — in mystery —
in sophistication. Our hair may be, well,
softer, is a good word, but most of us can
still getour
intofreshman
our collegeaprons,
clothes,either.
and I don't
mean
Five
of you stuck out your tongues and said you
now wear a size smaller, thanks so much !
And now for the awards, for surely this
is an occasion for citations: Most Talented
— Barbara Altinter Purdue, Patricia ALinson
Stedman and Theda Sherman Newlin for
having 15 children between them — five
apiece. Patricia didn't send pictures, but
do look at the one of Barbara in the scrapbook. She looks adorable — slim, young,
sassy and blissful.
Aiost Starry-eyed — Bee Stone De'Vore,
to whom everything is wonderful, every day
is exciting, and everybody is fascinating. Her
answer-sheet fairly gives oft' sparks — read
it Aiost
and see
if you don't
get isa acharge.
Footloose
— This
tie between
Mildred Larimer and Caralisa Barry Pollard. No sooner does one try to pin Caralisa down in Thailand than she's pranced
oft' to Lebanon. Mildred leads a life of
international glamour, now in Madrid and
perhaps Buenos Aires next year.
Most Venerable — That award belongs
to the grandmothers, naturally. Alice
Bronghton Keenan and Harriett Thompson
Lathrop have one grandbaby each, .sex unspecified. Flappy Pancake Mandeville and
Em Green Kennon got theirs by the painless grandchild-birth method, that is to say,
they inherited them. This is a field that's
due to be crowded pretty soon, as Tiny Marshall Timberlake. "Virginia Hall Lindley,
Ann Anthony Hill and Billie Hancel Sturdy
all have one married child each and Anna
Gilbert
Davey's daughter is to be married
this month.

Alutiiiide Neivs
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graduate, having recently received her B,A,
from the L'niversity of Louisville, That is
wonderful and I congratulate her, Virginia
went to Switzerland last summer and enjoyed Zermatt very much. It was good to
hear from Helen Martin too. She says her
Sweet Briar bulbs bloomed beautifully this
spring.
Gotten Skinner Shepherd had a wonderful
two months in Europe recently. She went
to Portugal, Spain, Italy, Switzerland, Ausand France.
Hettyvacation
W'ells
Finn tria,
and Germany
her family
had a good
in March in Cuba and Delray Beach, Florida. She sent me a lovely card of Veradero
Beach, Cuba. Connie Murray Walker hoped
to go to Europe in May. Doris Crane
Loveland and her husband went to Europe
last October.

*

«
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Jean I 'an Home Baber lost her mother
just before Christmas and we all send her
our deepest sympathy. Jean has enjoyed
seeing
Gerry Mallory and Nancy and Katie
Coe lately.
CLASS

OF 1932

I have just received a nice chatty letter

Front row, L. to R., Helen Pratt GraH, Eleanor Wright Conway. Elizabeth Clary Treadwell.
Emily Maxwell Littlepage, Alice Dabney Parker, Letha Morris Wood, Betty Allen Magruder
Reck, Sue Burnett Davis. Second rowr, Em Green Kennon. Virginia Squibb Flynn. Lib
Douglass Foote, Hazel Stamps Collins. Ruth Kerr Fortune. Marcia L. Patterson, Sally
Shallenberger Brown, Mary Moore Pancake Mandeville. Back row. Marjorie Ward Cross
and Elizabeth Job Jopp. Also present but not pictured: Henrietta Bryan Alphin. Susan
Marshall Timberlake and Thedo Sherman Newlin.
Most Serene — Jane Hayes Dowler, and
at the risk of being shot down in flames
I'm going to give her the Sweetest Husband
Award, too. With three children, here's
what Jane writes of him — "a calm husband who never panics and still thinks of
me as young and pretty."
Musi Aiilhenlic Sense uf Humor — 'Virginia Finch 'Waller, for sending in that
rare-vintage photograph of herself and Clara
West Manning.
— Must Something or Other — This is a
special category for Sarah Bright Grjcey
Haskell, not because she has four children,
though that's wonderful enough, but because she's the only one of us who married
a clergyman.
Must Versiitile — Alice D.ibney Parker
who took on the job of toastmistress this
reunion and never took a single tranquilizer.
She wrote the lyrics for our songs. Thanks
to her. l-lappy P.incjke Mandeville and Marjorie Miller Close this has been an A- 1 reunion.
Surely it's not a sad note to say that we
remember with love Sarah Forsyth and
Nellie Nightingale. Hail to thee, blithe
spirits.
Statistics garnered from Questionnaires:
Housewives — 42.

Jobs:
Doctor of Philosophy — teacher of Latin
Serologist — parasitologist
Secretary
of the American
Embassy
in
Madrid
Manager of a law office
Society editor of a newspaper
Executive secretary of the New Orleans
League of >OC'omen Voters
Two music teachers
Has a Television show — 5 times a week
Statistician
Guide in museum
- - W'interthur
Doctor of Medicine and practicing psychoanalyst inNew '^'ork City
Painter and has a decorating business

June 1957

U. S. probation clerk
2 secretaries
Ownmeans)
business
(wonder
Public
Alumnae

just

what

that

Health
executive
with daughters in college:

Letha Oglesby
Morris 'VC'ood
Kate
Nixon
Susan ALirshiill Timberlake
Emma Knoulton Little
Dot Smith Berkley
Alice Diihney Parker
Alumnae with daughters entering this fall:
Eleanor Wright Conway
Lib Dotightie Bethea
Sarah Bright Gracey Haskell
Virginia Bell.imy Ruffin
Wish I had been with you.
Sally Ainsworlh Glass.

1933
President: Hetty Wflls {Mrs. Frederick
W. Finn), 81 West Brother Drive, Greenwich, Conn.
Secretary: Anne Marvin,
Charlottesville, Va,

I'^IS Dairy Road,

Fund Agent: Gerry Mallory,
Clinton Avenue, Tenafly, N, J,

169 East

We are all very sorry to hear that Maiy
Buick lost her father March 1. ALiy I take
this opportunity to express our heartfelt
sympathy to Mary and her mother.
Marjorie Ris Hand is area chairman and
has been trying to raise money for the
Development Fund. They have been having benefit bridges lately to aid in this
direction. To quote NLirjorie. "My elder
daughter is a sophomore at "VX'heaton, my
younger daughter hopes to attend Skidmore
in the fall and young Bill is in seventh
grade. As wife of one of the three Village
Commissioners 1 have various obligations.
College Club Com. chairmanship. Golf
Tournament Com. work and hospital benefit debutante cotillion all add up."
Virginia Alford Johnston is now a college

from Jane Martin Person. She writes, "We
continue to wrestle with 'the farm problem' in our own fashion. The children
certainly flourish in spite of everything, for
which we are so thankful. Bruce was 10
in April, Kathie will soon be S, and Douglas, 6, will start school in Sept, Bruce at
10 helps his father in almost every phase
of the farm work and joined 4-H this
It would be very
send in your news,
enough to sign your
names alone are a bit
uncertainty,

helpful if, when you
you would be kind
whole name, as first
confusing and lead to

I hope to hear from all of you for the
fall issue of the News,

1936
Secretary:
year,"Margaret Powell (Mrs. Harrison P. Doty), 2030 Hill St.. Ann Arbor,
Mich.
Fund Agent: ANNETTE Harley (Mrs. Joseph Chappell), 425 St, Laurence Dr., Silver Spring, ^Id.
Not as many of you answered my frantic
call for news as I had hoped. I still had a
backlog of cards which arrived too late to
go into the last issue so here is the new
with the old. Corinne Fentress Gray wrote
she had just been visiting in Richmond.
Spent a day with Jackie Moort Hoofnagle.
She also saw Logan Phinizy Johns and Maria Gray i'alentine Curtis. All of these
ladies also reported on the visit. It sounds
like a lot of fun. Wish one of the Michigander would give some sign of life. Maybe
we could have a Mid-Western
party.
Kin Carr Baldwin has a daughter of 14,
a hopeful future Sweet Briarite. She has
a son, 16, at St, Christopher's School and
her daughter may go to St, Catherine's, She
has heard from Alary Kate Croti- Sinclair of
Houston, Texas, and Jean Bird Antonius of
Madison, Wis,, also Betsy High Gregg,
She says Mary Knauff Ghesquiere is stationed in Norfolk. Annette Harley Chappell's daughter was elected to the National
Honor Society and is also a finalist in the
National Merit Scholarship program. Her
19
husband is in Foreign Service now but has
not
been assigned
post.an Connie
11 ".»ner yet
McElhinney
sent a me
enthusiastic
card describing her hunting activities with
daughters Elliot, 16, and Susan, 10,
They

are looking for a prep school for Paul, 14.
I recommend Berkshire; write me for details. Connie. Carrie M.irshjll Gilchrist
and family (Peter III. 17. and Marshall, 14)
had an ei;;ht week plane trip to Europe last
sumjiier; they visited 13 countries. They
came home via Spain. Portugal and Bermuda. It sounds glamorous and glorious.
Nancy Busucll Holderness and Shirley
Hiiyuoud Alexander have sons at ^X'oodberrv Forest with Carrie Marshall's Peter,
so she sees them fairly often. Willietta
Sciilield Thompson is president of the White
Plains Council of PTA's and a director of
the ^X'hite Plains VComan's Club. She is
also engaged in taxiing three small boys
to school. Cub Scouts, etc. Wonder what
she docs in her spare time? Chic Gregory
says I got her in the middle of exams with
140 papers to correct. She still enjoys her
teaching and is planning to build a house on
the University campus. She will have 3
bedrooms, 2 baths, and all the other usual
plus full basement. Dodie Biirrill Walker
saw Kathleen Donohiie McCormack last
summer after nineteen years. The McCormacks. six strong, descended on San
Francisco for the Kiwanis Conventicn. She
says they talked so much and so hard trying to catch
she doesn't
remember
whether
they upatethat
anything
for lunch.
She
has a part-time job with the Community
Welfare Council. Alice Aiidn'us Fackert
has 2 boys, one 17 and one 8. The older
one is a mile runner at his school and planning to be an icthyologist. Heavens ! They
have lived in St. Louis since 1938.
Lillian Cabell Gay says she and Jim are
taking French for Travelers (sounds intriguing) at Lehigh Uni\ersity in preparation for the First International Congress of
Neurological Surgeons to be held in Brussels next July. They will also visit friends
in Holland. Luxembourg and England. They
also hope to see Odile Cozette who is now
Soeur Bathilde. A card from Parker Goodwin Breen says they are busy with their
'"Vida, " a 32 foot yawl which they keep at
Oyster Bay. No wonder I missed seeing
her at Larchmont. Soeur Bathilde writes
that she is well and happy. She is going
back to the /nain convent at Montpelier
for two months, then off to Sweden where
there is a convent in Lund. She says she
has some interesting contacts with Protestant clergymen, theologians, etc. Alice
Btiiet Hopkins wrote that she took her
Christie and Alice to New York. They
saw Aline Slump Fisher and her Peggy;
both were flourishing. Betty Cocke 'W'infree solved a mystery for me. One of her
children mailed the card back to me before
she had had a chance to compose a suitable
reply on it. How well I know how that
happens. Their nineteen year old son is in
Army Intelligence, and their seventeen year
old daughter is at my old prep school, Stuart
Hall; the twelve year old is home with her
parents. Nancy Dicks Blanton says she has
3 daughters, two in high school and one in
second grade. The oldest hopes to go to
Sweet Briar next year. They are horse
enthusiasts and follow all the horse shows
in their section. The family is planning a
six week western trip this summer. Peg
Camttbtll L'sher said she didn't have much
news but couldn't resist answering me.
What a wonderful girl ! Mary 'Virginia
Camp Smith says they entertained 100 ladies for coffee and the same night were at
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home to -17") people. ^X'hat stamina. No
special occasion, they just felt like partying. Their home was open for the House
and Garden Tour and they had nearly 500
people for that. Emily Buicen MuUer wrote
she had just returned from 3 '.'2 weeks in
Florida. La Donahue McCormack says her
two <i|der boys got their Eagle Scout
■iwards in December. She and Jim sans
ihildrcn are going to another International
Kiwanis Convention in June, this time in
■Valleyis Forge.
Brawley,
so I'm
told,
workingFuzzy
as a Taylor
landscape
designer
in
Pinehurst, N. C.
Pinkie says their newest news is that
their second son has been accepted at Episcopal High School where his older brother
is now finishing his second year. Ginny
/\////) Anstice wrote that Phoebe Pier son
Dunn and seventeen year old Susie spent a
day with her in April. Phoebe on business
for Kodak and Susie looking at V('ells. Ginnie has a daughter. 16. at Dana Hall and a
son, 11, in fifth grade. Alma Martin Rotnem wrote enthusiastically of her five years
on the Board of Overseers and w-hat a privilege it has been to be a part of the growth
of Sweet Briar. Martha Williams Tim said
her two older children and their father were
in Winchester for the Apple Blossom Festival. Ann, the youngest, was ill so she
and Martha stayed home. Anne Thomson
Smith and her husband w^ent to Panama.
Mexico, Cuba and Jamaica this winter.
Their 21 year old son, William, is in the
Navy, Michael is 13 and Laura nearly 6.
She sees Liz Tomlin Jewell and Kay Person
Barrett. The latter moved a circa 1820
house nail by nail and board by board from
Connecticut to Cincinnati. Stumpy visited
Nancy Parsons Jones during spring vacation. She reports that Nancy has 2 charming daughters
in every
organization and
known to isman.
They "good"
are all going to Honolulu for 6 weeks, the Jones,
that is. Ginny Rulty Anstice gave a luncheon for Stumpy while she was in Rochester.
She also lunched with June Stein who has a
son theOwen
age sent
of Stumpy's
Baker
me a nice daughter.
card full ofFran
all
the doin.gs that involve four children from
4 to 14. Had a nice letter from Betty
Fesser MacLeay. She reports two weddings
and a grandchild all within a year. Her
daughter was married last June and has a
baby son born Feb. 28, 1957, On March 17
her son Donald was married, having received his commission as a second lieutenant, USMC, after .graduation from VMI.
They have a son. 18, who is at boarding
school. Now they are about to re-do the
"Dower House" for the old homes tours.
All the breakable antiques were locked up
during
the one
children's
writes us
and allgrowing
to come upseetime.
her She
but
not at tour time or we won't get in free.
Ruth Gilliam 'Viar sent me a lovely long
letter; she and her children had a spree in
New '\'ork this winter. She said going to
New York with a teenager could be a
grueling experience. I can well believe it!
Her Neal is a freshman at VPI and doing
very well. Susan graduates from high
school this June. Douglas is three and the
family pet. She sees Smithy quite often.
She
says LibatMorion
Forsyth's
a freshman
S. B. this
year. daughter is
This is about all for now. I am spending my mornings on one side of the desk
and my afternoons on the other.
In two

weeks I have to take and give exams. Hope
all of you have a good summer.
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Secretary : DOROTHY Prout (Mrs. Robert
W. Gorsuch), Kings Highway, Chapel Hill,
Atlantic Highlands, N. J.
Fund Agent: Rosalie Hall (Mrs. Rosalie
Hall Cramer), 75 Roxbury Rd., Garden
City, Long Island, N. Y.
My heartfelt thanks to so many of you
who have returned the questionnaires for
our scrapbook. We've had such a glorious
spring it has been difficult to catch up with
the inside work, but Jackie has given me
a deadline to meet, so here goes. This letter will be news from the questionnaires,
each gal listed alphabetically by her maiden
name.
Henrietta Arthur Skinner has four children, ranging from 19 years to 2 years old
and needless to say, her activities center
around her family and P.T.A. (who's
don't?). Your replies indicate that most
of us are submerged in family activities,
P.T.A., gardening, \olunteer work, teaching, a few working for degrees, and many
of us have the inevitable grey hairs which
seem to go with it all. By the way, Henrietta lives in Evanston, 111., her oldest is a
sophomore at Northwestern, and her youngest — a girl — S.B. 1975?
Brad (Margaret Bradley Forsyth) finally
came throuh — bless her. I remember what
a chore letter writing was for her. She
visited S. B. on May Day and has returned
home with glowing reports about the new
dorm. She has seen Peggy Merrit recently
and Peggy stopped by S. B. to see about
entering
her eldest
daughter.
Brad but
won't
be
able
to spend
a night
at reunion
hopes
to be with us for one day. She has two
children, 14 and 8 years old, who undoubtedly are a great help with the cows on her
farm.
Nina Cauthorn Jarvis hopes to be with us
from Bedford, 'Va., for a short while during
reunion. The dates conflict with school
finals for some of her three children. Maggie Cornuell Schmidt is busy getting ready
for her trip to Europe with her daughter.
She made a suggestion which I'll pass along
to you and wish you would let me know
your reaction. For our 25 th Reunion
gift from the class, if 25 people would give
$10 a year (in addition to their fund contribution), we could give the college $1250.
Should we appoint a special fund agent
for our 25th?
The news of Becky Douglas Mapp and
Molly Gruher Stoddart was written up in
the March issue. Becky will be on campus
for reunion but Molly will be buried in
books at the V. of Pa. for her ^^A.
Sid Gort Herpers is still in Seattle, Wash.,
and can't make a trip East right now. Her
older son, Jeff, had heart surgery several
years ago and has enjoyed 100%^ recovery.
He has been winning all kinds of athletic
trophies since. Sid has seen Margaret
Gloier Paddock in Seattle and reports her
three children are lovely. Fran Johnson
Finley was back on campus four years ago
and see
we'llhercatch
up on all of her news when
we
in June,
Frances Kemp Pettyjohn, although living
in Lynchburg, is snowed under with five
ranging in age from 16 to 7. She is going
to try to be with us. It was so nice to hear

Ahimihte News

from Margaret Kirk Groome who invites
any one of us who is so fortunate as to get
to Mexico City to look her up. The address is Sierra Madre 170 — Lomas — Mexico,
D.F. She has three children. David. 16. is
at Vir.yinia Hpiscopal, John. IS. is fioin.e
to ^X'oodberr>' Forest. Her youngest is S.B.
material — 12 years old.
After the March issue went to press I
had a lovely long letter from Sally Kirkpalrick 1-earing. who now lives in Chevy
Chase, Md. Sally's oldest is finishing her
freshman year at S.B. Doesn't this make
her the first alumnae daughter from our
class.'' A more recent note from Sally
states she can't make reunion, as much as
she wants to. There are four other children at home, the youngest being only six
months old. She and her husband did manage to enjoy island-hopping in the Bahamas last winter though.
Polly Limbelh Blackwell is going to le.ive
her brood of three prospective Briarites —
15, 12, 9 years old — long enough to join
us in June. Sounds like a very talented
family, the oldest is an accomplished high
school debater, and pretty; the middle one
an artist; the youngest a charmer.
Anne L.iuman Bussey's husband is a
Lt. Col., I'. S. Army, and is away on a
world tour at the moment. Anne had hoped
to be with us but has no one to leave with
her son. age 7',2. and her daughter, age 9.
Her family are very happy living in Arlington. 'Va. (4289 North 38th St.). Would
be nice if we could stop to see her on our
way home from Virginia.
Bubs Muini Green keeps very busy with

her four daughters and transcribing and
teaching Braille. Thanks Bubs for answering — we haven't had any news of
you for a long time. Bubs was on campus
in April —

too bad it couldn't have been

Isabel Ohinlt.iii Haynes sent a lovely picJune.
ture of her whole family — her elder son.
12, looks taller than his mom. Her other
son is 10. Lolly Redjern Ferguson wrote
that she took movies of us at our tenth reunion and is going to bring them along —
they should be fun. She said Jane CoU/in
Corwin is in Germany and won't be back
until us.
August,
she Johnson
definitelyFinley,
won't and
be
with
Lolly,so Fran
Becky Doug,Lis Mapp are driving over to
S.B. together for reunion.
Ruth Riindle Charters may come from
McLean, 'Va., for reunion. She has three
sons and keeps busy with housewife-mother activities. Dottie Stewart has just
changed jobs with the Sun Oil Co.. and is
now Executive Secretary to the Vice-President. She and a friend splurged and vacationed in Europe last August. They had
such a good time that Dottie is startin.g to
put go
money
and
off into
again.a bank marked

"Europe"

Another reply from a mother of 5 —
Marge Thomjs Brookhart. Her oldest is
16. and the youngest is 3, so you all know
what she is doing. She said she had lost
track of Peggy Minder. Anyone know her
address? Turny — Mary Turnbiill Barheld, is still in Jacksonville — and do I
envy her each Winter! Her husband. Bill,
had a fall several years ago with a resulting

bad hip and eventually will have to undergo the "Arthur Godfrey " operation. Her
son. 12. and daughter, H, keep her pretty
busy. She sees Jackie Sirickl.ind Denelle,
(ane Milchett Robeson, and Ag Willi.ims
Ellis. Bluie Axneir Merrill "blew" in to
see her recently
changed
a bit. and Turny said she hasn't
■Wes W\nd Francis wrote a newsy card
but it arrived too late for the March issue.
■W'es is president of the S.B.C. Alumnae
Cluti of Philadelphia and is going to be on
hand for reunion. She has kept up with
her tennis, is active in the Junior Service
League, does creative writing, taught English in '54-'55, and has a son. age II, who
it's wise
dayscollege
go to
may
to send
an Harvard.
applicationThese
for the
of
your choice when you fill out the birth certificate.
May Weston Thompson is another mama
of five, ranging from 12 to 3- But she is
going to manage to be with us for reunion —
Fm looking forward so to seeing all of you.
Betty W'/lh.iins Allison is coming up from
Greenville. S. C. and leaving her four to
join us too.
The only questionnaire returned to me
because of bad address is for Margaret Sandidge — Mrs. W. L. Mason, 200 Sleepy
Hollow Rd., Falls Church, Va. Does anyone know her whereabouts — if so, let the
college know.
Fve talked my husband into baby sitting
with my two so I can catch up with
everyone's news at reunion. We have quite
a strawberry patch so I kno%v they won't get
into any mischief while Fm away — the
berries will be ripe.
See you in June.

1940

Prt/siJeiil: Helen
Schmid
(Mrs. William
H. Hardy), 2740 Lake Drive, S. E.. Grand
Rapids 6. Michigan.
Secretary: Muriel
Barrovcs
(Mrs. James
F. Neall), 29 Foxridge Rd., West Hartford
7,
Conn.A^ent:
Fund
Hortense
Powell
Prentice
Cooper),
Selbyville,
Tenn.

(Mrs.

Many were written — but few answered —
in fact, only one — Connie Clejr\ Fester,
bless her. So a double hix on all of you
who forgot to answer my card requestin.g
news — and please remember that there
can't be a '40 column without some help
from each and every one of you I
Connie said she is worrvin,g about the
education of a college student and a first
grader, for her stepdaughter, Karen, is a
senior in high school and Debbie is 4V2Her husband, Lloyd, after 20 years in the
oil business, is now one of two partners in
a 3V'i year old mechanical contracting firm,
and Connie works part time in the office.
She said the family spends September at
their house
I'nderwood,
N. '\'..keeps
and
would
love toin see
friends. Connie

CLASS

OF 1937

From row, L. to R.. Natalie Hopkins Griggs, Anna Lawrence Redlern Ferguson, Becky
Douglass Mapp, Dol Price Roberts, Dot Proul Gorsuch. Second row, Marie Wall-er
Gregory, Ellen Lee Snodgrass Park. May 'Weston Thompson. Second row. Marie Walker
Bates, Harrielle Dyer Sorenson, Barbara Jarvis, Pack row, Helen Williamson Dumonl.
Polly Lambeth Blackwell. Elinor Ward Francis. Peggy Minder Davis Lillian Lambert
Pennington.
Frances
Johnson Finley.

June 1957

very busy with PTA. Garden Club, the Episcopal Church and sewing for herself and
the girls.
Every month there are several changes
of address — how the class does move
around. The really prize address is too
good not to share. To write NancT Hushm. Elliott, address her at "The Ark, Jack
Straw's Lane, Hcadington, Oxford, England. " Jane B.iier Grant left Brunswick,
Me., for Warwick, R.L. and Ruth Goodwin,
who was lost from Stuart Ave.. Richmond,
21

Va.. was re-discovered on Glebe Road,
Richmond. Elizabeth Ftlts Chatham left
Richmond for Galax, Va., and Janet Martin Knall has been found in East Chicago,
III. And Joan Thonet of Jamaica Estates,
N. Y., has suddenly become Mrs. C. G.
Hall. 1831 Tucker Ave., Falls Church. Va.
More details on THIS change of address,
please. A wonderful summer to you all,
and if in your wanderings you see some
SBC-ers, let me know so I can pass on the
news to the class in the fall Alumnae
News.

1941

President: Joan Devore (Mrs. John E.
Roth, Jr.), 2719 Hampshire Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Fund Agent: Evelyn Cantey (Mrs. Andrew B. Marion), 11 Trails End, Greenville,
S. C.
Secretary: Margaret Stuart Wilson
(Mrs. Kenneth H. Dickey), 1902 Ash St.,
Texarkana, Ark.
It is certainly hard to believe that it has
been a year since we had such a wonderful
time at Reunion, and I know that all of you
join me in congratulations and best wishes
to the Class of 1957, as well as to the reunioning classes.
My letters and news from you all have
been few and far between, so please send
me a post card from your vacations, so that
in the fall Nevc's I can have some nice, interesting, up-to-date information. Remember, the fall issue goes to everyone — graduates, non-graduates, fund-contributors or not
- — so please write me. Your classmates —
all of us — enjoy hearing about you. Somehow, other peoples Junior League work.
Scout troops, measles, etc., are much more
interesting to us than our own, besides making us feel closer to one another.
Last time I wrote class notes. I was flat
on my back (and had been for two weeks)
with a flu virus settled in my sinuses,
really more painful than two Caesarean
Sections. Anyhow, it must have affected
my brain, for I neglerted to include two
delightful letters. One was to Evie Cantey
Marion, our Fund Agent, from her former roommate Houston Jrippe Bateson,
which was so like Houston, and full of enthusiasm and news about people in classes
near ours, that I will quote instead of
paraphrasing:
"I must
almost
fainted
when
I saw your
notesayat I the
bottom
of
the Sweet Briar letter. I've wondered what
on earth e\er became of you. The last
news I had was the announcement of your
wedding, and I know that was years ago.
I don'tof know
of anyone sothatthehasgrapevine
been in your
part
the country,
has
not been too good. I've been living in New
York City for two years and love it. I'm
not even sure that I don't like it better than
Texas, and coming from a Texan, that is
alarming. Phil is with Bache & Co., and
goes to Texas every three or four months
for a couple of weeks, so I still see Mother
and all the Dallasites. It was so funny to
hear from you at this time, as the SBC group
here had just discovered I was a resident.
Consequently for the past couple of weeks,
I've been busily addressing envelopes for
the Sweet Briar benefit of 'Happy Hunting'.
We are just about over the hump, thank
heavens. Cynthia Bottsford is head of the
group. I see Margaret Kelly Gardner from
Waco a lot. She ended up at the L'niversity
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of Texas with me, and now lives in the Village. She has been working in the fashion
world' until this fall, so we regularly had
a 30 minute lunch in some hamburger joint.
Everyone I ha\e ever known has been
through the city, so I'm kept busy with visitfiremen At
— the
plusmoment,
all of Phil's
family
who
live ing
here.
we are
planning
a trip to Jamaica for the holidays, if we
can e\er get a reservation on a plane!
They've been booked solid for a month, so
we are wait-listed. I would love to see
some warm weather and sun. Dorothy hong
Cousins has moved to Dallas from Houston.
On my last visit, she said Barbara McNeal
and Cammille Guyton had written her they
were going to Europe next June and wanted
her to join them. She'd love to go, but
can't figure out what to do with Bob and the
two boys ! Ouija Adams Bush has also
moved to Dallas and is head of the Alumnae
Our noble Fund Agent also had a note
from Betsy Tower Bennett saying she had
just discovered that Midge Fleming Gray
group."
('40g,
and Beth's May Day page) had been
living just down the street for two years,
and neither knew the other was there!
Last issue I also neglected to pass on the
most pitiful news from Pat Sorenson Ackard. from her Christmas card. She'd been to
ahouse
wonderful
party
Euniefine,
Fossalso
Sneed's
and said
theyat were
Jean
and Gil Blount who are house hunting.
Now
for the
the Ackards
are fine,
but dreary
going part:
thru "All
a terrific
battle.
From one tiny kitty, all four children loaded
with ringworm. After two months, bodies
are better, but last week had X-ray epilation
on their scalps, so will have four little
baldies for at least three more months.
Yipe,
job, and what
a mess.
Just
think what
of thea problems
of four
bald " heads
during a Denver winter!
Those of you who were at Reunion remember Lucy (Legs)
Lloyd's
trip to Europe
last fall,
and plans
here isforhera
description. "As I think back about that
three
months'We trip
seemsmonths
hard
to believe.
hadto a Europe
little carit two
and drove any and every place we wanted
to. There were some other tourists, but no
crowds, and people couldn't have been nicer.
I'm all for traveling in the off-season — the
hotel people, guides, and everyone take a
much more personal interest in travelers
and everything is of course less expensive.
The beautiful linens in Italy are just beyond all description. We watched young
girls learning to be seamstresses and carry
on the lovely embroidery that has been done
for generations. Polly Parke, the girl who
instigated the whole trip, is just about to
be married and we had a fine time helping
her buy all the things for her trousseau.
Then Switzerland. Oh, those beautiful
Alps ! 'We took a guide one day and tramped
nine miles over the mountains and a glacier, sometimes in snow above our knees.
You never saw four such bedraggled people
in your life, at the end of that day, but
what views and sights we saw. Of course,
I had to ask to please see the barns where
the Swiss cows were, halfway up a mountain — two enormous Brown Swiss cows
in a tiny stable, completely dark, barely
room to stand up straight, and a dear old
Swiss woman milking by hand. I made a
study of the cows as we drove along. In
Italy, the cows graze
in the orchards.

watched by women or old men so that they
don't eat any trees. The woman stand under the trees, watching the cows and knitting — always 2-5 cows together with a
watcher. I'll never get over how miniature
everything looks abroad compared to rolling
fields and real prairies in this country. They
don't waste a square inch of land, and they
work so carefully and painstakingly. We
saw
tractors.
doesn't seem
that few
so much
can beIt produced
all bypossible
hand.
This is very bad; when I get started everyone has to put cotton wool in his ears because I can go on for hours. If I could
learn to write English and punctuate, I bet
I'd write a book! "
I had a wonderful note from Mary Scully
OIney, whose husband has been transferred
to the Western Division of Birds Eye, and
they are settled in Walla 'VX'alla, Washington. She says, "It's a very nice town with
a good climate, in the southeastern corner
of the state. I've been so provincial — between New York and Virginia all my life —
that it's quite exciting to move out here.
The only drawback is the distance from both
our families. Am sure pleased to have
made it back to Reunion last year because I
doubt if I could make it from here. Had
a little visit at home while our furniture was
enroute, and had a chance to see Decca
Gilmer Frackleton. Will miss seeing her in
the Adirondacks. Can't see from the Directory that anyone from SBC is very close."
ScTiUy's address is 1952 Howard.
Please keep me posted on your news, and
a happy vacation to each of you.

1942
President: Catherine Coleman, Hannah
More Academy, Reistertown,, Maryland.
Secretary: Helen Sanford, 2731 Steel
Street, Houston, Texas.
Fund Agent: Mary Ruth Pierson (Mrs.
H. T.
N.
Y. Fischer, Jr.), Bay Crest, Huntington,
The fifteen members of the Class of 1942
who managed to be at Sweet Briar in June
for our 15th Reunion agreed unanimously
that we were the most attracti\e, the most
talented and the most genuinely worthwhile
folks around. This is a modest claim indeed, and one which you \\'ould surely have
endorsed.
We honored the other assembled alumnae
by composing and singing to them at the
Alumnae Banquet a special little ditty set to
the tune of "It's '42." Credit for the major
creative effort on this ditty belongs to Ruth
Hensley Camblos (who had the pencil) and
Sudie Clark Hanger (who had lots of ideas
and tried unsuccessfully to sell us on one
line
not
not
it .
It's

that went "So, you old bags . . . We're
such hags"). The final version . . .
entirely understandable when we sang
. . was as follows:
'42 . . . it's '42 . . .

Can't you tell by looking at us that it's true?
Our children number two-six-two,
(Note: This was arrived at by wild guess,
and because it rhymed)
But(Note:
you can
we'reevidence
not through.
We seehadthatvisual
of this).
While home life occupies us most.
There are other fields that we can boast.
We've got a writer
And even brighter
(Notice that we were again faced with
the need to rhyme something)

Aluniiiiie News

the Tremains had left, and were moved to
honor Betsy Gilmer Tremain by unanimous
vote as our new class president, an office
which
she will hold until 1962.
We also elected to disengage me from
the job of Class Secretary, replacing me with
Jeanne Sjwyer Faggi ... a position which
she too will be privileged to hold until
1962. J should remind you in passing that
Jeanne was one of the three authors (Rut
Jm<iiioI Tempest and 1 were the other two)
of our illustrious class prophecy, reproduced
in the 1941 Briar Patch. J know you will
all give Jeanne the same unswerving support which you have given me, and which
you gave Rut Jacquut Tempest as Class
Secretary before me.
Excelsior!
The particularly trying job of Class Fund
Agent was delegated, by acclamation, to
Ruth Hensley Camblos and NancT D.i:is
Reynolds, who volunteered (bless their
hearts) to share the duty. They succeed
Rufus Piersoii Fischer, who has done a
CLASS

OF 1942

Front row, L. to R., Dorothy Malone Yates, Ruth Hensley Camblos, Eugenia Burnett Affel.
Ann Morrison Reams, Sudie Clark Hanger, Douglas Woods Sprunt, Deborah Wood Davis.
Lucy Call Dabney. Back row, Doris Ogden Mount, Betty Hanger Jones. Mary Alice Bennett
Dorrance. Nancy Davis Reynolds. Grace Bugg Muller-Thym. Helen Sanford. Also present
but not pictured: Laura Graves Howell and Betsy Gilmer Tremain.

A head mistress
And a lawyer
And two Docs."
Oh SBC . . . we're proud of thee . . .
(VC'e're
draining the creative spirit dry
now
)
. . . Proud to be the Class of '-42!
This song is reproduced in its entirety as
a tribute to its authors . . . and to encourage
YOU to attend Reunion next time.
In all truth, we had a wonderful time for
the brief three days of Reunion. Sudie
Cl.irk Hanger and her husband Bill, and
Dottie ALiloi/e Yates and her husband Charjic. had come all the way from Atlanta for
the occasion, leaving behind a grand total
of ten children (the Yates four and the
Hangers six). Bill and Charlie were the
best part of Reunion; we must remember
never to have another one without them.
Notice the nonchalant reference above to
Sudie's six children. Her newest, named
Walter Clark Hanger and called Clark, was
born on January J ith. increasing the Hanger youngsters to a current total of four
boys and two girls. Since Reunion ended,
Ann Hiwslein Potterfield, not to be outdone, has herself produced a sixth child.
Ann and Sudie are the first of our graduates,
and as far as I know, the first of all our
1942 classmates, to acquire six children.
We seem to be a prolific lot. though, and
their record will undoubtedly be challcnycd.
Back to Reunion. (Ann Potterfield.
needless to .say, was not there). Nancy
D.iiK Reynolds and Ruth Htnsley Camblos
had come up from Asheville; and Mary
Alice Beniitll Dorrance anil Betty H-iiiRei
Jones had driven down together from Philadelphia. Debbie W'uotl Davis. Douglas
W'Dijilf Sprunt and Lucy CiU Dabney arrived and departed together, leaving much
too quickly . . . Debbie from Shrewsbury.
New Jersey; Douggie from Washington.
D. C; and hxicf from Richmond. Both
Debbie and Douggie were boasting of new
babies. Debbie's fifth child, and first boy.
was born on January- 24th (the same birth-
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date as Sudie CLirk Hanger's newest); and
Douggie's second child and first boy on
January 7th. \X'e learned from Debbie and
Douggie too that Sally Jjckiun Mead has a
second daughter, also born in January;
Sally's first little girl is now about 14
months old. As I think we reported last
issue, the Meads live in Charlottesville,
where Sally's husband JErnest is in the Music
Department of the University of 'Virginia.
Grace Bugg Muller-Thym was down from
Maryland for Reunion. Eugic Bnrnell Aflel
was there from Philadelphia. Doris Ogden
Mount (who now has three handsome boys
and an entrancing little girl) was there from
New Jersey. And Laura Grjres Howell
and Ann Aiorriiun Reams, who together had
bravely chairmanned our whole Reunion,
were of course there from Lynchburg. We
reported on Laura in the last Alumnae
News. Reporting briefly on Ann. the
Reamses have four most attracti\e children
(two boys, followed by two girls), and
Ann is distinguishing herself as a member
of the Sweet Briar Alumnae Council, and
has iust been elected president of the Junior
Leaj;ue in Lynchburg.
Kippy Coleman, our retiring class president, couldn't be at Reunion because of conflicting ceremonies at her own school ( Hannah More Academy in Mar)'land), but sent
us a wistful telegram, as did Ann Hjiisleiii
Potterfield.
I flew back to Sweet Briar by way of
Charlottesville, and stopped overnight there
with my onetime suitemate Betsy Gilmer
Tremain, her husband Mike, and their three
enchanting daughters. Lyn (II). Ann (9)
ani-i ludi (6). The Tremains have a lo\ely
home
a magnifice.nt
setting in the Sunday
I'arniington insection
of Charlottesville;
morning breakfast on their terrace is worth
a trip from Houston all by itself. Betsy
and Atike and children drove me to Sweet
Briar from Charlottesville, and joined the
Reunion for about two hours, but they were
unable to stay for all the fine fun.
\X'e had our class elections shortly after

really
outstanding
for the class of '42
over the
past severaljobyears.
There were so many personable people
at Reunion, and so many interesting, newsworthy things were reported, that even a
quick resume is overwhelmingly ditficult.
About all J can do is mention the newest
babies (which I have done above) and leave
the other excitement for Jeanne to report
from the pages of the Reunion scrapbook.
I will say. though, that you have, among
you, the 262 (give or take a couple of
dozen) most handsome children ever photographed. And had you been at Reunion,
you would also have observed that vou are
members of the most attractive, talented and
really worthwhile class Sweet Briar has
ever yet turned out.

1943

President: Esther Jett (Mrs. Hugh L.
Holland, Jr.), 204 Clay Street, Suffolk. Va.
Secretary:
Braxton
Street, Princeton,
N. Preston,
J.
Fund

Agent: LuCY

Kiker

10 '5 Mercer

(Mrs. VCilliam

C. Well
Jones),
Franklin,
'Va. (Virginia
all Box
that 449,
southern
cooking
ham, fat back and hot bread dripping with
butter) finally caught up with your secretary so she had to call me in as a substitute
for this issue (Beth Dichmaii Smith). Brae
has been laid low temporarily, in the hospital having her gall bladder removed. I am
happy to say that she is fine and well on the
way to recovery at this writing, amazing the
doctors with her fortitude, but in no mood
for meetin.g deadlines.
This substitution will come as a particular
shock to Lucy Kiker Jones, because I a.n not
a class member in very good standing . . .
in fact it's just will power that keeps me
on my feet at all. which you with numbers
of sons will readily understand. In re
Brae's operation, it's remarkable what you
can get along without these days. Between
us. she and J keep the Princeton hospital
going
strong.
I have but
lived
oft' andthere
on
the past
few years,
my there
big time
was censored out of the News which was
too bad, because even colored slides were
available. Brae is going home to Norfolk
23
Saturday. May 18th. for a few weeks convalescence, so maybe she can drum up some
big news for the next issue.
One big news item was Pat Robineau's
marriage to John Irvin Beggs McCulloch on
November 15, 19'>6.
A note from her said

thev had been on the go pretty much since
then, but are now apartment huntin.i; in
New York and I trust they are settled by
now^
Another news flash was the birth of a
daughter, Mary Minot Mulligan, to Diddy
Chiuthiii Mulligan on February 19th.
A letter from Betty-Potter Kiiiiie Hillyer
to Lucy Kiker Jones, apparently written in
October '56, may afford a little news. It
did to me at least. Betty-Potter has a
daughter, Elizabeth, about two now if my
figuring is correct. And she also has a
swimming pool iust off her dining room (La
Jolla, Calif.) "heated to a depraved 82"
which they use a large part of the winter as
well as all summer. She and family came
East last Spring and had a weeks fling at
the Waldorf. She says it was such fun "to
wear shoes and see a play every night."
Frantic letters sent out by me when Brae
tagged me for this job, resulted in a post
card from Harriet Piitleii Phillips saying she
and Ormsby had been on a five day business
trip Jo Arizona, which she says is fascinating
country and another world. My other letters brought no response, but maybe everybodv is off to places glamorous, or the
wells of news have really run dry.
My own summary is brief, but exciting
for us. Our oldest son. Robin (12) is going off to Europe with Bevin's parents for a
short while this summer, and the second.
Grattan (10) will be off to camp again to
see his horse (the one they let him ride).
Bevin and I will hold down the fort hereabouts with little "chop" (Warren, 20
months) and I may get a chance to sit and
read a book. We would love to see anybody who is passing through Princeton.
Surely a lot of you have married Princeton
men and are bound to come back for reunion sometime. We are over near the Institute for Advanced Study where the intellectual atmosphere is very powerful. We
are an oasis, but it is interesting to see people with very large brains all around . . .
and using them. It beats Greenwich Village any day.
Sorry about the paucity of news, but get
it in and it will be reported.

fall we expect to be transferred to England
permanently.
saysOrth
she one
lovesday
Boston.
She
ran into "LibAnnLove
in a
super market gathering enough food for her
large tribe. Ann says she looked just as
calm as ever.
A nice long letter came from Diddy
Gaylord Thompson. Zu and Don Reuter
spent a night with her in January and they
had a very gay evening. Diddy saw Dean
Bri/gger Wetzig's sister who said that Dean
had a pretty rough time in the big snow
storm out in Colorado in April. Her husband, Paul, was on his way to New York
at the time so she had to battle it alone.
Dean has two boys and two girls. They
live in Colorado Springs where Paul is an
eye surgeon. Diddy and Arthur bought a
hous.e last July. "It's over sixty years old,
but in very good shape and has a lovely
garden which we are learning how to take
care of the hard way. We miss the beautiful view we had from our apartment, but
we can see the water from here if we stand
on our tiptoes in the attic in the winter
Sarah Temple Moore

shows a change of

address on her letter but didn't say a word
about her new house. She gave me lots of
the
Lookout Mountain news, though. Hilda
tim?."
Ht/de Voight and her husband Bill went
to St. Petersburg, Fla., this winter to visit
Bills parents. She saw a lot of Wyline and
her four boys. "Tom and I also got down
to Highland Park Club with our four boys
for a couple of weeks. Hedy has just returned from Daytona Beach where she took
four of her children, leaving two at home!
(Hedy Edirards Davenport). Betty Avery
Duff has been tripping around, too, to
New York and then to Sarasota. We were
all at Rotary's ladies' night the other night
and sat with Betty Carhangh Mann and husband Jimmy who entertained us highly with
his singing. He really has a marvelous
Talked to Perk Traiigott Brown
phone.
hart was
voice."
her two
ton and

on the

She said Harriett W'illcox Gearhere for two weeks in January with
girls. She went over to Hampsaw Betty Healy Cutler who was

getting
ready
to goGordon.
to Florida for a vacation with
husband
Do hope I'll see some of you this summer, but if not, PLEASE WRITE what you
did, whom you saw, etc., and have a wonderful time.

1948
President: Virginia Wi'Rzbach (Mrs. Richard S. Vardy), 4430 South 34th Street,
Arlington, Va.
Secretary: Marv Jo Armstrong (Mrs. Arthur H. Berryman), 1302 Avenue C, Galveston, Texas.
Fund Agent: Elizabeth Beltz (Mrs. William F. Rowe, Jr.), 4829 Kensington Avenue, Richmond, Va.
BIRTHS; "Boots " Johnson McCarthy, a
son, Dec, 25, 1956, Her daughter was
born the same date two years ago, so
Christmas must be an extra important day
around their household. Closey Faulkner
Dickey, a son, Donald Faulkner, Dec. 18,
1956. This was their third boy. Mary
McDuffie Redmond, a son, James McDufiie,
Nov. 14, 1956. Louise Day McWhorter, a
son, Thomas DuVall, April 8, 1957. Louise
was in Galveston recently and I had a much
too brief visit with her. Ann Orr Savage,
a son, Duncan Edwards, March 18, 1957.
She expected a chicken pox baby as she
reverted to her childhood, had it during her
ter Cathy. and then gave it to her daughpregnancy,
Patty Traugott Rixey has moved to a new
home in Norfolk. Diane Stoberl Sessions
has moved to a new home in Birmingham,
only a block from Ann Samford L'pchurch.
"Jo" Neal Coccia is now living in Lake
Forest, III. Beachgrove. Ind., is the new
_abod.e for Mary Virginia Grigsby Mallett.
Sylvia
Schively married James Robertshaw
last spring.
Diane King Nelson's little David, though
fat and healthy looking, is allergic to everything, making him a restless baby who
doesn't sleep much. She says he looks just
like his father — blonde, blue-eyed, and
long.. She sees Felicia Jackson Wheless
nearly every day.
Felicia stays busy with

1945
President: Harriett Wilcox (Mrs. David
Gearhart), 980 Juniper Road, Hollertown,
Pa,
Fund Agent: Julia Mills (Mrs. Lawrence
Jacobson), 4416 Edmunds St.. Washington,
D. C.
Secretary: Anne Dickson (Mrs. G. S. Jordan), Bay Colony, Virginia Beach, Va.
Summer was early at the Beach this year.
We've been going on the beach and in the
ocean since April. We e.xpect a large tourist crowd this year because of the Jamestown
Exposition, the 350th anniversary of the
first settlers. If any of you happen to be
here in June or August, please be sure to
call us. We ha\e rented our house for the
month of July and are taking the family to
Lake Champlain, Essex, N.Y., for a vacation.

Had a card from Betty Zttlick Reuter. She
and Don were here this time last year, but
Zu says they won't be able to make it this
year. Ann Warren Robinson and Ian were
married last October in New York City.
She writes, "He is English, the assistant
manager of the Cunard Line in Boston. By
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CLASS

OF 1947

Front row. L. to R.. Nancy Cofer Stacey, Anne Brinson Nelson. SalUe Bailey Hemson.
Isabel
Zulick Rhoads. Nan Hart Stone. Becky Knapp Herbert, Carol Blanton McCord.
Second row
Jean Old. Eleanor Crumrine Stewart. Anne Jackson Ragland. Suzanne Fitzgerald
Van
Horne. Catherine Fitzgerald Booker, Mary Stuart McGuire Gilliam. Judith
Burnett Halsey
?, ./■f"''^^ Gardner Curtis. Also present but not pictured: Ann Colston Leonard, Sara Ann
McMullen
Lindsey. Peggy Robertson Christian,
Meredith Slane Finch and Anne Beth Beard
Eubank.

Ah/ittnae News

the Junior League and her church activities.
Audrey L.ihm.iii Rosselot and her children
joined Bub in Vienna Oct. 17 after a hectic
trip. They have a large, centrally located
apartment which makes an ideal base for
sightseein.i;. They've been living right on
toi--> of the Hungarian refugee situation as
the American Consulate is located in the
same building. For about two months it
was like playing football to get in or out
of the elevators. The American women, she
writes, have several projects going to aid
the refugees — a thrift shop, a kindergarten
to get the children off the cold streets, a
handicraft shop where the adults could raise
a little money and pass the time profitably
while waiting for visas — and a soup kitchen, where Audrey was spending two days
a week. She said she had become terribly
weary of the sight of food in large quantities.
A sad bit of news. The Alumnae Office
was advised of the death of Mary Stuart
Funk Farley. Known to us as "Toni," she
was a brunette with us our Freshman Year
and lixed on Faculty Row. When I last
heard from her, she was living in Wellesley
Hills, Mass. She had two children, Elliott
III (Tab) who was 5 in December and
Frederika (Fifi) who was three in October.
This is neither newsy nor witty, but I
need your help. PLEASE send me your
news — babies, engagements, marriages,
jobs, homes and on and on. And do be
sure to send me or the Alumnae Office any
change of address. Hope you have a wonderful summer.
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No engagements, weddings or babies to
report this time, though I know there must
be some new babies longing to get their
names in print! However, I can give a
first hand report on Libby Truehe.irl and
Hiter Harris' twins, for we saw them in
Feb. on a visit to Roanoke with Marie
MinRioit' and Bill Pierce. They are named
Mar\' Lawrence and Elizabeth Robinson and
arc completely identical and absolutely adorable. Libby has two alike of everything,
and the babies were even dressed alike at
the tender .ige of four months. The Harris'
home is absolutely out of this world, and
Libbv looks like a million dollars. We went
to the Roanoke Jr. League Follies with
Mane and Bill and had a nice chat there
with Alice Troiil and Hugh Hagan. Marie,
Bill, Coleman and I are going to 'Va. Beach
together in July with all five children, so
we should have a gay time.
Early in April Ann Eustis paid us an
overnight visit on her wav home from a trip
to Florida with her family. Ann quit her
job in Chicago in an orthoptic clinic last
fall and has been a lady of leisure ever
since, although she plans to resume the same
type of work in the east this fall. 'W'e drove
up to Washington together to visit Judy
Easley Mak for the day. and did we exer
have a real gab feast, not having
seen
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each other in six years, Ann was planning
to visit Sally LeRU DeMartins in Binghamton, N, Y., before returning to Wellesley
Hills, Mass, She told me Bertie Pew Baker
has returned to the Main Line from ^X'ellesPa.
ley Hills and is now living in St. Davids,
Judy and Dayton returned from London
in Nov., 19^6, and hope to stay in Washington for three or four years. They have
bought a lovely old home in Georgetown to
use as home base between overseas assignments, have done it over in Federal style
and filled it with gorgeous antique furniture
that they brought back from London and
refinished themselves in a most professional
way. Their little girl. Holly, is five this
month (May) and seems very grown up.
In a letter from Judy prior to our visit she
said, "Just blissful over gadgets and how
much easier housekeeping is here than
abroad — even tho' we had "help' there
and only a once-a-week cleaner here. Try
li\ing abroad a while and you really see
how- lucky we are to be in America, "
In April I had a card from Marilyn Hopkins Bambrough who wrote: "Our big news
this year is a lovely new home — brick,
ranch type. We moved in March and are
enjoying its spaciousness. Our new address
is 2478 Devon Lane. Birmingham. Michigan — we are only a mile from where I
lived as a child. Since moving we have
been battling chicken pox but the end is
in Pat
sightBrown
now!" spent her spring vacation in
Florida, and said she had visited Katie Cox
in Hartford and met her fascinating fiance.
Polly Pliimmer Mackie has left Phila. for
San Antonio, Texas, where her husband is
stationed with the Army Medical Corps,
and Betsy Dershuck Gay has been busy
doing volunteer work for the League of
Women 'Voters in New York City, Kitty
H.irl and Chappy Belew are moving to New
'I'ork this summer where he will be associated with the law firm of Saterlee, Warfield and Stevens, They hope to find an
apartment in Tudor Village.
From the change-of-address cards I've
garnered the following: Drs. Rosie Holmes
and Harold Wilkinson are now living in
Swathmore, and Zola Gjnison Ware has
moved to Robertson, Mo., from Chattanooga. Lucie Wood has left Va. for the
wilds of N.Y.C., while Betsy Brown has
quit the New York r - - race for Cleveland,
and Goode Geer DiRaddo has returned
.south to Florence, S. C, from New Jersey.

I'm sorry to have
slim pickings
this
time. Please write such
me cards
this summer
telling me your news so I can have lots for
the fall issue, which, incidentally, will go to
all alumnae. My husband surprised me on
my birthday with a copy of Tht Sloyi of
Sweel Briar College. I was really thrilled
with it, for it is truly a wonderful book and
one that erery alumnae ought to own. Why
don't you drop a hint around your house
if you have a birthday or anniversaiy coming up.'
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Sorry, but the news is scarce this issue.
Spring fever must keep everyone away from
pen and paper, because I always have a
difficult time acquiring news at this time
of year!
Nancy Storey White has finally come out
of hibernation and written a letter — many
thanks. She and Ed have two children,
Marian Bailey, 4, and David Storey, 2.
Nancy is active in the Junior League in
Columbus, Ga., having served as Publicity
Chairman, Newsheet Chairman, and Magazine Chairman. The Sweet Briar Club of
Columbus recently sponsored a concert with
Miss Marik as pianist. They hope to start
an S. B. C. scholarship for a local girl with
the proceeds. Nancy and Ed were planning
a holiday in Havana the end of May. Nancy
also wrote news of Mary Lou Iltges, who
is now Mrs. Allan Brown, lives in Chattanooga, and has three sons, Greg, Bobby,
and Steven.
I received the cutest letter from Rita Murr.iy Gee — I wish you could all read it.
Actually there was very little news in it!
Rita and John have three children, two boys
and a girl (no names in the letter), they
own "part " of a house, and they spent two
weeks at Rehoboth Beach last summer. Rita
did say that I could mention that she had
Siamese twins or writes articles for "Confidential, but
" better
since doneither
think I had
this. is true, I don't
Sally Ann Bianchi Foster and Bob have
just bought a house in Verona. N. J. It is
a reproduction of an Early American farmhouse with beamed ceilings, random-width
floor boards, slanting eaves, and a brook
running through the property. Sally Ann
said that it was difficult to put its charm
into words, but that she fell in love with it
the day she saw it.
Lucy Kreusler Gary writes that she and
Earl were married last August 31. Lucy
is still working for the Department of
Welfare in Baltimore. Earl is a lawyer
there and is now on the staff of the Legal
Aid Bureau.
B. G. Elmore Gilleland wrote news of
several classmates. Jo Teetor Saxe called
her in December to say that she was living
in Hartsdale. N. Y. They went to the Sweet
Briar Day luncheon together. Betsy Alarkgraf Waring and Jim now live in Wilmington, Ohio, and have three children, Jamie,
4, Mark, 3, and Nancy Blair, born Dec. 21.
1956. Merry Aioore I.yn and James live in
Wayland. Mass., and are building a home.
Bonnie Loyd Crane's letter was full of
news about Melinda Beth, born Nov. 18.
Bonnie's parents gave Melinda a fancy English carriage, and Bonnie says she gets many
compliments on it each time she pushes Melinda. Dave is teaching at Harvard and
also working in an architect's office.
Has anybody seen these gals? They are
lost: Bebe Streeter Smith. ^Iarianne Detacorle Holland, Elaine Alberts Fanjue. Frances Adams. Giff Gomila Thompson, Nancy
Thompson, lane Thompson. Ginny Mann
Caldwell,
Hester Fleek King. Adele Woljson
Piapinges.
25
Have a nice summer, but take time out
to write me!

'
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I sowed the wind and really reaped a
whirlwind of news on those postcards, so
here .goes in as abbreviated form as possible.
Muff M.iris and Wendell Herbruck have
moved into a big old house in Canton, Ohio.
Joanne Bloom and Mathew Perriens are
livins; in Silver Springs, Md., have one
child. Carol Ann. 4; Joanne works for the
government, and Matt works full-time and
does work on a master's at George Washington Lfniversity at night. Sue Taylor
Lilley writes that Bob has been made a partner in his law firm and she is busy with
Junior League provisional work. They are
planning a vacation in Nassau.
Jody Kiiehiili Kaufman says their life on
the edge of Amherst College. Mass.. "is
reminiscent of the rural collegiate life in
Vir,£;inia. except for a change of clime and
sex of students." Mary Pease and Rives
Fleming have a third daughter, Martha
Pease, born March 14. She says Anne Shetdoii Taylor now has two boys. Sue Bauman
Robinson and David have two girls. 4 and 2.
and a son Paul, born last October. They
live in Chattanooga. Pinkie Barri>2,e,er
Wornham is just back from three weeks
in Hawaii where Tom had to go on Navy
duty. Tom is now in Japan, due back in
early June.
Terry Faulkner Phillips and her family
are in a larger apartment in Buffalo. She,
Charles and daughter Terry will be in Richmond in June. Ann Be>ie! and Ken Yellott,
living in Cockeysville, Md.. have Andie, 2,
and a son, a big rambling house bought
last fall. Weinaramers. and are building
their third boat.
Wonderful news from Helen Stanley and
Mona Wilson. Helen was married June
8 to Rufus Herring, a North Carolinian, in
the furniture manufacturing business.
They'll live in Martinsville. "Va. Mona's
fiance is Willard Beard, of Manhasset. now
stationed in Portsmouth, N. H.. with the
Air Force. They'll be married July 27.
Chloe Mason and Ruth Oddy will be
bridesmaids, and I will be there because Til
be visiting my sister in Pelham that week.
Ruthie is still working in New York and
Chloe is in Durham, N. C.
Carlisle and Sallie Reed Anderson Blalock have a new home in Dallas. "We
have had quite an eventful year. So far.
we moved into our new house, I let the
bathtub run over and flooded two whole
rooms (wall-to-wall carpeting even had to
come up), all three children had the mumps,
Pattie Lee fell and split her head open ( ^
stitches), the dog next door bit Pattie Lee,
Car<>l had a wreck on her tricycle and pulled
a fingernail out by the roots, and then I
wrecked the car. I feel like Calamity Jane."
Ann Red and Bob Barstow and three
children are in Houston and hope to stay
there
He's Their
a lawyer,
after two
years
in theforever.
Air Force.
household
includes
also a dog, three cats, and a turtle. Kae
Fretz Goettelmann,
living in Haddenfield,
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N. J., has daughters Martha, 1, and Katharine, born April 30. Louis, her husband,
is out of service (they were in Germany 16
months) and practicing architecture. Ellie
Davis, teaching at Chapin in New York, is
busy with choral groups and looking forward to the end of school. Seymour is
chairman of her Episcopal Ladies Auxiliary.
"Peaso is of hers, too, but in my case, it's
Jackie Woods
Gorman and husband Kenridiculous.
"
neth have three children and live in Baltimore. Jane Moorefield is still a chemist
with the highway department in Columbia,
S.C., and had a trip to Washington and New
York this spring. Bobbie Horowitz and
David Miller have two sons, Bruce, 3. and
Steven, six months, live in Irvington, N. J.
Shrimp, who has been carried as Mary Semple on the class list, now admits to having
a lawyer husband. Eriing Riis, and tsvo
daughters. Fran, 2. and Betsy, just here.
They live in Mobile. She says Barbara Hahn
Smith's husband is an Episcopal minister
there. Katherine Phinizy Mackie and family have a new home in Augusta, Ga. Peg
Seaman Sanville (who set a record for cramming words on a postcard) and husband
Woody are in a new house east of Pittsshe's a spectroscopist and he's a
research burgh;
physicist.
Lynne AicCullougb and Deke Holcombe
plan a jaunt to Mexico City or boat trip on
the Gulf this summer. "The music racket
booms, and Lm having a ball. Along with
the teaching. I'm doing some chamber music
work and accompanying. Solo work slows
down after March but I played 5 or 6
times last winter for very nice audiences.
At Nanc7
least no
one threw
things."and husband
Brumback
Kruvand
Mark have a son. Charles Mark, born Dec.
30. They live in Houston and she had recently seen Nancy Merchant. Ann Leslie
Coolidge and Shelby Richardson, living in
Dallas, have a daughter, Nina, 3, and a
new house. Anne Adams and Lewin Wethered. living in Baltimore, have a second son,
Benn'ett Blackford, born Feb. 28. Toddy
Barton, with her New Yorker stationery,
writes that "things are rolling merrily along
in the publishing business " and she loves
living in Chicago, where she has an apartment.
Sis Hayden has been seeing M. J. Eriksen
Ertman in Cambridge and Ruth Oddy in
New York, was headed for Sweet Briar to
hood a cousin at commencement. Annie
Mountcastle and Bob Gamble left May 3
for Beirut, Lebanon, where they will live
three years. He will be manager of refinery operations for CalTex there. Louise
Coleman and Archer Jones will be here in
Charlottesville this summer as Archer works
on his doctorate, then will go to HampdenSydney College next fall where he will
teach. Mary Wise Parrot! Bullington
writes that they have three children. Andy.
6, Mary. 4. and Ben. 20 months. Bill got
out of the Navy last August and they are
in Roanoke where he is manager of an investment office. They have bought and
done over an old house.
L'rsula Reimer and Hank "Van Anda have
a daughter. Diane L'rsula, born in February.
Marcie Staley and Warren Smith have a
son, born last fall, and Joanne Williams
and Jimmy Ray have a son at last, born in
January.
N. K. writes she is busy with John.

Mary Coleman, 2. a Dachshund named
"Pretsel," a new patio and is planning to
ta.g along when John does his Navy stint
in Florida. Angie Wiiiabn and Bob Holliday recently moved into a new home, another old house. Their son. Malcolm, is
nearly a year — he weighed only three
pounds five ounces when he arrived last June
but is husky now. He plays with Billy
Spears,
Broun transmission
Spears' son. supplies.
Angie's
husband Emmie
sells power
Patty Lynas and Dick Ford and their son
left in early May for Livermore. Calif., near
Oakland, where Dick will be vicar of St.
Bartholomew's Mission. It's an agricultural community with two atomic labs and a
third their
going families
up. They'll
a day's
from
for thebefirst
time drive
since
they were married. Etta Craig Dick and
Harry Shurley have a daughter, Sally, who
is nearly two, and they have bought a lot
in South Hill, S. C, where they live.
Sue Lockley and Ned Glad have a new
daughter. Amy, born April 3- Sue is still
busy with Republican activities. Joanne
and Billy Ray had an involved spring trip
to Mississippi by way of Maine. They saw
Joan Davis Warren, Mary Emery Barnhill,
Nan Snoke Garrett, and Annie Moo. The
Ruckers, Marge Daridson and Ed and two
sons, leave in July for Boston where Ed
will take a residency in anaesthesiology at
Chelsea Naval Hospital.
Janet Broman Crane writes that they are
enjoying Cleveland, Ed is in a 40-man firm,
and they have an apartment boasting much
more room than the Yale Quonset hut. She
had recently seen Muff and Bud Herbruck.
CaroJ Rolston Toulmin was busy planning
a Montgomery Sweet Briar Club luncheon
and auction for two or three hundred guests.
Sue Ostrander Hood and her family have
made the apartment-to-house transition.
Lloyd recently bought his own life insurance business.
And from the Red Fox: she was in San
Francisco in March for a Civil Air Patrol
meeting and the earthquake. "The conference was a success and so was the earthquake. This country gal didn't realize what
was going on. I watched the street ripple
and the buildings sway, felt the huge jolt,
and swore off booze for the rest of my life."
She saw Julie Micou, Rodes Estill and
Bee Coleman. On the way home she helped
with the rescue and cattle feeding work during the late winter blizzards in western
Kansas. She was commissioned to do a
television script on mental health in early
May and has been handling publicity and
benefits for an Equity group of New York
actors who have started a theater in St.
Loui>i. She went to Joan Vail and Jack
Thome's wedding in March — Peggy Chisholm Boxley was matron of honor.
Nothing much new with the Bruns. One
interesting thing this spring was interviewing William Faulkner, who is at the University for a semester. Alan had an article
in Time Magazine on him.
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Secrejary: Jane Roseberrv (Mrs. John
Ewald, Jr.), 149 Wellington Rd., Garden
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Dear Ladies of '52: Fi\e years have gone
by — can you believe it.-' — since we loaded

Alumnije News

tennis rackets, hockey sticks, 300 pounds of
ncit-soon-to-be-openeJ-ai;ain bonks, and all
our current possessions, includin,t; one new
leather hound sheepskin, into the family bus
and headed home from Sweet Briar, for the
first time not thinkin.i; of a round-trip. This
will probably be read after our fifth reunion,
which
I hope more
will benews
a bang-up
one, so than
you'llI
know much
and details
can possibly impart here. However, for the
unlucky ones who couldn't be there, I'll do
my best to fill you in. I must admit that
Robbin AlcC.iii) Ramey was a wonderful
help in doin>; this. We burned up many
minutes on loni; distance so that I could get
all the info from the reunion questionnaires
you sent in to her as chairman. Robbin and
Bob, by the way, have a new little brother
for Robbin, born April 6, Robert McGarry
Ramey, to be called Garry. The Rameys
arc happily settled in their new house on
Route 3), Greenwell Court, outside Lynchburg, near Bob's new parish at Timberlake.
A card for my tile arrived |ust the other
day from Sweet Briar, unfortunately too
late for me to write and get an answer,
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but you'll be interested to know that Barbara
(Tex) Meredith, so long unheard from, is
now Mrs. Rufus W. Higgenbothajn III, liv-

this, Becky

ing at 311- King's Row, in Dallas! Also
in Dallas is Nell Orand, who is designing

Harrell Rogers. Becky and John were mar-

otfices for the Decorator's Center there.
Other new job developments to pass on

on June
1 in Jacksonville
at Becky's
home riedwith
a reception
later at Timuquana
Country Club. After a trip to Bermuda
and a little trotting about, the Rogers will
be nt home after July H at 4443 Iroquois
ville.
Avenue,
Country Club Estates, in Jackson-

are: a reporter's life for Jane Carter who is
working for the Winston-S.ilem JounialSciiiiiul, a teacher position for Sally Gearhart in Nacagdoches, Texas (Robbin and
Bob ran into her on the train at Xmas time),
and the University of North Carolina is richer by one secretary for Ann Garst. Pat Beach
is living in New '\'ork now, working part
time for Scribner's Books, and auditioning
for acting jobs. Pat recently appeared in
the Kraft Theatre's production of "Night
of the Plague."
Brigitte Guttstadt tells us that she is
working in a Child Guidance Clinic in
Alexandria and living there. Her sister
ioined her in November and their mother
came over for a visit in April. In glancing
over a brochure my husband got from a
club the other day, I discovered that Amy
V iII.dJ Block's husband. Huntington
(Bucky). has been elected president of the
District Association of Insurance Agents
in Washington.
Katie Bdhci/ck Mountcastle and I have
chatted several times recently. She and
Kenny flew to Mexico for ten diys the end
of April and had a wonderful time. Carma
l.iiii/).n Burton and Pot visited them this
Spring and they all spent a gay evening
with the Robert Mitchums at El Morocco,
no less I
Now for the wedding bells' Marion
Grej;or) and Poster Pettit (from Lexington,
Ky.) were married in Mayheld on April IS
at Shug's grandmother's lovely old home,
with a reception there later, Shug's picture
was lovely! After a wedding trip "South",
the Pettits are living in Rose Cott.ige, Maywood Lane, in Charlottesville. Fester still
has another year in Virginia Law School
and Shug hopes to get a job at the Iniversity.
A former roommate of Ann Forester's
tells me that Ann married Jim Doolcy about
Xmas time! Jim, whom we met when we
were livin.g in VC'ashington, is a rising young
patent lawer there!
By the time you read
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Front row, L. to R., Nancy Hamel Clark, Susanna Judd Silcox, Mary lohnson Ford Gilchrist,
Joan Sharpe Melzinger, Martha Legg, Susannah Crist Lee, Brookey Morris Parrott. Second
row, Jackie Razook Chamandy, Charlotte Sneed Stifel. Sallie Anderson Jones, Mary Bailey
Izard, Nancy Messick, Frances Street Smith, and Josie Sibold. Also present but not pictured:
Sally Fishburn Fulton, Robbin McGarry Ramey,
Anne Forsler Dooley,
Jane Carter, and
Brigitte Guttstadt.
Yerkes

will be Mrs,

John

And what a prolific Spring this has been
to report I George and Donna Rt'ese Godwin have a new daughter, Mary Lawrence,
born Jan. 2, and Bayliss and Jackie Thoriiloii Laramore are the proud parents of a
daughter, Susan, born on Jan. 9. Congratulations toMary Lois Miller Carroll and
Hugh who had little Lois Ann on February
27 in Endicott, New "^'ork, and to Bobby
Rich and Bruce 'Van Kirk who added Bruce
Harriett, Jr„ on March 7 to their family of
two daughters, Louise WarfieU Stump and
Stumpy had their first son and second child
in April, James McLane, and Pat Ruppcrt
Flanders and husband had Cynthia Ann in
March or April, Lyn Ljne and Harry Fozzard became the parents of Richard Lane in
March also, and Dick and Grace Dtlmifi
Einsel had a little girl, Lynn, on March 10,
in Rochester where Dick is studying at the
Rochester School
of Music.
I talked with new bride Leiie Jenkins
Draper the other day (she's working for
Fi/rluiit at the moment), and caught her in
the middle of making Hollandaise sauce.
She tells me that Walter and Donna Rohiiison Card had their second daughter and
third child in January. Mary B.iiley Izard
and Jack became parents on April 17 of
Sadie Sadler!
My face was \ery red when I was told
that Stewart and Mary Johnson Prnd Gilchrist's little boy. Henry Victor, who was a
year old in January, had been unheralded
here! Most profound aj'^ologies to the
Gilchrists and also to the Summerells (Berta Allen Rrnf) for not passin.g on the good
news about their little girl, Allen, who is
almost a year old now. We just found
out about the first class twins too, who
belong to Barbara McCidtiiu,e.h Gilbert. Lawrence and Christina are also nearly a year
old.

Sally Soldier Lovelace wrote on her questionnaire that she and John are the proud
possessors of a son, John Henry, Jr„ whom
they adopted last August and who was a
year old in April. Sally just got her degree
from the L'niversity of Texas too, by correspondence course. Hats off!
Pat I.jyne Winke and Don had a new
son, Michael, born on November 5. Jimmy
and Eulalie McFMl Fenhagen have another
son, John McFall; the Wells (Ann Pupe)
have a little boy, John Pope, and Frances
Street Smith and Gordon have little Preston, all about a year old at this point. These
may have been mentioned before, but I
wanted to be dead sure this time. Our
leunion will be literally alive with snaps
of the younger generation, I'm willing to
Peggy Nelson Harding and her husband,
N,G„ Jr„ expect to depart for Japan, with
the Navy, the end of July for a two year
tour, which sounds very exciting.
Since this is "Mama " Mary Bailey's swan
song — and what a terrific job she's done as
Treasurer — I'll say, for her, please don't
forget the Alumnae Fund. This year, proceeds will go to the Rollins Chair of Religion and to faculty salaries. As it's also my
wind-up communique
to you, I'll say, for
^
me, that bet!
"It's been a pleasure to do business with you " and hope you can forgive
my s^ns of (2mission and commLssion, Thanks
for bearing with me all these years. As for
us Ewalds, John has just started his own
law ptfice in Malverne, N. Y.. a few miles
away, and is workin.g far too hard but loving it. Because of my typically poor planning, I'm afraid I'll miss reunion, but have
a wonderful time and I'll be envying you
and thinking of you. A happy fifth!
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President: Kathi.ehn Bailey (Mrs, Charles
I, Nager. Jr,), 612 Meyer Ave,, Ft, Wayne,
Secretary: Nan O'KnEFFE, 12 Hawks Hill
Road, New Canaan, Conn,, or 109 E. 79th
St., N,Y.C.
Fund Agent: Virginia Hudson. 8} Pleasant
Street, South Weymouth 90, Mass,
Hi dear ladies!
Before
I get carried

June 1957
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away on nuptials, birthings, ami all that
sort of thing, did you see Gage Bush in the
May 28 issue of Look Magazine? Very
interesting article, with Gage pirouetting
around Birmingham and looking just as she
did freshman year at SBC ! One does not
see many of us in the current magazine
trade. Very nice, but they neglected to mention she had gone to Sweet Briar!
DIAMOND RINGS AND ORANGE
BLOSSOMS: This never seems to cease,
and you have been so good about telling
me all your plans. If I miss anyone who
has exciting news, forgive me, and send it
on. First, Caroline Miller and James
Ewing are getting married in Louisville on
June 1st. Nancy McDonald will be maid
of honor, Dolly Wallace and Dr. John
Hartnian of Charleston are engaged, and
will be married the 7th of September, They
will live in Columbus, Ohio, for a year or
two while he finishes up his residency.
Ann Vlerebome and John Sorenson, a future minister, have announced their enga.sjement. and will be wed in September, He is
at L'nion Theological Seminary, as is she,
Mary Kimball's frequent weekends in
Hartford have resulted in a lovely ring and
a wadding on May 25th. The man in question is Bos Grier (Edward Bosworth Grier)
and they will live in West Hartford. Janis
Dawson Mudwilder will attend. Mary Ann
Mellj-n (that sneaky Pete) will be married
to John Root from Cleveland, with whom
she has been arguing for two years ! She
IS beaming and the wedding will be Friday
night, July 26th. They plan to live in
Cleveland or thereabouts. This never stops
. . . here is some more! Nan Locke has
completely given up her Yankee upbringing
and is gettin' hitched July 20th to Frank
Rosa from Montgomery. Anne Elliult Caskie will be in the wedding. I was invited,
also to be in it, but cannot go, much to my
disappointment. Frank is an architect in
Mobile and they will live there.
Midge Chace was married on May 1 1th to
William Powell. Have heard no details of
this, but I believe Katzy B.iitey Nager and
CJ were planning to go. Cathy Munds
and Ben Storek were married April 27th
in Wilmington, Del., and what a delightful
SBC reunion we had. In the wedding party
were Dolly Wallace, Janet Martin Birney
(equipped with baby pictures), Anne Allen
Pfiugfelder: on the sidelines cheering with
strong loud voices were MA Mellen, Libby
Hill Chappie. Nancy Cornwall, Alice Hartuns, Corea and myself. It was a lovely festivity and Dr. Munds gave Cathy away, and
married her to Ben. Very moving indeed.
They have an apartment in Brooklyn
Heights, and we New Yorkers will get to
see her.

MATERNITY WARD AND DIAPER
DEPARTMENT: Lots of bbb's — Charles
Jago Elder was born to Virginia ]ago Elder
and Johnny on March 12. Born on the
dog's birthday, so there was quite a celebrationKirk
!
Tucker and Jack Clarkson had
a baby boy recently; don't know the date.
Lynne Kerwin Byron and Jamie had their
second, a girl, Sally Livingston.
Michael Moorhead McNair was born to
Cinne and Norm McNair in Louisville.
They have two little boys now. Janet Lee
arrived to Janet Hamilhurg Carter and Bob
on May 3rd. Nancy Bomar Andrews and
Dave have their second child, a boy, David
28

Stafford Andrews, weighing at birth, 7 lbs.
II oz. And Mother Kitty Cuerranl Fields
now really has someone to mother since
Frances Holbrook came to their home on
March 7th, weighing in at 7 lbs. 4 oz. I
certainly do hope all these lovely young
ladies have been registered at SBC. Kitchen
privileges in Dew Dorm, you know.
SUBURBIA: Connie Werly and Dave
Wakelee have bought a home in Farmington, Conn., in which to raise their brood of
three. Dave is with the Stanley Tool Co., I
believe. Dale and Ted Harris are building
in Lynchburg, and Anne Kirksey Ervin and
Tate are building or about to, a little ivycovered cottage in Morganton, N. C. It
isn't ivy-covered, I just got tired of saying
home!
Nancy Morison Cravens, Uncle Chuck
and baby Charlie are in Dallas, Texas,
where Chuck is with a law firm. Charlie
will be two in July. Bev Williams Fox and
Ken are stationed in Germany with the
Army. Bev writes that Germany is nice,
but she can't wait to return to the good old
USA, more specifically, Charlottesville,
where they have a sort of farm-estate between C'ville, and Ash Lawn. That would
not be bad at all, I'm a-thinkin' ! They plan
to get home by January of 19''S.
I spent a weekend in Boston and the
near environs of same with Ginnie Hudson
recently. Had a .grand visit, discussed the
SBC fund situation (had to get in a plug)
and bad a lovely luncheon at Nancy AUGinnis Picard's house with her two little darling
boys. She is terribly domestic, looks wonderful and cooks like the best chef in New
York.
A fun time.
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Hello Folks! Here I am in the wicked
big city now doing the usual, a Secretarial
Course so I can type my notes for the
"News". I have seen many "55ers" who
have migrated up here. Ethel Green and
Chase Lane live just three blocks away.
Ethel's big news is a September wedding
when she will become Mrs. Bruce Banta.
Bruce is at Columbia Law School and will
soon go into his father's firm in Hackensack. N. J., so that means that our "southern belle " will be permanently in the north
lane, Feltus just recently became Mrs.
James Welch and they are back from the
honeymoon. Jim is with a law firm here
and Jane is busy with another play. Charlotte Taylor is busy with Y.W.C.A. ana
teaching. She recently visited Nancy Anderson in Hudson and saw Newell Bryan
while in Ohio. Bexy Faxon Sawtelle and
Mai are spending the summer in Maine
and when Mai graduates next year, will go
"upNew
yonder"
The 55ers
aren't
in
York toor live.
somewhere
else who
are located
in the Nation's Capitol. I chatted with Gay
Reddig the other day. She is startin.g law
exams at George Washington L'niversity.
She sees Vida Radin who is also studying
Poly Sci. at American University. Joan
Gualtieri, Pat Tucker and Nancy Douthat
are living together. Pat is engaged but my
apologies cuz I don't know his name. Also
apologies to Gretchen Armstrong who is
marrying soon. More about that in tiie
next. Barbara McLamb is off having a gay
time in Bermuda on the banker's convention
but at lunch before she left she gave me
the scoop on Tinker Beard and Bar Black
who are havin.g furnaces blow up and flooded basements in their house in Rochester.
Bar, who is with the Atomic Energy Commission gets periodic vacations for being
exposed to radio activity. Also in Rochester is Elsie Wachenfeld, who will finish Med
school soon. Among the proud parents of
future Sweet Briarites are Diane Verney
Greenway and Jimmy who have a little girl,
Virginia, and are stationed in Texas. Also
Lydia Plamfi Plattenburg and George, with
Lauren Scott in Texas too and Bar Plamp
Hunt and George with Susan. When
Mother was in the hospital for so long, I
practically lived with Andy Wallace and
her wonderful family. She is doing her
own program at WCHV in Charlottesville
where Gail Davidson Bazzarre and John
are living permanently. Didi Stoddard,
who has been teaching English, Religion
and Drama (of course) at Madiera, and I
will be bridesmaids for Jane Lindsey on
June 15 when she says "I do" with Dick
Riddle.
there'll
lots ofColo,,
us there
cuz Jane Iis hope
migrating
to be
Denver.
and
that's mi.ghty far away. Rumor has it that
Catherine Cage is hopping an oil plane and
coming up to New York to sit in on the
New York Stock Exchange! She is now
a broker in Texas, Can't think of a better
person send
to entrust
our check
class funds,
and you'd
better
her that
and advise
anyone else vou may run into to do the same.
We could have lOO'Tc perfection and besides
you want to keep on getting this fascinating
collection of words, don't yru.' So goes
the world and as usual I'm passing the
deadline. Be good and if you're in the city
.nive me a call.

Alniiiiide News

Well, perhaps, if you want to be strictly literal.
And yet, when she reaches college age will she be too
late' Too late to get the kind of higher education
so vital to her future and to the future of her country?

It all depends.
There is in the United States today a growing threat to
the ability of our colleges to produce thinking, wellinformed graduates. That threat is composed of several
elements : an inadequate salary scale that is
steadily reducing the number of qualified people who
choose college teaching as a career; classrooms and
laboratories already overcrowded; and a pressure for
eni'ollment that will double by 1967.
The effects of these shortcomings can become extremely
serious. Never in our history has the need for educated
leadership been so acute. The problems of business,
government and science grow relentlessly more complex,
the body of knowledge more mountainous.
The capacity of our colleges— all colleges—
to meet these challenges is essential not only
to the cultural development of our children but
to the intellectual stature of our nation.
In a very real sense, our personal and national progress
depends on our colleges. They must have more support
in keeping pace with their increasing importance to society.
Help the colleges or universities of your choice. Help them
plan for stronger faculties and expansion. The returns
will be greater than you think.

If you want to know what the college
crisis means to you, write for a free
booklet to: HIGHER EDUCATION,
Box 36, Times Square Station, New
York 36, New York.
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Admiring the tulips in the garden of Firenze House, Mrs. Guggenheim's home in Washington, D. C, are Beatrice Dingwell Loos, '46, Washington president, Mrs. M. Robert Guggenheim, and Martha Mansfield Clement, '48, former Co-chairman, with her children, Ann and Sarah.

OPERATION
Sweet Briar Alumnae

have now

completed six years of expanding sales.
It is with mixed feelings of pride and
regret that the Washington Club announces that as of 1958 "Operation
Tulip Bulb" will be administered by
the Alumnae Association through the
Alumnae Office.
We take this opportunity to thank
our thousands of patrons for their past
enthusiasm and support. We are confident that this change will further aid
our successful project.
DoREEN

Boo/he Hamilton.

'54

Sally Anderson Jones, '52
National Co-Cha'irmen
ViviENNE

TULIP BULB

Barkalow Hornbeck,
Honorary Chairman

'18

CHANGES

BASE

195725 Bulb Project Financial Sheet
Orders
Group or Club
Amherst, Va.
Atlanta, Ga.
112
137
Baltimore, Md.
28
Boston, Mass.
17
Charleston, W. Va. 18
Charlotte, N. C.
Charlottes\iile, Va. 438
Chattanooga, Tenn. 68
Chicago, 111.
Cincinnati, Ohio
74
53
Cleveland, Ohio
74
Columbus, Ohio
116
Connecticut
49
Durham, N. C.
Franklin, Va.
128
Fredericksburg, Va, . 7
73
Indianapolis, Ind.
85
Louisville, Ky.
Lynchburg, Va.
Memphis, Tenn.

Amount
$

299.66
1,671.03
1,865.54
523.89
194.00
411.92
201.13
848.54
1,172.46
1,281.52
701.10
804.60
1,886.35
276.02
153.10
76.75
884.48
1,146.47
384.75
1,574.38
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Orders
Group or Club
Minneapolis, Minn, . 51
20
Nashville, Tenn.
Norfolk,
Va.
Northern N. Jersey 121
Philadelphia, Pa.
124
Pittsburgh, Pa.
151
Richmond, Va.
52
Roanoke, Va.
118
Rochester, N. Y.
St. Louis, Mo.
37
2
Spartanburg, S. C.
2
58
Springfield,
9
Suffolk, Va. 111.
Toledo, Ohio
50
Warwick, Va.
Washington, D. C.
Westchester Co.,
New York
Wilmington, Del.
Total

38

85
1
307
37

Amount
$

227.90
808.30
862.22
1.968.09
560.29
1,931.79
731.73
2,466.60
2,014.33
727.50
31.45
129.65
38.60
598.45
8.25
365.25
5,689.52
1,469.31

2

31
,293

$36,986.92
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Phoibh Roue Pkters, '31
Virst Vice-President

Judhh Feild Vooelback
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DRAWING IS GIFT FROM CLASS OF '21
MARTHA LOU STOHLMAN TEACHING AT SBC

Ella-Prince Trimmer.
'56
Second Vice-President
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Elizabeth Bond Woon. '3^
Executive Secretary and Treasurer
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Nancy Dowd Burton. '46
Chairman of the Alun/nde Fund
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Nan Powell HoDt;ES, '10
Katherine Blount Andersen, '26
Rebecca Young Frazer, '35
Margaret Cornwell Schmidt, '37
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ARE YOU HERE THIS YEAR.''
REPORT ON ALUMNAE FUND
CLASS NOTES

MEMBERS OF THE
EXECUTIVE BOARD

21

Mar"*' Clark RocERS, '13
Dorothy Keller Iliff. '26
'35
Ellen Newell Bryan. '26
Marion jayne BER(,umo. '28
ViRt.iNiA Van Winkle MoRLinc.E, '28
NoRVELL Royer 0R(,A1N. '30
Ri TH Hasson Smith. '30
At.NES Cleteland Sandifer.
Elizabeth Myers Hardinc, 31
Betty Smartt Johnson. "38
Ann /Morrison Reams. '42
Sarah Louise Adams Bush.

43

Marguerite Hume. '43
MaR(,aret Muniierlyn Havi;rty. '47
Barbara Lisier Edc.erle^'. '"SI
MAR^• Lir McGinnis. '')4

VOLUME

TV(ENT\-SEVEN

NL'MBER ONE

OIR COVER
From the land of tulips. Madame van
Roijen, wife of the Dutch Ambassador,
shares her garden at the Embassy in
■Washington. D. C, with National Cochairman Sally Anderson Jones, '53. and
her daughter, Star.
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THE GRACE OF
THE ZERO POINT

LYSBETH

"/ Lhtt-e just rtturncd jrniii d wonci erf III Siibbit/iciil year in Germany,"
said Miss Miincy ivhen she addressed
the sliideiils and faculty at the opening i(>}iiocdlinn this fall. Following
is pari of her ihoiight-provoking

MUNCY

PROFESSOR
HISTORY

AND

speech.
THR title that I have chosen for
my talk is "Re-examining our
Values" because I believe that the profound experience of the German people has importance for all of us. We
all have a group of values, acquired
either consciously or unconsciously,
which influence our decisions, our

OF

actions, which mold our lives. Perhaps you have purposely adopted a
positive credo such as the Ten Commandments or the Golden Rule, the
Declaration of hidependence or the

GOVERNMENT

Gettysburg address, "For God, for
Country and for Yale" or " — for
Sweet Briar." Surely we all nshave Interests, loves, fears, convictio
which
have taken possession of us, often
without our knowledge, but which
really reflect what we value most.
What would you take with you, for
example, if you heard an air raid siren
blowinj^ in earnest and had to rush

Mr. John Matthew. Miss Muncy and President Anne Pannell
together
on the platform after the Opening
Convocation.

Sta§

Photo — LynchbtiTa

News

Alumnae News

tor a shelter or be evacuated? Would
you reach lor your jewelry? your mink
cape? HIS picture? your Bible? your
passport ?
What we believe in, what is most
important to us is always shifting and
changing as we have new experiences,
come under new influences, acquire
new interests, as old values are tested
and found true or wanting. Our values
may alter for the better or for the
worse but you may be sure that they
are always changing, preferably by
purposeful scrutiny and re-assessment
on our part, l-or me the most impressive quest of the Holy Grail is not that
by the young Galahad, but by the Parsi\al of Wolfram von Eschenbach — a
man growing slowly wise.
Fate forced the Germans swiftly
and violently to test their values and
see what survived that test. The famous
cabaret entertainers in Berlin, the Insulaner, that is the Islanders — sing
this
wry werefrain;
are because
brave not
because
want to"We
be but
we
must!" The Nazi Terror, the war and
its bombing, the occupation by the
Russians — and also by the Americans,
British and French, gave the German
people an opportunity to see lite in
a new way and to ground it on new
values.

seemed important to these
WHAT
people as they crowded into air
raid shelters night and day, as they
lived herded together in the basements of houses while their Russian
erors
conqu
roistered in the rooms
above? They knew no safety; they
were e\er at the mercy of the bomb,
the whim of a Russian soldier, the
cravenness ol an informer. They had
no means of civilized existence, little
or no food, heat, clothing, no furniture, no sanitary facilities, tew if any
utensils. All the material means of a
good life had vanished. How could
these people find dignity and grace
and beauty in life under such condi
tions? They practiced courtesy and
consideration for others as they never
hail before. They tried to make a
thing of cheerfulness and beauty out
of every relationship. All the commonplace annuities of daily life shone
with a new importance. They tried to
anticipate their neighbor's necessity and
to share with the more needy the little
that they had. Here was fellowship,
a generous, uncalculating cooperation
irrespective of .social origin, education.
Fall 1957

pre\ ious economic condition or way of
life.
Here was humour too tliat could
lift the heart out of the grimmest loss
or the most paralyzing terror. In Hamburg during the war this story brought
the relief of laughter: When the city
was being bombed nightly at precisely
the same hour two old ladies went regularly to the air raid shelter. One
night the bombers were slow to arrive
and finally one lady turned to the
other and said, "Oh, dear, I do hope
nothing
them."
Berliners has
havehappened
a specialto kind
of The
dry,
matter-of-fact wit that flashes out in
every situation. The morning after a
particularly devastating bombing of a
residential area two Berliners were
surveying the ruins. One said, "If they
keep up like this they will have to
own ! houses with them."
Abring
true their
prophesy
When the bombs thundered destruc
tion or the occupying troops, like
locusts, carried off everything in the
houses many Germans thought first
of their possessions, of their "valuables." But their second thoughts were
different. "When we found our home
completely destroyed," a bank director
told me, "we cried 'all our furniture is
gone.'
was that
we lostBut
dll worse,
of our much
Mozartworse
sonatas.
We
soon had furniture made from orange
dates but it has taken us years to replace the sonatas." Quite naturally, we
might think, the Germans, as they
left their homes, made a point of carrying their silverware with them only to
find that in a city without food, without houses, without the old way of life
it was quite valueless. How they wished
they had left the silver and taken their
1 ersonal papers instc-ad. For they now
found themselves without identity,
that is, technically without individual
being, a cipher. How they wished lor
a pass[X)rt, a birth certificate, marriage
Certificate, school diploma, .some scrap
of evidence of individual existence,
status and achievement! And how they
had to struggle to get new papers, to
re-establish their official right to he .i
Siher! and jewelry were no good to
person
them either when it came to proving
their training, their skills and professional abilities. The diplomas, the
certificates, the degrees were all gone.
Only individual performance counted
now. When the Russians ordered a
group of

Berlin

women

to work

re-

pairing the streets and carrying off rubble, they protested that they were
nurses and were badly needed in the
hospitals. But they had no proof, no
school or hospital records. So the
Russians gave them a practical test
bandaging legs and arms, giving injections, etc., and if they showed
professional .skill they were certified
as nurses. This precious piece of paper
brought them new assurance of individual standing and recognition.
They had proven that they were indeed trained and able. Of course
teachers, typists, truck drivers, many,
many skilled and educated individuals
met a similar challenge, testing and
proof. As I have said, only individual
performance counted now; all that a
man — or a woman — had now was
what he had learned, what he carried
around with him in his fingers, his
mind and imagination, his memory,
his disciplined will and his spirit.

THAT
richly
stocked trained
memory,mind
thoseandyears
in
school and university had a great deal
more than practical value for thi- Germans in their disaster, as we in a Liberal Arts College should know best.
From that storehouse of recollection
and of intellectual experience came the
objectivity and perspective that made
it possible to accept the present and
the future with tolerance and with
patience, came the solace of remembered beauty that brightened the mind
and steadied the spirit, the flashes of
truth that brought a sense of power
and purjX)se in life, a courage to go
on. Not the least of the joys of the
educated mind was that it provided the
means and indeed the compulsion to
relieve the boredom of prison and
concentration camp. Professors were
soon lecturing. But of course you
know how difficult it is to keep a professor quiet tor any time at all! Lawyers and ]iolitical men were talking
too, bot.mists were teaching about the
plants in the camp, ornithologists
about the birds; language courses were
organized. Many taught and all could
camp.
learn, learn from what each brought
with him when he walked into th^
You know of course as I do that the
German losses in the war and after the
war were not all material. They were
psychological and spiritual as well.
Many Germans were deeply torn be-

tween a feeling of patriotism and a
sense of right. They loved their country and wanted to remain loyal to it in
its extremity, yet they hated Hitler and
the government he led. The plot ol
the twentieth of July, 1944, is still a
subject of dispute among Germans today. Others who kept their faith in
Hitler until the end were left dazed
and blank by the collapse of the Nazi
order. The Germans were proud of
their nation and its history and yet
they realized that Hitler had been
bred by their past. German history had
produced a monstrous dictator. German scholars, first that great giant of
German historians, Friedrich Meinecke,
then many others such as Walter
Hofer, Alfred \on Martin, etc., began
at once to re-examine and re-evaluate
German history and to reappraise German national heroes, Bismarck in particular. This new look at German history was symbolized for me by a monument Isaw in Creteld on the Rhine.
The great granite pedestal with the
name "BISMARCK" carved in it was
standing on the square — but there
was nothing on it. The figure of the
chancellor was gone. What, the Germans are asking themselves, is to take
the place of the old history, the old
heroes, the old loyalties.''
Yes, the Germans suffered great and
deep losses during the war and the occupation. What they possessed, much
that seemed important to them, much
that they believed in was stripped from
them. There was nothing left to worry
about, nothing to save, nothing to fear
for, nothing now but mind and spirit,
They had found, as one woman said to
me, the grace of the zero point. Now
they had a new sense of well-being,
a new sense of freedom, a release from
worldly bonds. I cannot tell you how
often I heard a German say, "Never,
never again, will I care about possessions, never again will I worry about
things."
COUNT Yorch von Wartenberg,
condemned to death for his share
in the plot of July 20, 1944, wrote in
his last letter to his wife that things
which had formerly seemed of great
value to him had lost all importance
now: his fortune, his family estates,
his ancient title of nobility, the family
tradition of patriotic service to Prussia,
his social position, his friends, his
country, his work for the church, even
his wite and children had faded into

the periphery of existence. The only
thing that remained central and kept
its meaning for him was being a
Christian.
Others who lived on through the
terrors, the privations and bewilderment of the postwar years, which were
greater even than those of the war itself, found in the grace of the zero
point a new beginning. With the fallint; away ot old possessions and old
attachments came an upsurge of new
energies, of a new will to build, to
create, the vision ot a new and nobler
future that should be started at once.
One of those with a new vision of the
future and the ideas and courage to
build it was Agnes von Zahn-Harnack.
Daughter of the great German theologian, Adolf von Harnack, wife of Herr
von Zahn and mother of two children,
she was a woman of great intellectual
and spiritual powers and a very
gracious lively person. She had been a
leader of the dynamic and progressive
women's movement that grew up in
Germany during the Weimar Republic.
In 1945, with other leading German
women, she began to rebuild the old
women's organizations that had been
shattered by the Nazis and the war.
She set them to work again improving
social and political conditions, demanding higher educational standards,
renewing ties with sister organizations
abroad, often in former enemy countries. A part of her work was to take
the lead in reviving the German Federation of University Women and she
was chosen its president. Wh:-nthe German Federation of University Women
set up their first fellowship to be
granted to an American woman their
one thought was to honor it by naming
it after her.
Do not think that it was easy for
Agnes von Zahn-Harnack with her
two children and her ruined home and
fortune to face the terrors and uncertainties of life in Berlin just after
the war. But let me read you a few
words which she wrote then and you
will see with what spirit she met each
day and how she gave courage to
others too:
What we need is an unconcjuerable
optimism. And e\cn if we must
struggle each night to find the place
where we can take our stand the
next day, the morning should find
us sure, firm, yes, even cheerful. A
stream of confidence must flow from
us; no one should say to us that
hope is the expedient of the weak.

We stand by the conviction that it
is the expression of our power,
that we will grow strong through
quietness and hope. Therefore we
inust bring to our task what we possess of intellectual and moral
powers, of cleverness and goodness,
of seriousness and gladness. It is
valid to fill life full of the highest
idealism in simplicity and sincerity,
in holy seriousness and holy
Braciousness.

IT seemed to me that the war
and postwar years had brought
the Germans a new, a deeper and a
richer sense of values. But if I am to
tell you the whole story I must add a
sad epilogue. Whenever I mentioned
to a German my admiration for their
new values and my envy that they had
out of their hard experience freed
themselves from their attachment to
SO

possessions and opinions and a fear
of losing them, he would shake his
and say, "Yes, that's the
head sadly
way it was right after the war. But
now.-* Now with the German economic
wonder materialism has taken possession of us. Now there is a mad rush
to produce, to sell, to spend, to
possess and enjoy all the material
admit,
must in
of this
goods
this
is much I truth
there world."
alas, that
retort. Perhaps the Germans have a
compulsion to make up for the long,
lean years during and after the war.
Here, at any rate, we may see again
that under new conditions values may
undergo still further changes. But I
know also that there are still many
Germans who have not forgotten and
will never forget the freedom and the
buoyancy that came with the grace
of the zero point.
What, you may ask, is the use of all
this to us.-" Must one be bombed and
invaded, must one lose everything,
must one be forced to the zero point
before one can see things differently
and appreciate other values ? Is it necessary to burn down the house in order
to roast the pig? I should say not and
I feel sure that the Berliners would
agree with me. Certainly it is possible
to test, to reject, to accept values, to
grow under ordinary decent peaceful
civihzed conditions. Surely it is not
necessary to experience everything firsthand in order to learn, else education
would have no sense at all. If we will,
we can learn much from the Berliners,
from all the Germans.
Ahimnae News

Drawing Is Gift
from Class of ^21
b) Martha

von Briesen

A work by a contemporary artist,
Leonide Berman, has recently b.en acquired bySweet Briar College through
the generosity of members of the Class
of 1921, who wanted to make a gift
to the new dormitory, and contributed
a sum at the time of their class reunion
in 1956.
A wash-drawing in brown tones, entitled "Clam-Diggers Near Varcches,"
this work was executed in 1952. According to Miss Eleanor Barton, Chairman of the Art Department, this drawing "is typical of Leonidc's interests
and abilities, his skill in suggesting a
far-off sky arching over a vast reach
of sand and water, and his quiet power
of evoking a sense of time and place."
The drawing was chosen for these
qualities, and for its suitability for
the place where it has been hung, the
parlor of William Bland Dew dormitory.
Berman, who was born in Leningrad
in 1896, has worked chiefly in France,
with travels elsewhere in Europe and
in the United States. Ever since 1926,
when some of his works were entered
in a group exhibition in Paris, he has
been identified with "Neo-Romanticism," a movement which attracted
artists who held "that art should return to a concern for man and his
emotions" after some of the extremes
of abstract art. Leonide Berman's
younger brother, Eugene, is noted as a
painter and stage-designer.
The drawing has been eflfectively
framed in a shallow shadowbox,
matted in harmonizing linen with a
soft brown edge.

Martha Lou Stohlman
Teaching at SBC
Of great interest to alumnae is the
news that Martha Lou Ltninioii Stohlman, '34, has been appointed Visiting
Professor of Psychology at Sweet Briar
for the current academic year. This is
the latest of the many ways in which
Martha Lou, the author of "The Story
of Sweet Briar College," has ser\ed
her alma mater. With her husband.
Fall 1957

"Clam-Digqers Near Vareches" hangs in the parlor a\ Dew where il is
viewed with opproval by Richard Carroll oi the Art Department.

who is a retired professor of art and
archaeology at Princeton University,
and their two children, Julie, ten, and
Sue, seven, she is living in Amherst
where the children have entered grade
school. Martha Lou received her A. M.
and Ph. D. from Cornell University,
and taught for seven years at Colorado
College.

Appointments Made to
New Endowed Chairs
To fill the new "Betsy Cushing and
John Hay Whitney Professorship
of Physics," Sweet Briar has selected a
noted physicist. Dr. Lilly Rappaport.
Dr. Rappaport has been the Senior
Physicist in the Naval Ordnance Research Laboratory at the University
of Virginia since 1954 and prior to
that was with the Pratt Chemical
Laboratory at the University. She lives
in Charlottesville where her husband,
Dr. Jacques Rappaport, teaches biology
and plant physiology at the University,
and she will come over to Sweet Briar
three days a week to teach her classes.

Mrs. Rappaport, who taught for
nine years at Smith College, took her
Ph.D. at the University of Vienna.
She came to the United States in
1938 and for two years was a research
fellow in physics at the University of
Oklahoma. She has also taught at
Northiastern Oklahoma College and
the University of Massachusetts.
The new chair of physics was made
possible by a gift from Ambassador
and Mrs. John Hay Whitney in 1955.
The Whitneys recently designated
their gift tor this purpose.
Dr. Dorothy Thompson of the
Chemistry Department of Sweet Briar
twill occupy the "Rockefeller-Guion
Professorship of Chemistry" recently
established with a gift of Si 13.000
from Laurance, Nelson, David and
Winthrop Rockefeller and their sister, Mrs. Jean Mauze. This gift was
presented to Sweet Briar in 1955 in
honor of Dr. Connie Guion.
Miss Thompson received her A. B.
and A. M. from Mount Holyoke and
her Ph.D. from M. L T. Before coming to Sweet Briar, she was a research
chemist at Du Pont, and she taught
for eight years at Wheaton College.

Eva Villaran, a Peruvian student taking
French, is recording a passage on a plastic
disc. When it is completed, she can play it
back and compare it with a master recording.

Jane

Alien

photo

Dr. Arthur Bates, Professor of French, is
enthusiastic about the possibilities of the new
language laboratory.

EXPERIMENT
Sweet Briar's Modern Language
Laboratory is beginning its second
year of operation. Acquired through
a grant from the Fund for the Advancement of Education, the newly
installed facility was the scene last
year of one of a number of experiments conducted throughout the
country to find means of conserving
college teaching resources.

in LEARNING

The mentobject
Sweet Briar's
experiwas to of
determine
to what
extent qualified students could serve as
laboratory supervisors, thereby freeing faculty time for other teaching
duties, and the encouraging results of
the experiment have brought about
expanded use of the laboratory and of
the student supervisor system.
At present the laboratory is used

regularly in beginning language
courses, in most conversation courses,
and in phonetics, these periods serving
as a supplement to the work in the
classroom. In the laboratory the student listens to a master tape record
and repeats the words or phrases, recording them on a small plastic disc.
The playback of this disc allows her
to hear and compare the master reAlumnae New!

cording and her own repetition. One
of the great advantages of such a system is the enormously increased time
which the student spends in actually
speaking.
Upperclass students, chosen not
only for their superior linguistic
ability but also for their reliability, an
interest in teaching and a certain
mechanical aptitude, serve as supervisors. They operate the master tape
and record players, instruct students
in the use of the equipment, and give
linguistic information and advice.
With increasing self-confidence,
students begin to use words and idiomatic expressions with a degree of
ease usually not achieved except after
long exposure to older methods of
classroom instruction. Encouraged by
such progress, they find new pleasure
in learning, and teachers observe remarkably impro\'ed results in comparison with those obtained with older
Isolated from one another in booths lined with acoustic tile, these students are listening
to a master tape, repeating it into a microphone, and then listening to playbacks.

procedures.

Page Phelps, a student supervisor, listens
to a recording made by a beginning student.

Focus on the Faculty
hy Prince Trimmer

freshmen, passing the Refectory at 7 p.m. on October
17th, were heard to mutter, "What is
going on in there? Who are all those
women?" Perhaps you can guess that
"those women" were neither rioting
students nor visiting Martians but
instead the members of Sweet Briar's
Alumnae Council back for their annual meeting.
In fact, by the time the two freshmen had spotted the visiting fund
agents, club presidents, alumnae representatives, and members of th;
TWO

Executive Board, "those women" had
been "going on" for over twentyfour hours since their arrival on campus early Tuesday evening.
Only the Executive Board was
scheduled for activity that first night;
so. while others were unpacking, resting up or catching up, the fourteen
Board members were busy considering the inclusion of Bulb and Scholarship Chairmen for the 1958-59 Board
as well as the creation of a new tenth
region to encompass the West Coast
and Hawaii. Then they, too, decided
that beauty-sleep might not be a bad
idea if they were to compete in similar garb with the newly-robed Seniors
the next day.
That Preposterous College at Street
Briar in 1906 came to life Founders'
Day morning when Marion Rollins,
reading Martha Lou Lemmon Stohlman's imaginative, creative manuscript in her absence, informed "those
women" and others present of the
early days of the college — days when
two students occupying a three-room
suite was nothing unusual and young
gentlemen might be entertained in
rooms (provided, of course, there
was a faculty chaperone). While the
majority of the community took advantage of the beautiful day to make
the annual pilgrimage to Monument
Hill, the Executive Board reconvened
to finish last minute business before
the afternoon session of the Alumnae
Council as a whole.
The knowledge that in the last six
years the Alumnae Clubs have sold
97 tons of bulbs (for a total of
$154,145 and a net profit of $59,409)
made everyone feel jubilant. It also
made them feel quite proud of and
grateful
to the Washington
Club

which is now turning over the bulb
project — a child well-dressed — to
be handled by the college. Of the various clubs reporting, twenty-eight
have already contributed a total of
$10,992 toward the goal of 100':f
club contribution to the Rollins Fund.
Scurrying to don more festive garb,
the alumnae served as hostesses at a
tea in Sweet Briar House and were,
in turn, served a delicious dinner in
the Refectory in the presence of the
current student leaders. Later they
gleaned from these leaders all manner
of information, from an enlightening
report of a truly revamped student
government association to an account
of the Junior Year Abroad activities.
Thursday may have brought the
rain, but the rain did not lessen the
number of "going ons" for "those
women. " Fund Agents and Club
Presidents staged independent meetings until mid-morning when all alumnae gathered to participate in the

Alumnae Representatives Workshop
and to hear Miss Williams and Martha
von Briescn speak on admission policies and public relations. And at noon
they heard Mrs. Pannell's exciting
report of her presentation to Queen
Elizabeth and her chat with Prince
Williamsburg.
Philip at the governor's reception in
Dampened but undaunted, many
alumnae attended the dedication of a
tree in memory of Miss Dee Long on
the lawn in front of Fletcher following lunch. From there it was only a
short walk to the A. A. Room where
the focus was placed squarely on the
faculty. Interesting talks by Mr. Bates,
Mrs. Rappaport, Miss Muncy, and
Mr. Crowe gave insight into the fields
of French, physics, history, and philosophy as well as giving rise to avid
discussions at the ensuing FacultyAlumnae groups. Still chattering, the
various groups moved from their parlors to Dew's Emily Bowen Room for
tea and dinner then in the Refectory.
Then it was time for "those women"
to pack up and depart. For the information of the muttering freshmen,
they had
had
a wonderful
time!

The President Writes
Dear Alumnae:
The Executive Board is proud of
the many achievements of the last
year. Particularly impressive is the
support which the alumnae and clubs
have given to the Rollins Fund. The
college's 50th anniversity and the
Development Program have brought
the alumnae closer together and stimulated their interest, activity, and support. We now gladly accept the
challenge to maintain this renewed
interest and translate it into an e\'er
finer, stronger Sweet Briar. By helping to meet this challenge you will
not only assure a better college for
the future but will also put a higher
value on your own Sweet Briar education.
The Board is again proud of making
the American Alumni Council's
"honor roll" as one of the ten leading
colleges in the country in our percentage of graduate contributors to the
Alumnae Fund. However, we still lag
far behind in the percentage of all

alumnae contributors. It is in this area
that we hope to show improvement
at the end of the year. Our goal is to
increase by 10'^^ the number of alumnae participating in the Fund. We
especially want to reach those who
are not including Sweet Briar in their
plans for annual giving. Remember
that starting this year all alumnae
gifts to the college, for whatever purpose, will be credited to the Alumnae
Fund.
The Board welcomes your suggestions and questions. Your ideas can
help us determine policy and choose
the right course to follow.
With your continued and renewed
interest and support we can look forward to an even more successful and
rewarding year.
Very sincerely.

Alumnae Net,

The
Sweet Briar
Fund
What Is If?
The Sweet Briar I-"und is a permanent annual-pi\ing program established last year by the Board of 0\erseers, with the unanimous approval
of the Executive Board of the Alumnae
Association. The Sweet Briar Fund
combines — but does not replace! —
the Alumnae Fund, the Parents Fund,
and the Development Program. All
gifts to the college, for whatever
purpose, will help to swell the Sweet
Briar Fund. They will be credited to
the Alumnae Fund if given by alumnae, to the Parents Fund if given by
parents, or to the Development Program ifgiven by corporations, foundations, or friends.

W/jaf's Nciv?
For the first time, gifts to the Alumnae Fund may be designated for a
particular purpose, if the donor so
desires. The advantages of unrestricted
gifts will still be stressed in Alumnae
Fund appeals: they can be used where
most needed, and allocated by the
Alumnae Associdtion for current projects the Association decides, by annual vote, to support. (For example,
the Alumnae Fund is currently earmarked bythe alumnae for the Rollins
Fund and for oth;r faculty salaries —
both immediate, critical needs of the
college.) Yet any alumna who wishes
her
used for a "pet
suchgift
as to
thebe Auditorium,
the project"
Science
Building, th; Memorial Chapel, or
some particular endowment fund, may
designate her gift for that purpose
and still have it counted, and credited
to her class, in the Alumnae Fund.

Why?
By giving everyone the opportunity
to designate her gift, if she prefers
to, we hope to avoid a duplication of
appeals, and at the same time retain
the support of those who may be more
interested in such a specific need
than in the current projects adopted
by the Alumnae Fund. Gifts made
for specific purposes are often larger
than annual Alumnae Fund gifts.
Sweet Briar needs these larger gifts,
and recognizes the justice of counting
all alumnae gifts in the Alumnae
Fund, instead of only
unrestricted
Fall 1957

gifts, and thus for the first time showing a true picture of alumnae support.

The Developmeni Council
To assist the officers of the college
in seeking large gifts for the Sweet
Briar Fund, and to coordinate the
work of the Alumnae Fund Committee, the Parents Fund Committee,
and the Development Committee, the
Board last year established a Development Council. This group is composed of current and former Board
members, alumnae, faculty and statf,
students, parents, and other friends
of the college.

New

Memorial Gifts

Two recent gifts to the college have
established memorials to Sweet Briar
alumnae.
Mr. and Mrs. James S. Benn of
Wynnewood, Penrisylvania, have
given the college $8,500 to establish
The Dorothy Benn Scholarship in
memory of their daughter, a member
of the class of 1925. Dorothy was
forced to leave college after her
sophomore year because of ill health.
She was married to Walter L. Morgan
and died July 6, 1941. Her parents
used to visit the campus and have
kept in touch with Miss Ruby Walker
and other members of the Walker
family.
In memory

of Jean Besselievre

6, 1957,
aBoley,
new '35,
fundwhoin died
her October
name has
been
established by her father, Edmund B.
Besselievre, of Maumee, Ohio, and
her husband, Herman V. Boley. The
memorial fund, to which many of her
friends have made contributions in
lieu of flowers, will be used "to encourage among other Sweet Briar students her own life-long interest in
creative writing." An annual prize of
SlOO will be given to the student
submitting the best short story during the year. The fund may also provide a grant-in-aid for a junior or
senior with a demonstrated talent for
writing, who retjuires financial assistance. Jean Boley was the author of two
novels, "The Restless" and "The Baby
Lamb," and of many short stories in
the Saturday Eienin^ Post. The New
Yorker. Harper's and other magazines.
Her last article, describing her long
illness, will appear in the December
issue of Tbe Ladies' Home ]ournal.

The Rollins Fund
(As of November 7, 1957)
Alumnae

$31,293.88

♦Faculty, staff and students 9,940.88
* Board of Overseers .... 13,433-25
Parents
4,326.00
Friends
2,407.00
Class of 1913
5,200.00
Class of 1931
1,565.91
Class of 1932
1,020.00
Class of 1957
250.13
Sweet Briar Alumnae Clubs
Atlanta
Baltimore
Boston
Central Ohio
Charleston, W. Va
Charlotte
Charlottesville
Chattanooga
Chicago
Cincinnati
Connecticut
Lynchburg
New York
Norfolk

1,000.00
500.00
300.00
75.00
75.00
85.15
370.00
350.00
110.00
350.00
300.00
350.00
1,000.00
350.00

Northern New Jersey .... 250.00
Peninsula Club of Va. ... 100.00
Philadelphia
1,000.00
Pittsburgh
300.00
Richmond
550.00
Roanoke
225.00
Rochester
500.00
San Francisco
30.00
Spartanburg
Toledo
Twin Cities
Washington, D. C
Wilmington, Del
Memorials

47.49
500.00
350.00
2,000.00
100.00

Harriet Shaw McCurdy . . 352.50
Emma Rollins McTigue . . 60.00
Calvert de Coligny
10.00
Virginia Theological
Seminary
Alumni and Faculty ....2,364.50
Esso Education Foundation
4,000.00
Total
587,491.69
*Not including alumnae
(Short Editorial — The thanks of the
entire college go to everyone, and to
every Sweet Briar Club, responsible
for bringing us so close to our goal.
If you would like to help complete the
Rollins Fund, please send in whatever
you can now, before that December 1
deadline conditional
for the Kresge
Foundation's
$50,000
grant.)

Tree Dedicated to
M. Dee Long
by Ethel Ramage

the afternoon of Thursday,
October 17, at 2:00 o'clock in
front of Fletcher the dedication of the
memorial tree in honor of Miss M.
Dee Long took place with Dean Pearl
in charge of the ceremony. Miss Long
was a beloved member of the English
Department from 1919 until 1950
when she retired.
At the time of her death in 19^4
her friends wished to establish a
memorial to her in recognition of her
generous and unselfish service to the
college community during those thirtyone years. Three plans were considered
and adopted — all showing the varied
interests of Miss Long. The first was
the planting of a tree to her memory,
for she took great pride in the beauty
of the campus; the second, a contribution to the Memorial Book Fund of
the Mary Helen Cochran Library for
the purchase of books in American
Literature, one of the fields of study
which she most enjoyed; and the third,
the establishment of a scholarship to
help in meeting a need she always
keenly appreciated. All three memorials have been growing concurrently,
and now the completion of the first —
the placing of a bronze marker on a
young copper beech — has been accomplished.
ON

Margaret Schmidt
Is Board Nominee
Executive Board of the Alumnae Council has submitted to the
Board of Overseers of Sweet Briar College the name of Margaret Coiiiwel!
Schmidt, '37, as its nominee for election to the Board.
Martha Lou Stohlman, elected to the
Board of Overseers last spring, has resigned to accept an appointment as a
member of the faculty of Sweet Briar.
The constitution and by-laws of the
Sweet Briar Alumnae Association
state in Section 5, Article VII, that

THE

"To Executive
fill an unexpired
term submit
of officea
the
Board shall
candidate to the Board of Overseers
for election."

The copper beech dedicated to Miss Dee Long is admired
by Martha von
Briesen. '31, Dean Mary Pearl, Miss Ethel Ramage and JCss Sarah T. Ramage.

Margaret Schmidt is well-known to
most Sweet Briar alumnae, having
served most successfully as the Executive Secretary of the Association
from 1950 to 1955. Active in student
affairs, she was elected house president, a member of Chung Mung and
the May Court and head of basketball. An outstanding hockey player,
Margaret was on the United States
Field Hockey Team in 1940 and 1941.
Margaret was married in 1942 to
Clarke Schmidt, partner in the law
firm of Cobbs, Logan, Roos and Armstrong. While serving in the Intelligence Service of the U. S. Air Force
Major Schmidt was killed in 1944.
At present Margaret is connected
with the John Burroughs School in
St. Louis where she is advisor to the
junior girls, in charge of the testing
program, and teaches reading to 7th,
8th and 9th grades. Added to this
she teaches hockey in the afternoon.
In her "spare" time she keeps house
and gardens at the attractive home
where she and Ruth, aged 13, live.
She also finds time for much Sweet
Briar work and is the alumnae representative from St. Louis and reunion gift chairman for the class of 1937.

Chapel Fund Grows
bj Gertrude Dally Massie, '22

Memorial
Briar is
Sweet Fund
THE
! The
growing Chapel
Building
chairman is pleased to announce that
the Fund now totals $15,000. While
we realize that many times this amount
is needed before we can build, we
feel encouraged and gratified by the
number of gifts that have been made
since June, 1957.
When the whole Sweet Briar family
becomes better acquainted with the
memorial plan of giving, I am certain
that contributions will increase in
number. Those whose lives have been
touched by family, friends, teachers,
or relatives will want to make a memorial gift in their memory, or in their
honor if they are still living.
A list of the various committees
will appear in the next issue of the
Alumnae News. Please read this. If
your name does not appear and you
would like to take an active part
in the Chapel project, please write
to me. Your help is welcome and will
indeed be appreciated.

10
Alumnae

Neu>i

We Point With Pride
Strod:-, '34) is house president of
Grammer. Mary Layne Bryan (Ellen

on the Dean's
daughters
ListAlumnae
this semester
include Sally Austen

Knowlton, '32) is chairman of the
Student De\elopment Committee, and

(Langhorne Watts, '32); June Berguido (Marion Jayne, '28); Winnie
Leigh (Maud Winborne, '35); Kenan
Myers (Jessie Hall, '31); and Jane
Shipman
McBroom,
'31).
Two
oth.r (Martha
senior alumnae
daughters
with excellent academic records are

Kenan Myers (Jessie Hall, '32) is
chairman of the Campus Chest Committee.

Parker (Alice Dabney, '32) and Tabb
Thornton
(Jane Riddle, '27).
Many offices are held by alumnae
daughters. June Berguido (Marion
Jayne, '28) leads the list as she is
president of Student Government Association. Claire Cannon (Cordelia
Penn, '34) is senior house president
of Dew, and Brownie Lee (Rebekah

Martin (Boyce Lokey, '30) had been
tapped for Tau Phi in their junior
The sheet clad group which sings,

Not only to our freshman alumnae
daughters pictured helovv but to those
daughters in other classes who are outstanding in all phases of campus life.

Elizabeth Smith (Jane Callison, '30)
and Letha Wood (Letha Morris, '32),
who studied abroad last year.
Juniors on the list include Fleming

Smith. June Berguido and Marian

Newell, '26) is vice president of the
YWCA; Eleanor Humphreys (Emma

On the Judicial Board we find WinLeigh (Maud
Winborne,
as
vice nie
chairman
and Jane
Jamison'35)
(Sara
Callison, '29) as junior representative.
Editing the Briar Patch this year is
Fleming Parker (Alice Dabney, '32),
and the business manager is Snowden
Durham
(Josephine Snowden,
'27).
Judy Graham (Mary Bristol, '26)
is vice-president of the senior class and
Head of Lake. Adrianne Massie (Gertrude Dally, '22) is secretary to the
Athletic As.sociation and Sally Austen
(Langhorne Watts, '32) is business
manager of the Choir.
Elected to Tau Phi were Mary Lane
Bryan, W-.nnie Leigh, and Elizabeth

"Glory,cludes
glory,
a ChungEleanor
Mung" Cain
inalumnae Fm
daughters
(Anne
year. Maybank, '22), Tabb Thornton (Jane Riddle, '27), and Mary
Johnson
'29).
Among (Margaret
the membersMoncure,
of the Sweet
Briar Junior Year in France Program
is Kathleen Mather (Kathleen Carmichael, '33) who is the holder of the
■32). and Joseph Barker ScholarJeanne
ship. Scholarships have been awarded
to Winnie Leigh, June Berguido,
Brownie Lee, Norvell Orgain (Norvell Royer, '30), Laura Conway
(Eleanor Wright, '32), Maria Garnett
Wilson,
'27)
and
Judith (Mildred
Haskell (Sarah
Bright
Gracey,
Another milestone for the college
was reached with the entrance of
Su2anne Wallace. Suzanne is the first
girl at Sweet Briar who can claim that
both her mother, Hortense Hostetter,
"34, and her grandmother, Velna
White, '12, have been students at
Sweet Briar.

FIRST ROW: Judith C. Haskell (Sarah Bright Gracey. '^2): Sheila Haskell (Margaret Merritt, 'S?); Kathryn Prothro (Elizabeth Perkins. '39);
Sue Stubbs (Sue Graves, '33); Maria T. Garnett (Mildred Wilson. ^T); Laura M. Conway (Eleanor Wright. '32); Suzanne Wallace (Hortense
Hostetter. 34). SECOND ROW: Nell Morlidge (Virginia Van Winkle. 'aS); Ann Rutherlord (Ethel Ware. 'SD; Suzanne N. RuHin (Virginia
Bellamy. ■32); Maury Bethea (Elizabeth Doughtie, '32); Elinor Scherr (Mildred Bushey. '29); Morybelle L. IliH (Dorothy Keller, '26); Jane
W. Garst
(Marietta
Derby.
'33); Louise
Hardie
Chapman
(Anne Hardie. '26). Not pictured: Willia Fales (Rose Hyde, '38).
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Are You Here This Year?

1926
Helen

*

Mulschler Becker raised $1,479.00 and
second highest average gift of $36.97.

"T"T T" ITH the rebirth of the small college has come an upswing in
VV alumnae giving. Now, recognizing what their alma maters
mean to America, alumnae are more willing than ever before to
contribute to their support. More and more Americans recognize what
the small college contributes and how essential it is to strengthen and
extend its contribution." — The Readers' Digest.
The National Advertising Council in cooperation with the
Council for Financial Aid to Education has recently undertaken a
two year nation wide advertising campaign using all available
media — radio, television, newspapers, and magazines — to urge
YOUR support of The College of Your Choice. The impact of this
campaign will impress you. With such emphatic unanimous support
of alumnae giving, a Sweet Briar alumna can draw only one
conclusion.
Sweet Briar is proud of the 2,121 alumnae who showed their
support of her by contributing to the 1956-57 Alumnae Fund. You
have placed Sweet Briar once again on the American Alumni Council
Honor Roll of Percentage of Graduate Contributors.
It is the work of the class fund agents which has made this
fine record possible. Their constant efforts and enthusiasm have

1952
Mary Bailey Izard enrolled 91 donors and had
second highest per cent giving — 57%.

■ f^

XI
•■-%'-

raised the largest Fund in Sweet Briar's history.
Agent
Number of donors 1st place Mary Bailey Izard
2nd place Virginia Hudson
Total amount
1st place Helen Miitschler Becker
2nd place Kathryn Smith
Percentage giving
1st place Frances Murrell Rickards
2nd place Mary Bailey Izard
Average gift
1st place Mary Clark Rogers
2nd place Helen Mutschler Becker

1913

\

Mary Clark Rogers raised an average gift of $86.50 from her
classmates.
r

1

1956
Kalhryn
highest

Smith
had
the
second
total of gifts— $1,122.25.

Class
1952
1953
1926
1956
1910
1952
1913
1926

Special recognition is also due the following agents who surpassed last year in both number of donors and amount contributed:
1911 Virginia Hint Turner
1917 Rachel Lloyd Helton
1931 Peronne Whittaker Scott
1934

Betty S tit lie Briscoe

1949 Catherine Cox
1950 Peggy Gillidiii Park
19'52 Mary Bailey Izard
1953 Virginia Hudson

^n

1935 Juliet Hallihurto)! Burnett 1955 Catherine Cage
1938 Moselle IFow/ej Fletcher 1956

Kathryn Smith

1942 Mary Ruth Piersoii Fisher

1951
Ann

This year we hope you will help Sweet Briar win a place on the
Honor Roll of Percentage of All Alumnae Contributors. The following list shows how many more donors are needed in your class to
make this goal a reality:
Class

Acad.
1910
1911
1912
1913
1914
1915
1916
1917
1918
1919
1920
1921
1922
1923
1924

Additional
Donors
Needed

51
1
1
1
4
2
3
4
4
4
4
5
8
10
9
10

Class

Additional
Donors
Needed

1925

139

1926
1927
1928
1929

12

Class

1941
1942
1943

Additional
Donors
Needed

16
13
14
14

1944
1945

1930

10
12
13
16

1931
1932
1933

1946
1947

15
14
16

12
15
12

1948
1949

14
12

1934
1935

16
15

1950
1951

1936
1937
1938
1939

10
15
15
15

1940

1952
1953
1954
1955
1956

Mountcaslle
Gamble,
Foreign
Agent,
serves her class from Beirut, Lebanon.

14
15
16
15
16
15
1910
Frances

Will you be one?

Academy

Murrell

Rickords

got

83%

to

give.

and

Special

Nannie
Claiborne
Hudson
sends out the most letters.

1953
Virginia
Hudson
had
the
second
greatest
number
of donors — Seventy-four.

^

1956-1957 ALUMNAE

FUND

30, 1957
Class Year

Number Contributing

Academy and Special
*1910
t*1911
1912
*1913
*1914
t*1915
1916
t*1917
1918
1919
1920
1921
1922
*1923
1924
1925
1926
1927
192n
1929
*1930
•f*1931
*1932
1933
t*1934
t*1935
1936
-1937
t*1938
*1939
*1940
■
1941
t*1942
*1943
*1944
*1945
1946
*1947
*1948
t*1949
t*1950
1951
t*1952
t*1953
1954

55
10
5
5
11
6
9
9
18
22
13
13
24
23
37
34
21
40
45
38
56
49
48
40
48
59
70
45
41
65
68
61
59
59
57
60
49
66
48
63
60
52
70
91
74
61

t*1955
t*1956
1957
1958-1959
Friends

71
73
10
5

Total

JUNEA

erage Gift

Percentage

$13.49
24.80
17.00
14.80
86.50
12.83
21.44
15.33
13.74
11.32
23.61
11.61
11.25
14.18
10.66
9.94
9.14
36.97
17.42
11.87
12.76
15.96
13.06
14.04
11.00
12.68
10.94
12.52
16.17
11.41
13.84
8.86
10.27
12.20
13.24
9.28
14.16
8.76
9.63
11.46
11.21
7.59
9.58
10.23
8.82
7.42
10.80
15.37

Contributing

12
83
38
45
31
32
30
31
49
59
32
25
32
29
31
35
24
32
37
33
37
32
37
32
29
40
43
32
42
45
46
41
39
45
41
42
34
49
33
38
47
35
51
57
50
39
46
■

248.00
$742.00
85.00
74.00
951.50
77.00
193.00
138.00
247.00
249.00
307.00
152.00
270.00

397.10
394.50
193.00
338.00
1,479.00
784.00
451.00
714.62
762.26
627.00
561.75
528.25
748.50
766.00
563.50
663.00
742.00
540.75
941.00
606.00
720.00
755.00
557.00
694.00
462.50
578.00
722.34
672.50
667.91
395.00
653.00
931.28
453.00
767.00
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1,122.25
74.00
2,073.63
39.00
102.50
$28,872.14
171.87

2,121
Credited
to lastbondyear's fund
Interest from
Banner Class
Banner Class
tSurpassed

I9'55-1956 total contributors

Amount

Amount Contributed
Number Contributing
'Surpassed

1955-1956 total amount.

1926
1952

$29,146.51

Report of the twenty-fourth

ALUMNAE

ANNUAL
Alumnae

Fund from

2,121

contributors

$29,146.51

1,020.00

Reunion gift from class of '32

Local

525.00

Scholarship

Benedict

Scholarships from

10,821.13

dubs

Rollins Fund from 24 clubs
Alumnae

gifts to the Development

Chapel Memorial
Richmond

8,142.64

Program

45,443.00

242.00

Fund

Club for Burnett Dining Room

..

62 5.00

$95,965.28

ALUMNAE

CONTRIBUTORS

Academy and Special
§742.00—12%
Agrent: Nannie Claiborne Hudson
Florence Anderson
Loulie Antrim Mason
Helen liafcvr Waller
Gertrude Bilhuber
Helen Broiv7ic Hobart
Jane Carothcrs Clarke
Mildred Cobb Roosevelt
Elisabeth Coohr Shryock
Jessie Dardin Christian
Jessie Dixon Sayler
Helen Duke
Faye Elliott Pogue
Estelle EnAOT Rutherford
Addie Erwin Des Portes
Fanita Ferris Welsh
Eleanor Fnrman Hudgens
Gillian Goodall Comer
Mary Pajre Crammer
Claudine Griffin Holcomb
Frances Harrison Webster
Edwina Henael Wharton-Smith
Mary Herd Moore
Virginia Hill Smartt
Eleanor Hoi'irood Fulton
Ruth Jarknon
Leatherman
Josephine Johnson Smith
Marjorie Lindsay Coon
Cynthia Mager Mea«l
Lou Emma SfcW'horttr CarroJl
Mabel McWam- Harrah
Ellis Meredith
Em Turner Mrrritt Nickinson
Mary Mixon McClintock
Katherine Sicolson Sydnor
Eloise Ormc Fort
Katherine Page
Juliet I'arria Gill
Marion L. Peele
Margaret Potts Williams
Ella Kodis Hutter
Clare Shcnchon Uoyd
Ethel S/iooj> Godwin
Viricinia Shoojt Phillips
Edna Stfvrs VauKhan
Elizabeth Stiuart Wylie
Marina Stiles Wilkins
Eleanor Stonr Gates
Barbara Trigg Hrown
Austin Turner Jones
Martha Valentine Cronly
Margaret Wilson Hallantyne
Sara Wilson P'aulkner
Laura Woodbridge Foster
Marion Yvrkes Barlow

Fall 1957

1956- =^7
1910— $248.00— 83%
Affent: Frances Murrell Rickards
Marjorie Coupcr Prince
Annie Cuninoclc Miller
Marpraret Eaglesficld Bell
Eugenia Griffin Burnett
Louise Hooper Ewell
Claudine Hutter
Frances Murrell Rickards
Nan Powell Hodges
Adelaide Schockey Mallory
Mary Scott Glass

1911— $85.00— 38%
Agent: Virginia Hurt Turner
Alma Booth Taylor
Louise Crump Surber
Virginia Hurt Turner
Ruth Lloyd
Mary Virginia Parker

FUND

Alice Swain Zell
Doris Thompson Reeves
Henrietta Washburn

1915— $193.00— 30%
Leiia Dew Preston
Rosalia B. Fcdcr Sarbey
Jane Gregory Marechal
Helen MrCary Ballard
Frances W. Pennypacker
H. Lei Red
Anne Schutte Nolt
Louise P. Weisiger
Anna
Wills Reed

1916— $138.00— 31%
Agent: Antoinette Camp Hagood
Margaret Banister
Louise Bennett Lord
Zalinda Brown Harrison
Antoinette Camp Hagood
Dorys McConntll Faile
Maria Neville Brown
Mary Ptnnyjtacker Davis
Edna Rigg Brown
Lucy Taliaferro

1917— $247.00— 49%
Agent : Rachel Lloyd Holton
Faye Abraham Pethick
Anna Bevcridge Leake
Mary Bissell Ridler
Katherine Browne Camlin
Edith Christie Finlay
Margaret Gibson Bowman
Dorothy Gramnier Croyder
Jane Henderson
Constance Krieg
Rachel Lloyd Holton
Ruth Mcllravy Logan
Elsie Palmer Parkhurst
Bertha Pfister Wailes
Gertrude Piper Skillern
Inez Skillern Reller
Genie Steele Hardy
Jane Tyler Griffith
Mary Whitehead Van Hyning
Bessie Whittet Towsen

1918— $249.00— 59%
Agent: Vivienne Barkalow Hornbeck

1912— $74.00— 45%
Agent: Margaret Thomas Kruesi
Miss Virginia McLaws
Margaret Browning Burt
Virginia Etheridge Hitch
Hazel Gardner Lane
Frances Sloan Brady
Margaret Thomas Kreusi

1913— $951.50— 31%
Agent: Mary Clark Rogers
Dr. Connie M. Guion
Eugenia finffington Walcott
Mary Clark Rogers
Sarah Cooper
Henrianne
Early
Elizabeth Frajike Balls
Sue Hardie Bell
Vivian Mosaman Groves
Mary Pinkertoii Kerr
Sue Slaughter
Dorothy Swan Lent
Mary Clifton Tabb George

Vivienne Barkalow Hornbeck
Iloe Bowers Joel
Priscilla Brown Caldwell
Cornelia Carroll Gardner
Louise Case McGuire
Martha Daven}>ort Kennedy
Gladys GilHhind Brumback
Cilia Guggenheimer Nusbaum
Gertrude Kintzing Wiltshire
Elizabeth Lowmaii Hall
Grace MaeBain Ladds
Margaret McVey
Catherine Marshall Shuler
Marianne Martin
Margaret McCluer
Charlotte More Melony
Jane Pratt Belts
Mary Reed
Lois Suuters Jones
Eleanor Smith Walters
Esther Turk Hemmings
Martha V. Whitehead
Virginia Williams Wells

1919— $307.00— 32%
Agent: Caroline Sharpe Sanders

1914— $77.00— 32%
Elizabeth Anderson Kirkpatrick
Julia Bevilie Yerkes
Elizabeth Green Shepherd

Katharine Block
Ellen Bodley Stuart
Mary M. UcLong McKnight
Elizabeth Eggleston

Florence Freeman Fowler
Pauline Gauss
Tennie Lomiey Burton
Isabel Luke Witt
Mildred Meek Meador
Jane Byrd Ruffin Henry
Caroline Sharpe Sanders
Carrie Taliaferro Scott
Isabel Wood Holt

1920— $152.00— 25%
Agent: Isabel Webb Luflf
Margaret High Norment
Ruth Hulburd Brown
Geraldine Jones Lewis
Frances Kenncy Lyon
Corinne Loncy Benson
Rebecca MacGeorgc Bennett
Helen Mason Smith
Ida Massie Valentine
Elmyra Pennypacker Yerkes
Frances Raiff Wood
Helen Strobhar Williams
Isabel Webb Luff
Dorothy Whitley Smyth

1921— $270.00— 32%
Agent: Rhoda Allen Worden
Josephine Ahara MacMillan
Rhoda Allen Worden
Gertrude Anderson
Elizabeth Baldwin Whitehurst
Russe Blanks Butts
Julia Bruner Andrews
Catherine Cordes Kline
Edith Durrell Marshall
Fanny Ellsworth Scannell
Frances Evans Ives
Christine '7sc/iM'iT)c// Camlin
Fredericka Hackman Maxwell
Catherine Hanitch
Florence Ives Hath-away
Mary McLemore Matthews
Gertrude Pauly Crawford
Maynette Rozelle Stephenson
Marion Shafer Wadhams
Madelon Shidler Olney
Ophelia Short Seward
Frances Simpson Cartwright
Ruth Simpson Carrington
Florence Woelfel

1922— $397.10— 29%
Agent:

Katherine Shenehon Child

Alice Babcock Simons
Julia Benncr Moss
Marjorie Bergen Cohee
Lorraine Boirles Chrisman
Selma Brandt Kress
Gertrude Dally Massie
Burd Dickson Stevenson
Ruth Fiske Steegar
Elizabeth Fob! Kerr
Ruth Hagler McDonald
Helen Hodgsk.n Fingerhuth
Elizabeth Huber Welch
Mary Klumph Watson
Virginia W. Little
Margaret Marston Tillar
Ethel McCltiin Bumbaugb
Alice Miller Bly
Katherine Minor Montague
Aline .V/or/o» Burt
Mary Munson
Elizabeth Murray Widau
Maylon Sewby Pierce
Beulah Norris
Virginia Ranson
Katherine Shenehon Child
Grizzelle Thomson
Ruth Ulland Todd
Marion Walker Neidlinger

1923— $.394.50— 31%
Beatrice Bryant Woodhead
Margaret Hurwell Graves
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Dorothy CopeJand Farkhunt
Emma Crockett Owen
Dorothy EUis Worley
Mildred Featherston
Helen Fossum Davidson
Helen O. Gaus
Jane Guignard Curry
Mary Harman White
May Jennings Sherman
Hannah Keith Howze
Fitzallen Kendall Fearing
Frances Lauterbach
Mildred LaVenture McKinney
Jane Lee Best
LaVern McGee Olney
Richie McGuire Boyd
Helen McMahon
Edith Miller McClintock
Marjorie Milligan Bassett
Dorothy Nickelson Williamson
Phyllis Payne Gathrigrht
Evelyn Plummcr Read
Lydia Purcell Wilmer
Helen Richards Horn
Martha Robertson Harless
Frances Smith Hood
Virginia Stanbery Schneider
Elizabeth Taylor Valentine
Helen G. Taylor
Elizabeth Thigpen HiU
Lorna Weber Dowling
Katharine Weiaer Ekelund
Catherine Wilson Nolen
Margaret
Katberine Wise
Zeuch O'Neal
Forster

1924— $338.00— 35%
Agent: Mary Rich Robertson
Florence Bodiiie Mountcastle
Genevieve Elstini Moodey
Byrd Fiery Bomar
Susan Fitchett
Jacqueline Franke Charles
Caroline Flynn Eley
Ethel Gaines Bruner
Augusta Gee Loggins
Jean Grant Taylor
Marian Grimes Collins
Elizabeth Guy Tranter
Eleanor Harned Arp
Bernice Hulburd Wain
Harrell James Carrington
Emily Jeffrey Williams
Lydia Kimball Maxam
Clara King Maxwell
Kathryn Kluniph McGuire
Martha Lobingier Lusk
Muriel MacLeod Searby
Mary D. Marshall Hobson
Grace Merrick Twohy
Mary Mitchell Stackhouse
Frances Nash Orand
Margaret Nelson Lloyd
Elizabeth Pape Mercur
Mary Rich Robertson
Eleanor Sikes Peters
Susan Simrall Logan
Rebecca Snyder Garrison
Elizabeth Studley Kirkpatrick
Marion Swanneli Wright
Josephine vonMaur Crampton
Gladys Wood2vard Hubbard

1925— $193.00— 24%
Katherine Agard Flewelling
Helen Bane Davis
Jane Becker Clippinger
Virginia Buffington Wham
Mary Dugan Young
Muriel Foasum Pesek
Clara Belle Frank Bradley
Eugenia Goodall Ivey
Dorothy Herbison Hawkins
Cordelia Kirkcndall Barricks
Martha McHenry Halter
Margaret Masters Klauder
Elizabeth MacQueen Nelson
Eleanor Miller Patterson
Mary Nadine Pope Phillips
Evelyn Pretlow Rutledge
Mary Sailer Gardiner
Lucille Smith Lindner
Mary Irene Sturgis
Ruth Taylor Franklin
Helen Tremann Spahr
Mary Elizabeth Welch Hemphill

1926— $1,479.00— 32%

Agent: Helen Mutschler Becker
Ruth Abell Bear
Rebecca Ashcraft Warren
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Nell Atkins Hagemeyer
Martha Bachman McCoy
Dorothy Bailiy Hughes
Anne Barrett Allaire
Kitty Blount Andersen
Mary Bristol Grah-am
Mar>' Broivn Moore
Anne Claiborne Willingham
Helen Dunlcai^y Mitchell
Page Dunlap Dee
Frances Dunlop Heiskell
Beulah EUis von Arnim
Gudrun Eskesen Chase
Katherine Farrand Elder
Louise Fuller Freeman
Mildred Gribble Seiler
Dorothy Hamilton Davis
Jeanette Hoppinger Schanz
Daisy Huffman Pomeroy
Ruth Johnston Bowen
Dorothy Keller Iliff
Mary Kerr Burton
Margaret Laidley Smith
Edna Lee Gilchrist
Mildred Lovctt Matthews
Elizabeth Matthew Nichols
Helen Mutschler Becker
Ellen Newell Bryan
Katharyn Norris Kelley
Lois Peterson Wilson
Kathryn Peyton Moore
Margaret R. Reinhold
Jane Riddle Thornton
Virginia Lee Taylor Tinker
Marion Van Cott Borg
Cornelia Wailes Wailes
Margaret White Knobloch
Ruth Will Beckh

1927— $784.00— 37%
Agent: Elizabeth Mathews Wallace
Maude Adams Smith
Eleanor Albers Foltz
Camilla Alsop Hyde
Marjorie Atlee Parks
Jeanette Boone
Laura Boynton Rawlings
Madeline Brown Wood
Daphne Bunting Blair
Elizabeth Gates Wall
Caroline Compton
Elizabeth Cox Johnson
Margaret Cramer Crane
Virginia D. Davies Nettles
Esther Dickinson Robbins
Emilie Halsell Marston
Claire Hanner Arnold
Gwin Harris Tucker
Sarah L. Jamison
Catherine Johnson Brehme
Margaret Leigh Hobbs
Margaret Lovett
Ruth Lowrance Street
Elizabeth Luck Hammond
Elizabeth Mathews Wallace
Theodora P. Maybank Williams
Elizabeth Miller Allan
Mar>' Montague Harrison
Elise Morley Fink
Anna Pattern Thrasher
Margaret Powell Oldham
Elva Quisenberry Marks
Julia Reynolds Driesbach
Helen Smyser Talbott
Jo Snowden Durham
Marjorie Stone Neighbors
Nar Warren Taylor
Martha Thomas Goward
Mary Elizabeth Turner Baker
Constance Van Ness
Julia Ventulett Patterson
Mary Kelly Vizard Kelly
Sara Von Schilling Stanley
Margaret Williams Bayne
Mildred Wilson Garnett
Virginia Wilson Robbins

Sarah Everett Toy
Elizabeth Failing Bernhard
Connie Furman Westbrook
Louise Harned Ross
Virginia Hippie Baugher
Marguerite Hodnctt McDaniel
Marion Jaync Berguido
Susan Jelley Dunbar
Helen E. Keys Rollow
Katherine Leadbeater Bloomer
Sara McHenry
Katheryn Meyer Manshel
Betty Moore Schilling
Mary Nelms Locke
Ann Lane Newell Whatley
Elizabeth Preacott Balch
Anne Beth Price Clark
Elizabeth Robins Foster
Anne Shepherd Lewis
Grace H. Sollitt
Grace Sunderland Owings
Virginia Torrance Zimmer
Virginia Van Winkle Morlidge
Jocelyn Watson Regen
Mary Alice Webb Nesbitt
Fanny Welch Paul
Winifred West Morriss
Lillian L. Wood
Betty Woodward Jeffers

1929— $714.62— 37%
Agent: Eugenia Tillman McKenzie
Nora Lee Antrim
Evelyn Ballard
Mary Archer Bean Eppes
Athlein Benton Lawton
Ellen Whiting Blake
Mallie Bomar Johnson
Dorothy Bortz Davis
Belle Brockenbrough Hutchins
Mildred Bronaugh Taylor
Janet Bruce Bailey
Elizabeth Bryan Stockton
Mildred Bushey Scherr
Sara CaUison Jamison
Virginia Lee Campbell Clinch
Virginia Chaffee Gwynn
Louise Chapman Plamp
Kate Tappen Coe
Mary Copeland Sturgeon
Louise Dailey Sturhahn
Meredith Ferguson Smythe
Ann Gleaves Drought
Emilie Giese Martin
Mary Goehnauer Dalton
Lisa Guigon Shinberger
Margaret Harding Kelly
Gary Harman Biggs
Elizabeth Hilton
Mary Hodges Edmunds
Virginia Hodgson Sutliff
Adaline Hoffman Allen
Amelia Hollis Scott
Claire Hoyt Gaver
Dorothy
Jolh'ffe Urner
Martha Dabney
Jones
Josephine Kluttz Ruffin
Elizabeth Lankford Miles
Elizabeth Lewis Reed
Mildred Earle Lewis Adkins
Polly MeDiarmid Serodino
Sally MeKee Stanger
Martha Maupin Stewart
Isabelle North Goodwin
Gertrude Prior
Frances Redford
Adelaide Richardson Hanger
Helen
Schaurnlcff'el
Mary Shelton
Clark Ferree
Eugenie Tillynan McKenzie
Anna Torian Owens
Sue Tucker Yates
Esther Tyler Campbell
Elizabeth Valentine Goodwyn
Helen Weitzman Bailey
Jane Wilkinson Banyard
Huldah Williams Lambert
Julia Wilson
Amelia Woodward Davier

1928— $451.00— 33%
Agent: Marion Jayne Berguido
Betty Austin Kinlock
Adaline R. Beeson
Eleanor Branch Cornell
Dorothy Bunting
Evelyn Claybrook Bowie
Louise Conklin Knowles
Elizabeth- Crane Hall
Sarah Dance Krook
Helen Davis Mcllrath
Harriet Dunlap Towill

1930— $762.26— 32%
Agent: Carolyn Martindale Blouin
Josephine Aberncthy Turrentine
Serena Ailes Henry
Elizabeth Boone Willis
Flora Broicn Elton
Mary Burks Saltz
Jane Callison Smith
Elizabeth Carnes
Elizabeth Copeland Norfleet

Merry Curtis Loving
Suzanne Doyle Dittman
Sophia Dunlap Hunter
Gratia Gcer Howe
Elizabeth Gorsline
Frances Harrison McGiffert
Ruth Haaaon Smith
Eleanor Henderaoyx Merry
Ruth Hendrix Causey
Mary Huntington Harrison
Evelyn Jackson Blackstock
Alice Jones Taylor
Martha Lainbvth Kilgore
Virginia LeHardy Bell
Mary Douglas Lyon Stedman
Elizabeth McCrady Bardwell
Eleanor Marshall Tucker
Elizabeth Marston Creech
Carolyn Martindale Blouin
Lucy Harrison Miller Baber
Mary Moss Powell
Meredith Oakford Johnson
Gwendolyn Olcott Writer
Alice Perkins Clayton
Lindsay Prentia Woodroofe
Wilbelmina Rankin Teter
Sally Reahard
Josephine Retd Stubbs
Emma Carrington Riely Lemaire
Norvell Royer Orgain
Elizabeth Saunders Ramsay
Jean Saunders
Lucy Sh irley Otis
Elizabeth Stevenson Tate
Mildred Stone Green
Marjorie Sturges Moose
Phyme Tanner McKennan
Evelyn Wester
Ware Saundei-s
Gladys
Horton
Elizabeth Williams Gilmore
Harriett Williams Hershberger

1931— $627.00— 37%
Agent: Peronne Whittaker Scott
Violet Andersen Groll
Dorothy Ayres Holt
Katharine Beury McFall
Jane Biklc Lane
Dorothy Boyle Charles
Martha von Briesen
Isabelle Bush Thomasson
Mary Lynn Carlsoii King
Elizabeth Clark
Agnes Clei^eland Sandifer
Virginia Cooke Rea
Jean Cole Anderson
Jean Countryman Presba
Nancy Hancock Coe
Naomi Doty Stead
Sophia Dunlap Hunter
Margaret Fry Williams
Josephine Gibbs Du Bois
Gillette Hilton Pritchard
Matilda Janes Shillington
Charlotte Kent Pinckney
Virginia S. Keyser
Helen Lawrence Vander Horst
Margaret Lee Thompson
Gertrude Lewis Magavern
Elizabeth MacRae Goddard
Martha McBroom Shipman
Martha MeCowen Burnet
Caroline Moore McCotter
Jane Muhlberg Halverstadt
Evelyn Mullen
Fanny O'Brian Hettrick
Mary Pape Whitney
Mary Pearsall Smith
Jean Ploehn Wernentin
Virginia Quintard Bond
Natalie Roberta Foster
Phoebe Roive Peters
Ruth Schott Benner
Helen Sim Mellen
Polly Sivift Calhoun
Virginia Tabb Moore
Marth-a Tillery Thomas
Marjorie
Webb Fauber
Mar>'anov
Ella
Williams
Peronne Whittaker Scott
Pauline Woodward Hill
Nancy Worthington

1932— $561.75— 32%
Agent: Mary Moore Pancake
Mandeville
Virginia Bellamy Ruffin
Margaret Bennett Cullum
Henrietta Bryan Alphin
Sue Burnett Davis
Elizabeth Clary Treadwell

Alumnae News

Courtney Cochran Ticer
Alice Dabnry Parker
Elizabeth Doughtie Bethea
Elizabeth Douglass Foote
Virginia Finch Waller
Susanne C. Gay Linville
Mildred Gibbons
Lenore Hanccl SturdySarah Harrison Merrill
Mildred Hodges Ferry
Elizabeth Hun McAllen
Irene Kellogg
Ruth A'crr Fortune
Charlotte Bird Magoffin
Marion Malm Fowler
Susan Marshall Timberlake
Letha Morris Wood
Barbara Muntcr Purdue
Helen NightingaJc Gleason
Hallie Orr Barton
Mary Moore Pancake Mandeville
Marcia L. Patterson
Sarah Phillips Crenshaw
Helen Pratt Gr&ff
Frances Scncindivcr Stewart
Sara Shallenbcrger Brown
Tbeda Sherman Newlin
Dorothy Smith Berkeley
Virginia Squibb Flynn
Hazel Stamps Collins
Beatrice Stone DeVore
Hildegarde Voclcker Hardy
Alice iVci/mMuth McCord
Lillian }yiIhinson Bryson
Eleanor Wright Conway

1933— $528.25—29%
Agent: Geraldine Mallory
Virginia Alford Johnston
Margaret Austin Johnson
Susalee BvUcr Norris
Virginia Brewer Cobey
Dorothy Brett Prentiss
Anne H. Brooke
Mary Buick
Marjorie Burford Crenshaw
Marj- Elizabeth Clematis Porzelius
Jessie Coburn Laukhuff
Doris Crane Loveland
Elizabeth Dawson Birch
Marietta Derby Garst
Elena Doty Angus
Lois Foster Moore
Sue Graves Stubbs
Elizabeth Stuart Gray
Margery Gubctman Hastert
Julia Harris Toomey
Mabel Hickman Flaitz
Emma Hills Boyd
Kath-rina Howzc Maclellan
Margaret Imbrie
Mar>' Imbrie
Ella Jesse Latham
Susan Johnson Simpson
Lena Jones Craig
Gerr>' Mallory
Helen Martin
Jane Martin Pereon
Anne Marvin
Elizabeth Moore
Cornelia Murray Weller
Mar>' XeviUc Sieman
Katherine Oglcsby Mixon
Mar>- Kate Patton Bromfield
Frances Powell Zoppa
Marjorie Ris Hand
Mar>' Bess Hohcrts Waynick
Josephine liuckcr Powell
Gotten Skinner Shepherd
Charlotte Tamblyn Tufts
Jean \'an Homr Baber
Leila Van Leer Schwaab
Virginia Vcsey Woodward
Langhorne Watts Austen
Margaret Wayland Taylor
Hetty Wells Finn
Louise Woodward Hurtt

1934— $748.50— 40%
Agent: Betty Suttle Briscoe
Eleanor Alcott Bromley
Dorothy Andrews Kramer
Ruberta Bailey Hesseitine
Helen Holmes Bean Emer>'
Elizabeth Bond Wood
Connie BurtvcU White
Nancy Butzncr Leavell
Carolyn Carter Clark
Helen Cloaaon Hendricks
Eleanor Cooke Esterly

Fall 1957

Anne Corbitt Little
Julia Dougherty Musser
Amy Davies
Louise Dreyer Bradley
Emilie Em^ory Leary
Joanna J. Fink Meeks
Jane Fordcr Stribling
Virginia Foslcr Gruen
Rosemary* Frey Rogers
Deborah Gale Bryer
Lydia Goodwyn Ferrell
Louise Greenwood Lippitt
Marion Gwaltney Hall
Frances Hallett Dentun
Thelma Hanifen Fried
Helen Hanson Bamford
Mary Higgins Porsche
Nancy Hotchkiss Boschen
Dorothy' Hutchitison Howe
Marjorie Lasar Hurd
Martha Lou Lcmmon Stohlman
Marie LePine
Dearing Lewis
Emily Marsh Nichols
Elizabeth Mayfield Chapman
Katherine Afcan,s Neely
Mary Moore Rowe
Marcia Morrison Curtis
Mar>* Moses Lindsey
Priscilla Mullen Gowen
Ruth Myers Pleasants
Margaret Newton
Cordelia Penn Cannon
Dorothy Prince Oldfield
Mary Pringle
Margaret Ross EUice
Anne Russell Carter
Julia Sadler de Coligny
Elizabeth Scheuer Maxwell
Cleo Scott Allen
Julia Shirley Patterson
Marjorie Smith Zengel
Jean Sjiraguc Hulney
Marguerite Stephens Sheridan
Kate Strauss Solmssen
Rebekah Strode Lee
Betty Suttle Briscoe
Dorothy Turno Gardner
Katharine S. WiU^ams McColIum
Bonnie Wood Stookey
Anna Young Adams

1935— $766.00 — 43%
Agent: Juliette Halliburton Burnett
Mrs. Bernice Drake Lill
Ray Adlrr Cochran
Isabel Anderson Comer
Anne Baker Gerhart
Dorothy Barmim Venter
Barbara Benzinger Lindsley
Virginia Babbitt Shuffle
Elizabeth Broun Trout
Marie Bruynby Fowler
Jane Bryant Hurlbert
Cary Burwcll Carter
Allyn Capron Heintz
Florence Crane Goodfellow
Geneva Crossvian Stevens
Katherine Culp Francis
Virginia Cunningham Brooks
Margharita Curtzc Vicary
Jessie Davis Hall
Mary Dunglinson Day
Marguerite Duval McGinnis
Hester Catherine England
Gretchen Geib Troup
Ruth Gilliland Kistler
Margaret Glover Paddock
Harriet Haddock Dudley
Juliet Halliburton Burnett
Cynthia C. Harbison Heye
Beverley Hill Furniss
Joyce Hobart Bullard
Lucy F. Hoblitzell
Suzanne Howe
Genevieve Howeli Gist
Rebekah Huber
Elizabeth Johnston Clute
Doris Kendall Richards
Elizabeth Klinedinst McGavran, II
Hesten Kraemer Avery
Alice Laubacb
Jane Lawder
Jane Littlefard Stegeman
Alice McCloskcy Schlendorf
Loaine McLaughlin Snyder
Lee MaePhcrson Virgin
Mary Banks McPherson Harper
Mary Virginia Marks
Rebecca Marriner
Sarah Miller Adelman
Evelyn Morris Blair
Frances Morrison Ruddell
Elizabeth Myers Harding

Martha N eunachwander Founds
Charlotte Olmatead Gill
Julia Peterkin
Ellen Pratt McGowin
Sarah Rick Putnam
Eleanor Rust Mattern
Ellen Scattergood Zook
Isabel Scriba
Carey Snow Garrison
Jacquelyn Strickland Dwelle
Natalae Strickland Waters
Harriet Taylor Leo
Ann Temple Benton
Eleanor Townsend Rector
Lois Gould Vandcrhoef Benner
Lida Voigt Young
Marion Walker Alcaro
Mary Whipple Clark
Harriet Williams Rand
Maud Winborne Leigh
Helen Wolcott
Rebecca Youyig Frazer

1936— $563.50—32%
Agent: Annette Harley Chappell
Frances Baker Owen
Eiise B. Boicen MuUins
Nancy BrasweU Holderness
Lillian Cabell Gay
Mary Virginia Camp Smith
Margaret Cam}>btU Usher
Myra Carr Baldwin
Elizabeth Cocke Winfree
Corinne Fentress Gray
Elizabeth Fesser Macleay
Chloe Frierson Fort
Caroline Fiimiss Wolfe
Ruth Gilliam Viar
Parker Goodwin Breen
Frances Gregory
Capel Grimes Gerlach
Annette Harley Chappell
Martha Anne Harvey Gwinn
Mary Hesson Pettyjohn
Sarah High Gregg
Orissa Holden Perry
Margaret Huxley Dick
Margaret H. Lloyd Bush
Alma Martin Rotnem
Dorothea McClure Mountain
Catherine Mitchell Ravenscroft
Jacqueline Moore Hoofnagle
Jane Moore Johnson
Elizabeth Morton Forsyth
Katherine Silcs Parker
Esther O'Brian Robinson
Nancy Parsons Jones
Phoebe Pierson Dunn
Elizabeth Pinkerton Scott
Mary Lee Poindexter Willingham
Marquart Poivcll Doty
Mary Rich Wiles
Ruth Robinso7i Madison
Virginia Rutty Anstice
Jane Shclton Williams
Aline Stump Fisher
Willietta Thompson Scofield
Mary Elizabeth Troy
Martha Williams Tim
Carrie Marshall Young Gilchrist
Mary Agnes Youyig Turner

1937— $663.00—42%
Agent: Rosalie Hall Cramer
Elizabeth Ball Fensom
Janet Bogue Trimble
Elizabeth A. Boyce Emmons
Mary Jane Caryiey Turner
Anna Mary Charles Straub
Jacquelin Cochran Nicholson
Margaret Com well Schmidt
Agnes Crawford Bates
Margery Cntikshank Dyer
Rebecca Douglass Mapp
Mary Helen Frueatiff Klein
Rosalie Hall Cramer
Virginia Hardin
Margaret Moore Harris Clark
Natalie Hopkins Griggs
Barbara Jarvis
Frances Johnson Finley
Barbara Kirch Booth
Lillian Lambert Pennington
Mary Lambeth Blackwell
Anne Lauynayi Bussey
Elizabeth Lee McPbail
Margaret MacRae Jackson
Margaret Merritt Haskell
Margaretha Mittder Davis
Barbara Munn Green
Nancy Xalle Lea

Kitty O'Brien
Isabel
OlmsteadJoyner
Haynes
Dorothy Price Roberts
Dorothy Prout Gorsuch
Helen Rae Wainwright
Anna Redfern Ferguson
Vera Searcy McGonigle
Ellen Snodgrass Park
Dorothy Stewart
Elizabeth Thomas Wells
Marjorie Thomas Brookhart
Elinor Ward Francis
May Weston Thompson
Helen Williamson Dumont

1938— $742.00 — 45%
Agent: Moselle Worsley Fletcher
Gertrude Alexanderson Young
Hellen Allen Stupp
Cornelia Armficld Cannon
Frances Bailey Brooke
Louise Bailey McDermott
Jane Bemia Wills
Ethlyn Biedenharn Swayze
Elizabeth Bowley Phillips
Imogene Brock Hawley
Marion Brown Zaiser
Marj' Cobb Hulse
Kitty K. Corbctt Powell
Frances Cordes Hoffman
Betty Dail Wilson
Harriet Dayiiel Herd
Barbara M. Derr Chenoweth
Denise du Pont Zapffe
Virginia Eady Williams
Frances Faulkner Mathews
Barbara Ferguson Lincoln
Barbara Fish Schiebel
Janet Forbush Fead
Marian Fuller Kellogg
Bessie Lee Garbee Siegrist
Katherine Gardner Stevenson
Dorothy C. Gipe Clement
Lucile Greene Michel
Jane Gregory Marrow
Mary Hamilton Schuck
Josephine Happ Willingham
Helen Hays Crowley
Virginia Heizer Hickenlooper
Helen Hesson Binns
Elizabeth Hopper Turner
Katherine Hoyt
Cecily Jansen Kendrick
Jane Kcyii Titus
Adele Letcher Harvey
Howell Lykes Colton
Janet Macfarlan Bergmann
Genevieve Marsh Fisher
Nancy McCandlish Prichard
Betty Moore
Stowei-s
Marjorie
Miller
Hein
Sigur E. Moore Whitaker
Vesta Murray Haselden
Dolly Nicholsoyi Tate
Ruth Pfingsten Polster
Lucite Seargcant Leonard
Pollyanna Shotwell Holloway
Betty Mead Smartt Johnson
Jane Stevens Scott
Kate Sulzberger Levi
Molly Talcott Dodson
Marjorie Thadcn Davis
Mary Thompson Fabbrini
Ida Todmayi Pierce
Sarah Tomlinson Foscue
Maud Tucker Drane
Wileyna Upshau- Kennedy
Anne Walker Newton
Margaret Weimer Shepherd
Janice Wiley Adams
Elinor Wilson Gammon
Lucy Wiyiston Works
Pauline Womack Swan
Moselle Worsley Fletcher

1939— $941.00 — 46%
Agents: Mary Elizabeth Barge
tichroder and Sarah Belk Gambrell
Florence Bailey Adams
Margaret Ballard Whitehurst
Patricia Balz Vincent
Mary Eliz. Barge Schroder
Betty Barnes Bird
Sarah Belk Gambrell
Bettine BeU Wyman
Anne Benedict Swain
Leila Bond Preston
Katharine Bonsali Strong
Suzette Boutell McLeod
Lucy Bowers Elebash
Betsy Campbell Gawthrop
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Virginia Chialham Newton
Eleanor Claflin Williams
Hvlah CoUy Kitchel
Henrietta Cod.fr Ayer
Louise Corrigan Jordan
Elsie [>ay Sutherlin
Eudoxa Ding"""' Cobb
Betsy Durham Goodhue
Anna Esiiaeh Weckler
Martha Fowltr McNabb
Betty Frazier Rinehart
Nancy Gatch Svien
Lucy Gordan Jeffers
Valeria Gott Murphey
Ruth Hnrmaii Ke.ser
Anne Lee Harrison Brown
Ethel Hanber Crowe
Martha Hodill Smith
Anne Huddlcston Cheek
Viola James Wathen
Mary .litdd Patton
Catherine Lawdcr Stephenson
Yvonne Lcggvtt Dyer
Lottie Lewis Woollen
Eleanor Littlr Morfit
Elizabeth Howell Love
Mary Mack ntosh Sherer
Marion .Mann Hawkes
Helen McCriery James
Henrietta .Minor Hart
Lee Moiitagitr Joachim
Jean Moore Von Sternberg
MarRuerite Myers Glenn
Jean Oliver Sartor
Jane Parker Washburn
Ann Parks
Elizabeth Ferkns Prothro
Katherine Kieharda de Lancey
Julia Ridgebj Peacock
Gertrude Robertso-n Midlen
Grace Robinson McGuire
Augusta Saul Edwards
Julia Saunders Michaux
Mary Louise S. mpson Bulkley
Mary Spear Rooney
Florence Swift Durrance
Janet Thorpe
Phyllis Todd Ellis
Mary Treadway Downs
Janet E. Trosch
Elizabeth Vanderbilt Brown
Mary Welles Pearson
Bennett Wilcox Bartlett
Julia Worthington Lombard
Rebecca Wright Myers

1940— $540.75— 41%
Agent: Hortense Powell Cooper
Ann Adamson Taylor
Mary Frances Earnhardt Calder
Muriel Barrows Neall
Eleanor Bosworth Spitler
Adelaide Bozc Glascock
Mary Jane Burnett Hill
Blair Bunting Both
Maria Burroughs Livingston
Clara Call Frazier
Dorothy
Ann M. Campbell
Cauthorn O'Connor
Cornelia Chalkley Kittler
Elizabeth Conover
Connie Currie Fleming
Marion Daudt McBride
Laura Dickie Neil
Margaret Dowell Cochran
Lois Fernley McNeil
Alice Gass Dornberger
Emory Gill Williams
Elizabeth Gockley McLellan
Barbara Godfrey
Jane Goolrick Murrell
Nancy Haskins Elliot
Georgia Herbert Hart
Jane Hopkins Hanes
Elizabeth Iv.na Haskins
Mary Petty Johnston Bedell
Coralie Kahn Ferro
Margaret Katterjohn McCollom
Cecilia MacKinnon Ballard
Clara MacKae Causey
Sarah Mayo Sohn
Ruth Mealand Sch-wartz
Betty Jane Menefee Ahrens
Florence Merrill Pilkinton
Sari E. Mitchell Clingerman
Mildred Moon Montague
Shirley Nalley Irving
Hortense Powell Cooper
Louise W. Pugh Worthing
Martha Rector McGee
Margaret Royall Davis
Janet Runkle Wells
Helen Schmid Hardy
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Jacqueline Sexton Daley
Barbara Smith Whitlock
Reba Smith Gromel
Eleanor Snoiv Lea
Agnes Spencer Burke
Helen W. Taylor
Josephine Taylor Carlson
Beth Thomas Mason
Nida Tomlin Watts
Margaret Anne Vallance
Irene Vongehr Vincent
Kathleen Ward Allen
Anne Waring Lane
Evelyn Williams Turnbull
Margaret Woods Gillette
Margaret Woodward Thomas

1941— $606.00— 39%
Asrent: Evelyn Cantey Marion
Doris Albray Bardusch
Allen Bagby Macneil
Frances Baldwin Wbitaker
Anne
Lillian Borough
BrcedloveO'Connor
White
Martha Jean Brooks Miller
Elizabeth Browti-Serman MacRae
Evelyn Cantey Marion
Angela
Cardamonc
O'Donnell
Helen CarJiiine
Thompson
Wilma Cavett Bird
Margaret CraigkiU Price
Cnarlotce Davtixnort Tuttle
Shirley Devtne Clemens
Joan DeVore Roth
Betty Doucett Neill
Patricia Eaplcsfield Kirchhoffer
Katherine Estes
Bette Faivcctt Collier
Marie Gaffyiey Barry
Margaret Gilchrist Livingston
Decca Gilmer Frackelton
Ethel Gurncy Betz
Helen Gwinn Wallace
Cynthia Harrison Drinkwater
Ruth Hemphill DeBuys
Mary Emory Hill Rex
Julia Hoebcr Condit
Barbara Holman Whitcomb
Ella Huvtphrcy Thiriot
Martha Ingles Schrader
Betty Irvine Phillips
Ethel James Milburn
Louise Kirk Headley
Louise Lembeck Reydel
Helen Littleton Hauslein
Lucy Lloyd
Jane Lovcland Byerts
Anita Loinng Lewis
Betty Joe McNarney Williams
Alpine Martin Patterson
Alice Meeds Flaherty
Joan Myers Cole
Mary Norman Pollock
Edna Srhomakcr Packard
Mary Scully Olney
Shirley Shaw Daniel
Anne M. Smith
Marjorie Soons Simpson
Patricia Sorens'On Ackard
Betsy Tower Bennett
Edith Vongehr Bridges
Helen Watson Hill
Marion Webb Shaw
Dorothy White Cummings
Marianne White Southgate
Mary White Miller
Margaret Stuart Wilson Dickey
Mary Worthingtoii Foster
Wilma Zeisler Lee

1942— $720.00 — 45%
Agent: Mary Ruth Pierson Fischer
Cynthia Abbott Botsford
Florence Bagley Witt
Anne Barrett George
Virginia Beasley Holzer
Mary Alice Bennett Dorrance
Jessamine Boyce Bowles
Frances Boynton Drake
Edith Brainerd Walter
Grace Bugg Muller-Thym
Eugenia Burnett Affel
Jeanne Buzby Runkle
Lucy Call Dabney
Polly Chilton Phillips
Sudie Clark Hanger
Catherine Coleman
Janana Darby Cranfield
Elizabeth Diggs Orr
Barbara Engh Croft
Eloise English Davies

Florence Gillem Pressly
Betsy Gilmer Tremain
Nancy Goldbarth Glaser
Laura Graves Howell
Jean Hamer
Jane Hamilton McNaughton
Betty Hanger Jones
Louise Hannovh Gersten
Shirley Hausrman Nordhem
Ann HausUIn Potterfield
Janet Houstour\ Davis
Ruth JacQuot Tempest
Nancy Kegley Jenkins
Alice King Harrison
Grace W. Lanier Brewer
Virginia McGuire Brent
Dorothy Malone Yates
Frances Meek Young
Virginia Moomaw Hall
Mary Stone Moore Rutherford
Ann Morrison Reams
Marion Mundy Young
Doris Ogden Mount
Polly Feytoi} Turner
Ruth Pierson Fisch-er
Margaret Preston Newton
Eleanor R.nger Linn
Barbara Ripley Furniss
Helen Sanford
Sally Schall Van Allen
Phyllis Sherjtia}} Barnes
Alice S>rtT}ey Weed
Jane Taylor Lowell
Mary Ellen Thompson Beach
Margaret Troutman Harbin
Sally Waike Rogers
Mary Wheat Crowell
Daphne Withingtoii Adams
Deborah Wood Davis
Douglas Woods Sprunt

1943— $755.00— 41%
Agent: Lucy Kiker Jones
Sarah Louise Adam^ Bush
Margaret Baker Kahin
Brooks Barnes
Nancy Bickelhaupt Harris
Barbara Bolles Miller
Sally Bryan Allen
Dorothy Cambell Scribner
Elizabeth Campbell Shearer
Kath-erine Doar Jones
Deborah Douglas Adams
Clare Eager Matthai
Roselle Faulcaner Scales
Mary Ferguson Sanders
Annabelle Forsch
Dorothy M. Friday
Frances Gregg Petersmeyer
Muriel
Gi-ymesGuething
Camille S.Guyton
Rozelia Hazard Potter
Pauline Hudson Brown
Marguerite Hume
Esther Jett Holland
Chesley Johnson Dale
Primrose Johnston Craven
Valerie Jones Materne
Bonilee Key Garrett
Lucy Kiker Jones
Karen Kniskern White
Mary Jane Lampion Middleton
Betty Launder Butin
Betty Leighton Lane
Fayette McDowell Willett
Anne McJunkin Briber
Fay Martin Chandler
Caroline Miller McClintock
Anne Mitchell Albyn
Karen Norris Sibley
Anne Noyes Awtrey
Letitia Ord Eilioit
Merriam Packard Hubbard
Nancy Pingree Drake
Betty Braxton Preston
Harriet Pullen Phillips
Peggy Rondin Foster
Mary Ruth Foster
Elizabeth Schmeisser Nelson
Elizabeth- Shepherd Scott
Marjorie Shugart Dennehy
Effie Siegling Bowers
Frances Simynons McConnell
Dorothy Stauber Anderson
Harriet Swenson Munschauer
Margaret Swindell Dickerman
Marjorie Trosch
Fredda Turner Durham
Mary Wheeler Hilliard
Virginia White
Louise Woodruff Angst
Gloria Zick Sigars

1944— $557.00— 42%
Agent: Emily Wilkins Mason
Dorothy Beuttcll Smith
Anne Bowen Broadus
Marguerite Brendlinger Robinson
Mildred Brcnizer Lucas
Mai-y Jane Brock
Helen Cantey Woodbridge
Anna ChHstian Handte
Lucile Christmas Brewster
Barbara Clark Utley
Helen Crump Cutler
Dorothy Denny Sutton
Barbara Dwncombe Lang
Ellen Boyd Duval Miller
Margaret Eggers Perry
Mimi Etheridge Wood
Martha Falk Vallery
Haael Fellner Tuttle
Lillian Francis Morrow
Joan Gipe Lewis
Eleanor Goodspecd Abbott
Margaret Gordon Sesler
Helen Gravatt Watt
Virginia Lee Grijiith Morton
Betty Haverty Smith
Sloan Hawkins Ward
Alice Sarah Hepburn Puleston
Leslie Herrick Danford
Frances Hester Dornette
Martha Lee Hoffman McCoy
Sydney Hynson
Holmes Rump
Bales
Anne
Gertrude Kinsley Whitehead
Alice Dabney Lancaster Buck
Anita Lippitt Clay
Mildred
Litth-ford
Camm
Paulett Long
Taggart
Florence Loveland Swanbeck
Carlisle Morrissett Branch
Virginia Noyes Pillsbury
Ruth O'Keefe Kennedy
Gene Patton MacMannis
Frances
O'Halloran
Jane
RicePettit
McPherson
Murrell Rickards Bowden
Martha Rushing Yocum
Marion Saunders Montgomery
Marion Shanley Jacobs
Sally Skinner Behnke
Louise Smith Norton
Patricia Stickney
Adeline Taylor Nunez
Phyllis Tenney Dowd
Catherine Tift Porter
Elizabeth Vaughati Bishop
Mary Walker Van de Water
Patricia Whitaker Waters
Virginia Watts Fournier
Emily Wilkins Mason
Marjorie Willetts Maiden
Chauncey Williams Meyer
Ruth Willis Leaman
Grace Woodward Wysor

1945— $694.00— 34%
Agent: Julia Mills Jacobsen
Kathi-yn L. Agee Atkins
Sadie Allen Blackburn
Leila Baryies Cheatham
Audrey Teal Betts
Doreen Brugger Wetzig
Leila Burnett Felker
Wyline Chapmayi Sayler
Anna Mary Chidester Hey wood
Jerry Dean Cornell Means
Carol McNeir Cox MacKinnon
Esther Cunningham Shay
Helen Davis Wohlers
Anne Dickson Jordan
Evelyn Dillard Grones
Huldah Edens Jackson
Alice Edwards Davenport
Margot Enright Aghnides
Mary Kathryn Fryc Hemphill
Isabel Gaylord Thompson
Alice Gearhart Stinson
Edith Gill Breakell
Ellen Gilliam Perry
Ann Gladncy Gibson
Betty Gray Gray
Ellen Gray Wilson
Mary Haskins King
Betty Healy Cutler
Mia Lotte Hecht Morgan
Elisabeth Hicks Pollak
Hilda Hude Voigt
Elizabeth Joseph Boykin
Marjorie Koonce McGregor
Joyce Livermore Foust
Ruth Longmire Wagner
Jane E. McJunkin Huffman

Ali/vDiae News

Julia Mills Jacobsen
Jean Moorrn McCuIIoukH
Joanne Morgan Hartman
Virginia Onbom McNabb
Caroline J'(irrinh Seaper
Catherine J'ricc Bass
Ann liichty Oliver
Jean HidUr F'ahrenbach
Mary Symrn Anderson
Jane ThompHon Sherrill
Mary Trtiugott Brown
Liie Turktr Bell
Beverly Turner
Anne C. Walkir Somerville
Anne
RobinsonGurhart
HarrietW'arTin
dale WiUvox
Elizabeth Zulivk Reuter

1946— $578.00— 49%
Agent : Lucy Jones Bendall
Rosemary Ashhy Dashiell
Betty Ann liass Norns
Joan iitrtnd Morse
Betsy lion-man Townsend
Katherine Brooks Aupustine
Dorothy Caidwrll Crowell
Flora Cameron Kampmann
Jean Cartrr Telford
Elinor CUmtnt Littleton
Carroll Conr Cozart
Carolyn Conlry Danley
Dorothy Corcoran Hartzer
Beatrice OingweU

Loos

Nancy Dowd Burton
Ruth Urubych Zimmerman
Alice Eubank
Mary Wallis Ei'ans Landrum
Leila Fellner Lenagh
Crulcher Field Harrison
Elizabeth Fruit Metzenthin
Noma GrctTif Satterfield
Marilyn Hannah Crocker
Anne Hill Edwards
Mary Lou Holton
Barbara Hood Sprunt
Ruth H. Hou.'iton Jarvis
Adeline Jones Voorhees
Ariana C. Jones Wittke
Lucy C. Jones Bendall
Alice Anne Kennedy Neel
Mary Elizabeth Kent Page
Bertha Lee Battey
Mary Jane Lively Hoffman
Patricia Luke Bryden
Mary Moss Madison Henderson
Sarah McDujfie Hardaway
Helen Marr Kurz
Helen S. Murchison Lane
Eleanor Myers Cole
Cloria Sadler Knight
Hallie Tom Nixon Powell
Anne Owens Mueller
Jane I'iekenH Church
Jean Pollard Kline
Beverley Randolph Knight
Jane Richardson Vielh
Ellen liohbins Red
Caroline Hudulph Sellers
Nancy Sanders Starr
Margaret Sibley Lewis
Catherine Smart Grier
Lee Stevens Gravely
Jessie Strickland Elcock
Ellen Thackray Wilson
Josephine Thomas Collins
Martha Titterington Reid
Polly Vajideventer Saunders
Mary Vinton Fleming
Nancy
IVaite Ward
Barbara K. Warner
Wistar Watts King
Lillian !*'»«( Parrott
Louise R. W'ilbourn Collier
Martha Witherspooti Urannan
Virginia Q. Wynn

Edwina I'ourt^ Call

1947— $462.50— 33%

Affcnt: Margaret White Van Baren
Nancy Atrxavdrr Blaney
Janet Amilon Wagner
Cynthia Hemiss Stuart
Carol Hlanton McCord
Eleanor liosworth Shannon
Anne liurckhardt Block
Judith Hurnett Halsey
Blair Hurwvll May
Elizabeth Caldwell
Ann CoUton Hawley

Fall 1957

Eleanor Crumrinc Stewart
Elaine Davis Blackford
Jean Ann Ferricr Ramsay
Catharine Fitzgerald Booker
Suzanne Fitzgerald Van Home
Frances Gardner Curtis
Shirley Gunter RatlitT
Nan Hart Stone
Mary Hudgins Rice
Anne Philips Jackson Ragland
Agnes Jefferds Sonntag
Alice Joseph

Davis

Elizabeth Kna}}p Herbert
Mary Jane Land Cleveland
Anne LiJ*' Bowden
Joan MeCtnj Edmonds
Mary McGuire Gilliam
Ann Marshall Whitley
Sara Ann McMutlrn Lindsey
Elizabeth Mullen
Margaret Mnnnerlyn Haverty
Katherine Munter Derr
Jean C. Old
Dale PiUoir Kirkman
Margaret
Redfern
Elizabeth Ripley Davey
Margaret S. Robertson Christian
Virginia Shackelford Poindexter
Meredith C. Slanc Finch
Martha Smith Smith
Maria Tucker Bowerfind
Frances Ulmer Conley
Susan I'flK Clevc Riehl
Trudy Vars Harris
Mary Elizabeth Vick
Margaret W'hite Van Buren
Virginia Walker Christian
Anne N. Webb Moses
Isabel Zuliek Rhoads

1948— $722.34— 38%
Agent: Elizabeth Beltz Rowe
Mary Jo Armstrong Berryman
Beatrice K. Backer Simpson
Elizabeth Beltz Rowe
Julia Ann Blakey Brown
Harriotte H. Bland Coke
Marion Bower Harrison
Elizabeth Bramham Lee
Annabell Broek Badrow
Patricia Cansler Covington
Drusilla Christian
Louise DeVore Towers
Helen Elliott Sockwell
Closey V, Faulkner Dickey
Martha Fryc Terry
Martha Ellen Garrison Anness
Elizabeth Gibson
Eve Godchaux Hirsch
Patricia A. Goldin Harrsch
Elizabeth Graves Perkinson
Helen Blair Graves Smith
Mary Virginia Grigsby Mollett
Constance Hancock Getman
Caroline Haskell Simpson
McCall Henderson
Carolyn Irvine
Betty Ann Jackson Ryan
Patricia Jenncy Nielsen
Jane C. Johnson Kent
Diane King Nelson
Tempe Kyscr Adams
Jane Leach Cromwell
Mary Louise Lloyd
Mary Jane Luke
Maddin Lupton McCallis
Helen McKemie Riddle
Martha Mansfield Clement
Priscilla Masteri Thurber
Jane Miller Wright
Jeanne Morreli Garlington
Josephine R. Neal Coccia
Ann (Jrr Savage
Martha Owen
Ann Paxson
Sarah Pearre
Judith Perkins Llewellyn
Mary Hoxton Pierce
Betsy Plunkctt Williams
Ann Bennett Porter Mullen
Eleanor Potts Snodgrass
Bess Pratt
Caroline Rankij} Mapother
Anne Ryland Ricks
Martha Rowan Hyder
Ann Rowland Tuck
Marguerite Rucker Ellett
Ann Samford Upchurch
Sylvia Saunders Davis
Peggy She^eld Martin
Martha Shmidheiser Rodman
Patricia Smith Nelson

Nancy Snider Martin
Nancy Stiptoe McKinley
Patricia Traugott Rixey
Constance Tunnell Bond
Cornelia Wattley

1949— $672.50 — 47%
Agent: Catherine Cox Reynolds
Lisbeth Abrains Penn
Carolyn Aubrey Humphries
Sally Ayres Shroyer
Marger>' Habeock Nagel
Julia Baldwin Waxter
Catherine Bamett Brown
Caroline Beard DeClerque
Betty Blair Gosling
Dorothy Bottom Gilkey
Elizabeth Brown
Mary Brown Ballard
Patricia Ross Brown
Carolyn Cannady Evans
Deborah Carroll Ziegler
Caroline Casey McGehee
Susan Corning Whitia
Catherine Cox Reynolds
Jeanne Crawford Kean
Margaret Cromwell Tipper
Patricia Davin Robinson
Elizabeth Dershuck Gay
Alice Dulaney Sheridan
Fredda Dunvombe Lynch
June Eager Finney
Julia Easley Mak
Ann T. Eustis
Anne Fiery Bryan
Marcia Fowler Smiley
Ruth Garrett Preucel
Zola Garrison Ware
Mary Geer Diraddo
Catnarine Hardwiek Efird
Katharine Hart Belew
Preston Hodges Hill
Ann-Barrett Holmes Bryan
Roselise Holmes Wilkinson
Marilyn Hopkins Bamborough
Joan Johnston Yinger
Nancy Jones Worcester
June Krebs Liversage
Brantley Lamberd Boiling
Sallie Legg DeMartine
Patricia Levi Barnett
Margaret Long Freas
Joan McCarthy Whiteman
Vidmer Meggtnson Ellis
Sarah Melcher Jarvis
Polly Plummer Mackie
Frances Pope Evans
Emily Pruitt Jones
Margaret Quynn Maples
Ellen Ramsay Clark
Elizabeth Ruth Cleaver
Barbara Sloan Pearsall
Mary Stevens Webb
Sally Strickland Johnson
Jean Grove Taylor
Elizabeth Truehcart Harris
Catherine Vance Johns
Dorothy Wallace Wood
Katharine Veasey Goodwin

1950— $395.00— 35%
Agent: Marie Gilliam Park
Marilyn Ackerson Barker
Caroline Bailey Fritginger
Dorothy Barney Hoover
Ann Belser Asher
Beverly Benson Seamans
Mary Berkeley Fergusson
Anne Brenaman Brydges
Edith Brooke Robertson
Catharine Clark Rasmussen
Frances C&ne Kirkpatrick
Margaret Craig Sanders
Mar>' Ellen Davis Gettel
Diana Dent
Cynthia Ellis Dunn
Betty Elmore Gilleland
Anne Estill Campbell
Barbara Favili Marshall
Deborah Freeman Co()per
Mary Morris Gamble Booth
Marie Gilliam Park
Joan Gulick Grant
Elise Habenirht Winsby
Patricia Halloran
Anne Hubert Carey
Garland Hunter Davies
Lucy Kreuslcr Carey
Emma Kyle Kimpel

Sally Lane Johnson
Mary
Lanman
Kay Leroy
WingBrown
Margaret Lewis Furse
Joan Livingstoji McFall
Bonnie Loyd Crane
Virginia Luscombe Rogers
Anne McSeer Blanken
Frances Marr Dillard
Frances Martin Lindsey
Louise Moore
Cora Jane Morningstar Spiller
Margaret Murchison Corse
Nancy Nelson Swiggetl
Sydney Ovvratreet Meredith
Ann Preston
Jean Probeck Wtant
Betsey Sawyer Hodges
Lacy Skmner Eckardt
Lola Steele Shepherd
Nancy Storey White
Mary Stubbs Broad
Elizabeth Todd Landen
Carolyn Tynes Cowan
Dorothy Wood Letts
Bettye Wright Schneider
Miriam Wyse Linsky

1951— $667.91— 51%
Agent: Ann Mountcastle Gamble
Annette Aitken McRoberts
Myrtle Alston Mott
Catharine Arji Waterman
Rosalie Barringer Wornham
Patricia Barton
Ann Benet Yellott
Barbara Birt Dow
Betty Browner Bingham
Doris Brody Rosen
Nancy Ellen Brumback Kruvard
Janet Broman Crane
Nancy Butterworth Palmer
Joan Cansler Marshall
Patricia Carlin Selvage
Peggy Chisholm Boxley
Jane Clark
Ruth Clarkson Costello
EHzabeth Cooke McCann
Marger>' [tavtdson Rucker
Joan Davis Warren
Clara de Creny Levin
Etta Dick Sburley
Georgia Dreisbach Kegley
Eugenia Ellis Mason
Wingtield Ellis
Mary Jane Eriksen Ertman
Rodes Estill Coleman
Terry Faulkner Phillips
Mary Jane Frmch Halliday
Nedra Greer Stimpson
St. Claire Hayden
Marie Ironmonger Bundy
Ashby Jenkins Willcox
Joan Kuchnle Kaufman
Ann Kilpatrick Webster
Barbara Easier Edgerley
Seymour Laughon Rennolds
Suzanne Loekley Glad
Patricia Lynas Ford
Ruth Magee Peterson
Gabrielle Maupin Bielenstein
Florence Maupin
Dorothy Marks Herbruck
Julie Micou
Jean Molyneux Jeffcoat
Jane Moorefield
Joan Mottcr Anderson
Ruih Mountcastle
Oddy
Ann
Gamble
Susan Ostrander Hood
Mary Pease Fleming
Nancy Pcsek Rasenberger
Ann Petesch Hazzard
Katherine Phinizy Mackie
Jean Randolph Bruns
Ursula Reimer Van Anda
Diane Richmond Simpson
Carol Kolston Toulmin
Joan St. John Curtner
Anne Sinsheimer
Nan Sima Waldstein
Martha Staby Smith
Helen Stanlty Herring
Jean StapletoJi Hellier
Mary Street Montaque
Susan E. Taylor
Sue Taylor Lilley
Joan Vail Tliorne
Angie Vaughan Halliday
Joan
Marsh-all
Joanne Widau
Williains
Ray
Mona K. Wilson
Cynthia Wyman Richardson
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1952— $931.28— 57%
Aeent : Mary Bailey Izard
Sallie Andcrnoii Jones
Mareuerite Anderson Ashford
Katherine Babcock Mountoastle
Mary Bailty Izard
Barbara Baker Bird
Suzanne Bassiwitz Shapiro
Leila Booth Morris
Patricia Beach
Edith Bdl Burr
Carolyn Black Underwood
Linda Brackett
Helen Bugg Vauphan
Jean Caldwell Marchant
Jane Carter
Sally Clay Giddings
Susannah Crist Lee
Phoebe DeFoe
Grace DrLotig Einsel
Ernestine Dreyfus
Mary Elii Smith
Sally Flshbnrn Fulton
Florence Fitvh Poindexter
Mary Ford Gilchrist
Anne Forstrr Dooley
Anna Garst
Sally Gearhart
Mary Boyd Gesler
Mary Grafe Warren
Janet Graham
Helen Graves Stahmann
Brinitte Guttstadt
Nancy Hamel Clark
Keir Hrtilcy Donaldson
Holly Hillas Hammonds
Nancy Hinton Russell
Anne HoagUnid Plumb
Susan Hobson McCord
Joanne Holbrook Patton
Barbara Hoyt Boyer
Eulalie Jcukhis Draper
Susanna Judd Silcox
Louise Kelly Pumpelly
Ann Keyworth Lawrence
Mary Lou Kimball Temple
Nancy Laemmel
Pat Layne Winks
Martha Legfr
Marjorie Levine Abranis
Robbie Lloveras
Clara McDonald Bass
Jane Robbin McGarry Ramey
Edith Marsh Fonda
Mary
MarshallChristian
O'Neill
Jane Mattas
Nancy Messick
Mary Lois Miller Carroll
Margaret Moore
Carroll Morgan Legge
Brookie Morris Parrott
Nancy Morrow Lovell
Margaret Anne Nehan Harding
Nell Grand
Susan Otis
Cornelia Perkins Zinsser
Polly Plumb deButts
Jane Ramsay
Jacqueline Razook Chamandy
Donna Robinson Cart
Jane Roseberry Ewald
Pat Ruppcrt Flanders
Sarah Sadler Lovelace
Alice Sanders Marvin
Joan Sharpe Metzinger
Katherine Shaw Minton
Virginia Sheaff Liddel
Josephine Sibold
Mary Elizabeth Sims
Charlotte P. Snead Stifel
Julia Snotvden Carpenter
Joan Stewart Hinton
Frances Street Smith
Theresa Sivaim Moreland
Harriet Thayer
Janis Thomas Hawk
Nancy Trask Wood
Ann Trumbore Ream
Marianne Vorys Minister
Grace WaUace Brown
Louise Warfield Stump
Ann Whittingham Smith
Elizabeth Wilder

1953— $653.00— 50%
Agent: Virginia Hudson
Kay Amsden
June Arata
Joan Arey
Kathleen Bailey Nager
Eliz. Behlen Strother
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Betty Bentsen Winn
Barbara Buxton Waugh
Olivia Cantey Patton
Faith Catlin
Mary Cave
Mary A. Chace
Jane Collins Kilburn
Estelle Courand Lane
Rosemary Creasey
Jane Daivson Mudwilder
Jeanne Duff
VirG:inia Dunlap Shelton
Anne Elliott Caskie
Jean B. Felty
Sallie Gaylc Beck
Lisbeth Gibson
Margaret Graves McCIung
Anne Green Owen
Kitty Gucrrant Fields
Susan Hall Godson
Janet Hamilton Carter
Eleanor Hirsch Baer
Ann Horrigan Lyon
Virginia Hudson
Dale Huttcr Harris
Sara Ironmonger Greer
Virginia Jago Elder
Eleanor Johnson Ashby
Anne Joyce
Mary A. Joyner
Lynne Kcrwin Byron
Mary F. Kimball
Mary Littlejohn Belser
Nan Locke
Jackie Lowe Swingle
Nancy McDonald
Nancy McGinnis Picard
Marion McMurry
Mary Ann Mellen
Caroline Miller
Caroline Moody Roberts
Cynthia Moorchcad McNair
Georgia Motz McGhee
Catharine Mu7ids Storek
Edith Norman
Nan O'Keeffe
Joanna Parks Husovsky
Jane Perry
Patsy Phillips Brown
Eugenia Pieper Meredith
Florence Pye Apy
Virginia Robb
Ann Saunders Miller
Carolyn Smith
Mary Helen Stagg
Betty Thomas Mcllvain
Patti Tighe Bush
Kirkland Tucker Clarkson
Katherine Turner Mears
Ann Vlerebome
Dolly Wallace
Marilyn Wellborn Yoran
Josephine Weliji Rodgers
Constance Werly Wakelee
Jane Westbrook
Martha White Feola
Courtney Willard Conger
Beverly WiUiams Fox
Jane Yoe Wood

1954— $453.00— 39%
Agent: Faith Rahmer
Anne Allen Pflugfelder
Page Anderson Hungerpiller
Magdalen Andrews
Louise Aubrey McFarland
Sue Basset Finnegan
Jayne Berguido Abbott
Doreen Booth Hamilton
Louise Brandes Abdullah
Camilla Brewer Hill
Sarah M. Bumbaugh
Erlend Carlton McCaffree
Elizabeth Carper Hoffman
Barbara Chase Webber
Caroline M. Chobot
Marilynn Clark Leathers
Ann Collins Teachout
Anne Davis Roane
Margaret Davison
Jerry Lou Dreisbach
Nancy Edirards Paul
Lamar Ellis
Margaret Eivart Boggs
Ruth Frye Deaton
Sally G. Gammon
Jean Gillespie Walker
Nanci Hay Mahoney
Jane Henley Zahner
Margaret Hetley
Mary Hitchcock Davis
Meri Hodges Major
Vaughan Inge Morrissette

Martha Isdale
Dallis Johnson Jones
Margaret Jones Steuart
Harriette LiriebcrgcT Steele
Margaret Lottcrhos Smith
Mary Lee McGinnis
Kay McLaughlin
Barbara Mathews HoUey
Ann May Via
Margaret Mohlman
Nancy Moody
Jean Carolyn Morris
Jo Ann Nelson Booze
Mary Noble Day
Joy Parker Eldredge
Joan Potter Bickel
Faith Rahmer
Frances Reese Peale
Mary Ann Robb
Mary Jane Roos Fenn
Anne Sheffield
Helen Smith Lewis
Jeanne Studdart Barends
Ann G. Thomas
V. Merrill Underwood
Ann Vcnable Rogers
Betty Walker Dykes
Bruce Watts Krucke
Ann White Connell
Barbara Wilson Daniell

1955— $767.00 — 46%
Agent: Catherine Cage
Helen Addington Passano
Harriet Adelson
Nancy Anderson
Gretchen Armstrong
Yola Avram Willis
Kathryn Beard
Frances Bell
Barbara Black
Ellen Bryan
Catherine Cage
Ruth Campbell
Virginia Chamblin
Pamela B. Compton
Gail Davidson Bazzarre
Jane Dildy
Nancy Douthat
Joan Fankhauser
Rebecca Faxon Sawtelle
Lenora Rose Fidueia
Virginia Finch
Barbara Garforth Jackson
Betty Gill
Sally Gillespie Coe
Sue Godfrey Gregory
Nella Gray Barkley
Ethel Green
Eliz. Harrison Austin
Martha Hedeman Buckingham
Phyllis Herndon
Emily Hunter Slingluff
Ann Jeffers Hogarty
Retta Jelks Vance
Phyllis Joyner
Joan Kells Cook
Jeannette
Anne
KilbyKennedy
Chase Lane
Sue
Lawton
Jane B.Lindsey
Patty McClay
Barbara McLamb
Amanda McThenia
Frances Marbury Coxe
Patricia Meyer
Elizabeth Miller
Mary Boyd Murray
Clara Pfeiffer
Barbara Plamp Hunt
Lydia Plamp Plattenburg
Vida Radin
Elizabeth Rector Keener
Sandra Rhodes Carlen
Nathalie Robertson Fox
Betty Sanford Molster
Susan Seward
Mary Simpso7i Daugette
Pat Smith Ticer
Meta Space
Preston Stockton
Metta Streit Halla
Shirley Sutliff
Charlotte Taylor
Barbara Telfer
Emily Thompson
Patricia Tucker Turk
Diane Verney Greenway
Adele Voorhees
Elise Wachenfeld

Andrea Wallace
Margaret West Valentine
Anne Williams
Camille Williams

1956— $1,122.25 — 12%
Agent: Kathryn Smith
Eve Altsheler
Jeanne Applequist Bascom
Barbara Babcock
Barbara Bernhard MacLea
Jane
BarbaraBlack
BoydClark
Joan Broman
Adelaide Brown Stalker
Pryde
Brown
EHzabeth
Buxton
Janet Caldwell
Dorothy
Candler
Leona Chang
Martha Clay
Barbara T. Collis
Harriet Y. Cooper
Barbara Darnall
Carolyn Dickinson Tynes
Denny Dolan Henkel
Jean Dowdy Hodges
Joyce Fackiner
Joan Fisch Gallivan
Betty S. Forbes
Louise Galleh-er
Sally Garrison
Frances Gilbert
Ann Greer
Alice Guggenheimer
Van Hartman
Hazel Herring
Mai-y Ann Hicklin Quarngesser
Elizabeth Hodgin Williams
Nancie Howe
Louisa Hunt
Ann Irvin
Julia Jackson
Mary Koonz
Corell Lauter
Joyce Lonz
Lottie Lou Lipscomb
Catherine Lotterhos Mills
Mary Major Duncan
Gary Maxivell Rousseau
Jocelyn Mayberry Schram
Elizabeth Meade
Janet Monroe Schumann
Rose C. Montgomery
Virginia Nelson Self
Carolyn Panneli Ross
Elizabeth Parker Paul
Peggy Patillo
Beekham
Cathleen
Pfieffer
Iris N. Potteiger
Joan Roberts Slattery
Caroline Robinson EUerbe
Nancy
Clair
Nancy St.
Salisbury
Elizabeth Smith
Kathryn L. Smith
Karen Steinhardt
Ann Stevens
Byrd Street
Stone
Jane
Meredith Smythe
Mary Moylan Thornton
Ella-Prince Trimmer
Martha Trumbore Whittier
Helen Turiier Murphy
Dorothy J. Urner
Louise Watso7i Steele
Sally Whittier
Anne R. Willis
Helen B. Wolfe

1957— $74.00
Elizabeth Bundy
Ruth Candler
Lovett
Lloyd
Ely
Jeanne Fenrick Bedell
Ann Frasher
Anne McGrath
Elynor Neblctt Stephens
Marie Walker Gregory
Anne Wilson Rowe
Cynthia Wilson Frenzel

1958-59— $39.00

Lee Cooper
Alice Eller
Camilla Mueller
Anne Robinson
Joan Luke
Winifred Winter
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CLASS NOTES
1913
Presiiietti': Elizabeth
Bails), J 04 Meridian

Ind.

Franke
(Mrs.
Kent
Street, West Lafayette,

Secretary:
Mary
Pinkerton
(Mrs.
James
Kerr). S365-A Carnavon Drive, Norfolk, Va.
Fund
Agent:
Marv
Clark
(Mrs. Clarence
Rogers), 205 Beverly Road, N.E., Atlanta, Ga.
Sue Slaughter sent me the following, which
I am sorry to report. Eva Horner Butterworth's husband died last winter. Her address is: Mrs. G. Forrest Butterworth, Hilltop Place, Rye, N. Y. The son of Eugenia
Buffiiif^ton Walcott was killed in an automobile accident. Eugenia lives in Tryon, N. C.
Her address there is: Box 1197. I know they
both have the sympathy of all the class.
In our next "Class Notes" we hope to have
an account of Margaretha Ribble's life and
work in Williamsburg, Va.
Last spring Marjorie Conner Prince had a
delightful Sweet Briar luncheon in her home
at >X'illoughby Beach. There were eight of us,
Marion Peele, Louise Hooper Ewell, Annie
Cumtiock Miller, Frances Murrell Rickards,
Alma Booth Taylor, Marjorie Couper Prince,
Sue Slaughter, and I.
A card from Mary Clark Rogers says, "It
is heartening to know that the class of 1913
surpassed 1955-1956 in giving to the Alumnae Fund for 19S6-1957. Our percentage is
good and our total to date is $951.50."

1915
Secretary: Frances Pennypacker,
226 First
Avenue, Phoenixville, Pa.
I had a delightful two months in Europe In
April and May, and now Mary PenuyPacker
Davis, *16g, and her husband are abroad
until the middle of November. Their son, my
nephew, James C. Davis, is in Venice on a
Fulbright Scholarship, collecting material for
his doctor's thesis in History. They have two
sons, David Joseph, 2, and Daniel Robert, 4
months. Faye Abraham Pethick, '17, is slowly improving after a paralytic stroke last
winter.

1918
President: Cornelia Carroll
Gardner), Yorktown, Va.

(Mrs. K. N.

Fund Agent: Vivienne Barkalow (Mrs. StanIcy K. Hornbcck, 2 1 39 Wyoming Avenue,
N.W., Xt'ashington 8, D. C.
A really wonderful and exciting time this
past year. Stanley drove me to S.B. for Fall
Council meeting and as It was timed to coincide with Founders' Day It was more than Interesting. And it was the 2 5 th Anniversary
of Stanley's first trip to S.B. Lucy Crawford
and Harriet Rogers, bless them, loaned me
Red Top so that I could give him a party
and l.ois Ballenger did a grand job of catering from the Inn. Had about 40 and he had
met most of them 2 5 years ago. A grand way
to have a party and a perfect excuse for one.
November
1 9th was a very special DAY

At the Chinese Embassy

on November

19, 1956, Ambassador

HoUington Tong presented

to Mrs. Stanley K. Hornbeck "the decoration of the Order of Ching Hsin
with cravat in recognition of your valuable service for the cause of China"
her by President Chiang Kai-Shek, whose portrait is in the background.
Mrs. Hornbeck, Ambassador Tong, President Anne Pannell and Dr. Stanley

for me as on that DAY I was decorated by
the Chinese National Government with the
Order of the Brilliant Star with Cravat. Mrs.
Pannell added very greatly to that pleasure
by coming to Washington to attend the presentation. We thought it was wonderful of her
to take a day from her more than busy life
to come up from S.B. just to watch me get
that Cravat tied around my neck. She went
on with us to the annual dinner of the
American Peace Society and then back to
S.B.
Well, I have taken to gardening. For years
I have started our S.B. bulbs in the Frigidaire
and then forced them for Christmas, Valentine Day or a special birthday but no longer.
"The Ranch," as Stanley calls It (first It
was "The Farm") , will again have hundreds
of S.B. bulbs planted in it this fall.
We leave on August 24th for Poland
Springs, Maine, for that good old Beta Theta
PI Convention. Will stay in that area for a
bit after the Convention
and then on home.
This is a sorta P.S. I have actually grown
a black petunia. It looks like velvet and is
simply stunning. Have a rose which exactly
matches our Chinese lacquer finger bowls and
the name, believe it or not. Is "Jimlny
Cricket". >X'hen I told Stanley that, he thought

(Brilliant Star)
conferred on
Left to right:
K. Hornbeck.

I was a little touched in the head, but they
are beautiful beyond
words.
Watch for the January Issue of The Palm
Beach Life Magazine. No, not a story about
me but about my latest idea for the Washington Sweet Briar Alumnae Club to make
money. Simply ducky. See you next June!

1921

Love,

Vivienne

President: Florence
Woelfel,
2620 Lakeview Avenue, Chicago 14, III.
Secretary: Florence Woelfel.
Fund Agent:
Rhoda
Allen
(Mrs. John S.
Worden), 9 Hugenot Drive, Larchmont, N. Y.
Greetings to everybody and a double
"Howdy" to the 26 of you so wonderful to
reply to my plea for news. It was a thrill to
me to hear from so many and now If you will
just give Rhoda this generous response we
should hit the jack-pot in news and Fund
contributions!
Shelley Rome Aagesen spent two weeks at
Wrightsville Beach, N. C, where she and Jo
Ahara McMillen had a grand visit. Jo was
there six weeks with her daughter and grandchildren. Shelley's daughter, Alice, is returning to St. Catherine's in Richmond for her
Senior year — hope Sweet Briar will be her
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next step. Lctte Shoop Dixon, now "Betty
Co-ed", took a Summer School course in Library Science at the University of North
Carolina, and fe!t it was a wonderful experience. Our congratulations to you, Lette — sorry you had to work, as hard as when you
were a Freshman at S.B., but know it was a
great stimulant preparatory to your Library
work in Suffolk. Jo McMillen arrived home
in time to have Lette and Laura Thompmn
MacMillan for lunch when they must have
had a grand visit. One Lette calls for another
and no other than Lette McLt'ttiorv Matthews,
who recently had lunch with Grace Merrick
Twohy honoring our Laura MacMillan,
who was her house guest. Lette sees Mattlc
Haninwnd Smith often — understand she's still
recuperating from her daughter's wedding,
so assume that explains the no response from
Mattie.
Gertrude Anderson vacationed in Detroit
where she attended Summer Theatre at the
Batsford Inn. Also crowded in a busy "fun"
schedule including the wedding of a friend's
son. Katherine Hatikhis Baker has had a busy
summer in her otfice. She hopes to go to Virginia before the year ends to see Ophelia
Short — don't miss a little stop at S.B. while
so near. Katherine's only child is home with
her which adds much to her joy, I'm sure.
Betty Cole has "spent the last 18 months
planning, changing and watching tenderly
the building of a new library. She was recently appointed to the Board of Directors of
the Plainfield Public Library.
Edith Morris Coleman sold their avocado
ranch in Vista, Calif., due to difiicult labor
problems. Her new address is 4929 Jean Drive,
San Diego 14, Calif., where they love the
simplicity and easy care of a small home
after the arduous duties on the ranch. In
June they took a delightful trip to Alaska via
the inland waterways, enjoving perfect weather as well as a most colorful and restful trip.
In August Edith visited her son in Waukesha, Wise. — reason, to welcome a grandson, which is Edith's third. Florence Ires
Hathaway wrote from their summer camp at
Bryant Pone, Me. Her oldest boy. Richard,
commences his third year at Northwestern
where he is working for his doctorate in
American History — this summer he has been
Program Director at a New Hampshire
camp. Carol, who is 20, will enter her Senior
year at Colby and will marry following her
graduation. Walton, a teen-ager of 14. has
been at Npw Hampshire University Music
School for a two-week course. Quite a musical family as he is a trumpeter. Carol sings
in the Glee Club and Richard, a pianist.
Florence is interested in politics, the schools
and teaches an adult Bible Study Class.
Hardly know

how to sketch Kate Cordes

Kline's activities — they are so many, and so
well done that she is called upon for many
projects to be "put over". A quarter-page
write-up in the Clearwater paper relates why
we can well be proud of "our" Kate. Her
volunteer work commenced in Pittsburgh with
the opening of Cereal Kitchens during the
depression — then the birth of "Heart House"
for rheumatic hearts, which is now on a
$S 0,000 yearly budget. She worked in the
Pittsburgh Red Cross and again in Clearwater
where she organized Home Service workers,
now the Social Welfare Aides group of the
Red Cross. She has served on boards of the
Junior Service League, the Episcopal church,
YWCA, Garden Club. Red Cross; her interests
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include art, gourmet cooking and knitting or
needlepoint as well as a great deal of reading.
I dub you "What-a-gal-Kate"!
Kate Pen uf will Lynch continues her work
in the County Tax office but misses her golf.
This Spring she had a wonderful visit in Virginia where she saw many Sweet Briarites, including Florine Gilbert Smith, Mattie Hamrnoiiil Smith, Lib Baldwin Whitehurst and
Ruth Armistcad Robinson and confessed "some
of us are lots heavier and all of us lots grayer
but definitely young in spirit." Her son is
with C.B.S. in New York and Kate is joining
friends for a month in South America this
Fall. Lucille McGehee has closed her Memphis home and is now in New Orleans — her
children both happily married and Lucille
hopes to join us at an S.B. Reunion — in the
meantime sends her love to you all. Fredericka
Hack in ail Maxwell and husband spent time
in West Palm Beach in February and had a
lovely trip to Williamsburg. Fredericka is
kept busy with volunteer Red Cross, Library
work and church activities. Dorothy Powell
has charge of the Law Library in the courthouse which means the responsibility of
3 0,000 law books in addition to bookkeeping
for the Library. She took the Garden Tour
this Spring and talked to Rusce Blanks Butts
while in Natchez where she enjoyed the
charm of the Southern homes during Azalea
time. In June, Dot and her mother spent two
weeks in Los Angeles.
Fanny Ellsworth Scannell vacationed with
her family in Quebec, motoring through Maine
and Vermont. Her husband maintains his
ortice in Bronx ville and her son and daughter are at home. Maynette Rozctle Stephenson
loves her Real Estate business. Spent a vacation
on the West Coast and a far hop to Pennsylvania, where she had a visit with "Penny"
and Evelyn Plunier Read. Home via Williamsburg and S.B. with thoughts of our Alma
Mater for her granddaughter. Maynette conveys the sad news that "Yay"Taylor Corley's
husband passed away, which we are most sad
to hear. It was at our last Reunion some of
us had the pleasure of knowing him as such a
charming person, so our deepest sympathy to
you "Fay" from your class.
Gertrude Thams moved to 401 Race Street
in Denver and after trying "country living"
they are again most happy back in the city,
busy with indoor and outdoor projects. Pauline
Gauss visited her going through Denver. No,
Gertrude, I'm not living in Indiana, just a
visit here so do let me know when you come
to Chicago. Also, my typewriter is a SmithCorona portable with special type, which you
can order. Marian Shafcr Wadhams and husband are enjoying "retired life". Had a wonderful trip to Mexico last winter where Mil
Ellis Scales joined them. Their daughter's
husband will be military attache in Rome
so looks like a great trip for you. Rome is
steeped in beauty and a place one always
wishes to return to. My stop in March was
much too short but was en route to the Middle East. "Shafe" says a phone call will start
them traveling and they just returned from
cruising off Long Island. En route to Mexico
she had visits with Russe and Bootsey, still
with May Court glamour. Miriam Thompson
Winne reports all is well with her family,
having three grandchildren but time to continue as Assistant Librarian.
Florence Dowdcti Wood — terribly distressed
to hear of your husband's eye accident. After
three operations to repair a detached
retina,

the surgeon feels there is no help — do hope
your next news will be better. Florence had
a visit from Lillias Shepard last April and has
acquired a S.B. neighbor whom she enjoys
very much. Rhoda Allen Worden had a March
holiday in Florida where she had a fun reunion with Kate Cordes Kline, Jerry Ball
Bewsher and Lee Schurman Spear. Her son is
getting his Master's in geology at the University of Oklahoma, and has a summer job
with Shell in Wichita. Her daughter, Anne,
lives nearby in Pelham with her two darling
children — how grand for Rhoda. Yon did beautifully as Fund Agent, we are the ones who
maybe didn't do our best! So please stay on
as I have done this year. Hope to see you in
New
York at Xmas.
Ophelia Short enjoyed this summer in
Roaring Gap, N. C, but missed Mary Stinson
Alexander who, with her minister husband,
stopped to visit en route from Duke where
their son was graduated and were on their return home to Indianapolis. Margaret Mars ton
Tillor spent a day with Ophelia. Hildegarde
Flavner will soon move to their new home
near S. F. which will be quite a venture after
30 years in their present home and surroundings. A new experience and know it will be a
happy one.
Madeline Shidler Olney is building a home,
including putting green and trap. She mentioned how happy it made her husband but
recalls she always had a yen for golf clubs,
too. Their address after February H will be
133^ Darland Road, South Bend. She has extended a generous invitation to all of us to
stop for a "Hello" mentioning their proximity
to the new Toll Road. Her daughter, Lynn,
studied voice in Rome where she met "the"
man — his home is Winne tka. III., but they
were married and live in Rome. An interesting aspect of the wedding was that their
ceremony was the first marriage with vows
spoken in English held in St. Peter's Cathedral
— they have a little daughter. Elliott and
Mad did a European tour after the wedding.
Please do call me when in Chicago as I'm not
too far from the Lake Shore. Wonderful to
hear from you as it's been a long time. Edith
Marshall writes from her summer home at
Lake Leelanau, Mich., of the illnesses of her
family — her daughter and children as well as
Edith had influenza and pneumonia. Edith
visited her sister on Long Island in May
and Ann's family in Ft. Leavenworth. Plans
to go to Philadelphia this Fall to the National Girl Scout Convention as she still maintains her interest in the Camping and Finance
divisions of this organization.
Sorry I missed the June issue but had just
returned from an 1 8,000-mile flight to the
Middle East, Including Damascus, Beirut and
Turkey. Went with friends having oil interests there giving us entree into homes of the
natives. Old Damascus just like Biblical times
and the New, where we were entertained at
quite fabulous dinner parties, resembles hills
of Hollywood. Truly a different atmosphere,
people, and part of the world. American consular wives not allowed but our visas came
through O.K. so flew in. One stands in awe
when gazing at the Roman ruins at Baalbek in
Lebanon. Beirut, called the "Little Paris", having many French there, charming as one looks
out over the Mediterranean from your bedroom— American university here beautiful and
well attended. The Mosques of Istanbul are
very interesting and the Moslem customs very
strict as to their religion and it would seem
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they could not become Communivtic. >X'cather
here was cold and drab althouj^h durinj; the
summer could imagine the Bosphorus and Marmora Seas would be beautiful. The ni^ht clubs
very gay here and the famous Bazaar fabulous.
Our trip included Paris, Vienna with friends,
Rome, Barcelona, Madrid, Toledo, and Lisbon
— a trip of seven weeks filled with beauty,
interest and experiences.
Mary Munson spent Labor Day with me in
Crawfordsville. My summer has been a busy
one, mostly in Chicago. Anticipating another
trip to Mexico and possibly South America
after
Xmas
holidays
in New
York.
,

1923
Sccrcfury: Marif. S. Klooz. 5026 Porter St.,
N.\C'.. Washington 8, D. C.
To my plea for information I had tuo replies
this year. Fortunately they are meaty ones.
One of our lost is found: Mary Mulonv Slayton (Mrs. Lanford S.), is now living at 204
Calle Serci a, San Clemente,
Calif.
Mildred Featherstone writes: "When I finished reading your schedule, even though the
temperature is 98 here I Los Angeles] and
unless necessary no one wants to stir, I
thought you deserved a prompt reply. [Good
girl! ]. I occasionally saw "Peg'* (Malone
Slay ton ) when she lived in L. A., then she
moved to Long Beach just when I moved
into Park Labrea — sorry because we would
have been i eighbors. Our Civic Light Opera
series has been fine so far. Opened with Mv
Fair Lady which ran for 10 weeks — followed
by Mary Martin in South Pacific. Next week
we are to have the New York Company in
Fan ny.
LaVern McGcc Olney says, "I feel very
badly about not answering you oftener. 1 have
not been too peppy this past year and a half
as I had an operation last March a year ago
and another this past fall. I gave up golf
completely — had been playing since 1927, too,
except for the year we lived on Guam — but
have started back now. But oh the scores!
We are making Dallas our permanent home.
We all love it. Our oldest daughter (LaVern)
graduated from Duke in 'M, spent the summer in Europe, and then started working at
Nciman-Marcus. She has had three promotions, and four raises in that time, and is the
assistant buyer in the glass and china department now. Has lots of beaux, but does
not seem to be seriously interested in any
particular one, Bobbie, 19, is a Sophomore
this next year at the University of Colorado
in Boulder. She loves it, simply adored learning to ski. She has just returned from being
a bridesmaid in California. All four of us
drove to Mexico City in June, got down as
far as Acapulco. My! that is a beautiful
place! Were in Taxco for the silver festival.
then on to Mexico City, home by the new
road from there to Monterey. It is a fascinating country, and we enjoyed every bit of it.
Glad we got home before the earthquake. I
had two very short trips, last one to New
Orleans to see the Navy-Tulane game — then
T went with Al to Navy League birthday
dinner to be hostess for the Temco table —
then in December I went to Spartanburg,
S. C, where Al's brother and his wife were
giving Bobbie a debut at the ball of "The
As^emblv of Spartanburg." She had a wonderful time. I forget how many parties in 10
davs. All I do is church work and the TriDelias' Mothers' Club — both girls are TriDclts."
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As for the rest: Plan now for our 3 5 th
reunion!
New Addresses: Mrs. Catherine Meade
Montgomery, A.R.C., U.S. Army Hospital,
Ft. Uix. N. J.
Lillian Everett Blake (Mrs. E. F.), 702 W.
Melrose Ave., Baltimore
10, Md.

1927
Secretary: Julia
Dreisbach),
908
Ind.
FiinJ
Va.

Reynolds
(Mrs. Robert H.
Kinnaird Ave., Fort Wayne,

Aficitt: Juanlttil

Boone,

Sweet

Briar,

Please, each one of you who reads this column— whether you enjoy it or not — sit down
and write me at least a postal card with your
own personal bit of news on it. Don't wait
till the next issue because then you'll forget.
You can always send me a second epistle, you
know, to bring me up to date.
Having reviewed my notes for this issue and
also Jackie Wood's stern warning not to pad
our notes, I'm forced to admit 1 need a new
approach to this news gathering. Libbo Mathews Wallace saved the day by sending me
notes from the questionnaires many of us
filled out and from reunion last spring.
From our class Maggie Leigh Hobbs, Peggy
Williams Bayne, Jo Snouden Durham, Jane
Ridillc Thornton, Libbo Mathews "Wallace and
I all had daughters who went to Sweet Briar.
Maude Adams Smith, ex 27, with an A.B.
degree from University of Illinois, has a
daughter, Carolyn, at Smith. Emily Jones
Hodges's
d;iut>hter is attending Mt. Holyoke.
Jane Riddle Thornton's first beautiful
daughter graduated from Sweet Briar and
was married in June. The second beautiful
daughter, Tabb, has completed her Sophomore
year at S.B., and will spend her Junior year
in France. Claire Manner Arnold's dausjhter
has returned from Europe. Her son. Hall, is
only SYz years. Is he the baby of our class?
I've fors^ot how old PecWee Payne Backus'
son is. Perhaps he wins the title.
Kitty Wilson Garnett reports the Sweet
Briar Club of Norfolk plans a family ice
skating party. Have any of the New England
Clubs scheduled swimming or water skiing
outings?
Margaret Julia Powell (Mrs. Robert M.
Oldham) of Kerr Place, Onancock. Va., has
been a primary teacher in Church School "for
nearly thirty years". What an enviable record! Most of our interests jump around from
one thing (Cub*^) to the next (Girl Scouts)
or lice versa and to be faithful to one thing
is most commendable.
Elise Morley Fink took her daughter to
Edinburgh, Scotland, to marry Lt. "W. Merritt
Jones, Jr., on May 2Sth. He is a Grosse Point
boy who is in the Air Force. Her son, Peter,
will marry Karla Scherer in September. She
is a Grosse Point girl and graduated from
Michigan in June. Another son is at Taft.
Libbo Mathews Wallace and her entire
family went to Massachusetts in June to see
\V'.illv cet his B.S. in Business Administration
from Babson Institute and she said it was
hotter there in June than it was at Sweet
Briar. Dolly is to be married in September
and we all send our best wishes. She will be
a beautiful bride.
Dan Boone is our new fund agent. Let's
all make her first year at this job a banner
one and contribute to the best of our abiHtv.
Bebe Gilchrist Barnes attended her husband's
reunion at Brown University so didn't get to

ours, but wired that she'd see us at our 3 5th.
Let's all plan now to bring our hearing aids
and wheel chairs and come back in 1962.
Edna and Joe Gilchrist entertained those of
us who were back in June most graciously^
as usual.
Summer at the Dreisbach house has been
exciting and fun filled. We had a wonderful
three weeks in New Orleans and down in
Mexico. That, luckily, was before the earthquake. Both Jerry Lou anc Georgia, with Jack
and twenty-one-month-old Julia Reynolds,
spent some time with us this summer. In
early September Bob and I went to New
York to see Jerry Lou off to Lebanon, where
she will teach at Beirut College for Women.
One more reminder: send your contributions to Dan Boone and your news to me,
please.

We'll

both

appreciate

1929

it.

President: Sara Callison (Mrs. John R.
Jamison) . 6 1 6 Ridgewood Drive, West Lafayette, Ind.
Secretary: Anne Mason Brlnt (Mrs. John
B. Winn), 438 Fayette Park, Lexington, Ky.
Fund Agent: Eugenia Tillman (Mrs. James
R. McKinzie), West Boulevard, Laurenburg,
N. C.
Copying

the little girl in the nursery

rhyme I hope when I am good I am "very,
very good" at my job because I do miss so
often. This time I haven't as much news as
I sometimes have but I do hope everyone
will read this issue and remember to give as
much as they can to the Alumnae Fund. We
have so many demands, all of as, but for
those of us who feel Sweet Briar, and our
education, and contacts, and memories from
it have really enriched our lives — surely we
can give something, so that it can go on, for
our daughters and other young women to
receive what we have had and even more.
It is very sad to start this letter with the
news of Virginia Hodgson Sutliffe's death
June the 5th. She had had an operation in
March and I had talked with Bob on the
phone and everyone was very hopeful. I was
biick through Washington in May and just
missed being with her — she was out playing
bridge, and in two weeks she was gone.
Everyone will miss her and join in sending
love to her family. Shirley, when I last
heard, was working at a travel bureau in
Washington and young Calvin is at the
Naval Academy.
I stopped in McLean to spend the day with
Janet Lee Auchincloss who was preparing
for Nina Auchincloss's June wedding. Her
oldest daughter. Jackie Bouvier Kennedy, was
staying there with Senator Kennedy until
they moved into a new house and Lee was
living in England
with her husband.
My summer, hectic as usual, consisted of
following horse shows and transporting thirteen-year-old Anne Mafon Winn and a steady
stream of houseguests, welcome but wearing.
During the Junior League Horseshow in
which Mason was riding I saw young Elinor
Scherr. Peg Bmhey Scherr's daughter, who
was here from Cincinnati showim; — and who
carried off many honors in the show. Elinor
is going to Sweet Briar next fall and 23
her
older sister who has just graduated from
Mount Holyoke, is going abroad for a year.
Maria Beniiss Hoar arrived from Pittsburgh
with her nice Henry and daughters, Kathy
and Susie, who were horse show crazy and
though
younger,
very congenial with Mason

class of '32 were on hand. All were easily
recognized and some even more attractive
than 2 5 years ago. Our two class brides:
Betty Allen Magrudcr Reck and Flappy Pancake Mandeville kept us in stitches with their

>X'inn, and wc spent two delightful days
together. During the show U'innie West
Morris drove in from Beautort, S. C, where
-she now lives, to see the show and her son
Preston Madden and his pretty blond Anita.
One night at the horse show we had Winnie and Marie and myself and then were
joined by Betty Whitchoiisc Hagin and Edith
Railey Dabney who both had children riding
in the show with my Masey — and the Sweet
Briar talk was fast and furious. Winnie's
■older boy Pat was married this spring; he is
just about to be released from the navy and
come home.

droll wit. Betty Allen's Henry came for her
and we were glad to see he was as handsome
and attractive as she said he was. Flappy regaled us with odd happenings during the
year she worked on S.B. Campus.
Sally Shallenberger Brown, now a campus
celebrity for her outstanding Alumnae work,

A letter from Sally Callison Jamison enclosed one from Libber Lankford Miles from
Decatur, Ala., with a picture of a most
lovely looking girl, Madeline Taylor Kimberly from Stodsbridge, Mass., who was to
marry Lib's son Burnley
is a student at Brown
brother Johnny has been
teen months in service.

this month. Burnley
University and his
in Japan for fourBetsey is seventeen

and a prospect for Sweet Briar in *S8.
Sally also sends word that Jo Taimati
Mason and her husband spent the spring in
lurope. Their son Mark is at Cornell and
daughter Joan just graduated from Bennett
jnd is now working in the art department in
Marshal! Field. Their youngest, Ned, is still
jn high school at home.
Belle BrockeJi borough Hutchins's four boys
^re as follows: John, Jr., is a senior at Williams this fall; Coleman will be a sophomore
at Yale and Harley and Brodsie are at home.
Belle usually spends a couple of months out
of the year at Blue Ridge Farm near Charlottesville where we sometimes
see her.
Meredith Ferguson Smythe's daughter Mere•dith was graduated from Sweet Briar last
June and is living in Louisville. The Smythes'
moved from Louisville to Cincinnati last year
but Sally says they are moving again to Green
3ay, "Wise. There are two boys, John, who is
at Washington and Lee, and Stuart, who is at
"Brown.
Sally tells me that her son Jamie and his
young wife are in California for the next few
years while Jamie serves his navy duty on the
U.S.S. Navarro, and daughter Jane will be a
junior at Sweet Briar this fall and loves it as
•much as her mother did and still does.
Sally said she and Jamie, Sr., spent Derby
weekend in Louisville with John Ed and Bettie Harms Slaughter and found them as attractive as ever and untouched by the years.
"Blitz was in Louisville visiting for the
T)erby; we talked to her but did not see her.
Edith Railey Dabney was in De! Ray, Fla.,
for a holiday last winter. There she saw
Dorothy Bortz Davis in her shop where Dot
welcomes many old Sweet Briar friends. From
Polly McDiarmid Serodino: "Our son, Pete
Serodino, Jr., aged 2 1 , was married August
31, 1956, to Betty Joyner, daughter of Alsia
and Archie Joyner of Greensboro, N. C.
Never has there been a better wife or daughter-in-law!"
Tn my family, big John is still working in
Personnel in Frankfort for the Commonwealth. Brent was transferred to Atlanta from
New York Christmas and expects to go to
Cincinnati next year. Jock had a summer job
witli tlie State but goes back to the University of Kentucky this month and Anne Mason
has one more year at home before we hope
to send her to boarding school if there is
anything
left to mortgage.
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Boating at Lake Ccmandoigua ore Phoebe
Rowe Peters, '3 1 , Vice-President of the
Alumnae Association, Ralph Peters, and
their guests, Elizabeth Bond Wood, '34,
Alumnae
Secretary,
and
Ernest
Wood.

1931
Secretary: Elizabeth S. Clark, 227 Boston
Avenue, Lynchburg, Va.
Fund Agent: Perrone Whittaker (Mrs.
Robert Scott), 325 Whitman Avenue, Haworth, N. J.
I am the problem child this time. I have
little to report. I spent early July in Maine,
where I almost froze to death, and the rest
of the summer in Lynchburg where I have at
times thought I would fry. My most momentous news re me is that 1 have changed jobs.
I am no longer with the Red Cross, but am
Child Welfare Case Worker for the Department of Public Welfare in Lynchburg. The
work is very interesting, but quite different.
Mart von Briesen returned in late August
from a trip to Europe. I had a delightful
surprise one night in August when Virginia
Cooke Rea called from Sweet Briar. She
and her husband, Fritz, and daughter, Ann,
were there looking over the college for future
reference. "We had dinner at the Columns in
town and a visit at my house afterwards.
Ann is a lovely girl, and I do hope she was
favorably
impressed.
Jean Cole Anderson's daughter, Lovat, graduated magna cum everything from University of Georgia, also Phi Beta Kappa. All this
and being a bride, too. Don't see how she
did it.
Remember the Alumnae Fund — all contributions gratefully received.

1932
Prcside7tf:
Alice
Dabney
(Mrs.
John
C.
Parker, Jr.), 309 First Avenue, Franklin, Va.
Secretary: Elizabeth Job (Mrs. A. H. Jopp),
503 Scott Avenue, Pikeville, Ky.
Fund Agent: Mary Moore Pancake (Mrs.
T. S. Mandeville), 174 Windsor Avenue, Buffalo 9, N. Y.
We could have talked all night — yes, we
did talk all night about the now and then.
We went to our 2 5th half-way expecting to
be bored. Surprise! From the minute we
screeched greetings to long-lost roommates
'til we waved a tearful adieu it was fun.
Twenty-one
out of 59 graduates
of the

kept us in the best of "spirits". Simply stunning with her grey hair and blue eyes. Ted
Clary Treadwell showed she had kept up with
her music. Her wonderful piano accompaniment covered up our cracked voices in the
clever sing skit Alice Dabney Parker planned
and directed. Alice served as toast mistress at
our banquet, too. I believe the audience liked
the banquet program — if not they were terribly generous with their applause.
Atlanta had the biggest delegation at the
gathering. Sue Burnett Davis knew about
one-third of the folks on campus and another
third knew her. For style and clothes, Hazel
Stamps Collins, Em Green Kennon and Lib
Douglas Foote would be hard to beat.
We just got a glimpse of Henrietta Bryan
Alphin. She stopped over for the class picnic
and then drove back to Washington. As honor
class we had our picnic at the boathouse and
were so impressed with the big lodge with
its huge open fireplace and sun deck built
out over the lake.
All the food while we were there was
delicious — old ham, filet mignon and homemade breads. The cut flowers on the dining
tables (which they say they have all year
'round now) the nice table linens, etc., still
give the place an "air" that makes you proud
you are a part of it.
Do plan to come back for our 30th gettogether, Emily Maxwell Littlepage is going
to have charge of it. It's bound to be fun; she
is so gracious and gay. Virginia Squibb Flynn
seems to thrive on being an adopted Connecticut Yankee and looks just like a New York
suburbanite should. My roomie Ruth Kerr
Fortune still has her Boston accent and dash
after 23 years living in Pittsburgh. If it
hadn't been for Marcia Patterson we wouldn't
have made much of a showing in the Commencement procession. Marcia had her Ph.D.
robes for the occasion. Betty Allen has her
M.D., but didn't even bring her pill case.
Some of us have other degrees but had no
special robes or hoods to indicate this. Mrs.
Pannell was resplendent in her scarlet and
royal blue University of London gown. We
were quite taken with her friendliness and
charm. She's just made for Sweet Briar.
It was good to see Pat Ward Cross goodnatured and smiling as always and not aged
a bit even though she has a son in Yale and
has antiques from A to Z (she works in a
museum). Remember how sweet and interested Letha Morris Wood was (and still is)
in everybody. She is justly proud of her
daughter, Lee, who is S.B's Junior Year in
France representative this year. (On the side
Miss Stochholm toW us what a wonderful
student Lee is). Lee will graduate from
Sweet Briar in 1958 as will Eleanor Humphreys, Emma Knoulton Lytle's daughter. Eleanor Wright Conway brought her daughter,
Laura, to reunion to get a preview for her
entrance as a freshman in S.B. in the fall.
Helen Pratt Graff came with them. Neither
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Eleanor nor Helen had changed. You could
look at them and it seemed only yesterday
when we gathered in Helen's room to listen
to the radio and swoon over Guy Lombardo.
Theda Shcrmun Newlin brought her daughter Susannah along. Susannah had been to
S.B. for two years and then graduated from
Penn State. Thcda and her daughter looked
like sisters.
We talked about those of you who couldn't
make it to reunion and i gathered news
items for future letters. When we went to
faculty open house on Monday afternoon it
was the grandest feeling to see so many of
our friends and professors: Miss Rogers, Dr.
Crawford, Dean Pearl, Miss Ruby Walker,
Dr. Harley, Miss Reynolds, Miss Mull, Miss
Boone, Miss Stochholm, Miss Ballenger, Dr.
Barker. Mrs. Marian Benedict Rollins, Mrs.
Lill and the Ramages.
'Twas wonderful! So if you didn't come
read this and weep — and resolve to make it
to our 3 0th.

1933
President: Hetty Wells (Mrs. Frederick W.
Finn), 81 West Brother Drive, Greenwich,
Conn.
Secretary: Anne Marvin, 15 18 Dairy Road,
Charlottesville, Va.
Fund Agent: Glrry Mallory, 169 East Clinton Avenue, Tenafly, N. J.
June 1958 is our 25th reunion! Do make
plans to come as it is an important occasion
and the more who can be at Sweet Briar at
that time the better and the more fun for
ail. Please contribute to the Alumnae Fund —
thus helping Gerry and Sweet Briar.
Mary Garier Campbell writes that her
son is graduating from Stanford next year
and that she has a new address: 9 10 Lake
Shore Drive, Chicago.
Lucy Olii er Hines was at Sweet Briar for
a comparatively short lime and then finished
college at the University of South Carolina,
where she was a Tri Delt. Lucy goes on to
say that she married Jim in '37 and they
have three children — Lucy Kate is 16,
Jimmy is 12 and Oliver is six.
Marietta Dcrhy Garst wrote me a good
letter from England. "We've been in England
three and a half years, with a holiday in the
states last summer. Jock, our oldest son, is
spending his vacation with us after his first
year at the University (Virginia). He loves
it there. Jane goes to Sweet Briar in September. David, our fourteen-year-old, is enjoying life in an English boarding school. We all
love living here and I do not know when
we will be back in the states for good, but
I imagine with two kids in college in Virginia. I'll be back to see them before too
long." I do hope Marietta will be back soon
as it would be great fun to see her.
Kathcrine LeBlond Farquhar has three children: Her son will be a senior at Gettysburg
College; her daughter a sophomore at Randolph-Macon, another daughter a senior in
high school.
Jeannette Shamhaitgh Stein's card follows:
"Daughters three are Nancy (19 years, junior,
Radcliffe College) working as sailing counsellor at girl's camp; Sue ( 1 7 years, senior.
Putney School, Putney, Vt.), ardent reader
and lover of music — listening, group singing
and plays violin. Carol (14 years), freshman.
New Trier High Sch(x>l, Winneika). Away
on rugged two weeks canoe trip in Canada
with
friends.
\ have just finished term as
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Radcliffe Club president in Chicago and
always involved in projects relating to
Art Institute and the schools. Planning
take a course each year at University

am
the
to
of

the Alpine Club. There is 70 years difference
in their ages; a strong friendship, based on
love of the mountains, developed between

Chicago and travel with my husband."
Elizabeth Seldcn Stainbrook and her family love living in California. Their only
child, Judith, is eleven. Dibbie Gale Bryer
stopped in to see the Stainbrooks not long ago
with tiiree of her five children and her nice

Many thanks to all of you for your grand
these
responsetwo."
to my cards and those of you who
wrote me such nice letters. Your help is

husband. Elizabeth's husband, Edward, is now
chairman of department of psychiatry at the
University of Southern California medical
school.
Mary Houcll Hedenkamp spent the summer with her parents out at Glenwood
Springs, Colo. Her sister, Genevieve HoU'-ell
Gist was with them for two weeks. Mary
continues, "I'm a grandmother — Joan has two
little girls. Judy, my younger one, is a Junior in college and must toil away at summer school in order to get an R.N. as well
as a B.S. degree. I'm trying to paint this
gorgeous
scenery."
Margaret Schwald Cramer and her husband vacationed in the States for a couple of
months. She wrote me a fine letter from
Miami, Fla. "My life in Panama is very much
the same as it would be in any city in the
States. I have lived abroad since my marriage as my husband is with the Overseas
Division of the First National City Bank of
New York. He is the Resident Vice President in Panama now of that Bank. My daughter is married and I have a sweet grandchild. They are with her husband now who
is a Lieutenant in the Army and stationed
near Tokyo. My sister and I are anxious
that my niece, Margaret Elizabeth Innes.
come to Sweet Briar next year. I do hope
that any of my classmates who come to
Panama will look me up. We are the only
Cramers around so we are easy to find."
Gertrude Kayiuond Dempster says, "My life
is hectic but uneventful. We have four children, Anne, a sophomore in high school; John,
II; Nancy, 8; and Bill, 6. See Sarah Ellen
Wihon Barbour in Nashville often but have
lost touch with almost everyone else. Janet
Blood Brown still lives in Denver and she
has one daughter. Pam, a little older than my
Anne. Have enjoyed knowing Nancy Worthington (who was a year or so ahead of us)
through my child being at Camp Alleghany.
Oh, yes — I see Roberta Dratie Wood in Nashville, too. She is as pretty and stylish as
ever and her two boys have distinguished
themselves
scholastically."
Frances Neiille Newberry writes, "Daughter Eloise was nineteen in August — finished
her freshman year at the University of
Texas, where she pledged Delta Gamma.
Ann, age 4, and I spent the month of March
in Florida with my family at Pass-a-Grille
Beach then flew to Texas — visited Marjorie
Kay Peebles in Houston (her son is on the
Rice Varsity Football squad) — saw Martha
Del. ay Bradshaw tnd Eleanor Niggli Tyler.
We were in Austin for Round-Up at the UniGerry Mallory's mother died September 3.
versity."
We arc alt very sorry to hear this sad news
and send our heartfelt sympathy to Gerry
and her father.
Virginia Aljord Johnston's fifteen-year-old
son. Perry, had a wonderful trip to Switzerland in August. He went to join a good
friend of his, "a charming Englishman who
happens to be the oldest living member
of

greatly

appreciated.

1934

Preiidcnt: Elizabeth Schlulr (Mrs. Chas.
R. Maxwell, Jr.), 113 East 61st Street, New
York. N. Y.
Secretary: Marjorie Lasar (Mrs. E. R. Hurd,
Jr.), 85 Samson Avenue, Madison, N. J.
Fund Agent: Elizabeth Suttle
(Mrs. Clarence Briscoe), 440 North Rose Lane, Haverford, Pa.
Well, dears, here I am, as the saying goes,
back doing business at the old stand. I am
not quite sure how I got the job back, but I
think I volunteered! Then almost resigned on
the strength of the monumental job Bonnie
Stookey did last Spring. But then got up
enough steam to send a few cards when I
realized Fall was here, and also inherited a
couple of letters which came too late for
Bonnie
to use. So here goes.
First, and I think most important and exciting, is the news that our own Martha Lou
Lemmon Stohlman is a member of the Board
of Overseers of the college; it is a great
honor for the class, a gain for the school, and
I know a satisfaction to Lou who will shine
as brightly there as she has everywhere she
has been active. She is also to be the speaker
at Founder's Day. Of course, I heard none
of this from M. L. herself; her postal simply
said that she and family had rented a house
in Springfield, Mo., for the summer to be
near her parents who have been ill and are
fine now. En route, she saw, and I quote,
"Jamestown, the de Colignys in Richmond.
Jackie Bond Wood at S.B., lunched with
Frances Reid Shaver, ex '3 5 in Lexington (her
husband is new Dean of Engineering at the
U. of Ky.), had dinner with Marjorie Van
Eiera Lovelace in St. Louis who has changed
not at all in spite of a daughter who is ready
to enter Swarihmore this Fall, and a son who
has constructed an enormous tower for his
aerial in their side yard. Tacky Williams McCollum
looksback-track
fine."
Now to
a little: Jackie and I
have been carrying on a frantic correspondence all summer via government postals. She
has been hither and yon in the line of duty,
seeing Mary Pringle in Pittsburgh last Spring;
she found Mary looking very well, very chic
and very engrossed in teaching and gardening. Then to California where she saw the
contingent of Briarites mentioned in Bonnie's
column (weren't Eleanor Cooke's children
the dreamiest group you ever saw? I could eat
small Daniel with a spoon). Now Jackie is
planning a trip to New York and vicinity in
November; it seems the New York Club is
having a theatre benefit which she and Mrs.
Pannell will attend, and will also visit clubs.
I have snared her for a night of fun and
frolic (S.B.C. style).
At long last, a card from Julie de Coligny,
bless her; her girls have been at camp this
summer and the boys working. Bill will be
a sophomore at Trinity in Hartford, Conn.,
and Gay enters W. and L. Julie, now hear
25
this, is to be headmistress of a brand new
Episcopal day school, so you may be sure
she has not been idle this summer.
Ii opened

September 10 with the first three grades. It's
just wonderful, and when you read this,
Julie, you may know we arc all wishing you
great success and God's blessing on your undertaking.
The St. Louis S.B. Club gave me a beautiful going-away party last winter and it
was at Marjorie Van Eiera Lovelace's house;
her house is perfectly charming — one of those
one-story deals where every window has a
view of a garden, AND a fireplace in their
bedroom which is my idea of the height of
elegance. There are bedrooms upstairs, too,
and. as noted, a shortwave beam in the yard.
I speak with feeling because Rhea, my husband, is also a "ham" and I cringe every
time we move into a new neighborhood and
hoist that contraption up to the roof. If a
war ever comes, we'll be put under close
surveillance — I KNOW
we will.
Nancy Russell Carter writes that she and
her family will live temporarily this winter
at 64 Darlich Avenue. Hamburg, N. Y., so
they can stay up in their cottage six months
of the year. Jerry, the oldest, finished at
Trinity College and hopes to enter the Navy
this Fall after councilling at a camp for
crippled children this summer; Bob, aged 18,
entered Norwich University in Vermont; Bill,
at 16, is an honor student. Sally (12), Dave
(7), and Anne (4), are skiing enthusiasts and
— don't look now — but Nancy has found
time to play tennis this summer. Mentioned
hearing from Eleanor Alcott Bromley.
Lib Schcucr Maxwell returned with her
family from a trip to New Mexico and Wyoming in time to answer my card. Ruth Myers
Pleasants and her daughter, Emily, had been
to New York, ditto Cecile BirJscy Fuessle and
daughter, Jacqueline, and Mary Nelson Becker
and family. Lib had seen them all.
Bonnie Wood Stookey and her family spent
the summer on Cape Cod; she writes with
justifiable pride that the Westchester Club
sent a top-ranking student to S.B.C. last
year, and this year the Westchester Scholarship winner is from Hastings where Bonnie
lives. Bonnie's letters were from Lou Dreyer
Bradley who is living in Pasadena and loving it.
She sees Eleanor Cooke Esterly and family, also
Betty Carter Clark whose boys are at Dartmouth, Culver and the State of Washington.
Reports that Lizzie Selden Stainbrook, '33,
lives in Pasadena with daughter Judith, and
husband, Edward, who is a professor of psychiatry at U.C.L.A. — the Stainbrooks had
just returned from a vacation in Panama last
winter when Lou wrote. Dot Turuo Gardner
threatens to come down from Palo Alto to a
meeting, but hasn't come through yet. Lou
says the Sweet Briar meetings arc great fun,
and they all enjoy getting together.
The other letter was from Lucille Bond
Pendleton who is living in Andover, Mass.
Her oldest boy, Kim, is off to either Yale or
Princeton this year, and the other boy. Lea,
is at Andover. Daughter, Lissa, is torn between being athletic and a lady, with the
brothers pulling one way and mother another. Lu herself is extremely busy on the
board of the local hospital, plus work with
some newly arrived Hungarians, plus the local
Youth Center. She asked about some of the
gals and one reason, I might say here, that I
didn't send more cards is that I have spent
part of the summer trying to track down
some of our "lost souls".
Lu, Betty Bryce isn't In any of the files
under any heading. She wrote once or twice
when I first had the column in 1935, but not
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since. Does any one have a clue? Lou Dreycr
Dradley is at 347 Meadow Grove, Pasadena 3,
and Emily Emory is Mrs. Donald N. Leary,
Box 3 031, Mantco. N. C.
i have also been on a still hunt for Harriet Brown, ex '34; remember her? Any clues?
She's Mrs. John Ray, last heard of in Corpus
Christi, Texas. I managed to find Ann Knss,
ex '34, who is now living in New York at
165 East 35th Street, and we are going to
have lunch. Are hoping we can lure Nan
Sitiage Kelly, ex '34, in from Brookside Lane
in New
Canaan,
Conn.
Mitzi Hani fen Fried says not much to report, but it sounded pretty busy to me; oldest
:on, Ed, will be a senior at the U. of Penn.
this year; he had a cruise this summer via his
R.O.T.C. program, ending up in Quebec
where Mitzi and family met him and proceeded to Chateau Frontenac, Lake George,
Lake Placid and Montreal.
Judy Djngherty Musser and family also
had a summer vacation in Canada last summer. She and Bill are bringing their daughter,
Janet, to New York to enter her at Dobbs,
and Judy and I are making plans to have dinner together. I do want to see Bill and Janet,
but am wondering how they will survive several hours of "catching up" with the last
twenty-odd years that Judy and I will have
to do!
Helen Hanson B ram ford wrote me the sad
news of her brother Bob's death last April;
I was so sorry to hear of it. I had met him
and liked him so much . ''en he did a trick
in a St. Louis hospital years ago. Husband
Bill had a business trip to France and England this summer, but H. stayed behind to
keep the home fires burning; their oldest son.
Bob, worked on an engineering program at
a local ^lass plant and had to be sent oflF
with lunch at the crack of dawn. He will be
a third generation S.A.E. at U. of Michigan this year; John, 6' 5", also worked this
summer and Billy and Susan had a week's
vacation with parents in Michigan. Never a
dull moment.
I do not know any details, but Virginia
Hall Lederer's husband wrote the Alumnae
Office a brief note telling of her sudden
death.
People want to know, "Where is Madison?"
Well, it's between Summit and Morris town,
if that helps; it's also west of the Oranges
and Newark. We are still settling; I guess it
takes awhile. I would be so happy to hear
from any of you who are near-by; I run into
New York at the slightest pretext, so if you
will be there and have time, please call me
and let's try to
and our lives
promise to get
issue; meantime,

get together. We are all well
are pleasant and routine. I
more cards out for the next
please let me hear from you.
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Secreiary: Marquart Powell (Mrs. Harrison
P. Doty), 2030 HiM St., Ann Arbor. Mich.
Fund Agent: Margaret Campbell (Mrs. D.
K. Usher), 6 Axtell Dr., Scarsdale, N. Y.
Most of you must have been on vacation
when my post cards went out. I do appreciate
the cards I did receive. Dot McClure Mountain
says they have a new ranch style home. She
is a Girl Scout leader and has a daughter,
Sandy, 1 3. While visiting her brother in
Gettysburg, they had the thrill of letting
President Eisenhower play through them on
the golf course. Connie Warner McElhinney
says their statistics are the same: two daugh-

ters, Elliott, 17, and Susan, 10; a son, Paul,
14. The oldest will graduate from Madeira in
June and her son is going to RandolphMacon Academy in the fall. Her husband,
tired of commuting 85 miles daily (my husband does 70, so I know what she means)
has just launched a new career. He is principal of the local elementary school. Congratulations and good luck! They both have real
estate activities as a sideline. Anyone in the
market for a nice country estate? They have
all sorts of animals, including a red fox
named Anastasia, who loves cocktails! Alma
Martin Rotnem says she is starting a new
project in Princeton; books for blind students. These will be free to the students. It
sounds wonderful and worthwhile. Jarry West
Stearns has two children: a girl, 14, and a
boy, 12. Her husband is director of public
relations for the University of New Hampshire. Her outside interests are church and
Red Cross. Ruth Gilliam Viar's oldest son
will be a sophomore at V.P.L Douglas will
go to nursery school. Her daughter enters
Meredith College in Raleigh, N. C. Katie
Niles Parker says she still has the same
husband and same four children. They are
all a year older than when she checked in
last year. Katie is joining the back to school
group. She is going to work for her M-A. in
education at Boston University. I think she
will find it fun; I have greatly enjoyed my
classes here at Michigan. My children think
I'm rather peculiar to like school. My husband pays me a dollar for every A. See if you
can do better Katie! Katie's daughter, Anne,
has been in Europe eight weeks with some
Wellesley classmates. Cailie Fiirness Wolfe says
they are busy getting son John ready to be
a freshman at Vanderbilt University. Peg
Campbell Usher has had a busy summer. Her
husband is rear commodore of their yacht
club and Peg heads the entertainment committee. Don, Jr., spent the summer in camp
and Susan has been winning lots of sailing
races. Stumpy has been vacationing at Virginia Beach with her daughter, Peggy. She is
looking forward (?) to a class of 22 nineyear-old boys in September. Cabby Mitchell
Ravenscroft's son went to Europe with a
school group. He will be a high school senior this year. Lucille. 1 3 , spent the summer
in camp, and will enter eighth grade this
fall. Cabby says her family and civic work
occupy her time but she is becoming more
and more fascinated by bridge. Ruth Robinson Madison says no special news. They had
a nice trip to North Carolina with Mary Lee
Poinde.xter \£'illingham and her husband. Chic
Gregory says they anticipate a record crop
of freshmen this year. Her nephew and his
good friend, Edward Chapman, son of Liz
May field Chapman, visited her for a week
this summer. She took them around to all
the points of interest, Jamestown, Williamsburg, etc. Margaret Robertson Densmore has
a daughter, Caroline, a senior at Smith. She
has just returned from her junior year in
Italy and has announced her engagement to
a senior at Williams. Margaret works as a
librarian at Belmont Hill School where her
oldest son is a senior, her youngest, in grade
8, and her husband director of the lowei
school. Anne Thomson Smith has moved into
a new house after 1 9 years in the old one.
She has a 2 2 -year-old son in the Navy, another one, 13, and a daughter, 6. Her husband is still in the aviation and insurance
business. Sounds like a logical combination to
me. A card from Annette Har/^y Chappell this
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summer said they would sail July 29th for
ihree years in Hong Kong. Hope she will
send us some details and her address. Lucille
Cox says she has been doing summer school
leaching. Kin Carr Baldwin has a son, Bobby.
16. at St. Christopher's in Richmond. Her
daughter. Stuart, will go to St. Catherine's
and then to Sweet Briar, they hope. Ksther
O'Briitn Robinson says no news but it was
good to have her say heilo. Orissa lloldcti
Perry says no time for news with a new
son and a new house. Peggy Huxley Dick
says she drove through camous on her way
to Montreal this summer. Her eighteen -yearold Carroll went to Europe this summer. She
will be a sophomore at Lake Erie College.
Harriet, 1 6, spent the summer studying ballet at Perry Mansfield in Colorado. She will
be a junior at St. Catherine's in Richmond.
Ned, 9, went to camp. Peggy says she has
the world's nicest husband, who wants to
contend her claim? just found a second card
from Esther O'Brien Robinson who says she
opened a small office in downtown Concord.
She went to the launching of the nuclear
submarine, at Portsmouth Navy Yard. Marylina Stokci Fulton also claims she has no
news but I did enjoy her welcoming me to
the midwest and hope maybe we might i^et
around to seeing each other. Dodie Bur rill
Walker says she still h.is only one husband
and one child. Child is growing at frightening rate but husband continues stationary.
As for me, I still have the same husband and
the same four children. My son, Leete, spent
the summer in Europe, will return next week.
just in time to go back to Berkshire School.
Barbara, H, returns to Kent Place; Sonia, 13,
will enter eighth grade at Tappan School;
Marquart, 8, will be in third grade at An^ell
School. I hope to finish my Master's in French
at the university this next semester. Am
abandoning teaching this fall, somewhat reluctantly, to finish my schooling
first.
P.S. I had hoped to make a nice, neat chart
of all our statistics but not enough of you
sent information.
Will try again later.

1937
Scirciary: Agnus
Crawford
R. Bates), Gloucester, Va.

(Mrs.

William

Fund Aacnt: Natalie
Hopkins
(Mrs. John
E. Grigg!, Jr.), 806 Greenwood
Road, Wilmington 6, Del.
Many thanks for answers to my cards.
Reunion was grand; and worth the effort to
get our-^elves organized and on the way. Campus looked so green; the planting has grown
a lot since *37. Miss Mull adopted our class,
and entertained on Sunday afternoon. The
Wm. Bland Dew Dorm is beautifully done, as
is the Date House, where we had a delightful
"social hour" before the Alumnae Banquet on
Monday evenin*. Tuesday morning found us
back at school, with an interesting Symposium
on Latin America. Everybody looked well and
young; sorry our pictures were misnamed. A
busy summer, but the severe drought cut
down on gra-s cutting and vegetable freezing.
Had a visit to the mountains and lunch on
campus with my children. Swim classes in
July and Day Camp in August. Bill's parents
have a pool and a 26-foot cruiser, so our
recreation is nearby.
Mo:or trips can brin»; families even closer,
writes Po!ly l.amhcth Blackwell; they have
just returned from a six-week tour of the
west.
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Anne Laitman Busscy took a two-week
drive through Florida with her family. Now
chauffeuring to Day Camp and yearning for
school to start. Me, too.
Peggy Merritt Haskell proudly announces
that her daughtec enters Sweet Briar this
lall (is she the first?) and hopes her 14year-old will enter St. Anne's in Charlottessi. le. Peggy bought a horse in Virginia in the
spring, and was then coached in Columbia by
Pat Horst, who assists Miss Rogers.
The Mapps, according to Becky Donglasi
Mapp, spend most of their time on their 3 3foot cruiser, and will travel to Jamestown in
it. Her oldest enters St. Catherine's this fall.
KIlie SiioJgrais Park took her son, Housion,
to Nassau in June, and later they made a
quickie visit to Jamestown.
Henrietta Arthur Skinner reports that they
are decorating their house themselves, and
relaxing with daily beach outings.
Nice to hear that Fruffy (Mary Helen
Freauff Klein) plans a trip to Houston and
Lake Charles while husband Chuck fishes in
Mexico. Hope Bertha gave her a wide berth! ! !
Church
and Red Cross
keep her occupied.
A card frt)m Nat Hopkins Griggs — her family drove to Nova Scotia for vacation; I envy
her news that children aren't fighting as
much.
Mine arc good only when
separated.
Cizzy Johnson Finley has no news "except
athere
trip be?
to Europe" in August. What else could
Her presidency of the Thomasvilie Woman's Club keeps Lillian Lambert Pennington
knee-deep in work, but I know she does it
beautifully; son Neiland has a very profitable
summer job, and is building a hi-h set in
spare time.
Ruth Kundle Charters and her husband
have their own Real Estate Agency. She is
active in ^-TA and Civic League, and sings
in the choir, also paints in what extra time
she has.
Donald, III. 13; Tatine, II. and Charles,
1 8 months, are the time consumers in Kay
Eshelman Magmnis' family, but she does some
work for the Republican Party in New
Orleans.
Good to hear from Wes Ward Francis,
whose son is in camp. She and George drove
through Ohio, Michigan and Canada, returning via Boston and Nantucket. She's doing
some tennis and going to summer theatres;
talked to Peter Dyer, who was in town for
some tennis matches.
Sorry to relate that Lolly Redfern Ferguson
tore tendons and ligaments in her leg, and has
been partially laid up. How unfortunate that
enforced re^t is the only kind we get now.
Her
daughter
had a month
in camp.
Marie Walker Gregory wrote from Boothbay Harbor, Maine; it sounds like a glorious
vacation. She had lunch in Richmond with
Mar-^aret C'.olenicn Ford, who was on her way
himie to Cjcorgetown, S. C; there she does
welfare work.
Another member, Maggie Cornuell Schmidt,
went to Europe with daughter, Ruthie, who
is now in eighth grade. Maggie starts her third
year as advisor to llih grade girls, and teacher of remedial reading to seventh and eighth
graders at John Burroughs Sclux)l in St.
Louis; two of Maggie's "girls" are freshmen
at S.B. this fall.
Dot Prout Gorsuch (whom I replace with
trepidation) writes of their outdoor life, with
beach and tennis; Steve (8) and Laurie (6)
love the water.

Let's hope

Dot's

husband

will

soon recover completely from his back injury.
Long time no-hear from Martha Hardest}
Minshall, who keeps house for four sons —
Greg Minshall, 5; Tim O'Shea, 17; Michael
O'Shea, 16, and Philip O'Shea, 14. Miss Ames
lives in nearby Pacific Grove, and Martha
thinks Miss Crawford will be coming out
there.
Don't forget that Gloucester is on Route
17, by which many of you come to Williamsburg, Jamestown or Virginia Beach. If you
come to the Garden Symposium or Antique
Forum in Williamsburg during the winter,
I'm very near; Gloucester homes are open
during Garden Week. Hope to see many of
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Secretary: Helen Nicholson (Mrs. John A.
Tate, Jr.), 2840 St. Andrews Lane, Charlotte
S, N. C.
you.
First thing I want to say is by way of an
apology for sending such terse, hasty reply
postals to you! I found on my return from
a nice family trip a notice saying that the
News deadline was about two weeks earlier
than I had anticipated, so of necessity I had
to ship them out in a hurry. Many thanks
to those of you who replied so quickly.
It was most distressing not long ago to
learn of the death of two of our former
classmates. 1 do not know any details except
that both occurred about a year ago. Ruth
hif^e Swihart, whom the Alumnae Office had
not been able to locate, died of a brain tumor. Marion Marfyu Zimmerman also passed
away in August, 195 6. We express our deepest sympathy to families and triends.
At this juncture I shall enclose a letter
written for the June issue of the Alumnae
News which for some reason (no doubt tardiness) was not included. It is not too out-ofdate and may be of interest. Here goes:
Jane foh Manning wrote to me last fall
a bit late for that issue that she and her
husband and seventh grader Bill. Ill, have
been in Evaniton, III., about seven years. Bill
is with Reynolds Metals in the Wrigley Building, and Jane keeps busy with church work,
Kentucky Society of Evanston and the North
Shore, and also the Southern Alliance. I bet
those
Yankees
know
she's around.
In March Jack and I drove to Charlottesville to meet Happy James and Dick Wathen
for a great week-end. It was supposed to be
one of those "halfway" places but somehow
it turned out that the Tates drove seven
hours, and the Wathens two! The men played
golf at Farmington and in between we took
in places of historic interest as well as some
of the places of happy remembrances. Naturally we went to Shad well and visited with
Knox and Eve Williams Turnbull and saw
their two adorable adopted children.
Janet Macfarlan and Carl Bergmann came
to Charlotte in April. It was the finest event
in years, and the chatter that went on surely
must have reached you over the air waves.
They played a lot of golf with some old
friends from Ridgewood who now live here.
but we got hold of them for a spcli and had
a lot of fun. Oi course we called up Ves
May-Queen Murray Haselden and shouted
back and forth at her. as she was in the
kitchen of the 0>lumbia Hotel, where she
was called (from the dance floor) to answer the phone. How that happened I still
don't know! The Bergmanns brought their
two older children, Nancy,
14. and Skip, 13,
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who arc just knockouts. We are planning on
being at reunion, how about you?
And now more up to date . . . Lucy Taliaferro Nickerson writes that she had a nice
visit with Macky FuUcr Kellogg, when she
and her Ann came through Fair Haven, N. J-,
to see her brother and family. They were on
their way to sec SBC. Ann is now 16 and
lovely, Macky still her wonderful breezy self,
working on recreation activities for her town
of NC'cston, Mass. Lucy's husband, Charlie,
saw Allan Wills in NYC, and he says he is
promoting reunion for Judy Bcmis so that he
can attend his own at VML Lucy has been
writing scripts for her Junior Service League
radio show, and French Conversation Club
for AAUW.
From Ridgewood, Adele Letcher Harvey
writes that she and Janet got together for a
golf game and giggles before J. left for the
Cape, and A. for Normandy Beach. The Harveys spent the month of July right on the
dunes. She and Jon also had a nice five-day
stay at the Greenbrier, White Sulphur Springs,
by themselves where they enjoved plenty of
golf.
Does anyone know

where Becky Kuukle

Hogue is living these days? I
from her in a long time, and
to Ft. Myers, Fla., by me was
the notice that her name had
as of December.

haven't heard
her card sent
returned with
been removed

Betty Bou'iey Phillips writes from Lexington, Ky., the happy news of the arrival of
their second son, Jonathan, born on New
Year's Day. Bob is four years old. She is
planning on coming
to reunion
also. Good!
A trip to Europe was Nancy McCandlhh
Prichard's great news. She says it should be
in the "just a memory" category now, but
isn't, because it was so wonderful and she
is still refreshed. Fairfax, Va., Briarites and
others were sorry to have Anne Walker Newton and family move away to Roanoke in
June. We'd like a new address, if possible. Barbara Fish and Max Schiebel flew to Fairfax
in July to visit the Prichards and Nancy says
it was good fun.
Margaret Weivicr Shepherd and Walton,
Jinny and Bill Mathews had a nice visit with
Maud Tucker and Hardy Drane who visited
in Charleston last spring. Janie says that thev
had a most amazing by-chance meeting in an
elevator with Rose Hyde Fales' husband, Herbert, several months ago. She and Walton were
in New York to see some shows, and discovered him in an elevator with them. He and
Rose are in Washington now after a tour
of duty with the State Department in Jokarta.
Their daughter, Willia, is a member of the
freshman class at SBC,
Great news from Georgia Black Kievit in
Ridgewood, N. J. Her ^nly son, Richard,
entered the Naval Academy at Annapolis on
July 1. He is a fine boy from all reports and
they are naturally quite proud. We are, too.
Her daughter, Lydia, will be in the second
grade, and Georgia goes into her fifth year
as a Gray Lady.
Babbie Derr Chenoweth had a nice week in
the Smokies where she picked up the two
oldest at their respective camps — Chip, 14, at
Mondamin, and Em, 12, at Green Cove. She
is now adding on to her house, completing a
bedroom and bath for her father, and a playroom under that, so that things are in a
mess. (I can sympathize!) Alon^ with some
of the rest of us, she finds that being 40 has
its advantages — going sustaining in the League,
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that is! But she is busy with lots of other
activities, such as garden club, church, and
literary club, P-TA, plus golf and bridge,
the latter much too infrequent. She finds that
Birmingham is off the beaten track for Briarites, but hopes to make reunion and see a
bunch of us there.
The Willingham family (Jo Happ) had a
fine summer vacation at Duxbury, Mass., with
friends from Boston. Before and after that she
attended lots of baseball games, as one son
was playing in the Babe Ruth League. Her
oldest, 15, leaves for Episcopal High shortly,
and the other two children are also getting
ready for school.
It's especially nice to hear from the ex's.
M. J. Miller Hein is always good about writing, and this time she says they had a wonderful summer on the beach, 'though with a
17-month-old Janet toddling, a 10-year-old
Judith running her own outboard, and 14year-old John running a cabin cruiser, the
gray hairs are beginning to outnumber the
black. Only nine week-end guests were due
over Labor Day!
Jin Faulkner Mathews says they spent the
summer at home, vacation time and all, but
that she had a brief trip to Florida in the
spring without
benefit of children for once.
Nancy Old Mercer answered posthaste on
her return from Pine, Colo. Anne spent the
summer at Nakanawa, a camp in Tennessee,
then went on to Lookout Mountain with
Betty Mead Smartt Johnson's girls. They had
a campers' houseparty — seven guests — and
Anne, 13, reports they had a "blast". Nancy
had Marilyn, 9; Blair, 6, and Edward, 1 J/^,
with her and Blair. Caroline Potter Echols is
a weekly bridge chum, who hopes to get to
along. in June and bring 1 6-year-old Carol
SBC
"Toto" Serj^eavt Leonard says that mv
postal reminded her of how busy she will be
this winter — choir, P-TA, Cubs, etc. Both
of her boys will go to school all day this
year. She went to Ohio this summer for a
brief visit to see her sister's lovely home, but
didn't get to see any Sweet Briar girls. Her
garden flourishes despite the drought, but has
help from the hose. Her corn, she says, makes
the water bill worthwhile.
The Tates had their first real family trip
this summer, and it was truly wonderful in
every respect. My husband. Jack, spent four
weeks at Cornell University, studying, while
John, 10, was at camp. Caroline and I went
on brief excursions to the mountains and the
beach, and when John returned from Camp
Pinnacle, the three of us flew to New York
City on their first sightseeing jaunt. We
missed very little, and five days later flew
to Ithaca, to join Jack and the car. The
latter took us around the Finger Lake region,
then on to Niagara, and Toronto, back
through Pennsylvania, Gettysburg, particularly, and on home. Jack had fun writing his
Yankee friends that his children had now
been educated to the true facts of the War
Between the States as they studied the battlefield, and he gave them a complete recount of
the three days of fighting. . . . Caroline
leaves September 1 1 for Chatham Hall, and
I am hoping that some of you will also have
daughters there. Let me know. Jackie Strickland Dwelle of Jacksonville also has a daughter, Susan, entering the tenth grade. John
Tate, 10, is the golfer in the family, adding
two more trophies this summer. I see Rilma
often, but not enough,
and as always we

have fun together. I know you will be distressed to hear she lost her father about a
month ago, Robert is entering the third
grade, and is quite a swimmer, having been
on the Country Club team this summer.
The Hickenlooper family (Billy Heizer)
had another fabulous camping trip, this time
5,450 miles through Canada to Banff, Lake
Louise and then five days in Jasper. They returned home through Glacier, the Black Hills
and the Badlands of South Dakota.
From Cleveland a nice card from Helen
Hays Crowley, but I was distressed to read
that her son, Jim, became suddenly ill the
middle of July and just got out of the hospital the last of August. His leg was infected and this developed into osteomylitis;
consequently he will have two more months
in bed. He will be tutored so as not to miss
out in school, and naturally Helen will have
some teaching to do herself in between her
regular job hours. She hopes to be able to
make our 20th, and we hope so, too.
Kay Hoyt writes that she has heard indirectly that Lew Griffith LongstaflF's daughter will attend Ashley Hall in Charleston
this fall. If anyone knows where Lew is living, please advise me or the Alumnae Office.
We have lost her! Kay had a wonderful vacation at Lake Sunapee, N. H., staying at a
lodge run by the brother of Kay Richards,
who was a year behind us at SBC. Kay still
loves her job, and has several Sweet Briar
daughters
at her school.
Jo Sutton McCandlish saw Jane Kent Titus
at Virginia Beach in July, with husband. Rex
and "Bet". Her boys were at camp. Jo says
Jane was so blond and so suntanned and looked
marvelous. Jo was at Judicial Conference at
Grove Park near Asheville in June with Molly
Talcott and Grif Dodson, and had a good time
with them, as always. They were also at
Greenbrier for the Virginia Bar meeting in
August. It's nice to know folks that get
around! ! They also went to Nassau for ten
days in March.
By the grapevine I heard that Wileyna UPshaw Kennedy spent the summer at Linville.
Her two boys were in camp near there, and
she got in a lot of golf at which she is most
proficient.
To each and everyone of you, I send best
wishes, and the sincere hope that you will
find it possible to be at S-B. in June. It will
be a "blast", as the teen-agers say, and I
hope I see a large bunch of you on hand. In
the meantime,
remember
to keep me posted.
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It's back to routine and "work" for all of
us with fall approaching, but slow down a
moment and catch up with all the doings of
'3 9ers. It's wonderful how much news a post
card holds — try it some time (plug for the
Sec'y. — me! ) , And it's wonderful how much
money a check holds — send one today (plug
for '3 9 Treasurers BARGE and BELK!). Now
to continue:
There are new homes
for several families.

Alumnae News

Here in Shreveport, La. Dot Ireland Clarke
jnd Jack have a lovely white brick; her green
thumb is revelling in the large yard. Dutch
lliiubcr Crowe writes that Doxi'; Din^iman
Cobb is moving to Media, Pa., this tall.
Tready TrfaJuay Downs also has a new
home and address; Bristol, Conn. Her two
children are in school all day now, so she
is scouting for a volunteer job in addition to
Red Cross and choir singing. She plans time
orf for salmon Hshing in Canada this fall,
however. Jean Moore von Sternberg writes that
her news is not moving for two years; she's
still in Arcadia, Calif. JetT Welles Pearson in
Luray, Va., has added "half a house'" to her
home — three new rooms and a porch. Augusta
Siiul Edwards reports it is lovely, after a
visit there en route to New England with
Dick and the three children for "sights,
friends, and inspection of colleges for 16year-old Tom." Gertrude Robertson Midlen
moves to a new home October IS, not far
from their previous one in Washington, D. C.
Spreading out a bit sounds luxurious, especially the putting of hi-fi and records in the
third floor recreation room, "so maybe 1
can hear myself think." Margaret, 12, went
to Glenlaurel (Helen Mac and Dan's camp)
in North Carolina, and John, IS, was in
camp in Vermont. Annie Benedict Swain had a
wonderful summer "spent partly at home
and partly at the shore." They're looking forward to moving in October to Chestnut Hill,
Pa., nearer to Chestnut Hill Academy Library
where she works. She is also taking a course
at Drexel.
Patty Balz Vincent met a new fall SBC
student from Morocco who was taking a
course at Duke, where husband Pat Vincent
taught English to foreign students on an
orientation program this summer. And speaking of new students, Elizabeth Perkins Prothro's daughter, Kay, is entering SBC from
Wichita Falls. Texas, this fall — our first class
baby to attend. Son Joe is going back to
Stanford. The entire Prothro family, even
-Mark, 8, learned to water ski this summer — a
major accomplishment, says I who speaks
from painful (and fruitless) experience! Perky
and Charles plan to visit Kay on Parents*
Day. Perky enjoyed seeing Janet Thorpe in
February in New York. Janet is excited about
an early October vacation down Mexico way,
"being filled full of shots, advice, and enough
miscellaneous information to make any head
whirl."
S*'vcrai girls have been lucky enough to see
SBC friends this summer. Julie Saunders
Michaux had a flying visit in Richmond from
Yvonne Lefijiitt Dyer in May. She heard from
Robin Suartz Holland "after years of sil•■nce". Robin wrote that she, Jim, and their
three boys live in ^X'innetka, III., but spend
lots of time at their cottage on Sister Bay,
Wise. Julie and Dick had a swimming, sunning, golfing vacation at Virginia Beach.
Betsy Campbell Gawthrop reports on Dutch
Hanber Crowe's delightful luncheon for the
Wilmington Alumnae, also attended by Anne
Harrison Brown. Betsy's daughter, 12, was
adorable as the Littlest Angel at the campfire at Camp \£'inncmoni. Her son, 14, is three
inches taller than Betsy and is a sailing bug.
The eight-year-old "mastered making potholdcrs, so relatives must beware just one
more Xmas". Dutch, besides stimulating SBC
interests, has her hands more than full
with substitute teaching (and after three
years of it, she loirs it!). P-TA, Drama Group,
Church Ba/aar, and Cotillion, propped up no
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doubt by memories of a delightful vacation
at Rehoboth with Joe, Patty, 14, and Terry,
13. Happy James Wathen wrote of being gloriously wined and dined while visiting Henri
Minor Hart in June in beauteous Colorado
Springs. She also lunched in Denver with
Polly Broun Sweeney and Cec Johnson. Happy
and Dick spent the summer in Maine with
a side trip to see son Dickie at camp in Nova
Scotia, while daughter Vivi was out west.
Betsy Durham Goodhue and Clatfie Williams
met for Friday lunches in Marblehead and
Dover, Mass., until June, and then cruising
took over: Claflie, Tom and children on
Ranger to Maine, and the Goodhucs on yawl
Sarita cruising "down east". Betsy went to
SBC in June to hood senior Lee Haskell,
where she had a superb time entering into
graduation festivities. Ruth Harnian Keiser
hit the jackpot on seeing SBC friends this
summer. At Squam Lake, N. H., in July
she saw Rose Hyde Fales, '3 8, and Boot V underbill Brown, both vigorously playing tennis. Boot and her partner won the mixed
doubles tournament. Julie Brown and Judy
Keiser, both 11, were working together to pass
off their scout swimming badges. At Y camp
in New Jersey where Ruih took son Mac, 10,
she "bumped into Dusty Rhodes Salmon who
had two
boysmothers
didn't know
what
hadboys
comethere.
overThethese
when
we Afirst
met". summer was spent by Bennett
typical
W dco\ Bartlett in Washington being a teenaster's parent — " all three youngsters were
home and all wanted to go in a different
direction at the same time!" Mar die Hod ill
Smith stayed clear of hosses (after a painful
f.ill I had reported earlier) but close to the
golf course for a perfect two months at
Chautauqua, N. Y., at her grandmother's cottage with daughters Courtie, 14, and Candy,
1 0, with Vey popping up for week-ends.
Pe^gy Roper Willis out in Denver welcomes
fall again after a summer of leisure (?) with
three children in camp, Bible School, classes

without a meeting. I have been taking fascinating lessons in charcoal portrait drawing for
a year, and feel ambitious enough to enroll
in a ceramics course at Centenary College
here in Shreveport — no credit, but also no
exams! Must run blow out 1 1th birthday
candles for Ibby, and fish Balfour. 8 and
Oliver, 2, out of the cake!
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(Mrs. Pren-

Twenty-one years ago this month we were
all young, eager freshmen who had suffered
through Ann Dearstyne's Inquisition and had
stayed up all night laboriously sewing our
freshmen aprons. In some ways it seems like
last month, in others like last century. It is
wonderful to have loyal classmates remember SBC days, and like to keep in touch.
And when someone unexpectedly writes me a
letter, especially postmarked "England", to
help make the Alumnae News column interesting, 1 am on a rosy cloud for weeks.
So a letter whose stationery said The Redings,
Sandown Road. Esher, Surrey, was both a
complete surprise, and, for a while, a mystery.
But it started off, "As some people may know,
the Kittlers have been living in England for
nearly three years now, for Kit, my husband. h.is been assigned to the London Branch
of The Office of Naval Research — which is
vaguely part of the U. S. Embassy here."
And Connie Chalkier Kittler continued, "Our
stay here has been terribly interesting. Our
house is located in a very attractive suburban
town about M miles from London, and is
very near to Hampton Court Palace. Kit

Club. She is "busy as always, raising three
children, ages 12, 10 and 3". She and Brooke
attended his 20th reunion at Princeton, and

commutes each day, and I 'go up to town*
twice a week at least. We have tried to take
advantage of our nearness to the Continent,
and have had several marvelous trips abroad.
Our last trip was to Paris during the children's Easier holidays, and it was made
especially thrilling by the fact the Queen was
paying Paris a visit at the same time. We
have three children. Winkie, aged 13; Andrew, 11, and Fred, Jr., who is just eight.
They go to local schools which are very
good, and the experience of living over here
has been wonderful for them.

jaunted to Louisville
sin. Gracey wrote of
Kenney Stoddard and
Florence, Italy. Their
with a house at the

and northern \£'isconsister-in-law Jean Mefamily still living in
life sounds glamorous
beach for a month, a

"I have seen Nancy Haskins Elliott several
times, and we agreed that we were much
younger-looking and more glamorous than in
the old St. Andrews days! We had such a

camping trip in Italian mountains, much
o~era, and dining with the John Stcinbecks,
Gladys Swarthout, and Evelyn Waugh. The
children are in an Italian school in a De
Medici villa.
Did you all read the interesting articles
about the King Ranch in Texas In Life and
Atlantic Monthly? They gave an insight into

good time recalling 'old times' and about the
ways we tried to keep warm over here — a
favorite subject whenever Americans gather.
We leave for home on July 30, and must
set about the business of finding a house in

in swimming, arts and crafts, and "hordes
of company to be fed". Mary Lou Simpson
Bulkley has our congratulations, (and sympathy!) as the busy President oi the Junior
League of Southport, Conn. She is "struggling
with name tapes for son Joel, 13. who enters
Berkshire school this fall". Gracey Lnckett
Stoddard hopes to visit SBC this October as
co-President of the Cleveland Sweet Briar

Kay Kleberfi Yarbrough's family history and
how the famous ranch came into being. Kay
lives in Midland,
Texas, now.
As for the Sartors — a la/y summer being
casual and relaxed. We drove to North Carolina for a visit with my parents, with typical sightseeing trips along the way. Kitty
Lauder Stephenson and I regretted by post
card to being so near
(she in Greenville)

Washington
soon afterwards."
And speaking of looking younger — two '40ers are of the "hearts are young and gay"
school. Jane Bush Long had a son. William
29
Gould, on May 21 in Augusta, Ga., and
Frances Mojcj Bransford had a daughter.
Frances Beth, on May 6 in Little Rock, Ark.
Betsy Vanderhilt Brown returned my post
card with a store of information typed up,
down, and around. She said, "As you may
know, Marian Phinizy Jones has moved here
(>)i'akem.m Drive, Darien). See quite a lot of

her, and she never forgets a name of the
many people she has met. She is treasurer for
the big Junior League Auction we are going
to have this fall. We have just returned from
Squam Lake where I ran into Ruth Harman
Keiser, '3 9, who helped our daughter pass
a scout swimming badge — as she is a stout
leader. Also played tennis with Rose Hyde
Fales. My job this year is Placement Chairman
for the Junior League."
The sympathy of the clars has been expressed to Betty Lee Kopper, whose husband
died unexpectedly in his sleep in his Larchmont home last May.
Please let me know if you would like to
have the address changes listed in the News.
Not within cities, but if someone moves to
a comparatively new area. Until I hear your
feelings here are some of the changes received since the last issue: Margaret Capcrton
Ranken moved from Westfield, N. J., to
Wilmington, Del.; Midge Flctuiiig Gray from
Irvington-on-Hudson to Bronxville, N. Y.;
Kathleen Ward Allen from TuUy, N. Y., to
Syracuse, N. Y.. and Betty Conover from St.
Louis, Mo., to Denton, Md.
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Many, many thanks for all your grand letters in response to my desperate plea. 1941-ers
may not write regularly, but reallv came
through when my back was to the wall.
Decca Gilmer Frackelton sent the most delightful post card (regular size) with 20
lines of news on it— more than I could have
potten in a three-page letter. The picture is
fabulous, from Inlet, N. Y., at Seventh Lake,
in the Fulton Chain of Lakes, and Decca has
drawn in arrows showing their home and Butch
Gurney^s nearby. Butch, who is now Mrs.
John Betz, Jr., and her husband and three
boys had a nice, big black bear outside their
door the other evening! Don't you know that
was a riot? Decca says that she and her
family "are there for two weeks, then home
to supervise the building of a new house,
except that the cement strike may prove a
thorn in our sides!" Also, Judy Davidson
Walker entertained her at lunch and at the
Quantico Wives Garden Club in March, and
unfortunately moved to California before
they got to see each other again.
Speaking of moving, Decca says Bebo
Chichester Hull moved in January to Salem,
111., and is building.
In a letter from Judy Davidson Walker, she
mentions her lunch with Decca, before leaving Quantico. "Now Tony is in Okinawa
for fourteen months, and I am here in Carlsbad, Calif., with the three boys. The climate
is divine and I am enjoying seeing something
of my brother and his family, who are not
too far from here on an avocado ranch.
While we're in this part of the country, I
hope I can pay Allen Bagby Macneil a call."
Judy's address is 3774 Skyline Road, Carlsbad,

Calif.

Emmy Lou Phillips Lohmeyer writes that
she spent part of the summer in Virginia, and
of course saw Betty Irvine Phillips, who was

very busy getting Christopher (age 10) ready
for camp, and nursing Betsy, who was too
sick to return to Helen Mac's and Dan
Boone's camp, and was terribly disappointed.
Betty herself was tired from a busy year of
Scouting, dancing classes, League, and Church
work. Emmy Lou also had a leisurely lunch
early this summer with Joan Myers Cole, who
looked as lovely as ever and reported that
Barry (her elder son) has become a very
grown-up young man. She had just gotten
the twins all lined up for kindergarten this
fall. Mary James is opening in a new play,
Careery at the Playhouse in the Park {Philadelphia's very good summer theatre) on Monday, August 26, and Emmy Lou writes she
is "hoping no emergency develops here at
home and I'll get to the Wednesday matinee.
As for myself," she continues, "our summer
was unusually quiet; except for a stay in
Virginia {where we 'did' that wonderful
Jamestown Festival several times) we spent
the rest of the time generously passing a
cute little summer virus back and forth
through the family again, again, and again.
We'll be very happy to see Labor Day arrive
and know school's not far off. Sandy { my
older boy — age 10) goes into fifth grade,
while Ned {age 8) goes into third grade. Last
year was crammed with activities and projects;
was a Den Mother, Regional Director for the
Community Chest Campaign, and Chairman
of the Florence Crittenton annual fund raisin" project. These and Church work left
me with a definite "burnt out" feeling, but I
guess a good dose of crisp fall weather will
recharge the batteries. The fall weather and
newspapers and magazines devoted to college
clothes, etc., always make me most homesick
for our days at Sweet Briar. Lloyd joins me
in sending best wishes. He still talks of his
'bar-tending' duties at Reunion and how much
he A enjoyed
darling it."
short note from CraJgle
garet Craighill Price) says she and her
"had a delightful month at Rehoboth
Del., where we, just by coincidence,

(Marfamily
Beach,
rented

Elizabeth Shepherd Scott's cottage. 'Shep' ('43,
I think) now lives in Wilmington, Del., and
we had a "Box & Cox' relationship but I can
testify she is as smart as ever and did the
most delightful job of remodeling an old
cottage there. We had excellent weather (for
beaches but not for farmers!) and came home
much refreshed. My scrawniest little one had
an appendectomy a few weeks before we left
and now has far more bounce to the ounce.
All my children will be in school for the first
time and I feel an urge to improve my education along some line but may have to settle for a few games of golf instead"
Speaking of golf, Martha Jean Brooks Miller
writes that she had "a golfing summer. With
my twelve and nine-year-old daughters in
camp, and our four-year-old daughter visiting
grandparents, I managed several nice trips.
While in Linville, N. C, for their Ladies'
Invitational Golf Tournament, I was pleasantly surprised to renew acquaintanceship with
Ruth Hemphill DeBuys' mother, who is quite
a golfer and most charming. She said Ruth
and husband John were en route to Hi<^h
Hampton, N. C, for a week of vacationing.
After Linville, Tommy and I joined Louise
Kirk and Bull Headley at Hot Sorim^s, Va.,
for a week at the Homestead. We loved it
there and enjoyed playing both the Homestead
and Cascades golf courses. I am sure that
most of our class will remember Sally Schall
Van Allen; she has been elected vice presi-

dent (with automatic presidency) of the Junior League of Charlotte, N. C. I'm looking
forward to fall and hoping I can make a few
hunting trips. I'm a novice at it,, but love
it Poor
and hope
improve."
Louiseto Kirk
Headley writes that their
week with Martha Jean and Tommy, and
another at Point Clear, Ala., were definitely
life savers in a summer characterized by no
cook, camp trunks, and hauling children to
camp, picking them up at camp, and sandwiching in a few week-end jaunts with the
ones not at camp. "By the time camp trunks
are out of the way, it is time to start on the
school luggage to get number one girl off to
While we are on the camp subject again,
Helen Gwinn Wallace wrote how they missed
seeing us at the closing week of Glenlaurel,
Madeira."
Helen
Mac's and Dan's camp. Last year, we
almost had Reunion alt over again, with about
ten of us there to gather offspring. If we
drive again next year, I think I'll spend the
whole fall letter with all the news gleaned
there. Anyhow, Helen's daughter, Linda
"loved camp and is looking forward to going
again next year. She was to have Betsy Phillips (Betty Irvine Phillips' daughter) as a
cabin mate, but Betsy was unable to attend.
We were there for all the closing festivities,
from Horse Show to Operetta, in which Linda
had a lead. Saw Betsy Gihncr Tremaine and
her darling family . . . the only SBC gal I've
seen lately except, of course, Gertrude Robertson Midlen, whose daughter went down on
the train with Linda. As for me, I've been
loafing this summer, but will soon be plunging into school activities. I gave riding lessons this summer, which was fun. I taught
in a 'Pony Club' last year. Last winter, of
all things, I taught school, and liked it so
much I'm going to do it again this year. I
teach English grammar and composition,
fourth grade through sixth, in a little private
school in Leesburg. I'm teaching only three
days a week — the other days are reserved for
fox hunting, which is my greatest love! It's
so convenient to have a job, because it's the
best excuse in the world for not doing volunteer work! I accepted a second term as
president of the High School P-TA, but
dropped Red Cross, Garden Club, and League
of Women Voters. Of course, I still have my
Sunday job. I'm organist at two little country
churches nearby. One has 9:30 service and
one 11:00 — same minister, same sermon! I enjoy this a great deal and have gotten my own
spinet organ in the past year. Besides Linda,
we have a son, Jack, now 16, an average teenager, crazy about cars and averse to work.
We all love living on the farm, although I
thought it was going to dry up and blow
away this summer. Johnny commutes to the
Pentagon every day, where he Is a statistical
analyst with the Air Force. Has a real estate
bu'iness, too. Seems to me he runs his legs
off, but he wouldn't have it any other way."
A letter from Helen Anne Littleton Hauslein says, "I got to see Mary White Miller
this summer while she was visiting with her
family. She and Ken and the baby get up
here fairly often from Falls Church, Va., but
I don't see her very often, so it was a real
treat. I had never seen her baby, Mary Virginia (Missy), now about 16 months old,
and a little darling. Mary and Ken were
about to go to Ocean City, N. J., for a vacation leaving the baby with the Whites. Jack
and I have had a quiet summer at home,
enjoying
a few cookouts,
swimming
at the
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pool, and one week-end at the shore. Jack
got no vacation this summer, since he has a
new job witli Ricket Co., in Merchantvillc,
N. J., manufacturers of cardboard products. He also continues with his own insurance business. Jackie went to Scout camp
for two weeks and Beth visited for two weeks
at Ocean City with Mother and Dad Hauslein, and Ann Hauslchi and Tom Pottcrfield's
three oldest girls. Did you know Ann just had
another boy? This is No. 6, making four
girls and two boys — a lovely family. This
one is Michael and apparently a big one."
lou Lemheck Reydel sends news of the
birth oi a daughter on August 12. "Her name
is Barbara Jean, and we are thrilled to have
a second daughter along with our three boys.
Our youngest boy is only 1 9 months old so
I expect to be more than busy as he is into
just everything. He was an angel for eighteen months, but he has suddenly turned into
a real Dennis the Menace. Charlie and I managed to get away to Florida for three weeks
in February and March. We took our two older boys, who are thirteen and ten, with us,
and stayed at Marathon in the Keys and then
Del ray Beach — it was a grand vacation for
all of us. I saw Do Alhray Bardusch in May
and we've been trying to get together some
evening but haven't yet. Charlie and I spent
a very pleasant evening recently with Do
Hutfvr Swiech and her husband, who have a
nice home in Chatham and two fine children,
Carol, 3 '/j, and Tommy,
1 ] >•"
I cannot close without an appeal for your
contributions to the Sweet Briar Alumnae
Fund. We have until December, 1957, to raise
the remainder of our part for the Kresge conditional grant to endow a Chair of Religion
in memory of Dr. Rollins. Please, please mail
Little Evie Cantcy Marion your check right
now while you are thinking about it. The
address is at the beginning of this letter. As
I said last year, whether your gift is $ 1 , or
$1 for each year since graduation, or $1,000,
IT COUNTS; so please send all that you can,
and help us secure this wonderful gift for
Sweet Briar. And remember to send me your
fall and Christmas news for our spring class
notes.
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PrtsiJtnf: Betsy Gilmer (Mrs. Myron E.
Tremain ) , Route 3 , Box 3 3 1, Charlottesville, Va.
Secretary: Jfannl Sawylr (Mrs, John
Faggi), 9 Linden Gardens, Wellesley, Mass.
Fund Agetih: Nancy Davis (Mrs. John M.
Reynolds), 2! Howland Road, Asheville,
N. C; Rlthf Henslev (Mrs. J. F. B. Camblos), 17 Forest Road, Asheville, N. C.
The June, 1957, ISth Reunion Scrapbook
(from which, according to my able predecessor, Helen Sanford, I was to glean tidbits
about you-all for my first letter) did a disappearing act in the U. S. mails somewhere
between SBC and Wellesley until today, August 26th, when it finally came to roost. (You
may deduct the resulting loss from your next
federal income tax.) And here am I, slightly
addled from a last minute scramble for news
and hugely confounded to find myself anything as formidable as class secretary. This
staggering information, received July 20ih
from Helen who hoped she would not be
the first to advise me (which she was!) also
included the fact that I've been in the "lost"
files for some time. U'ith Helen's stellar ex-
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Susan, Johnny, Libba, Billy and Jinuny Hanger, live of the six children of Bill and Sudie
Clark Hanger, '42.
ample so lately before you, you may soon
wish I were again among
the missing.
Never was really lost, though, I assure you.
Just still dashing madly about, if not literally,
figuratively, raincoat flying, locks askew,
chewing on a cigarette( although my advanced
age has promoted me to the filtered variety,
added a prominent gray streak topside, and
two children, Johnny, 12, and Cynthia, 7).
From the revealing scrapbook, I notice that,
aside from similar additions, neither have you
changed. Amazing and comforting that we

is working toward her law degree (expects
to take Listrict of Columbia Bar next December, and receive her degree in June, this
plus four children! ) ; and from Jane Taylor
Lowell who was leaving Malta on the same
date after two years with NATO. Husband,
Bob, will be Executive Officer of the Naval
Mine Depot at Yorktown, Va.
As for the rest of you, what extraordinary
excuses! Having babies. Tied down. Beware.
Not for long. Me, too, with my tall, dark
son ofF for Andover a year from now, and the

don't. All so recognizable. Large hint. Please
let flattery get me somewhere. The foregoing
is an example of what can happen to a news
letter when there is no material but me.
And do please support our brave new Fund
Agents: Nancy Dai h Reynolds and Ruthe
Hcnsley Camblos.
Having enjoyed my own private reunion via
the questionnaires, letters and photos included
in the fabulous documentary of our collective
progress, prowess and productivity since 1942,
I would say that you are indeed something to
write home about, a^d do hope that during
the next five years, you will consider, frequently, that 1 am home.
To capture your attention, capsule flashback on reunion data: Children — many, many,
many; grandchildren — none; gray hair —
plenty; jobs — mostly homemakers; interests —
countless and varied.

blond bombshell produced in '50 such a husky
that in self-defense I am already trying to pass
her off as my sister.
'42 on the move . . . Haven't seen an
Alumnae News for an abysmal eon, so if I repeat previous scoops, bear with me. And when
you hear anything else, let me know. You,

Sneak-peeks at the scrapbook. Only violent
reaction to the realization of what a 15th
Reunion means in years was from Anne Barrett
George, who claims she took to her bed immediately and hopes to be recovered from
the shock by our 2 5th. Three super-valid reasons for not attending said gala function
were from Catherine "Kippy" Coleman, new
headmistress of the Hannah More Academy,
Reisterstown, Md., who was handing out
diplomas on June 2 ; from Eloise English
Davies, who was taking a taxation exam at
Villanova
University
Law
School where she

too. can be a scoop . . . Eugie Burnett Affel's
children are growing so she and Herman are
looking for a larger house, same city, Philadelphia. Betty Diifficid Fajans' twin girls, a
year old, bringing her total to four, necessitated a switch to a new split level, close by,
she says, to the old address in Amityville,
N. Y. Diana Greene Helfrich left California
July 8 and hoped to arrive in Arlington. Va.,
Au'^ust I 5 after a visit home to Maine. All
this in a trailer housebroken in a tour of the
southwest. Ann Haiislein Potter field's most
recent trip was to the hospital. Journev resulted in sixth child and second son, Michael.
Quotable
quotes
and "cwazies"
fromStone
the
ouestionnaire.
Achievement
dept.: Mary
Moore Rutherford reports that her husband,
Julian, is completing his 10th year in the
House of Delegates of Virginia. Last fall ther
went by invitation on the Jamestown Festival
Tour of Europe, purpose of which was tc
celebrate the 3 5 0th anniversary of first permanent settlement in the New World. In
Paris, they saw Bitty Grumpier Nolting.
whose husband, Fritz, is with the Americaf
Embassy.

"They

have four lovely daughters.'

1943

Achievement dept. also: All chose with iive
and six children: Sudie Clark Hanger, Ann
Hauslein Potterfield, Debbie Wood Davis,
Margie Troutman Harbin, Bobbie Engh Croft,
and Vive Walker Montgomery. Any I missed,
please assert yourselves. Eugie says her fam-

President: Esther Jett (Mrs. Hugh L. Holland, Jr.), 204 Clay Street, Suffolk, Va.
Secretary:
Braxton
Preston,
10 S Mercer
Street, Princeton,
N. J.

ily have taken up ice skating with "amusing
results . . . Betty Hanger Jones and husband,

Fund Agent: Lucy Kiker
Jones), Box 449, Franklin,

Eric, were real devotees." Shirley Houseman
Nordham volunteered that Bobbie Engb Croft
is still color girl at Annapolis material in spite
of {or could it be because of) five children.

I know you're ail as grateful as I to Beth
Dichnian Smith for her stimulating reporting

Incidentally, Kippy listed under "interests"
that somehow she still finds time to read.
She offered as proof the fact that when she
moved, her collection of records and books
weighed three tons! No question about it.
She READS. Edna ("Eddie") Syska Peltier,
back in the States from England a year
now and stationed at Mitchell AFB on Long
Island, insists she has no gray hairs to her
debit, with the optimistic comment: "Probably the type to turn white overnight!"
And, just in passing, on the latter subject,
if you will be as minutely explanatory about
your current headlines S.B. News-wise as you
were about the number of your gray hairs
Sweat Brow Blues- wise (Phyllis Sherman
Barnes "at last count, 5,67^,210") ; and as
vehement about the kids you do have as you
were about the grandkids you don't have,
Children, we will have a tidy column in this
space every issue.
Scrapbook photos netted me my first
glimpse of roommate Laura Grates Howell's
two offspring: Gordon, Jr., chest high to his
poppa and two-year-old Laura, the spittin'
image of her ma. Made me wistful. Laura last
seen at graduation. The old dungeon, 200
Gray crew is widely scattered now, but I
spent a marvelous week with Sally Walke
Rogers and lawyer husband, John, last summer in Vermont. Met my deli-*htiul godchild,
Debby and a couple more cuties Elizabeth and
Philip. Never such an elegant host and hostess. Latest from Si indicates she is happily
busy. Lived very near Betsy Chamberlain
Burchard for five years, so can report all doing famously, two girls and a boy, Lee, Chip,
and Laura, charmingly housed at the foot of
the same mountain that sets the scene of Maxwell Anderson's High Torr. Husband, Peter,
has just made his first appearance as authorillustrator of a children's book: The Riter
Queen (Macmillan), contract signed for second, and a third in the typewriter. He has
had many previous laurels for his illustrations. Ann Kremers Currie writes faithfully
from Ontario where she lives beside a lake
with husband John, and my other goddaughter
(13 this month) , Ann Lee Scott. Several
years ago dined most gaily at Turtle Bay with
Cynthia Abbott Botsford whose news, I see,
was reported in Helen's last. Virginia Thayer
Boothby Xmas-cards me from California, two
children last count.
So you see, 1 5 years or no H years, and even
being, most of us, at unmentionable sixes
and sevens, our youth catches up with us.
Or is it only just beginning? Cherish the hope.
And let me hear before the next deadline,
February I, what it is especially that keeps
each of you so sprightly. You will be reminded, never fear. But don't wait. Choose
the most vital of recent happenings and report for all to view, or the March letter will
be
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Pickins
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Va.

William
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in the June News. The old column hasn't
read so well in years. It occasioned nice letters from two of you, too, which 1 shall proceed to paraphrase and quote.
Dotti Campbell Scribner wrote from 6S
Lookout Road, Mountain Lakes, N. J., where
for the past 18 months the Scribners have
lived in a fourteen-room, four-and-a-half
bath house which Dotti describes as middleaged but commodious. It is accompanied by
a four-car garage with an apartment over
it and a studio for children's parties. And
children the Scribners sure have got. Katie
is about to go into ninth grade and has her
eye on SBC. Jay and Don (12 and 11) are
busy with Little League and tennis; Babs (9)
and Sally (6) are next; they are followed by
Tim (4) and Peggy (almost 2 ) . To avoid
being idle, Dotti is Membership Chairman
for the Junior Women's Club and active as
an associate member of AAUW. By the way,
the move to New Jersey was occasioned by
Pete's elevation to the Directorship of Advertising for Silver-Burdette, who publish
textbooks. If I were Silver-Burdette, I'd make
him Director of Research; not everyone has
a built-in laboratory
right
at home.
My other nice long letter is from my most
faithful SB correspondent and tells of another move because of a job transfer. John
Angst is now Vice President of Marketing
for his division of ACF Industries and he
and Weezie Woodruff and the children have
moved to 49 Leeu warden Road in Darien.
Also in residence are a golden retriever, two
turtles, and several frogs. Weezie reports lots
of company already, even though she just
moved in in April, including Barbara MacNeil Blessing, who spent a weekend with the
Angsts while up this way. Weezie says she
looks marvelous and they had a grand time
with her.
One short postcard indicates that earlier
this year Peggy Koudin Foster and Jimmy
went to Athens, Istanbul, Rome, Paris, Copenhagen, Oslo, London, and for all I know
points west. Peg's comment : "Great."
A delightful letter from Fayette McDowell
Willett relates her typically Kentuckian interest in sporting events — not only the Derby
but football games — notably one in Lexington where the Willetts had dinner with Logan and Snookie Campbell Shearer. She also
reports trips to Charlottesville and Richmond;
wish she'd penetrate to Princeton.
I have a baby to report. Jeanne Robineau
McCulloch, whose maternal parent is Put
Robineau McCulloch, arrived on August 8.
She is to be called J. J.
Beth's oldest is back from Europe convinced that London is the world's first city
and that nothing poor could be bought in
the Burlington Arcade; her middle one had
a glorious time at camp, winning many mysteriousdescribes
competitions such
as "findchairs
the stall."
which he
as musical
with
horses. While the boys were away, Beth and
Bevin spent some time on Nantucket where
they caught a glimpse of Fay Martin Chand-

ler, who was leaving to move into a new
house in Brookline.
I have nothing to report about me except
that what with one thing and another I've
spent more time with my nieces this year
than usual. At this point I'm particularly
impressed by Ann Reid, the ten-month-old
one, who bites cats whether real or stuffed,
but Lee (nearly 6) and Bracey (4J/2) are
mighty impressive, too, though not perhaps
in such an alimentary
way.
Now be sure to give to the fund and to
write to me and to start thinking about
June,
19S8, because
our fifteenth
reunion. that's the occasion of
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President: Martha Lee Hoffman
Harry E. McCoy, Jr.), 1371 Emory
Norfolk 9, Va.

{Mrs.
Place,

Secretary: Barbara Duncombe (Mrs. James
A. Lang), 3 069 Atherton Lane, Butte, Mont.
Fund Agent: Emily Ann Wilkins (Mrs.
Thomas B. Mason), 3 North Princeton
Circle, Lynchburg,
Va.
Our

bride Helen Graiatt Watt, has re-

ported in from Lexington: "Bill and I were
married September 1, 195 6, and he teaches
Chemistry at Washington and Lee. Ellen
Gilliam Perry's husband is Co-head of the
English Department here, and we see them
often." And please note, the name is Watt,
not Wyatt, as we had been given to understand.
I had a change of address for Babe Loieland Swanbeck, finding her in Sandusky,
Ohio, and I wrote to find out how she liked
being a mid- westerner. "Yes, we are now
civilians, back in Ray's home territory . . .
it's funny not having to spell my last name
to everyone who hears it ! He is Sales Manager for the Sandusky Foundry and Machine
Company. I am still cook, gardener, carpenter, and all that goes into making the modern
housewife and mother of three . . . Jimmy
is 12, Chuck is 10, and Frances is 6J4. a
spoiled doll. We live right on Lake Erie,
Sandusky Bay in our back . . . was like
Northern Siberia this winter, but should be
grand this summer . . . not far from Ohio
Turnpike, if anyone is traveling through
would
love to see them,"
Anita Lippitt Clay, whose husband is a
Naval Officer, has this to say: "We've been
bark from Italy for two years, and have
loved living in Key West, where we have
bought a house and a small cabin cruiser.
We've had a marvelous time fishing and
skin diving and were hoping to get another
tour of duty here, but Tom has just received orders to a tanker in the Persian
Gulf. Needless to say, we are stunned, and
hooe it won't be for two years. I'll go back
to Savannah with the children and find a
pl»ce to live. We have three little people:
Stuart, 9; Henry, 2 ; and Margie, just 9
months. I haven't seen any of our mutual
acouaintances for ages. But I do hear from
Pe^gy Gordon Seiler who, as you know, lives
in H.ichmond with her husband and her little
bov, Robin. Her mother (who was also
Tom's aunt) died recently, which was a terrible shock to us all. Tom and I had a divine
thr«^e days in Havana last week, minus the
children. It's a be-'utiful place, and oh, those
night clubs and cheap Cuban rum!"
Bftsy Bryant Robb is in Durham, and here
is what she has to say: "Not too much doing
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with us. Rearing a ceen-age daughter and a
tcn-vear-old one, too, is pretty time-consuming. However. I am also in the Real Estate
business with my husband. He opened his own
firm in October, and things began humming
so that I was pressed into service, and am
loving it. Am even being taught financing,
and interest rates, which for a lame brain
like me is slow going. But gee, can I sell
houses!"
She continues by saying "Maybe statistics
will help: Dee. 13 years old; Liza, 10 years
old; Joe and Betsy, ancient or young, depending on whether it's Dee's night out or
ours; one dog; one parakeet; wonderful home
— old one bought three years ago and remodeled, and somebody laid out the lovely
yard with roses, boxwoods and the works.
We have managed to keep them living so far."
And that is the end of my replies to letters . . . it's not the quality of the news I
object to. you understand, it's just that the
quantity of answers leaves something to be
desired.
So ...

I telephoned Alice fobnsoti Fes-

senden in Casper, and fortunately she wasn't
in when I first called, so that when she heard
Butte was calling, she had time to collect
her cDnsiderablc thoughts before calling
back. And now I can report that Mary Jane
Brock is practicing corporation law with
her father in Atbjjta. And that Tee Tif/
Porter and Jimmy and the girls had been on
a trip to Williamsburg. And that Helen
Crump Cutler's
Gruenther's aide
Cutlers are now
body knows . .

husband had been General
in Europe and that the
back here, but where no. well, that is not exactly

accurate, for somebody must know, it's just
Alice and I that don't know. (We're 'way
out here and there seems to be doubt in
some people's minds that the U. S. Mail
gets this far) . And also that Frances Lon^ino Schroder is 1st V.P. of the Atlanta
junior League, which is certainly impressive.
And the Fessendens have been all over the
place: .ill of them. Alice, Bill, Faith, Lucinda,
and Jimmy were in Florida, outside Tampa,
at Bill's mother's winter home for Christmas; and Alice and the girls went to Lumberton, N. C, for her brother's wedding in
April with Lucinda ofticiating as flower girl.
And, with luck, and after all those miles,
why not? We hope to get them to Butte
again this summer. They have all started
skiing; she says she is still a snow bunny,
but I seem to recall she won two cups the
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PrfsiJenf: Adeline Jonls (Mrs. Stephen C.
Voorhees), 1604 Louden Heights Road, Charleston, W. Va.
Secretary: Polly Vandeventer
(Mrs. Robert
Saunders),
16 Shirley Road, Warwick, Va.
FuiiJ A.ifCM/;
Lucy
Charles
Jones
(Mrs.
Robert Bendall, Jr.). 443 1 Southampton Avenue, Danville, Va.
You probably wondered what happened to
me in the last issue. I, too, was disappointed
to pick it up to find no news of us. I sent
in my letter a day late and have learned,
the hard way, that the Alumnae ofiice means
what it says about deadlines. I'll include some
of the unpublished
items.
Thanks to excellent co-operation, I really
have some news this time. Jean Carter Telford writes that she and Dave have moved.
The new address is Fairy Dell Trail, Lookout Mountain, Tenn. They live in an old
brick house with "a large paneled kitchen
with fireplace and tuo bathrooms." The house
is landscaped with dogwoods, lilacs, azalea —
and SBC tulip bulbs scheduled for future.
Friends (at that time of writing) were
obliged to bring their own chairs! Their next
project is a Dalmatian for Dave. Carter was
a Junior League delegate to the Regional Conference in Montgomery where Caroline
Rnditlpb Sellers was one of the busy hostesses
extending hospitality. They didn't have much
time to gossip, she says, because Rudy was
too busy hostessing and she was too busy
"trying to act as if I knew

what I was

Mark Matthew Burton was born to Nancy
Doud Burton in the spring, making No. 3
doing."
boy for the Burtons. Another boy in our
"family" is one adopted by Flo Cameron and
Ike Kaupman.
I know everyone is delighted about Al Eubank's marriage to James Edward Burks on
the 28th of April. The)' were married at the
chapel of St. Thomas More Catholic Church
in New York City. The reception was in the
clubhouse of the Junior League, and Eveline
Rife Thompson and Lil West Par rot t were
among her .it tend ants.
Palmour Holmes Mclntire journeyed to New
York in the spring for the first time in 1 1
years. She had a wonderful time and enjoyed
seeing Jimmy Marr Kurz and her three children— two girls and a boy.

There are two conflicting reports on Nancy
Wai/e Ward address-wise. One report says
she has moved to 3729 Iroquois Avenue. Long
Beach, Calif. Another report says her new address is Tullahoma, Tenn. Can anyone clarify
this?
Monk Wltherspoon Brannon sent me an
unsolicited letter for this column. How
simply wonderful! She writes that she and
Carl (who are living in Jackson, Miss.), after
being married eight years, have "gotten
started" on a family — they have boys 3 and
I, and a girl, 2. Carl was with a group of doctors for a while but is now on his own in
general surgery. She writes that Stacy
Kauffelf West f eld t is living in Nashville,
Tenn., where Wallace is working for a newspaper and for Titne Magazine. Monk sees Jo
Thomas Collins occasionally, chiefly during
football season. Jo has a boy and a girl.
Jean PollarJ Kline has five children now.
Thomas Peyton, born May 17th, is her third
boy. Her daughter, Jeannie, is counting on her
ma to have another girl now to even the score.
(Am glad no one is counting on me to do
such a thing! ) She and Bob are planning a
trip to Sweet Briar to visit Milan and Adelaide
Hapala. Milan Hapala went to school with
Bob and has been teaching at Sweet Briar
for 10 years.
Cholly
Jones
Bendall
andPolly
"Bro"writes
have
ited Polly
several
times.
Cholly's boys are all fine looking and
her busy. She has seen Wheats Youn^^

visthat
keep
Call

and her son several times. He's darling —
Doug Call, III, so, of course. Wheats calls
him D. C. 3. Tody Corcoran Hartzer and
Joe (who are the new god parents of Pollv's
baby) and son, Jeff, travelled through the
middle west this summer visiting Joe's relatives. Tody wrote that they had had a visit
from Caroline Kitduipb Sellers and Philip
when they were in Florida this summer and
that Rudy had taken daughter, Susan, out to
Disneyland. Would love to have some news
of these western trips!
My clipping agent, Ariana /owt's Wittke,
rent an interesting item about Helen Graeff.
Graeff has been to London where she attended the Internationa! Congress of Organists, July 27 to August 3. She also participated
in pre-con vent ion and post-convention tours
of several European countries arranged by the
American Guild of Organists. The pre-convention tour included parts of Ireland, Scotland and England.
The post-convention
tour

first summer she took up golf, so she's probably pretty good.
VC'hich is more than I can say. We Langs
also all ski, and Mary can already ski better
than I. and even Little Lindsey rides a rope
tow. Lots of children younger than they do
these things, you understand. It's just the
fact that daughters of this little old hot
house tlower do it that makes it remarkable.
Other than that, there is nothing remarkable
to report from Butte. I have done nothing
for many days but work on the world's
most elaborate bunny costume (teacher's instructions, not my inspiration) for a kindergarten program which finally comes off — program, not costume, I hope, but my sewing
may produce the latter result — -this week . . .
After June we have no more kindergartncrs
in the family, which comes as a distinct shock
to me. Write to me and till this Aching
Void!

Cannon. 4, limmy, 7, Ellsworth,
8 months, and
Libby, 6, children
of Jane WUliams
Wann.
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included many places on the Continent. She
flew from Paris on August 18 for New York.
Doesn't chat sound marvelous? Graeft' has
gone a long way with her music! I will write
to her for a description of this trip. Perhaps
the Magazine will publish it. Ariana and Jim
had two grand weeks in Nova Scotia this
summer.
I had a nice visit recently from Ann Stitbbs
Fitzsimmons, who is now living in Charlotte,
N. C. She has two daughters, Martha, 2, and
Mary Penn, 6. Her husband, Bud, is an insurance adjuster. She gave me some news of
Bambi Rollins Napier and Eleanor Shcrwaii
Sorenson. Bambi lives in Mexico, Mo. Her
husband is with the newspaper there and they
have a son and a new daughter. Eleanor has
three children — two of them twins — and her
husband is with the Bank of America in Oakland, Calif.
Foremost with me is the birth of Robert
M. Saunders, Jr. He was born March 2 5 th
and weighed 7 lbs.. 2 oz. We are mighty
pleased with our girl-boy family. Bob and I
are now down in the wgnderful Carolina
mountains, near Asheville. It's called the
Chalet Club and if anyone wants to know
more about it, I will highly recommend it!
He is impatiently calling me to get the bathing suit for a swim, so farewell 'til next
deadline!
P.S. A letter just received from Jo Thonius
Collins says that she and Hunter have bought
a house. Their new address, as of October 1,
will be 2200 State Street, New Orleans. In
answer to my inquiry about "Audrey" down
her way, she writes that except for gusty
winds. New Orleans was all right. Her husband, however, was in Lake Charles when it
hit, and saw tremendous old trees uprooted
and blown
down
like matchstlcks.
Don't forget to write me — any news is
welcome.

1947
Presitieni: Sara Ann McMullen
Douglas Lindsey), 404 Shenandoah
Alexandria,
Va.

whose husband practices law in Raleigh,
writes that "baby-sitting is my chief activity,
outside and inside, but they're right cute
little animals, so it's not too bad. As long
as we keep getting the Mickey Mouse Club
and Captain Kangaroo, I think I can survive." See what good taste she developed at
Sweet Briar.
Mary Lib Vick is now a professional easel
painter and portrait painter in Houston,
Texas, having studied art in Spain in 195 5.
Jane Warner Creekmore and Steve, with
little Steve, age 7, and Carolyn, age 5, built
a new dream house last spring and moved
in it in May. It is on top of a hill and quite
contemporary, with glass walls in back and
a huge terrace all around
the back.
Liz Abbot Averett lives on a farm in Middleburg, Va., where she raises horses, dogs,
and steer.
Elizabeth Caldwell has been in theatre professionally for close to ten years. She writes
that she has "given up the acting part and
switched to stage-managing and directing —
mostly summer stock. To date I have directed some TV people, stage managed for
stage and movie stars, directed for American
Theatre wing, and run a series of touring
plays for Equity Library Theatre."
Ernestine Banker married Robert D. Gerhard, an Episcopal minister, on June 1st, and
they reside in Rockford,
III.
Natalie Hall Chisholm and her interior
designer husband, Dan, attended the decorators' convention in Dallas last April and
saw Turdy Vars Harris, her husband and
two daughters while there. The Chisholms
bought a 5 0-year-old farm house ten miles
from Erie, Pa., and "with blood, sweat,
tears, and a very little money have made it
a dream come true. We wouldn't trade our
two acres of trees, muddy dirt roads, fourfoot snow
writes
Nat. drifts, and mice for anything,"

(Mrs.
Road,

Fund Agftit: Meredith Slane
(Mrs. Thomas
A. Finch), Box 508, Thomasville, N. C.
Secretary:
Nan
Hart
(Mrs.
William
W.
Stone), Bon Air, Va.
The class of 1 947 certainly produced a
bumper crop of young ladies and gentlemen
in May of this year. Edgar S. Bowerfind, III,
son of Maria Tucker and "Pete" Bowerfind,
was- the first to arrive in the world — on May
6th. Virginia Walker and Andy Christian had
a daughter, Virginia Randolph, on May 1 9th.
Gina also has two handsome sons. The following day Margaret Ellen White VanBuren
gave birth to twin boys, Edward Smith
White and James Martin, who totaled seventeen (17) pounds at birth. Shortly after

And now for some more babies. Sammy
McMullen Lindsey had her third son and
fourth child, Robert, in February and Ann
Colston Leonard had a daughter, Julia, in
March. Ann also has a son five. And last, but
not least, Elizabeth Ripley and Paul Davey
had their first child, Elizabeth Tyler, on
June 9th.
Nothing new with the Stones except that
my four men and I spent a glorious week at

Atlantic Beach, N. C, in August with Sally
Bailey Remson, her husband and two adorable children. Sally now lives in Richmond.

1948
Presuli-nt:
Virginia Wurzbach (Mrs. Richard
Va.
S. Vardy, 4430 South 34th Street, Arlington,
Secretary: Mary Jo Armstrong (Mrs. Arthur H. Berryman), 1302 Avenue C, Galveston, Texas.
Treasurer: Elizabeth Beltz (Mrs. William F.
Rowe, Jr.), 4622 Kensington Avenue, Richmond 26, Va.
Bless you for answering my letters. How I
wish I could share each word written to me,
but I'm limited in the number of words I
use, so I will just have to pass on the best
nuggets.
Let's start off with news of bambinos. Joyce
Setifner Daily, a son, David Glennon, born
Feb. 9. Jane Shoesmith Newcomb, a son, Jeffry
Greg, born May 31. Mary Louise Wagner Forrester, adaughter, Pamela Louise, born Feb.
7. "Molly" Coulter Bowditch, a daughter,
Jean Brooke, born July 12. Alice Ann (Sanny)
Buinian Bellows, her fourth child, a daughter,
AliceBarton,
Ann,
bornWalter
June Eugene,
13. "Betsy"
rison
a son,
born GarJune
5, 195 6. She is living in Newport, R. I., for
two years, as her husband is on the Staff at
the Navy War College. Wayne Stokes Goodall, a son, Pendleton
Stokes, June 13.
Sylvia Saunders Davis, a son, Eugene Saunders, born Sept. 14, 1955. They've sold
their home, are frantically searching, but not
finding. She saw Ruth Harris Bennett and her
three children the summer of '5 6 in the
dressing room of a restaurant in Cherokee,
Tenn. They barely had time to review recent history and future prospects. Ruth is
now
living in Jacksonville.
Fla.
"hiz^Graves Perkinson, a daughter, Elizabeth Graves, born Dec. 13, 195 6. The baby
is fine, but she is still recovering from her
accident the summer before the baby was
born.
"Polly" Rollins Key, a daughter, Susan
Channing, born Dec. 5, 195 5. Priscilla Hasten
Thurber, a daughter, Jennifer L., born July
29, 1957. She saw Suzanne EiluarJs Weatherhead this spring in Cleveland. Virginia Pekor
Culpepper, a son, Raymond Robert (Robbie),
born Jan. 6, 195 6. They have bought a
home and plan to be at Aberdeen Proving
Ground for two years more. Patty Danicron
Joy, a daughter, Virginia Saunders (Gina),
born June 16, 1956. They have been in Hawaii
a year and love it. Their home is right on
the ocean with a magnificent view, and both
children have their daily dip in the ocean.
After two more years, they will be back to
the Mainland.
"Bess" White Gregory, a daughter, Maria
Brown, born May 7, named after her aunt,

the birth of the boys "Birdhead" and Jim
VanBuren were transferred to New York
where Jim is with Life Magazine. On the 2 1st
of May Eleanor Bos.%corfh Shannon had her
first child, little Eleanor. They are living

Maria Gregory, class of *47. Bess' mother
died three days before the baby was born
after a three months' illness of cancer. I
know all of you join me in expressing our

in Charlottesville, where Eleanor's husband,
Edgar, is Professor of English at the University of Virginia. Cecil Butler Williams had a
second son. Turner Butler, in May and Katharine Weisigcr Osborne had a son, her third
child in the same month. Saravette Roystcr
and Jim Trotter followed suit with a son,
her third child, in May. These are many good
reasons why a number of our classmates
failed to show up for tenth reunion. Saravette,

sympathy
her. McCallie, a son. Jack Bass,
Maddin to
Lupton
born Sept. 3. weighing 9 lbs., 4 oz. They
bought a lovely Tudor English style home
in January and moved in March. Cynthi.i
Harding Collins, a daughter, Catharine
Gie^ecke, born Aug. 23. Louise (Beezie)
DeVore Towers, her fifth daughter, Margaret
DeVore, born May 29. She says Charlie
thinks he should
change
his middle
name
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Edward and lames, twin sons oi Margaret
White Van Buren, '47, born May 20, 1957.
Tiiey have a three year old sister.

Alumnae Net,

from Daughtcry to Daughters and I'm inclined to agree for they have one 5, 4, 3,
almost 2, and an infant. The oldest started
school this fall.
Caroline Kankht Mapother adopted a little
girl, whom they named F.dith Rubcl, when
she was three weeks old. Hdith was born
Feb. 27.
There arc going to be lots of additions to
the above list in my next letter, so be assured of getting your copy of the News.
Mail your check to the Alumnae Association.
Don't ignore "Liz" Qdtz Rowe's letter. It's
our 10th Reunion Year so let's have 100%
contributing . . . and I promise newsy letters.
Last Feb. 16 Ann Paxson married Bill Gail.
Jane Shot' smith Newconib, Nan Stcfi/oe McKinley, Bea Backer Simpson, and Sally Pearre
all witnessed the gala proceedings. Ann is
living in Bethesda, Md., and has been busy
redecorating their apartment. She ran into
Jane Leach Cromwell in Winchester, Va., in
the spring and went to the Maryland Hunt
Cup with Nan Steptoe McKinley and her
husband. Nan's husband has been made head
of Industrial Relations ,Tt Westinghouse's
Lansdowne plant. Bea Backer Simpson and
family had just returned from a visit to
Maryland when she wrote. She had recently
had a letter from Betsy Anderson Tennant
who is busy with all kinds of scouting, church
and club activities.
'48 is on the move again! Nela Wattley is
back in New Orleans. Connie Hancock Getman has moved to Toledo. "Peggy" Pierce
McAvity moved to Pittsburgh this summer.
Patricia Goldht Harrsch moved to Syracuse,
N. Y., in September where Reid has a position
as Assistant Acquisition Librarian at Syracuse
University. "Connie" Somervell has moved
to St. Louis, her eighth move in eight years.
"Kitty" Doolin Dickey has moved to Triangle, Va., which is just outside Quantico
Marine Base where Robin is stationed. Eleanor (Pottsie) Potts Snodgrass had to move
this summer as their lease was up. They are
four miles from Windsor and near the
Thames. However, they'll be back in the
States about Nov. 1 as St rib has been assigned to a destroyer in Norfolk. Ruth Faulkner Howe is back in Longmont, Colo. As Bill
was transferred to the New York office, Betty
Ann Jackson Ryan has moved to Fair Haven,
N. J., a small borough near Red Bank. She
says it's a delightful spot about 10 minutes
from the ocean and their house is located 300
yards
from
the Shrewsbury
River.
Back in the States after a tour of duty
in London is "Dolly" Antrim McKenna. They
are living in Monterey, Calif., for six
months — then on their way again as Jim is
going to a Naval Post Graduate School. Jane
Miller Wright has just moved into a new
home in San Gabriel, Calif. She hopes that
any of you who get to California, particularly the Los Angeles area, would give her a
call. Lee Es/ill Coghill moved to a new
home in Charleston in July. Sally Smith Williams moved to another house in Richmond.
They spent most of the summer at their beach
cottage at Gwvnn's
Island.
On Oct. 1 Caroline Haskell Simpson sailed
for Fngland for six months in connection
with her husband's business. They've rented
a house in London and bought a Volkswagon
autobus to be delivered in London. They'll
spend the summer of *5 8 seeing as much of
Europe as possible and then six more months

The class ol '48 was well represented
at the meeting
of the National
Association
of
Junior Leagues in Coronado, Calif. Left to right, Elizabeth Hooks Richards, Ann Samford
Upchurch, Nancy Snider Martin, and Patty Traugott Rixey.

in Sweden. Edith Scannell sailed to Nassau
the last two weeks in July and spent seven
wonderful days at the Fort Montague Beach
Hotel.
Here and there. Jo Ncal Coccia now settled
in her home in Highland Park, III., and she
is teaching first grade in Lake Forest.
"Weezie" Lloyd has an assistantship at Bryn
Mawr and is studying for her Ph.D. Blair
Grai cs Smith and Harriot te Bland Coke
visited Weezie this summer. After a summer
in Roanoke, Blair will be back in Philadelphia
as Benton remains at Temple teaching.
Virginia Holmes Turner keeps busy with
home, family, church, volunteer work, and
a part-time job doing interviewing in connection with a research project at Washington
University Medical School. Malloy Wright
Warren has been doing television commercials
for about a year on the local stations. Ann
(Tommy) Porter Mullen has been doing her
home over. Ann Orr Savage works for Service
Junior League of Short Hills on New Eyes for
Needy. She is also President of the Northern
New Jersey Sweet Briar Club. Jane Luke will
remain at Hopkins as a pediatrician in the
cardiac clinic. "Liz" Bramham Lee has just
added two rooms to her house, remodeled the
kitchen, redecorated living and dining rooms.
"Peggy" (Scof ) Sheffield Martin tells me
Pam Terry Stoutenburg is back in Washington after having worked in Paris a couple of
years. Peggy and her family spent five days
in June with Ann Samford Upchurch and her
family at Atlantic Beach, Fla. The Upchurches
were in Florida for a month. Ann will be
President of the Birmingham Junior League
for I958-19S9. "T" Snider Martin will be
President of the Columbus, Ga., Junior League
this coming year. "Sammy", "T", Liz
Hnoks Richards and Patty Trajigoti Rixey
all met at the Junior League Conference in
Coronado, Calif. Liz and Patty were in adjoining compartments all the way from Chicago to California. Liz went to Bess Pratt
Wallace's wedding last winter and in May
Peggy Sheffield Martin partied with the Wal-

lace's when they came to Atlanta for the
Opera. In addition to Patty Traugott Rixey's
trip to California she also went to Stowe,
Vt., skiing for 1 0 days in March. In April
Patty, Indie Lindsay BiUsoly and Peggy Addin gf on Twohy went to Wilmington, Del., to
tour Wintcrthur, the du Pont Museum. Peggy
has just moved and has been doing over their
new home in Norfolk.
Marguerite Rucker Ellett's Susan will be
in the second grade and Teddy will enter the
primer forum. Betty Yongene Johnson's activities are garden club, DAR and church circle. She is also teaching music in one of the
schools in Montgomery. She taught piano
privately
for and
the her
past family
five years.
head Morse
spent"Vi"
two Whiteweeks
at Nags Head, N. C, where they ran into
Nancy Vaughn Kelly and family. Betty Johnson Ragland spent the summer at their cottage at Atlantic Beach, N. C. Martha frye
Terry had a two-week stay at the beach at
Windy Hill, S. C, tho' the "vacation" was
marred by her youngest daughter's getting
the mumps. Harold has been quite the traveller this summer. First to Lawrence, Kans.,
for the National Luther League Conference,
then to Minneapolis to the Lutheran World
Federation, and to Lutheridge where he was
director of the school of church music for a
week.
Stuart Taylor Hough's two boys, Mark and
Tommy, are in the second and third grades.
They went to Sabonnet for part of the summer. The mountains and the beach claimed
Pat Cansler Covington, with a trip to White
Sulpher Springs in September. Pat has been
working with the Junior League Reading
Center, is a Grey Lady at the hospital, and
teaches Sunday school — and still manages a
game of golf, her latest enthusiasm.
Closey Faulkner Dickey and family made
their annual visit to Northeast Harbor. Me.,
to visit the Dickey grandparents for three
weeks — and she and Whit eot away on the
boat for a week of cruising in Penobscot Bay
sans

boys.

They've

become

great

garden
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thusiasts and have been playing tennis every
day. Vienna IS wondertui, says Audrey Lahmau
Rosselot. They vacationed in Paris this summer and have spent some time along the
Rhine and in tne Bavarian Alps, In July
Louise hay McVhorter and husband had
dinner with Gloria McElroy Reed and Bill in
the new home — complete with swimminj; pool.
Louise's son begins kindergarten this tall.
Ellinor Village in Florida claimed Judy Perkins Llewellyn for bix weeks last winter. She
spent part of the summer on Kinderhook
Lake. Norman's parents came over from
England
for a visit last fall.
Other beachcombers were Liz Bcltz Rowe
and family who spent part of the summer
at the beach and also made a trip to Ohio.
Also Martha Sue Skinner Logan, who took
a cottage at Bradenton. In June Martha Garrison Anness and Chuck went to Ponte Vedra,
Fla., for two weeks, stopping in Augusta to
visit Suzanne Hardy Beaufort and Ira. Martha
also spent a week at the Greenbrier at "Vv'hite
Sulpher Springs in May. Meon Boner Harrison spent August at Nags Head, N. C.; the
weather was perfect. She regularly sees Anne
Ricks and Liz Bcltz Rowe. Helen Pender
Withers who lives the year round at Virginia
Beach spent the sumrner taking her two
daughters to the beach every day. She saw
Betsy Plunkett Williams when Betsy was in
Norfolk. Betsy has just moved into new
quarters at Camp Pendleton, Calif., and is
busy with Navy Relief Work. She was hoping
to get to the races and at least one bull
fight before the summer was over.
Hariotte Bland Coke vacationed in Kentucky this summer. Two weeks in Kansas
City visiting old friends over Easter was
fun for Judy Blakey Brown. She went to York
in August and to Stone Harbor on the Jersey
Shore for a week. Terry begins school this
winter. Suzanne Hardy Beaufort spent a week
at St. Simon's in June with "Nita" Minchew Faulk and family. Nita's three and
Suzanne's two didn't seem to handicap the
fun they had. Suzanne has gone in for tennis— three hours every day and both girls
took swimming
lessons
this summer.
I'm back in Galveston for two years after
a delightful summer — six weeks in Fort
Worth. Then in August the children and I
flew to Washington to join Arthur who was
doing an externship in neuro-surgery at Walter Reed. Seeing old friends was grand but
exhausting as Frank is l'/2, Courtney is lYz.
I spent a day in Rockville with Jane Leach
Cromwell who looks marvelous. Steve's practice is thriving and her girls are getting to
be young ladies. One Saturday Arthur and
I drove to Carlisle, Pa., to see Martha Mansfield Clements and Wally, who is now on
the Staff of the Army War College at Carlisle
Barracks. It's truly a lovely post and they
are pleased with the assignment. A day with
Kax Berthier McKelway was most enjoyable.
Kax, the two boys and John went to San
Antonio in the spring and Kax had just
returned from a week in New England. Chatted with Virginia Wnrzbach Vardy who was
on her way to Annapolis where Dick will
teach. I Pot lost trying to keep up with
Nancy Vanchn Kelly's activities . . . church,
garden club, bridge club. Bulb project, S.B.C.
Alumnae Club. etc. Just wish I had had
time to see others. Betty Gibson is working
in Washington for her Congressman.
Pack your ba-'s, make your plans, arrange
baby sitters and come
on to Reunion.
Ever
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so many are coming — it's going to be great —
and I have more news for you about it in my
next letter.

1949
President: Preston Hodges (Mrs. Eugene
Dubose Hill, Jr.), 122 Don Allen Road,
Louisville 7, Ky.
Secretary: Caroline Casey (Mrs. C. Coleman McGehee), 5504 Monumental Avenue,
Richmond 26, Va.
Fund Agent: Catherine
Reeves Reynolds).

Cox

(Mrs. Philip

Marriages: Catherine Greenway Cox to
Philip Reeves Reynolds, July 20, 1957. Births:
Betty Wellford and Dr. W. Paul Bennett, a
son, James Allen, II, March 16; Nancy Keith
and Henry Tenaglia, a daughter, Ann Louise,
March 20; Alice Irout and Dr. Hugh Hagan,
Jr., a daughter, Alice Trout, May 9; Vidmer
Megginson ana J-r.tnK P. Hllis, Jr., a son, John
Stanley, May 10; Kitty Hart and Chapman
H. Belew, Jr., a daughter, Elizabeth L-ndsay,I tound
June 9.the notice of the birth of Nancy
Keith's daughter in the Junior League Magazine "Tidings" listed under Pasadena, Calif.
The Alumnae Office has no record of Nancy's
married name or address, so I can only assume this is correct.
A letter from Joan McCarthy Whiteman
brought tragic news. Jack Lynch, Fritzie Duncombc's husband, was Wiled in an automobile
accident on July 6, while he and Fritzie were
returning from a water-skiing weekend.
Fritzie was badly injured and will be in
the hospital for some time. I know she would
love news from her friends, and I urge you
to write to her: Mrs. Jack Lynch, 949 Golfview Road, Glen view. III. Their little girls,
Carter (6 years) and Susan (4 years) were
ac home at the time of the accident. Jack
had been owner of Jack Lynch Chevrolet,
inc., in Glenview for two years. He had attended Cornell University and received his
degree in commerce from Northwestern.
During World War II he served as a seaman first class in the Navy. I know we all
join in sending Fritzie our very deepest sympathy.
Joan also wrote that she is Chairman of
her Junior League Thrift Shop and when not
stewing about the trials and tribulations of
the shop, plays as much golf as possible.
Donald, 5'/2, starts kindergarten this fall, and
Kim, 1 Yz, is at "that get into everything
Pat Brown attended Katie Coa Reynolds'
wedding in Hartford in July, then left for a
trip to Europe in August. From the clipping
of the wedding I glean that Katie wore a
gown of cream Italian silk and her greatage."
grandmother's
veil of Belgian lace.
Ann Eustis wrote that she is moving to
Washington, D. C, in September to work
at the Episcopal Eye, Ear, Throat Hospital.
She visited Jean Taylor while in Washington for her interview, said Jean looked blooming, and had a most attractive apartment and
a marvelously impressive job. Ann spent the
summer at her family's cottage in Maine.
Coleman and I, with Garden and Stephen,
spent a week at Virginia Beach in July with
Marie Alusgroie and Bill Pierce and their
three little girls, Susan, Sherry and Margaret. We had perfect weather and a glorious time. Libby True heart and Hiier Harris
were in Richmond
Labor Day weekend
with

the twins, Elizabeth and Mary, now 10
months old. They are precious children, almost completely identical. Kitty Hart and
Chappy Belew, with little Lindsay, are now
in New York in an apartment. Their address
is Peter Cooper, Apt. M-B, 8 Peter Cooper
Road, and I know Kitty would love to see
anyone up that way.
Betty Wellford and Paul Bennett spent
the summer with Paul's parents in Algoma,
W. Va., after Paul finished his internship at
Union Memorial Hospital in Baltimore in
June. They expect to go into the Army in
mid-September. Betty writes that moving
with one child is bad enough, but with both
Mary
D., and Jamie it is something.
Coleman had lunch with Bud (Earl) Forte,
Emilie Thornton's husband, recently while
Bud was in Richmond on business. He is with
the Security Banknote Co., in Philadelphia,
which specializes in the printing of stock and
bond certificates. He and Emilie live in
Strafford, Pa., with their children, Patricia
Thornton, born April 10, 1955, and Earl
Martin, III, born August
22, 1956.
I do hope that all you gals who are receiving the Neus for the firs^ time in years will
send me any items of interest which you can
think of. And please contribute as generously
to the Alumnae Fund as your purse allows
and your heart dictates when you receive
Katie's appeal. If she, as a brand-new bride,
can nnd the time to send all of us appeals,
we can certainly find time to write a check
for dear oV Sweet Briar!

1950
President: Elizabeth

Todd

(Mrs. Joseph D.

Landen), 1211 Hershel Woods
nati 26, Ohio.

Lane, Cincin-

Secretary: Frances Cone (Mrs. Andrew B.
Kirkpatrick, Jr.), 1 Westover Circle, Wilmington 6,Del.
Fund Agent: Marie Gilliam (Mrs. R. Hunter Park), 611 McDaniel Avenue, Greenville. S. C.
One marriage, five births, and the acquisition of a home highlight the information 1
have received about how our class is spending the opening months of our eighth year
out of college.
Nancy Day was married to Donald Barr
McCammond on May 1 1, but so far, I
haven't been able to get any more details.
"Tree" Lannian Brown and Lewis have a second child, Lewis H., Jr., born on March 24.
"Tree" reports that she loves living in the
country outside of Rochester. Nan Nelson
Swiggett and Bob have another son, Brian
Edward, born on May 5. My records show
that it is their second child, but another
classmate reports that it is their third! Anne
Hubert Carey and Bob have a son, Robert
Clayton, Jr., born April 5. Anne kept busy
last year doing a survey for the Brooklyn
Junior League on girls under 1 6 who have
babies.
Ackie Easter Henderson and Ed have a
second child, Edmund H., Jr., born at the
beginning of this year. Ackie says that she
and Ed are semi-farmers, enjoying 100 acres
of view in Easton. Md. Ed is a teacher, now
working on his M.A. in Remedial Reading at
the University
of Delaware.
Danie Munncrlyn Carter writes that she
and Frank have three boys, Frank, III, 7;
Ben Munnerlyn, 3 Yi, and Morris Pendleton,
6 months. Danie and Frank spent their vaca-

Alumnae 'Sews

tion this summer at Pawlcys Island, S.
and this fall ihey will spend a weekend
Hi>;hlands, N. C. On September 6 they
^oin^ to Jacksonville for the christening

C,
in
arc
of

"MufTet" Murcbhon and John Corse's second
child, Cameron Murchison, born in July. I le
is Uanie's godson.
Mim Wj'se and Link Linsky have really
been moving around since I last heard from
Mim. Last year this time they had just moved
into a new house in Lorain, Ohio. Three
months later they had moved to Fitchburg,
Mass. Link is Technical Service Manager in
the polyvinyl chloride laboratory of the
Chemical Division of the liorden Co., in
Leominster, Mass. Mim says that their
daughter, Faith, is a perfect little lady at
age three. Mim had recently received a card
from Genevieve Hiinul Cieer postmarked
Biarritz (Basses-Pyrenees).
A letter from Betsey Sawyer Hodges states
that she and Allen arc househunting. Their
brood of three, Karen, 6; Pamela, 4, and
Paul, 3, is rapidly outgrowing their present
house. Allen is with Pratt and Whitney Aircraft in Last Hartford.
Bonnie Loyd and Dave Crane arc on the
move again. They are leaving Boston on
August 3 0 for Philadelphia for a two weeks'
stay househunting. Then Bonnie will take
Melinda, 1, to San Antonio to visit the Loyds
while Dave tlies to Pakistan via Europe and
back via the Far East. Bonnie will meet Dave
in San Francisco in mid -December, back to
San Antonio for Christmas, and then to Philadelphia the first of the year to live. Dave
is now with the University
of Pennsylvania.
Betty Todd Landen writes that she and Jake
bought a house when they got married and
have been having fun painting, arranging,
and repairing ever since. They arc quite proud
of a black and white tile floor in their basement "bumming" room. They went to Jamaica
in June and have been sailing their Flying
Dutchman on the local lake this summer,
lietiy says that she tours the golf course, is
president of the local SBC Alumnae Club
for the second year, and works for the Junior
League on puppets, children's theater, and
the legislative committee.
At long last I received a letter from Kay
/-j«\' Gibson, which she says Is little short of
a miracle. She and Gib have been living in
Hyde Park, N. Y., for a year and have
thoroughly enjoyed the country living. They
arc moving to Bronxvillc in October, as Gib
is being transferred to the New York office
of Western Printing. Kay was anxious to
know what classmates were living in that
area. Her address will be 727 Bronx River

Road.
Andy and I are again spending our vacation
in Tampa visiting my parents. I just can't
stay away from the Florida beaches! We
have been spending a lot of time since
Christmas fixing up our house and are even
undertaking to paint the outside this fall. I
am not going to teach this year, but I plan
t() keep busy as secretary -treasurer of the
SBC Alunm.Ae Club in Wilmington, and I am.
with apprehension, taking charge of puppets
for the Junior League.
Until February, remember two things: send
a contribution to the Sweet Briar Alumnae
FunI and drop mc a card.

1951
Prvsidt-n/: Ruth Clarkson (Mrs. Mark H.
Costello, Jr.), 10 Crosswinds, St. Louis 24,
Mo.
Secretary: Jf.an Randommi (Mrs. Alan M.
Va.
Bruns),
210 Sunset Avenue, Charlottesville,
iiitid /\>ftH/; Ann Mountcasti.i; (Mrs. Robert S. Gamble), Mediterranean Refining Co.,
P. O. Box 192S, Beirut, Lebanon.
This will be a rather sparse column so
please remember kindly the deluge of news
in the last one.
I went to Mona Wilson's wedding last
month and it was great fun. Her husband,
Willard Beard, is very attractive and they
will be an Air Force couple for a while.
CJhloe Mason and Ruth Oddy were bridesmaids. And Pat Carlin Selvage and her husband were there. They have two sons, Jamie,
3 !/j and Craig, \. She is new president of the
Southern
Connecticut
alumnae
chapter.
Joan Hess came out from New

York to

my

sister's and we drove over to the wedding. One face from the past at the wedding
was that of John Gill, whom some of you
may remember as an old St. Elmo. He was
Chloe's escort. He is now a doctor working
in Washington.
I also met Ruth Oddy's fiance, C. Edwin
Meyer, Jr., whom she will marry September
21. Sis Hayden will be one of her bridesmaids. I missed Ellic Davis' wedding to Gerard Boardman by a week, but went to see
Mr. and Mrs. Davis and the presents. Gerry
is in marine insurance and they will live in
New
York,
Georgia Dresibach Kegley and her daughter
left a week ago for a month in Fort Wayne.
And we three leave shortly for Warm
Springs, Va., for some mountain air and relaxation.
Georgia and I had a pleasant surprise this
summer one day when Kathy Phhiizy Mackic
was here. Her husband was in Virginia on
business and they and their son made the
Jamestown pilgrimage.
Ruthie Clarkson Costello's latest missive is
mostly about her Civil Air Patrol and other
travels: to Dallas where she lunched with
Sally Reed Anderson Blalock. Washington,
where she talked to Amy Willard Block, and
Lackland AFB, Texas, where she was executive officer of a national all-girl CAP encampment and made her first parachute jump.
She says she plans to slow down on traveling
and get back to writing. She's had some nibbles from television producers and directors
in St. Louis. Last April a 3 0-minute television
play of her's was produced
there.
Joan Matter and George Lorang Andersen
have a son, Eric Lorang, born July 24. Seymour l.anj!,hon Rcnnolds now has three children, the latest is Amelia Rives, born May 17.
A card from Debbie McC/i/re Morit/. says
she has three children. Hal. nearly 8; Marti,

Nancy Pesek Rasenbcrger admits that she
broke six years' silence when she returned
the postcard. Her husband graduated from
law school last February and "to keep myself occupied while he both worked and
went to school we had two babies, Ann, now
ZYz, and Cathy, l^i." They live in Arlington.
Ruth Mafiee Peterson writes that she is
about to join the board of the Methodist
Home though husband Walt doesn't think
she's old or crusty enough. Dick and Patty
Lynas Ford visited them on their way west
earlier this summer.
That's all I can find in a search of every
desk drawer. Please add my name to your
(Christmas card list. It being the end of August as 1 hack this out 1 wish you a happy
Labor Day which seems appropriate enough
for a lot of us.
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President:
Jackik
Razook
(Mrs.
Emil
Chamandy),
1975 Dumfries
Road, Town of
Mount
Royal, P. Q., Canada.
Secretary:
Josir. Sibold,
Road, Chattanooga, Tenn.
/-////(/ Agent: Marty
Boston, Mass.

1 109

East

Dallas

Luce, 89 Charles Street,

Many thanks to dutiful husbands, dear
grandmothers and obliging neighbors who
made possible one fine reunion! We had a
dozen "mamas" . . . and one newly-wed! We
had a grand time, but where were the rest of
you? They stashed us way up on third floor
Grammar, and from then on wc journeyed
as a herd. Wc couldn't bear ... or rather,
wouldn't dare to be separated. Without exception, what showed at reunion was a bunch
lovelier, more charming, more gracious and
more fun than ever!
Everyone's wearing their hair the same way,
except Su;eannah Crist Lee . . . she has braids
looped over her cars. Mary Bailey Izard was
sporting furs and orchids . . . Mary John
and Marty Legg brought us up to date on the
latest fads in surgery , . , Charlotte Sneed
Stifel and Jackie flew in from Quebec . . .
our first home-grown foreign alumnae. Frances Street Smith, Su/annah and 1 arrived on
the Wheland Company private plane, complete with pilot, co-pilot, hostess, and fried
chicken. Ann Forrester Dooley, Sue fudd Silcox, and Marty were the official welcoming
committee . . . And from then on wc grew
. . . Brookie, Sally fishhiirn Fulton, Jane Carter, Nancy Hatnet Clark, Polly Plumh DcButts . . . Bergittc . . . Robbin with her
husband and child. We didn't see too much
of Sally Anderson Jones — she was conferring
on tulip bulbs most of the time. But wc saw
a lot of Nancy Mcssick — she wouldn't leave
our gab sessions for the world, even when
the advisory council was wailing on her for

of the college of agriculture at the University of Missouri. Betty Brauner Bignler and
husband. Bill, have left the University of

legal advice. Nancy's hood, by the way, was
the highlight of the academic
procession.
Now for a blow-by-blow of what we said,
where wc went and what we did . . . and
what has changed! Our ego soared . . . Styx
called us all by name, and so did Mrs. Pannell. All the doors have new hinges. The
steps are a little steeper than before. Dew

Virginia and arc summering in New
shire. Their future plans are indefinite.
writes that she and Charles McDuffic
daughter, Leslie, nearly two. They
New York.

Dorm is elegant, but it's not like home. The
hunt scene's gone from Big Commons, but
Dccdee Belt Burr's mural in Little Commons
still gleamv Wc also spent much time in
Grammar
Pjr!,>r hxiking at that mural
as

2. and Mark, nearly 1. Her husband, Francis, is administrative assistant to the dean

HampNorbic
have a
live in
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never before . . . trying to figure out what
had been erased! Tommie's Inn still served
grilled cheese and bacon sandwiches, but
Tommie's at Mamma George's. Shnon Bolitur
is dropping to second place on the best-seller
list at the bookstore. Mortiir Board Mcma,
price $1.00, is taking over. (Ann Kcyuorth
Laurence has a recipe in it tor a brew ot
cabbage, carrots, pepper and onions, delicately
named the Lindbergh Special) . . . The faculty families have all increased by at least
one . . , And it's still a major operation to
get to Miss Belcher's . . . We partied 'till
3 every morning, and were only outdone by
the class of '17 that never turned in.
The following has to be classified as idle
rumor . . . verifaed by no one: Nancy McCann
is either an advertising executive in New
York, a men's fashion co-ordinator in California, or a magazine editor . . . Gay Maiipin
and husband, Hans Bielenstein, who has
three degrees in oriental languages, are in
Australia, waiting for the West Coast to
create a demand for instructors in oriental
languages . . . Bunny's cut her hair; it's short
in front, long in back and she claims it's a
cross between St. Bernadette and Gina LoUabrigida. Bunny's living right across the balcony from Nancy Messick in Washington and
is currently working on a novel about Siam.
Harriet Thayer may give up her job as riding
instructor at the Mellwood Hunt Club and
head West . . . Betsy Wilder is finishing up
her M.A. degree in Social Work at Simmons
College. We spoke of many other things and
people, but we've taken the oath not to tell
'till next reunion!
And this is fact: Out of the 96 forms
returned before reunion, 70% can still get
in their college clothes; 23% claim they haic
to; and 7% say it's a complete impossibility.
We have on record 78 children, with Cynthia
BaU'h

Barnes

leading

the

list with

four.

Ritchie's gal-baby was born June 3rd . . .
name, Katherine Cassandre! Shame, she

daughter, Mary Marshall, spent a month in
Richmond. They all gut together at the
beach with Mary Kim hall Temple, Ben and
three children, and Nancy Tra:ik Wood and
Gilliam. And five people wrote that Peggy
Audi-rwn Ashford, husband Doug and baby
girl left for Morocco for two years. Doug
has a Ford Fellowship and will be working
toward his Ph.D. in international law.
Toasts go to one Jane Ramsey, who married
James Folmsted September 14 in Salisbury.
He's just graduated from Harvard Business
School and is working for Texas Instrument
Company . . . Dallas will be their home . . .
And Barbara Baker Bird has a son born May
10, 7 pounds, 4 ounces, tow-headed, and
Michael by name. Barbara's also most proud
of her husband Bob's new title . . . "Dr.".
He's been teaching this summer at Candlewood in Connecticut ... a psychologist.
Almost forgot ...
by parliamentary
procedure at a formal gathering at Miss
Belcher's, Jackie was unanimously reinstated as president . . . and Marty's the new
fund agent. So send those big deductible
contributions to Boston! That's all for now
. . . but write. Postcards acceptable, five
page letters preferred. Bye now and have fun
. . . we spoke of you often !
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Presiilenl:
Margaret
Mohlman,
3Sth Street, New York, N. Y.
Si-crctary:
N. J.
Krucke),

165

East

Bruce
Watts
(Mrs.
William
5 6 Hickson Drive, New Providence,

Treasurer:
Faith
Rahmer,
Street, New York, N. Y.

\6S

East

3Sth

Well, friends . . . this is my swan song.
(Not to be confused with Lynn Carlton McCaffree's in our senior show!) As of the next
paragraph, I turn over the writing of this
inimitable prose to our own esteemed Bruce
Watts Krucke. I truly hate to stop tossing
bon mots in your direction, but unfortunately

should have been at reunion! I guess you've
gathered by now Ritchie has retired after
five years of magnificent correspondence . . .
so from now on, please send all items to the
Hub of the Universe — Chattanooga, Tenn.
Don't laugh. I collided with Lady Libby
Stamp this summer on an elevator downtown. Libby had been working at part-time
jobs in Atlanta and touring the States. Pat

things like squeezing 'Persian Melon' and tasting 'Red Caviar' for Revlon (via BBDO)
are taking all my time and writing efforts . . .
and then some. However, I know Bruce will
carry onward and upward and fill you in
on the fascinating doings of all of us.
Without further ado, then, may I present Mrs.
Krucke!

Beach wrote that she'd seen Libby off on the
//[' i/c France in August, champagne and
all . . . and LJbby returned to the research

Thanks, Jane — and greetings all! 1 had
thought having Jane write the intro would
simplify matters, but now that her inimitable
style is comparable first-hand with my own

department of the Economist — England's journal that's the No. 1 authority on world
economics. Janet Graham's In Berkeley,
Calif., on an extension of her Commonwealth
Fellowship Fund with emphasis on Soil and
Plant Nutrition. She's been lecturing at
Stanford University, Rotary Clubs, Presbyterian groups, etc., and in her spare time has
liad a thorough tour of all points west.
We have an executive in our midst. Joan
SbarfH' Metzinger is assistant to the director
of Ksso Touring Service . . . all this and
only five minutes from her liome. Joan wrote
that she'd seen Jane K'ltchi)!^ Colvin. Jane and
Ollie are still living in Fort Worth. Also she'd
talked to Jackie Thornton Laramore and
Marge Leiine Abrams. Jackie and Harris and
two children are in Fort Triendswood, Texas
. . . oil! Marge and Len are in their new
house in East Rockaway (Long Island). Mary
John wrote that Susan Hohsnn
McCord
and
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lack thereof, I have my doubts. I'm afraid
you'll have to be content with 'just the facts,
Visiting 'mongst ourselves seems to be the
latest. The cake goes to Dilly Johnson and
Paul
mam.'Jones who went to San Francisco to
see Ann Collins Teachout and spouse, Bill.
From there they went to Sea Island where
they saw Vaughn In,^c and Taylor Morrissette and Page AnJerson and Jim Hungerpilier. Before this vacation Vaughn and Taylor were tres gay in Mobile entertaining first
Margot Lotterhos and Ames Smith and then
Anne White and Oscar Connell. Bill and I
did our share of travelling, too. While at
Virginia Beach we drove up to Charles City
to see Meri HoJges and Walt Major. Consider
your liberal education incomplete until
you've seen their lovely home, "Belle Air."
It's fast becoming
one of the show
place?

of Virginia under their able and apparently
never tiring hands. Meri probably wouldn't
even ch.irgc you for a tour, so try to drop
by. At THE Beach itself, 1 saw Margie Morrn
Powell. (She and Phil were down for a weekend without the children!) She showed me
pictures of darling Molly and Priscilla. (So
many of our number have two children now
that I feel like a laggard.) Also we ran into
Helen Smith Lewis — visiting from Petersburg
— in church and she really looks terrific. At
this writing we're about to sortie for another
two weeks there which I hope will be as
much
of a reunion.
Now to speak of children — and don't we always— our latest addition is Linda Clifton
Boggs, produced early in August by Peggy
Eii'art and Bill Boggs, who now live in Evansion, Ind. Not too old to mention is the new
young Finnegan boy — Hve-month-old offspring
of Sue Basset t and Walt. I believe Ro
Ogiliie Young's
recent baby is a boy, too.
More in the announcement line: Ann Henry's engagement to Bill Lake is off the presses
now and the wedding will be October 26.
Sally Bumbaugh will be a member of same.
B-B Smith is altar-bound in September with
a Dartmouth alum named Peter Stamats. Also
engaged is Polly Van Peenan — to a resident
doctor at Presbyterian Hospital here in New
York — sorry not to have his name for you.
'Doctors' reminds me that Ruth Frye Deaton and Hugo are now in Durham while he
interns at Duke. Fran Reese Peal and family
are there also. Weezie Aubrey MacFarland is
living at the National Institute of Health
where Jim is doing his duty by Uncle Sam.
Life "around these grounds" purports to be
more of the country club variety. Our already practicing doctor, Fred Barends, and
his wife, Jeanne Stoddart, took off for Europe
this summer to see his family.
Sundry notes; Sally Bumbaugh is now a
program assistant to the managing editor of
Monitor — NBC's weekend service — very busy
'going places, doing things' . . . Barbara Tompkins is a receptionist for five doctors in
Haverford, Pa. . . . have yet to hear reports
of life there, but Meg Hetley Peck joined
husband Bob in Japan last May . . . "Peaches"
Dai is Roane's husband, Jack, is now a Captain in the Air Force. She and baby, Gina,
recently accompanied him to Texas . . . Sissy
Morris vacationed In New York . . . Joan
Potter and Henry Bickel moved into the Potter home sharing
in Louisville
love Dane
it. They're
currently
it with and
a Great
puppy
and I couldn't tell who was winning at last
reports . . . Peggy Jones and Guy Steuart took
a cruise to Nassau and Havana in May! Guy
Steuart Motors Is now open in Silver Spring
— Guy is one of three dealers in the DC
area for the new Edsel . . . Anne Showeli and
Ann Thomas discovered each other both
working in CIA after only two years.
(What's this we hear about Ann being part
owner of a swimming pool? ) . . . Cindy
Sinclair Rutherford is teaching the second
grade! Bill, now out of the Army, Is training
in Boston to go Into insurance back in Chicago . . . Carole Van Tassel has left the
Capitol for Chicago — her family has moved
there. She's off to try her job luck in San
Francisco soon . . . Who else has moved?
— and where? — and why? — And what are you
doing? Do write, and send news and pictures
. . . (and also ages, etc., of your young
families so I can complete our card file) . . .
I'll

probably

even

answer

your

letters.

Altiniiiae News
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Anne Willis has been touring the U. S. and
will return to St. Louis in the fall to teach.
Jolly will be teaching at the Shipley School.

Secretary:
Cathi rini.
Lottlrhos
(Mrs.
Henry Mills, Jr.), 918 South Osceola Avenue,
Orlando,
Fia.

iJla Prince Trimmer will "take a tranquillizei
and review the multiplication tables" before
returningmond.toThisteach
at St.she
Catherine's
summer
studied in
at RichYale
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Prciiiicnf:

Nancy

Andlrson,

Hudson, Ohio.

Secretary: Amanda McThlnia, 5 6 East 87ih
Street. Apt. 6-A, New York, N. Y.
rmul A}ieitt: Cathi rinf Cage, 1007 Sul Ros,
Houston,
Texas.
Hey, everyone — Iierc I am again at "The
Cedars" packing to go back to New York
instead of Sweet Briar. Ginger Chamblin
roared over in her little blue car to bring me
news and spend the weekend. She had a gay
summer working in W'arrcnton and commuting to Washington, New York, Charlottesville,
etc., on weekends. Didi Stoddard came to New
York with Ginger to see My luiir Lady. She
is having one last fling in South Hampton
before she goes to teaching at Madeira. Ginger
is taking her M.S. back to New Orleans to
teach at Sophie Newcomb. Andy \C'allace is
leaving Charlottesville this fall and coming
to the big city to live with me. Whom did
I sec walking down Fifth Avenue last week
but Phyllis Hcrndon. She is leaving her Gir!
Scout Troop, etc., for three months in Europe with her family. She went to the big
event when Pat Meyer married Nick Robinson at West Point. She also told me that Mitzic S/rc/7 Halla and Roman were leaving any

Prcsiilciit: Joyce
Llnz,
Avenue, Ruxton 4, Md.

Sunset

Hill,

Iiiitil Ai-ent: Kay Smith, Box 1501, Stanford,
Calif.
"A luHtr and stru}^gl'ni^ troii[tc are ue —
But known for our great wit arc ice."
How true, the class of '5 6 showered mc
with literary repartee and sparkling pleasantries in response to my pitiful semi-anonymous
note. I'm glad to see there's a dance in the
old dames
yet!
Every best wish to Joan Broman, whose
engagement to James Wright, III, was recently
announced. The lucky boy is now attending
tlie University of Florida Law School and
after a December wedding, Joan will move to
the Sunshine State. And every best wish to
our First Lady, Joyce Lenz, whose
engage-

minute for a two year's tour of top secret
duty in Athens, Greece.
A long letter from Liz Kcctor Keener said
she was looking for a job in Anniston. Ala.,
while Rosa played games with Uncle Sam.
Nearly half of Sweet Briar was present at
Jane Lindscy's wedding to Dick Riddle in Columbia in June. Didi Stoddard, Pat Smith
Ticer, Betsy Meade, Jere Campbell, and I
helped her down the aisle. She and Dick were
settled for the duration in Denver, Colo., when
he suddenly was transferred to the wilds of
Canada. They called Mary Reed Shupsott and
Fourney Daugett in Washington who arc happily raising one youngster. Ethel Green's big
day in Natchez is September 7 and Chase
Lane will be a bridesmaid. Ethel and Bruce
Banta will live in New York after a Jamaica
honeymoon. Pamela Compton and Hudnall
Ware walked down the aisle last month but
I have no details. Tucker Beard and Barbara
Black made the trek from Rochester to New
Jersey and picked up Barbara McLamb for

Peggy

Ruthic Campbell's June wedding. Elise
Wachenfeld t(K)k a week from her medical

daughter of Ann Jeffers Hogarty, '55, and
granddaughter
of
Elizabeth
Woodward

studies and attended the event. I don't know
any future plans for Ruth and Charles. Betty
Byrne Gill will say her vows this fall and i
hope I can make it to Roanoke. Susan Seward
has spent the summer at the beach. Frit/
Mcrrinian and her new streamlined figure have
been doing theater (what else) work in
Chagrin
Falls, near Cleveland.
Our sympathy is extended to Shirley Suiliti
whose mother died suddenly tliis spring. Vida
Radin is trying to decide whether to do more
work at George Washington in Political Science or to go to Europe to ease the international situation in person. Joan Gualticri and
Nancy Douthat are still members of the International Set in Cicorgetown, doin^ top
secret something or other. Catherine Cage
made a flying trip to New York in a private
oil plane to sit at the New York Stock Exchange. Remember — she's still handling our
class funds. Send her a check. \('iih that
cheery note I shall leave you 'till next time.
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Hogarty.

Jeffers,

seven

months,

'28.

nicnt to Hughie was very recently announced in llaltimorc. On hand to smile gleefully were Jolly Urner. Carolyn Dickinson
Tyncs and Barney. Mary Ann Hickliu
Quarngcser and Stu, Barbara Bcrnhard MacLea and Herb, and Parksic Carroll Mulhulland and Jack.
Summer weddings, which I know were
very beautiful, were those of Frances Gilbert
and Herbert Brown, Eve Ahsheler and Stuart
Jay, Mary Moylan Thornton and ^'illiam
Mayo Oppenhimer, Helen Wolfe and Murphy
Evans, and Jane Street and John VC'. I.iles, Jr.
— and may I add my own
to this list?
I was very concerned when I received a
letter from the Louisville General Hospital,
but I sighed with relief when I saw it was
not from a patient but from a healthy and
hearty Medical Social Worker, Meredith
Smythe! Jolly Urner has just returned from
a happy summer
in Europe
and writes that

("sidetripping" to New York and the Shakespeare Festival at Stratford, Conn.) as representative for St. Catherine's to the Council
for Religion in Independent Schools. From
the wires of the St. Clair press we bring
Nancy Dalton Crockett (St. C.) reporter for
the women's page of the Richmond Ncwi
Leader: "I'm doing everything from riding
elephants to driving old train engines to reporting the Governor's conference to interviewing women legislators to saying who went
across the street last weekend." Nancy and
Lessie Parrish have an elegant apartment and
arc renowned
for their excellent
cuisine.
Nancy Howe spent the summer in Canada
and hopes to see Shincy (our Korean classmate) soon. Since Nancy is Toledo's Alumnae
Representative, she will visit S.B. this fall,
and will also attend the Girl Scout National
Convention
in Philadelphia.
The Cambridge group has befuddled me
completely. What is it about here today and
gone tomorrow? Alice Guggenheimer, Ann
Stevens, Louise Hunt, Betsy Meade, and Lou
Galleher are the ones: three went to Canada
(and returned) ; six? moved to a new swish
apartment; one went to Rocky Mount, N. C;
another to Elon, Va. . . . anyway, they arc
all well and happy, are employed, and arc
having a jolly good time.
Nancy Register, after summering at Emory,
has decided to stay on in September working on her M.A. in librarianship. Sue Clay
was doing child welfare work in Vicksburg,
and planned to attend Tulane this fall for
further preparation
in this field.
The first reply that came was from Gary
M(;\ well Rousseau who is busily housekeeping in North Wilkesboro for attorney, Jule.
Another North Carolinian, Nancy Salisbury
Neill, writes that she and Bob have been
touring the state; aside from her travels, she
is "very domestic"; as is Dede Candler Hamilton who plans to take a break from dishwashing now and then and work part-time
for the Atlanta Historical Society as director of exhibits. Mary Alice Ma]or Duncan
and Cjraham arc enjoying the tranquility of
count r)' living on tlieir farm out from ! lopkinsviile, Ky. Diane Camfthell McCrea writes
that her husband is at S.M.U. Law School —
he, too, is a Texan!
|o.in hisch Gallivan and Jimmy arc busy
building a new house and hope to move in
soon. Little one-year-old Joannie is excited
about it. too. Ginny Nelson Self's little boy,
Peyton, will be two in September. Sherry Patton Henry and Bill had a little girl in May;
now that Bill has finished Vanderbili law
scIkioI, they arc back in Memphis. Rose Mont.VO/'/crv Johnston and Tom are also in Memphis and have a well-behaved French poodle,
i li/abeth Jean Smith, Delta air-hostess, took
little brother Jug to Jamaica for her vacation.
Laura Hailcy Bowen and Charlie and Laurie
are in Atlanta; 'and so arc Louise Matideiille
Grant, John, John IV, and Louise Lochranc
Grant. Joan Phelps Burkett and Charlie, who
live in North Miami Beach, have two children. Mallory and Joseph Walker. Bunny Burwell Nesbii and Scotty are settled in northern
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Virginia and are kepc busy by ten-month-old
Kathcrine Randolph. Bunny wrote that Jantt
Caldwell had recently received .1 Fulbright
Scholarship to study in France — wonderful!
Minii Thornton Oppcnhcimer sent Charlottesville news: she and Boo and Hugh
Phillfl)s Hollowell and Weems arc there because of internships, and Eve Altshelcr Jay
and Stuart are there because of the law school.
Ruth and Weems are the proud parents of
Ruth Linam
who was born on Bastille Day.
Carolyn Pdtincll Ross, Dud, and new baby
Carolyn Kenyon have returned to Cincinnati
from Canada. Carol Breckcnridgc Lucketc and
Bill are now in Mount Kisco, N. Y., in a
renovated red barn. Carolyn Dhkhisoii Tynes,
Barney and Bayard, Jr., are in Bethesda, Md.,
now
and like it very much.
Mary Ann H'tcklhi Quarngesser is such a
loquacious letter-writer that I hardly know
how to give a resume: they are in Baltimore;
Stu graduated from Virginia Business School;
Barbara Bernhard MacLea's little girl is
darling; Julie Jackson adored "tweedy" Scotland; S.B. reunion was fun, they picnicked
with the Ramages; Betty Buxton is with the
Charleston, S. C, Welfare Department, and
Kay Smith spent the summer session at Stanford.
Helen Turner Murphy's letter was another
long one. She and Tayloe just returned from
a magnificent trip to Europe, during which
they spent a month in wonderful Florence,
and saw Mrs. Pannell and Mr. Carrott
strolling down the street in Paris. Helen will
teach Latin and religion at St. Anne's in Charlottesville while Tayloe studies law at the
University.
I was delighted to get a letter from our
friend in the Far East — Weasie Wafsou
Steele. She and Don are returning to the
states soon after nearly a year in northern
Japan. Weasie now wears a kimona and eats
with chopsticks — would
love to see her!
I am in Orlando, Fla., washing dishes, water-skiing, cooking, painting apartments,
reading Tolstoy, and occasionally I get to say
hello to my intern husband.
It's distressing to lose our place of distinction as the last column in the book, but wc
niu-^^t gracefully move on and welcome to our
ranks the class of '^7. We'll have to strive
not to fade into obscurity as we move on toward the middle pages, so send me startling
news. And uf course send funds to Kay.
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Sccrc/ary: Enio Slack, 167^ Riverside Drive,
Gainesville, Ga.
Fund Agent: Carroll Weitzel, 1 S 1 2 Ray
Lane, Aiken, S. C.
Hello, '5 7. Many of our class jumped
right out of black robes at graduation into
white gowns for their nuptials. Anne Gwinn
married Jay Fox on June 22nd. Jay is in the
army- now; soon he will go to Richmond to
"break the bank." Susan Ragland and Jimmy
Lewis are living in that serviceman's paradise.
Fort Sill, Okla. Joan Harjes Jasperson will
"cover the waterfront" In California waitim;
for that special ship to bring Michael home
from a navy cruise. Joy Peebles Massey has
settled in Connecticut, where Jimmle is stationed. When Jane Campbell married Roger
Butler, Jan Pehl came all the way from California to Charleston, W. Va., for the occasion. Barby Medert was in the wedding,
too. Jody Raines Daniel
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just can't leave Char-

lottesville. Jimmy is doing graduate work at
U. Va., in business. A card from Margie Whilsan Aude, whose authentic title Is "the farmer's wife", says she loves being a milk maid.
At the wedding were Bar! Baker as niaid of
honor, Helene Perry, Mary McCarrick, Jane
Best, Elaine Floyd, Lee WIttich, and Betty
Murden. Betty was maid of honor when Lee
married Paul Morrow. Paul is a lawyer in
Dodgeville, Wise. After their honeymoon to
Mexico Priscilla Vermooten and Michael Baldwin cruised home to Hawaii where they were
met with alohas and leis. They have already
had a visitor; Roberta Malone dropped by for
a day or two. Pat Johnson Brockman is teaching English In the Hampton, Va., junior high
school. Sophie Ames ("bunny bread") White
is enjoying living in the Lynchburg area as a
housewife instead of a student.
Cynthia Wilson Frenzel, Diane Dufiield, and
Ann Frasher were In Nanette McBurney's
wedding on August 22 nd. Duffie Is doing
provisional work for the Philadelphia Junior
League and Ann Is doing graduate work at
Trinity University. Mlml Chaphi and Al
Plum ley are living In Arlington, Va., where
Al Is in law school and MimI teaches the
second grade. Sidney Graham says the wedding
was such fun she's been grumbling at her fate
as working girl since. Another wedding which
has gained fame for superlative festivities is
Flo Barclay Winston's. Many of the class
were there, bridesmaids were Jody Daniel, Sandra Stingily, Elaine Kimball, Mary lew Co(.)per. Say nor Johnson, and Pris Bowdle. Sandra
is currently sipping juleps in Mississippi.
Flaine forces her students at the Shipley
School in Bryn Mawr to conjugate Latin
verbs to the tune of Dixie, Saynpr travels to
weddings, and Pris Is Play Therapist at the
Roosevelt Hospital in New York, Carter
Donnan McDowell's wedding brought Pee
Wee (Mary Landon) Smith, Liza Stevens,
Saynor, and Dee Robin to Roanoke. Pee Wee
Is seeking a free hop to Korea where Lynn
is stationed and Dee Is probably playing In
international bridge tournaments. Liza, Betty
Murden, and Palgie Phelps arc peeking Into
secret files on subversive citizens at the NSA
in Washington. Marguerite McDanlel married
that "Keecher from outer space," Arthur
Powell on September 7th and is now burnin;;
breakfast bacon In Birmingham, Ala, T was In
the wedding and Helen Smith took time off
from sending chain letters for obtainins; dish
towels to come, too.
In the baby department Fran Childress and
Lewis Lee have a little girl, Anne; Ruth
Candler
Lovctt and Bob have a little boy.

3it JH^mtrrtHttt
Acad.

Helen B.iker Waller, Aug. 31,
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1910

Lillian
1957 LlayJ Thayer, Aug. I'S,
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Constance R/isseU Chamberlain,
Summer, 1957

1938 Ruth I}?ge Swihart, 1956
1052 Jane Lee Cooke, July 19, 1957

David; Betsy Denny and Bo Candler have a
year-old son; Anne Scott Remick and Nat
have a little girl; and Anne Wilson Rowe has
a brand new daughter, Jeanette MacDonald.
(She's not named for the opera star.)
Babs Falgc Openshaw writes that she and
her husband are looking forward to a threeyear tour in France. Faye Rathgaber Is spending the winter In Europe. Kim McMurtry and
Elaine Steel have leased a flat in London for
the season. They would love It if the postman had to bring an extra mail bag to their
doorstep. The address: 3 Elsworthy Rd., London N. W. 3. Do write them. Kim Is working
on her master's at London University while
Elaine travels. Lainy Newton, Gail Haugan,
Carolyn West fall, and Carroll Weitzel have
recently returned from a gala tour of the
Continent. Carol teaches chemistry at Ashley
Hall in Charleston, S. C. She is also fund
chairman for the class and will always be
charmed to take your unready cash or check.
Zan Engh, too, returned from Europe in
time to resume studies at Northwestern and
to work in the Evanston Children's Home.
The teachers in our midst could organize their
own union! Jane Plnckney is teaching sixth
grade in Richmond and Jean Peay the eighth
grade In Wilmington, N. C. Alice Barnes
teaches music In Kenston, N. C, while Sally
Groce Is a math teacher in a Victoria, Texas,
junior high. Nancy Godwin Is doing double
duty as a speech teacher while she works on
her master's in drama at Bowling Green State
University in Ohio. Anne Melton Is getting
a second degree — this time in education at
the University of North Carolina. Lou Wallace and Frances May have set up residence
in Chapel Hill, too, while attending graduate
school. Frances works in psychology and
offers anybody a free analysis. Ailleen Lang
is working as a medical technologist in the
George Washington University Hospital in
Washington and Carolyn Swift is at Presbyterian Hospital in New York for her nurse's
training. Judith Kiiffin Simpson is spending
six months in Louisville while David robs th_e
mint at Fort Knox. Also In Louisville arc
Sallic Lane Metcalfe and Sarah Slaughter,
who graduated from Mills College last June.
Sandy Cowen Is doubly attached to the entertainment world. She has acted in TV movies ■
and summer stock and she will soon marry
Robert McElwaine who is director of public
relations for Danny Kaye Enterprises. Another
recent engagement is that of June Mills to
Stanley Fcnner. Libby Leaiell Hannay is living
in Richmond until Jim comes home from
Korea. Carolyn Scott Is setting an all time
typing speed record In business school and
Dagmar Halmagyl has a job with the Social
Security Administration. Lynn Ulrlci is
training for a service position with IBM.
Barbie TetzlafF works for Capital Air Lines in
Philadelphia. Soon we will hear she is a
full-fledged pilot. Day Gibson is doing provisional work for the Kansas City Junior
League. Joan Grafmueller writes that she is
making her debut In the New York business
world by acting as girl Friday for a publicity
firm. Suzy N chief t Stephens and Bob Lee
proudly announce that TIDES INN, the fabulous hotel in Trvlngton, Va., which they
now own, will be open 'till January 1st. (It's
definitely in the class with a Hilton Hotel.)
Write her for brochures and write me your
news. I am now somewhere in the Orient
and will doubtless return thoroughly Easternized. Cheerio!
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Table Delicacies from Virginia
"Gijts so delightfully different"

from

Alumnae
Faculty
Students
Friends

is donated to the
Sweet Briar
Alumnae Association
Presenting . . .
The Sweet Briar
Package
A collection of delicacies, of our
own selection, in a smart package
designed exclusively for Sweet
Briar. You will want one for
yourself, for the lithograph of
Sweet Briar House on the cover of
the box. And look at what the
beautiful
big (It" x lll^" x 3")
box
has inside:

III ny_. J.lis 1)1 W.iiLrmLlon Kind, Sweet Pepper Relish, Cauliflower
Buds, Party Pickle Wafers . . . 5 oz. jars of Fruit-Rich jellies:
Montmorency Cherry and "Fresh" Mint ... A 14 oz. box of
Williamsburg Butter Mints . . . A 9 oz. simulated cut crystal jar
of Manor Royale Sauce ... A 12 oz. box of Mammoth Stuart Pecan
Hali'es.

An exceptional value at $> delivered ($5.50 west of Miss.)
For gifts that are easy for you to give, and so welcome to receive, send Miss Lucy's. There are 50 fresh,
festive assortments — to impress your friends, relatives (and business associates and customers!) And
don't forget yourself! Your gift list receives expert attention, assured by 17 years of experience. Attractive gift announcements are included (or you may use your own cards.) Perfect delivery and satisfaction
are guaranteed. We recommend that you order as early as possible.

How to order:
Catalogs and order forms are available in the Alumnae office for Faculty and Students. All alumnae
were mailed full information November 1. If you failed to receive your catalog, let us know promptly.

Sweet Briar Alumnae Association
Sweet Briar, Virginia
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A gift gratefully received — and now
well spent — is that which the Ford Foundation gave to the Mary Harley Infirmary at
Sweet Briar. As a result, the infirmary has
some fine new equipment which adds
greatly to its efficiency.

'60

I
Dr. Anne Gary Pannell is beginning her
t cightli year as president of Sweet Briar College — • twice the current average for a
college term of office. A graduate of Barnard, she also holds a D. Phil, from Oxford
and an honorary LL.D. from the University of Alabama.
She has many official duties on campus
but she considers her most important one

Two years ago, when the Ford Foundation announced its unprecedented program
of giving to colleges and unixersities, to
medical schools and hospitals. Sweet Briar
had word that $10,000 was to come to the
college infirmary. After the necessary information had been supplied to the donors,
the first check for $5,000 was received in

to be the selection of a good faculty. "The
faculty is the core of the college," Mrs. Pannell says. She travels all over the United
States interviewing
teachers in an effort
■ to secure the best possible faculty members
for Sweet Briar. Her other duties on campus include presiding over faculty meetings,
commencement. Founders' Day ceremonies
' and convocations. Mrs. Pannell also works
with the Alumnae Association, the Parents
Advisory Board and the Development Council. She entertains distinguished guests,
visiting ministers, guest lecturers and other
visitors. She holds regular conferences with
the college's other administrative officers
and meets twice a year with the Board of
O- '--'.«-"

June, 1956.
How has this gift been used.'
It came just at the time when the college

Associated Press photo
Sweet Briar's president, Dr. Anne Gary Pannell,
flew to Paris in June as one of nine American representatives ofhigher education who participated
in a conference with a similar number of French
educational officials. President Pannell, the only
woman in the group, represented the American
Council on Education. After five days of meetings
in France, the Americans flew to Oslo for a similar series of conferences with Norwegian educators.

Enjoys Teaching Course
As a professor of history, Mrs. Pannell
teaches a one-semester class every other
year in "Origins of the United States. " She
considers this one of her greatest pleasures,
for it covers her favorite historical period:
from Jamestown in 1607 to the adoption of
the Federal Constitution in 1789.
Mrs. Pannell also serves on a number of
national and regional boards. Among other
things she is vice-president of the Southern
University Conference, a trustee of the College Entrance Examination Board, and a
member of the Conference Board of Associated Research Council. She is a trustee
of Chatham Hall, and a consultant of the
"Womanpower" study of the National
Manpower Council. Mrs. Pannell also
finds
time to give commencement talks and Phi
Beta Kappa lectures at various schools and
colleges.

1957

$10,000 FORD GIFT
BENEFITS INFIRMARY

Many Duties Shape
BV Ll'CY Martin.
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However, Mrs. Pannell believes her biggest job off-campus is the twenty days of
solicitation calls for the Virginia Foundation for Independent Colleges. This foundation represents a group of twelve non-tax
supported, four-year, fully accredited, liberal
arts colleges in Virginia. The president of
each college spends twenty days visiting
business men throughout the state to explain the needs of these colleges and to enlist financial support of the Foundation.
When asked if she felt anything else
should be included in this article, Mrs. Pannell smiled and said, "In between times I
try to be as good a mother as I can. Since I
ha\e two sons, one at Washington and Lee
and one at the University of North Carolina,
I am constantly gaining new insights into
certain student points of view."
Reprinted from The Sweet Briar News

found it necessary to enlarge the infirmary's
fire escapes in order to comply with recent
state fire safety regulations for hospitals.
Two wide exterior stairways were constructed
from the third floor to the ground and a
fire door was installed on each floor at the
entrance to the inside stairway. Some new
lighting was also added and when college
opened in 1956 the infirmary had met all
the safety requirements.
With the second $5,000 installment promised for payment in 1957, Dr. Carol M.
Rice, who succeeded Dr. Harley as college
physician at Sweet Briar in 1935, could
make plans for using this sum to the best
advantage. As the result of her thoughtful
planning, some of the new equipment was
installed last year, and major improvements
were completed
during the past summer.
Just off the entrance hall, on the left, is
the new treatment room, formerly used as
the doctor's office. It is equipped with a new
treatment chair, and there are new pale
green desks for Dr. Rice and the nurses. A
new portable typewriter, a new file cabinet,
and new curtains, all add to the attractive
and efficient appearance of the room. Rows
of medications, in uniform bottles, line the
shehes which are easily accessible to the
doctor and nurse.
Adjoining

this

room

is the

(Continued on page 2)

laboratory,
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RECENT GIFTS to SWEET BRIAR

The Ford Foundation, which in December 1955 announced that Sweet Briar's share
of its multi-miUion-dollar grants for faculty
salaries would total $311,900, has added a
$49,600 "bonus" to that figure, bringing to
$361,500 the Ford Foundation's grants for
faculty salary endowment at Sweet Briar.
This additional Ford bounty, received late
in June, brought the amount gi\en for new
buildings and endowment during the HallCcntury campaign well above two million
dollars, not counting more than $120,000
in gifts for other purposes.
All gifts recei\ed since July 1, 1957, will
be counted in the new Sweet Briar Fund,
which combines the Alumnae Fund, the
Parents Fund, and the Development Program. Several notable gifts have been received since that date.
Mr. and Mrs. James S. Benn of Wynnewood, Pa., have given the college $8,500
to endow a new scholarship in memory of
their daughter Dorothy, a member of the
class of 1925, who died in 1941. Mr. and
Mrs. Benn, who frequently visited Sweet
Briar, made this gift to the college "as a
mark of our interest in its great service in
the field of education."
The Procter & Gamble Fund has renewed
its full tuition scholarship for Brownie Lee
'60, of Richmond. This includes a $600
grant to the college, to take care of the differential between tuition fees and actual
costs. Dr. Herbert S. Coith, director of the
company's scholarship program, also
nounced that a second four-year P. &
scholarship, totaling $1,900 annually,
cluding the supplementary grant, would
made available to Sweet Briar next fall.
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The Presser Foundation has given $350
for students of music. Recipients, announced
'59
JoanandSchladermundt
are Y.,
Dean Pearl, N.
by Bronxville,
of
Carolyn Mclvor
'58 of Monroe, "Va.
A memorial fund named for Jean Besselievre Boley, '35, who died October 6, 1957,
has been established at Sweet Briar by her
father, Edmund B. Besselievre of Maumee,
Ohio, and her husband, Herman V. Boley,
"to encourage among other Sweet Briar students her own life-long interest in creative
writing." The new memorial fund, to which
many friends of the family have added
contributions in lieu of flowers, will provide an annual prize of $100 for the best
short story written by a student. It may
also provide a grant-in-aid for a junior
or senior with a demonstrated talent for
writing, who requires financial assistance.
Jean Boley was the author of two novels
and many short stories published in the
Siil/irihiy Ereii/i/g Post. The New Yorker,
Harper's, and other magazines.
Two recent unrestricted grants have come
to the college from two of this country's
largest corporations. The Kennecott Copper
Corporation, extending its program of aidto-education to include direct support to
liberal arts colleges, awarded $5,000 grants
to five co-educational colleges and Sweet
Briar. "Criteria used in this selection," according toKennecott's President C. R. Cox,
included "academic standing, excellence of
the educational job being done, and others."
This gift is being used to renovate the
physics laboratory and equipment.
({'.imlittui-d on piiEc 5)

Infirmary Benefits
{Continued

from

page

1)

formerly the treatment room, remodeled
by the college carpenter according to blueprints drawn by Dr. Rice herself. Generous
work space is provided on an oyster-white
formica counter, with roomy cabinets
beneath it, shelves along the wall above,
and a small sink at one end. Here are
found two valuable pieces of up-to-theminute equipment, a small autoclave for
sterilizing instruments and dressings, and
an electrophotometer, for making blood
tests and other laboratory tests which formerly had to be done in Lynchburg. Within
easy reach is a small refrigerator, to store
serums, vaccines, and similar materials.
A handsome new examining table, replacing the well-worn table that had probably been in use since the earliest years
of the college, has the place of honor in
another room. A small emergency respirator, new scales, new ultra-violet lamp, and
a good many smaller pieces of equipment
and instruments for examinations and treatments have been acquired. A reconditioned
diathermy machine, for deep-heat treatments, is on order and is expected shortly.
These rooms have been freshly painted,
and further re-decorating is evident in the
living room and sun room, which boast
new curtains, slip covers, and rugs.
The Mary Harley Infirmary is Sweet
Briar's health center. Here Dr. Rice, who
is a graduate of the University of Wisconsin Medical School and is a specialist in internal medicine, ministers to the health
needs of the entire community. Besides taking care of the students, she pays special
attention to all food-handlers, introduces
various preventixe health measures, and
supervises tests of water and milk supplies.
Recently she administered flu vaccine
to all refectory and Boxwood Inn employees,
and to others whose work places them high
on a priority list. With the arrival of
sufficient flu serum, it is being given to ail
Sweet Briar residents who wish to have it.
Any doubts that the Mary Harley Infir- I
mary is a busy place are quickly dispelled by
a look at the statistics. In an average
academic year. Dr. Rice has listed well over
6,500 office calls, and more than 250 bed
patients for a total of almost 600 nights.

Nurse

Banton

and

Dr. Rice

C'lif (_anii'b,'ll photo

As for the Ford Foundation's unexpected
and generous gift. Dr. Rice asserts that,
translated into needed equipment and remodeling, it makes possible greater convenience and efficiency in caring for and
treating patients and ser\ing the community, and it means that certain laboratory procedures can now be done in the
infirmary instead of in Lynchburg. For Dr.
Rice there is the added pleasure of having
and using the new equipment.
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Parents Day
Sweet Briar's eleventh annual Parents Day attracted 310
mothers and fathers from 22 states to the campus for a full
day otuncles,
"parental
education,"
aunts,
brothers
and sistersOctober
added to26.
the Grandparents,
total number
of visitors. They came from as far north as Marblehead, Mass.;
as far south as Miami, Fla.; and as far west as Texas and
Oklahoma.
The occasion was well defined by Lenoir Chambers, Norfolk newspaper editor who is chairman of the Parents
Advisory Board, as "the day for the education of parents.
They ha\e landed and are pretending to have the situation
well in hand, but actually the situation has landed on them,

Registering In Dew are Mr. and Mrs. Frederlclc G. Storey of Atlanta, with their
freshman
niece,
Marion
Lucas of Townsend,
Sa., and their twin daughters.
Margaret and Winifred Storey, also freshmen.

andClass
the eflfects
will be
felt formorning
years to was
come."
attendance
Saturday
swelled by parents,
many of whom said that this was the most exciting and rewarding part of the whole program. Some have written to
members of the faculty, thanking them for the privilege
of coming to class.
Over in the Emily Bowen Room of Dew Dormitory, Mr.
Chambers presided over a different kind of class. To the
more than 100 parents in attendance, he introduced six members of the faculty, representing various divisions of the
curriculum.
Dean Mary J. Pearl explained some of the functions of her
office and the aspirations of the college. Mrs. Lilly Lorentz
Rappaport, Sweet Briar's new Betsey Cushing and John Hay
"Whitney Professor of Physics, spoke of the importance of
science in a liberal arts curriculum, recommended physics as
a career for women, and made a special plea for the need to
train more and better science teachers for our secondary

International education was discussed from seven points of view
by three foreign scholarship
holders and four seniors who
studied In Europe last year:
Britt Lindgren; Marietta Eggleston, '58; Lynne Morris, '58; Fortunata Azores; Chrlstlane SoutterDapples; Caroline Sauls. '58;
and Jane
Ottley, '58.

schools. Mr. Arthur S. Bates described Sweet Briar's new
language laboratory and its effectiveness in teaching modern
languages. Miss Eleanor Barton spoke for the fine arts, relating their study to each of the other academic disciplines.
Mr. Lawson Crowe offered several definitions of philosophy,
citing "greater self-understanding" as its goal. And Miss
Lysbeth Muncy, speaking for history and government, showed
how a knowledge of these subjects can be helpful in any
circumstances, since "history is the revelation of man."
No rejwrt of these proceedings could do justice to the

W'e are sitting here dazedly trying to write an editorial, hut thoughts of the past weekend keep raising
their lovely heads.
We are thinking how nice it was that so many
parents were able to be here on a weekend when the
l:itl colors on the campt/s and the nearby mountains
were at their height. We are remembering the delightful spontaneity and charm of "Gigi," achieved with
no little effort on and behind the stage over the
past
few weeks.
Among
our souvenirs is a program of the National
Symphony Orchestra concert, which was especially

President Pannell chats with Mr. and Mrs.
Randolph Chandler (left) of San Angelo, Texas,
who nnade the longest trip to attend Parents
Day, and their freshman daughter, Martha; and
Mr. and Mrs. Edward M. Sweeney, (right) who
were runners-up in this "distance derby," along
with two other San Antonio
families.
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in Pictures
sparks struck, the insights gi\en, the questions asked and
answered. But those who were present made plain their behef that the program was eminently successful in presenting
athose
goodwho
sample
directof it.the college's basic academic work and of
The Parents Luncheon tilled both Refectories, where Mrs.
Pannell, aided by Mr. Chambers, added to the parents' education about the college with her annual Parents Day Report.
Following the luncheon, the emphasis was shifted to international education by a student panel in Manson Hall. Chairman Marian Martin of Atlanta, adviser to Sweet Briar's
foreign students this year, introduced Caroline Sauls of
Atlanta, who spoke of her study with the Sweet Briar Junior
Year in France group; Fortunata Azores of the Philippines:
Jane Ottley of Rochester, N. Y., at the University of Geneva
last year with the Smith College group; Christiane SoutterDapples of Geneva; Britt Lindgren of Stockholm; Lynne
Morris of San Antonio, with the Smith College group in
Spain last year; and Marietta Eggleston of Franklin, Tenn.,
back from a year at St. Andrews LIniversity, Scotland. Speaking with poise, earnestness, and quiet charm, these young
ladies made a telling contribution to both the cause of international education and their audience's appreciation of its
great advantages.
Students introduced their parents to members of the faculty
and staff at an "open house" that afternoon in the parlors
ot Grammer, Reid, and Dew, and everyone went from there
to the President's Reception at Sweet Briar House, where
Manson Scholar Ethel Ogden of Greenwich, Conn., president
of Sweet Briar's Y. W. C. A., presented each family to Sweet
Briar's First Lady.
Although this was the final event on the formal program,
many parents arranged to see the Paint & Patches production

Maria Garnett, '61, of Norfolk
introduces her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Theodore S.
Garnett, to Dean Pearl (left).
Mr. Garnett is the grandson
of Bishop A. M. Randolph,
one of the four trustees of
Indiana Fletcher Williams's
estate and the first president
of Sweet Briar's Board of
Directors, for whom Randolph
Dormitory is named. Mrs.
Garnett (Mildred Wilson,
'27) was one of 15 alumnae
who attended Parents Day
with their Sweet
Briar
daughters.

of "Gigi" Friday or Saturday night. Many also attended
Chapel services Sunday morning — hearing a memorable sermon preached by Dr. Waldo Beach of Duke's Divinity
School — and a magnificent concert that afternoon by the
National Symphony Orchestra, conducted by Howard Mitchell.
The weekend was well summed up by the Sireel Briar Nctri
editor who wrote:
Patricia

good ibis year: sheets of words lo soups stnig at the
first stepshighig of the year; a slocking torn while
walking in the crisp air across the fields to a hockey
game, ivhere students and parents alike clapped and
cheered the team to victory.
We most warmly and grateftdly remember, however, the sermon given in church on Sunday. A most
sincere and quietly dynamic man stood before us and
reminded us that we are nothing without love and
faith.
We would keep these impressions with us always.
They give us an inkling of what we are living for.
Mrs. Herbert P. Fales (Rose Hyde, '38) of
Washington, D. C, doing the honors at a coffee
hour before the Parents Advisory Board
meeting in the Emily Bowen Room, while Alumnae
Secretary Elizabeth Bond Wood. '34, greets
Mr. Fales (left) and Armistead L. Boothe of
Alexandria. At right. Dean of Students Dorothy
Jester talks with Mrs. St. George Lee (Rebekah
Strode, '34) of Richmond, her husband (center),
and Mrs. Edmund Berkeley (Dorothy Smith, '32)
of Richmond.

Collyer,

'60,

of

Greenwich,

Conn.,

toured the campus with her parents, television's
Clayton
"Bud"
Collyer
and
Mrs.
Collyer.
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A Proressor s Lire

Is Not a Lire or Ease"
"What do you suppose tliey do in tlic
evenings?" was the caption ot a cartoon
by Anne Cleveland published several years
ago in V'iisscir. d Seio/n! Gld)!Ce: it showed
some students watching two faculty members as they walked across the campus. The
(question suggests a typical reaction to the
profession of teaching.
Any job appears diffL-rent to its practitioners from what is seen on the outside
looking in. But in a field where so much
of
work goes
"behind
the are
scene"
of
the the
classroom
and onwhere
results
often
intangible and not readily or simply measurable, misconceptions abound. There is a
dis}X)sition to expect unattainable ends and
lack of awareness of what is involved in
the practice and art of teaching. This is
understandable,
much easier thanforit the
is. teacher's job looks
"You teach only twelve hours?" 'And
think of those long vacations!" Remarks
such as these make it appear that the onlooker measures the teacher's work by hours
spent in the classroom. To the teacher himself it is those hours which gives scope for
artistry and for fulfillment, and so make
him "gladly teach." But if his teaching is
to be alive, he must be the "eternal student."
To give depth and background, to suggest
connections with other fields of knowledge,
he may have to read ten books where he
assigns to his students one. He must be able
to judge the importance of new discoveries
and developments in his subject and to appraise new techniques of teaching. He
must order new books for the library, and

"^fTiit Jo you luppoM they do in the cveningi?

RrprintPii

hy pirmissiun.

}'asxar

C.nitpiTalittj

44.5s
Bookshop
^^

Some

of the new members of Sweet Briar's faculty include: (top) Mrs. Lilly Rappaport, Whitney Professor of Physics; Jack Sturgell, assistant professor of education; Richard Rowland, associate professor
of English; Thomas Sanders, instructor in religion. (Middle row) Miss Beth Weiland, assistant in
biology; Miss Virginia Hermann, assistant in chemistry; Mrs. Adelaide Hapala, instructor in health
education. (Front row) Miss Carol McClung, instructor in physical education; Mrs. Anne Crowe,
instructor in education; Miss Doris Thomas, assistant dean and director of vocational guidance; r!
John Matthew, professor of French and director of the Junior Year
in psychology.
professor
visiting
man,

here choice is no easy matter. He will want to
attend and take part in professional meetings of his fellow craftsmen. If he is a true
scholar he will have an inner compulsion
to "do his own work." But for this he needs
both time and solitude — two commodities
which are daily becoming rarer and more
precious on the campus as well as outside.
During the college year, not only do
those "free evenings" and week-ends get
filled to over-flowing, but the variety of jobs
to be done taxes the teacher's adaptability.
In a small college such as Sweet Briar, the
faculty member has a responsible share in
formulating educational policy and in administration. He would not wish it otherwise. But serving on committees, administering departments, getting new instructors
are time-consuming tasks. They often call
lor qualities quite different from those necessary for teaching and creative scholarship,
their rhythms and tempo are different. And
partly because these demands are intermittent and irregular, it is difficult to arrange
tor clerical help, so often the teacher-administrator becomes typist-secretary also.
In a residential college, it is also especially true that the relation between student and
teacher does not begin or end in the classroom. The official job of "advising" students— and sometimes parents — is only the
most obvious aspect of this. There are the
more or less casual discussions which go on
in faculty offices and homes. There is the
sharing in all kinds of extra-curricular activities, sometimes involving the responsibilities of acting as class or club sponsor. Occasionally there is the college function which
must be attended, and faculty members often
act as hosts to parents and other visitors.

RECENT

In France;

GIFTS

Mrs. Martha

Lou St'ohl-

REPORTED

(Continufd jrom page 2)

For the third successive year Sweet Briar
has been included in the Esso Education
Foundation's program of grants. Thirty-six
women's colleges were aided this year, "to
help prepare graduates of these institutions
for a constantly widening range of opportunity for their talents in the fields of arts,
sciences, letters and industry." In January
1956 the Esso Foundation awarded a capital grant of $5,000 to Sweet Briar, the
only woman's college so honored. Unrestricted grants of $2,000 were made to the
college last November and this October.
Both of them have been allocated to the
Rollins Fund, since, according to President
Pannell, "increased faculty salary endowment isthe college's most critical need."
The Esso Foundation grant brought the
Rollins Fund to more than $86,000, leaving
$14,000 to be raised in the final month to

obtain the Kresge Foundation's conditional
grant of $50,000 toward the Wallace Rollins Professorship of Religion.
J. H. Detmold

And in addition to the demands of a small
close-knit community for services which are
often exacting, the faculty member also has
calls to serve the community beyond the
campus.

All of us, whatever our professions, have
to reconcile claims but I believe that the
scope and variety of the teacher's job requires a versatility which makes him rival
that famous Savoyard character, Pooh-Bah.
Gladys Boone

November,
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HONORS

Mitry K. Benedict Scholarship: Mavid Leigh, '58.
Manson Alumnae Scholarship: Ethel Ogden, '58.
Emilie M'-'a/ls McVea Scholars: (ranking member
in each class) Myrna Fielding, '58; Elizabeth
Johnston, '59; Gale Young,
'60.
Junior Honors: Elizabeth Johnston, Virginia
Marchant, Catherine Guy, Barbara Kelly,
Jane Wheeler, Virginia Ramsey, Catherine
Brownlee, Kathleen Mather.
Dean's List, first semester: SENIORS: Patricia
Ashby, Sarah Austen, Polly Benson, June
Berguido, Flo Buchanan, Julia Craig, Susan
Davis, Susan Day, Myrna Fielding, Ruth
Frame, Mabelle Garrard, Marcia Hill,
Elizabeth Kemper, Edith Knapp, Joan
Lamparter, Laurie Lanier, Maud Winborne
Leigh, Elizabeth Mears, Kenan Myers, Ethel
Ogden, Adele Scott, Jane Shipman, Dorothy

( un:n>l

Lilt'-

ph:'lo

Pictured on board the "Mauretanla" shortly before they sailed on Sept. 5 are some of the 86 students
from 45 American colleges and universities who are enrolled in the 1957-58 Junior Year in France,
of Sweet Briar College.
now in its tenth year under the administration
a program

New Language Aids
Added in Academic

hear a play by Racine recited by actors of the
Comedie Frangaise.

A new aid to the extension and improve
ment of foreign language learning at Sweet
Briar was added last summer when a large
classroom on the ground floor of Academic
was wired for record listening.
Twelve electrical outlets have been set
into the wall and equipped with 24
pairs of lightweight ear phones. The clear
quality of the sound coming directly to the
ear, instead of from a single record played
in the classroom, will be advantageous to
the student working on pronunciation.
Poetry readings and plays are among the
added attractions for the student, who may

NEWSLETTER

Two

record players can operate simultaneously with two different records. Because the classroom is heavily scheduled with
other classes, the use of the new equipment
is now limited to students in French, as a
regular part of the work in several courses.
In addition, voluntary listening periods are
being arranged to supplement classroom instruction.
One of this year's foreign scholarship
students, Christiane Soutter-Dapples, of
Geneva, Switzerland, is in charge of the
elementary language laboratories this year,
working under the guidance of course instructors.

ry
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Wyatt.
Juniors: Catherine Brownlee, Elizabeth
Chambers, Elizabeth Colwill, Patricia Davis,
Kitty Guy, Elizabeth Johnston, Barbara
Kelly, Jane Kroeger, Virginia Marchant,
Kathleen Mather, Sarah Mayfield, Dorothy
Mayher. Eleanor Morison, Fleming Parker,
Virginia Ramsey, Barbara Sampson, Elizabeth Space, Tabb Thornton, Jane Wheeler.
Sophomores: Rhett Ball, Leigh Brown,
Alice Butler, Mary Anne Claiborne, Margaret Cook, Maydelle Foster, Carolyn
Gough, Claire Manner, Jane Headstream,
Valerie Knot, Carolyn King, Kathleen Knox,
Annie-Laurie Martin, Kadri Niider, Patricia
Powell, Patricia Russell, Elizabeth Shwab,
Norris Smith, Diane Thomas, Julia Todd,
Sally Underbill, Renate Weickert, Ann
Weingart, Dorothy Westby, Ann Dick Wilson, Maiydee Wimbish, Gale Young.
T.IK Phi: June Berguido* Mary Lane Bryan,
Flo Buchanan,* Alexandra Carpenter, Susan
Davis, Cecile Dickson, Elizabeth Duke.
Marietta Eggleston, Ruth Frame, Elizabeth
Johnston, Edith Knapp, Maud Leigh, Julia
McCullough, Marian Martin,* Kenan Myers,
Ethel Ogden. Barbara Sampson, Caroline
Sauls. Elizabeth D. Smith, Dorothy Woods.*
Who's Who Among Students: June Berguido
Floride Buchanan, Alexandra Carpenter,
Susan Davis, Marietta Eggleston, Maud
Leigh, Marian Martin, Kenan Myers,
'••Elected
l;ist year
Dorothy
Woods.

Entered as second-class matter at the
Post Office, Sweet Briar, Va.
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SCIENCE SYMPOSIUM

Rollins Named

IS SPRING

FEATURE

to Chair of Religion
News of the .ippointmcnt of Dr. Marion
Bencilkt Rollins as the first Wallace Huj;ene
Rollins1 1...Professor
of Religion
will be ..(U.^r
wel,11
-!...,,„,,.
,-.,„..,».- ..yA

(.Ullieu

Uy

ail

aiuiliiia«~,

lyuix-m..!.

uIlU

vlln.^

friends of the college whose contributions
made the professorship a reality.
Those who know Mrs. Rollins' long
record as an outstanding teacher — she has
been head
of Sweet
Briar's during
religionwhich
department for almost
30 years,
an
ever-increasing number of students have
been attracted to its course offerings — are
agreed that no more fitting appointment
could have been made.
To ha\e found on its own faculty the
person best qualified to win the distinction
ot being the first holder of this professorship reflects honor on Sweet Briar, and
Mrs. Rollins' colleagues greeted the news
with enthusiastic approxal.

Many Gifts Added
to College Resources
Year-end gifts totaling 573,659 have been
added to the building and endowment fund
totals which were listed in the December 1
Bulletin sent to all Sweet Briar alumnae,
parents and friends.
Of this amount. S-43,270 has been added
to the college's endowment funds. Mrs. A. I.
duHont of Wilmington, Del. and Jacksonville, I"la,, sent an additional gift of S2 1,088
to
the
Judith 'Bland Dew Scholarship Fund,
which she
established a year ago with a gift
ot 522,571 in memory of her cousin, sister
of William Bland Dew.
Mrs. Robert D. Warren (Rebecca Ash-

A symposium on "Modern Science and Human Values" will bring a
number of distinguished women and men to Sweet Briar early in March
to present various aspects of the main topic in lectures, panels, and discussion groups. Ahimn.K', n.irents, and other interested friendc of the collesre
are invited to attend the Symposium.
Considered as an important adjunct to the regular teaching program at Sweet Briar, this symposium
is the latest in a series of similar events held at the
college at Irequent intervals in the past 15 years.
Other colleges, chiefly to the north and south
along the eastern s:aboard, are being in\ ited to send
student representatives to the symposium, for which
classes at Sweet Briar will be suspended during
Friday and Saturday, March 7 and 8.

H
■*
^Rj^
^^|fe£
—
^"
^^fc
vHBBbltK
Kb
^^B^Bf
^^L
■j^B
"^
^^^H
^^H
^^H
m..li
Professor Prince
I
K
I

gave the
Founders' Day address at Sweet Briar several years ago.
As symposium coordinator. Dr. Everett W. Hall,
Kenan Professor of Philosophy at the Uni\ersity of
North Carolina, will give a brief introductory address that e\ening. Dr. Hall is the author of several
books, the most recent of which is "Modern Science
and Human 'Values, A Stiidv in the History of
Ideas," published in 1956.
An address by Dr. Henry Guerlac, professor of
th history of science at Cornell University
, will
open Friday
morning's
sions, seswhich
VN- i 1 1 also inProfessor
Hall
clude an address on "Science on the
Dr. W. Albert Noyes, Jr., professor
of chemistry
International
Scene"' and
acting dean. College of Arts and Sciences, University
of Rochester, N. Y.

cralt, '26) of Memphis, Tenn., has added
59,1 1 2. "iO to the Mary and Lee Ashcraft
Scholarship Fund established by her and her
daughter, Mary Lee Ashcraft McGinnis, '54.
This fund now totals 529,053.
A becjuest of 55,000 to the college, made
by James S. Bcnn of Wynnewood, Pa., who
died January 3, will be added to the Dorothy
Benn Scholarship Fund established by Mr.
and Mrs. Benn last summer in memory of
their daughter. Class of 1925.
These and other gifts, totaling nearly
53,000, to the Parents Fund, have added
$38,170.50 to student scholarship endowment since December 1.
fCanl.niifd on Pagf i)

^ noted astronomer who is an authority on solarterrestrial relationships. Dr. Helen Dodson Prince of
''^^ McMath-Hulbert Observatory at the Uni\ersity
^^ Michigan, will gi\e the opening address on Thurs'-^•^y e^'f-nin^. March 6, speaking on "The International
Geophysical
Year: A Great Human
Ad\enture."
f o r 111 e r
A
te a ch e r a t
Goucher
College. Dr. Prince

Dean

Noyes

"The Antarctic Phase of the International Geophysical Year" will be discussed that afternoon by
Mrs. Edith Ronne. Washington, one of the first two
women to spend a year in the Antarctic. She accompanied her explorer-husband, Capt. Finn Ronne,
on a 15-month research expedition to the south polar
regions in 1947-48, acting as recorder and news reporter for the expedition. She is currently editing
news received by radio from Ellsworth Station, where
(Continued on Pagr 3)
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Secor to Head 1958-59
Foreign Study Program
Appointment of Dr. Walter T. Secor,
chairman of the department of modern languages at Denison University, Granville,
Ohio, as Professor-in-charge of the 1958-59
Junior Year in France was announced
recently by President Anne Gary Pannell.
Sweet Briar has administered this coeducational foreign study program since 1948.
Professor Secor,
who has studied
and traveled extensively inFrance,
succeeds Dr. Aran and Begue,
.
Brooklyn
College,
ly
rrent
whocu
'
f ^^^^^
of
group
the
heads
^b
< %B[^H^
^4 American stur ^^iP^IB^
unin Paris
dents (-he
t^'^
^
^^^^B
t _^^^^^^^
jgj
Sweet
Briar program. Miss Lucienne Idoine, on
leave from Vassar College, will continue
another year as assistant to the professor-incharge.
Professor Secor has taught at Denison
since 1940. He is a graduate of Grinnell

l9r?^

College, with master's and Ph. D. degrees
from Columbia University. He has studied
in France at the Institut de Tours and at the
University of Paris, and last summer he
served as group leader in Strasbourg, France,
for the Experiment in International Living.
Miss Idoine was affiliated with the Smith
College junior year program in Geneva,
Switzerland, from 1946 to 1954 and taught
summer courses at the Sorbonne in Paris.
More than 800 men and women from 119
American colleges and universities have been
enrolled in the Sweet Briar Junior Year in
France, now under the direction of R. John
Matthew, professor of French at Sweet
Briar.
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FAMOUS HISTORIAN TO GIVE
PHI BETA KAPPA ADDRESS

Book Circulation Again
Reaches Record High

Arnold J. Toynbee, historian and one ol
the greatest scholars of this century, will
delixer the Phi Beta Kappa address at Sweet
Briar on Tuesday, Feb. 25. On the following
day he will meet informally with faculty
members and students majoring in history or
other fields within the Division of Social
Studies.

A new record high for book circulation
was reached during the past year in the
Mary Helen Cochran Library, according
to Miss Tyler Gemmell, librarian.
Circulation figures for 1956-57, when
more than 520 students were enrolled,
totaled 26,933, as compared with 24,322
the preceding year and 17,704 in 1947-48.
At that time, there were 456 students. A
break-down of the total shows that the

"The Proper Study of Mankind is Man"
will be the subject of Professor Toynbee's
Phi Beta Kappa address, to be delivered in
the gymnasium, in order to accommodate all
who would like to hear the distinguished
British teacher and author.
Professor Toynbee is spending the second
semester as visiting scholar in residence at
Washington and Lee University, where he
will give a series of l") weekly lectures dealing with "A Changing World in the Light
of History. " He has recently completed a
trip around the world. During his stay in
Virginia, he will also speak at a number of
other colleges in the state.

DACE'S PAPER PUBLISHED
"Opera Production and the American
Educational Theatre," an article by Wallace
Dace, assistant professor of English and
director of dramatic productions at Sweet
Briar, is being reproduced for distribution to
LI. S. cultural affairs officers overseas.
Based on a paper read by Mr. Dace at
the December, 1956, convention of the
American Educational Theatre Association,
the article was printed in the Educational
Theatre Journal last October.
Smce coming to Sweet Briar last September, Mr. Dace has directed several successful productions, including "Gigi" by Anita
Loos; "For The Time Being: A Christmas
Oratorio " by W. H. Auden; and, by way of
contrast, the quadrennial Faculty Show.

greatest increase was recorded in books borrowed from the stacks, which are open to
all students as well as to faculty and staff.
This figure reached 21,578, and the remaining 5,355 were borrowed from reference and reserve shelves. History, Romance
literature, and philosophy are the subjects
in which gains were chiefly noticed.
Sweet Briar's book collection was enlarged by2,980 volumes last year, and additions since June 30 have brought the total to
90,000, which is posing a real strain on the
stack capacity. When the Mary Helen Cochran library was built in 1929, it was planned
to hold in the neighborhood of 100,000
volumes, an extremely generous figure in
view of the 18,000 then numbered in the
collection.

College History Selling Well
A year after publication, all but 350
copies of "The Story of Sweet Briar College"
ha\'e been sold, of the original 1500.
Martha Lou Stohlman's book has won
many enthusiastic readers who have been
tellmg their friends about this lively account
of the first fifty years at Sv.'eet Briar, and
sales have continued at a steady pace.
Orders may be sent to the Book Shop or
to the Alumnae Office, at $4.50 per copy.

Kathleen Mather and Sally Mayfield are
members of this year's group in France.

Bernheimer Show in Richmond
Franz K. Bernheimer, assistant professor
of art at Sweet Briar, is one of three artists
represented in the 19th Virginia Artists
Rotating Exhibition at the Virginia Museum
of Fine Arts, Richmond, from Jan. 10 to
Mar. 9. To be eligible, each must have been
represented in two consecutive biennial exhibitions of Virginia artists at the Museum.
Six works by Mr. Bernheimer are hung
in this show, including one large oil painting
and five drawings. Of these, two are executed
in India ink, two in ink and crayon, and
one in inks and water-color. All were shown
recently in the Mary Helen Cochran Library.
Mr. Bernheimer has taught creative art
and art history at Sweet Briar since 1946.
His work has been exhibited in New York,
Richmond, Danville, Louisville, Hollins
College, and in several shows at Sweet
Briar and Lynchburg.

Gene CampbpU Photo
A smash hit from Its familiar opening chorus to the hilarious finale which combined strains of "Dixie"
and the "Marseillaise," the faculty show, "We're Off," was produced in January, to the delight of
students and numerous alumnae. The cast for the first scene, which toolc place on shipboard, included:
Mr. McGiver (John Rust); Miss Spindle (Florence McCulloch); Miss Runnit (Miriam Bennett); Mrs.
Pannell; Miss Spartan (Eleanor Barton). Given by the Faculty Club as a benefit for the Auditorium
Fund, the show netted over $800, Including proceeds from the sale of pictures, refreshments, and the
auction of some of the more spectacular properties and costumes.
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Students' Summer Earnings
Greater Than Last Year
Summer earnings reported by 235 Sweet
Briar students reached $62,664, the highest
amount reported to date in the annual survey conducted by the Committee on Vocational Guidance. Last summer's total is
almost $11,000 greater than that reported by
207 students in 1956, and the average
amount earned was $266, compared with
$250 the previous year. Earnings between
$100 and $400 were reported by 121.
Although more students held paying jobs
last summer, only 1 3 reported volunteer
work, a much smaller number than in former years. Some students combined paid and
volunteer work in their communities, and
several added summer study, travel, and
attendance at conferences.
Types of employment followed a pattern
similar to that of recent years, as follows:
clerical and secretarial, 75; camp counseling,
5 1 ; salesgirl and/or member of department
store "college board," 33; hospital work,
13; receptionist, 9; child care, 9; newspaper
work, 6; waitress, 6.
Out-of-the-ordinary occupations were listed by a number of students. One worked in
an orchid greenhouse; another, a biology
major, spent the summer as a scrub nurse in
the surgical department of a hospital; another earned a tidy sum as a clerk in the LIN
Gift Centre; two found that life as a checker
in a supermarket is strenuous; another added
greatly to her own store of knowledge by
her work in the Library of Congress as research assistant to a professor who is writing
a book on Shakespeare.
"Hired domestic" is one student's description of her summer employment, where she
learned by doing all the chores needed to
keep a household running. She commented
that her parental employers were "quite
pleasant."
Highest earnings, $806, were reported by
one Richmond student who was a guide in
the Liggett & Myers Tobacco plant; two
others earned between $650 and $700 at
the same job.
One junior chemistry major worked as a
technician in an oil laboratory, and another
as an analyst in an ore refinery. A freshman
reported that she worked for two months
as a spot welder in a small factory; another
earned $200 in two w-eeks weeding corn in
Iowa; and another, who worked on the assembly line in a cosmetics factory, found the
pay good but the work uninteresting.
Two students worked as attendants in a
State mental hospital, a project of the American Friends Service Committee. One enterprising junior formed a partnership with her
younger sister and two neighbor boys to
operate a successful day camp for young
children at their adjoining summer homes
in Michigan. Another was a coder in the
Opinion Research Center in Princeton, and
a sophomore learned a great deal about
business methods as a time analysis clerk
tor an engineering company.

Professor Wald

SCIENCE

Professor

Mrs. Ronne

SYMPOSIUM

(Continued from Page 1)

her husband is Military Commander and
Scientific Leader for the International
Geophysical Year.
A distinguished biochemist. Dr. George
Wald, professor of biology at Harvard University, will speak on "Ways of Beasts and
Men — The Evolution of Behavior," at
Friday evening's session.
Professor Hall will moderate a panel Saturday morning which will include Dr.
Prince, Dr. Guerlac, Dr. Wald, and Dr.
Noyes, and later he will give the summary
address.
Films on solar research and on the Antartic, and a special photographic exhibit, "The
Anatomy of Nature." by Andreas Feininger,
will supplement the symposium sessions.
Faculty members from a number of neighboring colleges and universities will participate in small discussion groups which will
be led by Sweet Briar students.
Dr. Miriam Bennett, assistant professor
of biology, and Dr. Florence McCulloch,
assistant professor of modern languages, are
co-chairmen of the committee which has
been planning this symposium since last
April. Arrangements for student participation are being made by students under the
chairmanship of Kenan Myers, a senior
from Pelham, N. Y.

Of the 60 who attended summer schools,
one joined the Stanford University summer
session at Guadalajara, Mexico, and several
went to language schools at Middlebury College. Twenty learned typing at business
schools, and 54 reported foreign travel, ranging from Europe to Hawaii and Paraguay.
Envy of her contemporaries is one freshman who traveled in Europe for six weeks
as a fashion model for a French magazine,
for which she was paid almost $300.
Information gained through the replies is
added to a dual file of summer jobs by geographical location and types of work maintained for students seeking summer
employment in the future.

Freshman

Guerlac

Honors Convocation

Marvin B. Perry, Jr., professor of
English at Washington and Lee University,
will address the assembled students and faculty at the Freshman Honors Convocation,
Feb. 13. At that time, those freshmen who
have made outstanding records at the end of
their first semester in college will be named
on the Freshman Honor List.
Professor Perry, a graduate of the
Uni\ersity of Virginia and Harvard, has
taught at Washington and Lee since 1951.
He is the husband of Ellen Gilliam, '45.

Recent Gifts Listed
(Continued from Page 1)

Faculty salary endowment has been
increased by $5,100, thanks largely to a
mid-December gift of $5,000 from Overseer
Edward Thompson Wailes of Washington.
Year-end gifts to building funds totaled
$13,315, the Science Building receiving
$10,258 of this. Sweet Briar was one of
only 1 1 colleges in the country awarded a
$5,000 capital grant, for the Science Building, by the Esso Education Foundation,
under the 75th Anniversary program of the
Standard Oil Company (New Jersey).
Other gifts for the Science Building include
one of $2,326 from Dr. Connie M. Guion,
chairman of the Development Committee of
the Board; $1,072 from William R. Perkins,
Jr., of Lynchburg, and two of $500 each
from Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Beane
Foundation — made at the suggestion of
Overseer Buford Scott, chairman of Sweet
Briar's
Development
— and Mr. and
Mrs. Pendleton
Clark Council
of Lynchburg.
Gifts totaling $1,640 have been added to
the Auditorium fund and $1,417 to the
Memorial Chapel Fund. (Not included in
any of these figures are many gifts made to
the Alumnae Fund, designated for buildings
or endowment.)
Unrestricted gifts to the Development
Program have added $17,073 to the
$480,658 shown in the December bulletin.

J. H. D.

Februarv, 1958
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Tie jollouing is taken from an article uiitten
by Virginia Lee Marchant, of Mathews, Va., one
of two Sweet Briar juniors spending this year at
St. Andrews University, Scotland. The Newport
News Daily Press has git en permission for its
use here.

"To be learning something; is the greatest
of pleasures," Aristotle said, and here at
St. Andrews University in its rich intellectual
atmosphere one willingly agrees. With its
medieval Gothic towers, tiered lecture halls
and historic library, that once housed the
Scottish Parliament, the institution imbues
in all who enter its portals the same academic
interest and endea\or that ha\ c characterized
the University since its founding in 1410.
'Xaissez-faire" describes the educational
system here . . . With few compulsory lectures, a minimum of required reading and
not much faculty guidance, the student is
told when lectures are held and the books
relevant to his subject, and is then left to
explore the academic realms on his own.
There are no "pop tests," quizzes, or
weekly grades to check on the rate or quality
of a student's progress; this is measured
almost solely by the examination at the end
of each of the three nine-week terms. Special
and honor classes for the more advanced
students, where periodic essays may be substituted for the terminal examination, are the
exception. In Whitsuntide (late May) a final
examination based on the material covered
throughout the year is given in each
subject . . .
The general curriculum at St. Andrews is
roughly comparable to that of an American
university, with greater emphasis on the
classics, languages, history and science.
There are first-year students who have had
several years of Greek and read Homer in
the original. Arabic and Russian are the
only languages taught on the elementary
level, the background on all others having
been obtained in secondary schools. Foreign
students are amazed when \isiting students
cite the choice of courses allowed during the
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A Sweet Briar junior, Virginid Mdichant. wearing the scsrlet wool gown of a St. Andrews s+udent, has
spent many hours in the library of the venerable Scottish university this year.

freshman and sophomore years of college in
America . . . Generally speaking, foreign
students are more serious minded and launch
into profound discussions at the slightest
provocation, compensating thereby for lack
of classroom discussions so prevalent in our
American institutions.
From carvings on the desks in any of
St. Andrews' tiered lecture halls, one can
glean a bit of the personality of the professors of yesteryear. Some messages in Greek
and Latin bespeak the erudition of both
student and professor, while others written
in plain English indicate a comparable
lethargy. One such reads, "Douglas
McDonald slept here."
Both professors and students wear academic gowns . . . Student approval is
registered by stamping feet and "No class
tomorrow" produces as much enthusiasm
here as it would anywhere. The shuffling or
scraping of feet is a counter sign often
employed to show disapproval of a lecture
continuing beyond the bells in th? college
tower,
Lectures are given by several members of
a department, thereby facilitating the pre-
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Two Choral Concerts Planned
Excerpts from the Easter music of
Handel's "Messiah" and Randall Thompson's
"The Peaceable Kingdom" will be the major
works sung at two joint concerts of the
Sweet Briar College Choir and the University
of Virginia Glee Club. In addition, each
choral group will sing several numbers alone.
David Davis will direct the Virginia men
and Edmund Allison the Sweet Briar singers
in the first concert at Sweet Briar Mar. 11
and the second at Charlottesville a week
later.
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sentation ofthe various aspects of the general
subject. In Moral Philosophy class, for example, two lectures a week are presented on
general philosophical principles and practices by one professor and two on Platonic
Philosophy by another . . . These classes are
usually too large to permit individual discussions, so smaller "tutorials" of from six
to eight students are held weekly or biweekly and prove altogether stimulating.
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—MILTON

To serve this purpose, the book and the student must
be brought together, and this is the reason for a
Ubrary. How

well the Mary Helen Cochran Library

at Sweet Briar accomplishes this is told in this issue-
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A report on 11". H. Atiden's Chrisliuas
Oratorio, For the Time Being, preienled iit Sweet Briar College on
December IVh duel 14lh. 79^7.
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I am

sent to tell

THERE'S A WAY,
THERE'S A VOICE
by Evelyn Eaton
Visifiiig Lecturer
ill Creative Writing
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r Class
WHEN
dent of
to proprece
withSenio
broke the
duce Auden's liturgical drama of the
Christmas Story, instead of the traditional Senior Show, the community on
campus was drawn into a new kind of
adventure, deeply moving to those in\olved in it at any stage, from experimental beginning to triumphant culmination on the boards of Fletcher
Hall.
Bringing a work ot art to life tor
the first time before a perceptive audience can be shared spiritual experience of an unusual kind, but what,
besides the breaking of one tradition
and the setting up, perhaps, of another,
was so unusual about this experiment
that the Sw.et Briar alumnae should be
interested in hearing more of it, in
this secondhand, limited way.'*

I Jill that star must JrcaJeJ by the wise

It was, for one thing, a pioneer performance, first of its kind, second of
any kind, of one of the most significant and powerful coinpositions in
modern poetry. There were no precedents to guide the producers, no
help, even from the text, as to how the
poem should be presented. Each magnificent word, essential in its place,
must be heard, but the method of
interpretation, the kind of presentation, had to be created for the first
time. The Sweet Briar production relied on dance movement accompanied
by choral speech, stylized groupings,
an inspired use of contrast, and particularly of limitations, to produce an
unforgettable and shimmering performance. A critic present said it reminded him of Oberammergau, and
indeed it had the controlled sincerity,
the selfless dedication found in the
Mystery Play.
Still none of this can make the
achievement live, or bring it into focus
for those who were not there. Those
who know the poem will understand
how ambitious the students' decision to
produce it was; those who ha\e not
read it, lucky to have the experience
ahead, will find the text, which was
given unabridged at Sweet Briar, in
Auden's Cnlleiled Poe/ry. published
by Random House, Part IX. The proSpring 1958

gram contains an excellent summary
on page two of the background history of the performance, and some
notes on the poem, besides giving all
the details of the cast and direction.
There are also interesting accounts ot
the growth of the project in the fall
issues of the Stveet Briar News and
a review of the performance in the
issue of December 18th. What follow^s
here are supplementary details to the
text and the program.
Beginning with the author, Auden
is the po;t who has given our century
its most apt, most quoted tag, "The
Age of Anxiety." He is the poet who
says, to himself and to us, "I must
know!", cries out "we wage the war
that we are," knows that 'aloneness
is man's real condition, " champions
justice in any way that comes handy,
now as inspired sage, now irrepressible
urchin. He has stature in diversity,
both in prose and verse, and, important for a poet, is a virtuoso of rhyHis "greatest
music."
He hasthms.nexer
been comfort
afraid tois take
his
concept of the Incarnation all the way
down into human flesh to include the
grotesque and the comic. It is this
range of the recognizable, the applicable to ourselves if we are honest
enough to accept it. in the Oratorio
which makes it authentic to the Twen-

tieth Century reader. Auden appeals
to the modern mind because he /s
all-inclusive, the poet who
"will sing if you will cry . . . I."
He has added to Mathew Arnold's
definition of poetry ("the power of
so dealing with things as to awaken in
us a wonderfully full, new and intricate sense of them and of our own
relation with them") his own observation: "Of the many definitions of
poetry, the simplest is still the best,
'memorable speech.' It must move our
emotions, or excite our intellect, for
only that which is moving or exciting
is memorable, and the stimulus is the
audible spoken word and cadence, to
which in all its power of suggestion
and incantation we surrender, as we
do when talking to an intimate friend."
There is always a time-lag between
the appearance of a poem and this
"surrender" of the reader, a longer
lag when it comes to general understanding of n:w work, and popular
acceptance of it; even then, understanding grows and changes with the
years and centuries. In the year 1600,
for example,
Shakespeare
wrote,
"I'll
put
a girdle round
about the
earth/In
fort)- minutes. " In the year 1958 we
find this concept neither "quaint ' nor
"merely fanciful" as earlier readers
did. Neither Sput-nik nor Ike-nik has

caught up with this Puck-nik in timing, whatever the next-Nik does.
Acceptance of For the Time Being
is just starting. It is gratifying that
Sweet Briar is not only in at the start,
but has contributed worthy momentum
to it. The present faxorablc cUmate
for reader-surrender to the poem comes
after a lag of thirteen years. It was
published in 1944, when men's minds
engaged in the all-out effort to win
World War II were not open to the
challenge of the Incarnation, the urgency, the necessity, of embracing
peace on earth had not become so
apparent ... it was published in fact
in that quaint old era B. A. B., Before
the Atomic Bomb, included in Auden's
Col lee led Poetry in 1945. Excerpts
were printed in anthologies, such as
the Oxford Book of American Verse,
in 1949, but the critics were still
divided over its merit, and no dramatic performances were given until
in 1956 there was a "reading " of it
in the Theological Seminary of New
York. In 1957 a rash of concert readings broke out, in Oberlin, in Grace
Church, New York, and elsewhere,
but so far as we know, the Sweet
Briar production is the first dramatic
performance and again, so far as we
know, there has only been one other
staged performance of any kind, about
which we have no details.
What matters is not that the Sweet
Briar performance was "a first," but
that it was worthy of the poem.

MEANWHILE, since its publication in 1944, a growing number
ot readers, some of them at Sweet
Briar, experienced the unmistakable
frisson of encountering a new great
poem. Readings were given among
faculty and students. Discussions began. Dr. Lawrence Nelson, Professor
of English, gave a Christmas reading
in the Nelsons' home; Ben L. Reid,
former teacher of Modern Poetry, discussed itin his class; the students in the
creative writing course studied it in
preparation for the poet's visit to the
campus, as Phi Beta Kappa speaker in
1952 when Auden spoke on Tbe
hUking of a Poem. Those who went
to that occasion "cold" were baffled
by his generous sly assumption that the
audience was made up of his equals,
poets of high calibre composing major
works. He offered us a tour behind the
scenes of a poet's mind, engaged in
composing a poem. Those who already
and loved his work joyfully
knew

scrambled after him through his brilliant improvisation; the unprepared,
floundering from the start, were left
behind. (It might be good to break
with the tradition of going "cold" to
kctures and concerts, even from selfinterest. It is more fun to listen if you
know what to listen for.)
After Auden's visit, the project of
producing For the Time Being gained
momentum, student momentum, mostly. There were more discussions. Lines
began to be murmured on appropriate
occasions: "Great is Caesar: he has
conquered
Kingdoms," there
"If theis
muscle can Seven
feel repugnance,
still a false move to be made," "There's
a Way, There's a Voice," are three
this writer heard being bandied about,
now and then.
Emma

Lewis Thomas, former Instructor ofDance, created the choreography for the sequence of the Four
Faculties, Intuition, Feeling, Sensation
and Thought, as a class project for the
students taking dance. Mary Ann Wilson and other members of the class of
1937, after doing a great deal of hard

preliminary work, handed the project
on to the class of 1958, which voted
to substitute it for the Senior Show;
Paint and Patches scrapped the winter
play, to join in the project, which now
became a community affair, drafting
talent wherever it was found. An executive committee was formed, under
the chairmanship of Wallace Dace,
Director of Drama, and the rest is
history, recorded in the program, and
on the stage at Fletcher Hall.
Auden has said, "When we read a
great
never now
realized
before poet,
whatweI say,
felt. 'IFrom
on,
thanks to this poem, I shall feel differently.' " Other performances of For
the Time Being are contemplated —
one- in real oratorio form, set to the
music of Carl Bricken, of the Music
Department here, but no matter what
future performances take place, in,
perhaps, the new auditorium, those
who managed to squeeze into the familiar little cramped hall in Fletcher,
for the first two, do "feel differently"
... as one of them put it, "a bit

Notes From the Program
In place of the customary Senior
Show, usually a light semi-musical
revue. The Senior Class voted last
spring to give a dramatic presentation
of W. H. Auden's Christmas Oratorio,
For the Time Being. The plans for
producing the oratorio have been in a
nebulous state for a long time, and the
class's dangerous decision to attempt
such a complex production was encouraged bymembers of the faculty
and students who were most familiar
with the poem, and who recognized
its religious, philosophical, and literary values, as well as its dramatic potentialities.
Its production has gone beyond the
confines of the Senior Class to enlist
th: talents of the entire community,
and as the project has grown and taken
on life we have become fascinated
with those complexities of musical
settings, dance movements, and choral
rituals, which at first seemed our most
discouraging difficulties. Drawn by th;
sheer power of the poem itself, we
have come to the culmination of our
efforts in tonight's performance.
— Susan Davis
President,

Senior Class

taller."
Auden's spectacular poem is a retelling of the traditional Christmas
story. A brilliant mixture of techniques
and tones, the work is a complex, organized work of art. The time is both
then and now; the language is the
idiom ofmanipulation
today, or rather
dazzling
of the Auden's
modern
idiom.
The sudden and surprising contrasts,
the quick shifts in point of view, the
touches of comedy and farce and satire and grotesquerie are in this ]X)em
the components or coefficients of a
serious, responsible Christian faith,
exploring its own being and meaning
and examining its psychological and
historical origins in the Hebrew Scriptures and pagan culture.
The structure of the poem is Auden's own masterly adaptation of
operatic or liturgical drama. Our presentation, which is admittedly experimental and does not attempt to be an
"Oratorio, " tries in various ways, by
choral speech and dance movement,
by formalized groupings and stylized
settings, by the music of Bach, to express the drama inherent in the words
and in the situations.
— Lawrence G. Nelson
Professor of English
Alumnae News

OPEN

HOUSE

AT BELLE AIR

by Bruce Watts Krucke, '54

The 17th century woodwork in
the library is painted
a brick red except for the Jiiantel,
bookshelves, and cabinets which
are natural pine. Between the
windows is a Queen Anne gaming table.

ROUTli ^, the Plantation
Route between historic Richmond
and Colonial Williamsburg, a new
sign is in place in\itin^ all to see Belle
Air, a plantation home of the 17th
century. Those of the Sweet Briar
family will be especially interested because Belle Air is now the home of
Meri Hodges Major, a 1954 graduate
of the college, and her husband, WaltLT. Over a period of years this young
couple, doing much of the work themselves, restored the house to be both
their own comfortable home and an
attraction for tourists.
ON

Very little is known of the early
history of Belle Air. It was evidently
built by a moderately well-to-do settler. It has been established through
letters that a cousin of William Byrd
Spring 1958

ot Westover lived there sometime during the first half of the 18th century.
This cousin refers to his own home.
Belle Air, as a "stable compared to
your fine mansion" in his letters to
William Byrd. Not a mansion but an
unpretentious plantation house, Belle
Air's rarity lies in that it is a frame
house of unskilled but enduring construction, dating from the late l600's.
Williamsburg architects believe Belle
Air to be the oldest actual frame house
in Virginia.
From 1800 until 1946 Belle Air
was owned by the Wilcox family and
enjoyed prosperity in the early part of
this period. It boasted about 1300
acres of land and nearly fifty slaves
until Reconstruction days, after which
followed the decline and general neg-

lect of the land and house. In 1947
the house and 330 surrounding acres
were purchased by Messrs. Edward
and Walter Major and true restoration
of the land and housi.- was begun.
Despite the local opinion that they
had been "stuck," the Major brothers
went ahead with their original idea,
which was to farm Belle Air. They
took the land that had lain waste for
several decades, cleared it of scrub
pines and saplings, applied modern
farming techniques, and began building up the soil with fertilizers. Gradually the farm began to show a profit
and they were "in business." This
period of hard work left little time for
thoughts of the house on Belle Air.
The house, nestled in a grove of tall
sycamore, tulip poplar, and aged wal-

nut trees, rests on a knoll above the
surrounding farm land. No stately
mansion in the first place, it was in
1947 an eyesore — unoccupied for fifteen years, unpainted, with broken
window panes and rotten weather
boarding, and the old brick foundation
crumbling with age. The Cyprus shingle roof leaked and the chimn:ys were
unsafe. Inside the appearance was
even worse, with the heavy old plaster
broken and falling, and no electricity,
plumbing, or heating. Even so the discerning eye could see the charm in the
high ceilings on the first floor, the
dormer windows on the second floor,
the six fireplaces, and particularly in
the unique and crude woodwork. At
this time the Majors did not know
the architectural value of the house,
but could see that any attempt to live
in it safely would entail a complete
restoration from the ground up.
The farming business prospered
and the Major brothers decided to
restore Belle Air. Work began in 1949
with the jacking up of the house so a
new brick foundation could be put in.
The shingles were replaced with a
sound roof. The two front porches
were irreparable and were junked;
they were not in keeping with the
simplicity of the architectural lines of
the house and it was later learned that
they had been added in the 19th century. It was during this early part of

the work that architects from Colonial
Williamsburg, Inc., saw Belle Air and
thought that the woodwork might indicate a real find — a 17th century frame
house. They asked to return for further study after the old plaster was
removed. This was good news to the
owners who continued their unhurried
and spasmodic efforts toward making
the house a livable home.
The old plaster and lathes were torn
out, the unstable wall studding reinforced (some of the original studs
were cedar posts six inches in diameter
with the bark still on them), and
bricks were removed tor the installation of wiring and plumbing. The '
unusual structural features of the house
continually presented difficulties to the
workmen. The east end wall of the
house had to be replaced because leakage through an Indian window — a
slot about three feet by one foot, horizontal and at shoulder height, used
for defense against Indian attacks —
had caused the decay of th: entire
wall. A sloping-roofed back shed on the
north side of the original house also
had to be completely replaced. This
shed had served as back entrance to
the main house, as a storage space,
and probably as a livestock shelter
during Indian raids. It was replaced by
the present dining room and connects
the main house with the kitchen and
utility rooms. Fortunately the pine

The master bedroom has bluc-jsray wuudwork. Beside the Boston rocker is an isih century
Connecticut tilt-top table; at the foot of the bed is an 18th century Pembroke table.

beams and sills and massive upright
posts of the frame structure were
sound. They and all of the woodwork
were found to be heart pine — that
portion of the wood which is exceptionally durable and sturdy for structermites.tural purposes, and in\ulnerable to
Work slackened in 1952 to be resumed again in 19'i4 under the supervision of Walter Major and his fiance,
Meri Hodges. Edward Major relinquished his interests in the house to
them and they went at the job of restoring Belle Air with renewed xigor.

have
fortunate
r a man
Majors were
as contracto
fromto WilTHE
liamsburg who had worked for Colonial Williamsburg, Inc. Both he and his
men were familiar with the nonconformity of this type of construction
and work progressed more satisfactorily than before. Much skill was required in this final stage of the restoration — that of making the house
completely up to date underneath the
plaster and behind the kitchen and
bathroom doors.
Before the walls were sealed with
insulation and new plaster, the Williamsburg architects revisited Belle Air.
Through study of the revealed woodwork and structure they arrived at
approximate dates of the original
construction. It was through the conclusions of these architects that the
Majors realized the significance of the
house as an architectural monument.
The main section of the house was
built around 1670, possibly earlier,
definitely not later than 1690. This
portion of the house represents the
only 17th century frame house existing
in Virginia today which is known to
have retained its original interior and
structural woodwork. This rare early
American woodwork, hewn of heart
pine, consists of massive summer
beams through the center of the ceilings, expressed sills which form a
decorative but crude cornice, very
rare intermediate posts on either side
of the windows, corner posts, and the
staircase which is entirely original.
Another interesting aspect of the architecture isthat the north and south
walls of the house slope towards the
ceiling — a feature of many 17th century New England houses known to
have been built by shipwrights. Some
repair and general redecoration was
done on the interior and exterior of
Alumnae News

the house- circa 1750 and in the late
18th century an addition, corresponding very closely with the outside
appearance of the original house, was
made beyond the west chimney. In the
latter part ot the 19th century another
part was added beyond the back shed
on the north side — this addition now
contams modern kitchen and utility
rooms, maid's room and bath, and is
not open to the public. Photographs
were taken by C^olonial Williamsburg,
Inc., betore the final steps ot the restoration of the interior and exterior —
these are on display in the house.
Walter and Meri were married in
Decemb.-r of 1954 and rented a house
in C;harles City for two months while
Belle Air was made habitable. All
work was done by themselves now, on
a shoestring. One of the most difficult
(and most rewarding) tasks was the
removal of the many, many coats of
paint from the mantels and the staircase. They left the upstairs untouched
— out of sight, out of mind. With the
outside still unpainted, several shutters broken, and no planting done,
little thought was given to ever opening the house for tourists to \ iew. The
Majors wanted a home, not a museum,
where they could be comfortable, raise
little children, and entertain their
friends. The "don't touch" style of
living in other local "open" homes
did not appeal at all to Walt and Meri.
By now the interior of the house
was a conglomeration of tastes. There
were a few fine antiques which had
come down in the two families. Th:-re
were second-hand pieces needing to be
refinished, repaired, and reupholstered.
And there were blank spaces, including the three completely unfurnished
upstairs bedrooms. Although they
often yearned now to li\e in a threeroom apartment like most of their
friends, Walt and Meri realized what
they eventually wanted, but it would
take time, effort, and money.
These efforts slowed down some
when little Walter arrived in October,
l??"*. The next step was the transplanting ofabout twenty beautiful old
English boxwoods from the Major
homeplace in January, 1956, greatly
improving the outside appearance of
the house.

and Meri then decided to
WAIT
get the house into satisfactory
condition to open for Garden Week,
1957, and to keep it open through the
Spring 1958

Belle Air is belie^eu to he the oldest frame liouse still stjiiuiiii; iii Virginia

350th Anniversary Celebration of
Jamestown which would draw millions of tourists to Virginia. This
would be a test period during which
some tourists would be bound to happen upon Belle Air and the Majors
could see if they had something of
public interest. Projects on the outside were repainting the house white,
mending the shutters and painting
them black-green, scraping ths approach road (which at this point would
have frightened away all but the hardiest drivers), cleaning the five and one
half acres of ground around the house,
including some tree removal. While
Walt did all this, Meri was busy inside
painting and decorating: much time
was spent choosing materials suitable
to the period for making draperies and
upholstering. Meri felt like a real interior decorator as the rooms began to
be finished and to take on an attractixe
appearance. What furniture she was
not able to beg, borrow, or steal from
their families, she carefully selected
at anticjuc auctions and local shops.
Meri had become quite versed in the
subject by this time and found making
these purchases tremendous tun. More
than anything else, the acquisition of
the proper accessories in china, antique brass, copper, pewter, and
wrought iron helped to give the
needed touch.
The final w-eek before Garden Week
was frantic — painting the upstairs
bedrooms (in shades Meri mixed herself to get just the effect she wanted),

covering a sofa, hanging curtains,
making signs to put on the highway.
Meri wonders how little Walter survived this hectic period.
But the house opened for Garden
Week and has been open since.
Though not yet financially rewarding
it is a \ery personally rewarding venture. With future advertisements
they expect more people and more
money. They now have professional
signs on the highway, and proper
help to relieve Meri of the kitchen
and
duties during the
"open"household
hours.
The rooms open to the public in
Belle Air arc the front hall, library,
drawing room, dining room, and
master bedroom on the first floor, and
two bedrooms on the second floor.
Open in addition are a newly built
well house, the old carriage house,
the 18th century smoke house (complete with sides of bacon, cured hams,
and salted meat) and the old laundrycook-house (furnished with articles
used in it during the 18th and 19th
centuries.) More flowering shrubs,
boxwoods, and roses have been added
and plans are being made for a small
formal 18th century gardsn.
Meanwhile Walt continues his real
business of farming, but it is wonderful for them to have this side career
that they can work on together, especially one which allows Meri to stay
with her housekeeping and family
and which gives them both a greatly
(Continued on page 40)

This picture of the Library was taken in the twilight of a spring evening just as the peepers in the pool began their nightly serenade.

Through use of micro-film, pages of books
from all over the world may be studied.

Libraries Are Not Made,
They Grow
Phulographs by Gene Campbell

just inside the
shelf
THEoustopreadi
ON spaci
ng room of the
Mary Helen Cochran Library is the
."
Dictionary
"Cent
e One
wears
stillpedia
of thisandsetCyclo
Volumury
proudly its No. 1 signifying that it was
the first book entered in the accession
record of that small collection which
in 1906 comprised the library of Sweet
Briar College. Perhaps someday a stu-

dent may write a fanciful sketch
about what this Volume One has seen
since that time and now, when volume
91,4l6 has just been recorded. Now,
instead of being a small, though carefully selected, collection in one room,
the Sweet Briar library is a large, but
still carefully selected, collection which
is approaching the maximum capacity
of the beautiful building given to the
Aluinihte News

college in 1929 by Mr. Fergus Reid.
In October, 1937, Martha von Briesen, '31, wrote in the Alumnai;
News:
"When Sweet Briar opened its doors
to the handful of young women who
aspired to test its proffered courses
in learning, a room on the second floor
of Academic was designated as a
library. There, for four year.s, girls
who wore their hair in pompadour
style and were fashionably clad in
crisp shirtwaists and sweeping skirts,
bent over the tables, reading from the
small but practical collection of books
which made up the college library.
"Came 1910, and the number of
buildings in the college group was
increased by one which had a direct
bearing on the young life of the library. The new building was Manson,
which proxided the college with a
chapel. Theretofore, Room I Academic
had served as chapel and place of
general assembly. But when the girls
returned to Sweet Briar in Sejatember,
1910, they found that Room I Aca-

library. demic hat! been taken over by the

choosing those wiiich would be most
valuable to a small collection. Then

"In those cosy, if somewhat difficult
days, members of the faculty acted as
librarians, taking turns at checking
books in and out. An English-woman,
Miss Jessie Brown, came to Sweet
Briar as the first official librarian in
1915 . . .

there came a day when Room 1 Academic was no longer large enough to
till the needs of a library, and for the
second time, new (quarters had to be
found.

"Informality, which was the keynote
of the library in Room I Academic,
gave way somewhat to efficiency under
the capable hands of Miss Nan
Strudwick, who came from Raleigh in
1919 to take over the duties of librarian. She began the work of recataloguing the books according to the
Dewey system. At the end of the year
Miss Strudwick resigned and was
married, and Miss Elizabeth Steptoe
arrived as her successor . . .
"Meanwhile other changes were
taking place in the library. Slowly and
carefully the number of books was
being increased. Funds were far too
.scarce to permit the purchase of large
cjuantities of \olumes, but the early
guardians of the library succeeded in

Tfie spacious, well-lighted reading room can accommodate 108 students at one time.

"Almost on the site of the Mary
Helen Cochran Library of today stood
at that time a long, low frame buikling, painted dark green, which had
been erected in 1919 as a Y. W. C. A.

of
the summer
DURI
theNG
hut, which
had become
cial center for the students,
transformed into a library. Miss
Briesen continues:

1921
a sowas
\on

"Most certainly the little green library would be looked down upon by
today'shut."
students, accustomed as they
are to the beauty, space, and efficiency
of
building.
thinktheforpresent
a minute,
those ofBut
you don't
who
nexer knew it, that the little green
library lacked charm! Girls of other
days knew the pleasure of coming into
the room, in out of the cold or rain,
to "thaw out" before the crackling fire
on the wide hearth, to become lost in
the pages of a letter, a newspaper, a
book, or merely in thoughts inspired
by the warm, leaping flames. When no
fire was necessary, the mantel-piece and
the hearth were often adorned with
vases and jars of flowers, all adding to
the tone of intimacy which pre\ailed.
"Often this intimacy led to too much
sociability; studies were forsaken in
favor of more absorbing conversations.
But still, the reader had the advantage
of being close to the books. They were
all around her, merely waiting to be
picked
and read.
have
to
ask up
permission
to She
visit didn't
the stacks,
nor did she have to search very long
for the books she wanted.
"Members of the faculty enjoyed a
special privilege during the years of
the little green library. On Sundays
th key hung on a hook outside Miss
Dix's door, and whoever wanted it
could take it and claim possession of
the library. Sometimes, on Sunday
evenings, a number of students and
an invited member of the faculty would
gather there for readings. Especially
in winter, when the group could draw
its chairs close about the fire, was
this a popular diversion.
"But after a few years had passed,
the increasing number of books began
to overflow the stacks, and a larger
student body found the little green
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unbroken files of the most used and
worthwhile periodicals were achieved
after long and arduous work on the
piart of the library staff, tor Sweet
Briar was late in entering the chase
and periodical literature soon goes out
of print. Over 350 current periodicals
are subscribed to by the Library and
another hundred subscriptions are
given by friends.
The Library is well planned from
the point of view of student use, with
ample facilities and diversity of work
areas. There is the large, well-lighted
Mam Reading Room (the new lighting installed in 1951 is quite a feat of
engineermg when you consider the
height of the ceiling), the home-like
Browsing Room, the Periodicals Room,
the Study Gallery, the Art and Music
Rooms and the individual study rooms.
Students reading for honors can resetxe stack seats for their exclusive
use. By contrast, the work space for
the library staff is inadequate, and not
well planned.
A college library ought to function
informally. The aim should be to make
it easy for students to use, and shelves
should be inviting and accessible.
Since the beginning of the Library,
when it was housed in one room on
the second floor of Academic, the stacks
have been open to all the students.
The administration felt that any girl
mature enough and intelligent enough
to enter Sweet Briar College could be
trusted with the books, and this trust
has been vindicated. The policy of
Tabb Thornton, '59, daughter of Jane Riddle Thornton,

building too small for its demands.
The charms of the place were forgotten as both students and faculty
complained of the inadequate space,
the still-inadequate supply of books.
"When Mr. Fergus Reid, long a
loyal and generous member of the
Board of Directors of the college, announced in 1928 that h:- would give
Sweet Briar a library in memory of his
mother, great was the jubilation and
appreciation on the part of alumn.'.e,
students, faculty, and friends of the
college . . ."
Today the student at Sweet Briar
has easy access to oxer 90,000 volumes
of a well-rounded library planned
expressly for a small liberal arts college. Unusually strong is its collection
10

'27, consults the card catalogue.

in British history and in languages;
it also has fine quality in subjects of
special interest such as art. In fact
the holdings in most of the fields of
the liberal arts curriculum are very

giving students admittance to the
shelves is a part of their education. It
enables them to range freely among
the books, to sample generously, and

"The worth of a college library is
good.
measured in part by its periodical holdings, current volumes and bound past

to develop critical judgment. In addition students learn the technique of
using a library — for there is a technique in using it well — that will stand
them in good stead all their lives. The
reserve books also are on open shelves
in the main reading room, and the
honor system works very well with
regard to their use.

issues, treasured as reference sources,"
wrote Janet M. Agnew in 1944 when
she was the librarian. In 1929 the
periodical subscriptions in the Mary
Helen Cochran Library numbered only
1 1 ^ and there were few back files of
any periodicals. Today the library has
excellent files of periodicals, some of
them dating back solidly to the beginning of the 19th century. These

GLASS was
METAto improve
DENT
PRESI
ly seeking
and
constant
enlarge the Library and gave it long
and steady support. Mrs. Pannell has
followed this pattern and the budget
tor books and periodicals is substantial. The Library makes up a purchase
list twice a year from titles suggested
Aliniiiiiie News

The JiHiiM..[V "t tin- l.ihr.irv ni.ikt-s ,in effective frame for three stuilents.

Tyler Gemmell,
Librarian, and Lydia Newland, Assistant Librarian.
disdiss the biennial
list of requests from
tin- \.iric>us departments.
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by the various departments, who hold
biennial meetings to decide on their
recommendations. Thus the Library is
assured of the advice of specialists in
each field. At a time when there was
room and need for real expansion, a
big step forward was made possible
by the Carnegie grant of $28,000
spread over the years 1928-1932. The
Library was fortunate in having at
this time as its head Miss Doris A.
Lomer whose thorough appreciation
of good literature and whose understanding of the needs of a liberal
arts college were reflected in the growing book collection. At present the
fastest growth is taking place in the
field of social studies. Perhaps the
next field of concentration will be
science.
Over the years the Library has had
many friends whose gifts of books and
money have greatly strengthened its
collection. The Meredith Collection
given to the college by the late Elmer
Bailey, former professor of English at
Sweet Briar, is the most significant ot
the special collections. Many alumnae
have been faithful supporters. Singled
out for mention by the librarians is
Mary Clark Rogers, '13, whose lively
interest in the Mary Helen Cochran

Library
ades.

has

been

sustained

for

dec-

Her favorite subjects are political
.science and art and she is generous in
her gifts in these fields. Most of the
publications of the Museum of Modern
Art find their way to the Sweet Briar
library through Mrs. Rogers' membership in this institution. Rosanne Gilmore, '19, left her entire library to
the college when she died in 1956.
BLIT

a library is not simply a repository tor books; it serves a variety of needs. The Mary Helen Cochran Library offers the college community many services. Highly valued
by the faculty and used also by the
students is the Interlibrary Loan Service, the means of borrowing books
not owned by Sweet Briar from other
libraries. Since the Library, unlike
many college libraries, is open all summer, a faculty member can carry on
research all year round, securing
through the generous help of the Interlibrary Loan Service the books that
he lacks. Another prized service is the
list of new accessions which is mimically.
eographed and distributed periodThe vaulted corridor that runs the
length of the building is used jointly

The enjoyment of reading is enhanced by the peace and quiet of the Browsing Room.

A loan collection from the Smithsonian Institute on display in the Exhibition Corridoi.

with the Art Department as an exiiibit
hall. Every other exhibition is concerned directly with the book collection, and all exhibitions are related as
much as possible to the library books.
The Library, in planning the exhibitions, cooperates with all functions
and programs of the college. As an
example, during the recent Science
Symposium, the Library showed a
collection of photographs by Andreas
Feininger on The Aiiaioniy of Nature.
loaned by the Smithsonian Institute.
Backstage in any library are staff
members whose work makes possible
the services that meet the eye. Sweet
Briar is indeed fortunate in having a
devoted, intelligent and well trained
stafT of eight, headed by Tyler Gemmell. Librarian, and Lydia Newland,
Assistant Librarian, who effectively
bring the book and the reader together. At least one trained person is
always at the circulation desk, usually
assisted by one or more student helpers. The members of the staff are ever
ready to give individual help to the
neophyte in research or the student
looking for a particular bit of
information.
The student at Sweet Briar is fortunate indeed in her library. Seated in
the high-ceilinged main reading room
with its arched windows and portraits,
or closeted alone in a small study
room, she has the great books of the
world at her fingertips and a trained
staff to help her use them. She has the
opportunity of forming a real love for
good reading and for enlarging her
horizons almost without limits. And
this, in the last analysis, is what a
liberal education seeks to do.
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]\"l>cii I'roji'-SMir T/jyi/Zne. nnrlJreiiou'iieJ hnlorian. delivered ihe Phi
Belli Kappa Iccltire at Sweel Briar College 012 February 25, he ivas kind
enough In lei us read his leclure noles.
Prinled helow wilh his permission are
excerpis from his noles jnsi as he had
iheni for use on ihe leclure platform.

Professor Arnold Toynbee. author of "A Study of
History," was this year's Phi Beta Kappa speaker.

The Proper Study of Mankind Is Man
by Arnold J. Toynbee

TODAY, on both sides of the Iron
Curtain, young men and women
are being urged to go in for an education in science and technology. This
is splendid in itself, but it is not being
done for its own sake. Why is it being
done.'' Not because we arc enthusiastic
for science and technology for their
own sakes, but because of a failure in
human relations. A large part of the
world today is divided into two camps
that are arming against each other competitively. On both sides the motive
for directing young people into science
Spring 1958

and technology is to increase the military power of one of the two camps in
its competition with the other camp.
This competition, into the service
of which the Russians and we are directing our young people, has nothing
to be said in its fa\or. If it is not
brought to an end, it can lead to nothing except mutual destruction. We
have to bring it to an end — but this
is a human problem, not a technological one.
Today, for the first time, we do
have the power to destroy the human

race and to bring its history to an end.
We not only ha\c the power; we have
set our feet on the road towards this
end, and we are travelling along this
road at an accelerating pace. The present armaments race between two
colossal camps can end in nothing but
this, if the race is not stopped. And
we cannot stop the armaments race 13
by
technological skill or by scientific discovery. These can give us sensational
conquests over non-human nature.
They are entirely ineffective for solving the problems of human
nature.

And the problem of stopping the armaments race is a purely human
problem.
What is the crux of Man's human
problem? It is the human nature with
which he finds himself endowed. A
human being, like every other living
organism, is a part of the Universe,
and only a subordinate part. Yet his
nature — his constitution as a physical
organism and as a spiritual personality— impels every one of us to behave
as though he himself were the centre
of the Universe and as if the rest of
the Universe existed for his benefit.
Each of us is impelled by nature to
try to make the Universe centre around
himself. This is, of course, impossible.
It is a fantastically unattainable goal.
But, in pursuing this unattainable goal,
we can, and do, bring endless evil on
ourselves and on our fellow human
beings.

SELF-CENTREDNESS is much
more formidable when "I" masquerades as "we." One reason for this
is, of course, that Man is powerful
only in cooperative action. "We" includes "I" but masks it. Selfcentredness merely becomes more dangerous when we give in to it in the
name of US, not ME, because it
becomes more blind, more selfrighteous, and more powerful.
At the present moment, nearly half
the human race — and this by far the
most powerful half, since it includes
both the Russians and the Western
peoples — is divided into two hostile
camps. Each of these camps is selfrighteous. Each of these two camps is
more powerful, for purposes of destruction, than any human communities have ever been before. (Today,
for the first time in history, each of
these two camps has it in its power to
destroy the other camp, and to destroy
the uncommitted half of the human
race as well, not just once, but several
times over.)
Therefore, today, more than at any
time in the past, "the proper study of
mankind is man." To study ourselves
does not prevent us from also studying
non-human nature. But the study of
non-human nature cannot be a substitute for the study of man.
But all study remains fruitless unless itgoes into action; and action does
not follow from study automatically.
To act as we see that we ought to act
requires an immense and constant
effort. This is because of the human
14

nature with which we have been endowed. We have been created selfcentred. Our task is to make the Universe or God our centre instead of
ourselves.
'■■pO CLEANSE ourselves of selfX righteousness is a necessary first
step towards improving our relations
with our fellow human beings. We all
know this from our experience of our
personal relations with our neighbors.
One can never come to a genuine and
satisfactory agreement with a fellow
human being so long as one feels that
one is holier than he is, and so long
as one insists that the other man must
acknowledge our greater holiness as
a preliminary condition to our talking
business with him. It is not in human
nature lolii ill aril j to accept such an
insulting and humiliating condition.
The Russians are no more willing to
accept it than we are. And the arms
that we each possess have now reached
a degree of potency that makes it impossible for either of us to impose
conditions on the other. We can each
annihilate the other party in the same
flash in which he is annihilating us.
But, if there are no survivors, there
will be no conquerors and no conquered. The alternative to voluntary
agreement today is not the imposition
of terms by one party or the other.
It is the mutual annihilation of both
Therefore, as we do not mean to
parties.
commit race-suicide, we must try to
agree, and, in order to give ourselves
a chance of agreeing, we must approach each other on terms of equality. This does not mean that we each
have to close our eyes to the other
party's misdemeanours. It means that,
while we are aware of his misdemeanours, we must be conscious of our
own as well, and must realise that we
share the same common human
nature.

to make it possible for us to co-exist,
that will not mean that either side
will have to give up its own peculiar
ideology. What we shall have to renounce, on both sides, is any future
attempt to impose our own ideology
by force. This is no sacrifice. Force
can only kill people; it cannot compel
them to believe what they do not believe. Beliefs can be changed only by
persuasion.
... A very distinguished American, Mr. George Kennan, . . . warned
us against the dream that we might be
able to get a complete and permanent settlement between ourselves and
Russia — a settlement that would allow
us to sit back, to put international
affairs out of our minds, and to live
happily ever after. It is only in fairy
stories that people live happily ever
after they are married. No relations
between human beings, neither family
relations nor political relations, can be
left just to take care of themselves.
The price of good relations is constant
vigilance and constant effort. This is
bound to be so, because there cannot be good relations unless we keep
in check our self-centredness, both individual and collective; and the temptation to relapse into self-centredness
is assailing each and all of us all the
time.
While there is life there is bound
to be anxiety and effort. If we refuse
to make the effort that is perpetually
being demanded of human nature, the
penalty is death. If we make the effort,
our reward is that while there is life,
there is hope.
Do not let us be the fated generathat has
blotsalways,
out Man's
— a
hope tion
that
so far,hope
lighted
the human race's hard path since human beings first came into existence,
hundreds of thousands of years ago.
Our task in our time is to live as
good neighbours in spite of differences of ideology, religion, race.

We are also in the same boat. We
share the same danger — and this is
the greatest danger to which mankind
has ever been exposed yet. Both sides
are in danger of extinction, and both
have the same supreme common interest in not bringing extinction on
themselves. The Russians no more
want to get themselves extinguished
than we do. Surely we have here a
very solid common interest, which
ought to provide a basis for genuine
agreement.
If we do achieve enough agreement

of
in our
WE in differ
ideals,
andways
our ideas
life and
SINCE
we shall, no doubt, go on trying to
convert each other. In itself, this is a
good thing. It is an indication that we
feel that we are our brother's keeper.
But it is good only so long as we do
our missionary work solely by persuasion, and not by force; with humility,
not with a sense of superiority and
self -righteousness; valuing our neighbours' way of life, as well as our
own, as part of the common treasure
of (he whole human family.
Alumnae News

The
Memorial Chapel
Fund
Dear Alumnae:
Those of you who have supported
the Memorial Chapel Fund will be
eager to hear of the fund's progress.
We hope that those of you \\ho ha\e
not as yet sent in memorial gifts will
feel inspired to do so when you read
this report.
The following is an analysis of the
Chapel Fund:
I. Early Gifts (including interest)
prior to 1952.
.$ 3,260
II. Half Century
Campaign
5,241
III. Gifts from 3-9-57
(date
to
dateof "Choir Letter")
Total

8,814
$17,315

This includes 146 individual gifts
from 126 donors (several contributors have given more than once).
Eighteen of these gifts have come
from Sweet Briar residents. These
classes have gi\en the
ber of gifts:
Acad, in
1927
1910 8
1928
1911 I
1929
1913 2
1930
1914 1
1932
19n 2
1933
1917 2
19.34
1919 1
igS")
1921
1922
1923
1924
1925
1926

2
1
4
2
3
1

1936
1937
1938
1939
1940
1941

following num6
1
1
1
1
2
2
3

1
1
2
5
3
1

1942
3
1943
1
1944
3
1945 1
1946 1
1948 2
1949 2
1950 2
1952
1953
1954
1955
1956
1958

1
2
1
1
4
3

A list (still incomplete) of alumnae members of the Chapel Committee appears below. If your name is
not included on the list and you are
interested in working for the Sweet
Briar Memorial Chapel, please send
me your names. Your assistance will
not only be welcome, but is greatly
needed.
Respectfully submitted,
Gertrudh D. Massie, '22
Chairman
PeK^y Chisholm Boxley, '51
Bunny Barnett Brown, '49
Eva Horner Butterivorth. '13
Ellen Neuell Bryan. '26
Elizabeth MjjfieU Chapman, '34
Sue Jelley Dunbar, '28
Kitchie Ri>seberry Ewald, '52
Florence
Freeman Fowler, '19
Vice-Chairman
Ruth Taylor Franklin, '25
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and what recent progress has been
made. Others have requested that a

Sarah Belk Gambrell, '39
Adelaide Bnze Glascock, '40
Betsy Durham Goodhue, '39
Harnio Taylor Hisginbotham, '23
Lee A\onlag,iie Joachim, '39
Marf;aret Thomas Kruesi, '12
Florence W'eslgale Kraffert, '24
Emmv Riley Lemaire, '30
Sarah P. McHenry, '28
MarKaretta Carper McLeod, '22
Doris Of,den Mount, '42
Florence Bndine Mountcastle, '24
Gertrude Prior, '29
Carrie Sharpe Sanders, '19
Ann Orr Savage, '48
Ann Sheffield. '54
Bonnie \\"(/od Stookey, '34
Ruth Lourance Street, '27
Grace Merrick Twohy. '24
Rhoda Allen Worden, '21
Marian Swannell WriBht, '24

"fuller explanation" be added. It is:
■We are still short of the original
$2,500,000 goal, and the goal itself
has increased by approximately one
million dollars. Two reasons for this
increase: S400,000 has been added for
a Memorial Chapel (not counted in
the original estimates); and construction costs are far higher now than
they were estimated to be in 1952. For
example, the dormitory housing 80
girls cost $104,300 more than the
originally planned building for 50
girls; the $2 50,000 estimate for the
science building is now $750,000.
Included in the endowment total are

Latest Box Score

the $361,500 grant from the Ford
Foundation for faculty salary endowment, $117,700 for the RockefellerGuion Professorship of Chemistry,

Three months ago a Bulletin was
sent to all alumnae, parents, and
friends of Sweet Briar, announcing the
completion of the Rollins Fund and
the decision by the Board ot Overseers
to proceed next with plans for the
Auditorium-Fine Arts Center. This
B/iileli>2 contained a concise financial

$53,000 for the Whitney Professorship of Physics, the recently completed
$150,000 Rollins Professorship fund,
and other gifts designated for various
endowment purposes, which bring
that total to $910,542.
Since December 1, $95,183 has been
added to the total of gifts and pledges
— not counting gifts to the Alumnae
Fund designated for buildings or endowment, which will be added to
these accounts in June.

statement on the college's Development program, on December 1, 1957.
Several alumnae have suggested
that this financial "box score" be republished atintervals so that everyone
may see at a glance where we stand

SWEET

BRIAR COLLEGE

DEVELOPMENT

As OF March
Buildings & Endowment
Objecti\es
William Bland Dew
Dormitory (completed)
Auditorium-Fine
Arts Center
Science Building
Memorial Chapel

Estimated
Minimum Goal
$

404,300
750,000

Endowment
Unrestricted
TOTAL

1, 195 8
Gifts & Pledges
$

Still Needed

194,300
543,590
111,033

$

210,000'
206,410
638,967

750,000
400,000

PROGRAM

17,315

382,685

860,542

1,250,000=
$3,554,300

498,682
$2,225,462

389,458=
$1,328,838

'Loan being amortized from dormitory income.
-The college's long-range endowment goal is $10,000 per student, or $5,000,000.
15
Sweet Briar's total endowment — $2,151,952 as of March 1, 1958, is more than
double what it was before the Half-Century campaign, but less than half what,
it ought to be for a college of 500 students.

CONNIE

M. GUION

Physician

Extraordinary

by Martha

THE name of Dr. Connie Guion,
already familiar to us in many
contexts, will shortly be viewed by
New Yorkers from a new and different angle. The Board of Governors
of New York Hospital has recently
announced that inscribed on its new
building for out-patients will be the
words, "The Dr. Connie Guion Building." Since 1932 Dr. Connie has
served the hospital, notably as chief of
its general medical clinic and at present as the only doctor on its Board of
Governors. This means of honoring
her surprises no one and pleases
everyone.
Honorary degrees and citations from
many sources have been converging in
recent years on Dr. Connie, who is
also emeritus professor of clinical
medicine in the Medical College of
Cornell University, chairman of Sweet
Briar's development committee, and a
series of other things which may be
subsumed under the heading,
Physician Extraordinary.
What happens to a little girl born
on a plantation near Lincolnton, North
Carolina, to bring her to this position
in life.' Books, singly and in sets, are
written to answer this sort of question
and a short article can obviously only
suggest outstanding influences. How16

Lou Stohlman,

e\er. Dr. Connie's own discriminating
mind has been brought to bear on the
problems which faced Ruth W. Smith,
her biographer in a recent issue of the
Welledey Ahimiicie Magazine. Miss
Smith has generously permitted us to
draw freely on her material.
In 1871 Connie Guion's parents
took their daughters to live on the family plantation. Here Connie, the ninth
of twelve children, was born. Mrs.
Guion shouldered a large share of the
responsibility of running the plantation
because her husband was often gone,
fulfilling his duties as superintendent
of a railway. But the twelve children
who eventually made up the Guion
family had, of necessity, to be converted soon from helpless little timeconsumers for their mother into helpful little farmers and housekeepers,
plus a variety of other professions.
This plantation life furnished Connie
with a diversity of facts, attitudes,
aptitudes and ambitions, sometimes
odd ones indeed but none that went
unused.
Crucial
turned on
to climb a
and enter

points in her career have
the ability to bake a cake,
ladder in ankle-length skirts
a window, to saw off desk

legs, and to raise 'possums. Along
with these specific accomplishments

'34

for meeting life's various demands, an
attitude of initiative, ingenuity and
responsibility was fostered on the
Guion plantation. Many things had to
be done, to be done every day, and if
something loomed to make them hard
to do — they had to be done anyway.
This is excellent training for the
young. Who of us works his utmost
without pressure?

also
on they Catawba
big destate
THEfurnishe
directed moa definitel
tive to the small Connie. From this
plantation her grandfather and five of
his eleven brothers had gone off to
medical school in Lexington, Kentucky.
They subsequently practiced medicine
formally while their mother practiced
it informally, but almost as extensively,
when she covered the plantation on
horseback ministering to sick slaves.
Family stories of these earlier generations planted in the child the notion of
becoming a doctor. And there was an
added embellishment: a visual picture
of Dr. C. Guion calling on her patients
in a carriage drawn by a pair of zebras,
harnessed tandem fashion. (This
stemmed from a banner day in her
eighth year when an animal-loving
little girl headed a circus parade on
an actual zebra.)
The career of this good friend of
Aliinniae News

Sweet Briar has been methodical, productive e\cry inch o( the way, with no
lost motion, yet tiic zebra element is
ever discernible. Nothing is stodgy,
nothing unimaginative in the way she
does things. Presiding over a meeting,
she attends to business but carries her
listeners along with relevant witticisms
and sometimes with images as ridiculous and gay as the tandem zebras. Her
manner is a blend of animation and
leisure, guided by an organizing intelligence which readily communicates
its lively interests and deep-telt values
to others.
It is hard to realize that in 1892
Connie Guion was nine years old and
could neither read nor write. But she
wanted to, and there was someone to
help her. An older sister working in
the post office at Charlotte, North
Carolina, brought Connie in to town
to live with her, and saw her through
grade school there.
The next step, Wellesiey, was not
possible without further preparation
which Connie chose to obtain at Northheld Seminary in Massachusetts. Entrance examinations for Northheld

were given after the students arrived,
and in the year 1900 an aspiring medical student flatly failed them all. She
was called in for a very special talk
with the principal, who gently presented her with a schedule designed
to round out her rather extensive
needs in grammar, geography and
other elementary subjects. Connie, now^
seventeen, firmly protested the proposition: "Oh, no. Miss Hall. I never
expect to study these things agitiii. I've
already forgotten them once."
This novel viewpoint sufficed to
throw the principal off balance and by
the end of the interview Connie's
schedule, which she had carefully
worked out to prepare her for entrance
in two years into Wellesiey, w^as accepted, tentatively. In six weeks, with
"the sympathetic guidance of all my
teachers," as she gratefully acknowledges, she was passing everything and
before the year was out she was
actively enjoying Caesar.
At "Wellesiey she earned her board
by baking six cakes every morning
before breakfast and quickly frosting
them before her first class. Her good

sister in Charlotte sent a dollar a
month which she always changed into
dimes and "put one away for an
emergency." She avers that in college she was neither smart nor a grind
but some courses she found to be of
absorbing interest and they stood her
in good stead when she reached medical school. Foremost among these were
Anatomy of the Cat and Embryology
of the Chick.

s senior
Connie'chemist
THEthe spring
IN year
ry
head ofofVassar's
department went to Wellesiey seeking an assistant from among those
soon to be graduated. The first candidate he talked with was prevented by
a locked door from showing him
Wellesley's chemistry laboratory but
when he asked Connie for a tour of
the lab she secured a ladder, used it
to enter a window, and opened the
front door to him. This won for her
the job as well as a compliment fifty
years later from Edward Weeks, editor of The Atlantic Monthly. Speaking
at the inauguration of Wellesley's
President Clapp, he recalled this incident and truly observed that Dr. Con-

Teaching and practicing have made up the professional life of Dr. Connie who is Chief of the general medical clinic of New York Hospital.

Dr. Connie's interest in students,
medical and otherwise, has moved her
to give generously both in money and
services as an administrator to special
funds aiding medical students, to
A. A. U. W. fellowships and international grants, to the National Health
and Safety Council of the Girl Scouts
and, since 1953, she has headed the
all-important development committee
of the Board of Overseers of Sweet
Briar.

Miss

Guion

directs

the

May

Day

nie had never stopped opening windows both for herself and for others.
After t^'O years at Vassar she came
to Sweet Briar. The story has been set
down elsewhere of some of the things
that filled her waking hours — from 7
a. m. until midnight — here. Besides
teaching her classes with verve and
care, doing each experiment by herself before assigning it to students,
Miss Guion remodeled the chemistry
laboratory. Her method was typical:
hard work of her own drew into the
project others whose help was essential To begin with the desk was much
too high for students to work comfortably so she borrowed a saw and
began cutting it down. In those days
the power plant was shut at 10 o'clock
so it was by the light of a kerosene
lamp that she finished her second day
of sawing, along towards midnight,
and was struggling to set the desk
upright when Miss Benedict and
Mr. Heald, a member of the board,
appeared in the doorway. Mr. Heald
had thought it impossible for the
board to invest more money in a relatively new chemistry laboratory but
Miss Guion won him to her viev\'point
by demonstrating that she herself believed in it sufficiently to exert herself
thus strenuously.
And besides founding the bookshop
and igniting an interest in dramatics
that flamed into two rival theatrical
clubs. Miss Guion conducted her own
research on some possums for the
master's degree in biological chemistry
18
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that she worked on at Cornell during
the summers. One of the most picturesque snapshots extant of her shows
her grasping the tails of her beasts
while they exercised on campus.
Sweet Briar profited from five years
of this chemistry professor's inspiration beforetoshe
savedmedical
enoughschool.
i^rom
her salary
go had
on into
Sweet Briar friends beamed in vicarious pride when, in 1917, Dr. Connie
was graduated from the Medical College of Cornell University with a first
prize in general efficiency, a second
prize in otology, and a two-year appointment as House Officer in Medicine at Bellevue Hospital. She was 37
years old when her interneship was
finished and life as a doctor with private practice began. The girls with
whom she shared an apartment shared
also her eagerness to succeed and they
did all they could to draw new patients
to her. These friends, together with
two of her former medical professors
with whom she had an office, helped
her to start a practice which continues
to this day to grow actively.

One of Dr. Connie's special talents
is to magnetize people whom she
knows in one connection into helping
her — and willingly — with her efforts
in another direction. For example,
some of her generous patients in New
York, Mr. and Mrs. John Hay Whitney and five members of the Rockefeller family, wishing to honor Dr.
Connie, gave her a most pleasant surprise by endowing in her honor
professorships at Sweet Briar in physics and chemistry. Dr. Connie
promptly and characteristically arranged to have these gifts named after
their donors rather than after herself.
It is not a physician who is merely
learned who prompts such responses
in others. Together with the comfort
and assurance which, indeed, knowledge can of itself often give, it is
obvious that Dr. Connie gives much
more. One of her friends has fittingly
;pressed it thus: "The sick are never
'diseases' to Connie but individuals
who come seeking her help . . . Patients
sense her deep interest in their welfare
and her determination to help them
solve their problems. To the chronically sick and the hopelessly ill she brings
an abiding strength that bolsters their
courage
gives them
Is thereand
anything
beyondconfidence."
this which
a doctor wishes to achieve.' Is there
more that one human being can do for
another ?

has never alienated
CINE
MEDI
Connie from education. Two
Dr.
years after opening her own office she
began to teach again, this time as an
instructor in her former medical college and after ten years, as assistant
professor and chief of its medical clinic.
Later she became a full professor and
continued as chief after her clinic
merged with New York Hospital in
1932.

Dr. Connie exercises iier 'possums
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From A to Z
by Princi: Trimmer, '56
aT 5:45 p.m. on February -4th,
XX Sweet Briar's Garden Cottage
underwent a metamorphosis, changing
from a normal American home into
a haven for the travel-weary members
of the Alumnae Association's Executive Board. Like a magnet. Sweet Briar
had lured them all back a day early;
and, whether that first free evening
was spent in intra-alumnae gossiping
or in faculty visiting, the general consensus was that it was nice to be back.
By 9:45 the following morning
sixteen heads were bent in concentrated effort as the initial session of
the Executive Board meeting got
underway. It was interesting to learn
of the various clubs' activities since
October, of the 42 highly successful
Sweet Briar Day celebrations, and of
the equally successful alumnae efforts
in completing the Rollins Fund. It
was exciting to hear a first-hand report from Nan Powell Hodges, '10,
of the Board of Overseers' decision to
proceed with the building ol the
Auditorium-Fine Arts Center and of
its confidence in the alumnae's backing of this project with the same
fervor exhibited in the Rollins Fund
Campaign.
Nancy Doud Burton, '46, Alumnae
Fund Chairman, reported that the
total of alumnae contributors lagged
443 behind 1957's figures for the
same month, but this was explained
by the fact that last year's general
fund appeal went out in October,
whereas this year it went out in February. She then said that this year
alumnae contributions to the newlyestablished Sweet Briar Fund (channeled through the Development and
Alumnae Offices) totaled S57,918.13
contrasted with $18,701.66 as of
February, 1957. The Ways and Means
Committee reported a profit of
$671.70 from the sale of the Sweet
Briar Boxes, out of its total of
$1,495.47.
The range of discussion ran the
gamut from The History of Sweel
Brhir College (only 340 copies left —
get yours now!) to the portrait of
Mrs. Pannell (completed and ready
for its June presentation), from nominations of the 1959-60 Executive
Board to plans for Reunion, '58
(which sound out-of-this-world —
start making arrangements to come!),
and from the problem of music at
Spring 1958

academic functions to the goals lor
next year's Alumnae Association, the
question of creating a tenth region
which would include the Far West
and Hawaii, and the theme of October's Alumnae Council
Meeting.
If the range of discussion within
the meetings ran the gamut from A to
Z, so likewise did the range of activities for the Executive Board members
outside the Eugenia Burnett Room.
Wednesday afternoon they were privileged to sit in on a meeting of the
Development Council, organized in
1956 to aid the Development Committee in strengthening the aims of
the College and to assist in providing
the best liberal arts college possible.
Here the lively discussion, centered
around the importance of faculty
salaries, was summarized expertly by
one individual who said, "The faculty
is more important than dii) building."
"Tea, " brewed to an alumna's
taste, was served in Garden Cottage
prior Refectory.
to WednesdayAfterwards,
night's dinner
in
the
Sweet
Briar House was the scene of coffee
and a sneak preview of Louise Alton's
lovely portrait of Mrs. Pannell before
a Fund Committee Meeting and a
Vocational Guidance Panel on Teaching claimed part of the group.
Tea, brewed to the students' requirement, was in order Thursday
afternoon when, following the last
business session, the Executive Board
entertained the Class of 1958 with
both food for growth and food for
thought on the Alumnae Association.
By supper time Thursday over half
of the Executive Board had been
packaged aboard buses or trains or
into their own automobiles. By Friday morning Garden Cottage became
once again the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Ernest Wood, Jr., and family, not
Grand Central Station. For those who
had turned it into the latter, however,
their two days at Sweet Briar had been
a period ot renewal and of real
accomplishment.

Martha Stohlman
Is Renominated
The Executive Board of the Alumnae Council submits the name of
Martha
Lou Lemmoii
to
the members
of the Stohlman,
association'34,
as
candidate for election to the Board of
Overseers of Sweet Briar College.
Mrs. Stohlman
was elected by the

association as its nominee in 1957 but
was unable to serve on the Board of
Overseers because she became a member of the Sweet Briar faculty for the
The1957-58.
choice and election of alumnae
year
candidates for the Board of Overseers
are provided for in the by-laws of the
Sweet Briar Alumnae Association.
Names may be added to the ballot
according to Article VII, Section 2e, of
the by-laws of the Swxet Briar
Alumnae A.ssociation.

Slate 1958-60
The members of the nominating
committee under the chairmanship of
Anne Morr'non Reams, '42, held a
series of meetings in Lynchburg to
select nominees for the 1958-60
Executive Board of the Alumnae
Council. It is with a feeling of pride
that the committee submits the following slate of able and qualified
alumnae. "In accordance with Article
VII of the by-laws to the constitution
of the Alumnae Association, other
names for nominees for the offices
and the board may be added to the
ballot if sent to the executive secretarytreasurer accompanied by fifteen signatures of members of the association
and the written consent of the nominees within two weeks after the slate
is published."
Election
will be
by
ballot
which will
be mailed
to all
active members of the association.
President:
Gladys Wester Horton, '30
First Vice-President:
Phoebe Roue Peters, '31
Second Vice-President:
Dorothy
Woods, '58
Fund
Chairman:
Nancy Doud
Burton, '46
Nominating
Chairman:
Frances Cone
Kirkpatrick,
Rix.ioNAL
Chairman:

'50

I. Cynthia Abbott Botsford, '42
II. Norvell Royer Orgain, '30
III. Frances Cordes Hoffman. '38
IV. Juliet Hallibiirlo)! Burnett, '35
V. Mary Clcirk Rogers, '13
VI. Preston Hodges Hill, '49
VII. Ellen Neii'ell Bryan, '26
VIII. Mary Lee McGinnis, '54
IX. Flora Cameron Kampmann, '46
X. Elizabeth
i1fj(0//^ew Nelson, '25
Membhrs
at LargIT:
19
Dorothy Keller Iliff, '26
Beatrice Dingwell Loos, '46
Blair Bunting Both, '40
Barbara Lasier Edgerley. '51
Eleanor Bosivorth Shannon, '47

GLASS NOTES
1913
Pieiidenl: Elizabeth Franke (Mrs. Kent
Balls), 1988 Thousand Oaks Blvd., Berkeley 7, Calif.
Secretary: Mary Pinkerton (Mrs. Janies
Kerr), '>^6'SA Carnarvon Drive, Norfolk
2, Va.
Fund Agent: Mary Clark (Mrs. Clarence
Rogers), 205 Beverley Rd., N. E., Atlanta,
Ga.
A Christmas card to Sue Slaughter from
Bessie Pranke Balls, writing on shipboard,
says it was a wonderful trip, including Japan, Hong Kong, and Taiwan. Now that
she is back in this counrty again, let's
begin planning for our 45th reunion this
June.
Lucile Marshall Boethelt and her husband spend the winters m Florida. Their
address is P. O. Box 1504, Orlando, Fla.
In the summer, they rent an apartment in
Cleveland, to be near a daughter and
grandchildren. The Cleveland address I
have is 2840 South Moreland Blvd.,
Cleveland 20, Ohio.
Ruth Drew
latestN. address
is 144
Montford
Ave.,Knight's
Asheville,
C.
One of the nicest things about the Sweet
Briar luncheon here on December 28th was
the
of Margarethe
seenpresence
her since
June, 1913.Ribble.
She isI hadn't
living
in Williamsburg,
and hasclinic.
some Her
private patients and 'Va.,
a weekly
address is 520 Jamestown Road, 'WilliamsShe cameto Nan,
with the
Nanfollowing
Poutll
Hodges.burg,In'Va. addition
members of 1910 were at the luncheon:
Louise Hooper Ewell, Annie Cumiiuck
Miller, Frances Miirrell Rickards, and
Marjorie Cot/per Prince.
One of the most enjoyable parts of the
luncheon is the report by a present-day
student. It was given by Maud Winborne
Leigh, a Norfolk student, the holder of
the Mary K. Benedict scholarship and the
daughter of Maud Winborne, '35.
In January we had the pleasure of hearing Mrs. Pannell, who was the principal
speaker at the annual dinner of the
'^■. W. C. A. It was a thoughtful speech.
It contained faith and hope-faith in the
possibility of spiritual growth, hope for
its world-wide spread and belief in possible perfectibility as it is explained in the
New Testament and in the writings of tlie
philosophers. Mrs. Pannell named as one
of her favorites, John Stuart Mill.
Mrs. Pannell was introduced by Alma
Booth Taylor, We were proud of Alma's
well-worded speech and gracious manner.
After the dinner the Sweet Briar alumnae
went to the home of Dr. and Mrs. Southgate Leigh to meet Mrs. Pannell and some
Norfolk guests.
Mary CLiri' Rogers will give you more
details, but I'd like to call attention to the
Sweet Briar letter, announcing the challenge by ten Sweet Briar alumnae. It tells
of the success of a similar plan at Converse
College last year. My husband taught
French and Spanish at Converse from 1921
20

3n iMemortaui
Acad. Grace L. Martin,
Acad. Mary
1957
1918

W^/lmer

1957
Pierson,

Oct.,

Ellen Oire/i Muir, 1957

1922 Edith Bodley Stites, April, 1957
1922 Morrell
}o>!es Gibson,
Dec,
1956
1935 Jeanne Haniian
Melzer, Aug.,
1957
1935 Jean
1957

Besselieire

Boley,

Oct.,

1935 Evelyn Morris Blair, Nov., 1957
1940 Elizabeth
Lee
Kopper,
Dec,
1957
1948 Margaret Miltvee Carlton, Dec,
1957
1953 Rosemary Creasey, Fall,
1956 Anne Eleanor Russell

1957

until his death in 1935. Remember

the

plan doesn'ttributions.call
larger indi\idual
Itis toforincrease
the numberconof
donors by 10 per cent by June, 1958.
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Dear Class:
It has been years, I think, since we have
had any class notes in the Alumnae News.
As far as I know, there is no one whose
business it is to get them in, so I am sticking my neck out and sending a few items
to the Alumnae Office, partly at the urging
of Rachel Forbitsh Wood and partly because I want to mention the death in
August of Constance Russell Chamberlain,
"our dear, funny Connie" in Rachel's words.
I know you all remember her and her
wonderful sense of humor. Connie was a
source of never-ending pleasure and amusement during our years together at Sweet
Briar, and even now when any two of us
get together we reminisce about the funny
things she said and did. She came back
for our tenth and our twentieth reunion
at Sweet Briar. Her daughter, Betsy, graduated in 1942, and during Betsy's time at
the College Connie turned up every now
and then, always humorous and charming.
When Rachel and I were trying so hard —
and so unsuccessfully — to get all of you to
come back for our reunion last year, we
both had letters from her. but she did not
come, and now we regret more than ever
that we did not have that chance to be with
her again for a little while. The class of
191Ci sends very sincere sympathy and
condolences to her family.
Speaking of our reunion — which is now
old stuff but still unreported — I grieve to
say that only Rachel. Antoinette Camp Hagood and I were there. I hope that makes
all the rest of you feel remorseful. In spite

of our slim numbers, however, we had a
lot of fun, feeling only slightly as if we had
come out of Noah's Ark. There were
enough of our contemporaries to keep us
company — some even older than we, believe it or not — and one of the nice things
about going back is how delighted you are
to see anybody you used to know and how
chummy you feel with people you knew
only slightly when you were a student.
At that time I got letters from several
members of the class which contained a
few items of information, chiefiv the reasons
they couldn't come to reunion. Mary Pennypacker
Davis
it because
her wrote
husbandthathadshejustcouldn't
retired make
from
the mastership of The Hill School and
they moved from Pottstown into the country
near Phoenixville, Pa., where they were
living "in a sweet, tiny, very old house on
one acre through which runs a lovely little
stream," and she was deeply involved in
getting things done and getting settled.
Edna R'.ee Brown's husband has also retired Jnd they are now living in Verona,
Pa. Louise Bennett Lord, who still lives in
Englewood, N. J., wrote first that she was
coming, to our joy, and then had to call it
off at the last minute because of the sudden
illness of her husband. Rebecca Stout
Hoover also wrote that she could not get
there because Jack, her husband, had been
verv ill, and though he was recovering
nicely
couldn't
him.sheFelicia
Patton she
firststill
wrote
that leave
though
was
leaving for a trip to Mexico she would be
back in time to get to Sweet Briar for the
reunion, but in the end she failed to make
it. Ellen Howison Christian said she would
drive over from her home in Deerfield, Va.,
and spend one day with us but she too
went back on us because of last-minute
complications. Maria Neville Brown, who
lives in Waco, Texas, wrote a nice letter
saying how sorry she was not to be there.
Grace Minor wrote that she would like
nothing better but could not possibly come
because she is in the Psychological Services
Department of the Kansas City Schools
and our reunion coincided with the closing
of the schools there and a very busy time
for her. So you see how it was.
My only current piece of news, and that
is not very current now, is that Rachel and
I went on a trip to Mexico last summer
and had a wonderful time. We flew to
Mexico City with a friend of ours from
Washington and spent the first ten days
there, being conducted on one and two day
trips round about by the Wells Fargo
people. Then we rented a car and the three
of us started out to Mexico on our own.
Rachel was the only one who had a glimmering of Spanish, and though she knew
enough to ask directions, she did not know
enough to understand the answers when
she got them, so a good part of the time
we iiad to fall back on the sign language.
We managed all right, however, and enjoyed it thoroughly. Rachel's son. Jay
Wood, was studying Spanish at Guanajuato L'niversity last summer, and we
picked him up for a week end trip to
A!/tm)icte News

Guadalajara and Lake Cliapala. We ended
the trip with a week at a charming place
in Oaaxaca and a final three days in Mexico
Citj^. and then flew back to the LI. S. A.,
Rachel to New York to e.o on to her summer home in Vermont, and me to Washington and then back to Charlottesville.
This is a very poor gathering of class
news, but I hope it will spur all of you to
do something about it in the future.
Margaret Banister
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Presiiltnl:
Gardner),
St'crehiry:
Asaph B.
N. Y.

Cornelia Carroll (Mrs. K. N,
Yorktown, Va.
Elizabeth
Lowman
(Mrs.
Hall), 866 Euclid Ave., Elmira,

Fund Ae.e!il: Vivienne

Barkalow

Stanley
'k.
Hornbeck),
Ave., Washington
8, D. C. 2139

(Mrs.

Wyoming

I return to duty as class secretary only
because Cornelia's other noiriinations did
not accept. I hope the cards and notes I
shall be sending will be answered with
enthusiasm.
I stressed our approaching 40th reunion
in the notes I have sent so far and am
happy to say several are planning to return. Esther Turk Hemmings wrote from
the 5. S. Br/fiinii/c as she returned from
England. Perhaps the tune the ship orchestra was playing influenced her to say she
hoped to be on hand. She said it made her
think of Sweet Briar and she finally realized
it was the "Artillery Song" "our cracked
voices" bring forth at reunions.
In her answer to my note, Mary Reed
also expressed her hope of being back,
reminding me that she was the only one
there for our 35th, something she does not
wish for this time. Mary visited Elanette
Sullill Marks at her summer home in
Michigan this summer. They had much
talk! She was planning on Elanette's
visiting her this year, either before or after
being at Sweet Briar. However, Elanette,
in her note to nie, was not sure. She plans
to be married this spring. She did not say
whether she met him out in Arizcna or
in the Illinois-Michigan area.
Eleanor Smith Walters and her husband
have been contending with operations and
illnesses, but this year the prospects for
enjoying life in Ocean Grove are brighter.
They live with a view of the ocean just
down the street, so friends and neighbors
stop to visit whenever they are enjoying
their porch and view.
Catherine Al.inh.ill Shuler's usual Christmas card brought news of what she calls
her "lazy life." A grandmother with several
grandchildren, she enjoys being free of the
various activities which busy us in our
years after college. She says her daughters
now struggle with all that. Katie and her
husband take pleasant trips, vacationing
here and there, so she is not yet sure
whether she can be on hand in June.
Louise C.iw McGuire wrote a few lines
on her card, promising more later, for
which I am still waiting. She has been
more in Colorado and California than
Ohio, visiting her family no doubt.
Cornelia C.iirol! Gardner had the happy
experience of being a hostess at Williamsburg when Queen Elizabeth II was there
last summer. Wouldn't you love to have
Cornelia give the tour talk as she led you
about? I am sure she looks authentic in
Spring
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the costumes and that drawl would add
much. She was anticipating a visit by her
daughter and three grandchildren, ages
6-4-2 years. They were coming from Norof Yorktown"!
"Battle
to end this, the mail
about
was the
As folkIto see
brought me a letter from Mary Whitehead.
She, too, is planning to come back to the
reunion. It's "her land" she is returning
to, she says. Mary is alone now and, like
you and me, is glad to have mail.
As for my own doings, I am busy with
part-time jobs. I am part-time bookkeeper for my husband's business; part-time
baby-sitter with a small grandniece and
nephew, who seem to consider me their
special property; part-time supervisor of
care, in a nursing home, of an elderly aunt,
96 years old; and as a result of the aforementioned duties, a part-time housewife.
For fun, I play bridge, both singly and as
a couple with my husband. We enjoy the
entertainment ofiered in Elmira, and since
we both like sports we drive about the
countryside to football, basketball, icecan't
games.
such now
hockey
be
away and
long other
at a time
but We
we enjoy
many short jaunts. We've visited Eleanor
S/iii/h Waters, and other friends and
family have been bothered with our comings and goings. I always manage a visit
with Dorothy Harrison when she comes
north from Palm Beach each summer. Such
short trips keep me satisfied until such a
time as we can start running about the
world too.
I hope the notes I have written will
bring some answers before the next deadline. Istill have more to write so you will
hear if you have not yet been reached. If
any of you would like to read the "Sweet
Briar Story," I shall be happy to send my
copy to you. It will make you want to go
back in June.

1923

Secrelary: Marie
S. Klooz,
3026
St., N. W., Washington 8, D. C.

Porter

Fund /!,??«/.• Jane GuiGNARD (Mrs. George
Curry),
1501
Beltline
Blvd.,
Columbia,
S. C.
Changes of Address: DoRRiss Nobles
(Mrs. Gerald Blackburn) is now at 1620
LaSalle. Amarillo, Texas. Elizabeth Mason (Mrs. Stanley H. Richards) is at
Church Hill, River St., Norwell, Mass.
Helen Cannon (Mrs. Thayer T. Hills)
can be reached through Box 368, San Juan
Capistrano, Calif. Muriel Milligan (Mrs.
John H. Hoeven) is at I4l6 N. Jay Street,
Aberdeen, S. D. Frances Sleeper (Mrs.
Thomas F. Stone) is now at 2211 Sander
Ave., Waco. Texas. Lydia Purcell (Mrs.
Frederick P. \<'ilmer) can be

reached

through
Dixie
P. O.,
Mathews
'Va.
The
rest of
you have
neglected
me, Co.,
so there
is little to report this time.
Nancy Foster Allen writes: '"We had a
big day here yesterday. The North Park
Avenue Civic Association had a block improvement session. No parking was aIlo\\"ed
on our block. At 9:30 A.M. the police
closed the street, the mechanical sweepers
moved in and then the fire hydrant was
turned on. As the water ran down the
gutters, the whole neighborhood sloshed
the water onto the sidewalks and .scrubbed
them. Then with six gallons of white
paint and every brush we could scrape
together, the neighborhood boys painted
the curb white and also set out parking

marks. We bought six trash cans which
we had chained to poles along the block.
Our next move is plants at our doors. We
have hopes that by raising the physical
level we can raise the moral tone of the
neighborhood. Time alone will tell. Then
we gave the youngsters a block party with
refreshments. By 2:30 we were pooped.
My three tenants were in it up to their
ears. So after a couple of hours rest, the
four of us drove to Spring Mountain
House for dinner — to get the asphalt out
of our systems and to hold a post-mortem.
It was quite an experience.
"I have my reservations for my second
New England trip: Poughkeepsie, Northhampton and Lakeville, Conn. I have to be
back ... to greet the new Templana
librarian . . ." In another letter she reported that she had dragooned her friends
into knitting more than 20 pairs of mittens
and socks for some of the children in the
block as a
hood girls'
Christmas.
despite her

Christmas gift. The neighborclub delivered them just before
So she manages to keep busy
library job.

The big thing for the rest of us to look
forward to is reunion. It is our 35th, so
that is something, to celebrate. Before long
the plans for celebration will be coming
your way. Mark the date on your calendar,
June 1 to 3, and start saving your pennies,
nickels and dimes.

1926
Secretary:
Ruth
Abell
(Mrs.
Burnett
Bear), Pleasant Valley, Pa.
Fund Agent:
Helen
Mutschler
(Mrs.
Markel Becker), Winter Haven, Fla.
In response to my plea for news, Annette Brown King sent such a nice note
enclosing their Christmas letter. A busy
year for them started with the announcement in January of the engagement of their
daughter, Bobbie, to Wm. R. Chadwick of
Racine. Both Bobbie and Bill graduated
from Lawrence College in June, and were
married on the 29th of that month. In
December, Annette and Ken celebrated
their 31st wedding anniversary.
Jinny
Lee Taylor
Joan
was married
on Jan.Tinker's
4 to Hansdaughter
Hauri,
son of M. and Mme. Emil Hauri of Switzerland.
Jeanette Hoppinger Schanz and husband
Jack will vacation in Phoenix, Ariz., this
year. Their first grandchild, Liza, daughter
of John, arrived in 1957. Their other son.
Bill, is taking pre-med work at Denison,
but is expecting Uncle Sam to catch up
with him any moment.
Our daughter, Andrena, is working for
Time, Inc. in New '^'ork, and is enthusiastic over living in the big city. Burnett is
back at Cornell after a three year stretch
in the Army.

1927
PreslJtUI:
ELIZABETH
Mathews
(Mrs.
Harry A. Wallace, Ir.). Kanawha Banking
and Tru.st BIdg.. Charleston
1, W. Va.
Fund
Agent:
Jeanette
Boone,
Sweet
Briar, Va.
Secretary: JiiLiA Reynolds (Mrs. Robert
H. Dreisbach). 90S Kinnaird Ave., Fort
Wayne, Ind.
When I sat under that
first of December and
cards to .some two dozen
such high hopes of reams

hot hair dryer the
addressed folding
of you gals, I had
of news. Perhaps
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now
look
thro' toyour
desks
andsend
jot
down you'll
items of
interest
all of
us and
tlieni on. There is still a June issue to be
planned.
Pauline P.iyiie Backus wrote me just after reading the Fall issue of the News. She
said she must challenge Claire HciiiiieiArnold's son's possible claim to fame as
the youngest child of a member of the
class of '27. Pauline sent along a picture
of her son. Bill, a handsome lad who was
9 years old on Jan. 30, 1958. That
establishes him as the youngest I've heard
of so far. Anyone care to dispute? Pauline
also stated that the reason she has the
youngest child is because she was so much
younger than the rest of the class. She said
that should take care of a number of her
friends. She still teaches school — health,
vocation and Spanish — and loves it and
expects to teach until she is 70 — says
"there is something about the profession
that inspires me more than scrubbing the
bathroom floor! "
Jo Snou'Jeii Durham wrote about reunion last spring. She said she had been
so sure that all of us who were back for
our 25th reunion and had such a wonderful
time, would be back for our 30th that she
gummed up a projected Durham fajnily
reunion to get down to Sweet Briar for
one night. Said she was so happy to see
Lib 'Wallace and they had a good visit
and a marvelous time at Red Top where
all the folks who only had a couple in
their class representations gathered. Ken(Jo's husband)
was had
thereloads
and of
several
other neth
husbands
and they
iun

Emily jdiies Hodge has a new address:
112 Del.
Alapocas Drive, Alapocas, W'iliiiington,
Ruth Lowratice Street Christmas carded:
"Had a delightful visit with Hilda Haipster in Greensboro, N. C, just before
Thanksgix ing. She looks fine. Our son.
Gordon, Jr., is a Sophomore at N. C. V.
and we were visiting him."
Mary Lib
Close Gleason's
son son
HenryCliffis
working
in Bedford,
Ohio. Her
is in the service and is stationed, of all
places, in Pittsburgh. Daughter Cathy is at
Edgewood High.
Greeao, Margaret Green Shepard, has a mighty handsome family as
pictured on the Christmas letter she sent
out. Her husband Frank is busy at Shepard
Labs; No. 1 son John is at Stevens Institute; No. 2 son Bob. just back from a year
in France on a Philosophy Fellowship, is
about to go into service; and Greeno is
still busy at her Real Estate Office.
Marg
Cramer
Crane deserx-es a Sweet

Nov. 2. Peggy and Edith 'Walters are
D. C. chairmen of the bulb sale in 'Washington, D. C, for '58.
Gwin Harris Tucker writes from San
Angelo, "The news from Texas is that it
has finally started raining, and we ranchers
have taken heart again. The grass is green
and the world is beautiful. My son, James
Harris Scott, age 22, is now out of the
service and is continuing his education.
He is a junior in the LIniversity of Texas.
My daughter Patricia and two children,
Gwin 4 and David 2, are living here in
San Angelo and we are so fortunate to be
able to see the babies each day." Gwin had
a card at Christmas from Virginia Franke
Davis, whose address is 332 E. 53rd St.,
in New York City.
Elise MorUy Fink's family at home is
now down to two. John is a senior at Taft
and Ann a junior at Grosse Pointe I'niversity School. Peter was married this fall
and lives in Grosse Pointe, Mich., and
Elise is married and lives in Scotland.
Both of Madeline Broun "Wood's children
are married and she expected to be a grandmother for the second time this January.
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to
Kay ItNorris
Kellymost
('26)
and visit
withseeher.
was also
enjoyable
to
meet Miss Meta Glass and hear news of
campus life from the student representatives.
We were so glad to have a note from
Mrs. Lill at Christmas. She is living in
Mexico City and taking some courses in
Spanish History at the LIniversity of
Mexico. 1 envy her — attending that LIniversity. We were down there this summer
and the campus and buildings are the most
colorful I've ever seen.
We have one more class letter for this
year. It must be written the first week in
May so there is time for each one of you
readers to send me some news. Hurry
now !
Meantime — don't forget to send your
contribution to Dan Boone, our class fund
agent.
She'll be so happy to add your name
to
the list.

1928

President: Grace Sollitt, 1350 N. Lake
Shore Dr., Apt. 1814, Chicago 10, 111.
Ft/nd
Agent: Marion Jayne (Mrs. Carlos
Pa.
Berguido, Jr.), 135 Rose Lane, Haverford,

She said the faculty step-singing was a
joy. They did a Gilbert and Sullivan
rondelay that was not only funny but was
niarvelously
sung! Jo's son,Office
Taylor,
be
in a Communications
on will
the
Carrier Tarawa based at Newport, and all
the Durhams were together at the farm
for Christmas.
A note from Peggy Leet Briganti at
Christmas gave some news of her family.
Her son Dan and his wife and two sons
live in Philadelphia and Peggy gets to
see them about once a month. Dan is with
General Electric. Son Bruce works for
Metropolitan Life Insurance Co. and lives
in San Antonio, Texas. He was married on

Jerry enjoyed seeing them and their darling year and a half old daughter.
Bob and I spent a happy Christmas
week in Charlottesville, 'Va., with our
daughter Georgia, her husband Jack, and
our two year old granddaughter, Julia
Reynolds Kegley. Georgia is president of
the Sweet Briar Alumnae Club in Charlottesville and she took me to the Sweet
Briar luncheon held out at Farmington the
Saturday after Christmas. It was exciting

Secretary: Betty Moore (Mrs. Arthur Y.
Pa.
Schilling), 1011 Childs Ave., Drexel Hill,
Marion Jayne was on campus in June
for Council metings. Rip K^w Winkle
Morlidge, whose daughter has been accepted at Sweet Briar, was there for the
same reason. Kewpie Hodnett McDaniel

Elizabeth Mathews Wallace, '27, with
daughter DoLLV Wallace Hartman, '53
Briar rose for sending me many of the
above items. Her daughter Cathy is a
freshman at Smith and her son Bill is a
D. K. E. at Trinity in Hartford. Marg had
a busy fall. She was Show Chairman for
Colonial Connecticut Seventeenth Century
Flower Show presented by the Shippan
Point Garden Club in Stamford. She also
attended meetings on Sweet Briar Campus
last fall.
Libbo Mathews 'Wallace's beautiful
daughter Dolly, also a Sweet Briar alum,
was married in September and is now
lising in Columbus, Ohio, where she was
commentator on the Sweet Briar slides for
the alumnae meeting. Son Wally is at
LI.
of "Virginia in Graduate Business
School.
Jerry Lou Dreisbach, our younger daughter, is in Beirut, Lebanon, teaching art at
Beirutcollege
College
'Women
is the
only
for for
women
in thewhich
Arab world.
During the Christmas vacation she visited
Bob and Ann Mountcastle Gamble at Saida,
Lebanon. Ann is Shirley Bodine's daughter.

was on hand for her daughter Marguerite's
graduation. Connie Fiirman Westbrook accompanied Kewpie. Marguerite was married Sept. 7 to Arthur Gray Powell. She
wore her mother's wedding dress.
Maggsie Nelms Locke's daughter. Nan
(S. B. '53), was married July 20 to Frank
Yates Rosa, Jr. (no relation to my husband, Iam sorry to say) in a beautiful all
white ceremony.
Winnie West Morris wrote to Kewpie
last spring saying that she would summer
at her place in Beaufort, S. C, while her
22 year old son was running the Kentucky
farm. Her 23 year old was expected home
from Japan in the fall.
Margaret Fuller Riggs was in Colorado
last summer. Her daughter Susan graduated from Smith in June. Marion became a
grandmother for the second time May 2 3 —
a girl to Jayne Berguido Abbott at Dedham,
Mass.
Marion and I received many nice Christmas notes. And some of you were kind
enough to answer our special appeal for
news. These plus last fall's letter (above)
should really bring you up to date on '28
gossip. (Marion and I had a wonderful
time on campus in October. Wish I had
space to tell you about it.)
Libby Junes Shands and her husband are
in New Mexico where Courtenay is head
of Navy at a tri-service base. Her two
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grandchildren are far away — one

in St.

Augustine and one in St. Louis. 'I'ominy
Cl.iyhmok Bowie's daughter graduates from
Stuart Hall June 1st. Tojiimy is still a
golfer and "tenniser." She won the tennis
County Singles last summer. She savs that
Alice Wchh Nesbit and her husband have
been living in Morocco for two years. Tracy
Nesbit is a Naval engineer. "Aust" Aiisliii
Kinloch's Julia is at Mt. Vernon in Washington. Aust saw Lu Finch MacCallum and
her two children and three grands in September— said she "never saw so much
pulchritude so amply displayed in <ne
family."
Margaret FitlLr Riggs and husband just
announced daughter Susan's engagement.
Ann Lane Netcell Whatley is now living
in New York. She talked to Sue ]clU}
Dunbar who was "knee-deep " in the New
York S. B. C. Alumnae Scholarship Bene-

what younger. Now you can enjoy your
grandchildren equally as leisurely. Not me
— I woke up one Monday Jiiorning last
September with sixty-one ranging in age
from two to eighteen. Since then, I have
fallen heir to several more to whom I am
mother, grandmother, and Father Confessor. It is one thing to grow into motherhood, but to have it thrust upon me has
taken a little getting used to. It is a
thoroughly interesting job and I am enjoying it. even if I have less time to attend
to my extra curricula activities.
At Christmas time, I heard from Jean
Ciiiinlrym.in Presba who has moved to
Barrengton. III., into what she calls "the
country." The village is about 4.500 inhabitants, which after being near Chicago
is really bucolic. The Presbas spent their
vacation last summer in Michigan where

fit. Emily
daughter.
Gail
Cornell,
wasF.irrell
marriedStagg's
Nov. 9.
Betty F.i/Ihix

they recuperated from moving and redecorating.them.
Jean's mother is now making
her home with

Bcrnhard's
is married
jiiore. Kitty
She has a
manages to

daughter, Barbara, S. B. ''16,
to Hubert McLea from BaltiBiighlhilt Biltz is a busy bee.
7th grader at home, but still
conduct an insurance business,

Another country girl is Jean Cole Anderson's Lovat who is living on a Georgia
farm with her husband and a few assorted
head of cattle. Her Christmas card bore
a snap shot of her, Johnny, and bovine

an Answering Service, and a Nurses' Registry— all from her house! She says that

friend. Jean's parents celebrated their
sixty-fifth wedding anniversary on Jan. 31.
They had a fine celebration with all the
family gathered from across the nation.
Virginia QuinUird Bond wrote on her
Christmas card that they stayed home all
last summer while son Ted ran a car
washing business. Son Whit was a Junior
Counsellor at a camp in New Hampshire,
and the senior Bonds kept busy with their

Marian Siinnwr Beadle's daughter is at
Middlcburg College, 'Vt. — a far junip from
home in Honolulu. Lib Crane Hall's son
.graduates from Williams in June. "Connie"
Coiiklin Knowles' daughter teaches kindergarten in Westfield, N. J.
Betty Preicoll Balch has a busy time in
store for her. Barbara weds ALirch 1st,
Jim dittos April 19th, and Dickie graduates from Hamilton June 8th, but she is
still
planning
to make'
30th REl'NION
in June,
Marion
JjiuourBerguido
goes to
S. B. in February for Executive Board
meeting. She will, of course, be there in
lune because her third daughter is graduating. Lou Biis/on Lindemann's niece, Judy
Ciraham. one of June Berguido's roommates, is graduating also, so we fee! sure
that Lou will be on hand. Squeak Harned
Ross writes that Lib Juy Porters son.
Quigg. is marrying in June. Squeak is
getting in touch with Helen Djih Mcllrath
soon, reunion. Kay Meyer Mauchel and others are bringing pictures and movies of our
era. Some are taking dresses circa '2-i-'28.
Be sure to come yourself. And persuade
your old pals to return — May 3I-June 3The following are planning to be there:
Aust Austin Kinloch, Kitty Brighlhill
Biltz, Tommy Clayhrook Bowie, Squeak
ll.irncd Ross, Marion Jayne Berguido. Sue
jelUy Dunbar, Kitty Lejdhejier Bloomer,
Kay Meyey Mauchel. Betty Aiome Schilling.
Muggsie Nelms Locke, Ann Lane Newell
Whatley, Betty Prescoll Balch, Grace Sollitt. Rip WviK'inkle Morlidgc, and Red
W'oiidw.ird Jeffers.
Do not forget the Fund! Our class did
well last month because of the generosity ot
a few donors. Let's make it 100 per cent
before
lune — let's make
it our
reunion
goal.

1931

SeaeiM-y: Eliz.^beth S. Clark. 227 Boston Ave.. Lynchburg, "Va.
Fund Agenl: Pkronne Whittaker
(Mrs.
Robert
Scott),
325 Whitman
Ave.. Haworth, N. J,
T he rest of you are smart. You acquired
your children as infants one, or not more
than two at a time when you were someSpring

1958

home duties. "Quinnie's " mother is now
living with them. She has been in ill health
for some time.
I heard from Polly Swift Calhoun that
her daughter. Sue, had left Sweet Briar
at mid-term in 1957 because of ill health
and is now at college in Connecticut. I
see
Martha
lovelyJane.
daughter,
now McBroom
and again inShipman's
passing.
She had a whirl in Europe last summer and
will
this June's
graduates.
I be
haveamong
wonderful
intentions
of doing
some news-gathering on a large scale before the next issue, but please some of you
beat me to the draw and write without
prodding. Aside from needing the information for this publication. I truly enjoy
hearing from all of you.

1932
President: Alice Dabney (Mrs. John C.
Parker, Jr.), 309 First Ave., Franklin, Va.
Secretary: Elizabeth Job (Mrs. A. H.
Jopp), 503 Scott Ave.. Pikeville, Ky.
Fund Agent: Mary Moore Pancake (Mrs.
T. S. Mandeville), 174 Windsor Ave.,
Buffalo, N. Y.
Christmas cards are wonderful things,
especially when they have newsy notes on
them. Ginny Squibb Flynn and Ruth Kerr
Fortune write that they are now in new
homes--samc stations, just difierent channels. Ginny's older son. Bill, is at Brown
University and Mike is at Colby. Sue
Burnett Davis and her husband visited the
Flynn's just before Christmas. They were
picking up their son, Tread, Jr., who is
making a wonderful record for himself at
Princeton. (This from others — not Sue.)
Sarah
family all ran(Chubby)
to boys. Harrison
too. They Merrill's
are Harrison.
1-1 — who looks like Chubby; Randy. 8. and
Arthur. 16. She claims to have been to
every reunion but our 25th. At that time

she was touring the East with her boys
and planning to meet Mildred Hodgei Ferry
when she landed in New York after a
trin to South Africa. Mildred seems to be
our most ubiquitous member. She's likely
to pop up anywhere. The last I heard of
her
a yearin orSpain.
so ago she w-as with Mildred
Larimer
Eleanor Franke Crawford, her husband
Charles and 3 children had dinner with
Chubby and her family in July, in AtlanHazel Atlanta
Stamps school
Collins'
two Merrill
girls attend
the ta.
same
as the
boys.
Hazel showed us pictures of them at reunion and they are even prettier and daintier
than their mother — if such a thing is
possible.
Emma Knowllon Lythe's daughter, EleaHumphreys,
and from
Letha Morris
Wood's,in
Lee, nor
both
graduate
Sweet Briar
June. Please both of you send me the news
for future letters.
Our class was one of the smallest graduating groups, but we seem to be setting a
record of class daughters enrolled at Sweet
Briar. This year's freshmen included Sarah
Bright Gracey Haskell's Judith; Eleanor
W'risht Conway's Laura and Virginia
Bellamy Ruffin's Suzanne. Sarah Bright's
husband is the Episcopal rector in Charleston. W. Va. Eleanor's army husband is
back in Washington, D. C, after being in
NATO in France.
Virginia Bellamy Ruffin was as enthusiastic as the rest of us about S. B. visits. She
and her husband visited Suzanne on Parents' Day in October. "It was simply
wonderful to be back and find the same
beautiful spot. The autumn foliage was at
its height! — and there were enough familiar faces to make me feel at home. I enjoyed
seeing Sara Bright Gracey Haskell. Dot
Smith Berkeley and Ethel \Vare Rutherford
('31). Jackie Bond Wood was a real link
with the old days. Sweet Briar is certainly
lucky to have her welcome the visiting
It was nice to have word from Arizona
again from Adelaide Smith Nelson. She
said
she liked our reunion picture. Where
alumnae."
did she see it? I thought we'd rate a write
up in the October News. Well, maybe
we'll make it on our 30th.
Speaking of honors, according to my
records Kay Ogelsby Mixon has the oldest
class grandchild. Anybody care to challenge
this statement? Send me proof and I'll give
your descendants a writeup. Kay sent me a
picture of her grandson — no name, just
"my you?
grandson." Fill me in on the details,
will
Gus and I spent Christmas in Louisville,
Ky., with my sister, Jane Job Manning,
ex '37. Remember my English niece. Alice,
who \isited me at Sweet Briar (daughter
of Dorothy Job Robinson. '21); she. as you
would expect, married an Englishman this
summer. His name. Will Crotch, sounds
like a Dickens character. From pictures
and letters we think him quite charming.
So endeth the Christmas edition. How
about some vacation cards before our next
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letter?
or so
Betty
(don't
care
how
you Jobie,
address Lib
me just
you send
news.)

1933

Pretident: Hetty
W.

Wells

Finn), 81 West
wich, Conn.

(Mrs. Frederick

Brother Dr., Green-

Secretary: Anne Marvin,
Charlottesville,
Va.

1518 Dair>' Rd.,

Fund Agent: Gerry NfAiioRv,
Clinton Ave., Tenafly N. J.

l69

East

Be sure to plan to be at our 25th reunion in June.
Also be sure to contribute to the Alumnae Fund.
Both of these items are most important.
Inga OlssoK Nylander wrote me a very
nice letter and it was good to hear from her.
She and her family live in Mexico. Her
husband is the Swedish Minister to Mexico.
Inga says, "This is a very beautiful and
interesting country — loads of things to see
but unfortunately not enough time to enjoy
them . . . There is no shortage of servants
down here but sometimes the quality leaves
much to be desired. At present we have
seven that seem to work as a good team —
keep your fingers crossed!" Inga sees Lib
Gray whenever Inga .gets to West Point,
Va.; also had a chat with Jo Rticker Powell
at Inga's brother's wedding.
Lib an
Gray
wrote year
a newsy
quite
eventful
for card
me. —To"1957
start was
off,
I was elected Secretary of The Chesapeake
Corp. of Virginia in April, after having
been Asst. Secy, for 20 years ! In March I
was invited by Mrs. Pannell to participate
in the Conference on Women Power at
S. B. C. which was quite an illuminating
experience. It was grand to be back on
campus again, too ! The Jamestown Festival
brought many guests this way including
Eleanor Cooke Esterly, '34, and her husband and three daughters. In July I took
a quick trip South, to Florida, Havana, and
Jamacia. In Florida I called up Marie
LePine, '34, and learned that she just had
a serious kidney operation, but I understand she's better now. Inky Ohson
Nylander and her husband were here
Christmas. She's thriving in the diplomatic
life, looks grand. Marietta Derby Garst
writes that she's coming in May for a short
visit." Lib continues that she, Marie Laiige
Gaskell and Alice Gohle Shriver hope to
get to reunion in June.
Ella Jesse Latham and her husband Bob
took their "youngest, Sarah, and some of
her friends to the S. B. Alumnae (Washington) sponsored concert by the Potomac
English Handbell Ringers during the holiwasJune
delightful."
lookingas
forwarddays. Itto
1, 2, and Ella
3. It issounds
if quite a few would be on hand for the
25tFi — should be lots of fun.
Frances Powell Zoppa also hopes to be
at reunion. The Zoppas have some exciting
news — they announced their "daughter's,
Suzanne's, engagement during Christmas.
She plans to marry in September. She has
just finished her debutante year." Otherwise, Frances keeps "busy with the usual
numerous
volunteer
Mary Buick
also jobs."
has reunion in mind.
She wrote me a Christmas card telling of
her busy fall with a difficult class to manage, a course and many other time consuming things.
Mary Bess Roberts Waynick had a lovely
motor trip last fall through the Adirondacks and Vermont, which she enjoyed
very much. Mary Bess says she expects to
be at reunion.
Marge Gubelmaii Hastert wrote me a
wonderfully newsy letter. I am very sorry
she feels she cannot make reunion as she
and her family "took a three months trip
last summer." I do hope she will change
her mind. May I quote Marge's good
letter: "We left here early in June and
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flew to San Francisco; went by train to
Chicago where we picked up a new station
wagon. Drove to Michigan for a week
with my sister Hallie Gubelman Knowles.
'29; then on to New York for a gay and
hectic week of sightseeing, shopping,
theaters, etc. Spent a wonderful evening
with Lois Foster Moore, '33, and her husband 'doing' the town. From there we
headed up thru New England so that our
son Mark, who graduates from high school
this year, could look over the colleges . . .
We then drove the entire length of Canada
from New Brunswick to Prince Rupert,
B. C, and had a month of gorgeous scenery,
lovely cool weather, good fishing and rug.ged roads I Finally ended up in a little
fishing resort in northern Washington
where we had a delightful five days reunion
with Barbara Muiiter Purdue, '32, and her
husband and five children (who incidentally
are the best behaved kids I ever hope to
see). There were 13 of us altogether and
I don't know which we enjoyed the most;
the wonderful salmon fishing or just the
fun
we groove
had together.
Nowwith
I'mthe
back
the old
and busy
usualin
activities — Junior League, Hospital Auxiliary, etc., plus the many activities in which
three teenagers involve one." The Hastert's
twin daughters are 15 and are busy sophomores. "Incidentally you'll probably remember 'Foggie' the phys. ed. teacher at S. B.
in our day. Her son Peter Dunlop is now
stationed here in the Army and we see
him quite often. Also had a phone call
from Marion
Malm here
Fowler,
band is stationed
. . .'32,
Do whose
hope husyou
get a big crowd together for reunion and
wish I could join you. If any of you ever
come this way, be sure to get in touch
with me." Many thanks, Marge, for your
wonderful long letter.
Virginia Vesey Woodward wrote a good
long letter too. She is now living in Warwick, Va., but after July 1 her address
will be Newport News. Virginia writes,
"Last
spring Joe
and six
I in
took
'Ginger'
(our daughter,
who was
November)
up to Washington one weekend, and while
there saw my ole roommate. Margaret
McReynolds St. Claire, and one of her
practically grown lovely daughters (the
other one was at Dickinson College in
Penn.) Margaret was very enthused about
the Capitol Federation of Garden Clubs,
and has won several prizes for arrangements in their shows. She has also taken
up golf
Lastthree
summer
ginia andand
her bowling!"
family spent
weeksVir-at
Virginia Beach "and while over there saw
Anne Brooke. Earlier she had seen Kitty
Guug,hnauer Slater at the Beach, and told
me about hearing from Louise W'oodie.ird
Hurtt, who lives at Laurel, Md." Virginia
certainly is mighty busy — she is President
of the Peninsula Alumnae, President of
their neighborhood Merrywood Garden
Club, on Board of Tri-City Council of
Garden Clubs and is very interested in St.
Stephen's
Episcopal Church. Another good
letter.
Mary E. demons Porzelius writes,
"Life goes on pretty much the same — two
girls growing up too fast! Bettie B. is a
freshman at Texas Christian L'niversity in
Fort Worth, Texas. Susan is a freshman
here at the Girls Preparatory School. I
have just finished two courses in 'Education' at the University of Chattanooga and
feel free as a bird after 'graduating.' I had
forgotten how hard we had to work in

college. I even had two term papers. Al
has retired as manager of the Water Co.
andBabs
is now
a consulting
engineer."
Barbmj
Wilson is
now living in
Michigan and her address is Box 99,
Bloomfield Hills, Mich.
Hoping to see all of you at reunion —
we will undoubtedly greet each other with
you haven't changed a bit. This happened
at a reunion at another college and an
undergraduate who overheard the remark
said to her friend, "Heaven help us if

1934
N.
Secretary:
Marjorie Lasar (Mrs. E. R.
theyJ. haven't!"
Hurd, Jr.), 85 Samson Ave., Madison,
Fund Agent: Mary Suttle (Mrs. Clarence
C. Briscoe), 440 Rose Lane North, Haverford, Pa.
First of all I want to report on two grand
letters that were sent to Bonnie and which
came too late for me to include in November. One was from Dot Hiissey Rockaway
who writes that she has a son, John J., at
the Colorado School of Mines studying
geology, and another son who is an athletic high school sophomore. Dot herself
is a Red Cross Nurses' Aid at the local
hospital and also works in the little village
postMary
office.Pringle is the busiest person in
the world; she teaches three- and four-yearolds at St. Edmund's Academy, an Episcopal
Boys' school, takes an active part in the
pre-school organization which she helped
to
foundruneight
yearschurch,
ago, also
the in
Children's
Home
by the
works
the gift
shop of a hospital once a week, is a member of a garden club and finds time to
garden. Mary and her mother built a house
a year ago, and she says her garden is
small, but it must be lovely. Just in case
she finds herself with any spare time on
her hands, she has thirteen nieces and
nephews to take up the slack, also sneaks
in a little golf and winter sports, and
hopes to take a long trip next year.
Mary Walton McCandlish Livingston is
busy with family, civic and church afifairs;
she is officially legislative chairman of the
Alexandria PTA's which means lobbying
for money for public schools as well as
trying to keep them open; she is also on
the State Board of the Virginia Council
of L'nited Church Women and the Virginia
Council of Churches. Mary Walton said
she had been to Richmond and had seen
family.
Lydia Goodu'yn Ferrell and her attractive
Dot Tiirno Gardner wrote me at Christmas to say she had been down to the Los
Angeles area, contrary to my report, and
had had a delightful reunion at Lou
Dreyer Bradley's with Betty Carter Clark,
Eleanor Cook Esterly and husbands. Dot's
oldest daughter, Linda, is a Pom-Pom girl
at school this year and Sue, the younger,
is in the Glee Club. I wish you were coming
East with Nathaniel; tell your sister to
drop in anytime, will you?
My usual most welcome Christmas letter
came from Emilie Emory Leary; I gather
that her husband Don is a painter and a
successful one; Emmy is in Manteo, N. C,
and happy as a clam.
I loved Eleanor Alcott Bromley's opening
lines because they could have been written
by practically any one of us, with a few
rare interesting
exceptions. news.
I quote;
"Theremost
just ofisn't
any
I suppose
us
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feci the same way, busy as we are; we are
all doin^ PTA, Scout, church, etc., etc.
work." Amen. The Bromlev,s are planning
to take their children, Anne and Chips, to
Williamsburg; and Jamestown for spring
vacation, with a minor side excursion to
Petersburg for battlefields. (Educational
feature for son — hobby for husband).
Eleanor mentioned looking forward to reunion; I hope you are all beginning to
give it some serious thought. 1 certainly
hope to get there and am aiding and
abetting the plans of everyone I know who
has mentioned it. It would be so great
to get together to compare wrinkles and

All kinds of news from Beanie; Natt,
another six foot, two-er is a freshman at
Harvard College; Tony is at Westminster
School in Connecticut and Vicky is at
home, also a Labrador retriever puppy just
to keep things moving. She, too, sees
Cecile Birdsey Fuessle at Trinity where
they do church work, is on the Lehigh
Valley Guidance Clinic Board and the
Children's Theater. Best of all was the
news that she and Natt have plans and
airplane tickets to go to Jamaica the first
week in March.
Betty Br-\ce Reed can now be found at
1 1 iO Do\er Lane, Ventura. Calif.

bulges
budgeting and
now. children's pictures. Start
t)ebbic G.de Bryer wrote that she would
be in New "\'ork the end of January where
I had hoped to see her. but no other word
was forthcoming, so I am afraid something
interfered with her plans. Judy Dju,e.herly
Musser will be there in February' to go to
Dodds for Parents' Day. and we plan to
meet again. Daughter. lanet. made
TOWER, the journalism society, and also
the Dean's List; shades of You Know Who.
Bonnie Wood Stookey had talked to
Judy on the telephone and had seen Janet
for lunch. Bonnie and family had a fine
skiing week end during the Christmas
holidays; she said that Don had had another
operation on his eye. Hope all is well and
he is home long ere this.
A nice card from Lib Schemer Maxwell
saying she had seen Bonnie, Cecile and
Sue Fender Miller. Lib also mentioned a
wonderful two days at Sweet Briar for
the Fall Council Meeting.
Connie Bunnell White of White and
White. Public Relations, in Denver, writes
that all goes well there; she and her husband flew East in October for a quick visit
with her family in North Carolina and
spent New Year's week in Santa Fe.
Helen Hanson Bamford says the Toledo
S. B. Club had a grand turn-out at Christmas; she and husband. Bill, are. like a lot

Martha Bo if Luxford, '33, and I have
tried twice, without success, to see each
other over a coffee cup. but were thwarted
first by flu and then by Christmas coming
too soon. I hope the third time will be a
charm.
Just after the November New.s came
out the phone rang and it was Marion
W'.ilktr Alcaro, '3^, in Morristown; we
had a wonderful talk, were invited to a
Christmas party which we did not make
(more flu) and then, bless Pat, if she
didn't come to see me at the Woman's
Exchange where I work one day a week.
Marion's husband is an ear, nose and
throat doctor; she has one son at Hamilton
College, another in high school and a
little one around the house. We have seen
each other again and I hope to make it a
habit; she looks wonderful and we had a
lot to catch up with.
Jackie Bond Wood, on one of her executive jaunts, came to New York and I
managed to lure her over to spend the
night. We behaved pretty circumspectly
for the benefit of my family until after
dinner when all were sent to their respective evening duties, and then fun and

of us, immersed in sons' athletic activities.
Middle son. John, was an all-conference
end in football and is a basketball star;
Bill, Jr.. has started playing basketball in
Junior High School. I can rejoice but also
sympathize; there seems to be no time for
haircuts, dentists, homework, baths, household chores or all those other tiresome
little items that parents ding about; also
no time to see your own age group on
week ends unless they are at the games.
(Do athletic coaches have children? just a
rhetorical question).
Mitzi H.in/fcn Fried and her husband
were in Nassau for twelve days in December for the International Sports Car Races,
but unfortunately had bad weather. Mitzi
wrote me at Christmas the sad news of the
death last August of Jeanne H.irmon
Melzer. '33.
Clot a wonderful thumbnail description
of Nan Ruiull Carter's family which I
think you will enjoy; "Now that we live
in Hamburg, we ski more often, evenings
included. Jerry, now 20, is in San Diego,
Bob at Norwich U., Vermont. Bill is six
feet, two, swims for Hamburg High
School, skiis and is sixteen years old. Sally
is eighth grade and typical thirteen year
old. David is seven and a half and dreamy,
nature lover. Anne skiis and swims at four
and a half and is a ch.ir.icur. We hope to
ski more this winter. Life is mostly dishes,
cooking and laundry." Ain't it just?
SPRINt,
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games. I haven't laughed that much since
we were together at Sweet Briar ten years
ago unless it was at lunch with Judy. We
stayed up until all hours and gave up then
only because Jackie had to be somewhere
in Connecticut, fresh and in her right
mind, the next day. What she thinks of
Northern gentlemen (?) who won't carry
luggage is unprintable here.
Our son David is meeting up with iceskating and ice hockey for the first tim-.and enjoying it; ditto New York City.
Julie, almost twenty-one, is here with us
and about to conquer The Big City next
month. Rhea and I ven' much hope, with
a little luck, to go to Florida for a bit in
March; no summer vacation for us and we
are a little seedv about now.
Please let me hear from all of you anytime; it is you people who make the news.
Remember: Reunion and Budget are the
bywords from now on.
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Secnl.iry: Agnes
CRAWFORD
(Mrs. William Bates). Gloucester, Va.
Fund
A,^eni: N.'iTALiE
Hopkins
(Mrs.
John E. Griggs. Jr.), 806 Greenwood Rd..
Wilmington 6, Del.
How responsive you are. and I appreciate it. I plan to divide our group and not
call on each person for each issue. I hope
non-regulars will communicate. 99 per cent
of us are recovering from Christmas and
80 per cent struggling with too much snow
andor the sniffles. I'm involved in Cub
Red publicity
Cross, etc.,
doing
aScout,
bit of
workhere,forandourI'mGarden

Club. Bill and I went to N. C. in December; we stayed with Lillian Lambert Pennington, and saw Polly L.imhelh Blackwell
and Dot Thomji L'pton; fine time. Lillian
has her car again, now that Neiland is
back
Clubis
has a at
big Woodberry.
Fashion ShowHerin Woman's
March. Polly
busy with children's activities. Kate, 16,
is not going steady this year, which pleases
all. Ruth, at 12, is almost prown up. Mary
Beth, who is 9. had a Christmas Square
Dance, and only one black eye resulted!
News from Peggy Cruikshank Dyer, who
is in Marion, Mass. Water fun in the
summer, ice in winter. She and her husband keep up tennis, and he travels a
lot. Mary, 15, is at boarding school; Julie,
14, Timothy, 8V'>, and Nancy, 7, and redhead Cynthia, I'/j, are at home.
Wes Ward Francis is organizing a
course at the V. o( Penn. for the 80
foreign doctors studying at its Graduate
School. It is to familiarize them with
American ideas and approach of life, culture, etc. What a challenge. She still plays
tennis, and hopes for a late vacation in
Florida.
Sally Kirkpjtrick Fearing visited our
Consulate in Nassau; wonderful vacation,
but strange without any tourists. Her baby
started walking while they were gone. I
wonder how many know that her oldest
is a freshman
at S. B. in
MayJuly,
^]"eslon
son lost her mother
after Thompa long
illness; she has our sympathy. She is
getting settled in her new house, 38 Clinton Ave., Maplewood, N. J. She and Bart
had a taste of winter sports at Sky Top in
the Poconos. Grapevine says she and Peter
Dyer Sorenson will model at a Sweet Briar
Fashion Show on January 31. given bv
Altman's at Short Hills, N. J. Peter and
family spent New Year's Eve at Lake
Placid.
Neighbor Kitty O'Brien Joyner lives in
Hampton; sickness kept her away from
reunion.
Fruffy Frueauff Klein spent Christmas
in New York and loved it; she gets East
cnce or twice a year. She had a long phone
chat with Molly Gniher Stoddard, who is
awaiting next Bloodmobile visit. Faithful
fund agent Nat Hopkins Griggs has the
usual taxi-ing job; she had lunch with Izzy
in New York last fall. Speaking of funds,
some of you may want to contribute to the
Chapel Fund as a memorial to Terry Shaw
McCurdy.
Sad personal experience has shown Lee
Hull Kramer the need for special schooling,
w ithin reach of the average pocketbook. for
retarded children. She has a Sunday School
class, and belongs to the Association for
Help of Retarded Children. Any interested
alumnae may contact her.
Drool over Dot Proul Gorsuch with 2
weeks riousinover Pompano
Beach; children deliflying.
Kind souls like Cizzy Johnson Finley
write when there's no vital news — trip to
Europe in the fall. Same with Maggie
Cornwelt Schmidt, who now teaches phvsical ed. besides her other courses. Who
else could ? Anne Lauman Bussev is
hibernating till spring.
The McPhail household centers around
Carl, who arrived in May. Lib Lee also
has one i'l and one 11. Marie Walter
Ciregory is training a cocker puppy 25
for
young Johnny; she and I phone and correspond fairly often. Becky Douglass Mapp
and

George

\X'alter

spent

2

weeks

in

Curacao and Caracas; I wonder about the
latter. Mildred is doing fine at St.
Catherine's.
News of i from Ellis SnoJxi.i'i Park.
Tane C'/ll/iis Corwin is back in the states at
Eglin Air Force Base, Fla. Frances Kemp
Pettyjohn has a new home. Ellis has a
Cook Rogers' 4— from
Norma age;
picture
I year toof college
they live in Mobile.
Maggie AUcRae Jackson keeps house for
a retired Marine husband and 6 demanding
Siamese cats. She does a great deal of
church work and comes east to S. B. every
year or so.
Frick Charles Straub's husband is an
Explorer Scout leader. Pam (15). Jackie
'Nuff said. She
Christopher
(11), behind,
stays
trying (4).
to catch up.
So thanks again for sharing with me.
Historic Garden Week will find Gloucester
homes open for April 2'i and 26; do come.
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Secretary: Helen Nicholson (Mrs. John
A. Tate, Jr.), 2840 St. Andrews Lane.
Charlotte 5. N. C.
Fun J Agent: Dorothy Gipe (Mrs. John
K. Clement), .^805 Sulphur Spring Rd.,
Toledo 6, Ohio.
Please pltin riou' to return in June for
the Big Event of our 20th for we want
to have the biggest and best bunch of all!
As the Christmas cards came in this year
I re\eled in hearing from many of you,
and especially some long-lost souls who
wrote nice notes. Elinor Edeiiton (Mrs.
Baxter Smith) and her husband live in
Jackson, Tenn. They have two boys, Baxter
16 and Eden 12. At Thanksgiving when
they were visiting their older boy at
McCallie she ran into Smeady (Betty
Meade StiKirtt Johnson) and had a fine
visit after many years of not seeing each
other. Her boys are athletes which means
attending all sorts of games, and she like
so manv Briarites participates in church
and civic
course
rite sport,doings.
bridge, Ofstill
takesElinor's
part offavoher
time.
Marion Brotcii Zaiser: Last summer her
parents took her and the two boys on a
tour of Spain, Italy, Switzerland, etc., and
Brownie says it was so wonderful she still
has just one foot in the LI. S.. but she
plans to be at Reunion. She brings news
that Lewellyn Gr:§lh Longstaff and George
call Moss Lake Camp, Darts, N. Y., their
home. They have a daughter. Sue Carol,
at Ashley Hall, in Charleston, and two
boys.
Denise Diipont ZapfFe wrote a nice card
from Minnesota the end of the summer
which was a little late for the October
deadline, but it was great to have news of
their fun at Gull Lake with the eight
children.
Macky Fuller Kellogg got a tremendous
amount on one tiny post card. Anne 16 is
aiming toward S. B. in '59; David 14 is at
Phillips Academy, Andover. Judy Bem/s
Wills, her husband and four children
stopped by to see the Kelloggs last summer
on their way to a camp in Maine and had
a marvelous
Don't
Fritz Cordesvisit.
Hoffman
San Francisco some time
meeting with her doctor

forget
June.trip to
had
a nice
ago to a surgical
husband. At home

she's
president
institution.
Heart been
House,
plus ofa her
few petother
board
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activities. They had a delightful visit with
Mildred G/ll Williamson and family in
August at their home on the James River.
The children are the same age and congenial. She took her daughter by S. B. C
as did Macky, and also hopes to go back
for Reunion.
Barbara Ferguson Lincoln spent most of
last summer right at home playing lots of
tennis, but did get in three weeks at the
Cape. She spent a nifty evening with Tison
(Dorothy Tison Campbell) in Manchester,
"Vt., where she went on a convention with
Mason. She says she's all set for the 20th !
Dorothy Gipe Clement: Her card received
in late September says her three oldest
(Dorothy. Faith and John) spent eight
weeks at a day camp and loved it. Her
plans for Fall included a visit to White
Sulphur with John, work with the Children's Home and Girl Scouts, plus other
winter activities. She has been "antiqueing"
a lot, and has started a cattery — the DaarLing. If anyone is interested in a Siamese,
be sure to contact her.
Betty Mead Smart! Johnson says the
Alumnae Board of which she has been a
member for a year is lots of fun and she
has loved getting in touch with college life
again.
^|
■Vesta Murray Haselden: No late direct
news from this source, but I hear via the
grapevine that she and her family are as
much fun as ever and happy as larks. Her
September card indicated a great summer
jumping between Pawley's Island and
camps at Brevard; also that she hopes we
have bea there
good too.
turn-out at our 20th. You'd
best
Janet Macfarlan Bergmann: Carl has
been dreadfully ill off and on for several
months, but as of the middle of January
the cause of his trouble has been found,
and things are looking up. Thank goodness
Mac plans to be at S. B. C. in June but
saysseeshe's
to
you,mighty
anyhoo.thin and wan. 'We want
Barbara Cross Reese; Here's another
wanderer back in the fold ! How nice to
hear about you and yours. Barbara has
three children and the usual accompanying
activities. She hopes if any of you come
to the Poconos, you will look her up in
East Stroudsburg, Pa.
Maggie Cornwell Schmidt wrote her
usual delightful note on a Christmas card,
telling of the wonderful trip she and Ruthie
had to Europe last summer. She sees Bis
Lockett Lord occasionally who is still refereeing hockey games. Roddey Lord, Bis's
older
the time of Mag's
was
one ofson,
theat semi-finalists
in the card,
National
Merit Scholarship competition. Would like
to know the outcome, as that is truly
outstanding.
Mary Thompson Fabrini wrote that she
intended going home to Montgomery for
Christmas
hoped
stop by
three days and
where
she towould
no B'ham
doubt for
see
Cobbie.
Can't urge you 38'ers strongly enough to
return in June. This is really the reunion
as far aas great
I'm concerned,
and I hope
we'lla
have
turnout. Besides
having
wonderful group in our class, we have a
challenging time ahead, watching our
youngsters approach college years themselves— and personally, I want to get all
the helpful ideas I can ! Come, come, come.
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President: Julie Sanders
(Mrs. Richard
A. Michaux), 4502 Dover Rd., Richmond
21, Va.
Secretary: Jean Oliver
(Mrs. E. Alton
Sartor, Jr.), 546 Unadilla St., Shreveport,
La.
Fund
Agents: Mary
Elizabeth
Barge
(Mrs. William
H. Schroder, Jr.), 2628
Habersham Rd., Atlanta. Ga.; Sarah Belk
(Mrs. Charles G. Gambrell),
125 E. 84th
St., Apt. 6-A, New York. N. Y.
Will first catch up on news that arrived
too late for the last issue. Betty Frazier
Rinehart wrote from Tulsa that she spent
the whole month of August in Canada, and
had two trips to New York. All of that
plus a hole-in-one at golf made for a perfect summer. Nancy Beard Dix reports from
Baltimore that last spring Peggy Roper
Willis and 1 4 year old daughter, Caroline,
visited briefly. She says, "Peggy looked
grand and gave glowing reports of her
husband George and their 4 children.
Country life in Denver. Colo., sounds exciting." Dutch Hauber Crowe sent me Doxie
Dingham Cobb's new address in Media,
Pa. Dutch was in the midst of a hospital
seige with her mother; hope all is well
.again. Doxie wrote that they were building
— possibly settled by now. Julie Saunders
Michaux sent me Robin Swartz Holland's
address in Winnetaka, III. — Robin had
been "lost" for some time to S. B. C. Tulie
was tickled to see Happy James Wathen
in September. Happy was in Richmond to
attend the President's Council of the
Junior League.
Betty Bell Wyman lives with Dick and
their three girls (11, 8 and 5) in Wellesley, Mass., but they spend all possible
time in summer and winter on the Cape
at Buzzards Bay. She invites Briarites to
come sail with them — and wouldn't it be
I enjoyed Christmas cards from several
classmates, and one from Sarah Belk
Gambrell in New York, who reports she
visited Denver in August and saw Helen
fun.'
McCreery James, her husband and two
attractive children, Colin 7, and Tracy (little girl about 5). Sara often sees Lee
Montague Joachim and Phil — Lee is busy
trying to reactivate the Long Island Sweet
Briar group — more power to her! Yvonne
Leggelt Dyer was thrilled over her planned
Christmas vacation in the Bahamas with
Danny and the girls. Suzie and Diana.
They spent
Year's sent
Eve a incard
Nassau.
Margaret
HoytNewCogswell
from
Randal Istown. Md., saying no real news
from husband Charlie, and sons Frank,
Chuck and Mike.
Two wanderers have returned from
foreign shores — Janet Frosch and Betty
Barnes Bird. Janet is now living in Laredo,
Texas, and connected with the Consulate
in Nuevo Laredo, Mexico. She left the
Consulate in Trieste last May, enjoyed a
voyage thru the Mediterranean, a few days
in New York and Washington, and then
home to Rochester for 5 weeks. She loves
her job, and while in Trieste saw Dr.
Florence Robinson about two years ago
when she was doing research in Yugoslavia. Betty
back in Burke,
27
months
inisMunich.
Stoney, 'Va.,
theirafter
oldest
hoy, is still over in a Swiss boarding school,
but the rest are in Burke while William
is again in Washington.
Ronnie Mann
Hawkes
had her hands
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Gaflney Barry gave in New York in midNovember. The others were Marion Phhiizy
Jones,
DorothyLivingston
Campbell and
O'Connor.
ie Burroughs
Connie PhoopCurrie
Flemin.e;. Polly said, "True to the old
Spirit we talked so long and enthusiastically
we practically had to be evicted from the
dining room. Lots of fun — and we vowed
we'd do it again — and soon. Clara Cull
Frazier was in New York from California
recently extolling the virtues of the West

JtAN Olncy Sartor. '39, with Oliver, Eli.:ali.ui, Balfour and Alton
full in October as chairman of the Ladies
Entertainment Committee of the American
Collese of Surgeons annual convention.
She sent a brochure of the plans, and
all doctors' wives must have had a marvelous time. Ronnie was thrilled with having
their first grandson on a visit to their Horse
Pond Farm in Boonton, N. J. Also, in
October Judy Jiidd Patton came thru
Shreveport after attending a medical convention in New Orleans with her husband,
and visited her sister Phoebe Jiidd Tooke
( '38). I sat next to her at a lovely luncheon,
and
we caught I up
time while
no see."at
In November
hadona "long
short visit
a family reunion in Birmingham, Mich.,

Fund Agent: Mildred Moon (Mrs. William Montague), N. Hermitage Ave.,
Lookout Mountain, Tenn.

with Ann Espi.ich 'Weckler. and I've never
seen a more perfect split-level modern
house in a more perfect setting than Ann
and Week have with their two children

the views, for Charlotte is flat "like the
palm
of your
but we found
love Margaret
it here."
Frances
Moseshand,
Bransford
Rohinson Lewis in Pine Bluff, Ark., and

at the end of a small lake ("By a Dam
Site" — being the house name!). The view
from a big window-wall in the living-room
was gorgeous, and even better with iceskating on the lake in "Winter, Ann said.
Ann's stairs
pet dog
to go
down
but (who
boundswasup afraid
with ease!)
was the bewildered host of a visiting
French Poodle — and do I blame him 1
S. B. C. days are too far away for my
feeble memory, for all except the nostalgic
sentimental ones. I trust I speak for us all!
Phyllis Todd Ellis wrote a long letter
explaining years of silence and her newaddress is Gig Harbor, Wash. Phyllis lost
her husband in World War II and moved
til Washington from New Jersey a year
ago. and loves all 195 of her acres with
its gorgeous scenery, timber, lake and
climate. Welcome on the newly remodeled
doormat extends to all 39 ers.
Also, new addresses are for Marv Louise
G.dd Moore from Reading. Pa., to Toledo.
Ohio, anil Alma HoU.md White is now of
Vienna. \l.' . Va.
Meanwhile here in the sunny (ugh!)
south of Shreveport. camellias are blooming
with a thin coating of ice — drop in on
the Sartors and see such a thing!

said she hadn't changed a day — looks as
young
as ever.
cover the
ages Mose
of 15, said
10, that
4 andher4 chill'um
months,
so she covers everything from Pablum to
teen-age parties ! She added that school
made things look a little brighter for four
were too many for the Mama.
Mickie Mtlchell GiUis at Pittsford, N. Y..
managed to get almost an encyclopedia of
family news on a small card. Her Susan
is just nine and in fourth grade, and little
Jim is very li.ght with long dark eyelashes
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Secretary: Muriel Barrows ( Mrs. lames
F. Neail). 29 Foxridge Rd.. Hartford 7.
Conn.
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Get a fresh cup of coffee, disconnect the
telephone, and settle down to enjoy a
real bonanza of news of classmates near
and far. Many of these tidbits are kindness
of Mildred Moon Montague, who. in her
role of Fund Chairman, is starting a Port
of Lost Souls, and is trying to bring back
into the fold some of you from whom we
have not heard in years, and whose mail
comes back "Address Unknown."
Lida Kepner Short wrote that she had
\isited Lookout Mountain and so admired

and is very mischevious. Mickie said, "Jane
W'estphjlen Gray and the three boys went
to the Cape this summer from St. Louis.
They planned to stop off at Niaeara Falls
and we planned to get together. A mix-up
in train reservations cancelled plans, but
they did pass through and I surprised them
by being at the station. They were all in
bed, but I had the porter call them, and
did get a glimpse through the window of
Jane
the extends
train pulled
out!"
The asclass
its sympathies
to Ruth
Goodwin Duke who lost her father recently.
Ruth has a fifteen months' old daughter
called Anne and says life is hectic these
days.
Mary Frances Bjrnh.irt Calder and her
doctor husband have set sail for Italy for
a year. Their son has just made the highest
grades ever at Woodbury Forest.
Polly Boze Glascock was one of the
lucky ones invited to a luncheon
Marie

Coast. It seems to agree with her."
Ruth Mcidittid Schwartz said she had
just returned from Washington. D. C,
where she had attended an advertising conference with her husband, and while there
she had talked with Mar>' Sue Kilhain
Davis who lives in Alexandria. Ruth was
married five years ago and now lives in
Cleveland Heights, Ohio, and sees Margaret Doiielt Cochran often. Ruth also
sees Libby Conorer en route from St. Louis
to Maryland, and was clever enough to
find one of our long-lost friends, Rosemary
Bjorge. who is now Mrs. R. E. Johnson
and lives in Coronado,
Calif.
Another Welcome Back goes to Romona
Spurlock Fite, who was last heard from in
Buckingham, England; and is now in
Alexandria, Va.. while her husband is
colonel-ing at the Pentagon.
Blessings on Marion Phhiizy Jones who
passed on long-awaited news of Jean
Sneie, who is now married, living in California, and "has the most beautiful baby
girl
anyone
ever seen"from
— this
last testamonial
comeshasunsolicited
a disinterested third party, so there must be a future
May Queen.
Phin says Ellie Snotv Lea has the prettiest
house and garden, and that their lawn is
the most luxuriant in Atlanta. And Ellie
herself wrote that Ann Stratton Lea was
born Nov. 16th. checking in at 7 lbs. 15 oz.,
and is the center of attraction for Debbie,
a third grader, Barrie in kindergarten and
Jimmie in nursery school.
Betty Miiyo Sohn (nee Sarah as she describes herself) says husband Louis is a
Professor of Law at Harvard. This means
winters of Filene's Basement and summers
open for adventure. "Sometimes we go to
meetings which, if we are lucky, take place
in London. Edinburg. Copenha'^en, Geneva, and .generally as far afield as possible.
Last summer, however, Louis taught at
L'CLA School of Law, and he was busy
with his new book, 'World Peace Through
■World Law,' Jan. 1958, with Grenville
Clark." When home they live in Westwood
Village outside Boston.
Libby Conover is now a permanent resident of Maryland — and this tells why —
"Lyford Landing Farm is a beautiful place
on the Eastern Shore of Maryland that was
left to me by my uncle. There are 190 acres
and the house was built about the time cf
the Revolution. St. Louis will always be
home' to me but we'll visit hereafter in
an
apartment
hotel. meetings,
I've beenandto went
severalto
Baltimore
Alumnae
the S. B. C. Alumnae Council and Founder's
Day last October as Baltimore's representaNancy H.iskins Elliott is now well resettled in Altadena. Calif., where her
husband is teaching at Caltech. Her Nan 27is
ahead of
the first
here in what
been
taught
in grade
kindergarten
overshe'din
England.tive."

Our fund raising for the class is in S'^'^J
hands as Mildred was fund chairman for
one district of the Tennessee Division of
the American Cancer Society, and the Divisicn raised
$400,000.
sureupper
her
.Sweet
Briar efforts
are Let's
in the besame
bracket figures, give or take a zero or two!
Ivy Itii/s Haskins moves in the spring to
Concord, Mass, Last summer she had a
real houseparty when Connie Ciirrie Fleming, husband and three sons, and Blair
Bimling Both, husband, and two sons and
daughter all joined forces with Ivy, husband, two sons and two daughters. However, the resulting gay time is }iot the reason
Ivy has to leave her present most attractive
house! (P. S. Biz is—)
Jane Bjker Grant typed me the most
niar\elous two pages of news. She said
they had been in and out of 24 navy homes,
not counting a few war-time Quonset huts,
and
they will (now
ed's note)(Cmdr.,
move
to Washington
where have,
her husband
I'SNAF) will attend schools for nine
months or so. Their roamings have taken
them twice at Panama and to Londonderry,
Ireland, for a year and a half. They indulged in an Old Town canoe last summer
and had fun on Narragansett Bay, boating
and quahoging, and hope to put sail and
outriggers on the boat next summer and
sail up and down the Potomac. Hal is
almost 8, and Vicki is U, a sixth grader
who took up tennis last summer, and
both children live on ice-skates in the
winter. Jane
said, "I am
forward
to Washington
duty really
mainly looking
to see
how my Briarites will be on the scene,
and we will be close enough to finally
take the children to see our respective
homes of higher learning. At this point
1 think it is a good idea to remind our
little generation that it is worthwile to
study a little harder, to be able to go on
to these places."
Changes of addresses give tempting hints
of other news. Anna Shiiiii Leonard has
become Anna Shinn Shifrine, but still lives
in Vacaville, Calif. Marjorie Slock Clemens
has moved from Wilmington, Del., to Benton Harbor, Mich., and Anne Coiianl
Weaver has apparently exchanged the sailing of Marblehead, Mass., for skiing in
Greeley, Colo. Plejse look carefully at the
list of those for whom Mildred and I are
searching,
and ifone,
you've
had a Christinas card from
or just
unexpectedly
find
aletS.one
B. C.of 40'er
lives next door to you, do
us know.
I know it will come as a great shock to
many of you to hear of the unexpected
death of Betty Lee Kopper on December
30, 1957. I have written, on behalf of the
class, a note to her 15-year-old daughter,
Betsy, the eldest of her four, and Marion
Ph'nuzy
who wastheonefuneral
of several
the class Jones,
who attended
services,in
has written the following paragraph about
Betty.
In Memoy/am
Betty Lee Kopper
A wise decision beautifully enunciated
at a Student Government meeting, alabaster
beauty above a lavender May Court gown,
a stimulating and true intellect, a kind
smile over the oftentimes heavy burden of
a refectory tray, a quiet Amen at the Chapel
services, especially those in the dell which
she loved, that was Betty Lee. Her death
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on December }Oth will come as a shock to
everyone who was at Sweet Briar during
the years of 19.36 through 1940.
The privilege of having walked this way
with one of her spiritual and intellectual
strength, and the inspiration we all received from her example are manifestations
of an immortality we can understand. Faith
in an immortality known only to Betty and
God will be a comfort to fill the void in
the hearts of all who knew and loved her
so well.
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President: JoAN De'Vore (Mrs. John E.
Roth, Jr.), 2719 Hampshire Ave., Cincinnatti 8, Ohio.
Secretiiry: Margaret Stuart Wilson
(Mrs. Kenneth H. Dickey), 1902 Ash St.,
Texarkana,
Ark.
Pmid Agent: Evelyn Cantey (Mrs. Andrew B. Marion), 11 Trails End, Greenville, S. C.
Well, here I am again, unable to start
on your recent letters for the fun of readin.g
pre\ious ones. Most of my news will be
from your letters that arrived too late for
my September deadline, but the" are all so
interesting, and news to the rest of us, so
here goes.
One was a delightful letter from Barbara
Hiilnun Whitcomb, who "spent ten days
in Naples, Fla., last April, and was most
surprised to find Pat Sorensun Ackard there.
We squeezed in as many visits as possible
without boring the others in our parties.
Back home, I had a wonderful pool-side
visit
with Ginger
Connors
('43)in
who hooded
me at Munroe
graduation.
She was
Wellesley from California visiting her sister. While we were chatting. Ginger spotted
a familiar face in the distance, who turned
out to be Jean Sawyer Faggi ('42) who is
living in Wellesley now. My life since
reunion has changed very little — P. T. A.,
S. B. C, and church work, plus the everincreasing taxi work! Son Bill is a strong,
silent 14-year-old — y 9" and 144 pounds.
Charles is 11, bouncing and smiling. Both
spent a wonderful 8 weeks at Mowglis, a
camp for boys which I recommend to all
parents who want a New Hampshire summer for their boys, I'm planning to be at
Sweet
for the
Also Briar
too late
for fall
last Council
fall, wasmeeting."
a letter
from Tish Seibels Frothingham, written
from ous
Nantucket,
most marvelsummer in "having
a house the
overlooking
the
ocean for miles. Children busy sailing,
beach picnicking, and swimming. Saw Fay
Mjriin
Chandler
avidcast
fisherlady
who arises
at 3 a.('43).
m. toansurf
in the
dark for blue fish. Her children sail in
races and my children act as ballast, but
it's getting saltier all the time, and some
day, maybe mine will be captains. This is
the most delightful spot — very unique and
inaccessible, thus not too touristy. Darling
little very old, silvered grey, shingle houses
with myriads of flowers and roses growing
out of every niche and cranny. Many belonged to old whaling captains and have
such interesting history behind them. Marvelous eating spots — one of them an old
half-sunken ship with gangplank leading
from wharf where sea gulls wheel overhead taking bread from your hands. I could
go on forever about Nantucket! I visited
B'ham recently and saw all the S. B. C.
clan of '4l. Lil Fowlkes Taylor looking
younger
all the time and still wearing

those big "gah-denias"
her golfish
hair! Ruth
Hetnfhill
deBuys being invery
and
just having moved into a perfectly lovely
big English type stone house in rustic
setting. The house is full of gorgeous antiques and unusual flower arrangements!
Kitty Estes Johnston ('40) with the most
ni pular teenage daughter in town — Kitty
has a stick to beat off the boys ! Franny
Bjldwin Whitaker still a lovely figure and
doing
great guns
in League
work,a etc."
Speaking
of Franny,
I had
darling
Christmas card from her saying Tish and
lohn and their four were home for
Thanksgiving; and that the S. B. C. Club
was planning a big luncheon the 28th.
Franny's children are darling — Meade,
Jr., is now 11, Martin, 8, and Francie, 4.
A grand note from Helen Watson Hill,
who has just finished her 2-year term as
president of the Rochester Club — my
favorite
Club.
says, "We
just had Alumnae
a wonderful
tripHelen
to Canada,
thru
Montreal. Quebec, and around the Gaspe
Peninsula, then down thru Nova Scotia
into
see George's
family
at their
farm.Maine
Beforeto th,it,
the children
were
each
at camp for two weeks, and now summer
is over, and I hate to have fall activities
I have lost a delightful letter from
Betsy again."
Tower Bennett, which I especially
start
wanted to pass on to you. I put it in some
good, safe place (which will probably
remain unknown to me for months).
Mrs. Lill, having retired from her position as Director of Admissions, is spending
the winter in Mexico City. She writes,
"My efforts to arrange a program of spoken
Spanish beginning with the new trimester
(Jan. 6) have exhausted me. It is more of
a task than I can manage to locate a living
place where Spanish is spoken and one still
can keep warm, well fed, and with sufficient light to read. I have covered this city,
been lost for hours on end, seen a wide
variety of people and homes — and I am
about to give up and stay here with my
friend. No spoken Spanish, alas." She is
planning to return to Sweet Briar on or
about Mar. 20.
A nice Christmas card from Crai^ie
Price gives me no news, only the exhortation to write about what my family is
doing, so here goes. Our nicest Christmas
present was a short organ recital by our
9th grader. Genie. As my former maid
used to say, "Every crow thinks her chick
is the will
blackest!"
halfYankee
be 10 My
next other
month, little
and prays
daily for even a few snow flakes, while I
can think of nothing worse. Just give me
a February characterized by jonquils,
forsythea, and pansies, with 75 blooms on
two of my camellias. As usual, we are
planning to spend Easter on the Gulf,
below Corpus Christi at Port Aransas;
swimming,
when it gets to be April, I've just got to go
I am sure you have received the news
sheet about the Challenge Gift of Si 0,000
to Sweet Briar. This is such a wonderful
thing, and surely each one of us can respond. We never hesitate to spend a couple
of dollars on a carton of cigarettes, and we
wouldn't miss it, to send it to such a needed
cause as Sweet Briar's Alumnae Fund.
Surely the Alumnae News is worth that
much to you, so please send your check to
Little Evie right now, while you are thinking about it, I know that you are as thrilled

Alrtiiniae Neivs

as I. th.it the Rcillins Fund was completed,
and there are so many other wonderful
things that can be done with thi.'i >;cnerous
mtt to tlie colle>;e, so do send your check.
Remember, this is on a basis of how iiiiiiiy
alumnae .yive. not on how much they give,
so don't hesitate just because your fiift
may have to be small. You count, either for
or a.yainst.
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Chus Presitleul: Bf.t.sy Gii.mi=R (Mrs. Myron E, Tremain), RFD 3, Box 331,
Charlottesville, Va.
Fh/iJ Ag,eiils: Nancy Davis (Mrs. John M.
Reynolds), 21 Howland Road. Ashevillc.
N. C. and RfTHK Hi:nsi.i;v (Mrs. ]. V. B.
Camblos). 17 Forest Road, Asheville, N. C.
Secretary: JEANNE Sawyj;r (Mrs. J. Faggi), 9 Linden Gardens, Wellesley. Mass.
Hallelulia and many thanks. The response to my query cards is electrifying.
I'm swamped. So is Massachusetts. If the
rain had been snow, we'd be 17 feet under.
Ininically, in Lynchburg. Laura Grilles
Howell is happily ice skating. Perhaps the
weather upset is due to a rocket successfully launched by Lucy CJl Dabney's eldest,
Todd, Jr., aged 13. Poose didn't explain.
Mostly she said what you-all said: that

den.
Congratulations
husband's
ment as acting
head ofon the
ChemistryappointDept.
at U. of Va. Toppin sees Penny Lewis
frequently. Penny's a psychologist at the
State Ho^pltal in Staunton and Pres. of
Staunton AAL'VC. Both rcune with Sally
Willie Rogers on her trips down from Pa.
Si recovering nicely from a confining
ailment manages to have a scout troop,
preside at garden club and vice-prexy the
library. We correspond like a couple of
magpies.
Florida bound — Jessie AL/ir Strahman.
I'eggy aged 10 and Debbie 6. Jessie lives
in N. J. fairly near Doris Ogdeii Mount,
hermuda in March — Ann H.iusle/ii Potterfield. Annie recently raised S2000 for a
lariip for physically handicapped children.
Her oldest, Ann (11) is preparing to
dance in the Charleston Ballet The.;tre
Recital.
Theatre minded also is Nancy Taylor
Smith, New Canaan, Conn. This is her
third year two
on the
Board of
of the
the Children's
Theatre,
as editor
newssheet
and this year as chairman. Acting too.
Betsy ]'antlerbilt Brown and Marion Phiiiizy
also. Jones, MO, are Children's Theatrites
Speaking of acting, did you see Mary

you hadn't any news.
To those who, for this reason, filed my
cards in the waste basket, I trust the

James, '41, on "Suspicion" and
bus"? Bouquets.

following will prove that "no news is
H'li/tl news."
All holiday tinsel and glitter aside and
back to the taxi routine. The transition

ginia AicGii/re Brent's 5th child. 4th girl.
Frannie Boyiiton Drake reports Betty

must be good for us. Ruthe Heiidey Camblos just back from Richmond (lunch with
Poose) and Greenville (visit with .Sally
Sch.ill Van Allen) exults that "after H
years everybody looks better." Ruthe is
choir mother for the church, Jr. Leaguing
and FIND RAISING.
No

sense being subtle. Plea for contributions: Daughter talking about college
already? The next four or five years will
;'.o so fast. Help raise a few more buildings
I n the dear old blue grass. NOW. Or when
the time comes ... It may be as simple as
that. Lots of space, but no room to grow
in. let propel your check today to Ruthe
or Nancy Djvh Reynolds.
Babies. One new candidate for May
Queen is Mary Ruth Piersr/ii Fischer's little
gal Cathy, arrived Jan. 18. This makes
triple trouble in the dress making dept.
for Rufus. Alice King Harris likewise.
Frances Mann arrived last June 23- Letitia
(brownie age) and Mary (kindergarten 1
"both love dancing at home, at lessons
on the stage. " Betty //,//;.i;t/' Jones
nounces third (and last, underscored)
rival, Oct. 7. First boy 9 lbs. strong

and
anarand

"notentially the best spinnaker man on the
Chesapeake. No boat yet but eyeing a
Fiberglass Bounty. " Alice sees Fugie
liiinni/ Artel now and then "looking lovely
as ever. "
Pablum and diaper daze also f: r Phyllis
Sherm.iii Barnes with 19 month boy and
6 month girl. Her other daughter is 7 so
Phvl's busily playing house. No time for
the piano. Mary (Toppin) Wheat Crowell
says she hasn't touched the ivories for
years either. But bless her heart she pounded the keys to type me a long letter with
her left hand, right wrist being in plaster.
Two girls, boxer dogs and enormous garSpring

1958

More

babies. Poose sent news

"Omniof Vir-

Broun Sweney's made the roll call five
too, Frannie is Jr. Leaguing, golfing, skiing
and
"helping
with for
homework.
" Aren't
we
all and
hurrah
Freshman
English.
Clause happy here and I don't mean Santa.
More letters — Diana Stout Allen. Jane
Taylor Lowell and Virginia Thayer Boothby.
wrote
Memphis
she's her
on
the Di
Board
of from
Directors
at thethatschool
two daughters attend. Melissa 12 and Helen
8. When \acationing in Florida she sees
Frances A\eek Young. Expects to visit with
Anne Barrett George; TennLSsee bound
soon. Frannie's at Art School and painting
portraits. According to Di. "sounds as if
she's making quite a thing out of it. "
Mimi Galloway Duncan thanks to Di
is no longer a "lost"" orange card but
expecting to move in June from Memphis
to Minneapolis. Her husband (Time Magazine circa Dec. 1) has been made President
of Minneapolis-Moline. Two si ns: Robert
5 and Lance 2.
After two and a half years in Malta
which is almost without trees and where
grass
simply
exi.st,toJane
Lowelllawns
writes
she don't
is happy
be Taylor
living
with green all around in Virginia on the
■^'i rk River. Hubhv Executive Otfi.er of
the Naval Mine Depot. Quarters sound
dreamy. Veritable deer park and venisiin
too. Three children. Robert, Jr. 12', j, Joan
II. and Susan 7 are quickly exchangin",
British accents for southern drawls. Christmas note to Jane from Irene Aiitch.ll
Moore revealed Rene's lately back from
Europe. Jane's old roomie Jeanne Biizhy
Runkle has three small fry. Jane iust missed
seeing Polly Peyton Turner who is ofi from
Williamsburg to Newport.
Giny Thayer Boothby writes from
California that husband John is in the
San Francisco branch of a N. Y. import-

export house. She's hoping to tag along
to England with him in the spring. With
Josselyn 1 3 and Johnny 9 they live like
"Shangri-la" in Sleepy Hollow, a country
community where the recreation area, club
house and swimming pool were all built
"by the toil of our own hands."
And that's it for this deadline. Next
May 15. By the June letter the entire
class (gradsSo and
ex-42'ers)
havehound
been
contacted.
throw
this oldwill
news
a bone now and then. That's the only way
I'll pet anything to chew on. And it would
be Fl'NDerful if you dusted oft your
theikbooks.
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Preiideiii: Esther
Va.

Jett (Mrs. Hugh

L.

Holland, Jr.), 204' Clay Street, Suftolk,
Secretary: Braxton Preston,
Street, Princeton, N. J.

105 Mercer

I'lind Agent: LuCY KiKER (Mrs. William
C. Jones), Box 449, Franklin, Va.
Our fund agent and Willy have a third
daughter — Cynthia Berry Jones — born on
May 7, 1957, but heretofore unannounced
in these pages. Lucy allows as how she is
now "three times interested in keeping
Sweet Briar a going institution" and goes
right into a plea for the Alumnae Fund
and reunion attendance. Do heed her.
Reunion. Fifteen years out. Gracious! It
would be nice to see all of you again, and
I hope you're planning to come. Lucy,
Esther Jett Holland and Charlotte Garher
Rudulph have already signified their intentions. It's a good nucleus but not yet a
large crowd !
There seems to have been right much
moving about since I last wrote to you.
The Peternieyers (Frances Gregg) are
back in Bronxville after three years in
Tulsa. Margaret Gold Suiiidell Dickerman,
Paul, and the four children have left
chickens for the newspaper business and
are living in Wilson. Skip Bracher OConnell is now back in the East, Okie having
been transferred in September to Stewart
Air Force Base. They took an old house
and redid it themselves — "barely survived,"
is Skip's comment.
Page Ruth Foster has moved west — to
Santa Barbara where Jim took over on
October 1 as Director of the Santa Barbara
Museum of Art. Page's letter was a catalog
of delights -\sith their leisurely trip out
I including o\er-night with Harriet Piilteii
Phillips, and a tour of the L'tah parks),
uith the amenities of Santa Barbara, with
her "tiny house in a beautiful garden with
heavenly view of the mountains, " and
particularly with "Jim's museum, " whiih
she describes as "a little gem."
It is not every class that has two members
named
Mrs. with
James the
Foster.
V('e one
have (Peggy
and I
had lunch
other
Roiidiii) early this week. She and a friend
had just come from a sneak preview of a
film called Couboy. They see one a week
and report on it to the producers. Peg
29
seemed to think Cowboy would have been
more fun for Jim to take the children to.
in case you re interested in an early review.
She and Jim are taking <ifl for Europe again
this year after settling Joan (aged 9) in
camp. Tommy (6) 1 think will stay with
his grandparents.

Some (it the others of you ha\e been
travelling about seeing one another. Clare
E.igtr Matthai reports visits with Huie
Grymes, Nancy Be. in White, and Frances
Gregg Petersmeyer in New York. Fayette
McDou-ell Willett had lunch in Richmrnd
with Virginia White, who has for some
time been extremely active in Moral Rearmament. Mary Belle Lee Aldridge stopped
by Princeton for a few minutes with Beth
Dichm.m Smith. (I was not about and,
regretfully, missed her.)
Clare Eager Matthai and Anne Mcjiinkhi
Schriver are evidently mainstays of their
lunior Leagues. Clare has iust been Adjnissions Chairman for hers, as well as a
delegate to the Regional Convention, and
lunlc is stage-managing trouping performances for hers.
On her thirty-si.xth birthday your secretary became a school girl again. I am
enrolled in one course at Rutgers, and by
the time we have a sixty-fifth reunion I
may be able to write something besides
B. A. after my name. A union card is
useful in the testing business!
Do hope everybody makes it to our
Flashy Fifteenth !
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Betty Gray Gray and Dick arc avid "doit-yourselfers" and my hat's off to them, as
we had one such experience when we
added a room on to our house ! She says
they're building a home. "When school
started in September we decided to move.
The girls called it the 'house we camp in.'
We are finishin.g the interior ourselves.
Still got some bare stud walls, but the
conveniences of life are gradually appearing. We aie in a rapidly growing rural
suburb east of Cleveland." They have two
acres of woods and a dammed up stream
where they have enjoyed ice skating this
winter. Their two girls are Betsy, 7, and
loanne, 4. Dick is in research at Case
Institute of Technology.
Helen Davis Wohlers has also moved.
She wrote that they have bought an old
colonial house with "a big lot, and big
trees, and big rooms." She says they also
joined the club and played golf all summer.
They're still in
from Julie Mills
Cux MacKinnon
moved from New
John is with a
there. They have

Syracuse, N. Y. A card
Jacobson says that Carol
and husband John have
Jersey to Shreveport, La.
subsidiary of A. M. F.
a little girl.

1945

Julie saw Sheila Moore Rathbun (who
lives in Chevy Chase, Md.) last summer

President: Harriet Willcox (Mrs. David
Gearhart), Centerville, Md.
Secretary: Anne Dickson (Mrs. G. S.
Jordan), Bay Colony, Virginia Beach, Va.
Fund Agent: Julia Mills (Mrs. Lawrence
Jacobson), 4416 Edmunds St. N. W.,
Washington, D. C.
Apologies are in order to one and all

playing tennis
and door
she is
still terrific.
"Last
summer
my back
neighbor
at Betham
Beach turned out to be Becky Stokes Lamb,
and as president of the Baltimore S. B. C.
Club, she was up to her ears in — you
guessed
it— bulbs."
is stillArms
working
in the alumnae
officeJulie
at Holton
and

for having "goofed" completely on the last
issue. September came around too fast for
me, and with getting the children ready
for school (all three are in school now —
it's delightful) plus the fact that I had
no news, I just didn't write the letter.
We had a marvelous summer. We rented
our house for the month of July and went
up to Lake Champlain again. My cousin
Mary
Bedell,and'40,
cottage Johnston
for the month
she lent
went usup her
in
August.
such State
beautiful
country
in New It's
York
in the
heartupofthere
the
Adirondack Mts. and we all love it. The
children seem to thrive on it.
A nice note came from Martha Holton
Glesser in September. (Incidentally, I do
appreciate your notes and news items any
time you have a chance to write. It certainly
makes this job a lot easier.) Marty has
three boys: Gay, 7V2. Tommy, 5V2. and
Jack, 2. The Glessers spent five weeks in
Toledo last summer visiting Marty's family.
Her father had just bought a 42 foot cruiser so they were skimming over the water
in style.
Congratulations are in order for Diddy
Gaylord Thompson and Arthur who adopted a baby boy in September. Diddy says
he has blue eyes and reddish blond hair.
He was ten weeks old at the time, and his
name is Arthur Wilson Thompson. Seme
more congratulations go to Lib Hicks
Pollak and Dooley for a daughter, Elizabeth Goldsborough, born September 20,
1957.
There seem to be lots of new homes.
Perk Tratigott and "T" Browne have moved
into their lovely new home in the country
on the Lynnhaven River very near Thirza
Trant Campbell and Alan.
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teaches bowling in the winter to 27 teenagers.
Betty Pender Lazenby has come home
from California to live here at the Beach
for six months while Dick is cruising
around the Pacific with the Navy. I know
she'll be glad to live in her cute house
again. They had just built it and moved in
several years ago when they .got orders to
Annapolis and then to California. It has
been rented ever since. Perk talked to
Betty Healy Cutler on the phone the other
day and she and Gordon are getting ready
to build a new home.
Mary Haskins King's Christmas letter is
really wonderful. I'll try to hit the high
spots. Last February Mary and Jet went
to Lakeland,
Fla.,twofordays
Jet'satbrother's
wedding. They had
Cocoa Beach
befciie
home. Mary's
full ofJohnny
news
of her coming
three children,
two boys,
and Jetton, and a little girl. Telle, who is a
year old. Tales of the younger boy Jetton,
who is accident prone, have him in and
out of the hospital and doctors' offices
much of the time. Mary says, "He was
four the 8th of this month, but Jet and
I sometimes feel we've had him twice
that long. " I gather there's never a dull
moment at the King's. Mary and Jet had
a wonderful vacation last summer, sans
children. They took a train to Boston where
they
up Mary's
car.Maine,
They
drove picked
2 300 miles
up intosister's
northern
Canada
do it alland
overNova
again!Scotia. They're ready to
That about does it for this time. Not
having a letter in the fall issue, I did not
get a plug in for the Alumnae Fund. If
you have not sent a contribution, it's never
too late to do it. Best wishes to all of you
for a happy and successful year in 1958.

President: Adeline

Jones

(Mrs. Stephen

C. Voorhees), 1404 Quincy Lane, Charleston, West Va.
Secretary: Polly Vandeventer (Mrs.
Robertwick,Saunders),
16 Shirley Rd.. WarVa.
Fund Agent: Lucv Charles Jones (Mrs.
Robert Bendall, Jr.), 4431 Southampton
Ave., Danville, Va.
Another New Year is here and 1946 is
really going to sound like the Dark Ages
before we know it. I hope 1958 will be a
year of good things for you all and that
you will be writing to tell me about them,
each and every one.
Nancy Doud Burton wrote me about
the Fall Council meetings at S. B., at
which four of our illustrious classmates
were present — Cholly Jones Bendall, Wistar Watts King, Bea Dingivell Locs and
herself. She said that collectively they
mother 13 children and they agreed unanimously "on the lack of serenity at home
and the fervent hope that we can make it
through the next decade." Wistar has discovered that she has nerves in her body
she tends to her 2 boys and 1 girl.

when

Maybe that's why she finds time for all
these S. B. and Junior League meetings I
hear she attends. Bea's 2 boys and 2 girls
have still left her with time to be President
of the S. B. Club in Washington. Their
membership numbers something like 200
and they turn over to S. B. thousands of
dollars eveiy year. Cholly's pharmaceutical
husband, "Bro," owns and operates his
own store in Danville so those three boys
of theirs have an excellent source of antibiotics and comic books. We all know how
busj Dowd must be with her 3 boys and
that vast job as chairman of the Alumnae
Fund. Here's to serenity, girls!
I know

the entire class joins me in extending sympathy to Jane Richardson
Vieth, whose little 2V2-year-old boy was
drowned in a tragic accident last summer.
Jane's address is I6I Quincy St., Chevy
Chase, Md., in the event anyone wants to
write to her personally.
Many thanks to senders of Christmas
cards. Will now pass on some news I
gleaned from them: Anne Owens Mueller
and her husband, Rick, were planning a
skiing trip to Las Vegas after Christmas —
Rick for some skiing, and Anne for laughs !
Libba Fruit Metzenthin's card was a picture of her three children — James, Margaret
and
wrote, "Our
are much
like Emily.
those She
of others
whose days
children
are
7, 5 and 2, happy and busy with school,
pre-school, civic and church activities. We
really meant to come to Virginia in '56, but
we 'air-conditioned' instead." Do you all
remember the picture of Jean Love Albeit
in the class reunion
book?
There
were
4 little Alberts a-sitting on the steps. Now
I have a Christmas card with a picture of
6 little Alberts! 4 girls and 2 boys. As far
as I know, that is the record for our
class. (Let me know if I am wrong.)
Tassie Brooks Augustine wrote of her lovely Christmas with "43 of the clan" in
Potwin, Kansas, including her contribution
of 4 — Jane, Jon, David and Mary — 11, 8,
5 and 3, respectively. Mary Lou Holton
has her same teaching post at the L'niversity
of Illinois (teaching English to foreign
students). She mentioned the delightful
times she spent on their new
boat last
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suiiimcr
-a lovely
in
Canadian
waters. 42'

Matthews — iTuisinj;

Enclosed in Betty Anne B.tss Norris'
card was a little card saying '. . . Us too,
Tina and George jW David Robertson,
November Ifitli." David's announcement
was certainly a nieasant surprise! Bass wrote
on her card something about moving. My
Liza has successfully lost some of my S. B.
Christmas cards, so I don't have the full
story on why they are moving. Luckily,
Sarah McDiiffie Hardaway supplied me
with her address, however. It's going to be
Cedar Hill, Greenwich, Conn., and it has
something to do with a fascinating advertising job, we think.
Sarah's address is Hardaway Hall. Midland, Ga. I wrote her that I had visions of
her running a southern plantation. Her
reply: "I definitely don't run an old southern plantation- -more a bus to and from
town." She had heard from Barcy KeiineJy
Neel announcing the birth of her third
child, first daughter — Sarah Kennedy Neel.
She said Wistar, at that time, was at a
Junior League meeting in St. Petersburg,
Fla. Sarah and Ben are planning a NewYork trip in January to attend the U. S.
Pony Club Meeting. She is secretary of the
local Pony Club "which is funny, always
having been a terrible rider and scared of
horses. The children are nutty on the subject, though, and it's fun for all of us.
Keeps me very busy."
A really darling picture of her children
came from Polly Pollard Kline. Her i boys
and 2 girls are sitting age-wise down the
steps. (I notice there is another available
step. Ha!) Polly and I had a grand time
several weeks ago with Caroline Rudolph
Sellers and husband when the Sellers came
through Williamsburg enroute for New
York and "My Fair Lady. " It was fun
seeing each other and getting husbands
together. (I am bound and determined to
take a trip someday soon to see Rudy. She
sent us a map of Montgomery and envirous
with directions on how to get there. She
inust be serious ! )
Betsy Giirley Henson writes from Warrington, Fla., that all is well. Warrington
is the western part of Pensacola and they
live in a section called Harborview ri.ght
on Pensacola Bay with about 10 neighbors.
They are next to the Pensacola Country
Club, so there's tennis, golfing, boating,
and water .skiing right in their front yard.
Betsy is also choir-singing and nurse-aiding
at the Naval Hospital. Sounds like the good
life! "T" is travelling a lot but thriving
in the paper business.
"Jimmie' Thompson Robertson reports
that she and Freddie are farming and raising children on their LIpper Brandon Farm
on the lames River, They have Martha, 6,
lim. S, and |ohn, 2. The children, P. T. A.
and the training of a six-months-old German Shepherd puppy are keeping her busy!
I recently had lunch with Candy Greene
Satterficid over at "Virginia Beach. Her Jim
was on his annual trip to Central America
attending to British-American Tobacco.

these islands are. At any rate we are satisfied
to stay here forever. We live on a sugar
plantation quite a way from Honolulu. Our
house is one of those tremendous old things
you read
about -iOOO
square
feet."
They
have about
three —children
(Laurie,
8, Robert,
2, and Mary Anne, 6 weeks), 3 dogs. cats,
fish and their faithful Japanese tenants and
ibcir four children! Their plantation life is
entirely difterent from the typical Hawaiian
life we read about. "Our little village of
Waipahu has about all necessary for daily
living so I seldom venture to town except
for an occasional duty for the Junior
League. letter
A True
Country
I."
Libbvs
ended
with Mouse
a very Am
inviting
P. S. "Always glad to see any visiting
firemen. Just give us a call."
I would say that it pays to keep up with
these cosmopolitan classmates of ours.
Better hustle and do some cultivating before
you plan your next trip!
My biggest bit of news this time is
husband Bob's recent announcenient as a
candidate to the L'. S. Congress. Better
cultivate me, too, just in case we end up
in Washington !

1947
President: Sara Ann
McMullen
Douglas
Lindsey),
31 Woodmont
Alexandria, Va.

(Mrs.
Road.

Fund
Agent:
Meredith
Slani(Mrs.
Thomas A. Finch), Box 508. Thomasville.
N. C.
Secretary: Nan
Hart
(Mrs. William W.
Stone), Bon Air, Va.
Two of our illustrious classmates,
Cynthia Bemiss Stuart and Frankie Gardner
Curtis, along -with Mrs. Pannell, attended
the reception held in honor of Queen
Elizabeth and Prince Philip in the garden of
the Governor's Palace in Williamsburg in
October. The queen visited Vir.ginia in
connection with the huge Jamestown Festival held last year in celebration of the
350th anniversary of the settling of
Jamestown. Cynthia was also aniong the
two hundred fortunate guests who attended
a seated dinner with the queen and Prince
Philip at the Williamsburg Inn following
the reception. Frankie's husband, John Curtis, supervised the building of the three
replicas of the Godspeed, Discoiery and the
Susan C'instant for the Janiestown Festival.
Frankie and John attended the launching
of these ma.gnificent ships in April and
other events in connection with the celebration along with many state, federal and
British notables.
Sammy McAiuUen Lindsey and Doug
recently moved into a new four-bedroom
house on a hill overlooking the Potomac
River. Ann Colston Leonard is working on
her Master's Degree in social work along
with caring for two youngsters. Connie
Cleienger Berg lives in Georgetown, Md.,
and has a daughter. 7. and two younger
boys. She writes that Patsy Canihlos
Guttshall has three lat children.
Margaret Alannerlyn Haverty and Rawson
are now the proud parents of three daughters and a son ranging in age from 6
months to 5 years. They put an addition
on their home in Atlanta before the fourth
child was born last June.
Alice Reese and Joe Edens and their
three children moved in the fall from

writes,

Lebanon,

Spring

1958

tell

you

how-

wonderful

Pa.,

to

Petersburg,

"Va.,

"7'/? months and 41/2 teeth old."
And this is all the news that is fit to
print. I will trade you that which is not
so printable for some startling news of
yourself, family, or classmates.
I am ashamed to admit that the percentage of alumnae in the class of 1947 who
contributed to the Alumnae Fund in 1957
was the lowest of any class since 1936.
Please help us to raise this percentage in
I95S and receive the S 10, 1)00 reward.

1948
President: Virginia Wurx.bach (Mrs.
Richard S. Vardy), Quarters H-5, Perry
Circle, LI. S. Naval Academy, Annapolis,
Md.
Secretary: Mary Jo ARMSTRONG (Mrs.
Arthur H. Berryman), 1302 Avenue C,
Galveston, Texas.
Fnud Agent: Liz Beltz (Mrs. William F.
Rowe, Jr.), 4622 Kensington Ave., Richmond 26, Va.
Our

class keeps multiplying and

here

are some births in '57 not previously re-

Candy was at her family's home attending
to her almost 3 Caroline. I loved seeing
her before and after nap time. She is a
"pistol"!
An interesting letter arrived from Libbv
RyliinJ Humphrey from Waipahu, Hawaii,
(20 miles from Waikiki Beach). She
"Cannot

home town, where Joe is with the Brown
and Williamson Tobacco Co.
ludy Burnett Halsey saw Fanny Ulmer
Conley while she was in Jacksonville on a
convention with her husband last fall.
Maria Tucker Bowerfind informed me at
Christmas time that her son, Peter, is now

their

Jerre Jo Flack. Ridge, her third, a daughported.
ter, Linda Lee, born March 25. Jerre visited
in Fort Worth a while last summer and was
busy during the fall working on a play for
the Children's Theater.
Rosemary Gugert Kennedy, her first, a
daughter, Wendy Ann, born April 6. They
bought a home and moved in just prior
to the baby's birth. They spent a month on
the Gulf Coast last summer. Rosemary is
the National Committee Woman from
Louisiana
for the Young
Republicans.
Kay Wince Johns, her third, a daughter,
Mar\' Catherine, born July 27. Sylvia
Sc/j/rel) Robertshaw, her first, a daughter,
Mary Nicholson, born July 20. Sally Daiis
Spencer, her first, a son. James Kvle. Jr.,
born July 27. Liz Beltz Rowe, her third,
a son. Charles Chesley. born Sept. 22.
Cheslev weighed in at 7 lbs. 1 1 oz.
Martha Frye Terry, her fourth, a son.
Glenn Roger, born Oct. 22. Glenn tipped
the scales at a healthy 9 lbs. 5 oz. After
three girls she says they hit the jackpot.
Her delightful Christmas card was in the
form of a letter relating their events and
activities for the year. Last February little
Ruth had her third eye operation, in March
they inherited a dog named Bonnie; May
was filled with school activities and recitals for Barbara plus a case of mumps. The
last two weeks of June were spent at Windy
Beach. S. C. with Julia coming down with
the mumps. July and August were filled
with church conferences — she and Harold
went to the Theological Conference at
l.utheridge. and in late August he attended
the Luther League of America Convention
in Lawrence. Kansas; on to Minneapolis for
the Third Assembly of the Lutheran World
Federation; and oflF again to Lutheridge
where he was director of the School of
Church Music. School started. The baby
came
I wc)uld...
say. an extremely exhausting year
Martha Schmidheiser Rodman,

her third.

a son, William Schmidheiser, born Oct.
28. Bill wei.uheJ 6 lbs. 10 oz. Nancy
Vaughn Kelly, litr second, a son, Derek
Westervelt. born Nov. 23.
Ardis Frjlus MacBride, her FIFTH, a
son, Harold Edwin, born June 3. At .six
months Neddy was a chubby 22 lbs. After
4 girls she now has a "beautiful, handsome,
wonderful" son. Ardis has all her plans
made for Reunion, so if she can make it
with 5 children, we all should be able to
escape from our one, two,, three or four
children.
Two days after I mailed the last Newsletter Iheard from Evalena "Evvy" Sharp.
On October 19 she married Joseph Vidal
in Madrid. A week before the Church
ceremony they had to go to Gibralter for
the civil ceremony. After a honeymoon in
Italy, they returned to Madrid as he was
connected with the American Embassy
there. They planned to be back in Washington sometime during February.
It is with very deep regret that I tell
you
Feliciadied
Jackson
Wheless'of husband,
Lockwood,
very suddenly
a heart
attack the end of September. It was a
terrible shock to all as he had had no
previous trouble. Felicia plans to remain
in Shreveport for the time being at least.
I was also most grieved to learn of the
death of Peggy Mihvee Carlton, who was
accidently shot at her home in Montgomery,
Ala., on Dec. 15. While decorating the
house with her husband Hollis she went
to a closet and pulled a coat off a shelf.
A gun in its pocket accidentally went off
and she died in the ambulance en route
to the hospital. She is survived by two
daughters — Melissa who will be 9 in March
and Cynthia who will be A in April. Peggy,
a dark haired, husky voiced Southerner,
was with us our Freshman year and lived
on 3rd Floor Grammer. She and I met on
the train going to Sweet Briar for the first
time and I shall always remember what a
delightful person she was.
I know to Felicia and to Peggy's family
you join me in sending our heartfelt
sympathy.
Bits from here and there. Jane McCuffery
McBrian and her husband had a wonderful
time
abroad.
stayed while
with Jim's
mother
and The
fatherchildren
in England
they
toured Ireland, Holland, and Paris. They
have finally gotten themselves back into
their old routine — Sarah is in the 4th
grade, Jimbo in the first, and Andy is home
helping her.
In September Connie Hancock Getman
moved to Perrysburg, Ohio, as her husband
joinedtry the
faculty atThey
Maumee
'Valley
Coun-a
Day School.
have
bought
"dandy" house and are rapidly joining the
ranks of the do-it-yourself group.
Liz Barbour Beggs has quit her job to be
a housewife and says, "Now I really work."
Mary Pierce, who is with the Foreign
Service, planned to leave the U. S. A. again
in January. Ruth Faulkner Young is back
in Longmont, Colo., where her husband
is new manager of the local Sears there.
Suzanne Edwards Weatherhead and her
husband have just bought their first home —
a fieldstone and frame Early American.
Albert is now with the Weatherhead Company so they are settled in Cleveland. Jane
Johnson Kent and her husband have just
moved into their new house in Pleasantville, N. Y., and love it. It's a barn red,
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two stoi7 New England Colonial with a
gorgeous view for miles — they can even
see the Empire State Building 40 miles
away. She works three hours a day for two
doctors in Scarsdale pricking ringers and
anything else that conies along. Both Marjie
and Lora are in school. Betty Ann Warner
Keith has a new home in Houston and
Diane Slobert Sessions has been busy with
the new house they just built and Junior
League work.
Martha Mansfield Clement's little Sarah
is in kindergarten
and toadores
so
enthusiastic
she wants
go all it.
day.She's
Wally
has been on two trips — one to Albuquerque
and one to Ann Arbor. While he was on
one of them, Martha managed a jaunt to
Falls Church.
Audrey inLahman
Rosselot's
Elizabeth
is enrolled
an Austrian
kindergarten.
"Twink"
Elliott
Sockwell's
son
Stephen is in the 2nd grade and Helen
is in kindergarten. Twink is knee deep in
PTA
work and chauffering as they live
6 miles from town. They had a wonderful
trip this sylvania,
summer
through
'Virginia,
PennNew York,
and North
Carolina.
Fortunately, she made connections with
Bess White Gregory for a few hours at
Nags Head over the 4th of July. She also
saw Ann Samjord L'pchurch when Ann was
in Huntsville for a golf tournament in
August.
After two years in Baton Rouge and
Houston, Ileana Gracia Stipes is back in
Puerto Rico and wants all of you to call
here if you get down for a vacation. She has
a little girl named
Ileanita who will be
7 in June and a son, Frank, who will be
4 in June
Immediately
mann
married inafter
July,"Dickie"
1956, sheLile
and HartJohn
went to Europe for a year, spending most
of their time living in Zurich where her
husband studied at the Kinderspital
(Children's Hospital). They travelled,
however, 25,000 miles in their Karman
Ghea covering every country in Western
Europe from Finnish Lapland in the North
to Gilbralter and Malaga, Spain, in the
South. They came home by freighter
through the Panama Canal. Settled now in
Seattle, Jack is teaching at the Llniversity
(he's a pediatrician) and in part time
practice. "Dickie" was in the midst of
having their house done over when I heard
from her.
Gloria McElroy Read is teaching French
in the undergraduate school at S. M. V.
and a class in Speech in the School of
Engineering. She loves the university association, andyear
says olds
it's quite
a departure
her seven
Sunday
School from
class
and the tutoring she does twice a week in
West Dallas for underprivileged junior
high school girls . . . plus working Mondays
for an interior designer, but "it's definitely
'learning" work, not teaching."' Last summer
she and her husband had a wonderful trip
to Canada and New York City, with a
drive
thru Sweet
Briartheone
of the oftrip"s
highlights,
including
purchase
an
old soda bench from the Traveler's Inn in
Amherst for the bath house by their
swimming pool.
From Norfolk, Peggy Addingtoii Twohy
writes they moved into their house in early
October and are delighted with it— fireplaces in every room upstairs and down
with lovely old brass and iron locks. Patty
Traugott Rixey was one of two delegates
to the Junior League Conference in Corona-

do, Calif., last summer and was cochairman for a Conference-in-Minature held
during the
fall.in Peggy
"Beehic"
Dii'ore
Towers
March visited
in laiksonville.
First baby reported in '58 belongs to
Emily Loflis Peters, whose third son was
born Jan. 8. His name is James Barton.
Menio Park, Calif., will be Anne Street
Lautz's new home after March 5 as her
husband has been transferred and they are
delighted to be going West. Indianapolis
is Mary "Virginia Grigsby Mallet's new
home.
Neighbor's
league She's
and isjoined
servingtheon New
the Board
plus
doing church work.
What a gay summer Nela Wattley had
. . . first to the "Virgin Islands with her
family, then a trip to Point Clear, and
after that a Caribbean cruise for 12 days
with a group of friends, Jamaica being the
tropical highlight. In November she had
a visit with Martha Sue Skinner Logan
when Nela was en route to Miami for an
EEG convention.
Henningsen
joined "Vic
on Mayde
a hurryLudington
up business
trip to Mexico
in
September and talked to Nela when the
plane stopned in New Orleans to go thru
customs. Nayde"s daughter Mary Fran is
in nursery school. Son Kit is in 1st grade,
and Vic is in the 2nd grade, so she has
become involved in P. T. A. work (secretary). She is also Treasurer of her Garden
Club, busy with Junior League and the
usual local organizations.
Betsy Anderson Tennant and her husband took a camping trip through "Virginia
and West "Virginia this summer with their
two
girls. Andwent"Peter"
Eonville
and
her husband
to Mexico
this Buie
summer.
All Fall Jeanne Morrell Garlington was
swamped with Junior League work but they
managed a week end in August with Mary
Barrett Robinson and Heard.
ChristmasMorse"s
Day was
"Vi
Whitehead
house celebrated
with both at
of her
daughters coming down with the chicken
pox. She saw Nancy Vaughn Kelly, Kax
Berthier McKelway, and McCall Henderson
at Bell Ringers in Washington on Sweet
Briar Day. Vi reports Dolly Antrim
McKenna is due to arrive soon in the
Washington area.
Ann Samjord LIpchurch and Sam joined
Peggy Sheffield Martin and Tom in Atlanta
for a football week end and later the
Martins visited them in Birmingham. Ruth
Street Ide spent the Fall conducting an eight
week course for Junior League Provisional
Members. The summer was spent playing
golf, and she and her husband went for a
long week end to Farmington Country
Club in Charlottesville in October. Most
of
Westray
Nicholas"
time has
been
spent Boyce
learning
to be spare
a gardener
in
order to pretty up the yard of their new
liouse. Phyllis Thorpe Miller and John had
a delightful vacation in Florida but the
Fall was a mad rush. Jane Taylor Ix spent
10 days in August at Popponesset Inn on
the Cape. Bill is in kindergarten and Jon
in nursery school. Vickie Brock Badrow
spent a month on Cape Cod last summer.
She saw Anne Ricks when the latter was
in New York last spring. They had dinner
and went to the theater together.
Eve Godchaux Hirsch spent part of the
summer in Colorado on a ranch and part
of it across Lake Ponchatrain in Covington
on the beach. Son Richard is in kindergarten and she is engaged in loads of
volunteer work, gardening, and car pools.

Ahimncte News

Diane KiiiR Nelsdn s littk D.iviJ has
htcn kcc-pint; her <in her toes as he seejns
ti> be allergic to everything. And all winter
l\e been battlin.i; ihilJhood diseases and
.ill known
and unknown
\irus.
Last year Murray Aimslroii^ James was
President of the Children's Museum Guild.
Her summer was supposed tt) be a rest but
what started out to be a few minor repairs
on their house turned out to be a complete
remodeling job . . . plus having a house
yuest all summer. In September she and
her husband went to Pennsylvania to see
lier mother and to the Steeplechase at
Rollin.i; Roik. I saw Murray at Thanksnivin.i; and she looks ^reat, the same as ever.
'I'ho' r\e been asked. I do not have
any statistics as vet as to the number comini;
to reunion. About 60 have indicated in
iheir letters they were making plans to be
there (obviously the list is too lon>; to
publish ) and the most exciting part of it
is that many of these are non-firaduatcs . . .
those from the West, the South. East and
North say they are coming barring; a majcr
calamity. So make your reservation on the
Sputnik that stops at S. B. C. . . . gather
your friends, organize car pools and I'll
see you
in June.
resting my
cords
a whole
week I'm
beforehand.
. . vocal
It's going to be great. Many have said
this might be the last one they'll ever make
(let's hope not) but anyway, there has
been much interest and excitement expressed
and we should have the best reunion ever.
Flash: Susan Killough Coghill. daughter
of Lee E'lill Coghill and Ken. arrived
January IS. It's Lee's third child, first
daughter.

1949

served notice on all concerned that I intend
to return for our tenth reunion. They've
now
plentywho
of warning,
— I'd
to seehadanyone
ever gets soout
to love
this
area. VC'e're in the Pasadena phone book."
A card from June reports, "-1th son,
Angus Eager Finney, born Nov. 16. All
fine. Rat race in rainy weather, otherwise
life is fun. Return to Baltimore 1960 to
practice
Jarvis wroteneuro-surgery."
that husband, Sally
John, Melcher
is in charge
of raising SIOO.OOO at Episcopal Academy
to build a very modern chapel designed by
Vinicnt Kling. The design has raised some
controversy as it is m the shape of a Greek
cross with the altar in the center. "John
is also in charge of public relations, alumni
work — and still teaches 2 classes. We've
moved to a house on the school grounds;
otherwise I don't think we'd .see him at
all." And she added, "Marcia Fowler Smiley
called me this spring when she was in
Phila. — part of a committee that is shopping around for a S.^ million electronic
brain for the Reader's Digest! Foo is just
the one to find one for them. Beth Jansm.i
Gorter (or Gorter-[ansma which is the
Dutch way) had a little girl, Anna ElizaOctober.
Kittybeth, inH.irl
Belew"
received from Peggy
"^X'e are now five —
and little Margaret

sent me a card she had
Qiiynii Maples sayin.g.
Allen is 6, Johnny 3.
(the thrill of my life)

is 6 tiionths. " Kitty had heard from Dot
Botloiii Gilkey who was elected co-president
of the Nashville Alumnae Association with
Ann Luck at their Sweet Briar Day Luncheon. Kitty went on to say that Betsy
Dershuck
and
at Sea Island
Brown spent
to Christmas.
My parents

Frank
Gay spent
Newthat
Year's
and loved
it, and
Pat
a few days in Ottawa prior
ran into Mr. and Mrs. Lane.

PiciiJei:!: Preston Hodges (Mrs. Eugene
Dubose Hill, Jr.), 122 Don Allen Rd.,
Louisville
7, Ky.

Anne Lane Hereford's parents, and they tell
me that Anne and Frank are spending this
year in Birmingham, England, where Frank

Secretary: CAROLINE CASEY (Mrs. C. Coleman McGehee), 5504 Monumental Ave.,

has a fellowship at the L'niversity of Birmingham. They expect to return to Charlottesville next summer.
I went
home
to

Richtnond 26, 'Va.
Fund Agenl: Catherine

Cox

^X'ayne. Pa., for a visit with my family
during January and while there I had a
nice chat with Bertie Pew Baker but unfortunately did not get to see her or her
family
Bertietheir
had newest
a viruslittle
"bug.girl
" Sheis
told meas that
nicknamed Bonnie, and also that David
is a urologist. Also that Larry Lawrence
and Paul Bowers are back from Germany
and living in an apartment in Cambridge,
Mass., while Paul is getting his Ph, D,
at Harvard. They have two little girls,
Kathy and Dee Dee, I had a lovely visit
with Sally Mclchcr Jarvis and also with
Emilie 'I'huvnlun and Bud Forte who lives
in Strartord, Pa. They have two children.
Earl Martin. Ill born Aug, 22, 1956, and
Patricia Thornton born April 10, 1955,
I'nfortunately the children were in bed
when we visited, so I did mA have a chance
to see them.
We have had some excitement at the
McGehees for on Jan. 21 Coleman was
named Richmond's "young man of the
year " and was awarded the [r. Chamber of
Commerce's distinguished service award
for "outstanding civic service to the community. "To say that I am proud of him
is putting it very mildly, I assure you I
And now, dear classmates, I find that I
have been gleaning news of the class of
1949 since November, 1955, and so this
issue of the News will be my swansong.
If anyone would care to take over as secretary, I shall be most happy to hear from
you, otherwise I shall simply appoint someone! I have enjoyed the contact with you
all, but as our family is still on the increase,
I shall soon no longer have the time to
devote to it.
One last word — we need only 12 more
contributors to make our class eligible for
the American Alumni Council Honor Roll.
As I looked over the list of those who contributed last year there were some rather
startling omissions — were YOU one of
them i Let's see your name on the list this
year, and remember the amount you send
is not as important as the fact that you do

(Mrs. Phil-

lip Reeves7,Reynolds),
71 Loomis Dr., 'West
Hartford
Conn.
BIRTHS: Peggy Quyiin and Sam Maples,
a daughter, Margaret, June, 1957, Alberta
P(.u and (Dr.) David Baker, a daughter.
Alberta Suzanne. June 22, 1957, Margery
B.ihcock and Norman Nagel, a daughter,
Dorothy Katherine, Nov, 5, 1957, June
Ejger and (Dr.) Bill Finney, a son, Angus
Eager, Nov. 16, 1957,
Christmas brought a few bits of news
from here and there, including a nice note
on a card from Marge Biibci'ck Nagel:
"Margery Beck was born Sept. 5, 1956,
and Dorothy Katharine, Nov. 5, 1957. We
li\e in a simply marvelous 'topsy built'
house (one wall dates from 1880) that
started life as a blacksmith shop on one
of the first ranches in this valley (La
Cunada, Calif,). It takes Norm better than
an hour each way to work, but we love it
here and know it is worth it. Three dogs,
one cat and five horses (not to mention
three children — one 12-year-old stepson)
keep me from any chance at boredom. "
Marge tells me that my assumption about
Nancy Keith Tenaglia (see Nov. '57
Alumnae News) is correct and that she
and her husband Henr>' have a two-year-old
son, John, Her address is 1523 Wilson
Ave,, San Marino, Calif. She adds: "I have
Spring
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Elizabeth

Lindsay Belew

at 5 months, daughter ot Katharine

Hart Belew,

'49
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send something. This year wc are interested
in number of contributors rather than
amount contributed — so that we may be
chsible for that wonderful gift of $10,000.
for a 10 per cent increase in number of
contributions.

1950
President: Elizabeth Todd (Mrs. Joseph
D. Landen), 1211 Hershel Woods Lane.
Cincinnati 26, Ohio.

Secretary: FRANCES CoNE (Mrs. Andrew
B. Kirkpatrick, Jr.), 1 Westover Circle,
Wilmington 6, Del.
Fund Agent: Marie Gilliam (Mrs. R.
Hunter Park), 611 McDaniel Ave., Greenville, S. C.
Lots of exciting news this time which
I hope will encourage the rest of you to
write in before the May 15 deadline.
Babies, babies, and more babies comprise
most of my news. Kay /,,<«.? Gibson and
Gib have a sen. Carleton Bartlett, IV. born
Dec. 13. Mim M'yse Linsky and Lmk have
a second child, Nathan Lawrence, born
Dec. 31. Their daughter, Keith Lee, is
3V'2.
The class of 1950 seems to be settmg
records! Two graduates have reported the
arrival of their fourth addition, preceded
by Frances Martin Lindsay's
onlyboys
timetwo
in
four,
and twin girls. Bettye
Wright Schneider and Tom have a baby
daughter, Virginia Eldes, born May 29.
1957. She was named after her grandmother, also an S. B. C. graduate. Their
other children are Lynn, 6I/2, Tommy, 41/2,
Bobby, 2l,2. Betsey Saivyer Hodges and
Allen Dec.
have' 19.
a baby
daughter,
Mary Ellen,
born
Their
other children
are
Karen, 7, Pamela, 5, Paul, 4. Two more
sets of twins have been reported, but I
don't have all the vital statistics. Sally
Webb Lent wrote that Mary Morris Gamble
Booth and Lea had twin boys recently.
Their daughter, Mai7 Lyon, is 3l'2- "Frindy" Burden Gronen wrote that Peg
McDonald Humphrey and Pete have twin
daughters and are living in St. Louis.
"Frindy" and John have a new house in
Dubuque, home town for both of them, and
spent last summer vacationing in northern
Wisconsin.
Margaret Lewis Furse has a baby girl,
Janie Hawkins, born April 5, 1957. Fan
Lewis Jackson visited Margaret in Bellaire, Texas, in July to be godmother for
the baby. Margaret said that it seems to
take an ecclesiastical event to move Fan
to visit her. Fan was married in Bellaire.
Edie Brooke Robertson and Pevton have
a second child, James Vass Brooke, born
last May in Paris. Their daughter, Betty
Boiling, is 4. Edie wrote that the baby
didn't cramp their style, though, as they
took both children and spent several weeks
in Bavaria last summer. Edie also wtnt to
England and Scotland while Peyton babysat. They hope to get to Italy and HcUand
this spring before they leave for Quantico,
Va., in May. Edie says that she will make
the 10th reunion — it is never too soon to
start planning
I received a nice letter from Dcnna
Wunderlich McCullough. I wish more nongraduates would follow suit! Dinna is
married to Royal McCullough, and they
have a year old daughter, Lynn. Royal was
from
Nashville
and grew
up with Gene

Allen Kennedy Rose and Ellen Warner
Hudson. Donna writes th.it it is nice to
li\e in Nashville and be with them again.
Royal is with WSM there.
A letter from Marilyn Ackerson Barker
contained lots of news. She has seen Nancy
h'ranihn Hall and her two little boys
several times. Nancy and Charles live on a
farm about fifty miles from Memphis. Elsie
Landram Layton called Marilyn last summer from the Memphis Airport. She and
Tom were on their way to Mississippi. They
were then planning a trip to Hawaii which
they took in August. Sally Lea Lauriault,
Bob, Bruce, 4, and Sally, 2, moved to
Washington last April and in SL-ptember
were .settled in their "new (Id house" in
Falls Church. They visited Marilyn. Hank,
Margaret, 51/2, and Henry, 4, just before
they moved. Kitty Barker is back in New
"^'ork after spending two months in Bristol.
She spent Thanksgiving with Marilyn and
Hank. Jody Livingston McFall and Dodge
had their second child, a boy, in October.
They have bought a house in Jacksonville
where Dodge is in a jet squadron.
"Muffet " Murcbison Corse wrote me
that John graduated from the University
of Va. Law School in June. He was first
in his class, Editor-in-Chief of the Law
Review, and president of his second year
class. He started practicing in Jacksonville
in September, and they have bought a house
there. They h.ave two children, Carita,
almost 5, and Cameron Murcbison, bom
"Bill"
Bally Fritzinger and Fritz moved
July
5.
last March into "a nice little house with
a grand view." They have been busy pulling
honeysuckle, reaping a bumper tomato crop
despite the drought, training a 6 weeks
old Beagle, and trying to bring up daughter, Laurie, IV,. They had dinner recently
with "B. G." Elmore Gilleland. Guy Gay,
3Vi, fall
and from
Stuart,Meri7
lV2. "B.
G." Lynn.
had a Soon
visit
last
Moore
afterwards. Merry and Jim moved to
Libya, Africa, where he is working as a
communications
engineer.
Bonnie Loyd Crane, Dave, and Melinda,
l'/', have rented a house in Bala Cynwyd,
right outside of Philadelphia. Btinnie met
Dave in San Francisco in December. He
had spent 3 months traveling all over
Pakistan and parts of India, stopping in
Athens, Ankara, Istanbul, Beirut, and
Baghdad on the way out and Bangkok,
Indonesia, and Australia on the return.
Jean Probeck Wiant, Dick, Carolyn, 41/2,
Jimmy, turning
3,to Cleveland
and Marianne,
areRich
rein AprilI'/'j,
when
gets out of the Air Force. They have
enjoyed Kansas and the Air Force, but
they will be glad to get home again. Rich
is going to return to University Hospital
for one year, then into practice with two
other internists in Cleveland.
Lola Steele Shepherd, Deedee, Sallie, 5V2,
and Virginia, 2\/i, have been traveling
around in the last year. Just before Christmas. 1956, they left Camp Lejeune and
took a house in Norfolk for 3 months, as
Deedee has the Marine Detachment on
the USS Ticonderoga. They loved seeing
Frances Alartin Lindsay, Sidney Oier street
Meredith, and Jody Livingston McFall. In
May, Lola and the two girls flew out to
Alemeda, outside of San Francisco, where
the ship had its home port having been
transferred to the west coast. The ship
will be gone until April of 1958, and
Lola has seen Deedee only a few week

ends. She took a house in Chula Vista,
but in April she plans to put everything
in storage and camp in Alemeda in a
quonset liut with the rest of the wives in
order to be with Deedee more.
Sally Ann Bianchi Foster, Bob, and Meg,
2, moved into their new home in July.
Peachey Lillard Manning called to say
"hello " in the new home, and they had a
wonderful talk. Polly Thomas Peck, Hod.
Dougie, 4V2, and Hod, 2'/2, were the
Foster's first house guests.
Jo GiiUck Grant and William announce
the arrival of a son, Jefferson Gulick, on
Sept. 26 in Brussels.
I hope that this long letter will inspire
those
of you
written
to write
me. And
last,who
but haven't
not by any
means
least,
.send Sweet Briar a check for the Alumnae
Fund, no matter how small. It's the idea,
not the amount. This is especially important for non-graduates, as S. B. C. is trying
forget
! the percentage of givers. Don't
to raise
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President: Ruth

Clarkson

(Mrs. Mark

H. Costello, Jr.), 10 Crosswinds, St. Louis
24, Mo.
Secretary: Jean Randolph (Mrs. Alan
M. Bruns), 210 Sunset Ave., Charlottesville, Va.
Fund Agent: Ann Mountcastle (Mrs.
Robert S. Gamble), Mediterranean Refining Co., P. O. Box 1925, Beirut, Lebanon.
To dispose of my own news first, Alan
left the Charlottesville paper in midJanuary to become head of the Charlottesville bureau of the Richmond TimesDispatch. We are so pleased that the new
opportunity allows us to stay in this city.
He will have a four-county area to cover
in addition to the city and will be writing
again, after the year as city editor. We
three go to New Orleans in February to
visit family and for Mardi Gras. I hope
to look up Cindy Wyman Richardson, who
lives there. Then in March Alan and I go
to New York to use the tickets for "My
Fair Lady" which we've had nearly a year.
We plan to see EUie Davis Boardman and
meet her husband. In April we'll pay our
income tax, buy a pound of hamburger
with what's left and hibernate.
Now for the Christmas cards: LIrsula
Reimer Van Anda wrote that Patty Lynat
Ford, Dick and young Richard, now living
in California, visited them last summer.
The Fords have a daughter, Elizabeth Barlow, born Nov. 12. Julie Micou and Ursie
met at a couple of Junior League meetings,
Lhsie says Rankine is remodeling their
back yard on week ends and that she is
working on puppet shows and educational
television publicity. Kathy Phinizy Mackie
and Osborne have their third child, a son,
Franklin, born Sept. 18.
Julie Micou, now living in San Francisco,
writes that she went home to Grosse Pointe
for Christmas, is attending a Great Books
discussion group "and finding that I never
really did much thinking at S. B. C.
Somehow C. C. slipped me by completely
and here I am in the midst of it voluntarily," and does volunteer work for Travellers
Aid. She says that Rodes Estill and Bee
Coleman expect to go back to Louisville
after he finishes architecture school at
Berkeley in June.
Diane Richmond Simpson wrote on her
card that she and Bill were vacationing in
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Roik Hill, S. C, with Bill's family, had
seen Etta Craig Dick Shurley and her
family. The Shurleys have a new daughter.
Katherina. born Oct. 28. Jean Duersan and
|ohn Bade have a second son, Craig Young,
born last August. Diane says that Ernie
Brr/uii Spears and family are living in
Louisville now and that Nancy Merchant
is home again from California. The Simpsons had the development fund party for
Louisville last year and are now doing the
Kentucky Military Institute winter stint in
Florida.
Mona Wilson Beard writes that she and
Will are calling 16 Tucker Lane, Hampton,
N. H., home for as long as the Air Force
sees tit. Will spent Christmas in Thule
and Mona went home for a long visit. She
is doing home substitute teaching at the
high school in Hampton. Carol Roltloii
Toulmin sent a glowing description of
Nedra Greer and Ben Stimpson's new hojiie
near Mobile. She had seen Mary SempL
Riis at a dance before Christmas, had not

"Siinshink"

Bhagat

(tsiin-hsikn kwan, '51)
with her husband ShanTILAL and two daughters.
Sunshine, who has a degree in nutrition from
Cornell, is a great help to
Shantilal in his efforts
to raise the standards of
agriculture in the region.

seen Carolyn Dciris Loche lately but "have
heard of her prowess in the dove field."
Wingfield Ellis, a secretary with Merrill
Lynch, Pierce, Fenner and Beane, was ex
pecting to start a new job soon. She has
an apartment in Atlanta with two other
girls. Janet Brom.in and Ed Crane moved
into their new home in Cleveland Halloween, spent Christmas in Darien where her
sister Joan was married. The whole Crane
family was in the wedding except Susan
Davis who arrived Sept. 11.
Barbara Lasier and Bill Edgerly will be
moving to a new farm March 1 and their
address will be RFD 1, La Moille, III. The
new farm has 350 acres and an eight-room
house. Their third child and second daughter, Melinda, was born Sept. 1.
Seymour's post-Christmas letter mentions that Jean Stapleton and Burge Hellier
have moved to a new house in West Mystic,
Conn. Janet Fiillon and John Evans have a
daughter, Hilary Anne, horn last July. Sue
Taylor Lilley and family have moved into
a new house in Orlando. And Mrs. Rennolds closed with a typical Seymourism:
"I was congratulating myself on finding
the Christmas tree balls when we got a
ihance to go to Florida. So — if you moved
in November, what would be the thing
you put away haphazardly and forgot?
Right. I guess we won't go near the
water."
Ruthie Cliirksoii Costello's Christmas
gleaning included word from Francoise
ll.tpfie de Braconier who has moved into
a new apartment in Brussels, still hunts a
great deal with her husband, spent last
July in a villa on the North Sea and was
planning a party for Feb. 2 in hon-ir of
her husband's 50th birthday.
Betty Criiler Buchignani was in St. Louis
before Christmas with her husband. Leo,
on a business trip. Ruthie says Cros hasn't
changed "an ounce" and that they both
agreed on one thing: "As many Briarites
as we have seen recently, all seem to have
'improved
November with
Ruthieage'
and insonappearance."
Buz went In
to
New Orleans, Houston. Dallas, Oklahoma
City. Tulsa. Manchester. C;onn.. and New
■Vork City. She saw Lynn McCiillounh and
Deke Holcombe in Dallas. Sue Lockley
Glad in New "i'ork, and went to a party

for one
of Mary
four
children
in New Murchison
York. The Ohrstrom's
Ohrstroms
plan a trip to France in May. In October,
Ruthie was invited to attend the Air
Force's annual Firepower Demonstration
at Eglin Air Force Base, Fla. She said
this was an imposing spectacle, even in
view of Sputniks, etc.
A letter from Ruth Afj.ijtt" Peterson reports that Annette Ai/keii and Bob McRoberts ha\e another daughter, born in
November. Muft M.iris and Bud Herbruck
have adopted a second child, Alexandra
Compton. who was two and a half months
old when she came to them last summer.
The MacLellans — Monna Simpson and
Cieorge — ha\e a third child complete with
beautiful Scottish name, Laurie Thorne,
born Aug. 24. Thev moved into the house
they built themseKes last June and are still
busy with theater work.
Ruth Oddy is our only bride this letter.
She and C. Edwin Myer, Jr., were married
Sept. 21 in Manhasset. St. Claire Hayden
was a bridesmaid. Ruth's husband is with
City.
Harris, Kerr. Forster and Co. in New '^'ork
Miss Beth Muncy has recently received a
letter
from in
"Sunshine"
of
her interest
news of Bhagat
all her telling
classmates
and of her affection for Miss Muncy and
all her professors at Sweet Briar. She
enclosed a picture of herself and her "happy
little family. " For those who would like
to write to her, her address is Mrs. S. P.
Bhagat. Rural Senice Centre. Anklesvar.
Bombay State, India.

1952
Presidtnt: Jackie Razook (Mrs. Emil
Chamandy), 1957 Dumfries Dr., Town of
Mt. Royal, P. Q., Canada.
Secretary: JosiE SiBOLD, 1109 E. Dallas Rd.,
Chattanooga, Tenn.
Fund Agent: Marty Legg, 89 Charles St.,
Boston, Mass.
I don't know when I've had more fun
getting Christmas cards. You all were very
dear to add the note, "Don't know any
news now — will write later." And that's
the last I've heard from anyone! I was
most honored to get an early card from
Ann Huaghtnd Plumb . . . written in the
reco\ery room . . . announcing Robert
Johnson Plumb, VI, 7 pounds, 6 ounces,
dubbed "Robin." The proud father, "V, is
with Drexel and Company (investments
and banking) and Bryn Mawr is their
permanent home. Hoagv is being ever so
loyal; she's tulip
bulb chairman
of the
Philadelphia
area. (Speaking
of bulbs,
by
press time my water-lily tulips will be up
— as will all my other 18 varieties. For
you who have not sold tulips, I want you
to know there's quite an art to selling
without
buying ...
know. That's every
why
we
outbloom
the Ineighborhood
^Ming.)
Congratulations to Susan Hohson McCord for a boy. Andrew King, on Jan. 6.
And to Jane Al.ittjs Christian ... a son.
Flip, in October ... A girl. Denise Marie,
in September for Sue B.isseuil: Shapiro
(Mrs. Lewis). Sue's husband is a dermatologist in New Jersey. Don't think we
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ever announced Pegfiy Nel.'on Harding's
son, Lawrence Pierce, born in June. Tlic
Hardings are all now in Japan. And a
new Cape Cod house in the country will
und fur Susan Gregory I'nbe the .playgro
derwood age 6 months. The caretaker is
Undenvood; the farmer is
Casey Bl.u'k
Roger; and the farm is in New Jersey I
have no idea what the child looks like,
but the house is barn red with white trim
and is seven miles from Ravenwood. And
many, many new babies we will have
next edition, so hinted my greeting cards.
And then there was Jane drier who
married Tom Ogbum in September . . .
and added another banker to our roll.
They're living in Greensboro. Marty Legg
reported lane Ramsey was married in the
of ante bellum styles and I'll let you
best
know to whom if I ever find that note
from Marty. She also said Harriet Thayer
was touring Europe, the kind of tour that s
referred to as "extended." Lyn Lane Fozzard
and Harry, the husband, and Harry, the
son, are all at Camp Lejeune.
I have a bone to pitk with the New York
City bunch. Last fall I bumped into friends
here heading for Nova Scotia, and my first
thought was of hitching a ride with them
to New York just so I could call everybody
and get first-hand scoops. I left the next
morning with overnight bag and my catalogue cards. The second I arrived I started
calling my old buddies ... I wanted to
talk someone into standing in line with me
for Al) Fair Lidy. Ha\e any of you ever
spent a week-end in a phone booth in
New York; I don't know whether my old
friends can't pay their phone bills or
whether they've moved to another phone
book, but I got at least five "the number
called is not a working number"; three
you
no answers, and one constant busy signal —
Ritchie's. So if you've moved, please let
me know; if you can't pay your bills,
consult any of our bankers; and if you're
Do wish
up. wire
Kitchie,to please
I got I'da
then that
Keir — hang
talked
weeks later wouldn't have been such
few
a shock
." a son, Courtney Henley
Donaldson,
new Connecticut address
which is Danbury.
During
^>,....f, the football season, Frances
later"
Slreel Smith and Gordon went to Atlanta,
called Mary Bii/ley Izard and a most refined
governess sort of voice answered. Turned
out to be Nancy Messick, down for the

christening of her god-child, Sadie Izard.
Grace Wallace Brown and Brady (Sambo),
Ritchie and lohn Bwald and the McCords
dance. Gracic's turned
'Virginia
in a now
took
— son Gordon was born in
May.
doiiiestic

Draper and Clare are resiLeile dentsJenkins
in New York, Leile reported she
Defoe in a superhumped into Phoebe
market. She also had lunch with B. J.
McElfresh, who is working at Time. B. j.
is just back from two years in The Hague
with the Foreign Service,
And then there was a card from Holly
H/7/.^t Hammonds . . . she mentioned her
Cape Cod house in Tenafly, N. J., her
husband in the publishing business, and
her daughter who is a master block builder.
Pattie Lineberger is heading for Arizona
for a painting trip. She's been studying at
Kitchie wrote that she'd
Institute.
the
Yerlses Rogers and husband in
Becky
seen Art
Sea Island. Becky wrote that she'd seen
Kitchie . . . and that's the most verified
Kirk
"Vanholiday
Reichtheir
Bobbyabout
can offer.
news Ia nice
long letter
wrote
right
went
She
parents.
in Florida with her
ga and didn't even call . . .
by
our mountains had made Bruce and
saidChattanoo
the two children too carsick to stop. All of
you Fellow Travelers, that is jiisl the time
to call me. "We have a good supply of
Pepto Bismal for all people not accustomed
to our beautiful, treacherous mountains. All
for now. 'W'rite and by all means stop if
you're heading south . . . east . . . west . . .
And see Rock City!

1953
C. J.
President- Kathleen Bailey (Mrs.
Ft. 'Wayne,
Ind.
Nager, Jr.), 612 Meyer Ave.,

Hill
Secretary: Nan O'Keeffe, 12 Hawks 79th
Rd , New Canaan, Conn., or 109 East
St., New York 21, N. Y.
83 PleasFund Agent: VIRGINIA Hudson,
ant St., South Weymouth 90, Mass.
Hi-ho — I must apologize for the empty
space in the last issue where our 19 ''3 news
should have been, but wasn't. I had news,
but it never got off the ground — ratheralllikeis
the first U. S. satellite . . . now
organized !
Many thanks for all your Christmas cards
and notes — they were much appreciated and

I have a wonderful collection of baby
pictures! Hope at least one of them gets
in this issue.
For all of you who aren't aware of it
(those
and crows'
the
eyesgrey
mayhairs
remind
you!) feet
this around
is our
reunion year, and it should be marked on
every calendar. It is June 1 through June 3
and all are urged to come. It appears that
we shall have a grand and glorious gathering! So plan for baby sitters, and time off
from jobs, buy a new dress and wend your
way to the Blue Ridge Mountains !
Katzy has asked me to be Reunion
Chairman for our class and I am delighted
to comply. A notice to each of you will be
forthcoming shortly.
Before launching into current news, there
are two items I must relate to you that
break the happiness record of 1953. Rosemary Creasey died very suddenly in October
of a cerebral hemorrh.ige in St. Louis. For
all who knew her this will come as a
great shock. On behalf of our class, I have
written her parents, and for anyone else
who might like to write, the address is:
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Creasey, 510 East
Promenade, Mexico, Missouri.
The second event is that Faith Catlin
was in a very serious automobile accident
a couple of days after Christmas. At this
writing (Jan. 30) Faith is in the Somerset
Community Hospital, Somerset, Penn. She
and her soon-to-be fiance. Dean Binning,
were driving out to Ohio to visit his family.
The accident occurred on the Pennsylvania
Turnpike, and Dean was killed, and Faith
very badly injured. She would appreciate
hearing from all of you; get well wishes
will help make her strong again.
■Wedding Bells: Douggie Philips was
married to Robert Whitmarsh in September.
Dolly Wallace and Dr. John Hartman exchanged vows in Charleston, W. Va., on
Sept. 7th and I went down for the festivities. Dolly was such a beautiful bride. They
are now living in Columbus, Ohio, while
Jack finishes his residency. Carol Exnicios
was in the wedding and since then has
gotten married to Bill Tucker, who is
working in New York. Their wedding was
in December. Maggie Graves McClung and
David
managed
make Dolly's
wedding
and half
of the to
reception
. . . they
then
drove back to Roanoke. Was wonderful
seeing them.
Ann 'VIerebome was married Sept.
to John Sorenson, a minister. No more
tails on that one, except that she
married at home in Lancaster, Ohio,
not in New York.

15th
dewas
and

Arata
and Saturday
Bob Pickett
"I do"in
on June
a very
rainy
(Nov.said30th)

Lois
Ann
daughter
of

Carroll,
Mary
Lois

Miller Carroll, '52

Brooklyn
then York
were forwhisked
the
Plaza and
in New
a gala off'
recep-to
tion. Katzy Bailey Nager, Sallie Ga\le
Beck, and Joan Brophy were bridesmaids.
It was a lovely wedding. Bob is with Shell
Oil Company, and June is with Amoco,
and they are living in Brooklyn Heights.
Jean Felty, who is now a full-fledged doctor, is engaged to Frederic Kenny, also a
medical man . . . nice to keep it in the
family! They are interning and residencing
respectively, in Johns Hopkins in Baltimore.
Maternity Ward: Jo Parks Husovsky and
Ivan are proud parents of Harold Louis
("Hal") born the second week of June,
1957. He is a cutie . . . and is living in
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N. I.
Krucke), 56 Hickson Dr., New

Providence,

Well, many thanks to those who answered
Le Questionnaire and a pox upon those
who bedidn't
those this
counting(Could
who
due
of course.
them not
receivedidn't

Julie Ann

and Ben, Jr., children of Eleanor

New Haven with Mother and Daddy, who
is a lawyer.
Diane Lee Jackson was born to Nancy
Old and Art Jackson in Frankfurt, Germany, on Flag Day, June l4th. She is a
special baby! She is my pretend "niece" . . .
she weighed 7 lbs. U'/t oz- "t birth, and
is growing by leaps and bounds. Nancy
says she is such a GOOD baby . . . (quite
like her mollier.) Dale Hull ti Harris and
Ted are adding to their family and Frances
Carter is number two. She weighed 7 lbs.
1 i oz. and was born on Nov. 4th. Now
Fontaine has a baby sister to play with.
Job news: Had lunch with Lee Matheson
recently in N. Y. C. . . . She is working for
I'homas Strahan, an interior decorator, and
lines her job. Eleanor Hirsch Baer and Ben
have moved from Charleston to Memphis,
and Ben has gone into the cotton business.
Eleanor is happy to be in the old home
town again. Courtney WilUrd Conger is
running society in Augusta as she is
women's society editor for two papers . . .
yep, they still have two horses and umpteen
doggies . . . come to reunion ! The grapevine says Liz Gibson is planning to come
to New "^'ork to live in 1958. That is our
gain and Kansas City's loss. Janie Yoe
^X'ood (who is my real nose for news gal)
says ^'arner finishes his fifth year of residency this July and they will be looking
for a spot to start real home living. Janie
said Gage Bush was a guest artist (ballet)
with the New York City Center this fall.
and was terrific. Wish Id known.
New Horizons: Estelle Couraud Lane and
Hob are out of the Air Force and have
absconded back to South America. We may
never see her again . . . sniff. Bob is with
one of the petroleum companies, and they
are living high up in El Alto, Peru. Wonder
if Stelly will get to reunion?
Mar>' Ann Mtllen Root and John have
bought
a house
and moved
right before
Spring

1958

Hirsch Baer, '53

Christmas. It is in Aurora. 111., and they
have set up housekeeping in grand style.
Caroline Moody Roberts and Bill have
bought a three story Dutch house in
Sewickley, Penn.. with intentions of raising
a large family. Think it is the greatest!
Another home-owning couple are Sug
Cjntey and Pat Patton who have a house
in Decatur, Ga., with hopes that they will
be there for several years. Stuart, Jr., is
18 months old, tow-headed and blue-eyed,
and looks like Daddy! Which is all right!
Kilburn,
Janie Collins'
husband,
wasJ. inC.New
York recently
on business,
and
very kindly took me out to dinner. That
old W & L charm still exists! It was fun.
He. by the way, just won an award for
being the top winning driver of sports
cars in the Chicago area. Even Jane drives
a Mercedes Benz (I think) to school in
the morning. That I would love to see.
Sun glasses and all, I hear! She hasn't
started to race yet, however, but leaves
that up to J. C.
Before signing off, just another reminder about REUNION~how can you BEAR
not to be THERE?
Also, our alumnae fund record is most
noteworthy. Thanks to all cf you and to
Ginnie Hudson. Here's to a bigger and
better year money-wise for the Fund in
1958.
I am off to Mont Tremblant to ski, so
until June 1st — love, and you'd better
come to the gathering of the clan. We can
even sing
the "Pot Song " from the Senior
Show
!
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Picsidciii: Margaret
Mohlman,
.^5th St., New York, N. Y.

165

E.

l-uiid Ageiii: Magdelan
Andrews
(Mrs.
William Poff). 1 Rugby PI., Charlottesville,
Va.
Secieiat}:

Bruce

Viatts

(Mrs.

William

to
neglected
you'veActually
of address
to a change
there
Hmmm?)
us about?
inform
enough
not
—
was nearly a 50 per cent return
to .set any grand totals but enough to see
trends anyway. I was surprised and pleased
to see so many returns from girls who didn t
stay all four years. The grads are getting
lax. As far as I can tell, our class is 75 per
cent married. The number of engineer husbands beat the doctors (yea) and lawyers
were a close third. We have 91 (!) children reported — to say nothing of those we
haven't heard from. Honors here go to
Shirley Pouhoii Hooper and Lanni Gcirutr
Langavant with 3 each. The kids are quite
evenly divided between boys and girls,
although more of the first babies are girls.
1'!ie babies since last issue include: Beth
Reiland, the second for Kitty Willcox
Reiland and Bill; Susan Ellen Hurwitt,
seconcj baby of Joan Anson Hurwitt; Jody
Nelson Booze, first for Jo and Bill; and
Clare Trelter Roegger and Jean AUitniiig
Morrissey were also mothers recently, but
I don't know the name of either baby.
Mary Jane Roos Fenn barely sneaked Susan
Marie (her second girl) in before the deadline—born Jan. 24, as did Peggy Hohhs
Covington who presented Margaret Leigh
on Jan. 26th.
There is one new engagement. Lynn
Morrissey will be wed in June to Tom
Strike who is currently studying for his
Ph. D. at Georgetown Med. School.
Wedding-wise — Billy lsd.tU became Mrs.
lohn Beach, Jr., last June. She is teaching
children with reading problems in Rye.
N. Y. "Kobo" Chobot and Hattie HuRhes
Sti ne were members of the wedding. Joan
Or.im married Robert Reid of Shell Oil in
Singapore last October. Nancy Mauri' and
Lt. Bruce Miller (Navy) were married in
a military' wedding (crossed swords, etc.)
on Dec. 21st at Annapolis. Pinky Walsh
Cahouet was matron-of-honor and among
the bridesmaids were Mary Ann Robb and
Martha DJiiiey Ledere. The S. B. C. guests
were Bee Pinnell. and Lou Br.indts Abdullah and Alice Hjtt/ng Correa with husbands. Nanc7 and Bruce had 16 days in
Nassau and Florida and are now living in
Annapolis. December 28th saw two more
I f our members as brides. Mag Andrews
became Mrs. William Poff' and Ruth Aldin
became Mrs. R. J. Ham. The latter met her
husband
in Bostonat
husband is
( Her beat

the Children's
where
they bothMedical
work. Center
Mags
a lawyer presently in the army.
for the newspaper took her to

the
School
at the was
U. 'Va.
wherefamily
they
met.)lAGTheir
wedding
a small
affair. Joan (LeP.) Chiimberljin Engelsman was the only Briarite guest.
Before going further I'd like to take
space
hereAtdrich
to offer
the class'
sympathies
to Faith
Wycoff
and family
who
lost their little son, Jimmy, last October;
and to Bee Pinnell whose mother passed
away early in January.
Now that Anne Brooke is back from
Edinburgh and digging for archeological
relics in Europe, we're left with only three
reps abroad. Vicky Toof is still in Paris
completing her M. A. Jerrv' Driesbach is
in Beirut (shades of Dr. Fisher)
teaching

art at the Beirut College fur Women. She
found the Christmas Season especially
stirrini; and meaningful so near the Holy
Land. Meg HilUi Peck is very busy shopping and seeing in Japan, but working too.
San Francisco is still the place to be, I
hear. The latest to go is Carol Van Tassel.
She drove out alone (never again) and
I'vcs in an 1835 mansion on Russian Hill —
ideal for parties. Loves the town, the
climate, the people, and even her work —
with amputees on an energy research project at the Biomechanics Lab of the I'niv.
of Calif. The only one who can't wait to
c:'nie back east is Minii Hm/noci
Da\is.
Washington notes: Dodo Bonih Hamilton
.TTd Betty Oueii Denziger's husbands are
first cousins — they all spent Christmas t.igefher at the grandmcther's. Peggy Jones
and Guy Steuart ha\e not only taken up
bowlin.g but are also in an Arthur Murray
course (cha-cha-cha). B-B Smith Stamats is
liking French.
Special con.gratulations are in order for
Nancy Moody — she graduated from the
L'niv. of Texas Law Schorl this January.
After a skiing trip to Aspen, Colo., she
i-lins to visit New York this month — hope
I'm still about by then so we Jerseyites
can join Nancy and the New Yorkers for
lunch in the city.
Speaking cf New Jersey, Hattie Hughes
Stone and I were recently co-chairmen of
a successful breakfast and fashion show
our local Alumnae Club gave. Cam Brewer
Hill did some of the modeling. Ruth
Sjiiders Smith was unable to attend — on a
cruise — pity! Cam and George have just
bought a new house even farther out in
the country than we are — in Basking Ridge.
N. ].
Also in the East, all the girls in the
Boston area complained that they never
saw anyone. They should get together —
Faith AUrich Wycoff has recently bought
a 1.^ room house — sounds ideal for large
meetings. It was suggested that I publish
a class address list — anyone interested?
For a nominal fee . . .
Flash from the entertainment world: The
currently popular (in some circles) singing
star, George Hamilton, IV, is not Dodo
Booth Hamilton's
IS-month-old son.
Three separate sources reported that Sissy
Morris looks terrific — she must! She's
getting her M. A. at Memphis State. Also
in that area. Betty Gene Orr Atkinson.
Anne While Connell, and Pony Brjmletl
Lowrance belong to a delta luncheon club
so see each other every month.
I was glad to see that several people
were able to include Meri Hodges and Walt
Major's
in their
— Henry
and Joan Belle
PollerAirBickel
and travels
Rick and
Ann
\' enable Rogers among them. Rick and Ann
spent most of their vacation having Asiatic
flu in New York. Other vacations of note:
After entertaining her whole family for
Christmas, Joy Parker Eldridge and daughter, Lisa, spent February in Florida.
Lynn Carlloii McCafifree and little Betsy
have spent several months in Texas while
Mike was in "the Med." Margaret Daiison
Block and husband spent six weeks in
Europe last summer in connection with an
American Bar Association Meeting. Caroline Chobot took a 2^2 month tour of the
West and Hawaii. After living in Alaska
for 8 months Peggy Farriiiglori and Jerry
lohn spent 8 weeks seeing Europe. B-B
Smiih
Stamats
and new
husband
honey-
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mocncd in Italy and France. (Anyone
once around the block with me?)

tor

There may be a minor reunion in Chicago late in February when Joan Poller Bick-.l
accompanies Henry there on business.
(Actually
needs
the rest
been
brickJoan
laying
a fire
placesince
in she's
their
cellar rec room — Henry felt stones would
be too hard for her to do.) (But their
great dane, Mark, is in obedience school
now .so we
soon may be able to tell who's
walking
whom.)
Several of our members are still teaching
— Cindy Siiichiir Rutherford and Joyce
Miles Shouse the second grade and Kay
McLaughlin
the third,
her three horses
too.) (She's
Mary still
Hillshowing
Noble
Day's husband is heading for a Ph. D. in
English at L'. Va. for teaching. They've
bought a house in Charlottesville — know
they're glad the long pull of recovery after
Doug's car accident is over — he was in
the hospital for 1 5 months.
Faith Rahmer's engagement has just been
announced to Jean Croker's brother. Bob.
The wedding will be in September.
That seems to b" it for now. Please let
me know if you didn't get a letter from
me
it probably
means
we Wales
don't
have because
your correct
address.
(Sally
M.iser has moved 19 times in AV^ years
and we know where she is!) Also send
your checks direct to S. B. C. for the
Alumnae Fund. This year's fund ends in
June;
let'sKurt
be anWilliam
honor class.
Flash:
Krucke arrived to
gladden our household ten days early on
Feb. 19, all 7 pounds 5 ounces of him!

1956
Presideiil: Joyce Lenz (Mrs. Hugh H.
Young, II), 143 West Park Dr., Knollwood, Charlottesville, Va.
Secretary: Catherine Lotterhos (Mrs.
Henry P. Mills, Jr.), 918 South Osceola
Ave., Orlando, Fla.
Fund Agent: Kay
ford, Calif.

Smith. Box 1501, Stan-

I think it quite appropriate to begin
these notes with a round of applause for
our Fund Agent, Kay Smith, who brought
in the second hii-'hest total of gifts to the
1956-1957 Alumnae Fund. I hope we can
keep up such a fine record.
A letter from Marty Field Carroll brought
the news that she, Charlie, Mary Ellen,
and Jan are now living in Denver. Marty
is most enthusiastic about winter sports
and is convinced that ice-skating and skiing
are here to stay. Marty also sent news of
loan Broman Wright and Jim's wedding
in December — of course Joan was a \ery
lo\ely bride! Joyce Lenz Young and
Hughie's wedding was beautifully described
for me by ex-newspaper writer Carolyn
Dickinson Tynes. Among the 56ers who
were there were: Helen Turner Murphy and
Tayloe, Helen Wolfe E\ans and Murphy,
Alice Guggenheimer, Jolly turner, Ella
Prince Trimmer, Ginny Echols, Barbara
Bernhard McLea and Herb, Parksie Carroll
Mulholland and Jack, Brucie, and the
Bethesda correspondent C. Dickinson Tynes
and Barney.
A

description of Frances Shannonhouse

Clardy and Jim's October wedding was sent
by Nancy Salisbury Neill. who was one of
the bridesmaids. The wedding and festivities sounded beautiful; the latest word of
the Clardy's is that they have an adorable

h( use in the country near Charlotte. Nancy
and Bob Neill have moved to WinstonSalem, N. C, and are quite pleased with
their new apartment.
Another fall wedding was that of Betty
Pierce Bradshaw and John in Nashville.
Evy Chrislison Gregory and her husband
lohn were both in the wedding, and I understand that quite fcr
a few
"56ers"
down in Tennessee
the big
event. were
Thank you Ella Prince Trimmer for a
letter full of news! Prince's cohort for
the fall Alumnae Council Meetings in
October was Nancie Howe who came as
alumna representative from Toledo. While
in Roanoke for Thanksgiving Prince saw
Ann Irving who is fine. Before Christmas,
Ginay Echols engagement to John Argane
w.;s announced, and soon afterwards Lou
Galleher and Rufus followed suit. Best
wishes to both couples. Betsy Parker Paul
and Jimmy have moved back to Richmond
from Pittsburgh. N. Y. Prince herself
recently spoke at S. B. on the advantages
of teaching — it seems as if one of the
advantages must be that you really keep
up with the news of your classmates!
The latest word from Harriet Cooper is
that she adores New York and has been
working on Neirsu'eek since last April.
Other New York news was sent by Jane
Black Clark. (We are happy to report
that she is reco%ering nicely from her recent operation.) Jane and David were in
N. Y. for her check-up and enjoyed having
dinner with Prvde Brown McPhee and
Tr-hn. Pryde had seen Carter Nelson and
Beejee Smith as they passed through the
big city ... (en route to ??? your guess
is as good as mine.) Jane saw Barbara
Collis in Lord & Taylor's and she gave a
report of Meredith Sniythe Grider and
Paul's very lovely wedding in Louisville.
Paul is now a medical student — see you at
a medical convention someday, Trixie!
Barbara Boyd is now working for an advertising agency in N. Y.
More news from the "North" is that
Bvrd Stone is now living in Essex, Conn.,
and is teaching school. Sally Whittier is
also teaching — the 2nd .grade at Melrose
out from Boston. Last summer she toured
Europe and this summer she plans to tour
the West! Sally has visited Corky Lauter,
Sudie Shelton, and Kitty Harrison in
N. Y. and the four of them hope to go on
a skiing trip this winter. The only word I
have from Cambrid.ge is from Ann Stevens
that she and the "group" (Alice
Guggenheimer, Louisa Hunt, and Betsy
Meade) had a small Christmas eggnog
party: "served 150 people 21 gallons of
home-brewed nog, and 900 ham biscuits
we
could from
have Virginia
been there!
straight
and N. C. !" 'Wish
Bet Forbes Loughlin and Ed are in
Philadelphia where he is in 3rd year medical school at the L'niversity of Pennsylvania. And — on November 20, Lucy
Frederick Loughlin was born ! More news in
this department is that Ginny Nelson Self
and Henry had their second child in December, Mary Louise Hawthorne Self; Joan
Fisch Gallivan and Jimmy had their second
child in October, little Jimmy. Marfie
Truinbore Whittier and Steve, who now
live in Baltimore, had a son last August,
Stephen T. Whittier. III.
I heard from Denny DoLin Henkel in
December — she and Steve still love Colorado, they have a French poodle pup, and
Denny has been teaching 1st grade.

Alumnae News

According to Dedc Cjiidler Hamilton,
the Atlanta Alum '56 news is all new
houses ! Weezie Maiideiille Grant and
lohn, Laura H.iiley Bowen and Charlie,
and Dede and loe all jiioved in December
and ha\c had the grandest time decorating,
painting, etc.
Mary Ann Hicktni Quarngesser ilins get
around! Almost any paragraph of news
mentioned above can be supplemented by
her "hrstdiand" report! Darien, Baltimore,
Richmond, High Point, Charlotte, you name
it, she's been there recently! At the time
of this writing (Feb.) she is at Fort Smith,
Ark., where Stuart is located for the time
being. 1 do wish she would include Central
Florida on one of her tours !
Mary Ann Edens finished her 3 year
course in nursing at Duke in August, completed the State Boards in October, and is
now on a surgical floor in the modern new
wing at Duke Hospital. In April she and
Ann Greer will take oft' for four months of
European travel; they plan to cover terriby "motor
car" Isles.
and will
spend
monthtoryin
the British
I know
theira
hearts are young and gay — Bon Voyage!
The winter we are in Florida has turned
into a chilly one — we've had the first snow
fall here since 1917! 'We even found cold
weather when we went to Nassau for a
week in December — but I suppose if the
weather is my only complaint, I iiiust be
pretty lucky!
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How marvellous to hear so much exciting news from so many of you. I certainly
have enjoyed reading about the accomplishments of '57, the greatest of which, at
present, (as you might expect) are the
new little faces that are gladdening the
hearts and deepenine the circles under the
eyes of some mighty proud Mamas and
Papas. Chris Sniilh Lowry and Brit are
now whipping up snacks at very odd hours
for a sweet little girl, Christina Howell by
name who was born Oct. 1, 1957. James
(Jay) A. Openshaw, III, just informed me
of his grand entrance on Jan. 7, 1958; the
happy parents are Jim and Babs F.tlge
Openshaw.
Suzy now,
Nebletl
Stephens'
husband
has a namesake,
Robert
Lee, Jr.,
bom
on Jan. 8. "Sambo " Candler's baby sister,
Beth, was born Nov. 11, 1957; this news
came to me from down-on-the-farm at
Newman, Ga., where "Bo" and Betsy
Denny Candler are busily raising cattle
(and children!). At the other end of the
world — Allston, Mass., to wit — Jeanne
Feinick Bedell and "Beetle" are delighted
over a pretty little green-eyed beauty named
Rcbetta Bailey, born Nov. 26, 1957, who is
blessed with lots of gorgeous black hair
and lovely long eyelashes, according to her
mother. (Good thing we're not of her
generation — what chance would we have?)
Lainey Dies Colmer wrote me from Houston
to announce the arrival of Ruth Elaine, on
Dec. 29, 1957. And William Ruffin Simpson appeared on Aug. 28, 1957, to carry
on the family name for Judith Meade
Riifjiii Simpson
and David.
According to

Spring 1958

Mama he's the spittin' image of his pop.
Father will graduate from law school in
August, until which time all the Simpsons
will be residing in Charlottesville.
In the spring a young man's fancy turns
to love, they say, but for some young men
it's spring the whole year 'round, and
quite a number of our friends have discovered the truth of this wonderful fact.
Carolyn Scott and Peter Dillon (no relation to Matt, pardners) will be married on
April 12; she will do secretarial work in
Rochester, N. Y., in the fall. Mimi Ckipin
Plumley, "Virginia M.iilis Paget, Adele Scott
and Peter's sister, Marty Dillon, will be
Scottie's bridesmaids. Soon after that, on
May 10, Alice Barnes will become Mrs. Jim
Knight; Jim (also of Rocky Mount, N. C.)
and Alice were engaged over the Christmas
holidays. Fay Rathgeber is twice fortunate;
soon after returning from a marvellous
four-months' tour of Europe she found herself "spoke fer" and will be married in
June. James Simpson, from Birmingham,
Ala., a Princeton graduate with his law
degreeheart
fromof the
"Va.,Dixie
has won
hand
and
our LJ.own
Belle,theSandra
Stingily. They will be married on March 22
and will be At Home soon after in Birmingham where Jim is practicing in his
father's firm. Sandra is, of course, as excited as she can be, and wishes everyone
from school could whip down to Ole Miss
for the occasion. So do we!
Serena (Kim) Henry has been busy as
a bee since she left us. After graduating
from the U. of Mich, in June she jumped
right out and became an Executive Trainee
for a Detroit concern. Not satisfied with
this fine accomplishment, she proceeded to
get herself engaged to a young man named
Loren (Pat) 'Van Tassel; she will join
the lists of June brides this year and
extends a welcome to the wedding to any
ex-Patchers in the vicinity of Detroit. Also
in [une will be the wedding of Lou 'Wallace and Bill 'Wilemon, a '57 grad from
Washington & Lee. That happy news came
from Jane Campbell Butler who keeps busy
in the Rectory and loves every minute of it.
Gail Haugan has taken time out from
teaching eighth grade general science and
twelfth grade chemistry at the Riverdale
Country School in New York to lasso a
certain Bill Maclnnes so now the two will
be married on June l4th, which certainly
rounds out the month of June. Bill is now
stationed in New Haven where they will
be living; when he finishes his term in
Ye Olde
Forcee he'll return to
his
work Militarye
in television.
Diane Duffield will soon be leaving for
a three weeks' cruise in the Caribbean.
She says she's going to get accustomed to
being tan all year 'round. Seems that she
and Sandy Wood will be tying the knot
June 14. too, and will repair to Honolulu
in July. Diane and Pris Vermoolen Baldwin
could easily begin a Sweet Briar Bunch
down there among the South Seas Set. By
the time you young ladies read this newsy
note we'll ha\e another iiappy couple in
our numbers. Dot Duncan and Luther
Hodges were married on February 15, and
soon after sailed for the Mediterranean
where Luther will be practicing his Ensignship in the U. S. Naval Reserve and
Dot will be practicing her French. Representing the Alma Mater in the wedding
\\'ere Susan fJder Martin, Jackie AmhUr
Cusick, Helen Smith. Mary Anne Wilson
and Roberta Malone, and representing the

state of North Carolina was Gov. Hodges,
his son's best man.
On Thursday, Jan. 2, Mariella (Day)
Gibson and ^X'hitney Edward Kerr exchanged vows, and are now living happily
ever after in Kansas City, Mo., in a cute
little apartment which Day is having the
time of her life decorating. Mary Anne
Van Dervoort has found a few things
with which to keep herself occupied, too.
After spending a marvellous summer touring through Europe, she returned and
started working at Langley Field, Va., on
the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, with their Data Reduction Committee. She's found the work most interesting (she even understands it!) — reducing
data for all these new jet planes and rocket
tests — but of even more interest to her these
days is Robert Harris Large, who will rob
our Defense Department of one of its
ablest defenders next fall. Their engagement was announced on Feb. 1st. Margie
Scott's wedding to Earl Johnson on Oct.
5 was preceded by a tour through Europe
in the summer and followed by their setting up house-keeping in Raleigh, N. C.
right next door to Flo Batchy Winston and
friend, Charlie. I understand that Margie
and Flo keep the cofl^ee people in business
every
the fat.morning, sipping coffee and chewing
Barbara Denton married Bruce L.
Berlage in June after graduating from the
U. of Md., and honeymooned in Bermuda;
they are now living in Silver Spring, Md.
Thelma Houk became Mrs. Joseph B.
McGrory on July 20, after receiving her
B. A. in psychology and he his Masters in
physics, both
at Vanderbilt.
They'reD. nownumbered
among
the Washington.
C,
crew. Bess Bundy and Robert Taft were
married July 6 and are at present living at
324 St. Paul St., Apt. No. 2, Brookline,
Mass., where Bob is finishing his last year
of law school. Baba Conway and Arnold
Frederick Gwin have been married since
Auij. 10 and are living in Triangle, Va.,
while "Bo" is stationed at Quantico.
Teensy Wilson surprised everyone by
marrying a Yankee! She and Woodie
Woodruff were married Nov. 9 and went
to Jamaica for their honeymoon, returning
to live at Virginia Beach until Woodie
finishes with the Navy next July. She and
loy Peebles
Massiea lot
are of
bothtime
"Stationed"
there
and spend
together
worse
!
practicing
new recipes — for better or for
Katherine Gibbs may not realize that
she has a genius in her ranks. Jane Best,
who is living at the Colonial Hotel (51
W. 81st St., New York City), is learning
how to put down all her lore of psychology
in short hand to preserve it for nosterity.
By March she should have mastered the
new language, and on April 12 she will
be married to Chuck VCheland, of Baltimore, and will begin putting all her combined knowledge to use — especially the
psychology.
Last December 27 marked the day of the
meeting of two of the world's greatest
hearts. Virginia Marks and Jim Piiget were
married, and after a fine trip through New
Orleans and other points of interest, returned to Alexandria where Jim is completing his last year at the Seminary and
Virginia is playing hausfrau.
From the foot-loose-and-fancy-free gang
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have come loads of goodies. Saynor Johnson "Aloha-ed" from Hawaii after spending
the fall in business school. If and when
she can tear herself away from that Island
Paradise she will return to Atlanta and
be a "career girl" for a bit. Carroll Weitzel
has just worked (and played!) her way
through her first semester teaching at Ashley Hall in Charleston, and is loving it.
Ann Paxton graduated from Michigan
State, Cum Laude (Bravo!) in Aug., and
is now a figure and freight consultant in
the billing department of Jones & Laughlin
Steel Corporation in Lebanon, Ohio. Anne
Melton is teaching 9th grade English in
Chapel Hill and is planning a fantastic trip
to Bermuda and Nassau. Dagmar Halmagyi
has two places of residence; if you want
to reach her, try Richmond from Monday
through Thursday, and Charlottesville the
rest of the week. Vou see, there's a Medical
School
up there,
there's
med student
namedandJoe,
and this
. . . nice young
Betty Hunt has a job with the Market
Research Dept. of Procter and Gamble
Distributing Co., traveling all over the
country. She passed through Illinois recently, but your correspondent was off trying her luck on some nearby ski slopes
and missed her, for which I am most
apologetic. Jan Pehl is living in San Francisco with a large number
of interesting
young people, and is finding life well worth
living. Sue Smith, who lives on the other
side
returned
to 'Washington,
D. C.of the
fromworld,
a tour
through
Europe in
September and went to work for the National Geographic Society in the Cartographic Division. Is that where they make
those
mapsto f aShe's
French gas-station
on Saturdays
groupalso
of teaching
children
from 5 to 1!). Boy! Bari Baker and Elaine
Floyd have jobs similar to each other, but
in different locations. Bari is Director of
Religious Education at St. David's Episcopal Church in Baltimore, and Elaine is the
same at the First Presbyterian Church in
Elmira, N. Y. Chips Chao is still at Bryn
Mawr, and expects to be there 2 more years,
at the end of which she'll have earned her
Masters. She loves her work (and I'll bet
Bryn Mawr loves Chips, too!) but escapes
every now and then for trips to S. B. C.
and other points of interest. Ann Sherer
worked all last year at IBM in Detroit and
then left for Europe to recuperate, which
I can easily understand. One day on the
job is enough to call for recuperation. Barby
Medert has finished a secretarial course and
now divides her time between
her job.
Junior League work, and fun. A good distribution, no? Jane Pinckney is teaching at
Bon Air Elementar>' School just outside
Richmond. Elaine Kimball stopped in The
Fair City of the South on her way back to
Philadelphia after Christmas; she and Jane
had quite a time, as you can well imagine.
Probably did a Highland
Fling or two.
too!
Betty Folmar
and had
Mary theAnne
'Wilsonto
are among
those who
stamina
continue studying. Mary Anne
is doing
graduate work in French history at Columbia; and Betty is at Vanderbilt. Her last
note indicated a state of near-panic over
her first semester exams. Wonder what song
she was singing. Anne McGrath
just received her Bachelor of Science degree, in
Foreign Service, from Georgetown Llniversity in Sept. and is now vacationing for a
bit.
she doesn't
go andmight
join steal
the
ForeignHope Legion;
those Arabs
away into the desert with more than just
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their tents ! Lainy Newton is teaching some
mighty cute little 3 year olds in a nursei7
school and adores the work — and it's such
good
practice.
Bebe Macey
is taking a
business course (her comment
was, and
1 quote, "Ugh! ") and doing Junior League
Provisional
wiirk
. . so
. She's
heading
for
New
York in
March,
out with
the old
Red Carpet, girls (no political implication
intended). Ann Frasher, Mary Webb and
Mollie Steves are living it up in San
Antonio, debuting from now until April,
in the midst of which Ann is teaching
English at Trinity University in S. A.,
aucTiting two courses, working in the English Dept. and learning to play golf.
'Wonder what she does in her spare time
Stella Moore
returned from San Antonio
in August after visiting these gay ladies,
along with Char Heuer and Kay Tilghman.
Emmy Stenhouse has a most interesting
job — doing Traveling
Art Exhibits
(for
the Smithsonian Institute) that circulate in
Europe and the U S. Suzanne Gipson has
a "safe " job with the Liberty Mutual Insurance Co. in Boston,
since September.
Peggy where
Liebert she's
is up beento
her old tricks again — making other people
happy. She's living in Richmond teaching
mentally retarded children, and is planning to visit "deacon " Paget and friend,
Virginia Marks,
early in February. The
Faculty Show was terifiic, according to all
reports, .and had a goodly representation of
Sweet Briar's most recent graduates. Margie
Scul!
Johnson,
Carolyn
Westfall, Flo
Diane B.tixLiy
Duffield, 'Winston.
Nanette
A\cBuy)iey Crowdus,
Jody Riiines Daniel,
Char Heuer, Lee Haskell, Stella Moore,
Jane Fitzgerald, Gail Haugan, Sophie Ann
Ames White, Jane Pinckney. Chips Chao,
Pris Bowdle, Betts Churbuck, Betty Murden and Dagmar
Halmagyi
were among
the revelers. Dagmar reports that the Rawleys are now
providing something
more
than that delicious clam dip, which put
lots of spirit into the party. Betts is working at the Harvard
Graduate
School of
Business Administration
as a course assistant in business policy (whew!), living
in Cambridge
and having a wow
of a
time. Betts also reports that June Heard
IS working as a Secretary at Harvard and
is living in Cambridge,
and that our old
friend
Dee
Robin
is in West
Berlin
studying music. Sophie is keeping Lynchburg busy and herself trim going up and
down
those
hills; she's
doing
Junior
League, Church choir and S. B. C. alumnae work, and eating bread for energy.
On the distaff side of our group there
is much to report. Carter Doiinjn McDowell
and Dr. Charlie are enjoying living in
their Philadelphia apartment where Charlie is in his third year at Jefferson Medical
College and Carter is working with N. W.
Ayer. an advertising agency. Nancy Camp
is married to Jeff Weekley and they are
living in Auburn. Ala., where Jeff is finishing his last year of school and Nancy is
teaching first grade. Susan Ra,e.laiid Lewis
and Jim have settled in Bethesda, Md.,
where
Jim
is teaching
at the Landon
School. Susan is busy with a new addition
to the family — an Irish Setter pup . . .
Susan is practicing having things running
around under foot. Marjie W'hilsoii Aude
is saving her egg money
and will soon
donate an auditorium to Sweet Briar. Lee
W'illich Morrow
and Paul have a new
house way up the northern
reaches of
Wisconsin;
they should have bought an

igloo ! Jay and Anne Guinn Fox have found
a nice little house in Richmond, "complete
with yard, ivy-covered walls and boxwo ds, according
"
to Anne; they will move
in in March when Jay will become a banker and Anne will be doing Junior League
Provisional Work. "Keecher " Powell and
bride. Marguerite A\cDa>iiel are in Birmingham, Ala., and were recently visited by
that World Famous Traveler, Madamoiselle
Enid Slack, who regaled them with tales
of her recent trip to the Orient. She has
since been beating the streets of New York
visiting, having fun and looking for a job
when she can work it in. Mrs. Josiah P.
Rowe, III (Anne Wilson), is stationed
with her husband at Quantico, Va., and
extends a warm welcome to anyone living
in or around Quantico. Polly Spessard
Neblett and husband, Barb, will be at
Fort Sill until Aug. when they will go
back east. They have a booming family of
5. with 3 little ones named Val, 3; Kimmy,
2; and Thomas Spessard ("Spess"), 11
months; according to Polly, they're mighty
energetic, and poor Mama ought to know !
Ralph and Jackie Ambler Cusick are at
Norfolk now, having moved 7 times since
they were married. We're happy to report
that all this
hasn't affected Jackie's
cooking
one traveling
bit.
Your ol' secretary is now recovering
from the flu and from your wonderful response to the call. The job in Chicago,
swimming once a week, skiing and music
lessons, reading letters (but, alas! not
writing them) in and out-of-town guests,
and a projected trip to Va. in April keeps
me busy, but never too busy to hear from
all of you.

Belle Air
(Continued from page 7)

satisfyint» and varied intellectual outlet. In the beginning, opening Belle
Air seemed an opportune means of
accelerating improvements on the
house and grounds. Now it is a stimulus, and certainly keeps them out of
the common "country rut." And of
course there is the hope for a financial
return soon. It is fun for them and in
no way detrimental to their family
life and the use of th; house as a
home. They use all the rooms on the
first floor daily. Tourists can often see
little Walter's toys shoved under the
Sheraton sofa or the Queen Anne
gaming table, or find him rearranging the Canton china and antique
silver set on the American banquet
table. He is almost always present as
Meri guides visitors through the house
and enjoys meeting ail the new people
as do his parents. And it's no crime
if 'Walt brings the farmland in on
his boots — it is a home, not a museum
— and the visitors seem to like Belle
Air better tor this Ii\ed-in quality.
Ahimihie News

COME

TO SWEET

BRIAR

for

REUNION

AND

ALUMNAE

COLLEOE

JUNE 1, 2, 5, 1958
Progra m
SUNDAY, JUNE 1
9:00- 4:30
10:00

Registration, Reid Parlor
Baccalaureate Service, Manson Chapel
The Rt. Rev. Charles Carpenter, Bishop of Alabama

4:30

Step Singing

6:15

Class Picnics

10:00

Lantern

Night
MONDAY,

10:00

JUNE

2

Commencement Exercises, Daisy Williams Gymnasium
Mr. Benjamin F. Fairless, President, American Iron and Steel
Institute; Director and former Chairman,
United States Steel Corporation

1 :00

Board of Overseers' Luncheon, The Refectory
Honoring President Anne G. Pannell

2:30

Annual Meeting
Manson Hall

3:00-

Faculty

5:00

7:00

Alumnae

Open

of the Alumnae

Association,

Houses

Banquet,

The Refectory

Toastmistress, Langhorne Wa//s Austen, '33
TUESDAY,
9:30-11:30
12:15

Alumnae

JUNE

3

College

President Pannell's

Luncheon,

Sweet Briar Gardens

SPECIAL REUNION of CLASSES ENDING IN o or 8
but

ALL ALUMNAE

WANTED

AND WELCOMED

Reservation Folders iiill be mailed in May.

The Sweet Briar Chair

THE ARM

CHAIR

THE THUMB

Seat to top of back: 21"
Seat: 20" wide, 18" deep
Shipping weight: 32 lbs.
Price: $28.00 f. o. b. Gardner, Mass.

BACK

CHAIR

Seat to top of back: 17"
Seat: 17" wide, IS'A" deep
Shipping weight: 13 lbs.
Price: $17.00 f. o. b. Gardner, Mass.

These chairs are made from birchwood, hand rubbed, with black lacquer finish,
gold trim, and the Sweet Briar seal in five colors. What

a perfect Christmas,

Birthday, Anniversary or Wedding gift for an alumna! What a beautiful addition to any room in your home, whether modern or traditional. Mail your
order to:

SWEET

BRIAR ALUMNAE ASSOCIATION
Sweet Briar, Virginia

i
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Sweet Briar College, Svceet Briar, Vir(,inia

Forty-ninth

Commencement

Plans

Completed

Commencement
weekend, which will culminate in the forty-ninth
graduation exercises on Monday mor ning, June 2, will focus attention
on the Class of 195 8, which include s 89 candidates for the bachelor of
arts degree.
THREE

(.,;,,■ I .,,„,,l,rll phi.ln
Professor

Toynbee

and

President

Pannell

Prized Gifts Presented
to Sweet Briar Library
Two recent ^ifts to the Mary Helen Cochran Library are of special significance to
Sweet Briar College, because of the association of the donors with the college, as well
as for the value of the gifts themselves.
Arnold J. Toynbee, the eminent British
historian who delivered the Phi Beta Kappa
address at Sweet Briar in February, has presented his holograph, or hand-written copy,
of that address, "The Proper Study of
Mankind is Man," to the library. Written in
a minute script, it consists of 12 pages of
prose, with the author's marginal additions
and interlinear changes, all of which add
special interest to the manuscript.
Another prized gift includes more than
80 volumes given by John Lord O'Brian,
who is widely known and respected as an
authority on constitutional law and as a
statesman who has served his country in at
least six administrations as a legal advisor
to several go\ernment offices.
Over 70 titles are represented in this gift,
consisting chiefly of books on government
and political science published within the
last decade, which will be of particular
value to students in those fields.

Mr. O'Brian delivered the Godkin Lectures on "the essentials of free government
and the duties of the citizen" at Harvard
University three years ago.
They were
(Continued on page 2, col. 3}

LOCAL COLLEGES
PLAN JOINT PROGRAMS

"College Forum," a new series ot four
half-hour Sunday evening television programs planned and arranged by Sweet Briar
and t^'O neighboring colleges, and produced
by WLVA-TV, Lynchburg, opened with a
panel of college presidents on May 4.
President Anne Gary Pannell of Sweet
Briar, President Orville Wake of Lynchburg
College, and President William F. Quillian
of Randolph-Macon Woman's College, engaged in a lively discussion, drawing attention to the need for "Public Understanding
andStudents
Support and
for faculty
Education."
members from the
three colleges will participate in the remaining programs this month, as follows:
"Teachers of Tomorrow," featuring three
students who plan to teach, May 11; "Free
Scholarship in a Free Society," May 18; and
"Distinctive Features of American Higher
Education," May 25. Faculty members will
make up the last two panels.
Dr. T. Moody Campbell, former dean of
the graduate school and professor of German
at Northwestern University, is acting as
moderator for the College Forum.
This television series is the most recent
area of cooperation entered upon by these
three liberal arts colleges. Three years ago,
for example, they began a joint effort to
build up micotilm and micro-card resources
which would be available to users of all
three libraries. These include files of outof-print volumes in the sciences and certain
periodicals.
Earlier this year, the presidents of the
three colleges and a small group of leaders
of industry in Lynchburg were instrumental
in the organization of a Council of CollegeIndustry Cooperation. This Council has been
working out arrangements for summer empfoyment of teachers in local industry, and
is looking toward the possible part-time
employment of scientists in the local industrial firms as teachers in colleges and schools.
(Continued on page 2, col, 3)

Among the distinguished guests for this
important occasion are the Rt. Rev. Charles
C. J. Carpenter, Episcopal Bishop of Alabama, who will preach the Baccalaureate
Sermon at 11 o'clock Sunday morning,
June 1, and Benjamin F. Fairless, president
of the American Iron and Steel Institute

and former president of U. S. Steel Corporation, who will deliver the address to
the graduating class the following morning.
Both men have visited Sweet Briar before.
For Bishop Carpenter, who gave
the Baccalaureate
Sermon in 1952,
this particular
occasion is especially
significant as his
twin daughters,
Ruth

and Alexandra, are to receive their Sweet

Briar degrees this
year. Bishop Carpenter, who has headed the Diocese
of Alabama since 1938, is a graduate of
Princeton and of the Virginia Episcopal
Theological Seminary. He holds honorary
doctorates from both institutions, as well as
from the University of Alabama and the
University of the South.
Mr. Fairless first
visited Sweet Briar
three years ago,
when he was the
speaker at a joint
meeting of the
Lynchburg
Chamber of Commerce
and Central Virginia Industries in
honor of the Virginia Foundation
for Independent
Colleges. Internationally known as
an industrial leader, he held the office of
president and chief executive officer of the
U. S. Steel Corporation from 1938 to 1953.
(Continued on page

3, col. 1)
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Several Gifts Received
for Sciences, Auditorium

Sophomores Plan
Junior Year Abroad

Ten sophomores are looking ahead to a
year of study in one of se\'eral European
universities, ranging from Spain to Scotland.
Six members of that class have been admitted to the 1958-59 Junior Year in France
program, which will take them to France
early in September. They will spend the
first six weeks in the city of Tours, capital
of the chateau province on the Loire River,
engaged in intensive language drill. Late in
October they will move to Paris, to enroll in
the winter term of the University. This
group includes: Annie-Laurie Martin, Washington; Adrianne Massie, Rye, N. Y.; Ellen
Pringle, Columbia, S. C; Gale Young, Detroit; Renate Weickert, Wilmington, Del.;
and Frances Newman, Fort Worth.
Two of their classmates, Carolyn King, of
Richmond, and Norris Smith, Butler, N. J.,
will he sailing later in September for the
British Isles, with St. Andrews University in
Scotland as their destination. Another, Mary
Laird, Wilmington, Del., is also going to
Britain, where she has been admitted to the
University of London for a year of study.
Kathleen Knox, Fort Lauderdale, Fla.,
will journey to Spain, to study in Madrid
with the Smith College Junior Year group.

Sweet Briar College received a gift of
$25,000 last month from an anonymous
donor for the purchase of new equipment in
the biology and chemistry laboratories. Much
of the new equipment, which includes several
kinds of microscopes, spectrophotometers,
and balances, can also be shared by the

Grne

REPORT

PRINTED

An illustrated report of the symposium on Modern Science and
Human Values, which took place
at Sweet Briar March 6-9, has recently
been published. Readers of the
Newsletter who would like to receive
a copy may write to the Public Relations Office, Box 249, Sweet Briar, Va.

phoio

a setting appropriate to "Oriental Holiday," theme
for the weekend directed by the sophomore class.
Marietta, who is a member of Phi Beta Kappa,
spent last year at the University of St. Andrews,
Scotland, and has been active in various student
affairs.

several years' accumulated profits and interest, was made at the recommendation of the

Local Colleges Cooperate
{Continued

SYMPOSIUM

Campbfll

Marietta Eggleston, blonde senior from Franklin,
Tenn., was crowned May 3 as 52nd May Queen, in

from

page

physics and psychology departments. New
equipment for the physics department was
purchased last year with a $5,000 grant from
the Kennccott Copper Corporation.
Sweet Briar was chosen last month as one
of 24 colleges and universities to receive an
unrestricted grant from Hercules Powder
Company of Wilmington, Delaware. The
Hercules $2,500 grant will be used in the
chemistry laboratories of the new Science
Building. More than $113,000 has now been
given or pledged for this building.
The Auditorium-Fine Arts Center has
been handsomely supported by the campus
community. In addition to the $800 raised
by the Faculty Show, the faculty at its April
meeting voted to give $10,000 to the Auditorium from the proceeds of the college
Book Shop. This gift, which represents

1, cul. 2)

The colleges have also collaborated to
make available adequate psychiatric services
for the three institutions, by finding a properly trained psychiatrist and by contributing
an annual fee towards the cost of his services.
Currently being explored is the joint development of a program of study focused
on non-Western civilization.
These several undertakings have been
prompted by the realization that through
such cooparative measures with its neighbors
each college can strengthen its own program
and can conserve its teaching resources.

faculty
Book act
Shop
the hope
that
it may
as aCommittee,
stimulus to"inother
gifts
for this much-needed addition to Sweet
Briar's facilities." Two weeks later a senior
and her parents made a joint gift of $5,000
for the Auditorium, bringing the total of
gifts and pledges for that building to more
than $566,000.
A $5,000
addition
to the college's
ment for student
scholarships
has beenendowmade
by Houston Endowment, Inc., to establish
the Jesse H. Jones Scholarship at Sweet
Briar as a memorial to the late Secretary of
Commerce, RFC director. Federal Loan
Agency administrator, and noted Houston
banker, who served as a member of the
Anniversary
campaign.
Council
of Sponsors
for Sweet Briar's Fiftieth
At the Board,
May Day
meeting Pannell
of the received
Parents'
Advisory
President
a check for $20,000, representing a capital
grant from the U. S. Steel Foundation, to
be used for the science building. It was
presented
by aC. member
of the
Parents'
Board, Robert
Tyson, New
York,
who
is chairman of the Foundation's financial
policy committee. Sweet Briar is one of six
women's colleges among 28 institutions included in this year's list of recipients.

TOYNBEE,
O'BRIAN GIFTS
(Continued from page 1, col. 1}

J. H. D.

published under the title, "National Security and Individual Freedom," and have been
described by James Reston of the New York
Gene

Campbrll

photo

Eight seniors and one junior were initiated into Sweet Briar's Theta of Virginia Chapter of Phi Beta Kappa
in February. They are: (top row) Kenan Myers, June Berguldo, Marietta Eggleston, Letha Wood; (first
row) Myrna Fielding, Susan Davis, Maud Leigh, Elizabeth Johnston, '59, and Julia Craig. Kenan, June,
Letha, and Maud are daughters of graduates.

Times as being "as brilliant an analysis of
our society as anything in the past decade."
Mr. O'Brian is the father of two Sweet
Briar graduates, Frances O'Brian Hettrick
and Esther O'Brian Robinson.
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His ov\n interest in education stems from
his experience as a school teacher in Ohio,
where he presided over a one-room school
for two years while he was earning money to
go to college. After attending the College
of Wooster, he took his engineering degree
from Ohio Northern University. He serves
on the boards of both colleges and of the
Carnegie Institute of Technology, in Pittsburgh, and he has been given honorary
doctor's degrees by 10 universities and colleges throughout the country.
Commencement festivities and events will
begin with the traditional Garden Party in
the Boxwood Circle at Sweet Briar House
on Saturday aftcrncwn, May 31, when President Pannell will greet the seniors and their
parents and other guests.
(.nlnniat

ll'illiamsburg

photo

Students in President Pannell's course in American Colonial history visited Colonial Williamsburg In
November and heard Thaddeus Tate, assistant director of research, describe historical aspects of the
HHouse of Burgesses chamber In the reconstructed colonial capltol of Virginia. Pictured are: Susan
Timberlake, Mary Blair Scott, Elsie Prichard, Ruth Carpenter; Mrs. Don Hermann and Mr. Tate of
the Colonial Williamsburg Staff; Dean Doris Thomas, who accompanied the students; Jane Jamison,
Elizabeth Smith, Alex Carpenter, Susan Pohl, Karen McKenzie, and Mary
Johnson.

TWO PROFESSORS WIN
SUMMER STUDY GRANTS
Class of 1958

Sunday's schedule, in addition to the
Baccalaureate service that morning, includes
linal step-singing in the dormitory quadrangle at 4:30 p. m., the college supper for
seniors and their parents at 7 o'clock, and
Lantern Night that evening at 10.
A concert given by the choir of the
Virginia Theological Seminary and College,
of Lynchburg, has been arranged by the Senior class as a feature of Sunday evening. This
excellent chorus of 28 voices, which gave a
concert at Sweet Briar earlier this spring,
specializes in the preservation and inspirational interpretation of Negro spirituals.

Ethel Oqden, (center) president of the YWCA at
Sweet Briar, with Sen. Styles Bridges of New Hampshire and Mrs. Ruth Hagy, producer and moderator
of "College News Conference." Ethel represented
student Y organizations on 628 campuses on the
program broadcast by the American Broadcasting
Co. television and radio networks Apr. 20.

Grants-in-aid for research during the summer have been awarded by the Southern
Fellowship Fund to two Sweet Briar faculty
members, Dr. Florence McCuUoch and
Dr. Gerhard Masur.
Miss McCulloch, who is assistant professor of French, will use the grant to continue
her research on mediaeval French and Latin
bestiaries, with particular attention to illustrated manuscripts. She is preparing her
work for publication. For the second successive summer. Miss McCulloch will work
at the Widener Library at Harvard.
Mr, Masur, professor of history, will also
work at Harvard during July and August,
continuing work in connection with his
studies in intellectual history from 1890 to
1914. He has previously held grants from
the Guggenheim Foundation and from the
Rockefeller Foundation, during a two-year
absence from his teaching duties at Sweet
Briar to engage in this research.
In recent years, a number of other Sweet
Briar faculty members have held similar
grants for summer study from the Southern
Fellowship Fund.
INN TO CLOSE IN SUMMER
The Boxwood Inn and Tea Room
will be closed during July and August
this year, because of insutiicient business in those months in recent summers. Both the Inn and its dining room
will be open in June and September,
however, to accommodate members of
the communitv and other guests.

STUDENT

HONORS

Freshiihin Honor List: Pattie Birge, Jeanne Bounds,
Catherine Caldwell, Louise Chapman, Barbara
Childrey, Susan Cone, Laura Conway, Jane Garst,
Judith Greer, Jane Hatcher, Marjorie Hill,
Elizabeth Hutchins, Mary Hunter Kennedy, Julie
Storey.
O'Neil, Kathryn Prothro, Janna Staley, Margaret
Dean's List, second semester: Seniors: Sarah
Austen, Polly Benson, Sarah Benton, June Berguido, Suzanne Brown, Floride Buchanan, Claire
Cannon, Julia Craig, Susan Davis, Susan Day,
Marietta Eggleston. Myrna Fielding, Mabelle
Garrard, Edith Knapp. Maud Winborne Leigh,
Shirley McCallum, Barbara McClancy, Julia
McCuUough, Elizabeth Mears, Elizabeth Moore,
Kenan Myers, Ethel Ogden, Adele Scott. Jane
Shipman, Elizabeth Gallo Skladal, Elizabeth Smith,
Patricia Williams, Letha Wood, Dorothy Wyatt.
Juniors: Erna Arnold, Elisabeth Chambers,
Elizabeth Duke, Anne Fisher, Elizabeth Johnston,
Barbara Kelly, Jane Kroeger. Dorothy Mayher,
Juanita Mixson, Alice Morris, Fleming Parker,
Virginia Ramsey, Elizabeth Space, Mary Lee
Taggard, Kathleen Tyler, Jane Wheeler.
Sophomores: Judith Barnes, Mary Anne Claiborne, Lura Ann Coleman. Maydelle Foster,
Carolyn Gough, Claire Hanner, Dixie Jackson,
Alice Carr Jones, Carolyn King, Kathleen Knox,
Mary Laird, Frances Newman, Kadri Niider,
Elizabeth Quaile, Patricia Russell, Elizabeth
Shw.ib, Norris Smith, Julia Todd, Renate Weickert, Ann Wilson, Marydee Wimbish, Gale Young.
Tail Phi: Alice Cary Farmer, Alice Morris,
Fleming Parker, Gretchen Smith.
Q. v.: Mar>' Anne Claiborne. Carolyn King,
Rebekah Brown Lee. Adrianne Massie, Jean
Morris, Charity Paul. Anita Perrin, Pattie Powell,
Ann Smith. Sally L'nderhill. Winifred Ward.

Students Hold International Day
International Day was observed late in
April,
with emphasis
on Sweetthey
Briar's
foreign students
and the countries
represent.
A variety of interesting items were put on
display in Randolph parlor, where coffee
was served; later a program of slides, films
and folk dances was presented by the
students in Manson Hall.
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Early Decision Plan
Open to Applicants
A plan for accepting applicants for Sweet
Briar some months in advance of the customary spring date, if certain conditions are
met, will be put into effect for the fall of
1959, according to an announcement sent
out by the college in March.
Called "The Early Decision Plan," it is
designed to give well-qualihcd applicants
who apply only at Sweet Briar the opportunity to be accepted for admission by
December of the senior year, instead of in
May. Although the plan is wholly optional,
it is hoped that it will eliminate multiple
applications in many cases.
Students who have strong academic records for the first three years of secondary
school, are recommended by their schools,
and ha\e taken the College Entrance Examination Board tests, may apply at Sweet Briar
for admission under the new Early Decision
Plan, if they have not applied at any other
college.
A student who is not accepted in December may enter her application for consideration in the spring of her senior year, if she
repeats the Scholastic Aptitude Test and
again takes three Achievement tests of the
College Entrance Examination Board.
In adopting this procedure. Sweet Briar
is in step with a growing number of colleges,
particularly in the northeastern area, which
are trying the Early Decision Plan as an
aid to applicants and to ease pressure on
their offices of admission.
Since announcement of this new plan late
in March, five applicants and numerous inquiries have been received, according to
Miss Jean Louise Williams, director of admission. A neighboring men's college has
also asked for information about the plan.
Prospective students are urged to visit
Sweet Briar before Mar. 1 of the senior
year. There has been a 50% increase since
last year in the number of inquiries and
visitors during February and March, Miss
Williams added.
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Presldenf Pannell and other members of the scholarship committee selecting recipients of grants administered by the Ford Motor Company Fund for children of employees. Pictured above are: President
Albert Jacobs, Trinity College; President Harlan Hatcher, University of Michigan; William Pine, Ford
Scholarship program director; President Peyton Rhodes, Southwestern at Memphis.

STUDENT EARNINGS
ROSE LAST YEAR

companies, or clothing novelty firms. One
sold subscriptions to New York newspapers
and took care of Sunday deliveries.

Ninety-six students reported earning a
total of $16,306 during 1956-57 through
jobs they held on campus, including such
varied occupations as choir-robe mistress or
supervisory
laboratory. aide in the modern language

Seven worked in the Boxwood Inn, as
waitresses, or behind the counter at the
snack bar; an equal number worked in the
library, two worked in the Book Shop, and
six were student supervisors in the modern
language laboratory. Others worked in the
music department, four supervising listening
hours, one as librarian of records and scores,
and another kept the choir robes in wearable
condition.

As reported to Dean of Students Dorothy
Jester, their average earnings of $169 show
afigures,
per capita
over thereported
previousearning
year's
whenincrease
90 students
$14,260, an average of $158 each.
Jobs as waitresses in the two dining halls
were held by the largest number, 37 last
year and 39 the year before. Their earnings
ranged from $86.50 to a top of $408.75,
with 2 5 reporting over S300 each. Some
worked only for short periods, and some
served only one meal per day.
Fifteen students held agencies for drycleaning
establishments,
florists, cigaret

In addition, 15 worked as laboratory assistants or as clerk-typists for several academic departments, and eight worked in
some of the administrative offices. Seven
girls divided their time and efforts between
two jobs.
During the first semester of this year,
more than 70 students held campus jobs,
several having more than one.

Entered as second-class matter at tl
Post Office, Sweet Briar, Va.
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ANNE

GARY

PANNELL

This portrait of Anne Gary Pannell, President of Sweet Briar College, painted
by Louise Altson of New York, is a gift of the Alumnae Association to the college.
Presenting this portrait at Commencement

on behalf of the Association was Ella-

Prince Trimmer, '56. Now portraits of the five presidents of Sweet Briar College
are hanging in the main reading room of the Mary Helen Cochran Library.
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Nancy Doud Burton, '46
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SPECIAL

REPORT

In tliis issue ot tlic NjW'S we give you a Special Report on the status ot
American Higher Education. This report is the result of a joint effort by
fourteen alumni editors to pool their resources and present an o\eraII picture
ot the nature and gcials of our system of higher education in the LInited
States today. These editors invited other institutions to include the article in
their magazines, and l^ii magazines responded, taking the project on faith.
It is iioped that this story will enable our readers to gain a better idea of
Sweet Briar's role in the educational world.

MEMBERS
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EXECUTIVE
BOARD
Mary Clark Rogers, '13
Elizabfth MacO'ieeii Nelson, '25
Dorothy Keller Iliff, '26
Ellen Newell Bryan, '26
NoRVFLL
Royer ORCIAIN, '30
Juliet Hcdl/h/nion Burnett, '35
Frances Cordes Hoffman, '38
Blair Binning BoiH, '40
Cynthia Ahhoii Botsforp, '42
Flora Cameron Kampmann, '46
Beatrice Dingwell Loos, '46
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Francis Cone Kirkpatrick, '50
Barbara L<is'/er ED(,erly, '51
Mary Lee McGinnis, '54
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NUMBER

SIX

THH COVER
lulia tircen nf the class of I9S8 pauses
alter graduation to fiivc her coveted
liiploma a close scrutiny.

Issued six times yearly: November 1st and 15th, February, March, May, June,
by Sweet Briar College. Entered as second class matter November .SO, 19}1 at the
Postoffice at Sweet Briar, Virginia. Member of the American Alumni Council.

COMMENCEMENT
AND REUNION

The Commencement speaker, Mr. Benjamin Fairless, President of
the American Iron and Steel Institute and former Chairman of
the Board of U. S. Steel, stands with Mrs. Pannell before her
portrait iust after it was presented to the College by the alumnae.
The graduation of Mary Lane Bryan brought back
to
mother, ofEllen
Newellof Bryan,
'26,
her campus
father, her
a member
the Board
Overseers,
and

her sister, Newell

Alumnae daughters
Myers, Jessie HjU

Bryan,

of the class of '55.

elected to Phi Beta Kappa are shown with
Myers, '31. June Berguido, Marion
]j)'h

iheir mothers: Letha Wood,
Letha Ainn/s Wood,
Berguido, '2S, Winnie
Leigh, Maud
K'iiihurin

'32, Kenan
Leigh, '35.

Mdther-daughtcr teams present at Reunion were: Margaret Grjins Mc Clung. '5 3. Margaret Bui well Graves.
'J3. Mary Ntliin Locke. '2H. and Nan L'^iie Rosa. '53.

Among
graduates ofwere
Alexandra
andCarpenter,
Ruth C'arpenter,
twinthedaughters
Bishop
C. C. J.
who
delivered
the Baccalaureate Sermon
Sunday
morning.

At the Overseers' Luncheon tor
Mrs. Panncll. she was surprised
and delighted to receive not
one but two reproductions of
her portrait, one for each son.

s\\hi;t briar collece
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A SPECIAL REPORT

AMERICAN
HIGHER EDUCATION
1958
ITS PRESSING PROBLEMS AND NEEDS ARE
EXCEEDED ONLY BY ITS OPPORTUNITIES
the
THIS is a special report. It is published because
time has come for colleges and universities — and
their alumni — to recognize and act upon
traordinary challenges and opportunities.

some

ex-

Item: Three million, sixty-eight thousand young men and
women are enrolled in America's colleges and universities
this year — 45 per cent more than were enrolled six years
ago, although the number

of young people in the eighteen-

to-t\\enty-one age bracket has increased only 2 per cent in
the same period. A decade hence, when colleges will feel
the elTects of the unprecedented

birth rates of the mid-

I940"s, today's already-enormous

enrollments will double.

Item: In the mid^l o\' planning to serve more

students,

higher education is faced wiih the problem o\' not losing
sight of its cxiniorcliiuiry students. "What is going to happen
to the genius or two in this crowd?" asked a professor at
one big university this lorni, waving his hand at a seemingly
endless line of students wailinij to lill out forms at reaistra-

H,

lic.HtR education in America
had its beginnings when the Puritans
founded a college to train their ministers.
Here, reflected in a modern library
windov"., is the chapel spire at Harvard.

tion desks. "Heaven knows, if the free world ever needed
to discover its geniuses, it needs to do so now." President
Robert Gordon Sproul of the University of California
puts it this way: "If we fail in our hold upon quality, the
cherished American dream of universal education will
degenerate
into a nightmare."
Item: A college
diploma is the sine qua non for almost
any white-collar job nowadays, and nearly everybody
wants one. In the scramble, a lot of students are going
to college who cannot succeed there. At the Ohio State
University, for instance, which is required by law to
admit every Ohioan who owns a high-school diploma
and is able to complete the entrance blanks, two thousand
students flunked out last year. Nor is Ohio State's
problem unique. The resultant waste of teaching talents,
physical facilities, and money is shocking — to say
nothing of the damage to young people's self-respect.
Item: The cost of educating a student is soaring. Like
many others. Brown University is boosting its fees this
spring: Brown students henceforth will pay an annual
tuition bill of $1,250. But it costs Brown $2,300 to
provide
between
Barnaby
from the
Item:

a year's instruction in return. The difference
charges and actual cost, says Brown's President
C. Keeney, "represents a kind of scholarship
faculty. They pay for it out of their hides."
The Educational Testing Service reports that

lack of money keeps many of America's ablest highschool students from attending college — 150,000 last
year. The U. S. Office of Education found not long ago
that even at public colleges and universities, where
tuition rates are still nominal, a student needs around
$1,500 a year to get by.
Item: Non-monetary reasons are keeping many promising young people from college, also. The Social Science
Research Council offers evidence that fewer than half of
the students in the upper tenth of their high-school
classes go on to college. In addition to lack of money,
a major reason for this defection is "lack of motivation."
Item: At present rates, only one in eight college
teachers can ever expect to earn more than $7,500 a
year. If colleges are to attract and hold competent
teachers, says Devereux C. Josephs, chairman of the
President's Committee on Education Beyond the High
School, faculty salaries must be increased by at least

I ROM Its Simple beginnings,
American higher education has grown into
1,800 institutions of incredible
di\ersit\. At the right is but a sampling
of their \ast interests and activities.

50 per cent during the next fi\e years. Such an increase
would cost the colleges and universities around half a
billion dollars a year.
Item: Some critics say that too many colleges and
universities have been willing to accept— or, perhaps
more accurately, have tailed firmly to reject— certain
tasks which have been offered to or thrust upon them,
but which may not properly be the business of higher
education at all. "The professor," said one college
administrator recently, "should not be a carhop who
answers every demanding horn. Educational institutions
must not be hot-dog stands."
Item: The colleges and universities, some say, are not
teaching what they ought to be teaching or are not
thinkers?"
teaching it effectively. "Where are the creative grown
into
they ask. Have we, without quite realizing it,
lost
and
a nation of gadgeteers, of tailfin technicians,
the art of basic thought'' (And from all sides comes the
worried reminder that the other side launched their
earth satellites first.)

of
E are some of the problems — only some
THES
them — which confront American higher education
in 1958. Some of the problems are higher education's own offspring; some are products of the times.
But some are born of a fact that is the identifying
strength of higher education in America: its adaptability
to the free world's needs, and hence its diversity.
Indeed, so diverse is it— in organization, sponsorship,
purpose, and philosophy — that perhaps it is fallacious
to use the generalization, "American higher education,"
at all. It includes 320-year-old Harvard and the University
of Southern Florida, which now is only on the drawing
boards and will not open until I960. The humanities
research center at the University of Texas and the
course in gunsmithing at Lassen Junior College in
Susanville, California. Vassar and the U. S. Naval
Academy. The University of California, with its fortytwo thousand students, and Deep Springs Junior College,
on the eastern side of the same state, with only nineteen.
Altogether there are more than 1,800 American institutions which offer "higher education," and no two of
them are alike. Some are liberal-arts colleges, some are
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MTH growth have come problems
lor the colleges and universities. One of
the most pressing, today, is swelling
enrollments. Already they are straining
higher education's campuses and
teaching resources. But the present large
student population is only a fraction
of the total expected in the next decade.
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vast universities, some specialize in such fields as law,
agriculture, medicine, and engineering. Some are supported by taxation, some are affiliated with churches,
some are independent in both organization and finance.
Thus any generalization about American higher education will have its exceptions — including the one that
all colleges and universities desperately need more money.
(Among the 1,800, there may be one or two which
don't.) In higher education's diversity — the result of its
restlessness, its freedom, its geography, its competitiveness— lies a good deal of its strength.
^y MERICAN higher education in 1958 is hardly what
LjL the Puritans envisioned when they founded the
# % country's first college to train their ministers in
1636. For nearly two and a half centuries after that, the
aim of America's colleges, most of them founded by
churches, was limited: to teach young people the rudiments of philosophy, theology, the classical languages,
and mathematics. Anyone who wanted a more extensive
education had to go to Europe for it.
One break from tradition came in 1876, with the
founding of the Johns Hopkins University. Here, for the
first time, was an American institution with European
standards of advanced study in the arts and sciences.
Other schools soon followed the Hopkins example.
And with the advanced standards came an emphasis on
research. No longer did .American university scholars

In ihc Hood of \asl numbers ot students,
the colleges and unl\ersities are concerned that
ihe> not lose sight of the individuals
in the croud, The> are also worried about costs:
everv extra student adds to their linancial delicits.
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simply pass along knowledge gained in Europe; they
began to make significant contributions themselves.
Another spectacular change began at about the same
time. With the growtii of science, agriculture — until
then a relatively simple art — became increasingly complex. In the lS50"s a nutnber of institutions were founded
to train people for it, but tnost of them failed to survive.
In 1862, however, in the darkest hours of the Civil
War. Abraham Lincoln signed the Morrill Land-Grant
Act, offering each state public lands and support for
at least one college to teach agriculture and the mechanic
arts. Thus was the foundatioti laid for the U. S. stateuniversity system. "In all the annals of republics," said
Andrew D. White, the first president of one institution
founded under the act, Cornell University, "there is no
more significant utterance of confidence in national
destiny, out frotn the midst of national calamity."

there was no stopping American higher education's growth, or the growth of its diversity.
Optimistically America moved into the 1900"s,
and higher education moved with it. More and more
Americans wanted to go to college and were able to do
so. Public and pri\ate institutions were established and
expanded. Tax dollars by the millions were appropriated,
and philanthropists like Rockefeller and Carnegie and
Stanford vied to support education on a large scale.
Able teachers, now being graduated in numbers by
NOW

America's own universities, joined their staffs.
In the universities' graduate and professional schools,
research flourished. It reached outward to explore the
universe, the world, and the creatures that inhabit it.
Scholars examined the past, enlarged and tended rnan's
cultural heritage, and pressed their great twentiethcentury search for the secrets of life and matter.
Participating in the exploration were thousands of
young Americans, poor and rich. As students they were
acquiring skills and sometimes even wisdom. .And, with
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their professors, they were building a uniquely American
tradition
this day. of higher education whicii has contintied to

ons, as a nation, have never been
aspirati
OLJR
Our need for educational excellence has
higher.
ne\er been greater. But never have the challenges
been as sharp as they are in I95S.
Look at California, for one view of .American education's problems and opportunities —
imaginative and daring action, as \\e\\.
Nowhere is the public appetite for
more avid, the need for highly trained
more clear, the pressure of population

and for a view of
higher education
men and women
more acute. In a

recent four-year period during which the country's
population rose 7.5 per cent, California's rose sotne
17.6 per cent. Califoriiians — witli a resoluteness which
is, unfortunately, not typical of the nation as a whole —
ha\e shown a remarkable determination to face and even
to anticipate these facts.
They have decided that the stale should build fifteen
new junior colleges, thirteen new state colleges, and fi\e
new campuses for their university. (Already the state
has 135 institutions of higher learning: sixty-three private
establishments, sixty-one public junior colleges, ten state
colleges, and the University of California with eight
campuses. Nearly 40 cents of every tax dollar goes to
support education on the state level.)
But California has recognized that providing newfacilities is only part of the solution. New philosophies
are needed, as well.
The students looking for classrooms, for example, vary
tremendously, one from the other, in aptitudes, aims,
and abilities. "If higher education is to meet the varied
needs of students and also the diverse requirements of
an increasingly complex society," a California report
says, "there will have to be corresponding diversity
amont: and within educational institutions. ... It will
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Ic> accommoduie more students
and to keep pace with increasing demands
lor complex research uork,
higher edticalion must spend more on construction
this year than in any other year in history.

not be sufficient for California — or any other state, for
that matter — simply to provide enough places for the
students who will seek college admission in future years.
It will also have to supply, with reasonable economy
and efficiency, a wide range of educational programs."
Like all of the country, California and Californians
have some big decisions to make.

H. CHRISMAN is a professor of
LEWIS
DR.English
at West Virginia Wesleyan, a Methodist
college near the town of Buckhannon. He accepted an appointment there in 1919, when it consisted
of just five major buildings and a coeducational student
body of 150. One of the main reasons he took the appointment. Dr. Chrisman said later, was that a new library
was to be built "right away."
Thirty years later the student body had jumped to
720. Nearly a hundred other students were taking extension and evening courses. The zooming postwar birth
rate was already in the census statistics, in West Virginia
as elsewhere.
But Dr. Chrisman was still waiting for that library.
West Virginia Wesleyan had been plagued with problems.
Not a single major building had gone up in thirty-five
years. To catch up with its needs, the college would have
to spend $500,000.
For a small college to raise a half million dollars is
often as tough as for a state university to obtain perhaps
ten times as much, if not tougher. But Wesleyan's
president, trustees, faculty, and alumni decided that if
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independent colleges, including church-related ones, were
to be as significant a force in the times ahead as they had
been in the past, they must try.
Nov\ West Virginia Wesleyan has an eighly-thousand\olume library, three other buildings cornpleted, a fifth
to be ready this spring, and nine more on the agenda.
A group of people reached a hard decision, and then
made it work. Dr. Chrisman's hopes have been more
than fulfilled.
So it goes, all o\er ,\merica. The L . S. Office of Education recently asked the colleges and universities how
much they are spending on new construction this year.
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I HE most serious shortage that higher education taces
is in its teaching staffs. Many are underpaid,
and not enough young people are entering the tield.
Here, left to right, are a Nobel Prizewinning chemist,
a Bible historian, a heart surgeon, a physicist, and a poet.

Ninety per cent of Ihem replied. In calendar 1958, they
are spending $1,078 billion.
Purdue alone has $37 million worth of construction

Not long ago the vice president of a large university

in process. Penn has embarked on twenty-two projects
costing over $31 million. Wake Forest and Goucher and
Colby Colleges, among others, have left their old campuses

was wondering aloud. "Perhaps," he said, "we have
been thinking that by adding more schools and institutes
as more knowledge seemed necessary to the world, we
were serving the cause of learning. Many are now calling
for a reconsideration of what the whole of the university

and moved to brand-new ones. Stanford is undergoing
the greatest building boom since its founding. Everywhere in higher education, the bulldozer, advance agent

is The
tryingproblem
to (to." is a very real one. In the course of her
200-year-plus history, the university had picked up so

of growth, is working to keep up with America's insatiable, irresistible demands.

many almost
schools,no institutes,
projects,
"centers"
that
one man colleges,
could name
them and
all, much
less
give an accurate description of their functions. Other
institutions are in the same quandary.

BUILDING PROJECTS, however, are only the
outward and visible signs of higher education's
effort to stay geared to the times. And in many
ways they are the easiest part of the solution to its
problems. Others go deeper.

Why'.' One reason is suggested by the \ice president's
comment. Another is the number of demands which we
as
a nation have placed upon our institutions of higher
learning.
We call upon them to give us space-age weapons and
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polio vaccine. We ask them to provide us with iumber111CI1 and liberally educated PTA presidents, doctors and
statesmen, business executives and poets, teachers and
housewives. We expect the colleges to give us religious
(raining, better fertilizers, extension courses in music
appreciation, fresh ideas on city planning, classes in
square dancing, an understanding of medieval literature,
and basic research.
The nation does need many services, and higher education has never been shy about otTering to provide a
great portion of them. Now however, in the face of a
multitude of pressures ranging from the population
surge to the doubts many people have about the quality
of American thought, there are those who are wondering
if America is not in danger of over-extending its educational resources: if ue haven't demanded, and if under
the banner of higher education our colleges and universities haven't taken on, loo much.

POLYTEfHNIi ' INSTITrTE

DARTMOUTH
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^yiVI ERICA has never been as ready to pay for its
L\
educational services as it has been to request
#
\ them. A single statistic underlines the point. We
spend about seven tenths of I per cent of our gross
national product on higher education. (Not that we
should look to the Russians to set our standards for us
— but it is worth noting that they spend on higher
education more than 2 per cent of ilicir gross.)
As a result, this spring, many colleges and universities
find themselves in a tightening vise. It is not only that
prices have skyrocketed; the real cost of providing
education has risen, too. As knowledge has broadened
and deepened, for example, more complicated and
costly equipment has become essential.
Feeling the financial squeeze most painfully are the
faculty members. The average salary of a college or
university teacher in America today is just over $5,000.
The average salary of a full professor is just over S7,000.

It In a rrequenl occurrence on college campuses for a
graduating senior, nowadays, lo be offered a starting
salary in industry that is higher than that paid to most
of the faculty men who trained hini.
On humane grounds alone, the problem is shocking.
But it is not limited to a question of humaneness; there
is a serious question of national welfare, also.
"Any institution that fails through inability or delinquency to attract and hold its share of the best
academic minds of the nation is accepting one of two
consequences," says President Cornelis W. de Kiewiet of
the University of Rochester. "The first is a sentence of
inferiority and decline, indeed an inferiority so much
greater and a decline so much inore intractable that
trustees, alumni, and friends can only react in distress
when they finally see the truth. . . .
"The second ... is the heavy cost of rehabilitation
once the damage has been done. In education as in business there is no economy more foolish than poor maintenance and upkeep. Staffs that has e been poorly maintained
can be rebuilt only at far greater cost. Since even lessqualified and inferior people are going to be in short
supply, institutions content to jog along will be denied
even the solace of doing a moderate job at a moderate
cost. It is going to be disturbingly expensi\'e to do even
job."
a bad
The effects of mediocrity in college and university
teaching, if the country should permit it to come about,
could only amount to a national disaster.

the endless squeezes, economies, and
WITH
crises it is experiencing, it would not be
particularly remarkable if American higher
education, this spring, were alternately reproaching its
neglecters and struggling feebly against a desperate fate.
By and large, it is doing nothing of the sort.
Instead, higher education is mo\ing out to meet its
problems and, even more significantly, looking beyond
them. Its plans take into account that it may ha\e twice
as many students by 1970. It recognizes that it must not,
in this struggle to accommodate quantity, lose sight of
quality or turn into a molder of "mass minds." It is continuing to search for ways to improve its present teaching.
It is charting new services to local communities, the
nation, and vast constituencies overseas. It is entering
new areas of research, so revolutionary that it must
invent new names for them.

c
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the question of maintaining quality

amidst quantity. "How," educators ask themselves, "can you educate everyone who is ambi-

^_\( FPTioNAL Students must
not be overlooked,
especially in a time when
America needs to educate
e\ery outstanding man and woman
to fullest capacity. The
students at the right are in a
philosophy of science class.

tious and has the basic qualifications, and still have time,
teachers, and money to spend on the unusual boy or
girl? Are we being true to our belief in the individual if
we put everyone into the same mold, ignoring human
differences' Besides, let's be practical about it: doesn't
this country need to develop every genius it has'.'"
There is one approach to the problem at an institution
in eastern California, Deep Springs. The best way to get
there is to go to Reno, Nevada, and then drive about five
hours through the Sierras to a place called Big Pine.
Deep Springs has four faculty members, is well endowed,
selects its students carefully, and charges no tuition or
fees. It cannot lose sight of its good students: its total
enrollment is nineteen.
At another extreme, some institutions have had to
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devote their time and effort to training as many people
as possible. The student with unusual talent has had to
find it and develop it without help.
Other institutions are looking for the solution somewhere in between.
The University of Kansas, for example, like many
other state universities, is legally bound to accept every
graduate of an accredited state high school who applies,
without examinations or other entrance requirements.
"Until recently,"" says Dean George Waggoner of Kansas"s College of Liberal Arts and Sciences, "many of us
spent a great deal of our time trying to soKe the problem
of marginal students.""
In the fall of 1955. the uni\ersity announced a program designed especially for the ""gifted student.""

Its
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objective: to make sure that exceptional young men and
women would not be overlooked or under-exposed in a
time of great student population and limited faculty.
Now Kansas uses state-wide examinations to spot
these exceptional high-school boys and girls early. It
invites high-school principals to nominate candidates for
scholarships from the upper 5 per cent of their senior
classes. It brings the promising high-school students to
its Lawrence campus for further testing, screening, and
selection.
When they arrive at the university as freshmen, the
students find themselves in touch with a special faculty
committee. It has the power to wai\e many academic
rules for them. They are allowed to take as large a bite
of education as thev can swaikiw. and the UNual course
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^_VEN in institutions with thousands
of" students, young people with
extraordinary talents can be spotted
and developed. This teacher is leading
an honors section at a big university.

prerequisites do not apply; they may enter junior and
senior-level courses if they can handle the work. They
use the library with the same status as faculty members
and graduate students, and some serve as short-term
research associates for professors.
The force of the program has been felt beyond the
students and the faculty members who are immediately
involved. It has sent a current throughout the College of
Liberal Arts and Sciences. All students on the dean's
honor roll, for example, no longer face a strict limit in
the number of courses they may take. Departments have
strengthened their honor sections or, in some cases,
established them for the first time. The value of the
program reaches down into the high schools, too, stimulating teachers and attracting to the university strong
students who might otherwise be lost to Kansas.
Across the country, there has been an attack on the
problem of the bright student's boredom during his early
months in college. (Too often he can do nothing but
fidget restlessly as teachers gear their courses to students
less talented than he.) Now, significantly large nuinbers
are being admitted to college before they have finished
high school; experiments with new curricula and opportunities for small discussion groups, fresh focus, and
independent study are found in many schools. Foundations, so influential in many areas of higher education
today, are giving their support.

The "quality vs. quantity" issue has other ramifications. "Education's problem of the future," says President
Eldon L. Johnson of the University of New Hampshire,
"is the relation of mind and mass. . . . The challenge is
to reach numbers without mass treatment and the
creation of mass men. ... it is in this setting and this
philosophy that the state university finds its place."
And, one might add, the independent institution as
well. For the old idea that the public school is concerned
with quantity and the private school with quality is a
false one. All of American higher education, in its diversity, must meet the t\\ in needs of extraordinary persons
and a better educated, more thoughtful citizenry.

/v a belter educated, more thoughtful
WHAT
citizenry'.' And how do we get one? If America's colleges and universities thought they
had the perfect answers, a pleasant complacency might
spread across the land.
in the offices of those who are responsible for laying
out programs of education, however, there is anything
but complacency. Ever since they stopped being content
with a simple curriculum of theology, philosophy, Latin,
Greek, and math, the colleges and universities have been
searching for better ways of educating their students in
breadth as well as depth. And they are still hunting.

Take the efforts at Amherst, as an example of what
many are doing. Since its founding Amherst has developed and refined its curriculum constantly. Once it
offered a free elective system: students chose the courses
they wanted. Next it tried specialization: students selected
a major field of study in their last two years. Next, to
make sure that they got at least a taste of many different
fields, Amherst worked out a system for balancing the
elective courses that its students were permitted to select.
But by World War 11, even this last refinement seemed
inadequate. Amherst began — again — a re-evaluation.
When the self-testing was over, Amherst's students
began taking three sets of required courses in their freshman and sophomore years: one each in science, history,
and the humanities. The courses were designed to build
the groundwork for responsible lives: they sought
to help students form an integrated picture of civilization's issues and processes. (But they were not "surveys"
— or what Philosophy Professor Gail Kennedy, chairman
of the faculty committee that developed the program,
calls "those superficial omnibus affairs.")
How did the student body react? .Angrily. When Professor .Arnold B. Arons first gave his course in physical
science and mathematics, a wave of resentment arose. It
culminated at a mid-year dance. The music stopped, conversations ceased, and the students observed a solemn,
two-minute silence. They called it a "Hate Arons Silence."

But at the end of the year they gave the professor a
standing ovation. He had been rough. He had not provided his students with pat answers. He had forced them
to think, and it had been a shock at first. But as they got
used to it, the students found that thinking, among all of
life's experiences, can sometimes be the most exhilarating.

TEACH them to think: that is the problem.
It is impossible, today, for any school, undergraduate or professional, to equip its students
with all the knowledge they will need to become competent engineers, doctors, farmers, or business men. On the
other hand, it can provide its students with a chance to
discover something with which, on their own, they can
live an extraordinary life: their ability to think.
TO

THUS, in the midst of its planning for swollen
enrollments, enlarged campuses, balanced budgets, and faculty-procurement crises, higher education gives deep thought to the effectiveness of its
programs. When the swollen enrollments do come and
the shortage of teachers does become acute, higher
education hopes it can maintain its vitality.
NIVKHSITV

lo IMPROVE the effectiveness of their
teaching, colleges and Lini\ersities
are experimenting with new techniques like
recordings of plays iahovi') and television,
which (/('//) can bring medical students
a closeup view of delicate experiments.
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To stretch teaching resources without sacrificing (and,
perhaps, even improving) their effectiveness, it is exploring such new techniques as microfilms, movies, and
television. At Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, in Troy,
New York, the exploration is unusually intense.

of the University of Nebraska calls one such service
project. Its sponsors are convinced that one of the basic
functions of local schools is to improve their communities, and they are working through the local boards of
education in Nebraska towns to demonstrate it.

RPI calls its concerted study "Project Reward." How
good, Project Reward asks, are movies, audio-visual aids,
closed-circuit television? How can we set up really effective demonstrations in our science courses? How much
more effective, if at all, is a small class than a big one?
Which is better: lecture or discussion groups?Says Roland

Consider Mullen (pop. 750), in northwest Nebraska's
sandhills area, the only town in its cattle-ranching county.
The nearest hospital is ninety miles away. Mullen needs
its own clinic; one was started six years ago, only to bog

H. Trathen, associate head of Rensselaer's department
of mechanics and a leader in the Project Reward enterprise, when he is asked about the future, "If creative
contributions to teaching are recognized and rewarded
in the same manner as creative contributions to research,
we have nothing to fear."
The showman in a good professor comes to the fore
when he is offered that new but dangerous tool of communication, television. Like many gadgets, television can
be used merely to grind out more degree-holders, or — in
the hands of imaginative, dedicated teachers — it can be
a powerful instrument for improvement.
Experiments with television are going on all over the
place. A man at the University of Oregon, this spring,
can teach a course simultaneously on his own campus
and three others in the state, thanks to an electronic link.
Pennsylvania State experimented with the medium for
three years and discovered that in some cases the TV
students did better than their counterparts who saw their
instructors in the flesh.
The dangers in assembly-line education are real. But
with new knowledge about how people actually learn —
and new devices to help them learn — interesting possibilities appear.
Even so, some institutions may cling to time-worn
notions about teaching until they are torn loose by
the current of the age. Others may adulterate the quality
of their product by rushing into short-cut schemes. The
reader can hope that his college, at least, will use the
new tools wisely: with courage yet with caution. Most
of all, he can hope that it will not be forced into adopting
them in desperation, because of poverty or its inability
to hold good teachers, but from a position of confidence
and strength.

down. Under the university's auspices, with Mullen's
school board coordinating the project and the Teacher's
College furnishing a full-time associate coordinator, the
citizens went to work. Mullen now has itsclinical facilities.
Or consider Syracuse, in the southeast corner of the
state, a trading center for some three thousand persons.
It is concerned about its future because its young people
are migrating to neighboring Lincoln and Omaha; to
hold them, Syracuse needs new industry and recreational
facilities. Again, through the university's program, townspeople have taken action, voting for a power contract that will assure sufficient electricity to attract
industry and provide opportunities for youth.
Many other institutions currently are offering a variety
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^yMERICAN higher education does not limit itself
X^k
to college campuses or the basic function of edu#
m eating the young. It has assumed responsibility
for direct, active, specific community service, also.
"Democracy's Growing Edge," the Teacher's College
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of community projects — as many as seventy-eight at one
state university this spring. Some samples:
The University of Dayton has tailored its research
program to the needs of local industry and offers training
programs for management. Ohio State has planted the
nation's first poison plant garden to find out why some
plants are poisonous to livestock when grown in some
soils yet harmless in others. Northwestern's study of
traffic problems has grown into a new transportation
center. The University of Southern California encourages
able high-school students to work in its scientific laboratories in the summer. Regis College runs a series of
economics seminars for Boston professional women.
Community service takes the form of late-afternoon
and evening colleges, also, which offer courses to school
teachers and business men. Television is in the picture,
too. Thousands of New Yorkers, for example, rise before
dawn to catch New York University's "Sunrise Semester,"
a stiff and stimulating series of courses on WCBS-TV.
In California, San Bernardino Valley College has gone
on radio. One night a week, members of more than seventyfive discussion groups gather in private homes and turn
on their sets. For a half hour, they listen to a program
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such as "Great Men and Great Issues" or "The Ways of
Mankind," a study of anthropology.
When the program is over (it is then 8:30), the livingroom discussions start. People talk, argue, raise questions— and learn. One thousand of them are hard at it,
all over the San Bernardino Valley area.
Then, at ten o'clock, they turn on the radio again. A
panel of experts is on. Members of the discussion groups
pick up their phones and ask questions about the night's
topic. The panel gives its answers over the air.
Says one participant, "I learned that people who once
seemed dull, uninteresting, and pedestrian had exciting
things to say if I would keep my mouth shut and let
Whensay itit."
thinks of community services, American higher
them
education does not limit itself to its own back yard.
Behind the new agricultural chemistry building at the
University of the Philippines stand bare concrete columns
which support nothing. The jungle has grown up around
their bases. But you can still see the remains of buildings
which once housed one of the most distinguished agricultural schools in the Far East, the university's College
of Agriculture. When Filipinos returned to the campus
after World War II, they found virtually nothing.
The needs of the Philippines' devastated lands for
trained men were clear and immediate. The faculty began
to put the broken pieces back together again, but it was
plain that the rebuilding would take decades.
In 1952, Cornell University's New York State College
of Agriculture formed a partnership with them. The objective: to help the Filipinos rebuild, not in a couple of
generations, but in a few years. Twelve top faculty members from Cornell have spent a year or more as regular
members of the staff. Filipinos have gone to New York
to take part in programs there.
Now, Philippine agriculture has a new lease on life —
and Filipinos say that the Cornell partnership should
receive much of the credit. Farms are at last big enough
to support their tenants. Weeds and insects are being
brought under control. Grassland yields are up. And the
college enrollment has leaped from little more than a
hundred in 1945 to more than four thousand today.
In Peru, the North Carolina College of Agriculture
and Engineering is helping to strengthen the country's
agricultural research; North Carolina State College is

In addition to leaching and conducting
research. America's colleges and universities
offer a wide range of community services.
At the left are hundreds of curriculum
materials a\allable at one state university.
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|(iNh of ils ser\ices can iLinction
elVectisely unless higher education
remains free. Freedom to pursue
knowledge is the strongest attraction
of college and university teaching.

N,

helping to develop Peruvian research in textiles: and the
University of North Carolina co-operates in a program
of technical assistance in sanitary engineering. In Liberia.
Prairie View A. and M. College of Texas (the Negro
college of the Texas A. and M. system) is working with
the Booker Washington Agricultural and Industrial Institute to expand vocational education. Syracuse University
is producing audio-visual aids for the Middle East, particularly Iran. The University of Tennessee is providing
home-economics specialists to assist in training similar
specialists in India. The University of Oregon is working
with Nepal in establishing an educational system where
none existed before (only eleven persons in the entire
country of 8.5 million had had any professional training
in education). Harvard is providing technical advice and
assistance to Latin American countries in developing
and maintaining nutrition programs.

eduan higher
a picture
THUS emerges
that it can
its hope
diversitofy, Americ
cation, 1958. Its
handle large numbers of students without losing
sight of quality in the process, its willingness to extend
its services far beyond its classrooms and even its home
towns: all these things are true of America's colleges and
universities today. They can be seen.
But not as visible, like a subsurface flaw in the earth's
apparently solid crust, lie some facts that may alter the
landscape considerably. Not enough young people, for
instance, are currently working their way through the
long process of preparation to become college and university teachers. Others, who had already embarked on
faculty careers, are leaving the profession. Scholars and
teachers are becoming one of the American economy's
scarcest commc^'dities.
Salary scales, as described earlier in this article, are
largely responsible for the scarcity, but not entirely.
Three faculty members at the University of Oklahoma
sat around a table not long ago and tried to explain why
they are staying where they are. .All are young. All are
brilliant men who have turned down lucrative jobs in
business or industry. All have been otTered higher-paying
posts at other universities.

"It's the atmosphere, call it the teaching climate, that
keeps me here," said one.
"Teachers want to know they are appreciated, that
their ideas have a chance," said another. "I suppose you
might say we like being a part of our institution, not
members of a manpower pool."
"Oklahoma has made a real effort to provide an opportunity for our opinions to count," said the third. "Our
advice may be asked on anything from hiring a new professor to suggesting salary increases."
The University of Oklahoma, like many other institutions but (//(like many more, has a self-governing faculty.
"The by-products of the university government," says
Oklahoma's Professor Cortez A. M. Ewing, "may prove
to be its most important feature. In spite of untoward
conditions — heavy teaching loads, low salaries, and marginal physical and laboratory resources, to mention a
few — the spirit of co-operation is exceeded only by the
dedication of the faculty."
The professor worth his title mit.sr be free. He must be
free to explore and probe and investigate. He must be
free to pursue the truth, wherever the chase may take
him. This, if the bread-and-butter necessities of salary
scales can be met, is and will always be the great attraction of college and university teaching. We must take
care that nothing be allowed to diminish it.

is the old caricature of the absent-minded,
GONE
impractical academician. The image of the college professor has changed, just as the image of
the college boy and the college alumnus has changed. If
fifty years ago a college graduate had to apologize for his
education and even conceal it as he entered the business
world, he does so no longer. Today society demands the
educated man. Thus society gives its indirect respect to
the man who taught him, and links a new reliance with
that respect.
It is more than need which warrants this esteem and
reliance. The professor is aware of his world and
travels to its coldest, remotest corners to learn more
about it. Nor does he overlook the pressing matters at
the very edge of his campus. He takes part in the Inter-

^—vERYWHERE — in busincss, government,
the professions, the arts — college
graduates are in demand. Thus society pays
tribute to the college teacher.
It relies upon him today as never before.

national Geophysical Year's study of the universe; he
attacks the cancer in the human body and the human
spirit; he nourishes the art of living more readily than
the art of killing; he is the frontiersman everywhere. He
builds and masters the most modern of tools from the
cyclotron to the mechanical brain. He remembers the
artist and the philosopher above the clamor of the
machine.
The professor still has the color that his students recall,

and he still gets his applause in the spring at the end of
an inspiring semester or at the end of a dedicated career.
But today there is a difference. It is on him that the nation
depends more than ever. On him the free world relies —
just as the enslaved world does, too.

DR. SELMAN A. WAKSMAN of Rutgers was
not interested in a specific, useful topic. Rather,
he was fascinated by the organisms that live in
a spadeful of dirt,
A Russian emigrant, born in a thatched house in
Priluka, ninety miles from the civilization of Kiev, he
came to the United States at the age of seventeen and
enrolled in Rutgers. Early in his undergraduate career he
became interested in the fundamental aspects of living
systems. And, as a student of the College of Agriculture,
he looked to the soil. For his senior project he dug a
number of trenches on the college farm and took soil
samples in order to count the different colonies of bacteria.
But when he examined the samples under his microscope, Waksman saw some strange colonies, different
from either bacteria or fungi. One of his professors said
they were only "higher bacteria." Another, however,
identified them as little-known organisms usually called
actinomyces.
Waksman was graduated in 1915. As a research assistant in soil bacteriology, he began working toward a
master's degree. But he soon began to devote more and
more time to soil fungi and the strange actinomyces. He
was forever testing soils, isolating cultures, transferring
cultures, examining cultures, weighing, analyzing.
Studying for his Ph.D. at the University of California,
he made one finding that interested him particularly.
Several groups of microbes appeared to live in harmony,
while others fed on their fellows or otherwise inhibited
their growth. In 1918 Waksman returned to Rutgers as
a microbiologist, to continue his research and teaching.
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VjoME research by faculty
members strikes people as "pointles ." Itwas one such
pointless project that led
Dr. Selman A. Waksman ilcji) to
tind streptomycin. Good basic
research is a continuing need.
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In 1923 one of his pupils, Rene Dubos, isolated tyrothricin and demonstrated that chemical substances from
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microbes found in the soil can kill disease-producing
germs. In 1932 Waksman studied the fate of tuberculosis
bacteria in the soil. In 1937 he published three papers on
antagonistic relations among soil micro-organisms. He
needed only a nudge to make him turn all his attention
to what he was later to call "antibiotics."
The war provided that nudge. Waksman organized his
laboratory staff for the campaign. He soon decided to
focus on the organisms he had first met as an undergraduate almost thirty years before, the actinomyces. The first
antibiotic substance to be isolated was called actinomycin, but it was so toxic that it could have no clinical
application; other antibiotics turned out to be the same.
It was not until the summer of 1943 that the breakthrough
came.
One day a soil sample from a heavily manured field
was brought into the laboratory. The workers processed
it as they had processed thousands of others before. But
this culture showed remarkable antagonism to diseaseproducing bacteria. It was a strain — streptomyces griseus
— that Waksman had puzzled over as a student. Clinical
tests proved its effectiveness against some forms of pneumonia, gonorrhea, dysentery, whooping cough, syphilis,
and, most spectacularly, TB.
Streptomycin went into production quickly. Along
with the many other antibiotics that came from the soil,
it was labeled a "miracle drug." Waksman received the
Nobel Prize and the heartfelt praise of millions throughout the world.
In a sense, discoveries like Dr. Waksman's are accidents; they are unplanned and unprogrammed. They
emerge from scholarly activity which, judged by appearances or practical yardsticks, is aimless. But mankind
has had enough experience with such accidents to have
learned, by now, that "pure research" — the pursuit of
knowledge for the sake of knowledge alone — is its best
assurance that accidents will continue to happen. When
Chicago's still-active Emeritus Professor Herman Schlesinger goi curious about the chemical linkage in a rare
and explosive gas called diobrane, he took the first steps
toward tne development of a new kind of jet and rocket
fuel — accidentally. When scientists at Harvard worked
on the fractionization of blood, they were accidentally
making possible the development of a substitute for whole
blood which was so desperately needed in World War II.
But what about the University of Texas's Humanities
Research Center, set up to integrate experiments in linguistics, criticism, and other fields? Or the Missouri
expedition to Cyprus which excavated an Early-Bronze-
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Ic) UND ihe mosl promising young
people of America and then provide them
with exceptional edLicational opportunities:
that is the challenge. Above, medical
school professors vole on a candidate.

BAYLOR
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Age site at Episkopi three years ago and is planning to
go back again this year? Or the research on folk ballads
at the University of Arkansas? In an ageof ICBM's, what
is the value of this work?
If there is more to human destiny than easing our toils
or enriching our pocketbooks, then such work is important. Whatever adds to man's knowledge will inevitably add to his stature, as well. To make sure that higher
education can keep providing the opportunities for such
research is one of 1958 man's best guarantees that human
life will not sink to meaninglessness.

Alfred north whitehead once said, "In
L\ the conditions of modern life, the rule is abso# \ lute: the race which does not value trained
intelligence is doomed."
In recent months, the American people have begun to
re-learn the truth of Whitehead's statement. For years
the nation has taken trained intelligence for granted — or,
worse, sometimes shown contempt for it, or denied the
conditions under which trained intelligence might flourish. That millions are now recognizing the mistake — and
recognizing it before it is too late — is fortunate.
Knowing how to solve the problem, however, and
knowing how to provide the means for solution, is more
difficult.
But again America is fortunate. There is, among us, a
group who not only have been ahead of the general
public in recognizing the problem but who also have the
understanding and the power, now, to solve it. That group
is the college alumni and alumnae.
Years ago Dr. Hu Shih, the scholar who was then
Chinese ambassador to the United States, said America's
greatest contribution to education was its revolutionary
concept of the alumnus: its concept of the former student
as an understanding, responsible partner and champion.
Today, this partner and champion of American higher
education has an opportunity for service unparalleled in
our history. He recognizes, better than anyone, the essential truth in the statement to which millions, finally,
now subscribe: that upon higher education depends, in
large part, our society's physical and intellectual survival. He recognizes, better than anyone else, the truth
in the statement that the race can attain even loftier goals
ahead, by strengthening our system of higher education
in all its parts. As an alumnus — first by understanding,
and then by exercising his leadership — he holds within
his own grasp the means of doing so.
Rarely has one group in our society — indeed, every
member of the group — had the opportunity and the
ability for such high service.

^_DUCATiON ol' high quality for as
many as are qualified for it has been a
cherished American dream. Today
we are too close to realizing that dream
not to intensify our striving for it.
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ANNUAL

MEETING

annual meeting of tlie Sweet Briar Alumnae Association was called to order by the First Vice-President,
Phoebe Rouv Peters, '31, on Monday, June 2, 1938 at
2:33 p.m. in Manson Hall. Greetings were extended to
all returning alumnae from the presiding officer and from
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Gladys W'eMer Horton, '30, President of the Association,
who was unable to be present. The members of the Executive Board and the newly-elected alumna member of the
Board of Overseers, Martha Lou Lemmoii Stohlman, '34,
were introduced. It was voted to dispense with the reading
of the 1957 minutes.
Nancy Doud Burton, '46, Alumnae Fund Chairman, expressed great pleasure in her report that during the past
year
there contributors
had been an and
18. 72''^
increase inincrease
the number
of
alumnae
a $^7,816.88
in the
amount contributed to the Sweet Briar Fund. The following banner classes were named: 1. In amount contributed:
the class of 1926 with $25,176.75; 2. In number of contributors: the class of 1952 with 88; 3. In 100% participation: the classes of 1910 and 1918.
John Detmold, Director of Development, reported on a
number of gifts received this year, among them a $25,000
grant from an anonymous donor, $20,000 from the U. S.
Steel Foundation, $10,000 voted by the faculty from the
Book Shop proceeds, and $5,000 from a senior and her
parents. He noted that the Treasurer's Appraisal Report
for April 30, 1958, showed that for the first time the
market value of the college's total endowment is above
three million dollars and that the market value of all building funds is above one million.

PHOEBE ROll"£ PETERS, Chairman of Alumnae
Clubs, thanked the club representatives for their continued cooperation and urged that each alumnae club send
a representative to the fall Alumnae Council Meetings.
Dorothy Keller Iliff, '26, Director of Alumnae Representatives, explained briefly the college's recently adopted
Early Decision Plan: providing she has made no other
application, a candidate for admission may be accepted in
October on the basis of her junior year College Board
Examinations, the work she has taken, and the excellence
of its quality. She also reported that a study of the Manson
Scholarship was made by the Executive Board and the College Committee on Scholarships. The following will appear
in the 1958-59 catalog: "In memory of Mr. N. C. Manson,
Jr., the alumnae have established the Manson Memorial
Alumnae Scholarship to give recognition each year to an
upperclass student of high academic standing who shows
ciualities of leadership and makes a real contribution to
student life. The student receives the title of the Manson
Memorial Alumnae Scholar. If the recipient of this honor
is in need of financial assistance, she may be awarded a
stipend varying in amount up to a full tuition scholarship,
the specific award to be determined by the Committee on
Scholarships."
Manson Scholar. A small medal will also be awarded the
Barbara Liis/er Edgerly, '51, Chairman of the Ways and
Means Committee, reported a total of $1,387.64 profit
from the 1957-58 year and strongly urged all alumnae to
take advantage of the attractive articles, ranging from
chairs to china, on sale in the Alumnae Office.
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Edna Lee Gilchrist, '26, speaking on the AuditoriumFine Arts Center, stated that this future building is not a
mere auditorium, but a theater and fine arts center with
facilities for both art and music.

ELIZABETH MOORE SCHILLING, '28, seconded
Marion Jay>!e Berguido's motion that the report on
the collection of memorabilia be published in the Alumnae News rather than being read at the time. Praise was
expressed to Vivienne Barhiilow Hornbeck for the work
she has done on this project.
Gertrude Dally Massie's Chapel Committee report, in
which the need and vital importance of a chapel in the
Sweet Briar community life were stressed, was read by
Mary Clark
tributedRogers,
$25,340.71. '13. To date, 316 donors have conElizabeth Bond 'Wood, '34, Executive Secretary of the
Alumnae Association, described the work of the Alumnae
Office in the past year, reporting that, of the 43 active
alumnae clubs, 17 now offer scholarships, 23 contributed
to the Rollins Fund and that Sweet Briar Day was successfully celebrated in 36 cities. Three major areas of activity
have been the bulb project taken over by the college, the
formation of a tenth region to include the West Coast and
Hawaii, and the completion and presentation of Mrs.
Pannell's portrait, the gift of the alumnae made possible
through the sale of The S/ory of Siceet Briar College.
Mrs. Wood announced that the Washington Club was
the 1958 winner of the Anne Gary Pannell Bowl.
A brief discussion of the Manson Scholarship was followed bya longer discussion of Lantern Night. Marguerite
Hume recommended that the problem of Lantern Night be
referred for study to the Joint Council with the possibilities
either of combining it with Step-Singing or of limiting the
participants to members of the Senior and Sophomore
classes. Hetty W^ells Finn, '33, seconded. There being no
further business the meeting was adjourned.

MEMORABILIA
Working alone, with only the briefest directive, "Vivienne
Barkalow Hornbeck, '18, has begun a fascinating collection
for Sweet Briar. Last February the Executive Board apMrs. Hornbeck
of Memorabilia."
Since thenpointedshe
has written"Chairman
over 200 letters
to alumnae
asking them to give or to lend
membered in
" connection with
The first gift, the Phi Beta
Benedict by Vassar in 1887,

objects "worthy to be reSweet Briar.
Kappa key awarded Miss
was sent by Nan Powell

A report'10.on this will be given in the October News with
Hodges,
listings of wanted objects. Meanwhile, all of you search
your jewelry boxes for pins, charms and rings (all Sweet
Bnar rings were different until 1924), and your memory
books for programs, pictures; etc. Ask yourselves "what
of the todays will be of interest for the tomorrows."
Alumnae News

ASSOCIATION
Much oF the success of the reunions and the .iluniiiac
college, attended this year by o\er 200 alumnae, was due
to the work of the 2 3th year reunion class chairman, Hetty
\\"i'l!\
'33, and toLeila
Marion
Ber^uido,was'28,a most
general Finn,
reunion chairman.
Vdii fdyiie
Leer Schwaab
gracious toastmistress at the alumnae banquet. Highlights
of the banquet were the presentation of the 1933 class gift
of 53,477 by Mary Kate Pallnii Bromheld and the program, "Making Glory" by one of Sweet Briar's most gifted
alumnae, Lucile Bannn Turner, '20.
The class of 19 48, with 40'' r of the graduates here, took
the honors for ha\ing the largest number returning.
"Accent on the Arts " was the theme of the alumnae
college held Tuesday morning in the Emily Bowen Room
of Dew Dormitory. The lectures, "Problems in Modern
Art, " By Eleanor D. Barton, Professor of Art, "Greek
Legend in Opera, " by G. Noble Gilpin, Associate Professor
ol Music, and "Theater Design in Modern Perspective, "
by Wallace Dace, Assistant Professor of English, made
alumnae present wish that they might "go to school again."
Mrs. Pannell's luncheon for all alumnae in the Boxwood
Garden
concluded
the 1958 program.

THE

ALUMNAE

FUND

The 1957-°)8 Alumnae E'und has surpassed all former
records. Congratulations to Nancy Douii Burton, '^6, fund
chairman, and to all class fund agents! Our grateful
thanks to every contributor. A full and final report will
appear in the October Alumnai; Nkws.
The following list does not include gilts made by alumnae this year as payments on pledges to the Development
Eund.
Rollins Fund
$ 7,785.40
Auditorium
1,608.55
Memorial
Chapel
7,874.18
Science Building
285.00
Local Scholarships
65.00
Endowed Student .Scholarship Fund 9,785.50
Benedict Scholarship
293.50
Reunion Gift from Class of 1933 ... 3,477.00
Undesignated
gifts
45,949.47
Gifts from Clubs:
Rollins Fund
5,560.00
Auditorium
1,492.92
Memorial Chapel
525.00
Local Scholarships
2,780.00
Endowed Student Scholarship
Fund
175.00
TOTAL

ALUMNAE

FUND

$87,656.52

Iront ro«. I. tci r.: J.inc Ishipiiian. Martha MiBr;„K Shipman, jl. Mary Johnsun. Margaret Moiuut,. lohns.m. ':9. Emma Knoullon Lytle,
3-, Eleanor Humphreys. Mary Lane Bryan. Ellen Keuell Bryan. '26, Man' B<,,i„l Graham. '26. Judy Graham. Eleanor Ciin. Anne AUybank
Cam. 22. Second row: Virgmia T.ihh Moore, '31. Elizabeth Moore. Claire Cannon. Cordelia Peiiii Cannon, ^t. I.etha /V(,/ii/< ^'ood. '32, Letha
Wood, EliAibeth Smith, jane C.dliu„i Smith. W. Winnie Leigh. Maud Wiiihonit- Leigh, ■3'>. Back row: Jessie HJl Myers. "31. Kenan Myers.
June Hcrguido. Marion
l.iytu Berguido,
28. Langhorne
Wmu
Austen.
33. Sally Austen, Bovcc 'Lokt\ Martin. '30, Marian Martin.

Junk I958
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SWEET BRIAR'S
1958 HONOR
SCHOLARS
Kadri Niider, left, and Elizabeth Carrington Johnston

IN MEMORY of Mr. N. C. Manson, Jr., the alumnae
have established the Manson Memorial Alumnae Scholarship, to give recognition each year to an upperclass student
of high academic standing who shows qualities of leadership and makes a real contribution to student life. The
student receives the title of the Manson Memorial Alumnae
Scholar. If the recipient of this honor is in need of financial assistance, she may be awarded a stipend varying in
amount up to a full tuition scholarship, the specific award
to be determined by the Committee on Scholarships.
Dean Pearl announced that the Manson

Scholar for

1958-59 is Elizabeth Carrington Johnston, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Burke Johnston of Blacksburg, Virginia.
Elizabeth, an outstanding member of her class, includes
among her activities membership on Taiiz Zerkel and the
Orientation Committee, and she was secretary of Student
Government this year. Not only has Elizabeth been the
ranking member of her class for two years and thus named
the Emily Watts McVea Scholar, but in her junior year
she was elected to Phi Beta Kappa. Other honors that
have come to her have included membership in Tau Phi
and election as Editor of the Street Briar News.
Alumnae will be interested to know that Elizabeth is the
40

niece of three Sweet Briar graduates, Carrmgton Lancaster
Pasco, '40, Elizabeth Lancaster Washburn, '41, and Alice
Liiiicd.ster Buck, '44, and is the granddaughter of Dr.
Dabncy Lancaster, former President of the Board of
Directors of Sweet Briar College.

GIVEN to an upper-class student of high academic
standing and personal integrity, who has shown in
her college experience a purpose of service, the Benedict
Scholarship is considered a special distinction. It is named
for Sweet Briar's first president whose friends and former
students have contributed the principal for the scholarship.
Warm applause at
ment that the holder
year 1958-59 will be
of I960. Kadri, who

commencement greeted the announceof the Benedict Scholarship for the
Kadri Niider, a member of the class
now lives with her mother in Jamaica,

New York, was born in Tartu, Estonia. On the Dean's
list both years that she has been at Sweet Briar, and a
member of the Orientation Committee, Kadri was elected
treasurer of Student Government for 1958-59. The news
that Kadri's father, missing since World War II, is now
reported to be alive, has made her especially radiant this
spring.
Alumnae Neu

Alumnae
1913
Mary Clark Rogers
Mary Pinkerton Kerr

on Campus

1930
Merry Curtis Loving
Boyce Lokey Martin
Norvell Royer Orgain

1914
Henrietta VC'asliburn
1916
Margaret S. Banister
1917
Bertha PfuWr Wailes
1918
Vi\ienne Bjrkalotv Hornbeck
Cornelia Cjrroll Gardner
Cilia CunReiiheimer Nusbaum
Elizabeth Lowmjii Hall
Marianne Martin

1931
Martha von Briesen
Mary CjniiaJiiy Gore
lessie HiiU Myers
Martha McBroom Shipman
Phoebe Roue Peters
Virginia Tjhh Moore
Nancy Worthington

1920
Lutile B.irruiv Turner
1923
Margaret Biiruell Graves
Helen McMalion
Lvdia Puicctl Wilmer
1924
Grate Aierrick Twohy

lane C.illiion Smith
Emma Kiiowltoii Lytle
Letha Morns Wood
1933
Margaret Austin Johnson
Rose Bejr Burks
Mary Buick
Marjorie Bitrjord Crenshaw
Blanche D.iiies Barloon
Elizabeth Gochnauer Church
Katharine Gochnauer Slater
Sue Graves Stubbs
Margaret Imbrie
Mary Imbrie
Ella Jesse Latham
Margaret Lanier Woodrum

1927

Gerry Mallor^'
Anne Marvin
Mary Kate Patton Bromfield
Frances Powell Zoppa
Mary Bess Roberts Waynick
Josephine Ruder Powell
Jean Van Home Baber
Leila ]'an Leer Schwaab
Langhorne Walts Austen
Peggy Wayland Taylor
Hetty Wells Finn
Carolyn Wilson Hunt

Jeanette Boone
Emily Hjlsell Marston
Theodora Maybaiile Williams

1934

1926
Marv Bristol Graham
Dorothy Kttter Iliff
Edna L(/c- Gilchrist
Ann Mjyh.Dik Cain
Ellen Newell Bryan
Jane Riddle Thornton

1928
Betty Austin Kinloch
Katharine Brighthill Blitz
E\elyn CLf)broolk Bowie
Marion jiiyiie Berguido
Katherine Lc-idheaier Bloomer
Kay iWeyer Mauchel
Elizabeth Moore Schilling
Lane Keuell VC'hatlcv
Man' \tlms Locke
Elizabeth Prcscott Balch
Grace SiindirLmd Owings
Virginia Win Winkle Morlidge
VC'inifred \X\st Morriss
Evelyn W'orlhington Hcnr^'
1929
Sara C.iUiso/i Jamison
Gertrude Prior
Margaret Monciire Johnson

Marion Fuller Kellogg
Dorothy Gife Clement
Anne Lucie Lancaster
Janet Macjarlan Bergmann
Vesta Murray Haselden
Dolly Nicholson Tate
Molly Talcott Dodson
Lucy Taliaferro Nickersnn
Mary Thompson Fabbrini
Anne Walker Newton
Rilma Wilson Allen
Lucy Winston Works

1942
Anne Morrison Reams

1932

1919
Elizabeth Epgleston
Caroline Shaipe Sanders

for Reunion

Elizabeth Bond Wood
Elizabeth Esiridxe Ambler
Martha Lou Lemmon Stohlman
Cordelia Penn Cannon

1935
Juliet Halliburton Burnett
Betty Myers Harding
Maude Winborne Leigh

1938
Dec Arm field Cannon
Frances Bailey Brooke
Elizabeth Boitley Phillips
Jane Bemis Wills
Mary Cobb Hulse
Frances Cordes Hoffman
Barbara Ferguson Lincoln

Maydc Ludington Henningsen
Maddin Luplon McCallie
Margaret McCallum Anderson
Elizabeth Plunketl Williams
Eleanor Potts Snodgrass
Caroline Rankin Mapother
Anne Ryland Ricks
Ann Samjord Upchurch
Sylvia Saunders Davis
Peggy
MartinRodman
Martha Sheffield
Shmidheiser
Martha Sue Skinner Logan
Patricia Smith Nelson
Patricia Traugoti Rixey
Ann I'aughn Kelly
Cornelia Wattley
Elisabeth White Gregory
Virginia Wurzbach Vardy

1943
Ouiia Adams Bush
Brooks Barnes
Dolores Cheatham James
Mary Chriuian Mulligan
Kitty Doar Jones
Deborah Douglas Adams
Rozelia Hazard Potter
Marguerite Hume
Elsie lackson Kelly
Ann Jacobs Pakradooni
Esther ]ett Holland
Primrose Johnston Craven
Prentiss Jones Hale
Lucy Kiker Jones
Betty Belle Launder Butin
Anne Mcjunkin Briber
Barbara McNeill Blessing
Louise Moore Nelson
Harriet Piillen Phillips
Elizabeth Schmeisser Nelson
Byrd Smith Hunter
Harriet Swenson Munschauer
Margaret Swindell Dickerman
Virginia White
Louise Woodruff Angst
1946
Bea DinRwell Loos
Nancy Dowd Burton
Wistar Watts King

1951
Barbara Easier Edgerly

1952
Ann

Hoagland Plumb

1953
Kay Amsden
Kathleen Bailey Nager
Joan Brophy
Olivia Cantey Patton
Jane Dawson Mudwilder
Jeanne Duff
Virginia
Dunlap Shelton
Dorothea Fuller
Margaret Graves McClung
Isabel Grayson Goldsmith
Kitty Guerrant Fields
Virginia Hudson
Dale Hutter Harris
Anne H. Joyce
Nan Locke Rosa
Caroline Moody Roberts
Nan OKeerte
Betsy Parrot! McMurray
Jane Perry
Janie Pieper Meredith
Dolly Wallace Hartman
Constance Werly ^'akelee
Jane Yoe VC'ood

1948
Margaret Addington Twohy
Marv lo Armstrong Berryman
Liz Barbour Beggs

1955
Ncsyell Bryan

Katherine Berthier McKelway
Julia Blakey Brown
Marion Bower Harrison
Patricia Cansler Covington

1956
Prince Trimmer

Louise Del' ore Towers
Lee Estill Coghill
Helen Elliott Sockwell
Martha Frye Terry
Martha Garrison Anncss
Elizabeth Graves Perkinson
Suzanne Hardy Beaufort
Betty Ann Jackson Ryan
Betty Johnson Ragland
Jane Johnson Kent
Diane King Nelson
Indie Lindsay Bilisoly

1957
Sophie Ames White
Chips
DagmarChao
Halmagyi

1958
Christy Firestone
Betty Rae Sivalls
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to the Challenge Gift
made hy ten alnmnae
to the Alumnae Fund

Challenge Gift

$1U,000

Provided we increase the nnmber of donors 10% over last year
Increase to Date

C(^n(^fiaiulaihns!

27.3%
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ROLLINS CHAIR OF RELIGION INAUGURATED
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Principals

at ceremonies:

President

Pannell,

Mr.

Stanley Kresge, Dr. Marion Rollins, Dr. Wallace E. Rollins

seemed especially appropriate, shortly after

Founders' Day, October 15, marked the
formal inauguration of the Wallace E. Rollins Professorship of Religion, with an address bythe first holder of the professorship,
Dr. Marion Benedict Rollins. The newlyendowed chair is named for her husband,
who was the first professor of religion and
chaplain at Sweet Briar, from 1908 to 1913.
Guests of honor at the ceremonies included Dr. Wallace Rollins, who has lived
at Sweet Briar since his retirement in 1940
from the Virginia Episcopal Theological
Seminary, where he was dean; several former members of the Sweet Briar faculty; and
Stanley Kresge and Howard Baldwin, president and vice-president respectively of the
Kresge Foundation, Detroit, which gave
$30,000 toward the professorship when
alumnae and friends of the college had
raised $100,000.
Speaking on behalf of the trustees of the
Kresge Foundation, Mr. Kresge reiterated
its confidence in the small liberal arts college
and its leadership in American education.
He cited figures indicating greatly increased
interest in religion, as reflected in church
attendance and in academic studies of the
subject. He and his colleagues, for these
reasons, have been especially happy to have
had a share in establishing the Wallace E.
Rollins Chair of Religion at Sweet Briar.
As the study of religion has been offered
at Sweet Briar since its earliest years, the
topic chosen by Professor Rollins for her ad-

andAt power
of thetime,
whole."
the same
the speaker said, the

dress, "The Place of the Academic Study of
Religion in a Liberal Arts Curriculum,"

study of religion
/j distinctive "because of
(Continupd on page 2, col. 2)

the start of the College's fifty-third session.
Professor Rollins prefaced her remarks by
pointing to the following distinction: "The
academic study of religion is objective, relatively impersonal, and largely intellectual.
Religion itself is personal, with individual
grasp of — or grasp by — the Ultimate
Being, and a response that involves not just
the mind but the whole self."
Although, she said, "the academic study
of religion should clarify, deepen, and vitalize one's religion . . . the connection is
not automatic. As an academic discipline,
the study of religion is not distinctive. It
is essentially a correlation of several other
academic disciplines," among which she
named history, literature, language study,
philosophy, art, music, mathematics and
natural science.
"Religion's concern with the whence and
the why and the whither of this universe
rec^uires as full as possible a knowledge of
the
whatcontinued.
and the how of it," Professor
Rollins
"The student of religion needs to bring
to this classroom everything she has learned
in the science laboratory or the astronomical
observatory
if the
"God"
is toif become
for her as vast
as itword
should
be, and
God is
to be not just the presiding spirit in one compartment of life, but the unifying meaning

November,
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Special Gift Provides
New Science Equipment
Many dreams have come true this year in
the biology and chemistry departments,
thanks to the anonymous Santa Claus who
last spring gave a princely $25,000 gift for
the purchase of new equipment.
In order to make the best possible use of
the money which had been given, the instructors spent many hours, carefully going
through catalogs of equipment and talking
with salesmen. In the past few weeks, many
cartons have arrived and the exciting contents have been set up in the laboratories.
As a result of the new equipment made
possible by this gift, the biology student at
Sweet Briar is probably as well-equipped
with microscopes as any undergraduate in
this country. The five new compound microscopes, added to those which have been
acquired in past years, make it possible for
two sections of beginning biology laboratory
(20 students per section) to be taught concurrently. Each student not only has an individual compound microscope, but since 11
dissecting microscopes were added to the
department's
she alsotoohaslarge
access
to
one
of these tosupply,
study objects
to be
viewed satisfactorily with a compound model.
More advanced biology students use the
dissecting microscopes when they are doing
fine dissections and operations on living
forms, which are seen in three dimensions,
and therefore can be manipulated with ease
and precision.
Other advanced work is aided tremendously by the five new compound microscopes
which were purchased. These are equipped
with optical systems which allow magnification of objects up to 970 times their actual
sizes. The identification and counting of
blood cells, and the detailed study of onecelled organisms and tissues are only a few
of the areas in which these microscopes are
being used.
With the acquisition of a Leitz phase microscope, students and faculty are able to
study minute, living cells and organisms at
great magnifications. This means that it is
not necessary to kill and stain objects for
study; for example, the locomotion of a
bacterium and the division of a cell into its
two daughters can be observed.
Class demonstrations and lectures also wmII
be impro\ed with the use of a Leitz microprojector, one of the finest types available
at the present time. With this instrument,
(Continued on page 4, col. 2)
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Frederick Storey Heads
Parents' Advisory Board
An Atlanta businessman and civic leader,
Frederick G. Storey, was elected chairman
of
the Parents'
Advisory
succeed
Lenoir
Chambers,
editor Board
of theto Norfolk
Virginian-Pilol, who has been chairman for
two years.
The annual meeting of the parents' Advisory Board, where Storey's election took place,
was a morning feature of the 12th observance ofParents'
Day at the college.
Mr. and Mrs. Storey, who also attended last year's meeting, have twin
daughters who are
Sweet Briar sophomores. One of
them, Margaret,
took part in a stupanelFall
"The
Decline dentand
of
hy,' during the afternoon's program.
Apat
Widely known in Atlanta, where he is
president of Storey Theatres, Inc., Mr.
Storey has been president and director of the
Family Service Society of Atlanta and director
and member of the executi\e committee of
the national organization. He has also been
president of the Rotary Club.
A graduate of Columbus, Ga., public
schools and of Georgia Tech, he has served
as president and trustee of the Tech Alumni
Association. During World War II he was
on active duty with the U. S. Navy for five
years, ser\ing in all theatres of operations
as commanding officer of destroyer escorts.
Sweet Briar also claims his sister, Nancy,
(Mrs. Edward White of Columbus, Ga.)
who was among the 1950 graduates.

First Play W^e/l Received
"The Heiress," a drama based on Henry
James' novel, Wdshiiigton Sijiidie, was hailed
as an unusually good production when it was
presented by Paint and Patches October 24
and 25. The cast included Cay Ramey as the
heiress, Catherine Sloper; Lucy Martin as
her foolish aunt, Mrs. Penniman; Betty Forsyth, Molly Pickering, Susan Cone and Dicksie Lee 'Waterhouse; and two members of
the English department, Richard Rowland as
Dr. Sloper and Richard Beglin as Morris
Townsend, Catherine's suitor. Wallace Dace
directed the play, which attracted many
parents who were on campus that weekend.
Paint and Patches recently gave $500 to
the Auditorium-Fine Arts Center Fund, from
proceeds of Cinema Circle for the last two
years. A series of movies, some old and
some more recent, is shown by Cinema Circle,
which ceedsexpects
to turn over
to the Auditorium
Fund,thistoo.year's pro-
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Rollins Chair Inaugurated
((Continued from

piiiif 1. col. 2)

the concerns and assumptions that characterize its material."
In conclusion, she stated that "the study
ot religion can help the individual to recognize himself in the destructi\'e p.itterns ol
human experience and find himself anew in
thePresident
creative ones."
Anne Gary Pannell presided
over the morning exercises and conducted
the brief memorial service on Monument
Hill where seniors and sophomores placed
flowers on the graves of the founders of
Sweet Briar, members of the Fletcher and
Williams families.

STUDENT

HONORS

^^Jly K. Btnedict SchoLirshit': Kadri Niider. '60.
Mjnsoii Ahinm.ie ScbaLirship: Elizabeth Johnston, '59.
Em Hie M'' ill IS McVea Scholars: (ranking member
in each class) Elizabeth Johnston, '59; Gale
Young,
Jane Hatcher,
'61.
Jiiiiior'60;
Honors:
Gale Young,
Patricia Russell,
Carolyn King, Renate Weickert, M. Norris Smith.
Dejii's List, first semester: Seniors: Ema Arnold, Elizabeth Colwill, Margaret C. Cook, Elizabeth Duke, Meriwether Hagerty, Jacqueline Hekma, Susan Hight, Elizabeth Johnston. Barbara
Kelly, Virginia MacKethan, Dorothy Mayher,
Alice Morris, Fleming Parker, Virginia Ramsey,
Elizabeth Space, Nina Thornton, Kathleen Tyler,
Jane Wheeler.
Juniors: Judith Barnes, Nancy Cornell, Carolyn
Gough, Alice Carr Jones, Carolyn King,* Kathleen
Knox,* Mary Laird,* Rebekah Brown Lee, Frances
Newman,* Kadri Niider, Patricia Powell, Elizabeth Quaile, Barbara Reeves, Patricia Russell,
Norris Smith,* Julia Todd. Yolande Tsai. Renate
Weickert.* Marydee Wimbish, Gale Young.*
Sophomores: Beverly Aycrs. Jeanne Bounds,
Eleanor Briggs, Catherine Caldwell, Barbara
Childrey, Susan Cone, Laura Ccnway, Jane Garst,
Judith Greer, Judith Harris, Jane H.itcher, Marjorie Hill. Elizabeth Hutchins. Mary Hunter Kennedy. Julie O'Neil, Kay Prothro, Christine Reyelt,
Janna Staley, Margaret Storey, Suzanne Taylor.
Who's Who Among Students: Elisabeth Chambers, Elizabeth Duke, Alice Farmer, Jane Jamison, Elizabeth Johnston, Alice Parker, Barbara
Sampson, Gretchen Smith, Judith Sorley.
Tail Phi. Seniors: Beverly Birchfield; Catherine
Brownlee; Elisabeth Chambers; Sue Hight; Kathleen Mather; Sally Mayfield; Nina Thornton.
Juniors: Carolyn Gough; Rebekah Lee; Kadri
Niider; Charity Paul; Gwen Speel; Sally Underbill.
* Junior ^*e:)r iibroad

A handsome replica of the Sweet Briar seal, painted
by Gwen Speel, a junior from Darien, Conn., Is
used as a decorative feature above the speakers'
platform for college events such as Opening Convocation,

Founders'

Day,

and

NOVEMBHR,
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Additional Funds Needed
For Auditorium -Center
All Sweet Briar alumnae and parents, as
well as other friends of the college, students
and faculty and staff, have been hearing
about the Auditorium-Fine Arts Center in
recent weeks, as part of a Ciombined Operation to raise the funds still needed before
building. can be broken for this long-awaited
ground
Tentative plans for the building, which
is now conceived as an auditorium-theatre
with music and art wings, were reproduced
in a handsome brochure which was mailed
in September to all the interested groups
mentioned
above. As a result, there has
ing.
been much discussion about location, size,
and various features of the proposed buildThe crux of the matter has been —
IS — MONEY !

and

Early goals for this building have long
since been passed, and the most recent one
— $750,000 — has not yet been reached. Now
the word is that even this amount, of which
$582,000 is in hand, would provide for only
a "minimum" building.
Special appeals are being made to all
alumnae
at this
time.volunteers
On Founders'
Day,
October 15,
alumnae
in 81 cities
all over this country took up their telephones
and called their fellow-alumnae to urge them
to pledge gifts to the Auditorium Fund.
It is too early to report final results of
this telephone campaign, but the preliminary
figures are really encouraging, we hear.
Without counting these new alumnae
pledges, the 1958-59 Sweet Briar Fund had
reached $37,000 representing gifts from all
sources, by October 21.

One Father Says
When the increase in Sweet Briar's student
fees, from $2200 to $2400 effective next
September, was announced to the parents of
students and applicants in a letter from President Pannell, only a few replies were received.
Almost all expressed understanding and approval, as indicated by this letter, written by
the father of a freshman ;
"As d pdretil who is being asked to pay
an ddditional $200 in tuition next year, 1
would like to inject a discordant note among
the tremulous cries of anguish u<hich by now
may have reached you.
"This one hand, at least, is hereby raised
in a vote of 'Aye' since the money is for the
teachers. With my daughter hoping to spend
the next four years under the guidance
of Sweet Briar, I can think of no better assurance ofsuperior guidance, than this encouragement to the teachers, in eloquent
cash, that their efforts are appreciated.
"The teachers, I am sure, would make the
same effort in any case. But like cacti tvhich
strive to survive, and succeed, in the parched
desert of public indifference in the United
States, any teacher must welcome a brief and
unexpected shower of rain water, such as
you propose, to nourish them at the roots of

Commencement.

their pride."
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Wliat About Scholarships?
Mar-i- J. Pearl, Deiin
Many factors today make it highly desirable, not
to say necessary, for Sweet Briar to have adequate
scholarship funds to ensure the continued enrollment of outstanding students who need funds to
meet the rising costs of education. The foMowing
article appeared in the SiiicI Br;.ii Nctrt of May
7. 19^8, as one in a series setting forth some of the
college's most urgent needs for funds.

There was a time not so long ago when
scholarships were used as 'bait' to attract
good students. Today, with an inflated
economy and a sharp increase in the cost of
higher education, there has been a change in
scholarship policies. Scholarships are still
awarded on the basis of ability, but need is
a second essential consideration, for scholarships are now looked upon as an investment
in the future, an investment shared jointly
by college and parents. With scholarship
assistance, students who could not otherwise
do so, enter first-rate colleges and are given
the opportunity to develop their tme potentialities to the fullest degree.
Many long-established colleges have large
scholarship endowment tunds built up
through the years by gifts designated for
this purpose. As a comparatively young
college, Sweet Briar has only recently acquired scholarship endowment of any
significant proportions. The alumnae began
it with the Manson Memorial Alumnae
Scholarship, and later added the Mary Kendrick Benedict Scholarship. In addition, the
Sweet Briar Clubs of 17 different areas have
established area scholarships, three of which
are now endowed with funds of S 5,000 or
more. Other clubs are in the process of endowing their scholarships. In the past five
years there has been a most gratifying increase in the number of endowed scholarships given by individuals, corporations, or
foundations.
A new and most encouraging source of
support was added in May 1956 with the

New

faculty and

staff members

this year include; (front) Miss

Mrs. A. I. duPont, Mrs. Rebecca Ashcraft
Warren and her daughter, Mary Lee McGinnis, and other private benefactors. Still,
over 540,000 has to be taken from general
college funds, at the expense of such other
needs as plant renovation and new equipment, in recognition of the prior claim of
human needs over material comfort. It is
earnestly to be desired that our scholarship
en'dowment will continue to grow and thus
release more of the general college funds
for faculty and staff salaries, better equipment to serve our educational program, and
desirable additions to the curriculum.
Scholarships are indeed an investment in
the future, but there are current benefits also.
Our scholarship students do much to make
this college what it is by their contributions
to its intellectual vitality and by their participation incampus life. By way of illustration:
45^f of the students elected to Phi Beta
Kappa in the past five years have been schol-

formation of the Sweet Briar Parents' Fund,
which adopted student scholarship endowment as its special goal. Alexander Donnan,
first chairman of the Parents' Fund, wrote to
all Sweet Briar parents of record, inviting

Rumpf,

instructor in art; Miss

arship holders, and three have won Fulbright
grants. In the same period three presidents,
two treasurers and one secretary of the Student Government Association, presidents of
the Athletic Association, Paint and Patches,
and the World Affairs Club, and editors
of the Neit's. the Brainbler and the Briar
Patch have held scholarships, not to mention
many house presidents, class presidents and
members of the Judicial Board. Clearly this
is an investment which brings rich dividends
in the present as well as the future.
* * *
Since this was written, the Procter &
Gamble Co. has given Sweet Briar a third
four-year scholarship, available to a student
entering college next September. Like the
other two, it will cover all tuition costs,
plus an allowance for books and supplies to
the holder, and an additional 5600 cost-ofeducation grant to the college each year.
In 1956, Sweet Briar was one of 10
women's colleges selected for one of these
scholarships, which is held for the third year
by Rebekah Brown Lee, of Richmond. A
second scholarship, granted last year, is held
by a freshman, Enid Ballantyne, Tryon, N. C.
Mrs. duPont gave Sweet Briar an addi-

their help "in a particTilarly appealing cause:
enabling young women to get the kind of
education our own daughters ha\e received
or are still receiving at Sweet Briar. " This
appeal has been continued annually by a
volunteer committee of parents, with steadily
increasing results.
All told Sweet Briar now has over
5270,000 in endowment for its scholarship
program. This is an impressive sum, but it
provides less than 515,000 of income annually, and some of the funds which it includes are restricted in use and cannot be
awarded every year. Their inadequacy is
obvious in view of the fact that for 1957-58
Sweet Briar awarded scholarships and grants
amounting to over 570,000. A small part of
the difference is accounted for by some
special gifts, and we have been deeply appreciative of the scholarships provided by
Procter and Gamble, the Presser Foundation,

Barbara

Marguerite Suarez-Murias, assistant professor of Spanish; John Shannon, instructor in music; Miss Delfa
Malvagni, instructor in dance; Miss Nancy Godwin, assistant to the Director of Admission; (back) Ernest
Kirrmann, visiting lecturer in German; Mrs. John R. Cotton, Assistant Dean of Students; Herbert Benario,
assistant professor of Classics;
Loren Oliver, instructor in art; Miss Maxine Garner, professor of religion;
Warren Carrier, visiting professor of English.

sum of 52^1,088
for the
Bland
Dew tional
Scholarships
which
sheJudith
established
several years ago; Mrs. James S. Benn and
her husband, who died last spring, gave
513,500 to establish the Dorothy Benn
Scholarship in memory of their daughter,
an alumna; Mrs. Warren added 59,112 to
the Mary and Lee Ashcraft Scholarships; and
a 55000 gift from the Houston Endowment
established the Jesse H. Jones Scholarship.

Alumnae Discuss Adviissiou

A very special contribution to the Auditorium Fund
was made by Suzy and Julie Stohlman, daughters of
Martha
Pannell
ters
bottles

Lou Lemmon Stohlman '34, who gave Mrs.
$5.83 in pennies, nickels, dimes and quarwhich they amassed by redeeming soft drinlc
picked
up in and
near Amherst
last year.

Problems of admission to college, as encountered and viewed by guidance counselors, by college admissions officers, and by
Alumnae Representatives on Admission,
were the subject of long and earnest discussions when the Alumnae Council met at
Sweet Briar in mid-October.
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Portrait of President
Presented by Alumnae
A new portrait, that of President Anne
Gary Pannell, now graces the Reading Room
of the Hbrary. Painted by Louise Van den
Bergh Altson, New York, it was presented
by the Alumnae Association at the college's
forty-ninth annual commencement exercises
last June.
Portrayed in her scarlet and blue doctoral
robe from Oxford University, the fifth president of Sweet Briar is seated in a chair, in a
pleasantly light-filled setting which suggests
the portico of Sweet Briar House and the
surrounding trees.
The painter, Mrs. Altson, was born in
Brussels and studied for some time with the
widely-known Belgian painter, Leon Brunin,
at the Academy of Fine Arts in Antwerp.
Later she studied in London, at the Polytechnic School, where she specialized in
portrait painting, and received the gold
medal of merit.
Before coming to this country in 1943,
Mrs. Altson held one-man shows in Brussels
and in Paris, and she had been invited to
exhibit her work in Glasgow and at London's
Royal Academy.
President Pannell, who completed her
eighth year as president of Sweet Briar, was
guest of honor at a "family" luncheon given
by the Board of Overseers at noon following
the graduation exercises.
Thomas C. Boushall, Richmond, president
of the Board, presided at the brief program,
where the speaker was Dabney S. Lancaster,
Millboro Springs, former president of the
Board and also a former member of the college staff. Two other board members,
C. Raine Pettyjohn and John S. Zinsser,
presented replicas of the portrait to Mrs.
Pannell for her sons. Approximately 300
members of the college staff, including husbands and wives, were guests at the luncheon.

NEWSLETTER

Photo courrfsy of Cunard Sleam-Ship Co., Ltd.

Eighty of the 90 students enrolled in this year's Junior Year in France sailed on the Mauretania early
in September. Now, after six weeks of intensive language drill in Tours, they are settled with French
families in Paris and they have begun their studies at the University of Paris.

New

Science Equipment
(Continued from page I, col. 3)

a microscopic preparation can be projected
on a screen for an entire class to view.
A new refrigerator in the biology department means that bacterial cultures, drugs, and
the plants and animals used in the laboratories can now be kept at the proper cool
temperature, and the ice necessary for many
experiments is ready when needed.
Among the new treasures in the chemistry
department is a Beckman DU spectrophotometer, an instrument which measures
the intensity of light absorbed by substances
at each wave length in the visible and ultraviolet regions of the spectrum. The department also has on order an infrared spectrophotometer. Since each substance has its own
characteristic spectrum — that is, each substance absorbs particular wave lengths — the
two instruments will be very valuable for the

Entered as second-class matter at the
Post Office, Sweet Briar, Va.
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characterization and identification of chemical compounds. Since many compounds in
solution show a regular change in the amount
of light absorbed depending on their concentration, the instruments will be very useful for quantitative analysis.
The department has also received two
other items: a liquid circulating pump for
circulating water at a constant temperature
around an object; and a torsion balance
which provides rapid weighing to the nearest one-tenth of a gram.
Another acquisition is a semi-automatic,
semi-micro analytical balance. With an ordinary analytical balance weighings can be
made to the nearest 0.0001 gram and require
about five minutes, but the new balance
can do this in 30 seconds. Thus greater precision in weighing will be possible, and students will be able to do more experiments in
the same amount of time.
M. Bennett and E. Leffler
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The Founders
Would Have
Liked It

STANLEY KRESGE, shown in the picture with Dr. and Mrs.
RoUins, spoke briefly on Founders' Day following the address by
Marion Benedict Rollins, the first incumbent of the professorship named
in honor of her husband. Mr. Kresge delighted the alumnae when he
MR.

said, "Let me say that we are particularly happy to have had the Foundation grant used to establish an endowed Chair in Religion named in
honor of Sweet Briar's first Chaplain and Professor of Religion, Dr.
Wallace E. Rollins. It is especially appropriate that this new professorship should be formally inaugurated on Founders' Day, because Dr.
Rollins is indeed one of Sweet Briar's founders. I learned something of
this long association from 'The Story of Sweet Briar College,' a copy of
which Dr. Pannell sent me some time ago. One paragraph in that book
seems to me to bring the founders of this college very close to this
assemblage here today in the Daisy Williams Gymnasium. It quotes
Dr. Rollins, who once said: 'If Mr. and Mrs. Williams could have known
in the sad days after Daisy's death, what the institution they were founding would become, they would have had a peace and joy that were
denied them then.'
"It isn't often that we have the opportunity of visiting a campus
so thrillingly alive with fine young American womanhood. It has been
a most enjoyable experience. God bless you all, and thanks for the
privilege of being here with you."
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DES FILLES
A PARIS

Dr. R. John Matthew

THIS year marks the beginning of
Briar's
Sweet Year
eleventhof year
the ration
in
Junior
the of
administ
France. It is appropriate and proper
at this time that we take a look backward over the years and see what has
happened and how Sweet Briar came to
administer the Junior Year program.
The Junior Year Abroad plan is not
one of recent mintage, but goes back
to 1923 when the University of Delaware started the program, first for its
own students and then almost immediately on a national scale. The first year
there were six students from two institutions. With the moral support and
the financial assistance of the Service
Citizens of Delaware and of members
of the du Pont family (until 1934),
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During those years, Delaware University had sponsored the program for
some 302 students from fifty or more
institutions. It had had to set up a
program in France capable of satisfying
the conditions of all the colleges and
universities from which the students
had come. Each student had to be certain before he participated in the program that by going to France for his
junior year he could qualify as a senior
upon his return and thus be able to
graduate with his class.
One obstacle to the program was the
absence of a "credit" system in France.
Altnnnae News

How could courses given at the University of Paris be evaluated in terms
of the American college credit system?
Delaware found a plausible solution to
this by establishing a preliminary
period of orientation in a provincial
city where the students remained for a
period of two months, after which they
proceeded to Paris for the opening of
classes in November. For this preliminary period of orientation a number
of credits were allotted. Three types
of courses were open to the students
in Paris; regular courses at the University of Paris, special university
courses designed for foreign students,
and special Delaware courses. These
courses were evaluated in terms of
credit hours, and most American colleges accepted without question the
recommendations of the Delaware directors, both with respect to credits and
the grades obtained.
After the second World War Delaware reopened the Junior Year program, but sent its students to Geneva,
instead of Paris, due to the scarcity of
food and fuel in Paris. Two years
later the University of Delaware for a
number of administrative reasons decided to abandon its sponsorship of
the program. Professor Joseph E.
Barker, a faailty member of Sweet
Briar College and a former director of
the Delaware plan in Paris, when informed of this decision, went immediately to President Martha Lucas with
the suggestion that Sweet Briar College take over the program. Miss
Lucas, the Board of Overseers and the
faculty approved the idea, and it got
under way in the fall of 1948.
The Sweet Briar plan follows more
or less the pattern of the old Delaware
program, taking into account the
necessary changes that had to be made
to meet the new conditions of the postwar world. Mrs. Barker, a French lady
of grace and distinction, was a great
help to Professor Barker, especially
in finding French families with whom
the students might live. Every year
the Barkers travelled to France for a
brief period to keep the program in
good functioning order, to keep abreast
of new trends, to revive old contacts
and to make new ones.
At first, some of the students of the
Sweet Briar group were housed at Reid
Hall, but eventually all students were
placed with French families. This
practice prevails at the present moment
and is one of the contributing reasons
for the success of the program.
The
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fact that the students can live in a
French home, enjoy French family life
and thus come to understand how other
peoples really live contributes as much
to the development and maturity of
the students as their intellectual pursuits, however important and varied
they may be. In the ten years that
Sweet Briar College has sponsored the
program 806 students from 119 colleges have participated. This year there
are 90 students from 48 colleges, including 12 new colleges which had not
previously been represented.

SWEET BRIAR COLLEGE itself
has taken a very interesting part in
the history of the program it now sponsors. The enthusiastic support of
President Lucas and the Board of
Overseers was followed by the interest
and continued support of President
Pannell. The generous gift of a Sweet
Briar alumna made it possible to meet
the initial expenses early in 1948, without which the program might not have
been approved by the Board of Overseers. No college can sponsor such a
program, at least in its early stages,
without being willing to assume some
financial responsibility. The college
has also put at the disposal of the Junlibrary.
ior Year program an office in the
Ever since Anne Gary Pannell became president of the College in 1950,
the Sweet Briar Junior Year program
has had her full support. Mrs. Pannell
continued the annual, pre-sailing reception in New York for students
and their parents. She has also attended numerous meetings of the Junior Year Council and Advisory Committee and twice has been to Europe
when her presence was needed in the
furtherance of the program.
Like the old Delaware plan, the
Sweet Briar program maintains an office in Paris. First located at Reid
Hall and later at 173 Boulevard St.
Germain, where it remained until the
Carnegie Foundation sold the building
to the French government, the Paris
hcadcjuarters are now located at 101
Boulevard Raspail, where there are
three offices, a meeting room with a
small library, and a sun terrace. This
space was built for the Junior Year by
the Alliance Francaise in Paris; its director, M. Marc Blancpain, is one of
the program's strong supporters. Each
year the Junior Year makes a nominal
contribution to the Paris Alliance for
this space.
The Sweet Briar College Junior

Year program is endorsed by two
agencies of the Institute of International Education in New York: The Council on the Junior Year Abroad, which
was organized by Dr. Edgar J. Fisher,
then Assistant Director of the Institute of International Education, and
the Advisory Committee on the Junior
Year in France. The present membership of the second committee which
advises the director of the Sweet Briar
program in its operation is composed
of representatives of those institutions
which consistently send large numbers
of students: Yale, Mount Holyoke,
Vassar, Welleslcy, Cornell, Bryn Mawr,
Harvard-Radcliffe, Wheaton, Princeton
and Sweet Briar. The chairman of this
committee is Mr. Donald J. Shank, Executive Vice President of the Institute
of International Education, who has
long been a keen surporter of the program, and Miss Lily Von Klemperer
is its secretary. In Paris, the professor-in-charge is aided by a competent
and enthusiastic advisory committee of
which M. Jean Sarrailh, Rector of the
LJniversity of Paris, is the chairman.
Students from any accredited fouryear college are eligible to apply for
membership in their junior year. This
means that men and women from all
over the LInited States are in keen
competition for the limited number of
places available, 85 to 90 each year. In
each group there are usually twice as
many women as men, primarily because the men must seek deferment
from their local draft boards before
they are allowed to go. This has presented more than one problem over
the years. In fact, when General
Lewis B. Hershey in 1952 issued a directive to the various local boards stating that only Fulbright students and
Rhodes Scholars should be deferred
for study abroad, it looked as though
henceforth no men could participate in
the Junior Year plan. Flowever, Dr.
Barker, alert to the full meaning of this
directive, at once tackled this problem
and in June of that same year an
amendment was made by General Hershey permitting deferments for men
applying for the Junior Year, provided
satisfactory evidence could be presented
that those who had been accepted were
to follow a full year's program of
studies.

program
EVEN though
Briar
Sweetis sponcollege.
sored by the the
students must compete on the same basis as students who have come from
Except for the very
other colleges.

large number of students who have
come from Yale, 92 from 1948 to 1958,
Sweet Briar has done as well as any
other college in sending students
abroad under its Junior Year plan.
For the period 1948-1958, Sweet Briar
has sent 47 students; Wellesley, 42;
Vassar, 52; Mount Holyoke, 58; Cornell, 41; Bryn Mawr, 37; and Princeton, 24. It must be remembered that
Sweet Briar has a numerically smaller
student body than any of these colleges.
The overall cost for the year of study
in France is about the same as the annual fee for most private colleges:
$2,200 to $2,400. Since this includes
the $450 travel cost from New York
to Paris and return, the amount is not
excessive. There are scholarships from
$100 to $600 available for students
who qualify both academically and financially. Ifthese in turn are added
to scholarships which are given by
some of the colleges for students accepted by the Junior Year in France,
a scholarship student may have well
o\er half his fees taken care of in
this fashion. In recent years. New
York state has allowed the state scholarships given there to be used for the
Junior Year abroad, and the student
may still receive his scholarship for
his final year. For the year 1957-58,
scholarships for the Sweet Briar Junior
Year in France totaled over $20,000,
coming from various sources. One
scholarship set up in honor of Jeanne
and Joseph Barker now offers a stipend
of about $1,000 a year, for Sweet Briar
applicants.
Some idea of the students' reaction
to their French families may be gathered from the following quotation
taken from "Transition," the student
paper founded by the second group,
and now published at least once a year.
"Just wonderful, wonderful people.
Right away I became a member of the
family. The first night I was there I
was taken to see Villandry illumine.
That Sunday they took me on an allday hunting trip with friends of theirs.
We went to see an old monastery where
Madame had bought most of her ceramics and she and Monsieur even
bought me a souvenir. I went with
them to their parents' houses for anniversary and birthday celebrations.
They had me invite friends over to the
house for a special meal near the end
of our stay there. Their companionship and the whole atmosphere of their
home there were wonderful. After I
left Tours they came up to Paris and

visited me and took me out with them.
I was back in Tours in December, and
this summer they have invited me to go
to La Baule with them during the
month of August. It is hard really to
express how much I lo\'e them as my
'French family.' "
THE students often do a fair amount
of travelling on their own during
the Christmas and Easter recesses.
Many students remain after their school
year for a summer of further travel, or
for additional study and research before
returning to their respective colleges.
The year then becomes an even richer
experience for them.
Some idea of the courses open to the
Junior Year students may be gathered
from the following list of schools
where our students are enrolled — all
afiSliated with the University of Paris:
The Institut d'Etudes Politiques, the
Faculte des Lettres, Faculte des Sciences (Sorbonne), the Ecole du Louvre,
the Institut d'Art et d'Archeologie, the
Ecole Superieure de Preparation des
Professeurs de Francais a I'Etranger,
the Institut de Phonetique, the Institut
Britannique, the Institut Catholique,
and the Cours de Civilisation Francaise.
As was true for the Delaware group
there are a few special courses under
the direction of the Sweet Briar office
in Paris. One of the most interesting
of these is the one entitled "Initiation
au Theatre" which is explained by the
professor who teaches it as follows:
"In his course on the modern theatre,
M. Alfred Simon will treat the French
dramatic hero from Corneille to JeanPaul Sartre and Albert Camus. Problems of culture and staging will be
raised from time to time, illustrated by
readings and discussions by the students. Each week the students will
attend a play. In the program for
these plays, an attempt will be made to
asure an equal number of classical and
modern plays without neglecting, of
course, the avant-garde theatre (lonesco ) . The written exercises will concern both the subjects treated in the
course
and thethe
plays
seen Briar
in Paris."
In 1954,
Sweet
Junior
Year Committee, wanting to know, if
possible, what the impact of the Junior
Year was on the participants and their
French families, as well as upon the
community to which they returned, and
wishing to evaluate the program at the
same time, were fortunate in receiving
a grant for this purpose from the Fund
for the Advancement for Education.
Since that time two reports have been

written, one by Professor Francis M.
Rogers of Harvard University entitled,
Awericiiii J/aiiors on the Left Biink
and the more detailed and tabulated
report of Dr. C. Robert Pace of Syracuse University. Professor Rogers' report draws largely from the tabulated
data contained in the Pace report.
Howc\er, both reports come to the
conclusion that the Junior Year plan is
a sound program, one report going so
far as to say that it is a "truly wonderful concept, an ideal educational device," and that the pattern of the Sweet
Briar
JuniorofYear
program
new kind
educational
which could be considerably
in the direction of other

offers "a
experience
expanded
countries,

other continents, and other languages."
In the societal set-up of the world in
which we now live, we may all be
brought to naught unless there is better understanding and fuller appreciation of the worth of cultures other
than our own.

rew was
Barker
tired andber,
Dr. R.
JohnDr.
Matthe
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IN Septem
appointed to assume the duties of director. In view of the long experience
of Dr. Barker and the nature of the
program which requires close personal
supervision, it seemed appropriate to
ask him to remain as consultant for a
short period.
A brief running acount of the major
activities in the respective offices in
■Virginia and in Paris may be of interest. Each year in September about 800
announcements are mailed out to college deans and professors telling of the
program for the following year. As
a result, numerous requests for information come to the Sweet Briar office,
often requiring detailed answers. In
December about 2,000 new bulletins
are sent givinsj more detailed information about the program including the
list of courses followed the previous
year by the students in Paris, plus any
changes which have been incorporated.
Applications which accompany this
letin are filled out by interested
dents and must be returned to
Sweet Briar office by March 15.

bulstuthe
The

applying student must be recommended by the chairman of his major department, the chairman of the French
department, and the Dean of the college. He should have had two years of
high school French, plus two years of
college French, with a grade of B.
His general average should also be a B.
These applications are screened at the
Junior "i'ear office and the successful
Alumnae News

candidates are notified of their admission into the group.
In the Delaware group nearly all applicants were French majors. Now
about half are French or Romance
Language majors and the others have
majors ranging all the way from Art to
Zoology. During the summer the Virginia office prepares and sends out to
the .successful candidates information
about passports, visas, sailing dates,
clothes, travel, pocket money, etc.
When the group is ready to sail in
early September, the students and their
jiarents are in\ited to a reception in
New York at which Mrs. Pannell most
graciously presides.
For the Paris office the duties are
equally rigorous. The professor-incharge must with the aid of the general director plan the six-week preliminary session in Tours which is
much like a six-week summer session
in America. He must also plan with
each individual student his academic
program for the year. The professorin-charge and his assistant supervise
the group's activities for the entire
year. At the end of the school year
Sweet Briar College recommends thirty
or more credits to the respective colleges, and the grades earned, with a
complete listing of the courses pursued. During the last ten years, 119
colleges have recominended students
for the program and to date not one
college official has e\er questioned the
acceptance of these academic reports.

ONE more word must be added
about the value of the program. It
comes from the December 1951 issue of
ding
is the
"Transition"
l of conclu
nt in theand
that issue:
editoria
stateme
"Our junior year in France is not
simply a transition. It is a symphony
of transitions. It is the conscious evolution from the status of the college
student to the role of the adult, constantly aware of his responsibilities to
himself and to the .society in which he
lives. It is the bridge which will forever cross the gap between our thinking in terms of the American people
and our thinking of humanity as
a whole. It is a panorama of unforgettable impressions which will henceforth be our frame of reference for
seeing ourselves and the world. It is
our debut into international understanding and appreciation. It is our
coming of age."
Two Sweet Briar juniors ask directions
of a gendarme on the Champs Elysees.
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THE FORGOTTEN
CHILD
PROBLEMS of education have been
very much in the headhnes during
recent months. More science and math
must be taught in order for us to
compete with Russia's scientific
achievements. The gifted child should
be encouraged and given special training. The Supreme Court says integration in schools must be expedited
so that all can advance equally. There
is, however, a field of education which
has been sorely neglected.
The general aim of our present educational system is to teach adequately
the average student whose I. Q. is in
the 90-120 range. It is realized that
those of greater intelligence must be
given special work to challenge their
abilities. Through the efforts of the
Association for Help of Retarded Children, much stress is presently being
put on special classes for the retarded.
Many states, by law, require education
for children with an I. Q. range of
50-75.
Our forgotten child is the so-called
"educable borderline type" whose I.
Q.
the in
child
who and
can'tlife
quite
makeis 75-80,
the grade
school
no
matter how hard he tries. I call
him "the gifted child of the retarded
You might ask, "What are these children doing today as far as education
isgroup."
concerned.'" For the most part they
are struggling to compete with their
classmates in public schools. They are
automatically promoted from grade to
grade according to their chronological
age and not to their capacity for
learning. Although it is estimated that
ten per cent of the school children
of average social status in the United

States fall in this group, there seems
to be no special training for these
children in our public schools.
What is the result.' Teachers must
exert much effort to keep Johnny content and out of mischief. Time is utilized that should be spent with the majority of students. What happens to
Johnny ? He becomes utterly frustrated,
and frustration is recognized as often
being a contributing factor to the problem of juvenile delinquency. No matter how hard he tries, he can't keep up
with his classmates. He is the subject
of ridicule and taunting by his schoolmates for children can be very cruel.
Adults think of him as that peculiar
boy who usually causes trouble or just
won't play
This causes,
rebellion or
a feeling of

with the other children.
on Johnny's part, either
withdrawal coupled with
inadequacy and defeat.

parentsThey
do
notUnfortunately,
fully realize Johnny's
his problem.
accuse him of being mentally lazy.
"Johnny needs strict discipline," they
say. Often he is sent to a private day
school or private boarding school.
Here, too, Johnny has trouble and
just can't do the work.
It is extremely difficult for a parent
to accept the fact that his child is not
quite normal. He is not defective in
any way, but his mental ability is under
par. Johnny usually sees at least one
psychiatrist, one psychologist and a
neurologist before his parents believe
the problem exists. Once this fact is
accepted, there is a long struggle to
iind the proper school.
Some very well-known schools in
this country work with children who
are mentally defective and who need
Alumnae News

institutional care. A great many of
their pupils need intensive psychiatric
treatment. Johnny, however, is educable and should not be burdened
with the stigma connected with attendance at such an institution.
If his parents are well-to-do, special remedial schools can be found. The
minimum yearly tuition at one of these
schools is more than the yearly tuition
at Sweet Briar. These schools realize
the seriousness of this problem and do
an excellent job in meeting the needs
of these children.
Such a school is Maplebrook School
in Amenia, New York, where I have
been privileged to associate with a
group of these children. I would like
to tell you about this school and how
it meets this problem.
At Maplewood thirty-six boys and
girls between the ages of ten and
eighteen live and study together in the
atmosphere of a big, happy family.
They realize they have problems and
try to help each other. Perhaps none
of them will be able to go beyond the
eighth grade in academic work. We
know by experience ourselves that the
human brain often refuses to think
long enough on a given subject. These
children cannot pay attention in long
periods of study so their class periods
are short and indi\idual attention is
given. Almost every student seems to
have a mental block in one particular
subject, but makes fair progress in
others.
Most of the students are completely
frustrated when they arrive at a special school because they have found the
demands of modern society too difficult. A great deal of remedial work
must be done to prepare the child for
study. There is a trained occupational
therapist and a psychologist to study
and work with the child who soon is at
ease in his surroundings. All of the
faculty and staff members are chosen
for their ability to understand and
encourage .students in all of their ac-

tivities. The child is accepted with
lo\e and understanding by his associates. He is encouraged by contact with
his equals and once more is willing
to try to study. The aim of the school
is to enroll students who will be able
to acquire confidence by excelling the
abilities of some of their classmates,
while at the same time they compete
with others.

CHILD has certain needs no matter what his mental capacity. Although through no fault of his own, his
brain may not be as active as yours, his
emotional requirements are the same.
He must achieve emotional and intellectual independence, relate himself
to other persons, acquire a sense of
belonging and discover the meaning
of responsible citizenship.
How is this achieved at Maplebrook? Academic studies are stressed;
A

however, the student is not "grade
conscious." There is no automatic promotion. Each child progresses as he
is able in indi\idual subjects and his
promotions are earned and well-deserved. The student is constantly encouraged; the teachers know his capacity and he is not allowed to lag. The
school is on an eleven month basis with
the usual holidays and two weeks' vacation in June and September. The summer session is less rigorous than that
during the regular school year. Classes
are held in the mornings stressing only
the subjects which need remedial attention; afternoon and evening periods
are devoted to usual camp activities.
There is a wonderful recreational
program with a certified physical education director as a member of the
faculty. In order to overcome the slow
coordination of the children, sports
are stressed, and the child learns that
he is able to compete in many sports
hitherto far too difficult. This builds
up confidence and assurance. Many
happy hours are spent playing soft ball,
volley ball and soccer. Swimming and

Rosalie Hall Cramer, '37
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horseback riding are popular summer
sports. The school is equipped with
a new recreational hall where basketball is played during the winter
months. During the past year they
have worked hard at calisthenics and
do these with ease on roller skates !
Have you ever tried that?
There are weekly dancing, art and
music classes. Current events are a daily
topic of conversation. Conversation is
taught, too, in a speech class. Each
student is told "a little bit of me, a little bit of thee, and a little bit of the
wide,
wide world."
What be?
better guide
to
conversation
can there
An outstanding event is the semiannual speech banquet where each student gets up before about 150 people
to give a short talk on a subject he
has chosen. He picks his topic, does
the necessary research, writes his
speech and then studies it. It is, indeed, a thrilling experience to see a
twelve year old rise before this group
and talk with admirable composure. Remember that a few .months previous to
his first speech he may have been a
complete introvert who could not even
face an audience. Occasionally at the
time to
of talk
hiswhen
first called
speech,
he won't
want
upon.
He is
never forced, but usually before the
last speech he will ask permission to
take part.

s edit their own newsstudent
paper three times a year. They also
organize a club called the "Brightside
Club" where they learn parliamentary
THE

procedure as outlined in "Roberts'
tee reports
"
Rulesused
of to
Order.
are
get theCommit
young people
to
"think on their feet." Each month club
officers and committees are elected
and appointed in order to give many
pupils opportunities to participate
in this worthwhile project.
Thus in many ways self-confidence
is restored and built up in these students. They are willing and happy to
be among their peers and to take meaningful places in society. Instead of
being misfits for lack of proper education, they reach a point where they
can become responsible citizens. This
takes from three to six years at a remedial school, the length of time depending on the individual student.
However, what happens to Johnny
when he leaves a remedial school? Is
he accepted by modern society, which
seems to judge a man by the amount of
money he makes and his social position? Because of today's stress on

higher
education,
far worse
now Johnny's
than it phght
was seems
thirty
years ago. Once again he seems at a
disadvantage because he is thrust upon
the competitive world. During the
time he has been building up his selfesteem his Ufe has been very sheltered.
Hovk' can the remedial school (which
because of the nature of its method of
education must remain small to be effective) meet the problem of finding
Johnny's place in society.' Vocational
tests are given to discover potential
capacities. Such a small school cannot
advance far in the vocational field,
but the students are given duties in
the dormitories to teach responsibilities; the girls help with cooking and
the boys assist with maintenance. An
effort is made to develop talents of
any kind.
Most parents feel that Johnny will
not be a worthwhile citizen in Suburbia
or Urbania. He leaves a remedial school
at a time of life when normal children
have made lasting friendships among
themselves and are organized in their
small cliques. Most likely Johnny will
do best in a rural area where there is
somewhat less competition.
What is best for Johnny ? Remember
he could be your child; he is a member of one out of every ten families.
■What can be done?
First of all there must be a realization on our part that this problem
actually exists. It has been proven
repeatedly that with proper education
and with acceptance of the child, his
I. Q. score can be raised. But few parents can afford to pay for the schooling which would prepare the child to
meet life with confidence rather than
with defiance or withdrawal, and at
this time there is very little public
money available for the education of
this forgotten group. We must do right
by Johnny and give him the education
to which he is entitled. The public
must be aroused and brought to
demand adequate public schooling for
these children.
In addition, we must come back to
our fundamental belief that all men are
created equal, but realize that this
equality is not the equality of social
position, money and prestige, but the
equality of man born in the love of
God. Johnny is a determined fellow
and he will succeed at many jobs which
we now frown upon as beneath us.
We must remember that he is a human
being, too, and do everything we can to
help him find a responsible, respected
place in life.
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Jerry Dreisbach has returned from Lebanon
after teaching art for a year at Beirut College
for Women. Here she gives ns a glimpse
of college life behind the high walls of
BCW, where the students, though touched
by or involved in the present crisis, continue
to study, bombs and bullets notwithstanding.

WHERE

THE TWAIN

— sand — camels — intrigue. These, my vague impressions of the Arab world, were not immediately in evidence as I arrived in
Beirut and caught sight of the modern
apartment buildings, the European cars,
the University, and in the distance the
forested mountains. As a Middle Eastern country, Lebanon thrives in the
zone between East and West. The culture reflects both but is neither. Surrounded bythe familiar Western atmosphere ofBeirut, one becomes keenly aware of each basically Eastern variation. The number of similarities to
American life enhances the discovery
of the dissimilarities. As a result, every
day not only opened my eyes to the
Lebanese culture but also put a new
light on my own American culture.
The ship docked. For three weeks
TENTS

we had been lying in deck chairs or
engaged in other leisurely shipboard
activities. Suddenly we burst into the
midst of Paris's honking, Los Angespeed, and Mexico
come- les's
lirst-served
traffic. City's
This firstwas
Beirut. Frantically I clutched the taxi
seat as we skidded toward the college.
It was at least a month before I realized how skilled the seemingly reckless drivers were and felt free to relinquish my self-appointed task of hex-ing
the traffic.
The car bounced to a halt at a tall,
iron gate flanked by a high, stone
wall. A marker stated, "The Beirut
College for Women," I shrank back
at the abruptness of this greeting. This
barrier offered none of the open friendof Sweet that
Briar's
winding
Later Ilinessrealized
almost
all ofroad.
the
Alui?iiitie News

DO MEET
Jerry Dreisbach, '54

schools in the Arab world are surrounded bywalls and guarded by gates
as arc other \aluable pieces of property. Months later, grateful for the
warmth and security of this same wall,
I listened to the roar of bombs and
guns beyond its protecting arms.
Inside the walls, five main buildings
spread over the terraced hillside. At
my feet brilliantly colored flowers
blossomed where thirty-four years before had been only the dust of construction as the Presbyterian Church,
USA, broke ground for a women's college in the Arab world. Now the
Beirut College for Women stands high
on a hill of Ras Beirut, the "head of
Beirut, " o\erlooking the deep blue of
the Mediterranean, with snow-covered
Mount Saiinin in the background.
Below are tall apartment buildings, a
F.\LL 1958

lovely palace and also a small, crowded
shack-like home with sheep grazing in
the front yard.
Young Arab and Armenian women
from Lebanon, Jordan, Syria, Egypt,
and Iraq attend BCW. Others
proudly and plaintively name their
nationality
as "ex-Palestinian."
BCW
resembles Sweet
Briar in its size,
but
Sweet Briar has never seen the diversity of economic status, of social
position, or of cultural background that
body.
spreads
through tiie BCW student
Three of the young ladies were
among the first women to graduate
from a high school in the little country
of Bahrein. Their fathers chose to
send them on to college — the first
women from Bahrein ever to attempt
higher education.
Our young ladies

boarded the airplane in their head-totoe veils, removed them en route, and
disembarked at Beirut. They now speak
with poise and amusement ot their
embarrassment at walking un\eiled in
public on that first bold occasion.
At 7:25 each morning several long
black cars, with diplomatic license
plates and Arab style window blinds,
rolled through the black iron gate to
deliver the daughter of the household
to morning class. Noontime saw
several girls driving their own MG's
home for lunch. Four o'clock found
others walking the three and four mile
stretch home because they could not
afl^ord to pay the five or ten cent public
transportation fare.
Lixing within the ever compressing
walls of a dormitory can cause friction
among girls from theoretically compati-

ble backgrounds. Nevertheless Nicol
Hall was home for Muslims, for almost every variety of Christian, and
for Jews. It harbored Arabs, Armenians, Americans, and Ethiopians. The
daughters of leading rebels lived next
door to the daughters of government
supporters, Syrians roomed with LebThe cousin
King
Hussein anese.
lived
under oftheJordan's
same roof
as
the young lady recently imprisoned for
helping plant bombs against King Hussein's go\ernment.

THE girls giggle, cluster in their
rooms, go to movies, and talk about
men the same as college girls anywhere.
However, differences (usually delightful, sometimes distressing) label them
specifically BCW college women.
Many of them walk out of the pages
of Vogue into the classroom, stepping
over the rocky walks in their spiked
heels and swishing the petticoats of
their waist-pinching bouffants. The
occasional sight of a college girl in the
black dress, black hose, and black shoes
ot mourning shocks the color-accustomed eye.
They chatter and write in English
while in class, and then switch, with as
much ease as one might turn on a radio
dial, into Arabic, Armenian, or French
(a Lebanese child often learns two or
three languages simultaneously). Those
whose English is weak study only
English until able to enroll in regular
college work.
As in any college music and dancing
play an important role. American styfe
harmonizing is not heard in the students' surprising repertoire of American college and popular songs, for
Arabic music has beat but no harmony.
A bad dancer is practically unknown,
even among the gentlemen. Dancers
glide with ease from a rumba, to a
waltz, to an Arabic folk dance, or to
rock 'n' roll. In the all-female gatherings in the lounge, the girls sit on pillows on the floor. Spread into a circle,
they call on someone to perform. They
clap in rhythm for a belly dancer or
sigh with the contagiously mournful
strain of an Arabic love song.
The long tradition of individual performances for group entertainment persists. Encouraging a group to produce
its own entertainment points up the
difficulties of working with those unac ustomed tocooperative effort. During the recent political crisis we were
confined within the college walls for
several days at a time. Tensions could
10

snap easily; the girls could not depend
on their three or four movies a week
for entertainment and for getting away
from each other. Surprisingly, more
ingenuity and school spirit de\eloped
then as the girls played tag on the
lawn and invented their own games.
The tradition of group cooperation
and individual responsibility surrounds
American children from their "sharing
hour" in kindergarten through their
Junior Town Meetings in high school.
On the other hand, the first year of college at BCW usually offers a woman
her first introduction to this tradition.
Class meetings and club activities
often plunge an adviser into either despair or, if strong, into bemused amazement. However, only a few short
moments of watching the poise of a
group of senior women are needed to
fortify one for going on with the
nerve-wracking experiences of the
freshman and sophomore activities.
American college women date — or,
at least, usually do if they are invited.
BCW women are divided into three
groups: those who date, those who
not allowed to date (but longingly
self-consciously heckle the daters),
those who are not allowed to date

are
and
and
but

do anyway (with much hiding of trails
and
"Dating"
rarelyavoiding
refers of
to relatives).
the American
style.
Arab dating frequently means attending a mixed party or dance in a group
accompanied by a chaperone, brother
or male cousin.
The loving and protective patronage
of brothers is a feature of one of the
finest elements in the Arab culture.
Arab hospitality grows out of a deep
love which embraces the extended
family group on both sides. There is
a sincere interest in the joys, hopes,
and despairs of an extended circle of
neighbors. The Arabs practice the art
of fa.mily fun and visiting. The Lebanese have managed to retain this friend-

ly village atmosphere in the heart of
bustling Beirut. Sunday afternoon is
traditionally "calling time," not just
for mama and papa but also for all
the children. As the children play in
one room, the parents visit and sip the
customary cup of Turkish coffee. They
don't hesitate to involve themselves in
a time-consuming and self-revealing
philosophical, political, or religious discussion from which they gain new
understanding.
Within this close family everyone
cares and is cared for. Children are
seldom excluded from an activity; but
children are seldom obnoxious. Brothers, whether younger or older, graciously accept their role as bodyguard, protector, and escort for their sisters. Thus
young ladies and gentlemen make acquaintances preliminary to engagement
without ever going on an American
style single or double date.

— evenorsin
neighb
ent your
ngs.or Neighb
know
apartm
buildi
YOU
visit through the front doors or over the
inevitable balcony. Though married,
you keep your close family ties; though
living in Beirut, you cherish your close
village ties.
BCW reflects the 50-50, MuslimChristian division of Lebanon. The
muezzin's recorded call to prayer chants
forth from the loud speakers at the
mosque next door. However I knew
of no Muslim girl who said her prayers
faithfully at its invitation. Many began the prescribed all-day fast during
the holy month of Ramadan, but the
majority succumbed to the physical
pressures of a full college program,
and only a few continued the energy
sapping sun-up to sun-down fast
throughout the whole month. Nevertheless these girls could not be classified as anything but Muslim.
The Christians, like American Christians, have had a tendency to depend on
the ministers and the missionaries (in
our case sent, in their case received )
to spread Christian love, philosophy,
and enthusiasm. Now that the missions
are nationalizing, the Lebanese are
awakening to each individual Christian's responsibility. A definite "something" arises from Christianity which
spreads throughout Lebanon. It touches the lives of all Lebanese, whether
Muslim or Christian. Partly because of
this "something" Lebanon bears a
unique banner in the Arab world, and
perhaps this will count for something
positive in these times of crisis.
Alumnae News

operation
Tulip
Bulb

Admiring the Sweet Briar tulips
planted in the garden of
the Poe Shrine in Richmond
are Ruth Will Beckh, Kitty GuenanI
Fields, and Frances Pouell Zoppa.

SWEET BRIAR alumnae have done
it again! Operation Tulip Bulb
has once more been an amazing success, with a record $39,050.49 as the
grand total of sales for 1958.
The credit belongs to alumnae in the
thirty-four cities who worked on this
project. About Si 5,000 will come to
Sweet Briar this year from this venture.
Invaluable help was gi\en the Alumnae Office by the Washington Club
who started this project and managed
it for six years. Although Sweet Briar
is now the bulb base, Beatrice Dingu-ell Loos, '46, will serve on the Executive Board of the Alumnae Association
as adviser to the bulb project and
Vivienne Burkuloir Hornbeck, '18, will
remain an Honorary Bulb Chairman.
Believe it or not, your work has
added 1,812,999 individual bulbs to
gardens all over the country and
helped to send many scholarship girls
to Sweet Briar.
Fall 1958

1958 Bulb Project Financial Sheet
Cl»b
Amherst
Atlanta
Baltimore
Boston
Charleston, W. Va.
Charlotte
Charlottesville
Chattanooga
Chicago
Cincinnati
Clexeland
Columbus, Ohio
Southern Connecticut
Durham
Franklin
Indianapolis
Louisville
Lynchburg

Amount
$

213.16
2,039.17
523.45
1,392.68
278.10
621.01
1,280.02
606.28
1,227.62
1,420.31
834.90
1,356.80
1,387.13
161.25
47.80
791.47
1,132.22
1,282.52

Club
Memphis
Minneapolis
Nashville
Norfolk
Northern New Jersey
Peninsula of Virginia
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
Richmond
Roanoke
Rochester
St. Louis

College
Suffolk
Sweet Briar
Toledo
Washington, D. C.
Wilmington,
Del.
Total

Amount
$

438.55
784.37
177.25
1,152.60
452.05
1,352.25
717.34
1,637.73
523.83
3,986.91
583.89
2,579.02
81.40
63.00
702.88

5,190.73
2,030.80
539,050.49
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Helen K. Mull
Marion B. Rollins

Tuesday, September 9th, about
ON a week
before the arrival of new
students, the Sweet Briar community
was stunned to learn that Dr. Helen
K. Mull, Professor of Psychology, one
of the most esteemed senior members
of our facTjlt)', had died in her sleep
early that morning.. Miss Mull had
had a leave of absence for 1957-58
to recover from an operation, but everyone had expected her to resume her
teaching with the opening of college
this autumn.
The two foci of Helen Mull's academic de\otion were Vassar and Sweet
Briar. After her graduation from Vassar in 1918, she pursued graduate
study in psycholog)' at Radcliffe and
there earned both the A. M. and the
Ph. D. degrees before returning to
Vassar in 1923 as the junior member
of the Psychology Department. She
sers-ed in this capacity for four years,
and during the latter half of that period she and I lived in the same faculty
house. The sturdy friendship established during those years continued
to grow during three decades at Sweet
Briar, where she came in 1927 and I
followed in 1928, again living in the
same house with her for several years
before we built homes on the Sweet
Briar campus. This long comradeship
gave me a deep affection for Helen

Mull and a warm appreciation of her
qualities as a teacher and as a person.
Her scholarly background and analytical mind enabled her to organize
her lectures with clarity and cogenq',
and to demand from students a corresponding clarity in the presentation of
their own work. Her interest in experimental psychology never flagged,
and she was resourceful in finding
projects for her students which would
be welcomed by the psychological journals. Her own special experiments
usually combined her musical interests
with her psychological research. For
her doctoral dissertation, she investigated the possibility of acquiring absolute pitch, and during one sabbatical
leave she studied with psychological
tests the quality of humor in music.
Her Steinway piano was one of her
most precious possessions, and she
found recreation in long continued
work on some carefully chosen piece of
piano music. She also had a true and
pleasing soprano voice and great zest
for group singing, from madrigals to
the faculty show song detailing how
"a professor's life is not an easy one."
Music theory fascinated her, too, and
one year recently she spent hours of
happy labor on a course in counterpoint. She seldom missed either a professional or a student recital in Man-

son, and she was always critically appreciative ofthe work of the choir.
Together with music, poetry was her
great personal resource. She was at
home in a wide range of English and
German literature, and knew by heart
long passages in both languages, which
she quoted with ease and relish. Mr.
Gilpin has spoken, for instance, of
hearing her quote Faust for over an
hour at a time.
As one close alumna friend has said
of
"It was as
'appreciator'
that
she her,
established
heranfirmest
social ties.
She liked to test on others ideas that
she had read or conceived herself but
she was wonderfully responsive to
ideas that were passed on to her. If
a conversation truly engaged her interest she would react in an amplitude
that sometimes surprised others, accustomed as we are to superficial dialogues that flit from subject to subject." Her colleagues, too, have often
noted this capacity for discriminating
discussion, and have admired as well
her ability to hold firm convictions
without a controversial spirit.
She delighted in the kind of humor
that evokes a smile rather than a laugh,
but she could always arouse hilarity by
her rendition of a Pennsylvania Dutch
poem
celebrating
George
confession
that he
"made"Washington's
down that
She was a woman of strong personal
loyalties — still visiting her college
room-mates almost every summer,
keeping up spirited communication
with psychologists in other institutions,
maintaining contact with the alumnae
whomtree."
she had known best, and forming strong bonds with congenial spirits
among her immediate colleagues. Most
rewarding of all was her friendship
with Miss Minna Reynolds, spanning
the Sweet
whole Briar.
period Together
of Helen these
Mull'sgifted
life
at
and devoted friends created a home
life of rare beauty and graciousness,
where others could always find intellectual stimulus, aesthetic satisfaction,
and warm human sympathy.

varnships
relatio
en years
with ofHelen
y-sev
twent
OUT of ied
Mull, Martha Lou Stohlman recently
wrote in a letter: "Helen is almost the
only person I know who deliberately
turned her back on speed, confusion,
and too many people. This voluntary
limitation brought her life into a sharp
focus. Her knowledge and her values
were exceedingly clear."
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Anyone Have a Billikin?
often we alumnae say,
How
"Well, in my day at Sweet Briar
we wore so and so," or, "In my day
we did so and so." There's a certain
fascination about the past and things
connected with it. Though we are excited about the growth and change in
our college, we acknowledge the charm
of yesteryear.
After reading with delight Martha
Lou Lemmon Stohlman's "The Story
of Sweet Briar College," the alumnae
began to think about the many objects
of Sweet Briar's early history that
should be collected before they are
lost or discarded. In February the
ExecTitive Board voted to start such a
collection of memorabilia. (Webster's
Dictionary defines this as "things worthy to be remembered.")
In recognition of Vivienne Barkalow
Hornbcck's wide knowledge of the college's past (she wasof aboth
student
the administration
Miss during
Benedict and Miss Mc'Vey and Alumnae
Secretary for nine years under Miss
Glass) the Alumnae Council asked her
Fall 1958

to head a new committee on Memorabilia. Mrs. Hornbeck graciously consented to undertake this task and immediately wrote 200 personal letters
to alumnae asking for a wide and
varied assortment of articles.
"I thought I knew a lot about Sweet
Briar rings, club charms, and keys,"
said Mrs. Hornbeck, "but the answers
to my letters simply amazed me. I
had never even heard of the billikin
which Henrietta Washburn tells me
was the emblem of the first dramatic
society at Sweet Briar."
The first gift that came for the collection was the Phi Beta Kappa key
awarded Miss Benedict by Vassar College in 1887 and given by Miss Benedict to Nan
Powell
Hodges,of '10,
the time
of the
installation
a Phiat
Beta Kappa chapter at Sweet Briar.
Eugenia Grijfu; Burnett, also of the
class of 1910, has sent her pearl daisy.
This was given to her by Miss Benedict, who gave similar ones to all five
members of the first graduating class.
The collection now
includes Sweet

Briar rings, charms,

freshman

beads
aprons;
one of
familiarandpipes;
a bonnet
andMr.
cap Dew's
worn
by Mrs. NS/alker, who served tea to
generations of Sweet Briar girls; Miss
Crawford's famous "Tinkerbell"; a
Southern Railroad ticket from Lynchburg to Sweet Briar, a reminder of the
days when all trips to town were made
via rail; an invitation from "The Spirit
of Darkness" (whatever that was),
and many other fascinating items.
Wanted are Merry Jester, Ripler,
and Wizard rings; a picture of Miss
Benedict with the famous peacocks at
Sweet Briar House; charms of the
choir, glee club, Tau Phi, Briar Patch,
Studio Club, and the like. In fact we
are interested in any objects that an
alumna might have acquired at Sweet
Briar. Search your jewelry boxes and
your memory books and write to Mrs.
Stanley Hornbeck, 2139 Wyoming
13
Avenue, Washington 8, D. C.
In the not too distant future we hope
there will be a room housing the Sweet
Briar archives and this alumnae collection of memorabilia.

Dear Alumnae:
The story of the needs of colleges and universities is
being told, written and advertised in many different ways.
Sweet Briar alumnae have been responding to the needs of
their college and demonstrating their faith in the future of
the college. Clubs are becoming stronger and more active;
the alumnae representatives play an increasing role in building good public relations with the schools in their communities; and individual alumnae are supporting the college
generously with their time and their gifts. The Alumnae
Fund shows a most gratifying increase in the number of
donors and the amounts of individual gifts. Sparked by
the challenge gift of ten donors who pledged S 10,000 to
encourage a ten per cent increase in the number of contributors, and made possible by the hard work of the fund
agents and committees, this goal was surpassed.
Another accomplishment of which we are very proud
can be seen on a wall in the main reading room of the
Library: the portrait of President Anne Pannell. This gift
reflects in a small way our appreciation for the interest and
warmth which Mrs. Pannell shows to all alumnae and for
her untiring efforts and many achievements which continue
to give Sweet Briar greater stature in the educational field.
What goals should the alumnae work toward next year ?
We will continue to strive for a closer contact between the
clubs and the Alumnae Board. Through an exchange of
ideas and opinions, each group can become more effective.
The results of last year's Alumnae Fund indicate that a sixfigure total is within reach. The fund committee has therefore set $100,000 as our goal for 1958-59.
The members of the retiring Alumnae Board deserve
a great deal of appreciation for the time, energy and devotion which they have given to the college. They can be
proud of their record. The new Board is composed of
eleven past members and nine new ones, a good blend of
experience and fresh ideas. Their opportunities for service
are many. To quote from the article, "American
Education 1958" in the June issue of the Alumnae
"America is fortunate. There is among us a group
only have been ahead in recognizing the problem
also have the understanding and the power, noiv,

Higher
News:
who not
but who
to solve

THE
AUDITORIUM-FINE

ALUMNAE
ARTS

COMMITTEE

Edna Lee Gilchrist, Chairman of the Campus Committee on the Auditorium-Fine Arts Center, spoke to the
Council. Last Year the Board of Overseers appointed the
firm of Clark, Nexsen & Owen of Lynchburg to make plans
for an Auditorium-Fine Arts Center. The estimated cost
of such a building in 1953 was $750,000 but will be more
than that now due to increased building costs. Mrs. Gilchrist reported that the committee is eager that a building
worthy of Sweet Briar be erected.
The Council was reminded that for every construction
dollar a matching dollar should be added to the endowment.
At present, and of course subject to change, the Auditorium
is to have approximately 700 seats.
ALUMNAE

FUND

Nancy Dou'd Burton, Chairman of the Alumnae Fund,
reported the establishment last year of the Sweet Briar Fund,
which includes all giving by alumnae, parents, friends, students, foundations and corporations.
From June 30, 1957, to June 30, 1958, 2,790 alumnae
presented the college with $87,555.19 with a donor increase
of 669 persons or 31.69;:. Ten alumnae had offered a
challenge gift of $1,000 apiece for a lO^c donor increase
which was far surpassed.
Nancy expressed her thanks to all the Class Agents
and alumnae but said the goal of 50% of alumnae giving
has not yet been reached. This was missed hy 11 donors
last year.
The Fund Committee of the Executive Board set the

Mr. Stanley Kresge, who was on campus for the inauguration of the

it. That group is the college alumni and alumnae."
Yours sincerely,

Prendent. Alumnae

ASSOCIATION

Minutes of the Alumnae Council Meeting
at Sweet Briar College
OCTOBER

15, 1958

The annual meeting of the Sweet Briar Alumnae Council was called to order by Gladys Wester Horton, President,
at 3:00 p.m., Wednesday, October 15, 1958. There were
46 members present from 16 states (including Texas, California and the District of Columbia) in their official capacities as Executive Board members, former members of the
Board of Overseers, Bulb Chairman, Club Presidents, Fund
Agents, and Alumnae Representatives.
14
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19'i8-1959 Fund goal at SlOO.OOO with all undesignated
gifts going to current faculty salaries. The 22':r average
increase in the faculty salary scale this year was largely made
possible by gifts through the Alumnae Fund and the
Virginia Foundation for Independent Colleges.
SWFFT BRIAR CLUBS
Phoebe Roue Peters, Director of Clubs, described the
wonderful things the clubs are doing. There are 46 active
ones. This year she would like to see:
1) a strengthening between the clubs and the Executive
Board
2) election of officers in the spring so they could be listed
in the fall college catalog.
3) a fall club meeting following the Alumnae Council
meeting for a full report by those who attended.
In general, most of the clubs have had at least three
meetings a year, including Sweet Briar Day on December 28;
they sell bulbs; have teas in the fall for entering students,
and in the spring for prospective students. Sixteen alumnae
clubs offer scholarships with Washington, Richmond, and
Charlotte having endowed scholarships. Chicago, Montgomery, and Columbus, Ga., are each working toward one.
Phoebe then called on each of the regional directors
for her report. Present were Cynthia Abbott Botsford of
New York, Director of Region I, Norvell Royer Orgain of
Richmond, Director of Region II, Frances Cordes Hoffman
of Pittsburgh, Director of Region III, Juliet Hallib/nton
Burnett of Greensboro, Director of Region IV, Mary Clark
Rogers of Atlanta, Director of Region V, Preston Hodges
V Rollins Professorship, poses with the Alumnae Council.

Hill of Louisville, Director of Region VI, Mary Lee
McGinnis of Memphis, Director of Region VIII, Flo
Cameron Kampmann of San Antonio, Director of Region
IX, Elizabeth MiicOneeii Nelson of Los Angeles, Director
of Region X. Ellen Neirel! Bryan of Cleveland, Director of
Region VII, was not present.
EXECUTIVE SECRETARY'S REPORT
Elizabeth Eo/id Wood, Executive Secretary, was most
enthusiastic about the college and the work of the alumnae.
She expressed her appreciation for the work of John Detmold, Judith Vogelback and Mary Hughes Blackwell and
the smooth coordination between the Alumnae and
Development Offices.
All issues of the Alumnae News will again be sent
to all alumnae. This magazine won a first place award in
the American Alumnae Council competition in June.
She reported that over 200 alumnae returned in June
for reunion and commencement. The 25th anniversary
class of 1933, under Hettie Wells Finn, gave the college
S3477 as their reunion gift. Forty per cent of the graduating
class of 1948 returned for reunion.
Innovations in Alumnae Office work include:
1) taking over the management of the bulb project
2) a new system of record-keeping of all alumnae gifts
3) use of multiple carbons in recording and acknowledging
gifts, which saves 5 individual typing operations
4 ) Region IX was divided, creating Region X on the
West Coast
"Operation portrait" was the high point in the Alumnae Office last year. The portrait of Mrs. Pannell, a gift
from the alumnae, was presented to the college at commencement. This was financed by the profits of "The Story
of Sweet
Briar
There are College."
51 alumnae daughters on campus this year.
Praise of the work of the out-going Executive Board
and greetings to the new members were extended by the
Executive Secretary. She emphasized the importance of the
work done by Gladys Wester Horton, President; Phoebe
Rowe Peters, Director of Clubs; Nancy Doivd Burton, Fund
Chairman; and Dorothy Keller Iliff, Director of Alumnae
Representatives.
SWEET BRIAR

BULBS

Vivienne Barkalow Hornbeck, Honorary Chairman,
reported that the transition of records from the Washington
Club to Sweet Briar was smcwth and that the Alumnae
Office was doing an excellent job in handling them. Gross
sales in 1958 were $39,052.39; total number of orders,
13,146.
CHAPEL COMMITTEE
Mary Clark Rogers feels that the Chapel should be a
lasting memorial to every girl who has ever attended Sweet
Briar, and would like to see each one give, if only a dollar.
The fund has reached $29,800 to date. The Chapel Committee includes someone from every class, but they are
conducting no drives nor pushing the Chapel until the
Auditorium is completed. Able chairman of the Chapel
Committee is Gertrude Dally Massie.
Gladys Wester Horton adjourned the meeting at
15
4:45 p. m.
Respectfully submitted,
Barbara Lasier Edgerley, '51
Fall 1958
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Mary Lee McGinnis, right, member of
the Fund Committee, discusses plans
with Juliet Halliburlon Burnett, Frances
Cone Kirkpatrick, Preston Hodges Hill
and Beatrice Dingwell Loos.

They Said

It Couldn't B'e Done
IN JUNE the alumnae presented to Sweet Briar College the largest gift from the greatest number of alumnae in the history of the college — 2,790 alumnae gave $87,555.19!
There were those who said "it couldn't be done," that the alumnae could not increase
the number of donors to the 1957-58 Alumnae Fund by ten per cent. But the final tabulations showed an increase of 669 donors over the previous year, or 31.6% more! Every
class either matched or surpassed its previous year's record in number of contributors.
The drive was sparked by the generosity of ten alumnae who together offered a Challenge
Gift of $10,000 if the 10% increase was realized.

..-^^-^

"We are justly proud of the class fund agents who through hard work and devotion
to a cause evoked this response. Ultimately, however, the credit goes to you — the alumnae— and you ha\e every right to be proud.
The Fund Committee has adopted the goal of $100,000 for the 1958-59 Alumnae
Fund. This is ambitious, but so are Sweet Briar alumnae. In order for Sweet Briar to
continue as one of the top women's colleges in the country, she must have the utmost
suppvort that each alumna can give. Now is the time to show you care and buy your
share in Sweet Briar's first $100,000 Alumnae Fund.
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Class

*tAcad.
*tl910
tl911
tl912
*tl913
*tl9l4
*tl915
*tl9l6
*tl917
*tl918
*tl919
*tl920
*tl921
*tl922
*tl923
*tl924
*tl925
*tl926
*tl927
16

Donors
85
11
5
195

%
18
100
39
50

9
20
15

47
54
67

21

60
54
100
29
44

35
18
15
40
49
33
A6
59
30
58

54
42
48
34
48
34
47

Amount
% 1,671.00
285.00
105.00
100.00
2,255.72
212.00
1,307.00
330.00
328.00
467.00
1,321.25
318.00
562.50
643.55
502.00
601.00
692.50
26,404.03
1,257.06

Class
*tl928
*tl929
*tl930
*tl931
*tl932
*tl933
*tl934
*tl935
*tl936
*tl938
*tl939
tl937
*tl940
*tl94l
*tl942
*tl943
*tl944
*tl945
*tl946

49
Donors
47
69
72

91
84
51
47
82
57
84
78
101
74
79
59
81
72
75

%
41
59
47

42
42
38
56
47
49
40
51
67
58
54
55
55
41
58
55

Amount
710.00
1,002.50
2,088.68
2,436.44
720.50
2,182.00
2,308.00
1,097.97
1,822.50
608.50
2,982.00
2,098.00
1,932.00
756.00
1,048.00
1,151.15
786.50
1,010.00
797.50

Class
*tl947
*tl948
*tl949
*tl950
*tl951
*tl953
*tl952
*tl954
*tl955
*tl956
*tl957
*tl958
Clubs
*tl959-60
Total

Donors
85
84
84
54
62
83
99
87
72

Amount

%

627.00
802.00
1,357.00
544.00
815.00
1,623.73

66
45

38
61
42

735.00
666.00

66
72

39
58
52
48

12
5

56

1,181.50
456.50
1,160.44
58.00

2,790

Banner Classes, Per Cent:
Banner Class, Amount:
Banner Class, Number:
*Surpassed 1956-57 amount;

53.00
10,575.17
$87,555.19
1910, 1918
1926
fcontributors
1940

Alumnae News
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Honor Roll of Contributors, 1957-58
ACADEMY

—

SPECIAL

Agent: Nannie Claiborne Hudson
Florence Anderson
Loulie Antrifn Mason
Mary Armstrong McClary
Clara Baker Backus
Mary W. Bell
Gertrude Bilhuber
Gladys Cnseela Cone
Nannie Claiborne Hudson
Margaret Cobb Howard
Mildred Cobb Roosevelt
Elizabeth Cocke
Elisabeth Cooke Shrj-ock
Margery Cox White
Margaret Davies McMillin
Jessie Dixon Sayler
Geraldine Dore Caldwell
Helen R. Duke
Virginia Ellington Link
Faye Elliott Pogue
Estelle Ennor Rutherford
Mary Ervin Townsend
Fanita Ferris Welsh
Eleanor Furman Hudgens
Maria Garth Inge
Gillian Goodall Comer
Mary P. Grammer
Claudine Griffin Holcomb
Edith Hariier Collier

Mary Harris Ludington
Mildred P. Harris
Fanny Harrison Webster
Edwina Henscl Smith
Mary Herd Moore
Virginia Hill Smartt
Martha Hincs Dixon
Patricia Hobson Eaglesfield
Eleanor Hopwood Fulton
Ruth Jackson Leatherman
Josephine Johnson Smith
Margaret Kaufman Spain
Lucy Laritz McKinlay
Virginia Lewis
Lazenby
O'Hara
Claudia
Wright
Marjorie Lindsay Coon
Marie Lorton Sims
Frances Martin
Cynthia Magee Mead
Mabel MrWane Harrah
Lou MrWhortrr Carroll
Ellis Meredith
Irene MilhoUand McClelland
Grace Milne Smith
Mar>' Mixon McClintock
Evelyn Molly Bradshaw
Katherine Sicolson Sydnor
Carolyn
(J'Bannon
Eloise Orme
Fort Culp
Katherine Page

Juliet Parria Gill
Marion L. Peele
Margaret Potts Williams
Dudley Poivcrs Waggaman
Nellie Reddish Wilson
Lois Richardson Murdock
Ella Rodcs Hutter
Ruth Schabacker
Clare Shcnchon Boyd
Virginia Shoop Pbillips
Sarah Smith White
Martha Steele McNaghten
Edna Stet'es Vaughan
Elizabeth Stewart Wylie
Eleanor Stone Gates
Helen Strobhar Williams
Maude Taylor Robbins
Austin Turner Jones
Martha Valentine Cronly
Mildred \yagner Shields
Eula Weakley Cross
Celia Webb
Bessie Wheless Mercer
Margaret \Vlntman Lakin
Margaret Wilson Ballantyne
Laura Woodbridgc Foster

1910
Agent: Frances MnrrcU Rickards
Marjorie Coupcr Prince

Annie Cmnnock Miller
Margaret Eaglesjicld Bell
Eugenia Griffin Burnett
Louise Hooper Ewell
Claudine Hutter
Frances Murrell Rickards
Nan Powell Hodges
Adelaide Schockey Mallory
Helen Schulte Tenney
Mary Scott Glass

1911
Agent:
Virginia
Hurt Turner
Alma Booth
Taylor
Virginia Hurt Turner
Esther Keller Brown
Ruth Lloyd
Mary Parker

1912

Agent: Loulie Wilson
Hazel C. Lane
Frances Sloan Brady
Margaret Thomas Kruesi
Loulie Wilson
Elsie Zaegal Thomas

Fall 1958
17

1913
Agc7it: Mary Clark Rogers
Eugenia Buffington Walcott
Mary Clarlc Rogers
Sai-ah M. Cooper
Clyde Cranford Brantley
Corinne Dickinson
Henrianne Early
Elizabeth Frankc Balls
Sue Hardic Bell
Eve Horner Butterworth
Vivian Mossman Groves
Mary Fhikerton Kerr
Bernice Richardsoti Campbell
Frances
R'churdson Pitcher
Sue
Slaughter
Jean Staples
Dorothy Swan Lent
Mary Tabb George
Adelaide Whtlcss BoUman
Linda Wright

1914
Agent: Addie Erivin DesPortes
Elizabeth Anderson Kirkpatrick
Alma J'J>.'icvdrath Meissner
Addie Erwin DesPortes
Abb.e Munroc May
Rebecca E. Patton
Laura Portmann Mueller
Alice Sivain Zell
Henrietta Washburn
Marian
Yerlccs Barlow

1915
Agent: Anne Schuite Nolt
Sarah Browne Dunbar
Mary Bryan Bell
Lelia Dew Preston
Marjorie Dushanc Stedman
Rosalie Fcder Sarbey
Margaiet Grant
Jane Gregory Marechal
Agnes Hood Gronemeyer
Lou:se K niball Hardin
Helen McCary Ballard
Maria NetuUe Brown
Helen Pennoek Jewitt
Frances Penny packer
H. Lei Red
Anne Roberts Balfour
Anne Sehutte Nolt
Mary Taylor Fisher
Emmy Thomas Thomasson
Louise Weisiger
Anna Wills Reed

1916
Agent: Felicia Patton
Margaret Banister
Louise Bennett Lord
Zalinda Brown Harrison
Antoinette Camp Hagood
Margaret Eckart
Rachel Forbitsh Wood
Ruth Harvey Keeling
Ellen How son Christian
Dorys MeConnell Faile
Felicia Patton
Mary Pennypackcr Davis
Edna Higg Brown
Constance Russell Chamberlain
Rebecca Stout Hoover
Lucy Taliaferro

1917
Ageiit: Rachel Lloyd Holton
Faye Abraham Pethick
Anna Beveridge Leake
Mary Bissell Ridler
Edith Christie PMnlay
Henrietta Crunijt Harrison
Margaret Gibson Bowman
Dorothy Gramnicr Croyder
Jane Henderson
Floy Huntley Oliver
Constance Krieg
Rachel Lloyd Holton
Ruth McUravy Logan

18

Elsie Palmer Parkhurst
Bertha Pjister Wailes
Gertrude Piper Skillern
Inez Skillern Reller
Genie Steele Hardy
Jane Tyler Griffith
Mary Whitehead Hyning
Bessie Whittet Towsen
Sarah Wilson Magruder

1918
Agent: Vivienne Barkalow Hornbeck
Vivienne Barkalow Hornbeck
Ruth Boettcher Robertson
Iloe Bowers Joel
Priscilla Broivn Caldwell
Cornelia Carroll Gardner
Louise Case McGuire
Martha Davenport Kennedy
Cornelia Doremus Knipher
Amy Eliot Jose
Corinne Gibbon Woollcott
Gladys GUliland Brumback
Cilia Guggenheimer Nusbaum
Dorothy Harrison
Gertrude Kintzing Wiltshire
Elizabeth Lownian Hall
Grace MacBain Ladds
Margaret McCIuer
Margaret McVey
Elizabeth Madson Eddy
Catherine Marshall Shuler
Marianne Martin
Charlotte More Melony
Ruth Plain Huntress
Jane Pratt Betts
Mary S. Reed
Lois Sautcrs Jones
Charlotte Seaver Kelsey
Bessie Sims
Eleanor Siriith Walters
Elanette Sollitt Stapely
Elsie Tin ley Everest
Esther Turk Hemmings
Martha Whitehead
Virginia Williams Wells
Elizabeth Wilson

1919
Agent: Caroline Sharpe Sanders
Katharine Block Raynor
Ellen Bodley Stuart
Mary Delong McKnight
Elizabeth Eggleston
Florence Freeman Fowler
Pauline Gauss
Louise Haminond Skinner
Elizabeth Hodge Markgraf
Elizabeth Lewis Peters
Tennie Looney Burton
Isabel Luke Witt
Mary McCaa Deal
Idelle Mei\'eal
Covington
Mildred
Meek Meador
Jane Ruffin Henry
Caroline Sharpe Sanders
Carrie Taliaferro Scott
Alma Trcvett Gerber

Russe Blanks Butts
Julia Bruner Andrews
Elizabeth Claxton Lewis
Catherine Cordes Kline
Florence Dowden Wood
Edith Durrell Marshall
Mildred Ellis Scales
Fanny Ellsworth Scannell
Frances Evayis Ives
Eleanor Finke Richards
Hildegarde Planner Monhoff
Ruth Geer Boice
Oden Greer
Christine Gsehivinde Camlin
Fredericka Hackman Maxwell
Mattie HaTtimovd Smith
Catherine Hanitch
Frances Helmiek Buell
Florence Ives Hathaway
Mary McLemore Matthews
Gertrude Pauly Crawford
Louise Pochat Hattersley
Shelley Rouse Aagesen
Maynette Rozelle Stephenson
Rosaline Schladermundt Nowland
Marian Shafer Wadhams
Madelon Skidler Oiney
Elizabeth Shoof) Dixon
Ophelia Short Seward
Frances Simpson Cartwright
Ruth Simpson Carrington
Gertrude Thams
Laura Thotrifison MacMiIlan
Hattie Wilson Diggs
Florence Woelfel

1922
Agent: Katherine Shcnehon Child
Alice Babcock Simons
Betty Barr Williams
Julia Benner Moss
Lorraine Bowles Chrisman
Selma Brandt Kress
Gertrude Dally Massie
Burd Dickson Stevenson
Martha Falk Shaffer
Ruth Fiske Steegar
Mary Fohl Kerr
Helen Possum Davidson
Stella Gwynn Waugh
Mary Haekmnn Cohill
Ruth Hagler McDonald
Elizabeth Huber Welch
Josephine KeVey Thomas
Mary Klumph Watson
Virginia Little
Margaret Marston TiUar
Ethel McClain Bumbaugb
Alice McCracken
Alice Miller Bly
Lucile Montgomery Cart
Aline Morton Burt
Mary Munson
Elizabeth Murray Widau
Beulah Norris
Virginia Ranson
Elizabeth Sehnorbach Tackett
Katherine Shenehon Child
Grizzelle Thomson
Ruth Ulland Todd
Marion Walker Neidlinger

Helen McMahon
LaVern
McGee Olney
Richie McGuire Boyd
Catherine Meade Montgomery
Edith Miller McClintock
Marjorie
Milligan Steeble
Bassett
Louisa Newkirk
Dorothy Nickelson Williamson
Margaret Nixon Farrar
Phyllis Payne Gathright
Lydia Pureell Wilmer
Martha Robertson Harless
Frances Smith Hood
Virginia Stanbury Schneider
Elizabeth Taylor Valentine
Harmoline Taylor Higginbotham
Helen Tavlor
Elizabeth Thigpen Hill
Lorna Weber Dowling
Katharine Weiser Ekelund
Helen Welch Tucker
Catherine Wilson Nolen
Katherine Wise
ZeuchO'Neal
Forster
Margaret

1924
Agent: Mary Rich

Robertson

Florence Bodine Mountcastle
Frederica Hernhard
Marie Brede Zimmerman
Genevieve Elstun Moodey
Susan Fitchett
Caroline Flynn Ely
Jacqueline Franke Charles
Jean Grant Taylor
Helen Grill
Marian Grimes Collins
Elizabeth Guy Tranter
Eleanor Harned Arp
Harrell James Carrington
Emily Jeffrey Williams
Lydia Kimball Maxam
Clara King Maxwell
Kathryn Klumph McGuire
Eloise LeGrand Council
Martha Lobingicr Lusk
Muriel MacLeod Searby
Marjory Alann Thomas
Mary Marshall Hobson
Lorraine McCrillis Stott
Emily Meredith Strange-Boston
Grace Merrlek Twohy
Dorothy Meyers Rixey
Mary Millard Webb
Mary Mitchell Stackhouse
Frances Nash. Orand
Margaret Nelson Lloyd
Elizabeth Pape Mercur
Mary Petty Hardwick
Helen Prangc Chesebro
Helen Rhodes Gulick
Mary Rich Robertson
Thomasine Rose Maury
Eleanor Sikes Peters
Susan Simrall Logan
Cornelia Skinyier Seay
Elizabeth Studley Kirkpatrick
Marion Swanncll Wright
Marian Taylor Schroth
Josephine von Maur Crampton
Mary Wlson Walker
Gladys Woodward Hubbard
Alice Wray Bailey

1920
1923

Mary Crabbs Shaw
Helen Guthrie Montgomery
Margaret High Norment
Geraldine Jones Lewis
Frances Kenuey Lyon
Corinne Loney Benson
Virginia Lovell Haggart
Rebecca MaeGcorge Bennett
Helen Mason
Smith
Ida Massie Valentine
Elmyra Pennypaeker Yerkes
Frances Raiff Wood
Dorothy Wallace
Isabel Webb Luff
Margaret
Wensley Dealy

1921
Agent: Shelley Rouse Aagesen
Emma Adams Kyle
Josephine Ahara MacMiIlan
Rhoda Allen Worden
Elizabeth Baldwin Whitehurst
Madeline Bigger

AgeJit: Jane Guignard Curry
Ellen Brown Nichols
Margaret Bur^vell Graves
Helen Cannon Hills
Dorothy Copeland Parkhurst
Emma Crockett Owen
Dorothy Ellis Worley
Lillian Everett Blake
Mildred Featherston
Floyd Foster Mayer
Helen Gaus
Gertrude Gecr Bassett
Yelena Grgiteh Prosch
Jane Guignard Curry
Florine Guilbert Smith
Elizabeth Hall Hatcher
Katharine Hancock Land
Mary Harmon White
May Jenni7igs Sherman
Hannah Keith Howze
Fitzallen Kendall Fearing
Mary LaBOiteaux Dunbar
Frances Lauterbach
Mildred LaVenture McKinney
Jane Lee Best
Dorothy Lovett Stevenson

1925
Agent: Jane Becker Clippinger
Katherine Agard Flewelling
Helen Bane Davis
Jane Becker Clippinger
Martha Cooncr .Judy
Mary Craighill Kinyoun
Mary Dowds Houck
Muriel Fossum Pesek
Clara Frank Bradley
Ruth Gates LeVee
Eugenia Goodall Ivey
Isabel Greason Cooper
Helen Harpster S( ney
Dorothy Herbison Hawkins
Martha Jam soyi Causey
Cordelia Kirkcndall Barricks
Elizabeth MacQueen Nelson
Elizabeth Manning Wade
Margaret Masters Klauder
Martha McHenru Hal
Eleanor Miller Patterson
Mary Pope Phillips
Evelyn Pretlow Rutledge
Lucy Reaves Utterback

Ahnimde News

Helen Ruga Condit
Mary Sailer Gardiner
Romayne SchooUy Ferenbach
Mary Sturgis
Ruth Taylor Franklin
Helen Trvmayin Spahr
Mary Welch Hemphill

Classes with Top Honors
Number of donors

1926
Agent: Helen Mut>*chler Becker
Ruth Abcll Bear
Charlotte Atford MacViear
Rebecca Aahrraft Warren
Nell Atkins Hagemeyer
Martha Bachvian McCoy
Dorothy Baihv Hughes
Anne Barrett Allaire
Katherine lilonnt Andersen
Mary Bristol Graham
Annette Brown King
Mary llrown Moore
Eleanor Cahrrll Mullican
Virginia Carfuntir Ellertson
Helen Carter Bailey
Anne Claiborne Willingham
Martha Close Page
Gertrude Collins Caiman
Marian Crave Paterson
Mary Dalgety-Kerr Burton
Margaretta Penman Wilson
Peggy Douglass Whitley
Page Dunlap Dee
Helen Dunleavi/ Mitchell
Frances Dunlop Heiskell
Beulah Ellis von Arnim
Gudrun Eskescn Chase
Catharine Farrand Elder
Janetta Fitz-Hugh
Evans
Louise Fuller Freeman
Mildred Gribble Seiler
Dorothy Hamilton Davis
Anne Hardie Chapman
Tavenner Hnzlewood Caldwell
Jeanette Hoppingcr Schanz
Daisy Huffman Pomeroy
Ruth Jolniston Bowen
Dorothy Keller IlifE
Margaret Laidley Smith
Edna Lee Gilchrist
Mildred Lovett Matthews
Alberta MocQueen de Ronge
Elizabeth Matthew Nichols
Anne MnyfuDik Cain
Elizabeth Moort- Rusk
Helen Mutschler Becker
Ellen Newell Bryan
Katharyn Norris Kelley
Lois Peterson Wilson
Kathryn Peyton Moore
Eleanor Rerhl Birchall
Dorothea Reinburg Fuller
Jane Riddle Thornton
Elizabeth Rountrec Kellerman
Mary Stoddard Frary
Katharine Van Cleve Van Wyck
Marion Van Cott Borg
Cornelia Wailes Wailes
Margaret White Knobloch
Ruth Will Beckh

1927
Agent: Jeanette Boone
Maude Adams Smith
Eleanor Albera Foltz
Camilla Alsop Hyde
Anne Ashhiirst Gwathmey
Genevieve Jilaek Newton
Jeanette Boone
Laura Boynton Rawlings
Madeline Brown Wood
Daphne Bunting Blair
Elizabeth Cates Wall
Marian K. ChatTee
Theodora Che<seman Mrusek
Pauline Cloud
Louise Collins Schroefler
Caroline Compton
Elisabeth Councill
Elizabeth Cox Johnson
Margaret Cramer Crane
Virginia I'ufiis Nettles
Esther Dielcinsoyi Robbina
Elsetta Halsell
a^lrhr'stMarston
Barnes
Emilie
Claire Hanner Arnold
Hilda Harpster
Gwin Harris Tucker
Sarah Jamison
Catherine Johnson Brehme
Emily Jones Hodge

Fall 1958

1st i)l;ieo 1940
2nd place 1952
3rd

Amount

19S0

1st place ]92(i
2iul place 1938
3rd

Per Cent Wlio Gave

place

place

1931

1st place 19U1
1918
2nd place 1915
3rd

Margaret Leet Briganti
Margaret Leigh Hobbs
Margaret Lovett
Ruth Loivrance Street
Elizabeth Luck Hammond
Rebecca Manning Cutler
Elisabeth Mathews Wallace
Theodora Maybank Williams
Elizabeth Miller Allan
Elise Morley Fink
Gretchen Urr Swift
Anna Patton Thrasher
Pauline Payne Backus
Vivian Plumb Palmer
Margaret Powell Oldham
Elva Quisenbcrry Marks
Julia Reynolds Dreisbach
Sara I'on Schilling Stanley
Florence Shortau Poland
Helen Smyser Talbott
Josephine Snowden Durham
Nar Warren Taylor
Marian V. Thayer
Martha Thomas Coward
Constance Van Ness
Julia Ventulet Patterson
Mary Vizard Kelly
Margaret Williams Bayne
Mildred Wilson Garnett
Virginia Wilson Robbins

1928
Ag( nts: Marion Jayne Berguido
Betty Moore Schilling
Betty Austin Kinlock
Adaline Beeson
Eleanor Branch Cornell
Louise Bristol Lindemann
Dorothy Bunting
Evelyn Claybrook Bowie
Louise Conklin Knowles
Elizabeth Corpening Andrews
Elizabeth Crane Hall
Virginia Culver Mann
Sarah Dance Krook
Helen Davis Mcllrath
Harriet Dunlap Towill
Sarah Everett Toy
Hetty Failing Bernhard
Emily Farrell Stagg
Virginia Forrancr Zimmer
Maigaret Fuller Riggs
Constance Fiirman Westbrook
Virginia Hijijdi- Baugher
Marguerite Hodnett McDaniel
Elizabeth Jackson Ohrstrom
Marion Jayne Berguido
Susan Jellcy Dunbar
Elizabeth Jones Shands
Ernestine Keys RoUow
Katherine Lcadbcater Bloomer
Mary Lee Glazier
Bess Lowrancc Hill

place

194(1
1949

ini
99

Mililrrd
Muoii Montague
Martha Le^g
Carolyn Marlindale Blouin

Helen Mut.icliler Becker

91
$26,404.03

Dorothy Gipe Clement
Perronne JThit laker Scott

2,982.00
2,436.44

Frances Murrrll Eiekards
Vivienne Barl.alow Hornlieck
Anne Schiitic Nolt

100%

Jllldred Moon Montafjne

67%

Katherine Cn.r Rpynolds

66%

Sara Paulette McHenry
Katherine Mc]ii:r Mauchel
Elizabeth Moure Schilling
Mary Nelms Locke
Ann Newell Whatley
Elizabeth Prcscott Balch
Elizabeth Robins Foster
Anne Shepherd Lewis
Grace Sollitt
Lucile Stone Diinlap
Grace Sunderland Owings
Jocelyn Watson Regen
Alice Webb Nesbitt
Fanny Welch Paul
Winifred West Morriss
Virg.nia van Winkle Morlidge
Lillian Wood
Elizabeth Woodivard Jeffers

1929
Agent: Eugenia Tillman McKenzie
Nora Lee Antrim
Mary Armstrong Allen
Evelyn T. Ballard
Milo Bates Crawford
Mary Bean Eppes
Marie Remiss Hoar
Ellen Blake
Mallie Bomar Johnson
Dorothy Bortz Davis
Emily Braswell Perry
Anne Brent Winn
Belle Brockenbrough Hutchins
Mildred Bronaugli Taylor
Sue Brooke
Janet Bruce Bailey
Elizabeth Bryan Stockton
Lucille Burks Hopkin
Mildred Bushey Scherr
Sara Callison Jamison
Virginia Cajiipbill Clinch
Virginia Chaffee Gwynn
Louise Chapman Plamp
Kate Tappen Coe
Jean Crowe Hutcheson
Louise Dailey Sturbahn
Eleanur Duvall Spruill
Ruth Ferguson Smythe
Em'lle (j tse Martin
Mary dochyiaiter Dalton
Lisa Guigon Shinberger
Cary Harman Biggs
Fi-ancFS Hodges f,<in'iunds
Adaline Hoffman Allen
Amelia Hotlis Scott
Eugenia Hoirard Jones
Claire Hoyt Gaver
Beulah Irv ng Vaughn
D )rnthy Jol ffe Urner
Martha D. Jones
Josephine Kluttz Ruffin
Margaret Knredler Fellows
Elizabeth Lankford Miles

100%
fi7%

Barbara Lewis Howard
Elizabeth Lewis Reed
Mildred Lewis Adkins
Louise Lutz
Charlotte Marks Schade
Mary Marshall Franklin
Martha Maupin Stewart
Polly McDiarmid Serodino
Sarah McKee Stanger
Katherine Miles Armstrong
Margaret Moncure Johnson
Isabelle North Goodwin
Ella Phillips Slate
Gertrude Prior
Frances Redford
Adelaide Richardson Hanger
Helen Schaumleffel Ferree
Mary SheUon Clark
Josephine Tatman Mason
Con Thompson Ball
EugenieTorian
Tillman
McKenzie
Anna
Owens
Sue Tucker Yates
Esther Tyler Campbell
Elizabeth Valentine Goodwyn
Helen Weitzman Bailey
Jane Wilkinson Banyard
Huldah Williams Lambert
Julia Wilson
Amelia Woodivard Davier

1930
Agent: Carolyn Murtindale Blouin
Josephine
Abemethy
Serena Ailea
Henry Turrentine
Teresa Atkinson Greenfield
Jette Baker Davidson
Julia Barksdale Bailey
Katryne Blake Moore
Elizabeth Boone Willis
Marion Bromjield Verner
Kather.ne Brown Chinn
Eleanor Brncr McReynolds
Mary Burks Saltz
Jane Callison Smith
Elizabeth Carnes
Margaret Carpenter Terry
Deima Chatnhrrs Glazier
Charlotte Cohs Friedmann
Elizabeth Copcland Norfleet
Merry Curtis Loving
Mary Daih/ Dawson
Suzanne Doyle Dittman
Sophia Dunlap Hunter
19
Eval.ne Edmands Thoma
Lucy
Fanny F^shhn^ne
Ford LibbyDavis
Claire (Heseeke Wingo
Elizabeth Gorsline
Kathryn Graham Seiter
Gratia Geer Howe
Frances Harrison McGiffert
Ruth Hasson Smith

Eleanor Hcndcrsott Merry
Ruth Hcndrix Causey
Mary Huntington Harrison
Evelyn Jackson Blackstock
Mercer Javkson Wellford
Emilie Jasinrson Bayha
Alice Jones Taylor
Mary Ladd Klinkmann
Martha Lambeth Kilg:ore
Mary Lawrence Sessions
Virginia LeHardy Bell
Virginia Leigh Witsell
Anne Lewis MacCHntock
Florence Lodge McCall
Boyce Lokey Martin
Mary Lyon Stedman
Eleanor Marshall Tucker
Elizabeth Marston Creech
Carolyn Martindale Blouin
Elizabeth McCrady Bardwell
Lucy Miller Baber
Mary Moss Powell
Merritt Miir])hcy Green
Louise Nelson Redd
Margaret New Polikoff
Meredith Oakford Johnson
Gwendolyn Olcott Writer
Elisabeth Orr
Lindsay Prentis Woodroofe
Wilbelmina Rankin Teter
Sally Reahard
Josephine Reid Stubbs
Emma Riely Lemaire
Norvell Royer Orgain
Laura Sage Horner
Mary Sanford Patten
Elizabeth Saunders Ramsay
Jean Saunders
Lucy Shirley Otis
Elizabeth Smith Reaves
Helen Smith Miller
Winogene Springer Yost
Agnes Sproul Bush
Elizabeth Stex^enson Tate
Mildred Stone Green
Marjorie Sturges Moose
Cynthia Tanner Youens
Phryne Tanner McKennan
Jean Taylor Bodkin
Elizabeth Thomason Griffin
Lisle Turner
Adelaide Wamplcr Kundahl
Evelyn Ware Saunders
Eunice Watters Coolbaugh
Gladys Wester Horton
Elizabeth Williams Gilmore
Harriett Williams Hershberger
Amelia Wilson Corley
Georgie Wilson Mockridge
Lillian Wood Waller
Mary Woodworth Wilkin

1931
Agent:

Peronne

Whittaker

Violet Andersen Groll
Dorothy Ayres Holt
Katharine Beury McFall
Jane Bikle Lane
Dorothy Boyle Charles
Martha von Briesen
Isabelle Bush Thomasson
Janet Carr Greer
Elizabeth Clark
Agnes Cleveland Sandifer
Nancy Coe
Jean Cole Anderson
Virginia Cooke Rea
Jean Countryman Presba
Naomi Doty Stead
Margaret Fry Williams
Ruth Graham Bartholdi
Caroline Heath Tunstall
Mary H rndcrson Averill
Gillette Hilton Pritchard
Nancy Hunter
Margaret Hurd Burbank
Matilda Jones Shillington
Mary Kelso Littell
Charlotte Kent Pinckney
Virginia Keyser
Gertrude Lewis Magavern
Elizabeth MacRae Goddard
Martha McBroom Shipman
Jane Muhlbcrg Halverstadt
Evelyn Mullen
Frances O'Brian Hettrick
Mary Pearsall Smith
Jean Florhn Wernentin
Virginia Quintard Bond
Natalie Roberts Foster
Phoebe Rowe Peters
Ruth Schott Benner

20

Scott

Helen Sim Mellen
Isabel Solomon LevkoIT
Mary Sirift Calhoun
Virginia Tabb Moore
Martha TiUery Thomas
Katherine Taylor Adams
Marjorie
M'ebb Maryanov
Peronne Whittaker
Scott
Ella Williams Fauber
Pauline Woodward Hill
Nancy Worthington

1932
Agent: Mary Pancake Mandeville
Virginia Bellamy Ruffin
Margaret Bennett Cullum
Sue Burnett Davis
EHzabeth Clary Treadwell
Alice Dabney Parker
Elizabeth Doughtie Bethea
Virginia Finch Waller
Jessie Fisher Gordon
Eleanor Franke Crawford
Susanne Gay Linville
Mildred Gibbons
Anna Gilbert Davy
Emma Green Kennon
Stuart Groner Moreno
Lenore Hancel Sturdy
Sarah Harrison Merrill
Jane Hays Bowler
Mildred Hodges Ferry
Martha Johnson Nobbe
Irene Kellogg
Ruth Kerr Fortune
Emma Knowlton Lytle
Marion Malm Fowler
Virginia McGehee Ross
Charlotte Magoffin
Susan Marshall Timberlake
Eleanor Mattingly Littlepage
Emily Maxwell Littlepage
Marjorie Miller Close
Letha Morris Wood
Barbara Munter Purdue
Virginia Nalle Page
Mai-y Pancake Mandeville
Marcia Patterson
Sarah Phillips Crenshaw
Helen Pratt Graff
Ruth Remon Wenzel
Frances Sencindiver Stewart
Theda Sherman Newlin
Dorothy Smith Berkeley
Virginia Squibb Flynn
Hazel Stamps Collins
Beatrice Stone DeVore
Ruth Thompson Lathrop
Elizabeth Ubcr Eby
Hildegarde Voelckcr Hardy
Marjorie Ward Cross
Elizabeth West Morton
Alice Weynwuth McCord
Lillian Wilki7tson Bryson
Eleanor Wright Conway

1933
Agent: Geraldine Mallory
Virginia Alford Johnston
Lillian Allison Redman
Margaret Austin Johnson
Rose Bear Burks
Susalee Belser Norris
Dorothy Brett Prentiss
Virginia Brewer Cobey
Anne Brooke
Mary Buick
Marjorie Burford Crenshaw
Mary demons Porzelius
Doris Crane Loveland
Jessie Coburn Laukhuff
Jane Culbertson Peeples
Blanche Daxues Barloon
Marietta Derby Garst
Elizabeth Dawson Birch
Elena Doty Angus
Annette Enderly Birgel
Katharine Gochnauer Slater
Sue Graves Stubbs
Elizabeth Gray
Margery Gubelman Hastert
Julia Harris Toomey
Mabel Hickmatt Flaitz
Emma Hills Boyd
Sarah Houston Baker
Nancy Howard Randolph
Katbrina Howzc Maclellan
Margaret Imbrie

Mary Imbrie
Ella Jesse Latham
Susan Johnson Simpson
Lena Jones Craig
Marjorie Jones Garlick
Margaret Lanier Woodrum
Katherine LcBland Farquhar
Gerry Mallory
Helen Martin
Jane Martin Person
Anne Marvin
EHzabeth Moore
Marjorie Morse Emling
Lucy Moulthrop Alexander
Mary Murdoch
Martin
Cornelia Murray Weller
Frances Neville Newberry
Mary Neville Sieman
Katherine Oglesby Mixson
Mary Patton Bromfield
Frances PhiUips LaMotte
Carolyn Pierce May
Frances Powell Zoppa
Mary Roberts Waynick
Josephine Rucker Powell
Jeanette Shambaugh Stein
Abigail Shepard Bean
Gotten Skinner Shepherd
Mary Spalding Osterman
Betty Taylor Antrim
Jean Van Home Baber
Leila Van Leer Schwaab
Virginia Vesey Woodward
Langhorne Watts Austen
Margaret Wayland Taylor
Hetty Wells Finn
Carolyn Wilson Hunt
Louise Woodward Hurtt
Glen Worthington Johnson

1934
Agent: Betty Suttle Briscoe
Eleanor Alcott Bromley
Dorothy Andrews Kramer
Susan Arbenz Hazlett
Anne Armstrong Allen
Ruberta Bailey Hesseltine
Helen Bean Emery
Cecilia Birdsey Fuessle
Elizabeth Bond Wood
Connie Burwell White
Nancy Butzner Leavell
Betty Carter Clark
Helen Closson Hendricks
Elvira Cochrane McMillan
Eleanor Cooke Esterly
Anne Corbitt Little
Anabel Courtney Trimble
Marion Cox Luck
Julia Daugherty Musser
Frances Darden Musick
Amy Davies
Abigail Donahue Jensen
Lou Dreyer Bradley
Emilie Emory Leary
Elizabeth Eskridge Ambler
Joanna Fink Meeks
Jane Forder Stribling
Virginia Fosler Gruen
Rosemary Frey Rogers
Deborah Gale Bryer
Fariss Gambrill Lynn
Uarda Garrett Sample
Lydia Goodwyn Ferrell
Louise Greenwood Lippitt
Marion Gwaltney Hall
Edith Hagen Benson
Frances HaUett Denton
Thelma Hanifen Fried
Helen Hanson Bamford
Nancy Hotchkiss Boschen
Elizabeth Howe Dunker
Dorothy Hutchinson Howe
Marjorie Lasar Hurd
Charlotte Lee Lauck
Martha Letnmon Stohlman
Marie LePine
Bearing Lewis
Margaret Linvbaugh Davis
Jean Lydrcker Roberts
Emily Marsh Nichols
Elizabeth Mayfield Chapman
Bonny McDoiuild Hatch
Katherine Means Neely
Mary Moore Rowe
Jane Morrison Moore
Marcia Morrison Curtis
Mary Moses Lindsey
Louise Moyer Lowry
Priscilla Mullen Gowen
Ruth Myers Pleasants
Mary Nelson Becker

Margaret Newton
Cordelia Penn Cannon
Elizabeth Philips Hastings
Dorothy Prince Oldfield
Mary Pringle
Louise Rogers Frank
Margaret Ross Ellice
Mary Sadler
Ryan Strother
Julia
de Coligny
Elizabeth Schcuer Maxwell
Cleo Scott Allen
Alice Shirley Moore
Julia Shirley Patterson
Marjorie Smith Zengel
Mary
Spalding Hulvey
Osterman
Jean Sprague
Marguerite Stephens Sheridan
Tinka Strauss Solmssen
Rebekah Strode Lee
Elizabeth Suttle Briscoe
Dorothy Turno Gardner
Katherine Williams McCollum
Bonnie Wood Stookey
Anna Yoitng Adams

1935
Agent: Mary Saul Hunt
Frances Adams Simonds
Isabel Aiidcrson Comer
Jane Anderson Smith
Anne Baker Gerhart
Dorothy Barnum Venter
Barbara Benzinger Lindsley
Laura Bobbitt Shuffle
Catherine Brandt Bryant
Elizabeth Broun Trout
Emily Brown Carnan
Marie Brumby Fowler
Jane Bryant Hurlbert
Allyn Capron Heintz
Helen Carruthcrs Hackwell
Jacqueline Chappelle Everett
Elizabeth Courtney Case
Florence Crane Goodfellow
Geneva Grossman Stevens
Katherine Culp Francis
Virginia Cunningham Brookes
Margharita Curtze Vicary
Jessie Davis Hall
Lavalette Dillon Wintzer
Mary Dunglinson Day
Marguerite Duval McGinnis
Hester England
Gretchen Geib Troup
Ruth Gill Wickens
Ruth GiUiland Kistler
Martha Gipe Smith
Margaret Glover Paddock
Virginia Gott Gilbert
Harriet Haddock Dudley
Juliet Halliburton Burnett
Cynthia Harbison Heye
Beverley Hill Furniss
Lucy Hobiitzell
Nancy Horton
Suzanne Howe
Rebekah Huber
Janet Imbrie Frey
Helen Jackson Hagan
Elizabeth Johnston Clute
Blandina Jones Skilton
Doris Kendall Richards
Elizabeth Klinedlnst McGavran
Hester Kraemer Avery
Grace Langeler Irvine
Alice Laubach
Jane Lawder
Alice MeCloskey Schlendorf
Lee MacPheraon Virgin
Mary Marks
Rebecca Marriner
Evelyn Martin Williams
Loaine McLaughlin Snyder
Frances Morrison Ruddell
Elizabeth Myers Harding
Martha N eunschwander Founds
Charlotte Olmstcad Gill
Julia Peterkin
Ellen Pratt McGowin
Sarah Rick Putnam
Margaret Rose Turnbull
Mary Saul Hunt
Helen Schneider
Barbara Sfielman Schutz
Isabel Scriba
Frances Si}ilUr Merrill
Susanne Strassb^trger Anderson
Jacquelyn Strickland Dwelle
Natalae Strickland Waters
Harriet Taylor Leo
Ann Temple Benton
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Mary Templeton
Lida Voigt Young
Marion Walker Alcaro
Mary Whipple Clark
Maud Winbome Leigh
Helen Wolcott
Rebecca Young Frazer
Dorothy Zartman Zaengloin

1936
Agc7tt: Margaret Campbell Usher
Frances Baker Owen
Elise liou'fti Mulhns
Emily Bowin Muller
Nancy BraawcU HoldernesB
Gloriana Hitrnll Walker
Lillian Cabell Gay
Mary Camp Smith
Margaret Campbell Usher
Myra Carr Baldwin
Betty Cocke Winfree
Lucille Cox
Nancy Ifirks Blanton
Kathleen Donahue McCormack
Corinne Fentress Gray
Kalhryn Fcrnon Barrett
Elizabeth Fcaaer Macleay
Eleanor Francisco Hood
Chloe Fricrson Fort
Caroline Fumiea Wolfe
Ruth Giltinm Viar
Frances Gregory
Margaret Gregory Cukor
Capel Grimea Gerlach
Mary Heaaon Pettyjohn
Mona Hewea Holby
Sarah High Gregg
Orissa Holden Perry
Margaret Huxley Dick
George-Ann Jackaon Slocum
Margaret Lloyd Bush
Dorothea McClure Mountain
Alma Martin Rotnem
Catherine Mitchell Ravenscroft
Jacqueline Moore Hoofnagle
Jane Moore Johnson
Elizabeth Morton Forsyth
Katherine Niks Parker
Esther O'Brian Robinson
Nancy Parsons Jones
Logan Phinizy Johns
Phoebe Fierson Dunn
Elizabeth Finkerton Scott
Marquart Powell Doty
Mary Rich Wiles
Margaret Robcrtaon Densmore
Ruth Robinson Madison
Virginia Rutty Anstice
Jane Shelton Williams
Mary Stokca Fulton
Aline Stump Fisher
Willietta Thompson Scofield
Anne Thomsoii Smith
Mary Troy
Lydia Warner McKinney
Martha Williama Tim
Marjorie Wing Todd
Carrie Young Gilchrist

1937
Agent: Natalie Hopkins Griggs
Henrietta .4r(/iwr Skinner
Janet Bogue Trimble
Elizabeth lioyce Emmons
Margaret Bradley Forsyth
Mary Carney Turner
Nina Cauthorn Jarvis
Jacquelin Cochran Nicholson
Jane Collins Corwin
Margaret Cormvel] Schmidt
Agnes Crawford Bates
Rebecca Douglaaa Mapp
Elizabeth Ball Fensom
Mary Helen Frucaujj Klein
Molly Gruber Stoddart
Rosalie Hall Cramer
Virginia Hardin
Natalie Hopkins Griggs
Barbara Jarvis
Frances Johnaon Finley
Frances Kemp Pettyjohn
Barbara Kirch Booth
Lillian Lambert Pennington
Anne Lauman Bussey
Elizabeth Lcc McPhail
Margaret MacRac Jackson
Susan Mattheirs Powell
Margaret Mcrritt Haskell
Barbara Munn Green

Fall 1958

Nancy NaUe Lea
Kitty O'Brien Joyner
Dorothy Price Roberts
Dorothy Prout Gorsuch
Helen Rae Wainwright
Lollie Redftrn Ferguson
Jessie Rose Harvin
Ruth Rundle Charters
Margaret Sandidgc Mason
Katherine Shaffer Hardy
Elizabeth Sicard Sita
Ellen Snodgrass Park
Dorothy Stewart
Elizabeth Thomas Wells
Marie Walker Gregory
Elinor Ward Francis
May Weston Thompson
Helen Williamaon Dumont
Eleanor Wright Beane

1938
Agent: Dorothy Gipc Clement
Gertrude Alexanderson Young
Helen Allen Stupp
Dee Armfield Cannon
Frances Bailey Brooke
Louise Bailey McDermott
Jane Bemis Wills
Ethlyn Biedenharn Swayze
EHzabeth Bowley Phillips
Gene Brock Hawley
Marion Brown Zaiser
Florence Caven Crosnoe
Mary Cobb Hulse
Kitty Corhett Powell
Frances Cordea Hoffman
Betty Dail Wilson
Harriet Daniel Herd
Barbara Dcrr Chenoweth
Denise du Pont Zapffe
Virginia Eady Williams
Dot Evans Haveron
Frances Faulkner Mathews
Barbara Fish Schiebel
Janet Forbush Fead
Isabelle Franke DeGraaf
Marion Fuller Kellogg
Bessie Garbec Siegrist
Katharine Gardener Stevenson
Dorothy Gipe Clement
Louisa Grace Prince
Lucy Gregory Marrow
Winifred Hagberg St. Peter
Mary Hamilton Schuck
Claire Handerson Chapin
Josephine Happ Willingham
Helen Hays Crowley
Virginia Heizer Hickenlooper
Helen Hessan Binns
Elizabeth Hopper Turner
Mary Housel Carr
Katherine Hoyt
Cecily Janacn Kendrick
Jane Job Manning
Helen Judd Tooke
Jane Kent Titus
Adele Letcher Harvey
Howell Lykes Colton
Janet Maefarlan Bergmann
Nancy McCandUsh Prichard
Genevieve Marsh Fisher
Marjorie Miller Hein
Betty Moore Stowers
Sigur Moore Whitaker
Vesta Murray Haselden
Helen Nicholson Tate
Anne Old Mercer
Ruth Pfingsier Polster
Dorothy Selbert Smith
Lucile Sergeant Leonard
Jessie Silvers Bennett
Betty Sm/irtt Johnson
Carolyn Stnman Ogilvie
Jane Stevens Scott
Kate Sulzberger Levi
Molly Talrott Dodson
Lucy Taliaferro Nickerson
Marjorie Thaden Davis
Mary Thompaon Fabbrini
Ida Todman Pierce
Sarah Tomlinson Foseue
Maud Tucker Drane
Anne Walker Newton
Margaret
Weinur Shepherd
Janice Wiley Adams
Lillian Williams Grymes
Elinor Wilaon Gammon
Lucy Winston Works
Pauline Womack Swan
Moselle Woraley Fletcher

1939
Agents: Mary Barge Schroder
Sarah Belk Gambrell
Florence Bailey Adams
Margaret Ballard Whitehurst
Patricia Balz Vincent
Mary Barge Schroder
Elizabeth Barnes Bird
Sarah Belk Gambrell
Bettine Bell Wyman
Anne Benedict Swain
Leila Bond Preston
Katherine Bonsatl Strong
Suzette Boutell McLeod
Ethel Bowen Glenn
Lucy Bowers Elebash
Elizabeth Cam}>beU Gawthrop
Virginia Cheatham Newton
Eleanor Claflin Williams
Hylah Coley Kitchel
Henrietta Collier Ayer
Louise Corrigan Jordan
Anna Davies Volwiler
Elsie Day Sutherlin
Narcissa Dillard Overstreet
Eudoxa Dingman Cobb
Charlotte Dunn Blair
Elizabeth Durham Goodhue
Ann Espach Weckler
Anne Flannery
Martha Fowler McNabb
Betty Frazier Rinehart
Martha Fuller Leys
Nancy Gatch Svien
Lucy Gordan Jeffers
Valeria Gott Murphey
Ruth Harman Keiser
Anne Harrison Brown
Ethel Hauber Crowe
Mardie Hodill Smith
Shirley Hoffman Lawrence
Jane Holden Walker
Margaret Hoyt Cogswell
Viola James Wathen
Shirley Jones Woodard
Mary Judd Patton
Cathferine Lawder Stephenson
Yvonne Leggett Dyer
Jane Lewis Kingsbury
Lottie Lewis Woollen
Eleanor Little Morfit
Elizabeth Love
Gracey Luckctt Stoddard
Helen McCreery James
Mary Mackintosh Sherer
Marion Mann Hawkes
Henrietta Minor Hart
Patty Moncure Drewry
Lee Montague Joachim
Jean Moore von Sternberg
Marguerite Myera Glenn
Lillian Neely Willis
Jean Oliver Sartor
Catherine Oriel Osborne
Jane Parker Washburn
Ann Parks
Elizabeth Perkins Prothro
Katherine Richarda DeLancey
Julia Ridgely Peacock
Gertrude Robertson Midlen
Grace Robinson McGuire
Jean Rodenbaugh Soleliac
Augusta Saul Edwards
Julia Saunders Michaux
Jean Scott MacNair
Mary Simpson Bulkley
Florence Sivift Durrance
Janet Thorpe
Phyllis Todd Ellis
Mary Trcadway Downs
Janet Trosch
Elizabeth Vandcrbilt Brown
Eleanor Wallace Price
Mary Welles Pearson
Virginia Wellford Farwell
Bennett Wileox Bartlett
Julia Worthington Lombard

1940
Agent: Mildred Moon Montague
Ann Adamaon Taylor
Jane Baker Grant
Mary Barnett Hill
Mary Barnhardt Calder
Muriel Barroivs Neall
Rosemary Bjorge Johnson
Jean Blount Blount
Eleanor Bosworth Spitler
Adelaide Bozc Glascock
Blair Bunting Both

Anne Burr McDermott
Maria Burroughs Livingston
Jane Buah Long
Mariana Bush King
Clara Call Frazier
Dorothy
Campbell
O'Connor
Joy Carter
Carrington
Alice Gass Dornberger
Ann Cauthorn
Cornelia Chalkley Kittler
Anne Conant Weaver
Elizabeth Conover
Anne Cooke Gilliam
Helen Cornwcll Jones
Margaret Currle Fleming
Ann Dawson Highsmith
Laura Dickie Neil
Margaret Dowell Cochran
Katherine Estes Johnston
Lois Fernley McNeil
Betty Frantz Roberts
Jane Furniss Simpson
Emory Gill Williams
Elizabeth Coeklcy McLellan
Barbara Godfrey
Ruth Goodwin Duke
Jane Goolriek Murrell
Mary Gregg Elliott
Jeanne Harris
Nancy Haakina Elliot
Georgia Herbert Hart
Alverta Hill Thompson
Katharine Hill Apperson
Kather.ne Hodge Suaper
Jane Hopkina Hanes
Elizabeth Ivins Haskins
Mary Johnston Bedell
Coralie Kahn Ferro
Margaret Katterjohn McCollom
Lida Kepner Short
Carrington Lancaster Pasco
Kathryn Lubs Furber
Cecilia MacKinnon Ballard
Clara MacRae Causey
Sarah Mayo Sohn
Ruth Mealand Schwartz
Betty Mencfee Ahrens
Elizabeth Mercer Hammond
Florence Merrill Pilkinton
Mary Miller Naquin
Mildred Mitchell GilKs
Sari Mitchell Clingerman
Mildred Moon Montague
Frances Moses Bransford
Shirley Nalley Irving
Clara Neel Mahoney
Cynthia Soland Young
Helen Patton Wright
Marion Phinizy Jones
Polly Poe Richmond
Hortense Powell Cooper
Louise Pugh Worthing
Martha Rector McGee
Margaret Robinson Lewis
Margaret Royall Davis
Janet Runkle Wells
Clara Sassccr Chandler
Helen Schmid Hardy
Jacqueline Sexton Daley
Arline Simmen MacArthur
Barbara Smith Whitlock
Martha Smith McGowan
Reba Smith Gromel
Eleanor Siiow Lea
Agnes Spencer Burke
Ramona Spttrlock Fite
Mary Steiyt Kautz
Hazel Stcrritt Allen
Marjorie Stock Clemens
Helen Taylor
Josephine Taylor Carlson
Beth Thomas Mason
Nida Tomlin Watts
Jean Tyree Willman
Margaret Vallance
Irene Vongehr Vincent
Kathleen Ward Allen
Anne Waring Lane
Evelyn Williams Turnbull
Margaret Woods Gillette
Helen Woodward Thomas

1941
Agent: Evelyn Cantey Marion
Doris Albray Bardusch
Margaret Anderton Dortch
Allen Bagby Macneil
Frances Baldivin Wbitaker
Anne
Lillian Borough
BrecdloveO'Connor
White
Martha Brooks Miller
Elizabeth Brown-Scrman MacRae
Evelyn Cantey Marion
21

onc O'Donnell
Cardam
Angela Carmin
e Thompson
Helen
Wilms Cavett Bird
Barbara Clark Dickey
Margaret CraigliiU Price
Carolyn Custer
Marion Dailiu Avery
Eleanor Damgard Firth
Charlotte Davtnport Tuttle
Joan OcVorc Roth
Shirley Devinc Clemens
Anne Ihicty Guerm
Mary Douceti Neill
Louise Puff Maverick
Patricia Eaglestield Kirchhoffer
Katherine Estes
Lillian Fowlkcs Taylor
Marie Gaffney Barry
Margaret Gilchrist Livingston
Decca Gilmer Frackelton
Ethel Uiiriuy Betz
Helen Git'inn Wallace
Helen Ham Iton Lewis
Ruth Hemphill DcBuys
Mary Hill Rex
Julia Hocbcr Condit
Barbara Holman Whitcomb
EUa Humphrey Thiriot
Martha higles Schrader
Ethel James Milburn
Louise Kirk Headley
Elizabeth Lancaster Washburn
Louise Lembeck Reydel
Helen Littleton Hauslein
Lucy Lloyd
Jane Lovelartd Byerts
Anita Loving Lewis
Gertrude Marill Stanchfield
Alpine Martin Patterson
Betty McNarticy Will.ams
Alice Meeds Flaherty
Joan Myers Cole
Mary Norman Pollock
Lucy I'arton Miller
Ann Pickard McCarry
Edna Schomaker Packard
Mary Scully OIney
Laetitia Scibels Frothingham
Shirley Shaw Daniel
Anne Smith
Mary Somervell Brenza
Marjorie Sooiis Simpson
Patricia Sorenson Ackard
Betsy Tower Bennett
Houston Trivpc Bateson
Edith Vongehr Bridges
Helen Watson Hill
Marion Webb Shaw
Dorothy White Cummings
Marianne White Southgate
Mary White Miller
Frances Wilson Dowdey
Margaret Wilson Dickey
Mimi Worthington Foster
Wilma Zeisler Lee

1942
Agents: Nancy Davis Reynolds
Ruth Henshij Camblos
Cyntbia Abbott Botsford
Florence Baglcy Witt
Anne Barrett George
Virginia Beasley Holzer
Mary Bennett Dorrance
Jessamine Boyce Bowles
Frances Boynto^i Drake
Edith Brainerd Walter
Grace Bugg Muller-Thym
Eugenia Burnett Affel
Jeanne Buzby Runkle
Lucy Call Dabney
Lucy Case Wendelken
Folly Chilton Phillips
Frances Claiborne Guy
Sudie Clark Hanger
Catherine Coleman
Margaret Cunningham Allen
Janana Darby Cranfield
Nancy Davis Reynolds
Catharine Diggs Orr
Barbara Engh Croft
Eloise English Davies
Florence Gillem Pressly
Betsy Gilmer Tremain
Nancy Goldbartk Glaser
Harriette Gordon Lowman
Laura Graves Howell
Diana Greene Helfrich
Julia Groves Martin
Jean Hamer
Betty Hanger Jones
Louise Hannoch Gersten
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Shirley Haustman Nordhem
Ann Hauslein Potterfield
Ruth Hcuslcy Camblos
Janet Houstoun Davis
Ruth Jacquot Tempest
Alice King Harrison
Grace Lanier Brewer
Mary Lewis Lewis
Penelope Lewis
Virginia McGuire Brent
Dorothy Malone Yates
Frances Meek Young
Irene Mitchell Moore
Ann Morrison Reams
Marion Mundy Young
Dorothy Myers Morehead
Joanne Oberkireh Willis
Doris Ogden Mount
Polly Peyton Turner
Mary Ruth I'icrson Fischer
Margaret Preston Newton
Eleanor Ringer Linn
Barbara Ripley Furniss
Glor.a Sanderson Sartor
Helen Sanford
Sally SehoU van Allen
Phyllis Shernian Barnes
Diana Stout Alien
Alice Sweney Weed
Edna Syslca Peltier
Jane Taylor Lowell
Mary Thorn /ison Beach
Margaret Troutmein Harbin
Sally Walke Rogers
Mary Wheat Crowell
Alice Widiayns Mighell
Daphne Withington Adams
Deborah Wood Davis
Douglas Woods Sprunt

1943
Agent: Lucy Kiker Jones
Sarah Adams Bush
Margaret Baker Kahin
Brooks Barnes
Nancy Bean White
Betty Blaekmer Childs
Barbara Bolles Miller
Barbara Briggs Quinn
Sara Bryan Allen
Dorothy Cambell Scribner
Elizabeth Campbell Shearer
Mary Carter Richardson
Delores Cheatham James
Mary Christian Mulligan
Elizabeth Corddry Jones
Jeanne Claybrook Collier
Elizabeth Dichmnn Smith
Katherine Dear Jones
Deborah Douglas Adams
Clare Eager Matthai
Eloise ElliS Simons
Roselle Faulconer Scales
Mary Ferguson Sanders
Janice Fitzgerald Wellons
Annabelie Forsch
Dorothy Friday
Charlotte Garber Rudulph
Frances Gregg Petersmeyer
Muriel Grymes
Camille Guyton Guething
Jane Hardy Harr,s
Rozelia Hazard Potter
Pauline Hudson Brown
Marguerite Hume
Ann Jacobs Pakradooni
Elsie Jackson Kelly
Esther Jett Holland
Chesley Johnson Dale
Primrose Johnston Craven
Prentiss Jones Hale
Valerie Jones Materne
Bonilee Key Garrett
Lucy Kiker Jones
Betty Kinnc Hillyer
Karen Kniskern White
Mary Lampion Middleton
Betty Launder Butin
Mary Law Taylor
Fay Martin Chandler
Fayette McDoivell Willett
Anne McJunkin Briber
Barbara McNeill Blessing
Caroline Miller McClintock
Anne Mitchell Albyn
Lou Moore Nelson
Karen Morris Sibley
Anne Noyea Awtrey
Letitia Ord Elliott
Merriam Packard Hubbard
Nancy Pingree Drake
Braxton Preston

Harriet Pullen Phillips
Patricia Roblneau McCulloch
Peggy Roudin Foster
Mary RxUh Foster
Elizabeth Sehmeisser Nelson
Elizabeth Shepherd Scott
Marjorie Shugart Dennehy
Effie Siegling Bowers
Frances Simmons McConnell
Byrd Smith Hunter
Dorothy Stauber Anderson
Harriet Swcnson Munschauer
Margaret Swindell Dickerman
Carol Tanner Cover
Marjorie Trosch
Fredda Turner Durham
Anne Tweedy Ardery
Mary Wheeler Hilliard
Virginia WoodruiS
White Angst
Louise
Gloria Zick Sigars

1944
Agent: Emily Wilkins Mason
Muriel Ahrash Salzberg
Dorothy Beuttell Smith
Norma Bradley Arnold
Marguerite Brendlinger Robinson
Mildred Brenizcr Lucas
Helen Cantey Woodbridge
Anna Christian Handte
Lucile Christmas Brewster
Barbara Clark Utley
Martha Clarke Peach
Helen Crump Cutler
Dorothy Denny Sutton
Dorothy DeVore PlatL
Barbara Duncombe Lang
Ellen Duval Miller
Margaret Eggers Perry
Anita Elmes Hendne
Mimi Etheridgc Wood
Martha Falk Vallery
Betty Farinholt Cockrill
Hazel Fellner Tuttle
Lillian Francis Morrow
Joan Gipe Lewis
Eleanor Goodspecd Abbott
Margaret Gordon Seller
Virginia Gowen Brown
Helen Gravatt Watt
Virginia Griffith Morton
Betty Ha vert y SmAh
Sloan Hawkins Ward
Alice Hepburn Pukston
Leslie
FrancesHerrick
Hester Danfoi'd
Dornette
Martha Hoffman McCoy
Sally Hollerith Nietsch
Sydney Holmes Bales
Anne Hynson Rump
Alice Johnson Fessenden
Louise Konsberg Noll
Persis Ladd Herold
Alice Lancaster Buck
Mildred Littleford Camm
Paulett Long Taggart
Frances Longino Schroder
Lucy Love Elmer
Florence Loveland Swanbeck
Hannah Malloy Perkins
Ann Moore Remington
Carlisle Morriasett Branch
Mary Newell Baird
Virginia Noyes Pillsbury
Ruth O'Kcefe Kennedy
Gene Patton MacMannis
Frances
Elizabeth Pettit
PierceO'Halloran
Oliver
Jane Rice McPherson
Frances Riekardi:t Bowden
Margaret Ridgchj Keith
Marion Saunders Montgomery
Marion Shanley Jacobs
Sally Skiitner Behnke
Dorothy Slagle Fullerton
Louise Smith Norton
Janet Staittcs Munt
Patricia Stickney
Adeline Taylor Nunez
Phyllis Tenney Dowd
Catherine Tift Porter
Elizabeth Vaughan Bishop
Mary Walker Van de Water
Cecile Waterman Essrig
Virginia Watta Fournier
Patricia Whitaker Waters
Ernestine White Murray
Marjorie WiUetta Maiden
Elizabeth Williama Meyer
Ruth Willis Leaman
Emily Wilkins Mason
Marjorie Woods Williamson

1945
Agent: Julia MUla Jacobsen
Kathryn
Agee Cheatham
Atkins
Leila
Barnes
Audrey Betts
Frances lirantUy Goodwin
Doreen Bruggcr Wetzig
Leila Burnett Felker
Mildred Carothers Healy
Wyline Chapman Sayler
Anna Chidester Hey wood
Betty Cocke Wright
Carol Cox MacKinnon
Esther Cunningham Shay
Helen Davia Wohlers
Evelyn Dillard Grones
Huldah Edena Jackson
Alice Edwards Davenport
Margot Enright Aghnides
Eugenia Etheridgc Falk
Isabel Gaylord Thompson
Alice Gearhart Stinson
Ann Gladney Gibson
Edith Gill Breakell
Ellen Gilliam Perry
Betty Gray Gray
Ellen Gray Wilson
Mary Haakins King
Elizabeth Healy Cutler
Mia Herht Morgan
Elisabeth Hicks Pollak
Hilda Huele Voigt
Martha Holton Glesser
Margaret Jones Wyllie
Elizabeth Joseph Boykin
Marjorie Koonce McGregor
Mary Kritser Miller
Antoinette Le Bris Maynard
Jane Lesh Spurr
Ruth Longmire Wagner
Frances Matton Williams
Jane McJunkin Huffman
Ann McLean Loomis
Julia Mills Jacobsen
Jean Moores McCullough
Joanne Morgan Hartman
Rosemary Newby Mullen
Virginia Osborn McNabb
Caroline Parrish Seager
Catherine Price Bass
Ann Rickey Oliver
Jean Ridler Fahrenbach
Dale Sayler Morgan
Mary
Symes
Anderson
Mary
Traugott
Lile Tucker
Bell Brown
Beverly Turner McDonald
Anne Walker Somerville
Anne Warreii Robinson
Harriet Willcox Gearhart
Christina Wright Porter

1946
Agent: Caroline Rudulph Sellers
Rosemary Ashby Dashiell
Betty Bass Norris
Betsy Bowman Townsend
Katherine Brooks Augustine
Flora Cameron Kampmann
Dorothy Caldwell Crowell
Jean Carter Telford
Marjorie Christian Schley
Elinor Clement Littleton
Dorothy Corcoran Hartzer
Beatrice Dingweli Loos
Nancy Dowd Burton
Ruth Drubych Zimmerman
Alice Eubank Burke
Mary Evans Landrum
Phyllis
CrutcherExall
FieldGalbraith
Harrison
Margaret Fish Rockwood
Elizabeth Fruit Metzenthin
Noma Greene Satterfield
Elizabeth Gurley Hewson
Marilyn Hannah Crocker
Anne Hill Edwards
Mary Holland Hardin
Mary Holton
Barbara Hood Sprunt
Ruth Houston Jarvis
Julia Jcrman Neal
Elaine Johtison Edwards
Adeline Jones Voorhees
Ariana Jones Wittke
Lucy Jones Bendall
Shields
Jennie Jones
KeelingHarris
Alice Kennedy Neel
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Mary KtJit Page
Herlha Lcc Battey
Jean Loi'f Albert
Patricia Luke Bryden
Mary A/«(/ Hoti Henderson
Kulh A/(irr Kurz
Sarah McDuffif Hardaway
Leila McLaughlin Thompson
Helen MutcIuaoh Lane
Gloria i^adlir Knight
Clara Nicol Moore
Hallie Sixon Powell
Anne Owvna Mueller
Jeanne Parhtim Coors
Jean Pollard Kline
Beverley Randolph Knight
Jane Hichurdsan
Vieth
Ellen liohhins Red
Caroline Hudulph Sellers
Nancy Sandcra Starr
Margaret Sibltf/ Lewis
Catherine Smart Grier
Charlotte Sprunt Murchison
Barbara St^rn Piermont
Jessie Strickland Elcock
Eden Taylor Persons
Kllen Thackray Wilson
Josephine Tliomaa Collins
Ltgare IhotnpHon Robertson
Martha Tittcrington Reid
Margaret Todd Fanning
Mary VandivtJitt r Saunders
Mary Vinton Fleming
Nancy
Ward
Barbara W'aitc
Warner
Wistar IVatta King
Lillian W'tnt Parrott
Lou se M'tlhaurnc Collier
Virginia Wynn
Edwina Young Call

1947
Agtnt: Meredith Slanc Finch
Nancy Alexander Blaney
Janet Amilon Wagner
Martha Apple Dow
Virginia hiarba Parker
Cynthia BemJss Stuart
Eleanor Boaworth Shannon
Anne Br-nson Nelson
Martha Budd Shelnutt
Judith Burnett Halsey
Blair Burjvell May
Elizabeth Caldwell
Ann Colston Leonard
Eunice Coe
Eleanor Crumrine Stewart
Elaine Davia Blackford
Jane-Arthur Etlttndge Hamlin
Jean Ferrier Ramsay
Catharine Fitzgerald Booker
Suzanne Fitzgerald Van Home
Frances Gardner Curtis
Barbara Golden Pound
Bettie Golden Tyler
Shirley Gunter Ratliff
Nan Hart Stone
Mary Hudgina Rice
Ann Jackson Ragland
Alice Joseph Davis
Elizabeth Knapp Herbert
Mary Land Cleveland
Anne Lilc Bowden
Ann Marshall Whitley
Joan McCoy Edmonds
Mary McGuire Gilliam
Sara McMullcn Lindsey
Suzette Morton Sorenson
Margaret M unnerlyn Haverty
Katherine Munter Derr
Jean Old
Dale I'iUow Kirkman
Margaret Redfern
Elizabeth Ripley Davey
Margaret Robertson Christian
Saravette Royster Trotter
Emily Schubrr Carr
Virginia Shackelford Poindexter
Meredith SInne Finch
Martha Smith Smith
Maria Tucker Bowerfind
Frances Ulmer Conley
Susan Van Clcve Riehl
Trudy Vara Harris
Virginia Walker Christian
Elizabeth Weil Fisher
Isabel Zulick Rhoads

1948
Agent: Elizabeth Beltz Rowe
Margaret Addington Twohy
Mary Armstrong Berryman

Fall 1958

Beatrice Hacker Simpson
Elizabeth Beltz Rowe
Julia Biakcy Brown
Harriotte Bland Coke
Marion Boxver Harrison
Elizabeth Bramham Lee
Annabell Brock Badrow
Betty Bruton Lyons
Alice Butmun Bellows
Patricia Canalcr Covington
Drusilla Christian
Patricia Daniron Joy
Martha Davis Barnes
Sally
Spencer
Louise Dai'is
DeVore
Towers
Catherine Doolin Dickey
Helen Elliott Sockwell
Lee Estill Coghill
Closey Faulkner Dckey
Ardia Fratus MacBride
Martha Frye Terry
Martha Garrison Anness
Elizabeth Gibson
Eve Godchaux Hirsch
Patricia Gold.n Harrsch
Bla.r Grans Smith
Elizabeth Graves Perkinson
Suzanne Hardy Beaufort
Caroline Haskell Simpson
McCall Henderson
Elizabeth Hooks Richards
Carolyn Irv.ne
Betty Jackson
Ryan
Patricia Jcnney Nielsen
Betty Johnson Ragland
Jane Johnso7i Kent
Diane King Nelson
Tempe Kyaer Adams
Beatrix Leach Cromwell
Betty Lcff't Wingate
Mary Lloyd
Emily Loftis Peters
Mary Luke
Maddin Lupton McCallie
Faith Mattison
Helen McKemic Riddle
Jane Miller Wright
Jeanne Morrell Garlington
Josephine Xcal Coccia
Ann Orr Savage
Martha Owen
Ann i'axson Gail
Sarah Pearre
Judith Perkins Llewellyn
Mary Pierce
Elizabeth I'lunkett Williams
Eleanor Potts Snodgrass
Bess Pratt Wallace
Caroline Rankin Mapother
Jane Ransom Gray
Anne Ricks
Frances Robb
Martha Rowan Hyder
Ann Rowland Tuck
Marguerite Rucker Ellett
Ann Samford Upchurch
Peggy Sheffield Martin
Martha Shmidheiser Rodman
Virginia Skeppstrom Cline
Patricia Smith Nelson
Sally Smith Williams
Nancy Snider Martin
Nancy Steptoc McKinley
Wayne Stokes Goodall
Jane Taylor Ix
Patricia Traugott Rixey
Constance Tunncll Bond
Catherine Vance Johns
Ann \'aughn Kelly
Cornelia Wattley
Elizabeth White Gregory
Virginia Wurzbach Vardy

1949
Agent: Catherine Cox Reynolds
Lisbeth Abrama Penn
Margaret Altschu! Pingitore
Carolyn Aubrey Humphries
Sally Ayrcs Shrover
Margery Babcock Nagel
Julia Baldwin Waxter
Catherine Bamett Brown
Hetty Bean Black
Caroline Beard DeCIerque
Joan Becker Taylor
Elizabeth Blair Gosling
Mary Booth Parker
Dorothy Bottom Gilkey
Elizabeth Brown
Mary Broun Ballard
Patricia Brown
Kathleen Bryan Taylor
Anne Bush Train

Carolyn Canady Evans
Deborah Carroll Ziegler
Caroline Casey McGehee
Lindsay Coon Robinson
Susan Corning Whitla
Catherine Cox Reynolds
Mary
O'NealKean
Emma Crajt
Crawford
Margaret Cromwell Tipper
Patricia Davin Robinson
Elizabeth Dershuck Gay
Ann lioar Jones
Dale Iforan Bragdon
Alice Dulaney Sheridan
Fredda Duncombe Lynch
June Eager Finney
Julia EasUy Mak
Ann Eustis
Anne Fiery Bryan
Marcia Fowler Smiley
Ruth Garrett Preucel
Zola Garrison Ware
Sarah Gay Lanford
Mary Gcer DiRaddo
Mary Gngslnj Mallett
Catharine Hardwick Efird
Katharine Hart Belew
Mane Henderson Bannard
Ann Higg,ns Rappeleye
Margaret Hirshson Austin
Preston Hodges Hill
Ann tiohnLs Bryan
Roselise Holmes Wilkinson
Marilyn Hopkins Bamborough
Nancy Houriet Colton
Jacquelin Jacobs Buttram
Nancy Jones Worcester
June Krebs Liversage
Brantley Lamberd Boiling
Margaret Lawrence Bowers
Sallie Legg DeMartine
Patricia Levi Barnett
Margaret Long Freas
Joan McCarthy Whiteman
Mary McKenney Herrick
Vidmer Megginson Ellis
Sarah Melcher Jarvis
Marie Musgrove Pierce
Virginia
Owciis Mackie
RayPolly
Plummer
Frances Pope Evans
Emily Pruitt Jones
Margaret Quynn Maples
Ellen Ramsay Clark
Elizabeth Ruth Cleaver
Barbara Sloan Pearsali
Mary Stevens Webb
Sarah Strickland Johnson
Jaclyn Tappen Kern
Jean Taylor
Margaret Towers Talman
Alice Trout Hagan
Elizabeth Trueheart Harris
Katharine Veasey Goodwin
Dorothy Wallact Wood
Elizabeth Wcllford Bennett

1950
Agent: Marie Gilliam Park
Marilyn Ackenson Barker
Caroline Batlcy Fritzinger
Ann Bclaer Asher
Mary Berkeley Fergusson
Sally Blanchi Foster
Anne Brenaman Brydges
Neveda Brooks Norfolk
Frindy Burden Gronen
Nancy Carttr Jewell
Frances Cone Kirkpatrick
Margaret Craig Sanders
Mar>' Davis Gettel
Nancy Day McCammond
D.ana Dent
Achsah Easter Henderson
Cynthia Ellis Dunn
Betty Elmore Gilleland
Anne Estill Campbell
Barbara Favill Marshall
Deborah Freeman Cooper
Mary Gamble Booth
Margaret Gee Buttfield
Marie Gilliam Park
Joan Gulick Grant
Patricia Halloran
Anne Hubert Carey
Elizabeth Hunter Davies
Emma Kyle Kimpel
Elsie Landram Lay ton
Sally Lane Johnson
Mary Lanman Brown
Kay Leroy Wing
Fanchon Lewis Jackson

Margaret Lewis Furse
Joan Livingston McFall
Bonnie Loyd Crane
Virginia Luscombe Rogers
Frances Marr Dillard
Wilnelmina Massiy Kearns
Anne McNeer Blanken
Dorothy Montague Cholnoky
Louise Moore
Cora Momingstar Spiller
Jane Munnerlyn Carter
Margaret Murchison Corse
Rita Murray Gee
Nancy Nelson Swiggett
Sydney Ovcrstrcet Meredith
Ann Preston
Betsey Sawyejr Hodges
Lacy Steele
SkinnrrShepherd
Eckardt
Lois
Nancy Storey White
Mary
Stubbs
Elizabeth
ToddBroad
Landen
Carolyn Tynes Cowan
Agnes Veach Brooks
Helen Weintz Scott
Dorothy Wood Letts
Bettye Wright Schneider
Donna Wunderlich McCullougb
Miriam Wyse Linsky

1951
Agent: Ann Mountcastle Gamble
Myrtle Alston Mott
Sally Anderson Blalock
Catharine Arp Waterman
Rosalie Barringer Wornham
Patricia Barton
Barbara Birt Dow
Betty Brawner Bingham
Doris Brody Rosen
Janet Broman Crane
Nancy Brumback Kravand
Nancy Butterworth Palmer
Joan Canaler Marshall
Patricia Carl.n Selvage
Peggy Chisholm Boxley
Rutn Clarkson Costello
Louise Coleman Jones
Elizabeth Cooke McCann
Carla de Creny Levin
Betty Crisier Buchignani
Maigery Davidsan Rucker
Joan Davis Warren
Etta Dick Shurley
Georgia Dreisbach Kegley
Jean Ducrson Bade
Eugenia Ellis Mason
Wingfield Ellis
Mary Eriksen Ertman
Rodes Estill Coleman
Terry Faulkner Phillips
Margaret Fitzsimmons Brice
Ada French McWane
Mary French Halliday
Nedra Greer Stimpson
St. Claire Hayden
Ashby Jenkins Willcox
Janet Johnston Phillips
Joan Kuehnle Kaufman
Barbara Easier Edgerley
Seymour
Rennolds
Constance Laughon
Leisy
Suzanne Locklcy Glad
Patty Lynas Ford
Ruth Magee Peterson
Dorothy Marks Herbruck
Julie Micou
Jean Molyncux Jeffcoat
Jane Moorefield
Joan Matter Anderson
Ann Mountcastle Gamble
Mary Murch son Ohrstrom
Ruth Oddy Meyer
Susan Ostrander Hood
Mary Pease Fleming
Nancy Pesek Rasenberger
Ann Petesch Hazzard
Mary Pierce Clark
Jean Randolph Bruns
Lucy Rcgcster Goode
Ursula Rcimer Van Anda
Diane Richmond Simpson
Ann Sheldon Taylor
Monna Simjison MacLetlan
Anne Sinsheimer
Naomi Sirna Waldstein
Joan St. John Curtner
Martha Stalcy Smith
Mary Street Montague
Susan Taylor
Sue Taylor Lilley
Angie Vaughan Halliday
Joanne Williams Ray
Mona Wilson Beard
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1952
Agent: Martha Legg
Marguerite Anderson Ashford
Sallie Andersoyi Jones
Katherine Babcock Mountcastle
Mary Bailey Izard
Barbara Baker Bird
Suzanne Bassewitz Shapiro
Patricia Beach
Edith M. Bell Burr
Carolyn Black Underwood
Leila Booth Morris
Linda Brackett
Jean Caldwell Marchant
Sally Clay Giddings
Phoebe DvFoe Adams
Grace DeLong Einsel
Ernestine Dreyfus Gravin
Cornelia Dumas Herff
Ruth Edgerton Boyer
Mary Ely Smith
Sally Fishburn Fulton
Mary Ford Gilchrist
Anne Forster Dooley
Cynthia Fowie
Anna Garst
Sally Gearhart
Mary Gesler
Janet Graham
Helen Graves Stahmann
Brigitte Guttstadt
Nancy Hatnel Clark
Keir Henley Donaldson
Holly Hillaa Hammonds
Nancy Hinton Russell
Anne Hoagland Plumb
Susan Hobson McCord
Joanne Holbrook Patton
Eulalie Jenkins Draper
Louise Kelly Pumpelly
Dorothy Keyivorth Lawrence
Mary Kimball Temple
Nancy Laemmel
Evelyn Layie Fozzard
Patricia Layne Winks
Martha Legg
Marjorie Levine Abrams
Carma Lindsay Burton
Patty Lineberger
Eulalie McFall Fenhagen
Edith Marsh Fonda
Mary Mattas
MarshallChristian
O'Neill
Jane
Florence Maupin
Gabrielle Maupin Bielenstein
Clara McDonald Bass
Jane McGarry Ramey
Nancy Messick
Mai-y Miller Carroll
Margaret Moore Ripley
Martha Ann Moore
Carroll Morgan Legge
Nancy Morrow Lovell
Margaret Nelsoyi Harding
Joanne
O'Malley Pleasants
Nell Grand
Susan Otis
Cornelia Perkins Zinsser
Polly Plumb deButts
Anne Pope Wells
Jane Ramsay Olmsted
Jacqueline Razook Chamandy
Hope Reynolds Conte
Donna Robinson Cart
Jane Roseberry Ewald
Patricia Ruppert Flanders
Jane Russo Sheehan
Sarah Sadler Lovelace
Alice Sanders Marvin
Josephine Sharp Pargellis
Joan Sharpe Metzinger
Katherine Shaw Minton
Virginia Sheaff Liddel
Josephine Sibold
Charlotte Snead Stifel
Alice Stansbury White
Frances Street Smith
Harriet Thayer
Janis Thomas Hawk
Rebecca Tomlinson Lindblom
Nancy Traslc Wood
Ann Trumborc Ream
Marianne Vorys Minister
Grace Wallace Brown
Louise Warfield Stump
Pauline Wells
Ann \Vhitti7igham Smith
Elizabeth Wilder
Catherine Yerkes Grant
"Rebecca Zelie
Yerkes
Rogers
Sandra
Dunn
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1953
Ageiit: Virginia Hudson
Mary Alexaitder Sherwood
Katherine Amsden
Djnna Anderson Mullens
June Arata Pickett
Joan Arey
Kathleen Bailey Nager
Betty Behlen Strother
Betty Bcntsen Winn
Nancy
Bomar Andrews
Joan Brophy
Barbara Buxton Waugh
Olivia Cantey Patton
Mary Cave
Mary Chace Powell
Anne Clark Gildea
Jane Collins Kilburn
Estelle Courand Lane
Jane Dawson Mudwilder
Jeanne Duff
Virginia Dunlap Shelton
Anne Elliott Caskie
Jean Felty Kenny
Sallie Gayle Beck
Lisbeth Gibson
Margaret Graves McClung
Anne Green Owen
Kitty Guerrant Fields
Janet Hamilburg Carter
Eleanor Hirsch Baer
Ann Horrigan Lyon
Virginia Hudson
Dale Hiitter Harris
Sara Ironmonger Greer
Virginia Jago Elder
Eleanor Johnson Ashby
Anne Joyce
Mary Joyner
Lynne Kerwin Byron
Mary Kimball Grier
Ann Lackey
Ann Leonard Hodges
Nan Locke Rosa
Jacqueline Lowe Swingle
Janet Martin Birney
Mary Matheson
Nancy McDonald
Mary Mcllen Root
Caroline Miller Ewing
Patricia Miller Lively
Caroline Moody Roberts
Elisabeth Moore Baker
Cynthia Moorehead McNair
Georgia Motz McGhee
Catharine Munds Storek
Nan O'Keeffe
Nancy Ord Jackson
Joanna Parks Husovsky
Betsy Parrott McMurry
Jane Perry
Anne Phelps Gorman
Patsy Phillips Brown
Janie Pieper Meredith
Shirley Rankin Dumesnil
Elizabeth Ray Herbert
Virginia Robb
Ann Saunders Miller
Joan Sexton
Mary Shaw Sangree
Mary Sloan
Carolyn Smith
Mary Stagg
Sarah Swift Harrison
Betty Thomas Mcllvain
Virginia Timmons Ludwick
Anne Trilch McClements
Kirkland Tucker Clarkson
Sarah Turner Mears
Ann Vlercbome Sorenson
Elizabeth Wallace Hartman
Josephine Wells Rodgers
Constance Werly Wakelee
Jane Westbrook
Courtney Willard Conger
Beverly Williams Fox
Jane Yoe Wood

1954
Agent: Magdalen Andre^vs Poff
Anne Allen Pflugfelder
Page Anderson Hungerpiller
Magdalen Andreivs Poff
Joan Anson Hurwitt
Louise Aubrey McFarland
Jayne Berguido Abbott
Susan Bassett Finnegan
Doreen Booth Hamilton
Virginia Bramlett Lowrance
Louise Brandcs Abdullah

Mary Brastvell Rawls
Anne Brooke
Camilla Brrwrr Hill
Marion Brire Griffey
Page Brydon Leslie
Erlend Carlton McCaffree
Barbara Chase Webber
Caroline Chobot
Marilyn Clark Leathers
Ann Collins Teachout
Janet Cozart Phillips
Martha Dabney Leclere
Anne Davis Roane
Margaret Davison Block
Jerry Dreisbach
Nancy Edwards
Paul
Lamar
Ellis
Ruth Frye Deaton
Sally Gammon
liaura-Nancy Garner deLangavant
Jean Gillespie Walker
Nanci Hay Mahoney
Jane Henley Zahmer
Mary Hitchcock Davis
Margaret Hobbs Covington
Meri Hodges Major
Hattie Hughes Stone
Vaughan Inge Morrissette
Martha Isdale Beach
Dallis Johnson Jones
Margaret Jones Steuart
Jane Keating
Margaret Lotterhos Smith
Mary Lee McGinnis
Ann May Via
Margaret Mohlman
Nancy Moody
Lynn Morrissey Strike
Jo Nelson Booze
Mary Noble Day
Betty Orr Atkinson
Joy Parker Eldredge
Leta Patton Badgett
Joan Potter Bickel
Faith Ralnncr Croker
Frances Reese Peale
Mary Ann Robb
Mary Roos Fenn
Anne Sheffield
Bettie Sheppard Banks
Bette-Barron Smith Stamats
Helen Smith Lewis
Jeanne Stoddart Barends
Ann Thomas
Merrill Underwood Barringer
Margaret Van Peenen
Carole Van Tassel
Ann Venable Rogers
Betty Walker Dykes
Bruce Watts Krucke
Ann White Connell
Barbara Wilson Daniell

1955
Agent: Catherine Cage Mooney
Helen Addington Passano
Nancy Anderson
Gretchen Armstrong Redmond
Yola Avrayn Willis
Kathryn Beard
Frances Bell
Susanna Bernard Odence
Barbara Black
Ellen Bryan
Mary Burgman Winston
Kathleen Button Ginn
Catherine Cage Mooney
Ruth Campbell VanDerpoel
Virginia Chamblin
Nancy Clapp Cudlip
Pamela Compton Ware
Emily Coxc Winburn
Dede Crater Pearse
Mary Daughcrty Walker
Gail Davidson Bazzarre
Jane Dildy
Nancy Douthat Gass
Joan Fankhauser
Rebecca Faxon Sawtelle
Jane Feltus Welch
Lenora Fiducia
Virginia Finch
Barbara Garforth Jackson
Betty Gill Chaney
Sally Gillespie Coe
Sue Godfrey Gregory
Nella Gray Barkley
Ethel Green Banta
Martha Hedeman Buckingham
Phyllis Herndon
Katharine Howe Lovett
Diane Hunt Lawrence

Emily Hunter Slingluff
Ann Jcffers Hogarty
Retta Jclka Vance
Diane Johnson DeCamp
Joan Kells Cook
Jeannette Kennedy
Anne Kilby Gilhuly
Georgia Knobloch Smith
Chase Lane
Sue Lawton
Mary Lindsey Riddell
Rosemary Mancill Berry
Frances Marbury Coxe
Derrill McClay
Maybank Hagood
Patty
Nancy McGray Gamble
Patricia Meyer Robinson
Elizabeth Miller
Mary Murray Trussell
Betty Owens Benziger
Kathleen Peeples Sattler
Clara Pfeiffer
Barbara Plamp Hunt
Lydia Platnp Plattenburg
Gay Reddig
Marcia Rhodes Carlen
Catherine Roberts
Betty Sanford Molster
Suzanne Schmid
Susan Seward Vick
Mary Simpson Daugelt
Patricia Smith Ticer
Margaret Space Moore
Betsy Stevens Sutton
Metta Streit Halla
Sally Strothman Eklund
Shirley Sutliff
Mary Elizabeth Swain
Charlotte Taylor
Barbara Telfer
Emily Thompson
Alice Thune Keene
Patricia Tucker Turk
Diane Verney Greenway
Adele Voorhees MilHgan
Margaret West Valentine
Elise WachenfeJd
Anne Williams
Camille Williams Taylor
Denny Williams Moore

1956
Agent: Kathryn Smith
Barbara Babcock
Jane Black Clark
Lucy Blanton Park
Ellen Bordley Gibbs
Joan Bronian Wright
Adelaide Brown Stalker
Pryde Brown McPhee
Elizabeth Buxton
Janet Caldwell
Leona Chang
Evelyn Christison Gregory
Martha Clay
Barbara CoUis
Harriet Coopei'
Kaye Creekmore Compton
Carol Cutchins Hammon
Barbara Darnall
Norma Davis
Carolyn Dickinson Tynes
Denny Dolan Henkel
Jean Dowdy Hodges
Virginia Echols
Mary Ann Edens
Martha Field Carroll
Joan Fisch Gallivan
Betty Forbes Loughlin
Louise Galleber
Sally Garrison
Frances Gilbert Browne
Ann Greer
Alice
Hazel Guggenheimer
Herring
Mary Hicklin Quarngesser
Nancie Howe Entenmann
Louisa Hunt
Sally Hyde McMillin
Ann Irvin
Julia Jackson
Katherine Kindred Decker
Mary Koonz
Corel! Lauter
Joyce Lenz Young
Lottie Lipscomb Guttry
Catherine Lotterhos Mills
Mary Major Duncan
Mai-y Maxwell Rousseau
Jocelyn Maybcrry Schram
Elizabeth Meade
Rose Montgomery Johnston
Carter Nelson

Al»m>hie News

Virginia Nelson Self
Carolyn Fanneli Ros3
Elizabeth Parker Paul
Elise Parrish
Peggy I'atillo
Beckman
Cathleen
Pfeiffer
Ruth PhHip8 Hollowell
Elizabeth I'ivrrr Hradshaw
Iris Poiteiger Hinchman
i^aula Purse
Nancy Register
Joan liobrrtH Slattery
Caroline Robinnon Ellerbe
Eleanor liussi-ll Hand
Nancy Sal'»bury Neill
Frances Shannonhouse Clardy
Sarah Slinrp Taylor
Jane Stack- Engleby
Elizabeth Smith
Kathryn Smith
Meredith Smytkc Grider
Nancy Steinhardt
St. ClanKaren
Ann Stevens
Jane Strrtt Liles
Mary Thorton Oppenheimer
Prince Trimmer
Helen Turner Murphy
Dorothy Urner
Louise Watson Steele
Sally Whittier
Anne Willis
Helen Wolfe Evans

LIFE MEMBERS
ACADEMY
Mary Armstrong McClary
Anna Beveridge Leake
Gertrude Bilhuber
Clytie Carroll Allen
Emma Clyde Hodge
Margery Cox White
Helen Dittenhaver
Margaret Duval Handy
Maria Garth Inge
Alberta Henael Pew
Margaret Kaufman Spain
Emily Kersey
Kathleen M. Logan Love
Marie Lorton Sims
Hazel Marshall Sterrett
E. Bonner Means Baker
Ruth Schabacker
Eleanor Smith Hall
Dorothy Wallace Ravenel
Margaret
Wilson Ballantyne
Martha Valentine Cronly

1957
Agent: Carroll IX't-itzcI
Januelin Ambler Cusick
Sophie Ames White
Monica Ballard Porter
Alice Barnes Knipht
Helene IJauer
Jane Best Wehland
Jane Campbell Uutler
Anna Chao
Marie Chapin Plumley
Beth Denny Candler
Elizabeth Churbuck
Elaine Ifes Colnier
Carter Donnan McDowell
Diane Duffield Wood
Jane Dujiii Ennis
Dorothy Engh
Elaine Floyd
Betty Folmar Hunt
Ann Frasher
Suzanne Gipson
Nancy Godwin
Sally Groee
Anne Gicinn Fox
Dagmar Halmagyi
Charlotte Heuer
Thelma Houk McGrory
Saynor Johnson
Barbara Kelly O'Connor

OF THE SWEET
Frances Richardson Pitcher
Barbara Shand
Sue Slaughter

1914
Erna Driver Anderson
Rebekah Patton
Alice Swaiii Zell
Henrietta Washburn

1915
Claire Erck Fletcher
Margaret Grant
Kathleen Hodge May
Helen Pennock Jewitt
Frances Pennypacker
Anne Schutte Nolt
Emmy Thomas Thomasson

SPECIAL

1916

Sarah Louise Arnold
Caroline Freiburg Marcus
Mary Herd Moore

Rachel Forbuslt Wood
Ruth Harvey Keeling
Felicia Patton

1910
Eugenia Griffin Burnett
Louise Hooper Ewell
Nan Powell Hodges
Frances MurrcU Rickards

1917
Henrietta Crump
Rachel Lloyd Holton
Ruth Mcllravy Logan

1911
MarKaret Dressier Nohowel
Kiith Lloyd
Mary Virginia Parker

1912
Margaret

Thomas Kruesi

1913
Eugenia Buffington Walcott
Elizabeth Craven Westcott
Lucille Marahall Boethelt

Fall 1958

1918
Cornelia Carroll Gardner
Amy Elliot Jose
Gertrude Kintzing Wiltshire
Elizabeth Loxcman Hall
iviargaret McVey
Mary Reed
Eleanor Smith Walters

1919
Henrietta Anderson
Nell Eikclman Hanf

Elaine Kimball
Sallie Lane Metcalfe
Joan Lawaon Kuhns
Peggy Liebert
Nannette
McBurncy Crowdus
Marguerite MeDaniel Powell
Beth McMahan Tolbert
Frances May
Barbara Medert
Kay Moore
Lisa
Morton
Betty Murden
Elynor Nebhtt Stephens
Elaine Newton
Averala Paxton
Joy Peebles Massie
Janet Pehl
Helene Perry
Jane Pinckney
Susan Haglaml Lewis
Anne Richardson Worthy
Diana Robin Benning
Carolyn Scott Dillon
Margery Scott Johnson
Enid Slack
Christine Smith Lowry
Mary London Smith
Susan Smith
Kay Tilghman
Louise Wallace
Mary Webb
Virginia Weed Browne
Carroll Weilzel

BRIAR ALUMNAE
Florence Freeman Fowler
Elizabeth Hodge Markgraf
Isabel Luke Witt
Grace Nicodemus Specht
Mary Nixon Nelson
Alma Trevett Gerber

1920
Nancy Hanna
Margaret High Norment
Dorothy Wallace
Isabel Webb Luff
Marie Wiener Manz

1921
Ruth Geer Boice
Elizabeth Cole
Edith Durrell Marshall
Shelley Rouse Aageson
Frances Slm])Son Cartwright
Gertrude Thams
Florence Woelfel Elston

1922
Helen Leggett Corbett
Margaret Marston Tillar
Elizabeth Murray Widau
Beulah Norris

1923
Margaret Burwrll Graves
Gertrude Geer Bassett
Marie Klooz
Louisa Neu'kirk Steeble
Margaret Nixon Farrar
Elizabeth Taylor Valentine
Helen Ziclsdorf Beuscher

1924
Willetta Dolle Murrin
Ruth Durrell Ryan

Marjorie Whitaon Aude
Anne Wilson Rowe
Cynthia Wilson Frenzel
Mary Anne Wilson
Natalie Wittieh Morrow

1958
Olivia Benediet Maynard
Susan Calhoun
Susan Chapin Alex
Catherine Cooper Robb
Peggy Foasett Lodeesen
Jacqueline Littell
Val Parker Sharp
Evelyn Pedersen
Anne Robinson
Betsy Robinson Taylor
Langhorne Tuller Webster
Janet Wynn Dougherty

1959 and I960
Barbara Bell
Caroline Blake
Anne Carter
Houston Andrewa Kilby
Joan Luke

ASSOCIATION
Jean Grant Taylor
Helen Grill
Eleanor Harned Arp
Kathryn Klumph McGuire
Dorothy Meyers Rixey
Phyllis Millinger Camp
Margaret Nelson Lloyd
Frederica Bernhard
Helen Rhodes Gulick

1925
Gertrude McGiffert MacLennan

1926
Dorothy Bailey Hughes
Katherine Blount Andersen
Mary Bristol Graham
Martha Close Page
Wanda Jensch Harris
Margaret Krider Ivey
Virginia Mack Senter
Elizabeth Moore Rusk
Katharyn Norris Kelley
Dorothea Rcinburg Fuller
Catherine Shulenberger

1927
Evelyn Anderson TuU
Margaret Eaton Murphy
Elsetta Gilehrist Barnes
Ruth Lowrancc Street
Elise Morley Fink
Yenti Slater Shelby

1930
Margaret Edmondson
Elizabeth Foster Askew
Susan McAllister

1935
Margaret

25
Williams Brooks

KENTUCKY
Lexington: $352.50

Sweet Briar Calling!
ALUMNAE Committees in eighty
J. cities launched a "National Telephone Campaign to Build the Auditorium" on Founders' Day, October
15. In each of these areas (see geographical list below), every Sweet
Briar alumna who had a telephone received a call from a member of the
local committee, asking her to make
an additional, three-year pledge to help
pay for this new building.
A handsome — but inexpensive
(only 28^ a copy) — brochure describing the new Auditorium-Fine Arts
Center and outlining the long-felt
need for this building on Sweet Briar's
campus, was mailed to all alumnae
early in October. (If you didn't get
one, please send your name and address to Box 179, Sweet Briar, Va.
Additional copies have been mailed to
nearly 3,000 parents of present and
former students.)
Alumnae who do not live in one of
the 80 cities listed below were invited
to send in their pledge for the Auditorium on a coupon enclosed with each
copy of the brochure, and many have
done so.
Because each chairman was urged
to collect all telephone pledge cards
from her telephone committee before
returning them to the Development
OfSce, many of the cities had not sent
in their results as this issue of the
News went to press. Yet early, and in
many cases scattered returns from 60 of
the 80 cities added more than $85,000
to the $582,000 already earmarked for
the Auditorium on September 1. Some
of the best results up to November 14
had come from the following cities:

Louisville:
$2,135
Betty Behlen
Strother,
Marguerite F. Hume, '43
LOUISIANA
New Orleans: $683

CALIFORNIA
Southern
Marjorie
PasadenaVillets
Penninsula: $245

'53

Maiden,

'44,

Dorothy Turno Gardner, '34, Palo Aho
COLORADO
Denver: $350
Patricia Soreiuen Ackard, '41
CONNECTICUT
Southern
Margaret
Cramer $195
Crane, '27, Stamford
West
Hartford:
Mary Kimbiill Grier, '53
DELAWARE
Wilmington: $549
JuHa Hoeber
Condit, '41
DISTRICT
OF COLUMBA
FLORIDA
Jane Lesh Spurr, '45
Jacksonville: $225
Helen Minchisoii Lane, '46
Tampa
Cecile $315
Waterman Essrig, '44
Miami:
Field Harrison,
'46
St.Crutcher
Petersburg:
$102
Margaret Preston Newton, '42
GEORGIA
Atlanta: $3,587
Juha McCullough,
'58
Augusta:
$190
Bertha Lee Battey, '46
Columbus
Sara Davis Spencer, '48
Rome
Margaret Troiitman Harbin, '42
ILLINOIS
Chicago: $1,579
Barbara Eiigb Croft, '42
Midge Chace Powell, '53
INDIANA
Indianapolis: $1,575
'Virginia Fosler Gruen, '34

Eleanor Franke Crawford, '32
Shreveport:
$440 Sanders, '50
Margaret Craig
Huldah Edens Jackson, '45
MARYLAND
Annapolis: $i,120
Virginia ]\"iirzbach
Vaidy, '48
Baltimore:
$1,059
Western
Maryland:
Mary Rich
Robertson, $130
'24
Dorothy Joliffe Urner, Hagerstown, '29
MASSACHUSETTS
Boston and Andover: $1,477
Katherine Niles Parker, '36
MICHIGAN
Detroit: $6,535
Mary Lee Ryan Strother, '34
Camille Guyton Guething, '43
MINNESOTA
Minneapolis-St. Paul
Muriel Fossum Pesek, '25
MISSOURI
St. Louis: $440
Margaret
Cornwell
Kansas
City:
$i45 Schmidt, '37
Mariella Gibson Kerr, '57
NEW JERSEY
Northern New Jersey: $2,729.50
Bruce
Krucke, '54,
New Watts
Providence
Princeton: $475
Martha Lou Lemmon
NEW YORK
Buffalo: $225

Stohlman, '34

Rochester:
Mary Moore$940
Pancake Mandeville, '32
New
City Brown, '50
Mary'York
Lanman
Westchester
Emma Riely County
Lemaire, '30
Betty Cocke Wright, '45

Detroit, Mich.: $6,535
Atlanta, Ga.: $3,587 (including $500
from the club)
Lynchburg: $2,960
Northern New Jersey: $2,729.50
Richmond, Va.: $2,467
Louisville: $2,135
Campus: $1,250 (from 4 alumnae)
ALABAMA
BiRMrNGHAM:

$989

Sarah Hemphill
DeBuys, '41
Mobile:
$460
Nedra Greer
Gadsden:
$30 Stimpson, '51
Mary Simpson Daugett, '55
ARKANSAS
Little Rock: $300
Mary Moses Lindsey, '34
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CALLING ATLANTA ALUMNAE: Julia McCullough, '58 (right), chairman of the
telephone committee in Atlanta, Ga., and Natalie Strickland Waters, '35, telephoning for
the Auditorium.
■— Photo by Atlanta Journal & Constitution

Alutnnae News

NORTH CAROLINA
Charlotte: S-491
Elizabeth Lef McPhail, '37
Dirham: S625
June E.iger Finney,
Greensboro:
$1,340 '49
Juliet H.illiburluii
Burnett, "35
Raleigh;
S99C)
Mary dimp Smith,
Wilmington:
S305 '36
■Virginia BetLimy Ruffin, '32
Winston-Salem
Jane Hopkins Hanes, '40
OHIO
Cincinnati:

Sl.l62.')0

Dorcithy Aijiher Goyert, '38
Cleveland
Maria Tucker Bowerfind, '47
CoLUMBi:s: S235
Jeanne Sloddjid
Barends, '54
Toledo:
SI,130
Ruth Slrttl Ide, '48
OKLAHOMA
Tl!LSA
Betty Frjzier Rinehart, '38
PENNSYLVANIA
Philadelphia: S2,40I
Ann Belser Asher, '50
Bethlehem: S470
Cecil Birdsey
Lancaster:
S265Fuessle, '34
Ann Schiille Nolt, ' I 5
SOITH CAROLINA
Columbia: S230
Vesta A\un-ay Haselden, '38

Greenville:

Richmond:

$570

Kitty Lau'der S728
Stephenson, '39
Spartanburg:
Agnes Clt'ieliiiid Sandifer,
TENNESSEE
Chattanooga: $665

'31

$2,467

Jane Riddle Thornton, '27
Miiiii Thornlijti
Peninsula:
$416 Oppcnhinier, '56
Virginia Vesey Woodward,
Newport News
Charlottesville: $1,550

'33,

Susan Elder Martin, '57
Memphis

Danville:
Margaret $350
Banister, '16

Mary Lee McGinnis,
'54
Nashville:
S455

Margaret Robertson Christian, '47
Fredericksburg
Marion Bower Harrison, '48
Lexington

Chloe Frier son Fort, '36
Knoxville
Betsv Parrot! McMurry,
TEXAS
Houston:

Myra Marshall Brush, '30
Petersburg

'53

Helen Smith
Staunton:
$60Lewis, '54

Si, 510

Ruth Loi/gmire Warner,
Dallas: S785

Lile Tucker
Sweet
Briar: Bell,
$1,250'4 5

'45

Elizabeth Bond Wood,
WASHINGTON
Seattle: $680

Rjmsey Olmsted, '52
Ft.Jane
Worth
Rouuii Si.Hyder,
'48
SanMartha
Antonio:
102
Edna Sieres Vaughan, Spec.

'34

Beth Thomas Mason, '40
WEST VIRGINIA
Charleston: $787

VIRGINIA
Norfolk
Murrell
LondonRichards
Bridge Bowden, '44
Amherst: S210

Elisabeth Mathews
WISCONSIN
Milwaukee: $315

Wallace, '27

Anne Mcjunkitt Briber, '43
Madison
Lynchburg:
Luciie Cox, S2.960
'36
Mary Thompson
HAWAII

Nida Tomliu
Watts, '40
Roanoke:
$1,677

Beach, '42

Jean Caldwell Marchant, '52

Brookey Morris Parrott, '52

class notes
'•' <^
Mary
Pinkerton Kerr
I
^
5365A Carnar\'on Drive
•^ v^
Norfolk 2. Virginia
There is so much interest in the questionnaires that were returned to me last May
that I'm reporting the information here and
in the following issues of the Alumnae
News. They are arranged alphabetically.
Mary Clark Rogers came for the board
meeting and Commencement. She was accompanied byher husband, who added much
to our comfort and pleasure bv transporting
us around the campus and helping us to
keep up with the schedule of events. Mr.
Ro.gers, whose academic career includes
M.I.T., Stevens, and Tufts College, was
decorated by Queen Marie of Roumania
for his Red Cross work in the Balkans
during VCarld War I. In addition to her
Sweet Briar activities, Mary has many interests. She is a member of various art
and music clubs, the League of 'Women
Voters, the Academy of Political Science,
and she is interested in many charities,
especially those for children.
Florence Coffin Gillem lives at 3620
Montevallo Rd.. Birmingham 9. Ala. Her
husband, whose business is insurance, attended Sewanee and the L'niversity of the
South. Florence's daughter, Florence, is
a Sweet Briar graduate. There are four
grandchildren and Florence finds time for
church. Red Cross, gardening and travel.
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Isabel Cornwall Miller, 225 Columbus
Ave., Port Chester, N. Y.. and her husband,
a lawyer, have three children. Douglas, Jr.,
Cornwall, and Laurance, and six grandchildren.
Corinne

Dickinson, Lenox

some bona fide reason why I can't. I had a
very happy day with Mary and Clarence
Rogers yesterday. One of my pleasures in
coming to Atlanta is in seeing them."

Apt., 13th

and Spruce Sts., Philadelphia, writes, "At
Christmas I was in Richmond, visitin.g my
sister-in-law and my brother. Addie Erwin
Des Portes took me to the Sweet Briar Day
luncheon, which I enjoyed so much. The
lovely young women there spoke so easily
and beautifully; I was proud of them and
of Sweet Briar. I have been working as a
secretary for nearly forty years and retired
in January, 1957. Alma Mackav. my S.B.
roommate, and I were in Richmond during
Garden Week and had a perfectly lovely
time seeing the gardens and historic homes,
also many friends."
Henrianne Early, 232 Belmont Rd.. NW,
Washington 9, D. C, was last at Sweet
Briar in 1957. Her interests are church
work, travel, art. music, and friends. She
writes, "Your letter was forwarded to me
here in Atlanta, where I am visiting my only
brother. So sorry I won't be able to attend
the Sweet Briar reunion, but I sail June 7th
for two and a quarter months abroad. As
I go to Lynchburg two or three times a year,
I do often go over to Sweet Briar on these
visits, even though I haven't gotten back
to reunions.
There
always
seems
to be

•T ^
-^
I ^
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Frances W. Pennvpacker
Phoenixville,
226 First Ave.Pa.

Anne Schiitte Nolt said "Where does the
time go.'" and followed in parenthesis, "an
old lady remark if there ever was one!"
but I can't help but feel the same way.
Margaret Brooke reminisces, "It's many a
year, isn't it, since we stood around in the
chilly dark morning and sang Christmas
carols at Sweet Briar. I'm sure I'll never
feel quite the same when I sing them — a
mixture of excitement, delight in being
part of a group

that I liked, and

an-

ticipation at the joys of Christmas ahead,"
Mary Bissell Ridler, '17, reported seven
grandchildren
and two more
in prospect.
Faye Abraham Pethick, '17, was planning to go last December to a sanitarium,
the Gaylord Farms Rehabilitation Center,
at 'Wallingford, Conn., about four miles
from the home of her daughter, Sylvia
Pethick Maltby. Her speech was showing
improvement but her paralysis on her right
27
side still continued. Her other daughter,
Mary Grace Pethick Robinson, spent most
of last summer with her mother at Southern

Pines while her children were at camp in
North Carolina.
Clare Erck Fletcher reported that all was
well with them, "just watching the years
roll by too fast."
Miss Ruth Howland wrote that she loved
her "Little House" and had a wonderful
time, digging, lugging rocks, planting,
watering and just silling on her little back
porch.
She the
said,Jap
"If beetles
something
be
done about
and could
the crab
grass I'd be happier, tho' relatively unemployed." She was wintering in Florida.
Dorys McConiiell Faile, '16, wrote from
Florida where she spends the winter at
Hobe Sound. Two of her children now
live in Florida — Sally and Bill with their
two children 7 months and 5 years, and
Jack and Patte with their two, 18 months
and 3 years. She has a new boat and was
looking forward to many trips.
Margaret Lewis Thompson had a new
grandson, Larry Alan, born Oct. 28, 1957.
Her granddaughter, Barbara Jo, was at that
time river
nearly from
2\'i years.
lives across
the
LewistonHer atson Clarkston.
Margaret Grant wrote on Jan. 6th that
she was busy having new grandchildren.
Leslie Bigelow had her 4th child Dec. 19th
and Margaret looked after her children at
Middlebury, Vt., while Leslie was in the
hospital and afterward. Peggy, who lives
in Venezuela, had her second son New
Year's Eve, and Harry's son was 5 months
old. She now has seven grandchildren.
Frances Pennypacker spent two weeks in
Massachusetts in July, most of the time on
Martha's Vineyard and a few days visiting
in Richmond, Mass., with a trip to Tanglewood to hear the first concert of the Boston Symphony Orchestra there.
Elmyra Pennypacker Yerkes, '20, has returned from a delightful three months' trip
to Europe. In Venice she saw her nephew,
Jim Davis, and his family. Jim is collecting material for his doctor's thesis under a
Fulbright Scholarship. He now has a
Fels Scholarship. He will return to Johns
Hopkins in March to write his dissertation
and receive his Ph. D. His parents, Faber
and Mary Pennypacker Davis, spent the
summer at The Hill School Camp at Wolfeboro, N. H., where Faber was teaching.
They are now in New Mexico visiting
their oldest son. Bill, who is teaching at
the L'niversity of New Mexico in Albuquerque.
As the 1915 representative on the Committee for the Sweet Briar Memorial Chapel
I have been writing to each of you. I
hope that 1915 will show a good response
to the appeal. I can think of no finer
project for the Alumnae.

-*
^5
Elizabeth
Hall
I r\
866
Euclid Lowman
Ave.
•^ ^^
Elmira, New York
June seems long ago, so it is fortunate
I kept some notes on hand. Let me explain
to those of you who wrote me in the spring
that all my gleaning since March will be
in this issue, since our June magazine,
as you saw, had no class letters.
■With the program of events and the
yellow "welcome sheet" of general information open before me, I suddenly realize
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1 must have spent my time talking and
listening. Oh, yes, we hearty five attended
the events faithfully. We were quiet during
the address of Mr. Fairless at Commencement and at the Alumnae College, but
I am sure those were the only times.
Our rallying points were odd items such
as Vivie's ranch, once known as the bulb
garden but renamed, because of its growth,
by her attentive husband (you remember
how Vivie always bounced around ? she
still does); Cilia's cruise and her "glass
slippers," also her life with her men (family, that is); Marianne, her library work
and the same well-remembered drawl when
she said, "Na-ow, Betty"; Cornelia, complete with the old-time giggle and her
delightful Kinloe. They gave Marianne and
me a fine tour of the campus, even up to
the cemetery hill where we re-read the inscriptions and enjoyed the view as we had
so
'We looked
through
old many
class times
booksbefore.
and racked
our memories
for names to go with faces in other classes
with which we had been associated.
The Alumnae College was most interesting. Mr. Dace's talk gave us an idea
of the plans for a building to house the
arts and theater at Sweet Briar. We loved
Lucille Barrow Turner, as much for our
memories of her music as for her present
program, which was delightful. Sitting at
our table during dinner, she nodded in
answer to our questions in order to save
her voice for her performance.
The portrait of Mrs. Pannell was lovely,
and the gift of two reproductions for her
two sons was a most happy thought. The
punch party on the terrace of Dew was
crowded, noisy and successful, altogether
a most happy evening.
Now for some details about individuals.
Cornelia Carroll Gardner is now ser\'ing
as a hostess at Williamsburg and lives in
the
enjoys
her iswork
andheris, ears
I'm
sure,town.
very She
good.
Cilia
up to
in civic and cultural work. Marianne is
active in the career she has made in library
work. Vivienne Barkalow Hornbeck, having put our class in the 100% bracket
for alumnae giving, was supposed to be
resting
laurels.
rest;
you
will onhearhermore
of thatVivie
later.doesn't
She writes
as follows: "The five of us who returned
for Commencement certainly had a wonderful time as did the two husbands, Kinloe
and Stanley. It was rewarding and we all
thoroughly enjoyed our class picnic at
Bertha Pfister 'Wailes'. Dr. Harley was
there and considering everything she was
doing fine. In the midst of it all Flo
Freeman Fowler phoned me to tell me she
was sending her ring for the Memorabilia
Collection. Hope you have read the article
on this subject. Surely someone in our
class must have a Merry Jester or Rippler
ring and they are badly needed for the Collection. One of the highlights was our
^Oth anniversary gift to the college — 100%
contributors to the Alumnae Fund — bless
you all ! Took our usual trip to the Beta
Theta Pi convention, this year at Bedford
Springs, Pa., and while there met Gladys
W'esler Horton's son, who is a Beta from
Lafayette and a great charmer."
The news in letters to Vivie and Cornelia
was not all happy news. We were sad to

husband and of the severe illness of Esther
Turk Hemming's husband. Bessie Simms
wrote of the long hours she works at St.
Catherine's
in Richmond;
she is anticipating
her retirement
on July 30.
Dorothy Harrison, who lives in Palm
Beach, spent her summer months at Mohonk Lake, N. Y. She is now enjoying
the fall weather on the Cape, and hopes to
meet Marina Stiles Wilkins on her way
south. Marina lives in Jackson, Mich.
Margaret McVey spent three months in
Europe in the spring, recuperating after
an operation. She was in Italy, Scandinavia, England and Scotland. She was
going to vacation at Sebago Lake, Maine.
Mary Reed visited by phone with Elanette Sollitl Stapeley when she and her husband were in New York. Ruth McUravy
Logan also phoned her when she passed
through New York on her way home to
San Francisco after a cruise in the Mediterranean. Mary had been visiting in
Ithaca and then was going to the Cape.
Elanette keeps on the move with her husband; Chicago, Phoenix, New York, are
all
thePhoenix,
day's work.
have a tonewhomein in
where They
they expect
be
in October.
Cornelia Doremus Kniper has been living
with a sister in Montclair, N. J., since the
death of her husband three years ago. She
will retire soon from her work in an electronics laboratory in Boonton. She started
work during the war and enjoyed it enough
to keep on. Then she will, no doubt, visit
her sen in Denver and her daughter in
Memphis more often.
Charlotte More Meloney teaches stenciling and tray painting in Walton, N. Y.
She studied this summer at the Fletcher
Farm Craft School at Ludlow, Vt., where
Elijah Fletcher was born. Charlotte exhibits at Cooperstown, N. Y.; she has a
daughter in Washington, D. C. whose husbands government work is taking him to
Pakistan, so Charlotte will be staying in
D. C. for awhile.
That about does it for now. If you have
enjoyed the news of your classmates, why
not send yours along for them to enjoy
Fund.
also? And don't forget the Sweet Briar

/^
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Florence
Chicago
14,E.111.Woelfel
2620 Lakeview
Ave.

It has been a year since we have all had
a visit with each other — the response from
my few "faithfuls" encourages me to carry
on — wouldn't someone like to take over?
Please, someone come to my rescue for the
March issue as I probably will be away
someplace and will have to blank the news.
First on the agenda are the changes of
addresses — Mildred Ellis (Mrs. James B.
Scales) 5404 Burling Rd., Bethesda, Md.
— Ruth Lundholm, 976 Goodrich Ave.,
St. Paul 5, Minn. — Fanny Ellsworth
(Mrs. Robert Scannell) 50 Parkway West,
Mt. Vernon, N. Y. — Oden Greer, Warwich Hotel. Houston 6. Tex. — Gertrude
Anderson, 215 E. Lincoln St., Findlay, Ohio
—
Fla. Maynette Rozelle (Mrs. J. A. Stephenson) 1611 N. E. 32nd St., Pompano Beach,

hear of Louise Case McGuire's losing her
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Edith Morris Coleman has had a wonderful year — passed her general class
Amateur Radio exam (Federal), making
her K6UHI on the air. She and her husband spent a month in Hawaii. Best of
all. her 3rd grandchild arrived and Edith
was at the "birthday" in Waukesha, Wis.,
and again for Xmas. Gertrude Anderson
has just moved into a new home and is
happy in her change. Has been busy remodeling it,preparing for her retirement,
which
she says
won't bewith
too far
Plans
to vacation
in October
her off.
brother
in
Florida. Fanny Ellsworth Scannell writes
they spent their vacation in a charming
spot, Monttegan Island, Me. A small boat
took them to the Inn where they had a
lovely view of the harbor and her husband
did some water colors. Quite primitive
with no street lights, a few cars, and only
60 inhabitants. Fanny's husband has had
an outstanding career as an architect and
built a home for Jack Paar of TV fame.
Her daughter is a secretarv at First Federal
Savings in Bronxville and Fanny is busy in
her church work.
Edith Marshall leads a most active life,
incorporating fun with many accomplishments. Spent July at her summer home in
Leelenau. Mich., and is now with her sister
at her summer home in New Hampshire.
Her son, still a bachelor, lives with Edith
and is associated with a paper company.
Her daughter, Ann, will bring her family
to Edith's for Xmas, and she is looking
forward to "baby-sitting" with her two
grandchildren. In May Edith visited S. B.
to do some follow-up work on the Development Program. She received her 25 year
pin in Girl Scout work (Finance Com.)
and is on the building committee for her
church. Maynette Rozelle Stephenson's
widowed daughter remarried — Maynette
moved to Pompano Beach and is very active
in Real Estate, specializing in ocean front
homes and co-op apartments. Spent New
'Vear's
withvisit
old her
friends
in Kansas
City en
route to
daughter
and husband
in S. F. She has her own decorating business, doing ships, banks, and offices primarily. For their own hide-away they have
converted an abandoned Coast Guard station into a dream-spot and off shore they
can watch the seals and whales. Maynette
also visited S. B.
Marian Shafer Wadhams spent a couple
of hours on campus en route to visit the
Lettes. What a gay time they had with
parties-plus. Shafe has been most active
in the Girl Scouts and is presently finishing
up a IV2 million dollar campaign for Camp
Expansion — it's her Swan Song with
Scout projects. They will have Xmas with
their daughter in Rome and then hie off to
winter sun in Sicily and Majorca. Ophelia
Shiirl Seward has acquired two grandsons
in a hurry when her daughter, Susan, married a widower, a surgeon.
Rhoda Alien 'VCorden has had a happy
and busy summer. Their son and family
spent a month with her at the same time
Rhoda's sister visited her. Time was spent
golfing, beaching and theatre going. Their
son is now writing his thesis at U. of Okla.
for his Master's
in Geology.
was
Westchester
chairman
for S. B.Rhoda
activities.
Hildegarde Fl.iri/nr Monhoff writes her
husband is recuperating from an auto accident — do hope he is completely recovered
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Bertha Wajles Entertains Early Classes
Seated, left to right: Bertha Pfisfer Wailes, '17, Mary Pitikerlon Kerr, '13. Elizabeth
Eggleston, '19, Cornelia Carroll Gardner, '18, Henrietta Washburn, '14, Mary Clark Rogers,
'13. Cilia Guggenhe'iiner Nusbaum. '18, Miss Ruby Walker, Dr. Mary Harley. Standing:
Miss Winifred Walker. Marianne Martin, '18, Mr. Clarence Rogers, Miss Ruth Howland,
Caroline Sharpe Sanders, '19. Margaret Bum ell Graves, '23, Vivienne Barkulow Hornbeck,
'18, Dr. Stanley Hornbeck, Elizabeth Lnumaii Hall, '18.
by now. Her sister, of the New Yorker
staflf, visited her. Lib Claxlon Lewis' oldest
daughter will be married Nov. 8th to Lt.
Harold Ward III of Winter Park, Fla. Her
second daughter is employed by the National Planning Assoc, and living at home
while her youngest, Agnes, graduates from
H. S. next June. Lib would so love to
have her go to S. B.
Who in our Class called Lucille Mc-

Twohy in her unique cottage at Sandbridge
Beach — an apartment is on each floor for
each of their two children and 9 grandchildren. Now their son has just married an
S. B. girl so another story will undoubtedly
be added. Lette sees Florine Gilbert Smith,
looking as young as when she was at S. B.,
although she had two new granddaughters
recently. "Brink ", whom we all remember
as playing a wonderful piano, still hits it

Gehee
in New
Orleans
she's Canal
dying St.
to
know and
do write
her —
at 3304
Her son graduated from the L'. of Va.,
Cum Laude on the Dean's List. Her
daughter married the Rev. Robertson Eppes
now Rector of the All Saints Church in
Memphis. Lucille has her apartment in
New Orleans and is expecting a grandchild
in November. She sends her love to all
and asks you to write. Kate Cordes Kline

up, shop
says Lette.
She Thanks
is running
her sister's
gift
in Suffolk.
for news
about
Mattie H.immoiid Smith and sorry to hear
of her illness last winter but glad to know
she and her husband could go off on several
trips this summer. Lette feels mighty
lucky that her two daughters live so near
to her — a new addition due in November
and the other daughter has a girl and boy.
Gertrude Thams writes that she has been
swamped with company as is usual in Denver in the summer. Ruth Simpson Carrington says her life is rather routine, but
how could it be with February' in Florida
and a trip abroad each spring. This year
it was England. Belgium, Switzerland, and
Frances; the rest of the time Ruth and

is staying
with
sister'sfrom
children
burgh until
theyherreturn
an A.inM.PittsA.
conference in Brussels and then will motor
back to Florida in October to enjoy the fall
foliage which she hasn't seen for 15 years.
I dub you "Kate the Great" with your nomination to "Who's Who in American
Women" and congratulations from us all.
Also in Pittsburgh, due to the illness of
her mother, is Mil JLllis Scales.
This summer Lette Shoop Dixon attended
library classes at William and Marj' and.
as you know, took a course last year at the
I', of North Carolina. LTpon her return
from college her daughter with two precious
children visited her. During Garden Week
the Wadhams visited her and attended the
Hospital Ball for which our Lette performed and we all know how terrific she
must have been. Lette McLemore Matthews
spent the summer "beaching" with a lot
of rartyin,c. The ^"adhams tour also included a stop-over with her and more fun
— Lette Dixon also spent a week with her
and was the "life of every party." Lette
Matthews spent the day with Grace Merrick

Berkeley are "homebodies."
Last Spring I spent 5 weeks in Florida
with friends and hope to return to Delray
Beach next year — also plan a visit to the
Florida West Coast. Spending most of
the summer in Crawfordsville, Ind., I am
enjoying some gardening and am such a
novice that I plant tomatoes with my delphinium and daisies. My roses are a joy
but Black Spot has taken over. Visited
Mary Munson in Springfield who has a
beautiful new air-conditioned apartment
and had a very gay time with her friends
— Mar)' comes over to visit me frequently.
Am on the Board of the Women's College
Board in Chicago so it keeps me in touch
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with
work.
down to Harrod's
CreekCollege
to \isit
Sally Flew
Shalleiibergcr
Brown,
who is such a diligent worker to raise

money through Corporations and has been
most successful. Had a glorious fling at
her beautiful home and she entertained
some of the younger S. B. I'irls. Sally has
asked me to serve on her Committee. Dr.
Frank Sparks, who is now president of
Council For Financial Aid to Education
and who originated the plan for Corporations to give sums to Education, is a very
good friend of mine and we hope to obtain
and use information he can give us.
Editor 's Note : Since the above was
written, the engagement of Florence
Woelfel to Mr. I. C. Elston has been
aunounced. They will be married in
November.

/^
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M.-\RiE S. Klooz

y
<
3026 Porter St.. N. W.
^^■^
VCashington 8. D. C.
I am more than grateful to the 20 of you
who responded to my appeal for news.
First: changes of address: Bessie Hoge
Brown. 1803 Hanover Ave., Richmond 20,
Va.; Nell helper Quarterman, 18i Huntington Rd., N. W., Atlanta 9, Ga.; Virginia
Stjnherry Schneider. 1 Austell Way. N. W.,
Atlanta 5. Ga., Helen Dnckuorlh Irwin,
19825 Sussex Rd., Shaker Heights, Ohio;
Mary McMillan, 5212 Berkman, Austin 5,
Tex., Catherine Me.ide Montgomery, 28
N. Chancellor St., Newtown, Pa.
Mildred Bj/rd White writes: '7 was
attending
husband'sI have
40th noreunion
the
U. of my
Cincinnati.
children,at
except 2 step-daughters and 8 step-grandchildren. My church and the Red Cross
are my community interests. I lead a very
busy life, but when I try to figure out
where the time goes, I can't. I still love
to play cards — bridge and samba. I have
lots of company — and so it goes."
Josephyne Bechtel Krugler says she was
attending a reunion at West Point the
week-end so many of us should have been
at S. B. "I spend my time between my
married daughters: one in Wynwood, Pa.,
the other in Chicago. I have three grandsons. In the summer we all get together at
our cottage in Beach Haven, N. J. Last
winter I took trips to Havana and San
Francisco."
Emma Mae Crocket! Owen keeps busy:
"I am Executive Secretary of the Jackson
(Tenn.) Lions Club, also secretary of the
Jackson-Madison County Red Cross, and
write book reviews for the Jackson Sun.
I have just returned from a visit in Bronxville, N. Y., where I saw Cathy Nolen, and
in Far Hills, N. J., where my daughter
lives. She has two sons. "
Dorothy Ellis Worley writes that she is
job-hunting.
Any ideas?
Lillian Everett Blake, despite disclaimer
of excitement, keeps busy with church work,
garden club work, civic affairs, a wonderful Caribbean cruise last winter, and a summer-long visit from her mother and sister.
She is a widow, expecting another grandchild, though she did not say how many
children her son has already. He and his
wife moved to 'Virginia Beach just after
Lillian, thinking she was permanently
settled, had sold her home and had moved
into "the cutest little house;" now she is
undecided again.
Mildred Featherston was off for a jaunt
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to Alametos Bay with the Needlework Guild
— this time to swim, eat, and sit on the
beach. On a trip to Santa Barbara she
saw Peg
Kauffeld,for'21,
who stay.
had
come
downTurner
from Oakland
a short
Beth UM Hatcher reports that her oldest
daughter is married to a Ph. D. who is
teaching history at V.M.I, this year. Her
middle daughter has been working in
Brussels for a year, and her youngest is
a sophomore at Duke.
Fitzallen Kendall Fearing went salmon
fishing on the Gaspe this summer. She
sees Trot Walker Neidlinger, Rhoda Allen
Worden,
and Gert Dally Massie occasionally.
Frances Lauterbach has been ill: "Feeling
quite well again after a rather hectic sick
spell and 5 week hospital stay last fall.
I have quite a lot of company and recently
have been serving on the Salvation Army
Advisory Board. I seem to keep busy in
the yard and have had some beautiful
Jane
LeeApril.
Best's Her
S. B.S. daughter
was married this
B. roommate
was
roses."
her maid of honor and her St. Mary's
(Raleigh, N. C.) roommate was one of
her brides maids. "Six other S. B. classmates attended her wedding. My son lives
in Raleigh, N. C, is in radio work, and
has two darling boys, 4 and 2. I am
taking the older one to the beach for a
week this month. I am still busy with
my

insurance agency."
Elizabeth Mason Richards emphatically

denies she
is active
decrepit.
just returned from
work "Iashave
a volunteer
in the local hospital. Much church work,
frequent grandbaby sitting. There is
nothing better for a slim figure than pursuing a lad of 18 months. Home life,
social life, community projects leave no
time to ponder grey hairs and wrinkles."
Helen McMahon is so absorbed in the
S. B. Bookshop and her Camp that she
has little time for recreation except reading
and music. This year Camp Glenlaurel
had 5 S. B. graduates; 26 of the campers
and counselors had S. B. connections, and
17 of them are daughters from 15 states.
Edith Miller McClintock and her husband
keep They
busy with
"Greatfrom
Books,"
etc.
have church
just hadanda visit
their
oldest son and his wife and three .girls
(8, 6, 3), who live in San Antonio, Tex.
Their other son is finishing his third and
last year of residency in obstetrics and
gynecology at Barnes Hospital in St. Louis.
Mary Norvell Payne Millner writes that
her daughter, Norvell Payne Crowell, and
grandson, Bruce Crowell, live near her
since A. B. Crowell, Jr., died of a heart
attack this June. She adds that Lucy
Charles Bendall, a young S. B. alumna, is
reviving the S. B. chapter in Danville, so
she is hoping for renewed interest.
Phyllis Payne Gathright writes: "We
spent Memorial Day week-end at Virginia
Beach with my son (Lt. Com. N. O. Scott,
Jr.), his wife and two children, Anne, 8,
and Norvell III, 17 months. He gets his
degree at Tulane in January, 1959, then
goes to War Staff College in Norfolk for 5
months. We will go to Ocracke, N. C,
with them. for the first week in September.
I'm busy with church work and gardening,"

Virginia
StanberryhasSchneider
"My
main
achievement
been my boasts:
four grandchildren: Lynn (7), Tommy III (5),
Bob (3), and my namesake, Virginia Elder
( 1 ) . My daughter-in-law. Betty, is also
a graduate
of S. B." McEKvee writes: "I
hadVircinia
hoped Thompson
to come back to S. B. and
bring Polly Goodnow Gardiner this spring
as her three sons, all six-footers, are away
now, and we are both widows. Llnfortunately, family cares prevented it, I still live
on the farm in Maine where Mac and I
came in 1937, and run it alone. My
mother, who is nearly blind, is my care
now. We go to Florida winters. I try to
find time for hospital work when home,
andB. find
rewarding.
I've up
stopped
S.
severalit years
when coming
throughat
that part of Virginia and am so pleased with
its growth. I've never seen any of the class,
except Polly, who is very close to me, but
wish I might some day."
Katharine W'eiser Ekelund has been gaddingtanbul,
again:
flew went
to Rome,
IsVienna,"I then
by car Athens,
from there
through Austria and Germany. We flew
to Copenhagen, to Stockholm, and back to
New York. I have 8 grandchildren."
Will the rest of you let me hear from
you at Christmas for the next Class Notes,
please.'' Good luck and best wishes.

^WJ ^\ I

Gladys
Woodward
Newtown,
Conn.

Hubbard

Greetings to all the class! It was my
good fortune this summer to meet Peg
Nelson Lloyd whom I hadn't seen since
graduation. Peg, her husband and daughter,
Eliza,
were
visiting before
her husband's
familyto
here in
Newtown
taking off
Europe. We had a delightful chat talking
mostly about Sweet Briar and our class.
However, we both despaired of the lack
of news for several years past in the
Alumnae News. Peg asked me why I
didn't take the jcb of secretary. I told her
I would be willing if she would help, which
she agreed to do. We were too late to
write our letters asking for news for this
issue but another month or so you will
receive notes from either Peg or myself.
We enjoyed so much seeing
Jones Hager and her fine family
came to New York last fall.
the Hagers have moved into a
home in Mocking Bird Valley,

Handruma
when they
Since then
lovely new
Louisville,

Ky, Clara
K;«?married
Maxwell's
Worth,
Jr., was
Sept. son,
13 toSamuel
Joan
Foy of Cornelius, N. C.
The following is from Peg Nelson:
Susan Sinirall Logan works 25 hours a
dav, she claims, at the Red Cross but finds
time to go to Sweet Briar meetings and
says she hears from Marian Swannell who
lives in New York City. Willette Dotle
Murren lives in Columbus and she has one
daughter who graduated from Ohio Wesleyan and is now working with the Presbyterian Church in Philadelphia. Dot Myers
Rixev sold her house and is very busy
building a new one-floor home. She says
her big interest is her grandchildren, but
she does a great deal of church work, too.
Ruth Durrell Ryan lives in Manhasset,
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L. I.; she has three married children and
four grandchildren. Last fall she went to
Spain with her husband and n?xt week
they are off to Quebec. Speakini; of Europe,
'24 has really been there and all those
mentioned below have been or will be touring. Maybe we should establish a headquarters somewhere in the heart of Europe;
Paris wouldn't be bad !
Martha Cooper Judy and her husband
are leaving for Europe in two weeks for
a vacation. She says she keeps busy here
with her six grandchildren, four belonging
to her daughter, Joan, and two to her son.
Mills. She is very much interested in the
Martha Kinney Cooper Ohioana Library
which was named after her mother and
which specializes in books by Ohio authors.
Elizabeth Spjirnw Crothers is in Europe
at present with her husband. She has two
very pretty daughters who are married, and
is a grandmother, too. Adelaide Buiger
Beiser. who has two daughters and a son,
is in Europe for a xacation with her husband, Carl, but is expected home soon. The
Lloyd's
(allthis
three)
had making
a wonderful
trip
to Europe
spring
the grand
circuit from Spain to England.
Please don't forget the Alumnae Fund,
and last but not least, next June is our 35th
Reunion.

to go to Europe. Harry Foltz will also
attend Washington and Lee next fall so
maybe Babe will get back to Sweet Briar
campus again.
One of Libbo Mai hews Wallace's friends
saw Sue Milligan in California. One of
Sue's two sons is in the Marines. She has
a lovely home on an island and does a bit
of writing. She has had assignments writing in Japan.
RuthtriciaAiinspaug,!}
Daniel's
daughter
Pawas married last
November
to Mr.
Robert Murray Woronoff in Raleigh. N. C,
and bride and groom are now living in
Bronxville.
It was so grand to have a letter from
Daphne Bunting Blair giving news of her
family and their activities. Last spring
Daphne and a friend were co-chairmen
for the pageant put on for the national
convention of AAL'W which was given in
the Boston Opera House. After the banquet
Daphne had an opportunity to visit with
Miss Meta Glass and said it was such a
treat to see her again after all these years.
Dat^hne is serving as vice-president of the
Worcester Citizen's Council for Better
Schools and is on the education committees
of the Worcester Woman's Club and Worcester AAL'W as well as being state chairman of Mass Media (AAUW).
The
Blair's eldest son Larry is a Marine
son Bob is a junior in high school.

/'^^^
jLLiA
Reynolds
Driesbach
/ _ /
9(18 Kinnaird Avenue
^^ /
Fort '^X'ayne 6, Indiana
When the notice arrived this spring
telling me there would be no class notes in
the June issue of the S. B. Alumnae News.
it was a great relief to me. I was about
to take cff for Charlottesville to be a
grandmother for the second time and as
you can guess I was in a tizzy. Our
daughter. Georgia, and husband Tack Kegley had a handsome baby bov in April and
I spent three weeks there getting to know
him and renewing acquaintance with two
and a half year old Julia Reynolds.
Then in June. Bob and I took off for
Europe and points east. VCe flew to
Switzerland for five days then on to Ankara.

and

Maggie Leigh Hobbs's daughter Peggy
(also an SBC graduate) had a 6 pound
three ounce daughter on Januuary 26. Her
name is Margaret Leigh Covington and
she is called Leigh. While in New York
Maggie had lunch with Red Wilson (our
May Queen ) . The grandparents then took
the train to Miami and flew to the Bahama
Islands.
Madeline Biuun Wood is also a member
of the grandmother's club. (Don't let that
fool you — grandmothers are younger
now than they used to be!) Madeline's
daughter Beth had a daughter in December,

on the 17th. Then on the 19th Madeline's
son
boy so from
now Christmas
on they'll time.
have
a lothadto a celebrate
around
After three years of being a gentleman
farmer Mac has taken a teaching job in the
high school in Hopkinsville. Ky. He
teaches chemistry and physics and finds it
quite interesting, but Madeline says the
home work and extra curricular activities
are not so much to his liking.
Remember
our Fund Agent with your
checks as well as your good wishes.

^^
^^^"^^^
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Betty Moore
Drexel
Hill, Pa.Schilling

"^"

Childs Ave.

L'nanimously elected at the class picnic
during our uproarious 30th Reunion were
Betty Prescoli Balch as president, Kitty
Leadhealer Bloomer as fund agent, and
myself as secretary. You saw our list in
the last News. We were delighted to
have two others join our group — Dot
Keller Ilift', '26, and Norvell Royer Orgain,
'30 — whose classes were not re-uning.
■We had our picnic on the attractive porch
of Mr. and Mrs. Detmold's house. You
will be glad to know that '28, after 30
years, now has not one but two sponsors
— Sonny and Mary Hughes Blackwell who
appear with us in our class picture. 'We
all agreed that "we hadn't changed a bit"
and "would have known each other anyMarion Jayne deserted us occasionally to
spend time with her daughter, June Bereuido, who graduated cum laude. Ann
Lane Newell
left us once in a while to
wher."
visit with her graduating niece, Mary Lane
Bryan. Muggsie Nelms and Tommy Claybrook sneaked off for a golf game with
Miss Rogers. Winnie 'West and Grace
Sunderland took oft" for a canter around
Sweet Briar,
But generally we were to-

Turkey. Vi'e met our daughter Jerry there
in Ankara. Our original plans had been
to visit her in Lebanon where she was
teaching but political events over there
changed our plans. We snent ten days
in Ankara, Istanbul and Athens, then left
Jerry to Hy back to Zurich. From there
we came on home via Germany. Amsterdam.
Londrn.
and Shannon.
Jerry flew back into Beirut to pack her
two trunks and then flew on to Jordan
for a day. then to Cairo and Port Said
where she was able to get space on the
"Victoria"
so went
Singapore
she came

of
Triestino Columbo.
line and
en the
eastLloyd
to Karachi.
and Hong Kong. From there
home on the S. S.. President

■Wilson by
of Kyoto,
Tokyo Honolulu.
and Yokohamaway
and then,
of course.
She arrived in San Francisco on the 18th of
August and is enrolled at Stanford for the
fall term of work on her doctorate.
Babe Albers Foltz and husband. Dr.
Thomas Fcltz. flew east for their son
Harrj's graduation from Middlesex at Concord. Mass. He was 'Valedictorian of his
class. Another son, Tom. drove up from
Washington and Lee to meet them and then
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Class of 1928
First row: Katherine Brightbill Biltz, Katheryn Meyer Mauchel, Katherine Leadbeater
Bloomer; second row: Mary Nelms Locke. Betty M'jore Schilling. Mary Hughes Blackwell,
Betty Prescoli Balch, Betty Austin Kinloch. Evelyn Claybrook Bowie; third row: Grace
Sunderhnd Owings, Mr. Wilmer A. Blackwell, Lane Newell Whatley; Winifred IffJ/
Madden. Virginia l\i>i Winkle Morlidge.

gether in Club 2S, the suite on first floor
Grammer, enjoying pictures, debates, dresses
c. 1928, reminiscences, etc.
We were \ery proud that Betty Prescott
was selected to lead all the alumnae at
step-singing. The schedule planned for us
(which you all received) was perfect. We
enjoyed ever>' minute of it, and decided
that we should re-une every six months.
Kay Meyer is now at her house on St.
Thomas, V. I. Ann Lane spends most of
her summer hours in her cottage at Portland, Maine. Marion Jayne is at Waquoit,
Mass., for six weeks. Kewpie Hodnett
McDaniel's second daughter was married
this summer. Betty Prescott's son, Dick,
Jr., graduated from Hamilton, thus completing the education of the four Balches.
Let me hear from you before Jan. 15,
my next deadline. Last, but most important, the Fund. Let us try to give Kitty
Leadbeater our whole-hearted support, conthe list. tribute 100%, and see '28 at the top of

'^ ^\
Elizabeth Iob Jopp
\ /
503 Scott Ave.
>_/^^
Pikeville, Ky.
Back Flappy up and send in a contribution
to the Alumnae Fund. Forty of us gave
last year, they want those and eleven more
to come forth this year. Small or large,
your gift will be welcome.
Mrs. Marian Rollins wrote us a lovely
letter of appreciation for our '57 reunion
gift ($1040) to the Rollins Fund to establish a chair of religion at Sweet Briar.
We gave it in memor)- of the departed
members of the class of 1932: Sarah Forsyth (Mrs. Lamed D. Randolph), Helen
Nightingale (Mrs. James A. Gleason),
Frances Andrena Abell (Mrs. John J.
Murphy), Mary Catherine Delong (Mrs.
Carl Meinig) and Kathryn Mar>' Edwards.
Eleanor Franke Crawford and her family
(enroute from New Orleans to Niagara
Falls) stopped by to see Flappy Pancake
Mandeville in Buffalo this summer. Flappy
is still bemoaning the fact she was vacationing at the Thousand Islands at that
time. Maybe it's because she lives near
honeymoon land that Flappy has news on
class daughter's weddings. 'Virginia Hall
Lindley's daughter was married last April
and married
Emily Maxwell
Littlepage's daughter
was
in the fall.
Alice Dahriey Parker's daughter Fleming,
Tiny Marshall Timberlake's daughter Susan,
and Kay Ogilsby Mixon's daughter Nita
went to Europe this summer chaperoned by
Madame Johnson.
Alice saw Fran Powell Zoppa in Richmond. 'Va., this summer. She says Fran's
daughter Suzanne is extremely good looking. A notice from the Alumnae office
shows Betsy Higghis Plummer has moved
from Montgomery to Birmingham, Ala.
Hats off, if you wear them anymore, to
Letha Morris 'Wood and Emma Kiioulton
Lytle. Their daughters. Lee Wood and
Eleanor Humphreys, are the first '32 class
daughters to be graduated from Sweet Briar.
Letha and Emma were the only members
of our class back for reunion, in June 1958.
Letha writes: "I have never seen Sweet
Briar more beautiful than it was this year.
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It was a tremendous thrill, having my eldest
daughter graduate from my Alma Mater.
One of the nicest parts was having so many
other alumnae daughters in the class - —
from my cousin. Cordelia Peiiii Cannon's
Claire to Marty McBroom Shipman's Jane
and Jessie Hall Meyer's Keenan and best
of all Emma Kiiowllon Lytle's Eleanor
Humphreys. It was wonderful to see Emma
again after all these years. She still has
the mar\elous sense of humor and we had
a greatfortime
reminiscing.
Now inwe're
hoping
a 3rd
S. B. graduate
the
family — Nancy has applied for the class
of '63.
This summer Gus and I took a quick
tour through the S. B. campus enroute
to Richmond, 'Va., to visit my sister Jane
Job Manning. At our reunion our class
voted unanimously to permit the authorities to remove our outmoded class gift, the
reflection pool in front of the library. This
has been done and more suitable landscaping now enhances the beauty of the
Library. Put on your thinking caps, and
let's dream up some other way to perpetuate the memory of the class of 1932.
Any ideas.'
Let me hear from you.

^ ^
Mary and Margaret Imbrie
y, N. nJ. Ave.
25 S. Evergree
v-/v-/
Woodbur
^ ^
A report of our 25th reunion is in this
letter from Hetty Wells Finn:
Dear Friends:
When one has looked forward to an
event for a long time it may prove a disappointment; but not so the 25th reunion
of the class of 1933! It took a week for
my voice to return to normal after the
laughter and the chatter and the good long
conversations. I only wish all our class
could have participated in it. Special
thanks to Jackie Bond Wood, our Alumnae
Secretary, and her eflicient and very willing
office staff are tendered herewith; their job
of organization was tremendous. And to
the inhabitants of Red Top, Miss Crawford
and Miss Rogers, the very sincere thanks
of the class of 1933 are extended for their
warm and ever-ready hospitality. Red Top
was a wonderful place to have our class
picnic and a happy meeting-spot after the
Alumnae banquet.
It was a splendid thing to be back on
familiar ground and with familiar faces
after so long a time. The years seemed to
telescope and the return to dormitory life
and campus activities was made without a
bit of trouble. As we sang at step-singing
the most frequently uttered phrase flung
between meeting classmates was, "You
haven't changed a bit!"
I wonder if anyone else who came back
for reunion felt the way I did — as if
returning to a beautiful and beloved home
after years of absence? The events of reunion week-end. from the President's garden party presided over by Mrs. Pannell
with quiet graciousness. through the Baccalaureate Service with the sermon given by
the Rt. Rev. Charles Carpenter, Bishop of
Alabama, the nostalgic songs of Lantern
Night, the graduation exercises, the luncheon given directly afterward by the Board of
Overseers, honoring President Pannell on
the occasion of the presentation of her por-

trait to the College by the Alumnae, on
through the faculty open houses, and the
Alumnae Banquet which gave delight to eye
and ear because of the presence of Miss
Meta Glass and Miss Rogers, who greeted us
from the speaker's table, through the sharing
of Lucille Barrow Turner's incomparable
gifts at the piano and her voice — you truly
have never heard "He's Got the Whole
World in His Hands" until you have heard
her spiritual presentation of that song, nor
have you truly heard a sermon until you
have heard her intoning one — and ending
with the Alumnae College on the following
day, all these things together gave a feeling
of belonging to a gifted and producing family. I felt regret that our daughter is not
going to be another member of it— ■ being
part
old memories
ones of
in the
the years
to come. and making newIncidentally, if the alumnae in the graduation procession are to continue to be
capped and gowned in deserved dignity,
thencapstheandAlunmae
Association's
stockpile
of
gowns must
be replenished,
so
please send to Sweet Briar any cap or gown
vou may have hanging in the attic.
Very happy gleanings came from conversations and notes from those who attended reunion. Langhorne Walls Austen
was present for the graduation of her
daughter and had the real thrill of hooding
her. How Langhorne could do all this in
the middle of moving from Shaker Heights.
Ohio, back to Boston where her husband
has been asked to be the head of the G.U.
Dept. in the University of Boston Medical
College. I do not know; but her charm
and warmth and personal interest held no
hint of the hectic quality of her days. Margaret Austin Johnson pleased e\eryone by
bringing her husband. They had flown
from Tennessee to be with us on Sunday
and returned at 6:30 the next morning to
pull themselves and four daughters together and be off to Europe. We hope we
will see some of the pictures taken at odd
and interesting moments. Ella Jesse Latham's husband also braved the outnumbering
and made friends of all of us on first meeting. Rose Beverly Bear Burks has maintained her exuberance in full force and
perhaps even a bit more. Mary Buick
drove her mother and two friends from
Detroit, left them in Charlottesville and
joined some of the northern contingent at
Anne Marvin's home there. This .group
started as a single in West Hartford with
Mary Kate Patton Bromfield alone in her
red station wagon. After spending the
night in Greenwich with me, we were a duo
and picked up Gerry Mallory at a gas
station in atNew
Jerseyin and
Lelia ]'an
Leer
Schwaab
another
Maryland.
Chatter
did not cease on that drive and when Anne
and Mary were added in Virginia the resulting dinner Anne hostessed at Farmington was a noisy one. The second floor of
Gray had its own special reunion when
Marge Burford Crenshaw and Fran Powell
Zoppa arrived. Was it really 25 years
ago that we all met over toothbrush and
soap.-* Tub lines queued up without a
hitch, and one even felt a term paper
was due tomorrow and was not quite completed ! Blanche Varies Barloon was
pleasing to see with her quiet competence.
She leads a ver)' productive life and gave
our class distinction by her presence in the
graduation procession in her master's hood.
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Class of 1933
Seated, left to right: Carolyn Wilson Hunt, Mary Kate Patton Bromfield, Mary Buick,
Blanche Davies Barloon, Leila I'rfw Leer Schwaab, Geraldine Mallory, Hetty Wells Finn,
Ella Jesse Latham; kneeling: Mary Imbrie, Jean Van Home Baber, Ann Marvin; standing:
Langhorne Walls Austen, Mary Bess Roberts Waynick, Sue Graves Stubbs, Dr. Joseph W.
Johnson, Mr. Robert E. Latham, Margaret Austin Johnston, Miss Harriet Rogers,
Margaret Imbrie.
I am so glad Sue Graves Stubbs lives in
Louisiana, for she typifies what a southern
girl should be, with her dark beauty, her
vivacity, and her thoughtfulness of others.
Man' and Margaret Imbrie achieved my
undying gratitude and the great respect of
everyone for the excellent job they did on
making up the class notebook and compiling
the information from the questionnaires.
How good it was to see Mary Bess Roberis Waynick with her fine bounce and
knowing comments! Jo Ri/cker Powell
brought her beautiful serenity and much
information about the accomplishments of
herself and her very active family. It was
with envy that I saw Jean ]'an Home Baber's distinctive white hair and coiffure.
^X'ould that we all could be so graceful.
Peggy
Wayland
has remained
as melodic
as I Taylor's
remembervoice
it from
our first
meeting in September 1929 and her eyes
as sparkling; and Carolyn Wilson Hunt
was there with two charming daughters
who have been fortunate in inheriting
their mother's vibrant and out-reaching
personality.
There were many who were with us in
spirit, although family affairs prevented
their corporeal presence. Inga-Maja Olsson
Nylander wrote from Mexico City where
her husband is the Swedish Minister. Jane
Martin Person wrote from Minnesota saying
she hoped to see Elizabeth Giesen Lindsay
and her wonderful family on their return
trip to their home in California after visiting Lib's family in Duluth. Mary Nelson
Senile Sieman is keeping her eldest daughter a bit closer to home than 'Virginia, for
she will probably matriculate at Stevens
College in Missouri. Three students still
at home and the entire family going to
Europe to see the eldest son who has
been stationed in Germany since January
Fall 1958

prevented that gay one, Virginia Alford
Johnston, from adding to the merriness
at Sweet
Briar.
Woodward had
family"Virginia
health Vesey
complications
plus a strenuous 6 year-old daughter to
control, but her wishes were enthusiastic that we all meet and find little
change in each other. Marge Gubelman
Hastert sent her best from Honolulu and
said that one of her three children will
be in college on the east coast this fall.
Sue Siratton Grossenbach and Jossy Jones
Garlick tried to make plans for driving to
reunion from Wisconsin, but the stumbling
blocks were too great. Two graduations,
plus a reason
job, plus
wedding
were
ample
why aKayson's
LeBlond
Farquhar
could not come from Kennett Square, Pa.
It was most amazing to hear that Frances
Neville Newberry's elder daughter was a
sophomore at Texas and her other daughter aged 4. This span would be quite a
challenge. Anne Brooke is going through
the same church building-fund drive we
recently experienced, and as if that were
not enough to work on, she also is engaged in a diocesan capital funds drive.
I have had much correspondence with Julia
Harris Toomey and am considerably impressed with her magnificent attention to
detail and the many, many things she does
for others. Because she mana.ged a wedding for a relative in Buffalo in June, she
could not be with us at reunion. Her
father and mother are having a Golden
Wedding anniversary in September.
To all of you who wrote, blessings on
you. To all of you who helped swell the
2Sth reunion gift, which was collected,
annotated, and finally presented at the
Alumnae Banquet by Mary Kate, double
blessings. Because of your generosity • —
particularly may we express appreciation to

Julia — Mary Kate was able to give a
check to Mrs. Pannell for $3,452.00, to be
used for the Fine Arts Building (which
is now in the hands of the architects) or
any other project the Board of Overseers
deem of especial need. You are a great
class and it is an honor to be a member.
It has been a complete delight to have felt
responsible for you all during the past four
years, and though I have criticized it in
others, as I come to be an outgoing president, Itoo wish to give words of thanks
to various people who have made the job
more fun and who have made it a productive one. To the Imbries for the
statistical data given with such clarity and
interest, sincere thanks (they have consented
to be our class secretaries again for the
next little while); to Mary Kate Patton
Bromfield for the splendid work on the
reunion gift, my gratitude; to Lela Van
Leer Schwaab for MC-ing the Alumnae
Banquet with such poise and grace and
control, my esteem and admiration; to the
reunion committee who functioned so extremely well and established some sort of
record by never having a meeting, ave
atqiie vale with appreciation; and to Gerry
Mallory, mentor, listening-post and idea
generator, my deep affection. Your new
president, Ella Jesse Latham, will have
only pleasure in her work and the happy
experience of hearing from voices and pens
long missing from her surroundings.
To have Miss Meta with us at reunion
was a joy to us all and her words at the
banquet contained the long remembered
wit and wisdom that meant so much to
us. It was a great satisfaction to have her
write, after it was over, that it seemed the
gayest and most joyful reunion she had
ever attended at any of her colleges.
Will we be seeing you at our 30th?
Affectionately,
Hetty Wells Finn
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Marjorie Lasar Hurd
85 Samson Avenue
Madison, N. J.

Dears, one and all, we have news this
issue that goes as far back as last February,
for one reason or another. Anne Corbiit
Little wrote last winter that she was taking

courses in French toward her master's
degree; I am always lost in admiration
of people who manage homes and an education too. Her girls are busy, too; Louise
in the Junior Group of the Atlanta Civic
Ballet, Suzanne playing violin in the school
orchestra. Roberta's claim to fame at the
time of writing was a whopping case of
measles! Marjorie Smith Zengel was also
going to school in the Division of Latin
American Studies at Tulane's Graduate
School, and loving it.
Betty Siittle Briscoe had a bad fall last
winter which kept her from going to Florida
for Christmas with her family, but she and
her husband did go to California in April
for a medical meeting and a Sweet Briar
meeting witth Eleanor Cook Esterly, Betty
Carter Clark. Lou Dreyer Bradley and, she
hoped. Dot Turno Gardner.
I had a perfectly wonderful long letter
from Nancy Biitzner Leavell last March,
giving me all kinds of news. Helen Bean
Emer\' and her daughter, Vickie, had been
visiting, as had Mrs. Bean.
Helen was on
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her way home to Bethlehem after a family
reunion at Ninirod Hall. Va. Jane Morrison Moore's daughter, Allison, was visiting Anne Leavell. Nan says Allison was
at St. Mary's in Raleigh and hoped to go
to S. B. this year. All the Le.avells worked
their w-ay down to W'rightsville Beach in
August where Nan bumped into Judy Hcitlibiirloit Burnet. Tudy had a party for
them which turned into an S. B. reunion
of Virginia BelLtmy Ruffin. '.^2. Margaret
Hall, '32, Louise Wood Koonce. '3^. and
Hattie Johnson Hall. Nan expected Jane
for a week last spring and they planned
to do a garden tour along the James River
and in Albemarle. Martha Lou Lemmon
Stohlman had made a very brief stopover,
and they were making plans to get together
in the spring.
I iust wish I could give you all the entertaining details in her letter, but space
will not permit. The Leavells themselves
have built a new house next door to the
one they were living in. Anne is thinking
about Sweet Briar, too, and it sounds to
me as if Nan had a steady stream of company going in and out of her house.
Mitzi Hjniien Freid was doing double
time last June; she had three graduations
in five days. Edward from the U. of Pennsylvania, commissioned an ensign, LISNR;
he is a handsome person. Bill graduated
from high school, and Linda from junior
hi.gh, where she seemed to have won just
about every honor in the schcol, scholastic
and otherwise. Mary Walton McCandlish
Livingston saw Eleanor Rust Mattern last
summer in Fairfax; Mary's oldest daughter,
Mary, is going to Northwestern this year.
Brace yourself for Nancy Russell Carter's
schedule, and I quote: "Had a marvelous
week-end sailing with Mary Lee Ryan
Strothers in Detroit. Our Bill is a counsellor at a Canadian camp; Sally is in Maine.
We camped en route up and back; our 8
and 5 year olds went along. I have taken
up golf now and riding with 12 kids every
week. Once a week is tennis with the
ladies. Finally, I accomplished getting up
on water skiis; what a thrill. Our Navy
boy is home for a month, and we golfed
and will take 10 kids for an overnight
horse-back ride. Junior Red Cross will
keep me busy in Hamburg this Winter."
Bonnie Wood Stookey and her family
(minus the 4-year-old) went out West this
summer, taking in Yellowstone. Glacier,
Banff, Jasper, Seattle and Victoria. Then
to Cape Cod where they had only a glimpse
of Lib Scheuer Maxwell. When the Maxwells left the Cape, Lib and her daughter,
Liza, went to visit Mary Lewis Nelson
Becker. Small S. B. reunion here, too,
comprising Lib, Mary Lewis, Helen Closson
Hendricks and Bonney McDonald Hatch.
Helen's daughter, who was a sophomore
at Sweet Briar last year, was married in
June. Lib said that Ruth Myers Pleasants
and her family were visiting in New York
in August.
Fran Darden Musick went to visit her
sister in Vermont this summer, then on to
Montreal and back to New York to meet
her daughter, Connie, who has been in
Europe. Connie has been at RandolphMacon for two years; son John is at
Augusta Military Academy, Richard is at
Norfolk Academy and Whitley is at the
Friends' School in Virginia Beach.
Fran
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says she keeps busy with Sunday School
teaching, munity
King's
and the
ComFund. Daughters
Helen Hanson
Bamford
saw Eleanor Alcull Bromley this summer in
Maumee; all Bamfords were home this
summer, and two boys were off to college
this fall.
Kay Means Neely wrote that she was
entertaining family at the time of writing;
her daughter. Kit, goes to Bryn Mawr this
5'ear. Martha Lou and family were in
Amherst for se\en weeks, then back to resettle in Princeton where her father visited
them in August. She saw Dee Taylor
Simkov and family en route in Greenbelt,
Md.
Julie Sadler de Coligny and family are,
as usual, busy. Young Julie had been at
Nancy Worthington's Camp Allegheny;
Cal, Jr., worked in "The Founders and
Common Glory" all summer and Bill was
about to leave for Trinity College and
varsity football practice. Julie started another year of St. Michael's School where
S. B. seems well represented. Martha Ann
Harvey Gwinn's daughter, Ann, '59, is
teaching second grade. Jackie Bond Wood
hopes to get to New York for the Theatre
Benefit in November; Cecile Birdsey Fuessle
with her husband and younger daughter
were on campus this summer.
Martha Boss Luxford who lives down
the
streettalked
from
I have
Walker Alcaro
a wonderfully

me is working
at Altman's.
several
times with
Marion
in Morristown; Marion had
funny article printed in the

August issue of '"Woman's Day."
We wag along here; I ha\-e been doing
some work in publicity and public relations at the Morristown Memorial Hospital and also worked in the Madison
Library. David was a life-guard this summer, and Julie is working at CBS-Radio
and living in New York; she is having
a whirl, and I am enjoying it vicariously.
I hope to go to the Triennial of the Protestant Episcopal Church in Miami for a
week in October, but who knows? David
broke his collarbone the first day of school
in Sentember, so we will be playing by
ear for awhile. Incidentally, if anyone
who is willing to part with it has any of
the old Sweet Briar china. Royal Cauldon,
in mulberrj', please let me know, as I
would like to buy it.
I hope very much to see Bill and Judy
Daugherty Musser in New York when they
take Janet back to Dobbs Ferry. She was
elected President of Student Government
for 1958-1959, which seemed to us quite an
honor as she was a new girl last year.
Please don't forget that our Reunion
is this coming June; I hope you are making
plans to be there. Lib, Bonnie and I are
meeting in New York to plan fun and
games.
O

/T

Aline Stump

Fisher

\\\
55 East
93rd28.St.N. Y.
>-/^->'
New
York
At our Twentieth Reunion I told Marq
Poirell Doty I'd take over in an emergency.
The emergency has arisen. Marq has gone
to Brazil for three years because her husband, Harrison, is now working there for
General Motors. Marq, before leaving,
completed her Master's at Ann Arbor.

Kin Carr Baldwin writes that her husband. Bob, is in the Virginia General Assembly for his 20th year; her son, Bobby,
17, was planning to go to the LTniversity
of Virginia this fall; and her daughter,
Stuart, plans to go to boarding school.
Kin's big thrill took place last October
when she and Bob met Queen Elizabeth
and Prince Philip at the Palace Garden
Party in Williamsburg.
Marty Hariey
says.our"June
saw also
the
graduation
from Gwinn
SBC of
Anne,
her wedding, which I believe makes her
the first graduate and one of the first
brides of daughters of '36. She was also
crown bearer at May Day last year. Our
older son, Jim, is a 6th former at Woodberry Forest and the younger, Byrd, is in
his Fran
firstBaker
year Owen
at Culver."
and her husband have
four children: 5, 9, U and 15. She expects to see Nancy Braswell Holderness and
Dail at the annual Museum Ball. Fran is
busy with the usual worthwhile drives for
polio, cancer, etc. Tillie O'Brien Robinson's husband was chosen by Westinghouse
to attend the Harvard Business Administration School for eight months. The
group this year comes from all over the
world and Tillie and the international
wives are having a mar\'elous time while
their husbands work.
Peggy Huxley Dick is now the grandmother of six. Daughter Carroll, instead
of returning to Lake Erie College, is teaching riding to Duke girls and small children.
Daughter Harriet has one more year at
St. Catherine's and made her TV debut
in ballet this year. Nancy Dicks Blanton,
after 22 years, has written. Married in
193V to George, who is president of the
bank established by his grandfather, she
lives in Shelby, N. C. Nancy has 3
daughters: Nancy, 18, who is a freshman
at SBC this fall; Catherine, 15, and Lydia,
9. The Blantons farm, show horses and
travel in the summer to give the girls
"visual education" which does not come
from TV.
La Donahue McCormack is busy trying
to keep four healthy boys filled up; the
oldest goes to college this fall. Lillian
Campbell Gay and husband, Jim, who was
a U. S. delegate at the founding of World
Federation of Neurosurgical Societies in
Brussels last summer, visited friends in
England, Holland, Luxembouri? and France.
Mary Agnes Young Turner lives in Bethesda, Md. She has two boys, 2 and 4,
and a job.
Betty Cocke Winfree's husband, Peyton,
is Executive Editor of both newspapers in
Lynchburg.
Their
was
interrupted
by eldest
a tour son's
in thecollege
Army term
and
he is now stationed in Germany. Daughter
Macon is a freshman at SBC this fall.
Penny, in the 8th grade, remains at home.
Alma Martin Rotnem, whose son is attending Lawrenceville, is the inspiration
behind the Princeton L'nit for the Recording
for the Blind, Inc., the only national organization which records text books for
blind college and vocational students and
those interested in pursuing adult education.
wasMargaret
marriedRobertson
in March;Densmore's
her son, daughter
Edward,
goes to college this fall. Her husband,
due for a sabbatical next February, plans
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to take the family to Switzerland or southern
France where he will continue his studies.
Margaret Greiiury Cukor is president of
the Parents' Guild of the Church of the
Heavenly Rest, and is active in the New
York Alumnae Club.
Libby Hartridge. who was Personnel
Manager of Radio Liberation for the past
three years and previously was with Radio
Free Europe in Munich, Germany, is now
with the U. S. Committee for UNICEF
at United Nations Headquarters in New
York. Mary Poindexter Willingham lives
across the road from Jane Shelton Williams
in Chattanooga. Jane's oldest child. Patsy,
is a junior at G. P. S. and a lovely girl.
Henry is in grammar school and Margaret
is in kindergarten.
Mary's
son, Winburn,
attends
Vanderbilt and
sees Chloe
Friersoii
aFort's
shop. family frequently. Mary is running
Nancy Parsons Jones and her husband.
Vincent took their eldest daughter, Suzanne,
on a southern college tour in the spring.
Ginny Riilly Anstice, whom Nancy sees frequently, is deep in civic affairs, bridge
lessons and bowling. Carrie Young, Gilchrist maintains, "We still consist of one
husband, two sons, 18 and 16, and a oneeyed
Spitz
" The miles
Gilchrists
built
a river
cabindog.twenty
from have
Charlotte.
Phoebe Pierson Dunn's daughter, Susie,
is headed for Sweet Briar next year and
plans to study cartography. Judy is now
15 and Chip is 10. Phoebe has given up
portrait photography and is doing only
commercial work. While in Rochester,
where she saw Nancy Jones and Virginia
Riilty Anstice, she did some work for Kodak
and worked on colorama for Grand Central.
She planned a cover for Piiren/s Magazine
and continues to write a monthly column
for this publication. She is doing advertising and editorial illustrations as well.
Marylina Slokes Fulton and her family
have a cabin on Puget Sound. She and
her husband have four children. Elsie
Bouen Millins has a new home in Greenville, S. C. It is 110 Wilderness Lane.
She is busy with Cub Scouts, Junior Choir,
church work. PTA and Sunday School.
Mary Virginia Camp Smith, 3303 White
Oak Rd., Raleigh, N. C, has offered to
take over our class column for the year
19'>9. Please write her your news. I hope
that one of you will volunteer for the
following year. Mary Virginia and her
husband were in Europe and Africa for
the summer while their 2 girls and 1 boy
were at camp.
Since my husband's death I have been
teaching at Collegiate School — a class
of 19 nine-year-old boys. My daughter,
Peggy, 5, is in kindergarten.

^ /
Agnes Crawford Bates
«>^ /
Gloucester, Va.
All will share the pride of Polly Lambeth
and Winfield Blackwell in their daughter,
Kate, who was elected President of Girl's
Nation in Washington, D. C. It is an
American Legion Auxiliary organization
patterned after our national government, designed to give young people training in
governmental affairs. Kate will be president of her Student Council this year, and
is a real beauty !

Class of 1938
Front row: Francex Cordes Hoffman. Lucy Taliaferro Nickerson. Dolly Nicholson Tate,
Janet
Macjarlaii
Rilma
WilsonBouley
Allen, Phillips,
ElizabethMarion
Myers Fuller
Harding,
'35, Jane
Dee
Armfield
Cannon. Bergmann,
Second row:
Elizabeth
Kellogg,
Semis Wills, Dorothy Gipe Clement, Mr. John K. Clement. Third row: Miss Harriet
Rogers. Mr. David Works, Barbara Ferguson Lincoln, Mary Thompson Fabbrini, Lucy
Winston Works, Vesta Murray Haselden.
Our deep sympathy to Marion Leggett
Currie, whose husband, Don, died a year
ago of a coronary. Her son. Chuck, almost
16 and 6' tall, goes to boarding school this
fall; Doug, 13, is at home. She has just
completed a course in interior design.
More news from Martha Jane Hardesty
Minshall. Oldest, Tim, is starting college;
Greg is a senior in high school, Philip a
junior, and her youngest starts first grade.
She has a new job as a distributor for
solid perfume.
Peggy Merritt Haskell has suffered 8
weeks from bursitis, and finally had an
operation. Sheila is a sophomore at S. B.,
Joanna a junior at Emma Willard, and Jack
enters Hotchkiss in 9th grade. Still loving
horses. Peggy has one entered in local
shows.
Betty Lewman Wightman is a new contributor, and says her daughter Penny will
go Welcome
to college news
in '59;from
I hopeHenrietta
it is S. B.Arthur
!
Skinner. One son enters college this year,
one starts high school, and a daughter
begins kindergarten. That's news!
We've had swimming classes, picnics,
and too many vegetables to freeze, etc.
Had lunch recently with Marie Wallier
Gregory in Richmond; we took our sons to
the movies, and had a chance to talk a bit.
She and Greg had spent a night in Thomasville, N. C, with Lillian Lambert Pennington.

Nicholson Tate
Helen
^^^N^^
2840 Saint Andrews
Lane
v^/'^
Charlotte 5, N. C.
This is my swansong as Brownie (Marion Broun Zaiser) will take over in succeeding issues. However, I must say what
fun it has been for me to keep in touch with
you, and wish everyone "Happy Days!"
The Reunion was one we'll remember
always — and you who didn't come missed
a lot of good reminiscing and fun.
For-

tunately, the powers-that-be had put us in
the most remote place possible — top floor
Grammer, backside, all together, so that
our all-night sersicns would bother as few
folks as possible, but I must admit we
made a lot of racket in a nice sort of wav
and loved seeing each other. Those returning were: Dee Armfield Cannon, Asheboro, N. C; Frances Bailey Brooke, Lexington, N. C; Betty Bowley Phillips. Lexington Ky.; Judy Semis Wills, Darien,
Conn.; Fritz Cordes Hoffman, Pittsburgh,
Pa.; Barbara Ferguson Lincoln, Framingham^ Mass.; Macky Fuller Kellogg, Weston,
Mass.; Dotty Gipe Clement (and husband,
John, who was most solicitous to all!),
Toledo, Ohio; Janet Macfarlan Bergmann,
Hohokus, N. J.; Vesta Murray Haselden,
Columbia. S. C; Molly Talcotl Dodson,
Roanoke, Va.; Lucy Taliaferro Nickerson,
Fair Haven, N. J.; Mary Thompson Fabbrini, San Francisco, Calif.; Rilma Wilson
Allen, Charlotte, N. C; Lucy Winston
Works whose nice Episcopal minister husband came along for a brief meeting with
the group. North Conway, N. H.; and
yours truly. We discovered early that
Anne Luck Lancaster and Anne Walker
Newton who li\e in Roanoke were not on
hand, so we used persuasive measures by
telephone to get them over for one day.
The campus is lovely as always, and new
Dew Dormitory is wonderful in its equipment and appointments. Jackie Bond Wood
had all plans most efficiently and delightfully
worked out for various classes, and on
Sunday night we of '38 were invited to
Red Top where Miss Rogers and Miss Crawford received us in their hospitable way
for a class picnic in the yard. Pictures
were taken and I hope one will appear in
this issue. Graduation exercises were impressive and Mr. Ben Fairless, who was the
Commencement speaker, pleased everycne
with his easy manner and impressive speech.
All in all it was a most enjoyable occasion
and we missed everyone who couldn't come.
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I had been home about two weeks when
■we took a family trip to Western Parts —
an unexpected but wonderful experience.
All four of us flew to Phoenix where we
rented
a car;
and there
there's
little we
left unseen
between
and very
San Francisco,
as we covered almost every place in between
from Grand Canyon to San Diego, and on
up through Disneyland and the National
Parks, where everyone else seemed to be
at the same time!! Great fun — if you
survive.

/^ /^
Jean Oliver Sartor
^^J
M6 Unadilla Street
^^/ y
Shreveport, La.
This is to be our year for a 20th reunion,
so let's all try to prove how young we look
by being there in June. Several have already announced intentions of returning
— including Janet Thorpe and Kitty Lawder Stephenson who made olans while Janet
was visiting Kitty in May in Greenville,
S. C. Kitty and Steve have been busy
"reminiscing over 'W. & L. days, too, with
some of their friends in Steve's class there,
so he's going to get in the act by going to
his class reunion at the same time. 'What
a good way to cure "long time no see" !
Betsy Durham Goodhue and her husband,
Albie, between gay summer cruises around
Marblehead, Mass., spent a night in Dick
and Happy James 'Wathen's guest house
in Tenant's Harbor, Maine, and plan to take
in the Cup Defender races. Their Tempe
attended camp and Tag was chief sailor
and worker on a big schooner in Marblehead. Betty reports Eleanor Claflhi
Williams, Tommy, and their two oldest
children went abroad for two glamorous
months.
"Clafiie — in her inimitable way
— studied French all spring, and planned
her itinerary through museums and antique collections." Betsy heard from a
mutual friend that Ellie George Frampton's
daughters are "absolutely chock full of
personality
and it?are stunning looking".
Need
we doubt
This has been a summer of "get-togethers" for sure! "Bucket" Dearstyiie
■Cornwell went east from Kansas City, and
in Albany ran into Mary Petty Johnston
'40. "Bucket's" daughter Susie, 13, is in
the same class as Lois Lear Stoops' Wendy.
Lois and Buck have 4 very attractive children — two of each. "Bucket's" plans for
fall seem to be the usual — Junior League,
P. T. A. and church. Yvonne Legght Dyer
had a visit from Betty Frazier Rhinehart in
July, and they drove up to Bristol to see
Tready (Mary Treadwell) Downs. Last
-May "^'vonne saw Henny Collier Ayer and
Mary Elizabeth Barge Schroder and families in Atlanta. Tilde Palmer Baker in
Larchmont saw Betty Bell Wyman last
January. Tilde has two boys — one in
the 10th grade at Gunnery School in Washington, Conn., and the other in the 5th.
Ruth Harman Keiser writes that she enjoyed seeing Boot Vaiiderhilt Brown and
family in New Hampshire in July. Two of
Ruth's three children were in camp, which
made for a "relatively quiet summer."
Carol Carpenter Gillan spent a night with
Augusta Saul Edwards in Roanoke. Carol,
Chuck, and 3 children were enroute from
Houston to Rochester.
Augusta is coming

to reunion too. Betty Barnes Bird is going
to a council meeting at S. B. C. in October.
She lives in Burke, Va. Her son, Stoney.
will go to Gunnery School where, no doubt,
he will meet up with Tilde's son. Sigur
Moore Whitaker, '38, and family made
a recent brief stopover in Shreveport on
an "educational tour" from Indianapolis,
and Carolyn Stamen Ogilvie. '38, and I
(plus families) raced out to the motel to
chatter like mad as long as our husbands
could stand it.
Betsy Campbell Gawthrop is just back
from a terrific 7 weeks in Europe — apparently the Gawthrops saw and did everything everywhere!
Our sympathy to Martha Matthews Monroe whose father died suddenly this summer.
Her daughter Pat will be at Salem Academy
this year and Martha is "finally off all
Boards except Children's Theater." Guess
we're
all getting "of age" now, and isn't
it
a relief?
Don't forget to make plans for our 20th
reunion — the more the merrier!

/if\ I
^11
1^^^

Neall

Roberts
sheshewon't
be
anyBetty
good Frantz
for letter
writingsays
until
reaches
Fabulous Forty. With Junior League and
two pre-school children, all she wants for
her leisure time, if any, is to flop down and
watch television.
Mary Miller Naupin says SBC takes up
"umptine hours of my time." Ann Adamson Taylorbutisthey
thedo only
otherthe'40-er
in
Baltimore,
patronize
shop of
Martha Rector McGee's sister, and Mary
saw Beth Thomas Mason in Santa Barbara,
Cal., last spring. Mildred Moon Montague said she had a grand trip to Maryland,
and saw a picture in Baltimore of the tulip
sales committee, for which Mary did the
publicity. Mildred said Helen Anderson
Bryan is an active Den Mother with son.
Bates, and busy in the Episcopal Church
of Lookout Mountain, Tenn. Our fund
Boss is now vice-chairman of the symphony
in Chattanooga, and, as president of the
Allied Arts Council, is trying to build an
auditorium for the symphony.
A really loyal classmate is Jane Furniss
Simpson, who asked her brother to send
in her class contribution as she is in Bucharest, Rumania, where her husband is U. S.
Air Attache at the Embassy.
From Winston-Salem, on the most fabulous typewriter-script "thing," Jane Hopkins Hanes says she has "four children,
two of each, aged 11, 9, 8, and 6, and I
guess I do the same things that everybody
else is doing. I am absolutely determined
to attend that SBC twentieth reunion."
Another mother of four is Barbara Smith
Whitlock, whose eldest is 151/2 and looking
forward to Princeton soon, next is Dave,
13, and Nancy, anxious to go to SBC in
about 10 more years, and Chester, 20
months. Barbara wrote. "Instead of raising
collies, we are now avid antique collectors !
Talk to Connie Currie Fleming and Helen
Cornwell Jones occasionally, and saw Boots
Vanderbilt Brown ('39) in Darien over
New
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Barrows

Muriel
Foxridge Road
29
West Hartford 7, Conn.

And include Margaret Katterjohn McCollom in the "I Have Four" Club. Libby
is 16, Patty, 141/2, Charles 8 and George
31/2- "Katterjohn" is especially interested
in schools, and is on the school board,
which is working on a method of raising
teachers' salaries. But she also finds time
to bridge-club with Kay Hod<>e Soaper.
Georgia Herbert Hart has golf. Junior
League, church, a fishing and hunting husband, and Becky, 15, George, 11, and Frank,
7, to keep her busy. When she and her
husband were in Richmond on a visit, Logan
Phinizy Johns got all the SBC girls together, so Georgia saw Emory Gill
Williams, Mary Petty Johnston Bedell,
Jane Goolrich Murrell and others.
The Kings (Marianna Bush) have three
girls, 14, 12, and 4 (as well as a son 9)
so Sweet Briar can expect some Avon Park,
Fla., students for some time. Marianna
says they live in the country outside a
country town, and love it. And sister Jane
Bush Long has four sons !
Another Florida resident who loves it
is Jose Taylor Carlson who lives at Fort
Lauderdale. She says they have been there
almost ten years, and find it is a good place
for getting to see people. Reba Smith
Gromel stops in each winter from Allentown, Pa., and Alice Gass Dornberger lives
nearby. Jose has three chill'um, Ty, 11,
Gene, 8, and Carole, 41/2Prez Hug Schmidt Hardy and husband
went to Marathon, Fla., late last winter
and had a perfect vacation. En route home
to Grand Rapids they stopped in Atlanta
to see Ellie Snow Lea and their newest,
Ann, the Leas' third daughter and fourth
child. It was 14 years since Hug and Ellie
had last met, so you can well imagine the
chatter! Hug says Parge Woods Gillette
has moved back to Michigan, so please
someone let us know where.
Jane
Church,
AuPust,
she is

Baker Grant wrote from Falls
Va., which she may have left in
that she has no time to write as
enjoying her first SBC gatherings

in years,
and Wellman,
thanks to her
have "found in"
Jean
Tyree
whowe disappeared
1956 from Key West, Fla., only to reappear now in Alexandria; Kitty Estes
Johnston who I thought was in Birmingham, Ala.; and Ruth Collins Henry, who
was a blank "lost" card, and now apparently lives in Leesburg, "Va. Others Jane
has seen are Martha Ingles Schrader, Connie
burn. Chalkley Kittler and Ethel James MilAnne
most of
12, and
getting

Conant Weaver is really putting
us to shame. L'ndaunted by Nancy,
Consy, 10, she is in Greely, Colo.,
her AB plus teaching certificate,

and
then planning
her master's
in Education.
She tois go
nowafter
attending
summer session, having been to Disneyland
via Mesa Verde, Grand Canyon and Sequoia.
All three Weavers ride horseback, and the
girls ski all winter. Ann sees Helen McJames copy
('39)of and
her Tracy,
aCreery
diminutive
her mother,
and who
Colin,is
Jr., who reminds Anne of Prince Charles.
She also is near Joanne Lilly Arrot who has
one boy and two girls, the ages of the
Weavers and younger. The Arrots li\e
in Denver which is 50 miles south of
Greeley and 5 degrees warmer.
From
Altadena,
Cal., Nancy
Haskins

Year's."

Alumnae Netrs

Elliott
wrote,
Caper/on
Ranken
has moved
about"Margaret
a mile from
us. Saturday
night I had Clara Cull Frazier and spouse
plus the Rankens for dinner which was
fun. Peg hasn't changed very much, has
four children whom I haven't seen yet.
Sunday all SBC alumnae gather at Alan
Btigby McNeil's ('-41) ranch for our annual
summer get-together which includes husbands. Alan has six children ! She and
Hugh are just back from six weeks in
Europe, having flown over the Pole."
A big pat on our own backs ! The class
rallied and we lead in the number contributing to the Alumnae Fund ! In fact,
we broke a record as no class eier had
over 100 contributors before, and we had
101 ! And to Money-Maker Mildred Moon
Montague a tremendous thank you !

A •*
Margaret Wilson Dickey
I
1902 Ash St.
I ■^'
Texarkana, Ark.
Allen Baghy Macneil says she and Hugh
had a wonderful, tho' too brief, trip to
Europe in the spring. Her mother took
charge of their six children, ages 14 down
to 1, and by some kind of miracle, all
went well. Also in July they had a Sweet
Briar barbeque, about 15 SBC-ites and husbands attending. Newest comer to California is Peggy Caperlon Rankin.
Do Alby.iy Bardusch sent several items,
besides some news about herself. Her
husband is an attorney (recently made a
^

partner) in New '\'ork, and their cnildren
are a girl Debby, who is now 8, and a
boy Teddy, now 4. Besides all the chores
of raising a family, Do is head of a
Brownie Troop, Asst. Sec'y of Maplewood
Community Service, Asst. in the Kindergarten Dept. of their church, and Ways
and Means Chm. of the P.T.A. Oh, yes,
another very important job, the Memorial
Chapel Fund for Sweet Briar.
Dottie White Cummins is now living in
Pelham with her husband and two children;
Sally Eher Walters is living in Pittsburgh
again and is now a buyer for Kaufman's
Dep't.
Lou Le?)ibeck
had
another Store;
child within
the last Reydel
year.
From E\ie Caniey Marion comes news
of a delightful vacation combined with
the Judicial Conference at the Homestead
in July. During August, she took their
three children to Long Island for a visit
with her sister, Helen. Evie also had news
from Anne Deuey Guerin, whose husband
is on the faculty at the University of Texas.
A wonderful letter came on March 14
from Ethel J.inus Milburn, written from
Hong Kong just before her departure for
the States. She and the children were
flying to New ^'ork and Washington, where
the>' planned to stay until July, then on to
England to meet her husband. Ken, who
can't get away until then. Ken is an Englishman with the Marine Dept. of the Hong
Kong government. They will return to
Hong Kong after 8 months. They love
it there, and she has been teaching English
at a Chinese private school for some time
and has great admiration for her students.
Their main interest is sailing, and the
climate is perfect for it as it never gets
too cold, and there are many small islands
and bays and marvelous uncrowded beaches

that can be reached by boat. They are
careful, however, to stay well away from
Communist-held territories and do little
sailing at night. Ethel also works several
hours a month with the American Women's
Association there which has several "pet
charities" and also runs an information
center at the pier where the American
naval personnel come through. Ethel adds
that she has taken up riding again, being
inspired to this by her 5 year old Cindy.
While away from Hong Kong, their address will be c/o J. F. James, 240 First
Ave., New York 9A wonderful long letter from my P. O.
boxmate, Frances Wilson Dowdey, complete
with pictures of their two daughters, has
the inside information on "Life with a
Writer." Clifford, Frances' husband, goes
from one book to another, she says, his
latest being Death of a Nation, published
in May by Knopf. I was delighted to
read the review in the New York Times
magazine, saying, '"Mr. Dowdey's book is
lively, critical, judicious and scholarly."
"Between .stints at the typewriter, he lectures, does TV and radio reviews of books,
and contributes to magazines, the least
scholarly of which is American Heritage."
Frances says she has been working for 3
years with a number of small magazines
— responsible for all copy, make-up, photoediting, ad-copy exhausting
— eveq'thing.
fun, andgraphs,occasionally
when'"It"sa
number of deadlines pile up at the same
Please send me your Christmas cards,
and news from the cards of other '4l-ers,
sotime."
that the February letter will have lots
to interest you. Especially remember the
Fund, and answer Evie Cantey Marions
plea for the College as quickly and generously as you can. Their cost of living
has gone up, too; has your gift?
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Board) with four kiddies. And Gract
Lanier Brewer who has four girls and a
boat. "Si"" Walke Rogers and John have
recently bought a new house (same town).
Therefore, she had to forsake her usual
"Vermont vacation for the jazzy business of
redecorating. Likewise four offspring for
Florence Gillem Pressly: Jimmy, 11,
""Jenks,"" 10, Adele, 7, and Susan Courts,
2. It was "Flossie's" first report since
graduation so this is a scoop. Husband
Jim is practicing radiologist in Greenville,
N. C. Meanwhile, she's all involved with
church work. League and Medical Auxiliary. "Am Pres. of Aux. at Episcopal
Church of the Redeemer, work with youth
concert programs for League and count
in all
young
Another
longdirections."
letter from Catherine Coleman, our illustrious headmistress (Hannah
More Academy) who says life is anything
Quotable "Kippy""but
ism:dull"I in
didRiestertown.
take part in a tape interview
for
the
NABM"s
radio
program
DIS REPORT; I have not heardLEE
it onLANthe
air. but after listening to the tape once, 1
wonder why I have spoken a word since.
Nonetheless, I manage to keep on addressing various educational and church
groups. One of the latter has as its
president
Virginia
Norton,
'44.
Incidentally,
whileGriffith
your eyes
are focused,
a note from Nancy Daiis Reynolds confessed that she and Ruthe Hensley Gambles
were "inspired" at 15th reunion to become
Fund Agents. Keep these two angels aloft
and inspiration thus alive. Send your fund
checks today. While we" re on inspiration,
our favorite authoress, Ruth Jacquot Tempest, pens that until August she was in
Wyoming where the Air Force sent Rone
to graduate school for a masters in industrial management. Then they were hoping
for overseas. Two boys, 1 1 and 8, and
baby Jill, almost 2.
Our favorite lawyer, Eloise English
Davies. received her degree last June, when
she expected the Navy to order a new

Jeanne
9 Linden Saw^'er
Gardens Faggi
Wellesley, Mass.
Summer will be old by the time this hits
print but for the record, it was heavenly.
Half tent-camping on the Cape and half
cottaging in Maine. Wishing for all of
you that it was a good barefoot time too.
Long letter from Diana Greene Helfrich,
lately returned to Washington from a California tour of duty. Regret missing a first
hand report from her at our 20th Abbot
Academy reunion last spring, but heard
compliments galore later from other classmates. According to her letter, same busy
""Di."' "Up to my eyeballs in Cub Scouts,
church activities and producing the Alexandria Little Theatres winter show "Thieves
Carnival." "" This plus what sounded like
a vast home remodeling job aided and

deenest
sympathy
""Army" and
on the
death
of
her father
last toDecember
to Laura
Graves Howell on the recent passing of
her mother.

abetted by hubby '"handy-man" Harry.
Harriette Gordon Lowman's Harry, stationed at Clinton, S. C, is professor in
ROTC dept. of Presbyterian College. In

occupation: three-year-old boy." Equally
('"Bootch""* JackSallyCharlottesville
returns
lyrical
son Mead
who'sfrom
leaving
soon

1 5 years, they've set up housekeeping in
six states with four years in Germany and
two in Austria. Five children ranging from
Kathie, 14, to little Harr^', almost one.
More for the large family dept: Ann Morrison Reams (President of Lynchburg Junior
League and Chairman of the Nominating
Committee
of SBC
Alumnae
Executive

move. She regretfully reported ""hating to
leave our little surburban paradise." On
the "Army" side, Lucy Case Wendelken
writes from Wichita of 13 year old Larry,
at Kemper (I.Q. in l40"s). Heather, 6,
and husband Clyde, a most successful lawyer. Iknow the class joins me in extending

Lvrical card from Eleanor Ringer Linn:
"Moved to Williamsport. Pa., last fall
where hubby John is now Associate Professor of English at Lycoming College. This
includes directing the shows, which makes
me envious tho I help out some in the
technical line ... do playreadings round
and about so the hand is in . . . chief

for Cambridge, Mass. "After inching along
for years on the Ph. D. we're getting up
steam
the clue
last on
push."
Music dept. at
Harvardforwill
whereabouts.
On this harmonious note (Hanard and
Welleslev
being
I can't
wait
to see
her)so Iproximate
leave you— toanddust
off
VOL'R reportable facts and send them along
before Jan. 15th.
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Pawley Island. Harriet Steeiison Munschauer brought her daughter with her from
Buffalo; you did see double, they looked so
much alike.
Posy Hazard Potter and Didi Christian
Mulligan joined us from Washington They
are sharing Fund Agent responsibilities —
this tremendous job done so well these
past five years by Lucy Kiker Jones along
with her Franklin volunteer work and the
activities of daughters aged 14, 10, and 1.
Please help o/ir Washingtonians now, i.e.
in their plea for our support of SBC. Brooks
and chauffeured
I enjoyed her
Didi's
back-seat
drivinggave
as
we
home;
her husband
us the pause that refreshes on arrival.
Next we talked to Tish Ord Elliott who is
secretary to former Ambassador Joseph C.
Grew.
Deborah Douglas Adams in Jesup, Georgia, and Peg Swindell Dickerson in Wilson,
N. C replied on the reunion questionnaire,
as the majority of us did, that their main
interests are home, church, PTA, and scouts.
Dodi Cheatham James from Burlington, N.
C, enlightened us with her interest in the
piano, painting, and designing and making

Class of 1943
Front row: Carol Ann Munschauer (daughter of Harriet Swenson), Barbara McNeill
Blessing, Marj' Chrisli.in Mulligan, Virginia White, Delores Cheatham James, Margaret
Suhidell Dickerman, Kitty Doar Jones, Prentiss Jones Hale, Louise Woodruff Angst, Esther
Jell Holland. Back row: Rozelia Hazard Potter, Harriet Su'eiisoii Munschauer, Betty Belle
Launder Butin, Harriet Pulleti Phillips, Primrose Johns/on Craven, Deborah Douglas Adams,
Anne Mcjuiikin Briber, Brooks Barnes, Lucy Kiker Jones, Marguerite Hume, Elsie Jackson
Kelly, Byrd Smith Hunter, Sarah Louise Adams Bush, Louise Aloore Nelson, Betty
Schmeisser Nelson.

P. S. Hot off the Pony Express comes
a last minute from Barbara Ripley Furniss
in Columbus. "Husband nice in spite of
his lengthy title. Assistant Dean of the
College of Arts and Sciences, Ohio State
U. Two children: Patricia, 7, and Abigal,

5."
A f^
Louise
Woodruff
Angst
^J
^
49 Leeuwarden Road
t\^
Darien, Conn.
We who were there missed you who
weren't. Thanks, everyone, for your wonderful response to Esther Jett Holland who
compiled a superb reunion book of pictures
and news of us and our families and who
helped us have a fun reunion. She planned
to relax all summer at Virginia Beach.
We started with joyful greetings on
third floor Reid where we slept or talked
most of the nights. Following step singing
we had a gay class picnic at the boat house.
We were proud to be a part of the thrilling
commencement. A serious alumnae meeting and a fun alumnae banquet followed
a delightful punch party on the patio of
Dew Dorm, with faculty houses to visit
in between.
Anne Mcjunkin Briber left her HO
model railroad, golf, and the Braves to
come from Milwaukee; Ouija Adams Bush,
a recent member of the Alumnae Executive
Board, left her golf and pool in Dallas to
room as in senior year with Ginny White
who is a legal secretary in Richmond and
interested in art and Moral Rearmament;
Marguerite Hume who is a medical social
worker in Louisville roomed with Byrd
Smith Hunter who would not let us get
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to sleep; Prentiss Jones Hale whose husband Peter is busy on a fabulous new boat
marina in Saybrook, Conn., flew in to
room again with Kitty Doar Jones who lives
in Franklin, Va., and both had sense enough
to get some sleep.
Personally I had a treat with all three
roommates there. Barbara McNeill Blessing, who has our handsome class baby,
Randy, came up from Lakeland, Fla. Recently her parents announced her engagement to Col. John White Yow, Combat
Command C, 4th Armored Div., Germany.
Anne Jacobs Pakradooni was an angel to
fly down later. She recently won a Philadelphia Fashion Group prize; she directs
and models in fashion shows and designs
clothes, besides all her volunteer work.
Brook Barnes who is a head nurse at
Children's
MedicalNelson
CenterininConcord
Boston
un
Lou Moore
she teaches piano and studies Great
courses now that her two children
school. They drove to our house in

picked
where
Books
are in
Darien

and the threetheof second
us visited
Lou'sWefamily
Winchester
night.
missedin
Fay Martin Chandler whose writer-professor
husband autographed his latest book, Henry
Varnum Poor, for me to give my husband
for his collection of railroad books.
Betty Schmeisser Nelson, whose husband
finished Harvard Business School's three
month's Advanced Management Program
in Tune, and who has the loveliest view from
her Jnilltop home in Weston, Conn., drove
down with Primy Johnston Craven, who
has her finger in many pies as an Episcopal
minister's wife, mother of three, a parttime children's librarian. Harriet Pullen
Phillips left three children in Pittsburgh;
she returns in summer to Asheville and

little
clothes.
Elsiegirls'
Jackson
Kelly came from Lynchburg
for all the festivities. Betty Bell Launder
Butin and her husband, a physician in
Wichita, drove to Washington for a medical meeting and then to Sweet Briar where
he bravely shared many events with us.
Ouija Adams Bush enroute home had a
second reunion in Louisville. She saw
Fayette McDoitell Willett, her pretty house
and adorable children. Later she saw Ann
Tweedy
Mary "Paducah"
Hilliard, Ardery,
Helen Laicton
Mitchell, Wheeler
Snookie
Campbell Shearer and their husbands at a
dinner party. Another day she saw Janie
Lampton Middleton who with Fayette
missed reunions because of a golf Calcutta.
Anne Williams TuUey was in one of these
SBC gatherings where Ouija learned the
latest news.
On campus one-way traffic, a new dorm,
a new faculty road, Mrs. Pannell's portrait
for the library, disappearance of the old
barn and orchard are obvious changes but
we had not changed at all.

A

A

Barbara Duncombe

Lang

^X^X
3069 Atherton
I
I Butte,
Montana Lane
Most of you will not have heard that
my sister, Fritzie Duncombe Lynch, '49,
and her husband. Jack, were in an automobile accident a year ago in July. Jack
was killed instantly and Fritzie injured
critically. She is now almost recovered
and is remarkable. At the time, I brought
her daughters, Carter and Susan, then 6
and
iy'i, we
to had
Buttea for
three months
us. and
marvelous
time. with
We
took all four little girls to Disneyland,
Las Vegas, and San Francisco with us,
about which I would write a book if I
had any kind of memory at all. Susan
Lynch and Lindsey Lang are outstanding
Aints and Asses material already, and we
had a million laughs, and hated to give the
cousins back.
This past summer we made the same
trip again but with only two little girls and
it was hardly the same. But we did have
a couple of beers at Phyllis Fraser Lanphier's house in La Jolla, where we met
Aliiitiiide News

60'^r of her five daughters and had a wonderful time. Tom Lanphier was in Washington, where as Vice-President of Convair
he had been testifying about the missile
program, and we were sorry to miss him.
Their middle daughter, Janie, 9. had had
a miserable winter spending four months
in the hospital after running through a
neighbors California-type sliding glass wall.
Apparently this sort of thing happens all
the time out there, and the Lanphiers have
remodelled their house and made their
glass walls of safety glass to prevent a
repeat performance. For three of those
months. Phyllis said, they could not assure
them that the child would not lose her
right leg; but the leg was saved, and while
she is still having much physical therapy
she appears to be well and happy and a
lovely child as were Kathy, 4, and Phyllis,
3, the only others we met.
While in San Francisco, we were invited
to Alice Lancaster Buck's for dinner in
Mill Valley and Bea Boericke Cohen and
her husband and son were there too. Alice,
Pete. Blair, 10, Dorsie. 7. and Katherine,
2, have lost themselves in one of the most
tremendous rented furnished houses I have
seen in my considerable career while they
are temporarily on the West Coast. What
they are doing there is quite complicated;
in fact, I'll quote from a letter from her
to make sure I get it straight. "Pete is
out here to make a study of cargo-handling
in the San Francisco Bay area for his Washington office, which is the Maritime Cargo
Transportation Conference, which comes
under the National Academy of Sciences.
He
The
was
and

isevening
a physicist
in operations
research."
we were
there, Blair
Buck
just returning from Cub Scout Camp
was quite a woodsman, Dorsie is

\er>' dark, pretty, and with what ladies'
magazines describe as 'elfin charm.' Kaiki,
the children's name for Katherine, is the
only Lancaster in the crowd, with blond
curls, to offset her brother and sister who
are nure Buck. Just a few months younger
than Kaiki is Philip Gideon Cohen, Bea's
son,, who is a giant 2 year old with the
most astonishing affinity for Martinis and
olives. His pediatrician father sat calmly
and peacefully watching as Philip cadged
any untended drink, although I never heard
him actually advocate this particular tonic
for growing
children.
I have a letter from Lucile Chrhtmjs
Brewster, in Plymouth, which I will quote:
"This hasFirst,
been ofquite
a 6 comes
months our
for new
our
family.
course,
adopted daughter, Ellen Sibley, who came
to us in July, 19'37, when she was 5 months
old. Though late-comers in having our
family, we hope that our added wisdom
(?) {her question mark, not mine) will
make up for what we sometimes lack in
stamina with a 2 year old and a 10 nionther.
Also, of course, we were very involved
with the arrival of Mayflower II and made
many wonderful friends among the various
crew members who visited with us. What
a fjsciihiling, group of men. Last, but of
vital importance, we are remodelling and
adding to our 1-10 year old Cape Cod. so
arc really camping out deep in plaster dust,
with ghostly dust sheets over ever^'thing.
Don't see any Briarites but Brooks Barnes,
'43, and don't seem to get to the Boston
meetings which are always on the other
side of the city. Heard from Anne Hyiuo/i
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Rump who has a new son — four children
in all. She lives in West Chester. Pa., and
is active in the Wilmington SBC Club."
I also have a birth announcement for
Margaret McGuire, born on April 4 of
this year, whose family is listed as Peggy
Gordon. Bob, and Robin Seiler, and who
lives in Richmond. Peggy's note says,
"We are thrilled with our new daughter,
named for my mother who died a year ago.
I am being aided in my first attempt at
breast feeding by a true piece of Sweet
Briar scholarship — a masterly letter written by Ginny HJl Teipel to Ellen Boyd
Dut\il Miller, when E.B. was about to
undertake this most terrifying project. It
is based
Ginny'swith
experience
of dash
four
babies
and on
is written
much more
and humor than most term papers — but
is just as organized I If it were not getting
so late in the day for '44 mothers, I'd offer
to mimeograph!"
We all went to Chicago with Jim this
summer, and left Lindsey there to come
out two weeks later with Mother and
Daddy when they made their maiden trip
to Butte. Mar^' came back with us so
she wouldn't miss Brownie Camp, which
would, of course, have been unthinkable.
We came through Omaha and called on
Mary Brjdeii Young, who concocted a lunch
fit for visiting nobility on about 20 minutes' notice. Mary and Malcolm live in
the house in which Mary grew up, and her
mother has moved around the corner. They
have six children, five sons and a daughter.
Mac, or Malcolm, Jr., was away at camp but
we met his younger siblings: Bill, 12, Mary
Laura, 10, Scott, 7, Duncan, 5, and Bruce,
2. I was enchanted with their Scottish
names, and with them.
Alice Johnson and Bill Fessenden, with
their Faith, 11, Lucinda, 9, and Jimmy, 7,
have just been with us for four clays. We
thought Bill and Jim could have written
an excellent news article for you, with
lots of husbandly asides; in fact, we pushed
the project quite strenuously, but they
couldn't be torn away from the golf course
during daylight hours, nor from the bridge
table_ at night. We spent a good bit of time
watching the Pro-Amateur Tournament held
at our club. Bill is a sensational golfer,
and should have entered; and Alice plays a
wonderful
this washosts;
a men's
tournament.game
We too,
werebutexcellent
letting them beat us at bridge and even arranging that they had tickets on the winning
golfers ! They drove away this very afternoon, with big plans for coming back for
Thanksgiving; and within four hours, literally, in the middle of this writing, Jim had a
telephone call telling him to assume the
duties of Assistant District Manager, and
California, here we come.
Our esteemed Fund Agent informs me
that there are some very conspicuous names
conspicuously absent from her tally sheet
of contributors to the Alumnae Fund. I
know none of them could be names of you.
or you, or even you. We have a 15th Reunion coming up, so pay up and plan to
be there! Alice and I talked about clipping
down there in her brand new buby blue
convertible Hillman-Minx, and sharing a
tronhy we were sure you would put up
for the one who had travelled furthest.
Now, I'll take it hands down. Poor Alice,
she is still talking about our 5th Reunion

she attended all the way from Venezuela
at which they announced some woman from
California as having come the longest way!
Don't let the fact that the Lang's home
life is now up for grabs prevent your sendme lots of
I'll be
for a
whileing selling
the news.
house; and
the here
Post Office
will forward anything after I leave on pain
of hearing from me.

A /T

Polly Vandeventer

Saunders

^1 ^"^
Newport News, Virginia
"^ Shirley Road
^O
Our President, Ade Jones Voorhees, sent
me a wonderful letter with all kinds of
news. Ade. since our last issue, is a
mother for the fourth time! Peter was
born January 14. Stephen is 9, Nancy 6
and Sarah 4. But this isn't all — she also
mothers the Charleston Jr. League as its
President. Her husband, Coerte, is in coal
sales and
quite
bit. "My
seem
to betravels
through
the aJunior
Leaguetravels
and
I maintain that that's the way to see SBC
Alumnae. The conference in Washington
was practically a reunion. Did you see
the picture of the gathered clan? It was a
treat to see Helen Murchison Lane and
Robbie Warner there."
Ade and Coerte went to his 15th Princeton reunion. She had honed to see Polly
Kent Page there but no luck. Bob must
have a difficult time getting away — he is
Dean of Medical Education and also Assistant Professor of Medicine at the University
of Chicago. The Pages have become sailing enthusiasts on Lake Michigan.
I didn't know Flo Cameron Kaufmann
was on the Alumnae Council. Congratulations to Flo. We are proud of her.
Congratulations too, to Nancy Watte Ward
on the arrival of her fourth child last November. Jane is her second girl. They live
in Long Beach, Cal. Jean Cirt^r Telford
is still an active Junior Leaguer in Chattanooga. She has recently directed the
Provisional class.
Was delighted to hear about Julia Brisshe doesn't
(if is
where she
tow
watch inherNorfolk
paint brush)
about to
become a renowned artist. She got in the
Audubon Artists show in New York and
the "Painting of the Year" show in Atlanta;
won a Norfolk Newspapers purchase award
in the Irene Leache show; first prize in
watercolor and a Miller and Rhoads purchase award at the Valentine Museum in
Richmond; and a runner-up in watercolor
and most popular exhibit in show awards
at the Virginia Beach Boardwalk show. Her
full time job, incidentally, is that of associate editor of Approach Magazine, the
Na\7's monthly Atialion Safety Review.
She does the areo-medical articles. We
will have to be on the lookout for Julia;
she is really going places.
Cholly Jones Bendall went to San Antoniotween
in June
for she
a cousin's
wedding.
Befestivities
had a nice
visit with
Flo and Ike Kaufmann. "Flo is prettier
than ever." This same galavanter saw
saw Ouija Adams in Dallas and her 3
children.
A friend of a friend told me that Al
Eubank Burke recently had a little girl.
I wrote for verification but our new mother
is probably

busy

diapering.

Won't

her
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Johnson and Johnson husband be a boon?
Rosemary Ashty Dashiell had little Joseph

had a wonderful trip to a dude ranch
in Colorado with her husband and son

in April. 1 haven't seen him but according
to the parents • — adorable!
Had a •aonderfully inspiring letter from
our Fund Agent, Caroline Rudulph Sellers,
telling of the excellent showing our class

Richard. Richard is in school and Eve's
days are filled with car pools, meetings and
gardening. Bett>- Gibson is spending the
fall in Muskogee, Okla.. with her family
while Congress is adjourned.
Carol™ Rankin kfapother and Jim are
planning a trio to Florida in early November and hope to see, or at least talk to
some Briarites along the way. His brother
and his wife are home from "Vieiuia and
report seeing quite a bit of Audrey Laham
Rosselot and Bob. The Rosselots sail on
the Independence Oct. 8 from Genoa and
will be in the States until Ian. 1. In August
they spent a week in Venice and Florence
and another week in the mountains of
Austria. Elizabeth. 4' 7. went away to
camp with her kindergarten for a while.
After a visit to her family and seeing friends
in Washington. D. C, they plan to return
to Vienna for 2 more years.
While on vacation Ann Orr Savage had
supper in Richmond with Connie Tunnell
Bond and Bob. Marguerite Rucker Ellet
and Taz. and Anne Ryland Ricks. Attivities
of Marguerite's children's school pre\ented
her from being at Reunion. This fall she
is chairman of a church chapter and chairman of the Junior League Speech and
Hearing Sur\ey in the Richmond public
schools.

made at Fund time. (After Rudy's strong
appeal -sre had no choice.) "5 people
contributed: this is 55^. They were
hoping to increase the number of people
giving to 49'/c- So. " Rudy humbly says.
"I feel that we did our share."
Bob and I had such a nice time with
Crutcher Field Harrison and Tohn in Miami
last April. Their home and two children
are lo\ely in every way. They even have
parrots from the nearby Parrot Jungle in
their front yard. Was sorry to hear that
Crutcher had recently lost her sister after
a long illness.

A ^^
^±rS
r^— ^

ALmiy Jo Armstrong
112 Albacore
Galveston. Texas

Recognize us? 'We don't look so very
different, do we? The picture was made
at Miss Belcher's cabin where we had our
class picnic. We are the 37 who returned
for the 10th Reunion, and no class could
have ever had a better time than we did.
The Stork Club: Allen Hobis Capps.
3rd child. 1st son. Charles III. Nov. 28.
1955; "Dickie' Lile Hartmann. 1st child,
a son John Lile. Oct. 31. 1957: Bettr Ann
W'jrner Keith. 2nd child, 1st daughter,
Elizabeth Warner (Liza), Nov. 22. 1957:
Audrey Lihmjn Rosselot. 3rd child. 2nd
daughter. Anne Patricia, Dec. 10. 1957;
Judy Perkins Llewellyn. 2nd child, 2nd
son, John Perkins. Jan 7; Emilv Loft is
Peters. 3rd child. 3rd son, James Barton,
Jan. 8; Lee Estill Coghill, 3rd child, 1st
daughter. Susan Killough. Jan. 18; Liz
Bramham Lee, 3rd child, 2nd son, Donaldson Bramhara, Jan. 21: Pat Smith Nelson.
3rd child. 1st son. Thomas Oscar, Feb. 18;
Bettv Wallace Tenny, 3rd child, 2nd son.
Dwight G., Jr.. March 8; Martha Davis
Barnes. 2nd child, 1st daughter, Sarah
Swift April 6; Ann Paxson Gail, 1st child,
a son, William Baugh, April 24: Martha
Mansfield Clements. 3rd child, 3rd daughter,
Ellen Murphy, May 3; Helen Pender
Withers, 3rd child, 1st son, Joseph Burks
III, May 17; Blair Grates Smith. 2nd
child, 2nd son, Philip Aldrich, May 25;
Malloy
Warren, May
3rd chili
3rd
daughter,V'rixht
June Wright,
27; Kitty
Dootm Dickey, 1st child, a daughter. Catharine Claud (Katj'), June 1; Jane Ransom
Gray. 1st child a daughter. Florence Elizabeth. June 6: Ann (Tommy) Porter Mullen,
3rd child. 2nd son, James Emen- (Jim),
June 10; Cormie Hancock Getman, 2nd
child. 1st son, William Doolittle (Bill),
June 19; Ynes Joia Kline. 3rd child. 2nd
son. Jeter Jova, July 9; Jane Leach Cromwell. 3rd child. 3rd daughter. Jane Bradley,
July 12: Harriotte Bland Guthrie. 4th child.
4th son, Edward Underwood; "Vicki Brock
Badrow, 2nd child. 2nd son. William Brock;
Isabel Dzung Li. 3rd child, 2nd daughter,
Aime Ling, April 10.
"Vacations are always news. Alice Aim
(Sanny) Butman Bellows spent part of the
summer in Ohio.
Eve Godchaux Hirsch
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Lydia Henderson Barr joumej'ed to Maine
this summer and also visited her family in
Charlottesville. Lydia has a 1st grade class
at Gibson Island Country School and her
husband has recently taken a teaching assignment at the Naval Academy making
2 teachers in the family. Lydia says this
plus 3 children and her numerous domestic
responsibilities keep her employed at least
16 hours a day. Disne>'land and San Francisco claimed Ann Harris Bellows, her husband and their tn o children on their vacation. Ruth Faulkner Howe went home to
Arkansas, then to Dajlona Beach during
June. Her daughter Laurie starts kindergarten and they hope to start building their
home this fall. Helen Pender Withers
saw Connie Tunnell Bond and her husband
at an insurance convention at the Cavalier
Hotel in Virginia Beach during the summer.
Jeanne Morrell Garlington and Mary
Barrett Robertson celebrated Reunion together in Savannah. Mar>' was at the beach
there at that time. Jeanne was busy in May
and Jime with the chicken pox. Each
child had her turn — then Jeanne. They
spent the mcnth of July at the beach.
Jeanne isto going
Rollins'at
thoughts
work to
and put
teachMrs.
Religion
the Countrj' Day School in Savarmah. She
will have 40 eighth graders and a small
senior Bible class.
^"hen Mrs. Pannell was in Texas. Martha
Rouan Hyder and her husband honored
her at a luncheon for the Ft. Worth
alumnae. Martha spent the summer enjoying their lake home, water skiing, sailing,
sleeping out on the beach, etc. She is
Co-Chairman of the Art Ball in October.
It will be a Panorama of the city including
all the old debut gowns.
While we were at Reunion, Westray
Boyce Nichols was vacationing in England.
Martha Owen went to Europe again this
summer and visited the Scandinavian coun-

tries and theRiddle
Brusselsvacationed
World's Fair.
Helen
McKcmie
in Reodosa,
New Mexico. Tate McArthur Todd was
in Dallas in June for the Rotar%- International. At Ponte Vedra in June Liz
Bramham Lee and her husband had a house
next
Billyfall
andobligations,
"T ' Sniderincluding
Martin.
Liz isdoor
busy towith
a P.T.A. JBoard. "T ' is President of the
Columbus. Ga.. Junior League. Ann Samford Lpchurch is President of the League
in Birmingham, and Maddin Lupton McCallie is Veep of the Chattanooga League.
These three saw each other at Conference
in Washington in May.
Betty Lou Bruton Lyons and her family
spent their vacation in Memphis. Marcia,
'!. has been learning to play polf and swim,
and is in the 2nd grade. The Lvons love
living in Florida and have had fun going to
the beach all summer. Connie Hancock
Getman and her family spent a most pleasant
summer in Cazenovia. N. Y., but are now
back in Ohio.
For the past 3 years Faith (Skipper)
Mattison has owned and run a small book
shop in Cambridge. Mass., called Cantabrigia Book Shop. She specializes in books
on folk lore, folk music, and folk dancing,
and in locating old and out of print books
in even- field of interest. What little time
is left over is spent in activities such as
Scottish country- dancing, sailing, bridge.
Dolly Antrim McKenna, who is now
living in Falls Church. Va.. spent a month
at Virginia Beach with her family. She
occasionally sees Vi W''hilehead Morse.
In September Jane Luke moved to Charlottesville and will continue in Pediatric
Cardiolog)- for 2 years. Her family has
a small farm west of there with a lovely
view- of the mountains. Man' Pierce is in
Haifa. Israel, as Vice-Consul. 1 heard that
Pattv Jenny Nielsen had moved to South
America. Closey Faulkner Dickey has
moved from Illinois to Saddle River, N. J.
Nanpromoted
Steptoe toMcKinley's
has
been
Supenisor husband
of Industrial
Relations at "Westinghouse's Electronics
Plant in Baltimore and they have moved.
So has Jane Leach Cromwell. She and
Steve's family exchanged houses in May.
Marge Kerens Rackett has been busy redecorating and remodeling their home.
Man' Lou Wagner Forrester has moved to
Fort Leavenworth. Kansas, while Gene attends Command and General Staff School
there. She missed our Reunion as she was
busy with his 10th Reunion at West Point.
Aim (Tommy) Porter Mullen is busy
with 3rd child. Her oldest has started
school. They made a combination business
trip in June through the Ozarks to Little
Rock. Felicia Jackson Wheless spent the
month of June on a Florida beach. Nanc)'
Moses Eubank and family made their annual "pilgrimage" in June to Little Rock.
Lindy. her oldest, attended Day Camp and
aftenvards Bill and "Mo" spent 10 days
at Silver Beach. Fla. Lindy be»an school
in September. Bill Jr. will be 4 Christmas
Day and little Ham will be 3 in March.
Jane McCaffrey McBrian's youngest son,
Andy, has started nurserj' school and McCaft wonders what she will do in the mornings as it will be the first time in 9 years
that she has been alone. Cynthia Harding
Collins and Tom have bought a lot and
plan to start building soon.
Anne Rowland

Alumnae News

Class of 1948
Front row: Caroline R.iiikin Mapother. Sylvia S.iuttders Davis. Martha Sue Skinner Logan, Mayde Ludinglon Henningscn, Eleanor Polls
Snodgrass, Miss Jane Belcher, Indie Linds.iy Bilisoly, Maddin Lupton McCallie, Elizabeth Grates Perkinson, Patricia Smith Nelson. Martha
Shmidheiser Rodman. Second row: Betty Ann Jjfison Ryan, Peggy Sheffield Martin, Lee Eslill Coghill, Elisabeth While Gregory, Ann
Ryland Ricks, Jane Johnson Kent, Liz B.trhour Beggs, Elizabeth Plunkelt Williams, Diane King Nelson, Ann Sjmford Lfpchurch.
Margaret AUCallum Anderson, Margaret Adding/on Twohy. Third row: Betty Johnson Ragland, Patricia Tr.iugotl Rixey, Katherine
Berihier McKelway, Virginia Wurzbjch Vardy, Martha Frye Terry, Marion Bouer Harrison, Patricia Cjnsler Covington, Suzanne H.ird\
Beaufort, Martha Garrison Anness, Helen Elliott Sockwell, Julia Blakey Brown, Ann Vaughn Kelly, Mary Jo Armstrong Berryman, Cornelia
^X'attley, Louise Del'ore Towers.
Tuck is S.B.C. Alumnae Representative for
the Nashville area. She had a coffee for
the incoming freshmen and others interested
in the college in September. Louise Day
McWhorter was in Gaheston recently. It
seems as tho' she spent the summer entertaining out-of-town company and helping
with
Tom's
for judge. law partner's political campaign
Miss Meta Glass heard from Eleanor
(Petey) Johnson last November and at that
time she was working part time in the
Office of the Vice-President of New York
I'niversity. '\'nes Joia Kline talked with
Jenny Belle Bechtel in early September.
Jennv Belle is thinkine of going to Europe
and
to betolda ■^'nes
doctor.that Ces Youmans is studying
And after Reunion what has happened
to those who came. Betsy Plunkett ^^"illiams
and Jerry were transferred from California
and are now stationed at Little Creek near
Norfolk. Maddin Lupton McCallie, David
and their three boys vacaticned for a week
at St. Simons Island, Ga.. and spent Labor
Day week-end at Sapphire, N. C. At St.
Simons with them were Suzanne Hardy
Beaufort, Ira and their two eirls and Nita
Mincheu' Faulk, Ralph, and their three
children. David McCallie, Jr., began grammar school in September — the same one
both Maddin and David graduated from.
From S.B.C. Liz Grates Perkinson went to
Vi'ilson, N. C, for a visit with her family.
Then daughter Elizabeth and Liz went to
their cottage at Topsail Beach, N. C,
for two months. Perk got up for three
weeks and they had loads of company the
rest of the time. Elizabeth loved the water
and by the time they left, she could almost
swim. Martha Frye Terry and her family
went to Windy Hill, N. C, for 2 weeks

and had a fine lazy time. Later in the summer the Terrys took their two oldest children to the Smokies and camped out for
2 nights. They had some hair raising
experiences with the bears, but their spirits
were not daunted and they are planning
more camping trips.
Anne Ryland (Ricky) Ricks visited Meon
Bouer Harrison overnight in August. Ricky
has decided to do a 2nd year of graduate
study this year and will be at New York
School of Social Work, part of Columbia
L'niversity. She will be living at Johnson
Hall and hopes all who ccme to New York
will call. Arch and Meon had a child-free
vacation at Nags Head in August to rejuvenate them for a move to a new house.
Diane King Nelson and Harry ha\e started
building their new home and are promised
a complete house by Christmas. They sailed
all summer and she is doin.u volunteer work
for the Family Service Agency.
Peggy Addington Twohy spent July and
August at Sandbridge Beach. Peggy Shejfield Martin spent part of Aucust at Hi.ghlands, N. C. After Reunion Pat Cansler
Covington and Bob spent a few days in
Richmond visitin.g sister Joan and her family. Then she plunged into the "frightful
mess" of adding on to their house, which
is in chaos, she says, with plumbers, plasterers and electricians everywhere.

transferred to New
Hampshire
in July.
In June Martha Mansfield Clements visited her family in Kentucky. Sarah is in
kindergarten. Martha Schmidheiser Rodman spent part of August in Pennsylvania
with her family while Nat attended a
Pathology Conference in Wisconsin. They
ha\e begun their house. At the end of
Chuck's two week active duty tour in Pennsylvania, Martha Garrison Anness flew up
to meet him and they drove back to Cincinnati via Gettysburg and the Skyline
Drive.
Isabel Dzung Li saw Jenny Belle Bechtcl
;ind Cecily Youmans in New York recently.

Bea Backer
Simpson's
husb.md
has been
transferred
from
New York
to Baltimore,
where he js in charge of that division of a
wholesale paper company, the Hubbs-Coming Co. They are temporarily living in
Annapolis until they can decide where

stopped
Maddin
Lupton
for
a night, atand
we had
lunchMcCallie's
with Felicia
Jackson Wheless before I caught the plane
to Ft. \('orth. Two weeks later I returned
to Galveston, moved to another house, and
spent the rest of the summer on the beach
(which is a half mile from our house) and
entertaining out-of-town company. Courtney
has begun nursery school, so life should be
less hectic. Do write me all of your news.

they want to build, buy or rent. Tho' they
hated to leave Long Island, they are deli.ghted
be back Gale
in "home
country.
said Annto Paxsun
and Bill
were "toShe
be

Jenny
is her
son's
' Beezie Belle
" DeVore
Towers'
daughters are in school this
and Charlie visited in Norfolk

god-mother.
two
oldest
year. She
en route to

Reunion.
He and
EleanorBriar
PottsforSnodgrass"
husband came
to Sweet
Reunion
too. Pat Cansler Covington's husband
joined us spent
on the
last day.
"Liz" inHooks
Richards
3 weeks
in Florida
May,
visiting Bess Pratt Wallace on the way
down.
Diane King Nelson and I ran into Ann
Samford L'pchurch, Caroline Rankin Mapother. Peggy Sheffield Martin, and Sylvia
Saunders Davis en route home from Reunion. Caroline decided to return to
Louisville via Atlanta. Ga. Diane and I
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send pictures of you and your children —
all your letters make this job such fun.
Meon Boifer Harrison will be writing you
soon about the Alumnae Fund. It's her
first year as our class fund agent, so let's
make it successful for her. It is your opportunity to express your appreciation of
and beliefs in the ideals and goals of Sweet
Briar.
I know all of you join me in expressing
our sympathy to Anne Ryland Ricks whose
Father passed away in the spring.
A/'\ J Julia
Eastley N. Mak
/It
12M 33rdSt.,
W.
f /
Washington 7, D. C.
My apologies for having notified only
one-third of the class that the secretaryship
has changed hands. Many nice people in
that third have sent me news, and I will
be in touch v\-ith the other two-thirds before
our TENTH reunion comes up in June,
'59. Do keep me posted on who w-ill be on
campus
then,up and
meanwhile
my
best
to live
to the
standards I'll
set do
by the
three wonderful secretaries whom I follow.
The reason Caroline Casey McGehee
pressed me into senice was the arrival
on May 15 of Margaret Fox Verner, 7 lbs.,
8 02S., who is, I gather, the apple of Coleman's— and the two boys' — eye. Caroline has
notified me of t\vo other births: to Emily
Thornton and Earl (Bud) Forte, a daughter, Emily Patterson, Feb. 7, 1958, 7 lbs.,
14 oz. and to Lindsay Coon and John Robinson, adaughter, Jane, Feb. 8, 1958. A
card from Joan Becker Taylor reports a
1958 girl, Ellen, no date. Jody and Milt
also have Catherine. 5, Martin, 3, and Jane,
2, and they live in Marietta. Ohio, where
Milt has headquarters for automobile and
truck leasing.
On the masculine baby side: to Ruthie
Garrett and Bob Preucel, a second boy,
William Nielson Garrett, Feb. 24, 1958,
Philadelphia. Patty Leii Harnett wrote
that her second child, Henry, Jr., was born
Feb. 8, 1956. The Barnetts spend each
summer at Patty's mother's cottage in
Myrtle Beach, one block north of the Ocean
Forest Hotel and right on the beach, so
she hopes
future
years.to see any '49ers who come in
Going international, a letter from Betsy
Brown gives a wonderful picture of her
work, executive secretary to the Cleveland
International Youth Leaders Exchange Program, which takes her abroad each fall to
help select members of the program and
keeps her in Cleveland the rest of the time
organizing
the there.
foreign Representative
youth leaders' fourmonth stay
from
Ohio Frances P. Bolton put Betsy's name
in the Congressional Record in praising
the program.
Ann Lane Hereford writes from Birmingham, England, where Frank has a Fulbright,
that they've
had been
a goodable
nurse
dren so have
to for
see the
lotschilof
England, plus four weeks on the Continent,
but they are due back in Charlottesville at
this writing.
Through the State Department I tried to
trace Ann Ptske and John Thompson only
to discover that John had resigned from
Foreign Service, so Ann is "lost" until someone — please — finds her.
Marcia Fowler Smiley writes that she is
green
with doing
envy of
'49ers abroad.
she
has been
interesting
StatesideButwork
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for Reader's Digest on business machines,
finally
choosing
LINI'VACfiles.
II Electronic
Computer
for subscriber
Len, she
says, has his name on the masthead of
Consumers
Union
Magazine.
Another careerist, Ann Eustis. keeps Dayton and me up on hospital life through
her work as orthoptic technician at Washington's new 800-bed Hospital Center. She
has an apartment in the same building as
Jean Taylor, who is in government research
work. I see Pat Brown occasionally when
she is home for school holidays, but was
sorry to have missed Mary Steiens Webb
when she was in Washington for the Conference of the Association of Junior Leagues
of America, as a delegate from the Charleston, (S. C, of course) League.
Bits of news from all over: Nancy Barnes
and Sid Wray and their three boys and one
Birl love Southern California living and
raise Shetland ponies as a hobby. Nancy
Jones and John Worcester had a Florida
vacation last winter from Detroit with
Kathy, 6, and Johnny, 3 '72- Sarah Gay
and Jack Lanford and Sally, 2, live in
Lexington where Jack has a highway construction firm and Sarah does part-time
social work. Mary McKinney and John
Herrick have been settled some seven years
in Ft. Worth. John is a civil trial lawyer
with his own firm. Children: Gail, 7, and
John, Jr., 4. Liz Abrams Penn has two
small children but also is on a committee
to enlarge Brandeis University's library and
another group which gives scholarships
to bright but non-afBuent Boston girls.
She's taking painting lessons on the side.
A card from Polly Plummer Mackie says
Jack is chief of general surgery at Ft. Hood,
Texas. Alexander, 4, a Beagle named
Henry, and a six-month-old Poodle make
up the
Theyin saw
'Vidmer
son
and menage.
Frank Ellis,
Dallas
on a Megginbusiness
trip, within the last year and report three
lovely Ellis children. Ellen Ramsey Clark
wrote of their move from N.Y.C. to Memphis, where Ken has joined a local law
firm, and the children. Ken, III, 4, Ellen, 3,
and Ramsey, 1, are enjoying Southern life.
Ellen briefly visited Mag Towers Talman
in Richmond last September on her way
to Memphis.
Kitty Hart Belew wrote that Pat Brown
visited Libby Trueheart and Hiter Harris
and the twins during her spring vacation
and that Betsv Dershuck and Frank Gay
were to at
joinSeathe Island,
HarrisesGa.,
at Hiter's
cottage
in May.family's
Also
I heard that Kitty was taken to a Met. matlast winter
Isolde"
from ineedead
centertoinhear
the "Tristan
Diamond and
Horseshoe
— sounds like Heaven. Kitty and Caroline
Casey McGehee saw each other in Richmond
last Easter when Kitty was down from New
■York for a week with little Lindsay, who
was just learning to walk.
The lack of class notes in the May issue
means that there was more news for this
one than I could get in, but bear in mind
that we can catch up at Reunion so DO
PLAN ON JUNE AT SB.C.
^ r\
Frances Cone
Kirkpatrick
^11
1 Westover Circle
^\J
Wilmington 6, Del.
Births: Carolyn Elise to Elise Habenicht
Winsby and Don on Mar. 27; Mary Nevils
to Marilyn Ackerson Barker and Hank on
Apr.

5;

Peter

Bailey

to

"Bill"

Bailey

Fritzinger and Fritz on Apr. 6. Elise and
Don also have a son, Donnie, 3; Marilyn
and Hank have a daughter, Margaret. 6,
and a son, Henr)', Jr., almost 5; Bill and
Fritz have a dau<;hter, Laurie, 2.
Just after my last class letter was mailed,
I received a letter from Moe Gamble Booth
telling about her twin sons born Oct. 8,
1957. They look exactly alike and are
named George Lea and Cary Gamble after
their two great-grandfathers. Lea is still
raising money for Sweet Briar, etc., with
the "Virginia Foundation for Independent
Colleges, and Moe says they both still love
Lynchburg. Moe saw Anne Brenaman
Brydes a year ago at "Virpinia Beach where
she and Richard live year-round. They
have two children, a boy and a girl. Moe
received a Xmas card from Bebe Streeter
Smith saying that she. her doctor husband,
Arthur, and their two boys and a girl have
just bought a grand new house surrounded
by twenty acres, a swimming pool, and a
tennis court. Moe and Sally Webb Lent
were planning to go to hear Arnold Toynbee
give the Phi Beta Kappa lecture at Sweet
Briar last Februan'. Sally, her husband
Ernie, and daughter, Laura Jeanne, 3V''2.
live in Lynchburg also, where Ernie teaches
economics at Randolph-Macon.
I had a nice letter from Peggy Gilliam
Park catching me up on all her news. She
and Hunter were married in Nox-ember,
1956, and their daughter, Marie, was born
in November, 1957. Hunter has a street
fabricating business in Greenville, S. C.
Peggy said to tell you that she is really
going to be after all of you for your 195859 contribution to the Alumnae Fund, so
start, saving your pennies !
I was pleased to see three of our classmates this summer. Rita Murray Gee was
in Wilmington for a short time up from
Rehoboth Beach where she was visiting
her parents for a few weeks. Rita looked
wonderful — our eight years away from
college haven't touched her a bit! Rita
and John have three children. Scott, 6,
William Rodgers, 4, and Barbara deLesdernier, I'V I saw Betty Todd Landen
in Chapel Hill where we were both attending the Puppeteers of America Festival.
We had a wonderful week learning and
talking about puppets and seeing many
puppet shows. Betty is the chairman of
puppets this year for the Cincinnati Junior
League.
there She
I alsoand
ran Donald
into "Frisk
Denning While
Stanford.
and "
their four children live in Chapel Hill.
As for me, I am looking forward to my
first meeting as a member of the Executive
Board of the Alumnae Council at Sweet
Briar in October. I'm sure I'll have interesting news about Sweet Briar for -ou in the
next letter. In the meantime, do drop me
a note.
Jean Randolph Bruns
210 Sunset Ave.
Charlottesville, Va.
We had a very pleasant and gastronomically satisfying vacation and are now sweating out the school developments here. The
most striking feature to me is that I never
see my husband but that is the hazard
of marrying into the newspaper trade.
Starting at the top of the deck of cards:
Margaret Fitzsimmons Brice writes that
George has finally finished residency and
two years in the Air Force and is now
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AIi/mt!de News

practicing pediatrics in Charlotte. They
have built just around the corner from
Mary Street Monta>;ue. The Brice offspring are George III, 6, Owen, 3, and
Susanne, 2 (born in Cambridge, England,
where they lived for two years). Carla
deCreny Levin has four children, two girls
5 and A and two boys 2 and 10 months.
She and Bee just attended a legal convention
in Miami. She reports that Lucy Regcsler
Goode and John have a little ^irl, Nancy
Campbell, born April 15. Caria headed
thisDiane
year's Richmond
bulb sale in
Norfolk.and Bill will
Simpson
be in New ^'ork in September. She says
Ann MotDiic^iiilf Gamble and Daphne are
there but Bob is still in Lebanon. Diane
saw Mary Sum and George Montague last
spring. Muff Aldiks Herbruck asks,
"Doesn't
ton, to beanyone
exact.come
Ann thru
Red Ohio?"
Barstow Canand
Bob produced their fourth child June 9,
a son Dick, also have a dog, cat and
horse. Bob is a lawyer in Houston. Ellie
Dili is and Gerry Boardman spent an August
vacation driving in New England, then
fished for a week at Gerry's club (caught
no fish). Barbara Birr Dow has a daughter, Sally True, born last winter, making
three children for the Dows. She spent
the summer at the Massachusetts shore and
writes that Diane Weeks Berry, living in
Bloojiifield Hills, Mich., had her second
child, a boy, in July.
Marcy Sudey and Warren Smith and
two children are living in Los Angeles
for a year, 172 Tigertail Road. Kathy
Phiiiizy Mackie was expecting Sis Hayden
for Labor Day as Sis returned to her
teaching in Massachusetts. Terry F.iiilkner
Phillips returned to Richmond in the
spring and again in August for a wedding.
Louise Colem.iii and Archer Jones have
moved to 'Wise, 'Va., where Archer will
be dean of the University of 'Virginia
branch college. They were in Charlottesville part of the summer and I had lunch
with Louise.
I got a real estate ad from Pinkie B.irriiiger Wornham, to wit: they have bought
a house in San Diego, Calif., with one
acre of formal gardens half of which is
for sale. Tom is at Rohr Aircraft and
they like being civilians. The address of
the formal gardens and the Wornhams is
560 San Elijo St. The Edgerlys, Barbara
Lasier and Bill, etc., vacationed in Northern
Wisconsin and are busy with harvest time
in Illinois. Mary Semple Riis after two
girls produced a boy, Erling III, this summer. They have a new house at 403 E.
Fontaineblcu Dr., Mobile, Ala. Pauline
Nichols Neal. now in San Gabriel, Calif.,
says they are being transferred to Atlanta.
Naomi Sinij 'VX'aldstein, out of sight
for a couple of years and now living in
Cambridge, Mass., writes that after George
finished Harvard Law School they took
an auto trip through Europe. He is now
with a Boston law firm. Their dau.ghter,
Sarah, was born last December. Nan
pushes baby carriages with M. J. Eriksen
Ertman and saw Mary Emery Barnhill and
Sue Lockley Glad in New York last spring.
The Ertman's second child is a daughter,
Ann Catherine, born July 3. From Winthrop, Mass., Marge D.nidsoii Rucker
writes that Edmund finishes his residency
in anesthesiology next June, has two more
Navy years, then is FREE.
They vacationed
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on Cape Cod this summer. Mary Pease
Fleming writes that Sue Taylor Lilley has
a new son, John Martin, born June 20,
making two of each for the Lilleys. Ann
Petesch and Rutledge Hazzard are living
in Huntsville, Ala., where he is with the
missiles program. Mary says that Judy
Clippinger now lives in Washington.
"Toddy Barton spent her vacation at Harbor Point, Mich., and labors on for the
iiew Yorker ofSce in Chicaeo. Wingfield
Ellis is now a travel representative for
American express in Atlanta, is saving
money to take a fabulous trip herself instead of just planning them for other
people. Sue Robinson, who has three
children, lives in Lookout Mountain, Tenn.,
where David is with a brokerage firm.
Jeanne Bloom Perriens, who forsook SBC
for Mount Holyoke, works for the defense
department, has a husband. Matt, who is
with an operations research firm in Washington, and has two children, Carol Ann,
5, and Laura Jean, 1.
Lynne AicCulloiiRh Holcombe has spent
a quiet summer "teaching, playing, practicing, partying, swimming, sailing, and
feeding hordes of the hungry." She saw
Mrs. the
Pannell
in July
"entranced"
with
proposed
Fine and
ArtsisCenter.
But
like most of us, the Holcombe Buildin.g
Fund
takes Toprecedence
overLynne
SBC's isat now
the
moment.
keep busy
studying
French
with ais "Texas
accent.
Joan
Molter
Anderson
busy chasing
Judith, 3, and Eric, 1, and stumbling over
"the world's largest German shepherd and
the world's bounciest boxer."
Joan Hess is now managing editor of the
American Artist, and \acationed on Nantucket this summer. Her duties involve
writing and her first long article appeared
in the May issue, another is coming up
s(X)n. Seymour Laughon Rennolds was in
Warm Springs one week-end while I was
there but was involved in a wedding so
we did not meet. Daddy ran into her and
reported her to be much the same. She
saw Dick Barnhill in New York this summer and reports that he is in the executive
end of T'V. Dick and Mary Emery now live
in Old Greenwich, Conn. (3 Heusted
Drive). Seymour is head of props for
Children's Theatre this year and says Mary
Pease is head of the woman's committee
of the Richmond Symphony.
Carol Rolstoi! and Sonny Toulmin are
remodeling the big house at the ranch
where they are now living. They seem
to have a perpetual house party, spent a
recent week-end with Nedra Greer and
Ben Stimpson at their country home.
Audrey Breitii/ger Lauer, checking in
after several years silence, has a new daughter, Audrey Ann, born July 27. They
also have Harry, 1, and Janie, 5. She
has been active in SBC affairs in Philadelphia in recent years and hopes "to reactibabiesof grow
a bit."
Harry vateismyself
nowwhen
director
training
and
education at the Budd Co. Ann ]\in
Norden McDuffie and George are renting
a cottage on an estate in Mount Kisco,
N. Y. Their children are Leslie, nearly
3, Carrington, born last January (both
girls). The Jeffcoats (Jean Molyneux)
have two children now, Lindsay, 3V2. and
Tommy born July -i, 1957. Jeff is leaving
Ford to become director of Public Relations for General
Precision
Equipment

Corp.
Road). This means they move from Grosse
Pointe to New Castle, N. Y. (43 Overlook
Mona

Wilson and Willard Beard have

a daughter,
"Virginia
Independence Day. Will
has Lee,
beenborn
living
at the
Air Force base near Hampton, N. H.,
during the mid-East crisis so Mona has a
special interest in the easing of world
tensions. She said Chloe Mason has plans
in mind for a trip to Europe. Janet Broman Crane writes that she feels really old
with Cathy entering kindergarten this fall.
Nedra Greer Stimpson writes that she and
Ben vacationed at Sea Island, Ga., in May.
Kae Fretz Goettelmann has two daughters
now, 3 and nearly 2, a new house which
is 85 years old. 'They live in Haddonfield, N. J., where her husband is an architect. Angle Vaiijihan Halliday and family
are now living in Knoxville, Tenn. (536
Noelton Drive) where Bob has his own
otfice and they have bought a home. Their
sons are Culver Vaughan, born last December, and Malcolm,
2.
The travels and correspondence of the
Red Fox (Ruth Clarkson Costello) include
work in the Civil Air Patrol which in January involved beginning a Missouri Wing
newspaper, in March a Congressional dinner
in Washington, a conference in Florida and
duty at Whiteman Base this summer. She
had dinner last spring in Birmingham with
Ada French McWane and her family, which
includes t^vo sons, visited the Lilleys (Sue
Taylor) in Orlando, Fla. She heard from
Annette Aitkeii McRoberts that Tuttie Kilpatrick Webster and George have adopted
a baby girl. Jane Clark is doing secretarial
work "for some business tycoon in ClaySue Lockley Glad is a new addition to the
West Coast. Ned's office took over a law
firm which does customs practice in Los
Angeles and the Glads went West. Ned
is busy crammin,g for the California bar
and Sue is scanning real estate ads. They
have an apartment at 219 33rd St., Manhattan Beach, Calif.
Francoise Happe de Braconier writes that
ton."
they have a new address, 218 Avenue
Winston Churchill, Brussels, Belguim, and
welcome Briarites there. She is visiting
the Exhibition in Brussels systematically one
day each week but does not expect to visit
everything. "The U.S. Pavillion is beautiful. At night it looks like a golden
A long letter from Sunshine ( Tsun-hsien
Kuan Bhagat) who lives in Bombay State,
India. Their home is in Anklesvar. 194
bracelet."
miles north of Bombay City. Shautilal is
director of the Rural Service Center, which
seeks to improve the lot of the people there
through better farming, health, and small
industr>', and increased literacy. The work
is sponsored by the World Neighbors and
four Protestant Missions. They have two
girls, Smruti, 5, and Aujali. 3, who sing in
English, Chinese and Indian. Last year
the family flew to Formosa to visit her
family whom she had not seen for nine
Annie Moo writes that Mary Ed Daniels
43
Lowrj's
daughter, Meg, died of a heart
years.
attack following an asthma attack. She was
about 6. The Lowrys live on Juniper Rd.,
New Canaan, Conn.
Several people have asked if I know
Connie Leisy's whereabouts.
I do not nor

docs the Alumnae Office. Other missing
persons are Diane Aiibineau, Betty Bynwder
Kibley, Jeanne Furd Tandy, Joan Gillespie
MtCormick, Ashby Jenkins ^X'illco^■, Suzanne Johnson. Ann MtCreery, Alii Tillm.iii
Beard, and Margaret Works Gibbs.
^/^

1^
^J ^^

JOSIE

SlBOLD

1109 East Dallas Road
Chattanooga.
Tenn.

During the summer I was honored by
four long letters, several informals. and
some post cards. First there was a typical
letter from Gay Maiipin Bielenstein! Gay
had just put aside her M. A. thesis for
the evening, and while her husband Hans
was at the office working on the final proofs
of the second volume of a book he is publishing on the restoration of the Han
dynasty, which he had to send to Sweden
the next day, she posted a letter with two
shillings from Canberra. First Gay corrected me; Bunny's novel is on the Caliphate of Baghdad, not Siam. Gay reported
also' kept her posted on the latest
Bunny
fashions, since Australia is six months
behind. She said the sack had just arrived.
Gay's very enthusiastic .ibout all the fellow
sinologists (that's what Hans is). They
went to Japan for 10 days on a Swedish
freighter. She learned lots of Swedish but
no Chinese yet. Gay was due home for
a year's leave in October.
Gay reported Peggy Nelson Harding
adores Japan and has a house with a threeChoufoot deep bath tub, a dog named
Chou, and a Japanese maid who is teaching
arrangements and conversafloral
Peggy tional
Japanese.
Sally Gearhart wrote a seven page letter
(on legal paper, as ever) none of which was
printable, but she's strictly sold on Texas.
Sallv's extra pleased that after working in a
barn of a gym, they're finally bre.aking
ground for a two million dollar fine arts
building, with a real stage and lights that
dim. (Sally did her last theatrical lighting
with vegetable cans.)
And then there was Marty Legg's letter
written especially to extend deepest thanks
to the class of '52. 'We had the greatest
rs again! I'm not surcontributo
per centprised,
because every bit of mail I got said,
"Haven't heard from a soul except Marty."
Marty wanted to write every one and thank
them but she's carrying on a private boycotting of the post office for raising the
rates. Marty said she got a 7:J>0 A.M.
phone call from Ann Garst on her way
b.ack from a Montreal vacation. And Harriet Thayer's doing on fine job as Director
of Recreation at Massachusetts General Hospital. Anyway, Marty absconded with the
funds and went for Race 'Week at Bermuda
and had a marvelous time.
The fourth letter was from Joanne Holbrook Patton. Joanne and company are
now in Stuttgart for three years. In case
you've lost count she and George have three
now. Joanne went to visit a sick friend
while in "Washington — Mary Byrd Gcsder
Hanson. Mary Byrd had broken her leg
on her honeymoon. Her newly acquired
husband, Royce, is a college instructor.
And then there were the much too brief
informals and post cards with abbreviated
news. Gail Hdl Swearingen reports two
girls, Sidney and Susanne, and loves San
Antonio. Deedee Bell Burr is now located
in Baltimore,
waiting
to move
to the
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country. Jon's assisting the general agent
of Aetna. Jonathan, Jr., is two, blond, fat
and curly headed. They spent two weeks
on a yawl cruising down Maine.
Pat Beach is with the Metropolitan Museum of Art — back after a terrific tour
of Greece, Turkey, Crete and Rhodes. She
took in native dances, lots of food, and the
theaters (where the wooden seats fell in
499
B.C., I suppose).
to
do something
with the Pat's
New planning
York City
Center this fall.
Carroll Morgivi Legge has a girl. Alison
'79.
Carroll,
of May Oh,
.Ird.there
Carroll's
Grosse as
Pointe.
were living
severalat
May babies . . . Nancy Hamel Clark and
Blake had a girl, Ann Blakeney, May 21.
Sue jiidd Silcox, a girl, Martha, born May
20. The August contribution came from
Sallie Anderson Jones and Henry, Mary
Latane. And there you have the class of
And then there are a few new locations.
Mary
is now
at 'White
Plains.Lois
JaneMiller
CarterCarrol
Osborne
is living
two
doors down from Nancy Hamel Clark. And
Ann Whittingbivn Smith, Bob and two
daughters just moved from Grosse Pointe
to Riverside, Conn. And then some dislocations — Frances Street Smith reported
her 2 sons took simultaneous tumbles from
their new Shetland pony ... no harm done,
but she has sworn off being ring master
— 'til spring, anyway.
I'll make a new Christmas service that
I alone can offer. In exchange for one
piece of news I'll trade you any address I
have ... So send your Christmas cards
early . . . and send me one, too. Collect,
if you must !

1^ f^
Nan O'Keeffe
109 East
^
^
^^
New
York79th
21, Street
New York
The 22 returnees to our Fabulous Fifth
agree, I think, that a trip back to Alma
Mater was certainly worth the time and
effort involved. "We laughed, talked, and
carried on in good old Sweet Briar fashion
for three days, and it was great ! Too many
of you were missed, however, and we must

have more on hand for our 10th in 19(i.^.
Several husbands even braved the festivities:
Ben McMurry (Betsy Parrott), Bob Mudwilder (Janie Dawson), Bill Roberts (Caroline Moody) and Dave "Wakelee (Connie
VC'erly). I think they quite enjoyed it. or
at least they were nice about it !
Jane Dawson Mudwilder and Kay Anisden were elected President and Fund Agent,
respectively, for the next 5 years. Their
two predecessors, Katzy Bailey Nagar and
Ginnie Hudson are to be congratulated for
their outstanding tours of duty on behalf
of 1953. It was very flattering for me to
be re-elected Secretary.
Thought it would be fun to take a little
poll; here is what I came up with, just for
laughs; Longest to get to reunion; Nan
Locke Rosa who came from Mobile, Ala.,
with her mother, who was celebrating her
.^Oth reunion! Most children; Connie
W'erly Wakelee, Isabel Grayson Cioldsmith,
Janie Pieper Meredith tied with three each!
Most changed; Betsy Parrolt McMurry.
Most unchanged; Ginnie Hudson. Most
Gung-ho for SBC; Me! Most settled down
and wifely; Kitty Guerrant Fields. Gayest
Blade; Joan Brophy. Missed husband most:
Dolly Wallace Hartman. Best memory for
people: Janie Pieper Meredith. Most
moved since leaving school; Katzy Bailey
Nager, Sug Cantey Patton. Most excited
about immediate future; Janey Yoe 'Vi'ood
and "Warner, who moved to Atlanta shortly
after
reunion
to start
a doctor.
Looking
as practice.
pretty as 'W-'arner
ever; Janeis
Perry. Cheery old fun girl: Katzy Bailey
Nager. Funniest: Caroline Moody Roberts.
To have the most fun summer: Kay Amsden
— trip to Europe. Most surprisingly good
girlish figure after two children: Jane Danson Mudwilder. Fashion plates; Jeanne
Duff. Maggie Graves McClung. Same old
leadership, spirit, and news of Lynchburg;
Dale Hittler Harris. Peppiest: Sug Canley
Patton. Dorothea Fuller. Best tans: Anne
Joyce, Kay Amsden (as usual). Still has
good looking legs: Ginny Diinlap Shel.on.
Calmest mother: Isabel Grayson Goldsmith.
Missed at reunion; Evei^one not there!
Thoughts at random on Sweet Briar . . .

Class of 1953
Front row; Olivia Cantey Patton, Nan Locke Rosa, Janie Pieper Meredith, Jane Dawson
Mudwilder, Anne Joyce, Jane Perry, Kitty Guerrant Fields, Dorothea Fuller, Dolly Wallace
Hartman, Joan Brophy, Nan O'Keeffe. Second row: Jeanne Duff, Jane Yoe Wood. Caroline
Moody Roberts. "Virginia Dtinlap Shelton, Betsy Parrott McMurray. Isabel Grayson
Goldsmith, Dale Hiilter Harris, Kathleen Bailey Nager, and standing, "Virginia Hudson.

Alt/mitiw News

the new dormitory is beautiful . . . cannot
be fully appreciated until seen . . . Iieiuht of
pood looks and luxurious living . . . painting
of Mrs. Pannell presented at graduation is
lovely . . . college life is terrific! . . . trees
have grown and there are "slow" signs on
the roadways . . . traffic around the circle
is one way . . . Mr. Caldwell is wearing a
uniform and pistol and is a sheriff of Amherst County! Pretty girls eveo'where . . .
unchanging, timeless faculty who always
seem so glad to see you . . . the great warmth
and feeling that is felt everywhere for Sweet
Briar itself . . . the monument, kind of
shimmery, can be seen from the campus
now . . . the beauty, peace, refuge and meaning that the surrounding Blue Ridge Mountains give . . . the pride that we were and
are a part of this . . . the surety that Sweet
Briar is growing and maturing in eveiyway,
and the happy thought that wed like our
daughters to go there ... a few tears on
parting . . .
Now on to other matters. In the Hearts
and Flowers Department, we have Joan
Arey engaged to Charles Harrison as of
last Easter, with a wedding planned for
January. Harriette Hodges has just announced her engagement to Charles L.
Andrews III. Jane Perry will become the
bride of Dr. George Liles in Wilmington,
N. C, on Nov. 1st. Thev will live in
Concord, N. C. Attendants will include
the three red-heads, Joan, Katzy and Kitty.
Maternity Ward: Ginger Timinons Ludwick and David are parents of Leslie Coline.
born April 25, 1958. Also, Nancy Ord
Jackson and Art have a young son, Thomas
Wayne, born June 10th in Frankfurt. His
big sister, Diane, thinks this is just fine!
Estelle Coiir.Did Lane and Robert arc Mama
and Daddy to Stewart Martin born in Peru
on June 23rd. He weighed in at 9 pounds
plus, but all are doing fine. Imagine he is
as big as Estelle by now!
Suburbia: Cathy AiNiids Storek and Ben
are leaving New York early in October and
will settle in Tucson, Ariz., where Ben will
be Assistant Trust Officer at one of the
large banks there. Think this is most
exciting, though it decreases our New York
playmates. June Ai\il.i Pickett and Bob
(after careful, and thoughtful, and long,
and involved negotiations) have finally
moved into Stuyvesant Town, here in New
York. This only deserves mention because
it took sooooo long, and now we are going
to celebrate!
^
A
Bruce Watts Krucke
^^1
56 Hickson Dr.
,J
u New
Providence, N. J.
1 here are 1 1 new babies that I know of
— who knows how many there really are.
William L. Steele, IV, joined the LiiiibiriiciSteele clan last Feb. 13. March 20 brought
Linda Marie to Nancy Lee Edw.nJs Paul
and family; Norman Paul is now doin.g
test work on missiles at the Johns Hopkins
University Applied Physics Lab and they
have moved to Silver Springs, Md. Louise
Meriweather Major was born M.iy 16. She
was very cute at 3 weeks when I visited Meri
Hojget and Walt during our June trip
to Virginia Beach. Margot LoHcrhm
Smith and Ames are proud to announce
their third child is a boy — Floyd Ames
Smith, Jr. — born May 8. The Smiths
have moved to Houston for } years. Ann
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Af./v
and And
Sonny Audrey
Via's third
is a girl
Alice
Reid.
Djiden
and— Nicky
Wilson's third is a boy — Mark Tyler.
Peggy Fiirrhigloii John had Janet Sloan on
June
15 and her (Sounds
Godmother
Lib W^/lsoii's
mother-in-law.
veryis complicated.)
I met Debora Lynn McCaffree (born July
22) when Bill and I exchanged pleasant
visits with Lynn Carllun and Mike McCaffree while we were at Virginia Beach in
August. Mike is a full Lieutenant now.
Edward Jay Smith arrived July 28 on his
brother Stevie's third birthdiy and Ruth
Siiiiden reports he is a bottomless pit at
6 weeks — eats all day and night. Cindy
Sinchiir and Bill Rutherford announced the
birth of William Harold III en August 2.
Merrill IhiJtruood Barringer had a baby
girlWe whose
know. to Hattie
extendnameour I don't
condolences
Hughes Stone whose father passed away this
summer.
There is one wedding. Sally Gammon,
wearing
her grandmother's
wedding todress,
married Stu
(no one remembered
tell
me his last name) in Pueblo, Colo., in
August. Weezie Aubrey McFarland was
in the wedding. Stu is a minister and will
be in Washington for the next two years
doing psychological counseling. Weezie
and Jim continued their vacation after the
wedding at a ranch resort in Wyoming
and whom did they meet but Sally and Stu
on their honeymoon!
Meg Hclley Peck is finally home froin
the Far East. She and Bob are now living
in Branford, Conn., where Meg is teaching
10th grade biology. They are spending
their spare time house hunting.
Peggy Crowley Talbott and Dick have
moved to Boston. Sue Basselt Finncgan
and Ann Thomas saw her at lunch in Washington and say she is really a mere sylph
of her former self. This athletic kick of
hers is fantastic — they've even bought a
Jeep to get to the really remote ski spots.
I remember the day when turning o\tr
a record was exercise for Peggy !
There are several interesting trips 1 1
report. Mary Lee McGinnis and Sissy
Morris flew to Europe for the whole summer. I'm sure they had a grand time and
wonder if teaching in Memphis this year
will be exciting enough for them. Nancy
Moody did finally get to New York —
while we were away. She saw Jane Keating
and Maggie Mohlman. Nancy is practicing law with her father and brother.
Robin Francis is in Bermuda for a few
months. She has been working for the
Metropolitan Museum of Art and has
finished one book which she hopes the
publishers like. Mag Andreivs Poff and Bill
took a New York vacation this summer —
reallv did the town. The four of us spent
one ver>' pleasant evening together. Ann
Sheffield made a New York trip this sum-

Nanci gave a surprise kitchen shower for
Faith Rahmer who is being married to
Jean Croker's brother. I was unable to be
there but hear it was lovely and very clever
— a Hawaiian /«</« in honor of Faith's
honeymoon destination! Cam Brewer Hill
was chosen from the National Council of
YMCA's to be the adult representative of
the Women's Division to the National
Youth Conference in Chicago in June. She
representeil all the YMCAs in the East and
found it so interesting and such a joy to
see the young people work together seriously. Her husband joined her after the
conference and they toured the west — the
Dakotas, Yellowstone, Salt Lake, Denver,
and historic spots in Missouri and Illin!)is.
Two of the highlights were a trip down
the Snake River by raft and seeing the
original "Face on the Barroom Floor."
In the job department: Polly Van Pecnan
is now head night nurse on one of the
surgery floors at Columbia Presbyterian
Hospital in New York. The Washington
Sunday Slur carried a big spread, with
picture, on Dodo Booth Hamilton and her
interesting and valuable volunteer hospital
work with teenagers. Jean Croker is working with the American Express Company
in New York. Sue Scott is doing Christian
Education work with underprivileged children in Hartford and is ver\' enthusiastic
about her job. Sally Bumbaugh is now with
ABC-TV as an assistant producer. She was
with WINS after Monitor — one must be
flexible for this field I gather.
Miscellaneous: Joan Pt.lttr Bickel reports
no news except they're part owners of a 16
foot runabout which requires a lot of work
for the fun it provides. B-B Smith Stamats
has moved to Iowa where Peter is joining
his father in the publishing business. Pat
Carney and John Imel are living in Norman, Okla., with their 2 d'.ughters while
John finishes law school there. See the
1927 notes for news of Jerry Dreisbach.
Carol Van Tassel is back in Washington.
We bumped into Shirley Potilion and Gil
Hooper on the board-walk at Virginia Beach.
(Also saw Emily Hunter Slinger and new
baby,
have
Jones

if you'll
pardon
intrusion
other
class.) Ruth
FryetheDeaton
and
bought a new house, as ha\e
Steuart and Guy. There was a

ofHugo
anPeggy
\ irtual

SBC reunion
Peggy's Sue,
for and
Elizabeth's
third
birthday.at Weezie.
Dodo
were all there.
Speaking of reunions, I'll Dut a plug in
right here. Start now to get babysitters
and vacations so we CiUi all come to our
"Big Fifth." They say an enthusiastic
secretary helps for a big group — If so, we
should all be there. While plugging, he.-e's
the old money pitch — we're doing better
but with
we're itnot
100%to yet.
Let's
.get
and nearly
contribute
the Sweet
Briar Fund,

mer, too. department,
She is no but
longer
with Rich's
advertising
is teaching
10th
grade World History after a year's study
at Emory L'nivcrsity. (Tenth grade seems
to be popular — Bill and I are teaching
Sunday School to the same age group.)
Ann Thomas spent a week-end with us in
August — rather quiet except for a visit
to a German ]'olisfesl. We did have
lunch in New York with Maggie (who
looks terrific), Nanci H.iy Mahoney and
Cam Brewer Hill, We had loads of fun
and plan to do it more often.
Maggie and

^ Al
Catherine Lotterhos Mills
llJ
"'^ Emporia
.J^^
San
Antonio, Blvd.
Texas Apt. 3
I have lots of news from deep in the
heart of Texas. 'We are temporarily in
San Antonio while my husband is attending
the School of Aviation Medicine at Randolph AFB. From here we go to Elgin
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AFB, Fla.. in October. As soon as I have
a more or less permanent address there,
you will all hear from me.

I can't write

another word without announcing the arrival of Catherine Lotterlios Mills on April
1st. Much as I would like to devote this
entire article to this remarkable child, I
will resist the temptation since I have news
of about fifty of the class.
Macie (Martha Clay) is another Brenda
Starr as she scurries around in the Promotion Department of the Courier-] oiirndl
and Loiiisrille Times in Louisville. Needless to say she is enjoying this work. She
writes that Cissy (Kathleen) Pfeitfer has
been visiting in Louisville and will return
to New York in the fall. According to
Macie, Cissy looks like a Vogue model on
everv occasion. While we're in the vicinity
of New York, let me report on two other
city girls. Harriet Cooper is writing for
Neivsireek and loves every minute of the
New York life, and, as is inevitable in
that city, she is constantly bumping into
old acquaintances from SBC: Charlotte
Taylor, Nancy Anderson, and Jane Fellus
Welsh (all '55), Evie Christison Gregoiy
and Carol Breckinridge Luckett; and Joan
Grafmueller, '57, is in the same apartment
with her. Paula Purse has been living in
New York for nearly two years. She is
assistant to the Personnel Director at Presbyterian Church's headquarters. Paula is
also doing some studying at New York
LIniversity. Speaking of studying, Byrd
Stone saw to it last year that 24 little first
graders learned their three R's in Old Lyme,
Conn. Byrd was also secretary of the
PTA.
Sally Garrison, after graduating from
the LTniversity of Cincinnati, went to Hawaii for a wonderful trip. She then worked
at the children's hospital in Cincinnati until
last September when she started at Cornell
graduate school. She is d )ing research in
child psychology along with some sociology.
Anne Willis came to see us in Orlando
while on her spring vacation; she teaches
in St. Louis. She and Jolly Llrner went
to summer school at Stanford, and from
the last report Kay Smith drove back east
with them in August.
Barbara Darnell is working in Houston
for the Tennessee Gas Transmission Company. She has a fine apartment set-up,
swimming
too.we Of
the
way it is inpool,
Texas;
evencourse,
have that's
a putting
green in our backyard ! The last I heard
from Beejee (Elizabeth Jean) Smith, she
was tutoring in Cleveland, Ohio. Carter
Nelson is leaving for Europe on Sept. 8th.
Iris Potteiger and Bill Henchman of
Ridgewcod, N. J., are planning an October
wedding. At present she is assistant supervisor in the Accident and Health Dept. of
the American Casualty Insurance Company
in Reading. Anne Edgerton Kelly is also in
Reading and according to Iris, she is selling
furs. ardNancie
Howe's
engagement
to RichEntenmann,
a Toledo
attorney,
was
announced in April; they will be married
by the time you read this. Barbara Collis
and Joe Rodes will be married at her home
on Sept. 27 and they will live in Louisville.
Ann Stevens and Bcb Allen were married
in May and are living in Cambridge. Another spring wedding was that of Lou
Galleher and Rufus Coldwell in Manassas.
On |une 21 Norma Davis and Penn Owen
were married and they will live in Starkville. Miss., while he goes to Miss. State.
In January they will set ud housekeeping
on a plantation near Tunica.
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Kay Kindred Decker and Ronald are now
living in New York. Scottie Bnykin Parsons .and Jim are in Silver Spring, Md.
Meredith Sniylhe G rider and Paul are in
Dallas. He is interning at Parkland Memorial Hospital. Sally Hyde McMillan and
Scott are living in Arlington, Va., and
Lottie Lou Lipscomb Guttrv and John are
in Ft. Worth. Barry Beiinell Gibbs and
Homer are Texans too; they live in Houston.
We went down to visit Joan Bronun
Wright and Jim in Coral Gables this spring
and had a grand time. The Sunshine State
definitely agrees with Joan ! Mary Ann
Hicklin Quarngesser and Stu live in a carriage house in Baltimore and it sounds
adorable, especially the red and white SBC
tulips she's put out. Mary Ann and Stu
see Carolyn Dickinson Tynes, Barney, and
young Bayard frequently. Also in Baltimore
is Parksie Carroll Mulholland, since Jack
has transferred from Duke to Johns Hopkins. Joyce Lenz Young and Hughie are
living in Charlottesville for the duration
of his medical education. Frances Gilberl
Brown and Herb are back in North Carolina since he has finished law school.
Joan Roberts Slattery and her husband,
Tom, are permanent San Franciscans. She
has been teaching in an elementaiy school.
Also on the West Coast are Kaye Creekmore
Compton and George and Karen Ellen who
is a year old this August ! They are in
Alameda, Calif.
Janet Monroe Schumann and Skip have
been leading an exciting life; after his discharge from the Army in March, 1957,
they visited in California, then took an
extended auto trip through Mexico, visiting
Guadalajara, Mexico City, Acapuico, and
many other places! In June, 1957, they
flew to Switzerland to accept jobs for the
summer as counselor-guides ?f an American
summer camp at Locarno. They took children around Europe in Volkswagen buses
and when this job was over, they continued
to travel in Europe to see what they had
missed! Last fall they returned to the
states to settle down in Pennsylvania.
Brucie Bordley Gibbs and Jumbo are
stationed in Columbia, S. C, while he is in
the Army. Sug (Lucy) Blanton Park and
Jack are in Paris, Ky., and now have a boy
and a girl. Curt and Jane. The last word
from Carolyn P.innell Ross was that they
were leaving Winnipeg this summer and
would
be someAlso
placein inthe
the Great
"GreatWest
West"is
for awhile.
Jolly Mayberry Schram whose husband is an
oil geologist. They are living in Rosewell,
New Mexico, and they have a young son,
Peter. Paula Sue Biirnam Hayes has also
been busy with a young son, Paul Allen.
Anne Roieell White and her husband and
son, heard
Al II, that
live Caroline
in Pine Robinson
Bluff, Ark.
I've
also
Ellerbe
and Mary Pender Warren are now mothers.
Jeannie Appleqiiisl Bascom and Jim had a
son last November named James Finley
Flavel Bascom. Jeannie continued studying
music last year and gave a recital in May.
Jim graduated from medical school in June,
Mishew Cooper Williams and Murray
are now living in Raleigh, and they have
a little Mishew born in May. Another
May girl is Betsy Salisbui-y Neill, Nancy
and Bob's darling daughter. She was born
in Winston-Salem. Pryde Brown McPhee
and John are the proud parents of Laura
Pryde who was born in June.
John is

writing for Time magazine. Still another
summer baby girl is Helen Hughes Evans,
the daughter of Helen Wolfe Evans and
Murphy. They are living in North Carolina
now. On Aug. 4 Sara Sharp Taylor and
Robert had a nine pound boy and named
him for his father. Some day this next
generation will have to get acquainted!
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Sydney
S. Graham
873 Yale Lane
Highland Park, III.
First in order is a very large apology
from me to ail of you for having sent out
cards so late. Those of you who answered
must have done so by return mail. The rest
of you are most welcome to reply, even
now, because I can use your answers in the
next article.
Next is a hearty congratulation to those
most generous ones in our class who have
contributed to the Sweet Briar fund. You
must know how much the school appreciates
these
it
up ! contributions, great or small, and
how very badly each dollar is needed. Keep
This is the busiest group of women who
have graduated from dear old Almy Mater.
One fine example is the huge number of
weddings that have taken place (or will
be taking place soon) since last March.
Among the Mr. and Mrs. Newly-Weds are
Diane Duffield and Sandy Wood, who were
married last June. After their honeymoon
at Sea Island, Ga., (where they ran into
another honeymooning couple, Mary Shaw
and Pete Parker) they wended their way to
San Francisco and then embarked for Honolulu, Hawaii, where they have established
permanent residence. Diane wrote that
their ship was greeted out there with the
"woiks" — leis, music, hula girls, cheers,
etc. Sue Ro/h and Diane were married on
the same day — June 14. Sue married Dr.
Gerald George Olson.
To our growing list we can add Bebe
Macey, as of Sept. 6, when she married
Robert Graham (a fine name, I might add).
Bob is an engineer from Vanderbilt and
spends his working hours selling steel and
flying
jets. They're
now, byso and
all
hi-dee.
you
Nashville
folks inbe Nashville
sure to stop
On August 6, Betty Folmar became the
bride of Major Herman Turner Hunt, Jr.
After their honeymoon in Nassau, they set
up housekeeping in Hampton, Va., but will
be moving around April. Betty spoke right
highly of Nassau, and is most enthusiastic
about married life in general.
Last May saw the happy end of a sad
story when Mary Landon Smith and Lynn
Brugh were finally married. Lynn leaves his
beloved uncle in September and will return
to W. & L. Law school shortly afterward.
Another happy announcement: Anne Melton and Robert Kimsey, Jr., were married on
Aug. 16, in Charleston, S. C. Anne writes
that Bob is with the West Virginia Pulp
& Paper Co. as a financial analyst, and the
Kimseys are planning to set up permanent
residence in Charleston. She also reported
that she had to get up out of a hospital
bed to be married. That's what I call real
determination.
George G. Vest, IV, will take as his
bride Elizabeth Haskell, of Salem and
Washington, on Sept. 13, and thereafter
will be at home at 1533 Wisconsin Ave.,
Aliimncie News

Washington, D. C. Gracing the fortuitous
event will be three other ladies of our
acquaintance, Stella Moore, Joan Grafmueller and Anne McGrath. Mr. Vest is a
1958 graduate of the University of Virginia
Law School.
Sal lie Lane Metcalfe sent a marvelous
description of her trip with Jim down the
Inland Water Way in Florida, on a chartered boat, accompanied by Meredith Smylhf
and Paul Grider. According to her account,
"the bridge pump broke, the plumbing
stopped up, and the steering wheel came
off in Capt. Jim's hands, but it was gay,
especially when we finally quit running
aground!"
Cynnie Wilwn and Nick Frcnzel are
delighted over the birth of a baby girl
horn in March, and Cynnie is celebrating
by acting as President of the Alumnae Club
in Indianapolis. Congratulations on both
accounts to the Frenzel's!
The poor old stork might as well give
up any plans for retirement as far as this
class is concerned. We received another
announcement of another blessed event in
the Bob Lovett family. This is Ruth
Candler's second baby, a girl this time,
named Elizabeth, and born in May. Pop
will be teaching again this fall, but Momma
will be busy at home in a mad scramble to
keep
her two ambitious voungun's out of
mischief.
July 1 1 marked a momentous day for the
Farmer and his Wife. Laurie Ellen Aude
was born at 8:04 A. M. and according to
Marjie Whilwn she has been behaving
quite well, for a baby ! What with pretty
blond ringlets, constant smiles and quiet
nights, how can she miss?
Jackie Ambler and Ralph Cusick are still
exclaiming, and rightly, over little Ralph,
Jr., born last April, while the Roger Butlers have increased Roger's congregation
by one, by the name of Thomas Alexander
Butler, born May 16. Jane Campbell reports that his daddy baptized his own
little boy, which wa:. certainly a happy
moment for all.
Correction: Anne Wilson Rowe and
husband are not in the government's employ
stationed near Quantico. They are living in
Fredericksburg where Joe publishes the
local newspaper.
Bess Biindy and Bob Taft are recuperatin.g
after a traveling summer: a week in Texas
for brother Howard Bandy's weddinc (he
married another S. B. C. gal, Sally Kendall,
'58), and then a trip to Bess' home, after
which they returned to New Hampshire
where Bess has a job teaching kindergarten
for the coming year.
Man, these Guvment folks haven't a
chance. Baba Conway and "Bo " Gwin
were in the process of making their third
move this year, according to Baba's last
report. One big compensation for any annoyances is their baby girl, Melissa Conway, and further, the Marine Corps has
turned out to be a vcr^' friendly crowd.
lane BesI and Chuck Wehland were also
in transit when she \\rote, mo\'inE: from
Fort Meade.
Md..
to Detroit,
Mich.
It was grand to hear from Beth McMahan
Tolbert after all this time. She and Jim are
living in Palo Alto, Calif., where Jimmy
attends Stanford. Beth is a Service Representative for the telephone company by
day and studies for the role of "Executive's
VC'ife" by night — even studies the Wall
Street journal.
Fall
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The David Simpsons have moved to
Winchester, Va., where David is an Attorney at Law, as of Sept. 1. Judith Ruffin
writes that Jany and Anne Gwinn Fox
spent the day with them recently, and little
Billy Simpson just had his first birthday.
As for the Foxes, Anne reports that they,
too, are in the midst of moving, in Richmond. Anne will be teaching 2nd grade
there this fall, while Jay will be down at
the Bank warding off any more Bank Robbers that might happen along.
Back in Charlottesville, Jody Raines and
Jimmie Daniel are still there, as Jfimmy has
one year to go before receiving his Masters
in Business. Jody visited Flo Barclay and
Charlie Winston recently, then back to
Charlottesville where she will be teaching
1st and 2nd grades again this fall. Alice
Barnes Knight and Jim have set up housekeeping in a little apartment in Rocky
Mount, N. C. As you might have gussed,
Alice will be spending her spare time giving
private piano lessons at home. Van Cliburn, look out!
Lee Wittich Morrow had a recent reunion
with Helene Bauer and Frances May, and
is at present busily protecting our farthest
reaches from the Enemy, up there in
northern Wisconsin.
Susan Ra^land Lewis has been in Maine
this summer camping in the North Woods
with Jim and a campful of Junior Paul
Bunyans. She and Jim have returned to
Bethesda now, so Jim can begin his third
year at The Landon School. While they
were enjoying the wilds and filling up on
Vitamin D, Gregg Kuhns and Joanie Lawson
spentThere
the summer
in the
Lewis'
Landon
house.
are three
Kuhns
now,
with
a darling little baby born quite recently.
Sophie Ann Ames White has returned to
Lynchburg after visiting her parents in
New Jersey. She writes that she saw
"Westie ", looking grand and loving N. Y.
(naturally). The Whites are moving to
Charlottesville where David will be enrolled
in the U, Va. Graduate Business School.
Day Gibson and Whitney Kerr are still
in Kansas City, happier than ever, while
Whitney is finishing law school.
Barbara Denton Berlage sent a nice long
letter recovered
from Silver
"Bo" that
has
no^\'
fromSprings,
a seriousMd.
condition
entailed hospitalization, an operation and
cancelling their Canada vacation, but all is
well now. "Bo's" doctor was Dr. Hufnagel, the fame us heart surgeon inter%'iewed
by the Saturday Evening Post lately.
Barbara
can't say enough
for him.
The Plumley's returned to Maine in
August where they celebrated their first
anniversary. Mimi Chapin spent the summer recuperating from a year of teaching
but will go right back into it this fall.
Allan has completed his tour of duty with
good ol' Uncle Sam (not to be confused
with good ol' Charlie Brown) and will
complete his education in the fall.
Pris Vermont en Baldwin wrote a letter
from Puuneni, Hawaii, but just reading about
how she spends her time wore me out. She
is busily "raising two birds, twelve delicate orchid plants and one pedigreed poodle
puppy named Georges." Golfing cooking,
cleaning, flower arranging, learning Hawaiian and pidgin' English, music club,
and acting museum hoste.ss keep her from
being bored !
Pat Johnson
Brockman
and Clarke are

living in Hampton, Va.. where Pat is
teaching French and enjoying those famous
Virginia fun-time facilities, too. Betsy
Denny Candler has recently returned from
a week's vacation with two-year-old "Sambo" in Canada. Both Betsy and Ruth
Candler Lovett have \ isited with Fran
Childress and Louis Lee who are now living
in Atlanta, and whose address we would
dearly love to know.
The greatest accomplishment of us
"woikin' goils", if such a thing can be
said, is that of Jane Rather, who is now
a guide at the Brussels Fair in the contemporary Art Section. There are a few other
S. B. C. girls of other years there, and Lanie
Newton stopped by to chat with Jane on her
trip through the "Expo". Jane will tour
Czechoslovakia, Greece, Italy, the Italian
and French Rivieras and Spain after the
Fair closes in October, then return home
to finish working on her Masters which
she had begun at Columbia before leaving
for Brussels.
Betty Murden was one of the few in our
class who were able to attend the graduation
of the Class of 1958, and expresses her
regret that more of us couldn't come. Our
Keeper of the Exchequer, Carroll Weitzel,
has found time out from bringin.g home the
bacon for Sweet Briar to spend three weeks
teaching riding at a summer camp and
taking some education courses at Chapel
Hill.
Janey Black wrote

that she graduated

from the Lf. of Michigan in June of '57,
with a Spanish major, after which she spent
6 months in Mexico City studying business,
fine arts and Spanish at the beautiful new
National Llniversity. Zan Engh is another
enterprising
working Calif.,
for Radio
Station KGBgal.
in She's
San Diego,
and
loves it (surprise). At the other side of
the map, Lisa Morton is enjoying big city
living in New York. Lisa is assistant to
the Advertising Manager for Rinehart Publishers, and has turned her literary skills
into jackets on books, catalogs, and sales
letters.
Dagmar writes that the Halmagyis have
moved from their apartment to a house in
Richmond, and after thirteen years free of
lawn-mowin.g and hedge-trimmin~ she is
now taking up these domestic arts with
dubious enthusiasm. Her new address is
4521 W. Seminary Ave., Richmond 27.
Another budding journalist in our class
is Kim McMurtry, scribe for Amarillo
society in the afternoon journal. Chips
"The Mad Scientist" Chao will be back
at her "experiments" this fall at Bryn Mawr,
after a summer at Cold Spring Harbor on
Long Island. Saynor Johnson is Proctor
& Gambling in Atlanta with four Georgia
gals in an apartment down theah. She
reports that Roberta Malone stopped for a
\isit. and that Ruth Ellen Green is down
in Natchez cooking up a scheme for fall
activities, while Enid Slack is braving the
boards in the Theeayter, putting her P & P
practice into play.
On last reports Jane Fitzgerald was in
New York working as a coordinator for a
new cancer research project at the Cornell
Medical Center. Another researcher is
Helene Bauer who is workini' at the V. A.
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Hospital in Madison, Wis., as a cardiopulmonary functions technician. Mary McCarrick is rising rapidly at the Tobe-Coburn
School of Fashion in New York; she in-

tends to go into advertising, TV in particular.
Kay Diane Moore wrote me from Madrid
and made me furious with my lot here in
the "Sticky City". Kay D. will receive her
M. A. from Middlebury when she comes
home, and will probably be back on the
plane for Spain before the ink dries on her
diploma. Speaking of parts Continental,
our highland lassies, Elaine Kimball and
Jane Pinckney, spent the summer, after their
1st year at teaching, visiting their old St.
Andrews
ha'nts.graduate
Jane writes
they saw
Clare
Harrison
from that
St. Andrews,
and visited Clare's family on the way to
London. Their trip included a tour through
the Brussels Fair. Denmark, Norway and
Sweden, but Scotland still holds first place
in their hearts. Jane will be in Salem,
Mass., on Sept. 13 to be in Lee Haskell's
wedding..
Barby Medert has found plenty to keep
herself occupied with. After learning all
about Secretary-hood during the winter and
working awhile, she has returned to graduation at S. B. C. as a hooder. then went
on to Lou Wallace's wedding on June 21.
Next will be Mary Annex "Van Dervoort's
wedding to Bob Large. Lou M'\ilLice
Wileiiion will be there, too, though she'll
be leaving Bill in Durh,mi, hard at his books
— he's at Duke in Med, School.
As you probably know, Yung Sin Lee,
better known to us as "Shiny", will be returning to Korea in a few days. This must
be
a happy
since four
she hasn't
been
home time
onceforinShiny,
the last
years.
We're tional
all very
proud ofwhich
"Shiny's"
educa-a
accomplishments,
included
few "Americanisms " that didn't appear on
the curriculum. Shiny "snowed " us from
the beginnin,g .and we won't forget her,
though we certainly will miss her.
As regards your humble servant, my biggest moment of the year was a tour through
ol' 'Va. last spring. After a delightful
visit with the Plumleys, high-lighted by
getting lost in Washington for three hours
and sending out the National Guard to find
me, and a trip to Richmond to see Peggy
Liebert, we trouped to Lynchburg for
'our
Scottie's"
Peterelse,
Dillon.
class canwedding
boast of to
nothint:
we sureIf
can yell about our beautiful brides. Mrs.
Dillon reports that she and Peter will be
in Rochester, N. Y., this year, while Peter
goes in training for his bout with the present world's champion physicists — probably
a hands-down affair. Carolyn will be a
secretary in the Psj'chiatric Division of
Strong Memorial
Hospital.
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Jane Shipman
1218 Pine Rd.
Troy, Ohio
Believe it or not, we are now alumnae

and it is time to give the Class of '58 the
rundown
on their far-flung friends.
One of the main activities of the summer
seems to have been learning to type; I
have written proof of this from Lynn "LInit"
Prior. But it isn't all work, for she has
been to New York and spent some of the
summer at the shore. Joan Lamparter and
Judy Kingman are increasing their skills at
a business school and find it isn't quite
like Sweet Briar, Eleanor "Coon " Cain is
attending the University of South Carolina
and taking — you guessed it — typing.
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She says it giv<;s her a good excuse to indulge herself. She also adds that she is
missing her S.B. friends more and more.
Last but not least among the "business
school crowd" is Betsy Pender, who hopes
that this improved talent will benefit her in
her quest for a job.
I accepted the wonderful hospitality of
Caroline and
Sauls'
for a fewtime.
daysWasin
Atlanta
hadfamily
a marvelous
fortunate enough to have lunch with Julia
McCullough and Marian Martin. Marian
has been doing some job-hunting and in
March plans to go to Europe and drive
around the continent for a number of weeks.
Julia was all agog over the fun she has
been having. She had just returned from
two Sweet Briar weddings. On June 7th
she attended the marriage of Gertrude
"Gertie" Sharp to Benjamin Hubbard Caldwell. It was a lovely home and garden
wedding; among Gertie's attendants were
Dotsie
Peggy
andWashington,
'Val Punier
Sharp. Woods,
Julia then
wentSmith
up to
D, C, to be in Margie Richey's and Claude
Johnson's wedding. Now Julia is taking
what she calls a training course entitled
"you too can cook" and adds that it is a
"tragic comedy". I also get to see Kay
Brdnch McKenzie who was just recently
married to Harold and is now in the throes
of getting settled in a new apartment.
A letter from Katy Epsen caught me up
on some more news which I shall pass on.
Sally Byers and Jack Sugar were married on
the 19th of July in Columbus, Ohio; a motif
of pale pink added an unusual note to this
wedding. Katy has been making use of the
summer
by working
at theforChildren's
Hospital months
in Omaha;
her plans
the fall
are indefinite.
Ann McCullough
is workingdepartment
for Harper'sas
Biizdiir
in the advertising
secretary to the director of "Shopping
Bazaar". Another '58 alumna in New
'V'ork is Jane "Ox" Oxner; she is working
with Life sorting "Letters to the Editor"
and finds the work "fascinating".
Gisela "Gis " Benecke and Jim O'Dell
were married Aug. 16 and are now in Fort
Sill, Okla., where Jim is staticned for 6
months.
Had a nice note from Lynne Morris.
She tells me that she is going to summer

(31it (jHRnnorian:
Miss Lois Wilcox, Art Dept,
Acad.
Acad.
Acad.
Acad.
1912
1914
1918
1930
1940

1933-1940
Margaret Baker Shedd Carter,
September, 1957
Marion Faust, April, 1958
Martha Hines Dixon, March,
1958
Gladys Lynn McKenzie
Margaret Browning Burt,
June, 1957
Grace Calltin Bond,
September, 1958
Helen Taylor Caton, May,
1958
Alice Barber Davidson
Elizabeth Felts Chatham

school, taking courses in education in order
to get her teaching certificate so she can
teach this fall. Another Texan who is
teaching courses in high school history is
Winifred "Windy" Winter; "Windy" spent
the summer travelling in Europe. Camilla
Meuller's job sounds interesting; she is a
correspondent for United Services Automobile Assn.., an insurance company, and
will be in San Antonio for the coming year.
Two other gals who were in Europe this
summer, travelling together, were Adele
Scott and Sally Austen; from all reports,
it was an exciting trip.
I hear that Eleanor "Hump" Humphreys
had quite a send-oflf when she left for
Europe
June.
who
camein into
NewSome
Yorkof tothe
give"group
her a"
roaring "Bon "Voyage" were Penny Meighan,
Lvnn "Unit" Prior. Jane "Ox" Oxner, and
the two "Ergons " — Claire Cannon and
Caroline Sauls. When "Hump" returns
she'll head back to Virginia, this time to
Staunton, in order to take over the art
department
at Stuart Hall.
Caroline Sauls was in the East to be
maid of honor in Judy Graham and Jim
Lewis' wedding on June l4th. June
"Guite" Berguido was also there as a
bridesmaid.
there weren't
excitement withAstheifwedding,
the newsenough
came
that lim was elected to the Ail-American
lacrosse team as first string goalie. Three
cheers ! Jim and Judy are now in Quantico
where Jim is stationed.
Caroline met Claire Cannon in Boston
to go job and apartment hunting; they
were successful in both ventures. Claire
has a job at Harvard Divinity School and
Caroline is in the personnel office at Radcliffe. Caroline writes me that she had a
hectic, happy July at Sea Island. But those
two are not the only representatives of
Sweet Briar in Boston and/or Cambridge;
Woody Coggeshall has been working there
all summer and plans, from all reports, to
stay on indefinitely.
I had occasion to see Christy Firestone
at the Dayton Horse Show. She was having
a glorious summer riding in the various
shows around this area. A letter from
Susan Davis informs me that she is finally
getting to play all the golf her heart desires.
The results of the "ring game" are
now being noted in the many wedding announcements of '58 alumnae. Cornelia
Long Kaminski and Amos are settled in
their apartment in New York. Susan Avril
became Mrs. Philip V. Schneider on the
6th of June, in Cincinnati. Patty Willijins
Twohy and Edward, after their wedding
on the 28th of June, spent their hone;'moon
in Europe. There was a mad, gay reunion
of Larry
S.B. gals
for Betsy
Worrell's
marriage
to
Coughlin
on Sept.
6th, And
our
best wishes go to Betsey McCutchen and
Jack "Tootie" Williams, whose engagement was announced in July; no date has
yet been decided.
As for yours truly, I have had a wonderful
summer. June was spent on the wedding
circuit — from Louisiana to Michigan;
July, I rested. Now I am in California
having the time of my life ! My plans
are indefinite as yet, but I'll eventually
have
seekers.to join the ranks of the eager jobI'm eager for news and don't forget to
send me any changes of address and/or
names.

Alumnae News

Sweet Briar Alumnae
REGION

Clubs and Their Presidents
Columbus.

I

Mrs. Stei'HFN Botsford
ChMimjii:
Boston, Massachusetts

(Cynthia Abbott, 'Al)

Mrs.
56 Alfred
Walnut D.PI. Chandler (Fay Martin, '43)
Southern Connecticut

Mrs. lohn D. Corse (Margaret Murchison, '50)
38()3 Bettes Circle
Florida

Tampa,

Mrs. lames P. Sclvape (Patricia Carlin, '51)
Ballwood Rd., Old Greenwich
Rochester. New York

Mrs.1017Marvin
Essrig Rd.
(Cecile Waterman,
Frankland

Mrs.
124 Mortimer
Corwin R.
Rd.Anstice. Jr. (Virginia Rutty, "iG)
Westchester, Nfw ^'ork
Mrs.
Jr. Pleasantville
(Jane Johnson, '48)
90 'Warner
Old FarmKent.
Road.
New

York

Chairman:
Eugene
Lexington.Mrs.
Kentucky

Chairman:
John B. Orgain, Jr. (Norvell Royer, '30)
Amherst, Mrs.
Virginia
Mrs.
Charles Faulconer (Louise McCord, '50)
Monroe
Charlottesville, Virginia

Mrs. Thomas Potterfield (Ann Hauslein, '42)
4611 Virginia Ave., S. E.
Indianapolis, Indiana
Mrs. Otto N. Frenzel, III (Cynthia Wilson, '57)
Spring Mill Rd., Carmel
REGION VII

Mrs.
M. A\e.
Bruns (Jean Randolph, '51)
210Alan
Sunset
Lynchburg, Virginia

Chairman: Mrs. W. Wright
Chicago, Illinois

(Laura Graves, '42)

Mrs. Paul Davey, Jr. (Lois Ripley. '47)
7335 Sylvan Dr., Twin Lakes, Kent

Mrs.
Charles
B. Molster.
Jr. (Betty Sanford, '55)
■1512
Hanover
Ave.
Roanoke, Virginia
Mrs. John H. Parrott ( Brookev Morris, '52)
36l"6 Penarth
Washington.
D. C.Rd.. S. W.

Mrs. E. S. Boweriind, Jr. (Maria Tucker, '47)
20835 Kinsman Rd.. Shaker Heights
Toledo. Ohio
Mrs. Charles E. Ide. Jr. (Ruth Street, '48)
2351 Hempstead Rd.
Milwaukee, Wisconsin
Mrs.
L. Brown.
Jr. (Julia Blakey, '48)
Rt. Rockwell
2, Box 429,
Waukesha
Minneapolis. Minnesota

Mrs. ^"alter Finnegan (Sue Bassett. '54)
3214 "Woodbine St.. Chevy Chase
REGION III

Mrs.
Cyril
Pesek Ave.
(Muriel Fossum. '25)
2125
So. P.Oliver

(Frances Cordes, '38)

Mrs.
RogersRd..
Pleasants.
( Joanne O'Malley, '52)
301E. E.ssex
Westo\erJr. Hills
Baltimore, Maryland
Mrs.
Kenneth
L. Black.
120,S
Glenhaven
Rd. Jr. (Dorothy Bennett, '41)
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

REGION

VIII

Chairman: Miss Mary
St. Louis, Missouri

Lee McGinnis,

Mrs.
John Hall
James, '35)
6 Pebble
Creek(Katherine
Rd., Clayton
Chattanooga, Tennessee

Miss
Lee McGinnis,
'54
2240Mary
Jefferson
Ave.
Nashville. Tennessee

Mrs. Tarlton Morrow (Lillian Francis, '44)
6666 Ridgeville St.
IV
(Juliet Halliburton, '35)
'56)

Mrs. James R. Tuck (Ann Rowland. '48)
4403 Iroquois Ave.
REGION

IX

Chairman: Mrs. Ike S. Kampmann,
Houston, Texas

REGION

Chairman:
Mrs.Alabama
Clarence
Birmingham,

Chairman: Mrs.
H. L. Nelson
Southern
California

(Mary Clark, '13)

Jr. (Flora Cameron, '46)

Mrs.
Robert
W. Jarvis.
2019
Bancroft
Lane Jr. (Ruth Houston, '46)

Mrs. J. C. Bartel (Anne Whitaker, '41)
321 Lynn Ave.
REGION V
B. Rogers

'54

Mrs.
John Rd..
M. Martin
Elder. '57)
Hooker
Lookout(Susan
Mountain
Memphis. Tennessee

Mrs.
J. Asher
(Ann Belser, '50)
321Norman
Ithan A\e..
Rosemont
Pittsburgh. Pennsylvania

Mrs.
James
F. Clardv
(Frances Shannonhouse.
R. F.
D. No.
1. iNLitthews
Winston-Salem. North Carolina

(Ellen Newell, '26)

Mrs. F. S. Barends (Jeanne Stoddard, '54)
291 Fairway Blvd., Columbus
Cleveland, Ohio

Mrs. J. J. Woodward (Virginia Vesey, '33)
No. 4 Merry Circle. Newport News
Richmond, Virginia

REGION

Bryan

Miss Patricia A. Barton, '51,
The New Yorker, 6 North Michigan Ave.
Central Ohio

Mrs.
S. Garnett,
Jr. (Mildred Wilson, '27)
141 Theodore
1 Claremont
Ave.
Peninsula

Chairman:
OscarCaroli.na
Birnett
Charlotte.Mrs.
North

D. Hill, Jr. (Preston Hodges, '49)

Mrs. Irving Schroth (Marion Taylor, '24)
3551 Biddle Ave.
Charleston. West Virginia
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Chairman:
Mrs. Delaware
F. D. Hoffman
Wilmington.

VI

Mrs.
Miller, '53)
6220James
InnesEwing
Trace (Caroline
Rd.
Cincinnati, Ohio

Mrs.
Watts, '54)
56 William
Hickson Krucke
Dr.. New(Bruce
Providence

Mrs. Gordon P. Howell
201 Irvington
Place
Norfolk, Virginia

REGION

'44)

Mrs.
Samuel
P. Strother
(Betty Bchlen. '53)
1242
Sconville
Rd.
Louisville, Kentucky

City

Mrs. Remy Lemairc (Emma Riely, '30)
200 E. 60th St., Apt. D-1006
Northern New Jersey

REGION

Georgia

Mrs.
Spencer
No.James
14 LaKyle
Delle
Apts. (Sara Gardiner, '48)
Jacksonville, Florida

X
(Elizabeth MacQueen,

Mrs. James I. Mon.ighan (Helen Coleman, '45)
58 Country Club Blvd.
Montgomery, Alabama

San

Mrs.
Barr\Harmon
3468
Gilmer
Ave. (Betty Holloway, '47)
Atlanta, Georgia

Mrs. Robert Lee Gill. Ir. (Charlotte Olmsted, '}5)
Waverley St.," Palo Alto, Calif.
Denver,2501
Colorado

Mrs.1850
Tench
Coxe. Dr.,
Ill (Frances
Marhun', '55)
Walthall
X. W.

Mrs.
David
Elliot Ave..
(Nancy
Haskins. '40)
1628
Braeburn
Altadena
Francisco, California

Miss Benadine Newby, '40,
SOO Pennsylvania Ave.

'25)

10% of the value of all orders for
l/iM^ ^awwaj
Table Delicacies from Virginia
"Gijh so delightfully different"
Alumnae

from

is donated to the

Faculty
Students
Friends

Sweet Briar
Alumnae Association
Presenting . , .
The Sweet Briar
Package
An assortment of delicacies, selected byus, in a beautiful package designed exclusively for
Sweet Briar. A lithograph of
Sweet Briar House, in classic
style, is on the cover of the box.
Inside the lovely package (15" x
11V4" X 3") you will discover:

10 oz. jars of Watermelon Rind, Sweet Pepper Relish, Cauliflower Buds,
Party Pickle Wafers . . . 5 oz. jars of Fruit Rich jellies; Montmorency
Cherry, "Fresh" Mint ... A 14 oz. box of Williamsburg Butter Mints
. . . A 9 oz. simulated cut crystal jar of Manor Royale Sauce ... A 12 oz.
box of Mammoth Stuart Pecan Halves

An exceptional value at $').9^ delivered
Everyone who has sent —

or seen —

($6.55 tvest of Miss.)

or received — our Sweet Briar Package is delighted with it. Can

you think of an easier solution to gift problems?

And you'll want a package for yourself as well.

Make up your gift list now ! You may send your own cards, or attractive gift announcements will be
provided for you (just say how your cards should read.) Perfect delivery and satisfaction are guaranteed.

Hoiv to order:
Catalogs and order forms are available in the Alumnae office for Faculty and Students. All alumnae
were mailed full information November 8. If you failed to receive your catalog, let us know promptly.

Sweet Briar Alumnae Association
Sweet Briar, Virginia

'I'm Just A School Teacht-r"
Panncll was (he member of an
educational mission to France and
Norway. The conference in Oslo
wa'j conducted in English, but
the one in Paris completely in
French.
In addition to putting her French
to good use she had one of the
thrills of her life when, in a 17th
Century chateau on the River
Loire where the mission spent a
fc* days, she occupied the apartments of M.idame Pompadour.
Among many other distinctions
Dr Pannell was recently elected
genatoratlarge of Phi Beta Kappa, and serves as a trustee of the
CollcKe Entrance r;xamination
Board. She also represents the
American Council on Education
on the Crinterencc Board of
/^s^(Cl.^l''d Research Councils, and
she i.s Oil the Collcfie Committee
of the Cooperative Bureau for
Teachers.
She is also the only woman of
nlns college presidents comprising
the scholarship hoard of tne Ford
Motor Company Fund, which
awards approximately 70 college
scholarships each year to sons
and daughters of company employes.
She has been an active member of the American Association
of University Women since 1934
and more recently of the International Federation of University
Women, of which she has been
the American Council member.
She also serves as a trustee
of the Virginia Foundation for
Independent Colleges and is on
the board of directors of the
Church Society for College Work.
Yet she found time recently to
take over the conducting of evening vesper services on Sundays
at Sweet Briar. This occurred
utter .she learned that attendance
had fallen off and that the vespers were about to be discontinued.
Dr, Pannell was asked what she
does when she is not educating
youns women.
"Wliy," she chuckled, "I educate young men."
Her sons are in school at Washington &Lee and the University
of North Carolina. She told how,
last winter, they brought 20 boys
to Sweet Briar for a dance.
"They were snow bound by a
storm." she said. "I had to put
them all up in Sweet Briar House.

It's a good thing I love young
people."

Her Mission-To Educate Women

"Political and Economic Relations ot English and American
Quakers. T150.B5."

Married In 1936
Back in Alabama she met a
professor of education at the state
university named Henry Clifton
Pannell. They were married in
1936 Her academic career was
interrupted while she took charge
of a household that soon included
two .sons. Gary and Clifton.
In 193!). however, she returned
to teaching. She was later made
chairman of fre,shman history at
the University of Alabama.
Tragedy struck in 1946 when
Pannell. newly elected Stale
Superintendent of Education for
Alabama died suddenly of a heart
attack.
Mrs. Pannell continued as a
member of the university faculty
until Goucher College appointed
her as its dean in 1949. She moved
with her .sons to Baltimore.
The following year Sweet Briar
invited her to become its fifth
president.
"."o you can see." Dr. Panncll
declared, "that the more training one has. the more po.sts there
are for which one is available.
I have always considered it a
great boon to have had the opportunity to do college teaching
which, of course, offers unusually desirable conditions for a teacher with young children.
"There is greater flexibility,
too," she added, "in regard to
hours when the mother will have
to bt out of the home and much
of the preparation and paper reading can be done at home after
the children are a.sleep.
"And in every other way it has
provided the plea.santest and most
rewarding way of life, with its
circle of cultivated, stimulating
colleagues and students, and access to adequate libraries, lectures and music,
"For me, at any rate, it is
the golden mean of existence, the
best profession where while I
have always had to practice 'plain
living' I have found innumerable
satisfactions of the spirit."
Today, as mistress of Sweet
Briar House, t h e president's
cuarters on the college campus.
Dr. Panncll need no longei he
concerned with the immediate
wants of children. Her sons are
grown now. Gary is a senior at
Washington & Lee, where he is
majoring in history, and Clifton
is a sophomore at the University
of North Carolina,
But she still accomplishes the
bulk of her work and reading during the evenings in either the living room or her large, book-lined
study on the second floor of the
sprawling mansion,
A "Night Worker"
"I am fundamentally a night
woi'ker," she said. "I can accomplish much more. I find, dur-

She admits that she seldom gets
to bed before midnight. Her sole
companion during these study
and work vigils is a large, black
cocker spaniel named Champ.
Of late she has taken to arising
at 6 30 a. m to take a course in
elementary atomic physics which
is being broadcast over TV as a
University of Virginia extension
course.
"But I'm afraid I'm going to
flunk it." she declared. "The
matnematics have proved a little
too much for me. But I hope to
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getDr.something
of it."brushing
Pannell isout
forever
up on her French and Spanish by
attending the Sweet Briar language classes. She strongly believes tnat there should be a
revolution in the teaching of foreign languages.
"Women," she said, "have a
genuine desire to know and understand others and thej should be
given
opportunity."
She the
declared
that she would
like to see more Asian languages
studied. Hindu, she pointed out.
is the Latin of the Far East.
"I feel that many of us should
be studying more about Asian
civilization." she said. "We will
be having much more contact
wi '1 the East as time goes by."
ilhe admitted that she has been
endeavoring to establish a chair
of Eastern studies at Sweet Briar.
"For one thing," she said, "I
have been meeting with officials
at Randolph-Macon
lego
and LynchburgWoman's
College Colfor
the purpose of trying to found a
joint
of Asianadmitted
studies." that
She chair
laughingly
she had failed to take a Spanish
examination in class recently tor
fear of flunking it.
"The instructor said that I had
the worst attendance record of
anyone in the class," she smiled.
"1 was so busy with a myriad
other things that I simply wasn't
able to give the course my full
Although
shedrive
doesn't
particularly like to
Dr. Pannell
attention."
often gets behind the wheel of
her sedan for short trips in the
area when using a chauffeur is
not convenient.
The story is told on campus of
what happened when she recently
experienced motor trouble on one
of her short trips.
The automobile agency owner to
whom she went for help tried to
sell her a new car.
"A widow school teacher," sha
is said to have replied promptly,
"can't buy a new car until she
has the money in hand."
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NEWSLETTER
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Tho Named to Head
1959-60 Year in France
Bruce R. Gordon, professor and chairman
of the department of Romance languages at
Kmory University, Georgia, has been named
Professor-in-charge of the 1959-60 Junior
Year in I'rrtnrc. ncrnrding to President
\niie Gar\' Panncll.
Sweet Briar has administered this coeducational foreign
study program since
194S.
Miss Joyce Carleton, assistant professor of French at
Wilson College,
Chambersburg, Pa.,
! was named assistant
to the Professor-incharge for next year.
Dr. Gordon is the author of a number
of articles on literary topics and on language
teaching. A graduate of Brown University,
he holds a master's degree from New York
State College for Teachers at Oneonta, and
a Ph.D. from Syracuse. As an undergraduate, he studied in Paris under the junior
year program of tlie University of Delaware,
later taken over by Sweet Briar. He joined
the Emory faculty in 1950, having taught
at Colgate University and at Syracuse. During World War II he served for tliree years
in the U. S. Coast Guard.
Miss Carlclon. a 1949 graduate of Mount
llolvoVc College has an MA
in French
fu)m

MwIcUcIm.w

C:o\l,-ec.

w\»cic

she

st.,tl

icd in i9'*9-S0 und during four summers.
and W.1S secretary to
the I'Vcnch Summer
School
in
1950.
Under
a Fulbright
grant, she attended
the
University
of
Paris in 1950-51.
Appointed instriic
tor at Wilson College in 1955, Miss
Carlcton ser\'ed as
acting chairman
of
\
the department
in
'
1956-57. She taught
French
and Spanish
at Vermont
Junior
College for two years.
Almost 900 young men and women from
no American colleges and universities have
been enrolled since 1948 in the Sweet Briar
Junior Year in France, now directed by R.
John Matthew, professor of French at Sweet
Briar College.

Professor Publishes Rook
On French PoHtical Parlies

PARENTS,

Briar College. Sweet
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"England is wonderful!" I have repeated
these words so often and in so many similar
forms I fear it is beginning to sound trite.
Yet no matter how many variations I produce, the theme remains unchanging. Eng
land just plain (5 wonderful!
Here in London I have a rather unique
setup. University College is a non-residential
college, so I have my lodgmgs IS minutes'
walk from the campus. At present these
"digs" are in a residence for Commonwealth and American students set up by -i
government fund The residents include approximately 100 girls from over 20 different
countries. It is rather like living in a babv
U.N.
Here I am completely free to come and
go as I please, and I must admit I seem to
be gone most of the tinic There is so much
in

Luiidoii

1 find

it very

difficult

lu

accomplish half of what I set out to do. I
have gone to most of the maior museums
and try to attend the theatre once a week,
but even that only scratches the surface of
this inexhaustible city.
Without doubt the most wonderful part
of "my' London is University College. The

Universit
within
largest
y of
London. college
U.C. has
i500the'
students
and
is
coeducational. Tlie college itself is broken
down into the two faculties of Arts and
Science. These in turn are divided into
schools or departments. I am in the Faculty
of Arts. Department of History. There are
nearly 100 students in this department,
the only foreigners being four Ameiicans.
The most outstanding features of the
U.C. students are their individualism and
their capacity for hard work. Since over
90% of the students receive financial aid in
some form, they all must really smg for
their suppers. Consequently scholastic competition isterrific.
On the other hand, outside the classroom
most students cultivate the relaxed, dishe\(Confino.d on Page 4. Col. 4)

■

C!ncinn«ti tanior majorinq
Salty Mayfitld.
international affairj. and Richard Barron, viiiting
(•cturar in government, ditcuuing hi* book. Parties
«nd Politics in Modtrn France, publishad last month
by the Public Affairs Press. Mr. Barron has been
teaching al Sweet Briar since a year ago. Sally is
pretidanl of the World Affairs Club: the studied
et the University of Paris last year under the Junior
Year in France program. The following eicerpti ere
leken from
review of Dr. Barron's book tn the
Sweet
Briar her
Newrt,

A seholarU anah'sis and c\:aluation of the
French party system and post-war politics is
a formidable undertaking. Nonnally the
contradictions and the spirit of the French

IK

Barron's technique is similar to that
■ lied surgeon who, with patience, and
...... t.ve concern, cuts through the "mvstique" of the right and left to locate the
malignancies. His trenchant diagnosis
proved correct when DcGaullc came lo
power in May, 1958 . . .
The only apparent defects in Parties and
Politics in Modern France are the mistakes
of the piinter and the absence of a real
bibliography. Also the final chapter lca\es
the reader with a feeling of not haxing
finished the book.
But the merits far outweigh -the few
flaws: Parties and Politics in Modem France
will interest any reader who is interested in
France: it will delight political specialists
who h.ive been awaiting a book of this kind
for several years.

REACHES

19>9

$800,000

New gitts .ukI pltdg^.^ tor the .\uditoiiuinl*me AitN Center, totahm; S:iS,000 since
last October. ha\c brought the Auditorium
Fund to $800,000.
This is only $25,000 short of the new
building's estimated minimtnn cost of
SS2=;.000, Accordingly, the luchitects have
been authorized to proceed with working
plans and specifications, which will he sulv
inittcd to contractors for bids before the
Board's next meeting on Ma>' 15. It may
be possible to break ground in June.
The new gifts and pledges came from the
following sources: $117,552 from alumnae;
S45.000 from foundations; $58.91 "5 from
[i.uents. and $18,665 from friends, includnig non-alumnae Board members, faculty,
sl.iff. Lind students. Slightly more than half
of this total came as a result of the tele-

The first Sweet Bnar junior to attend Vmvcrsity
College in London, Mary' Latrd of Wdmington.
Del,, has written the following account of her
impressions of (/iis intellectually stimulating
experience.

The author's unbiased, yet sympathetic,
account of the revolutionary period between
1944 and 1948 and his intriguing descriptions of the "doctrine, program, organization, clientele, and campaign techniques"
of the various parties are original materi.il
iiul novel in their presentation.

photo

FUND

Sweet Briar Junior Writes
About University of London

body
Saxon politique
observer. seem alien to the AngloHowever, Dr. Richard Barron has discerned the forces which have undermined
the original strength and vitalitv of the
Fourth French Republic. His recent book.
Parties and Politics in Modern France, is
invaluable in this respect.

Cempbfll
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Miss Glass Retires fioiii Bonrd

already being made to welcome main
who na\e previously attended these
cxents, as well as many newcomers,
next October.
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Sweet Briar's renowned Preiident-emerilui.
Miss
Mefe Glass, was presented with a portfolio of
letters from friends and former colleagues by
Archibald G. Robertson, of Richmond, former
president of the college's Board of Overseers, as
a high point of the Christmas party in her honor.

At a Christmas party at Sweet Briar on
December 19 in honor of President-emeritus
Meta Glass, announcement was made of
her resignation from the college's Board of
<i\cr*.ccrs after ^0 vc.irs' service. Miss Class
was president of the college, 1925 to 1946.
Before a gathering of students, alumnae,
present and former members of facultv,
staff, and Board, and friends from Lvnchburg and elsewhere who greeted Miss Glass
in the Emily Bowen Room, a resolution of
the Board of Overseers was read by Thomas
C. Boushall, Richmond, president of the
board. He then presented the handsomelv
printed resolution to Miss Glass.
It read in part: "The Board . . . wishes
to express its gratitude and appreciation of
her great contribution to the college. Its
members individually wish to acknowledge
the inspiration which her life and her
friendship ha\'e meant to them . . . under
the administration of Meta Class, Sweet
Briar College became nationallv recognized
for academic excellence. The two decades
of her wise and stimulating guidance constituted a period of significant developmeni . .
"Those who have been associated with
Miss Class at Sweet Briar — faculty, students, alumnae, overseers — cherish her qualities of mind and heart, her commanding
presence, her love uf scholarship, her enjoyment of the good life, and her abiding
interest in Virginia and in world affairs."
An Gaudeamm
adaptation of
the was
medie\.il
students'
song,
Igitur.
sung in
special
tribute to Miss Glass, for whom it has long
been a favorite.
Since her retirement from the presidency
of
Sweet Briar, Miss Ghs^ has li\'etl in
Charlottesville.

24 ON FRESHMAN

HONOR

LIST

With outstanding academic records at
the end of their first semester in college,
the following students were named on the
Freshman Honor List at th( special Convocation on Feb. 12: Ann Anderson, Keith
Docker\'. Louise Durham, Selwyn l£vins.
Deborah Glazier, Joan Gue\'mard. Brooke
Hamilton. Cornelia Harrison. Charlotte
Johnson, Anne Johnston. Loti Kennedy.
Anne Lee. Joan Morse, Elizabeth Pearson,
.Ann Percy, Evelyn Pringlc, Susan Rusmisel,
Letitia Sanders, \Iary Sturgeon. Lvnn Taliaferro, Beltye Tliomas, Lyla-Gaye Van Valkenburgh, Barbara Vogel, Macon Winfree.
Two days earlier, Macon Winfree had
won the award given annually by the
Chemical Rubber Company to the "outstanding freshman chcmistn,* student." On
her entrance record last September Macon
was
to organic
chcmistrv-.
ilv aadmitted
sophomore
course.
Macon ordinaris the
(Liiiglitcr of E)iz.ibeth Cocke

XVinfrcc.

'^6,

i^honein campaign
on I*'oundcr's
Day
80 cities, launched
and in response
to a
brochure describing the need for the
Auditorium I''ine Aits Center; the remaining
$105,000 came in the form of four \('.ir-cnd
Friends in Texas sent $50,000 and wrote
to President Pannell; "We recognize that
gifts.
Sweet Briar is in a difficult position since
it IS not state-supported or church related.
Like all private colleges. Sweet Briar must
depend upon gifts from its friends for its
support and expansion. We feel that our
family has benefited rather sul)sfantiallv
from Sucet !5riar; therefore, we arc happy
to have J pjrt in the Fine Arts Building."
A grant of $25,000 wa^ .uithori/td by the
Armstrong Foundation, whose president,
Mr, Frank Arnistrnng. is a member of
Sweet Briar's Parents Advisorv Board and
the father of Grctchen Armstrong Red
niond (Mrs.Va.Daniel M. Redmond)
Arlington,

'55, of

An additional $18,000 comes from the
anonymous Southern foundation which in
1955' Arts
gaveCenter,
$575,000
the AuditoriumiMne
and for
$10,000
was sent b\
an alumna who gave a similar amount in
October.
Recent gifts foi other |)iirposes include
an additional $19,950 from Mrs. A. 1.
duPont of Wilmington. Del., :md Jacksonville, Fla., for the Judith Bland Dew
Scholarship Fund which she established two
vears aqo and which now has an endowment of $64,554.
Mrs, R, Don Warren (Rebecca Asiicraft.
"26) of Memphis has added $6,800 to the
Mary and Lee Ashcraft Scholarship I'und,
wliich she and her daughter. Mrs, ['"rank M.
McCIain (This
Mary fund
LeenowMcGinnis.
' 54 ) ,
established.
tot.ils $55,878.
A $3,500 grant from the Fsso lulucation
[•"und has been allocated to the RockefellerGuion Professorship of Chemistry. Established in 1955 by five members of the
Rockefeller family in honor of Dr. Connie
M. Guion, chairman of the Board Commitlet on De\(lnpment. this endowment fund
now totals $122. "55. Previous Esso grants
have been allocated for Dew Dormitory
($5,000), the Science Building (S5.000).
and
the Rollins Professorship of Religion
($4,000).

Painting

Is Recent

Gift

A painting by a young Italian artist, sciit
by Ml. and Mrs. Stanley Marcus, of Dallas,
is the first gift of this kind which has been
received for torium-Fine
Sweet
Briar's proposed AudiArts Center.
Titled "Pacssagio." this c:invas was
painted in 1957 by the young arti'it,
Romagnoni. In a letter to Mrs. Pannell.
Mr. Marcus, who is widely knoun for his
interest in the fine arts, said. "We hope this
will be helpful in encouraging other gifts
of like nature to your fine school."
Mr. Marcus, presidc-nt of NeirnanMarcus, is a trustee of the American Federation of Arts and he lias served as president of the Dallas Symphony Society. He is
also inteie^ted in drama anci he was instruin bringing
the Old V'lc Compaiiv
to Dallasmentallast
October.

STUDYING SCHOLARSHrP PROGRAM— Dr. Ann«
Gary Pannell (left), president of Sweet Briar College, >ili in
on group of men conferring on Ford Motor Co. Fund Scholar• hip

program.

Othera,

(left

to

right),

are

Albert

president of Trinity College; Harlan Hatcher, president of
University of Michigan; William Pine, Ford Scholarship program director; Peyton Rhodes, president. Southwestern Universify, Memphis.

Jacobs,

Her Mission-To Educate Women
SBC's 'Sc
LYNCHBl Pa . ^K( I HLSHMEN GREETED— Four of the
six freshmen iludcnii at Swret Briar College this year are
shown being greeted by Dr. Pannell, (right), and James A.
(left). Git
History,
of American
professor
Rawley,
DR. ANNE GARY PANNELL, president of Sweet Briar College, as she
appears in her colorful Oxford University gown of bright red flnnnel with
equally bright blue sleeves and revers. Thus garbed she adds bright touch
to many academic occasions.

hool Teacher' Prexy
Warns Of 'Changing Tomorrow'

(left to right). Bettye Thomas, Ann Percy. Fontaine Hutter,
and Peggy Mundy. College currently has enrollment of 533
students, is in the midst of a big expansion program which
calls for $750,000 auditorium.

secretaries that she b able to

I'm ll AlwaysA School Teacher'
Dr. PanneJust

must be strengthened bv foresight. The education of * ^^^^' Sometimes she is even
womenThis,
ig more
importantis than
ever beforeof "
herI".*'?''
better
in a nutshell,
the viewpoint
Dr. Anne persuaded
£^^.1^2^ against '*'!■
who refers to herself as "just a school teacher."
One of these occurred recently
admitted
this reporter
thatBriar
her College!
burning when
agreed, "*''"""
on the spur
of
'" "''
dies she '^""'
of Sweet
fifth topre.sident
Pannell.
Gary She

By FRED MENAGH
Ed. Note: This i,^ the first of two articles
on Dr. Anne Gary Pannell. president of Sweet
Briar College. The second will appear on thia
page next week.
■ply of D
That ua« the roplv of Vn. Anup G.in- Pantiell,
fifth presiciont '-i ?weel Eiihi- CoUcRf. \\hen sskfjcl
recently how slie liappened to become one of less
than a dozen women college presidents of the more
than 150 wonien's colleges in the United States.
Her desire to be a teacher, she said, began when
she wrote an essay on Richard the Lion Hearted
when she was in the third grade. Since that time
she has consciously striven to be the best and most
well-informed teacher that she could possibly be.
■'I was reartd," she said, "by ^ , . ,. .,..,,.,
Uo school teacher aunls. My raduate studies at St. Hughs
molhers sl'ler Uught for 50 vears <^^^m. Oxford. At the end (
in the schMls ot Bolclourt Coun- ""e year she was elected lo an
was princl- Oxford research place at the InstiMy (alher-s assister
ly
iarae
"^ Historical Research. Un'""= liniv
served in don
ThevInspiration.
a school my
pal otmeasure
This
inspiration
led
her
to
high
She
spent another year ond-aVISIT TO HER ALMA MATER a few year* ago reiulled in thi« rare
place« in the academic world, halt in research at Bibliotheque
She got her Ph D from Oxford Nalionate in Paris, the Archivo
photograph of two women college pretidenU, Millicent Cnry Mcintosh (left),
University in lft36.
General de Indias in Seville and
president of Barnard College, and Dr. Pannell. Sweet Briar College presiBut even today Sweet Briar's in Germany as wcU as at Qual<er
comely president finds herself manuscript depositories in Engdent is a graduate of Barnard, clan of '31.
mosl comfortable in the class- land and the United States.
room. On alternalinK years she
If 1934 she returned to the
teaches a class in American Co- Unil«J States and seried two
lonial History, her favorite sub- years as an instructor in history
Ject- She finds It a great relief at Alabama College, the State colirom the neceisary adminlstralive '^e 'cr women, al Monlevallo.
duties of the president of one ot I" January, 1936, she was awardIhe
outstanding
arts country's
colleges tor
women, liberal «S her Ph. D at Oxford upon
Reirarding ProteHlona
She asserted that teaching, in
her estimation, uas one of the
most rewarding professions.
''There are, of course," she added, "no great materia! rewardlo bo hoped for. 1 began my cut
lege teaching carei-r with an sn
nual salary of 11,500 and because
the state where I w.'is te.n:liirc
balanced the stale t<;i<lc>'t ohfyear by nr>t paying t./achpr
salaries. I have laui;l^t for a^
little as t2 52 per month
"But the fact that 1 hnd a d.r
torate when I returned to lea^ h
ing as a me.ins ot livelihood I"'
myseK and my sons after the
death
my » husband
meant
ih.-it
I couldof get
university
appoint
ment and be considered for aca
denilc posts which might otherwise not haie been ollered."
A look at Dr Pannell's record
will give an idea of what she
means by this and also how she
came to be chosen president of
S»eet Briar College She was apTwinted to the post on July 1.

mission in life is to "by everv significant wav I can
devi.^e bring young people into the presence of great
minds, of eloquent advocates of the nobility in life
longHer history
smce
proved
ho>v well
as an edwator
has of
sor Alabama
of historyHeat died
the mVnWoc^ily
^6 of
equipped
she issheforhasthesetdedtcalcd
a heart
shortly alter
hetask lo which
herself, ing
namedattack
Superintendent
of Edu-

""^ moment, (o serve as one of
'.''^ "'"^ ■'"''^" '°^ ""^ ''■'"
iaX'cit '^"'"' "' '^'"
eyeW
rSg"monTmem'hm
of
Uie Sweet
Briar faculty and .he
board of directors
-Bm i„j gjad ihat 1 did It

^Afler^ being

"""'■" """^ <l«'ared in retrospect.

gradualed^ Irom "o'h^/Tui''t™'^'^ °r^.^,n.5^ri,r
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READY
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Airpoi

Pannell, president of Sweet Briar College, at ldle<
conferences and studies in distan. lands. Her
I to take off foi

ays filled.

al'lhe
and PanncH
5' 2" tall
lips She
Vt\« *»•■•
GoucherUniversity
College. olSheMabama
was made
scales atIs about
m and
pounds.
fund. »'«»«i«» "VVbi* uh(.\>raM0
president of Sweet Briar on July has dark hair Her haiel eyes Ul ""«■ ^"'^ me, she said, that
1, l')50. Tlie coUcgc
curtenUy up as she discussed her lavorlle he was an."<ious lo be sure that
has an enrollment of 533 students, subject — the unportance these the scholarship
program
was
She was married In 1936 lo days of an education for women, above reproach and that it was
"My blood pressure rises," she respectable foe a college girl lo
Henry Clifton Pannell. a prolesdeclared, "when I hear people, b* a contestant,
including some educators, say
Dr. Pannell took lo AUantic
that education is wasted on Ci'V will* her one ot her sons,
women"
Clilton, 18, and one ol his colShe admitted that a recent sur- lege pals.
vey ot Sweet Briar graduates dis- "They t^ad Ihe best lime of
she said,
95 per cent of them a'l" other
closed Ihat years.
found
wilhm
judgespresident
interesting.
Bnar's
and have three children 'f^eSweet
marry five
"Rven if Ihey do marry earlv," .^mong them was Bennett Cerf,of
all
her
sent
subsequently
He
remembe
she said, "it must
bered that mothers are a national i^s books autographed, she said
resource. An educated one is sup- Among some ot the others who
Moss Hart, the playthe nation, served were
premeiy valuable lo that
the ma- "Tight, and his wife. Kilty Car"It is also n-ue
Pof*. A "f Cypre.ss
3"^ G"3
Continued
on Page
Jority ot women feel a great l'-"^'?.
Fla , who once WTOte
change of pace in the next decade. aGardens.
^^^ on water skung.
More ot them will be working
than ever before Don't forget Mission To France
She two
expressed
the belief
familya During the summer of IW Dr.
in a " that
pay checks
that
are
sometimes
woman
cannot necessary
look ahead
and

MISTRESS OF SWEET BRIAR
of the two Negro servants who are
of the social occasions over which
Reuben, who has served three SBC

HOUSE ia shown here supervismg work
assigned to her as they prepare for one
she presides. Servants are Virginia and
heads.

plan hermentslife,
that she needs flexiease
to bewithable
toeducation
make adjust"A bility
diversified
with
thorough
liberalof
arls and grounding
with somein the
degree
ed, "is necessary
for the
vocational
education,"
she women
insistwho are facing a changing world.
We must work today to achieve
what we once had in a natural
society. We must strive to erect
protection tor our homes and our
children and we must do it conthan unconsciousIt was sciously
therathermale,
she pointed
out, who was once regarded as
the protector of the family. But
a changing world and a more
competitive society has found the
role being gradually shifted to
dents.
Dr Pannell noted that Ihere I
the woman.
has
t)een increased interest in
science among Sweet Briar stu- ,
"But the most important advance," she stated, "that enn
come ot the current concern with
satellites is that Americans will
finally develop nn adequate reism. as reflected in poor pay lor
spect for brains Arli-intelleclualteachers, is not worthy of the

She was born in Durham, N C ,
19S0.S^tembcr IS. 1910. the only
on
daughter of Alexander Henry and
Anne Roche Gary. Hit mother
diM while she was « chdd and
she spent most of her early years
in Petersburg, Va
She was educated at the Seoville School. New York City, from
which
tory she was graduated in 1927
Then she entered Barnard College where she majored in his-

Consclrntlou* Admlnlitralor
Although she admits feeling
more .it home
American
peopleIn " the class room
as a teacher Dr. Pannell has
builta conscientious
up a reputoUon
for herself i
as
administralor.
"There is an enormous dilTer-

Before her Rraduation in 1931
she served as president ol the
(hip
AS AHouse
HOSTESS-Dr.
(ri.hl)
.U-c.and<,u[ckly
." Vj'SSri
• boutEVER
her at ALERT
Sweet Briar
tea given forP.„„n
freshmen
student*
mem- 'it
Mc<lsl'K.'iS,
in American
History G™
and
fellow
mternational
^"""^
""'
daughfreshman,
.
Winfree,
Macon
U
her
with
bera of the >lumna«. Shown
In the fall of 1B3L she began ber
Ur of Mr. uid Mrt. P. B. Winfree Jr.> LTSchburg.

rj D,.

This IS
a revolutionary age. The undergirding fnany
Luckily
she isoffa gregarious
per,
,
ot them
campus.
01 society has been weakened by the atomic era. It ^" *'"' simply loves any kind o(

Loved Her Calling;
She's SBC Head Now

York.

keep
up with herandvastpaper
volumeworltof
correspondence
generally.
days are
filled with
social
and Her
spealiing
engagements,

By FRED MENAGH
Ed, Note : This ia the second and concluding article about Dr. Anne Gary Pannell,
president of Sweet Briar College.

ENTHUSIASTIC ABOUT NEW AUDITORIUM, Dr. Pannell throws up her hands in delight as she examines the colorful cover of b
proapectua

ahowing

Sweet

Briar

College's pro-

posed new $750,000 auditorium
center. It is being shown to her by John Delmold,
enlhutiaatic
fund raiser. at the college. She's aD
director of development

LETTERS TO HER SONS. Gary and Clifton, now students at college, are
Gary Is a senior al Washington & Lee; Clifwritten regularly by Dr. Pannell.
ton is a sophomore at the University of North Carolina. They spend their
time at Sweet Briar House.

ence
' she explained,
"between
the busines-t
and the educational
approach. Fach one should be
cational institution should always
efliclently run Those in an eduremember Uiat they're working
wilh people
with lasllnS
a system This isand
whatnot gives
It la only with (he aid ol three
meaning to their elTorts "

lAiVw
A GALA

OCCASION—Dr. P.nneir, c.ught
in a mood of elation, accepts from
cmera
the
by
John S. Zinn.er. SBC board member, one of two
reproduction, of her portrait given to her for her

.on. during a
Richmond, pre
College last Ji

•family luncheon" •• S»e.l Briai

Junior

'Variety' Describes Daily Tasks
in Dean of Students' Office

Together Miss Jester and Mrs. Cotton arc
responsible for knowing the whereabouts of
all students who are absent from campus.

April at Sweet Briar is synonymous \vith
room-drawing and it also means hectic days
m this office. F.very returnmg student draws
a number which, a week later, determines
the choice of room on the Great Day when
rooms are selected. This whole process takes
several days, as a matter of fact, days during
which students and their prospective roommates and friends look at all the possibilities and record their room choices. Then
they pore over the room charts hopefullv.
if not always happilv!
Freshman room assignments are made bv
Miss Jester during the summer, when she
goes over the information sent her bv new
students about their personal likes in such
vital matters as open vs. closed windows,
early vs. late bedtime habits. She valiantlv
tries to assign roommates on the basis of
probable congeniality.

London
I, Col. 2]

The academic organization of University
College is very different from that of Sweet
Briar. Here there is no general liberal arts
course — everyone must do Honours. Specialization begins at the very onset of the three
vear course. A student must specify on his
entrance application which department he
wishes to enter, and his courses are restricted almost entirely to that department.
There are quite a few required courses and
all electives must have some connection
with the field of specialization.

The office of the Dean of Students has
been in operation ever since 1955 when
Miss Dorothy Jester, formerly Assistant in
the office of the Dean, assumed the new
position. A year later, with the opening of
the new dormitory, she moved into an office
in Dew. Last September, Mrs. John R.
Cotton joined her as Assistant Dean of
Students.

insurance, driver's license, and campus parking. Miss Jester reports that seniors ha\e
rarely abused this privilege. At present, 28
have cars at Sweet Briar.

From

from Page

eled look. Under the influence of the Slade
School of Art, Bohemianism is rampant. I
used to think I was flashy when I wore
argyle kneesox. Now, after seeing one girl
dressed in little more than waist-high
fluorescent fuchsia tights and a tight sweater, Iam not sure!

Whatever has to do with the nonacademic life of the students — be it absences from campus, senior car privileges,
self-help, room-drawing, or any of a score
of other matters — is the chief concern of
at least two members of the Sweet Briar
administrative staff.

This means that they sign "pink slips"
granting overnight absence permissions,
help students find places to stay, and check
on their return to campus. They also notify
the Refectory how manv boarders will be
away each weekend.
Since the faculty first granted seniors the
privilege of having their cars on campus
three years ago, all cars have been registered
with the Dean of Students. She administers
regulations regarding parental permission,

Writes
(Continued

Mrs. Cotton

and Miss Jester look at room

charts, preparing -for room-drawing

Mrs. Cotton, who served as Director of
Residence at Wellesley for six years and as
assistant to the Warden at Vassar for three
years, has assumed her new duties at Sweet
Briar with skill and enthusiasm. She is the
Resident Counselor for Reid and Crammer,
where 175 freshmen and sophomores look
to her for counsel; she is in charge of freshman overnight absence permissions; she will
take charge of room-drawing this spring; she
is responsible for self-help placement on
campus, and she is a member of the Vocational Guidance Committee. She also serves
as adviser to the Social Committee, helping
to plan a variety of social affairs from dances
to dormitory open-house parties to which
the communitv is invited.
Miss Jester, meanwhile, continues to act
as adviser to the president of Student
Government and to the Judicial Board
chairman, helps plan and carrv out regular
fire drills, consults with others about dormitory refurbishing, serves on committees including Scholarships, Boxwood Inn, College
Council. She and Mrs. Cotton make arrangements for group attendance at events
such as concerts in Richmond or dances in
Charlottesville.

in April.

Campbell

photo

College vacations, periods which may be
a breeze for some other officers at Sweet
Briar, are events of major importance to
this office. It takes lots of careful planning
and arranging to get several hundred young
women and their luggage happily and safely
On their respective wav's — many of them bv
train, plane, or bus — when vacation starts.
The Dean of Students is hardlv ever out
of reach of a telephone. Most calls from
students or parents who are puzzled or in
distress, are directed to her. Her never-failing courtesy and efficiencv have soothed
many anxious callers in need of help in an
emergency.
A great many hours of Miss Jester's day
are spent counseling students, who come to
talk to her about themselves, their dates,
their parents, their work, about other students, or other matters which may be
troubling them. In Miss Jester they know
they will find a sympathetic listener who
will give them good counsel.
These are onlv- a few of the areas in
which the Office of the Dean of Students
serves the college and has proved itself indispensable to the welfare of students and
staff alike.

system
as we classes,
do. Instead,
thev have
several
As regards
they have
no "course"
series of lectures; i.e., where the Sweet Briar
girl has five courses of three hours per week,
the U.C. student has generally nine series of
lectures, with one lecture of every series
each week. This adds up to only nine hours
of lecture per week. However, when you
consider that each student has in addition
one full-length documented term paper due
every two weeks it mounts up to quite a
large amount of work.
The major emphasis is placed on outside
reading rather than class notes. You can
imagine how panicked I was when first told
my final exam would probably scarcely
touch on my class notes!
The most blissful aspect of British education isthat the authorities believe in long
vacations. In the fall I went to the Brussels
Fair. Over the Christmas holidays I visited
Paris and Vienna and skiied in the Tirol.
While in Paris I saw most of the Sweet
Briar contingent there, and attended some
art classes at the Louvre with Adrianne
Massie.
In general, mv estimation of England
and the English has risen tremendously
since I have been here. Yes, I hate the
weather, but the warmth and friendliness of
the people I have met more than conioensated for the cold fog outside. In addition
I have found in the European outlook on
life not only an intriguing subject for study,
but also a tremendous inspiration to bring
back to my life in America. Truly I am
fortunate to be here.
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YOU ARE ON THE HONOR ROLL
You have done it again! For the third straight year your gifts to the
college have placed Sweet Briar on the Honor Roll. With 69.2 per cent
of our graduates contributing to the 1957-58 Fund, we ranked fifth in
percentage of graduate contributors among the 610 colleges, universities,
and schools reporting in the 1957-58 Survey of Annual Giving and
Alumni Support made by the American Alumni Council.

76.8
74.7
71.9
69.5
69.2

Princeton University
Mount Holyolte College
Rosary Hill College
Wofford College
Sweet Briar College

68.7 Annherst College
68.7 St. Mary-ot-the-Woods
68.0 Vassar College
66.3 Our Lady of Cincinnati
65.8 Hollins College

PERCENTAGE

OF

GRADUATE
CONTRIBUTORS

But you did more than this!
Your gifts, totalling $88,144, placed Sweet Briar in ninth place among
all women's colleges in the "Alumni Gifts to Annual Fund" category;
your average gift of $32.56 was the tenth largest among colleges for
women; and gifts to Sweet Briar from parents, amounting to $54,736,
rated us fourth highest among these colleges in the "Parent Giving"
category.
Sweet Briar has received national acclaim because of the loyal and
generous support of its alumnae.
Thank you!

Riax
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Elizabeth Bond Wood, '34
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Julia
C. McCuLLOuciH,
Second
Vice-President '58
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Judith Feild Vogelback

Edi/c
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Gladys \Fester
Horton, '30
President
Phoebe Rowe Peters, '31
First Vice-President
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MICROSCOPE
BELOW

IN BARROW
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UNDER THE MICROSCOPE
Sweet Briar students never pet the impression that biological specimens come only in bottles.

"
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They find their own!
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tfQiOLOGY

i\ii! be taught with a

ij microscope and a glass dish,"
said Miss Jane Belcher when we visited
the Biology laboratories recently, "but
it is so much more exciting to do it
with this splendid new equipment we
have. Come, take a look."
The Biology Department at Sweet
Briar does indeed have a "new look"
with fresh paint, fluorescent lighting,
rearrangement of working spaces, a
new refrigerator and additional aquaria, not to mention the extra specials in
new scientific equipment. And this
new look is carried into the courses
themselves. The horizons of science
are expanding at an almost unbelievable rate and the teaching of science
must keep pace. That the members
of the Biology Department are keenly
aware of this is very evident.
The changes in this department are
common to the whole field of biology
which has come of age in this first
half of the twentieth century. Until
very recently biology was largely a
descriptive science, with emphasis on
structure, both gross and microscopic,
and classification. This descriptive
phase, necessary for growth in other
directions, was the centuries-long infancy of biology and dominated the
field through the nineteenth century.
Today the emphasis is on physiology
and biochemistry, and the biologist
experiments, basing his work in part
on principles clarified by chemists and
physicists. He asks, "How can we use
this cell or this organism as an experimental vehicle to answer some
question about life.'" For example, he
may ask what factors in the environment arc correlated with an organism's
reproductive cycle. Today the biologist, instead of contenting himself with
classifying, tries to sohe basic problems
related to the phenomenon called life.
In order to keep up with the advance
of biology, there have been significant
changes in both the teaching and the
content of courses at Sweet Briar.

Freshmen who signed up for biology
this year were offered a single course
in general biology instead of the former choice between zoology and botany. The old courses gave more depth
in some areas but left the student without any very great understanding of one
of these fields.
The new course is an introduction
to the methods and principles of biology through a study of representative
plants and animals. Every effort is made
to present a course integrating the
branches of biology and linking whereever possible the life processes of animals, plants, and those organisms too
primitive to fit either of these categories. Some sections of former
courses have been telescoped and
others have been eliminated. Thus
instead of spending most of one semester studying the chief groups of
invertebrates or plants, the student
spends only a few weeks working in
the laboratory with a few representatives of these groups chosen to illustrate the principles discussed in class.
The emphasis is put on living things
and how they grow, on the interrelationships among living organisms, on
man's place in nature.

ot the
each tment
new ofplan
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UNDthree
teaches the sections of this course most
closely related to her specialty. The
fields and interests of these three faculty members so complement each
other that a remarkably well rounded
department is the result. Assistant
Professor Miriam Bennett's special
field is physiology, invertebrate and
comparative, and rare is the student
who fails to catch some of her enthusiasm for those fiddler crabs at
Woods Hole, Massachusetts, with
which she works each summer. Assistant Professor Elizabeth Sprague, botanist and ecologist, impresses upon her
classes the importance of the relation
of organisms to their environment.
Her held trips are memorable occasions

of the college. The whole campus, all
tliree thousand acres, serves as a laboratory. Only the seashore and the
desert are lacking from the scene which
includes grass covered lawns, cultivated fields, pastures, streams, ponds
and a lake, and a forest, a small part
of wliich in the Hast Dell approaches
the virgin state. Both deciduous trees
and evergreens flourish in the long
growing season. No Sweet Briar student e\cr gets the impression that biological specimens come only in bottles
or in specimen cases; she finds her
own !
Added to these natural resources is
scientific equipment which compares
very favorably with that of other undergraduate colleges. It is apparent
that this has been wisely purchased

These freshmen students are
usin,i; new microscopes in the
course of their experiments.

and kept in excellent condition. Much
of the credit for this should go to
Miss Adeline Ames, here from 1920 to
1945, and to Miss Florence Hague who
retired in 195-1. The range and content of the biology holdings in the
library also show the influence of

for her students. No doubt is left in
the students' minds by Professor Jane
Belcher of the importance of biological
thought concerning man and his place
in nature or the impact of biology on
our society today.
Just what do these three members of
the Biology Department hope to do in
their classes? In general, they try to
stimulate the interest of the student
in finding out the truth for herself.
This is not always an easy assignment.
For example, when Miss Bennett had
completed a lecture on Darwin and his
theory of evolution, one unconvinced
freshman said that as far as she was
able to observe, man had not changed
a bit, that he is the same today as
he was in George Washington's day!
Such set-backs are all in a day's teaching, and the teachers go on instructing
the student where to go to find facts
that are needed and the techniques of

testing these facts for herself. They
hope that what she learns about biology
will make her more at home in the
world and will add greatly to her
enjoyment of life.
A student majoring in biology at
Sweet Briar gets a good solid understanding ofmost of the important areas
of biology. She is given an idea of
the scope of the field so that if she
goes on (and many of them do) to
graduate study, she will be able to
make an intelligent choice of specialization. But she also gets plenty of
depth, with a good stiff workout in
several areas. Here at Sweet Briar with
the small number who enroll in the
advanced courses, the major's program
in the last two years can almost be
tailor-made to fit her particular interests and needs.
How fortunate the student of biology at Sweet Briar is in the location

these professors. The Ames Greenhouse, started through gifts of alumnae, provides the raw material for
many demonstrations and experiments.
Last year a generous gift of $25,000
to the Chemistry and Biology Departments provided funds for a microprojector, an instrument to delight the
heart of any instructor of science,
which, for example, enables her to
throw an enlarged image of a Paramecium directly on a screen, and for a
phase microscope, which makes it possible for the student to see cellular
details invisible under the ordinary
microscope. Much of this gift was used
to purchase more student microscopes,
both binocular and monocular, so that
two beginning labs could be taught at
the same time. But space is still at a
premium, and professors and assistants
must be quick change artists between
labs, when all equipment from the
preceding class must be stored away
before the new class can begin. Ideally
the college should have more laboraAhiiuihie News

tories so that equipment could be Ictt
out until a particular project was com-

•--Ui,

pleted. But lack of space doesn't prevent the students from getting sound
teaching and solid courses.
Several recent innovations were the
result of cooperative ventures of the
Biology Departments of the three local
colleges. The biology majors of

Randolph-Macon Woman's College,
Lynchburg College and Sweet Briar
conducted joint seminars this year. This
was done to give them practice in
"speaking and thinking on their feet"
and to expand their horizons by contact with other students in the same
field. In order to stretch the budgets
of all, a joint film library is being
planned for the use of students of the
three colleges, and library lists of new
acc[uisitions are shared in an effort to
avoid duplication of expensive materials.
Biology Departments everywhere,
with stove and refrigerator available,
are the "cooking and eating" departments of colleges, and Sweet Briar is
no exception. It is said that Miss Ames
usually baked potatoes or apples or
cookies in the oven when she was sterilizing glassware. Miss Sprague has
been known to cook turkeys in the autoclave (used more often for sterilizing
culture dishes in which bacteria are
kept.) Students get in the habit of using the labs for studying, and lights
burn late there. A pot of coffee is always brewing and a quick look into the
refrigerator might prove startling to
the unsuspecting: live frogs or fruit
flies next to the butter; cartons of ice
cream next to a frozen carcass for later
dissection. Sent for enjoyment of
biology connoisseurs was some canned
rattlesnake, the gift of a former major.
The student who majors in biology
at Sweet Briar goes out into the world
well prepared to enter graduate study
or to take her place in teaching, research or some other career related to
biology. Biology courses at Sweet
Briar are not oriented toward vocational requirements though many funMarch, 1959

Miss Elizabeth Sprague and
student Alvine Parrel I select
specimens in the greenhouse.

damental techniques learned in a course
have a practical value. But without
further training, a biology major can
get a job in most laboratories where
the beginning worker, fortified with

five are research assistants, and last
but certainly not least, seven of these,
in addition to their other commitments, have married doctors !
The instructors in the Biology Department count as one of their most

her academic background, gets on-thejob training. As a matter of fact, most
professional schools prefer that their
students come to them with a liberal

satisfying tasks the stimulation of students who wish to go on exploring

arts background rather than specialized technical training.

their responsibility toward the student
whose main interest lies outside science.

A glance at a list of the biology
majors of recent years shows that a
large percentage do go on for further
study, and that almost all do work
in fields related to biology. The records
of the last twenty majors reveal that
two have become doctors, four have

They realize that in our world an acquaintance with at least one laboratory
science is a necessity, not for the facts

gone into the nursing profession in
various capacities, four have earned
their master's degrees and two others
are working toward this, two are lab
technicians, one is teaching biology,

the field, but they enjoy fully as much

stored away — these are easily forgotten — but for the knowledge of
principles and scientific methods. More
and more, every day life is affected
by science and technology. The student
who wishes to become a good citizen
needs to have some grasp of science
in order to understand what is happening in the world about her.
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A new state in the Union and a new star on our flag, Alaska has become a household
. word all over the nation. But it is a household word with us for a different and very
compelling reason: because our household is in Alaska!
Mike and I were married in July just after he had finished his internship. Being subject

to military duty, he signed up for a two year tour with the Public Health Service, which ordered him to the hospital in Barrow, three hundred miles north of the Arctic Circle.
We found that our old notions about Alaska, the kind that the magazines have been trying to say are misconceptions, are correct after all. Alaska is cold, dark, isolated, and, for
the most part, uninhabited. The fertile valley that one often sees pictured in articles about
Alaska is some thirty square miles of arable land which produces every year enough
tomatoes to supply the local demand for one week. Alaska is not a land of perpeli/dl
snow and ice, but the average daily January temperature in Fairbanks is twenty below,
cold enough to make some of the most ordinary situations of daily life a tremendous
problem, and perpetual enough for us.
Nevertheless, much of Alaska resembles, in a disjointed sort of way, parts of the States
one has visited, such as mountainous areas where only scrub pine and heavy bushes grow
or seaside areas where there are miles and miles of marshland. Once one gets north of
Fairbanks and into the northern quarter of Alaska, everything is new and different. A jagged mountain range, completely treeless on its northern slope, stretches from east to west
across Alaska, forming a great geographical, geological, biological and mental barrier
between South of the Range and the Arctic. Between these mountains, the Brooks Range,
and the Arctic Ocean very few people live. Here there are endless miles of tundra, which
is marshlike turf in the summer and a plain of snow in the winter. It is without trees, without hills, and, since most Eskimos live on the coast, almost without people. A tribe of
inland Eskimos about eighty strong wanders nomadically through parts of the tundra, hunting the caribou. Otherwise the land is empty. After flying over the tundra for two or
three hours, one comes to the Arctic Ocean and Barrow.
The first thing that impressed us about Barrow was its size. We had been told that its
1,500 natives plus 100 or so whites made it the largest Eskimo village in Alaska, but
we were unprepared for the extensive area it covers and the large number of wooden
houses. Barrow even has a suburb, a section called Browerville which is separated from
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the main village by a lagoon and which has its own store, cafe, and suburban society, the
Brewers.
The village proper extends about a half mile along the beach and is a teeming complex
of houses (there are no streets and many of the houses are on runners, to facilitate moving
in case of fire), dogs (most of the Eskimos have five to ten of these), children (most of
the Eskimos have eight to twelve of these), dirt (sanitation is a perennial problem), caribou
carcasses (caribou apparently tastes better after it has lain on your roof, hung from your
clothesline, or been propped up in your doorway for a month), and oil barrels (the natives
use fuel oil for heat and shipping charges are too great to return the empty barrels). There
aren't any paved streets or sidewalks, and motorized transportation is by Weasels, which
are diesel-powered vehicles with treads, or by jeeps with fitted balloon tires in order to
negotiate the summer mud. In the winter the roadways freeze and if one's Weasel breaks
down, there is always dog-sledding.
The Eskimos are cheerful, pleasant, intelligent people of all degrees of westernization.
About half the people in town have a fair proportion of white blood, for Barrow has been
regularly visited by white explorers and whalers since I860. Around 1885 a number of
whalers settled in the town all year round, went into the business of selling fuel and supplies to ships which hunted whale in the summer months, took native wives, and began
raising large families. The grand patriarch of them all, Charlie Brower, had, at different
times, two wives, acknowledged some twenty children as his own, made a lot of money,
and wrote a book about his experiences. His sons and daughters are still the elite of the
town. Educated on The Outside, they are literate, intelligent, sophisticated (one son, the
storekeeper, takes vacation trips to Hawaii), and yet unmistakably Eskimo in their ways.
They speak only Eskimo among themselves, prefer native foods such as seal liver and whale
blubber, and marry full-blooded Eskimos. Even today when a white man marries an Eskimo girl and they remain in Barrow, their children are brought up as Eskimos, speaking
the language more fluently than English, playing native games and feeling themselves
Eskimos.
At the same time almost all the Eskimos here have been greatly influenced by the whites.
The natives are excellent, self-taught mechanics, and almost every family in town has an
electric washing machine, put together from scraps of wiring and surplus motors the Navy
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left behind. The natives still hunt
whales in fragile boats made out of
walrus skin stretched across a whalebone frame, but the boats are powered
with 30 horsepower $250 Evinrude
motors and all tiie repair and maintenance work is done by the owners.
The money to buy these outboards
and other expensive equipment is obtained byworking for the white men.
In 1942 the Navy established a camp
here to explore for oil. Work went on
during the war, and as this project
petered out, construction was begun on
a larger airport and then, in 1954, on
a large radar site, part of the DEW-line
early warning system. The actual construction ifinished,
s
but 200 or so permanent technicians and maintenance
men remain, enough to make rock 'n'
roll dances popular among the native
girls, to make U. S. Government nylon
parkas, instead of wolf-lined jackets,
popular with the men, and to furnish
a steady crop of illegitimate children
— and occasional marriages.

THE westernization of the Eskimos
is most marked in the teen-agers,
who are no longer content to hunt and

out, we dressed warmly in long under-

little overwhelming to Mike at first, but
he is enjoying his work tremendously,
and he values the experience. He is the

wear, fur boots, ski pants, sheepskinlined parkas with fur ruffs, and fur
mittens. The cold is dry, and unless it

only doctor for the village and the

is windy, it is not penetrating, so that

surrounding I'i.OOO square miles of
Arctic tundra. The hospital is fairly

we're seldom really chilled. The house
is as draft-proof and well-heated as
any house in the States.
Because Barrow is so far north the

well equipped with an operating room,
X-ray machine, clinic and small laboratory. In addition to obstetrics, Mike
is learning how to drive a Weasel,
operate a shortwave radio, take X-rays,
use a Leica, speak Eskimo and shoot a
rifle!
Far from li\ing in the kind of igloo
associated with the north, however, we
enjoy all the luxuries of a three bedroom duplex apartment with an automatic heating system, hot water, washing machine and dryer, and modern
refrigerator and stove. From our living
room window the Arctic Ocean, now
frozen solid, is only a few feet away,
and to the side are the scattered huts
and quonsets of the village. Housekeeping takes time, as there are few
stores and I must cook everything from
the beginning, even to baking my own
bread. We

had a year's supply of

fish, and for the most part aren't interested inlearning the requisite skills.
Since there are only seven grades in
the village school, those teen-agers who

groceries come up on the "North Star,"
the government cargo boat which
makes an annual trip to Barrow. We
were given only one day to compile the

don't go away to high school remain in
Barrow with nothing to do. Being unwilling now to help at home, they
hang around the cafe, go to the mo\ies,

list for this supply, and without housekeeping experience in Alaska or anywhere else, we made many gross and

and attend the nightly rock 'n' roll
dance. The girls look for white men
to marry. Liquor is a problem because
of the seeming lack of any concept of
a happy medium between complete abstinence and complete drunkeness. This
is difficult to cope with because of
inadequate policing, no jail, and scanty
experience in communal effort to deal
with communal problems. The Eskimos traditionally have no village
organizations, as they had always heretofore lived in families out on the
tundra.
As patients in the hospital, the Eski-

forty below, but whenexer we had to go

mos are appreciatixe and cooperative.
From intern to chief of staff seemed a

irretrievable errors. We've now run
out of orange juice and frozen peas,
and to compensate for their lack we
have only bins full of dried barley, the
use of which is a complete mystery to
me!
In the summer and fall we tried to
get outside whenever Mike was free.
But tor sixty-six days during the winter there was no sun, and the light was
scant for outdoor recreation. We had
total darkness for only a few days,
with twilight at noon the rest of
the time. It was so cold that it was a
real adventure just to go to the post
office. The temperature was sometimes

snowfall is not great, but the wind
blows the snow into fourteen foot
drifts in some spots, leaving the ground
bare in others. There are no hills, and
with the ocean on one side, it is completely flat all around us except for a
few blufli^s on the shore. There is very
little to do outdoors except to walk,
and with so few landmarks and no
variety it's hard to find interesting
places to go. On the other hand, there
is a sense of immense space, which has
its own charm, and it is a lovely sight
to see the northern lights sweeping
across the sky in a complete arc.
We are not the only white people
in the community. There are several
other government installations in the
village: the Weather Bureau, the Army
Communications Service, the school,
and the Bureau of Standards as well as
three mission churches. These are all
staffed by white people. Four miles
away is the construction camp originally built when the Navy started drilling
for petroleum, the Arctic Research
Laboratory where scientists study all
phases of arctic life, and one of the
DEW-line radar stations. In addition
there are the nurses at the hospital and
the dentist and his wife. 'Visitors are
few, but after extending an invitation
through the class notes in his alumni
magazine to any Harvard men in the
area to stop in, Mike was astonished
one day to have a visit from one who
was passing through !

a superior
to take
be easy the
WOULD toward
IT attitude
Eskimos
and
confine ourselves entirely to the other
white people as there is a language
barrier between us and many of the
Alf/mucie News

Eskimos. However, we are making
friends gradually among them and find
these friendships very rewarding, even
though it is difficult to visit back and
forth. If the Eskimos come to visit
us, they stay for hours, as time hasn't
the same meaning for them that it has
for us, and if we go to visit them, the
houses are so tiny and there are so
many children that there's no opportunity to talk. We have found it easiest
to chat with the patients in the hospital. Mike sometimes consults village
leaders on social problems of the patients, so slowly we are getting some
insight into village life.
We participate in as many Eskimo
activities as we can, and we (ind that
the Eskimos are pleased and flattered
when we do so. The Christmas season
was heavily scheduled with such activities, the most extensive being the
Christmas Day feast in the Presbyterian
Church to which almost the entire village came with boxes of frozen fish,
polar bear meat, whale blubber, and
other delicacies. This food was all
pooled and then distributed by courses
to the families who sat in the pews or
on the floor. We tried some whale
blubber which we are now getting to
like, but couldn't manage to eat the
frozen raw fish so we spent most of
the time talking and just sitting. It
was quite a sight, looking more like a
railroad station full of war refugees
than a party, as everyone, even the
children, was quiet and subdued. Almost everyone was wearing new parkas
and fur boots, as it is traditional for
every mother to sew them for her entire family at Christmas. With the large
number of children in the families,
this is an awesome task, but most of
the mothers are conscientious about
doing it.
On Christmas night there were Eskimo dances at which no one was at all
subdued, but where everyone laughed
and clapped at the least provocation.
Eskimos dance to the accompaniment
of several drums and a wailing, rasping chant, with staccato movements of
the arms but little movement of the
March, 1959

feet. Anyone may dance: sometimes
groups of men dance together, sometimes groups of women, often whole
families dance together, or just a large
group of everyone. As it's an insult to
refuse, we accepted several invitations
to dance, to the vast amusement of the
audience.
We've started some Scout work, and
Mike plays basketball with the boys
while I have a Brownie troop of second
graders. Being very shy, they spent
the first two meetings whispering, and
since their parkas have no pockets, they
usually arrived with their dues under
their tongues. They help a great deal
at home, washing the dishes and carrying the babies around on their backs.
They sew very well, their mothers
having taught them at an early age.
The Eskimo women use no pins, cut
patterns from any kind of handy paper,
and judge size and fit without taking
measurements. One of them came to
help me make some fur mittens which
require a triangular needle, dental floss
for thread, and special dexterity with
the fingers to keep the fur from catching in the stitches.

recreation we've taken up hunting, and have got ourselves two rifles. Seal hunting begins in November
when the shore ice is solid and the ice
FOR

The ice can be very dangerous when
first formed, and the Eskimos, who
have great respect for it, carry spiked
poles with which to test its thickness,
and they carefully evaluate the most
subtle signs of wind, current, and temperature before taking chances on it.
Now near the shore it is thick and safe
for all kinds of travel, and we frequently see the Eskimos with their
dogteams and sleds off for a day or
two of seal hunting up or down the
coast.
In the spring the whales will be
swimming up the leads and the men
will go out on the ice and make semipermanent camps at the edge of a lead,
where they will stay for several weeks
at a time. Because of jobs at the construction camp, the Eskimos don't hunt
whale as much as they used to, so we
were lucky to be here when the men
shot two. They had been going out
for several days in their skin boats
chasing the whales, which were sometimes so close to shore that we could
see them from our living room window. With flags flying from the leading boat, they towed the whales back
to the village. The whole village ran
to the spot to stand around until the
whales were cut up. The hospital dentist was on one of the victorious boats

pack has come in so that it too is safe.
Until May or June the ocean is a vast

and was duly given his share of the
catch: 750 pounds of whalemeat.
The Eskimos are intelligent and

"leads"
only bywhen
broken formed
expanse
the
of water
channelofs ice
or
wind or current breaks one section of

adaptable, but they are caught in a
period of rapid transition, due locally
to the DEW-line radar sites and the

the ice pack away from another. It is
along these leads that the seals swim,
and the hunter walks out with a gun
and stands there waiting for one to pop

government petroleum reserve. Both
of these have brought regular jobs
with all their implications of money
economy into the middle of a near

up for air. It's a strange experience to
walk out on the ice, which is not at all
smooth and glassy but rather rough,
snow covered, and in places piled high
with chunks of ice called pressure

stone age hunting-fishing societ)'. As
a result an Eskimo with his spear and
fur clothing will be picking his way out
on the ice pack to hunt for seal at the
same time that his teenage children
are lounging in the village coffee shop.
It will be interesting to watch future
developments, and especially to see
whether Alaska, as a new state, can or

ridges. It's usually a surprise to come
upon the lead, as there is so much
whiteness and grayness that you lose
perspective and seem to see it only a
long way away.

will do anything to ease this transition.
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l liberal
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valuablon
HOWarts educati
women ? Does
college training prepare the American
woman for the dilemmas and frustrations of our anxious age? What are
the results of four years of expensive
training? Are women's colleges educating their students in a realistic way,
or have they simply imitated the programs, curricula, and bad habits of the
men's colleges? Should we offer women more or less vocational training?
These are among the most important
questions asked in educational circles.
The answers to them should determine
the future growth and development of
the woman's liberal arts college.
10

Aliannae News

Sweet Briar wanted facts and opinions in order to make a critical estimate
lit its accompiislinients. In the belief
that one ^ood way to e\aluatc the results of a college education is to ask the
woman who had one, the Alumnae
Olfice conducted an extensi\e survey
among Sweet Briar alumnae all over
the world. The candor and enthusiasm
with which both graduates and nongraduates responded to our rec|uest pro\'ided the college with \'aluable information. The data collected can be used
to evaluate our current educational
practices and to provide significant insights into the general realm of higher
education for women.
The survey began in July, 195^, with
a pilot study of 100 alumnae selected
to represent enrollment in different
years, regions or residence, graduate
and non-graduate, and marital status.
Revisions were made in the questionnaire on the basis of this trial study,
and in July, 1956, the final questionnaire was sent to 5,515 alumnae with
addresses in the Alumnae Office files.
By June, 1957, exactly 3,246 women
had returned questionnaires. Since statisticians consider twenty per cent a very
good return for a mail questionnaire,
it is especially gratifying to note that
78.9 per cent ot the graduates and 4.^.1
per cent of the non-graduates returned
their questionnaires tor an impressi\e
58.8 per cent return.
These former Sweet Briar girls answered routine questions requiring only
a check mark, but, more significantly,
they took the time and trouble to respond thoughtfully to subjective cjuestions. They wrote of their .satisfactions,
their criticisms, and their hopes for
Sweet Briar's future, frequently at
length, and often with wit. Statistics
are useful in many ways, but they can
never reveal many of the intangible
attitudes and responses which former
students provided by their helpful and
affectionate interest. With the tabulation of the figures from this large sample, the evaluation ot the results began.
First the questionnaire asked statis-

tical questions: age? marital status.-'
number of children.'' income? interests? and so on. Then there were a
number of questions inviting opinions:
Do you feel your Sweet Briar education was a good preparation for the
life you are living? What kind of
changes and improvements would you
suggest? What do you consider Sweet
Briar's greatest asset? Alumnae were
asked to explain their answers and give
reasons for them.
This is the composite picture our
statistical questions produced: In general the Sweet Briar alumna is or was
married. In most cases she has worked

d
husbante
alumna's
e gradua
Sweet yBriar
a colleg
is usuall
THE
(73.6 per cent) and often holds advanced degrees (better than 40 per
cent). He is usually engaged in a
business career (57.4 per cent), but he
is frequently a lawyer (10.4 per cent),
engineer (96 per cent), or doctor
(7.8 per cent). Altogether the married alumnae listed over three thousand occupational fields for their husbands. Ninety-nine brave souls — and
this may be a significant number —
confess to marrying teachers. Eightynine hardy alumnae are married to
farmers and ranchers.

but is not working now. If married

The survey revealed that 75 per cent

she has two and a fraction children —
an interesting quirk of statistics, not

of our alumnae spend more than three
hours a week in volunteer community

biology. (Fifteen devil-may-care alumnae have eight or more children). She
is actively engaged in community work,

work.

church, the arts, philanthropic activities and so on. She most frequently
lives in a city in a Southern or Middle
Atlantic state. She may also be found

twenty-fi\e hours a week, in such activities. Alumnae participate in church
work, educational programs (often in
connection with their own growing

in Midwestern and New England communities but not as often.

SPANKING 86.4 per cent of
Sweet Briar alumnae surveyed arc
married, which confirms the often heard
A

but now statistically verified con\ic.tion
that Sweet Briar girls are among the
most marriageable in the country.
(This figure compares very favorably
with the 77 per cent of Barnard alumnae who marry, but is not quite as impressive as Wellcsley's 90 per cent.)
If figures indicate anything, the married Sweet Briar alumna is a good
mother and homemaker. Less than 2
per cent of those surveyed are divorced.
One out of every six alumnae met their
husbands-to-be while attending Sweet
Briar — a high average for any hunting
ground. As one enthusiastic alumna
wrote m response to the question.
What was the greatest influence on
your life during your days at Sweet
Briar? "To be perfectly honest . . .
the fact that I met my husband while
at Sweet Briar has had the greatest

Seventy alumnae contribute

fifteen to twenty-five hours a week, and
thirty-nine alumnae spend more than

children — P. T. A., Scouts), fine arts
groups, fund raising. Junior League,
Alumnae work, Red Cross, hospital
\olunteer .services and many others.
Clearly the Sweet Briar alumna is a
valuable member of her community.
Asked, "Which would you say best indicates the concentration emphasis on
your life at present?" the overwhelming majority of alumnae (78 per cent)
replied "Family" or "Family and
Many alumnae reported that their
community."
concern for civic affairs was first
awakened and nurtured by experiences
at Sweet Briar. One woman wrote,
"Sweet Briar made me aware of my
obligations to whatever community I
might
become
And
then she
addeda amember
gentle of."
suggestion
which reflects a growing concern
among many members of the affluent
society. "I do think that more emphasis could be placed on just exactly
hoif a wife and mother can best serve
statistics on volunteer work are
herOur
community."

influence."
March, 1959
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undoubtedly tied to the fact that 48.2
per cent of those surveyed report parttime domestic help while 23.7 per cent
have full-time domestic servants. Over
half of these alumnae live in cities
with more than 50,000 people (56 per
cent) where community organizations
are likely to be most active.
In addition to paid and volunteer
work, a sizable proportion of alumnae
have won recognition for literary,
scientific, and artistic works. Two
hundred and twenty-three alumnae
(6.8 per cent) have published poems,
books, or scientific papers. One hundred and four (3.2 per cent) have
published musical compositions or have
exhibited works of art. An atypical 4.4
per cent of the alumnae surveyed have
achieved recognition in the field of
sports, a fact which testifies to our
vigorous physical education program
as well as individual ability.

THE Sweet Briar alumna is a church
goer. Over half of the alumnae
surveyed attend church regularly (54.3
per cent), while 27.3 per cent attend
occasionally, and another 13-5 per cent
indicate that they attend often. The
alumnae are predominantly Episcopalian (51.8 per cent). The next largest
denominational representation is Presbyterian (20.8 per cent). Methodists
and Baptists are practically non-existent
(5.8 per cent and 1.9 per cent respec,
tively)while
many other groups have
similarly small representations.
Without wishing to mix politics and
religion, it is interesting to note that
the political sympathies of the majority
of Sweet Briar alumnae lie with the
Republican Party — 77.9 per cent at
the national level. The Democratic
Party claimed allegiance of only 18.1
per cent. In state politics the pattern
is not as extreme — 48.7 per cent Republican and 36.7 per cent Democratic.
The remaining 14.6 per cent listed
themselves as independents or did not
answer the question. The fact that over
36 per cent of the alumnae surveyed
live in Southern states suggests that
12

political sympathies are more closely
allied with social and economic status
than with regional location.
Here then is a candid portrait of a
Sweet Briar alumna. The portrait is
still an outline, however, and we must
answer more questions before the details of the picture can be brought into
focus. What influences, facts, and
events made her the way she is? To
illuminate this question, we must examine her college career, her jobs after
college, her role as wife and mother,
and her opinions about the value of her
education.
Without wishing to appear boorish
in a delicate matter, we must reveal —
for the sake of science — that the ages
of alumnae surveyed ranged from 20
to 68 years. The bulk of returned questionnaires came from women between
20 and 50 years of age (85.5 per cent) .
These women are predominantly from
Southern and Middle Atlantic states
(about 67 per cent) with smaller proportions from the Midwest (18 per
cent). New England (5 per cent), and
the Southwest (5 per cent). Approximately 1per cent of the alumnae surveyed were foreign students. Even
though the number of foreign students
has been limited over the years, many
alumnae wrote to urge the continuation
of efforts to bring foreign students to
Sweet Briar. One alumna said that
association with students from other
countries helped her to understand the
aspirations of other nations. With the
exception of the normally small percentage of foreign students and students from Far Western states (1 per
cent), the geographical balance maintained at Sweet Briar appears to be
extremely good. Although there is no
guarantee against provincialism, we
can hope that the experience of meeting students from a wide variety of
communities throughout the world will
eliminate many of the stereotyped notions about people from diverse cultural and social backgrounds.
What was her major field of study
at college? English literature leads the

list followed closely by majors in History. French, Sociology, and Psychology followed next in order of
frequency. While taken by departments the numbers are not large, over
16 per cent of the alumnae surveyed
majored in pure science, and, in view
of the current demand for scientists,
it seems likely that this percentage will
rise in the future.
To the specific tpestion, "Would
you now choose a different major?"
a happy 59 per cent of Sweet Briar
graduates said no. A sadder but perhaps wiser 21 per cent answered in
the affirmative, and the remainder did
not answer the question. These figures
are significant in the light of Haverman and West's study of American
college graduates. They W^enl To College (Harcourt, Brace, 1952), which
found that 75 per cent of college
graduates ivould repeat their major.
Why were Sweet Briar graduates
markedly less satisfied with their major
field of study than the national average ? Do these figures suggest changing
interests over the years? Do they constitute a criticism of the quality of instruction at Sweet Briar, or do they
reflect dissatisfaction with the amount
of guidance given the individual student? One can hope that they show
at least in part our concern for teaching
students to analyze critically and evaluate their experience.

a relative
BRIAR ofhas
T number
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small
its disposal as indicated by the fact
that only 14 per cent of the alumnae
surveyed held scholarships while in
college. On the other hand, 20 per
cent of the alumnae held self-help positions of various kinds, and 25 per cent
held paid summer jobs during their
college years. The figures should not
suggest that the remainder of these college girls were not busy. Extracurricular activities involved better than
76 per cent of our former students.
Throw in a bit of study and a dash of
social life, and obviously there was
little time left for sleep.
Alumnae News

Like many of her sister institutions.
Sweet Briar has been concerned tor a
number of years with the problem of
student transfers at the end of the
sophomore year. Of the non-graduates
who returned c|uestionnaires, 63-6 per
cent transferred to another college,
university, or specialized school. The
majority of these students transferred
to uni\ersities (62 per cent). Most
frequently the reasons for the transfer
were "distance from home" and "to
get courses not offered at Sweet Briar."
('ontrary to what one might expect, a
mere S per cent gave the alleged scarcity of men as their reason for transferring. (Of course, transfer to a
university may be taken to show some
concern for this problem.) An honest
6 per cent said that they left because
the school was too difficult academically, while a minute 2 per cent indicated
that Sweet Briar was "not challenging
enough." Many students did not transfer to other institutions but left school
for marital, financial, and a host of
other reasons.

A

CONSIDERABLE jwrtion of
Sweet Briar alumnae undertook

graduate training in a wide variety of
fields. Approximately 25 per cent of
those surveyed listed 952 fields of
graduate and professional study. Along
with the regular academic disciplines,
fields of study ranged from medical
technology to secretarial training. Out
of the 875 people taking graduate courses, 334 received advanced degrees.
More than half of these were M. A.
and M. S. degrees, but there were also
twelve Ph. D.'s, eleven M.D.'s, thirteen
LL. B.'s, and ninety-eight other degrees
of various types such as M. F. A. and
M. L. S. Columbia Uni\ersity leads the
list of institutions from which Sweet
Briar graduates received the largest
number of degrees. The LJniversity of
Virginia, University of North Carolina, Smith College, and University of
Michigan follow in that order.
Most Sweet Briar alumnae (67.3
per cent) have been employed after
their graduation in either full or parttime capacity. At the time of the surMarch, I9=i9

vey only 16.3 per cent were employed

Along with words of praise for the

full time, and 6.7 per cent were em-

college were many criticisms and suggestions. The predominant complaints

ployed part-time. These figures show
significant correlation with the large
amount of volunteer work done by
alumnae. Although the two occoipations most often listed are secretarial
and teaching, a sizable number of
alumnae are engaged in business,
government work, library service,
medicine, law, and many other occupations. Almost two thousand alumnae gave information about their annual earnings. While the average
salaries are not impressive (more than
half listed annual earnings of less than
$3,000), two points must be kept in
mind: the figures include salaries from
part-time as well as full-time employment; and the majority of alumnae —
most of them homemakers — lelt their
occupations before reaching the higher
income brackets in their particular field.
Despite these facts, twenty-two alumnae reported annual earnings between
$15,000 and $25,000, and an astounding seven reported earnings of $25,000
or more.
Sweet Briar alumnae gave resounding and significant answers to our requests for evaluation and opinion. Over

among graduates of the 1930's and
early 40's center around the lack of
"practical" or vocational courses. Some
alumnae would like the college to provide training in child care, home economics, "art as applied in the home,"
and so on. Others feel that their college training was culturally enriching,
but that it did little to prepare them
for their duties as wives and mothers.
A graduate of the early 40's wrote
about her education, "It in no way
prepared me to feel better about the
monotony and drudgery of house work,
but I do feel that my education made
me a more mature, perceptive person."
Among those who thought that their
education did not prepare them adequately was one former student who
put her feelings succinctly, "The one
thing I learned was that I would have
missed little had I not attended Sweet
Briar." Many alumnae think that
Sweet Briar should have offered training in typing,
hand, and other
former student
Briar education

bookkeeping, shortsecretarial skills. One
agreed that a Sweet
was valuable, but, as

86 per cent replied yes to the question, "Do you feel that your Sweet
Briar education was in general a good

she put it, "Only for Saturday and
Sunday activity, not for professional

preparation for the life you are living?" Here at least is the beginning of
an answer to the questions: was it
worthwhile? and did it train her for

IN OPPOSITION to these views the
majority of the alumnae spoke of the
enrichment of a classical education, the

her life? Only 6.9 per cent answered
no, and another 6.8 per cent made no
reply. Praise of the college moved
from modest compliments to unbridled
enthusiasm. One woman wrote, "I
can't imagine a life that a Sweet Briar
education wouldn't enrich." Another
said, "My four years at Sweet Briar
were among the happiest that I shall
ever have." And finally one alumna
expressed remarkable confidence when
she declared, "Sweet Briar trains her
students to be both career women and
wives and mothers. She teaches them
to live the fullest and most useful life
in their communities."

awakening of life-long cultural interests, and of the great pleasure they
derived from their knowledge of
had life."
literature, history, science, philosophy,
and the arts. Replying to the question.
"What kind of changes and improvements would you now suggest?" the
majority of alumnae urged continued
concentration on the traditional academic disciplines. If anything, the desire seems to be for more stress upon
classical education, more emphasis
13
upon pure science, and ever-improving
standards of academic excellence. Some
alumnae believe that Sweet Briar's atmosphere suffers from the homogeneity
(Continued on Page 48)

The one alumna teaching at Sweet Briar, Bertha Pfis/er Wailes, 17, is the only person associated with the college during the administrations
of all five presidents, as student under Presidents Benedict and McVea and faculty member under Presidents Glass, Lucas and Pannell.

Elizabeth Eskridge Ambler, '34, is
kept busy as Secretary to the Dean.

J
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THE genus Swei't Brhir ditniin.i. treated
statistically, analytically, and in some
depth in the preceding article, is in these
pages treated in microcosm, pictorially, and in
her natural habitat; the Sweet Briar campus.
All nine of the alumnae who presently live
and work at the college are pictured here.
They teach, direct or staff five of the college's administrative offices, run that vital
adjunct, the Book Shop, and preside over
those havens of alumnae hospitality, the
Farm House and Garden Cottage.

Jc-anette Boone, 27. Sw cct Briar s RtLordtrr. has bci.Ti at the college iincc
1931. A familiar sight walking Danny around campus, "Dan " is also known
as the Pied Piper, so great is her attraction for faculty children and pets.

All Sweet Briar students know that if you can't
hnd it in the Book Shop, Helen McMahon, '23,
the Manager, or Gertrude Prior, '29, her Assistant, will order it for you. From 193S to 19-i7
Helen was Executive Secretary rf the Alumnae
Ass(Kiation. Gertrude was previously an assistant in Biology and she was acting president
of the Alumnae
Association
in 19(1-1942.
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Youngest member of this alumnae group, Nancy Lrodwin, '57, Assistant to the Director ot Admissions, is shown
in her office in Fletcher interviewing a prospective student. Visiting secondary schools is part of her job.

Martha von Briesen, '31, Director of Public
Relations, and Elizabeth Bond Wood, '34,
Executive Secretary of the Alumnae Association, are shown enjoying a cup of tea at the
"Farm House" while Edna Lee Gilchrist,
'26, their hostess and the long time Chairman of the Auditorium Committee, points
out changes in the plans. Both Edna and
Martha have been presidents of the Alumnae
Association, and Edna was an alumna member of the Board of Overseers of Sweet
Briar, for six years from 1940 to 1946.
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A faaciiiut'iiiy, and original
community cnfcrprizc provides
Elizabeth Brown with
a job that keeps her on the go in
three continents.

Foreign

visitors

serve

up

Turkish

cofFee

to

two entranced children of their host's family.

AMERICA HAS A FACE FOR ME
by ELIZABETH BROWN, '49
I WRITE this article I am on
. the wing, homeward bound across
the Atlantic. I have been on a three
AS

months' trip through parts of Europe
and the Middle East, where I held interviews inten countries for candidates
applying for participation in a unique
community enterprise. This is the
Cleveland International Program for
Social Workers and Youth Leaders, a
civic project organized, supported, and
led by private American citizens with
March, 1959

the idea of making a tangible contribution toward world understanding
through the establishment of personal
relationships between youth leaders of
other countries and our own.
It all began in 1955 when Henry
Ollendorff, a social worker who had
fled from the Nazis in 1958, approached civic leaders in Cleveland
with a plan for bringing youth leaders
and social workers from Germany to
this country for a summer of li\ ing and

working with American youngsters.
His purpose of strengthening understanding betT\een Europe and America
brought forth not only interest and enthusiasm, but also financial backing.
Thus in 1956 tv^enty-five youth leaders
arrived in Cleveland from West Germany for four months of theoretical
training and practical experience in
the field of American youth work. The
success of this experiment was demonstrated byits repetition in 1957 when
17

sonal contact is invaluable in ha\ing
the program properly understood and
thereby in having the best people available for interviews.
My introduction to United States
government hospitality in the Near
East came by way of a luncheon at the
home of the American Ambassador to
Greece, an unexpected and unusual
pleasure, which led to valuable introductions toleaders in my field. Except
for the inter\'iews no advanced planning for my two weeks' stay in Greece
had been necessary. My greatest assets
were the friendships made with the
Arts and crafts are taught by a Dutch social worker in a settlement house program.

fifty-two youth leaders came from eight
countries: Austria, Belgium, Finland,
France, Germany, Italy, The Netherlands, and Norway; and in 1958 Cleveland played host to sixty-one guests
from twelve countries, the additions
being Greece, Israel, Sweden and
Turkey. This year we are making preparations for the arrival of seventy
workers from si.xteen countries, including Denmark, Yugoslavia, Lebanon and Jordan.
The program is set up as a non-profit
corporation with a Board of Trustees
representing a social, religious, and
racial cross-section of Cleveland. The
director is Mr. Ollendorflf and I serve
under him as Assistant Director. Although initiated and sponsored by
Clevelanders, the financial set-up is
truly cooperative. Overseas travel is
provided by Fulbright travel grants,
our government, and foreign governments, while voluntary contributions
and foundations cover one-third of the
costs. Even the foreign participants
contribute directly through their summer work, as they serve without pay
and the agencies make available to the
program the amount of salary they
otherwise would have paid for this
work.
The administration of the program
in the foreign countries is handled
through the United States Information
18

Agency. Arrangements are made
through the Cultural Affairs Officers
in the foreign posts to have candidates
gathered for interviews on a date suitable for Henry Ollendorff or for me.
We then make travel plans for him to
go to some countries, me to others.
On my arrival in the foreign city,
I get in touch with the Cultural Affairs
Officer, and he and I, with a member
of the foreign government, a member
of the Fulbright Commission and a
representative from our Embassy, make
up the selection committee. Selections
are based on the applicant's personality
and maturity, and on the type of work
that he does. A good knowledge of
English is a necessity. A successful
candidate must have an open-minded
attitude and the ability to adapt to
varying situations and patterns of life.
Much is crowded into the four months
which the youth leader spends in the
United States, and a great deal is expected of him. To be directly accountable for a group of American children
after a brief introduction to the
"American way of life" is a grave responsibility. For this reason personal
interviews offer the only practical
method of selecting candidates.
While I am in the foreign capitals
I try to become acquainted with people
involved in social work or youth leadership work, I have found that the per-

Greek participants of the 1958 program who extended a gracious and
sincere welcome to me. My two weeks
overflowed with introductions, excursions, and entertainments of various
types, always in the best of company.
In Turkey where life revolves around
the family, I was fortunate in receiving
invitations, through my contact with
the U. S. Embassy, to the homes of
several charming and influential Turkish families. Joining their Sunday picnic along the Bosphorus and visiting
the children's classes at Roberts College
proved most enlightening.

an "offiIN ISRAEL
e
meanted aas schedul
whichclassifi
cial" visitor,I was
beyond human ability to follow. Jewish schools, Arab schools, vocational
training schools, agricultural rural settlements, city housing developments,
and slum areas were part of my
activities from north of Haifa to
south of Beersheba, from the overpopulated metropolis of Tel Aviv to
Israel's capital, Jerusalem. I even
found myself folk dancing with Yemenites, Poles, Hungarians and Morrocans, and sipping turkish coffee with
Bedouins and Druse. Throughout my
stay in Israel I was conscious of the
ceaseless labor and the sheer determination of the Israelis to make something
of their country.
Recruiting youth leader candidates
in Jordan was somewhat of a problem
inasmuch as most independently
organized

groups

are

forbidden

for
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political reasons. Even formalized education for anyone beyond the age of
fifteen is non-existent in Jordan. Therefore to get training as a social worker,
a Jordanian must go outside his country, usually to Cairo or Beirut. The
need for trained leaders, however, cannot be overemphasized, considering the
numbers of idle young refugees and
the limited employment opportunities.
We will have from Jordan in 19^9 a
physical education teacher and an
UNRA Community Leader.
Each year the foreign youth leaders
arrive in Cleveland on May 1. Their
four months' visit is divided into two
parts. For the first six weeks each
visitor is a guest in three Cleveland
homes representing different social,
economic, religious and racial backgrounds. He attends special classes in
American group work methods, observes the work of various social, educational, cultural, governmental and
economic organizations, meets for discussions on specific phases of American life, such as labor, industry, religion, and welfare work. Then for ten
weeks he works as camp counsellor or
social worker in a social agency, camp,
settlement house, community center,
or children's institution located in
Cleveland or other cities.
If any one part of the program can
be singled out as more important, I
would say that it is the experience of
sharing American family life as a
member of three different families.
Host families represent a cross-section
of the community and their participation in the program is entirely voluntary. More than half of the families
repeat their role in the program from
year to year. Each visitor spends two
weeks with three different families,
and no family has more than one visitor
each summer. Shortly I will be meeting
with the Housing Committee, the
members of which represent different
groups and interests in the community.
They volunteer to find suitable host
families whom they personally recommend. When the 210 families for this
year's program are found, the placeMarch, 1959

ments will tlien be made, with an effort
to give each visitor a variety of homes
and still satisfy the listed wishes of the
host family.

and effort put into this
THE
are well rewarded. One
worktime
twenty-four year old German youth
leader spent two weeks with the family
of a Negro doctor. The boy had been
working his way through Hamburg
University, and the doctor took such a
keen interest in the boy's education
that he offered him a year's tuition at
Western Reserve University with room
and board at their home.
On the other hand, the visitors
have contributed much to the broadening ot horizons for Cleveland families. Hundreds of Cleveland children
have learned first hand of foreign
countries and people. As one family
put it, "Having a highly intelligent
and earnest German boy in our home
has contributed considerably to the
education of our two sons." Another
family took a trip through Europe last
year and centered their entire itinerary around visits with their French
and German guests of the past two
As the program has grown in its
years. years of existence, so have its
four

purposes. The pilot project in 1956
had as its primary aim the making
of a practical contribution toward the
development of democracy as a way
of life in the new Germany. Since
then we have made attempts to bring
to our foreign visitors a real understanding of our own country: our
motivations, ideals, achievements, and
shortcomings. Other results cannot be
overlooked : the knowledge of our
youth work acquired by the foreign
workers, the enrichment of the work
in our agencies and camps brought
about through the introduction of new
skills, new experiences, and searching
Yet the outstanding purpose, and
questions.
one which answers a great need in our
foreign policy today, is the opportunity given the foreign worker to gain
an understanding of the United States.
As a young social worker from Vienna
expressed it, "After 16 weeks' experience, Isee the United States in another way: America now has a face
for me . . . and I must say, I like
this face." And one American family
wrote us, "Americans are so frequently misunderstood abroad that it
would be impossible to measure the
benefits, politically, economically, and
(Continued on Piige 48)

One of the German c.imp counsellors introduces his campers to the falcon.
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I am
AN ANTIQUARIAN

BOOKMAN
by FAITH MATTISON, '48

THE

casual book browser climbing the stairs to the small book

store over a carpenter's shop in Cambridge, Massachusetts,
is likely to find a group of folk dancers bunched around a victrola,

The music corner offers something
for every taste. P. S. He bought it.

carefully working out the intricacies of a Yugoslavian "Kolo"
step. Or perhaps he will discover in the "coffee corner" a lively
discussion of how an old English ballad was changed to fit its
new environment when it arrived in this country with the early
settlers. Through a series of circumstances the Cantabrigia Book
Shop has come to be the gathering place for the folk dancer or
singer who is seeking songs or dances he hasn't known before,
as well as for the more scholarly researcher who may be hunting
down the source of a ballad or tradition.
When the idea of purchasing a small bookshop was first presented to me in the fall of 1955, nothing could have been further
from my mind. My chief interest at that time, other than my job
in social work, was folk dancing. My friends and I found folk
dances and songs a fascinating recreation along with research on
their origins and interpretations. As our interest grew, we realized
how little information was generally available. Many of these
traditions, tunes and dances which have contributed so remarkably
to our culture had been recorded and thus preserved, but many
others had been lost forever.
Tracking down words, music or background information on a
specific dance or song frequently involved a long and tedious
search. Many of the books which contained such materials had
gone out of print and were difficult to locate. The bookstore idea
presented me with an opportunity to hunt for this literature and
at the same time to round out my own acquaintance with this
field. My initial reaction of "'Why should I have a book store?"
soon became, with the encouragement of friends, "'Why not? It
would be fun to try." Almost overnight I found myself collector
and dispenser of a wide variety of folk material.
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The first lessons were learned the

array of books, records and sheet music,

hard way, the most obvious problems
bein^ a rent that was too high for the

the moving party adjourned to a member's house to finish the evening with
a couple of hours of Scottish country
dancing.

volume of business and my own unfamiliarity with the complicated field of
antiquarian books. Gradually such
terms as full tree calf, octave, and remainder became familiar and usable
words. The financial problem was
eased by moving the shop to a less
expensive location.
The move was a short one — around
the corner and up a flight of stairs —
but the prospect of transferring three
thousand books and their bookcases
from one spot tu another looked like
a major, back-breaking undertaking un-

Gradually life in the new location
fell into an organized schedule. By

people known to be interested in folklore.

working part-time for an experienced
antiquarian bookman, I served a muchneeded apprenticeship in running a

The response was gratifying. It was
an exciting day when orders from
Honolulu and Stockholm arrived in the

shop that deals largely with secondhand and out-of-print books. The
knowledge I acquired convinced me of
the necessity of broadening the scope
of services my shop offered. Up to that
time, the shop had largely catered to
the local folk dancer who needed a

same mail, the Library of Congress
wired a fairly substantial order, and
one letter from Argentina was labeled,

the task. We borrowed grocery carts
from the nearest market. While the

recording of a dance or the Harvard
student with a guitar who wanted new
songs to sing. But this was not enough,
and I determined to branch out. I be-

girls were filling the carts with books
and wheeling them to the new location, the men dismantled the bookcases

gan to look for hard-to-hnd, out-ofprint books and by the spring of 1957
the shelves held quite a few of them.

in order to get them up the narrow
staircase, then put them back together

The next step was to sell them. Perhaps individuals or libraries who did
not know we existed would want them.

til the shop's folk-dancing customers
volunteered their collective brawn for

again. Finally, with the old shop vacant and the new bulging with a dis-

i
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born, and again local folklore enthusiasts pitched in. Following a collating, addressing, stamping party 1,500
copies of the catalogue were dispatched
all over the world to libraries and

In this manner our first catalogue was

"Foreign Order Department." There
were even a couple of letters stating
that the recipients of the catalogue did
not need any of the books listed at
present but just wanted to say that they
were delighted to see the list and
thought it wonderful that a shop was
specializing in this type of material.
Fan mail for a commercial catalogue —
this was heady stuff!
Along with orders came inquiries
about books I did not have in stock,
with requests that I try to locate them.
Thus the "search service" developed.
There are many ways to locate books,

Edie Maltison Henderson,
'44, is selecting some museum reprint note cards.
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advertising being the chief one. Weekly trade journals, in both this country
and England, concentrate solely on
listing books wanted by stores for their
customers. The book dealers not only
list their own wants but also carefully
peruse the journals to see if they have
in stock a book needed by another
store. If a dealer in New York has a
book desired by a shop in Boston, the
New York bookman then "quotes" the
book, its price and condition to the
Boston shop. When all the "quotes"
are in, the book dealer determines the
best buy for his customer and offers
him the book.
I also find out-of-print books by
scanning other dealers' catalogues in
the hope that books wanted by my
customers will be mentioned at prices
which I can pay and still make a profit.
There are no set prices on out-of-print
material. One has to be guided by supply and demand. Age is no criterion.
A book over one hundred years old
may have no value at all because no
one wants it, whereas some recent
books have doubled or tripled their
original prices. The antiquarian bookman over the course of years becomes
personally acquainted with thousands
of books and their value. He has many
reference guides to aid him. Book
auction records, for example, list some
of the more important books that have
been offered at public auction, and
from these records he can get an idea
of what the public is willing to pay for
a certain book. Useful also are the
many bibliographic references which
the dealer and customer alike may use
to determine whether he has a valuable
first edition or a worthless reprint in his
possession. For example, the first edition of Hemingway's "For Whom the
Bell Tolls" has the code letter "A"
on the copyright page.

THE method of searching for books
that is the most fun is also the one
the dealer rarely has time for. This is
the actual hunt through other secondhand book stores.
Of course, most
22

dealers purchase the bulk of their books
from people whose libraries are placed
on the market for any of many reasons.
As very few libraries contain books

Again I was faced with the necessity
of learning to identify first editions
(the first edition of the Star Spangled

solely in his specialty, this is not practical for the very small specialist. Thus
he must cull these books from the large

Song," a typographical error which
was corrected in later editions) and to
ascertain publication dates. Up until

lots purchased by general dealers. Such
culling is dirty, time-consuming work,
but the most satisfying part of the small

recently music publishers did not generally print the traditional American
tunes, apparently because they did not
feel it would be a commercially profitable enterprize. Because of this some
fine songs and dances have been lost.
Dances were frequently recorded in
notebooks used by early dance teachers, showing, for example, the figures
used in a New England contra dance.
Often these notes were without any
reference to the music other than the
title of the tune. Since in some cases

specialist's operation. To find a book
that a customer has long been hunting
in a dusty corner of another shop is a
real thrill, and if the other dealer has
underestimated the value of the book,
so much the better.

THE hunt for new material is a
never ending one. My own sphere
of activity was significantly enlarged
when, through a customer, I was introduced in 1957 to Mr. J. Francis
Driscoll who, up to his recent death,
was the last of the big collectors of
early American sheet music and had the
finest collection yet remaining in private hands. Mr. Driscoll was kind
enough to spend many hours sharing
some of the knowledge he had acquired

Banner announces it is "A Pariotic

tunes were published separately, it is
occasionally possible to bring a fine
dance and its music together again after
they have been separated for nearly
200 years. This aspect of the search
for the traditions and folklore of our
ancestors is, of course, for the researcher to follow up and report on. However, such problems as these are at least

in sixty years of gathering and organizing a collection of over 100,000 pieces.
Through him I learned that the printing of music in this country began
in the latter part of the eighteenth

partially on their way to solution because out-of-print books and the Driscoll sheet music collection are now
library.
available for purchase by the scholar or

century. The earliest pieces were engravings made on copper plates and
printed on fine rag paper. In the

It is only in comparatively recent
years that Americans have realized the

1830's the process was gradually shifted to lithograph, and pictures were
added to the covers. Some of the early
music and the pictorial lithographs are
now exceedingly rare and have great
value both for the collector and researcher. For example, lithographs
may show views of interest to the historian, such as pictures of places or
people important in the Revolution.
On the other hand lithographs done
by men like Winslow Homer, who
worked for a music publisher, are of
particular significance to the art historian.
Now

another new world of specialized knowledge was open to me.

importance of our own cultural heritage. In the centuries since the first
settlers, we have built up a culture that
is indelibly American. Today scholars
realize the significance of this development, and efforts are being made to
find out not only what various national
mores and folkways were at the time
they reached this country but how they
changed over the years after they arrived. Itis my effort, through the Cantabrigia Book Shop, to make the works
of those who have laboriously collected
and transcribed these traditions and
folkways available to all who wish to
perpetuate, study, and enjoy these aspects of American culture.
Ahimiiiie News
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the University of Virginia faculty as
associate professor of English. The
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Shannons' daughters, Eleanor Bosworth, who is twenty-two months old,
and Elizabeth Anderson, just nine
weeks old, were born there.

\^

And only last autumn did the Shannons unpack (with a feeling that they
were truly settled for years to come)
the final crates of things they moved
two
Hills.years ago to their home in Hessian
There's one more change in the
offing for Mrs. Shannon: the move
later
year to the president's house
at thethis
University.
Mrs. Shannon is a member of the
Faculty 'Wives Club, but holds no office. She is a member of the local
Sweet Briar Alumnae group and of the
board of the Westminster Presbyterian
Church kindergarten. She also belongs
to the University League.
There is another love in Eleanor
Eleanor Bosworlh Shannon
with
her two daughters.

l>,i,h

Prog,.

photo

New First Lady

Shannon's life. It's Sweet Briar College. She was entranced by the college
on the day she enrolled. She was
graduated magna cum laude in 1947
and says that she enjoyed every day
betwixt those two events.
She currently serves on the Executive
Board of the Sweet Briar Alumnae Association and last month was one of
three alumnae elected to membership
in the Theta of Virginia chapter of Phi
Beta Kappa at Sweet Briar.
Before entering Sweet Briar Mrs.
Shannon was educated at Miss Hutchi-

The following article is reprinted
from the March 6th issue of the Daily
Progress, Charlottesville, Virginia.

Tennessee: a series of changes that

r the way Mrs. Edgar Finley Shannon, Jr., happily describes her status.

Just about half a dozen years ago
Mrs. Shannon was Miss Eleanor Bosworth, dean of women at Southwestern

history professor and assistant dean of
women at Southwestern before becom-

in Memphis. In 1954 she resumed
graduate study at Columbia University
and Union Theological Seminary. In

She is deeply interested in her husband's work, and thoroughly enjoys
having him talk shop at home. She
loves reading the articles he writes
23
from first draft to finished product.

She is the wife of the president-elect
of the Uni\ersity of Virginia and the
mother of two small daughters.
When she assumes the unofficial
duties that accompany her husband's
new position at the University it will
be another change in a series of rapid
transitions that began half a dozen
years ago in her native Memphis,
March, 1959

might cause the most calm and collected person to wonder a bit at what
time hath happily wrought.

February, 1956, she became the bride
of Dr. Edgar Finley Shannon, Jr., then
a member of the faculty at Harvard.
They moved to Charlottesville in the
fall of 1956 when Dr. Shannon joined

son's in Memphis. After graduation
from Sweet Briar, she took her master's
degree at Cornell University. She was

ing dean of women

there.

She enjoys the academic world and is
glad that her husband's new position
will keep her in close touch with it.

What

HIGHLIGHTS of the activities of the 45
Sweet Briar Alumnae Clubs were re-

S^\ eet Briar clubs
are doiii^ from
Boston to L. A.

ported at the February meeting of the Executive Board of the Alumnae Council by
Phoebe Roire Peters, '31, Director of Clubs,
and the area chairmen who were present.
With the increase of fees next year the need
for scholarships will be greater than ever.
It is good news that the alumnae scholarship
program is expanding and that, in addition
to the Manson and Benedict honor scholarships, nineteen clubs now offer awards varying in amount from $150 to $1000. These
of course may be supplemented by college
funds if additional financial assistance is

VARIED is the word that describes the forty-five Sweet Briar Alumnae
Clubs. Scattered from Boston to Houston, from Norfolk to Los
Angeles, they vary in size from less than twenty in the smallest to over
three hundred in the largest. While some hold regular monthly meetings,
others think that a Sweet Briar Day get-together is enough. Most of
them participate in Operation Tulip Bulb, and many have additional
projects ranging from theatre benefits and fashion shows to study groups.
But despite their differences, they all have one common denominator —
an interest in Sweet Briar College as it was, is, and will be.

needed by the student. Included in the nineteen clubs are Baltimore, Charlottesville,
Charlotte, Chicago, Cleveland, Columbus,
Ga., Southern Connecticut, Houston, Lynchburg, New York City, Northern New Jersey,
Philadelphia, Richmond, Rochester, St.
Louis, Toledo, Washington, Westchester
County, and Wilmington, Del. Twenty-six
per cent of the upperclasses are receiving
scholarship aid this year and eight per cent
of the freshmen are doing so.

New York had a most successful theatre benefit in November, clearing over two thousand dollars. Luck was with them
this year and the play chosen was a hit: Cornelia Otis Skinner in "The Pleasure of His Company." Sweet Briar should
point with pride to those intrepid souls who dared to plan a benefit after the bad luck last year. This club also takes
the prize for their frequency of meetings, once a month. Next year the scholarship from this group will be raised to
$1800.

Thirty-one girls were at their prospective students' coffee party, which was held on January 3rd.

Good news from the Princeton alumnae !

THE

They have now become an active club with
Nancy Nalle Lee as president. Chicago has
joined the clubs that are working toward
endowed scholarships, and at the rate they

February at B. Altmans in Short Hills, at which Sweet Briar's Jenny
Belle Bechtel, '48, one of the country's top young fashion designers,
showed her latest collection. The club is looking forward to a visit
from President Anne Gary Pannell in April, and plans a reception for her

are going they will soon have the five thousand. Jacksonville's president of last year,
Margaret Murchisoii Corse, sparked enthusiasm in that club. Their money raising project will be connected with the Junior League
Thrift shop and they plan a scholarship.

Northern New Jersey Club sponsored a benefit fashion show in

at the home of Gladys Wester Horton in Maplewood, to which all husbands, as well as alumnae, will be invited. Birmingham recently had a tea
for prospective students and their mothers which exceeded all expectations. Nancy Godwin, '57, Assistant to the Director of Admission,
attended this tea and reported that an overflow crowd of more than 150
necessitated showing slides in two shifts.

ON

MARCH 14 the Boston Club had a luncheon honoring President
Pannell, in Boston to speak to the Harvard Law Forum, and Elizabeth
Bond Wood, Alumnae Secretary. Columbus, Ohio, and Charleston, West

The Westchester Club reported the best
attendance yet at its Sweet Briar Day
"coffee." In addition to alumnae and

Virginia, send attractive newsletters to all members. These report club activi-

students, prospective students and their
mothers were invited. All wore name

ties and plans so that members unable to attend the meetings are kept "in
the know" concerning Sweet Briar. Our most distant club, Los Angeles,
meets regularly. This year as a money-raising project they sponsored "The
Tender Trap," a play produced by the San Marino Community Players.
24

tags. On March 24 the Club sponsored a
morning brunch fashion show in White
Plains, put on by Jenny Belle Bechtel, '48.
Alumnae News

Charlotte Club had a large gathering for Sweet Briar Day. In February they gave a tea in honor ot Mrs.
Pannell and Jackie Wood at the home of
Mrs. Hugh Efird. The hostess was unable
to attend her own party, however, because
of the arrival of a new Briarite. Atlanta,
THE

A few nieiTLOs
up
to catch you

one of the first clubs to report on the
telephone campaign, turned in an impressive total for the Auditorium Fund.
They held a Sweet Briar Day "coffee" in
January with Mrs. Pannell as guest speaker. New Orleans celebrated Sweet Briar

w^ith the uews

Day and enjoyed it so much that they
plan to start a club this spring.
Pittsburgh began its activities with a luncheon in September honoring new and returning students. In November they
held a successful benefit bridge party to raise money for the Auditorium. Forty alumnae and students, with five prospective
students and their mothers, attended the Sweet Briar Day luncheon in December. Still to come are the spring bulb sale,
the annual meeting in April, and a picnic in June, with husbands invited.
Wilmington holds monthly luncheon meetings at members' homes;
in June they plan a potluck picnic with their husbands. They took
part in a most successful "Women's College Information Program"
in the fall and reported that "^9 students with parents came to their
club room. Philadelphia had a tea for prospective students in November which they termed a "big success." This club has a wellorganized and active Alumnae Representative committee.
The Indianapolis Club has enthusiastically endorsed a new fund-raising project which promises not only to swell their treasury, but also
to produce excellent publicity for Sweet Briar.
The Club was invited to join three other college
groups in sponsoring a House Tour, which in
past years has been a big hit.

The Louisville Club is looking forward to doing
a fabulous bulb business this year and hopes to
outsell all other clubs. Cincinnati alumnae celebrated Sweet Briar Day with 33 attending their
luncheon. In February they held a "memorabilia" meeting, and they had a party for prospective students during spring vacation.

CLEVELAND'S unusual educational program, "Living Room
Learning," is going into its eighth year and twelfth series.
Started as a Sweet Briar study group, its limited membership of 27
now includes other people. It meets twice a month in the home of
a member and has been excellent publicity for the college. Miss
Dorothy Jester, Dean of Students, was the Club's guest of honor
at a luncheon in March; later she met with prospective students.

Toledo has done an outstanding job in promoting good publicity for Sweet Briar. Club activities have received excellent
newspaper coverage. Such items as the dinner meeting last fall, when alumnae and husbands had Miss Jean Louise Williams, Director of Admission, as their special guest; the Telephone Campaign; Sweet Briar Day luncheon; party for prospective student:; Sweet Briar bulb sale; and annual rummage sale to raise money for their scholarship ha\e kept this lively
group newsworthy.
TWO
'Virginia Clubs, Charlottesville and Lynchburg, started student
scholarships this year and both clubs entertained prospective students at
a tea. Washington celebrated Sweet Briar Day in a big way with 75 attending
a luncheon at which Mrs. Pannell was guest speaker. They plan a social
function this spring to promote bulbs. It is no surprise that they sold more
bulbs than any other club last year. Richmond had a big fall meeting and
a most enthusiastic Sweet Briar Day. Norfolk held a "memorabilia"
meeting which was hailed as great fun. The Peninsula had a College Day
in the fall. All clubs m Region II participated in the telephone campaign
tor the Auditorium.
March, 1959

The Southern Connecticut Club is planning a scholarship bridge party this
spring. Jackie Wood, Alumnae Secretary,
was on hand when the Hartford Club
held its first meeting on March 18 at
Mary Grier's home. At the busiest time25
of the year Houston alumnae undertook
an unusual project to raise money for
their scholarship.
salesuccessful.
of "flocked"
Christmas
trees wasTheir
highly

Lucile Bjiioiv Turner, '20, presents a bunch of holly to Miss Meta Glass at the Christmas party in her honor.

Vivat Praeses Meta
I, (, y'-^i AUDEAMUS igitur . . . Vivat
Vj" Praeses Meta, Semper sit in
flore!"
Strains of the medieval students'
song, adapted for the occasion, filled
the Emily Bowen Room for a very
special party, held in honor of Miss
Meta Glass, President Emeritus of
Sweet Briar College, who had announced her retirement from the Board
of Overseers.
Before a gathering of students,
alumnae, present and former members
of the faculty and staff, other Board
members, and many of her close
friends and kinsfolk from Lynchburg,
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a resolution of the Board of Overseers
was read by Mr. Thomas C. Boushall
of Richmond, Chairman of the Board.
He then gave Miss Glass the resolution, reproduced on the opposite page.
Mr. Archibald G. Robertson of
Richmond,
Board of
Glass with
friends and

former president of the
Overseers, presented Miss
a portfolio of letters from
former colleagues from all

over the country. They expressed personally and collectively their admiration and affection for her. But no
resolution, no testimonials or letters
can adequately express the love and
appreciation for "Miss Meta" that is

held by the alumnae of this college
who knew her during the twenty-one
years that she served as president. No
words can adequately describe her
prescience, her wit, her scholarly attainments orher administrative ability.
Her aspirations for this college were
of the highest and she achieved much.
Truly Sweet Briar "came of age" during her administration.
Although Miss Glass no longer has
an official tie to this college, she has
promised that her visits to the campus
will be as frequent and her interests
as unflagging as ever. She invites all
to come to see her in her home.
AlumiJcie News

RESOLUTION
OF THE

BOARD

OF OVERSEERS
OF
BRIAR COLLEGE
RESIGNATION
OF

SWEET
ON THE

M^t^ Qlttss
^/l^

r.A)o{iy<l o^ Overseers

of Sweet

Briar College, on November

15, 1958, accepted

with great regret the

resignation of Meta Glass from its membership.
The Board, on which she has served as a member

for thirty years, wishes to express its grotitude for and appreciation

of her great contribution to ttie college. Its members

individually wish to acknowledge

the inspiration which her life and

her friendship have meant to them. Miss Glass, who was Sweet Briar's distinguished president for twenty-one years,
resigned that post on July 1, 1946, becoming President Emeritus. She also sought to resign from the Board at that time,
but her resignation was
member

not accepted; instead, she was

The Board

recalls with pride that under the administration of Meta

recognized for academic
significant development.
drawn

prevailed upon to continue her service to the college as a

of the Board of Overseers.

excellence. The two decades

Glass Sweet

Briar College became

nationally

of her wise and stimulating guidance constituted a period of

The faculty was increased from thirty-eight to fifty-five members — scholarly men

from the best colleges and universities in this country and abroad.

and women

Despite the depression of the '30s and the

college's limited resources. Miss Gloss managed Sweet Briar's finances so well that faculty salaries were never cut and
sabbatical leaves and a retirement plan were instituted. Miss Glass was never satisfied with the %\o\\)$ quo. Her great
concern for improving the curriculum was largely responsible for introducing the Honors Plan of Study, comprehensive
examinations, and the Junior Year at St. Andrews

and in Paris; for reorganizing the curriculum under the Group

Plan

of Study; and for establishing such new major offerings as Music, Art, and Religion. Her special concern for the Library,
as the intellectual center of the campus, resulted in Fergus Reid's magnificent gift to the college, the Mary Helen Cochran
Library, and in the remarkable and continuing growtti of its collection. The Daisy Williams Gymnasium, the Book Shop,
and a number

of faculty houses were

also added

to the campus. The record of her administration set forth in The Story

of Sweet Briar College is aptly characterized as the college's "Coming
Eight colleges and universities have awarded

of Age."

honorary degrees to Miss Glass In recognition of her distinguished career,

not only as Sweet Briar's President but as President of the Association of American Colleges, as President of the American
Association of University Women, and as a leader in the International Federation of University Women and numerous
other organizations.

Those who have been associated with Miss Gloss at Sweet
qualities of mind and heart, her commanding

Briar — faculty, students, alumnae, overseers — cherish her

presence, her love of scholarship, her enjoyment of the good life, and her

abiding interest In Virginia and in world affairs.

Recognizing Miss Glass's countless contributions to Sweet Briar College, the Board of Overseers wishes to express some
measure of its appreciation for all her hard work, sound judgment and energetic leadership. The Board, the faculty,
and the students of Sweet Briar, past, present and future, owe Miss Glass a great debt of gratitude.
<L>0€ tt r./leUHU€</,

therefore, that this Resolution be spread upon the minutes of the Board of Overseers and that

a copy be presented to Miss Glass, con amore.

PRESIDENT

December

March, 1959

19, 1958

Of

SWEET

Q2t

BRIAR COLLEGE

^>cJi

.U OF THE BOARD Of OVERSEERS
ET BRIAR COLLEGE
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alumnae association
Nominates:
THE Executive Board of the Sweet
Briar Aluinnae Association submits the name of Sarah Belk Gambrell
to the members of the association as its
candidate for election to the Board of

Clubs. In 1956, she appeared in "Steps
to Reunion," the alumnae play given at
Commencement as part of the Fiftieth
Anniversary celebration.
Sarah is the wife of Mr. Charles G.

Overseers of Sweet Briar College.

Gambrell, "Vice-President of the Irving
Trust Company. They live at 125 East
84th Street, New York City.

The procedure for election of alumnae to the Board of Overseers is provided for in the By-Laws of the Sweet
Briar Alumnae Association. Names of
other candidates may be added to the
ballot if sent to the Executive Secretary
accompanied by fifteen signatures of
members of the Association and the
written consent of the nominee within
two weeks after the slate is published.
Ballots will be mailed to all members
of the Association and the chosen canSarah Belk Gambrell, '39

didate's name will be submitted to the
Board of Overseers as the nominee
from the Association.
Since her graduation from Sweet
Briar in 1939 Sarah Belk Gambrell
has taken an active part in the civic
affairs of the two communities where
she has lived, Charlotte, N. C, and
New York City. In addition she has
had a highly successful business career.
As a Vice-President and Director of
the Belk Stores she is well-known in
the highly complex field of women's
and children's merchandise. In connection with her career she holds membership inFashion Group, an organization aspired to by all "in the trade."
Sarah is a sustaining member of the
New York Junior League, a member
of the Colonial Dames of America, the
Brick Presbyterian Church, the National Board of the "^'WCA, and a director
of the New York "Women's Bible
Society. She is also a member of Sweet
Briar's National Development Committee, the Memorial Chapel Committee, and belongs to both the Charlotte and the New
York
Alumnae
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Praises:
Martha von Briesen, '31, Irene Vongebr "Vincent, '40, and Eleanor Bosu'orth Shannon, '47, were recently initiated into the Theta of Virginia
Chapter of Phi Beta Kappa. Miss von
Briesen has been Director of Public
Relations at Sweet Briar since 1942.
Several of her Sweet Briar publications
have received first place citations in
annual competitions sponsored by the
American College Public Relations
Association and the American Alumni
Council. Mrs. Vincent, a free lance
writer and photographer, is the author
of two books, "The Sacred Oasis,"
published in 1953 and "The Many
Storeyed house," which came out in
1957. Mrs. Shannon taught history at
Southwestern University and later
served as dean of women there for
two years before her marriage. See
page 23 for more news about her.
Elizabeth Johnston, '59, has just
been awarded a "Woodrow "Wilson Fellowship, the first to be won by a Sweet
Briar student. The "Woodrow "Wilson
National Fellowship Foundation supports promising scholars for their first
year of graduate study. Elizabeth, who
will study at Radcliffe, is the granddaughter of Dr. Dabney Lancaster,
former ofpresident
Board
Overseers,ofandSweet
is the Briar's
niece
of three Sweet Briar alumnae.
Alumnae Neivs

class notes
"II ><
f\
Elizabeth
866
Euclid
J- ^-^
Elmira, N.
A new response,
Gitlil.oid Bruiiiback,

Lowman
Ave.

Hail

Y.
a letter from Gladys
was a liappy surprise.

Gladys lives in Van Vi'ert. Ohio. Her husband is a banker and her son is associated
with him. Da\ id jr. lives two blocks away
so Gladys can enjoy the two little grandchildren. Her daughter. S. B. '51, lives in
Houston, Texas. She also says she had a
visit with Virginia Will/jmi Wells last
spring.
Marianne Martin wrote that she knitted
an afghan, which made me envious as I
can't do large scale knitting now. Marianne
expected to spend Christmas in New York
City at the home of her brother. George,
one of the executive vice-presidents of
American Cyanamid Co.
I had an unusually long letter from
Eleanor Smith Walters giving news of their
household, improving health, and the nephews and nieces whom Eleanor prizes so
highly. One French nephew is taking his
military service in our air force at a South
Carolina base.
Catherine Mjrsh.dl Shuler was planning
a winter vacation but as usual spoke of the
joy she has in her grandchildren who live
near her. A twelve-year-old was due in
for his birthday pre.sent as she was writing.
Vivienne Bjyk.ilnw Hornbeck and her
husband were in Denver, Col., last October
where Stanley was given the Distinguished
Citizen award at the Centennial Celebration. Vivie enjoyed S. B. Day with 73
Briarites. Elanette SnUilt Stapley expected
to be in her new home in Scottsdale, Ariz.,
for Christmas. Margaret McVey said she
was now the class fund agent.
I am sure you all join me in expressing
our sympathy to Esther Turk Hemmings,
whose husb.ind died in the fall. Turk wrote
a long letter of her proposed journeyings
from one child to another. While visiting
a son in an air force base, she thought she
might see Elanette Stapley, even though she
confessed to having a poor idea of geography. She expects to return to England
to live. Her daughter is in school there.
She is taking a place in Cheltenham, getting
new furnishings over there so she has only
personal things to transport. At present
she plans to return every third year with
BIG reunions on the agenda.
All this chit-chat about grandchildren
makes me feel retarded. I am still in the era
of dispensing hospitality to the current
"girl" brought home for a weekend. Having
my one and only, age 1'' and fresh out of
the service, coming and going fron) his new
job is very stimulating both mentally and
physically.
My
thanks
to all who wrote.

I vJ
J — ■^

Hli/ablth Eggleston
Hampden-Sydney.

Va.

Henrietta Anderson keeps in touch with
quite a few old Thorn-briars and reports
pleasant meetings in the Twin City Club.
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Jane moved
Byrd Henry's
son is
a physician
has
with wife
and
small sonwhoto
Norfolk. Her married daughter lives in
Warwick. Mary diLong McKnight writes
pleasantly of "growing far too old peacefully in the country." Her .son was on the
verge of his Army stint and hoped to be
sent abroad with his wife.
Like so many of our number. Mabel CjIh
Tillar reports a full life, with husband, two
children, four grandchildren, and routine
community activities. Gertrude McLaren
writes of interesting nephews and nieces
who seem to be distributed from Saudi
Arabia to Richmond, Va. Idelle McNej!
Covington writes of four children, ten
grandchildren, and her absorption in the
normal life of a small neighborhood. Gotten
Thompson was poised on the brink of retirement and by now is probably absorbed
in favorite hobbies. Mildred Aieek Meador
was taking off for Mexico City to visit her
son and his family who live there.
Flo Freeman Fowler, our loyal class
dynamo, works continuously for Sweet
Briar as does business-like and exceedingly
able Carrie Shmpe Sanders. I ran into
Isabelle Luke Witt while lunching at the
Commonwealth Club in Richmond recently.
She looked youthful and fit, and spoke most
happily of her sons and daughter. Lsabelle
junior, I m sorry to say, went to HoUins
instead of Sweet Briar. My days are very
quiet — almost "a stillness at (or near)
Appomattox," with the care of a partially
paralyzed ninety-two year old mother.
Can forty years really have winged since
w-e lined up. breathless at our exceeding
achievement, for diplomas? Four decades
should be an excellent mile-post for reunion.
Blue hills and boxwood will be lovelier
than ever to us who have them also in
memory. And it will be fun, and perhaps
instructive, to glimpse ourselves in perspective. It is good, too, to learn from
first-hand
basic
visionobservation
is unaltered that
as itSweet
maturesBriar's
and
grows
in grace.
I would like to call your attention to the
"Alumnae College" on the day after graduation. Effervescent youngsters have departed, and it's restful to sift down to ourselves. The talks are exceedingly interesting
in themselves and give insight into faculty
view-points and achievements. One feels,
too, that one has had a quick, periscope

be reached at 1415 St. Andrews
land, Mich.

Dr., Mid-

I got up to Philadelphia Thanksgiving to
dine with Nancy FoUtr Allen and spent
the night getting caught up on her doings.
She is sponsoring a neighborhood club for
12-year old girls which must make her feel
like the old woman who lived in the shoe.
She continues to serve on the Board of
Directors of the neighborhood Y. M. C. A.,
participates more or less actively in the
Philadelphia Trail Club, and at last "intelligence" was "up to my ears in programming the missionary society, also the
February Negro History week program of
the Civic Association. I'm planning to go
to Charleston Easter week and I'm looking
forward
it."
Helen to
RicL\inJi
Horn's husband has been
seriously ill since August and is now in a
convalescent home nearby, still much the
invalid. Despite all her trouble she has
been busy with two art classes — the
"Hobby Horns," working in a gift shop,
and cataloguing a private library. In addition to this part-time work, she has rented
a room to a college student to do odd jobs
for her.
Lorna Weber Dowling writes that she
has two lovely grandchildren and is enjoying good
health.
Muriel
Ai.icKeiiz/e
Kelly writes that her
mother and sister were with her for several
months, then went to Florida and she misses
them.
One her
grandson
camebrought
for a six
visit, then
other son
his weeks"
family
in September for a stay. Afterwards she
and her husband drove to the Rockies,
Denver, Mesa Verde, the Grand Canyon,
Alberquerque, Santa Fe, Taos, and had a
wonderful time. She continues her active
interest in Randall House, an interracial
foster home; the Altar Guild, and the
L'nited Church ^X'omen, for which she
served as World Community Day Chairman this year. For some unexplained reason her son Keith won a two-weeks" trip
to Europe and sped over territory he covered
during the war. She hopes to get to
Washington in April or June.
Frances Lauterbach writes that she had
quite a few house guests last summer and
feted them at Dayton's very good musical
theatre series. The recent holidays have
been filled with a number of interesting
small parties.

glimpse into Sweet Briar's academic present.
i^ O

Marie S. Ki.ooz
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3026 Porter St..
Washington
8, D.N. C.■«'.
In the change of address cards sent me
from the office, I found that Beatrice
Bry.nil had changed her name to Mrs. B. B.
Adams, but the address was still Forest, Va.
Lill Sl'/llw.oi's address needs correcting:
Mrs. Frank C. Howard, 2102 Terrace Ave.,
Knoxville 16, Tenn. Mary Norvell P.nm
Millner has moved to 1625 Franklin in
Danville, Va. And Margaretta Tuttle may

X /I
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Gladis
Newtown,Woodward
Conn.

Hubbard

Frederica Bernhard writes, "I am still
teaching in the Physical Education Dept.
29
of the University of California. My
specialities are fencing, swimming and
tennis. I am also in charge of Visual Aids
and enjoy collecting films on Physical
Education for all teachers in this area to
preview. " Frederica had two wonderful
trips to Europe in 1956 and 1958. The only
classmate she sees is Helen Mouray
Fell

who is quite a leader in A. A. U. and
various women's clubs in San Francisco.
I talked over the phone with Byrd Fiery
Bomar. She has a daughter, Nancy, who
is married to a doctor. They have two
children and live in New Jersey. Nancy
went to Sweet Briar for two years then
transferred to Columbia School of Nursing
where she later got her B. S. degree. Byrd
sees
FUuence
Florence
has aW'eslg.ile
daughterKraflert
marriedquite
also often.
to a
doctor. They live in Bridgeport, Conn., and
have five children.
Susan Fitchctt is teaching Latin at St.
Catherine's School in Richmond. Previously
she had taught
St. Mary'sis Hall
San
Antonio.
BecauseatRichmond
not farin from
Sweet Briar, Susan gets back about once
a year. Last fall she saw Augusta Gee Loggins at Langley Field where Augusta was
visiting her daughter who is now living in
England. Augusta expects to go over there
this summer to see her.
Caroline Flynn Eley is in the Real Estate
business in Fort Lauderdale, Fla.. and just
loves it. Her son, Fred, and his beautiful
wife "Taddy" live near her and she says
it's wonderful to have them there. Her
sister, Julia Port, with her little girl. Penny,
is also nearby. Julia's mother was on the
faculty of S. B. C. and they hope Penny
will go to S. B. some day. Caroline hopes
to make our 35th reunion.
Marian Grimes Collins is a doctor of
gynecology and is in private practice in
Minneapolis. Her husband died a year ago
of viral pneumonia. In August, she left for
a ten weeks' trip in Europe with her sister
and brother-in-law who is Ernest K. Lindley,
Washington Editor of Newsu'eek. Besides
the Scandinavian countries, she visited
Moscow and the capitals of most of the
satellite countries, met many interesting
people in our diplomatic service as well as
foreign diplomats.
A lovely letter from Bernice Halbiird
Wain tells about her two oldest sons who
are married and well on their way with
families. Ray Jr. lives in Naples, Fla., and
has four girls ranging from 1 to 8. Her
second son, Hugh, lives in Warrenton,
Va. Hugh and Peggy, his wife, have two
boys and a girl. Nicholas, the youngest,
graduated from Rollins in Florida last June
and is now stationed at Keesler Air Force
base in Mississippi, in air-borne radio. She
hopes to see him on her way to Mexico
this month. Bernice attended the S. B.
luncheon in Washington and said it was
particularly lovely this year because President Pannell was there. Vivienne Hornbeck
had a display of the memorabilia collection
which will be put on permanent display
at this year's reunion. Bernice says if any
of you have t//iy thing from your S. B.
days either to give or to loan to the collection, send it to Mrs. Stanley Hornbeck,
2139 Wyoming Ave. N. W., Washington.
D. C, or send it to her and she will see that
Vivienne gets it. As to her hobbies, Bernice
likes golf and the Little Theatre although
her activities in the latter have fallen off
this past year.
Katherine Slaughter Thornton has two
sons. The older, Cameron Thompson, by
a previous marriage, is married and lives in
Fredericksburg. He has two boys Cameron,
6, and Bob, 11/2-

Katherine's younger son.

John Jr., is 16 and is there with her.
Katherine's former room-mate Cornelia
Skinner Seay, who lives in Louisville, has
two sons who were married a couple of
years ago. Cornelia is now a grandmother.
Helenschools
Grill is
Teacher
in tlie
Tiffin
and'Visiting
Probation
Otficcr
in
Juvenile Court. She and her father live
alone, having just moved into a new house
after a gas explosion wrecked their former
home in 1955. Martha Lobinger Lusk has
a daughter, Wendy, who is a junior at Pembroke. Her younger daughter, Mimi. is a
freshman at Sweet Briar. Martie \isited
Sweet Briar on Parents' Day this fall and
loved every minute of it. She is looking
forward to more trips down there and hopes
some of her generation can join her.
Mary Mjnhdll Hobson has two married
daughters. One is Susan Hobson who graduated from S. B. C. She lis'es in New York
and has two children. The other daughter
was married December 6th to a lawyer,
George C. Freeman, Jr., and is livinc in
Richmond.
Muriel AhicLeod Searby has lived the
past five years in Portland, Maine. She has
a daughter in New London, Conn., who
married Tom Schmidt, an Episcopal minister, four years ago. and they have two
children. LTntil this summer they were in
Bogota,
Colombia.
went
to
Dartmouth;
Dan Muriel's
went ontwin
to sons
Columbia
Business School and is now with Procter
and Gamble in Cincinnati. Fred is on
Okinawa and when thru will go to Harvard
for his 2nd degree. Muriel says, "As you
probably know, Ned was killed in France
in 1944. My three have meant so much to
me. I am so proud of them and feel I am
Grace Merrick Twohy has nine grandchildren (in two families) in Norfolk.
lucky."of them are girls ! She says, "Our
Seven
youngest son. Edward, married Patricia WilSweet Briar '58, inThat
June.makes
I hooded
her at liams,
Commencement.
both
daughters-in-law
S. B.forgraduates."
Grace
hopes
all will be back
our 35th reunion.
Frances Nash Orand says. "Our third
daughter, Nell, the only one who went to
S. B., was married to Vincent Lynch in
October. They live here where he is Sales
Manager of Chance Vaught. He was originally from Greenwich, Conn. We have
one granddaughter and four grandsons.
Bruton and I spend a lot of our time at
our stock farm — 30 miles from Dallas.
Our newest interest is the building of a
church Retreat on one corner of it. We
gave the land to the Episcopal Diocese when
the Bishop told us of the need for a Retreat in that Pape
vicinity."
Elizabeth
Mercur has one daughter,
17, who plaj's an excellent game of tennis.
She spent last winter at Poggio Imperiale,
an old Italian school in Florence, where
her grandmother lives. She speaks Italian
very well. Elizabeth keeps busy going back
and forth to Italy and taking care of her
family's home in Chicago.
Marian Su\ii!i/ell Wright has a married
daughter. Sue. whose husband will become
an Episcopal priest February l4th in Espanola. N. M., (his sister was Frances Bell '55)
and. a 21 -year-old son fresh out of the Air
Force and in college in Phoenix, Ariz., and
ahusband
three year
old granddaughter.
Her Dept.
6' 7"
is Director
of the Home

of the P. E. Church in the U. S. A. and
travels 75% of the time. Marian is chairman of the C. S. S. drive, does volunteer
work at Bellevue, is an enthusiastic supporter (and does some work) on the
Chapel Committee for S. B. C. She takes
a course in Portugese at N. Y. L'., another in
painting at a studio in Gramercy Park and
has a volunteer job of writing publicity for
the American Church Institute for Negroes.
She sees and talks often to Gert Daily Massie and Flo Freemnn Fowler about the
Chapel Fund. She saw Shiney Bodine at
last spring's Chapel Com. luncheon and
says Shiney never changes. She hones to
see Kay Khimph McGuire when her husband goes out to Cleveland.
Marion Tayler Schroth is the new president of the Cincinnati S. B. Alumnae Club
and is doing a wonderful job. One of the
students, Sally Mayfield, spoke at the S. B.
Day luncheon and gave an excellent talk.
In February there will be a memorabilia
meeting and in March, one about the sale
of bulbs so you see (says Peg Nelson) we
are really an active chapter. Peg Nelson's
daughter, Eliza Lloyd, will be married January 21st. With all this on her mind, I
think Peg deserves a vote of thanks for
her contribution to this column.
In February, Marsden and I will motor
out to Phoenix, Ariz., to spend the month
of March. En route we hope to stop at
S. B. C.
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Ruth Abell Bear
Pleasant Valley, Pa.

I hope that 1958 was kinder to you and
yours than it was to me and mine. My father
died in July. Mother has been in the hospital with a heart condition since September
and my closest friend has been in and out
of hospitals since October. In trying to be
in a dozen places at once, I fell down badly
on my S. B. reporting. If you will bear
with, me, I shall try to improve.
Two sad items from Helen Miilschler
Becker should have been recorded in the
Fall issue of the News: Josephine Goodletl
Strain passed away March 15, 1959, from a
heart
attack. Peg Posey Brubaker also died
in 1957.
Helen added that Peg Krider Ivey has
moved to White Halls, Commons Lane,
Ringmore Sheldon, S. Devon, across the
river from their former home.
I had a note from Peg Reinhold at
Christmas. She has her young nephew
and niece living with her and keeping her
busy. She went to Stan and Betty Moore
Rusk's celebration of their 25th wedding anniversary last fall
and reports
Betty's
son and older
daughter
will be that
married
in
January and June respectively.
Our son is working in Philadelphia and
our daughter in New York. They come
home for week ends quite frequently, which
keeps us from getting in a rut.
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908
Avenue
Dreisbach
Reynolds
JuliaKinnaird
Fort Wayne, Ind.

A note from Emily Jones Hodge says Sara
will finish at Mt. Holyoke in June and
three weeks later is to be married. Emily
has three
grandchildren
andenjoy
her seeing
son's
family
live near
them so they

Alum/hie News
30

(heir ^rancJchiliircn. Emily was in Cleveland in Niueniher and saw Bebe Gitchrisi
barnes, Betsy W'itli.iiiii Tilmiire and Kay
MiGuire.
Among the double lanls I sent out was
one to Jo SiiouJiii Durham. She answered
that she didn't have iiukh news since she
had just returned from a heetit three weeks
in tile Shenandoah Valley. They had a
wonderful Christmas as they were all toi;cther including Taylor and his bride.
Louise is president of the S. B. freshmen
this year. She flitted to Richmond, Charleston. S. C. and Lynchburg for debut
parties- Jo saw Marg Cr.iiinr Crane briefly
this fall. One of E. Qiiiieiihcny Marks'
boys is in service and the other is at
Sewanee.
Peggy Ltd Briganti has two grandsons —
Douglas, who will be four in April and
Steven, who was two on December 7. Peg's
son Dan and his wife were in 'VPashington
for two weeks in December while Dan was
on active duty for the Coast Guard. Dan
is still with G. E. but is in the Coast Guard
Reserve. Bruce is married and lives in San
Antonio. Peggy said she planned to attend the Sweet Briar luncheon at Sulgrave
Club on December 27 when Mrs. Pannell
would be the guest of honor.
Libbo M.ilhews Wallace has joined the
"no children at home" club. too. She said
Dolly and Dr. John had visited them on
their way to spend Thanksgiving in Sea
Island, Ga. Wally is now serving at Fort
Knox. Ky., and 'Willy is in Mercersburg
Academy. The Wallaces phoned Babe
Alters Foltz and talked for over an hour.
A note from Connie Van Ness said she
had enjoyed Jerry's article in the fall issue
of Alumnae Nfvcs entitled "Where the
Twain Dij Meet. " Jerry fiew home from
Stanford for Christmas holidays and Georgia and Jack and their two babies — Julia
is all of three years but James is just nine
months old — came up from Charlottesville,
Va., for a short visit so we had a wonderful
time.

l^ETTv Moore Schilling
""' Childs Avenue
Drexel Hill, Pa.
Betty Pit'icoll Balch now has five grandchildren, the last being named Elizabeth
for Grandma. Emily Fiirrell Stagg also has
five grands. It would be interesting to
know if any of you can beat that record.
Ann Lane Nctrclt Whatley has a small
apartment in Miami Beach for several
months while her husband is there on business. Kay Aifyir Mauchel will return to
Connecticut from the Virgin Islands in May.
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Marion Jiiyrie Berguido's daughter. June,
class of '58, is a Social Service Aide at
the Lynchburg Training School and Hospital. Remember — we called it the
Colony.'' Lib Joy Porter wrote that she loved
our glorious picture in the November
News. Libby loiu's Shands still loves New
Mexico, and would like to settle down there
some day. My eldest son, Fred, is a lieutenant (j.g.) in the Submarine Service and
is now in Pearl Harbor aboard the USS
B.i'h.nr.
Here are some new addresses. Sarah
Djiice Krook, 570 Park Ave., New York 21,
N. Y. Eleanor McNeil,
2244 Caminodel

March,

1959

Maury, Carolyn Mtirliitdjic
Hlouin, '30, and children:
Debbie, Craig and Dennie.

Reposo, La Jolla, Cal. Isadora O'Brien
Tyus, 9 16 Beaconsfield, Grosse Pointe 30,
Mich. Lois Ritchie, 2350 Auburn Ave.,
Cincinnati 19, Ohio. We seem to have lost
Lillian Wood. Can someone help us out?

Carolyn, is married and lives on a Dude
Ranch near by. Jane Shipman is a provisional member of the Dayton, Ohio. Junior
League and keeps busy commuting between
the two cities in pursuit of her duties.

I haven't heard from Kitty Leadbeuter
Bloomer regarding the Fund. But do send
Kitty the money, and me the gossip.

At Christmas time Janet Ciirr Greer's son
Allan's engagement was announced to Mi mi
Bennett of Dayton. He is studying The-

O "I
Elizabeth S. Clark
*-' -*Lynchburg, Va.
227 Boston Ave.
"^ I
A Christmas letter from Polly Swiji
Calhoun delighted my soul and brought
interesting news of the Calhouns. Daughter Sue who attended Sweet Briar will be
married in March

to Ensign James Callen-

der
Ted,Hemingway,
is a seniorJr.,
at Yale
Yale '58.
and Polly's
majorsson,
in
American Studies. He plans to teach in a
New England prep school. John is a
freshman at Colby College in Maine, and
Gordon
School.
Polly's
Frank is is
one atof Hotchkiss
the remaining
Republican
legislators in Connecticut, which he feels
might be a frustrating job. Last summer
Polly and her men folk took a long trip
through the West camping along the way
in what she calls "Tobacco Road style."
They took sleeping bags and one frying
pan which roused great pity among the
elegantly
"aristocrats."
claims to beequipped
officially unemployed,
but Polly
now
that the Legislature is in session she delivers milk on their retail route, stays busy
with the local library, school and Lfnited
Federalist activities.
Virginia Cooke Rea sent a newspaper
clipping showing pictures of the Charity
Ball with which she helped at Christmas.
Her daughter. Anne, is now a freshman at
Lake Erie College in Ohio.

ology at Yale. Janet's younger son is also
at Yale and daughter Betsy is a sophomcre
at Smith. Dot Ayers Holt's son, Tony, is
being discharged from the Navy and is
going into business with his father. Martha
Tillery Thomas has a son at N. C. State and
a daughter in high school at home. According to their mother they are doing fine.
Fanny O'Bri.in Hettrick's youngest,
George, graduated with all sorts of honors
from V. E. S. He is now at Cornell. Bart
is at Buffalo Junior College. John is a
banker in Buffalo, and is the father of two,
which makes Fanny twice a grandmother. I
have seen Nancy Worthington and Mart
von Briesen around town. They are busy
with camp and college. I am still in hot
of my "problem children." Have
pursuit
just returned from a meeting of the Child
City.
Welfare League of America in Atlantic
Natalie Roberts Foster and Walter have
bought a new house in Roanoke right across
Day.
the street from the one they were living in.
I ran into them at Hot Springs on Labor
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Elizabeth
Job Jopp
PikeviUe, Ky.
503 Scott Ave.

Another cheering and most welcome surprise arrived in the form of a long newsy
letter from Martha McBioom Shipman. She
enclosed a clipping of the wedding announcement of Jane Woodward Hill,

Squeezed in on a Christmas card our
class prexy. Alice D,ib»ey Parker, said all
this: "Johnny and I took one of the most
completely satisfactory jaunts of our lives
this fall. We went to Spain and spent 5
weeks in seeing as much of the country as
we could, with a minimum of rush and a
maximum of relaxation. We had a car and

daughter of Polly ]}"oodujrd Hill. The
groom is Gottfried Andreas Schmoll of
Geneva, Switzerland. Jane is a senior at
Smith. She spent her junior year at the
L'niversity of Geneva. Her fiance is a
graduate of the L'niversity of Frankfurt,

a delightful Spanish driver, and particularly enjoyed going to out-of-the-way places.
We ended up fervent admirers of both
Spain and the Spaniards and already harbor
fond dreams of going back some day. Our
daui'hter Fleming is president of the Senior

Germany. Polly's younger daughter, Barbara, graduated from the Hillsdale School,
made her debut and is a freshman at Smith.

ClassStudent
at S. B.C."
andat Bet.sy
is President
of
the
Council
St. Margarets.
They
are both devoted to their respective schools.

The Shipmans went to California in August 1958 to see their son. who was at that
time working for Crown-Zellerbach Paper
Co. He is now in Portland, Ore., where he
has been taken under the wing of Jane
While Burton. Martha and Ship spent an
evening in Santa Rosa with Mary Stewart
Kiljo

Littell

and Joe.

Our

"class

baby, "

Betsy enters Sweet Briar in September, '59.
Thank goodness I'll still have a real tie
there
for who
some wrote
time longer."
Guess
from Santa Barbara,
California? Bee Stone Devore. She is living in a gorgeous spot in sight of the ocean
(530 De La Vista) and is really in love
with California.
Bee has a daughter Sarah,

16, and a son John, 23- John is a graduate
Electrical En,5ineer and works for Douglas
Aircraft at nearby Santa Monica. In lnoking
over our class addresses it seems that about
one-fifth of the class have migrated to the
West Coast.
From Oregon, came a Christmasy picture
of Emma Knuwlloii Lytle's two youngsters.
Bob anddaughter,
Susan. Eleanor
oldest
finishedHumphreys,
at S. B. lastEmma's
June.
A brief note, a la Christmas card, from
Ginny Sqiiihh Flynn at Darien, Conn., says
all is well with her, Jim and their two sons.
Flappy Pjnc.ihi Mandeville does it ,again!
In a nice long letter she passed on news
sent by Mildred Hodgfi Ferry in Birmingham, Ala. Mildred made her annual summer pilgrimage to her favorite haunt. Mentone, Ala. She does lots of traveling but
didn't say where else she had been this year.
Acting as press agent pro tempore for
Betsy Higgiiu Plummer, she sent news clippings and pictures of Betsy and her spouse,
Frank, new President of the Birmingham
Trust National Bank. Betsy looks the same
as ever, even to the hair-do. Mildred says
Betsy is active in the Valley Theatre Players, Civic Symphony and other community
projects and golf. She did not state the
calibre of Betsy's game, but if I recall
correctly, she
even
Betsy
isn'tanyone
Club
champion
will though
be able to
outwalk
on the course.
Sarah (Chubby) Harmon Merrill and
husband. Art, have just returned from
Europe. Mildred Larimer is now enroute
to Rio de Janerio to her new government
post. 'While back in the states from Spain,
Mildred spent a couple of weeks in "Washington, D. C, three weeks in Ft. Lauderdale, Fla., then back to "Washington and
New York City — from whence she sailed.
Eleanor
Franke last
Crawford's
Susan,
was married
May. daughter,
Susan Murshall
Timberlake's daughter, a Senior at S. B.,
plans to be married next summer.
Flappy and her husband plan to fly to
Europe on June 1 to see Ted, Jr., who is
with the State Department in Hamburg,
Germany.
saysbutshe's
the thought Flappy
of flying
can paralyzed
hardly waitat
to go.
Smith their
Nelson's
twoin daughters areAdelaide
still pursuing
interest
music
and sketching at Phoenix, Arizona.
Have received notices from the Alumnae
office on the following address changes.
Henrietta Br)uiii Alphin from Washington,
D. C, to Greenwich, Conn.: Julia Coleman
Wing from Winnetka, 111., to Marion,
Mass.; Caroline ¥oy Robins from Portsmouth to Richmond, Va.; Jane Ha-^i Dowler
from Pt. Chautauqua, N. Y., to Saratoga,
Calif.; Elizabeth Young Faulk from Vicksburg to Jackson, Miss.
Well, back to the seed catalogs and golf
books. I grow the prettiest flowers and
play my best game this time of year.
i~\ O
Margaret and Mary Imbrie
"^
2^ S. Evergreen Ave.
^-^J '-'
Woodbury,
N. J.
The following news from Warwick Rust
Brown, received by Anne Marvin a year
ago and held over, we're glad to have.
Warwick's husband is the Episcopal Bishop
of Arkansas. They have lived in Little Rock
several years and like their life there.
They have a daughter, Warwick,
who is

in her junior year at Wellesley, a son
Bobby who loves football and is a high
school senior, and a daughter Kathy, 14,
\\ ho they hope will go to Sweet Briar. Last
summer they went to England for the Lambeth Conference.
Jean van Home Baber gives this account
of their summer trip: "On July 10th Malcolm, Mac, Bruce, and I embarked on the
"Britannic" for a six-weeks trip through
England and Scotland. After the usual
sightseeing in Edinburgh we hired a car
for our trip to the Highlands. We were
given a fabulous week end ttn a m(itor
yacht, the objective being lona and Stafta.
There was a week in Cambridge, when we
went boating on the Cam. Finally, we had
ten days in London for sightseeing and
shopping."
reports
"The Philadelphia She
Sweet Briar
Dayalso,
Luncheon,
ably
managed by Peachy Manning, was one of
the nicest ever. Held at the Merion Cricket
Club for some thirty people, it gave all of
us a chance to renew our friendships.
Dougie Lyon Althouse and Emily Maxtfell
Littlepage were there. Betty Siiltle Briscoe,
too. Lucy Shirley Otis and her daughter
were the only mother-daughter combinaDoris Crane Loveland, who almost made
reunion last June, told me, "As to Sweet
Briar news, just say we took a combined
business and pleasure trip last year to Japan,
tion." Kong, Manila, and Flonolulu and
Hong
are going for a short trip to the British
West Indies this winter. Three boys away,
one in college, two in boarding school, but
find no breathing time between vacations."
At home, in Moorestown, N, J., are daughters Mary and Cyrene.
At Christmastime, Hetty Wells Finn was
lookingtion. forward
daughter
Binny's
She started to
at Mills
College
this vacafall.
Jim, their elder son, a senior at Amherst,
was to spend his vacation doing underwater
photography off the Florida coast, and
Freddy, the youngest, was looking forward
to skating on their pond.
O
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Marjorie Lasar Hurd
Madison,
S^ SamsonN. Avenue
J.

Miss Crawford and I will really have
the welcome mat out for the members of
the class of 1934 come May 31. Don't
forget, this is our year and we are the
Honored Guests.
No class notes this time for I am saving
double space in the June magazine to report on all the news gleaned from those
questionnaires sent by Ginny Fosler Gruen,
Please send yours today !
Already planning to come to Reunion
are Lib Scheuer Maxwell, Julia Sadler de
Coligny, Bonnie Wood Stookey, Nancy
Butzner Leavell, Mary Louise Nelson Becker, Jo Fi}ik Meeks, Helen Closson Hendricks, Bonnie McDonald Hatch, Ruth
Myers Pleasants, Sue Fender Miller, Mary
Moses Lindsey, Charlotte Lauck Lee, Mary
McCandlish Livingston, Rebecca Strode Lee,
Betty Siittle Briscoe, Cordelia Penn Cannon,
Elvira Cochrane McMillan, Jean Sprague
Hulvey, and Marjorie Lasar Hurd. Judy
Daughtery Musser and Cecile Birdsey Fuessle have daughters graduating the same
week end but promise to come for part of
the time. Dot Turiio Gardner writes from

California that she "is hoping and planning
to come East in time for Reunion. " Also
hoping to come is Maris Lange Gaskell.
Eleanor Alcott Bromley has written to Helen
Hanson Bamford, Mary Lee Ryan Strother,
and Nancy Ruswll Carter, so we hope they
will be on hand.
Please all of you that we have not heard
from start making
plans.
See you here
May 31st at the class picnic at "Red Top!"
Jackie Bond Wood
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Mary "Virginia Camp Smith
330 3 White Oak Road
Raleigh, N. C.
Jane Coolidge Stevens is still living in
Chicago and has six sons, ranging from the
freshman at the L', of Chicago down to the
seven-year-old. She has resumed her painting now that they're all in school. Myra
Bridges Green writes, "Willis has been
transferred often, so we have lived many
places — most of them in Texas. At present, we are living in Briarcliff Manor, N. Y.
We have a son who is a sophomore at
Cornell and a ten-year-old daughter. "
Marjorie Wing Todd is staying at home
in "Virginia Beach holding the fort with
four children while her surgeon husband
is in Houston for a year on a fellowship at
the Anderson Hospital studying cancer surgery. She heard that Louise Dangard
Eichelhraut's daughter, Lynne, had a baby
girl
bornthat
in March
'58. that
Fran Maria
Baker Owen
writes
she hears
Gray
Valentine Curtis' daughter Calvin loves
riding as her mother did and that Janet
Hyde (Kitty Lorraine Hyde's daughter) is
quite a belle. Nancy Brasirell Holderness
had her sixth baby.
Along with the news that she spent May
in Italy and the summer at their place in
Massachusetts with her son and daughter.
Peg Campbell L'sher sends a plea that each
of us concentrate on the Alumnae Fund.
We'd like to have at least 50% of our class
give, and if you are as eager that S. B. have
a new Fine Arts Center-Auditorium by our
25th reunion in June '61 as I am, you'll
Himes
is teaching
the sixth'"Tory"
grade
give asBeddoes
generously
as possible.
full time now in Hillsdale, Mich., after
three years of part-time teaching.
Emily Bowen MuUer is building a new
house and hopes to be in by September.
She has a son Chip, 11, and a daughter
Susan-Emily, 9, and in the summer welcomes two little Chinese girls from New
York as part of the Fresh Air Program.
Jean Bird Antonius wrote Stumpy too late
for the Fall News that she has two boys,
Jeff, 18, and Kurt, 11, and a daughter, Leslie, 14, and that they live on Lake Mendota,
Madison, Wise, in a big old Colonial
home. "Am now oft all boards in my dotshe writes,
but is a part-time
to the age,"editor
of Americana
Press. assistant
Corinne
Fentress Gray sounds busy with two boys
away at prep school, two girls at home, and
all the horseback riding and show judging
plus winter sports, a Brownie troop, dramatic club, etc. She plans to get away from
it, though, to go to Richmond and see
everyone this spring. In a card from Mary
Finn Holland
Eure, whom
I seesheat "Virginia
Beach
occasionally,
she said
and her
family (three boys) spent the summer there
last year, but that two of her sons would be
at Camp Sea Gull (near Arapahoe, N. C.)
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with my eight-year-old son, Lee, this summer. Another card, from Dottie Buscb
Bagg. tells me that she has t\vo boys and
that her husband is Treasurer of the Parsons Paper Co., in Holyoke. She stays busy
with hospital work.
Laura Roulette Wright still lives in Hagerstown, Md., but has moved into a "new
old
youGordon
know what
mean."
Her house
address— is:if503
Circle,I and
she
and husband, Fred, are anticipating a trip
to Jamaica. Their son, Freddy, is a junior
at the IJ. of Va. She keeps up with Priscilla GiMti^^er McKay who now lives in
Sumter, S. C where she is secretary at the
Episcopal Church. Our sympathy goes to
Priscilla who lost her husband Christmas
of '57 leaving her with four little boys.
Callie Funiiss Wolfe is another whose
address is changed; it is now 4(9 Blackland
Road N. W., Atlanta 5, Ga. Her son, John,
is a sophomore at Vanderbilt and a daughter Martha is a high school senior who
hopes to enter Sweet Briar this fall. Mary
Kihiuff Ghesquiere has moved to Arlington
with her Navy husband where they expect
to be for two years and would like to know
whether any of our classmates live in that
area. Her new address is: 3816 N. Dittmar
Dr., Arlington, Va., and Anne Liiunuii
Bussey. '37, lives in the same block. Elizabeth Chapman Lacey wrote me a most interesting letter about her daughter, twelveyear-old Harel, and husband Harry and
their interior decorating, hand-made-furniture business. They live at Harel House,
their hilltop home where they carry on their
enterprises, in Hopedale, Mass., and she
hopes we'll all come by to see them. Another
good letter came from Mary Kate Crow
Sinclair who still lives in Houston and has
a son, 19, who is a sophomore at the U. of
Houston, and two daughters, one a high
school senior and one 13Aline "Stumpy" Fisher writes me that
Betty Aluggleston Patterson, who lives
around the corner from her in New York,
is the proud mother of four, and that
Elizabeth Pinkerton Scott's three boys are
at Episcopal High and Pinkie and Freddie
plan a trip to Florida in February. The
last letter to arrive, one which had a great
deal of news, was from Ruth Gilliam Viar,
who has a son in the Pershing Rifles at
V. P. L and an attractive dau.ghter who is
a sophomore at Meredith College, here in
Raleigh, plus a five-year-old son at home.
Margaret Smith Thomasson has a son in the
freshman class at the U. of 'Va. and a
daughter in the seventh grade. She is very
acti\e in the League of Women 'Voters
and is helping to start a hockey team for
girls 11-13. Betty Cocke Winfree has moved
to Richmond where husband Peyton is the
new executive secretary to Governor Almond.
Elizabeth
Forsyth's
Betty,
had the Morion
lead in the
Paint anddaughter.
Patches
plaj[. "The Lute" at Sweet Briar in January. She is a junior and was in the May
Court last spring. Lib h.is two younger
daughters, and a son.

-^ /
Agnes Crawford Bates
*J •
Gloucester, "Virginia
Happy 1959 to all, and thanks for your
wonderful responses. Peggy Minder Davis
is supposed to take over next time. We're
M.SRCII, 1959

fine, library
and keeping
busy.MyI'mdaughter
workinggoesin
our
until June.
to the McMahon-Boone camp in North
Carolina this summer, and my son to
Morehead.
tliiPoni ZapfTe's
ter came outDenise
in Richmond
last fall, daughas did
the daughter of Isabel Wade, '33. I see
Connie Chalkley Kittlcr, '40, who lives in
Washington and has a summer place here.
Mary Frances Buchanan Flowers is Chairman of Historic Garden Week in April.
Am happy to announce that Jane Gregory Olmsted, '38, and her husband have
bought a beautiful historic estate here, on
the "^'ork River. I believe there are four
children. May M'-'eslon Thompson reports
a pleasant winter; she anticipates a trip to
Skvtop
if measles
interfere.
Sid Gortsoon,
Herpers
and herdon't
family
spent
Christmas in Sun "Valley; we must try to
get her address.
Heard from Mary Tnrnhidl Barficid last
fall. Her daughter, Ashton, is at Stuart
Hall,
and Briar.
hopes Her
to beBill
in the
class
at Sweet
wants
to of
go '64
to
Woodberry Forest in two years. Turny is
occupied with volunteer work and golf.
Loads of news from Ellie Snodgrass Park.
She saw Jackie Cochran Nicholson at
Washington's elegant S. B. luncheon, when
Mrs. Pannell spoke. Norma Rogers Cook's
daughter enters S. B. in the fall. Jane Collins Corwin is still in Florida.
Lillian Lambert Pennington had visits to
Toledo and Columbus last fall, and plans
a wonderful trip to New York in February
on the Theatre Train. Son Neiland, so
talented in photography and "hi-fi building," finishes Woodberry and enters Duke
in September. We're just plain old!
Princeton had its S. B. luncheon (16) at
Nancy Nalle Lea's farm; her daughter is
studying in Italy. She saw Helen Williamson Dumont at a football game. A classmate
of Nancy's son. Biff, is the child of Betty
Brunet, who lives in Providence, R. I.
The news from Jackie Cochran Nicholson is that she and Chink saw Fred and
Lib Lee McPhail in Charlotte; the Nicholsons look forward to a ten-day medical
meeting in Miami in February. Peggy
Cruikshank Dyer sends much news; I envy
her seeing the Boston opening of "Flower
Drum Song." Her Mary, 16, is a junior at
Abbott Academy; Julie, 15, is at Dana
Hall, and much interested in S. B. Timothy,
9, is all Cub Scout and Little Leaguer;
Nancy is 8 and Cynthia 2V2- Full-time job
for Peggy, and all are winter-sports minded.
Tutoring at Germantown Friends School
occupies Molly Gruber Stoddart's time;
she had a quick trip to Europe last summer,
and yearns for more. Marie Walker Gregory, with Greg and Johnny, saw the ArmyNavy game, and saw Lillian Pennington and
family at the Woodberry-EHS classic. A
new interest;
house iswith
Frances
Kemp more
Pettyjohn's
main
5 children,
rooms
and 4 baths are most welcome.
I.ollie Redjern Ferguson uses her fine
abilities in Children's Theatre work and
weekly lectures at the Norfolk Museum.
She saw Mary "Virginia Camp Jones at
S. B. Day. Mah jong is sweeping Norfolk,
and Cizzy Johnson Finley is the expert.
Cizzy writes that she and Lillie are also
busy with plans for the big Azalea Festival which t.ikes place in April; it is a wonderful affair, and the flowers are gorgeous.

PTA, Brownies, Cubs, Garden Club,
Sunday School, and Art School keep Dottie
Prout Gorsuch all tied-up; seven and nine
year olds can do that. I hope to see them
on a trip to Williamsburg in the spring.
The mother of Dots next-door neighbor is
an aunt of Mrs. Pannell — small world.
As reunion gift chairman, Maggie Cornwell Schmidt reminds us that our 25th is
soon, and hopes each can contribute $10
each year to develop a good gift at that
time; she puts this into a savings account.
Sara Kirkpatrick Fearing has five, you
know, so her diversions range from one
who swallows nail polish to one who imitates Brigitte Bardot. Sara is planning a
two-weeks' cruise in the Bahamas with
friends.
Sicard
Sita's
has
moved to Biddy
Brussels,
so they
all husband
go for three
years. Jackie Hoftnagle and Frances Bailey
Brooke were at the Va. - VMI game in
Norfolk. Anne Lauman Bussey also went
to S. B. Day in Washington; they will move
soon. In the meantime she has Sunday
School, PTA, etc.
A long letter from Lee Hall Cramer;
her article in the News was a fine thing,
and she spends much time working for
these children. She engages in many church
activities on the state level, and last summer an English minister and his wife spent
a most enjoyable week with her.
O f\
*-' ^-^
~\f\

Marion Brown Zaiser
St.
Fla.
1248Petersburg
Monterey 4, Blvd.

Many thanks to all who answered my
cards so promptly. Special thanks to Dolly
"Nick" Tate for doing the fall issue, reporting on our 20th, in addition to faithfully writing the class notes so many years.
Jane Bemis Wills penned on a Christmas
card that all of her family (husband Allan
and 2 daughters) were fine and enjoying a
few inches of snow and enough ice for
good
Kay Holt's
at Kimberley
Schoolskating.
still keeps
her work
hopping.
Before
Christmas she worked on a show for the
Montclair, N. J., Dramatic Club. Kay and
her mother hope to see more of Maine,
where
summer. they had a wonderful vacation last
Most
Barbara
Chenoweth's
ties of
revolve
aroundDerrchurch,
literary activiclub,
golf and bridge. Her son Chip, 15, goes to
McCallie in Chattanooga. Emily, 13. is in
eighth grade and says she's going to Sweet
Briar,
9, is in fourtha grade.
BabbieBabbie,
was anticipating
Sweet "Big"
Briar
alumnae tea in Februar)' and fishint' in
Florida in April with friends met last summer at Cataloochee Ranch in North Carolina.
Frances Cordes Hoffman had a marvelous
trip to Europe in August, when Frank attended an ophthalmological meeting in
Brussels, "a sort of I'nited Nations medically speaking,"
Fritzreturn
describes
it. York,
While the
in
customs
on their
to New
Hoffmans bumped into Rilma Wilson Allen,
who was meeting her mother and aunt, also
returning on the Queen Elizabeth. Barbara
Ferguson Lincoln, with 2 boys on hockey
teams, attends the games Wednesdays and
Saturdays. Daughter Nancy, 15, has a new
4 -year-old thoroughbred from Virginia
( natch !)
Billy
Heizer
Skip
is at
Lake Hickenlooper's
Forest Academy 17-year-old
this year,
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and loves it. Billy's other 3 are "busy doing
what comes naturally " at their respective
a>;es (H. 13. 10). Somehow Billy manages
to work with PTA, church bazaar and
Chancel Guild and to keep up with a
husband who's in everything. They had a
wonderful time camping last summer in
Nova Scotia, New England and the Bay of
Fundy.
Mary Jemison Cubb Hulse wrote the day
after returning from a fortnight in Vienna,
Italy and Paris — which she says was perfect, although she missed Mary Thumjisoii
Fabbrini's visit to Birmingham. Cobbie was
hopin.g to go to the Bahamas the next week,
then home until school closes, when they'll
go to Ponte 'Vedra. Since my own 17-yearold swims on the high school and AAU
teams, I'm hoping Cobbie and I can do some
rooting together next summer!
When Kitty Gaidiify Stevenson wrote,
Quincy was having a blizzard, but Kitty
hoped she and her husband could soon vacation in the Arizona sun. She hated missing
20th Reunion, but her oldest boy was

Baylor students John Bowdoin, 12, Josephus Guild,
15, and Rupert, 18, sons of
Virginia
Guild
Colmore.

at 'WilHe'sgraduates
school. boy
graduating
liams now,from
and prep
the second
this year. Then Kitty can wait for the Uyear-old boy to catch up. Among the many
places Llewellyn Gnffith Longstaff gets to
every winter on Moss Lake camp business
is Florida's East Coast. Lew had an operation in December but came through fine.
Jo Hjpp "Willingham is happy over 4
Macon girls at SBC this year. One of Jo's
boys is at Episcopal High in Alexandria
and another goes there in September. Her
daughter is still in grammar school. The
■Willinghams had a fine winter holiday at
Ft. Lauderdale.
Betty Buuley Phillips hesitated to write
because she had "no news," having been
housebound through a cold winter in Lexington, Ky., with her 2 boys, 2 and 5. She
said getting to Sweet Briar last June made
her feel like a girl again — but oh, those
steps to third floor Grammer!
All 8 of Denise duPoiU Zapfife's children
are in school now. Her eldest daughter.
Denise Jr., who goes to Hollins, came out
this year in Jacksonville, Fla.. Richmond
and Roanoke, 'Va., with various relatives.
Now she's with the Hollins "abroad group"
for a year at the Sorbonne. Denise (sr.) is
president of Innerwheel of Baltimore
(women's section of Rotary). Summers,
she goes to Minnesota, where 4 of the
children are in camp.
Mary Ann Housel Carr says that,
teenagers in the house, the phone is
off the hook, the refrigerator door
open, while she and Louis direct

with 4
always
always
traffic.

Brack is a "Wesleyan freshman, Steve a
soph, at Belmont Hill, and Deb and Tricia
in junior high. In the summer the Carrs
shift from their home in Waltham, Mass.,
to the Cape, where Fergie and her family
were last summer too.
Kitty Corbett Powell's most exciting news
is that her second daughter, Marian, is
going to Sweet Briar this fall. Nancy, the
eldest, is a freshman at Smith. Kitty's
youqgest daughter is 21/2 and her son is 13Janet Fuibiish Fead says life in Birmingham, Mich., is mighty busy with 3 girls.
13, 14 and 16, and a lively 6-year-old, Eddie.
All the Feads went skiing in northern
Michigan for a week over New

Year's, and

hope to spring-vacation at a
Arizona.

ranch

in

Virginia Guild Colmore lives on Lookout
Mountain with her husband and 3 handsome sons, all of whom are in Baylor prep
school. Most of Virginia's time is spent on
church work, as she's on the diocesan board
of Episcopal Church-women
of Tennessee.
My boys and I visited in Cleveland,
Tenn., last summer, then did some camping
in the Smokies. In October I had a fabulous
week at Miami Beach while attending the
general convention of the Episcopal Church.
My 2 teenagers, altar guild, study group,
astronomy course at St. Peter Junior College, some golf lessons and intermittent
house guests keep the days filled.

<^ /^
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Jean Oliver Sartor
Shreveport,
546 UnadillaLa.Street
Leggett Dyer sent a Christmas

card reporting all's well with the 5 of
them. Margaret Hnyt Cogswell in Randallstown, Md., reported on her 3 lively boys,
Frank, 12, Chuck, 9, and Michael, 5. Santa
gifted them with a pretty chestnut gelding,
so the whole family can continue the riding
they loved and enjoyed all summer.
Ann Espticb 'NX'eckler missed the fall
letter deadline, as she and her 2 children
were visiting her family in Maryland. She
and Sally toured colleges in July. Charlotte
Dunn Blair wrote that she is busy going
to night school in Morristown, getting her
M. A. in Psych. She has 4 children to help
keen her busy too !
Felicitations to 2 new brides! Ann Parks
is now Mrs. E. M. Webb, Jr., of San
Bernardino, Calif., and Martha Matthews
is now Mrs. Cleve McGrift, still of Charlotte, N. C.
New addresses for Mardie Hodill Smith
in Pittsburgh, Mary Mihiur Deland in Wilton, Conn., Virginia Sissoii White in
Ossincke, Mich., Betty Campbell Petty in
Claremont, Calif., Barbara Furry Spra.gue
in Downer's Grove, 111.,
in Los Angeles, Njrcissa
in Belvedere, Calif.,
Frampton in Rydal, Pa.

Helen Cary Stewart
Dillard Overstreet
and Ellie George
Does anyone know

the whereabouts of Miffie Smilh Hanes,
formerly of Winston-Salem, N. C. ?
We Sartors are bragging about our lovely
little daughter, Jean Paxton Sartor, born
Sept. 17. She is definitely the center of attention, and the best play-toy in the world
for Oliver, 3V2. Balfour, 9, and Elizabeth,
12. We are starting to build a house too,
so if you think you're busy . . .
Julie Siiuiiders Michaux, our Class President, postcarded that she is "going to do
something about reunion plans soon," so
you'll all be hearing from her. It'll be fun,
fun, fun and an inspiration too ! This is
my last chance to drum up trade for our
20th reunion in June, so start making plans
to join in having the time of your life
with a big group of 39 ers.

ZLI
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29
Foxridge
Road
Neall
Barrows
West
'^'J'^'EL
Hartford
7, Conn.

Only lack of space prevents you-all from
reading a marvelous feature article on
Mildred Moon Montague that was in the
Chattanooga Times in October. To begin
with, there was a picture of a svelt "young
matron" sitting in the most beautiful patio.
Then for three 1-o-n-g columns the reader
was made breathless with son/e of her daily
doings. "The native Chattanoogan is now:
chairman of the Allied Arts Council; first
vice-president of the Children's Home;
secretary of the Little Miss Mag Day Nursery; vice-chairman of the Chattanooga
Symphony Orchestra; fund-raising chairman
of the Cumberland Region of the Tennessee
division of the American Cancer Society; on
the Tennessee Committee of the Colonial
Dames of America for the restoration of
Gunston Hall, and alujnnae fund agent for
the class of 1940 at Sweet Briar College.
In this last-named job she has just wrung
(Secy.'s Note:from
was 102
it really
contributions
women tkiil
out bad!)
of a
graduating class of only 84. In 1953 she
was president of the Chattanooga Junior
League and was also president of the
Women of the First Presbyterian Church.
Between funds, she likes to traipse to Williamsburg or Maryland and then industri-
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ously lay out brick walks and bulb f^ardcns.
An athlete of no note, she once won the

was in
the acres
hospital.
It's a sitting
'Victorian
with
three
practically
on job
the

Hacker's Trophy for
than anyone at the
She loves little boys
Den Mother. The

golf
new houses
as bigcourse,
as we Thev
need don't
so we build
are enjoying
the
elbow room, I did get East this summer
and saw Decca Gilmer Frackelton who has
a new house which she designed and super-

amassin'' more strokes
Fairyland Golf Club."
so much she's even a
Montagues have three

sons. Will Jr., n. Ricky, 12, and CarrinKton, H."
Parge W'i/'ji/ Gilletts new address is
61 n Wing Lake Road, Birmin.ghajii, Mich.
Peg CijHihiii Ranken was last rep^irted
living in the guest house of Clara CiU
Frazier's California establishment. Can't you
cofi'ee hour that must
perpetual
imagine
be goingtheon.
Pat Miirrill DuVivier was
married in the late fall in New York City
to Theodore Gary of Indian Creek Island,
Miami Beach, who is a vice-president and
director of the General Telephone Corporation. Her daughter, Tracy, was her only
attendant. For your records here are some
address change.;: Ruth Odliiis Henry.
■'Clearfield," Waterford, "Va., Connie
ChalkUy Kittler, 1701) Jamestown Road,
Washingtcn 16. D. C, Ruth Bt\ich Robinson, 122 'Waverly Drive, Tulsa, Okla.
Blair Bmiliiig, Both's Christmas card told
of a fabulous Western camping trip last
August for 3'/2 weeks. Her daughter Blair
is a grown-up 1 "i-year-old. Rick is 12 and
Steve, at 9, has just broken into movies
with the Encyclopedia Britannica films. He
is excused from school, earns S^ a day and
"works" in a film on Dry Cell Battery!
Columbus Runklf Wells included a picture of her three with her card. They are
growing up, the boys 12 and 8 and Gretchen 7, and all look like Columbus, I think.
She sees quite a bit of Anne Alilchell
Alhyn who was a freshman when we were
seniors.
Helen Aiiilcnon Bryan is a Day Chairman
in a recreation and crafts program by 200
volunteers for the women in a public mental hospital, near Chattanooga, This is the
only auxiliary in the nation for such a hospital, and merited a large newspaper article, with an excellent picture of Helen
talking with a patient.
The Class will learn with sorrow of the
recent death of Betsy Fells Chatham. She
was divorced and living in Richmond, "Va..
when she died in a tragic fire.
Some more new addresses show Rosabel
Ruhhins Hutcheson has moved from Wellesley. Mass., to Berwyn, Pa., and Aleise AlcMiini has a box number in Litchfield, Conn.,
instead of Watertown, Conn. Katherine
Hill Apperson went south from Erie, Pa.,
to Charlotte, N. C. (1901 Sterling Road).
Estelle Siiicliihe Farrar's husband has just
been made a vice-president and director of
the newspapers he represents, and they're
hoping not to have to move to San Frantisco. It'll be a long way from their
present address in Garden City, Long Island.
Don't forget to send a fat check to the
Alumnae Office so we can retain our lead
in the number of donors.
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1902 Ash St.

DICKF^

Texarkana, Ark.
Newest addition to the '-1 1 offspring is
^L^rgaret
Olney,
born Nov.
21 to Mary
Scully Olney and Jim, making a total of
three boys and two girls.
Scully writes,

"Jim

moved

M.\RCH,

us to a bigger house while I
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vised, and it is quite a house, too."'
November
7 EdgetheCardjinuiw
O'DonnellOnand
Ed announced
arrival of Joanne;
Do Albrjy Bardusch, my source of information, says that makes either 5 or 6 children
for them. About l") people in our class
have moved since last summer. Joan Myres
Cole has moved to Wilmette, III., and they
expect to be there for 2 or 3 years. She
was happy to find Blair Biiiiling Both and
Barbara CLirli Dickey as well as a Sweet
Briarover
group.
Bobbie says,
""We
lived
all
the midwest
in the
lasthave
10 years
as Fred is transferred about e\ery three
years. We are back in Chicago now, which
has been wonderful — no great effort to
make friends, etc., because this is my original home. Fred is an architectural representative for Johns Manville, a fancy name
for a salesman who calls only on architects."'
Bobbie
old
boy. and Fred have one child, a 10-yearFranny Bjldiein Whitaker's Christmas
card was just full of news. "Meade and I
went to Los Angeles in August to American
Bar meetings, and had the most marvelous
evening in Long Beach with Ann Pickaid
McCarry and Tom, who have a charming
home and three lovely children, one boy
and two girls. Pick was as gay and attractive and young as in '41, and it was as tho'
we'd been together last year instead of 8
years ago ! We remain busy and fine here.
Our boys (12 and 9) and little girl (5) are
.growing
too writes
fast." that she is back on camMrs. Lill
pus after a three-month jaunt to Europe
with Eugenia Burnett and another friend.
She is taking a Spanish course with 5 undergraduates, allof whom know more than she,
she claims. "All of them came to supper
Saturday and we projected pictures of Spain.
I have delayed becoming domestic while I
plunge into League of Women "Voters,
AALIW, church discussion group. RetireThement is indeed
laugh strenuous!'"
for today comes from Pat
Soreiiion Ackard, who, having had 4 children in 5 years, is now working with
Planned Parenthood group. She writes she
has really taken a razz about it, too. She
says also that everything is fine and dandy
in Denver. "With Andy in that exciting
first grade I have constant demands on my
time but all so stimulating that I love
every minute of it, from teaching Sunday
School and study group to Girl Scout troop,
P. T. A., various civic boards and committees, tailoring class, bridge, golf, and parties." Pat adds that Eunie Fuss Sneed is
recovering beautifully from a thyroidectomy,
but what a rugged spring, summer, and
fall she spent getting built up for it. Denver had its first Sweet Briar Day luncheon
in years, and they were all looking forward
to it when Pat wrote.
Dottie While Cummings wrote that
Helen Guiiiii Wallace was in New York
for a teachers' convention in November.
Helen teaches in a small private school near
Washington,
Anne Borviigb
nor who has D.
an C.
apartment
in New O'ConYork,
gave a party for Helen, and Dottie and her

husband Ed, Lou Lemheck Reydel and husband Charlie, and Betsy Toner Bennett and
her Charlie, went in, and all had a mar\elous time. Also in November, Mrs. William B. Crane, Jr„ (the Margaret Crane
who was such a marvelous Alumnae Fund
Chairman a couple of years ago) gave a tea
at Stamford, Conn., for Jimmy (Alice) McBee, the new Headmistress at Rosemary
Hall, a girls' prep school in Greenwich,
Conn. Dottie says it was a gathering of
people she hadn't seen in years — Jevvy
Posselt and Frostie (Eleanor Frost Wrothnowski) from our class. Jevvy is now Mrs.
Albert F. Clear, and she and her family
are moving into a new house in New
Canaan.
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Wellesley, Mass.
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Anne,
reports
Sprunt
Woods
Douglas
Jr., l'/2. Dougie says:
4V2. and Worth,
"Lucy, Debbie and I manage to see each
other yearly. They are flourishing. I am
spurred on to write ha\ in.g seen Eloise
Eii,i;lnh Davies back in Washington, with
four children, a new house and a law degree. " According to the official file, Eloise
has moved to Chevy Chase, Md. And everybody's doing it: Patricia Brighlbill Snyder
to San Diego; Ruth Jaccjuol Tempest to San
Francisco; Patricia Poller Roach to Woodside, Calif.
Eugenia Bininil Aftel was literally moved
to communicate. My ever-lovin' old querycard turned up in the shuffle. New house
around the corner from Betty H.iiiger Jones
and Mary LlIU' Taylor, '43, which purchase
was necessitated by "three rapidly growing
sons, two Siamese cats, one English Setter
and one large husband. Saw Dougie Sprunt
last month and she also just bought a big
Mimi Giillowiiy Duncan moved to Wayold house."
zata,
Minn.;
Brcillen
to
Memphis
and "Virginia
Pattie Rose
EjrlyAdams
Trippet.
lately in the lost dept., has turned up in
Waco, Texas. Sally ]Y\dke Rogers riotously
describes spending the holidays living in
the upstairs hall along with half the household furniture, three kids and a sick dog,
waiting for plasterers to finish the living
room and kitchen gadget salesmen to vacate
the cooking premises. To top it all, helpful
husband, John, decided to move his office.
Cynthia Abholl Botsford's Xmas note says
she's on the SBC Alumnae Council, "so I
was down there this fall. Roomed with
Blair
Bunting.
is gorgeous."'
Her eldest,
Peter.TheJr.,new
is indorm
AsheviUe
School,
N. C, so she sees Ruthe Heiisley Camblos
and Josh; Virginia Bejsley Holzer in Lauderdale and last summer Leslie Herrick
Danford, '44, who visited her at Quogue
for a month, "slim and lovely " with three
little girls. Cynthia also sends word that
Barbara Bull Peake had a third child,
Nicholas,
in Madrid.
to
return last
home March
last summer.

"B " was

As for Bease, I wouldn't blame her if she
ne\er wrote to me again. Just disct^\ered
a marvelous letter from her dated Xmas
1957. Daughters Jenny must be 8. Julie, 3.
and son. Fritz, 2. Assorted livestock including two ponies also a year older. "My
little girls ride, Jenny very well and Julie
just

starting

in

the

lead

line

division."

Virginia Thayer Boothby spent Christmas
in Palm Springs. She has two handsome
children, Johnny, 10, and Josselyn, early
teens.
Ann Kremers Currie traveled my way
solo by auto from Ontario last October.
Husband John was abroad. Same clever
creative Annie. Wonderful surprise to see
her. It was easy to forget our combined
gray hairs and return to freshman hilarity
especially as I had just spent six weeks
(taking a sick friend's place) as secretary
to the Concert Director at Wellesley College, recently seen their Junior show, not
to mention campus life from the other side
of the desk (most enlightening view).
Laura Grjres Howell writes like a cricket
on the hearth of little Laura and "Geep,"
and Betsy Ch,imberLtin Burchard (on a
stunning Xmas card of NYC skyline by
artist husband, Peter) added news of her
father's recent re-marriage.
Bonanza for the June issue if you return
my half of the annual query-card which
will be in your mail box soon.

fast because he is so busy; he has just
finished a 'round' house on the Conn.
River.
Pauline Boswell Fosdick has just moved
from Kent, Ohio, to Apt. 3C, 2924 Harvey
St., Madison, Wise, where her college professor husband, James, is attending the
LI. of Wisconsin for his doctoral. 'While
Jimmy, 11, Deborah, 8, and Scott, 6, were
in school, Polly took a secretarial brush-up
course before they moved.
Nearest classmate is 'Val Junes Materine
who lives in Stamford. I saw her last singing in the Glee Club of the Stamford
Junior League at the December Meeting
and previously at a tea for Alice McBee,
'42, who is new headmistress at Rosemary
Hall inHarris
Greenwich,
Conn.
'Val York
saw Jane
HarJy
who was
in New
City
this fall. Johnny and I saw Jane and Gib
at a Princeton football game and party; they
had been touring prep schools in the East
for their son.
In October Dottie Campbell Scribner
visited SBC for the first time since she left
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Louise 'Woodruff Angst
19 Leeuwarden
Darien,
Conn. Road
Last fall Johnny and I were in Boston
for the 50th anniversary of Harvard Business School. Brooks Barnes joined the class
and wives of AMP 30 for our gay evenings
and then went on duty at 7:00 each morning. To top off our visit she drove us to
Concord for a delightful dinner party at
the home of Louise Moore Nelson and

stoppedtheyenroute
from
where
had been
with'Winchester,
their families.'Va.,
More Boston area news is the arrival of

'Warren,
pleased
I learned 2V2,
this are
frommore
Braethan
Preston
via too.
the
phone. She told me about the newly formed
SBC Alumnae Club in Princeton and of
her frequent trips to Norfolk where she
saw Byrd Smith Hunter at Christmas. In
February Brae plans to be in Hobe Sound,
Florida.
Primy Johnston Craven sent me news of
Cynthia
Smith'sHemarriage
thiseditor
fall toforJohn
A, Brutzman.
is a news
the
Towanda, Penn., newspaper, runs a printing business on the side, and is Chief of the
Volunteer Fire Dept. Cynthia loves keeping
house at 920 S. Main St., Towanda, and
her new job as a Caseworker with the Welfare Dept. This job is an eye-opener, she
said, after her ivory tower at Cornell where
she worked in the placement office.
"Bows by Blossom" was the label on our
neighbor's
good-looking
Christmas
tie.
Blossom
is Prentis
Jones Hale
who wrote
that their holiday was "not too exhausting
for pleasure." The librarv board. Junior
League, and PTA keep her busy otherwise.
She rarely sees her husband except at break-

Evelyn Dillard Grones, '45, with her children, Linda, 7, Elizabeth, 4, and Kathrine, 1.
and was sorrier than ever she had missed
reunions. With four of her seven children
girls her interest is renewed or is it because
Ouija Adams Bush talked to her when she
was visiting in Mountain Lake, N. J., this
summer. After taking her children sightseeing in Manhattan Ouija went to Maine
for another week. In Portland she saw
Nancy Pingree Drake who was recuperating
from an operation; and before leaving for
home she saw Judy Snoiu and Art Benoit
and their seven children.
Betty Schmeisser and Karl (Whitey) Nelson learned in October while vacationing in
St. Thomas, Virgin Islands, that he had
been made a V. P. of Enjay. Needless to
say they had a wonderful time. Genny
White saw Didi Christian and Stu Mulligan
and their children in Washington and
went to Birmingham, Mich., where she
visited Camille Guyton and Ted Guething
before they left for a seven week tour of
Europe.Rearmament
'Two weeks
were inspent
at the
Moral
Center
Switzerland.
Ann Jacobs and Dikran Pakradooni also
went to Europe last summer, but she missed
roommate Barbara McNeill Blessing's wed-

it /t
Barbara Duncombe Lang
-^ -*- Pasaden
ZLZL
1435 Wellington
Ave.
a, California

The very first piece of mail in our new
box was a Christmas card from Margaret
Eggers Perry, Ray and the daughters, Suzy
and Ibby. And they have moved, too: from
St. Louis to Box 448, Route 3, Excelsior,
Minn. Ray is managing a Minneapolis plant
for his company, Bemis Bag, and the Perrys are hard at work remodelling another
house. And just after Christmas she sent
the kind of response I dream of when I
send out my pleas for news. She had sat, at
the Sweet Briar Day luncheon, between
Franny Boyntun Drake and Alice Sweiiey

!

\

small children who keep her busy." Margie
said Eleanor Goodspeed Abbot claims her |
small son is an expert on a demolition squad
and she finds her four year old daughter
less exhausting right now ! And she had
heard that Betty Boyd parinholt Cockrell
and Jim have moved with the Navy to
1643 Newcastle Drive, Los Altos, Calif., 1
and that Frances Hester Dornett and her
family had moved from Los Angeles to 534
Cherry Road, Memphis, where Bill is an
news: D.Mary
Morebeenof inMargie'
anesthe
tist. has
s gton,
C,
Washin
Jane Brock
but was looking forward to getting back to
Atlanta and Brock and Brock. Mary Jane
is our other lawyer (Peggy Gordon Seller,
you know) and is doing a lot of South
American business due to her knowledge
of Spanish. Shirley Coombs Ramsour lives
in Joplin, Mo., and Margie reported that
on Nov. 6 Shirley's husband, Bart, had
been a passenger in a station wagon that
hit a freight train going 70 miles an hour.
He is recovering, and Shirley must have
more than one reason to thank God. The
Perrys are happy in Minneapolis and Margie
is hoping to get to reunion and said that
Maiy Jane had mentioned it too.
Persis Ladd Herold writes from Washington, D. C, with greetings from Nathaniel, 5, and Christian Andrew, 2, She says
her husband, Jim, is working in the State
Department
"but without a prospect of
AUinuide News
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on allofnight
— theyInstead
don't she
planis to
make a
habit
boat travel.
decorating
their apartment American style at the expense of the owner; only under that condition would he rent it to them !

"Aliced Hepbur
on tohersay,husban
wentwith
Weed,
n
and five
Pulestonandwho
year old son lives here in Minneapolis was
not on hand for the luncheon because they
had taken a month's vacation to go south
to spend Christmas with his family. We
have had dinner with them twice. Alice
is still using her lovely voice singing solo
in one of the large church choirs. Her
husband works for General Mills and they
have a brand new modern ranch house
about fifteen minutes away from our house.
Phoebe Sweney WooUey was not on hand
for the luncheon; Alice said she has four

Bruce. 'We saw the Nelsons again the end
of Thanksgiving week end when they

Fay Atir/iii
and Alfred
Chandler's
new son,3,
Howard
Martin
Chandler,
on December
1958. Seven year old Appy is particularly
pleased because it evens up the boys and
girls in the family; Dougie is 12 and Mimi
is 9.
In Princeton, N. J., Beth Dkhman and
Bevin Smith welcomed their first daughter,
Caroline Braxton Deghuee Smith, on July
20, 1958. Robin, 13, Grattan, 11, and

ding in Paris. Mac was married to Col.
John White Yow and is now living in
Brussels after the past few months in
Germany and a honeymoon in Italy.
Most distant traveler is Jane Pindlay Tate
who has returned to Tokyo from Indonesia.
When her sister visited them, they went
to Kyoto, where they saw the famous
dragon dance; on shipboard they learned to
sleep Japanese style — everyone in one big
room, small curtains here and there, lights

going overseas," and she, too, is hoping
to get to Sweet Briar in June.
I loved all the snowy pictures on Christmas cards from the southland this year;
Emily Ann W'itkins Mason's Martha Wyatt
and Polly were beside a mammoth snowman, in Lynchburg. And Ellen Boyd Dunil
Miller, in Richmond, said. "We are fine,
all snowed in right now, and bursting with
Christmas excitement. Read at 15 months
is all boy, into everything, and thoroughly
appealing, and Dabncy at 2\'i is quite a
little
lady be
andatquite
enchanting." Em and
E.
B. will
reunion.
Quote from Frances Longino Shroder:
"Betty Hciviily Smith had a little boy, her
sixth child, on December 16. Catherine
Tilt Porter. Karen Nonii Sibley, and I
played hockey the other day — really took
me back ! Was that Anne Woods' husband
who wrote the article about the Pope in
Life?" I missed the article in moving, and
ever since Longe's card came I have been
meaning to go to the library and check up,
but I think the answer is probably "Yes,"
since there can't be very many Walter Guzzardis working for Mr. Luce.
There is a new name on the card from
Millie Brenizer Lucas and Ed: Charles.
All I know is that he joins Mary Richmond,
Ed, and Billy, and what is even more
sneaky: there is a sketch of six' children
on Hazel Fcllnvr Tuttle's cards where last
vear there were only the five beautiful
daughters. And not a word written on
either card.
Mary While Hollander writes, "I saw
l.ulv Sadou'iky Anderson and Annabellc
1-orsch Christmas a year ago. We live in
the country about 4 miles from any sort of
civilization in a split level Swiss chalet type
house. My husband is an engineer and has
his own company called the Presray Corporation which makes equipment for industry and the armed forces. We have
two boys, Preston, Jr., who is 9 and Landon,
who is 7. The oldest went to France last
year with his grandmother for two months,
and we are hoping to send the little one
over next year. My life is mostly a round
of PTA, church, and Cub Scouts. We live
close to a fascinating group of people
(Dewey, Dr. Norman Vincent Peale, Ed
Murrow, Lowell Thomas, etc.) and we do
occasionally see them. Also Trinity-Pawling
is here which lends a certain air of culture
to the nei.ghborhood."
Marge Willclls Maiden and her husbanti,
Harry, live about five minutes from us in
Pasadena, and lead a life that would exhaust
me. Harry is a pioneer in tract development, and Marge has retired from her sister's veterinary clinic, but their real life is
religious social work and they thought
nothing of driving a hundred miles, after
dinner, to show slides and speak on behalf of the Episcopal Childrens Home.
Marce and I went to a Diocesan Convention
luncheon, and I am sure she knew everyone
of the 1060 people there!
A note from President Martha Lee Huffman McCoy: "I am looking forward to our
15th reunion — had such a good time at
the 10th. Tell everyone to start collecting
pictures of their families so we can admire
the offspring of '-il." Well, Marge is
making Reunion noises, and certainly if we
can get there from California we ought to
be able to expect to see EVERYONE
ELSE!
March,

Front row: Mary and Julia;
second row: Johnny and Cecilia; third roll': Patty, Jean Lore
Albert, '46, John and Jimmy.

yt /^
Polly Vandeventer Saunders
-*-'^
rt News,
Road Va.
16 Shirley
l\\\ -' Newpo
Anita Wadsivorlh Beckert died in June
from cancer. She lived in Gadsden, Ala.,
with her husband, an obstetrician, and her
2 daughters. Monk Wilberspoon Brannan
writes that she corresponded with Anita for
6 months prior to her death and that she
was remarkably cheerful throughout her

to Anita'to
sympa
sincer
illnes
thydistre
est are
all
you
I know
familys.. Our
ssed s
hear about this.
Tassie Brooks Augustine writes from
Wichita that she and Jimmy have a new son
born in October. Her family of 5 now
ranges from 12 on down. "We are all
working to get over the hump in this cattle
raising business. Things are looking up and
it
mostorder
gratifying."
are
alsois in
to Candy Congratulations
Greene Satterfield
on the birth of her son, James Satterfield,
Jr., better known as Jimmy.
Betty Ann B.iss Norris is living in Greenwich. She is enjoying the propinquity of
NYC and often sees Pat Arms Brown in
Rye. Ellen Th.ukray Wilson visited Bass
last summer with daughter, Elizabeth, en
route from the Cape. Mary Vinton Fleming
moves
from Seattle "back East" to NYC
in March.
Anne Owens Mueller will return to the
East from California. Her husband. Rick,
has been ordered to Washington to the
Nayal Research Lab. The only word from
Marjorie Christian Schley is something
about a "lovelv Finnish exchange student

staying ? with us."
Four children aren't
enough
Ellen Robbins Red writes that at Christmas-time she helped sell snow Christmas
trees for the Houston SBC Alumnae Club.
The project was started by Mary Lib Vick,
'48, who was assisted by Ruth Houston
Jarvis. They made over $2200 for SBC!
Ruth has been living in Houston for 6
years. "She has no children, is as pretty
as ever and does all kinds of civic work
(she is President of Houston Alumnae
Club)," writes Ellen. Ruth corresponds
with her roommate, Hallie Tom Nixon
Powell, who lives in Tyler, Texas. Hallie
Tom and her husband have just completed
their dream house and it is something to
see, according to Ruth. Their other roommate at SBC. Pinkie Butler Maxwell, has 4
children and still finds time to do parttime teaching in Florence. S. C.
Ellen is married to an architect who is
also a full-time professor at the University
of Houston. "We live in a house unlike
any other I ever saw. David keeps addin,g
to
it. Ibutnever
coming
am
result. " They
girl, ages 2V2
adorable." The
sons (Crutcher

understand
exactlywith
what's
always
delighted
the
have 2 children, boy and
and 5, "both adopted and
Reds and the John HarriField) met in Colorado last

summer. Ellen's summer hobbies are "easy
climbing
and bird
watching."
Sally Bubb
Bruch
writes from Muncy,
Pa., that her 3 children, Susan. 7, John, 4
and Ann, 15 months, are "all charming
but all devils." Her spare time is devoted
to the Junior League and other community
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projects. Wistar M'.i/n King writes tliat
Colunibus, G;i.. lier .stomping ground, was
recently tlie site of the Region 5 Conference
of the Junior League. Helen Miiichisoii
Lane was there: she is to be the next Presicient of the Jacksonville League. The League
is not occupying Sarah AicDnffic HarJaway
at this time, however. She had her 4th
girl in Novejiiber.
Congratulations to Ariana loins VC'ittke
on the birth of her daughter. Ann Cabell,
in August. Her Jimmy is 2 years old.
Ariana reports that Princeton had a good
turn-out for SBC luncheon and they have
now formed an Alumnae Club there. Dottie
CiildwfU Crowell writes that Carroll Cone
Cozart lives in Tamoa and has 2 girls and
a boy. Dottie was recently in NVC and
tried to see Al Eubank Burke but no baby
sitter was available to Al (who now lives
in Princeton ) .
Monk W'ltherspooii Brannan writes from
Jackson, Miss., that she stays busy with her
brood (ages 14 mos. to 5 yrs.), but did get
to the LSU-Tulane game in New Orleans.
They had a nice visit with Jo Thomas Collins and her husband. Hunter. They hope
to meet again at one of the Mardi Gras
Balls.
I have a wonderful epistle from Leila
Pclliiey Lenagh in ^X'estport, Conn. In
19^1 she married Tom Lenagh (Williajiis.
'4 1 ) who was statimed in Charleston, S. C,
in the Navy. For 10 months Leila taught
at the Charleston Day School during the
day and worked with the Footlight Players
evenings. In 1952 they went to England,
Toil! having extended his tour to accept a
post in the European Command Military
Aid Di\ision, and for the next 19 months
they li\eJ in London, Germany and Paris,
and toured most of Western Europe in their
Austin! Leila's 3-year-old Madeline was
along and proved to be a fine traveller.
In April, 1954, thev settled in WestDort,
Conn., where in October Katherine (Kim)
was born and in 1956 Thomas (Tod) was
born. Tom is an investment counselorsecurity analyst; Leila works with the local
Little Theatre which teems with talent.
I am well and happy with Bob and my
two children, Liza and Robbie. We are
not in politics this year, as we had thought
this tiiiie last year we iiiight be. For very
good reasons Bob withdrew before qualifying and I am glad to be out of the
P'litical whirl.

/I
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Nan
]-1art Stone
Bon Air, Virginia

Kay Filzi^erahl Booker is my fa\orite
"Pen Pal" and it is from her TWO letters
that I glean most of this choice news.
Becky Kiiapj) Herbert had little David Speed
on December 1 2 in Dayton, Ohio. He is
Becky's also
fourth.
Biiiiielt 19
Maya new
and
Robert
addedBlair
on October
child, Christian Drysdale, to their already
larije household in Wayne, Pa., of three
youngsters. Bob, Bev, and "Tump" and
three dogs. Mouse. Munch, and Oliver J.
Baddog.
Eleanor Criiimiiie Stewart and Lyman
iBoved to Washington. Last August, and
"Crummie" ran into Ann Colsloii Leonard
at a P. T. A. meeting. They live just around
the corner from each other in Bethesda.
Md.

Ann

is working for the Welfare De-

\^.

Sandy, Bee, and Catherine, children of Cynthis Bcmiss Stuart,
partment in Washington, after receiving
her Master's in social work.
Judy Biinnlt Halsey, John, and their four
children spent ten days at Christmas at
.Belmont Manor Hotel in Warwick, Bermuda, there.
with Judy's brother and his wife,
who live
Elizabeth, second daughter of Eleanor
Bosirorlh Shannon and Edgar, came into
the world on Christmas Day in Charlottesville, "Va. Little Eleanor is \\\ years. After
four sons, Carol Bl.iii/oii McCord and Mac
were blessed with a daughter, Jean, last
J.muary in Towson, Md. Maria Tucker
Bowerfind gave birth to a second son,
"Tuck," in September in Cleveland, where
Pete, Sr., practices internal medicine. Pete,
Jr., is ly? years old. Aimee DesPLiud
Gibbons, Phil, and their two girls, aged
7V2 and 2' 2 are living in Hamlet, N. C.
Ann W'tbb Moses and George and their
two children, Ann and Barby, live in Monrovia, Calif., where Ann teaches school one
day a week and has been studying astronomy, geology, oceanography and zoology
for the past two years. Don't pat yourself
on the back and feel terribly intellectual
when you join your neighborhood discussion group. You can't beat Ann.
Joan Litlltjord Dene.gan and Maurice
have a new home in Chevy Chase, Md.. and
spent Cluistmas in Florida. Martha Smilh
Smith and Ben and their two small boys
are living in Cincinnati. Ohio. Ernie Banker Gerhard and Robert ha\e a son, Charles,
born last June in Rockford, III., where Boh
is an Episcopal minister.
Irish Munler Derr wrote me that she and
Phaon are now living in Annapolis, where
Phaon is assistant to the Commandant of
Midshipmen. They have three children.
Patsy, Robin, and CIcris, 10, 9, and 7.
Last February, on one of their treks across
the country, the Derrs stopped in Rome.
Cia., to see Ginger Barron Summer and
Lloyd and their three children and six
dogs.
Peggy Robertson Christian took a most
glorious trip to Europe last summer with
lier tobacconist husband, who spends
several months in Europe each year. Peggy
saw Marguerite de Lustrac Labouret and had
a .grand time with her and her husband.
I eni<iyed seeing Margaret Munnerlyn Haverty and Rawson one evening in September
when they were in Richmond
very briefly

'47

on their way to Williamsburg
ture convention.

for a furni-

I have just embarked on a new undertaking — teaching the second grade at St.
Michael's Episcopal School in Bon Air.
I'm mean as can be and all sixteen of my
children hate me. The school is peppered
with Sweet Briar graduates. (The headmistress isone and is slightly partial toward
same.) I'm really thrilled with teaching
and find it much more interesting than
keeping house. L'nfortunately, that has to
be done too, in spare time.
I know you will be distressed to learn of
the sudden death on November 7 of Ann
Jackson Ragland and that you all join me
in expressing sympathy to her husband and
four children.

/I /~)
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Marv Jo Armstrong Berrvman
Fort
Texas East
2132 Woi-th
Medford9. Court

McCall Henderson, who
mer in Europe, and George
be married in March or
presently house hunting in

spent the sumRevercomb will
April and are
Georgetown. A

graduate of Princeton and the I'niversity
of Virginia Law School, he is a legal counsel for the Federal Communications Commission.
1958 additions to the Stork Club are:
Jane Gray Starck, 3rd child, 2nd son, Danielhead
GrayMorse,
(Danny).
May 3rd
12;daughter,
"Vi" White3rd child,
Jane
Meredith Garland (Meredith), Mav 18;
Janet Smilh Means, 3rd child, 2nd s;'n.
David Lord, June 6; Syh ia Schii ely Robertshaw, 2nd child, 2nd daughter, Sylvia Yale,
August 25; Suzanne Edwards Weatherhead,
2nd child, 2nd son, Michael Harding,
August 26; Phyllis Thorpe Miller, 3rd
child, 2nd daughter, Robin Thorpe, September 17; Molly Coulter Bowditch, 3rd child,
2nd son, Stephen Bartlett, September IS;
Peggy Addin^ton Twohy, FIFTH CHILD,
FIFTH DAl'GHTER, Helen Addington.
October 9; Mary Vireinia Crigshy Mallet.
3rd child, 1st daughter, Barbara Elizabeth.
October 14; Virginia Holmes Turner, 2nd
child. 2nd daughter, Ann Virginia, October
24; Meon Bower Harrison, 3rd child, 2nd
son, Reid Williams, November 6: Kay Fulton Alston, 3rd child, 3rd daughter. Kathryn
Fulton
(Kate), November 7.
From Barbara Hepler Jefferson who lives
in Washington
State came news that she
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has four children — PliiUip, jr., who will
be- 12 in April, Robert, 10. Rawje, 9, anJ
Alice, 1. Virginia Pcior Culpepper is
teaching the 2nd grade in Columbus, Ga.
She says her two boys, age 4 1/2 and 3,
are growing like weeds. lo Neiil Coccia
is teaching the ith grade in Lake Forest,
III. leanne Aloriill Garlington loves teach-

fall. In addition she has been Secretary of
the Pasadena Junior League.
Several in our class were S. B. C. Day
Chairjnan — Judy BLikey Brown for Milwaukee. Ann RowhinJ Tuck for Nashville,
Rosemary Giigcit Kennedy for New Orleans
and Ruth Slrtti Ide for Toledo. Suzanne
H.irJ) Beaufort. Martha Rmr.in Hyder and

ing, is hnished by 1 o'clock after i straight
classes, but she says she wishes there was
some way she could burn all the tests and
liomework papers that have to be graded.

Ginny \\"uizh.ich Vardy participated in the
'I'elephone Crusade. Martha D.iiis Barnes
had a coke party and a send-oti for the
Macon S. B. C. girls. And Virginia Holmes
Turner mentioned attending the annual
breakfast of Sweet Briar and 8 other colle.ges in St. Louis in December,
While in New "t'ork City in the Fall.
Patty 'I'l.niiioii Rixey called Jenny Belle
Bechtel only to discover Jennv Belle was
In Europe. Jane A\cCjf]re\ McBrian and
Jim are hoping to go to Europe again this
summer enmasse to see his family. She says

Mary Louise Lloyd is working on her
Ph. D. at Bryn Mawr. Connie Somen clt
Matter is working for a nuclear engineering
lum which designs reactors. She says it's
secret work and fascinating.
Harriotte Bl.iiid Coke was appointed by
the Governor of Pennsylvania to the County board of Public Assistance. She's also
on the Voter's Guide Committee for the
League class,
of 'Women
Voters,
a Sunday
School
her Junior
Leaguehaswork,
some
P. T. A. — all this and i boys. Jimmy is in
the 1st grade. Bobby is in nursery school
and Billy and Hdward are at home. Lee
E\liU Coghill is busy with choir. Garden
Club. Junior Lea.gue activities, u bridge
club. P. T. A., an Opera Workshop and 3
children. Besides chaufiering her children
around to their various activities and ballet
lessons. Suzanne Hdrdy Beaufort has been
in charge of the
in Wonderland.
Concert for the
for the L'nited

Junior League play "Alice
" worked on a Children's
Orchestra Guild, worked
Fund, procured volunteer

teachers for the Girls' Center, plus takin.g
[oujou. their French poodle, to obedience
school.

she's become a glorified taxi driver what
with music lessons, skating lessons, etc.
Evvy Sh.irfi Vidal and Joe arrived back from
Madrid last February and then spent a
month and a half with his family in California. Last summer they bought a speed
boat and had a deli.ghtful time racing up
and down the Potomac. Right now they are
house hunting. While Audrey Lahiiutn
Rosselot and their 3 children visited her
family in Illinois. Bob took a 3 month refresher course in Foreign Affairs at the
Foreign Service Institute in WashiniJton.
The Rosselots expected to return to Vienna
in February.
Nela Wattley visited Marge McCMiim
Anderson after Reunion for a week. After
4 glorious
months
in Carmel,
California.

Nela

returned to New

Orleans

just in

time for Christmas. "Stu " Tii)lor Hough
and her family vacationed at Sabonnet.
R. I., last summer. All of her children are
in school this year. Vicki Brock Badrow
visited friends last summer in Syracuse
where they used to live Then they went
to the Cape and on to Wellesley to visit
her family. She sees Westray Boyce Nicholas regularly at Junior League Meetings.
Vicki says she stays busy with her two
b;)ys and church work. Liz Bellz Rowe
visited her family in Ohio last July. Last
spring she and Bill had a marvelous vacation in Miami sans children. Mary Humphries Hook and her husband spent the first
week of June at Myrtle Beach. S. C. She
has seen Ann Sjmiord L'pchurch several
times recently when visiting her family in
Birmingham. Kax Berlhier McKelway and
family spent some time at Avalon. N. J.,
last summer.
Jane Gray Starck and her husband Phil
are running a standard breed (i.e. trotters
and pacers) broodmare farm in Illinois.
She says. "V'ou can imagine hivv much fun
it is for me to be surrounded by horses."
Last September Mary Hunter (Boots)
Johnston McCarthy and her husband Bob
joined Suzanne Edii\irds Weatherhead and
her husband in Cleveland to celebrate their
birthdays (same day. same year for Suzanne
and Boots). It was the first time they had
seen each other in 6 years. Caroline Haskell
Simpson and Bruce planned a February
vacation in Palm Springs and Tucson. Chris
is in the 1st grade. "Tom in kindergarten,
and .foey is still at home. Jane T.iylor Ix
has 3 boys. too. approximately
the same

Although it was touch and go for a while,
Patricia jciniy Nielson and family decided
against moving to Brazil. But others were
on the move. Avery Drjiiahoii Helm has
moved to San Antonio. Texas. Nan Sleptoe
McKinley's husband has gone with the Department of the Navy. Navy Management
Office, and therefore they moved to Alexandria November 1. Wayne Sloiei Goodall
has moved to Knoxville. Tennessee, as Ches
will he the Assistant Research Director of
a new research center in connection with
the L'niversity of Tennessee. They were in
Europe until September 2(1. They bought
a car and for 6 weeks travelled and vacationed all oxer including a visit to friends
in Stockholm and a visit with her sister in
It.ily. Januaiy 1 was moving day for Phyllis
Thiirpe Miller. John and their 3 children —
fr(}m El Dorado. Arkansas, to Little Rock.
Ann P.ixtmi Gail and her husband bought
a lovely Rambler in Sudbury. Mass.. after
moving from Bethesda. Jane R.inuDii Gray
moved into her new home November 1.
After going six different ways while they
were building their home. Betty jnhiiK.u
R.igland was overjoyed to get settled. She
showed us plans for the house at Reunion.
Diane Kihr Nelson is settled at last in the
new home they built. She said it was a
hectic fall, a trip to New Orleans, a weekend in Dallas with Felicia J.u-i.iiiii Wheless
and decisions
Felicia's brother,
all the building
and
about theplus
house.
Incidentally when Priscilla Masleii Thurber attended an S. B. C. tea this fall whom
should she run into but Joyce Sciiliwr Daly
— it was the tirst time they had seen each
other in 14 years! Jane MilUr 'VX'right
added
a family room
to their home
this
March,
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Elizabeth. Mark and Anne,
the three children of Audrey Lahman Rosselot,
-18.
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age as Caroline's for Jane's Bill III is in the
1st grade, Jonathan in nursery school and
Jeffrey is helping (?) her at home.
Mayde LuditiRton Henningsen and Vic
are up to their ears in Community Chest
work, cub scouts, and P. T. A. Last fall
thev
took oft"
to Valley
for for
a week
end with
3 children
plusForge
friends
one
of
the children.
is another
motherVirginia
beseigedW'urzhach
with cub Vardy
scout
work. Pat Goldhi Harrasch and Reid are
thoroughly enjoying living in Syracuse.
They've been so energetic — are taking a
course in World Geography at the University where Reid is connected with the
Library. Last semester they took one in
Classical Mythology. She says their children
are growing bigger and livelier every day.
Although Lois G^ile Harris has 3 children
under 5, she added a nephew for the months
of October and November while his Mommy
was overseas on business. Yet Lois has
found time for some outside activities as a
Hospital Aide, the Junior League and working for her political party. Betsy Anderson
Tennant's husband has been busily building
a trailer especially designed for their camping jaunts which they love. She says life
is full of P. T. A., meetings about meetings,
etc., and now that her eldest daughter, age
12, is able to wear her clothes she is beginning to feel older and older.
Martha Vrye Terry's husband has been the
traveller in that family. In October he was
a delegate to the national L'nited Lutheran
Church Convention in Dayton. In December he was in New York for a meeting of
the consulting committee of the Department of Worship. Martha Sue Skinner
Logan spent Thanksgiving in Jacksonville.
She recently heard from Alice Madlener
Butler from Buenos Aires who was at Sweet
Briar our junior year. She's married to a
Wing Commander in the R. A. F., is living
in Germany and they have 2 girls, Anne,
5V2. and Elaine, almost 3. Before moving
from Wayne, III., to Saddle River, N. J.,
Closey
Dickey'swhile
husband
to
coniniuteFaulkner
for 4 months,
they had
sought
a house. His position as General Manager
of the Light Metals Division of the American Brake Shoe Company necessitated the
move. She has seen Ces Youmans, who
after a winter and a summer of hard preniedical studies, is now at Cornell Medical
School.
Right after Peggy Addington Twohy's
fifth daughter was born, John (her husband) dashed to the phone to call Charlie
Towers (Beezie Devore's husband) to find
out just what it was that S. B. C. had fed
Beezie and Peggy to produce 10 girls between them. Ardis Fratus MacBride has 5
children too — 4 girls and a boy. "Jody"
Vestal Lyon says she leads the life of a
typical suburban housewife. She often sees
Sally Pearre who is still taking Law, and
at a cocktail party this fall in Annapolis
she saw Virginia W'urzbach Vardy.
Kelly's in
Susan
started the
1stNancy
grade Vaughn
at St. Agnes
Alexandria
in
September. She and Dan moved July 1st
and then took off for Nags Head. Dan was
in Fort Worth in January, called Mother
for a good telephone visit, and thus news
was passed on to me.
Sylvia Saunders Davis spent the last part
of the summer at Covington, then back to
New Orleans to get the children through
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the medical mill, getting their wardrobes in
shape, touching up the house — all of
which she said left her gasping and prostrate. Nancy Lefjel Wingate has been keeping busy with 3 pre-schoolers, the Junior
League, other volunteer work, The Community Chest and working on S. B. C. admissions.
And as for me. Both of my children are
in nursery school and for the last 3 months
I have been working 3 hours in the mornings for 4 psychiatrists dealing with emotionally disturbed adolescents. My husband
was gone on business for 3 weeks in Januaiy and February, and in March we will
all go to a thriving community of 1500
people in West Texas for 3 months while
he is working for a doctor there. Then
back to Galveston for a couple of weeks
and unless plans change (they have at
least a dozen times in the last 3 months)
we will be in Fort Worth next year. I
should be the world's most efficient packer
by the time our nomadic life is over.
I know the class joins me in expressing
our sympathy to Nita Mincheiv Faulk whose
father died September 13 and to Ardis
Fratus MacBride whose father passed away
on November 8 while he and her mother
were on a South American cruise.
Have you forgotten the Alumnae Fund
this year? It's not too late to help our
class be tops. And don't forget to write
me your news.
/t f\
L\^ -^
^^

Julia Easley Mak
1231 33rd St.7, N.W.
Washington
D. C.

Kitty Hart Belew writes that she and
Betsy Dershuck Gay are coming to our
Tenth Reunion, and Bunny Barnett Brown
may join them. Also Pat Brown, if she
can get away from her remedial readin.g
classes athattan.
Stevenson,
a boys'
in ManPat just started
thisschool
job last
fall,
she told me at our Washington S. B. Day
luncheon when she came down to visit
her parents. Incidentally Mrs. Pannell gave
us a grand talk on this occasion.
Marie Musgrore Pierce and Libby Trueheart Harris are reuning from Roanoke and
Kitty Hardtvick Efird and Maggie Woods
Tillett from Charlotte, N. C. Lindsay Coon
Robinson hopes to come if all goes well
with her three "younguns" and if her musin shape:
she's
been 8coaching
eyclesin aregrades
5, 6,
7 and
of her hockprep
school.
Ruthie Garrett Preucel writes that she'll
be
S. B. Polly
C. inPlummer
June. She's
excited
over
newsat that
Mackie
and Jack
are moving back to Philadelphia where
Jack will be at the U. of Pa. Hospital.
A phone call to Sally Ayres Shroyer
elicited the news that she was counting on
reunion, and at Christmas she heard that
Brantley Lamberd Boiling, Bertie Peiv
Baker, Peggy Quinn Maples and Patsy
Darin Robinson are all coming. Also possibly Carter VanDei enter Slater. Another
phone call to Ann Higgins Rappeleye, who
has reunion on her books, too. We're
hoping to get a carload from Washington.
Sallie Legge De Martine plans to diet in
preparation, and to come, leaving Arthur,
6, Amy, 4, and Tom, 11/2- Goode Geer
DiRaddo is coming from Florence, S. C,
where she sees Natalie Lucas Chase, '37,
and Pinky Butler Maxwell,
'47. Shades

of Classical Civ, she's showing slides of
Greece and St. Paul's Festival of 1951 to
various groups there. This, being a clergyman's wife and mothering Andrew, almost
4, and Mary Kendall, 2, occupy her time.
Kay Bryan Taylor writes that she'll be at
reunion if she can "shed six children and
ten
pounds
by June."
Ginger
Ray
regrets.
Dallas
is too far
awayOwens
and Dee,
3V2. and Becky, 1, have her tied down.
Judy Baldwin Waxter and Bill will be
in Bermuda at reunion time. Bill is security
analyst for an investment counselling firm;
he has been at this work for a year and a
half now and is well pleased with it. Susan
and Peter are both in school so Judy finds
time to be alumnae executive secretary
(part-time) at her prep school, sin.g in
their professional church choir, and study
Bible History and Theology in church
groups.
This about covers word I've received on
reunion, but there is lots of other news,
beginning with babies. And I think Ann
HafJ Byron and husband John deserve first
place. They had twin boys, Stuart and
Curtis, on Labor Day, bringing their total
to four boys, aged 4 and under. So Haffy
savs she won't be with us in June but has
hopes for 1964. She sees Sue Corning
Whitia and has heard from Patty Burke
Phelps, who has moved to Manchester,
Mass.
Spring and summer babies we missed
last issue include Paul R. Bowers, Jr.,
born last May to Larry Lawrence Bowers
and Paul; Lise Buttram, a third girl for
Jackie Jacobs Buttram and Tom, Capt.,
U. S. Army (they're stationed in Georgia
now) ; Ann Brandon Wood, a second daughter, born in August to Dot Wallace Wood;
and a daughter for Katie Cox Reynolds.
Jean Taylor and Ann Eustis saw Ruth
Doege Stubbs and elder son, Billy, who
were in Washington attending a wedding
in November. Ruth's third child, Paul,
was born last fall. Margaret Toivers Talman wrote at Christmas that they had a
new baby girl on Nov. 21, a namesake for
Mag. And the most recent birth reported
is that of Mary Barnwell Webb on December 22, daughter of Mary Louis Stevens
Webb.
Patsy
baby
and Davin
wrote Robinson
that Bunnyreported
Barnett Stevie's
Brown
and family were in Florida over the holidays and saw Alice Trout Hagan and
Stevie en route. Patsy, Sandy and three
small Robinson boys were snow-bound in
Canton at Christmas, but she chats periodically with Ann Fiery Bryan whose fourth
child, a babyPatsy
daughter,
is Patsy's and
godchild.
also mentioned
thatSandy's
Mary
Graham Hull was married last summer,
and that Ann Henderson Bannard and husband were in Jamaica this past fall.
Joan McCarthy Whiter.ian wrote that she
sees Ann, who lives near by on the North
Shore, and Fritzie Buncombe Lynch at
Junior League Board meetings or retrieving
children at Sunday School. We hear that
Margot Fortier Aicklem and her husband,
avisit.
Lieut. Commander, have moved to Annapolis, and we're hoping for a Washington
Kitty Hart Belew gleaned from the
Woodberry Forest Alumni Magazine that
Zola Garrison Ware's husband, James, is a
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fi'/). •■'"J Bobby, 3', 2- '^"b is an instructor
in the R O. T. C. Department at Lafayette
College, Easton, Pa.
Lola Steele Shepherd is still traveling
around ! She left Chula Vista last April
when Deedee's ship returned, and they
spent the summer in three diflercnt quonsets
in Alameda and Hunter's Point (San Francisco). Lola and her two daughters, Sallie,
6' 1. and Virginia, 3' ', were then in Coronado until Deedee's ship returned again
this January.
After that — Quantico!
News was received from Polly Thomas
Peck of a third son born last August. Polly
attended the coffee given last fall by the
SBC group in Charlotte, N. C, for the
incoming freshmen.
Dottie B.ir>ie\ Hoover reports that she
and Jack had a few days of golf at
Shawnee-on-the-Delaware last September.
Our sincere regrets to Dottie and Jack en
the loss of their fourth child born prematurely last summer.
Peachey Lillard Manning and Bill, along
with
Ellen, into
5V2 aandnewJulia,
2V'2.inmoved
this
Christmas
house
Ardmore.
Pa. Peachey says it is still unfurnished,

Gay and Stuart, children of Elisabeth Elmore Gilleland, '50
iii.isttr at McCallie School, and WooJbcrry
published a picture of their daughter
Aiiiiee. (Do bring pictures to reunion.)
Kitty's husband. Chappy, has gone with
the Chief Counsels Office of Internal Revenue in Newark and commutes daily.
A good letter from Larry L^iivreiice
Bowers told of Paul's finishing the course
work for his doctorate at Harvard. They
\isited between Hartford and Cambridge
with Katie Cux Reynolds and Larry saw
Betty Abi.ims Penn in Boston. In August
the Bowers spent three days on the Jersey
shore with Bertie Petf Baker and David,
and the two older Baker girls and the

spent an evening with Dayton and me
when he was in Washington last fall and
told us Ann was chairman of their church's
Christmas Bazaar for 1958 and had begun
work on it ages before. They vacationed
last summer at Stone Harbor.
We hoDe to see Peggy Cromtvell Tipper
on her occasional visits from Baltimore to
see her State Department brother in Washington. Her days are filled with Mee, 6,
(Judy
Waxter's godchild). Ken,
41
,. andBJdiiiii
Bill, II/4.
Do try to leave jobs and/or families for
REL'NION. Sweet
gorgeous in June.

Briar's going to be

Bowers' two matched in age and interests.
Larry and Paul then continued on to
Ohio where Paul's new job is at Lake Erie
Collegeeast
for of
'Women,
PainesviUe,
miles
Cleveland.
He is Ohio,
head 2S
of
Adult Education (night school). Summer
School, and the secondary education majors,
working 16 hours a day and loving it. They
have three acres of lawn around a Cape
Cod home near Madison, and look out on
Lake Erie with her own beach. Katie is
in fust .grade. DeeDee is teaching herself
to read and the baby is "the joy of all."
Preston Hndnti Hill, Gene D., Margaret
and Virginia will be following Gene to
Aiiiarillo, Texas, as soon as he finds a house
for them. Gene has joined the Ideal Cement Co., in Amarillo, and Pres is crossing
her fingers
that reunion.
this change of address won't
keep
her from
Another wonderful letter came from
Camille Musi Tebo. She and 'Watson have
been li\'ing in New Orleans for four
years and recently bought, in the garden
district, a house over 100 years old; big,
comfortable and rambling, with high ceilings and fireplace in every room, but centrally heated and air conditioned and with
elegant modern baths and kitchen. At the
writing Toby (Watson, Jr.) almost 7,
and Nliss Amelia, 2, and their parents, were
enjoying Carnival Week to the hilt, and find
year-round livin.g in New Orleans charming.
Camille fears she won't make reunion this
year but hopes that Lili, their two-year-old,
will be a third generation Sweet Briar girl;
Watson's
mother
is an alumna.
Bob Bryan, Ann Holmes Bryan's husband,

March,
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Frances Cone Kirkpatrick
I Westover Circle
Wilmington 6, Del.

Births; Jane Thurman to Sydney Oierslreet Meredith and Lockey on October 19,
1957 — they have three other girls, Suzi,
almost 7, Sarah, 4, Kitty, 3; Dorothy to
Debby Freeman Cooper and Newbie on
June 27 — they have two other children,
Sallv fill, Jimmy, almost 4; Matthew Lc.yd
to Bonnie Loyd Crane and Dave on November 3— they also have a daughter, Melinda,
21/2; Allen Karl to Jean Pruhtck Wiant on
December 30 — they have three other
children, Carolyn, 5 ',2. Jimmy, 4, Marianne,
2' 2- This brings the total of those classmates who have four children up to five.
Ginger Liiscomhe Rogers writes that she
and Justin have a baby girl, Anne Larkin,
born |une 18. They have another daughter.
Sarah, 3. They have moved to Akron. Ohio,
where Justin has accepted a position in the
Legal Department of the Ohio Edison Company, and have purchased
a house
there.
A nice note came from Jane Lewis Zollicorter. She and Gus had their third child.
Fannie Cooper, on September 4. Their other
girl and boy are Jennie, 5, and Allison
Caulaincourt, 3. Gus is a lawyer in Henderson, N. C, and he went back to the
state legislature this winter for the second
time. Jane and Gus enjoyed a visit last
June from Evie \\"i>ods Cox and Pete.
Cora Jane Mon/inxsl.ir Spiller and Bob
have a third child, Nancy Gates, born January 9, 1958,
Their other two are Janey,

tage! nice and big after the gardener's cotbut
News from our classmates abroad: Jo
Giilnk Grant is now in Saigon, Vietnam,
where Bill is with the Embassy as a Foreign
Service Officer. Bill was commissioned in
September, 195 5, and since then they have
been in Palermo, Sicily, where their first
child, Jennifer, 3, was born, and in Brussels, Belgium, where their second child,
Jefferson Gulick, lV2. was born. Jo savs
that Saigon is a marvelous post, in spite
of the constant heat. The life is totally
different from that of Europe, but they
are enjoying its leisurely pace and political
interest. Jo often sees Lillian Ph.iiii, '52,
now Mrs Nguyen Ngoc Linh, who also
lives in Saigon. Jo wishes that her language
teachers at SBC could hear her French and
Italian now! Daughter Jennifer is quite
fluent in Vietnamese and French — at 3 !
Jo hopes, if all goes well, that they will
,get two months home leave in May, 19(i0.
and she expects to see all of you at our
tenth reunion ! Why not start making your
plans
now? Elmore Gilleland was kind
"B. G."
enough to send on to me some excerpts
from a letter from Merry Moore Lynn written in August, 1958. Her husband Jim is
with Hycon Page doing communications
engineering
in Tripoli, The
Lybia.
finally
found an apartment.
main"We
drawback
is that they have absolutely no closets or
cupboards. So, when you rent furniture,
you also have to rent wardrobes and kitchen
cupboards . . . The social life is just plain
terrific. We have made many good friends.
Most of them are Americans, with a few
Greeks, Italians, Germans, and Arabs
thrown in . . . One of the big inconveniences is that everything I buy on the local
market in the way of food, with the exception of meat, has to be .soaked in chhirax
and then water before we can eat it."
*~^
-*P^ "I
^\
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Charlottesville,
Jean Sunset
Randolph
Va.Bruns
210
Avenue

First I want to say that I am sorry I do
not have available address lists for the
class. However, I will be glad to send you
specific addresses, and if you have moved
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for American Express and hopes to plan
her own trip to South America next fall.
Julie Micou says "my pen flows only at
Christmas time." She was heading home
from San Francisco for the wedding of her
brother Hilary'.
So much for Christmas cards. Now for
that portion of our column regularly devoted to the travels of the Red Fox, Ruth
Clarkson Costello. Her last letter (early

li

'51,

iL.i.
is pictured

bia.u

after the chase.

to a new town I will be glad to leaf through
and see what classmates live nearby.
Now our news: Mary Anderson Bruns
arrived December 1 1 with a full head of
hair and a wonderfully placid disposition.
Bryan
with Peterson
"my Mary"
so
are is
we.delighted
Ruth ALigee
also and
has
produced a member of the class of 1979 or
so: Karen Elizabeth, born December 30
and weighing 9 lbs.
And the Christmas card gleanings: Mona
Simpion MacLellan writes that she and
George are still working on theatre productions. She is busy typing the outline of
George's
his doctorate
education. She thesis
and theforchildren
spent theinsummer
in Mexico visiting her family. Mona WilBeard,February
'Will, and
'Virginia
leavesonin
for daughter
three months
in
California where Will will be trained in
the new jet tankers, then will probably go
to Rome, N. Y. She says that Ruth Oddy
Meyer and Edwin have a baby boy and
that Chloe Mason is engaged to Howard
Thompson, a doctor in Durham, N. C.

September)
carried
news at
of Whiteman
four weeks' Air
active duty last
summer
Force Base, Buz's fifth birthday patfty
which wound up in a nearby hospital after
the birthday boy got cracked over the head,
and plans for a trip and writing assignment
to Russia, I know she got there for I have
the post card to prove it. She was to leave
in October, visit Copenhagen briefly, then
to Russia for a 27-day tour. Then to Helsinki, Olso and Brussels, returning the end of
November. She was to be accompanied by
a writer-photographer friend and together
they were to gather information and pictures for an independent film company.
New addresses include Patricia Chandler
Peifer, from New York to 756 Emmons
Drive, Dalton, Ga., Diana W^eeks Berry
(Mrs. Henry Berry) from Bloomfield Hills,
Mich., to Room 429, Terminal Tower.
Cleveland, O., Sue \V''hitjker Greenlee (Mrs.
RoyJ from Marietta, Ohio, to 644 S. Fillmore, Kirkwood 22, Mo., Ann Mouiitcastle
Gamble (Mrs. Robert) from Beirut, Lebanon, to Ponus Ridge, New Canaan, Conn.
Nancy Pesei Rasenberger (Mrs. Raymond)
from Arlington,
Bethesda,
Md. 'Va., to 6209 Stardust Lane,
And at the bottom of the drawer I find
three cards that came in too late for last
fall's column. Jo Williiims Ray and Jimmy
spent a late summer week end at Sapphire,
N. C, and saw N. K. Biilterworth Palmer
and Mary Jane French Halliday. Patty
Lynjs Ford and Dick visited their families
in August and went to Disneyland. Nanc^
Pesek Rasenberger has a third daughter,
Jean Elizabeth, born September 2. They
moved to their new home two weeks before she came.

*-^^"^
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LD Tenn.
JOSIE
Chattanooga,
1109 E.SiBO
Dallas
Rd.

Barbara Ljiier Edgerly's Christmas note
as follows: "We are all fine and love our
new farm. It's been a busy nine months
since we moved here, e. g. new water lines
laid with frost-free hydrants, a new garage,
220 electrical power and new wiring, trees
planted and bushes, a good hired man located, plus the usual farm work." Pauline
Nichols Neal. who at last report expected
to be living in Atlanta, writes, "Four days
before we left California John's company
notified us that we were moving to Dallas
instead
of Atlanta.
They are
10133 McCree
Road." Dallas
18. living at

Before I tell you all about the Christmas
card news, Fve got to backtrack to Thanksgiving and my vacation — New York, of
course. As usual no time to make plans,
so I grabbed my index cards (especially
selected for the locale) and took off with
two friends from here. We no sooner
checked in at some small hotel than I
penned off post cards to Keir and Mary
Lois announcing my arrival. I waited to
hear from these commuters before notifying
the locals of my call meeting. And I really
waited. Have you ever tried to explain to

Jo W'illiLims Ray says their life is quiet,
but they will be busy in spring and summer
with boat races and week end cruises. They
live in Danville, Va. Sis Hayden says she
won't be landing on my doorstep as long
as "Augusta stays on Route 1. I have to
keep with the Mackie (Kathy Phinizy)
production line which seems to have increased every time I come along. " Janet
Bromji! Crane and Ed's Cathy is now in
kindergarten, Susan was 15 months at
Christmas time and just walking.
Wingfield Ellis says she enjoys her work

people why
roommates
bother
contact
you? oldDeflated,
I jobdidn't
hunted,
stoodto
through five shows, slept through the other
two, even went to touristy places. Finally
Keir called. Seems that Fd written her I
was staying at the St. Charles, and it took
her all that time to figure out I meant the
Prince George. Anyway, my deflation vanished so we scurried up to Danbury for
the week end with all the Donaldsons:
Scotty. Keir, and their two darling boys.
We had a marvelous time! But Fd forgotten Keir was such a fresh air addict and
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nearly froze to death in their lovely two
story white frame house with lake view
and all.
Then back to the city. A couple of days
later Mary Lois called; her latest was a boy,
Stuart Michael Carroll, born in October.
Also had a brief chat with Barbara Bilker
Bird and could only exchange addresses.
Well, Christmas came and more fun,
more cards. You'd think propagation and
perpetual motion were the only occupations.
Got a mournful card from Jackie Riizook
Chamandy saying that Charlotte Snead
Stifel and Hank were moving, and an
equally mournful message from Charlotte
saying they were leaving Jackie, destination
Toronto. 'They have a boy, Kerry, aged four,
and a one year old girl, Katherine. Bill has
his own business. Petroleum Economics
(something to do with Western Canadian).
Joan Sharp Metzinger has just occupied
her new home in Summit, N. J., and Jean
Kilching Calvin is a new neighbor. Sue
]udd Silcox is heading back to Fayetteville
where Jack's going to manage a new oflfice.
Sue said she'd seen Mary Lois this summer
and her son Johnny gallantly took to M. L.'s
blond beauty, Lois Ann. Holly HilLis Hammond will be moving to Boston; Don's with
Little Brown. Don't believe I ever made
mention of their latest, Donald Richmond,
now almost a year old. Leila Booth Morris
mailed out mimeographed communiques cf
their moves of the year: Fort Bragg, Camp
Clary, and Fort Rucker. Destination unknown after January. Jim's a major and
flying all over; some talk of helicopter
school. Got a precious colored picture of
Joannie
Holbrook
three.
in Stuttgart.
GeorgePatton's
is Senior
Aid They're
to the
Army Commander.
Gingee Sheaff Liddel reported two new
neighbors in Riverside, Conn., Katie Shaiv
Minton and Ann W'ittingham Smith. Gingee
has a boy, two, and Betsy, born last March.
July will see Lynn Lcine Fozzard and Harry
back in St. Louis to complete his residency
in internal
at the
Barnes.
been
at Camp medicine
Lejeune at
Naval They've
Reserve
Lab. Shug Gregory Pettit and Foster are
living in Louisville. He's working with a
And then there were cards from the
judge.
"status quos. " Cute pictures of Cynthia
B.dch Barnes' four. Ann Garst still enjoys
working at the Llniversity in Chapel Hill.
Marty Legg has a new job! "Government
Agencies Oflicer ". . . social worker makes
good!
Reich
Kirk ...
in Illinois
reportingBobby
in with
three'Van
children
so far.
Ann HoagLind Plumb and Donna Robinson
Cart both in new houses; Donna's got two
boys and a girl now. Jean Ciddicell Marchant reports hectic Hawaiian kindergarten
experiences,
and if I Brigitte
read correctly
they're
raising baby beagles.
Guttstadt
had
a wonderful trip this fall through Germany
and Italy and tossed coins in Trevi fountain.
Mary John Gilchrist and Stu had a fine trip
through the West. Stu won a contest of
some sort and attended a convention in
California. Kitchie also plowed westward.
*--'*--'
New Ycrk 21, N. Y.
Nan
O'Keeffe
^ O"^
109 East
79th St.
Tessita Wood married William O Daniel
in Washington, D. C, on November 15
and they are living there. Mart Black was
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inarrieil tci Purdy Colcbrouk Jordan on
December 1 1 and they are living in Mexico
City. Very happy to know of this since
Mart has been anions the missing for some
time. I.iz Gibson became Mrs. George
Brooks out in Kansas City. Our May Queen,
Polly .Sloan, has given up her New York
career and on January 3 married Jim Shoemaker in CIreenville, S. C. Have heard
that they are planning to live in ^X'ashing■
ton. In January Harrictte Hodges was
married to Charles Andrews in Lynchburg.
Va. Happy wishes to all the new brides.
The maternity ward has exciting news
to report ! Mary Lilllcjnhn Belser and Tom
arc parents of twin girls, Elizabeth Rose
and Katherine Margaret, born in January
in Auburn, Ala. Tom is teaching at Auburn and Maiy is washing diapers and
quoting T. S. Eliot, I'm sure, as she gives
the babies their daily baths. Would love
to see Littlcjohn doing double duty!
M. A. Aiilh'ii Root and John are proud
parents of Frances Ann, born October 21,
and weighing in at 7 lbs. 7 oz. Nancy
McGiiuiii Picard and Bill had their third
son on October iVi. Now there are Michael,
Mark and Marshall! Bill is in the legal
department of Alcoa and they are living
in Pittsburgh. In Mexico City where they
are living for a year, Eleanor Johnson Ashby
and Garnet are parents of their second
daughter, Elizabeth Roberts, born on January 19.
Other progeny who have not been mentioned over the past months are: Ned
Grier, born to Mary Kimh.dl Grier and Bos
last May; they are living in Hartford, Conn.
I ran into Sue Goodridge O'Conner at a
football game this fall and Sue told me
that her little girl Courtney is a year old.
Ann Elliol! Caskie and Challen have a
seven months old daughter, and are living
in Old Greenwich, Conn., because Challen
has been transferred from good ole' Alabama. Believe it or net, Anne likes the
Nawth !
The Real Estate people are doing good
business. Katzy B.iilcy Nager and CI have
bought a beautiful, old house in Marblehead, Mass., and will move
into it this

spring. GE has decided to keep CJ in the
Marblchead area for awhile, instead of movin.g him about as has been the custom for
the past two years. Nancy Bunhir Andrews
and Dave and their two children have
moved from New York to the suburbs to
their own little home in Alpine, N. J
Most exciting move is Susie HjU Godson
and Bill's move to British East Africa with
the Foreign Service. The three kiddies are
with them, and the address is like a Hemingway novel: Kampala, Uganda, B. E. A.
They like it just fine and the ferocious
bcasties have spared one and all.
Connie W'eily Wakelee and David moved
to Chicago in February. Connie was to
have lunch with us New York girls before
she left. Mary Stagg writes that she is
doing practice teaching in Brid.geport and
will be an elementary school teacher in the
fall, in Connecticut. Sounds like fun, and
she has gotten her Master's degree in education. Also holder of a Master's degree
in education is Jane Collins Kilburn who
is still teaching out in Rockford, III.
f^
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Bruce

Watts

Krucke

New
Providence,
56 Hickson
Dr. N. J.

Many thanks for all the pictures and
cards. Here are the new babies: Lila
Bowne Bell, the second girl for Mary
Anne Bouns Bell and Dan, and Mary AnRoane, the
girl Also
for "Peaches"
D.tr/s drew
Roane
and second
Jourdan.
Elizabeth
Ann, number one for Ann Henry Lake and
Bill. Then we have Mary Sanford joining
the Dilly Johnson and Paul Jones family
on November 19. November 29 brought
forth Guy Thomas, III, for Peggy Jones
Steuart and Guy. Peggy was quite ill
shortly after the baby's birth and spent
three weeks, including Christmas, in the
hospital. There are two babies whose
birthdays I don't know: Diane Webber
(of the Barbara Chaise and Temple Webbers) is about six months old. They live
in Lufkin, Texas, where Temple manages
six retail lumber yards. Young Temp is
2V'2- And Joan Oram Reid, livin.g in
Borneo, is the proud mother of James Douglas. Born on January 2 1 were Margie
Morris Powell and Phil's third, a boy, and
Hattie Hughes Stone and Dick's second, a
girl, Kathleen Mildred.
I was at Sweet Briar in October for
Alumnae Council and it was an experience
that I wish all of you could have shared.
Everyone remembers you and the faculty
iiiake you one of the family. This is a reunion plug cf course!
In November Nancy Moody was here for
a visit and we had a '54 luncheon in
New York. Nancy and I were joined by
Ma,ggie Mohlman, Robin Francis, Mary
Jane Roos Fenn, and Ruth S.inJers Smith
(who's modeling in our local club's fashion
show next month). Each afraid to leave
and have the ethers left to talk about her,
we finally walked en masse along Fifth
Ave., where we bumped into Polly Sloan,
'5}, and her new fiance ring-shopping.
Nancy was to have come to my house the
following Friday for lunch but couldn't
make it .so Susie ]'alnr Mulligan (a new
local resident) became the guest of honor.
Hattie H/ixhef Stone came too and we had
a gay time with the four children.

Ini Vi'erhahn,
young
daughter
of Isolde
B.iisiJj VCerhahn, '5}, Stuttgart, Germany.
March,
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We've had four weddings since last issue! The first was September 28;
Faith

Rahmer

and

Robert

Van

Wyck

Croker

(Jean's brother). Jean. Maggie Mohlman,
and Peggy Hobbs Covington were among
the
attendants,
Jane The
Roos Crokers
Finn's
husband,
Dick, and
was Mary
an usher.
have moved since to Mineola, L. I. December saw Polly Van Peenan joined with
Joseph Anthony Grimes of Providence,
R. I., Yale, France, and currently Harvard
Law. Carole Van Tassel was married in
Washington on January 17 to Paul Donahue
from New Jersey; he is a med student at
Georgetown. January 31 was the date of
the wedding of Mary Lee McGinnis to the
Rev. Frank McClain of Yale, Cambridge
LJniversity, General Theological Seminary
and
currently St. George's
Episcopal Church
in Germantown,
Tenn.
"Kobo" (Caroline Chobot) is working
for the Westminster Schools in Atlanta.
Her duties require her presence in a dorm
at night, leaving the days free for her
Master's in History at Emory. Sally Bumbaugh now works in the TV Department of
Warwick and Legler, an advertising firm
in the Seagram BIdg. She and another girl
have a house in the Village. Maggie Mohlman spent two weeks in Indiana over the
holidays. Jane Keating didn't go home but
had her mother and aunt "Torchy" to the
city. Jane is off to Florida in February;
she will probably take in Nassau while
there. Cam Breiver Hill's home was burgled
during Christmas, the culprit escaping with
an empty wallet and a can of Reddiwhip!
He didn't touch the presents although
Cam's new gift, a Beagle-type named Tom
Dooley, greeted him warmly and all but
showed him the flatware.
Joy Parker Eldridge keeps busy writing
scripts and handling properties for the
Junior League weekly TV show in South
Bend. They've been to Chicago, St. Louis,
and Florida recently and will be in Florida
.again for February to enjoy the races and
a little sun. Her daughter Lisa is beautiful ! Jeanne Stoddart Barends says she has
no time for anything but her doctorhusband's bookkeeping and feels there must
be at least forty first-of-the-months every
year. Ruthie Frye Deaton and Hugo took a
vacation in November with visits to Meri
Hodges Major and Walt, Martha D.tbney
Leclere and Ro.ger, and then Jody Nelson
Booze and Bud. Keating joined them for
the week end there. Meri, by the way, had
a mild auto accident — she ran into a ditch
— the outcome of which included a mile
walk in the dark, a cut forehead, and a
new car. Lynn Carlton McCaflfree and
Mike have bought a house in Norfolk. Joy
Bennell Hartshorne, Danny, and Heidi now
live in Baltimore where Dan is with Conneticut General Life Insurance Co. Vaughn
Inge Morrissette and Taylor were .godparents for Margot Lr llerhos Smith's little
boy. Ann While Connell was also there.
Lamar Ellis announces she's still alive and
still with IBM.
Mag Andrews Poff and Bill will go to
Roanoke in April (when Bill gets out of
the army) where he will be with a law
firm. Peggy Crouley Talbott and family
are in Cambridge now; thev could hardly
wait for an expected four day holiday 43
.so
they could hit the slopes at Stowe! (I'll
never get over this "new Peggy" although
even / bowl and ice skate regularly now.)
Maiy Ann

Robb was in New

week

and

end

saw

"Music

^'ork for a
Man, " "My

Fair L.iJy. " anJ the show at the Latin
Quarter ! She and Jean Croker went to Nassau last year, Joan Potur Bickcl felt like
a debutante again — they went to tliree
formal dances during the holidays — except
that this time she had a sure date and
nothing to wear, instead of the other way
around. They plan a trip to New Orleans
in February.
Kitty Willcox Rieland and Bill are living
in Cincinnati with children Andy and Beth
(a rather recent addition, I believe). Sonja
Adair is married and living in Dayton.
Mary Leoihird Porter lives in Waco; they
have two children. And Peggy Ann G.in/ti
Gustin and Albert live in Evanston,
My closing bit will be about reunion,
naturally, I have firm commitments from
21 people already. I hope that each of
you
write
to three
people
you'dbrings
like
to seewill
there;
a little
personal
urging
surprising results.

1^ ^
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Nancy Anderson
54 East 8()th Street
New York 21, N. Y.

(Editor's Note: Amanda McThenia, the
class secretary, has been in Europe, In her
absence news has come from two sources:
Nancy Anderson, class president, and Ruth
Ciimpbell VanDerpoel, 145 Darwin Ave.,
Rutherford, N, J.)
Our secretaiy is somewhere in Europe, so
these notes have been gathered from Christmas cards, frantic phone calls around New
York, and a wonderfully newsy letter from
Nancy
Dijulh.it
Goss,theNancy
writes:
"MyI
news centers
around
DC mob,
which
left in August to come to, of all places,
Charlottesville, where my husband Woody
is finishing his last year at the graduate
business
school,
in the SBC
mood.C'ville
Theredoes
are get
all me
sortsback
of
familiar faces here, Gail Ddiidu/ii Bazzarre
and John and small, beautiful daughter,
Helen, are permanent residents. Cary Fox
Fisher is employed by the University while
her husband completes his education. The
Washington crowd is living it up, Ann
Williams, "Vida Radin, and Betsy Miller
leading the pack. Shirley Sutliff is still at
Mount Vernon {G, Washington's place)
which allowed her to have a summer trip
to Europe. Gretchen Armsfioiix Redmond
and Dan will be in DC til next September
when Dan finishes Georgetown law school.
(Incidentally Gay Reddig is studying there

too.) Joan G/t.ill/eii Romano and Tony
are all settled in the very apartment Woody
and I used to have.
"Now some details from Christmas
cards. Lydia Phmp Plattenburg and George
and daughter Lauren are living in Cincinnati where George is with a life insurance
company. Susan Seii\iid Vick acquired two
little boys with her husband, Clyde, and
has a backyard adjacent to that of her sister who has two little girls the same age as
the boys. What planning! Catherine diRt
Mooney writes that the Houston alumnae
sold very expensive Christmas trees and
made over $5,000 for SBC in 5 weeks !
Kay Roberts and three teen age students of
hers stayed with us in our tiny apartment
while they DID the Nation's
Bryn Gill Chaney and Jack
tled in Roanoke, Mary Reed
gette, Forney and two sons

Capital. Betty
seem well setSimpsmi Dauare living in

Gadsden,News
Ala.brings
My news
husband's
Dartmouth
Alumni
of Jeff:
she and
husband Dick Hogarty and 2 children (one
of each) are living in South Bend, Ind.,
where Dick is in Notre Dame Law School."
Well, that is a condensed version of
Nancy's masterpiece. Now here are some
vital statistics, followed by some more data
from my Christmas cards. Marriages: Jane
Dildy to McKim Williams on December 22
in Texas; Lee Fiducia to Hans-Rudolf Hartmann of Zurich, Switzerland, on November
15, reside on Long Island; Patty McClay to
Philip Boggs en October 11, reside in Pittsburgh; Kay Roberts to James MacHaney on
January .^1, reside in Austin; Charlotte Taylor to Andrew Miller on August 8 in New
York. Births: Marty HeJem.ii/ Buckingham,
a girl, Linda P.rge, in June; Barbara PLimp
Hunt, second child, a boy, Paul Stuart, on
December 3; Pat Smith "Ticer, a son, John
T., Ill, in August,
Frances Bell is teaching third grade in
Birmingham; Ginger Chamblin in New
Orleans; Kathleen Peeples Sattler in St.
Louis. Yola Air.im Willis and Dick are
in Pittsburgh where Dick teaches at Carnegie Tech, Dede Carter Pearce and Monty
are in Cincinnati where Monty was crdained
December 19. They have a young son,
Paul. Phil Joyner is working as a librarian
at the Medical Library in Richmond and
from all reports is having a wonderful
time, as is Phil Herndon in Springfield.
President of the Richmond SB Alumnae
Club is none other than Betty Sanford Mol-

two
ster, boys.
who also cares for Chuck

and

their

New York: All of us are having the
usual whirl meeting each other in the oddest
places: "HI Gran Central, " Automobile
Shows, Orsini's, the Carlyle, etc . . . anyway it's fun. Chase is still loving her
psychiatric work; Nat Cavollo is an air line
stewardess based here; Harriet Adelson is
iloing social work; Andy Wallace is with
the Ford Foundation. Sad to say, Jane
Pel/US Welch and Jim are packing their
bass for Louisville where Jim will practice
law. We will miss their Southern hospitality in theour"Asphalt
I hope
SecretaryJungle."
will be back in
time for the next issue. In the meantime,
please forward jue any news and pictures
which I will relay.
Nancy Anderson
Manda is still in Europe, and I agreed to
colleit news here at home. Manda writes,
"After a most successful and interesting
summer of work in Brussels, my roojnmate
and I went south in a blue "Volkswagon,
We spent three weeks sunning and swimming in Portugal, then a quick trip to
Gibraltar and Morocco." While in Rome
she saw Dean Pearl. Then on to Florence
and Kufstein, Austria, "We belong to a
group of young people made up of everyone
from every pavilion at Brussels, and a lot
of us from diflerent countries are meeting to
ski the last two weeks in January," After
that, England, Scotland, and home.
Lots of important news from Ethel Green
Banta and family. October was a big
month for them. Bruce passed his bar
exajiis and began practicing with his father
in Hackensack. and on the fifth little Ruth
Green arrived, bright-eyed and rosycheeked. Ethel and Bruce are living in
their newly-acquired house in Harrington
Park, N. J. For Christmas, Ethel received
a 1950 green Plymouth which she will drive
as soon as the door is in working condition.
family.
She and Ruthie took a three weeks' trip to
Mississippi in January to visit Ethel's
Meda Space Moore is living in Charleston, S. C, where Ben is practicing law with
his father. Little Margaret is a year old.
Last August Cathy Cage married James
Mooney and they are living in Houston
where Cathy still works as a stockbroker.
(She even has her own stamp.)
Betty Sdiijord Molster and Chuck are
living in Richmond wdiere Chuck works for
Miller and Rhoads. They have two children, Chippy, S"), and another about 2.
In August there was another wedding, this
one in Atlanta, Sue Lawton married big
(6' 5") John Mobley, who is a lawyer,
'Fhey live at 272 Colonial Hojnes Drive,
Atlanta,
and Sue is teaching Latin and
French.
Newell Bryan wrote a newsy letter from
a motel in Birjningham on her way home
to
CleveLand
afterplay
seeing
alma
mater,
Clemson,
in her
the father's
Sugar Bowl.
Newell is teaching second and third grade
( at the same time — she's to be con.gratulated!)
writes, with
"Breakfast
in Birmingham thisShemorning
Jeanette
Kennedy
Hancock and her husband, Jimmy, They
had a beautiful wedding in April which
was much fun, F.ay Cooper Gates and

Carl and Kurt Krucke, sons

Frances Bell
were
bridesmaids."
Jenny's
Ala,
address:
206 B.
Foxhall
Rd., Birmingham,

of Bruce ir'.;//( Krucke, '54,

Ahniiihie News
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ha\c news from Maine.

Bexy F.ixuii

Sawtelle writes. "As for us. we moved to
Portland {li3 State St.) in July after a
second honeymoon in Bermuda. Mai is
Curate at St. Luke's Cathedral
was ordained December 20 to the
priesthood. I taught school for
years while he was in seminary

here and
Episcopal
the three
in New

^'ork. Now I'm doin.i; occasional substitute teaching and volunteer jobs around
town. Vi'e lose Maine. It is the perfect
place to vacation both winter and summer
and we will be very cross if any of the
elass of '^^ come without looking us up."
Ridj;ewood. N. J., was the scene of the
marri.i«c of Barbara McLamb to Paul Lindeman (August, too). Tinker Beard and Bar
Black were in the wedding. One report
says that Barbara and Paul are living in
Forest Hills. L. I., and Bar is still working
for McCann-Ericson Advertising in NewYork; another source says they are moving
to Milwaukee, so I don't know.
Emily Huiiuy Slingluff and Craig are

Mary Lee Ashcraft McGinnis.
'')4. bride of Frank McClain.
is a member of the Executive
Board of the Alumnae Association and Director of Region 8.

living in the house they built at "Virginia
Beach. Craig is a stockbroker, but he now
lias an additional job as diaper-changer
for Craig Lee. Jr.. who arrixed in June.
Stamford. Conn. (3''1 Sylvan Knoll Rd.), is
the home now of Anne Kilhy Gilhuly. Bob.
and Morgan, born in July. I understand
that Bob was a Rhodes scholar and is
practicing law. Mitzi Sireil Halla and
Roman are in Europe. Mitzi is still flying
around as much as ever.
Emily Thompson was married in Julv ( ?)
and Dot Bannish attended the wedding.
Dot began teaching this fall. Chase Lane
is working in the Psychiatric Dc-pt. of
I'lower Hospital in New York. She is
able to get to New Jersey to visit Ethel on
week ends, and I hope to see her myself
soon. Peggy West "Valentine is livin.g in
Richmond and has a girl. Kakki H lUc
Lovett and Rad live in Brooklyn Heights.
N. Y. Their daughter is about three years
old. Emily Ccst Winburn lives in Savannah. Ga.. and her son Bill is about t\vo
years old. On October 5 Preston SlmkUjii
Bowen had a boy. Bob. She is living in
Jacksonville where her hu.sband is in the
real estate business.
Pat Tiicktr Turk lives in Roanoke and
had a girl. Heather, on September 5. Adele
]''nr/ihees
Milligan
is in
where
her
husband
is with
theCalifornia
armed services.
Dell is working. Caniille \\"illi.ims Taylor
has a son. Honey Addiiiglnn Passano lives
at Gibson Island. Md.. and has two children.
Ciretchen Ai/jjflrui/j^ Redmond and Daniel
li\e at 1717 No. Troy St.. Arlington. "Va.
The address of Dianne Wriuy Greenway
is 3^Ci'i Nav. Tng. 'W'g.. Connelly AFB.
Vi'aco. Texas.
She has a child.
In September Nella Gi\iy Barkley presented Rufus with another son. Joseph
Miles (to be called Miles). Rufus. III.
is now about two years old. The Barkley
family is living in Charleston. S. C. (42
So. Battery). Philip, son of Sue Bernard
Odence and Larry, is 1 1 i and a sturdy
young fellow, with blrndish-brown hair
and hazel eyes. Jane UnJh\ Riddel 1 had
twin girls in July. She and Dick are living
in Denver. Colo.
Ginger Finch was East for the Christmas
htilidays and got together with Elise Wachenfeld and Miss Sprague for lunch in New
■^'ork.

Ginger
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is

teaching

8th

grade

at

the Crystal Springs School outside San
Francisco.
And speaking of Elise, before long she
will be available to "doctor us"! She has
my sincere admiration and respect. Elise
is taking a year out of her studies at
Rochester Medical School to do research in
pathology, but next September she will
continue in her 4th year at Medical School.
Elise was here for lunch over the holidays
along with Miss Sprague and Miss Belcher.
Elise went to Toledo for Bar Black's wedding to Bob Sommer. who is in his 4th
year at Rochester Medical School. He
and the new Mrs. Sommer honeymooned
at Mt. Troniblant. Back from their skiing
trip, they are living at 273 Cypress St..
Rochester. N. Y.
Tinker Beard is living and working in
Rochester; she continues to hold down the
fort with the Community Players.
What luck — this morning's mail brought
am ther letter, this one from Anne Lyn
Hjrrttl Welsh. I quote. "Bill and I had
2' 1 wonderful years in Germany, returning
in January. '57. with a baby daughter.
Lyn. 'We spent about 60 days of leave all
told skiing in the Alps, sunning on Majorca and oft the coast of Sweden, and were
also in Berlin. England. France. Belgium.
Denmark, and Spain. We were then sent
to Fort Hood. Texas, for three months.
Bill resigned from the Army (a major decision, but we are convinced a happy and
fortunate one) and we settled in August
in Cleveland. Bill is in a grand job as
a sales engineer with Thompson Products. "
This must go to S. B. C. today, but I
can't sign off without a few final words
about
the now
VanDerpoel
us).
Our life
revolves family
around (that's
one small
shrimp, named Leigh, born in June 28. She
is very happy in her own baby-world, while
Charlie and I spend most of our time house
hunting and studying sketches and flixir
plans. As play pens, jump seats, high
chairs, etc., move in. coft'ee tables and
chairs move out. so we are hoping to find
just the right place before too long.
This
has
been
lots
of fun,
and
if

Manda' ever needs a helper again. I hope
she will let me know, provided no one
else wants to try a hand at it.
Ruth Campbell VanDerpoel

j^ ^
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Catherine Lotterhos Mills
Eglm Auxiliary Field No. 9. Fla.

IlO was •"'
delighted
tot hear from Debbie
'^'■■'-"'"' tour
Broun Stalker who proudly announced the
birth of Peter Stalker. III. on December 18.
They will leave Cambridge in June when
Peter graduates from Harvard Law School
and will move permanently to Grosse
Pointe. Mich. Before they move, however,
they will travel to Tennessee to leave young
Peter with his grandparents, while they
cross the Atlantic to spend five weeks of the
summer in France! Two years ago Debbie
and Peter happened to meet Margie Ai.iiigel
Lyman and Guy in California. I recently
received word that the Lymans are back in
New Orleans.
Lee Chang

wrote that last summer

she

received her Master's degree in Educational
Psychology at Cornell. Congratulations!
She is now a staft' member in student personnel work. This involves residence counseling and also the job of being Program
Assistant in the student union. In this
latter job she's developing the area of international activities.
Carolyn Dickinson Tynes and family will
be leaving Washington this July; Barney
begins his medical residence in Birmingham. Oirolyn wrote that Leila Thompison
Taratus and Kenneth have a son. Kenneth.
Rose Monlsiomtry Johnston was a wonderful guide for Pryde Broun McPhee and
John when they spent a week end in
Memphis in October; she even took them
into the Mississippi Delta country where
they "lunched on the levee." Rose and
Tommy are taking night art appreciation
classes at Southwestern which sound very
gocd. Beejee (Elizabeth Jean) Smith is
also attending classes — at Duke University
Jr.
as she works for her Master's degree.
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more bit of news from Rose in the form
of a correction: Norman Davi! Owen and
Penn are living in Memphis (right down
the
the Johnston's
! ) instead
on astreet
Tunicafrom
Phmtation.
Another
correctionof
is that Ann Sleieiis Allen and Bob are not
living in Cambridge but even farther north
— in Montreal, Canada !
From her Christmas picture 11 month old
Heidi Henkel is adorable. She is the daughter of Denny Do/jk Henkel and Steve who
live in Englewood, Colo. Another baby
I'm just hearing about is Julius Rousseau
who was born last August to Gary Maxwell
Rousseau and Jules.
Frances Gilberl Browne and Herb will
be
Sill untillawJuly
at which time
"they "
planat toFt.practice
in Charlotte
or Raleigh.
Already engaged in the practice of law is
Eve
Allsheler
Jay'sEvehusband,
Stuart.
are in
Louisville;
is keeping
busyThey
too
in the advertising world. Another "Louisville Lou,"
writesas
that she
and Meredith
Paul willSmythe
remain Grider
in Dallas
he completes his medical residency. Ruth
Philips our
HoUowell,
Lin,at and
'Weems Ga.
are
serving
LTncle Sam
Ft. Benning,
Jane Black Clark wrote that all is well
in Norfolk — except for a siege of chickenpox in the Clark household ! On the brighter side is the news that David is the new
assistant manager of a branch bank in
Norfolk. Carol Beckenridge has been hving
in New York for a year now and loves
the "wonderful crazy city" as she puts it.
She didn't mention what her job is but
I imagine the talented Carol is in the
dress designing business and I'm keeping a
sharp eye out for a label with her name on
it.
It was so good to read Julia Bates Jackson's letter in her marvelous and characteristic handwriting. She finished her
graduate work in June and has since been
working for her father. Even though she
finds the Oil and Gas business very interesting, our Julie is going to be another
Portia and plans to enter law school soon.
She recently spent a wonderful week end
with the Rawleys.
Helen Turner Murphy wrote a good long
letter just after I mailed my last article.
L'nfortunately, in the confusion of moving
her
was news.
lost soShe
I'll and
try to
remember
some letter
of the
Tayloe
have
bought an 1830 cottage on Tally Ho Farm
in Keswick, Va. This perfect cottage has box
bushes, fire places in all the rooms, and a
magnificent view. I can't wait to visit them.
Helenloves
is still
Religion
at St.
Anne's
and
it teaching
and Tayloe
is still
attending
law school. Mrs. Murphy told me of Joyce
Leiiz Young's appendectomy last spring.
I wasandsorry
to hear
fine
dandy
now. this but I'm glad she's
On December 6 Louisa Hunt became the
bride of Evander Roderick Mclver Coker
in the Chapel at Charlottesville. By the
time this is printed there will have been
another beautiful Virginia wedding: that
of Nancy St. Clair and Dr. Lilburn Trigg
Tailey in Richmond.
Fort 'Walton Beach was not too far for
us to go to Jackson for Christmas so
"home" we went and it was just as Christmas should be. Also there for a Mississippi
Christmas were Nancy Salisbury Neill,
Betsy, and Bob and all of them looked wonderful. Young Catherine and Betsy became
fast friends immediately.
I close this letter
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with a brief and cheerie note: my daughter
learned to whistle before she was nine
months old!
^ rj
Sydney Graham
Lane 111.
^-^
*/
Highland
873 Yale Park,
^
Fran Childress Lee and Lewis are in Atlanta now, where Lewis is working and
going to school, and Fran manages the
house and their two children — Lewis, Jr.,
born March 22, 1958, and Ann, almost 2.
Nannette AicBuniey Crowdus wrote that
Bill is now tlirough with the Marines so
they have settled in Ladue, Mo., with 'William 'Warren Crowdus, III, who appeared
Nov-ember 3, and who has steadily advanced
to back-breaking proportions. Another item
from the Crowdus household is word about
June Heard 'Wadsworth, who will possibly
be moved, with her Navy Lt. husband, to
Hawaii, temporarily joining our fastgrowing colony on the Isle of Paradise.
Sue Smith told me about her marvelous
trip to California last summer, during
which she went out to Coronado to visit
Joan Harjes Jasperson. They went to San
Francisco and Yoseniite, and, unsatisfied
with these mundane tours, resorted to climbin,g mountains on muleback. Michael was on
cruise at this time or you may be certain
that a number of these shenanigans would
not have been included in the itinerary,
and more time would have been spent at the
Jasperson cottage, complete with patio,
lawn and French poodle.
Marguerite McDaniel Powell has found
enough to keep herself busy: she's playing
piano for the ballet class of a friend, keeping house, doing volunteer work, taking
courses in modern poetry and religion, and
participating
in a study club. 'What a
schedule
!
Elaine Dies Colmer recently returned
from a trip to Bermuda, a vacation won by
her husband through a business contest.
The Colmers ran into Ethel Ogden Burwell
on her honeymoon in Bermuda, and returned
to Houston in time to move into a new
house which they have enjoyed furnishing
and fixin' up ever since.
"Westie" sent me a wonderful and long
letter from New York, telling absolutely
all. including her trip to Europe with Carroll 'Weitzel, Lainy Newton, Gail Haugan
Mclnnes, and others; gaining secretary-hood
at Katherine Gibbs; and landing a fine job
at Compton Advertising agenc-y in N. Y. C.
She and Maggie Mohlman, '54, represent
SBC at Compton's. "Westie" spent Thankswith Sophie
"White
Dave ingivingNew
Jersey,Ann
and Ames
reports
that and
she
was surprised by a nice visit from Sandra
Stinsily Simpson recently. Mary McCarrick
and "Westie" share an apartment with two
other girls which from its descripticn is
doubtlessly the living end in everything —
television, electric dishwasher, air-conditioning, wall-to-wall carpeting, etc. (This spot
was recently occupied by Jane Fitzgerald,
Pris Bowdle, Roberta Malone and Ruth
Ellen Green, and has thus naturally been
passed on to four other deserving occupants.) Mary McCarrick is presently working for Sally Dickson Associates, a publicity
firm, after recently .graduating from TobeCoburn
schoolnews
of has
fashion.
"Westie's"
most exciting
been reserved
for
the last, i. e., that she is now pinned to a
young executive at J. Walter Thompson

who is at present being sub-let by LTucle Sam
and is stationed at the Pentagon in Washington.
Jane Rather is now back from her "vie
european." While abroad, she had a grand
job in Paris at the NATO Parlimentarians
Conference working as a secretary-translator
for Congressman Hays of Ohio, travelled
with congressional groups afterward to
Rome, Munich and Madrid, and is now back
in New York working part-time in an Art
Gallery, and teaching piano in the afternoons in Manhasset and N. Y. C. She plans
to go to Russia next summer if possible;
Jane could write her autobiography nou'
and have enough material to fill several
volumes.
Carolyn Scoii Dillon and Peter are now
safely tucked away in Rochester, N. Y.,
where
is studying
his Master'sof
degree Peter
in physics
at theforUniversity
Rochester and Carolyn is driving mad people
madder as Secretary in the Psychiatric Division of Strong Memorial Hospital. They
spend their spare time, if any, skiing, skating and (I quote, you understand) "in
general
enjoyingsent
the me
cold a weather."
Barby Medert
wonderfulTraitor!
bit of
information: she announced her engagement on December 19 to George Sulvester
of Cleveland, and they plan to be married
on May 16.
After inLarry
from Slotl
L'. 'Va.
Law
School
June graduates
he and Mary
Warner
will move to Louisville, Ky., where they
have already bought a nice house. Pagie
Phelps writes that she is no longer keeping
secrets forkindergarten
the U. S. at
Gov't.,
and is nowin
teaching
a cooperative
D. C. Saynor Johnson is at this very moment engaged to a fine young man named
Buddy Ponder whom she met while working
in Atlanta. Their wedding will take place
in May, after which they will establish
permanent residence in Atlanta. Saynor also
tells me that she and Buddy visited Sandra
Stingily Simpson and Jim in Birmingham,
and that Ruth Ellen Green has a fabulous
job with an Italian airline in New Orleans.
Betty Folmar Hunt and Duke, who are
now living in Hampton, Va., will be moving
to Ft. Knox, Ky., in April, and then, with
luck, overseas, the prospect of which already has Betty jumping up and down.
News from the nursery: D.iy Gibson Kerr
and Whitney are now the proud parents
of "a beautiful, bright little blond boy,"
Whitney Edward Kerr, Jr., by name, born
November 21. According to D,ay he looks
just like his Daddy, and is as good as gold.
The Kerrs now live in a nice new apartment right across the hall from some old
friends equipped with a little boy just
WhitneyderfulJr.'s
age,their
and babies.
all are having a wontime with
Another
flash: Pai
Annahave( "Chips"
to you)
Chao
and David
announced
their
engagement, and will be married in late
August or early September. Chips is presently finishing her graduate work at Bryn
Mawr, and will be doing research work for
her thesis at the Albert Einstein College of
Medicine in N. Y. C. this summer. David
also has more graduate work to do, so next
fall they'll
living
in Bethlehem,
Pa.,
where
he willbefinish
at Lehigh.
All is well
and happy with Judith Ruffin Simpson and
family. Billy is now ll^ years and quite
a lively little guy. They arc enjoying their
new life in Winchester, Va.

Ah/iiiihie Neifs

Jackie Ambler Cusick and Ralph, together
with "Chippy, " arc house-hunting, but at
present are happily lodged in the Park Fairfax Apts. in Alexandria, Va. They see a lot
of Mimi Ch.ipin Plumley and Allan, and
other old pals living in and around Washing^ton, including Susan Rag,Li>id Lewis and
Jimmie who have also increased their happiness by one — Jennifer Elizabeth Lewis,
a sweet little girl born January 8.
Avcrala Ann Paxton is now working for
Willys Motors, Inc., in Toledo, Ohio, and
was recently promoted to the impressive
office of Confidential Secretary of the Wage
and Salary Administration. That's quite a
title!
Janey Briggs (last time we called her
Janey Black, and are very sorry about it)
is working as a Spanish translator for the
Lincoln National Life Insurance Co., and
skiing on the side, which works in well
with her job — as the nearest ski-slope is
only 320 miles away, making it a snap to
get there and back if you don't mind going
without sleep for 4 days. Catherine Meacham is lea\ing for Europe in February, and
will travel through the continent. North Africa. Turkey, Troy, Athens. Rome (for
Easter) and parts North. ^X'hat an itinerary! Marjie W'hitsijii Aude sent me a nice
letter saying that all is well, and little
Laurie is growing by the minute. She and
Bari Baker have sent me the happy news
and
of Bari's
wedding
en January
31. details
Bari married
a young
hombre
named
William Hart, from Athens, Texas. Bill
is a son
lawyer
"County Jedge" in HenderCounty,and
Texas.
Another misprint, for which I humbly
apologize, is that of the last name of Anne
Alelloii'i husband — it's Kimsey, not Kinsey
nor in any way related thereto. Anne
works part-time for Mrs. Elizabeth O'Neill
■Verner, the famous Charleston artist,
writer, etc. Anne reports that Sarah Slaughter is in Cambridge working for an artist,
too, which, by the way, is the first word
we've had of Sarah in a long time (to be
read with much throat clearing and significant looks).
Char Htuer Watson and Bob are in Austin, Texas, where Bob is finishing at the
University. I was thrilled to learn that they
have a little boy, named Robert Allen Watson, Jr., born last October 14, and am only
sorry to be announcing it so tardily. Elaine
Kimball still claims to be merrily teaching
Latin at the Shipley School in Bryn Mawr,
Pa., but if the truth were known, she really
likes it because she can trip off to New York
at the drop of a hat.
Nancy Crone Adams has been enjoying
sunny California for almo.st a year while
Richard is at sea. He is in the Far East
now, and in a year will have shore duty
for a change. Nancy has visited with Page
Kelt) O'Connor and Don, who have a cute
little girl called Margaret.
Since returning from Merrie England.
Kim McMurtry has been dividing her time
between journalism and a young lawyer
named David Wheeler who will lead our
Lady Historian to the altar in August. Not
satisfied with their hair-raising tour through
the Florida waterways last summer, Jim and
Sallie Ljiie Metcalfe will soon set sail for
Biniini or the Florida Keys.
Amon.g the biggest news of late, in Raleigh, N. C, is the arrival of Earl Johnson,
III, on November 10. His mother, Margie
March,
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Scolt
Johnson, tells
me block,
that he's
already
cock-of-the-walk
in his
surrounded
entirely by little girls, and all children of
fellow alumnae: Mishew Williams fdaughter
Mishew(daughter
Cooper of
Williams,
'56),
Helenof Evans
Helen Wolff
Evans, '"if)) and Marion Winston (Flo
B.irclay Winston's little girl).
Jay and Anne Gwinn Fox are nicely
settled in Richmond, having just bought,
painted and decorated a house there. Now
they're busy entertaining their old buddies
living in or passing through Richmond.
Jane Pinckney is still loyal to the Fair City,
too, though she did venture down to
Charleston, S. C, over Christmas and had a
marvelous time. Jane also told of the arrival of a little baby girl in the family of
Bob and Suzie Nebletl Stephens.
Finally heard from Mary Webb, whose
silence is easily explained by her many and
varied activities in the last few months.
Mary went with her family last August
for
a twoto months'
returned
work in trip
San through
Antonio Europe,
for her
father, and on December 20 became engaged
to a youn.8 man from Dallas by the name
of Tom Miller. Mary and Tom will be
married in early April. All's quiet on the
northern front, according to the last word
from Lee Willich Morrow. Meanwhile,
down in the sunny south Carroll Weitzel,
the Friendly Treasurer, sends her best to
all of you, and a sincere word of appreciation to those of you who have supported
the Sweet Briar Fund so faithfully.
Betsy Denny Candler sent me a wonderful
description of Christmas in Georgia. Santa
made a big hit with "Sambo" (aged 2)
and
althoughit little
Bethcertainly
(only 1)
didn'tin
understand
all. she
joined
the excitejiient. Christmas went by just in
time for a small .get-together for eighty
people. This was followed, as you might
guess, by sending the children to grandmother's while Mom and Pop set off for
Miami to collapse (not failing to work in
the bowl game, however) .
All is well back in Charlottesville, where
Jody Rj/nes Daniel and Jimmy are awaiting
June when Jimmy finishes school. Jody has
seen a few of the Old Crowd living in or
around Charlottesville, including Sophie
Ann Awes White, as well as Joy Peebles
Massie, and their little one.
Mary Anne Viindenoorl Large wrote me
from Cape Hatteras, N. C, where Bob is
stationed at present. They're eagerly
\\aiting for summer when they can make
better use of their living only two blocks
from the ocean. Mary Anne will be travelling to Celeveland in May for Barby
Medert's wedding.
Our beloved Class President, Diane Diiffielit Wood, has authorized me to issue a
general invitation to one and all to go out
to Hawaii and recuperate from this obnoxious winterattractions
we've enjoyed
far. Paradise
Among
the other
of this soIsland
will be "sun, tradewinds, fun and relaxation "— and, of course, the Woods!
K. D. Moore wrote me that she has come
home
fromseeSpain,
present,
but long.
we'll
probably
her for
backthethere
before
Jane Dunn Ennis wrote announcing the arrival of daughter Oirolyn Worbendyke Ennis, born September 9, and is now madly
comparing notes with various other mamas
of our acquaintance. An older hand at the
mama-game,
Ruth Cdndler Lovett, reports

that all is fine with her brood, including
little Elizabeth who is now equipped with
one tooth. One final happy announcement
is the marriage of Helen Smith to Robert
McGee Davenport on October 3, 1958, in
Chattanooga.
As for me, for some reason unknown to
anyone, I'm still plug.ging away in Chicago.
March will bring a vacation to New Hampshire, and spring mjy bring a melting of all
this snow. In the meantime, it is a real
delight to hear from all of you.
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Jane
Shipman
1218 Pine
Rd.

Troy, Ohio
First of all, congratulations to our class
president Susan Davis whose engagement
to Dick Briggs was announced last month.
Susan writes that she has given up golf in
favor of Akron L'niversity and teaching,
as well as marriage. Those who have joined
the ranks of the newly-weds: Flo Buchanan
and John Heyward were married September
13 and are living in Bon Air, just outside
of Richmond. Ethel Ogden became Mrs.
Armistead Bunvell on September 27. As
if the Christmas season were not excitin.g
enough, Peggy Smith was married to Dr.
John Warner in Nashville on December 27.
And speaking of weddings (which we
were), there was a virtual Sweet Briar reunion on the 29th of November when Julie
Booth became the bride of Charlie Perry.
Among the bridesmaids were Betsy Pender,
Margie Richey Johnson and Poogie Wyjit
Shields: and joining in the festivities were
June Berguido, Tibby Moore, Mary Johnson, Mary Taylor, Eleanor St. Clair, Myrna
Fielding, Lee Wood, Lynn Prior and Diane
Chjse Monroe.
I received a long, newsy letter from June
Berguido, who deserves a special word of
thanks for catching me up on a lot of the
activities of the class. She is with the
Lynchburg Training School and Hospital
as a social service aide, and writes glowing
reports about her work. On top of her professional duties she starts her Junior League
provisional course soon. June writes that
she has seen Carolyn Alclior Dews who is
teaching the third grade as well as Celia
Loving, Richeson who is a seventh grade
teacher at Fort Hill School.
The Virginia- Washington area seems to
be a favorite location for many of our
classmates. Tibby Moore writes that she
has been going to a business school in
Richmond. Poo.gie W'^MI Shields and Fred
are livin.g in Charlottesville where he is
going to law school. Judy Gr.ihjm Lewis,
who is "stationed " at Quantico with her
Marine-husband Jim, was just made a
nurses' aide and works two days a week at
the hospital. Ceci Dickson is putting her
knowledge of French to good use as the head
of the French department at Fairfax Hall.
Cjinny Tyson and Mary Taylor are sharing
an apartment in Georgetown; Ginny is
teaching and Mary is working for an insurance company. Myrna Fielding and Lee
Wood also have an apartment together in
Washington and both work for the N. S. A.
News from here and there: Shirley McCallum is teaching at the Gricr school in
Tyrone, Pa. Another teacher from our
group is Lynn Morris: she was back at
SBC in October. Cathy Hill is in Denver
doing therapy for emotionally disturbed
children.
Diane Ch.ise Monroe
and ,Sam
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liave been having a taste of the Middle
Western life while he is stationed at Fort
Sill, Okla.
"Facts in the Crowd" should be the title
for the gals in New York, for it sounds
like "old home week" in N. Y. C. Joan
Lamfarter is working as a secretary for
the New Yorker: she is living at home and
commutes. One of our .group who has
ended up on the fabled Madison Avenue is
Judy Kingman; she w-rites me that she is a
"girl Friday" for a firm that does research
for spot T. V. advertising. Judy Gross has
devoted her talents to Time, Inc. Polly
Benson now calls New York "home" since
she has begun working as a secretary for
McCann-Ericson; Polly visited at SBC this
past October. If any of you have occasion
to go to the Columbia University library
be sure to look for Susan Day. And Susan
is not the only one of our number who is
studying there; Minii Garrard is living at
International House and is studying both
dance and occupational therapy. Judy Bell
is attending a chemistiT course and she also
doubles as a medical secretary when she is
not studying. I saw Margie Shannon last
August in San Francisco, where she visited
after spending the summer counselling at a
camp in Texas. Beth Mears has been having
wonderful adventures in her job with Harper's. Marcia
Hill and
Sue isK'Burg
haveNew
an
apartment
together;
Marcia
with the
York Life Insurance Co. We have a nurse
among our classmates; Robin Couchman is
midway in her nursing studies and is now
in Pediatrics at the Columbia I'niversity
School. Edie Knapp sounds like a busy
girl; she soon starts her practice teaching
at Cornell University and will be writing
her thesis at the same time.
Some of those in the Boston area are
Dotsie Woods, Bessie Smith and Sally
Austen. Dotsie is attending Kathryn Gibbs
school and Bessie is teaching history at
Rogers
Hall,again
a girls'
Sally
is once
calling school
Boston in
homeLowell.
after
her move back there from Cleveland. Sara
Gait writes me that she was finally able to
tear herself away from Europe in October
after a very gay trip; now she, too, is
working in Boston. Patty Sykes has added
Radcliffe to her list of schools; she wanted
me to pass on the fact that our class received
thank-you notes from Mrs. Pannell and
Nancy Burton, who is chairman of the
Alumnae Fund, for the class gift of $254
to the Auditorium Fund.
I had a long letter from Winnie Leigh
giving me a resume of her activities; she
attended summer school at Johns Hopkins,
then spent a few weeks at home. This fall
she headed back to Baltimore to teach the
loth she
grade
in a girls'with
public
this
is combining
her high
studiesschool;
for a
Master of Arts in 'Teaching at Johns Hopkins.
I saw Pat Ashby several times while I
was in San Francisco in August and my last
night there I had dinner with her and her
attractive family at their home. In fact, the
trip was highlighted by visits with Sweet
Briar friends including five wonderful days
in Santa Barbara with Trish Galvin, '61,
and her delightful family at their ranch and
an evening with Fran Brackenridge, '61,
while I was in Los Angeles.
Most of this fall I have devoted to work
for the Junior League; my main project is
acting as a decent at the Dayton Art Insti-

tute. Ikit I managed to get to auite a few
retriever field trials over the week ends
and spent three days with the Galvins in
Bloomficid Hills, Mich., at a U. S. Equestrian Team competition in which Trish rode.
Also 1 have taken up shooting (under my
fathers able tutelage) so in December the
two of us went duck hunting in Tennessee —
and I came back with eight ducks I I have
just now returned from visiting a friend at
Sea Island, Ga.. where we spent ten
glorious days.

S. B. Alumnae
( Colli ill II tii j roll! P.ixt' a)

of its students' social and economic
background. They argue that greater
diversity among the student body
could be achieved by more scholarships and would contribute to the richness of academic and social life at the
college.
Sweet Briar alumnae have great
hopes for the future and confidence in
the college's ability to fulfill them. The
list of desires is impressive. They
want the college to cultivate a sense of
community responsibility, to encourage
the preservation of moral and spiritual
values, to strive for new levels of
scholastic excellence, and to do more
counseling and guiding of individual
students. Some propose changes in the
curriculum. Others wish to improve
faculty-student relations, to build new
buildings, and to raise faculty salaries.
Most of all, however, they want Sweet
Briar to remain a liberal arts college.

They beliexe that the education they
received was valuable in itself, and the
majority do not think that a college
should devote itself to vocational or
"practical" training. One young mother of two children, a graduate of the
class of 1949, summarized her suggestions as follows: "The only type of
change I think would benefit Sweet
Briar and her students is more strenuous effort in the directions you are already moxing, i. e., higher faculty
salaries to enable the college
tain afine teaching staff, more
ships to attract and hold good
and renewed determination to

to mainscholarstudents,
offer the

best possible education."

Cleveland

{Coiiliiiued from Page 19)

culturally, in having so many young
leaders gain an understanding of our
attributes as well as our faults. In
turn, I feel that our sons and daughters were given the opportunity to
learn much of future benefit to them."
"I knew about the American principle of keeping the State out of social
and cultural affairs," wrote one participant, "but only on our visit could I
imagine how this could work and
understand why the Americans believe
in this system. I had the idea of an
America so liberal that you could
starve and nobody would care, and I
found a system of large social organizations and an astonishing generosity

(31n (jHflcmormitt
Acad.
Acad.
Spec.
1924
1924
1925
1929
1929
1934

Mary Spencer Berkeley,
November, 1958
Meta
1959 Waring, February 1,
Zelda Hiirris Lindsay,
November, 1958
Frances Hdmbiirger Tuggle,
November, 1958
Helen Rhodes Gulick,
February 19, 1959
Isabel Crft^fow Cooper,
September 26, 1958
Elizabeth y4/woWWright,
August 21, 1958
Anita Peters Burleigh,
October 21, 1958
Anna Young Adams,
February 19, 1959

forThere
social is
projects."
much to understand of
others in order to be understood, and
I feel we are privileged in Cleveland
to have the opportunity of broadening
our knowledge through personal contacts and first hand information, made
available
through
Cleveland's
own
efforts to meet
one of
the vital needs
in foreign affairs. As Ohio's Congresswoman Frances P. Bolton said,
"They (the citizens of Cleveland) are
just not satisfied with merely studying
or talking about foreign affairs; they
believe the most effective diplomacy
between nations must be carried on by
the people themselves."
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Alumnae News

Don't miss it!
Miss what?

REUNION!
and ALUMNAE

COLLEGE

May 31, June 1 and 2, 1959
All alumnae are welcome, but if you are a member of the
class of 1914, 1919, 1924, 1929, 1934, 1939, 1944, 1949,
1954, or 1958, then this is your big Reunion year. Five
years will pass before you will again have the opportunity
to see so many of your classmates back at Sweet Briar.
Sunday, May 31
9:00-4:30
10:00
4:30
5:30
6:15

Registration, Reid Parlor
Baccalaureate Service, Manson Chapel
The Reverend George Mauze, San Antonio, Texas
Step Singing
Vespers
Class Picnics

Monday, June 1
10:00

Commencement Exercises, Daisy Williams Gymnasium
The Honorable Walter S. Robertson

1:00

Assistant Secretary of State for Far Eastern Affairs
Luncheon and Annual Meeting of the Alumnae

3:00 - 5:00
6:15
7:00

Faculty Open Houses
Reception, Terrace, Emily Bowen Room
Alumnae Banquet, The Refectory

Tuesday, June 2
9:30-11:30
12:15

Alumnae

College

President Pannell's Luncheon,

Sweet Briar Gardens

Resenalion folders will be nniiled in M-.iy.

Association

M'ou CiH corctfalW iHvvfeed
to vtst t tkt

af den Wttk tn Vtom^a
ft 18*-^ - 25^^

1..
Thousands of tulip, hyacinth, daffodil, crocus and iris bulbs from
Holland were planted by Sweet Briar last autumn. These were a gift
from Van Zyverden Brothers, Inc., the importers of the superior bulbs
for Sweet Briar's "Operation Tulip Bulb" which begins its eighth year
this spring. Weather permitting, the Sweet Briar gardens should be at
their loveliest about the middle of April. Come any time you can to
visit the college and see the gardens. Sweet Briar House will be open
on Saturday, April 18th, and you and your friends will be welcome.
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Parents Board Reports
$79,000 in Gifts this Year
College-Parent relations were reviewed at
the annual May Day meeting of the Parents
Advisory Board by Mr. Robert A. Harrier,
executive secretary of the Lehigh University
Alumni Association and father of Joanne
Harrier, a Sweet Briar junior.
Mr. Harrier mentioned the September coffee parties for parents of entering students.
Parents Day, the Parents Advisory Board,
and the Parents Supper at Commencement,
and he also noted with pride what Sweet
Briar parents do for the college, through the
Parents Fund.
Their total gifts of $54,736 given to the
college last year put the college in fourth
place among all women's colleges in the
amount given by parents. So far this year,
Mr. Harrier reported, approximately $79,000
has been given to the college by the parents
of current students and alumnae. Of this
total, $48,000 has been designated for the
new Auditorium-Fine Arts Center, and the
remainder for student scholarship endowment, faculty salaries, Chapel, Science Building, and the unrestricted account.
In her remarks, President Pannell announced that "in recognition of
given to the college's student
program by Sweet Briar parents
Parents Fund, that endowment

the support
scholarship
through the
account is

being named 'The Parents Scholarship
Fund.' "
Introducing Mr. Robert C. Tyson, father

of Virginia Tyson, A. B., '58, and finance
committee chairman of the United States
Steel Corp., who also spoke to the group of
50 Advisory Board members and wives, Mrs.
Pannell noted that on May Day last year Mr.
Tyson had presented the college with a check
for $20,000 from the U. S. Steel Foundation,
for the Science Building. She thanked him
also for the fifth successive U. S. Steel grant
of $12,000 to the Virginia Foundation for
Independent Colleges, this year.
Members of the Parents Fund Committee
and the classes they represent, are: Andrew

J. Schroder, II, '62; Peter B. Rutfin, '6l;
W. W.
Laird, '60; J. Clifford Miller, '59;
and
Victor
Broman, alumnae. Frederick G.
Storey, chairman of the Parents Board, was
unable to be present.

Sweet

Briar

Prepares

for

Fiftieth

Graduation

Two native Virginians, Walter S. Robertson of Richmond and Washington, and the Rev. George Mauze, now of San Antonio, Texas, will be guest
speakers at the fiftieth annual Commencement exercises at Sweet Briar
College this spring.
Dr. Mauze, minister of the First Presbyterian Church of San Antonio, will preach
the Baccalaureate sermon at 1 1 a. m. Sunday,
May 31, and Mr. Robertson, Assistant Secretary of State for Far Eastern Affairs, will
give the Commencement address, entitled
"U. S. China Policy," the next morning. The
Class of 1959 numbers 89 candidates for
Sweet Briar's bachelor of arts degree.
Robertson, who recently resigned effective
July 1, from the position in the State Department which he has held since 1953, was chief
of the U. S. LendLease Mission to
Australia in 194344. Minister at the
U. S. Embassy in
Chungking during
1945-46, he was later a member of the
Public Advisory
Committee for the
Economic Cooperation Administration's China Aid
program. He has
represented his
country at many important international
meetmgs and conferences, including successive SEATO meetings in Bangkok, Karachi,
Canberra, and Manila.
A year ago, Robertson was awarded the
decoration of the Philippine Legion of
Honor, given to him by Ambassador Carlos
Romulo, "for his service in the passage of
the Philippine Trade Act of 1955, for being
the staunch advocate of friendship between
the Philippines and the United States, for his
services in the organization of the Southeast
Asia Treaty Organization which is gratefully
acknowledged by the Philippine people . . ."
Born in Nottoway County, Robertson attended William and Mary and Davidson colleges, and he holds honorary LL. D. degrees
from Davidson, the University of Richmond,
and Hampden-Sydney. Since 1925, whenever he was not engaged in government service, he has been a senior partner in the
Richmond banking firm of Scott and Stringfellow. His civic endeavors, for which he
is well known in Richmond, are numerous.

Dr. Mauze, a native of Rockbridge County, is a graduate of Davidson College and of
Union Theological Seminary, Richmond. An
honorary D. D. degree was conferred
minster
upon him College,
by WestFulton, Mo. He has
held pastorates in
Kinston, N. C, St.
ston -Salem, and
Mo., in'WinJoseph,1949,
since
San
Antonio.
Dr. Mauze has
delivered baccalaureate and commencement addresses at many colleges and high schools in
Missouri, North Carolina, and Texas, and he
has been a speaker in Religious Emphasis
Week services at various colleges. At present
he is chairman of the Church Extension
Committee, Presbytery of John Knox, and
sub-chairman of the Synod of Texas Church
Extension Committee.
President of the Board of Trustees of che
Presbyterian Pan-American School, at Kings\ille, Texas, Dr. Mauze is actively associated
with se^eral San Antonio welfare agencies.

Watson Foundation Gives
$50,000 for Memorial Chapel
A grant of $50,000 for the Memorial
Chapel from the John J. and Eliza Jane
Watson Foundation of New York was announced last month.
An alumnae committee, headed by Mrs.
Adrian M. Massie of Rye, N. Y., has been
raising funds for a separate Chapel, to replace the room in Manson Hall which has
served that purpose, and many others, since
1910. Together with other gifts, this grant
brings the Chapel Fund to nearly $85,000,
and Mrs. Massie hopes the total will be
$100,000 by Commencement.
Recent gifts for the Auditorium-Fine Arts
Center, including an anonymous grant of
$16,000 for(Continued
the Music
Library in that new
on page 3, col. 1)
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First Students Admitted
Under Early Decision Plan

Fulbright Grant Won
by Elizabeth Johnston
A Fulbright grant for a year of graduate
study at the University of Birmingham, England, has been awarded to Elizabeth Johnston, a senior at Sweet Briar, whose home
is in Blacksburg. She is the daughter of Dean
G. Burke Johnston, of Virginia Polytechnic
Institute, and Mrs. Johnston, and she is the
grand-daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Dabney S.
Lancaster.

What has been the response to the Early
by Sweet Briar's
Plan adopted
Decision
Office
of Admission
last year?
At the end of the first year under this plan,
adopted by at least 24 independent women's
colleges, a survey revealed that Sweet Briar
and 21 others considered it a worthwhile
effort to alleviate some admissions problems,
especially that of needless duplication of
applications by very good students.
These colleges agreed not to publish any
figures as to the actual number of applicants,
or the number admitted under the Early Decision Plan. This agreement was made because the plan is still in its experimental
stage and the various colleges used such
different methods that publication of figures
might lead to misinterpretations.
At a meeting in Boston in March, admissions officers of 20 colleges reported 1561
applicants for 5239 places, or about 30 9r
of the total class size. They admitted, altofrom 10 to 20*"^ of the expected
freshmangether,
class.
The informal report made at this time
shows, interestingly enough, that Agnes
Scott, Goucher, Hollins, Randolph-Macon,
and Sweet Briar had almost the same numbers of applicants, proportionate to the size
of the freshman class, under the Early Decision Plan. It is estimated that each of the
accepted students would normally have filed
three applications.
But there are still difficulties. According
to the Rddcl/ffe Re-Netts. "While early acceptance benefits the college and girls who
are definitely accepted or rejected, it may
prolong the period of considerable strain to
girls who fall into a middle group. Under
the Plan, the middle group may re-apply to
the college of their first choice and undoubtedly will apply to several more, thus multiple
applications again."

Cpfip

Cfintphi'll

photo

Sweet Briar's ffty-fhird May Queen, blonde Gay
Hart, of Short Hills, N. J., was crowned May 2.
In keeping with the theme, "Merrie England," which
was chosen and carried out by the sophomore class,
a masque in the manner of Elizabethan entertainment was presented in honor of the May Court and
viewed by a large company of spectators. Tommy
Dorsey's band played for the May Day ball that
evening in the gym, which had been decorated to
resemble a palace ballroom.

INN CLOSED JULY-AUGUST
Boxwood Inn will be closed to visitors
for two months this summer, during
July and August, when a sprinkler
system will be installed. The Inn will
re-open on Sunday, August 30.
Of those accepted last December at Sweet
Briar, only three have withdrawn, because
they needed more financial aid than was
available. All those who were advised to
apply for re-consideration this spring have
kept their applications on file at Sweet Briar.

Elizabeth also recently became the first
Sweet Briar student to win a Woodrow Wilson Fellowship. This would have enabled
her to begin her graduate study in this country, and she had been accepted for admission
to Radcliffe College. She has declined the
Wilson grant, since she prefers the opportunity to study in England for a year.
A graduate of Blacksburg High School,
Elizabeth has been an outstanding student
during her four years at Sweet Briar. She
was elected to Phi Beta Kappa last year,
when she was a junior, and she currently
holds the Manson Memorial Alumnae
Scholarship, an honor award given to an
outstanding upperclass student. She has been
editor of the Sweet Briar News, student
weekly, for the past year.
Elizabeth is majoring in English at Sweet
Briar, and she will continue her studies in
Renaissance English literature, concentrating
on Edmund Spenser, at Birmingham, where
she will begin her work in October. She is
preparing herself to be a college teacher of
English.
Approximately 900 Fulbright grants for
graduate study in 28 countries during 195960 have been awarded under the International Educational Exchange Program of the
Department of State.

STUDENT

HONORS

Derm's List, second semester: Seniors: Erna
Arnold, Elizabeth Colwill, Patricia Davis, Jo Anne
Dougherty, Elizabeth Duke, Gay Hart, Jacqueline
Hekma, Elizabeth Johnston, Barbara Kelly, Virginia JVIarchant, Kathleen Mather, Sarah Mayfield,
Dorothy Mayher, Juanita Mixson, Eleanor Morison, Alice Morris, Sarah Jane Murdock, Fleming
Parker, Suzanne Pohl, Virginia Ramsey, Barbara
Sampson, Elizabeth Space, Valerie Stoddard, Mary
Lee Taggard, Tabb Thornton, Kathleen Tyler, lane
Wheeler.
Juniors: Judith Barnes, Patricia Collyer, Margaret Cook, Matilde Farrell, Carolyn Gough, Gail
Hayman, Jane Headstream, Jane Hilton, Alice
Jones. Mollie McDonald, Margot McKee. Kadri
Niider, Norvell Orgain, Patricia Powell, Barbara
Reeves. Patricia Russell, Linda Sims, Ann D.
Smith, Julia Todd, Isabel Ware, Marydee Wimbish.
Sophomores: Judith Atkins, Jeanne Bounds,
Carolyn Boyd, Eleanor Briggs, Sandra Brown,
Susan Cone, Laura Conway, Janet Cook, Maria
Garnett, Judith Greer, Dorothy Haskell, Jane
Hatcher, Elizabeth Hutchins, Mary Kennedy, Chloe

Gene

Campbell

photo

Members of the Class of 1959 elected Into the Theta of Virginia chapter of Phi Beta Kappa include:
Virginia Ramsey, Elizabeth Johnston (elected last year), Elizabeth Colwill, Jane Wheeler, Kathleen Mather,
Barbara Kelly, Fleming Parker, Alice Morris, Virginia Merchant. Kathleen is the daughter of Kathleen
Carmichael Mather, '33, and Fleming is the daughter of Alice Dabney Parker, '32. Two alumnae, Mrs.
Edgar J. Shannon (Eleanor Bosworth, '47] and Martha von Briesen, '31, were also initiated into the society.

Lansdale,
ElizabethReece,
Marble,Janna
Julie Staley,
O'Neil, Margaret
Kathrj'n
Prothro, Teresa
Storey, Susanne Taylor, Dicksie Waterhouse,
Alexandra Wilson.
Q. ]'.: Judith Greer, Bea Newman, Patricia Stanton, Susan Cone, Louise Chapman, Margaret
Storey. Winifred Storey, Maria Garnett, Fran
Brackenridge. Adora Prevost, Beverly Ayers,
Eleanor Boothe.
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New Member Elected
To Board of Overseers
J. H. Tyler McConncU, secretary of the
Hercules Powder Co. of Wilmington, Del.,
has been elected to the Sweet Briar Board of
Overseers and will begin his six-year term
of service at the next meeting of the overseers in mid-May.
McConncU has many ties with Virginia.
Grandson of former go\ernor James Hogc
Tyler, he was born in Richmond and he is a
1936 graduate of
Virginia Military
Institute. He earned
a law degree at the
University of Virginia three years
later and then practiced law in Radford and served as
judge of the civil
court there before
going to Wilmington to join Hercules Powder Co. in 1941.
He is currently a member of the board of
trustees of the Virginia Military Institute
Foundation, Inc.
Before assuming his present position with
Hercules as secretary, member of the board
of directors and of the finance committee,
McConnell had been plant manager and
plant counsel at Hercules-operated, government -owned ordnance plants, he had been
assistant general counsel of the company and
assistant to the president of Hercules.
In addition to his business career, he has
been actively engaged in political and civic
affairs in Delaware, where he was the Democratic nominee for governor in 1956 and
where he was formerly chairman of the state
highway commission.
Among the civic and welfare organizations
with which he is acti\ely associated are the
Welfare Council, Red Cross, Boy Scouts,
United Community Fund, Children's Bureau,
Travelers Aid Society, and Y. M. C. A. He
also serves as a director and member of the
executive committee of the Delaware Trust
Company and he is a director of Delaware
Park.
Mr. and Mrs. McConnell are the parents
ot two daughters and two .sons.

Gift to Chapel Fund
(Continued from

pipe

I. col. 3)

building, have increased that fund to
S850,0()0. This should assure a groundbreaking this summer, but additional funds
are still needed to make this more than the
"minimum building" described in the brochure published by the Development Office
last fall.
Sweet Briar's share of the corporate support provided through the Virginia Foundation for Independent Colleges will total more
than S3H,000 this year, a record amount. Of
this, 527,000 will be used for faculty salaries
and other current operating expenses, and
SI 1,160 in gifts specifically designated for
Sweet Briar will be allocated in the Science
Building Fund, bringing it to more than
Si 65,000.

Prof.

plifll photo

Contemporary Spanish literature was featured in
this library exhibit, which focused attention on the
newly-published English translation by Dr. John Rust
(above) of a novel by Juan Goytlsolo. Juegos de
Manos, or "The Young Assassins." Author and
translator met In Madrid five years ago, when Dr.
Rust, associate professor of Spanish at Sweet Briar,
was director of the Middlebury College group
there. He Is currently translating another novel t>y
the same author, a leader among young Spanish
writers today.

NINE WILL SPEND
JUNIOR YEAR ABROAD
Nine Sweet Briar sophomores are making
plans to spend their junior year studying at
universities in Spain, France, Scotland, and
England, and two will study in Europe this
summer.
Fi\e have been admitted to the Sweet Briar
Junior Year in France group for the coming
year. They are: Eleanor Briggs, New York;
Laura Conway, Arlington, Va.; Julie Boyd
O'Neil, Knoxville; Margaret Wadman,
Southampton, N. Y.; and Emily Whaley,
Charleston, S. C. Emily, Laura and Margaret
are majoring in French, Julie in chemistry,
and Eleanor in art history.
Jane Hatcher, of Columbus, Ga., and Kay
Prothro, Wichita Falls, Texas, will represent
Sweet Briar at the University of St. Andrews,
Scotland, next year, under the special plan
which has been in operation between the two
institutions for almost three decades. Jane is
majoring in modern European history and
Kay in chemistry, both under the honors
plan of study.
Jane Garst, whose home is in England at
the present time, will spend her junior year
in Spain with the Smith College group.
After an introductory period at Santander,
the students will go to Madrid for the remainder of the year. Spanish is Jane's major.
Molly Haskell, Richmond, has been admitted toWestfield College of the University
of London, to continue her studies in English
literature for the coming year.
Two sophomores, Ann DeVore Smith,
Lynnhaven, Va., and Willia Fales, now living at The Hague, will study in Europe this
summer. Ann will attend the international
summer school at the University^ of Oslo,
Norway. Willia plans to return to Heidelberg where she attended a German school
for two years prior to her entrance to Sweet
Briar. She will take courses at the University
of Heidelberg towards her major in German.

Dace's Drama
Chosen for Centennial

A Sweet Briar professor's three-act historical drama, "The Prophet," has been
chosen for presentation during the Harpers
Ferry Centennial Observance, Oct. 12-18,
it was announced this spring by the Harpers
Ferry Area Foundation.
Wallace Dace, assistant professor of English and director of dramatic productions at
Sweet Briar, says this will be the premier
performance of the drama which he wrote in
1955, while he was teaching at Russell Sage
College, Troy, N. Y.
John Brown lived in Troy during the early
1850's and Mr. Dace became interested in
the variety of accounts of Brown's raid on
Harp>ers Ferry, and the ramifications of the
Brown legend.
Mr. Dace's studies in this field were carried on chiefly at the New York State Library
at Albany. In writing his drama, he tried
to be as objective as possible, and to present
an historically accurate account. Seven or
eight sets and a cast of over 50 will be
needed for his production.
Mr. Dace, who has been at Sweet Briar
since 1957, is a graduate of Illinois Wesleyan
LIniversity and the Yale Drama School, and
he holds a Ph. D. from the University of
Denver. He has taught at Mount Holyoke
College, and at Russell Sage, and he has
published a number of articles on \arious
aspects of stage production.
At Sweet Briar, Mr. Dace teaches courses
in playwriting, history of the theatre, dramatic criticism, and play production and
acting. He has been deeply interested in
plans for the new auditorium-fine arts center, for which he has drawn numerous preliminary sketches, based on his own studies
in theatre design and his experience in many
theatres.

Coll eee on H onor Roll
For the third successive year. Sweet Briar
College has been on the Honor Roll of the
American Alumni Council, according to
figures published recently, as a result of
alumnae gifts to the college in 1957-58.
In the Council's Survey of Annual Giving
and Alumni Support, Sweet Briar had 69.2%
of graduate contributors and ranked fifth in
percentage of graduate contributors among
the 610 colleges, universities, and schools reporting results for last year. Princeton,
Mount Holyoke, Rosary Hill, and Wofford
College headed this list.
In addition, alumnae gifts totaling
S88,144 placed Sweet Briar ninth among all
women's colleges in the category labeled
Alumni Gifts to Annual Fund, and the
average gift of S32.56 was the tenth highest
among the women's colleges.
Parents' gifts to Sweet Briar, which
reached a total of 554,736 in that year,
placed the college fourth highest among the
category.
women's colleges in the Parent Giving
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New Student Rules Adopted
Parents, as well as students and faculty,
are directly concerned about regulations
governing students' absences from campus.
They care about their effect on the pursuit of
academic work and what relation they have
to student and faculty morale. For these
reasons, attention should be called to some
new regulations, adopted in April with
faculty approval.
In recent months, student dissatisfaction
with regulations which had been in effect
for some years began to simmer and then
bubble. Following precedent established
long ago
in Sweet was
Briar's
Student
Government, a committee
formed
to study
and
re-evaluate social regulations in the light of
present-day custom and certain pressures
brought about by rulings in effect in other
colleges in this area.
The Rules Committee, consisting of the
president and vice-president of the Student
Government Association, chairman of the
Judicial Board, one sophomore housepresident, three other students, and five faculty representatives from the College Council,
discussed student requests to lift restrictions
on the number of overnight absences permitted to all students below the senior level.
As a result of these deliberations, the Rules
Committee asked the faculty to approve the
new rulings which had been drawn up.
By faculty action, on a trial basis for the
next academic year, all juniors, and those
second-semester sophomores who have an
average of at least 1.5 (C plus) in the work
of the first semester, will have the same overnight -absence privilege that the seniors have
had for many years: that is, the number of
nights they may choose to be away from
campus is to be determined by their own
discretion and judgment.
Certain conditions will apply to the new
ruling, as to the former regulations, as follows: students must secure permission from
the Dean of Students or her deputy before
leaving campus for any overnight absence;
they may take not more than four consecutive
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nights away, and that only once in a semester (except for illness or family emergency) ;
all students must attend classes the two days
preceding and two days following a vacation
or recess.
The Dean of Students, as always, is free
to discuss with any student the advisability
of her plans for absence from campus.
How does the new regulation differ from
its immediate predecessor? Heretofore, juniors have been limited to 10 nights' absence
in a semester and sophomores, eight. A study
of overnight absences revealed that the seniors, over a period of years since they had
been granted the privilege of unlimited overnight absences, had accepted this responsibility and used the privilege advisedly.
In requesting the new regulations, the
students asked that juniors and secondsemester sophomores be allowed to assume
the same responsibility for their social plans.
In granting the request, the faculty added
the safeguard of a certain degree of academic
security (1.5 credit ratio) and voted the

Alumna

Named

Asst. Dean

An alumna, Mrs. Calvert de Coligny, of
Richmond, has been named assistant dean at
Sweet Briar, effective at the start of the next
academic year. Mrs. de Coligny, the former
Julia Sadler, is at present serving as head-'
mistress at St. Michael's Parish Day School
in Bon Air.
At Sweet Briar, she will succeed Miss
Doris Thomas, who is leaving to become
dean of women and assistant professor of
education at C. W. Post College of Long
Island University.
Following her graduation from Sweet
Briar, where she was president of the Student Government Association, Mrs. de Coligny studied at Columbia University, where
she received the master of arts degree in
English and comparative literature. She
taught at St. Catherine's School in Richmond
for a number of years before becoming the

plan's adoption on a trial basis. Its continuance will depend upon how well it is
carried out by the students.

first head of the new St. Michael's
Mrs. de Coligny was a member
Sweet Briar Board of Overseers from
1955, and from 1948 to 1952, she
the Alumnae Council.

School.
of the
1953 to
was on

Seeds are being planted for a new liftle garden
spot, beside the Ames Greenhouse.
This area, ineluding a small pool, serves as an outdoor extension
of the biology laboratories, under the direction of
Assistant
Professor
Elizabeth
Sprague
(above).
Meanwhile, elsewhere on campus, a victim of the

Dutch elm disease, one of two beautiful elms which
have so long graced the approach to the Refectory,
had to be cut down
and burned,
to the great
sorrow of everyone.
Regular spraying and feeding
of the other elms on campus
will, it is hoped.
strengthen their resistance to this blight.

Entered as second-class matter at the
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A
Chair
For
Miss Lucy

IT WAS particularly appropriate at the fiftieth commencement of Sweet
Briar College and the twenty-fifth reunion of the class of which Miss Crawford isan honorary member, that President Pannell announced the beginning
of an endowment fund for the Lucy Shepard Crawford Chair of Philosophy.
The idea of giving Sweet Briar an endowed chair in her honor came
originally from Elizabeth Stevenson Tate, '30, and met with such genuine
enthusiasm and support from former students, colleagues, and friends that
more than $10,000 has already been received for this fund. Included in
this total is a gift of $1,336.50 which the class of '34 presented to the
college at Commencement as a tribute to their sponsor.
"Miss Lucy," or "Lucifer," as Dr. Crawford is variously called, is
known to Sweet Briar students and alumnae since 1923 as a teacher of
philosophy. But they remember her too as mother confessor, defender of
the miscreant and the misunderstood, baker of philosopher's bread, gardener,
adored friend of children and loyal friend of the aged — respected by all
who know her and loved by all who know her well.
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W^ith more students than ever planning to go to college and with
competition for trained men and women becoming more and more
intense — What is likely to happen to the quality of college teaching in
the decade ahead? Can America's institutions of higher education hope
to keep pace with the growing demand? W ill there be enough good
teachers or are we entering an era in iihich teaching standards ivill
have to be compromised?
The Sweet Briar Alumnae Magazine in this issue joins 250 other
college and university magazines in presenting a special report on
the slate of college teaching in America today — and the outlook for
the years immediately ahead. We strongly urge Sweet Briar alumnae
to read it. think about it, talk about it, and act upon it.

The Cover:
Miss Crawford's young friend and neighbor,
Hughie Rowland, wonders just what she carries in her hood.

Issued six tinip« yearly: November 1st ami l.Stli. February, March. May, June,
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The gift of the new Lucile Barrow Turner Scholarship is announced by President Pannell.

MAKIN' GLORY
by MARTHA

A

"Be
WISE l woman
carefu
what youonce
wantsaid,
in life,

you may get it." Lucile Barrow Turner listened carefully to her mother's
words. Just as carefully she has
chosen what she wanted from life,
and gotten most of them — a family,
a career, the satisfaction of accomplishment. And now has come the
opportunity to preserve for posterity
her beloved songs of the "just gone
Now a grandmother, and mistress
of stately Old Elkton at Forest, Virginia. Mrs. Turner is a coinposer,
rhapsodic
past." singer, inimitable rhythm
maker and interpreter of folk themes.
She has been inaking music all her
life, but she promises to make even
more in the future, which includes
her new record album, "Cile Sings,"
in which she intones in a beautifully
husky and, at times, haunting voice
the songs she has learned from or
composed about the South.

RIVERS ADAMS

"Her future broadens, as does her
smile," wrote one newspaper columnist, "as she talks about a whole new
generation of students — sons and
daughters perhaps of those who have
heard her sing in New York's Towai
Hall, or the Starlight Roof, or in the
National Art Gallery in Washington
— who are learning to appreciate her
style of 'makin' glory.' Right now
she is preparing a contract series done
by WUNC-TV, Chapel Hill Studio,
for National Education Television.
The eight televised films are being
made by Earl Wynn of the University of North Carolina's department of
Radio. Television and Motion Pictures. John Ehle, faculty consultant
on research at the University, is the
script writer. The films are scheduled
for presentation on all Educational
Television Stations, which now number forty-three. Chosen for the overall title of the series is "Songs Out of
the Soutli."

June, lySD

Programs given by Cile Turner in
the past have been titled variously
"Makin' Glory." "Jubilee," "Ole
Hisfry's Walkin'." and "Red Clay
County." In these, southern Negro
music was accented. Even in her
original compositions such a source
is suggested — for example, "Crap
Shootin' Sinner," "Full o' the Moon"
and "One Arm Tom " She has widened her repertoire through tlie years
and now has assembled all manner of
Soutiiern folk-material. The rarest
and best will be used on "Songs Out
of the South," which will be seen
and heard by an audience estimated
at some thirty million viewers. "It
gives me goose bumps just to think
of it," Cile says.
In these films she recaptures the

essence of the creative expressions of
the people of the Southland, from
the fields and the factories, the plantations and the railroad camps, the
highlands and the lowlands, the
plains and the cotton patches — products of the red clay of Virginia, the
black soil of Mississippi, the brown
earth of Alabama. The singer's intensity and depth of feeling, her absorption inthe meaning of the songs,
are balanced by the accompanying
instruments — instruments that range
all the way from a grand piano, of
which she is master, to a tiny tin
bucket, drums in many sizes from India, Africa and early America, guitars, and if nothing else is handy, a
battered tin pan. All these serve her
gift

for

rhythm.

"You

can

make

music on anything," she believes and
once proved it aboard the Isle de
France as it steamed across the Atlantic. In the ship's dining room, surrounded by glamourously gowned
women and smoothly groomed men,
she got up to fill a request to sing.
There, beating on a frying pan from
the galley, she alternately belted out,
crooned and intoned the music she
holds so dear.

ck County, VirBORN in Brunswi
ginia, daughter of the late Mr.
and Mr.s. Herbert C. Barrow, Mrs.
Turner had her first tutelage from
governesses and in private school.
Music was an important part of
family life. "Momma played the
organ on Sunday and the piano during the week and we had a song fest
on Saturday nights." When quite
young, she became imbued with the
desire to know the ancient Negro
lore, a desire inspired by the oftheard plantation songs and the loving
kindness which surrounded her, especially that of old "Uncle Robert" who
often took
the little girl to prayer
.
meetings
At Sweet Briar College, as a member of the claiss of 1920, she was already aPied Piper with her music.
One cherished picture shows her in
costume leading the faculty children
through the West Dell. From Sweet
Briar she entered the New England
Conservatory of Music and the Emerson School of Oratory. Perhaps she
would never have entered the immediate sphere for which she seems destined had she not "gone way up
North." Here the novelty of songs,
stories and other products of Southern plantations moved fellow-students
to clamor for more. This spurred collecting and research and finally led
to the serious business of uncovering
and preserving these creative arts.

an offer
GRAD
to UATI
appear ON
in the brought
theater but,
says
ful
Lucile with her delight
chuckle,
"Poppa said no lady — especially a
Virginia

lady — goes

on

the stage."

"You can make music
on anything — this African guitar,
thiseven
Zuluthis
chieftain's
or
little old drum,
tin milk bucket," said Cile.

She adds, "And along came Lawson
Turner and they lliought they had me

Society, First Families of Virginia
and Daughters of Colonial Wars.

sings her songs and beats out her rhytlim. Her compositions range from

settled." Settled she might have been
but she never ceased singing, even
when she was most occupied with her
three children: Lawson Withers, Jr.,

Perhaps the highest praise ever received byMrs, Turner, who has won
accolades from critics of eininence

songs and ballads of love and romance, war and work and homeinaking, to lullabies and spirituals.
She is a master of the fast disappearing art of intoning, which she defines
as a rhythmic syncopation of speech,
an art which reveals the imagery ex-

Barrow, and Nancy (now Mrs. Mark
McGlasson ) . All three live in Lynchburg and with their families are favorite guests at the eighteen room
Georgian home. Old Elkton Farm,
where Lawson Turner, a retired industrialist, raises his prize winning
Angus cattle.
In the years that "Cile" did stay
close to home she always responded
when the Swe<'t Briar Alumnae Association or the Junior League, of wliiih
she is a past president, asked her to
sing. She has also found time to be
active in St. Paul's Church, tiie Garden Club of Virginia, Daughters of
the American Revolution, Jamestown
June, 1959

labeling her a genius in her metier,
was bestowed by the great Negro poet,
James Weldon Johnson, On hearing
her intone a funeral oration he had
composed, "Go Down Death," he reinarked with tears running down his
cheeks, "I never believed that a white
woman could tell it like that. She is
aide, in a miming especially her own,
to recreate the nuances of the mind
with such objective clarity that momentarily the character she interprets
seems there in person."' He added.
"In her unique analysis of the Negro,
she portrays hitn without betrayal."
It is very difficult to describe Cile's
effect on her audiences. She simply
sweeps theiTi along with her as she

plicit and inherent in the Negro's
spontaneous outpouring of religious
fervor.

e her
to encourag
first husband
the her
ALWAY
Lawson
.. hasSbeen
Turner. And this June at Sweet
Briar's fiftieth commencement an announcement was made tliat Mr. Turner had permanently linked Lucile
Barrow Turner's name with that of
her college. In her honor he has established the Lucile Barrow Turner
(Continued on Page 36)

The Sweet Briar
In this issue is a special feature, "The College Teacher:
1959." please read it! The situations and conditions
described in it do concern you for they have a direct
influence on higher education in America today. One does
not have to belabor the point of the effect of these on your
life as ivell as the lives of your children.
But what of Sweet Briar's
Which of these situations and
How do they, themselves, feel
in particular, about teaching
some facts about Sweet Briar
informed alumnae might not

teachers in the year 1959?
conditions apply to them?
about their professions and,
at Sweet Briar? Here are
s faculty that even tlie best
know.

IN THE 1958-59 catalog, sixty-eight teaching members
of the faculty are listed. This includes the president
and the dean who each teach a course, but it does not
include the assistant deans, the director of admission, the
registrar, the librarian. Twenty-one of these teachers
hold the rank of professor.
Speaking of ranks, few people realize that college
teachers have ranks just like the military. Writing on
this subject for the Emory Alumnus, the editor, Randolph
Fort, says, "This doesn't mean, heaven forbid, that anyone has to go around saluting anyone else, but the ranks
exist and are meaningful, nevertheless. These ranks in
ascending order are: instructor, assistant professor, associate professor, and professor. Often the person occupying this highest rank is called a 'full professor,' a term
which has been known to provoke amusement.
"In all but exceptional cases, a young college teacher
starts out as an instructor and in time works his way up
to a professorship. These three upward steps can be
taken and have been taken in a relatively short time, but
the person who turns the trick within ten years is a
rarity."
At Sweet Briar the more normal span between an
instructorship and a professorship is fifteen to twenty
years. An example is the present dean who came to Sweet

Briar as an instructor in 1928 and became a full professor
in 1943.
Advancement from one rank to the next brings a salary
increase as well as additional prestige, and, in general,
the best teachers are the ones who get to the highest rank
most rapidly. Their abilities are recognized and they are
moved up as rapidly as practicable, but there are many
exceptions to the rule.
For one thing, the teacher may be just plain lucky by
being in the right place at the right time. For another,
he may be in a field in which replacements are hard to
locate and he is advanced in order to keep him.
The impression should not be left that all faculty members begin their careers at Sweet Briar as instructors.
Associate-professorships or professorships are offered in
some cases to experienced and able teachers when vacancies due to retirement or resignation must be filled.
Full professors at Sweet Briar hold the doctor's degree
( the only exceptions are in the physical education and
music departments. ) The Statement of the Policies of
Sweet Briar College asserts, "Sweet Briar also takes into
consideration certain special criteria when evaluating the
qualifications of ( 1 ( creative artists who also teach; and
(2) teachers of physical education." This statement also
says, "For all professorial ranks, presumption is in favor
of the doctor's degree or its equivalent. For rank of
instructor, the master's degree or a year of graduate study
is considered a minimum. Presumption is in favor of the
candidate who has begun work toward a doctorate, or has
plans definitely in mind for further graduate work."
All appointments at Sweet Briar are made by the president after consultation with the dean and the department
or the division concerned, as represented by the department or division chairman, and are ratified by the Board
of Overseers.
The usual period of a new appointment is for two years.
For re-appointment, the usual period is for three years.
After seven years of experience the teacher is eligible for
Alumnae Magazine

Teacher: 1959
that goal anil salvation of college teachers, something
called "tenure.'' This means the teacher is assured a
continuous appointment.
This is offered to those who have demonstrated "competence, promise of furllier growth, and creative interest,
both in classroom teaching and in scholarly activity."
Consideration is also given to the teacher's interest in
campus activity outside the classroom, and his promise
of happy professional relationships. Decisions as to permanent tenure are reached by tlie president after consultation with the dean, the chairman of the department or
division concerned, and with the Advisory Board (composed of all department heads I . Sweet Briar college, in
considering eligibility for tenure, gives full weight to
the number of years of service in other colleges and
universities.
Having achieved tenure, the professor, for the remainder of his active life as a college teacher, enjoys a job
security and a freedom of speech known, perhaps, to no
other occupation. He may be fired only for "demonstrable incompetence or moral delinquency." This has never
happened at Sweet Briar.
Teachers at Sweet Briar enjoy academic freedom,
are entitled to full freedom in research, and the publication of the results. They are also entitled to freedom in
the classroom in discussing their subjects.

FL

LL time professors, associate professors, and assistant professors who have taught at the college for
at least six years are eligible for sabbatical leaves.

They have the choice of a full year's leave with half salary
or a half year's leave with full salary. When this leave
is granted it is understood that the greater part of it shall
be spent in study, in writing, or in travel which will increase the beneficiary's competence as teacher and scholar.
Faculty children find the subject of sabbatical leaves
most intriguing. One young miss of nine was overheard
to say, the other day, "It's simply not fair. Vickie got her
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sabbatical in France when she was six. Buddy and John
are having theirs this year in England at seven and ten.
When I get mine, I'll be twelve — too old to enjoy it!"
Not only are sabbatical leaves spent in study and research, but most of Sweet Briar's faculty members use
their long vacations for such purposes.
Does it pay off — this system of long vacations, with
safeguards guaranteeing the professors tenure and academic freedom? The answer is an unqualified "yes."
As Randolph Fort writes, "Tenure works for the best.
It permits the professor to speak out, to challenge young
people to tliink for themselves and to question. It permits
those of the most divergent views to work togetlier in
relative harmony. Wherever you find an institution
whose faculty is gagged, there you will find an inferior
college or university. There too you will find an institution with little chance of attracting the best teachers from
other schools."
A very, very small number of teachers at Sweet Briar,
as well as elsewhere, take unfair advantage of their status
as persons of continuous appointment. They simply stop
growing professionally and teach the same material in
the same way year in and year out. But professors of
their stripe are rare and academic freedom is seldom
abused at Sweet Briar or used in such a manner as tc
embarrass the institution.

"Most college professors recognize that changes are
inevitable and hence they are perennially unpopular with
those who will not admit this fact. Most professors are
called 'radicals,' "fuzzy tliinkers,' 'eggheads' because they
anticipate, predict, and even work for changes — and the
changes keep coming. The people, it is often said, are
far ahead of the politicians in their thinking. College
professors are equally far ahead of the people; this makes
them twice as unpopular with politicians. But right or
wrong, radical or reactionary, they keep thinking and
keep making other people think. And who will deny
that in these times we need to have thinkers at work."

Teaching at Sweet Briar: 1959
What is it like lo leach at Sweet
Briar? We put this question to some
of our Sweet Briar teachers: James
Rawley, Professor of History, Noble
Gilpin. Professor of Music. Richard
Rowland, Associate Professor of English, Jane Belcher, Professor of Biology, Marion Rollins, Professor of
Religion, and Mary Ann Lee. Professor of Mathematics. This is in part
•vhat they had lo say.

Mr. Rawley:
Some months ago my venerable
graduate professor, a faculty member
of a large, distinguished university,
visited our campus. He spoke to my
students and had dinner with my majors; while I was ushering him about,
introducing him here and there, he
asked in astonishment, "Do you know
the names of all your students?"
His question pointed up a proverbial trait of a small college: the close
relation between student and faculty.
This close relation hcis many advantages for the teacher, enabling him to
shape his instruction and influence to
the individual's need. Together with
the democratic structure of Sweet
Briar College, it allows the teacher to
indentify himself with the institution.
The spirit of community, arising
from small enrollment, detached setting, and abundant extra-curricular
program, furthers this sense of identification and at the same time
invites a personal contribution and
a contribution to personality. Versatility is called for and miraculously
produced from the teacher at Sweet
Briar. He must perforce teach a
variety of courses, some of them specialized and advanced. Bearer of an
unshirkable responsibility as faculty
member and committee-man, he is
likely to be called on to advise stu-
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dents, sponsor a club, conduct chapel,
participate in a panel, or even write
for the alumnae magazine.
Exposure to these opportunities is
not without its perils. The student
who telephones her teacher at eight
a. m. on Sunday about an inconsequential matter abuses the close relation. The faculty member who is
sometimes taxed beyond normal
strength will sympathize with a former colleague's remark, "Teaching at
Sweet Briar is like entering the ministry; one is on twenty-four hour
call." The teacher who is jack-of-alltrades may be master of none. Expectation ofversatility may sacrifice
depth and impose burdens on time
and health that are costly to the college. Community spirit may infringe
upon the need for privacy and solitude without which neither teacher
nor student may learn and develop.
While the small college favors independent learning, it also opens the
temptation of dependence on a kindly
instructor — to take nourishment by
the spoon.
Sweet Briar has erected guards
against some of these pitfalls. The
system of sabbatical leave provides
occasion for research and refreshing.
The library policy of remaining open
throughout tlie summer permits resident faculty members to do witli their
minds what they were obliged to leave
undone during the college year.
To make teaching at Sweet Briar
a continuing challenge the college
must recognize the primacy of intellectual endeavor, free enterprise of
the mind, and the requisite for scholars of all ages to have time for reflection.

Miss Belcher:
Eighty per cent of the time it's like
getting caught in an egg beater with

bells; something starts the beater at
Opening Convocation, sets the timer
for Commencement, and current takes
care of the rest.
Five per cent of the time it's like
serving as dummy for a sword
thrower.
Fourteen and one-half per cent of
the time it's like being in a play that
flopped on opening night.
And one-half of one per cent of
the time it's like first night of My
fair Lady, Inauguration Day, Fourth
of July, wiiniing the Irish Sweepstakes, and all the tumultuously nice
things in life rolled into one. The
half of one per cent is the infective
agent — if the bug bites, you never
recover.

Mr. Gilpin:
Sweet Briar College functions within the Sweet Briar community. This
is unique. Colleges of larger populations, more urban locations, church
or state related (and so church or
state obligated), cannot exercise the
same degree of autonomy in their
affairs. But this places a special
obligation on the members of the
community. It is up to them to create
an atmosphere favorable to the pursuit of their stated aims of a liberal
arts education.
Each member of this commimity is
a necessary cog in the machinery
tlirough which it operates. Because
it is a relatively small commmiity,
each small part is more important to
the whole. This must be interpreted
in terms of independent thinking (for
that is how the machinery of the educational process works) , as well as
conscientious pursuit of that body of
knowledge, without which no
thinking is worth much. Good
pendent creative thinking is the
of natural curiosity with a
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of fact aiid experience, applied to tiie piolilems of life.
This |)uts every teacher at SBd on
tiic spot. His contrihiition to tiic
coninuiiiih cariiiot l)c solely in terms
of how niiicli he knows any more than
it can he in terms of what he does, or
how he acts. Specihcally this hoils
down to a pupil-leacher relationship
of a nuich closer nature than is generally found on larger campuses; to
a more inliinate interdependence
among aihninislration. teaching staff,
and the student liody. Antl this situation tends to keep the ohjectives of
the liheral education more clearly
hefore ailminislralor, teacher and
pupil, riie motivation is more immediate, more real. The failures are
more ohvious hut the successes are
more permanent because they are the
results of living habits acquired in a
live experience.

Mr. Rowland:
Henry James once described teaching in an American college as "the
long grind of teaching the promiscuous and preoccupied young."
In June when the last blue-book
has been marked, the last grade
turned in and the teacher's mind turns
with relief to detective stories, many
teachers would agree with this description. But usually by September
a sense of restlessness and excitement
invades the teacher's home. Hope
springs eternal; perhaps this year we
will succeed in the areas where we
most lamentably failed last year.
It may seem odd to speak of failures here — yet it is the very risky
nature of the enterprise which lends
much of the excitement to the task.
The teacher dare not relax, dare not
assume success. In a small college,
such as Sweet Briar, where one can
see the students as individuals and
in more than one context, the opportunity to recognize one's own errors
and achievements is more real. Nor
is success, if and when it comes, only
June, 1959

with the A student; years later one
recalls certain (] students, or meets
them again, with a sense of warm
<rratitude, remembering an awakening, a respon.so, a discovery, an insight which pai<l for a good many
horns of the long grind. Students
complain, here as everywhere, that
marks are over-emphasized. In large
classes the mark may be all the teacher knows about a student: at Sweet
Briar this need not be so. One can
see the student not as a B- or a 1) but
as Jane Jones from Teaneck who
]ilavs the recorder, rides, and admires
Dylan Thomas; one may hope at
least to reach her, whatever her preoccupations may be.

Mrs. Rollins:
Teaching at Sweet Briar is infinitely more than preparation, classroom
procedure, perusal of term papers
and tests, and endeavor to give fair
grades. It is essentially a warm human relationship between teacher and
students, based on a shared adventure
in the search for truth and a shared
concern for the values upon which
our lives are built. The teacher knows
the terrain and has found paths to
some of the treasures that past ages
have gathered, but the student does
not merely follow marked trails. In

and the Board at Sweet Briar work
tirelessly to produce tiie best teaching
conditions possible in a small independent college, and that the alumnae support their eflorts. Administration and Board are not distant beings,
almost impersonal, but responsive
human persons with whom, from
lime to time, one eats meals, discusses
problems, and shares ho|)es.
Two features of the situation are
somewhat frustrating to an eager
teacher, but neither is |)eculiar to
Sweet Briar. The first is the cluttered
schedule of Imth faculty and students.
Most of the committees and activities
that a large college would need are
carried on here by a relatively small
nund)er of people, with the result
that many seniors and faculty members find it hard to allot as much time
to academic work as they honestly
desire to give. The second frustrating
feature is the frequent decimation of
Saturday classes. With class groups
as small and close-knit as ours, the
academic motor has to labor to pick
up normal speed at the next session.
But life is never entirely simple,
and teaching at Sweet Briar is predominantly amost rewarding experience.

Miss Lee:

her own quest she may make discoveries which will enrich both her
classmates and the teacher. Classes

You ask me what it's like to teach
at Sweet Briar. You may recall I
came first as a one year appointee

are small enough for this mutual

to fill in between Miss Morenus' retirement and the appointment of her
successor.

stimulation and for the teacher's constant awareness of each student's gifts
and hazards.
The Sweet Briar faculty has a high
degree of consistency in academic
standards, and a camaraderie comparable to that which seniors develop
before they graduate. Teaching at
Sweet Briar need never be a lonely
task.
Though the teacher here may see in
some other institutions a higher
salary scale, she has the security of
knowing that both the Administration

Having loved Randolph - Macon
and the country round about and the
people associated with it, 1 was happy
to return to the same type of atmosphere. As I took my master's degree
at the University of Wisconsin with a
graduating class of over 2,000 and
some 1(X) M. A.'s and as I was teaching and working at Cornell, 1 became
convinced that a small college offers
the best education for women.
(Continued on Page 36)
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THE COLLEGE
TEACHER: 1959

''If I were sitting here
and the whole outside world
were indifferent to what I
was doing y I would still want

to be doing just what I am,"

I'VE ALWAYS FOUND IT SOMEWHAT HARD TO
SAY JUST WHY I CHOSE TO BE A PROFESSOR.
There are many reasons, not all of them tangible
things which can be pulled out and explained. I still
hear people say, "Those who can, do; those who
can't, teach." But there are many teachers who can.
They are teachers because they have more than the
usual desire to communicate. They are excited enough
about something to want to tell others, have others
love it as they love it, tell people the how of something, and the why.
I like to see students who will carry the intellectual
spark into the world beyond my time. And I like to
think that maybe I have something to do with this.

THERE IS A CERTAIN FREEDOM
IN THIS JOB, TOO.

A professor doesn't punch a time clock. He is allowed
the responsibility of planning his own time and activities. This freedom of movement provides something
very valuable — time to think and consider.
I've always had the freedom to teach what I beheve
to be true. I have never been interfered with in what
I wanted to say — either in the small college or in the
large university. I know there have been and are infringements on academic freedom. But they've never
happened to me.

THE COLLEGE
TEACHER: 1959

I LIKE YOUNG PEOPLE.
I REGARD MYSELF AS YOUNG.

I'm still eager about many of the things I was eager
about as a young man. It is gratifying to see bright
young men and women excited and enthusiastic about
scholarship. There are times when I feel that I'm only
an old worn boulder in the never-ending stream of
students. There are times when I want to flee, when I
look ahead to a quieter life of contemplation, of
reading things I've always wanted to read. Then a
brilliant and likeable human being comes along,
whom I feel I can help — and this makes it all the
more worthwhile. When I see a young teacher get a
start, I get a vicarious feeling of beginning again.

THE COLLEGE
TEACHER: 1959

PEOPLE ASK ME ABOUT THE
"DRAWBACKS" IN TEACHING.
I find it difficult to be glib about this. There are major
problems to be faced. There is this business of salaries,
of status and dignity, of anti-intellectuaUsm, of too
much to do in too little time. But these are problems,
not drawbacks. A teacher doesn't become a teacher
in spite of them, but with an awareness that they
exist and need to be solved.

AND THERE IS THIS
MATTER

OF "STATUS."

Terms like "egghead" tend to suggest that the intel ectual isomething
s
hke a toadstool — almost physically different from everyone else. America is obsessed with stereotypes. There is a whole spectrum of
personahties in education, all individuals. The notion
that the intellectual is somebody totally removed from
what human beings are supposed to be is absurd.

TODAY MAN HAS LESS TIME
ALONE THAN ANY MAN BEFORE HIM.
But we are here for only a limited time, and I would
rather spend such time as I have thinking about the
meaning of the universe and the purpose of man, than
doing something else. I've spent hours in libraries
and on park benches, escaping long enough to do a
little thinking. I can be found occasionally sitting
out there with sparrows perching on me, almost.

"IVe may always be running just to keep
from falling behind. But the person who
is a teacher because he wants to teach,
because he is deeply interested in people
and scholarship, will pursue it as long as
he can."
— Loren C. Eiseley

T

.HE CIRCUMSTANCE is a Strange one. In recent
years Americans have spent more money on the trappings of
higher education than ever before in history. More
parents than ever have set their sights on a college education
for their children. More buildings than ever
have been put up to accommodate the crowds. But in the
midst of this national preoccupation with higher
education, the indispensable element in education — the
teacher — somehow has been overlooked.
The results are unfortunate — not only for college teachers, but
for college teaching as well, and for all whose lives it touches.
If allowed to persist, present conditions could lead
to so serious a decUne in the excellence of higher education
that we would require generations to recover from it.
Among educators, the problem is the subject
of current concern and debate and experiment. What is missing,
and urgently needed, is full public awareness of the
problem — and full public support of measures to deal with it.

H,

-ERE IS A TASK for the college alumnus and alumna. No one
knows the value of higher education better than
the educated. No one is better able to take action, and to

persuade others to take action, to preserve and increase its value.
Will they do it? The outUnes of the problem, and some
guideposts to action, appear in the pages that follow.

WILL WE RUN OUT OF
COLLEGE TEACHERS?
No; there will always be someone to fill classroom vacancies. But
quality is almost certain to drop unless something is done quickly
WHERE

WILL

THE TEACHERS

COME

FROM?

The number of students enrolled in America's
colleges and universities this year exceeds last
year's figure by more than a quarter million. In ten years
it should pass six million — nearly double today's enrollment.
The number of teachers also may have to double. Some
educators say that within a decade 495,000 may be needed
— more than twice the present number.
Can we hope to meet the demand? If so, what is likely
to happen to the quality of teaching in the process?
"Great numbers of youngsters will flood into our colleges and universities whether we are prepared or not," a
report of the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of
Teaching has pointed out. "These youngsters will be
taught — taught well or taught badly. And the demand for
teachers will somehow be at least partly met — if not with
well-prepared teachers then with ill-prepared, if not with
superior teachers then with inferior ones."

MOST

IMMEDIATE is the problem of finding enough
qualified teachers to meet classes next fall. College administrators must scramble to do so.

"The stafling problems are the worst in my 30 years'
experience at hiring teaching staff," said one college president, replying to a survey by the U.S. Office of Education's Division of Higher Education.
"The securing and retaining of well-trained, effective
teachers is the outstanding problem confronting all colleges today," said another.
One logical place to start reckoning with the teacher
shortage is on the present faculties of American colleges
and universities. The shortage is hardly alleviated by the
fact that substantial numbers of men and women find it
necessary to leave college teaching each year, for largely

financial reasons. So serious is this problem — and so
relevant is it to the college alumnus and alumna — that a
separate article in this report is devoted to it.
The scarcity of funds has led most colleges and universities to seek at least short-range solutions to the
teacher shortage by other means.
Difficulty in finding young new teachers to fill faculty
vacancies is turning the attention of more and more administrators tothe other end of the academic line, where
tried and able teachers are about to retire. A few institutions have modified the upper age limits for faculty. Others
are keeping selected faculty members on the payroll past
the usual retirement age. A number of institutions are
filling their own vacancies with the cream of the men and
women retired elsewhere, and two organizations, the Association ofAmerican Colleges and the American Association of University Professors, with the aid of a grant from
the Ford Foundation, have set up a "Retired Professors
Registry" to facilitate the process.
Old restraints and handicaps for the woman teacher are
disappearing in the colleges. Indeed, there are special
opportunities for her, as she earns her standing alongside
the man who teaches. But there is no room for complacency here. We can no longer take it for granted that
the woman teacher will be any more available than the
man, for she exercises the privilege of her sex to change
her mind about teaching as about other matters. Says
Dean Nancy Duke Lewis of Pembroke College: "The day
has passed when we could assume that every woman who
earned her Ph.D. would go into college teaching. She
needs something positive today to attract her to the colleges because of the welcome that awaits her talents in
business, industry, government, or the foundations. Her
freedom to choose comes at a time when undergraduate
women particularly need distinguished women scholars to

inspire them to do their best in the classroom and laboratory— and certainly to encourage them to elect college
teaching as a career."

SOME HARD-PRESSED ADMINISTRATORS find themSClveS
forced to accelerate promotions and salary increases
in order to attract and hold faculty members. Many
are being forced to settle for less qualified teachers.
In an effort to attract and keep teachers, most coUeges
are providing such necessities as improved research facilities and secretarial help to reheve faculty members of
paperwork and administrative burdens, thus giving faculty
members more time to concentrate on teaching and
research.
In the process of revising their curricula many colleges
are eliminating courses that overlap one another or are
considered frivolous. Some are increasing the size of
lecture classes and eliminating classes they deem too small.
Finally, somewhat in desperation (but also with the
firm conviction that the technological age must, after all,
have something of value to offer even to the most basic
and fundamental exercises of education), experiments are
being conducted with teaching by films and television.
At Penn State, where televised instruction is in its ninth
semester, TV has met with mixed reactions. Students
consider it a good technique for teaching courses with

large enrollments — and their performance in courses employing television has been as good as that of students
having personal contact with their teachers. The reaction
of faculty members has been less favorable. But acceptance appears to be growing: the number of courses offered
on television has grown steadily, and the number of faculty
members teaching via TV has grown, also.
Elsewhere, teachers are far from unanimity on the subject of TV. "Must the TV technicians take over the colleges?" asked Professor Ernest Earnest of Temple University inan article title last fall. "Like the conventional
lecture system, TV lends itself to the sausage-stuffing concept of education," Professor Earnest said. The classroom,
he argued, "is the place for testing ideas and skills, for the
interchange of ideas" — objectives difficult to attain when
one's teacher is merely a shadow on a fluorescent screen.
The TV pioneers, however, beUeve the medium, used
properly, holds great promise for the future.

FOR THE LONG RUN, the traditional sources of supply
for college teaching fall tar short of meeting the demand. The Ph.D., for example, long regarded by
many colleges and universities as the ideal "driver's
hcense" for teachers, is awarded to fewer than 9,000
persons per year. Even if, as is probable, the number of
students enrolled in Ph.D. programs rises over the next

few years, it will be a long time before they have traveled
the full route to the degree.
Meanwhile, the demand for Ph.D.'s grows, as industry,
consulting firms, and government compete for many of the
men and women who do obtain the degree. Thus, at the
very time that a great increase is occurring in the number
of undergraduates who must be taught, the supply of new
college teachers with the rank of Ph.D. is even shorter
than usual.
"During each of the past four years," reported the
National Education Association in 1958, "the average
level of preparation of newly employed teachers has
fallen. Four years ago no less than 31.4 per cent of the
new teachers held the earned doctor's degree. Last year
only 23.5 per cent were at this high level of preparation."

HERE ARE SOME of the causcs of concern about the
Ph.D., to which educators are directing their
attention:
► The Ph.D. program, as it now exists in most graduate
schools, does not sufficiently emphasize the development
of teaching skills. As a result, many Ph.D.'s go into
teaching with little or no idea how to teach, and make
a mess of it when they try. Many who don't go into
teaching might have done so, had a greater emphasis been
laid upon it when they were graduate students.

►

The Ph.D. program is indefinite in its time requirements: they vary from school to school, from department
to department, from student to student, far more than
seems warranted. "Generally the Ph.D. takes at least
four years to get," says a committee of the Association
of Graduate Schools. "More often it takes six or seven,
and not infrequently ten to fifteen. ... If we put our heads
to the matter, certainly we ought to be able to say to a
good student: 'With a leeway of not more than one year,
it will take you so and so long to take the Ph.D.' "
► "Uncertainty about the time required," says the
Association's Committee on Policies in Graduate Education, "leads in turn to another kind of uncertainty —
financial uncertainty. Doubt and confusion on this score
have a host of disastrous effects. Many superior men,
facing unknowns here, abandon thoughts about working
for a Ph.D. and realistically go off to law or the like. . . ."
ALTHOUGH ROUGHLY HALF of the teachers in Amer/\ ica's colleges and universities hold the Ph.D., more
-^ ^ than three quarters of the newcomers to college
and university teaching, these days, don't have one. In
the years ahead, it appears inevitable that the proportion
of Ph.D.'s to non-Ph.D.'s on America's faculties will
diminish.
Next in line, after the doctorate, is the master's degree.

For centuries the master's was "the" degree, until, with
the growth of the Ph.D. in America, it began to be moved
into a back seat. In Great Britain its prestige is still high.
But in America the M. A. has, in some graduate schools,
deteriorated. Where the M.A.'s standards have been kept
high, on the other hand, able students have been able to
prepare themselves, not only adequately but well, for
college teaching.
Today the M.A. is one source of hope in the teacher
shortage. "If the M.A. were of universal dignity and
good standing," says the report of the Committee on
Policies in Graduate Education, ". . . this ancient degree
could bring us succor in the decade ahead. . . .
"The nub of the problem ... is to get rid of 'good' and
'bad' M.A.'s and to set up generally a 'rehabilitated' degree which will have such worth in its own right that
a man entering graduate school will consider the possibility of working toward the M.A. as the first step to the
"
Ph.D
One problem would remain. "If you have a master's
degree you are still a mister and if you have a Ph.D., no
matter where it is from, you are a doctor," Dean G. Bruce
Dearing, of the University of Delaware, has said. "The
town looks at you differently. Business looks at you differently. The dean may; it depends on how discriminating
he is."
The problem won't be solved, W. R. Dennes, former
dean of the graduate school of the University of California
at Berkeley, has said, "until universities have the courage
... to select men very largely on the quality of work they
have done and soft-pedal this matter of degrees."
A point for parents and prospective students to remember— and one of which alumni and alumnae might remind them — is that counting the number of Ph.D.'s in a
college catalogue is not the only, or even necessarily the
best, way to judge the worth of an educational institution
or its faculty's abilities. To base one's judgment solely on
such a count is quite a temptation, as William James noted
56 years ago in "The Ph.D. Octopus": "The dazzled reader of the list, the parent or student, says to himself, 'This
must be a terribly distinguished crc vd — their titles shine
like the stars in the firmament; Ph.D.'s, Sc.D.'s, and
Litt.D.'s bespangle the page as if they were sprinkled over
it from a pepper caster.' "
The Ph.D. will remain higher education's most honored
earned degree. It stands for a depth of scholarship and
productive research to which the master has not yet
addressed himself so intensively. But many educational
leaders expect the doctoral programs to give more em-

phasis to teaching. At the same time the master's degree
will be strengthened and given more prestige.
In the process the graduate schools will have taken a
long step toward solving the shortage of qualified college
teachers.

CHANGES being made by colleges and
SOME OF THE
universities to meet the teacher shortage constitute
reasonable and overdue reforms. Other changes are
admittedly desperate — and possibly dangerous — attempts
to meet today's needs.
The central problem is to get more young people
interested in college teaching. Here, college alumni and
alumnae have an opportunity to provide a badly needed
service to higher education and to superior young people
themselves. The problem of teacher supply is not one
with which the college administrator is able to cope alone.
President J. Seelye Bixler, of Colby College, recently
said: "Let us cultivate a teacher-centered point of view.
There is tragedy as well as truth in the old saying that in
Europe when you meet a teacher you tip your hat, whereas
over here you tap your head. Our debt to our teachers is
very great, and fortunately we are beginning to realize
that we must make some attempt to balance the account.
Money and prestige are among the first requirements.
"Most important is independence. Too often we sit
back with the comfortable feeling that our teachers have
all the freedom they desire. We forget that the payoff
comes in times of stress. Are we really willing to allow
them independence of thought when a national emergency
is in the offing? Are we ready to defend them against all
pressure groups and to acknowledge their right to act as
critics of our customs, our institutions, and even our
national policy? Evidence abounds that for some of our
more vociferous compatriots this is too much. They see no
reason why such privileges should be offered or why a
teacher should not express his patriotism in the same outworn and often irrelevant shibboleths they find so dear
and so hard to give up. Surely our educational task has
not been completed until we have persuaded them that a
teacher should be a pioneer, a leader, and at times a nonconformist with a recognized right to dissent. As Howard
Mumford Jones has observed, we can hardly allow ourselves to become a nation proud of machines that think
and suspicious of any man who tries to."
By lending their support to programs designed to improve the climate for teachers at their own colleges, alumni
can do much to alter the conviction held by many that
teaching is tolerable only to martyrs.

WHAT PRICE
DEDICATION?
Most teachers teach because they love their jobs. But low pay is
forcing many to leave the profession, just when we need them most
EVERY TUESDAY EVENING for the past three and a half
months, the principal activity of a 34-year-old
' associate professor of chemistry at a first-rate midwestern college has centered around Section 3 of the previous Sunday's New York Times. The Times, which arrives at his office in Tuesday afternoon's mail deUvery,
customarily devotes page after page of Section 3 to large
help-wanted ads, most of them directed at scientists and
engineers. The associate professor, a Ph.D., is jobhunting.

industry without any experience, while about all we can
offer them is $5,500. Things are not much better in the
chemistry department."
One young Ph.D. candidate sums it up thus: "We want
to teach and we want to do basic research, but industry
offers us twice the salary we can get as teachers. We talk
it over with our wives, but it's pretty hard to turn down
$10,000 to work for less than half that amount."
"That woman you saw leaving my office: she's one of
our most brilliant young teachers, and she was ready to

"There's certainly no secret about it," he told a recent
visitor. "At least two others in the department are looking, too. We'd all give a lot to be able to stay in teaching; that's what we're trained for, that's what we like.
But we simply can't swing it financially."
"I'm up against it this spring," says the chairman of
the physics department at an eastern college for women.

leave us," said a women's college dean recently. "I persuaded her to postpone her decision for a couple of
months, until the results of the alumnae fund drive are in.

"Within the past two weeks two of my people, one an
associate and one an assistant professor, turned in their
resignations, effective in June. Both are leaving the field
— one for a job in industry, the other for government
work. I've got strings out, all over the country, but so
far I've found no suitable replacements. We've always
prided ourselves on having Ph.D.'s in these jobs, but it
looks as if that's one resolution we'll have to break in
1959-60."
"We're a long way from being able to compete with
industry when young people put teaching and industry on

counting those dollars, and praying."

the scales," says Vice Chancellor Vem O. Knudsen of
UCLA. "Salary is the real rub, of course. Ph.D.'s in
physics here in Los Angeles are getting $8-12,000 in

We're going to use that money entirely for raising salaries, this year. If it goes over the top, we'll be able to hold
some of our best people. If it falls short. . . I'm on the
phone every morning, talking to the fund chairman,

ry problem in the
tcacher-sala
DIMENSIONS
THEUnited
States ofandthe Canada
are enormous. It has
reached a point of crisis in pubUc institutions and in
private institutions, in richly endowed institutions as well
as in poorer ones. It exists even in Catholic colleges and
universities, where, as student populations grow, more
and more laymen must be found in order to supplement
the hmited number of clerics available for teaching posts.
"In a generation," says Seymour E. Harris, the distinguished Harvard economist, "the college professor has
lost 50 per cent in economic status as compared to the
average American.
His real income has declined sub-

stantially, while that of the average American has risen
by 70-80 per cent."
Figures assembled by the American Association of
University Professors show how seriously the college
teacher's economic standing has deteriorated. Since
1939, according to the AAUP's latest study (published in
1958), the purchasing power of lawyers rose 34 per cent,
that of dentists 54 per cent, and that of doctors 98 per
cent. But at the five state universities surveyed by the
AAUP, the purchasing power of teachers in all ranks rose
only 9 per cent. And at twenty-eight privately controlled
institutions, the purchasing power of teachers' salaries
dropped by 8.5 per cent. While nearly everybody else in
the country was gaining ground spectacularly, teachers
were losing it.
The AAUP's sample, it should be noted, is not representative of all colleges and universities in the United
States and Canada. The institutions it contains are, as
the AAUP says, "among the better colleges and universities in the country in salary matters." For America as a
whole, the situation is even worse.
The National Education Association, which studied
the salaries paid in the 1957-58 academic year by more
than three quarters of the nation's degree-granting institutions and by nearly two thirds of the junior colleges,
found that half of all college and university teachers
earned less than S6,015 per year. College instructors
earned a median salary of only $4,562 — not much better
than the median salary of teachers in public elementary
schools, whose economic plight is well known.
The impUcations of such statistics are plain.
"Higher salaries," says Robert Lekachman, professor
of economics at Barnard College, "would make teaching
a reasonable alternative for the bright young law^yer, the
bright young doctor. Any ill-paid occupation becomes
something of a refuge for the ill-trained, the lazy, and the
incompetent. If the scale of salaries isn't improved, the
quality of teaching won't improve; it will worsen. Unless
Americans are willing to pay more for higher education,
they will have to be satisfied with an
Says President Margaret Clapp of
which is devoting all of its fund-raising
lating enough money ($15 million) to

inferior product."
Wellesley College,
efforts to accumustrengthen faculty

salaries: "Since the war, in an effort to keep alive the
profession, discussion in America of teachers' salaries has
necessarily centered on the minimums paid. But insofar
as money is a factor in decision, wherever minimums only
are stressed, the appeal is to the underprivileged and the
timid; able and ambitious youths are not likely to listen."

PEOPLE IN SHORT SUPPLY:
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within five to ten years.
There is nothing extravagant about such a proposal;
indeed, it may dangerously understate the need. The
current situation is so serious that even doubling his salary would not enable the college teacher to regain his
former status in the American economy.
Professor Harris of Harvard figures it this way:
For every $100 he earned in 1930, the college faculty
member earned only $85, in terms of 1930 dollars, in
1957. By contrast, the average American got $175 in
1957 for every $100 /?e earned in 1930. Even if the professor's salary is doubled in ten years, he will get only a

salaries is even more important than appropriating
money for campus buildings. (Curiously, buildings are
usually easier to "sell" than pay raises, despite the seemingly obvious fact that no one was ever educated by a pile
of bricks.)
For others, it has been a matter of fund-raising campaigns ("We are writing salary increases into our 1959-60
budget, even though we don't have any idea where the
money is coming from," says the president of a privately
supported college in the Mid-Atlantic region); of finding
additional salary money in budgets that are already
spread thin ("We're cutting back our library's book
budget again, to gain some funds in the salary accounts");
of tuition increases ("This is about the only private enterprise in the country which gladly subsidizes its customers;
maybe we're crazy"); of promoting research contracts
("We claim to be a privately supported university, but
what would we do without the ABC?"); and of bargaining.
"The tendency to bargain, on the part of both the colleges and the teachers, is a deplorable development," says
the dean of a university in the South. But it is a growing practice. As a result, inequities have developed: the
teacher in a field in which people are in short supply or in
industrial demand — or the teacher who is adept at
"campus politics" — is likely to fare better than his colleagues who are less favorably situated.

TEACHERS IN THE MARKETPLACE

$70 increase in buying power over 1930. By contrast, the
average American is expected to have S127 more buying
power at the end of the same period.
In this respect, Professor Harris notes, doubhng faculty
salaries is a modest program. "But in another sense." he
says, "the proposed rise seems large indeed. None of the
authorities . . . has told us where the money is coming
from." It seems quite clear that a fundamental change in
public attitudes toward faculty salaries will be necessary
before significant progress can be made.

FINDING THE MONEY is a problem with which each
college must wrestle today without cease.
For some, it is a matter of convincing taxpayers
and state legislators that appropriating money for faculty

"Before you check with the administration on the
actual appointment of a specific individual," says a
faculty man quoted in the recent and revealing book. The
Academic Marketplace, "you can be honest and say to
the man, 'Would you be interested in coming at this
amount?' and he says, 'No, but I would be interested at
this amount.' " One result of such bargaining has been
that newly hired faculty members often make more
money than was paid to the people they replace — a happy
circumstance for the newcomers, but not likely to raise
the morale of others on the faculty.
"We have been compelled to set the beginning salary
of such personnel as physics professors at least $1,500
higher than salaries in such fields as history, art, physical
education, and English," wrote the dean of faculty in a
state college in the Rocky Mountain area, in response to a
recent government questionnaire dealing with salary practices. "This began about 1954 and has worked until the
present year, when the differential perhaps may be increased even more."
Bargaining is not new in Academe (Thorstein Veblen
referred to it in The Higher Learning, which he wrote in

1918), but never has it been as widespread or as much a
matter of desperation as today. In colleges and universities, whose members like to think of themselves as equally
dedicated to all fields of human knowledge, it may prove
to be a weakening factor of serious proportions.
Many colleges and universities have managed to make
modest across-the-board increases, designed to restore
part of the faculty's lost purchasing power. In the 195758 academic year, 1,197 institutions, 84.5 per cent of
those answering a U.S. Office of Education survey question on the point, gave salary increases of at least 5 per
cent to their faculties as a whole. More than half of them
(248 public institutions and 329 privately supported institutions) said their action was due wholly or in part to the
teacher shortage.
Others have found fringe benefits to be a partial
answer. Providing low-cost housing is a particularly successful way of attracting and holding faculty members;
and since housing is a major item in a family budget, it
is as good as or better than a salary increase. Oglethorpe
University in Georgia, for example, a 200-student, private, liberal arts institution, long ago built houses on campus land (in one of the most desirable residential areas on
the outskirts of Atlanta), which it rents to faculty members at about one-third the area's going rate. (The cost
of a three-bedroom faculty house: $50 per month.) "It's
our major selling point," says Oglethorpe's president,
Donald Agnew, "and we use it for all it's worth."
Dartmouth, in addition to attacking the salary problem
itself, has worked out a program of fringe benefits that
includes full payment of retirement premiums (16 per
cent of each faculty member's annual salary), group insurance coverage, paying the tuition of faculty children at
any college in the country, liberal mortgage loans, and
contributing to the improvement of local schools which
faculty members' children attend.
Taking care of trouble spots while attempting to whittle
down the salary problem as a whole, searching for new
funds while reapportioning existing ones, the colleges and
universities are dealing with their salary crises as best they
can, and sometimes ingeniously. But still the gap between
salary increases and the rising figures on the Bureau of
Labor Statistics' consumer price index persists.
How

?
CAN THE GAP BE CLOSED

First, stringent economies must be applied by
educational institutions themselves. Any waste
that occurs, as well as most luxuries, is probably being
subsidized by low salaries. Some "waste" may be hidden

in educational theories so old that they are accepted
without question; if so. the theories must be re-examined
and, if found invalid, replaced with new ones. The idea
of the small class, for example, has long been honored
by administrators and faculty members alike; there is
now reason to suspect that large classes can be equally
effective in many courses — a suspicion which, if found
correct, should be translated into action by those institutions which are able to do so. Tuition may have to be
increased — a prospect at which many public-college, as
well as many private-college, educators shudder, but
which appears justified and fair if the increases can be
tied to a system of loans, scholarships, and tuition rebates based on a student's or his family's ability to pay.
Second, massive aid must come from the public, both
in the form of taxes for increased salaries in state and
municipal institutions and in the form of direct gifts to
both public and private institutions. Anyone who gives
money to a college or university for unrestricted use or
earmarked for faculty salaries can be sure that he is making one of the best possible investments in the free world's
future. If he is himself a college alumnus, he may consider ita repayment of a debt he incurred when his college or university subsidized a large part of his own education (virtually nowhere does, or did, a student's tuition
cover costs). If he is a corporation executive or director,
he may consider it a legitimate cost of doing business; the
supply of well-educated men and women (the alternative
to which is half-educated men and women) is dependent
upon it. If he is a parent, he may consider it a premium
on a policy to insure high-quality education for his children— quahty which, without such aid, he can be certain
will deteriorate.
Plain talk between educators and the public is a third
necessity. The president of Barnard College, Millicent C.
Mcintosh, says: "The 'plight' is not of the faculty, but of
the public. The faculty will take care of themselves in the
future either by leaving the teaching profession or by
never entering it. Those who care for education, those
who run institutions of learning, and those who have children— all these will be left holding the bag." It is hard to
believe that if Americans — and particularly college alumni and alumnae — had been aware of the problem, they
would have let faculty salaries fall into a sad state. Americans know the value of excellence in higher education too
well to have blithely let its basic element — excellent teaching— slip into its present peril. First we must rescue it;
then we must make certain that it does not fall into disrepair again.

Some
Questions
for
Aluinni
and
Aluninae

► Is youT Altna Mater having difficulty finding qualified
new teachers to fill vacancies and expand its faculty to
meet climbing enrollments?
► Has the economic status of faculty members of your
college kept up with inflationary trends?
► Are the physical facilities of your college, including
laboratories and libraries, good enough to attract and
hold qualified teachers?
► Is your community one which respects the college
teacher? Is the social and educational environment of
your college's "home town" one in which a teacher would
like to raise his family?
► Are the restrictions on time and freedom of teachers
at your college such as to discourage adventurous research,
careful preparation of instruction, and the expression of
honest conviction?
► To meet the teacher shortage, is your college forced
to resort to hiring practices that are unfair to segments of
the faculty it already has?
► Are courses of proved merit being curtailed? Are
classes becoming larger than subject matter or safeguards
of teacher-student relationships would warrant?
►

Are you, as an alumnus, and your college as an institution, doing everything possible to encourage talented
young people to pursue careers in college teaching?
If you are dissatisfied with the answers to these questions,
your college may need help. Contact alumni officials at
your college to learn if your concern is justified. If it is,
register your interest in helping the college authorities
find solutions through appropriate programs of organized
alumni cooperation.
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A unique annual get-together

GOWN

AND COUNTY
by C. LAWSON

CROWE

Assistant Professor of Philosophy

ON

THE second Saturday in May,
1959, residents of Amherst

County went to college for the thirtythird year. Responding to a neighborly invitation to a community
gathering at Sweet Briar College,
hundreds of families came to observe
Amherst County Day, an event held
annually since 1922 except for a six
year suspension during the Second
World War.
For those not directly connected
with organizing and planning the
events of this unique celebration, Amherst County Day just seems to happen. We wake up one May morning
to a bustle of activity and excitement
on campus, and soon find ourselves
involved, officially or unofficially, in
"judging" cows, pets, babies, and flycasting. Movies in Fletcher auditorium or various exhibits in Academic consume the rest of the
morning. At noon we devour innumerable siuulwiches, helpings of
potato salad, cup cakes, pies, and
other goodies produced by women of
Amherst County churches, while
marveling once more over the simple
egg salad sandwich that tastes so good
because il was made in someone else's
kitchen. The Sweet Briar Dairy supJune, 1959

plies free milk. The Amherst County
High School Band plays, and school
children who have qualified on the
"five points of good health" parade
in the dell. Distinguished guests
speak on subjects ranging from
atomic submarines to local political
issues. Prizes are awarded; a calf is
given to the winner of the cow judging— this year a girl. The Band plays
again, and everyone goes home, having enjoyed himself hugely. How, we
wonder, did all this activity come
about?

AMHERST County Day at Sweet
. Briar College doesn't just happen. It represents the conviction of
the college that it has an educational,
civic, aiid social responsibility to the
community in which it is located.
Emily Watts McVea, second president
of the college, initiated the first Amherst County Day in May, 1922, in
cooperation with the local chapter of
the American Association of University Women to promote good relations between the college and the
people of Amherst County. This first
alTair was a modest one. It was held
in front of Garden Cottage where the
Alumnae Secretary now lives.

One of the most popular events on Amlierst County Day is the Pet Show, in
whicli many varieties of animals make
their appearance. This iletormineil owner is doing his hest to make his peripatetic goat ohlige the photographer.27

Amherst County children get a kick out of peering through the microscopes in
the biology laboratories. At the right. Miss Ruby Walker, veteran of thirtythree Amherst
County Days, fulfills one of countless requests for information.

From the beginning, Amherst
County Day represented the desire
of the college to contribute to the
well-being of the county community.
In urban colleges one hears talk about
the relations between "Town and
Gown," but at Sweet Briar it is more
appropriate to speak of the relations
between "Gown and County" — a fact
which reflects the unique character of
Amherst County Day itself. As the
leading educational and cultural institution of the county, Sweet Briar
has made and continues to make contributiors of leadership, equipment,
and money to community activities.

many years students and faculty contributed funds to finance
the public health nursing service in
the county. The support of the health
services by the college and the memFOR
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bers of the college community was
undoubtedly one of the forces which
helped establish the impressive Amherst County Public Health Center.
The Sweet Briar farm has promoted
interest in better dairying and farming practices, in animal husbandry,
and in the planting of disease - resistant crops. In addition, the ParentTeachers Association, the Rotary
Club, the Ainerican Red Cross Chapter, and other organizations have repeatedly called on the Sweet Briar
faculty and staff for leadership and
guidance. Soine members of the
faculty have assisted the county
school system in educational and
psychological testing, and much effort has been expended by the college as well as by individual members
of the faculty and staff in working for
general improvement in public edu-

cation. The good will and reciprocal
cooperation which this response to
local needs and interests has produced finds a concrete summing-up
in the annual observance of Amherst
County Day at Sweet Briar College.
Many faculty and staff members
living in the county have served on
the Amherst County Day Committee
along with those who live at the college, and records of past years reveal
how hard the committee must work
to organize the events and activities
of the day. The local school superintendent, school principals, teachers,
businessmen, and clergy must be contacted, and the seemingly endless details of programming must be settled.
County farm agents, Four-H Club
leaders, Boy Scout masters, and
women's church groups must be consulted, and details of food sales,
Alumnae Magazine

An Amherst County youngster is enthralled
with the prize calf given by the Sweet Briar
farm to the winner of the judging contest.

exhibitions, and demonstrations
ironed out. A prodigious memory and
accurate records become necessities.
As experience has accumulated over
the years, the records of past Amherst
County Days have grown more valuable. Where many people are involved in planning, such records naturally tend to wander. A notebook
of records of Amherst County Day up
to 1941 contains the following longhand inscription: "Whoever finds this
priceless book, please return at once
to and receive the joyous thanks of
Lucy S. Crawford" — a plea which
any chairman trying to answer the
question, How did we do it last year?
can appreciate.

ONE CHAIRMAN with great executive enthusiasm wrote fortyfour letters to various people around
June, 1959

Students direct games for the children, lefl
and ahove. a rather pensive participant in th
Pet Show waits her turn with her prize ]>u|

the campus and county in arranging

in the morning, sometimes by seven

the details of the program. Her correspondence covered every conceivable subject from drinking straws for

Judging from the number of times
rain is mentioned, the weather has

the free milk to the "Sleeping Baby
Cormiiittee." (The name of the last
committee is self-explanatory.) Amherst County Day records mirror the
spirit of the times. In the 1941 folder
a note from Mrs. Linda Brown to the
chairman of the committee speaks of
the "refreshments Blilzkreip'^ which
must be prepared for. A student writing in the Sweet Briar News in the
early thirties remarks that the usual
variety of vehicles can be expected on
campus: "spring wagons, carriages,
and autos of ali descriptions." And
Mrs. Bertha Wailes remembers that.
"In the twenties, people would cotne
on horseback and in buggies, and
quite often they would arrive early

always played an important part in
Ainherst
County Day. The sentence
a. ni."
most often encountered in the correspondence file reads: "In spite of
the rain, Amherst County Day seems
to have been a great success." Those
who remember the rainy Saturday in
1957 when church ladies sold food
from long tables set up in the colonnades of Academic and Fletcher can
testify to the truth of this judgment.
Many of us started at the entrance of
Gray and ate our way to the north
end of the Fletcher colonnade, with
only the brief dash through the rain
between Academic and Fletcher as a
l)reather.
Amherst

County

Day

has

served
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riir loo. I liooili-. alioii'. run by local churches, aro >oi up l>ibetween Fletcher and the gym. Right, five-pointers line up with
llieir banners in front of Fletcher to parade into the dell.

many purposes as the variety of programs attests. In the first years after
1922, an outstanding guest speaker
was usually the central feature of the
program, but there were also a number of oratorical contests among local
high school students. Different departments inthe college offered prizes
for the best orator, or for the best
essay on a given
members contributed
ey, or sometimes a
awarded. In 1926

theme. Faculty
the prize monprize book was
President Meta

Glass offered a prize of $3.00 for the
best poem by any adult in Amherst
County. Spelling bees were also a
popular feature of the program in
the twenties. There were many more
small schools in the county at that
time, and competition was fierce between the elementary school children
as grade vied against grade for the
spelling championship. There were
musical contests with prizes awarded
to the best musicians; and there was
community singing. In one early
Depression year, a representative
from the National Recreation Asso-
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ciation led group games for hundreds
of adults as well as children, a spectacle which more than one Sweet
Briar and Amherst resident remembers with pleasure and amusement.

BEFORE county health services
were well established, one important purpose of Amherst County
Day was to promote interest in public
health, especially the care of children.
A "Better Baby Clinic" was conducted from 1927 to 1948, except for the
war years. In the early days. Dr.
Harley, the college physician, witli
the assistance of "Dr." Will Walker,
beloved friend of Sweet Briar, examined the babies free of charge and
gave mothers advice on infant care
amd feeding. Although "Dr." Will
Walker was not a medical doctor.
Dr. Harley is reported to have said
that he "knew an awful lot about
animals.
young
At the
first ""Better Baby Clinic"
a blue ribbon was awarded to the
"best" baby, but, as one might expect, this failed to please all the

parents. To escape this dilemma the
public health nurse worked out a
"scorecard" of minimum standards of
good health. The next year, and
thereafter, all babies received scorecards, and those that met the standards were awarded blue ribbons by
the examining physicians. Faculty
members of long service report that
they still meet Amherst County mothers who remember with pride that
their son or daughter was a "blue
ribbon baby." A ten dollar Mother's
Prize — considerable money in those
days — was established for the mother
who was judged to have taken the
best care of her baby during the
previous year. The clinic was held
in Fletcher auditorium where the
mothers could sit down and wait with
their babies. Sweet Briar girls assisted the mothers, especially those
with more tlian one baby. Miss Crawford remembers the Sweet Briar girl
who admired the healthy twins of one
mother and observed brightly, "One
child is quite enough. Two must
really

keep

you

busy."

To

which

Alumnae Magazine

These youngsters are concentrating on judging cows in an attempt to win the prize calf. Right, Brownie Lee, daughter of
Rebecca Strode Lee, '34, dispenses free milk from the SB dairy.

the mother replied, "I have four more
at home." Miss Crawford believes
that the experience was a valuable
part of this student's education.
In 1919 a forum of gubernatorial
candidates was the central feature of
the program. On a previous occasion (1928) the then-governor, the
Honorable Harry F. Byrd, addressed
the gathering on the subject of "The
Short Ballot." Shortly after the war
a forum was conducted on the topic
of "Atomic Energy and World Security." This past May the community heard an address by Captain
Richard B. Laning, USN, commander
of the nuclear submarine, Seaicolf.
In 1941, before an estimated audience of over four thousand, seven
hundred students of local schools
participated in what must have been
a gigantic music festival.

THE LIST of varied activities,
exhibits, and speakers seems endless. There have been horse shoe
tournaments, track events, farm demonstrations, marble tournaments, ex-

hibits of handicrafts, rare Bibles,
ceramics and paintings by local artists; movies on topics ranging from;
"Trout Fishing in Virginia" to the
services of foreign relief organizations, and, of course, the standard
Walt Disney cartoons to boot. Before
the war an original model of the
reaper invented by Cyrus McCormick,
a native of a nearby county, was on
exhibit. ( It apparently belonged to
the college. Query: Where is it
now? I There have been programs on
mental hygiene, soil conservation,
home demonstrations on cooking, hair
styling, and craft work, and baseball
games between the local high schools.
Every year the perpetual favorite with
young and old has been the pet show,
in which every entry receives a prize.
A prize was awarded this year to one
pet "in absentia" because he was "too
frisky" to come to the show itself.
^ oungsters who have attended more
than once expect to see new things in
the biology laboratorv. but thev also
want to see old favorites year after
year,

for example,

"the

skull

with

the bullet hole in it." At the end of
the morning this last Amherst County
Day, Miss Bennett was exhausted
from lifting small fry up to look
through microscopes, and Miss
Sprague was still trying to explain
to an incredulous group of young
boys
"maternal" habits
of the the
malepeculiar
sea horse.

of the
to the
FROM
Second 1922
World
Warbeginning
attendance at
Amherst County Day grew steadily
until it reached the estimated 4.0(K)
mark in 1941. Since the war, attendance has declined. The lower attendance possibly reflects a number of
basic changes in habits and attitudes
of residents of the cotmty. Improved
means of transportation, the less
strictly "rural" population in the
county, and many competing community and social interests account for
part of the difference. Perhaps even
more significant is the fact that many
of the improvements which Amherst
County Day sought to promote have
(Continued on Page 36)
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THE fiftieth graduating exer- cises began on the first day of
June, there were memories, green and
lively, stirring warmly in several
hearts. These were memories of
AS

another graduation day, long ago,
when Sweet Briar College passed a
momentous academic milestone,
awarding its first bachelor of arts
degrees to its first five seniors.
Four of that group, the Class of
1910, led the procession of graduates this year. They sat in the front
row on this occasion, just as they had
on that June morning in 1910. They
listened eagerly to President Paimell;
they concentrated gravely on the
hard-hitting address on China Policy,
by the speaker, the Honorable Walter
S. Robertson; they beamed on the
seniors as they came forward in turn
to receive Sweet Briar's degree.
Their faces reflected their inner
pride and satisfaction when honors
were announced, particularly when
they heard two names so dear and
familiar
32

to

them — Mary

Kendrick

House . . . yes, we had a garden party, too . . . and Class Day . . . yes,
that was when we buried all kinds of

ly .. . But I didn't go: instead I took
a position teaching math at Farmville
. . . And Nan (Mrs. Hodges) taught
at Sweet Briar several years before
she went to Columbia . . . and I ( Louise Hooper Ewell) taught Latin at
Lewisburg Seminary for five years;

. . . and Bishop Randolph
;ave us our degrees. 57
by Martha von Briesen,

Benedict gave each of us a daisy pendant . . . no. not at graduation, but
sometime before, in Sweet Briar

things ... I'd like to dig there now . . .
"Yes, our degrees were recognized
by Columbia University right away
. . . Frances (Mrs. Rickards) was accepted for graduate study immediate-

"Miss Benedict read our names . . ." Nan Powell Hodges, Frances
Murrell Rickards, Eugenia Griffin Burnett, and Louise Hooper Ewell.

f<r

Elijah Fletcher's di])loma. tied with
Sweet Briar's colors ... 1 can't remember who hooded me . . . Miss
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Benedict and Nathaniel C. Manson —
which momentarily filled the room as
Dean Pearl announced the winners of
the two honor scholarships named for
those two beloved mentors of their
own student days.
Lively and green indeed were their
memories. That evening, in their
eagerness to answer questions pricking their recollections of their own
graduation, they all spoke at once.
"It was very different, and yet very
much like today's graduation . . . We
had our exercises in the Refectory . . .
a platform at one end . . . and we all
had lots of flowers, American Beauty
roses, you know they were all the
rage in those days, and other flowers
sent to us by our families and beaux
and friends ... we had not one but
two commencement speakers . . . Dean
B nggs of Harvard, or was he then
president of Radcliffe? . . . and St.
George Tucker, a prominent lawyer
in Virginia, from Norfolk . . . Miss
Benedict read our names and Bishop
Randolph gave us our degrees . . .

many years later I got my master's
degree in social work and I'm still
working in the Norfolk Welfare Department .. . Eugenia (Mrs. Burnett)
taught school for several years in
Salem . . . and I think Annie Cumnock
(Mrs. Miller — the only one of the
class who wasn't able to return for
the fiftieth commencement) was married soon after we graduated."
Standing as the first in the long line
of women who hold the Sweet Briar
degree, a company which now numbers not quite three thousand, they
were introduced to the audience by
President Pannell.

s women
graciouting
FIED,
DIGNI
and
lives who
led interes
have
have given their steady loyalty to
Sweet Briar, as evidenced in many
different forms, the Class of 1910
looks upon the college today with understanding and enthusiasm, finding
in its spirit and performance the fulfillment of so many dreams which
fired tliem and the other pioneer students and faculty members. That tliey
are still looking ahead for Sweet
Briar is indicated by their questions
and constructive comments about the
college's program, as it is and as it is
being shaped for the future.
Alumnae Magazine

Director
of Refectories
Briar College.

Miss Stochholm and Mrs. Brown Retire
MISS JOHANNE STOCHHOLM,
(Ihairmaii of the English De|)arlnu'iit. is ri'tiriii<i; from Sweet llriar
after thirty years of teaching here.
But she is not retiring from teaching,
for she has been asked to continue
her career at tiie Liniversity of Aariuis
in her native Denmark. Danish students will have tlie opportunity of
tapping her store of knowledge that
American students have long enjoyed.
Miss Stochholm, after graduating
from the University of Copenhagen,
did research and tutoring in Denmark
and made a study of modern British
poetry at the University of London.
.She then received several fellowships
which permitted her to study in the
I'nited States: tlie Foreign Fellowship
for graduate work at Bryn Mawr in
1923-25, and the Lassen Travelling
Fellowship from the University of
Copenhagen for the same two years.
She was an Honorary Fellow of the
American - Scandinavian Foundation
in l'J2.3-24. After receiving her Ph.D.
from Bryn Mawr, she taught at Smith
College before coming to Virginia.
She maintains that all of these
honors have been "pure luck." Whatever part the element of luck may
play, there has also been a great
amount of hard, careful, and unceasing work behind it— work that we at
Sweet Briar have come to res])ect
and admire.

and Eighteenth Century Literature.
She says, "If \ciu have literature,
have something that is part of
until your death. I only want
students to see things in it and

you
you
my
love

it as I love it."
Though teaching has always been
her main interest. Miss Stochholm has
filled many other positions, such as
chairman of the Fellowship Fund and
member of the AAUW. She has taken
a great interest in the Honors Plan of
Study and was influential in introducing this program to Sweet Briar.
She has been secretary of the Faculty
ind tlie chairman of several committees, and has, with her colleagues,
built up "The Department" until it
has become one of the finest at Sweet
Briar.
Her sincerity, her modesty, her
strong principles and convictions, her
complete honesty and frankness have
not only made those who work with
her — faculty and students — respect
her; but her fine qualities and continuous energy have won our affection.
To a woman

who has shown the

greatest loyalty to Sweet Briar and
to the teaching profession, anv expression of aj)preciation is inadequate. Nevertheless we give her our
thanks and best wishes for a fine fuing. ture of conlinueil teaching and learn-

Miss Stochholm has brought more
to Sweet Briar than sch(darship and
hard work. She has a hue of teaching that has made her students lake
joy in their own work. She has taught
Survey of English Literature. Shakespeare. Old English. Hislorv of the

This indeed expressed the sentiment of the wholeNever!"
community when
the announcement was made that Lin-

P'.nglish Language. Chaucer. Medieval
Literature. English Drama
to 1()I2.

da Spcnce Broun would retire in .Septendier
after twenty-two
years
as

iWEET
BRIAR
fctQWEET
O
Brown! F

without

Mrs.

at

Sweet

In May the community had a surprise party for Mrs. Brown (if it can
be said that any party at Sweet Briar
could be a surprise to her.) All were
delighted and touched with the gaily
and humor that her clever speech injected into a most sentimental occasion. The president of the college
and the president of the student body
told Mrs. Brown how the Sweet Briar
family feels about her as they gave
her tokens of our affection, fxnowing
Mrs. Brown, we know how much she
appreciated this, but we feel sure that
the words of love and admiration said
by the Head Waitress, Betty Lyon,
representing her very own staff, and
by Mr. Cochrane from Buildings and
Grounds, the two groups who have
worked closest with her all these
ye^rs, will be the memory that Mrs.
Brown will hold dearest.

IT IS impossible to put into words
just what the administration of
Mrs. Brown has meant to all who have
lived and worked here. To serve the
multiple needs and wants of the students and faculty has been her purpose, and served they have been!
Where else can one find a person who,
in addition to the daily routine, is
willing to see that picnic lunches are
packed for those not attending the
formal Imicheon, is delighted to set
up a tea for one dormitory's open
house, serve a buffet supper in one
refectory, a formal diimer in Sweet
Briar House and plan the refreshments for the dance that night. And
best of all act as if it were her
pleasure to do so. And this over and
over again!
Tireless and efficient in managing
the com])lex business of her department, she has created among her staff
and the student waitresses an esprit
(le corps that would be hard to equal.
Her generosity and concern for others has endeared her to all. Her verv
real humility would make it impossi(Continued on Page 36)
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alumnae association
Animal Meeting
L meeting of the
THE
Briar Alumnae Association
Sweet ANNUA
was called to order by Gladys W^ester Horton, President, at 2:00 p.m.,
Monday. June 1, 1959, in the dining
room of Reid Dormitory, following
the annual luncheon. Mrs. Horton
welcomed the 160 alumnae and
A motion was made and carried to
guests.
dispense with the reading of the
minutes of the last meeting.

Gwen Speel and Ann Smith are the Beneflict and Manson
scholars for next year.

SWEET BRIAR CLUBS
Phoebe Rotve Peters, Director of
Clubs, reported that there were 44
almnnae clubs located from Boston
to Southern California. Nineteen
clubs offer scholarships. As the club
giving the largest amount for scholarships this year ($3,000), Chicago
was awarded the Anne Gary Pannell
bowl. Mrs. Peters presented the bowl
to Miss Dorothy Wallace, who accepted itfor the Chicago club.
ALUMNAE

FUND

Nancy Dowd Burton, Chairman of
the Alumnae Fund, reported that the
Fund had reached a total of $125,118
for this year — .$25,118 more than the
$100,00 goal set. She pointed out
that this sum was given by less than
50 per cent of the alumnae, and
stressed the importance of the percentage of alumnae contributing as a
basic consideration of foundations
and corporations before they make
grants to the colleges. Mrs. Burton
attributed the success of the fund to
the class fund agents.
CHAPEL

for small checks. She said, "We want
our Chapel to be a living memorial
to our alumnae and all people whose
lives have been touched by Sweet
NOMINATING COMMITTEE
Mrs. Horton announced that the
site
chosen for the nominating comBriar."
mittee this year was Wilmington, Delaware. In the absence of Frances
Cone Kirkpatrick, chairman of the
nominating committee, Judy Hallibiirlon Burnett read the names of
committee members proposed by the
chairman. They were: Jean Skerry
Tepe, '45; Julia Hoeber Condit, '41;
Natalie Hopkins Griggs, '37; Marjorie Ward Cross, '32; and Janet
Bruce Bailey, '29.
A motion was made, seconded and
carried that the committee be accepted as presented.
EXECUTIVE SECRETARY
Elizabeth Bond Wood, Executive
Secretary, reported a satisfying and
successful year's work in the Alumnae
Office. Announcing that over 1200
address changes had been made this
year, Mrs. Wood asked the cooperation of alumnae and clubs in notifying the office as quickly as possible of
address and name changes.
The Sweet Briar Alumnae Netvs
was awarded a first place citation in
national competition for all alumnae
publications, "For significant editorial achievement in the area of the

COMMITTEE

Flo Freeman Fowler, vice-chairman of the Chapel Fund, reported
that the $50,000 gift for the Chapel
from the Western
Foundation
this
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year was a springboard for securing
other large gifts. She pointed out
that the committee was also grateful

The work of the alumnae repreinstitution."
sentatives was cited as a vital influence, not only in the Alumnae
Association, but in the work of the
Alumnae Magazine

college. A questionnaire entitled "'50
Facts for A. R.'s" was se.it to all
alumnae representatives this spring
and they were asked to take an "open
liook" test to answer the fifty (]ueslions. Two weeks later the same
ijuestionnaire. with answers, was sent
to them.
Princeton, New Jersey, has now
formed an active club and Hartford,
New Orleans and Greensboro are
planning to. Lynchburg and Charlottesville are offering scholarships
for the first time this year, and Chicago. New York City and Northern
New Jersey are establishing endowed
scholarships in addition to the annual scholarships offered by their
clubs. Washington, D. C, has started
its second endowed scholarship. Mrs.
Wood made special mention of the
alumnae club of Southern California.
This most distant club is one of the
most active, having five or six meetings and sponsoring a benefit this
year. She said she felt that they are
in a large measure responsible for the
fact that we have ten girls in college
this year from California.
The bulb project sales amounted
to $39,071.16 last year. This surpassed any previous year. The Famous Virginia Foods project netted
.$629.79 and Old Southern Fruitcakes
netted $88.01.
Sarah Belk Gambrell, '39. was formally elected to the Board of Overseers at the May meeting of this
group, to succeed Rebecca } oiuiii,
Fraser, '35.
This year Sweet Rriar had .51
alumnae daughters and 2 granddaughters. Among the offices held this
year by alumnae daughters were those
of chairman of the judicial board,
president of ihe senior class, and senior house president. Next year the
president of the student government
and the president of the senior class
will be alumnae daughters.
Over 6.000 bulbs, a gift of Van
Zyverden and Company, were planted
on campus last fall. These representJiNE. 1959

ed fifty bulbs of each variety sold by
Sweet Briar Alumnae. On April lo
the public was invited to an open
house and to see the gardens.
Mrs. Horton then introduced Mr.
John Hunter Detmold. Director of
Development, who thanked those who
had done so well on the telephone
campaign last fall. Over $270,000 in
new gifts and pledges has been given
since last Founders' Day: $125,000
from alumnae, $52,000 from parents,
$43,000 from two foundations,
$20,000 from corporations, and
$30,000 from non-alumnae members
of the Board of Overseers.
The President introduced Mr. Peter
V. Daniel, Assistant to the President
and Treasurer, who told the alumnae
how Sweet Briar spends its money.
He mentioned the many projects in
plant improvement which have been
made in the past few vears and told
of the plans to install sprinklers in
Randolph and Gray this summer and
to refurnish Grammer.
There being no further business,
the meeting was then adjourned.

Aluiniiae Honor
Scholars Chosen
Manson Memorial Scholarship, established by the alumnae
in memory of Mr. N. C. Manson. Jr.,
is an honor scholarship awarded each
year to an upperclass student of high
academic standing who shows qualities of leadership and makes a real
contribution lo student life. The student receives the title of the Manson
Memorial Alumnae Scholar. If the
recipient of this scholarship is in need
of financial assistance, she ma\ lie
THE

awarded a stipend varying in amount
up to a full luilion scholarship, the
specific award lo be determined b\
the Committee on Scholarships.
At Commencement Dean Pearl announced that Ann DeVore Smith,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. George R.
Smith of Lynnhaxpii.
\ iriiini;). hail

been chosen the Manson -Scholar for
1959-60. Ann is the thirty-eighth reci]jient of this award.
A graduate of Granby High School
in Norfolk, Ann immediately became
an active member of the Sweet Briar
connnunitv in her freshman vear by
being elected to the Freshman Council of Student Government, serving
as social chairman of the freishman
class, and taking part in the freshman
show. Since then she has been president of the sophomore class, a member of Sweet Tones, Choir, and Q.V.,
circulation manager of the Briar
Patch, co-business manager of the
Christmas Bazaar, and a student
guide. In 1959-60 she will be a senior member of the Judicial Board.

the BeneTHE HONOR
was
1959-60
dict Scholar offorbeing
awarded to Gwen Speel, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Henry G. Speel of Darien. Connecticut. The Mary Kendrick Benedict Scholarship is given
each year to an upperclass student of
high academic standing and personal
integrity, who has shown in her college experience a purpose for service.
Gwen's artistic and musical accomplishments have greatly influenced
her activities at Sweet Briar. Beginning with the freshman edition, she
has been on the art staff of the Sweet
Briar News. Her unique cartoons
have also appeared in the Alumnae
Magazine, as well as on countless
posters about campus.
As an accomplished flutist she has
appeared with the Roanoke Svmphony, the Sweet Briar Chamber
Music Emsemble. and has taken part
in the Freshman Show and Christmas
Oratorio.
In addition to tliese activities, she
has served as a student guide, a member of the Orientation Committee,
head of publicity for
and secretary-treasurer
and Music Club. Other
have come to her include
in Tau Phi and election
the .Sweet Briar News.

the YWCA.
of the Art
plaudits that
membership
as Editor of
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S. B. TEACHERS
(Continued from Page 9)
So I was prepared to fit in. I was
not disappointed as evidenced by the
fact that I consented to return after
the Ph. D. was completed and have
been here ever since. Of course, I
miss the challenge of teaching boys
who are not hesitant about questioning any statement. I often find it
difficult to provoke these wellmannered young ladies to stand up
for their convictions when it means
contradicting teacher.
I like teaching at Sweet Briar because Ihave a chance to really know
the girls in all phases of their college
life. Widi many others, I believe the
best teaching is done outside of class
and here we have a real opportmiity
to enjoy that relation because of small
classes and seeing the girls in our
homes outside of class.
It's not an easy life. It's a twentyfour hour and sometimes a thirty-six
hour a day job whose pressure builds
up from September to June.
The extras are more time-consuming than the teaching but how could
I know Sweet Briar without being
advisor, admissions committee member, on college council and with a
finger in most campus activities?
MAKIN' GLORY
(Continued from Page 5)
Scholarship Fund. Income from this
fund will be used to provide scholarship assistance to a senior student or
students majoring in music or drcuna.
This is but another evidence of Mr.
Turner's interest in Sweet Briar which
he has served so ably as a member of
the Board of Overseers and chairman
of Sweet Briar's Lynchburg-Amherst
County Development Committee.
Of her success, Mrs. Turner says
with characteristic humility, "Wliat
I do comes from the heart." There is
an old Austrian folk saying that she
likes to quote: In order to light the
candle in someone else's heart, yours
must be burning. And Lucile's heart
36

long has been burning with her songs

should not suggest that the relation

and stories of '"the just gone past."
As she looks to the future she says,

between "Gown and County" has
been or is onesided. Many citizens
of the county have long contributed
both financially and morally to Sweet

"Cile's going to sing until she dies!"
Editors Note: Mrs. Turners record
albuin is sold at the Book Shop.

Briar's development. In commenting
on this subject. Mrs. Bertha Wailes

the commence"United States
by
the HonorRobertson,
are

said, "Through Amherst County Day
the people of the county have come to
know and appreciate Sweet Briar
College, and we, in turn, have learned
from them. I am confident that the

available on request at the
Public Relations Office.

benefits have been mutual."
Perhaps the real spirit of Amherst

Information Wanted

County Day is best seen in the presence of people who have served faithfully to make it a success. At the Information Booth on Amherst County

Commencement
A few copies of
ment address,
China ablePolicy,"
Walter S.

Address

Please notify the alumnae office
if you have attended graduate
school. Please give name of the
institution, your field of studv.
and degree, if any received.
This is for the self-study project
of the college requested by the
Southern Association of Secondary Schools and Colleges.
GOWN

AND

COUNTY

(Continued from Page 31)

been

achieved. The

fine Public

Health Center in Amherst has eliminated the need for the "Better Baby
Clinic." The consolidated schools of
the county now fulfill many social as
well as educational needs. The active
Parent- Teachers Association makes
similar contributions as do many
other county organizations. As one
views the history of Amherst County
Day, it seems clear that Sweet Briar
College fulfilled many needs which
other commmiity agencies have now
taken over. The college can be proud
that it provided the means and the
leadership at a time when it alone was
able to do so. Much work remains to
be done, however, and we can expect
the college, in cooperation with other
community organizations, to continue
to call attention to the county's need
for its own hospital, its own public
library, and improved public education through the medium of Amherst
County Day.
Stress on the college's role in
seeking improvements in the county

Day, we asked Miss Ruby Walker how
many years she had helped people
find their way about the campus from
her post in the Booth. She replied,
"This is the thirty-third year, but
please don't tell anyone. They will
think I'm older than I really am."
Surely this was an unnecessary admonition from the mature but
sprightly lady who attended her fiftieth annual Sweet Briar commencement in June.

PILGRIMAGES
(Continued fom Page 33)

ble for her to realize the significant
contribution she has made here. Many
of the amenities that are not usual to
group living but that are enjoyed by
Sweet Briar students are the result
of the standards of Linda Brovra.

her inashera
have known
seen her
WHO have
WE home
charming and entertaining hostess,
full of wit and gentle humor. A graduate of the L^jiiversity of Texas and
the University of Chicago, Mrs.
Brown has augmented her many interests with wide reading through the
.
years It is a delight to us that she
will live in nearby Lynchburg after
she settles down from the interesting
trips she is planning.
— Antoinette Nelson

Alumnae Magazine

Alumnae
1910
Eugenia Griffin Burnett
Louise Honper Ewell
Franti-!^ Miirn-ll Rickards
Nan Powell Hodges
1911
Mary

Virginia

Parker
1913

Mary Clark Rogers
1914
Henrietta

\^'as.hburn
1917

Berlha

I'fisler

'ttailes
1919

Katliarine Block Raynor
Elizabeth Eggleston
Flo Freeman Fowler
Franees If'ild Bose
1920
Dorothy

Wallace
1923

Helen
Lydia

McMahon
Piircell Wilmer
1924

Jean Grant Tavlor
Mary Marshall Hobson
1926
Dorothy Keller Hill
Ellen Newell Bryan
1927
Jane Riiltlle Tbornlon
Josephine Snowdon
Durham
1929
Mary Archer Bean Eppes
Athleen Benton Lawton
Ellen Blake
Anne Mason
Brent \^ inn
Mildred Bronaiigh Taylor
Sara Callison Jamison
Amelia Mollis Seolt
Dorothy Jolliffe Urner
Gertrude
Prior
Eugenie Tillman McKenzie
1930
Myra Marshall Brush
Norvell Rover Orgain
Gladys Wester Horton

on Campus for'^ Reunion
1931

Martha von Briesen
Elizabeth Clark
Phoebe
Kowe
Peters
1932
Alice Dahney Parker
Susan Marshall Timberlake
1933
Kathleen Carmichael Mather
Katherine Oglesby Mixson
Mary Bess Reinburg
Roberts W'aynick
Dorothea
Fuller
1934
Hilen Bean Emery
Elizabeth Bond Wood
Nancy
Butzner
Leavell
Helen Closson Hendricks
Elizabeth Eskridge Ambler
Sue Fender Miller
Joanna Fink Meeks
Elizabeth Howe
Danker
Dot Hutchinson Howe
Charlotte I.ee Lauck
Martha Lou Lernrnon Stohlman
Emily Marsh
Nichols
Elizabeth Mayfield Chapman
Mary McCandlish
Livingston
Bonney McDonald
Hatch
Katharine Means Neely
Jane Morrison Moore
Priscilla Mullen Gowen
Ruth Myers Pleasants
-Mary Nelson Becker
Margaret Ross Ellice
Ann Russell Cartel
Julia Sadler deColigny
Elizabeth Scheuer Maxwell
Rebecca Strode Lee
Betty Sutlle Briscoe
Frances
Weil Binswanger
Bonnie Wood Slookey
1935
Judy Halliburton Burnett
1939
Elizabeth Barnes Bird
Anne Benedict Swain
Elsie Day Sutherlin
Anna Espach Weckler
Betty Frazier Rinebart
Ellen George
Frampton
Viola James Wat hen
Yvonne Leggett Dyer
Gracey Luckett Stoddard
Mary Mackintosh
Sherer
Lee Montague
Joachim
Jane Barker Washburn
Elizabeth I'erkins Prolbro
Augusta
Saul Edwards
Julia Gray Saunders Michaux
Mary Louise Simpson Bulkley
Florence Swift Durrance
Janet Thorpe
Mary Trendway Downs
Virginia Welljord Farwell

1940
Blair Bunting

Both

1944

Margaret
Towers Talman
Alice Trout Hagan
Elizabeth Trueheart Harris
Carter Van Devenler Slatery
Elizabeth
Welljord
Bennett
Dorothy Wallace Wood
Margaret
Woods Tillett

Jean Blanton Stehl
Norma Bradley Arnold
Mary Jane
Brock Brewster
Lueile
C.hrislmas
Ellen Duval Miller
Mildred Faulconer Bryant
Juanita Gans Alexander
Margaret Gordon Seller
Helen Gravatt \^att
Virginia Hall Teipel
Antoinette Hart Moore
Frances
Hester
Dornette
Martha
Lee Hoffman
McCoy
Sydney Holmes
Bales
Gertrude Kinsley Whitehead
Paulett Long Taggart
Ann Moore Remington
Carlisle Morrissetl Branch
Carol Myers Hunter
Gene Button MacMannis
Jane Rice McPherson
Louise Smith Norton
Elisabeth Vaughan
Bishop
Virginia Walts Fournier
Patricia
Whitaker
Waters
Emily Wilkins Mason
Mary
White Hollander
Marjorie Willetts Maiden
Elizabeth Chauncy Williams Meyer
1946
Bea Dingwell
Nancy Dowd

Loos
Burton

1951
Diane

Richmond

Simpson

1952
Elizabeth J. "Rilder
1954
Ann Collins Teachout
Margaret Davison Block
Robin Francis
Ruth Frye Deaton
Jean Gillespie \^ alker
Doreen
Booth
Hannlton
Nanci Hay -\lahoney
Meri Hodges Major
Dilly Johnson Jones
Harriet Lineberger Steele
Margaret Mohlinan
Margaret
Morris Powell
Jo Nelson Booze
Mary Hill Noble Day
Joy Parker Eldredge
Joan Potter Bickel
Faith Rahmer
Croker
Mary
Jane Roos Fenn
Sue Scott
Helen Smith Lewis
Jeanne Stoddart Barends
Ann G. Thomas
Merrill Underwood Barringer
Bruce Watts Krucke

1949
Sally Ayres Sbroyer
Margery
Babcock
Nagel
Mary Frances Brown Ballard
Pat R. Brown
Kathleen Bryan Taylor
Caroline Casey McGebee
Catherine Cox Reynolds
Patricia Davin Robinson
Elizabeth Dershuck (Jay
Ann Doar Jones
June Eager Finney
Ruth Garrett Preucel
Sarah Gay LanfonI
Mary Coode Geer IJiRaddo
Julia Easley Mak
Marcia Fowler Smiley
(Catharine Hardwick Efird
Katharine
Hart Belew
-Marilyn Hopkins
Bamborough
Jacciuelin Jacobs Buttram
Nancy
Lake
Margaret Long Freas
Marie Musgrove
Pierce
Maud I'owell Leonard
Margaret Quynn Maples
Mary Louis Stevens Webb
Sarah Strickland Johnson
Jacklyn Tappen
Kern

Meta
Shirley

Space

1955
Moore

Sutliff
1957

Chips Chao
Joanne Raines Daniel
Mary Anne Wilson
1958
June Berguido
Mary-Louise Burelle
Cecile Dickson
Rulb
Frame
Beth
Mears
Julia McCuUough
Ethel Ogden Burwell
Caroline Sauls
Dotsie Woods

1959
Judith Franklin Campbell
Nancy Grubb
Jane Hawkins Davis
Aileen Payne Hudgens

The Auditoriuin Gets the Green Light
The Board of Overseers
has voted
a:

to start construction,
on the site west of

<o

to

w

the Gymnasium,

as soon as bids

»

a

((

^ o

can be received

<-• f-

and the contracts awarded.

"^ I

The Auditorium Fund, which
totalled S850,000 at Commencement,
has grown to $875,000
as of June 30, 1959.

Alumnae are invited to the Ground-breaking
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Coiilracl

Awarded

Asian Studies Program
Supported by Ford Grant
A three-year cooperative educational program in Asian Studies, described by Sweet
Briar's Presitlcnt Anne
other landmark in the
cation in the South,"
next September in the
colleges.

Gary Pannell as "anhistory of higher eduwill become a reality
three Lynchburg area

Supported by a recent grant of $100,000
from the Ford Foundation, it represents the
culmination of months of planning. Majoi
areas to be co\ered by the program were
outlined by presidents Orville Wake of
L)nchburg College, William F. Quillian, Jr.,

\rchrtect's rendering of the new Auditorium-Fine Arts Center shows
nd the music (left) and art wings.
Designed by the Lynchburg firm
ig will be faced in red brick with white trim and a slate roof.
will have a frontage
of 250 feet, making
if by far the

Sweet Briar's long dreamed-of and long
.'orked-for Auditorium-Fine Arts Center
ame one step closer to realization when
contract to build it was awarded to John
«X'. Daniel & Co., Danville on October 31.
Theirs was the lowest bid submitted by seven
ontracting firms. The same company built
)ew dormitory.
Cost of construction, as outlined in the
vinning bid, will be $790,'iOO. This figure
ncludcs some but not all equipment, and
t does not include landscaping, parking
rea. and related facilities. According to
^resident Anne Gary Pannell, ground is to
le broken as soon as possible and construction will proceed shortly thereafter, to assure
KCTjpancy in September 1961.
The location of the building, chosen afer many months of planning and after climilating several other possible sites, is west of
he Daisy Williams Gymnasium, facing
lorth. The building is designed to harnonize with the other college buildings.
The auditorium is to seat 667 persons, and
it will contain a central stage and two small
side-stages, which will extend into the auditorium. Itwill be possible to shift scenery
both vertically and horizontally.
On the ground floor, beneath the stage,
will be located the orchestra pit, trap room,
dressing rooms, makeup room, and storage
room for costumes, scenery, furniture and
props.
The same area on the first floor will con-

the central auditorium and theatre,
of Clarlc, Nexsen & Owen, the buildAs planned, the T-shaped
building
largest structure on campus.

tain the scenery shop, Green Room, (which
will also serve as a classroom) kitchenette,
and speech and drama instructors' offices.
The
Writers'
and two offices will
be located
on Workshop
the second floor.
At the front, above the lobby on the second floor, there will be a lecture-recital room,
in addition to the light and sound control
booth, and more storage space.
Ground floor plans for the music wing at
left include nine practice rooms, one teaching
studio, and two listening rooms. A music
library, with space for records and tapes as
well as books, five additional teaching
studios, and one classroom, will occupy the
first floor of this wing.
Plans for the ground floor of the art wing,
at right, include sculpture and design
studios, a classroom equipped for showing
slides, and a faculty oflice. The painting
studio, an art library including slide and picture storage space, and two faculty offices
will occupy the first floor.
To insure the best technical guidance, the
college and the architects have called upon
Edw^ard C. Cole, theatre consultant, of Yale
University, Harold Burris-Meyer, acoustical
expert, of Washington, and Stanley McCandless, theatre lighting specialist, of New
Haven and New York.
For twenty years, students and alumnae,
faculty and staff, parents and friends of
Sweet Briar have been assisting with plans
(Continued on

page 2)

of Randolph-Macon Woman's College, and
President Pannell. They added that the
establishment of a program of Asian studies
places these three colleges in a small and forward-looking group of liberal arts colleges
with similar offerings.
President Pannell declared that "as an
example of inter-college cooperation in strictly curricular matters, it should be watched
with interest by other college groups throughout the country, some of which, to be sure,
are already moving in the same direction."
"The rapid rise in the economic and political significance of Eastern nations in recent years has dramatized our appalling
ignorance of these peoples," President Wake
pointed out. As a consequahce, Eastern
scholars are eagerly sought.
According to President Quillian, faculty
members of the three colleges, as well as
students, will benefit from the teaching of
the visiting scholars. Approximately six faculty members from each college, representing a variety of related subject-matter fields,
are to attend a special seminar each week
for the duration of the program.
Specific civilizations to be covered will be
India, Pakistan, China and Japan, including a study of significant periods in the social
and political history of these countries, their
religious and philosophical traditions, their
art, some of their major literary works in
translation, and the impact of Western civilization on them.
The plans call for the study of India
and Pakistan for one year, China and Japan
lor one year, and Islamic civilization for
one year. Three outstanding scholars, one
each year, will be brought to the area to
conduct an undergraduate course at each institution, and to lead the faculty seminar.
(Continued

on

page

2)
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Self-Study Report
Probes College Program
For the better part of a year, Sweet Briar
has been busily engaged in a self-study, at
the instigation of the Southern Association of
Colleges and Secondary Schools which has
asked each of its member institutions to undergo a similar re-asscssment of its "objectives, organization, resources, procedure, program, and achievements."
Questionnaires, carefully drawn up to
stimulate answers from various groups associated with the college, have been circulated to faculty, staff members, students; to
committee chairmen and to academic departments; to alumnae officers and alumnae clubs.
Members of the Parents' Advisory Board and
of the Board of Overseers were also consulted on certain matters.
A preliminary report, based on the answers
found in the returned questionnaires, was
prepared last summer by Prof. Richard C.
Rowland, and it is airrently undergoing
whatever revisions may be advisable.
In the spring of the coming year, probably in March, Sweet Briar will be visited
by a committee representing the Southern
Association, which will be expected to obtain whatever information might be needed
to supplement the written report.
Re-accreditation in this regional association, which first admitted Sweet Briar to
membership in 1920, will be based on the
results of the committee's report and on the
college's own self-study report.
Although re-accreditation is the immediate
objective of this entire self -study, it also aims
to serve the college in its own plan of development. For that reason, the Steering
Committee (which at Sweet Briar has been
the Committee on Instruction, headed last
year by Dr. Jane Belcher and in her absence
this year by Dr. Lysbeth Muncy) has sought
to include as much of the college community
as possible, and it has made every effort to
achieve a self-critical and at the same time
a forward-looking report.

Auditorium Contract Signed
( C.utitinui'il

from

pitgt'

1}

for this building and have contributed the
funds which have made it possible. It was
one of the main objectives of major fundraising campaigns in 1941 and in 1956.
At the start of the Golden Anniversary
campaign in 1952, efforts were redoubled,
and most of the funds have come in as a
result of the hard work of two successive
chairmen of the Development Committee of
the Board of Overseers, Mrs. W. L. Lyons
Brown
(SaraGuion.
Shallenberger
'32) Massie
and Dr.is
Connie M.
Mr. Adrian
chairman of the architectural committee.
An alumna, Mrs. Joseph A. Gilchrist, Jr.
(Edna Lee, '26) has been chairman of the
campus committee which has worked with
the greatest dilligence for several years to
perfect the plans.
One of its members, Wallace Dace, assistant professor of English and director of
drama at Sweet Briar since 1957, drew the
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of 1963

Sweet Briar's newest freshman class, the
Class of 1963, numbers 191 members, a
figure representing slightly more than half
of those accepted for admission. More than
three times as many as the number admitted
had completed applications this year.
Geographical distribution figures indicate
that 31 states, the District of Columbia, and
Canada are represented in the class, as follows: 79 or 4l9f come from northeastern
states; 21 or 11% from the middle and
northwest; 70 or 37% from the southeast
and 19 or 10% from the southwest. Two
came from California and Canada.
Twenty-three freshmen are daughters of
alumnae, and one claims both mother and
grandmother as alumnae. Five of these
are also sisters of present or former students. Seven others in the class of 1963
have sisters who are now in college, or who
attended Sweet Briar recently.
Seventy-eight freshmen entered from public schools, 76 from independent schools,
and 37 had preparation in both types. The
freshmen entered from 71 public and 72
independent schools.
In general, their scores on College Board
tests were higher than those of students
entering in recent years.
Scholarships went to 15%i of the class,
the awards ranging from $350 to $1800.

Asian Studies Program
iConlinifil

(Torn page

I)

Other visiting lecturers will be brought from
time to time, and resources such as slides,
films, traveling art collections, and field trips
to Washington and New York will be used.
The nine-member committee which developed the plans included, in addition to
the three presidents. Dean Mary J. Pearl, and
Professor Lysbeth Muncy of Sweet Briar;
Dean Harriet Hudson and Professor Mary
Frances Thelen of Randolph-Macon; Dean
John Turner and Professor William Ferguson of Lynchburg College.
In their statement regarding this program
the three presidents pointed out that this
is the second time within the past year that
a cooperative approach by the three colleges
has led to achievement of an objective which
would probably have ben out of reach for
the institutions individually. The first, which
was financed by a grant from the Old Dominion Foundation, was the psychiatric counseling service recently instituted on the three
campuses.
"At a time when there is grave concern
because our country's educational resources
are not equal to its needs," their joint statement concluded,
are determined
to make
the maximum
use "we
of the
resources which
are
at our disposal."
preliminary sketches, before the architects
were employed.
Two other professors. Miss Eleanor Barton
and Carl Bricken, were chiefly instrumental
in developing the art and music wings.

Sweet Briar has special significance for freshman
Ann Fletcher of Indianapolis, who was welcomed on
opening day by her "Big Sister," Ann Percy of
Lynchburg. Calvin Fletcher, a prominent early
citizen of Indianapolis and a brother of Elijah,
first owner of Sweet Briar plantation, was Ann's
great-great-grandfather. As far as is known, she is
the first Fletcher descendant to attend Sweet Briar.

Editorial Awards Won
By Alumnae

Magazine

Two editorial awards were given to the
Sweet Briar Alumnae Magazine in the annual competition sponsored by the American Alumni Council, and a direct-mail citation also went to the Development office.
Sweet Briar's publication won a second
place in the magazine competition among
colleges with fewer than 10,000 alumni, and
it was cited to share another second place,
for its featured articles.
Mrs. Ernest M. Wood, Jr., executive secretary of the Sweet Briar Alumnae Association,
and Mrs. Arthur Vogelback are co-editors of
the magazine, issued three times a year.
Special recognition was also given to a
series of parent solicitation letters, issued
under the direction of John Detmold.

Loren Oliver, instructor in art, discusses set designs
for "The Chalk Garden" with Diana Muldaur, president of Paint and Patches, Lucy Martin, and Mona
Stiles. Diana and Lucy had leading roles in the
production, and Mona was technical director. Students in one of Mr. Oliver's art classes designed the
set for the three-act modern English comedy, presented under the direction of Wallace Dace on
Parents weekend, Oct. 23-24.
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Founders' Day
October was a Big Month at Sweet Briar!
Founders' Day, on the I4th, united the first
students and faculty with those of today,
->irin£r address* of Dr. Conthrough tlic
nic Guion.
On the same day, a stimulating conference, "Careers After College," was in progress. Eighteen alumnae were welcomed back
to campus, to talk about their work. Miss
Mary E. Campbell gave the keynote address,
The Liberal Arts Degree — A Powerful
Career Springboard.
Biggest event of all, numerically, was
Parents' Day, October 24. Almost 400
proud parents attended the 1 3th annual Parents' Day at Sweet Briar,
President
Pannell
presided
over
the
with her were the speaker, Dr. Connie
Charleston,

W.

Va.;

Founders'
Day
Guion of New
Sweet

Briar's

exercises
in the
York; Dean Mary
President-emeritus,

gymnasium.
On
J. Pearl; The Rev.
Miss Meta

the
platform
Louis Haskell,

Glass.

Katherine Guion HHaskell, a freshman, tries rocking
the cradle which once held Elijah Fletcher in his

Principals on the Founders' Day program: President
Pannell, Dr. Guion, and her nephew, the Rev, Mr.

Vermont

Haskell,

farm home.

Katharine's father and mother

father

of

Judy

'61,

and

Katherine

'63.

*To be published soon.
Tape
available for alumnae clubs.

recordings

are

Dean
Pearl,
Miss
Glass,
and
Dr. Wallace
Dace,
faculty
marshal,
discussing
arrangements
for the
academic
procession.

(who was Sarah Bright Gracey '32} and her greataunt, Dr. Guion, are interested spectators. Sent
to Sweet Briar by Miss Fanny B. Fletcher, of Ludlow, Vermont, the cradle was presented by Dr.

Guion.

in g

fh r

3h

the

The Legend of Giant Guion," written and read, anfiphonally, by seniors Brownie Lee and Gwen Speel,
made an instant hit with the ballad's heroine, guest of honor at Founders' Day luncheon. G. Noble
Gilpin,
professor
of music,
was
the toastmaster
who
kept the entire
occasion
In a rhapsodical
key.
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Careers
After
College

Investment

counseling

and

teaching

were

repre-

sented by Miss Jean Old '47, and Mrs. J. D. Hamlin (Winnie Leigh '58) at right.
Maria Gannett and
Barbara
Bowen
are pictured
with them.

An

interested

audience

filled

the

Emily

Bowen

"What does a liberal arts education prepare you to do? Anything in the world that you want to
del" This is the firmly-held and persuasively-expounded belief of the keynote speaker, Miss Mary E.
Campbell, (seated), personnel administrator of the Conde Nast Corp. Besides giving the stimulating opening address of the conference Miss Campbell served as a consultant during the afternoon
session, and she adroitly summarized the entire program that evening. Three students talking with
her; Eleanor Crosby,
Gwen
Speel. and Barbara
Sublett.

Room

for

the

alumnae

panel

presentations.

Miss Katherlne
Hanna
'34, director
of the Taff
Museum, Cincinnati, is questioned about the opportunities in museum
work by Louise Russell.

A successful free lance photographer, Mrs. Tristram
Dunn (Phoebe Plerson '36) speaking. This panel,
included Miss Patricia Brown '49. remedial reading;
Miss Old, Investments;
Mrs. Meade
Shackelford
'31

public

relations

director;

and

Miss

Hanna.

G ove Taylor
d Leonard
'49, operations
researcher;
Mrs, Edwari Ann Eustis
(Ann Colston
'47) social worker; Miss
Gambrell
'49 orthoptic
technician;
Mrs. Charles and
Miss
(Sarah Belk '39) merchandise
director;
education.
Mary
Marks
'35, teacher,
distributive

Another

panel

included

Miss

Jean

around
the p
nel speakers
to
a brief IntermissI
on
on
the
afternoon program.
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Psychiatric Counselor
Extends Health Services

Higher Faculty Salaries
Aim of Alumnae Campaign

A psychiatric counseling service initiated
last winter by a qualified psychiarist is the
newest addition to the health services pro\ided by Sweet Briar for its students. Its aim
is to help them achieve their best possible
personal and academic dvelopment.
Students who wish to consult the psychiatric counselor about emotional problems
which are troubling them come of their own
volition. Except in emergency cases, he believes he can help them only if they come
\oluntarily, and it is on this basis that the
new counseling ser\'ice is operating.
A $13,500 grant from the Old Dominion
Foundation made possible the inauguration
of this program and its continuance for 18
months at Sweet Briar, Randolph-Macon
Woman's College, and Lynchburg College.
Indications are that it is one of the few formally-organized programs of this kind in the
country.

First replies, from seven of the 75 areas
participating in the alumnae telephone campaign for faculty salaries, had been received
as subscriptions to the Alumnae Fund as this
edition of the Newsletter went to press.
This early response, a week after the
Founders' Day start of the telephone campaign, came from alumnae in Charleston
W. Va., Danville, Va., Detroit, Indianapolis,
Northern New Jersey, Princeton, N. J., Honolulu, and Rochester, N. Y. These subscriptions ranged in amounts from $300 to

Since last January, Dr. R. Terrell Wingfield, formerly chief resident in neurology
and psychiatry at the University of Virginia
Hospital who is now practicing in Lynchburg, has conducted this service at the three
colleges. He is a graduate of Duke L'niversity and of its Medical School, and he has
also studied at the University of London.
Before beginning the counseling service.
Dr. Wingfield had several meetings with
deans, faculty advisers, and Dr. Rice, college
physician, to acquaint them with his objectives and methods. He also presented his
plans to the entire faculty, and to the students, emphasizing his availability for counsel and aid to all who wanted to call on him.

— photo

by Bettye

Thomas

'61*

Each Wednesday morning finds Dr. Wingfield at Sweet Briar, keeping half-hour counseling appointments with students who have
signed in advance for them. Additional time
is spent in conferences with members of the
faculty and staff who work closely with students.
What kinds of problems do students bring
to Dr. Wingfield? Some are concerned
about difficulties they have in getting along
with other students, and some encounter
troubles at home. Others are worried about
their academic work. Should they remain in
college, they wonder.^
In many cases the student's troubles arise

$2.00.
Meanwhile, gifts are also being received
from alumnae who live in areas where there
were no telephone committees. They have
New faculty and staff members this year include;
(front row) John R. Williams, assistant professor
of English; Phllllppe Jacoby, instructor in sociology; Miss Jenny Richardson, assistant in biology;
Thomas Gilpatrick, assistant professor of government; (second row) Miss Phyllis Stevens, associate
professor of psychology; Andrew Francis, Jr., instructor In chemistry; Miss Rose Mary Johnson,
instructor in biology; Mrs. Dorothy KIrrmann, assistant inhealth education; (third row) Miss Helen
Bedon, associate professor of chemistry; Mrs. Betty
Moehlenkamp, assistant professor of physical education; Mrs. Julia deColIgny, assistant dean; Miss
Verena Deuel, lecturer in Spanish; (top row) Ernest
KIrrmann, associate professor of German; Samuel
Schroetter, Jr., visiting lecturer In history; Miss
Judith McMoran, instructor In physical education;
William Trausneclc. assistant professor of education; Douglas Hinltle, assistant professor of Spanish.

been made aware of this year's Alumnae
Fund objective through the recent publication, "Teaching at Sweet Briar," which was
sent to all alumnae in September and to all
parents late in October.
The largest gift received by the college so
far this fall was a grant of $25,000 for the
Memorial Chapel, from a foundation which
prefers to remain anonymous. This check,
which arrived the day college opened in September, brings the chapel fund to approximately $115,000. This includes two earlier
t,'rants, one of $5,000 from the Thomas M.
Bclk Foundation and one of $50,000 from
the Watson Foundation.

Stories by Jean Boley
Published in England
from her encounter with new ideas, new
sets of values, a part of the process of growing up which is by no means unusual.
In his talks with students. Dr. Wingfield
is frequently able, after very few conferences, to help a student recognize and cope
with basic causes of her problems.
Emotional disturbances which are deepseated, however, may necessitate psychotherapy over a longer period of time. In
such cases, it becomes the responsibilty of the
student or of her parents to make arrangements for such treatment outside of the college program.
During the second semester of last year.
Dr. Wingfield had a total of 79 office visits,
counseling 21 students. Although he emphasizes that it is too early to draw conclusions from any figures, he said that March
had the fewest and April and May the most
student appointments. Of the 392 appointment-units available, 335 were used by the
three colleges last spring.

Of the 2 1 stories which comprise this collection, four originally appeared in The New
Yorker, two in Collier's, one each in Harper's, The Commo/iifeal/h, The Saturday Evening Post, Foreign Service Journal, and the
Siveet Briar Anthology of 1936. The remainder were previously unpublished.
Jean Boley attended Sweet Briar for two
years some 25 years ago, and then transferred to Barnard College, to pursue her
great interest in writing. Her two novels,
The Restless and The Baby Lamb, were
favorably reviewed by many critics. She and
her husband visited Sweet Briar in March
1955, and participated in the Symposium
on Understanding Asia.

In addition to providing counseling service for all students who wish to take advantage of it, the program has another objective,
to study the effect of emotional problems on
the student's academic progress.
After the initial 18-month period covered by the grant, the three colleges expect to
continue the psychiatric counseling service.

Mrs. Boley's parents, Mr. and Mrs. Edmund Besselievre of Toledo, and Mr. Boley
established the Jean Besselievre Boley Award
two years ago for the best student-written
short story in an annual competition. A
$100 prize was awarded for the first time
in 1958 to Ruth Frame, and last June to
Barbara Beury, '62.

A limited edition of "A Little More Time
and Other Stories by Jean Boley," appeared
early last summer. The book was published
in London, for Herman V. Boley, husband
of the author, a Sweet Briar alumna. It
is designed
died
in 1957.as a memorial to his wife, who
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In honor of Miss Dorothy Dennis, who
retired last June from the faculty of Wellesley College where she had taught French
for 42 years, a $300 gift has been made to
the Jeanne and Joseph Barker Scholarship
Fund, which was established several years
ago in honor of the two Sweet Briar people
whose association with the Junior Year in
France program was one of outstanding
service.
Miss Dennis, who in 1927-28 was assistant director of the tifth group of students
who went to France under the University of
Delaware Foreign Study Program, has been
Wellesley's representative on the Advisory
Committee on the Junior Year in France,
established when Sweet Briar took over the
Delaware program in 1948. She has also
been a member of the Advisory Council on
the Junior Year Abroad, of the Institute of
International Education, for 30 years.
In addition to her valued service on these
committees. Miss Dennis has made several
gifts of money to aid the program, and to
help make it possible for students who need
scholarship aid, to have a year of study
in France.

HALLOWE'EN

DANCES

A Meyer Da\ is dance band, a combo from
North Carolina, and a concert by the National Symphony Orchestra provided musical
fare for all palates while Hallowe'en decorations supplied color for Fall Dance week
end, Oct. 30-Nov. 1.
Students and their dates rocked to combo
rhythms at the informal dance Friday evening in the Emily Bowen Room, they took in
the open -house parties at Grammer, Randolph and Manson on Friday and Saturday
afternoons, and they whirled to Meyer Davis
music Saturday night.
A buffet luncheon Sunday in the Refectory and the afternoon symphony concert
topped off the entire gala weekend.

NEWSLETTER

On board the "Mauretania" shortly before sailing
time on Sept. 3 are most of the 90 students from
44 colleges and universities who are enrolled in the
1959-60 Junior Year in France. This program has
been
administered
by Sweet
Briar since
1948.

STUDENT

HONORS

Mary K. Benedict Scholarship: Gwen Speel, '60.
Miinioii Alumnae Scholarship: Ann D. Smith, '60.
Eiiiilie Willis McVea Scholars: (ranking member in each class). Patricia Russell, '60; Jane
Hatcher, '61; Susan Rusmisel and AJele Vogel, '62.
Junior Honors: Jeanne Bounds, Susan Cone,
Jane Hatcher, Julie Boyd ONeil, Margaret Storey,
Suzanne Taylor.
Dean's Lisl. First Semester. Seniors: Judith
Barnes. Lura Coleman, Patricia Collyer, Margaret
Cook, Nancy Cornell, Elizabeth Dew, Susan Galleher, Gaye Gardner, Carolyn Gough. Rebekah
Lee. *Mollie McDonald. Jacqueline Mabie. Kadri
Niider, Patricia Powell, Barbara Reeves, Patricia
Russell, Ann DeVore Smith. Gwen Speel, Julia
Todd, Isabel Ware, *Marydee Wimbish.
* Completing courses elsewhere for Sweet Briar
degree.
Juniors: Jeanne Bounds, ** Eleanor Briggs,
Susan Cone, Janet Cook, **Jane Garst, **Dorothy
Haskell,
**Jane Hatcher,
** Julie Taylor,
O'Neil. Dicksie
Diane
Stevens, Margaret
Storey. Suzanne
Lee Waterhouse, Alexandra VCilson.
** junior year abroad.
Sophomores: Sarah Adams. Jane Aldrich. Ann
M, Anderson, Marcia Armstrong, Kathryn Dienst,
Louise Durham. Deborah Glazier, Brooke Hamilton, Charlotte Johnson, Anne Scott Johnston, Loti
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Sweet Briar students enrolled in the Junior Year
in France chatting with President Pannell iust before
sailing: Julie O'Neil, Eleanor Briggs, Mrs. Pannell,
Margaret Wadman,
Emily Whaley,
Laura Conway.

Kennedy, Susan McCoy, Joan Morse, Barbara Pearsail, Elizabeth Pearson, Ann Percy, Nanc7 Powell
Mena Rose, Susan Rusmisel, Letitia Sanders, Mary
Layne Shine, Bettye Thomas, Lyla-Gaye Van Valkenburgh, Adele Vogel, Macon Winfree.
Tau Phi. Seniors: Barbara Beam, Ann Crowell,
Elizabeth Few, Diana Muldaur, Gale Young, Norris Smith, Patricia Russell, Ann Weingart, Jane
Hilton; Juniors: Susan Cone, Maria Garnett, Katrina Groat. Janna Staley. Suzanne Taylor, Marta
Tucker.

Entered as second-class matter at th(
Post Office. Sweet Briar, Va.
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In this issue:
A NEW

COURSE

IN ASIAN

FALL 1959

STUDIES

This happy chorus of Sweet Briar seniors shared in the ground
breaking ceremonies for the new Auditorium-Fine Arts Center.

D-day for the Auditorium!
lyrOVEMBER 9, 1959, will long be remembered at Sweet Briar! The
-^ ' students, faculty and staff gathered at noon that crisp, glorious day
to take shovels in hand to tuni up the first sod for a building Sweet Briar
alumnae have worked for longer than any other. At last the work had begun
on the Auditorium-Fine Arts Center.
President Pannell, Auditorium Committee Chairman Edna Lee Gilchrist, '26, and Campus Development Committee Chairman G. Noble Gilpin
spoke, as did Professors Eleanor Barton, Carl Bricken, and Wallace Dace
for Art, Music, and Drama. Paint & Patches and Aints & Asses joined
forces — for the first time ever? — in producing a skit for the occasion. And
as the crowd melted away for lunch, the first bulldozers arrived. The
noise of these mechanical diggers is the sweetest music campus ears have
heard since Dew Dormitory was started in 1955.

man
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One of thp many Asian students at Swfcl Briar
ill the past, Nina tliilia gives an exhibition of
a graceful dance of her native country, India.
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Next fall students at Sweet Briar
will have a new and long-awaited course on

UNDERSTANDING
AN absorbing topic of conversattion on the Sweet Briar campus
this fall is a new course that will be
started next year. This will be part
of a three-college program in Asian
Studies, supported by a grant of
$100,000 from the Ford Foundation,
that will be instituted at Sweet Briar
College, Randolph-Macon Woman's
College, and Lynchburg College. This
new program was formulated by the
three colleges after years of study and
joint discussion.
Student demand for more knowledge of non- Western civilizations, increasingly evident on all three campuses, was in a large measure responsible for the undertaking. A
nine-member committee, including
the presidents, deans, and one faculty
member from each college, drew up
the proposal submitted to the Ford
Foundation. Sweet Briar's representatives on this committee were
President Anne Pannell, Dean Mary
Pearl, and Dr. Lysbeth Muncy, Professor of History and Government.
The committee met frequently with
other members of the faculties, with
authorities such as Professor William
deBary, Director of Columbia University's Oriental Studies

Program,

The editors are indebted to Professors Lysbeth Muncy and Milan Hapila for the use of their notes (prepared for speeches to alumnae and
parents) in writing this article.

2

and with officers of the Ford Foundation.
Areas of study suggested for the
new course include the civilizations
of India, Pakistan, China and Japan;
significant periods in the social and
political history of these countries;
their religious and philosophical
traditions; their art and some of their
major

literary works

in translation.

I

S tliis interest in Asia sudden and

new? Although recent world
events have focused the spotlight of
attention on the non-Western world,
the answer is an unequivocable
"No." Americans have been interested in Asia for a long time. Before and after the founding of our
country merchants in Boston, Newport, New York and Philadelphia
were sending ships to Calcutta and
Canton, and great wealth grew out of
the Asian trade. Our interests have not
been, however, purely mercantile and
material; we also wished to share
our religion, our philosophy, our
ideas and skills with these people.
But with time there has been an
increasing desire not only to trade
with them and to spread our culture
to them, but to learn from the Asian
people, to know and understand tliem
and their way of life, their traditions, their values and their aspirations. We have had a growing sense
of the parochialism of our western
culture and a recognition that Asians

ASIA
are a part of our world. They have
much to give us and to teach us that
will enrich our lives and our understanding of ourselves as well as of
them.
In American colleges the study of
man, his thought, and his role in
society has drawn chiefly upon man's
experience in the West. The social
sciences and the humanities have been
quite narrow in their outlook. It is
possible that Asian civilizations are
just as valid starting points for the
study of man as our own Western
civilization, and that we have been
neglecting a rich storehouse of information available in the records of
other civilizations.
In the field of politics, for example, we study democracy and political institutions as they evolved in
the West and are tempted to look
upon the British constitutional development as the norm. Yet the
Asian experience may give us valuable and corrective insights into the
political problem of reconciling order and freedom. Again, by comparing and contrasting the role of
political parties in the West and the
Asian countries we may correct or
at least enrich our knowledge of these
institutions and thus widen the factual basis on which many of the generalizations inthe social sciences rest.
In the humanities, the study of
Asian works of the human mind and
spirit is as imperative

as it is re-
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They journeyed from the other side
of the world and met at Sweet
Briar: Dean Kantak of Baroda University, India, who lectured on campus in October, and Shahnez Ali, a
student from Pakistan. With them
is Francisca Brackenridge, a junior,
who lives in Pasadena, California.

warding. The classics in the cultural legacy of man include not only
Western literature and works of art,

Asia but also to the beauty of Oriental art, architecture, drama and
literature. Many of them must have

but also Asian examples of the imagination and creativity of man. These
have an intrinsic value for man regardless ofhis domicile.

learned, perhaps often w ith some surprise, that the Asian way of life,
however different from ours, was a

War II was a great
WORLD
stimulus to interest in the Far

valid one, and that their understanding of America had been enhanced by
their contact with an exotic civilization.

East. Many American soldiers had
their eves opened not onlv to the
.strategic and political importance of

Asian peoples and nations are rising to a position of political importance which demands our attention.

Fall. 19.59

Over one half of the world's population lives in Asia and in recent years
many of thein have gained political
freedom. Furthermore, the underdeveloped nations are playing a crucial role in the cold war. Mr. Khrushchev, in spite of his professed desire to co-exist peacefully with us, is
going to try to win among these
people as many adherents as he can,
through a cultural, political and economic offensive, with the victorv of
(Continued on Page 45)
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a ballad of which she is heroine, amused

Dr. Connie.

MISS INDIE'S FAITH:
IN 1930 I drove to Proctorsville, Vermont,
to see a patient, Mrs. Mien Fletcher. She
lived in a lovely stone house on Chuckle Hill
with her two daughters and one granddaughter.
Everywhere was evidenced culture, good taste
and a full life. It was certain that these were
no ordinary folk, but quite the contrary, proud
and worthy descendants of Vermont's most
honored settlers. Not far down the road stood
a typical New England house and barn where
the ancestors of this family had fought the
elements, won, and built their home in 1783.
The setting in the Green Mountains reminded
me of Sweet Briar and the foothills of the Blue
Ridge.

At the time

I had

no inkling that I

was in a house built by the grandson of Jesse
Fletcher and that the old farmhouse nearby
was the birth place of Elijah Fletcher, the
sixth child of Jesse and Lucy Keyes Fletcher,
and Sweet Briar's own ancestor.
Elijah Fletcher from his early youth determined to obtain the best possible education
even though his father was poor and life was
narrowed to hard work and a constantly enlarging family. The farm yielded barely
enough to meet the family needs. In truth
his father was often in debt. Nevertheless,
Elijah's ambition was greater than his poverty,
and by dint of his persistence, intelligence
and foresight he succeeded in graduating from
Alumnae Magazine

tlie liniversity of V'ernionl in 1810, just one
hundred years before the first class graduated
from this rollege.
During liis last \ear in eoUege he decided
tliat he wanted to tench in llie South and he
hegan to explore llie possiliililies. Early in
the year he received an offer to teach in the
Raleigh, North Carolina, Academy and promptly accepted it. After graduation he borrowed twenty dollars and a Morgan mare
from his father, and with no other assets he
started on the long and uncertain trek. It
is unknown why he chose to go so far afield
but certain it is that he had yearnings for
new experiences to broaden his knowledge.
He was prepared to teach French, German,
Italian, Greek, history, mathematics and English — he was not limited by our present-day
fever for specialization.
In his letters on his journey he showed
many facets of his character. Always he expressed devotion to his family, his sadness at
parting and his longing to retain his father s
affection and approval. He showed his love
of nature, his keen powers of observation of
the country, its vegetation, the people, their
manners,
farms
and
animals.
He
thought

WHAT

liead of the Academy for boys and girls.
His letters to his father tell of this little town,
of his house and of his pride in planting trees,
shrubs and flowers. He stressed the friendly
reception he met from the students and their
parents, his earnest interest in his work, and
his love of teaching.

REMARKED especially about the proiiciency of the girls. He had been
concerned about the education of women
HE

even in his own college days. After he arrived
in Virginia he constantly advised his father
to send his sisters to school, and he provided
out of his small earnings the monies necessary
to defray their expenses. He wrote his father,
"A girl will be more respected with an education than with wealth. I think female education is too much neglected — they are
llie ones who have the first education of
children and they ought to be qualified to
instruct them correctly." Over and again in
his letters he emphasized that educated men
and women were needed to guide society.
His influence in New Glasgow extended far
beyond the school house. He was interested
in every |)liase of life about him.
He studied

HATH IT PROFITED?
by DR. CONNIE M. GUION
poorly of upper New \ork state with its rundown houses, unkempt barns and animals. He
described Pennsylvania and its citizens with
scorn saying they were so stingy they even
faced the back of their houses to the main
roads. His letters show he was a keen judge
of men, full of Vermont wisdom, shrewdness
and independence. He lost no opportunity to
advance his plans but he never sacrificed the
ultimate objective for mere speed. Upon his
arrival in Alexandria he took a position in
the Academy there and another young man
went on to the Raleigh Academy.
Finally in May. 1811. he reached New- Glasgow, Amherst County.
Virginia, to become

F.M.!.. IQ.i'J

constantly, especially farming, and compared
it with methods and results back in Vermont.
He shared his knowledge with his neighbors,
and bought a small farm so that he could
experiment with his theories. The results were
so successful that his friends adopted them.
Among his neighbors were the Crawford
family of Tusculum. Mr. Crawford was a
Princeton graduate, a lawyer and a farmer.
He was one of the most respected and richest
men in the county. Elijah was a great favorite
of both Mr. and Mrs. Crawford and he was
often invited to their home. For him the chief
attraction was their daughter. Maria Antoinette.
He

described

her

to

his

father

as

"a

lady

distinguished for her sense, lier accomplishments and iier education; a
lady who dressed daily in silks hut
who had too much sense to be proud
— sincere, candid, intelligent, superior in her management of domestic
affairs."
As usual Elijah was astute in
his judgment and promptly decided
to ask this very desirable lady to
become his wife. They were married in April, 1813, only twentythree months after his arrival in
New Glasgow, a penniless teacher
from far away Vermont, who had j ust
finished paying off his last debt. This
marriage was the beginning of his
phenomenal success in the life of
Amherst County and Lynchburg. He
enlarged his holdings to include what
they later named the Sweet Briar
plantation. He entered the printing
business in Lynchburg and published
The Virginian, its first newspaper.
He prospered and accumulated a
goodly fortune.
In those early days he and Maria
planted around their home rare trees
and shrubs, the box-wood and flowers
that we all love today. He liimself
chose as his last resting place the
round top of the present Monument
Hill. He directed the planting of
trees and shrubs and flowers and he
specified the details of the present
obelisk. He stated that all his children should meet there once a year
to prune, trim and cultivate the trees
and shrubs. We of the college community are in truth his children and
once a year we respect his request
and repair to his last resting place
to pay homage to this wise man and
to offer our admiration and gratitude
to Elijah Fletcher through whose belief in women's education this college
was called into being.

ELIJAH and Maria gave equal
education to their sons and
daughters. The sons went to Yale
and the girls to Washington to the
best schools of the day. In 1844 their
father sent Sidney and his two sisters

iibroad. They travelled in France,

conuiiodities. Her father took her to

Italy, Switzerland, Germany, Denmark, Greece, Egypt and Spain. They
were given insight into what to see
and to do. Indiana studied the harp
in Paris and brought home the one
now standing in Sweet Briar parlor.
She became a proficient linguist as
well as a gifted musician. She laid
the fomidation to teach her child
of the future as her father hati

Brentano's to browse among good
books. These wise parents were already preparing their little girl to
be a worthy leader in their community and to be equal to the demands of her generation. Indiana
was imbued with the faith and train-

planned.
In 1865 at thirty-seven years of
age, Indiana married James Henry
Williams, born in Ireland, educated
at Trinity College in Connecticut,
where he received both his Bachelor
and Master of Arts degrees. He then
graduated from the General Theological Seminary in New York and
spent six years as the Episcopal minister in Dobbs Ferry. I mention
these facts that you may know tliat
Indiana, like her father, chose an
educated and intelligent spouse.

IN 1867 Daisy was born to this
couple, their first and only child.
From henceforward Daisy was their
chief interest in life. Just as Elijah
had taken a long look into the future
of his youth, so did Indiana and
James Henry Williams plan for their
child's life. At Sweet Briar she had
few playmates and no available
school, so it was that her mother
became her tutor with the rich background provided in her own youth.
Her parents were her constant companions together with the little colored girl, Signora. They realized
that such a life was narrow and
dwarfing for their child and soon
made plans for expanding her experiences and education in New York.
For her formal education they sent
her to the best schools available.
To broaden her culture they took
her to museums, opera, theater,
churches and even to Barnum's Circus. They took her to shop in Lord
and Taylor's and in Tiffany's that
she might see the best styles and learn
relative values and costs of ordinary

ing she received from her own father, and as a result her child was
mature beyond her years and profited
well from her experiences in New
York. In 1882 she kept a diary;
it shows her to be observant, witty,
kindly, critical, thoughtful. She liked
New York but she loved Sweet Briar
and all its beauty and associations.
When it was time for the trip to New
York each winter, she was already
looking forward to the springtime
and the hour of her return.
Daisy's portrait hangs in the West
Parlor of Sweet Briar House. This
picture reveals the same little girl
that you will come to know if you
read her diary and letters. On a
cursory glance she looks serious, but
pray, who does not when sitting before the professional eye of a portrait painter! If you study that
little face you will come to see the
smile, the humor under the sober
mask put on for the painter! When
this child died in 1884 at sixteen
years of age, her parents were so
bereft that they withdrew from life
about them. We know little of their
activities in the ensuing years, but
we do know from their separate wills
that they must have spent many hours
together trying to formulate a way in
which they could consummate their
cherished plan for Daisy's life and
insure a perpetual memorial to her.
Indiana's will is a masterpiece of
brevity and wisdom. It states in
part ... "I direct the said Trustees
... to procure the incorporation
in the State of Virginia of a Corporation to be called the Sweet Briar Institute. .. . The said Corporation . . .
shall establish and maintain . . .
upon the said plantation a school or
seminary. . . ." "It shall be the genAlumnae
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eral scope of die school to impart
to its students such education in
sound learning and such physical,
moral and religious training as shall
in the judgment of the directors, best
fit them to be useful members of society- • ■ • This bequest is the fulfillment of my own desire . . . and
of mv late husband . . . for the establishment of a perpetual memorial of
our deceased daughter, Daisy Willams.

gaged as members of the faculty
and one student, Lillian Lloyd, registered for admission ; there were no
plans formulated for any academic
life, no catalogue, no equipment; the
academic building was not completed: the utilities were not in operation. Problems raced through her
brilliant, practical mind demanding
an immediate solution. The college
was scheduled to open in less than
three months. She first decided that
she could run a school without al-

THIS will expressed beautifully,
Mr. and Mrs. Williams' ideal for
Daisy's life and their plans to educate
her to help build a better world. Since
Daisy was denied this opportunity,
her parents were determined that
other girls be prepared to carry on
Daisy's work in perpetual memory

of her.

Elijah Fletcher and his daughter
Indiana laid the foundation of Sweet
Briar College, but their ideals were
crystalized and implemented by the
executors of Mrs. Williams' will, her
appointed trustees of the school and
thereafter by their chosen representative, President Mary K. Benedict, and
her faculty.
Mary Benedict arrived at Sweet
Briar in June, 1906. As tlie train
pulled away she looked around to
find the college of which she was
to be President. There was not a
building in sight but she was quite
reassured when her eyes rested on
a signboard out in the field on which
was painted "Sweet Briar." She then
saw a horse-drawn buggy standing
near by and a man approaching her
inquiring if she was Miss Benedict.
He said he had been sent to drive
her up the hill. They slowly wound
their way through the oak grove
and finally she saw the rolling
hills and distant mountains. The
beauty of the landscape lifted her
spirits. Then she saw tlie four stark,
new, red brick buildings and she
knew this was a new venture — hownew she was soon to learn ! She
found that there were but two enFall. 1959

most everything, but not without students. Students there must be! One
was not sufficient. She then decided
that the college must be publicised
promptly to secure a student body.
When the Board of Directors met
that day she presented her dilemma
to them with the request for $5,000
to launch a campaign. This was
granted and by September 27th, 1906,
there were registered 36 boarders
and 15 day students from Amherst
County.
With the saine dispatch she had
gathered together a faculty of ten
men and women, all strangers to her
and to each other and to this new
institution. She had no actual measure of what practical assistance any
of them could give her in the administration and she had no time in
which to experiment. She knew that
she must publish a catalogue that
would outline a master plan for the
new school. She had already obtained
the cooperation of the Board to
establish a curriculum for graduation equivalent to that of the best
liberal arts colleges.
As she had studied the a|)plications
of the 51 prospective students, she
knew that there were only a few
who could matriculate as college
freshmen. She concluded that special courses must be provided for
the rest in accordance with the special preparation each would present.
She considered these problems her
responsibility and she studied the application of every student to learn
about her home, her interests, cap-

abilities, experience and needs. The
night before the session opened she
sat up all night completing the schedules and other details involved in
the day ahead. She finished her task
as the sun rose, went for a walk to
get the kinks out of her muscles and
to get a fresh start for the new day.
How simply Mary Benedict could
have answered all the problems that
confronted her, both financial and
academic, had she decided to build
here a stylish boarding school where
girls could be prepared to cook, to
sew. to paint, to become musicans,
linguists — to be accomplished young
ladies and desirable wives. This she
would not do because she believed
that Indiana had higher ideals for the
education of women. She could have
simplified the beginning of her ideal
for a 4-year college course had she
been willing to request the Trustees
to establish a copy of the organization at Vassar College. She knew
every detail of its academic and student life and all of tlieir ramifications. But Mary Benedict was not
interested in imitating any college in
existence. She felt this new college
offered a fresh opportunity to develop the character of every individual who was concerned in its
building. She selected the teachers
with infinite care from the faculties
of well-established colleges so that
this new college would become of
interest to the older ones, and she
curiosity.
succeeded in making it a center of

IN those early days life was uncertain and there were no precedents
to guide either faculty or students in
their academic or extra-curricular activities. Miss Benedict encouraged
the faculty and student bod) to work
out their own salvation, giving them
suggestions, with freedom of action.
They did not realize the quiet guidance that was forming this college
into an amazing spiritual and educational mould, even in the first few
(Continued on Page 46)
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Miss Hanna examines carefully an irreplaceable painting
before and after lending it to an out-of-town museum.

Taft Museum's

TIRST LADY'
Photographs by Allan Kain of the Cincinniitl Enquirer

ONE

OF THE

most interesting jobs described by the alumnae on

campus in October for the "Careers After College" conference
was that of Katherine Hanna, director of the Taft Museum in Cincinnati.
She has directed the upkeep, displays and social functions of the museum
since 1941, making it "a lively cultural center for the city." Besides seeing to the display of the artistic treasures, she lectures on art and conducts tours in the museum. The responsibility for keeping the building
and grounds in good repair is hers, and she acts as hostess for the parties
held in connection with exhibitions. By opening the museum for social
activities as well as sightseeing, she broadens its usefulness to the community, and adds to its usual artistic attractions.

Miss Hanna, above, directs the arrangement of a special
exhiljit of international children's art. Left, she inspects the
beautiful wrought iron balustrade at the entrance. Below.
Jan Weigel, Taft Museum designer, works on an exhibit
booklet; she also designs notices for openings and concerts.

'W

A difficult housekeeping chore for one of lier staff of 14
is dismantling and washing handsome crystal chandeliers.

The
her

Katherine Hanna. who makes use of her art knowledge for
lectures
and
exhibits,
does
research
into art history.

care and maintenance of Taft Museum are never ending jobs for Katherine
career by restoring old Virginia homes.
Here she checks on the grounds

Hanna,
who began
with the gardener.

Teas and cocktail parties
are held at the museum by
various organizations whenever they sponsor exhibits.

Miss Hanna confers witli Architect John W. Becker as they plan
reconstruction of porch where
aged pillars had been removerl.

The following article has been taken from "The Preliminary Report
of the Self-Study," written by Professor Richard Rowland
on the basis of answers to questionnaires
submitted to faculty, students, adminiMration and alumnae.

SWEET BRIAR IN
HAVE YOU ever wondered what it is exactly, that
Sweet Briar College hopes to achieve with each
What, in other words, are
individual student?
the objectives of the college?

You may answer quick-

ly, "Why, to educate the student, of course."
This is certainly the reason for the existence of Sweet
Briar, but consulting the catalog, you will find it stated
in more detail. The college aims "to offer the soundest
instruction in the traditional disciplines of the liberal
arts . . ." It wishes to produce "hiuiian beings capable
of intelligent free choice." It tries "to train young women to be fully civilized — mature, responsible, permanently alert and permanently curious." "The college
seeks always to foster independent judgment, disciplined
imagination, and respect for sound evidence."
Successive changes in the catalog indicate that these
purposes have been frequently re-phrased and necessarily therefore re-examined. As recently as 1956 a
questionnaire was answered by the entire faculty in
which the purposes, curriculum and achievement of the
college were assessed. At the time of the fiftieth anniversary of the founding of the college Martha Lou
Lemmon Stohlman wrote "The Story of Sweet Briar
College," a book of whose grace and vigor the college
is proud, and one which led at that time to a long, hard,
albeit essentially affectionate look at the college's history and achievement.
As we graduated our fiftieth class in June, this is
once more a particularly appropriate moment for such
stock-taking. Sweet Briar is now in the midst of a very
thorough self-study, undertaken primarily because the
Southern Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools
requires, for purposes of reaccreditation, that member
colleges and schools periodically carry out a self-study.
Following this, the college is visited by a committee
from the Association. Sweet Briar has chosen to look

opportunity to assess present strengths and weaknesses,
to plan future growth, and to review objectives.
In October of 1958 the faculty asked the Instruction Committee to serve as the steering committee for
the self-study, and this committee thought it important
that the self-study involved should include as large a
part of the college community as possible, and that it
should be self-critical and forward-looking as well as
descriptive of the present institution. In order to achieve
these aims, various sets of questions were drawn up.
Certain specific questions were sent to individual administrative officers. Each department or division of the
faculty made out a report on departmental affairs. In
addition a questionnaire was sent to all members of the
faculty to be answered individually.
The questionnaire was sent to 63 faculty members, of
whom 43 replied to it [6Q%) . Of the 20 who did not
reply 11 were here on limited appointment — one year
or a half year. It was also sent to 12 members of the
administrative staff of whom seven replied. No one answered all the questions asked, but it is upon these 50
replies to the questionnaire that much of the following
report is based. Certain other questions were addressed
to the students and others to each alumnae club. The
Board of Overseers and the Parents' Advisory Board
were also consulted on certain matters.
The first question asked the faculty, alumnae and
students was a key question and dealt with the success of
Sweet Briar College in fulfilling its objectives. It is
not easy to come to a conclusion on this subject. Sweet
Briar alumnae have performed with distinction in the
academic world, in business, in community life and in
the home, where most of them make their lives. The
Alumnae Magazine provides a running commentary on
this; the faculty meets returning alumnae with pleasure
and pride, recognizing them as civilized and interesting

upon this self-study not as a routine chore but as an
people.
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THE LOOKING GLASS
A general confidence in Sweet Briar methods was
expressed by the facuUy. When Uie individual teacher
was asked what he had found to be the teaching metliods
most efTeclive in fostering independent judgment, disciplined imagination and respect for sound evidence the
response was overwhelmingly to endorse those methods
believed to be characteristic of Sweet Briar. Most often
mentioned were the value of small classes (cited by 25
people), and seminars (cited by 23). The comprehensive examination for seniors was mentioned 19 times,
though tliere were a few doubts on this matter based on
the fear that it might fall short of its purpose through
too great an emphasis on mere memorizing. The importance ofclass participation and discussion was stressed
by 17 people. Many other methods were mentioned,
but these were the principal ones; all of them are generally in practice now at Sweet Briar.
A few teachers pointed out here that no method
serves everyone, that some teachers are more effective
in small classes, some in a large lecture, and a variety
of methods probably provide the best teaching.

THE other hand this study has revealed certain questionings in the minds of all segments
of the community as to our ultimate success in
achieving some of our aims, perhaps stimulated by the
great emphasis the national press has recently placed
upon criticism of our schools and colleges. The armaON

ments race with Russia, Admiral Rickover's book, the
Conant report have all brought the educators of the
nation under fire: the Ruml report has specifically
aimed its fire at the very sort of college Sweet Briar
represents: more and more in the future we will be
called on to justify ourselves. Certainly there is no
sense that we can rest on our laurels at a time when
economic problems and world-wide uncertainties focus a
newly critical attention upon the nation's colleges.
Fall, 1959

Let us now treat in more detail the answers to the
first question, "To what extent are the purposes and
objectives of Sweet Briar College being carried out by
the institution?" Of 33 faculty members responding
to it, the gratifying number of 22 found that the objectives were being carried out "as well as can be expected." Of the others, two people doubted that valid
evidence could be offered one way or another ; while nine
people expressed specific doubts as to the success obtained. The most frequently expressed doubt was whether
we did develop "a sense of responsibility and independent judgment." As one teacher expressed it, "Our
students enter and leave dreadful conformists." There
is, we were told, "a divergence in aims between the faculty and some of the students," although another person
added that the relative failure must be blamed not on
us but on our society's failure to esteem intellect.
It is important to note that these are individual comments and one can perhaps over-emphasize the conformism of students: to what extent can four years alter
the prejudices of 18 years' training? To what extent
should it? To what extent does the teacher regard as
conformism a belief opposite to his own? The significant change which a college education could make
is slow and subterranean — and incapable probably of
demonstration or measurement. The recent study by
Philip E. Jacob. Changing J'alues in College, concludes
that in general the American college has startlingly little
significant influence on its students' beliefs and attitudes.
Perhaps this is inevitable in a culture which sends so
high a percentage of its youth to college: an intelligentsia as such, with a specific allegiance to other values
than those whidi the citizenry as a whole honors, is
unlikely when that "intelligentsia'" represents nearly one
out of every three members of the total population between the ages of 18 and 21; the most recent statistics
from the U. S. Department of Health, Education and
13

Welfare show sucli to be the present
situation in the United States.
Essentially, the students seemed
even more satisfied with the college's
success in fulfilling its objectives
than the faculty was. Of 155 students who replied to the questionnaire, only 17 gave primarily negative answers to this question. Many
of the affirmative answers, of course,
pointed out limitations on our success— one of which was repeated
often enough to indicate an area for
faculty consideration. Twenty-five
students specifically questioned that
we developed "a sense of responsibility and independent judgment,"
but whereas the faculty saw this lack
in intellectual matters, the students'
emphasis was upon social and moral
behavior. The moral code is dictated, many students believe. Some
of the comments follow:
"When (the student) enters the
world, she is going lo have no pledge
to sign."
"She will, after all, have to stand
on her own two feet and decide for
herself in the big wide world. A
guiding hand is better than the rule
of thumb."
"The rules prohibit her from facing a real situation."
"We are developing a sense of responsibility merely to her honor system, one that we cannot well apply
after graduation for there is no universal honor system."
"Protection in social life and every
day routine does not make a student mature and responsible but
acts as a hindrance to these aims."
Other doubts expressed by students were:
1) The rural location was seen as
a handicap, not an asset, keeping
us out of touch with the outside
world, especiallv the arts (9 students. I
2) The curriculum stresses the
traditional over the contemporary;
students do not become aware of
current events (14 students).
3) The
14

spiritual

side

of

life

is

neglected; perhaps a chaplain is
needed (4 students. This matter
worried one member of the Board,
too.)

The chief doubts were:
1) There are many students and
parents who do nut ap))ear to value
education and things of the intellect

4) The college, both faculty and
students, encourages conformity (4
students. )

as highly as the faculty does. Several people wondered if some parents
would not be distressed if their

5 1 The college should raise faculty salaries rather than build new
buildings, for only through a better

daughters were taught to exercise independent judgment to the point
where accepted values were questioned. Several also mentioned a

faculty can the college's aims be
achieved
( 3 students ) .
61 The language of the catalogue
is "unrealized and inappropriate
cliches" (3 students). Specifically
5 other students objected to the catalogue's claim that "Many careers, of
course, are open to Sweet Briar
graduates without further training,"
which they felt to be untrue.
The alumnae answers to this questionnaire were hearteningly favorable and although the question indicated a good many areas for improvement, the total impression is
that we have met with success,
though not to a degree which could
encourage smugness.

second question on the faculty and student questionnaire
was: "Is there a demonstrable relationship between the objectives of
the college and the needs and aims
of the students who come to Sweet
THE

Briar? If there are ways in which
the objectives are not fully recognized
and agreed upon by the constituent
elements of the college, i.e.. Board,
administration, faculty, students and
their parents, and alumnae, note and
describe them."
This question revealed an area of
considerable disagreement and uncertainty inthe faculty. Of 30 members who chose to answer it, only 10
gave an essentially affirmative answer.
Four balked at the word demonstrable and insisted that there was no
way to demonstrate such a relationship. The other 16 indicated definite limitations (in 9 cases so serious as to challenge the whole success of the institution) .
,

sense of pressure from parents (and
to a lesser degree from students)
for more vocational courses. (Noted
in one form or another by 15
people.
) student body is too homo2) Our
geneous for successful education of
the sort we aim at; the solution lies
probably in more scholarships, but
it was feared that the Board and the
alumnae need to be educated to see
the necessity for this (2 people).
3 ) Because of the nature of our
student body, some of our instruction is irrelevant, a cramming with
facts useful only in graduate school
(to which too few students aspire)
at the expense of developing independent and mature thinking such as
the citizen needs today (2 people).
The conclusion is inevitable that
here is a subject which the faculty
must examine very seriously in the
near future.
The alumnae were perhaps better
satisfied as regards this matter than
the faculty. They hoped frequently,
however, that these objectives could
more effectively be made clear to
the student before she enters Sweet
Briar College.

on the whole
were
THEmorestudents
t too
confiden
that there
was

a relationship between their

needs and the college's aims, although
the large drop-out casts some doubt
upon this conclusion. The students
did, of course, name various limitations, the most striking being that
they were guarded too closely socially for them to develop independence. Other students believed that
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ihere was not enough vocational guidance, that students of a more varied

6 1 Fewer survey courses.
There was a recurrent sense that

background were needed to implement the aims of the college, that
the alumnae groups by stressing the
social life at Sweet Briar tended to

grades were over-stressed at the ex-

discourage the intellectual girl from
applying.
The students' reply to this question
frequently stressed as the greatest
weakness the failure of students to
assume their individual responsibility as students. To the faculty tiiis
seems a heartening response; instead
of looking for a scapegoat many stutlents found a fault on their own
part. This is not to say that the
students were uncritical of the faculty; such a situation would be unnatural. There was a great deal of
talk about refresher courses for
teachers, the need of new blood, and
why don't more of the young faculty
stay? Reference was made to a few
teachers who taught from lecture
notes "yellowed with age."
Certain specific suggestions from
students include:
1 ) Too many meetings keep the
students away from studies. Perhaps
a specific time should be set aside
each day for meetings.
2 1 A grade system based on 100
might be better than our present A,
B, C-f-, C, D, F system. There should
be a means for grading B-\- as there
is for C+3) If the major could start in the
sophomore year, perhaps the student
would become interested sooner. It
is the general feeling that once she
is a junior a student finds her place.
Of course, in effect, many students do
start their major in the sophomore
)ear: perhaps this complaint could
be partly answered by making official
such decisions when the student is
clear in her purpose.
4) More oral work in foreign languages, a complaint hard for the
faculty to understand, as this has
indeed been progressively the tendency over the years.
5) Oral exams.
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pense of the importance of "learning
is also interesting to note that
to Itthink."
the faculty frequently complains
that the students are too much conformists, while many students complain that the faculty demands conformity of them and will not allow
independent thought. Perhaps different faculty members are involved,
perhaps students want the right to
be wrong, but it seems more likely
that there has been some breakdown
in communication.

ALTHOUGH many students praise
^the close student-faculty relationship, others feel that there
should be more informal discussions
between teacher and student. It
is hard to know how seriously to
take this particular complaint; limitations on faculty time are not considered bystudents, nor the impossibility of fruitful discussion with students who have not yet done the
work on which the discussion is to
be based. Again, it is possible that
this is a communication problem —
frivolously, one might say that the
important thing may be to give an
impression of devoting more energy
to these activities than is in fact the
case. Perhaps we could get a grant
to make a study of teachermanship!
The faculty seemed generally to
favor the present organization of the
curriculum. But the questions
"What are the greatest weaknesses
in the educational process at Sweet
Briar? How would you propose that
they be remedied?" elicited a wide
variety of responses so scattered as
to defy summary. Yet all are matters of major importance to at least
one member of the faculty and it is
hard to ignore any of them. It has
been possible to classify the answers
under twelve different headings which
merge and overlap but are at least
identifiable.

1 1 Inadequate motivation ; emphasis on social activities, extra-curricular activities, athletics. A good many
teachers thought that the emphasis
was on social life or extra-curricular activities, that the students did
not have a thirst for knowledge, attending college merely as part of a
pattern approved by their social
class. Suggested remedies were
abolishing extra-college athletics and
such time-consuming activities as
Senior Show. Freshman
Show, etc.
2 1 A few thought that the academic year was too broken u|) by
holidays and that a quarter s)slem
might alleviate this situation.
3 ) Homogeneity of student group.
Most of our students come from the
upper middle class. Many thought
that the educational process would
be more lively if more students from
lower income families could be admitted. More scholarships are the
obvious solution to this problem,
but it must be remembered that many
more scholarships would be necessary
to make the student body truly representative of all income groups; a
few more large scholarships might
merely isolate a few unhappy representatives ofanother economic group.
4) "The great falling-away of students between their sophomore and
junior years." The college recognizes as a major problem, one shared
by all women's colleges to a considerable degree, the loss of students during the first two years.
Attempts have been made to ascertain the causes of this drop-out. but
with the exception of two clearly
certifiable causes, matrimonv and
academic failure, the results are not
notably illuminating or trustworthy.
Students who are leaving a college
resent being asked the reasons and
cannot be trusted to represent the
reasons accurately, if indeed they
know themselves why they are leaving. But here is a problem which
the college must continue its attempt
to solve.
Some
faculty
members
(Continued on Page 47)
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V

by ELIZABETH

HARTRIDGE.
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FOR ALL THE WORLD'S

Curious children follow
sprayman in his
strange uniform as
he makes certain schoolhouse is guarded
against mosquitoes.

CHILDREN

These American youngsters are
showing their concern for "all the
world's children" by sharing
their treats with needy boys and girls.

my vantage point as Administrative Officer of the United
ttee
for UNICEF, one
States Commi
FROM

of this nation's greatest annual human interest stories appears as
though looked at from the wrong end
of a pair of binoculars.
The firsthand, close-up view I get
is of minute preparations which culminate in a nationwide program involving more than two million
American boys and girb. It is a more
detailed program than a local organizer may have in even one of
the small communities which wholeheartedly participate in Trick or
Treat for UNICEF each year on Hallowe'en.
Basically, the project is simple
enough: American youngsters show
their concern for "all the world's
children" by sharing their traditional
"treats" collected on Allhallows' Eve
with the millions of needv youngsters
and mothers
aided by the United
Fall, 1959

Nations Children's Fund in over 100
countries.
As preparations for the annual
project go into high gear, my office
increasingly resembles an active beehive. Generously supplementing the
efforts of our pennanent, astonishingly small staff are youthful volunteers whose enthusiasm is only
matched by the efficiency with which
tliey perform a great number
clerical tasks.

of

Trick or Treat planning kits must
be prepared with leaflets, brochures,
a publicity guide and planning manual, and the right number of stickers and labels. Those familiar orange
and black tags show the symbol of
a child drinking one of the five
glasses of milk a single penny collected on Hallowe'en will provide in
underdeveloped areas of the world.
Requests for materials and information flow in from some 10,000 communities and must be promptly an-

swered. News releases, feature materials and photographs must be
ready to reach the public at large by
way of all communications
media.
In the terms of a housewife in
Ourtown, USA, Hallowe'en may mean
helping her children to dress up as
spooks, goblins or spacemen and to
see to it that they have their little
milk cartons all ready with I NICEF
labels to go out and Trick or Treat.
Later, she may participate in a penny
counting party following the collection, and may hand out cokes and soft
drinks or prepare jars full of coins to
take to the bank.
From my personal point of view,
these same hours are the climax of
increasingly hectic — but thorough —
preparations which actually went on
the whole preceding vear.
Now that Hallowe'en is over, when
contributions and reports begin to
reach V. S. Committee Headquarters
from all over the nation, the next
17

An eleven year old boy in Costa Rica
holds up his arm manfully
for a shot of anti-tuberculosis vaccine
[irovided with help from UNICEF.

year's Hallowe'en program is already
in the making. Won't you think
about starting it in your neighborhood, perhaps through your own children?
Pennies, nickels and dimes collected by America's youth in behalf
of all the world's children are received here with tremendous gratification, whatever the amount. This
is really the time when it is appropriate to say that every penny counts.
The price of a small piece of chewing gum represents the BCG vaccine to protect a child against tuberculosis. The price of a 3c stamp
will provide a needy child with a
glass of milk every day for two
weeks. The cost of a 5c daily newspaper means the penicillin to cure
a child of yaws, a tropical disease
which cripples and maims. The cost
of a local phone call will protect
a child against malaria for nearly
a year. The price of a malted milk
will provide the sulfone to treat a
child suffering from leprosy for a
whole year. For the cost of a gallon
18

of gas, a child can be successfully
treated for trachoma, an eye disease
which often leads to blindness.
On the basis of such knowledge,
and thanks to young Americans concerned with the welfare of their less
fortunate contemporaries in other
parts of the world, Trick or Treat
for UNICEF has become a fuUfledged
tradition in a scant nine years. In
1950 a few Sunday school pupils in
a small town in Pennsylvania decided that their pennies from Trick or
Treat could be better used than for

Europe to Venezuela and from Puerto Rico to Hawaii — wherever American youngsters get together.
The U. S. Committee's second major annual project, UNICEF Greeting Cards, is meeting with equal
gratifying success. Annual greetings
have been part of almost every country's traditions ever since the Romans
began exchanging decorated clay
tablets inscribed "Happiness in the
New Year." In the 15th and 16th
centuries Germany became famous
for hand-colored copperplates and

candies and apples. Last year the
boys and girls who followed their
example collected over $1,250,000
and were part of the greatest project
ever carried out by children to help

woodcuts called "Andachtsbilder."
Later the popularity of the custom
was renewed with hand-made festive

children. Nine years after a handful of boys and girls realized that
their fun of an evening could save
lives and that their laughter could
be made to echo around the world,

was born when greeting cards were
first printed in large quantities in

the chant "Trick or Treat for
UNICEF" will be heard not only
from Florida to Alaska and from
California to Maine,

but also from

visiting cards produced in France
and in Austria. A major industry

England around 1865.
Nowadays more cards are sold
each year than the number of people
in the entire world. Basically, tliey
hardly change. New designs convey
the same warm message. Their appearance may vary, but their signifi-
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cance is slill what it was in ancient
Rom p.
Tiiere is now.
kind of modern
does much more
of happiness.

however, a special
greeting card which
tiian convey wishes
UNICEF Greeting

Cards, puhlished }))■ the I nited Nations (children's Fund, actually hring
happiness, in the foini of iin|)ro\ed
health and a better chance for survival, to countless needy children
in underdeveloped areas of the world.
It all started in 1946 when sevenyear-old Jitka, a girl li\ing in the
ruins of a Central European village
devastated hy war, was so grateful for
the emergency aid she and her fellow
school children had received from
UNICEF that she tried to express
their feelings. It was her effort
which was to become the first
UNICEF card. Using a piece of
glass because there was no paper, she
sketched a picture of children dancing aroimd a maypole.

diction in the light of statistics.
I'NICEF aid to the world's needy
cirildren h;is increased year after
year. And as the 20th century crusade to save children gained momentum after World War II. the
popularity of UNICEF
greeting
cards increased in proportion. In
1019, ISO.CKX) cards were purchased
bv friends of the Children's Fund in
the United States. Last year over
10,500,000 cards were sold in more
than 70 countries and territories, half
of them in the United States. These
figures derive their full significance
from the fact that the profits from
a single box of ten cards priced at
$1.25 can provide 45 children with
a glass of milk every day for a week
in areas of the world where it is estimated tliat children are fed the equivalent of one school lunch every two
days.
Originally formed to supply emerfiency foods, mostly milk, to the children of war-torn Europe and Palestine, UNICEF has become the

"It means joy, going round and
round," Jitka wrote underneath, "and
the wreath at the top of the maypole
shows that the line of children being

world's greatest organization entirely
devoted to the welfare of children

helped is endless."
These last words appear as a pre-

and m^others. The emphasis is now
on
long-range
health
programs.

UNICEF is currently aiding more
than 100 comitries and territories in
medical and nutrition programs, designed to become a permanent part
of each country's health service.

aided
ay plan,
a give-aw
NOTcountry
matches
theeach
value
of
UNICEF supplies on an average ratio
of more than $2.00 for each dollar of
UNICEF aid. So far, with UNICEF's
help, more than 103 million children
have been vaccinated against TB;
the BCG vaccine to protect 100 children costs UNICEF one dollar. Over
21 million persons, more than half
of them mothers and children, have
been cured of yaws, a disease that
usually disap])ears after a single shot
of penicillin which costs UNICEF
five cents. Up to 1959, almost four
million children had been saved from
blindness — the aureomycin to treat
trachoma costs UNICEF 35 cents.
As feminine careers go, mine can
be pretty hectic — particularly at this
time of year, but the knowledge that
hungry and sick children are being
helped is certainly enough to compensate for any hardships that the
work mis;ht entail.

Thesi' younf; orplians at
an institution in llic l'liili|ipines
arc ilrinkin" milk ^iven by
UNICEF in an etiorl to
oIIm-I lack of proteins in their diet.
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SHE COVERS
THE WATERFRONT

the Savannah port in order to determine the amount of duty. This
often calls for a high degree of
technical training, along widi the
necessary equipment for testing. To
this end, there is at the customs house
a laboratory with all the latest devices, and Mrs. Sayler's staff includes
lab technicians who are experts at
analyzing everything from absinthe
to zircon.

IN JULY when Mrs. Eisenhower
christened the world's first nuclear powered merchant ship, standing by was a long-time friend, Jessie
Dixon Sayler, of Savannah, Georgia.
Mrs. Sayler, whoss husband. Major
General Henry B. Sayler, USA (ret.),
was at one time an aide of General
Eisenhower's, presented Mrs. Eisenhower with a bouquet on this historic occasion.
Mrs. Sayler is no stranger to the
docks, for in Savannah she covers
the waterfront as Collector of Customs of the Port of Savannah. She
isn't the first woman to be named
Collector of Customs but her aunt,
the late Fannie Dixon Welch, was:
she held the post at Bridgeport, Connecticut, for fifteen years.
A native of Savannah. Mrs. Sayler
attended Sweet Briar in the days of
the Academy. She also sent her
daughter there, and influenced no
doubt by their mother, both her
sons married Sweet Briar girls.
Through her father, who was a Savannah alderman, she early became
interested in local affairs and civic
work. When she was appointed to
her present post, there was widespread approval that the job was
going to such a capable and dedicated
public servant.
As the wife of a West Point graduate, she had travelled widely, and
this contact with people of many different lands from all walks of life
has been an invaluable asset in dealing with the international traffic
through the port. The other essential
preparation, a thorough knowledge
of and experience
in business, she
20

had also. As manager of the Connecticut Avenue branch of one of
Washington's largest department
stores during World War II, Mrs.
Sayler more than tripled the business of that establishment. There
was no question, then, of her ability
to oversee the control of imports and
the collection of several million dollars in duties, which is her primary
responsibility.
Another responsibility, where again
her life as a general's hostess stands
her in good stead, is that of goodwill ambassador. She must greet
captains of foreign ships and welcome thern to Savannah, and this she
does with great charm and attention
to the tradition of Southern hospitality. Often she meets them at the
waterfront, and makes friends not

But the most skillful lab man cannot sample an invisible cargo, and
so Mrs. Sayler, along with her staff,
has had to learn the tricks of the
smugglers. These gentlemen are experts in their own way. and with their
hidden cabinets, sliding panels, false
shoe soles and hollow shoe heels,
they tax the imagination of the port
patrol. Jewelry, especially rings,
necklaces and watches, is a favorite
with the smugglers. Marijuana has
been found behind a plate in an
overhead pipe, and $20,000 worth
of cocaine was once discovered hidden under a tarpaulin. From a very
different motive, pets are concealed
in the ship in order to escape quarantine.
Collector of Customs Sayler is the

only with them but sometimes with
their unusual pets, such as an ocelot
and a 20-foot python.

possessor of an unusual and colorful
job, in which there is never a dull
moment, and rarely one without a

The customs office must closely inspect and appraise all cargo entering

challenge.
Shebest
confesses
thatwork.
that's
what she likes
about her

Watching the Savannah slide clown the ways are Edward Teale, President of the New
York Shipbuilding Corporation, Mrs. Eisenhower, Louis Wolf son. Chairman of the
Board of the New York Shipbuilding
Corporation, and alumna
Jessie Dixon Sayler.

OUR
BULBS
SELL
THEMSELVES

SWEET BRIAR alumnae sold
bullis through 2.458 orders this
year for a record-breaking total of
$44,035.51. Thirty-two clubs and
five individuals in areas where there
are no organized clubs earned approximately $16,360 for Sweet Briar
llirough this bulb project. Since tlie
project was begun by the Washington, D. C, Clul) in 1952, over two
million bulbs have lieen sold for an
amazing profit of $91,161.10.
Enthusiastic workers in this project sav, "The bulbs sell themselves —
just show tlie album and customers
are eager to buy them!" The Bulb
('i)mmittce. aiming al a sales total
of SIOO.OOO by 1962. the tenth year
of operation, hopes that more clubs
uill undertake this monev-raising
project.
This year one clul)"s commissions
amounted to more than $2,800; two
clubs earned more than $1,300; and
seventeen clubs netted between .$201)
and $900. Most clubs use their bull)
jirofils to endow scholarships or to
jirovide am^ucd scholarships for stu-

dents from their areas, but any club
may give its profit to the college for
any other purpose.
The Committee also hopes that
many more alumnae will follow the
example of the five individuals who

BULB
Clubs

PROJECT
Orders

volunteered to sell bulbs this year.
The profit from such sales will be
credited to the individual alumna and
her class as an Alumnae Fund contribution, and mav be designated as
she sees fit.

FINANCIAL
Amount

Amherst
24
$
307.15
Atlanta
235
4.007.40
Baltimore
81
1,065.90
Boston
18
416.55
Charlotte
21
611. .50
Charlottesville 53
912.55
Charleston
17
265.90
Chattanooga 52
863.55
Chicago
67
938.76
Cincinnati
93
1,746.35
Cleveland
22
331.65
Columbus. Ohio
108
1.473.30
So. Connecticut 61
1.253.79
Franklin
2
17.10
Hartford
5
68.70
Indianapolis 36
610..30
Louisxille
89
1.521.81
L\nchl>urg
46
659.15
Aiemphis
1
17.15

SHEET

FOR

Clubs

1959
Orders

Amount

Minneapolis 52
Nashville
14
Norfolk
95
No. New Jersey 72
Peninsula
31
Philadelphia 79
Pittsburgh
45
Princeton
20
Richmond
195
Roanoke
55
Rochester
116
St. Louis
43
SlicphenlstouM I 1
.S|)arlanburg 5
SulVolk
6
Toledo
50
Washington. D. C. 11)9
W ilmington. Del. 129
Total 37 Clubs
^^458

934.28
:'.87.20
146.35
1.335.45
1.110.05
1.. 105.20
733.13
.505.15
4,180.09
720.51
2,038.97
576.95
171.16
99.10
88.30
872.90
8.668.28
2.740.25
$44,035.51
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alumnae association
President's Letter
Dear Alumnae,
As I write this last letter to you,
I have a variety of emotions, many
happy, some sad. To be president of
the Sweet Briar Alumnae Association
is the most exciting, rewarding and
demanding job that an alumna can
have. To have started my term at
the time of the 50th anniversary celebration was a fortunate circumstance.

In the AA room Gladys Wester Horton
presides at council meeting with Barbara Lasier Edgerley keeping minutes.

The Anniversary Celebration and Developinent Program stimulated the
alumnae to greater activity and support, and rekindled the interest of
some who had strayed from the Sweet
Briar orbit. The completion of Dew
Dormitory and the endowment of the
Rollins Professorship of Religion are
two milestones in Sweet Briar's recent history which the alumnae
helped the college to reach. To look
back is very satisfying; to look forward is exciting. In the near future
we will see the Auditorium-Fine Arts
Center, and the Memorial Chapel
and Science Building will follow.
But more important than buildings are faculty salaries. This year
the Alumnae Association is directing
its efforts toward raising faculty salaries. As Mrs. Pannell has stated.
"The welfare of Sweet Briar College,
now and in the future, depends more
upon the quality of its teaching than

22

college. What they do in the community, what kind of citizens they
are, are a reflection of their Sweet
Briar education. Although the pressure of applications is steadily increasing, the competition for strong
students continues. Therefore it is
important that all of us become wellinformed alumnae so that we can
steer the best-qualified students toward Sweet Briar.
Again, I want to express my appreciation for the honor and privilege
of serving as president of the Sweet
Briar Alumnae Association. Through
the interest and cooperation of so
many members and groups of the
Sweet Briar family: the President of
the college; the Board of Overseers;
the faculty and staff; the alumnae,
both as individuals and as club
groups; the past and present boards;
and last but not least, the Executive
Secretary of the Association and her
staff, the Sweet Briar Alumnae Association isbecoming one of the outstanding such organizations ainong
country.
the colleges and universities of this

^^U-tlm.

Very

sincerely,

President,
Sweet Briar Alumnae Association

upon
The anything
Alumnae else."
Executive Board has
chosen as its other area of concentra-

Council Meeting

tion for the coming year the Alumnae
Representative program, with particular emphasis on scholarships. The
Alumnae Representatives are the
liaison between the college and the
secondary schools. They interpret
Sweet Briar to guidance offices and
prospective students. Actually all
almnnae
are representatives
of the

aee
the Alumn
of Briar
l of ngSweet
THE
Colleg
Councimeeti
was called to order on Thursday,
October 15, 1959, in the Athletic
Association Room of the Daisy Williams Gymnasium. Mrs. Horton welcomed the eighty alumnae from 16
states and the District of Columbia
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present in their official capacities as
Executive Board memiaers, former
members of tiic Hoard of Overseers,
bull) chairmen, fund agents, alumnae
representatives and members of the
"Careers after College" program.
ALUMNAE

FUND

Nanr\ Dond Burton, Chairman of
the Alumnae Fund, reported the largest Alumnae Fund in Sweet Briar's
history: $144,807.83 for 1958-59.
This was an increase of $57,252.16
over the previous year, and Sweet
Briar is grateful for tiie support and
devotion this shows.
The Sweet Briar Fund is made up
of the Alumnae Fund, the Parents'
Fmid, and gifts from foundations,
corporations and friends. Alumnae
support is especially important to
the college in its negotiations with
foundations and corporations, for
these organizations give more favorable consideration to institutions
where alumnae support is strong.
The goal for this year is more than
monetary; it is a challenge to the
alumnae to have an increase of lO^o
in number of donors over last year.
Regardless of the size of the gift,
each alumna is responsible for telling the Sweet Briar story.

ficers and members of the board, will
be mailed to all alumnae in March.
MEMORABILIA
Vivienne Barkalow Hornbeck re(]uested tliat all club presidents appoint memorabilia chairmen, and she
thanked Mr. Clarence Rogers and
Dr. Stanley Horid)eck for the time
and attention they have given to this
project. The permanent collection of
memorabilia is now housed in a special glass case on the second floor of
Fletcher, and consists of 56 articles
given, 11 on loan and 8 in codicils
to wills.
BULB

PROJECT

Mrs. Hornbeck reported that this
project continues to amaze and delight all connected with it. Total
net profit since the project was begun eight years ago comes to $91,161.10, and a complete report will be
given in the fall issue of the Alumnae
Magazine. The leading cities for this
year were Washington, Richmond.
Atlanta, Wilmington and Rochester.
EXECUTIVE
REPORT

SECRETARY'S

Elizabeth Bond Wood reported that
1958-59 had been a successful year
for the Alumnae Association of Sweet

A brochure called "Teaching at
Sweet Briar" was sent to all alumnae
early in October, and area solicitation
by telephone was started on Found-

Briar College. She stressed the value
of the confidence she felt that the
administration of the college had in
the Sweet Briar alumnae. She spoke

ers' Day. The Fund Committee has
decided that all undesignated gifts to
the Alumnae Fund will be allocated

of the helpful cooperation and coordination of the Alumnae and De-

for current faculty salaries.
NOMINATING

COMMITTEE

Frances Cone Kirkpatrick, chairman of the Nominating Committee,
asked for the names of candidates for
the Board of Overseers and for the
Executive Board of the Alumnae Association, as her committee of six
alumnae from Wilmington. Delaware, will begin work in November.
A letter is to be sent to all alumnae
clubs asking for suggestions for candidates, and the slate, including ofFalt.. 19.59

velopment Offices, and praised highly the work of John Detmold, Mary
Hughes Blackwell, Judith Vogelback
and Ellen Hutchinson.
Again this year all issues of the
Alumnae Magazine will be sent to all
aluimiae. In the national competition of alumni magazines this past
year the Sweel Briar Alumnae Magazine won two awards. Alumnae were
asked to submit articles to be considered for publication in the magazine.
The Alumnae

Office now handles

the mechanics of the Bulb

Project.

Most of Uiis work is done by Mary
Blackwell. There will be a meeting
of the Bulb Committee in Washington in October at which time plans
for the 1960 project will be made.
Beatrice Dingwell Loos is National
Bulb Chairman and Vivienne Barkalow Hornbeck is Honorary Chairman. Van Zyverden Company is again
giving the college a large quantity
of all varieties of the bulbs sold and
the gardens will be open again next
spring.
Mrs. Wood reported that she had
visited twelve alumnae clubs this
year, had attended the District III
Council at Daytona Beach, and the
Southern Editors Workshop. She appeared on a panel at the National
Alumni Council meeting at Mackinac
Island. Michigan, in June where she
gave a paper on "A Case History of
Fund Raising at Sweet Briar ColALUMNAE

REPRESENTATIVES

Dorothy Keller IlilT. Director of
Alumnae Representatives, reported
thatlege."
there are now 190 alumnae representatives whose work is a vital factor in the increasing excellence of the
applicants to Sweet Briar. She asked
that her detailed report be postponed
until the alumnae representative
workshop on Friday morning.
ALUMNAE

CLUBS

Phoebe Rone Peters, Director of
Clubs, introduced die regional directors who were present. They in
turn calletl on the club presidents
for reports of the club activities.
Most of the clubs celebrate Sweet
Briar Day, sell bulbs, have parties
for prospective students, entertain
entering students anil participate in
other fund raising projects. At present alumnae clubs are offering nineteen alumnae scholarships ranging in
amount from $200 to $1,200.
Projects of individual clubs which
deserve s|)ecial mention include New
York's
theatre benefit, the House
Tour sponsored by the Indiana])oIis
(Continued on Page 48)
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class notes
"II Mrf~| 866
Elizabeth
Hall
Euclid Lowman
Ave.
J- ^-f
Elniira, N. Y.
Due to pressure from my bookkeeping
job
of my this
neighbors"
I did and
not the
send lure
out cards
summer. pool,
But
here are a few items of news, from my
regular correspondents for the most part.
It was a shock to hear from Eleanor
Smith Walters of the death of Esther Turk
Hemmings last spring. In her letter, Eleanor also told me that her own husband
died at the end of May; he had had a
long and trying illness. Eleanor sailed
Sept. 11 on a visit to her sister, who is
married and lives in France near Lyons.
Also travelling abroad is Dorothy Harrison. She sailed with cousins on the
Noordam for a two months' tour of Europe.
In June, I received an announcement of
the marriage of Gertrude Kinlzing Wiltshire's youngest, Charles. And that's my
news at the moment; please let me hear
from you.
f^
Florence
Elston
/ ~|I
1301 Astor Woelfel
Street
^^ -*- Chicago, Illinois
I think even the Queen Elizabeth was impressed with the bevy of mail I received
from you all and thank you for the grand
response. My husband and I appreciate
the many wishes for happiness extended
so generously in your notes, but more about
myself at the end.
Lib Baldwin Whitehurst broke her hip
a few months ago and has reached the
wiieelchair stage but the next step will
be crutches. How good to know she is
progressing well. She says she has had
much time for reading and correspondence— a cheerful spirit Lib has always had
too! Last summer both of Libs children
were married, Betty to Mathew Maddin
of Nashville and Rex Jr. to Suzanne Langhorne of Charlottesville.
Ruth Geer Boice has just returned from
a visit with her sister, Gertrude, in their
new home in Winter Harbor, Me. It
must be charming, built in the style of
a lighthouse right "on the rocks" — sounds
like a trude
newannounces
cocktail
like of
to her
try!second
Gerthe I'd
arrival
grandchild and they are fortunate to be
together in Toledo. They had a very successful S. B. luncheon to meet a freshman
entering this fall — that's always good news.
Dorothy Powell is still "plugging away in
the Law Library in the Courthouse" with
32,000 law books to watch. Her vacation
in May was in Hot Springs which must
have been most enjoyable. I did not hear
from Claire Taylor this time. Madlon
Shidler Olney has been esconced in their
new home — if anyone drives the Toll Road
near .South Bend she has an invitation from
Madlon to stop. We use it every week but
don't go further East then Michigan City,
but no reason for not continuing on sometime and we will next spring. Two grandchildren have arrived, .Susan. 4. and Robert, who is now 1. Elliott and Madlon soon
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leave for a vacation on the Manistee River
near Grayling, Mich.
.Shelley Rouse Aageson stopped to see
Madlon not long ago. Ophelia Short Seward's most important news is the arrival
soon of her 3rd grandchild. Her mother
is a S. B. graduate so hope there are good
prospects lor the third generation. Katharine Hawkins Baker will spend a few
days in September with Ophelia.
Alattie Hammond Smith had a beautiful trip with her husband touring the
Grand Canyon, Yosemite, L. A., S. F.,
Banff and Lake Louise. They visited their
daughter
in Cincinnati
and I'm Her
sorrysister,
not
to
have seen
them in Chicago.
Louise, spent two months in Europe — I
see her in Palm Beach and will again this
winter in her most charming house. Louise
Pochel Hattersley had a tour of Europe
with her husband and they jetted both
ways. Last year they had a tour of Mexico
and Louise landed a sailfish at Acapulco.
Florence Ives has gone into a new venture
using her husband's garden shop — made
displays, filled window boxes just for fun
and now contemplates working on it seriously. Her oldest son is to be an instructor at Bowdoin College and her daughter
Carol is working for her M.A. in social
work at Boston College — the youngest is a
senior
Mary
Stinson staff
Alexander's
husbandin isH.S.
on the
ministerial
of the
First Methodist Church in Hammond, Ind.,
where they have lived for 2 years. Someday I'll stop and ring her doorbell driving
from Chicago to Crawfordsville, Ind.
Fanny Ellsworth Scannell writes that all
goes well with her and her family. She
is now a member of the Society of New
England Women. Her husband has been
doing a house on Cape Cod for a Princeton classmate. Eleanor Richards of Cincinnati flies to Paris Sept. .5th and on to
Brussels and London. Terribly sorry our
dates don't coincide as I too, would love
to see her. Eleanor's marriage has given
her 7 grandchildren as her husband had a
family when they married 4 years ago.
They recently had a trip West when she
saw her son who teaches in S.F. Lucille
McGehee writes that she recently lost her
brother who lived in Memphis and we all
send her our deep sympathy. A bright spot
while in Memphis was seeing her two beautiful grandsons. If any of you gals go
to N.O. do look up Lucille — a most cordial
invitation to all of you.
Georgia Millard Hewlings and her husband manage the Jungle Lodges on Siesta
Key near Sarasota. I drove down the West
Coast last winter and will look her up
if we go over there this year. Georgia
extends an invitation to you to stop by
if you are near there. Her summer has
been one of rest and relaxation to prepare
for
busy awinter.
hamsa had
perfect Marian
trip to Shafer
Europe "Wadlast
year and particularly loved the Italian
people. She is expecing Mil Ellis Scales
to visit her in August. I didn't hear from
Lette Shoop Dixon but several have written that she is now an accredited librarian.

How perfectly wonderful and we all send
mental orchids and champagne to her.
Kusse Blanks Butts — a voice from the
clouds and it's like the sun breaking
through to hear from you. Russe and her
husband spent 10 weeks over in Europe
last year having such a wonderful time
she wishes it could be repeated — wish so
too wliile we are there. Kusse has four
grandchildren from six months to six years
— what a real joy they are.
Josephine Ahuru MacMillan had a wonderful trip around the world in 1958 and
returned to welcome her first grandchild.
Her daughter has purchased an old home
in New Canaan, Conn., so I know Jo must
have a big attraction to draw her up there
frequently. Gertrude Anderson is still busy
with her new home and her latest project
is to refinish an old maple table and chest
of
grandmother's.
Sounds
she
mustherhave
some treasures
she asis ifliving
with. Gertrude planned to retire last spring
but is still working. She hopes to take a
freighter trip from Toledo to Europe via
the St. Lawrence. She spent last April
vacationing in Florida.
Kate Cordes was a delegate to the National Red Cross Convention and visited
Lette MacLemore Dixon who was recuperatinff from a broken knee cap. Lette's card
says "don't let that ever happen to you,"
so I know she went through a bad time.
Grace Merrick Twohy gave a "leg" party
for
the beach.
to ask
for Lette
more at
details
on that I'd
but like
should
I?
They all had a great time when Kate and
Bud visited Suffolk. Fran Simpson Cartwright made a quick trip to Europe in May,
going over on my sister ship, the Queen
Mary, but had to hurry back for their
daughter's Commencement at Vassar. Recently her husband had an operation and
I do hope all reports are good and getting
better. Maynette Rozelle Stephenson is
now living at 624 N.E. 17th Ave., Ft.
Lauderdale. We had a couple of evenings
with them last winter while at Delray
Beach. They are very active in Real Estate
there and we had such a good visit. Maynette has located Carolyn Flynn and Dorothy Goode Nelson from Academy days
living there.
Edhh Durrell Marshall has been in N.Y.
to be with her aunt during a hospital
seige of a broken hip. She writes that
Dorothy Job Robinson sailed for the LI. S.
to teach at the Graham-Eccles School in
Palm Beach this year. Her husband will
be with her and I'll look them up when
I'm down there after Xmas. Edith visited
her daughter Ann at Ft. Leavenworth in
May and in July they were all together in
Edith's summer home in Michigan. Ann's
husband will be military attache in Vienna
in 1961, so that means Vienna for Edith,
who keeps up some Girl Scout work and has
her 25-year pin — also on the building committee for their new Presbyterian Church.
She found time to have the Cincinnati
.SBC for a Tulip Tea in May.
Rhoda Allen Worden and her husband
had a wonderful trip to Europe earlier this
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suninifr and then anotlier vacation in Ontario. Rhoda and Jolin plan to spend niiirli
lime traveling.
^ ou all are kind to ask about me. so
a little news.
I retired from my business
eareer and did some traveling.
On Nov.
11th last year Mr. F.lston and I were marhome itin there
("rawfordsville.
Ind.. ried asin his weancestral
both love
with its
background and traditions.
Our wedding
trip was to New York and we returned
there for a -Xmas holiday when I had luncheon with Rhoda
\^ orden and Gertrude
Dally Massie.
In January we went to Delray lieach for 3 months and while there,
after motoring down the \^'est Coast of
Florida, we diil an i-land hop to Jamaica.
Puerto Rico. Dominican Republic. St. Croix
and St. Thomas — several spots I enjoyed
very much.
We have our apartment
in
Chicago and are listed in the phone book
so please call if any of you come thru
Chicago.
Our summers
will be at the
Elston Homestead
in Crawfordsville.
My
husband
is on the Board of Trustees of
Wabash
College so we greatly enjoy the
College activities.
Vice Chancellor Ludwig
Erhard was given an Honorary Degree at
\^abash Commencement
and we had the
honor and pleasure of giving a supper
party for him and his party.
It was quite
exciting as he arrived escorted by 15 F.B.I. .
special police and those on motorcycle.
The guest list had been screened and I
understand the F.B.I, had been around over
a week before Mr. Erhard arrived so we
can realize the protection our government
gives to avoid trouble and embarrassment
as happened to our Vice President in .South
-America.
We are now on a ten-week trip
to Europe, doing it by motor — had hoped
to see Dorothy Job Robinson in England
but she is in the states now.
Will include
England. Ireland, Southern Germany. .Austria, the Italian Lakes. Switzerland, the
French Riviera and a week in Paris as
a finale. Returning on the new ship Rotterdam which has no smoke stacks I understand. Our Xmas will be in California, a
month following in Chicago and then to
Delray Beach in January.
Please, if any
of you are nearby, we'll be at The Talbot
in Delray and do drop in or arrange a
dale.
Tomorrow I'm on my way to London so
An Revoir — but do start thinking about
our next Reunion — and most of all the
.Mumnae Fund.
^ O
NUrie Klooz
/ S
3026 Porter St.. N.W.
^^ ^-^
Washington 8. D. C.
Four changes of address this time: Gertrude Geer Bassett has moved to Basselt
Li<'ht. \^ inter Harbor. Maine. Margaret
.M.xon Farrar is living at Hotel Clunie.
8lh & K Sts., .'>acramento. Calif. Mary
MrMillan Osburn is now at .5212 Berkman
Drive, .\ustin .S. Tex. I Pardon, the address
is the same, the name is new; Mrs. Fischer
Osburn!) Elizabeth Thigpen Hill may be
found at 1412 S. Perry St., Montgomery 4.
Ala.
Beth Hall Hatcher wTites from Fort Valley, Ga.: "I did have a busy and happy
summer. We had a long visit from our
daughter Beth, her husband, and two little
children — Felton. 2. and Nancy. .5 months
old. Our middle daughter. Margaret, was
working in Brussels last vear, is in Rich!• ALL. 19.59

mond now and came home this summer.
Our youngest. Mary Lynde. is a junior at
Duke, and spent the summer at home. We
took the whole family plus a few more
to St. Simons Island for a week during their
Nancy Foster .\llen reported that Helen
Richards
Horn's husband died on Memorial
visits."
Day. The last week of June they went up
to Milford. Pa., for a few days' rest.
Nancy continues to put on block parties
for her neighborhood children. She took
friends to Maine for an .August visit.
Helen Gaus writes she is still at the
Bank, finds it very interesting, and is
happy in her work. Starting the 24th, she
will take a motor trip vacation.
Katharine Weiser Ekelund now has eight
grandchildren who live close by and give
her much pleasure. They recently sold
their country place to The Girls' Friendly
Society for a camp and no longer have
a hideout where all can gather.
Mildred K. Featherston spent the summer greeting visitors and speeding others,
among them Margaret E. H. Turner French.
'20. and her husband, returning to Oakland. Calif., after a summer in Europe.
Frances Lauterbach entertained house
guests and supported the summer theatre.
Lydia Parcel! \^ ilmer reports: "We have
settled down to a quiet life in the country'
at Dixie. Va. Last year we added a bit
onto our cottage, which we had originally
built for summer weekend use. and installed central heating, and here we are
all set for a quiet and peaceful old age.
We were back at S.B. for commencement,
especially to see Tabb Thornton graduate,
.•^he is the daughter of Jane Riddle. It was
fun seeing some of our old friends, but our
class of '23 was conspicious by its absence.
We are only about 70 miles from Richmond, so we go back and forth rather
often, and I see quite a lot of the S.B.

BERTHA

WAILES

gals from time to time. Kit Hancock Land
is just back from a trip to Europe where
she was able to travel with her son who is
in the .Army and stationed in Germany.
Bufly Taylor Valentine's son was married
to a "59 .S.B. graduate. Mary Blair Scott,
and Richie McGuire Boy<I has a son who
is going to Virginia and also doing some
teaching. He is doing graduate study
there. Bus Fuhl Kerr and her husband visited us this June en route to Virginia to
see their youngest son graduate.
Elizabeth Mason Richards writes: "We
are just home from a vacation on the British Isles. We traveled by ship for maximum rest. Our other news is our first
granddaughter, Sarah Mason Richards,
born on my birthday. March 23, 19.59. Her
oilier brother is an active 3-year old. Fortunately, our son's family live only a few
miles away. Our daughter Caroline ( many
years younger) is still in college. My husband is active in business, civic work. Bank
director, president of the Church, active in
directing youth activities. 1 work as a
volunteer at the hospital, a director of activities there, and committees too numerous
Our long-unheard-from Minnie Morris,
Counsellor-at-Law
at 14 Wall St., New
to mention."
York,
with:
"It seems
since I tunes
was atinS.B.
. . Shortly
aftercenturies
leaving
there, 1 studied law at New York U., received my LL.B., and was admitted to
practice. I went to Washington during the
war where 1 examined \^ ar Contracts for
the General Accounting Office to test their
lecal sufficiency. Later. I examined miscellaneous claims against the L.S. Government, approving or disapproving their
validity. I was then admitted to the Bar
of the District of Columbia. As a member
of the D.C. Bar Association, I served on
various committees. I represented the Wom-

ENTERTAINS

EARLY

CLASSES

Front row: Mr. F. K. Raynor. Frances Tild Boze. "19. Dorothy Wallace. '20, Mrs. Lenox
Howe, sister of Florence Freeman. Back row: Katherine Block Raynor. '19. Miss Winnie
Walker. Miss Ruby Walker. Florence Freeman Fowler. '19, Elizabeth Eggleston. '19, Bertha
Pfister Wailes, "17, Jean Grant Taylor, '24, Mr. Ben \^ ailes.

en's Bar Association before the House UnAmerican Activities Committee. 1 was appointed by the District Court for the D.C.
as guanlian ad litem for the estates of incompetents. Besides my own private i)ractice, I was associate counsel for the Legal
Aid Society. 1 was a member of the
AWVS and Red Cross, teaching skills to
veterans at Walter Reed Hospital. I was
cited by the Motion Picture Industry for
distinguished service in the U.S. Government Bond Drive. Since 1950, I have been
associated with Cadwalader, Wickersham &
Tafi, one of the oldest firms in New York.
If any classmate needs advice of counsel,
from her." Let's
I shall
give
her bea glad
hand! to hear
I am turning in the "roll book," so class
'23 is once more without a secretary. Will
anyone volunteer?
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Gladys Woodward
Newtown, Conn.

Hubbard

I still have many letters and cards which
came to me last winter. Florence Bodine
Mountcastle, who has been living in Princeton the past 3 years, does Braille at "Recording for the Blind," hospital volunteer
work, garden club and is on nursery school
board. Her daughter, Anne Gamble, husband and child, live in New Canaan. Anne
is very active in So. Conn. S. B. club.
Shiney's son Frank, a graduate of Princeton, is working in Virginia.
Marie Brede Zimmerman has two children by her first husband. Mary Brown
Ballard who graduated from S.B. in 1959
lives in Lake Jackson, Texas. Her husband Don is with Dow Chemical, and they
have two children. Marie's son Lawrence
Brown, Jr., who is married, lives in Lansing, Mich., and works for U.S.F.G. Insurance.
Adelaide Burger Beiser has a married
son and married daughter both living in
Cincinnati. She hears from Bessie Mitchel
whose address has been changed from 521
to 343 College St., Marion, Va. Bessie
has a school where she teaches weaving
to the mountaineers, and they turn out
beautiful work. Harriet Charles Floyd,
who spent only 1 year at S.B. and graduated from Wellesley, is still interested in
reading about S.B. She is amazed at our
progress and thinks our public relais on thechildren,
"up anda fifth,
up."
Harriettions
hasdepartment
four married
a daughter, in high school, and nine grandchildren! The four oldest went to Carleton, Wells, DePauw and Purdue University.
Martha Cooper Judy is listed as '25 but
really belongs to '24. We were all sorry
to hear about the death of Martha's father,
ex-governor Myers Y. Cooper of Ohio, last
year and extend to her and her family our
sincere sympathy. Jean Grant Taylor,
whose husband, Randolph, is professor of
botany at LI. of Michigan, has been busy
the past year as Ann Arbor chairman of
the A.A.U.W. building fund. Her husband is a specialist on marine plants so
they go to Woods Hole each summer where
he does research and is trustee of Marine
Biological Station. Jean has served for
twenty years in many capacities on the
board of the Children's School of Science
at Woods Hole; she is chairman and buyer
of scientific books for its library. In 1957
Randolph was invited by the French gov-
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ernment lo a special conference of botanists in Dinard. Jean stayed in Paris. This
year lie was made foreign correspondent
of National Academy of Science of Institute of France, also a member of Linnean
Society
London.
Jean'sHall
olderfrom
son. Mass.
Bill,
married of(1950>
Marjorie
They have 3 children, and live near Philadelphia. Her other son, James Keith, is
in
coUege.Va.,
Jean's
in
University,
and mother
although still
frail,lives
travels
all over the country to visit her four
children.
Betty Guy Trauter has a 17-year old son
Bill at Mercersburg. Betty is head of a
newly organized Pittsburgh chapter of the
American Field Service — an organization
that brings teen age young people from
many foreign countries to the U.S. for
their senior year in high school. Last
year they had a boy from Pakistan. Betty
is also interested in church work and is
on the hospital board. Clara King Maxwell's second son, Charles King Maxwell,
was married May 23rd to Ann Ross of Mint
Hill, N. C.
Katherine Klumph McGuire has a daughter, Maeve, who graduated from Sarah Lawrence and is now living in New York
doing fashion and photographic modelling
in order to pursue her theatre career. She
says her husband is president of the A.A.A.
this year which involves some travelling.
Lydia Kimball Maxam enjoys being middle
aged as now she has an A-1 excuse for
not doing anything she doesn't want to do.
Those remembering her meager dimensions
in school will be glad to learn she has
gotten fat. She now wears size 14! Lydia
has a grown-up daughter.
husband,Trust
Willard,
hasMary
beenMillard
with Webb's
Ohio Citizens
Co.
(Toledo) for 25 years and President for
16 years. They have 3 sons; Willard I.
Webb III, a graduate of Williams, is now
vice-president of Ohio Citizens Trust Co.,
is married and has 2 children; Thomas 1.
Webb, also graduate of Williams and Oliio
State Law School, is now with law firm,
married and has 2 sons; John M. Webb,
graduate of U. of Michigan and Michigan
Law School, is also with law firm, married
and has 2 girls.
Phyllisin Millinger
CampU. has
a master's
degree
French from
of Pittsburgh.
She is very active in church work in Leechburg, Pa., where she lives. She has two
daughters: Audrey, the older, graduated
from Carnegie Tech, was married to Philip
Bruce Ramsey, Jr., June 14. They live in
California. While in college she was nominated Queen of the Military Ball her junior
year, and Queen of the Spring Carnival her
senior year. The second daughter. Amy,
is at Penn Hall in Chambersburg. Helen
Prange Chesbro has two boys. Bob and
Jim. Both are students at Carleton College
at Northfield, Minn. Elizabeth Sludley
Kirkpatrick writes they have a wonderful
group of S.B. girls in Pasadena. While
they are all ages, they seemingly are one
age when they all get together.
Dodie Von Maur Crampton has four children: two married daughters, one lives in
Racine, Wise, and has 4 boys, the other
lives on a ranch outside of Bozeman, Mont.,
and has a boy and twin girls. Her oldest
son is practising law in Moline. 111. He
has 3 boys. That makes 8 grandsons and
twin granddaughters. Dodie's younger son
is at U. of Michigan
Law School.
She

says her family keep her bu,sy! Elsie
Wood Von Maur (married to Dodie Von
Maur's brother Richard) has llu'ee children. Alice, the oldest, is married, lives
in Davenport and has 3 children. Charles,
the elder of two sons, was married a year
ago and also lives in Davenport where he
is in the department store they own. Dick,
the younger son, was married to Susan Arp,
a niece of Eleanor Harned Arp. Elsie's
extra-curricular activities are golf in summer and orchestra manager for the TriCity symphony in fall and winter. This
symphony is one of the 12 oldest symphony
orchestras in the U.S. Elsie organized the
young people's concerts in their community. Five years ago she toured with Marguerita Roberti, an opera star replacing
Callas at La Scala. She said it was great
fun to be on the other side of the footlights.
Alice Wray Bailey has two married
daughters. Babs, the older, lives in Grand
island, N. Y., and has 3 little boys. Louise,
the second daughter, with husband and 2
little jgirls, has been living with Alice who
has been a widow for many years. Alice
is secretary to the city manager in Highland Park, III., and says she loves her
work.
^^^-^
^
•'
/,\\

Bucks Abell
Co., Pa.Bear
Pleasant Valley

Ruth

No luck on my cards this time, but fortunately Lois Peterson Wilson came to our
rescue with several notes.
Jeanette Hoppinger Schanz and her husband. Jack, took a Caribbean cruise last
winter — Puerto Rico, Trinidad, Barbados,
Virgin Islands. Their older son, John,
is in business with his father, and he,
his wife, and daughter, Lisa, live near the
Schanzes. Their younger son, Bill, graduated from Denison and is now doing graduate work at the University of Cincinnati.
Jinny Lee Taylor Tinker and her husband, Fred, went to England in May to
visit their daughter and son-in-law, Joan
and Hans, who are living in London. The
young ones spent Cliristmas in Switzerland
with Hans' family.
Kay Norris Kelley's oldest daughter,
Priscilla, is a blood technician working in
Stockholm, Sweden, at present, but planning to go to work in Zurich, Switzerland.
Another daughter, Didi, graduated from
Oberlin, has been teaching in Boston, but
is now in Europe. Kay's son. Randy, is attending Admiral Farragut Academy in St.
Petersburg. Kay is doing a lot of work
in Charlottesville
the-Blind
program. with the Recording-forAll three of Ross and Helen Adams
Thompson's children are married, and
froove.
Helen reports that she has given up teaching and has settled into the grandmother
The Wilsons go tripping whenever possible. They spent some time in the Virgin
Islands at St. Thomas last winter and
family.
celebrated Cliristmas in Miami with their
A grievous misprint occurred in the last
class notes. It was Peg Posey Brubaker's
husband who died, not Peg, as was erroneously reported. She is still living in Lancaster with her two sons; one in college
and the other in Junior High School.
error. Note: Our sincere apologies for
thisEditor's
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C\^ Elisabeth Mathews Wallace
y^ / Kanawlui Lianking and Trust lildg.
^^ • Cliarlfstoii 1. U'est Viryinia.
Many thanks from all of us to our oulgoin}; secretary, Jerry Reynolds Dreisbach.
She has ben faithfully reporting for us
since our twenty-liflh reunion. In June the
Dreisbachs (lew in a T.W.A. Jet from Chicago to Los Angeles. They went to San
Francisco to see young Jerry and her
fiance who lives in Palo Alto. He is John
M. Ludeke, graduate of Stanford Univerhis master's
received
also Briar
sity, where
degree.
Afterhe Sweet
and Indiana U.,
Jerry
received
degreegraduate
in fine
arts from
TulaneherU.master's
and is doing
work at Stanford. August 29th was the
wedding date.
Emily Jones Hodge's only daughter, Sara
Ann, married Richard Henry Gender June
27th in Wilmington, Del. Tootle Maybank
Williams' niece, Eleanor Cain '58 (Miss
Ann's daughter), is engaged to a lawyer
from Hartsville, S. C. Tootie has been to
an all-girl house-party at Ponte Vedra, Fla.
A classmate of Claire Hanner (Claire Manner Arnold's niece), Louise Jenkins from
Tarboro, married David Maybank in July.
In June Libby Luck Hammond attended
Bar Association meetings in Atlantic City
with husband. Hall.
Sally Jamison is visiting the Furniture
Marts (Chicago, Texas, and High Point,
N. C.) for Shaw Manufacturing Company,
makers of upholstered furniture.
Babe's business address is: Eleanor A.
Foltz, 302 Kennedy Building, Fort Smith,
Ark. She is owner and manager of the
Kennedy Office Building and has also
taken the Real Estate Boards. Tommy
Foltz, Jr.. graduated from Washington and
Lee in June; he was president of Phi
Delta Theta. Harry Foltz is also at W.
and L.
'27 alumnae on campus for reunion:
Jane RiiliUe Thornton and Josephine Snowdon Durham and for the same important
reason: beautiful daughters graduating.
I missed Dan Boone's name but Jo said
she was on hand and lots of other neighboring classmates. Dot Keller lliff. Dot Jollifje Urner, Norvell Royer Orgain, Ann
Mason Brent Winn, Flo Freeman Fowler,
Ellen Newell Bryant, Gert Pryor and Helen
Mac. The Durhams, the Thorntons and
Lydia I'urcell Wilmer and her husband
were guests at "The Farm" while the Gilchrists were
ations. Then attending
Edna took the
the twins'
twins tograduIran
to visit Cornelia If ailes Wailes. Joe joined
them later and they toured Europe.
borrowed
Florence
Shortau Poland's
B.S.Jo hood
to wear
at commencement.
Connie Van Ness spends little time in
her New York apartment as her mother
has suffered a broken hip and it is necessary
for her to be in New Jersey most of the
time.
Margaret Cramer Crane's daughter.
Cathy, spent the summer in France.
Richard Durham took a midshipman
cruise. Louise Durham enjoyed Rehobelh Beach. Snowdon. after graduation,
followed the wedding circuit. Taylor Durham and bride. Mary, visited the Durhams in -August, after his separation from
the Navy.
Copied from University of Virginia
Alumni News, May 19.S9: "Robert B.
Hobbs,
'26" (Maggie
Leigh's
husband)
I'ALL. 19.59

"has been elected chairman of the board
of the First National Bank of Baltimore.
He joined First National as executive vice
president and has been vice chairman of
the board for the past two years. He is a
member of the Alumni Board of Trustees
of the University of Virginia Endowment
Maggie and Hobby showed many kindnesses to Claire Hanner Arnold and her
husband
Fund." when he was in Johns Hopkins
in March. Our entire class extends dearest love and sympathy to Claire because of
the untimely death of Wylie Hall Arnold.
Daughter Julie (freshman at Sweet Briar
this fall) and son Hall visited their grandmother, Mrs. Arnold, in La Grange with
Claire. They have also visited Claire's
brother Bud in Atlanta and reporleil Theodora Maybank Williams "prettier than
ever."
often. Tootie sees Billy Quisenberry Marks
Good news for the class of '27! Your
new secretary is
Mrs. Wylie H. Arnold
2947 Hanson Drive
Charlotte, N. C.
Start sending your tid bits to Claire for
the next issue and your money
to Dan
Boone at Sweet Briar.
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MooreAve.Schilling
l'^■TTv
1011 Childs
Drexel Hill, Pa.

Very slim pickings this issue. Libby
Jones Shands wrote to Marion Jayne Berguido saying that she and Courtney would
be in Albmiuertiue, N. Mex., for another
year. They have bought land on a barren
hilltop, and hope to build and settle there
some day. Their daughter, Betty, visited
them for two months. Marion's third daughter June (S.B. '58) was married 18th
June to Fleming James III in a lovely
garden ceremony. The newlyweds are living in Lynchburg. Marion's fourth daughter, Joy, is entering Sweet Briar this fall.
Lost and Found Department — Barbara
Lewis. Mrs. Alan M. Palmer. Callie .Atenas
42-601, Mexico 6. D. F. Alice Babbitt. Mrs.
James C. Hackley, 2350 Broadway, Beaumont. Tex.
New Address Department — Dorothy
Bunting. 100 Burncoat St., Worcester 5.
Mass. Charlotte Conway Curran, 120 College Ave., Danville, Va. Alice Webb Nesbitt. Box 69, Navy 100, c /o FPO, New
York. N. Y. Betty Whilehouse Hagin. 267
W. Short, Lexington. Ky. Virginia Vernor.
Mrs. Russell S. Collins, 52 S. Deeplands.
Grosse Pointe 36, Mich.
Comedy of Errors Department — Carolyn Marlindale Blouin '.30 writes that our
lost Lil \^ ood has turned up in her class.
Mistaken identity, of course, but it was
nice to hear from Carolyn and to learn
that her Lil had contributed to The Fund.
1 hope that all my classmates have done
the same, and that Kitty Leadbeater Bloomer is having wonderful success as our
agent. Please send me news for the next
magazine.
^/~i
/^^ -^
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S\RA Callison Jamison
616
West Ridgewood
Lafayette, Drive
Ind.

I'll start with the really good news that
Sue Tucker Yates has accepted the job
as class secretary.
Now
if you will all

cooperate with her by sending her news,
we can at long last look forward to hearing about each other for the next few
Before attending
our daughter
years.
graduation
from Sweet
Briar in Jane's
June,
Jamie and I spent a few days in Greensboro, N. C. We had a delightful evening
with .Sue and Ogburn Yates in Asheboro
and it was during a furious gab fest between Sue and me that she claims she
was pressured into the idea of being class
secretary.
still time,
isn't sure
she
acquiesced She
at that
but that
she was
unable to attend reunion and so was duly
elected. Let that be a lesson to all who
fail to attend reunions!
You should know more about your new
secretary. Sue and her nice husband,
Ogburn, have four eijually handsome and
talented children. The two older boys
were graduated from \\ oodberry Forest and
North Carolina and have literally covered
themselves with honors both scholastic and
extra-curricular. Ogburn Jr. was chairman
of the Men's Honor Council, president of
his class in his senior year, and Phi Beta
Kappa. He is now a Lt. jg in the Navy
and is on the cruiser VSS Northampton.
Tucker was president of his fraternity
and president of the inter-fraternity council
his senior year and has just finished a tour
of Europe this summer. Their daughter
Toler is at St. Mary's in Raleigh and hopes
to be accepted at Sweet Briar in the
fall of 1961. Their son John is in the
eighth grade and will soon be headed for
Woodberry Forest. The Yates spenil their
suummers at Tothill Farms where riding
horses is their special hobby. Jamie and
I had such a pleasant taste of the Yates*
southern
hospitality
ing to share
it with that
you. I can't help wantWe all extend our sympathy to Lisa
Guigon Shinberger whose husband passed
away during the last year. I talked to
Lisa in Richmond in June. She and her
four cliildren are living with Lisa's mother
there — and did you know that Lisa has
a daughter at Sweet Briar?
Jane Ifilkinson Banyard wrote that her
husband died of a heart attack while
jilaying golf in Bermuda — only a year short
of his retirement for which they had made
so many plans. Jane and her fourteen
year old son Rick are staying on in Bermuda as came
they love
there.
older
son Skip
out ofit the
-\rmyJane's
last June:
he is working for Price Waterhouse and
taking his C.P.A. and MA. at New York
University. He is luarried and has an
eighteen months old daughter; that nmst
he one reason why Jane wants Skip to
settled in Bermuda. Jane is working parttime in the china department of a Beruuida store — mainly to give herself, in her
words, "a schedule in my life during this
difficult
period."to Jane
again Briar
issues girl
a cor-to
dial invitation
any .Sweet
come for a dish of tea. She is looking
forward to returning for our thirty-fifth
reunion.
I know that you will all be sad to hear
of the sudden death of Pete .Serodino,
Polly McDiarmid's husband, which occurred in .April. Polly's son Peter finished
his .Vrniy duty a year ago and has taken
over his father's business. He and his
wife. Betty, have two adorable cliildren. a
tanooga.
hoy and girl, and they are living in Chat-
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old and is a darling looking child. Pinky
sent pictures of her family and her home.
We heard from Louise Duiley Sturhahn
who is now living in Sarasota, Fla. She
and Ed are in the real estate business
anil are terribly keen about both the business and Florida. They are boating and
garden enthusiasts. Tlieir daughter, Joan
.S. -McNutt. lives in Florida and has a son,
Marshall, now 2\-2 years old. Their son,
Edward, also lives in Florida and has a
daughter, Margo.
A telegram came from Virginia Campbell Clinch saying that at the last moment
she was unabh> to attend reunion but we
haven't heard why. How about sending
news of yourself to Sue Tucker YatesV
A voice from the past came from Dotty
Fouler Russell. She was unable to attend

CLASS OF 1929
Sealed on floor: Anne Mason Brent Winn. Dorothy JoHiffe Urner, Gladys W ester Horton,
'30. Second row: Mr. James Eppes. Mary Archer Bean Eppes, Norvell Royer Orgain, '30,
Ellen Newell Bryan, '26, Amelia Hollis Scott, Ellen Blake, Eugenie Tillman McKenzie.
Standing: the hostess, Gertrude Prior.

Jamie and I spent a weekend with Ruth
Ferguson Smytlie and her husband Fred
at their cottage on Torch Lake in Michigan. Ruth's daughter Meredith (S.B.C.
'561 and her husband. Dr. Paul Grider,
are now living in Dallas, Texas. John
.Sniythe will be a senior at Washington
and Lee and Stuart will be a junior at
Brown LI. Ruth and Fred are now back
in Cincinnati after spending two years in
Green Bay, Wis. We see them often and I
must add that there is much to be said
for those wonderful friendships that began
at Sweet Briar.
Our May (,)ueen. Belle Hutchins, is still
queenly and beauteous — but, like all of us,
not quite as sprightly as of yore. She
reports twinges of arthritis and even more
serious absent-mindedness. Her oldest son
John is finishing his Army duty at Fort
Bragg this year and plans to attend graduate school. Coleman is a senior at Yale
and the two younger boys are at home.
Belle sent in a fascinating questionnaire
at reunion time. The only piece of information on it was under the heading of
"interests" and the comment was "three
poodle
puppies."
was nothing about
her activities
or herThere
children.
We had a nice letter from Nan Torian
Owens regretting her inability to attend
reunion. It seems that she was suffering
from a case of Commencementitis. Her
daughter was graduating from boarding
school; her husband being a professor was
involved in graduation at the U. of Georgia,
and her parents wanted her at Sewanee,
Tenn., for a commencement there.
Mary .Archer Bean Eppes and her husband, Jim. attended reunion together. They
took time to come see us in spite of the
fact that their son Bennett was to be married in June. Bennett received his B.A.
at Yale last year and is now studying
medicine at Penn.
Their son. Jamie, at-
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tended Princeton and Middlebury College
and is now teaching at Stanford where he
is working for his M.A. He has been
awarded a fellowship to study in Germany
next year. Beanie has just been elected
president of the Lehigh Faculty Wives
and is serving on three other Boards, two
state and one national (Episcopal Diocese
of Bethlehem, Llnited Church Women of
Pennsylvania, and Chairman of the Commission of Christian World Relations) .
She has just served as Vice-President and
membership chairman of the Bethlehem
Branch of the AAUW for the past two
years. We can add to this that Beanie
is vice-chairman of the Foreign Policy Association ofthe Lehigh Valley.
We were so glad to see Ellen Blake at
reunion though she could stay for only
a few hours. Ellen received her M.A. at
Columbia in English and is now head
counselor at Granby High School in Norfolk.
Our class fund agent, June Tillman McKenzie, was with us at reunion. June
has a seventeen year old daughter, Vicky,
who is organist for St. David's Episcopal
Church in Laurinburg, N. C. She is a
member of the National Honor Society
and editor of her senior annual. Vicky
hopes to enter the freshman class at Sweet
Briar in 1960. June is active in church
work and has been past president of the
Gray Ladies and is chairman of the ladies
at Scotch Meadow Country Club. We are
all grateful to June for accepting the job
as fund agent for the next year.
Pinky Armstrong Allen writes to us from
Caracas, Venezuela, where she has been living for the past eighteen years. On one
of their visits to the states. Pinky took
her husband, Mark, to Sweet Briar. She
says that he fell in love with the place
and decided that it was just the school
for their daughter .Ann. Ann is nine years

reunion because of her husband's illness
but we will look forward to having her
join us for our thirty-fifth.
It was nice to hear from Jean Crowe
Hutcheson of Greenwich, Conn., who reports that she now has four grandchildren.
Her children include .'^aniuel Jr., 29. William Crowe, 24, and daughter Jean, 26,
who is now Mrs. Walter Champion, Jr.
Jean and Footsie Miles Armstrong had
hoped to attend reunion but, as Footsie
wrote, a trip to Maine for spring fishing
and their
youngestchanged
daughter's
from
Mt. Holyoke
their graduation
plans.
Janet Bruce Bailey was unable to attend
reunion because of a recent eye operation.
We hope that the operation was a great
success, especially as we notice that one
of her main interests is weaving. Gardening and AAUW are her other interests.
Janet has two children, Peter who graduated from Cornell in 1956 and is now working on a master's degree at Stephens; and
Anne who graduated from Wellesley in
1958 and is now teaching school.
Essie Tyler
returnBriar
for
reunion,
but sheCampbell
was backdidn't
at Sweet
in April with her youngest daughter Dorothea, better known as Tia. Tia is being
entered at Sweet Briar for the fall of
'62. It seems that she was terribly enthusiastic about our school after having spent
aHugh,
nightis ina senior
Reid dormitory.
Esther's
at Washington
and
Essie's interests have remained the
tliroughout the years, home, church

son,
Lee.
same
and

A lovely wedding picture of Jo Kluttz
garden.
Rufiin's daughter (ex '57) was included
with her letter and questionnaire. Jo complained about her gray hairs but in the
picture she looks like a bridesmaid. Daughter Jo and her husband Jerry are in Durham where Jerry is completing a course
in plastic and reconstructive surgery at
Duke. Jo and her husband spent the
summer in Europe with their two sons.
Bill. 27. and Burton Craige. 19. Bill will
finish Harvard Law .'school this year and
Craise is a freshman at North Carolina.
Marth Dahney Jones received her M..\.
at the University of North Carolina in the
field of English and we are all proud of
her present position as headmistress of
Stuart Hall.
Claire Hoyt Gaver is now living in St.
Petersburg. Fla. She has three sons Charles,
22, James, 18. and Dean, 15. Claire says
that her son Jim may be at the LIniversity
of Virginia next year and she hopes that
he will spend some time at Sweet Briar.
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address or any sort of lead to help me
get in touch with Dorothy Paddock

Briar gals here for the wedding. Jane's
cousin, Elizabeth Dana Smith '58, is to be
the maid of honor.
Jo and Mace Mason are expecting their
first grandchild in the fall. Their daughter Joan married the son of Lib Joy Porter
'28. Mark Mason is attending Northwestern and Ned is finishing at New Trier High
.School this year.

it weren't for the impending move -and
the fact that one son graduates from Junior

Ilallie Gubelman Knowles has not lost
.Seevery"
her athletic prowess. We have a picture
of her standing at the plate with a big
baseball bat in her hand. You remember
that she was head of baseball at S.B.C.
i[i 192'; and she is still at it. She .sent
us a pieturt; of her handsome son Bill
who is twelve years old. Hallie and her
husband are still farming and love it. To

High .S'hool, one from .'Senior High School
and the third from colh'ge this June, 1
would make a mighty effort to celebrate
that grim 30th anniversary! My regards to
all the gay survivors and possibly 1 will he

([uote Hallie, "1 am now past master of
such diverse accomplishments as <lriving
the tractor, grading eggs, check-rowing corn
fields, corraling steers that have jumped
the fence, doctoring sick chiikcns, remov-

able to join the next spree."
W'l' have a full report from Eleanor
biiiiill Spruill who also sent dandy pic-

ing porcupine
quills
dogs'
rescuing
cats from
the from
roof 'at
one noses,
time
we had eighteen I as well as keeping up
with an athletically-minded twelve year old
who is interested in everything from skiing
(both snow and water) to digging and
selling night crawlers. My only complaint
is that I should have started all this twenty

Until this year Claire has worked

in the

psychologist's office of the school system.
Quoting from Claire's letter: "Arounil July
Isl we will probably be moving back to
New Jersey. Our address will be: 12 Ballard Place, Fairlawn. None of my family
is very pleased about the trek back to
the metropolitan area but I am looking forivanl to it. We have been in Florida for
two years, and I find it rather warm. If

tures of her family. Eleanor couldn't atti'ud reunion because she sailed for Europe
in June. Eleanor's interests still include
painting and writing. Her children are
Eleanor. 18. L. Mcintosh, 16, James A. IH,
1.), Walker Duvall. 13, and Marion H., 9.

years sooner." In re the baseball snapshot, Hallie says that she can still knock
a homer but someone has to run the bases
for her. Kutb Smythe and 1 will see her
next sununer for sure.

I will quote some of Eleanor's letter. "Jim
is serving his fifth go-round in our stale
House of Keprcsenlalives. In South Carolina it means a campaign every two years.
Interesting but strenuous. Eleanor is graduating this month and is entering the state
vini\'ersity with an eye to government or
law or both (her father's training). Mac
is a junior at Ashley Hall in Charleston
and hopes for Bryn Mawr. Duvall will
entiT high school next year anil Marion
will attend Camp Alleghany for her third
summer. We all swim, camj^ and play tennis together and are vitally interested in
everything from dinosaurs to dances. 1 am
sure there is no more fortunate member
of the class than I! Does anyone have an
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Lucille Burks Hopkin was unable to attend reunion because she was leaving for
a .Scandinavian trip. Lucille has maintained her interests in her church, the
Women's Club and in gardening, especially
raising .African violets.
Our son Jamie has just completed three
years in the Navy and is entering Harvard
Business .School this fall. Jane is to be
married in November to George Tatman
(Jo Tatman Mason's nephew) who was
graduated from Washington and Lee in
June.
We
are expecting
lots of Sweet

OF
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Front riiw: Elizabeth Srheuer Maxwell, Ruth Myers Pleasants, Mary Nelson Becker, Betty
Siillle Briscoe. Elizabeth Howe Dunker, Katharine Means Neely, Elizabeth Bond Wood.
SVf i)f!r/ row: Rebecca Strode Lee. Helen Bean Emery. Dorothy Hiitrhinson Howe. Bonnie
if ood Slooki'V. Helen Closson Hendricks. Sue Fender Miller. Emily Marsh Nichols. Ann
Russell Carter. Bark row: Martha Lou Leinnion .Stohlman. Nancy Butzner Leavell, Jane
Morrison Moore. Joanna Fink Meeks, Bonney McDonald Hatch, Margaret Ross Ellice,
and Miss Lucy Crawford.

Since 1 am pinch hitting for .Sue, I am
limited as to time and therefore cannot
include all of the letters that 1 received.
1 will send them on to .Sue so that she
can use them in her next news letter.
Our '29 reunion group was small and
1 was sorry that I could spend little time
with them as I was busy being a mother
of a graduate. Gert Prior look over as
major domo and had the class picnic at
her house. As usual her hospitality made
reunion especially pleasant. On lop of all
of this she had the Jamisons as house
guests for four days. (Jerl and Jamie are
bird watchers and Jamie greatly enjoyed
learning from Gert who is really a renowned ornithologist.
If you have any news, write to Mrs.
Francis Ogburn Yates, 141 .South Main
Street, .\sheboro, N. C.
op*
^^ ^-^
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4
Rt. long
Vineyard meDrive,
J forgive
■^Please
for the
silence,
which the approach of our 25lh reunion
ne.xt spring has impelled me to break.
Many have indicated they will return for
it, so do plan on it.
We were very sorry to bear that tragedy
has come into the lives of se\cral of us.
Grelcben Geib Troup and Marie Schroeder
Thomas have both lost their husbands
within the year, and Martha Jane Gipe
-Smith lost her oldest son a year ago in a
tragic diving accident. Incidentally this
news comes from Judy Hnlliburton Burnett who met Martha Jane on a remote
island in the Dutch West Indies last winter. Cynthia Harbison Heye also lost her
husband since notes were last printerl.
Our love and sympathy go to these girls.
Judy Burnett speaks of enjoying her
trips back to Sweet Briar for the boanl
meetings, having a wonderful summer vacation at Wrighlsville Beach, skiing and
sailing, and is looking forward lo our 2.'ith
reunion. Becky Young Frazer also writes
of having enjoyed her four years on the
S.B.C. Board of Overseers and at present
is busy as Chairman of the Board of CereInal Palsy .School Clinic.
Many of us have had wonderful trins.
Jackie Sirirkhind Dwelle had a two months'
trip in Europe with her whole family
this summer. Her oldest girl is in her
senior year at Mt. Holvoke. .Susan has
returned to Chatham Hall for her senior
year and may be at Sweet Briar in I960.
Edward is a sophomore at Episcopal High.
Dot Barnum Venter and her husband
hail a twelve dav cruise last spring to the
\^esl Indies. Their daughter Mary Lou
is a junior at Vassar and had a European
trip with other college girls this summer.
Their 1 I vear old son has just entered
Hot( hkiss School in Lakeville. Conn. This
vear thcv will have but one at home, a
son, aged 7. Betty Myers Harding has
also been travelling, a Caribbean cruise a

F.VLL.
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year ago and a Irip lo Jamaica thi? past
spring.
As far as this reporter can ascertain.
Sarah Miller .\ilelman is our first grandmother. Her daughter Cynthia and husband Tony had a baby daughter this summer, Sarah Lynn. Betty Fox Moon's son
and reTony was married this summer to
finish
turns to Stanford with his briile
his senior year. Her daughter Lynn is a
saphomore at San Jose State in California.
Betty and Warren are living in Tucson.
.\riz!. and she is beginning her fourth year
teaching second grade. Jerry Johnston
Chiles daughter Ann is a freshman at
Sweet Briar this year. The family took a
crui.se on the St. Lawrence this summer.
.\t the time of writing Jerry was looking
forward to a visit with Jane Litllelord
Stegeman.
From the Middle West comes news of
four of our not so constant writers, and
we are delighted. Sue If iIson Rutherford
lives in Winnetka. III., and has three children. Charles, 19, is a sophomore at
Carleton College in Northfield. Minn. Jean
is a sophomore in high school and Tom,
12, is a 7th grader. Jean Imbrie Frey
lives but ten minutes from her and she
that Jean's oldest son was married
reports
this summer. Many will be interested to
hear that Marguerite Uui'al McGinnis' son
Frank is a junior at Lake Forest College,
and the youngest son Uean is a high school
sophomore. She has completed si.\ courses
in history anil education at the University
of Illinois in order to qualify for subsitute
leaching.
Jessie Davis Hall writes from Milwaukee
about her son Stephen, 17, who has just returned from Japan where he spent the
summer working at an agricultural, health
and church mission in the mountains. Bob
Jr., is a junior at the University of Wisconsin, and Andy, 14, is a freshman at
Milwaukee Country Day School where
Steve is a senior. Jay Lou has written and
had published a book, "And One Was a
Priest," a profile of the late Rev. Marshall
Day of Milwaukee.
Word also from Doris Kendall Richards
in South Bend, 111., tells of her two girls,
a 15 year old named Ann Kendall who is
aFarmington,
sophomore Conn.,
at MissandPorter's
School
Jane who
is in
in
7th grade at home. Barbara Benzinger
Lindsley writes from Wichita, Kans., that
lier eldest is a sophomore at .Amherst an<l
that she exposed her junior in high
school to Sweet Briar last June. Alice
McClosky Schlendorf and her husband have
bought the guest ranch in Colorado where
the Lindsleys usually stay in August, so
paths cross again. Lucy Hoblitzell is teaching sixth graders in Bethesda, Md., and
speaks of a wonderful summer at Ormond
Beach. She visited with Martha Neuenschtvander Founds recently.
Mary Marks, on leave with the U. S.
Office of Education, had trips to all parts
of the country visiting universities and
.State Departments of Education while
working on an assignment in teacher education. She saw Sue Strasburger .Anderson on her ranch in California for a grand
weekend, and visited with Helen Wolcott
and Pat T^'hitford in Washington. Julia
Peterkin is still working as a member of
the Field Staff of Girl Scouts of USA.
She visited with Mary Templeton at the
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Girl Scout Senior Roundup
in Colorado,
a large national encampment.
Hester Kraemer .Avery's husband has
been assigned to the Pentagon so they
have moved back to a lovely new home
in Falls Church, V'a. She has three boys
in high school, a girl of ten and a boy
3'.-;. Eleanor Rust Mattern writes that
she had a rush trip across New York
and down to Virgina visiting universities
and colleges. John, their oldest boy,
s]ienl 8 weeks at Interlochen Music Camp
in Michigan.
(-lary Burwell Carter is living in Nashville. Tenn.. where her husband is head of
a boys' school. Anne, her daughter, is a
fresliman at S.B.C. this year and Rick a
sophomore at Montgomery Bell Academy,
where Nick is head master. Beverly Hill
Furness and Joyce Hobart Bullard both
visited Cary this summer. Litla I oiigh'
Young writes from Atlanta of a life that
patterns most of ours: husband, children,
house, and community activities. Her girls
are 21, 20, and 13, the oldest graduating
from the University of North Carolina this
Mary Lou Saul Hunt's son Kellogg gradyear. uated from the University of Virginia in
19.58 and is in his second year of medicine. Bob, a freshman at the University
of Virginia, is interested in the law and
a freshman at S.B.C. I have torn my desk
apart
for Peggy
Careyto Durland's
card, looking
and 1 was
so happy
have it !
At any rate she is still in Ithaca, N. Y.
1 saw Bernice Thompson Reif last week.
She looks lovely and certainly belies the
fact that our 25th is coming up. Her
daughter Barbara is a senior at the University of Pittsburgh and Eric is a senior
at Mercerberg Academy, so she will be
busv with graduations next June.
The children and I spent almost the
entire summer at our home in Beulah.
Mich., and activated by my teenagers, I
have learned to water ski and sail. Howard was with us for a vacation and for
those weekends he could manage business
trips to nearby cities. At the present
he is on a trin to Europe (business) which
is perhaps the only reason 1 have been
able to finish this!
rj /^
^-^
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ViuciMA Camp Smith
Raleigh,
N. C.
3.303 White
Oak Rd.

It would seem that I am still the class
secretary, as there have been no volunteers
as Chloe
yet. Won't
someone
Frierson
Fort offer
wroteherme services?
a nice
letter which arrived just too late for my
February deadline. 1 want to quote from
her letter. '"The most important personal
item pertaining to Sweet Briar is that my
older daughter. Chloe. is a freshman there
this year! She is as much in love with
Sweet Briar as I always have been! I
went back to the campus for Parents' Day
in October and found the same atmosphere
of warmth and friendliness. I was delighted
to find many alumnae daughters on campus, and to run into Betty Cocke Winfree,
Cynthia Harbison Haye. Nancy Hicks Blanton and Margaret Austin Johnson, all of
whom have daughters who are freshmen
this year.'' On Chloe's way back to Nashville, she had a between-trains visit with
June Shelton Williams and Mary Poindexter
Willingham.
This
fall
CUoe's

younger daughter, Julia, is a freshman at
Sweet Briar, and last Christmas Chloe,
Jr., talked to the Nashville alumnae about
Sweet Briar as it is today. 1 quote her
again, "1 see a lot of Carey Burwell Carter
these days. Her husband. Nick, is now
here as the headmaster of Montgomery Bell
.Academy, the ])reparatory school from
which Garth (her older son, Julia's twin)
will graduate this year. Recently Carey
and 1 had lunch with Natalie Strickland
Waters when she was here as a representative at the Garden Club of America meeting. Alice Benet Hopkins' son, who is
now a freshman at Sewanee, is coming
down to spend his mid-year holidays with
us. Other Sweet Briar-ites with whom
I've been in touch, are Jackie Strickland
Dwelle and Aggie Williams Ellis. Had
lunch with them when we were in Ponte
-V card
Callie Furniss Wolfe tells
Vedra
last from
summer."
me that she an<l Paul are driving their
daughter Martha up to Winston-Salem to
enter .Salem College as a freshman.
My husband and 1 took our three children to New York for their first trip there
the last of August. It was hot and humid,
but we had a grand time showing them
the sights from the Statue of Liberty to
the Bronx Zoo. After that, we flew down
to Virginia Beach to visit my family for
a few days and returned to Raleigh the
night before school opened.
While 1 was at Virginia Beach, 1 had a
short visit with Marjorie Wing Todd, whose
surgeon husband had returned home from
a year's study of specialized techniques at
Anderson Hospital in Houston. She told
me that "Kin" Carr Baldwin and her husband had had a wonderful trip to Europe
this past spring and that the Baldwin children were off at school.
Aline Stump Fisher was married to
Charles Tracy Cook on June 27, 1959, in
Dublin, New Hampshire; and they will be
at home after Sept. 14 at 151 East 80th
St., New
I'd
have
a noteYork
from City.
StumpyI was
tellinghoping
me more
about her marriage than the announcement I received, but no answer to my
card. 1 am sure all of us wish them much
happiness.
On Dec. 13 the Sweet Briar Alumnae
Club of New York is sponsoring a performance of "Silent Night, Lonely Night,"
a new play starring Barbara Bel Geddes
and Henry Fonda. The money made will
be used for a new scholarship fund named
in honor of Dr. Connie M. Guion. Margaret (Muggy) Gregory Cukor is on the
committee that is making the arrangements.
I had a wonderful letter from Marq
Powell Doty this spring telling me about
their life in Sao Paulo, Brazil — Estados
Unidos, which is under the auspices of
the governments of Brazil and the United
States.
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1248Petersburg
Monterey
Blvd.
St.
Marion
Brown 4,
Zaiser
Fla.

Oops, 1 goofed! Sent cards begging
news before I realized the June issue
wouldn't
carry about
any responding
class notes.promptly
But y'all
were so grand
to
my plea.though
I'm going
much — old
"news"
it is —toas relay
space aspermits.
A wonderful letter from Cecily Jansen
Kendrick
reported Charlie, Jr., (17) at
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Phillips Academy. Andover, Mass., and
Clint I l.S) .XndoviT-bound next year; but
Kit (111 at home for a few more years.
.All Kendrieks spend as much time as possible skiini; at nearby .Aspen. (!olo. They've
had several ^rand visits with Mary Tlwmi>soii Kabbrini and .Aldo in .*»an Francisco,
as well as Denver, .'^uch hospitality, Ces
says of Thompson, could only orifiinate in
the .South. Slie urges all classmates heading her way to look her up.
riiou'di the Fabbrinis' cute old Victorian
house on Russian Hill is a dream, the
'garden getting prettier evi'ry day. they
weri' going to New York in April — by jet
if Tlioinpson's feet didn't get any colder,
riien riionipson planned to spend some
lime in Alabama, seeing lots of Hriarites.
while Alilo went to Washington. I'hillv.
('hicago, etc.
Moselle Jf orsley Fletcher consi<lereil
strapping her .S-months-old hny to her back
and scaring us all at 20th Reunion. Mo
says you can readily imagine what she%
doin'; these days with a LS and a 10-yearold and "it."
Jane If eiiner Shepherd is a golf bug
along with sons Tony, 12. and Jim, y.
They've been looking at Woodberry and
E|iiseopal High. Maude Tucker Drane
blew into (.'harh'ston to see Janie and
Jinny Faulkner Mathews in March, and
last summer Janie had a nice by-chance
meeting with Louise Kirk Hcadley at Roariuii Gap.
Toto Serjeant Leonard claims she's a
rotten liousi'keeper but sings in the choir,
is in her hftli year as Den Mother, cochairman of FTA \\ ays and Means and
president of Fompton Lakes (N.J.) Community Adult School. In April Toto met Dr.
Pannell and saw Dr. Beard at a governor's
conference on ageing. Last summer Dr.
and Mrs. Scott spent a day with the Leonards.
Lucy Taliaferro Nickerson's whole schoolage group went through a flu seige last winter. With boys 11 and 9, Lucy carts to
clarinet, dancing, choir, boxing. Little
League and Cub .Scouts. The "rest of the
time" she stays home with .Ann, 4'/2.
The Nickersons boat and fish from their
own place in Red Rank and are 10 minutes from the ocean. Rilma Wilson Allen
and son, Robert, visited them summer-before-last.
Dolly Nicholson Tate's daughter. Caroline, was the American Field Service representative from Chatham Hall in the summer abroad program last summer. When
Dolly wrote in April, she didn't know what
country it would be. Dolly herself walked
in procession at the inauguration of Davidsons's new president. Otherwise it's the
"same olil thing": teaching Bible in a
church circle, car pools and meetings.
Last Novendier Dorothy Cipe Clement
and John went to court for final adoption of
James Christian Clement, "an almost toothless 6-year-old blond who had been with
us a year." Everyone is happy, especially
brown-haired brother. John Jr., 8. For
Christmas, instead of gift exchanges the
Clements sponsored a little .Syear-old
Italian boy. living near Rome in one room
and poverty. They've also sent a birthday
b:)x and are learning Italian from records
and books. All this through Save-theChildren Federation. Boston I'ost Road.
Norwalk, Conn.
The Clements were also
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Front row: Mary Treadivay Downs. Yvonne Leggett Dyer, Betty Frazier Rinehart. Elizabeth
Barnes Bird. Second row: Mary Louise Simiison Bulkley. Viola James Vi athen. Gracey
Luckelt .Stoddaril. Augusta Saul Edwanls. Janet Thorpe. Elizabeth I'erkins Frotliro. Hark
row: Florence Swift Durrance. Jane Parker Washburn. Ellen George Frampton. Julia
Saunders
Michaux,
.\nne Benedict
.Swain. Weckler,
Mary Mackintosh
.Sherer, Virginia
Farwell, Elsie
Day Sutherlin,
Anna Espach
and Lee Montague
Joachim. ff'ellford

expecting Siamese kittens last spring. As
Fund Agent, Dottie says if 11 more '38s
had given something last year our class
would've reached 50% participation.
Kay Hoyt's main interest is theatre, both
active (with Montclair Dramatic Club) and
passive (seeing plays in New York). It all
began, she says, with Paint and Patches.
Sarah Tomlinson Foscue's 14-year-old is
about to get his license as a radio ham

Missouri \j. Young Jane goes to BriarCliff or Gulfport College this fall, then to
M. V. Mary is thinking of Sweet Briar.
Elinor Ifilson Gammon's address is now
2.506 Pollard St., Arlington 7. Va. Other
new addresses are Elle Jane Gregory Olmsted (Mrs. William R., Jr.). Purton Plantation. RFD 1, Gloucester, Va. ; and Nancy
McCandlish Prichard (Mrs. Edgar A.), 202
Payne St.. Fairfax, Va.

operator. He and Sarah's other boy, 10,
were going to Camps Sea Gull and Se(juoyah. and Sarah was looking forward to a

Can anyone locate Anne Warriner Sherburne or Mary Alice Berckmans .Smith

week at Pawley's Island when she wrote.
Daughter Sally is 4 now.
Nancy Old Mercer was with Caroline
Potter Echols at Dallas' swish new Sheraton
Hotel recently, and the 6 Texas Mercers

(Mrs.known
Robert
S., Jr.)
us? Mabbie's
last
address
was for
Wilmington,
Dela.
Wileyna Upshaw Kennedy et al rented
a house at Linville, N. C, for July and August. With 50 churches in her Presbyteral,
Wy keeps busy as president of the \^ omen
of the Church in East .Alabama.
Rilma /T ilson Allen continues to work
half-days for the superior court judges
and. the other half-days, looks after her son
and home.
M. J. Miller Hein invites all of us to visit
their summer place: .Asharoken. Northport,

gave cousin Aline Stump Fisher ('34), fresh
from New York snows, a glorious suntan
when she was with them for Easter.
Nancy's Anne graduated from Junior High
in May; and Marilyn, Blair and Edward
were excited over a new puppy.
Genevieve Marsh Fisher and Yule (as for
Christmasl now live blocks from the house
Jenny
grew include
up in.
activities
School, a home for
and 3 children.
2'.;. were in the
Jenny wrote and
4) would

in
Chevy League.
Chase. Jenny's
Junior
Sunday
unmarried mothers. PTA
David. 6'i. and Martin.
midst of measles when
hoped Vive (Genevieve,

"get it over with in the next

Helen Walton Andrae keeps busy with
her 4 daughters. 18. 16. 9 and 8, plus being
a week."
state vice president for Cerebral Palsy in
Missouri, heading clinical facilities for the
whole area, being president of the .Social
Planning Council and working with Girl
Scouts.
Helen's
husband
is curator
at

L. 1. "Lotsa room." M. J. says. " 'cause all
our money's in beds and refrigerators."
Her wonderful, busy life keeps her from
dwi lling on the fact that she'll be 60 when
her youngest, starting nursery school this
year, finishes schooling!
The Zaisers had a good summer at home,
Robert (17) holding a couple of summer
iobs and Kent (14) alternating between
fixing up his boat and fixing up his motorbike. 1 keep plugging at golf and am
enrolling in a sailing class — to keep up
with my young'uns. I'm also doing publicity for the Clu-istmas Toy .Shop, a volunteer organization which works year-round
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fixing up old toys to give to needy children
each Christmas
( 10,000 toys last year) .
Please, all, write again before midJanuary so the next issue can carry your
netv news.
A /~V
MiRiEL Barrows Neall
ZLI I 29 Foxridge Road
-^^^
West Hartford 7, Conn.
The ^ear of the Terrific Twentielli has
started!
But sad to relate Hug Schmidt Hardy,
class president, lias had to resign. She
wrote, "Every time 1 think in terms of our
20th Reunion it sounds harrowing — as if
we were old and tottering — and here we
are so gay and lively still. Our first son
and heir. Bill, graduates from High School
just at S.B.C. reunion time, so 1 must
tender my formal and sad resignation as
class president. If there is a (Chinaman's
chance I can. I plan to make reunion, hut
this I can"t know very far ahead, fm still
a 100% .Sweet Briar fan, and hope my
one and only daughter will follow suit some
Hug said that Ellie Snoiv Lea had moved
dav."
from Atlanta to Chicago last June, and
that they hoped to get together with Parge
Woods Gillette and Blair Bunting Both.
Ww wrote from Grand Rapids. Mich., "We
still live in the same house we planned
on the .Sweet Briar arcade, hut have added
a section to accommodate enlarging family.
Only the atom bomb could move us. we
love it so." Hug included a picture of
her five. Bill. 17, Ed. 1.5, David, 12. and the
twins. Bob and .Sylvia. 8.
But Nida Tonilin Walls the wonderful
soul has stepped in as class president, and
say Betty Front: Roberts will help her. So
look for a letter from Nida soon, outlining
the big plans and schedule for next June.
Nida said. "We are looking forward to seeing a big group. I saw Miss Glass last
week and she looked better than she did
twenty years ago. so maybe there is hope
for us all! We have been on the go all
summer and have bad many visitors, one
of whom was Mary Lee Settle, who has
just finished another novel. Know Nothings.
to be published by Viking in the spring.
Old Settle was still red-haired and slender
and just the same." Nida's address is:
Mrs. Robert C. Watts, Jr., 28.37 Sheringbam Place, Lynchburg. Va.. so if you have
any ideas or suggestions for reunion, do
write her — she'd love your help.
Mildred Moon Montague said that Nancy
Haskins Elliot was in the east with her
husband, who was inspecting colleges to
whom the Ford Foundation gives grants.
The> went to Sweet Briar and staved in
Sweet Briar House as the guest of Mrs.
Pannell. She said it was Ford, not her.
that got David that honor!
Some new addresses came in since the
last issue: CUra Sasscer Chandler is now
c/o Mrs. H. F. Sasscer. 212.S R St.. N.W..
Washington 8. D. C. and Ramona Spurlock File mo\ed from Alexandria to 401
Staff Loop. McDill AFB. Fla.: Rosemary
Bjorge Johnson is still in .Arkansas, but
now in .Shumaker. not Camden: and Mary
.Sue Kilham Davis lives at 1.5 Washington
Court in .'Alexandria. Va. Libby Mercer
Hammond is P. 0. Box 11.59. Savannah, and
Helen Woodward Thomas has moved in
Huntsville, Ala., to 4.30.3 Memorial Parkway. N.W.
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By the time you read this your class
secretary will have been to Sweet Briar
with a friend whose daughter will be a
freshman there this year. It will be fun to
see if any '40-ers are there starting their
<laughters on the right path, and 1 must
remember NOT to visit the room 1 had
In Reid in the dim, dark ages, or to make
references to how S.B.C. was "in the good
Remember the
old
checkdays."
off today to
can't coast on our
more people give
than ever before.

/t C^
^^^^
/ 1 1 y'

Fund — and send your
the alumnae office. We
reputation, so let's have
more money this year

Jeanne Sawyer Facci
ey Gardens
Wellesl
9 Linden
81, Mass.

With faded tan and August in Maine
a fond memory. I greet you from under a
heap of name tapes which sew things up
for my oldest, John, off to .Andover. Cynthia
moves on to 4th grade, and as soon as I
collect my wits and a little secretarial dignity. I'll be back in the Concert Director's
Office at Wellesley College. Let's face it,
dears, the summer has went. But not without my thanks to all those faithful souls
who responded so warmly to my yearly
postcard blast.
Our favorite authoress, Ruth Jacquot
Tempest, hails us from Rone's latest Air
Force assignment with "Are there any from
S.B.C. on Guam?" Glamorous traveler.
Ten-day cruise to the Philippines and a
two-week flying visit to Japan. Last November Ruth did us proud with a story in
Cosmopolitan. Latest sales to Toronto Star
Weekly and Catelaine (Canada).
Other wanderers: while hubby John was
abroad on business. Virginia Thayer Boothby paid the east a call all the way from
California with her two handsome children.
Enroute. she visited her old roomie Mary
Ellen Thompson Beach in Evanston and
returning, reuned with Betsy Chamberlain
Burchard and Laura Graves Howell. Mary
Ellen reports Bob. 12, Tom, 10, Nancy, 8,
and Sally, one. Her husband is Vice-President of Oscar Mayer Co. Currently, she is
retiring to domesticity after a year as
P.T.A. Prexy, Sorority Alumnae .Advisor
and Chairman of a large benefit bouse and
garden tour. She enjoyed visiting S.B.C.
last spring while at the Homestead on a
business trip with Goff.
Marian Robbins Alexander parked her
15 and 13 year old girls at camp, left three
year old son with friend hubby and "jetted
over" to Europe with her mother-in-law.
The gay twosome hit almost every country
between England and Turkey.
Victoria. British Columbia, scene of the
Junior League Conference last May. drew
a galaxy of Briarites. 23 in all. Ruthe Hensley Camblos. Douglas Woods Sprunt and
Margaret Preston Newton represented '42.
Harriette Gordon Loman says she's
"homesteading" in South Carolina with the
kids while Harrv is off to Korea for a year.
Diana Greene Helfrich and her Harry have
another vear in Arlington and then off
again. She hopes for California. Meanwhile, she's active in the Little Theatre
of Alexandria. Hope is in 10th grade.
David 5th and Mike kindergarten. Her
comment on latter achievement;
"Wbee!"
Babies: Lucy Cnll Dabney sends cheery
news of Deborah

Wood Davis' fifth daugh-

ter, Phoebe, born in .\pril. Last Feb.
27 .Sudie Clark Hanger produced Nancy
Wright, bringing her total to seven, three
girls and four boys, our record 1 believe,
.'summer found them scattered: one in
Europe, one in California, two to camp, one
to beach and two at home.
No news but happily plugging along
department. .\nne Barrett George with
three youngsters and much Jr. League. More
League for Gloria Sanderson Sartor who
reuned with Florence Bagley Witt at the
regional
Gloria's
12,
10 and 4.meeting.
Grand long
lettergirls
from are
Nancy
Taylor .Smith. Recording Secretary of the
.Stamford group (Marian Phinizy Jones,
Treasurer; Valerine Jones Materne, '43,
Chairman
.Admissions).
two cockersofand
two Siamese Nan's
cats. family;
Phyllis
Sherman Barnes working and smiling at
League
anddiapers)
.Scouts,
"m. Troutman
and d."
I meals and
. also
Margaret
Harbin has five boys, the oldest 14. Barbara Ripley Turniss, "same family, house
and city." Life busy and interesting.
Sally Waike Rogers is delighted to assert
all ([uiet and calm at last after a wild
year redecorating her new house and
shuffling assorted chilluns back and forth
to hospitals. All this was climaxed by an
horrendous episode in which her parked
car was hit by a hit-and-run drag racer.
Miraculou.sly, she escaped with a sprained
back. "Si's" been elected head of the
Library Board and Garden Club. Likewise. Helen Sanford as 1st Vice President
of Houston S.B.C. Club with Janana Darby
Cranfield. President.
Our stars and bars: Eloise English Davies
is affiliated with the firm of .Shipley,
.Akerman and Picket in Washington and
engaged in general practice. "Last year 1
served merely as a voluntary attorney in
the Legal Assistance Office at Municipal
Court, but found it wonderful experience in
law and social welfare." New house for
Eloise.
Frances Meek Young is all wound up
with the Ft. Lauderdale Art Center and
nainting portraits in pastels and oils. Ten
vear old Randolph spent summer at camp.
Daughter '59.
Rumsey is 13. Last winter, she
saw Virginia Beasley Holzer with husband,
Dick, and son, Fritz, while they were vacationing in Florida.
Catherine "Kippy" Coleman writes
busily from a new and larger house (guests
welcome) the happy news that enrollment
at her school has doubled and the fund
is growing. .She is now Chairman of the
Association of Chaplains and Teachers of
Religon in Church Schools (Episcopal),
serves on the Curriculum Committee of the
National Association of Principals of
Schools for Girls, and distinguishes us by
anpearing in Who's Who

in Education,

Eleanor Ringer Linn's husband is teaching English at Quf^ns College. Last winter. "Ringer" starred on his radio drama
course, reading a variety of roles from
Anna Christie to (lueen Elizabeth. Otherwise, her four year old male "barrel of
energy" keeps life dramatic enough.
Daphne W ithington Adams came through
with a monumental and most welcome letter reporting Dana. 8. going into 3rd grade.
Faith, 6, in first. Besides being Chairman
of the Evening Guild at Rye Presbyterian
Church, she and Willard have organized
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a prosperous square dance group in which
both are trippingly active. High spot of

Rod Dennehy who is now a Commander
LLSN have moved from Virginia Beach to

'59 for "Uaph" — trip to Bermuila last January celebrating a lOtli anniversary.
Here ami there. Ann Hauslein Potterfield is ailding a bedroom for her evergrowing brood. Polly Peyton Turner
bought and moved into an old house in
Newport in the same neighborhood with
Marion Sininilers Montgomery. Polly hopes
for a two-year hitrh. The twins enter
Senior High and .\nne first grade. Frances
Boyton Drake describes a fond reunion with
Dougie. Alice Sweney Weed and Betty
Broun .Sweney. Otherwise, much golf and
tennis.

-Mexandria,
Va.,11with
daughtei,
1.'?,
and two sons,
and their
4. M.
G. Smith
Burgess and (barter have moved from Pelham to nearby Pelham Manor. N. Y.
Elsie McCarthy .Samson and Bob moved
from IJtica to Vernon, N. Y. Gloria Peniston Poole and her husband have moved
to Ft. Lauderdale from New Providence,
N. J.

On

the move:

Edna

Syskn

Peltier to

Kelly A.F.B.. Texas. Douglas If'oods .Sprunt
to Chevy Chase. Katherine Coggins Clark
to Pasadena. Sally Jackson Mead to Charlottesville.
\ plea to the silent ones for news for
the Marcli issue, a boost for the good old
Fund, and a reminder that it's not too early
to be making plans for our imminent 20th.
Special love and deepest sympathy to
Debbie If ood Davis for the sad loss of her
only son. Skipper, last fall. And to Betty
Hanger Jones whose husband, Eric, passed
away very suddently in February wh'le
cruising in the Bahamas on their boat.
Betty and the children are in Philadelphia
where she is carrying on magnificently as
President of Eric's business, Delbar Products, Inc.

yt t~\

LoiTSE Woodruff Angst

49 Leeuwarden Rd.
Darien,
Conn.
I hope everyone had as nice a summer
as we did. Woody went back to Canada
for camp and Chuck to the Cape to sail;
Weezy had no one to tease her and loved
the beach. So did Johnny and I when

Elizabeth Munce was married in Richmonil this spring to Charles M. Weis; they
live in Delaware. Ohio.
Chesley Johnson Dale, her husband, Jim,
and their two daughters and son have
moved into the house they built on 4
acres in the center of Norris, Tenn. (unique
in that it is like a college campus) . Her
husband is an electrical engineer with TVA.
.She makes copper handcrafts and sells
them in a Gulfcoast Gift Shop, is a director
of a Girl .Scout camp, and is interested in
all sports advancing age permits.
I saw Janie Lampton Middleton and Ed
at the Kentucky Derby thanks to our
seats being near theirs which we figured
out on the phone beforehand. I missed
Fayette McDowell Willett because she had
given her seat to their daughter this year.
Kitty Doar Jones came to a convention
in N.Y.C. with Tommy and then visited
Prentis Jones Hale in New Haven.
Brooks Barnes went on a cruise for her
vacation and Barbara McNeill Yow. who
has a beautiful penthouse in Brussels, took
her son sightseeing when he visited her
during summer vacation. Now it is the
time of year for the Alumnae
Fund — for

Sweet Briar. If the mail seems overwhelming from your
husband's
alma mater, don't
let S.B.C.
get lost
in the shuffle.
/t 4
-■--'lLIL

Gf.nk Patton MacMannis
l.archmont.
N. Y.
68
Holly Place

As we compared tales of elaborate arrangements made to attend reunion, so
many of us said, "To think I almost didn't
come!" And it was an unforgettable experience to pick up again the threads of
another way of life, and enjoy a few hours
with so many congenial, delightful personalities. From breakfast to the wee small
hours, the conversation stopped only when
the singing began. It took much concentration, but with a word here, a line there,
we struggled through many beloved ditties
from iorstep
Show. singing and our "immortal" .SenThe class picnic in the yard of our
gracious Miss Ramage, the exquisite concert of Iren Marik. the punch party (what
a shock — on campus!*, Mariha Lou Lemmon's moving speech for the class of '34,
and each evening relaxing in Grammer
Commons, stand out in retrospect. The
music majors made a pilgrimage to see Mr.
Zechiel and Miss Weaver, both now retired,
and came away with warm hearts and damp
eyes. To think we used to be so scared

of them!

There is so much I'd like to tell the girls
who couldn't come about the ones who
did. hut I'll confine myself to a few words
about each — insisting that it was the spryest (changing clothes 5 times a day on
3rd Hoor Grammer you have to be), gay-

/-*11^-^
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we weren't playing golf. Most of my news,
however, predates summer. I visited B. J.
Leighlon Lane in Burlingame on our trip
to .San Francisco. It was good to see her
and Chet again and their two handsome
sons. Chet has organized Little League
in their area and music is his business.
A sports car takes him to work in minutes— such a contrast to the commuting in
this New York area. They love it in California as do Page Ruth Foster and her
family in Santa Barbara. There, she is
busy with LWV anil exploring the library.
She told me Scoltie Simmons McConnell
planned to start work on her Ph.D. this fall
in Chapel Hill.
While in Dallas I visited Ouija Adams
Bush. .She and Bob were wonderful to us
and we thoroughly enjoyed their children.
Ouija and Dot Long Cousins and I had
lunch together. Dot is President of the
Junior League of Dallas and Ouija is chairman of admissions. Dot. Ouija and Tookie
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Left to Right: Paulett Long Taggart. Ethel Ramage (class sponsor). Gertrude Kinsley
Whitehead. Elisabeth I'aughan Bishop. Antionette Hart Moore, Virginia Watts Fournier,
Jean Blanton Stehl. ."Vnne Moore Remington. Jane Rice McPherson. Juanita Gans .Mexander. Marjorie U'illets Maiden, Norma Bradley Arnold. Margaret Gordon Seller. Louise
Smith Norton. Martha Lee Hoffman McCoy. Helen Gravatt Watts. Gene Patton MacMannis,
Carol Myers Hunter, Mary White Hollander, Sydney Holmes Bales, Virginia Hall Teipel,
Patricia Whitaker Waters. Ellen Boyd Diiial Miller. Chauncy Williams Meyer and twin
daughters. Frances Hester Dornette. Carlisle Morrissett Branch. Mary Jane Brock. Luciie
Christmas Brewster, and Frances Davies Wessels, a former faculty member.

mifPjySliBnl

Kniskern ^'hite who is President of the
Honolulu Junior League hail a reunion in
Victoria. B. C. at the annual AJL-\ convention. Enroute there Tonkie had visited
Ouija and attended her brolhi'r's weddmg
in Swarthmore, Pa. Enroute home Ouija
visited B. J. and Chet Lane.
Dot told me .Skip Brnrher O'Connell had
moved from Ccdorado .Springs to Irvington,
N. Y. She and Okie who is now a maior
in the Air Force have two sons.
Shug and

F.M.L. 19.59
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est, most charming group of middle aged
women to be found anywhere.
Jean BUinton Steld--lovcly, unharassed
in spite of ehihiren 6, 5, 2 and 1 at home.
Norma liradley Arnokl — exuljeianl. witty
— with glamour that is inconsistent with her
riotous renditon of the WCTU songs.
Mary Jane Brock— our brilliant class
member, railroaded at that rowdy class
picnic into being fund agent. Support her
— you may need a good lawyer some day.
Lucile Christmas Brewster — sweet and
pretty — said of course she"d join us for a
N.Y. reunion — from Plymouth, Mass.!
Ellen Boyd Diaal Miller— slim, trim, with
that soft melodious voice.
Juanita Cans Alexander — our most travelled, cosmopolitan classmate.
Margaret Gordon .Seller — same gorgeous
hair and slim figure, with something that
rattles her magnificent poise, I was glad
to hear — two small children. 1 guess none
of us is immune.
Helen Gravalt Watt— living at W&L with
her professor husband and two children.
The students must love her exotic bangs.
Virginia Hall Teipel — busy passing on to
the next generation her marvelous enthusiasm and ingenuity by directing two church
junior choirs while raising 4 children.
Antoinette Hart Moore — lovely features
that improve with time, quiet and ladylike.
Frances Hester Dorvette — came with family but only remained for picnic. Wish we
could have seen more of her.
Martha Lee Hoffman McCoy — pretty and
efficient, having talked us all into attending, and aren't we glad she did!
Sydney Holmes Bales — sophisticated appearance, refreshing personality and sense
of humor — even on the Southern R.R.
Gertrude Kinsley Whitehead — younger
than any of us. had iust won a scholarship
to continue her education. Took poor
stranded N.Y. bound Sydney and me on an
unforgettable tour of her home and surrounding countryside, before putting us on
the train at Monroe, inspired and refreshed
by Giddy's great love of Virginia and its
people.
Paulett Long Taggart — attractive personality gal with a kind thought and word
for each of us — phenomenal memory for
song lyrics.
Ann Moore Remington — our new president, and an efficient, capable one she"ll be.
Carlisle Morrissett Branch — lilting Southvoice — can't even imagine her scolding
her ern
children.
Carol Myers Hunter — cute, tiny and fun,
her church work, scouts and sailing apparently no strain.
Gene Patton MacMannis — discovered I
have the dubious distinction of having the
oldest
child among '44 graduates — 14 year
old Gay.
Jane Rice McPherson — good looking and
calm — being lucky enough to have left her
with Atlanta's best pediatrician
—3 children
her husband.
Louise Smith Norton — nary a line in her
face or a gray hair among the blontl
although she has 3 children and a lovely
new home she and Knobby planned and
had built.
Elizabeth Vaughan Bishop — chic, beautifully dressed, sweet as ever. Now president of Women's Symphony Com. in San
Antonio.
Virginia Watts Fournier — looks just as
cute and young after 3 children.
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Patricia W'hitaker Waters — vivacious, enthusiastic, active in choir, art. garden.
Emily If'ilkins Mason — just ilashcd over
from
for totheher.
luncheon. Didn't
get a Lynchburg
chance to talk
Mary White Hollander — attractive with
new, becoming weight added. Plays organ
in church, den mother, but no new songs.
Maybe later.
.Marjorie Willetts Maiden — brought lier
marvelous sense of humor and interest in
people all the way from Pasadena.
/t P*

Anne Dickson Jordan
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Bay Colony
Virginia
Beach, Va.
Many apologies are in order for the long
silence of your inefficient secretary. Therefore I'll start out catching up on news of
the Jordans. Year before last 1 did some
substitute teaching at The Country Day
.School for Girls and loved it. Last year
with all of our children in .school 1 took
a full time job at Country Day. 1 never
thought of myself as a teacher, but was
very happy to put that hard-won college
education to work. 1 ended up teaching
French to the 6th, 7th, 8th. and 9lh grades,
and in the upper school. English 1, English
II, and American history — a rather large
dose for a novice! The English grammar
almost threw me. I'm sure 1 did more
homework than the girls and had the
whole family helping me grade papers.
It really was marvelous, though, and cjuite
an experience. In the meantime. Mrs.
Everett, who has run an elementary school
here for
thirty-four
Chick'sit
aunt,
Grace
Jordan,years,
and retired.
I have taken
over. As of July 1, 1 now find myself
assistant principal of same. That was quite
a long explanation, but I want you to be
thinking of a new secretary to elect (or
hog-tie) next June at reunion.
That brings us to the very important
subject of our fifteenth reunion. Perk
Traugott Brown and I are already planning
to go up, and hope we can get together
with Betty Mealy Butler. We had such
a wonderful turn-out at our tenth. Please,
all of you who couldn't come then, coine
this time, and the rest of you come back.
Bring your husbands and make it a real
vacation trip!
Betty Pender Lazenby has finally come
back to the east coast after almost three
years in California. Dick will be stationed
at Annapolis; so I hope we will see more
of them.
Thirza Trant Campbell and .Alan, with
their town,
four boys
have Mass.
moved They
to Alan's
home
Springfield.
were
here for a few weeks this summer. Thirza
looks wonderful and is absolutely sylphlike. She says she loves it up north, and
the boys have all but lost their southern
accents.
Wyline Ch^rpman Sayler wrote a wonderful, long letter in May. She reports that
.Sara Temple Moore had her fifth boy —
enough now for a basketball team of her
own. Syline had a letter from Ruth Longmire Wagner, who has one boy and two
girls, and who had a busy time making
lots of money for the Houston .S.B.C.
club selling flocked Christmas trees. Willard has his own law firm. Wyline herself
keeps very busy with a fifth grade Sunday
school class. Husband Henry is the new
president of the .St. Petersburg Republican
Club and recently ran for the school board.

Wyline says they are really learning the
ins and outs of politics and it's quite an
education!
A
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Polly Vandeventer Saunders
Newport
16 ShirleyNews,
Road Va.

Happy autumn to everybody and thanks
to you who responded to my pleas for
news. Jimmy Marr Kurz writes from Chatham, N. J., that my letter reached her at
a good time; she was just back from vacation, rested, and not yet involved in all
the winter activities. She and her sister, 3
children, a colored maid, 2 rabbits and a
cat I plus luggage and two golf bags) had
journeyed 400 miles to Paris Hill, Maine,
for five weeks. Husbands joined them later.
Jimmy says her activities run "true to
form;" she is doing children's theatre with
tlie Junior League, is on the board of
local League of Women Voters, is involved
in the organization of a new Presbyterian
church and does (of course! work for the
S.B.C. club. Her husband Bill is a banker.
They have 3 children: Jody, 10, Dick, 7,
and Lisa, 5. They are "wearing but deWheats Young Call writes
Young will be one year old
"3-D" was 5 in September.
lightful." are busy with the
monders

that Edwin
in October.
The Richfirst Junior

League
Follies
in years,
Galore."
.She
heard
recently
from "Grins
Pat Grosbeck
Gordon who lives in San Francisco. Pat
and Ralph have a live-wire son. Tom.
It was nice hearing from Margaret Fish
Rockwood. Margaret transferred to DePauw University her sophomore year. (Her
parents and grandparents preceded her
there so ties with DePauw
were
strong.) In 19.54 her husband. Rocky,
resigned from the regular navy and
they moved from Annapolis, where he
had been teaching for 2 years, to Dallas.
He is now Product Marketing Manager
for Texas Instruments. They have two
girls, Mary, 8, and Margaret Anne, 4.
She enjoys seeing Ouija Adams Bush who
also lives in Dallas. Ouija had a lovely
party at her house last fall for Mrs. Pannell on her visit there. (Margaret laments
that she was unable to attend our 10th
reunion; hope atsheourwon't
have to lament
non-attendance
big 15th!)
Another of our freshman fugitives,
Jeanne Parkam Coors. reports on her family and doings. Jeanne and George have
four daughters: Jeanne. 13. Cristy, 10, Dabney,
and Cary,in "an
angel," 1M>.
They
live in8, Memphis
an enormous
old house
just a few doors from the house where
Eleanor Bosworth .Shannon used to live.
It's four stories and her four girls are
responsible for the grey hairs that are
intermingled with the red. She frequently
sees Barbara Hood Sprunt and her 3 children. Louise Wilborne Collier and Jeanne
had little girls in a Junior League Fashion
show recently. Thanks to both Margaret
and Jeanne for their response — even if
they had only one year with us they still
remember and care!
Veteran Caroline Rudulph Sellers writes
of her wonderful vacation on a dude ranch
in Colorado. The counselor there ate
with the children and planned their activities to the extent that the parents had
a real vacation too. (For further information write Rudy!) En route the family had a day's visit with Martha Tittering-
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ton Keid in St. Louis.
Rudy's 3
there were
Rudy, by
vacation.

Her .3 girls and

children were so congenial that
sad farewells at departure time.
the way, deserved a dude ranch
Last winter she was instrumental

in getting an academy started in Montgomery. It is opening its doors this fall.
"Our role as laymen is over and it's in
the hanils of professionals. We are relieved, thrilled and |>roud."
(^andy Greene Satterfield and Jim are
headed for Panama City where his tohaeco
company has recently assigned him. Their
length of stay is indefinite hut it sounds
like an interesting adventure.
A C\
M^id .1" Akmstuong Behryman
ZLJ^
.3712 Claridge Court
^^^^
Kort Worth 9, Texas
Two of our classmates who motored to reunion in the same car last year have since
then produced a total of five daughters!
Liz Barbour Beggs made headlines by having TRIPLET.S— three girls— Feb. 28. Susanna Kinnier tipped the scales at 5 lbs.
9 ozs.. Grace Openshaw at .5 lbs. 8Vi ozs..
and -Augusta Turner at 3 lbs. I3V2 ozs.
Liz has two other girls. Barbie. 8, and
Lillie. 5. She is the only one in our class
who has had triplets, and as this happens
onlv once in every 9.130 births, she may
be the only S.B.C. graduate with triplets.
Judy BUikely Brown had twin girls, Barbara Dale and Katherine Jane. July 17.
This exciting double exposure has made
quite a change in their household. She
has a girl. Terry, 7, and Chip, almost 4.
This is the 3rd set of twins for our class —
Martha Rowan Hyder and Ann Samford
Upchurch had twins, both had a boy and
a girl.
New members of the Stork Club are:
Gloria McElroy Read, 1st child, Benjamin
Howard, Dec. 26. Westray Boyce Nicholas.
1st child, a son. Stacy, March 19. Nan
Steptoe McKinley. 2nd child, 2nd daughter,
Dorothy Lynn (Dottiel, March 31. Helen
(Twinki Elliott .Sockwell, 3rd child, 2nd
daughter. Virginia Lee, April 9. Sally
Smith Williams. 4th child. 1st son, Thomas
Evan. Jr.. April l.S. Sally Davis Spencer,
2nd child. 2nd son, Tracy Enfield, May 9.
Liz Graves Perkinson. 2nd child. 1st son,
Carl John. May 21. Diane King Nelson.
2n<l chilrl. 1st ilaughter. Felicia Ann, June
8. Ruth Faulkner Howe, 3rd chibl. 2nd
(laughter Margaret ."^t. Clair. July 17.
Nita Minrheiv Faulk. 4th child. 3rd daughter. Charity Bennett, July 30. Elma
(Dickie) Lile Hartmann, 2nd child. 1st
daughter, .Anne Chapin, Aug. 2. My latest
tally children
shows theto Class
396
date. of '48 has produced
In March Martha Frye Terry moved to
Philadelphia as Harold received a call to
become editor to the Board of Parish Education (Lutheran Church). They bought
a home in the Erdenheim section, just beyond Chestnut Hill. After spending part
of the summer in North Carolina, three
of the children are settled in school.
.After a visit with her parents in Memphis. Virginia Holmes Turner returned to
St. Louis to bi'gin work on her doctorate
in' the X'iashington University .'school of
Social \^ ork. She should be complimented
on receiving a fellowship in Community
Health Research.
Nancy Steploe McKinley has just moved
to their new home in a section of Bethesda,
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Md., called Greenwich Forest. While
Brenton, who received his Ph.D. in January, was in Paris on a grant for 3 months,
Blair Graves .Smith spent the summer in
Roanoke. Sally Pearre is back working on
her law degree at the University of Maryland after aWith
wonderful
months" Fatty
trip
to Britain.
a car for2 louring.
Jenny Nielsen had a wonderful .5 weeks in
Europe in May and June. Ann Samford
I'pchurch and Sam were in Europe for the
summer.
Last January
Martha
Garrisonm Anness's
husband
was made
a partner
the law
firm he has been associated with. They
had a week's vacation on Michigan's northern peninsula. Their son Chuck is in the
2nd grade. Eve Codchaux Hirsch vacationed at a ranch in Colorado. Her son
Richard is also in the second grade this
Betsy Plunkett Williams was in New
year.
York in .September. .She has been having
great fun taking a course in Public Speaking. Betty Yougene is occupied with volunteer hosoital work, doing organizational
work in Tri-Hi-Y for a junior hi school
her daughter attends, garden club, and a
church circle. The Savannah girls. Mary
Barrett Robertson and Jeanne Morrell Garlington,
other
often.
Heard issee
in each
the 4th
grade
and Mary's
Celia isson
in
the 1st. Catherine. 3. is home. Mary has
been an enthusiastic member of a ladies'
investment club called Visionaries, Inc.
Jeanne is teaching religion again this year
at the Country Day School.
The Class of '48 was represented at the
Junior League Conference in Victoria. British Columbia, by Patty Traugot Rixey,
Maddin Lupton McCallie. and Liz Hooks
Richards, all of whom are Presidents of
the Leagues in their respective cities. Malloy Wright Warren was there also. Patty
bumped into Maddin in Chicago, and they
crossed the country together. Patty, Liz
and Maddin saw Dickie Lile Hartmann in
Seattle enroute to Conference.
On June 27 Jo Neal married Moore W.
Peregrine, a lawyer. They have bought a
lovely big old home and are settled in River
Forest, 111. Judy Perkins Llewellyn and
her family spent a glorious 6 weeks last
winter in Florida and are now house hunting. David began nursery school and John
is home keeping Judy fully occupied.
The M. D. in our class. Jane Luke, has
been temporarily at Johns Hopkins in the
children's cardiac clinic. She has passed
her .American Board of Pediatrics, and
when she finishes at Hopkins in October.
she plans to take off for several months
in Europe.
On Sept. 1 Vickie Brock Badrow's husband was appointed Director of the McOuade Foundation Children's home in
Newburgh. N. Y. Prior to their move they
spent two weeks at Cape Cod. visited their
parents and made a trip to .Syracuse. In
the spring Vieki had lunch in New York
with Ann Ryland Ricks. .Ann Orr Savage
had lunch with Ricky in May. and in Julv
Ricky visited Diane King Nelson in
Shreveport. Ricky received her Master's
Degree at the New York .School of Social
Work in June.
Kax Berthier McKelway. John and two
lively little boys spent two weeks in August
at Cuttyhunk. a remote little island in Massachusetts off the coast of Buzzards
Bay.

Kax and Jam' Leach Cromwell had a grand
visit last spring. Jane spent two weeks at
Deep Creek Lake in Western Maryland.
.She was also a counselor at Brownie Cainp
for 3 weeks, and is now in the process of
remodeling their home.
Ynes ]ova Cline has moved to a big old
Victorian-type house in Saugerties, N. Y.,
after 3 weeks on Cape Cod. Ann Porter
Mullen moved into their new home just
before Christmas, and Bernyce (Ricky)
Richstone Manson is in the midst of building a new home.
Jerre Jo Flack Ridge was in Fort Worth
in July with her 3 children. The Ridges
had spent several weekends in the Ozarks
and were planning a trip to New York this

fall.

While her husband is in the graduate
school of Business Administration. Pat
Smith Nelson is enjoying life in Charlottesville. Helen Pender \\ ithers and Burk
stopped by to see them last year, and they
all enjoyed being together for the first
time since the Nelsons' wedding in 19.51.
The Hyders (Martha Rowan) spent July
and August in .San Miguel, Mexico. .She
said it is an enchanting town and they are
so enthusiastic that they bought a house
there. She made a quick trip to New
\ork in .August and planned to return for a
few days Oct. 26.
I was overjoyed to hear from Pam Terry
Stoutenburgh — the first time in years.
Pam has been living in Washington since
19.51 except for two years spent in Paris
(19.5,5-19.561 doing translation. After her
return she worked for a language teaching
company and is now associated with the
American Friends to the Middle East, an
organization which promotes better understanding between the U. S. and Middle
East countries. Her daughter Terry is 12
and is going to .Stone Ridge this year.
Audrey Lahman Rosselot has been back
in Vienna since March 1 and expects to be
there another year and a half. Before
sailing she saw Caroline Irvine, who is
associated with Life Magazine, and Ricky.
The Rosselots spent a week in Prague in
May. In Julv they took the children to
Berchtesgaden in Bavaria for a short vacation. .She and Bob are hoping to get away
for a few weeks for a trip through Western Austria and .Switzerland. Elizabeth and
Mark will both be in school this year.
Another international traveler is Mary
Louise JTagner Forrester who leaves Dec.
1 for England while Gene attends the
British .Staff College for a year at Candjerly.
They
|dan a month's vacation in Florida
before
departure.
Eleanor (Petery) Johnson's address is
Eton Lodge. Scarsdale. N. Y. .'^he plans to
be in Ft. Worth and Dallas in September
news.
so I'm hoping she calls so I can hear all her
Kitty Doolin Dickey plans to he at
Quantico another year. Martha Shmidheiser Rodman moved into their new home
in February. Nat is an .\ssistant Professor
of Pathology at the Medical School at
Chapel Hill and their ilaughter Man Hall
starts 1st grade. .Avery Draughon Helm
is practically a neighbor of mine, having
moved to Decatur. Texas, where her husband has the Buick-Rambler agency. Wayne
Stokes Goodall is living in Knoxville as
dies is Assistant Director of the Memorial Research Center.
Wayne
spent
the
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summer visiting Lynchburg, Virginia Beach,
and their mountain place in Western Virginia. Betty Gibson is working on the
"Hill" in Washington and planned to spend
part of the fall at homo in Muskogee. Okla.
Janet Smith Mrans spent a wonderful summer at their camp on Sebago Lake in
Maine. Sylvia Siiiinders Davis spent the
summer in Covington. La., and was at Greystone Inn, Roaring Cap, N. C. when she
wrote me.
A wonderful letter came from Nancy
Mnses Euhanks telling me all about her
children. Lindv. 7, had measles, tonsilitis
and a staph infection all at the same time.
She hemorrhaged when her tonsils were
taken out and had to have transfusions. In
.\ugust the Euhanks household had a seige
of mumps. All the family visited Little
a
Rock in June, and "Mo" and Bill had
10-day vacation sans children at Ponte
Vedra. Fla. Both Mo and Phyllis Thorpe
Miller, who now lives in Little Rock, wrote
glowing accounts of their visits with each
other The Millers are hoping to budd
John starts the 2nd grade.
this year.
In\u»ust Connie Somervell Matter and
otaMac took their children to the Minnes trip
Canadian border on their first canoe
have
into real wilderness. She and Mac
.
pdot
hold
both
and
flying
taken up
ful
licenses. They have had some wonder
up this avocatimes since they have taken
tion.
,,,11
"Twink" Ellioll Sockwell has been engaged in adding a wing onto their home
Coast
Last summer they all went to the
d
for a week. Warren has been engulte
a resiwith developing their farm into l endential area and working as a chemica
ne. Everything m Huntsgineer at Redsto
viUe seems to be rockets, she says.
Ruth Faulkner Young's daughter Laurie
is in the 1st grade and Ty, her son goes
to kindersiarten. Harriotte Bland Cokes
husband lias been on sabbatical leave this
ng. Harsummer and has done some writi
riotte has been appointed to the Board ol
the League of Women Voters and continues
to serve on the County Board of Assistance.
cky
They visited their families in Kentulves
and took off for a few days by themse
I ast Easter Day Blair Graves Smith had
plus husTerry
a Frye
Marthnn
Harriotte.
.
er
bands for di
, , .
Trying to finish all the detads of their
TV-playroom-familv room has been one of
's projects. Her husJane illller Wright
band has been to Europe twice on business
and she's hoping to go to New York with
the sumhim in November. They've spent and
skin
mer sailing to Catalina. fishing
Her boys are 10, 8. and SVj.
diving.
Caroline Rankin Mapother saw Patty
Traiigoll Rixey and Jack at the Derby.
and last fall saw Peggy Sheffield Martin
and Ann Samjord Upchurch and their
husbands in Atlanta. Of course, the
news is their son Rans biggest
Mapother'
born February 27 and adopted
kin who was
March 24. Edith, 2, is most excited over
her brother.
Suzanne Hardy Beaufort and her family
celebrated the 4th of July in Thomasvdle
with Nita Minchew Faulk. The Beauforts
had a week in the mountains in July. She
is already in rehearsal for the Junior
League's children's plav and juggling car
pool schedules for school, dancing and
piano lessons for her 2 girls.
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In Carmel, Calif., for three months is
Nela Wattley, who has an apartment a
few blocks from the water with a glorious
view. Last February she was in Aspen
to ski. Marguerite Riicker EUett and
her family spent the first part of the summer at Nags Head, and the rest of the
time lazily enjoying swimming at the
Country Club. Her two oldest children
will be in school and Scotty returns to
nursery school.
In August. Marge McCallum Anderson
visited Martha Sue Skinner Logan. Liz
Graves Perkinson's husband was made Industrial Relations Manager of the Ford
plant in Norfolk so the family moved to
Virginia Beach in April. She has seen
Helen Pender Withers several times as
well as Patty Traunott Rixey, Peggy Addington Twohy. and Eleanor Potts Snodgrass. Marge stopped by Virginia Beach
to see Liz after visiting Martha Sue. The
Perkinsons spent part of the summer at
Ton
family.Sail. N. C. and in Wilson with her
Peggy Addington Twohy spent the summer at Sandridge and Virginia Beach.
Beezie DeVore Towers and Charlie stayed
with the Twohys a weekend in May. Beezie
was in North Carolina the last two weeks
of May. Daughter Cathy is in the 3rd
grade. Morley in the 2nd grade, Susan and
Sally in kindergarten.
Last year Eleanor Potts Snodgrass and
Strib bought a home at Virginia Beach,
and she's been going through the time
consuming job of decorating and furnishins it. Strib has been at sea all summer,
so she and the children spent two months
at .Shepherdstown. W. Va. .Strib will take
2 weeks vacation in September and then
sail for the Mediterranean for 7 months.
They had S glorious days in New York
in .April and spent Easter Sunday night
with Closey Faulkner Dickey. Beezie also
saw Closey this spring. The Dickevs returned Sept. 1 from a vacation in Northeast Harbor. Maine, with Whit's faniilv
who had had the two older boys most of
the summer. Tennis, sailboat racing and
cruising refreshed them greatlv.
Meon Bower Harrisin was at Nags Head
the last of .August. Vi Whitehead Morse
and her family also vacationed there. H°r
mother, whom we all remember so well,
will teach at Stuart Hall this year. She
and Dolly Antrim McKenna see each other
often. Dolly is busy with committees for
the church, school. Brownies and Navy
Club. They had a wonderful summer with
her family at Virginia Beach. Diane Stobert .Sessions is kept busy by Junior League.
fishing, and gardening.
A trip to Tides Inn turned into near disaster for Bess White Gregory and her familv. Their private plane crashed on the
return trip shortly after take off. Neither
Bess nor her daughter Carringon were hurt,
but her husband received a broken back
and was in a body cast all summer. He
is better now. Virginia Pekor Culpepper
was in an automobile accident this summer
and broke her leg and ankle. .She has been
in a cast from toes to hips but hopes to
be back teaching by Christmas. Her son
Billy has started kindergarten.
Last year Mrs. Pannell visited with Pollv
Rollins Key
Mc.Allen.
Texas.
Polly's
daughter
.Susiein started
nursery
school
and
Polly keeps busy with .Spanish lessons.
League work and politics.
I know
the

class joins me in extending our sincere
sympathy to Polly on the death of her
father. Dr. W. J. Rollins, in May.
In June Jane Taylor Ix spent a pleasant
evening with Ardis Fratus MacBride in
her home and saw all 5 of Ardis' children. Jane also talked with McCall Henderson when passing tlirough Washington.
The Ix's had two wonderful vacations this
year — a Caribbean cruise on the Santa
Paula last February and in August they
were at the Popponessit Inn on Cape Cod.
Bill is now vice-president and General Sales
Manager of Frank Ix and Sons in charge
of sales and distribution. Bill HI will be
in 2nd grade. Jon in kindergarten and
Jeffrey is lending her questionable assistance at home.
Molly Coulter Bowditch spent the hot
months at their summer retreat on one of
Maine's thousand islands. They have a
cottage 2 miles out to sea from Mt. Desert.
Marge Nevens Rackett's daughter Libby is
in nursery school and Marge plans to teach
kindergarten for the Sunday School this
year. Evvy Sharp Vidal moved into their
home and
in Arlington
in May.
It's colonial
style
they have been
remodeling
it and
searching hither and yon for antiques with
which to furnish it. Jane Gray Starck reports life is full and they are wonderfully
busy raising children and horses. Their first
crop of trotters will be on the race tracks
next summer. In March Tate McArthur
Todd took off for Palm Springs to recover
from the mumps. In August she vacationed
in Estes Park. Colo., with the children.
Pat Cansler Covington's life is filled with
car pools, golf, hospital work, Sunday
.School, acting with the local drama group
and a little gardening. She and Bob spent
a long weekend at Linville in August.
Liz Bramham Lee spent the month of June
at Ponte Vedra and then she took her
three children to visit her family. They
are
a 2 week's
out Westand
—
L.A.,planning
Palm Springs.
San trip
Francisco
Las Vegas — in October. Back at S.B.C.
this summer to visit Miss Rogers. Warren's aunt, was Mary Anne Goodson Rogers. They had a wonderful time on campus
and made several trips in the surrounding
area. .She is in the midst of fall activities serving as Home Room Mother, chairman of a church circle. V.P. of Chi
Omega .Alumns. and on a committee of her
Homemaker's Club. Murray Armstrong
Jamesing and
is fishing
just back
a 3 weeks' and
hunt-is
tripfrom
to Wyoming,
now engulfed in activities at the Art
Center. She is chairman of a newly organized .Art Guild, a volunteer group.
Peggy Sheffield Martin spent the summer
at their home at Highlands. N. C. The Martins saw Ann Samjord L'pchurch and Sam
4 or .5 times during the year.
-^
4-■- /~V
ZLM

Frederick. Ot"»''^N
Md. Terr.Maples
Margaret
208
Rockwell

With 33 forty-niners back for reunion,
Reid Hall was really buzzing. It was most
heartwarming to see everyone as young and
lovely as ever. Katie Cox Reynolds. Mary
Louis Stevens Webb. Kitty Hardwick Efird,
and June Eager Finney consistently supidied us with interesting information on the
attributes of baby girls, the Nelsons entertained us for our class picnic in their inimitable friendly way. we had fun getting
Miss Muncy up-to-date on as many class-
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mates as possililf, ami tiiially Killy
Kclew came forth in the wee small
ot the morning revealing choice bit^
tormation — as only Kitty can do.
Uf special interest to reunioners:

Hurl
liouis
ol inAlice

Trout Hagan "had it hnally" — Ellen Willis
— Aug. IM. Other arrivals since our last
issue are Ellen, to Kitty Hardwick Ehrd
and Hugh; Uavid Walter, Jr. to Bertie
few liaki-r and Uavid; Mark Whitney to
Doriithy liutlom Gilkcy and Langdon, Lee
Milton (girU to June Eauer Finney and
Bill, Mary Stuart to Brantley Liimbenl
Boiling and Stuart. Marshall Asluon to
Ellen Kamsay Clark and Knimtli. Congratulations, al !
Lishetli Abrams I'enii is husy with her
two children, painting, and being v. jires.
of "Women's .Scholarship Association" —
a Boston group which helps Boston girls
who have the ability but not the financial
means to altcnd college.
Dorothy lioltom Gilkcy and Langdon are
quite a credit to our class. In March of
this year Langdon, professor of theology at
Vanderbilt divinity school, published his
new book. Maker oj Heaven and tarth,
'a new statement of the Christian doctrine
of creation as related to recent insights
from the physical sciences, metaphysical
jihilosophy, and other areas." Uot publishes and edits a newsheet for their symphony orchestra in Nashville, makes breads
of ail descriptions, takes courses at the
university whenever possible, and still has
time for their son, Mark, whom she describes as "magnificent, strong and big."
Finally, so as not to border on apathy, they
raise wire-haired dachshunds, and keep an
active interest in the theatre and modern
art.
Mary Fran Brown Ballard and Don and
their two nice children, Anne, 6, and
Charles, -1^:;, combined reunion with vacation and managed to be at Sweet Briar in
June all the way from Texas.
Kay Bryan Taylor reports that with six
children, her graduate school was tlirough
the "courtesy of Spock, Gesell, and Ilg;"
her field, "care and feeding;" and her
minor,
Sam "homo
and I sapiens."
were fortunate this summer
to have visits from two '49'ers. Katie Cox
Reynolds and Phil stopped by while vacationing tlirough Civil War territory. Having lived in Fredrick a large part of my
life. 1 found it a bit mortifying that I was
unable to give adequate information on
Barbara Frilchie, Gettysburg, etc. Sam
came home and rescued me just in time.
We understood that little one year old
Molly learned to whistle at 9 months and
is the only whistling 9 month old that
Katie ever heard of. Bertie Pew Baker
and David with the four children were
here enroule to Blowing Rock. N. C, for
a vacation. The visit was short but Bertie
anil I covered a lot of grounil and enjoyed
seeing each other's children for the first
time. They look wonderful am! ihc children are darling.
Sally Mehher Jarvis and John announce
their third candidate for .Sweet Briar —
Sarah Porter, horn .Aug. 3. Andrew. 6.
is going "to struggle to hold his own."
Sallv writes. "John has just Iieen appointed
Assistant Headmaster in charge of the Middle School here at Episcopal, and I think
he's relieved now our vacation's over and
lie can go back to the cpiiet office."

Fai.i.. lO.iO

CLASS

OF 1949

Front row: Sarah Gay Lanford, Pat Brown, Dorothy W atlace Wood, Julia Easley Mak,
Mary Frances Brown Ballard. Second roiv: Mary Lou Stevens Webb. Maud Powell Leonard,
Ann Uoar Jones, hatncia Davin Robinson, Margaret Towers Talman, Marilyn Hopkins
Bamborough, Sarah Strickland Johnson. Third row: Margaret Quynn Maples, Kathleen
Bryan Taylor. Sally .^rres Shroyer. Carter Van Deventer Slatery, Elizabeth Dershuck Gay,
Marie Musgrove Pierce, Margery Babcock Nagel, Katharine Hart Belew, Catherine Cox
Reynolds, Margaret Long Freas. Back row: Jacklyn Tappen Coe, June Eager Finney, Alice
Trout Hagan, Elizabeth Trueheart Harris. Larry Nelson, Mary Goode Geer DiRaddo,
Jacquelin Jacobs Buttram, Catharine Hardwick Efird, Elizabeth Weltford Bennett. Nancy
Lake, Caroline Casey McGehee, Toni Nelson, Margaret
Woods
Tillett, Lysbeth Muncy.

Mary Virginia Grigsby Mallett and Gordon report a third child, first girl, Barbara Elizabeth, born in late 19.58. They
are living in Indianapolis and Gordon is a
Senior Microbiologist in the Research Division of Eli Lilly and Co. Thev are "back
home" again since they met at Purdue
while Mary Virginia was teaching bacand working
on her Master's.
A niceteriology
letter
at reunion
from Betty
Ruth. Cleaver tells us that she and Clijiper are living in Princeton with the three
children. Susan, 11, Chester. 7, and Mary
Ruth. 5. Betty says her life is typical
of the "30 plus year old American housewife and life is pleasurable with all 3 of
my ihildren most interesting people — all
out of the baby stage and not yet into the
terrible teens. .And of course Clipper becomes more fascinating each day." Betty
keeps up with her tennis and works for
the County Mental Health Association.
Fritzie Duncumbe Lynch writes thai her
address is 612 Exmoor Rd.. Kenilworlh. 111.,
and lelephnne. Alpine 1-0803. She says
all is well with a good school, fun neighbors, and family close by.
(.ongratulalions to our new treasurer.
Joan McCarthy
Whilcman.
She and Wes

have a boy, Donald, 7'-;. and a girl. Ruth
Kimball, 3Vi;. Wes is a banker with the
first National Bank of Chicago, and they
enjoy gardening, golf, and curling in the
winter. Let's back Joan 100% when she
gives us the word.
^\l
^^^-^
[^ /~\ I

1 Westover
Circle
Frances
Kirki'atrick
Wilming
ton Cone
6, Del.

Sydney Overstreet Meredith and Frances
Martin Lindsay were recently across the
hall from each other in the hospital, each
having her fifth child! Henrv Clarkson
Meredith
111 was
born was
May born
21.' and
beth Harvey
Lindsay
MayEliza19.
.Syd
andalmost
Lockey's
other 3H>.
four Jane.
are .Suzi.
"'-J.
.Sarah,
.S. Kitty.
2. Frances and Harvey's other four are Boliby.
7. Billv. .i. ami the twins. Franny and
Kathy. 3.
"Stokie" Kyle Kimpi 1 and Helmut have
a daughter. .Alice, born July 24. 19.58.
.Alice's ohier brothers. Gordon. 6'^; and
Tommy. .5'.... gave her as a present on her
first birthday — measles! Helmut is Public
Relations Manager of .American Foreign
Insurance Association and is an official
observer at the V. N.
The Kimpels have
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reci'iitly moved into a new house, wlierc
Helmut's motlur will soon pay them an
exieniled visit from Germany. Stokie is
trying to make arrangements to attend reunion.
Jo Ciilicli Grant and Bill have a third
child. Ellen Barker, born July 10 in -Saigon,
\ ielnam. Jennifer. 3'::. was born in
Palermo. .Sieily, and Jefferson, 2, was born
in Brussels. Bill is a Foreign Service officer, and Jo says this makes one child per
post so far!
Doltie Harney Hoover writes that for the
first time all three children will be in
school. Happy will be in the second grade.
Deede in first, and Peter. 3Vi>. starts nursery
school. Dottie and Jack are busily house
hunting for a larger home.
John Rasmussen, husband of Dolly Clark.
has been transferred to a new job in
the area of New London. Conn. The job
is on the staff of the Commander of Submarines .\tlantic. Dolly hopes to make
reunion also.
Speaking of reunion. I want to quote
Sally Bianchi Foster on the subject. "It
makes you want to diet to prove you are
still a sweet young graduate; to read a
good book so you can discuss philosophy
with the class Tau Phi's; and to get some
pictures developed of the kids, husband,
or fellow office workers so you can compare your life via kodak with classmates."
Doesn't that make each and every one of
vou eager to come to our tenth reunion this
June? Sally and Bob had a son. Andrew
Pery. on Feb. 6. Andy has two older
sisters.
Fan Lewis Jackson and Joe report the
birth of their first child, Joseph Hoyt Hi
on Nov. 29, 1958. They have been living
in Shreveport, La., where Joe has been
taking a pediatric residency at Confederate
Memorial Medical Center. He finished in
July, but at the time of writing. Fan said
their future plans were indefinite. However, she hopes to come to reunion. Fan
gave news of Margaret Lewis Furse. Margaret's husband, Austen, is working on a
graduate law degree at Columbia Law
School, and Margaret is working on her
Ph.D. at Union Theological. Janie. 2, is
taking the metropolitan life in her stride.
A long letter came from Ann Preston.
She is with the Koinonia Foundation outside of Baltimore. It is a Christian training center for people who desire to go
into overseas service. Presto said that she
was sure her four years at Sweet Briar
during which time Miss Lucas stressed international affairs had quite an influence
in leading her into this type of work. If
she can possibly make it next spring, she
will be at reunion.
A letter from Maggie Craig Sanders
came to fill us in on her family. She and
Sam have four children. Linda, 7, Margo.
5. Nancy. 3, and Sam III, 1. .Sam is
Assistant (General Agent for the New Orleans Agency of Pan American Life Insurance Co. They went to a convention
this year in Estes Park. Colo., and they
had a week with the children at Silver
Beach, Fla. Maggie says she keeps up
with a few Sweet Briarites through Christmas cards, but it would be wonderful for
all of us to get together at Sweet Briar
again.
Sally Hempel writes that she won't bother to fill in the years since she graduated
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from Northwestern University in 1950, but
she will let it suffice that for the past
three years she has held the position of
secretary
to the manager of the Boston
Bay.
Symphony Orchestra and resides in Back
jody Lovingston McFall and Dodge are
now living at the Naval Academy. They
left Jacksonville in June, and Dodge will
be Flag Secretary to the Superintendent
at Annapolis for two years. They have
two children. Gardner, 7, a potential Sweet
Briar gal. and Dennis. 2. actually Dodge,
Jr. Jody plans to be at our tenth reunion,
if only for one day.
Bebe Streeter Smith writes that her huslian<l, Arthur, is an eye surgeon, whose
hobby is big game hunting. Her hobby
is their four children, three boys and a
girl, the oldest of whom is six. Bebe

Da\id Al)>liire whom

she married in 1957.

Tliey live at 216 North l^itt St., Alexandria,
Va. Dave is presently with the minority
staff of the House of Representatives and
is working on a fh.U. Ttiey have a child,
Lupton
t atten, born in September,
1958.
A wedding invitation from Joan Hess
who will be married Oct. 4 to Frederick
.\lbert Michel in Kew Gardens, N. Y.
.^nd in this same luail, this news from
M. J. Eriksen Ertman: "Gardner has won
the Rolch Traveling Scholarship to study
architecture in Europe and we ( plus Eric
almost 3 and Anne 1) sail Sept. 22nd
on Rotterdam, maiden voyage at that. Plan
to drive thru England and Scotland first,
then to Scandinavia and the Continent,
coming home in June. Since we met on
shipboard six years ago this will be a
return engagement with slightly different

says she can't wait for our tenth reunion.
Henrietta Hill Hubbard says that she

atmosphere
and diapers,from
et al."Cindy
A birth— cribs
announcement

will be at reunion "with rings on my
fingers and bells on my toes," and she is
looking forward to seeing everyone. .She
and Charles will have been married nine
years in November, and they have two
boys. Charles Clark. Jr.. called Clark. 7.
and Lister. 4^,4, named for her father.
Charles has recently been made a partner
in the investment firm. Hendrix and Mayes.
He is Vice Presitlent in charge of the
Montgomery office, the main office being in
Birmingham. Henrietta was in Washington recently and saw Sally Love Johnson
and her tlu'ee little girls.
This summer I have seen several Sweet
Briar alumnae. Andy and I ate dinner in
Bala Cynvvyd, Pa., with Bonnie Loyd Crane
and Dave, and I had a chance for the

Wyman and Dorsey Richardson: a son, Dorsey Palmer, born April 2. added to Melaine,
2V2. and .Serena. 1. They have rented an
old (90 yrs. ( camelback cottage at 1418
8th St.. New Orleans 15, and are remodeling it prior to buying it.
Patty Lynas and Dick Ford had a
daughter on April Fools Day, Rebecca Calvert. Betty Brawner Bingham writes that
Bill is working for the New England Trust
Co. in Concord. Mass. A postcard last
spring from Seymour Laughon Rennolds
in Florence, Italy: "Here I am speaking
pidgin Italian and just soaking in art
and beauty. Guess who met me in Rome —
Mr. Bernheimer. I had two days with Mr.
and Mrs. and Suzy and an art lesson

first children.
time to see
my former
roommate's1.
two
Melinda,
3, and Matthew.
Also there were Debby Freeman Cooper
and her husband, Newhie, and Sally Melrher Jarvis, '49, and her husband. Nell
Lee Greening Keen and her mother stopped
by Wilmington for a short two-hour
visit on their way to New England. Nell
had recently seen Dottie .Montague Cholnokey, husband Imre, and their older son
Tommy, while the Cholnokeys were visiting in Florida. Andy and I attended the
American Bar Association Convention in
Miami Beach in August, and while eating
lunch one day. I saw a familiar face. It
was MaryJack.
Bailey Izard, class of '52. and
husband
I hope all of you have noticed the many
references to our tenth reunion at .Sweet
Briar in June. It is never too early to
start planning! Meanwhile, remember the
college with a contribution to the Alumnae
Fund.
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210
Sunset
AvenueBriins
Jean
Randolph
Charlottesville.
Va.

This column will be odds and ends that
have been volunteered since I did not get
the cards out this summer before leaving
for our month in the mountains. We leave
this weekend (Sept. 19) for a few days
in Charleston visiting Anne Clark- Gildea.
"53. and her husband and daughter who
is Alan's
And then back for
the
wintergoddaughter.
routine.
Enclosed in a letter from Ann Mountrastle Gamble was a letter from Carolyn
.Sample, missing for a long time, who apparently has been spending that time with

that was just thrilling." And from Wingfield Ellis in Jamaica: "Flew down over
July 4 and am now floating down a
Barbara
Edgerly evicted Bryan
jungle
river Lasier
on a raft."
out of his bed last winter and spent a
night with us enroute home from an alumnae meeting at Sweet Briar. We went
over to Georgia Dreisbach Kegley's for an
evening of talk. A note from Mona Wilson
Beard saying that she. Will and Virginia
are now living in Rome. N. Y., where Will
is flying a KC-135 (jet tanker). They
miss California — "Rome is not the vacaspot Cal. was."
An tionenclosure
from Ruth Magee Peterson was an article from the St. Louis
Globe-Democrat with this lead paragraph:
"A St. Louis secretary flew to New Y'ork
City on Tuesday morning, had lunch at
the famed '21 Club.' spent the afternoon
shopping and sightseeing, and arrived back
home at 8:05 p. m. the same day." The
secretary was Jane Clark, who is secretary
to the paper's publisher and who was
among a groun of press, radio and TV
representatives on TWA's first non-stop jet
flight from St. Louis to New York. The
article was accompanied by picture coverege of the trip.
A letter from Ellie Davis Boardman.
who lives in New York, says she feels
"like the original Helen Hokinson femme."
what with a heavy load of volunteer work.
And a letter from Ruth Magee full of
domestic details and a report on a lovely
trip sans children to Nashville in the
spring.
And
writes
with a
me on

my roommate. Julie Micou, who only
at Christmas-time, came through
letter in mid-August to congratulate
my daughter born last December.

Alumnae Mac^zine

Julie is now enrolled at the University of
California graduate sehool to adil to lier
S.B.C. eheniislry some courses in zoolo|;y,
specifically in allular physiology. Julii-'s
father died in July. Mrs. Micou was expected to go out there in late August to
visit Julie and her brother Paul and his
family who
live nearhy.
And now to Ruthie C.larhsoii Costello
and the highlights of the last year, starting with tile trip to Russia: "Outside of
high political circles of Moscow and Leningrad, the .Soviet i)eople are plain, simple folk . . . My clothing (especially my
pointed shoes) aroused their curiosity . . .
We arrived in the capilol in time for their
Nov. 7 celebration of the October Revolution. Every building was dra|ied with
enormous pictures of Lenin and .Stalin
(still I . . . An English free-lance writer
and 1 had one of the rare private interviews with IJoris Pasternak following his
turning down the Nobel prize ... I left
the USSR by way of Helsinki, where 1
was a guest of the Italian Ambassador
and his wife for two days.
Then to Norway to visit an uncle and
aunt, to Belgium to visit Franyoise Happe
de
Braconier
in
Brussels,
and
home.
Ruthie visited Sue Locktey Glad and her
family in La Canada. Calif, (their youngest daughter was 2 weeks old at the time I :
had lunch in Las Vegas with Rie Ohrslrom.
Mary
Murchison's
husband
(they
planned
to take
the oldest
two of
their
four
boys to France this summer where they
rented a villa at Ueauville for the racing
season.) This summer Ruthie taught at
a national CAP staff college held at Montana State University and then took son
Buz on a 5, .573-mile trip through Canada,
the Northwest, California (where they saw
Julie Micou) and back to St. Louis via
most
of the points of interest between.
She reports that Polly Converse was born
Aug. 22 to Joan Davis and Andy Warren.
Emie Brown .Spears has a son, Leigh Williams, born Aug. 14. Angle Vaiighan
Hallidays third was a girl.
P* ^\
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JOSIE SiBOLD
2407 Pacafic
San Francisco, Calif.

If you'll pardon me, I'd dearly love to
monopolize this column. As usual I had
first-hand news-gathering on the brain, so
again I took a trip. Stopjied in Chicago
for 8 hours to chat with Bobby Reich Van
Kirk. My call from the airport was as
far as I got. She was weighted down
with four children, all of whom had mumps.
So I flew on to Redondo Beach. Calif.,
by way of .San Francisco. A dear friend
at Redondo asked me to .stop by, so I
stayed several days with two of the most
ilelightful people I know — Joan Sharp
Metzinger and her very <lear husband
Gene. Their apartment overlooking the
Pacific was so attractive, it's almost a
shame that they've moved into their new
home (11.5.51 Purcell Street. Garden Grove.
Los Angeles).
The Metzingers had seen Jean Kilrhing
Calvin's husband. The Calvins are house
hunting in Summit. Jean is keeping busy
with Junior League work. Joan had also
seen Jackie Thornton Laramore on their
way

West.
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Jackie's

moved

to

Trinity.

child.
Jackie's latest daughter

is Joan's god-

,\nd so I left L..A. after much, mucii
fun and arrived in Honolulu at 6 a. m. the
fourth of July. I stayed with a friend from
home, and covereil the Island thoroughly.
Across the I'oli (the mountain pass where
King Kameliamidia pushed tlie enemy tribes
over the cliffs I is a perfectly dear house
just a few yards from the Pacific, gracefully occupied by Jean Caldwell Marchant. Bob and son Daviil. Had a wonderful time
learned
eye.seeing Oahu

thru a

native's

Might as well pass on the only two
pieces of news 1 have . . . Mary John Ford
Gilchrist has adopted a little girl, Mary
Gray . . . and I got a post card from Pat
Beach on her honeymoon in Nassau, their
first stop on an e.\tensive excursion.
On my way to Honolulu I fell in love
with .San Francisco, and the first day back
here 1 got a hair cut. bought a wool dress
and went job hunting. I landed a peach
of a job. and my allegiance is now pledged
to the Philip Lesly Company, a public relations firm from Chicago.
P.S. Just got a letter from Marly Legg.
asking that you all be thanked again for
your usual and exemplary response to the
alumnae fun<l. Marty reported that
Cynthia Balch Barnes has a fifth child,
Marcus. Pat Pannill Mebane and Allen
now have two sons. Betsy Wilder's in
Boston, also, working for a church adoption agency . . . and Harriet Thayer is head
of children's recreation at Massachusetts
General Hospital. Chap boi)es to get to
.S.B.C. in the fall to speak at a forum on
job opportunities. Marty also had seen
Dean Hosken, who is thoroughly enjoying
teaching boy-girl classes in religion at
Boston I'niversity.
And that's it for now.
r^ c\
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109 East
New
York79th
2L St.
N. Y.

O'Keeffe

Hi! We got usurped in the last issue,
hut we shall try to make up for it in this
one. Every autumn always makes me
very homesick for S.B.C. but this year in
October I am going back for the Alumnae
Council meeting, so I will get into the old
school spirit first hand!
Wedding bells have rung out for Mary
Abbay Joyner who is now Mrs. Robert
Knox. They are living in Memphis. .(Mso.
.Shirley Rankin has married Edward Dumesnil and is living in Louisville. Mary Lee
Matheson. a fullHedged interior decorator,
is living in Washington and has married
Robert Larsen, a lawyer. Their wedding
was on May 5th.
Around these parts, Nancy McDonald
married Fred Raphael in New York on
July 17lh and it was a lovely wedding.
She is still working here at J. Walter
Thompson and Fred is a producer with
Filmways, Inc.
Joan Brophy's engagement was announceil in July and the wedding look
place on Oct. 10 in Pawling. N. Y. The
lucky young man is Tom Tyree. a Captain
in the .Army, stationed at West Point, where
they will live for awhile. There was a
great gathering of the clan as Kalzy Bailey
Nager. Kitty Giierrant Fields, Jane Perry
Liles. Connie
Werly Wakelee. June Arata

Pickett and others convened
Now"

for the fes-

tivities. More on this later, plus a "See it
description!

On the Maternity Ward: Thomas C,
Jr., was born to Ginny Dunlap Shelton and
Tom on Feb. 14, for Valentine's Day. Also
Sug C.anley Patton and Pat are parents to
Olivia, born April 1. Wonder if she will
be nicknamed .Sug like her mommy! Wendy
Wood arrived at Janey Yoe Wood's house
the first week in April. She will be raised
a southerner after all, since Georgia has replaced New York. Anne Kirksey Ervin
and Tate are proud parents of Dan, born
in June. And last but not least, up to
this writing. Midge Chace Powell and Bill
had their first child, a little girl, named of
course Mary Adelaide, born on June 7.
At this time 1 would like to express my
deepest symjiathy on behalf of our class to
Nancy \hGinnis Picard, whose husband
Bill was killed in an automobile accident
in the spring. Nancy and her three boys
are living in Pittsburgh, and for any of
you who would like to get in touch with
her, the address is: Mrs. William H. Picard,
206 Le Moyne Avenue, Pittsburgh 28, Pa.
New York was a mecca for visitors this
summer, so I had a ball, in spite of the
heat. Betty Bentsen Winn and Dan were
here for a few days with pictures of their
three lovely children. It had been about
nine years since I had seen Betty; incredible; also. Liz Gibson Brooks and George
were here and I ran into them walking
down the street in front of my apartment!
.Such
a funworld.
surpriseThen
and inI June,
won't Nancy
say it
is a small
Ord Jackson and Art arrived from Europe
on the Constitution with their beautiful
children, Diane and Tommy, and they are
good as gold. We had a grand visit. They
Va.
have just bought a house in Falls Church,
Reed Johns Goodrich and Hugh were
also here for several weeks while Hugh
was on a training program for Merrill,
Lynch, etc. It was good to see them, but
I didn't get to see their three children.
They will be living in Beaumont. Texas.
Just last week Cinnie Moorhead McNair
was here visiting: also Cathy Munds .Storek
and Ben were in town. They were raving
about the West and their new home complete with patio and a few scorpions!
1 visited Katzy Bailey Nager and C.J. up
in Marblehead this summer. They have
just bought a charming old New Englandy-Marbleheady type home, which is
delightful.
Mary Stagg has begun teaching at a private school in New Haven, and likes it
very much. Ann ( lerebome .Sorenson and
John have moved from New York to Colund>us, Ga., and Edie Norman has returned to Louisville after working in San
Francisco and Denver.
P* /I
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Bhi'ce Watts Kri ckf.
New Hickson
Providenc
e,
.56
Dr.
N. J.

It's been so long since we've had any
class notes I hardly know where to begin.
Nanci Hay Mahoney is our new fund agent
and Maggie Mohlman and I were reelected. .See— vou should have come to reunion. It really was wonderful fun and
very interesting.
.\s you saw in the last
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magazine, we had a large grou|). Also
lliere — too brieliy to lie nienlioiUMl Ix'fore —
were Margie Morris Powell, Merrill Underwood Barringer, ami Mary .\nn Bowns
Bell. Besides their husbands, we were also
graced with the presence of the husbands
of these; Dilly Johnson Jones, Jeanne Stoddard Barends. Lindy Lineburger Steele,
and Dodo Booth Hamilton. We were all
struck by how much ihe same we slill
were. We decided Kuthie Frye Deaton
looked the most different I she was the only
one in maternity clothes! I Ruth and Hugo
are now the proud parents of Uavid Hugot.
Ann Collins Teachout came the farthest— from San Francisco — leaving her new
hahy girl with "the warden" in Joliet. Mary
Hill Noble Day travelled the least — just
from Charlottesville. We don't want to say
that some people were excited by reunion,
but Margaret Davidson Block Hushed her
hearing aid in the excitement of packing
and Maggie Mohlman was so busy looking
C'ville that she lit
around
the filtergoing
end ofthrough
her cigarette!
We have added several new men to our
illustrious roster. Page Croyder's engagement was recently announced to HansMartin Kaiser. He studied in Bremen,
Germany, and is now with InternatioKotterdam, Inc., of New York. Page is in
the program analysis department of C.B.S.
A spring wedding is planned. Jerry Driesbach was wed recently to John Ludeke
of Oakland, Calif. He is a Stanford man
and works for the New York Life Insurance Co. Barbara Ballard was also married
this year but I know no details. On June
27 Jean Croker was wed to Herman George
McMillan, Jr., of Garden City, Long Island (also Annapolis). Faith Rahmer
Croker was matron of honor and Maggie
Mohlman and Mary Ann Robb were attendants. Jean (Sissy) Morris was married in July to Dr. William E. Long. He
is a radiologist by vocation and a jazz
piano player by avocation. They will live
in Memphis. The wedding of Anne Sheffield to William B. Hale of Montgomery,
Ala., took place on July 11. He is a graduate of the University of Alabama, law
school of same, and also the Harvard
Graduate School of Business Administration. The latest wedding is that of Jane
Keating to Robert E. Taylor of Ottumwa,
Iowa. This took place in New York on
Aug. 29. Didi Stoddard, '55, was a bridesmaid (with Ruthie Frye Deaton as matron
of honor in absentia). Jody Nelson Booze
and Bud were among the out-of-town guests.
Bob is a '53 graduate of Princeton and is
with the First National City Bank of New
York. They will live in New York after
a trip to Bermuda.
In the new tad department we have Leslie Fontaine joining Nancy Maury Miller
and Bruce last spring. Lib Wilson Ratan
and Page Anderson Hungerpillar both produced their third offspring — in March and
February respectively. Claire Trettor
Rosegger had a little girl in January, and
Peggy Hobbs Covington and H. M. had
their .second daughter in April. Weezie
Aubrey McFarland and Jim had a boy in
March — they've moved back to Baltimore.
.\nother new boy is Christopher — born in
March to Billv Isdale Beach and John. Jane
Kent joined Billy, .3, and Joe, 19 mo., on
April 8 in the Jean Manning-BiW Morrissey
household.
Robert Hetley Peck was born

U)

May 30. 1 visited Meg in their new house
in North Haven, Conn., when he was just a
teeny — very cute. Joyce Miles Sliouse and
Newton had their first on Aug. 2 — Newton
Combs, IV. Ellen Creighton arrived in the
Miiiii Hitchcock Davis family in January.
Mimi insists the birth was brought on by
excess laughter while Mary Hill Noble Day
and Doug were visiting the Davis' new place
in Glastonbury, Conn. I talked to Joy
Bennett Hartshorn while at Virginia Beach
— she and Danny announce the arrival of
Tandy Joy on July 27. Joy saw Ann May
Via and Audrey Darden Wilson at the beach
— says that Audrey still looks almost 19.
Danny has gone from insurance into the
investment business and the Hartshorns are
moving to Philadelphia.
1 his seems to be a current trend. Bill
Rutherford
(Cindy
husband)
has
also gone into
stock Sinclair's
broking and
they now
live in Wichita, Kans. Still in the insurance
business,
Joan Chamberlain
Engelsman's
husband, Ralph,
is back in New
York for
further training. They'll be in Mount Vernon the rest of this year and then will be
sent to a new office. Rosalie Ogilvie Young
is living in Staunton, Va., now. Karen
Looker Hyde and family have moved to
Richmond and Mary Ann Bowns Bell et al
have gotten a house in Riverside, Conn.
Letha fatton Badgett has moved to Houston. Perry Crawley Talbott is in Springfield, Mass., for a year while Dr. Dick
does work with the Hospital for Crippled
Children there. Heard from Betty Boone
Lewis that she, Hal, Jimmy, 6, Kathy, 5,
and Marta Marie, 2, have left Portsmouth
for Cape Canaveral, Fla. Logan Bentley is
in Charlottesville — she has been doing free
lance magazine photography.
Sue Scott is now in Baltimore as the
Assistant Consultant in Cliristian Education for the Episcopal Diocese of Maryland. Nancy Moody had the marvelous
opportunity of being Parliamentarian for
CLASS

the Texas State Legislature in special session this summer. Her knowledge and
opinions of politics and politicians have
been considerably broadened by the experience. Nancy Cornwall is job hunting
again in New York after a summer in
Europe with her parents. Ann Thomas
returned recently from three months in
Egypt. .She also travelled in Jerusalem —
the whole trip was sort of a "living C.C."
"Bongo " and escort spent a weekend al
our house in August — good time had by
all in sjiite of the weather. Peggy Jones
Steuart and Guy enjoyed a cruise to Jathis year.
"Kobo"
Chobot maica
was
visitingWhile
in theCaroline
North, she
and
Billy Isdale Beach stopped in to see Hattie
Hughes
Stone.Hodges
Joyce Major
W'almsley
visited Meri
this Wellford
summer
and they
"did
Williamsburg."
Other
tions of note are the Fenns (Mary vacaJane
Roosi and the Crokers (Faith Rahmer)
to Shelter Island and Maggie Mohlman
home in Indiana. Ruth Sanders Smith
went down to Sweet Briar — she has relatives near there. The Smiths hope to be
n their new house soon.
Community minded news — Joan Potter
Bickel is to be in a Junior League Fashion Show this fall. Cam Brewer Hill took
a fresh-air-fund girl from New York for
two weeks this summer. Cam and George
also had the interesting experience of
spending several evenings showing one of
the men here from Russia (for the Russian Exhibit in the Coliseum) life in this
country. They enjoyed it thoroughly and
he seemed wonderfully impressed with this
non-official view.
P* /['
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Catherine Lotterhos Mills
Elgin Auxiliary Field No. 9, Fla.
Court reports of what
Birch glowing
I have 6gotten
/)!)
fun housework is from many of our new
brides: Nancie Howe Entenmann and Dick
OF 1954

Front row: Dilly Johnson Jones, Jo Nelson Booze, Jeanne Stoddart Barends, Meri Hodges
Major, Jean Gillespie Walker. Kneeling: Bruce Watts Krucke. Second row: Ann Collins
Teachout, Ann Thomas, Doreen Booth Hamilton. Harriet Lineberger Steele, Joy Parker
Eldredge. Joan Potter Bickel. Back row: Faith Rahmer Croker. Margaret Davison Block,
Sue Scott, Margaret Mohlman, Nanci Hay Mahoney, Mary Jane Roos Fenn, Ruth Frye
Deaton, Helen Smith Lewis, Mary Hill Noble Day.

are settled in Maumee. Ohio: Louisa Hiinl
Coker ami Mac love the country life, they
live near Franklin, Va.: ami Karen Steinhiinll Howe writes of their lovely location
in Arlinjiton, Va. While her husharul atlen<ls the School of Foreign Service, Karen
is working as a mathematician— "Programmer at the Corporation for Economic ami
Imlustrial Research." A briile since August. Sally Whittier Ailams writes that they
lia\e already made the big move from
Maine to Los Angeles. Sally will be teaching in the public schools there this winter.
A bride of the near future will be Julia
Hates Jackson whose engagement to Ed
Coflev was announced in July. The wedding will be Thanksgiving and I know it
will be beautiful. They will live in Cleveland where Ed is with McGraw-Hill publishers. Alice Guggenheimer was married
on Sept. 12.
From "faraway places" I have much
news: Ann Stevens Allen and Bob moved
last spring to Oakville, Ontario, on Lake
Ontario, where they live in a "fascinating
lillle modern house." .\nother North Carolina girl who is far from home is Harriet
Cooper who has been in Europe for a year.
Congratulations on ber diploma from the
I diversity of Florence! Since graduating
~he has spent part of the summer on the
coast of Brittany, then to Paris, and from
there to Spain, and Copenhagen. Miss
Cooper returns to the states in October.
Mary .Mice Major Duncan and Bill are
stationed in Kaiserslautern. Germany, and
love it. They are the proud parents of
William V who is 19 months old. The
Duncans have enjoyed traveling in Holland
and asked me to invite all of you to visit
them! Another "Germanic" is Mimi
Thornton Oppenhimer. whose husband Boo
is an ,\rmy doctor. Their daughter Jane
Lewis was one in .\ugust. Fulda. Germany, is their location, very near the Eastern Section. Mimi probably speaks German and Russian Huenlly by now! ,'\nne
Willis was in Europe for the summer attending the I'niversity of Vienna but is now
back in St. Louis in the heart of the U..S..\.
Of all places to go. Ruth Philips Hollowell
and Weems are now in Hawaii where he is
taking a urology residency in the .Army for
3 years. Their daughter Lin is now 2
and they have a son. Reid Philips Hollowell who was born last March.
I have news of more "little ones" too:
Carolyn Dickinson Tynes and Barney have
a second son. Ingram Dickinson, born last
February: Elise Parrish Laugblin and
Charles hive a daughter. Page Hamilton,
born in .April: Mary .\nn Hichlin Ouarngesser and Stu are the proud parents of
Ann Carson, born June 29. On July 8.
Martha Trumbore Whittier and .Steve had
their second son: Bastille Day. Julv 14.
marked the b'rth of Catherine Lee Hinrhman. the daughter of Iris Potteiser Hinchman ami Bill : and on July 24th Betty
Pierre Bradshaw and John proudly announced the birth of Margaret -Alston.
I believe the girls are outnumbering the
bovs!
From way out west Kay Smith writes of
seeing Denny Dolan Henkel. Steve, and
Heidi in their charming home in Colorado:
Kay also ran into Joan Roberts Slaltery
and Tom skiing at .Sota .Springs. Joan
is still teaching third grade in San Francisco. Jolly Mayberrv Schram is also teach-
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ing school, history and sociology, in Rosvvell. New Mexico. Eleanor Russelt Hand
is living in Houston. Texas, and is kept
busy by the oil business as well as by
ber young son Michael Leroy, Eleanor
wrote that Anne (Ivy I Russell has moved
to California to work. I also heard that
Dorothy (Jolly) I'rner went to California
this sunnuer and plans to teach out there
sincitrue.life "on the Coast" is too good to
be
Ellen (Brucie) Boritley Gibbs and Jumbo vacationed in Nassau this summer. Their
daughter Ellen Bruce will be one in October. .Anne Parker Carroll Mulholland and
Jack have a daughter who was one in
Se|)tember. They will remain at Johns
Ho|ikins for Jack's internship. Barbara
(Buckyi Brown Page and Bobby are also
now in Baltimore for a Johns Hopkins
internship and live next door to the Mulhollands. The Pages have two children.
Bonny who is two and Robert 111 who is
one. Mary Pender Warren, Bert, and
daughter Carter are staying in Charlottesville for Bert's internsbip. While Joyce
Lenz Young's husband is still in meilical
school. Joyce is working as a Laboratory
Technician in the cardiology research lab
at the University Hospital in Charlottesville. Also working at the same hospital
is Frances Timberlake Mears.
Big news from Charlottesville is that
Helen Turner Murphy was elected President of the S.B. -Alumnae .Association there.
We are certainly proud of H. T. M.! In
the same locality. Lou Galleher Caldwell
is leaching while Rufus is in law school.
From the last report. Ella Prince Trimmer
is enjoying her studies at Yale.
Nancy Salisbury Neill and Bob are in the
midst of a house-building project. I understand they will have a guest room for any
and
visit. all S. B. C.'ers who

drop by for a

No special news from 6 Birch Court :
I studied art this summer; young C. keeps
us pretty busy, and Henry and I are now
planning a fall trip to Mexico City. Let
1st. hear from all of vou before February
me
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Barbara Tetzlaff
Deaver Rd.
Wyncote.
Pa.

Thanks to all your wonderful replies and
the cards Sydney sent me. I have much to
report. First though. 1 think a round of
applause is in order for Sydney for the
marvelous
job sheShedidandbefore
"retiring"
into domesticity.
Bill Brady,
an
-Assistant Professor of English at the V. of
(Chicago, were married April 4. They spent
the summer touring New Eniland and are
now busy getting settled in Chicago.
Frances May Burton writes from Chapel
Hill that she tired of being a bridesmai<l
and married Paul R. Burton in May. .She
is finishing her Master's in Psychology
while Paul winds up his Ph.D. in Zoology.
One of Frances' last appearances as a
bridesmaid was on April 25. when Betty
Murden was married to Ronald Michelson
in London Bridge. Va. .Also in the wedding
were Lee fTittirh Morrow and Helene
Perry. Betty and Ron are living in Washington while he attends Georgetown and
she does government work.
From Texas comes word that Carol McMurtrv
became
Mrs.
David
Wheeler
in

Kansas.
August. He is a law student from
.Ann Frasher writes that as of .Sept. 19, she
Jr., of
Hudson,
R.
Edward
will be Mrs.
IBOO Sunset lerrace, ft. Worth. Ed is
a graduate of Harvard Law and a practicmg attorney. S.B.C. will be represented
on the big day by Nannette Mcburney
Crowdus and MoUie Sieves. .Ann extends
a cordial invitation for all touring the southwest to stop and see them in ft. Worth.
Marcia Ryan McCaleb is now living in
Dallas with husband David. They were
married .May 22. David is with Texas liistruments and Marcia works for a women's
sportswear manulacturer. In San .\ntonio,
Mary \Vebb was married to lom Alilli-r
in .April, and Lucile ff inerich tripes and
Bill, a psychiatrist, are at Brooke Army
Hospital, lartfier west are Jim and Virginia Marks faget in Grants, N. M. Ginny
IS busy with daughter Jennifer Louise, who
arrived Aug. 17, while Jim is now Vicar
of All Saints' Episcopal Mission.
"Chips"
from her
comes
news She
in Exciting
New York.
received
M.A. Cliao
from
Bryn Mawr in June, and on Aug. 29 she
was married to Uavid Pai. They're living
in Betlilehem, Pa., where David is finishing graduate work at Lehigh and Chips
will be teaching high school biology. Lainy
Newton was married to Alan P. Dickinson on Sept. 12, with Jackie Ambler
Cusick, Carolyn Westfall and Helen Smith
Davenport in the wedding. .After honeymooning in Bermuda, the Dickinsons will
live in a 12.5-year-old house in Essex.
Conn. That same day, up on Cape Cod.
Bets Churbuck became Mrs. William T.
Lewis, Jr.
On May 9, Saynor Johnson became the
bride of Buddy Ponder. It was a veritable
reunion, with Ruth Ellen Green, .Mary
Anne Wilson, Roberta Malone Henderson
and Jim and Sandra Stingily Simpson all
on hand for the wedding, Ruth Ellen is
now working for Alitalia Airlines in New
Orleans, where she lives in a darling
apartment in the French Quarter. Mary
-Anne worked on the Chattanooga Times
until -August, then was a camp counselor,
and returns to Columbia in the fall to
finish her master's in history. .Another
"reunion" was held on June 27 at the
marriage of Roberta Malone to Ian Henderson. Ruth Ellen Green was maid of honor
and bridesmaids were Sandra Stingily
Simpson, Kay Diane Moore ( now working
in Washington for the C.I. .A.). Mary .Anne
Wilson and Saynor Johnson Ponder. .Also
in attendance were Helen Smith Davenport
and Bobby, and Elaine Kimball. Ian is
in the Naval Reserve and his ship was unexpectedly sent, three weeks after wedding, to the Belgian Congo. Roberta idans
to join Ian in Belgium in October.
June 27 was also important in the lives
of Dagmar Halmagyi and Joseph Langham
^ on. Jr. -After 3'i years they finally made
it down the aisle! .Sophie Ames White
was Dagmar's matron of honor. Dagmar
and
Joe Medical
are living
in C'ville
finishes
School.
-Also while
living Joe
in
C'ville are .Sophie and David. David is
in his second year at Graduate Business
.School and .Sophie's working in a Bio('hemical Lab in the Medical .School. A
third wedding on June 27 was that of Sue
.Smith to Francis B. Stewart. Jr.. in Washington. It was a lovely wedding, and
.S.B.C. was represented by Emmy Slenbouse
and Dedie .Anthony. '.58. among

the brides-

maiils. I wt-nt ilown for tlic occasion, aiiil
at the reception were Jackie Ambler Cusii k
and Ralph, Allan and Minu Chapin Plumley (now neighbors of Jackie and Ralph
at Park Fairfax Apts. ). Ceci Dickson, '58,
and Ceorge and Lee Haskell Vest, ."^pent
the night with Lee and George, and on my
way home stopped off at Annapolis to see
Michael and Joan Hares Jasperson and
to ntect Katharine Amelia, who arrived June
14. The Jaspersons will be in Annapolis
for at least another year while Michael is
teaching at .Annapolis and going to (Jeorgeat night working on his master's.
town
In May. Eliza Stevens was married to
James Jockman. They are living in Washington, where both are working. Also in
May, the 23rd. Stella Moore bcame Mrs.
John R. D. McClintock. with Lee Haskell
Vest as matron of honor and Bets Churbuck Lewis down from Hoslon for the festivities. Stella and Jock are living in Boston, where he is a lawyer. July 18 was
the date of the wedding of Carroll Weitzel
and G. L. Buist Rivers. Jr.. in Aiken, S. C.
Carolyn Westfall was a bridesmaid and
also there were Jane Pinckney and Anne
Melton Kimzey. Buist is a partner in his
father's law firm in Charleston and Carroll
extends an invitation for all to visit them.
From San Francisco. Nancy Crone
.\dams writes that all is quiet now that
Richard has returned from the Orient. He
was greeted on the pier by Nancy and their
baby daughter. Jennifer Pratt, who was
born in April while Nancy was visiting her
parents in Buffalo, N. Y. In Florida, Gail
Haugan Maclnnes and Bill find life delightful, although hot. They have a new
home and a new baby girl, Martha Lynn,
Down

in Birmingham, "Keecher" and Marguerite McDaniel Powell have a new house
and a new baby, Arthur Gray, III, who
arrived just a week after moving day! Joe
and Anne Wilson Rowe moved in May to a
"new" house (built in 1830! I which is complete with two kitchens — one outside and
one inside. Anne writes that the move was
necessitated by the arrival of Florence
Chancellor on May 24. Jeannette is now 2.
The big news from Mary Landon Smith
Brugh and Lynn is the arrival on June 19 of
a dear girl, Carter Manson. The Brughs
are very happy in Lexington, and expect to
be there two years more while Lynn finishes
law school.
Bill and Lou W allace Wilemon welcomed
a new daughter, Catherine Louise in August. Nancy Shujord Garrison and husband Snyder, a 1st Lt. in the Marines,
announced the arrival of Rose Pope April
8. Tom and "Timmie" Hekma Ogdon
are living in Greenwich. Conn., with sons
David, 3, and Bill, IVj, and two dogs, a
cat and a bird. Tom is a copywriter with
Grey Advertising in N. Y.
Joy Peebles Massie. Jimmie and Little
Jimmie moved to Richmontl in June after
Jimmie's discharge from the Coast Guard.
They live right down the street from Jay,
Anne Gwinn Fox and John Joseph, III,
who arrived March 18. Joy and Anne see
a lot of each other, especially behind their
baby carriages. Chuck and Jane Best
Wehland moved back to Baltimore after
Chuck's
dischargelawin firm.
June. The
He'sWehlands
working
for a Baltimore
had a nice visit with Bari Baker Hart and
Bill when they were up from Texas in August. Mary Anne Van Dervoort Large and
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Hoi), in Norfolk now. had a visit from Barby
Metlerl .Sylvester while her husband.
George, was in summer camp. Joan Lauson Kuhns. Greg and Jim, 14 mos., are
living in Atlanta for a year while Greg
is interning at Grady Hospital. Joan will
teach 6th grade this fall. Jim and Sallie
Lane Metcalfe have been busy this summer. They'v bought a house in Louisville
and arc in the midst of redecorating and
adding a den. .Sallie writes that Mary
Sloll Warner's home is beautiful beyond
description.
The first hand report from Jody Raines
Daniel is that "things are really a mess"
down in Cuba. Jody and Jimmie had a
marvelous 2 month vacation this summer, dividing their time between Cuba and
Richmond, where they have bought a
house. Jody will teach 1st grade this fall
and Jimmie is working for David Al. Lee
Co. Polly Spessard Neblett. Barb, and
their three little ones have settled permanently in Richmond, where they have their
first house. Barb is now managing a small
steel plant, historic Tredegar Co. They
had a visit from Bob Lee and Suzey iVe6lett Stephens before the Stephenses headed
for their Cape Cod vacation. Susan Ragland Lewis and Jim had a delightful three
weeks of sun and surf in Maine. Then
back to Bethesda where Jim resumes teaching at The Landon School this fall. Alice
Barnes Knight had a busy summer, as
some of her students wanted to continue
with piano lessons all summer. Alice
hopes to get to S.B.C. in June for her
little sister's graduation.
Fran Childress Lee and Lewis are now
in Atlanta where Lewis starts full time
in law school this fall, planning to graduate in June. Fran reports the children
are "growing like weeds." Ann is now 2V2
and Lewis Jr. 17 mos. They see a lot of
Ruth Candler Lovet and Bob, whose
young'uns, David. 2%. and Elizabeth. 1.
are
the that
sameBob
agesis asback
the in
Lewis's.
writes
school Ruth
now.
working on his master's degree. Betsy
Denny Candler and Sam spent three weeks
at the beach with the children, then went
to Canada for 10 days. In between times,
Betsy managed to find time to freeze and
can vegetables and be a real farm wife.
Anne Melton Kimzey is working for a
tax lawyer in Charleston and planning on
a New England vacation in the fall.
Jane Dunn Ennis. Howard and Carolyn.
1. spent their vacation in Canada. Jane
says taking care of Carolyn in their primitive cabin was cjuite an experience in
pioneering arts but great fun. Jane has
been busy with politics and is Young Republican National Committee woman from
Delaware this year. .She enjoys this work
immensely. Judith Ruffin Simpson writes
that she's been to Louisville twice this summer. Billy is fine and they are happy
living in Winchester. Va.
Day Gibson Kerr writes that she and
Whitney spend their spare time scouting
for bargains in antioues and refinishing
them, with wonderful results. Whitney.
Jr., is 9 mos. old now. cute, red-headed
and very good, Tony and Anne McGrath
Lederer are living in New Haven until
Tony finishes law school in June. Carter
Donnan McDowell and Charlie are now
Dr. and Mrs. Charlie grailuated from
medical school in June and is interning at

Jefferson Hospital in Philadeli)hia. Carter
is with M. W. Ayer. advertising. Carolyn
Scott Dillon and Peter are still in Rochvisited
folksshein stopped
L'burg
recently ester.
andCarolyn
while
downherthere
by .S. H. C. and had a visit with Nancy
tiodwin. who is working in the Admissions
Office. Nannette McBurney Crowdus writes
that she is busy with William Warren
Crowdus. 111. now 10 mos. old. and at
the same time working on her M..'\.. in
British History of course, at Washington
11. in St. Louis. Dot Duncan Hodges and
Luther returned from their stay in Villefranche where he was stationed for IMi
From our newest state, Hawaii, comes
word of two families. Priscilla Vermooten
years.
Baldwin and Michael greeted Edward
Castle last November. They are living
by the beach and busy with sailing, tennis
and bridge when not occupied with their
young heir. Sandy and Diane Duffield
Wood have exciting news. too. They were
blessed with a baby daughter. Pamela
Elizabeth, on May 14. Diane writes that
she must be teething because one of her
hands is constantly in her mouth. I'm
looking forward to meeting her, and expect to soon, as Diane is coming east for
Thanksgiving and Christmas, arriving in
Philadelphia Nov. 15. With these new
and faster planes, she can leave Honolulu
at 8 a. m. and arrive in Philadelphia at
11 that night!
Jeanne Norsworlhy Rutherford and Pat
have two children. Patrick Richard. Ill,
18 mos.. and Mary Elizabeth (Maidie).
6 mos. In her spare time. Jeanne paints,
and has done very well. She's had an oil
painting accepted by the Houston Amateur
Art Show (only 1/5 of those entered were
accepted). This summer she had another
oil accepted by the 1959 Southwestern Biennial Exhibition in New Mexico (114 were
accepted from 400 entries from 7 states) .
Her "studio" is in the washroom with the
ironing board
and washing inachine!
Dee Robin Benning writes from Germany that she and Mike are now living in
Cologne, where Mike is working for Ford.
Dee hopes all S.B. girls in Cologne will
drop in on them, and says DON'T be bashful ! She's lonely for someone to speak
Enfflish to. .She adds that she. like Gertrude .Stein in Paris 30 years ago. has discovered her Picasso in Berlin. His name
is Rudi Hubler and Dee advises all to
"buy now — in 10 years the paintings will
the footloose and fancy free gang
costFrom
thousands."
comes word that the group will soon become smaller. Suzanne Gipson announced
her engagement to Barney Farnham on
June 4. He is in his second year of Seminary at Episcopal Theological School in
Cambridge. Mass. They plan to be married
next June. Carolyn Hinshaw is busy in
Chicago building a career as a fashion
model, complete with sore feet, skipping
meals and rush, rush, rush. Among those
who are working on higher degrees are
Helene Perry who is at Johns Hopkins
working on her master's in Physics, and
Elaine Floyd who is in her second year
at Harvard Divinity School after spending
the summer in Pasadena, Cal., with her
family. Elaine is working on a B.D.,
hoping to teach religion on the college
level.
Peggy Liebert is in her second year
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at Hartford School of Reli;;ioiis Education.
She expects to receive her M.A. in May.
She spent the sunimcr in South Dakota
staying: with a different famiiv each week
and teaelung vacation <luircli school
classes. Peggv adds that Mr. Hadidian is
lihrarian at the Hartford School. Susannah "Pokey" Ncwiin has received her M.S.
from the Colundda Graduate School of
.lournalisni. During; Easter vacation. Pokey
went to Sehring for the sports car races
and visited Betsy Denny Candler on the
way hack north. Ann Paxton is busy
catching up on the work which piled up
while she spent her vacation in Colundjia.
S. C. "Ninie" Laint; is working as a Medical Technologist at George Washington
U. Hospital in Washington, and looking
forward to a trip to Europe in March.
Elaine Rimhall has moved to Dallas,
where she will be teaching at Hockaday.
She had a visit from Jane Pinckney this
summer, in between attending weddings.
Jane has changed schools in Richmond,
but will be teaching the same grade again
this year. Carolyn Westfall is back in N.
Y. C. after a wonderful two-week vacation in Palm Beach and Aiken, S. C. She
and Mary McCarick are sharing the apartment formerly occupied by Jane Fitzgeralil and Priscilla Bowdle in N. Y. Mary
spent her vacation in Hawaii (lucky girl!)
where she saw Sandy and Diane Diiffieltl
Wood and baby Pannny. Janey Briggs has
returned from her vacation in .•\capulco and
is nov\- working in Warsaw. Ind., for a
foreign car importer. .She has an apartment in Warsaw, but goes home on the
weekends to ride. Jane Rather is .Administrative .\ssistant at the International Student Center in Cambridge, Mass. Prior
to that, she worked at the Midtown International Center in N. Y. C. Both are reception and information centers for foreign
students.
Yours truly is presently working as secretary to three copywriters in an ad agency
here in Philadelidna. It's a real fun-type
job, complete with free ice cream every
afternoon! I'm planning to take
vacation in October and going to
The rest will be a trip North
when I hope the ground will
covered, for an attempt at skiing.

a week's
Bermuda.
later on.
be snow-

Portland, Me., comes a letter from Jackie
Lillidl Wilson. Jackie graduated from
Ml. Holyoke in '.58 and married Ens. Peter
S. Wilson on Oct. 28, 19.58. Since Pete is
at sea for long stretches as an officer in
the Coast Guard, Jackie fills her hours
with a secretarial job: she also is an assistant librarian at the llniversity and serves
TinClub. busy
the a Wives'
vice president
as
Christmas
season ofwas
particularly
time for Peggy Smith Warner for on Dec.
27, 19.58, she married Dr. John Sloan
Warner in Nashville.
Annie Laurie Lanier ."Samuels writes that
afget organized"
tryingto"to
is herbusy
she ter
marriage
Harvey
Samuels this
past April. They are living in Mansfield,
La. On May 1st, Marion Thorington became the bride of Lt. John Randolph
Conover of Mobile. Before settling down
to married life, Marion graduated from the
Llniversity of Alabama, went to Euroi)e,
worked in a bank, made her debut and did
her provisional work for the Junior League.
This fall the Conovers will be stationed
with the Navy in Newport News, and Marion will leach both English and social
studies in a junior high school there. Mary
Johnson, Patty Sykes and Emma "Woody"
Coggeshall were bridesmaids for Ruth Carpenter when she married Dr. William
Jerome Pitts on May 23. Marietta Eggleston Carpenter and Doug are now in Alexandria, Va., where Doug attends Virginia
Theological .Seminary; Marietta will be
teaching. They were married June 5. Ina
Hamilton became Mrs. Robert Hart on the
6th of June. Ina writes that she graduated from Newcomb in '58 and then worked
as a teller in a Memphis bank ("fine
thing for someone who can't even add
bridge
They
are now
stationed
at
Fort scores").
Wadsworth,
Staten
Island,
N. Y.
If any of you are in the vicinity of S. B.
you should drop in on Mr. and Mrs. Fleming James III (June Berguido) who have
a lovely little apartment in Lynchburg.
They were married in June and had time
to travel around the East after a honeymoon at Cape Cod. June, as well as Fleming, is still working at the Lynchburg
Training School. Edie Knapp and Roger
Clarke were married on the 12th of June
and are now living in Rochester, N. \.,
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where Roger is teaching. Another '58er
to move to Alexandria. Va., is .Sarah Benton Baldwin who was married to Lt.
Alan Baldwin on June 13. .Man is at Fort

Septend)er of V)^8 and arc living in Midlan<l, Texas, where they just moved into
a new home. B. Rae writes that Paul is

Belvoir
Engineer
On
Junein 20th.
.SusanOfficers"
Davis School
became there.
Mrs.
Dick Briggs: they are now established in
.^t. Louis, where Dick is in medical school.
Winnie Leigh Hamlin and Davis are living in New York after their wedding on
June 27: Davis is in training with I. B. M.

1218 Pine Rd.
Troy, Ohio
Since weddings are of interest to everyone, let's begin with a report on the newlyweds or nearly newly-weds. Betty Rae
Sivalls and Paul Davis were married in

making a "second .Annie Oakley" of her
with all the hunting and shooting, as well
as fishing, that they do. Another Texan
to get married last year was .'sally Kendall
Hundy: her husband Howard (brother of
Bess Bundy ".t7 I is in the Air Force so they
are now living in (Charleston, S. C. Ethel
Ogilen became Mrs. Armistead Burwell on
Sept. 27. IWS. and they have moved to
Indianapolis. Ind. Julia Olive Craig Brooke
and Dick are living in Jacksonville, Fla.,
and J. O. is keeping busy with her Junior
League duties and the presidency of the
Jaekson\ille Swi-et Briar Alumnae Club.
They
were
married
(let, 10. 19.18.
From

Falu

I'XSO

.Although June seems to be one of the
most popular months to be married, some
of our classmates chose the late summer.
Violet Nelson and Charlie Talbot were
just recently married and are now stationed at Fort Sill. Okla. !^on\e members
(d '58 who made it to Tulsa for the big
event were June Neighbors Morton, Peggy
Ardaser Gates, Lyndall Dyer and Ann Carbusier. Julia McCullough chose .Vug. 1
as the date for her marirage to Dr. Olin
(Jrigsby Shiver: among others attending
were Margie Richey Johnson and Claude —
all the way from Dalhart. Texas Sara
Gait.
Aliie Filer. .\nn Mc(^ullough
and

Mary Lane Bryan. Sept. 5 was the date
when Lettie Lane Hiirlbert and Lt. James
Little North had their wedding. Last year
Lettie Lane taught speech therapy in -Atlanta: this year she will be in Germany
where her husband is to be sent with
the Army. Another Army wife is Barbara
"Boo" Bagg McPeek, married on .Sept. 12
to West Point grailuate Richard Bruce McPeek. They find that their new home is
Fort Benning, Ga. The last wedding that
1 know of is that of Penny Meighan's;
on Sept. 19 she became Mrs. Roger Alexander Martin.
Weddings are exciting but so are new
babies; here are the latest tidings on new
or nearly-new arrivals. The stork arrived
five hours before Jack and Sally Byers
Sugars' first anniversary; they had a son
named John James, Jr. From Flint, Mich.,
comes the news that Elizabeth Brewster
was born on .April 4tli to Libby Benedict
Maynard and Ron. Ron is the assistant to
Franklin Bennett ( who preached at S.B.C.
in the fall of '57), pastor of St. Paul's
Episcopal Church. Libby writes me that
Mary Lane Bryan is one of the Godmothers. Lt. and Mrs. C. Leslie Frazier ( Portia
Strickland) of Cherry Point, N. C, are
the parents of Charles Leslie, III, born on
July 22.
Ted and June Neighbors Morton named
their first son, born Nov. 11, 19.58, Teddy
III. They are living in Fort Worth and
I would like to interject a special word of
thanks to June for writing such a newsy
letter about goings-on of Sweet Briar girls
in both Texas and Oklahoma. Val Parker
.Sharp and Vernon are in Branford, Conn.,
while Vernon completes his residency at
Yale. They have a son, Mark, whose
birthday is March 20. Recent residents
of Dallas are Sam and Diane Chase Monroe: Sam is working for Texaco Oil Co.
and Diane keeps busy with their new son,
.Sammy, Jr. Joan Black is his godmother.
A note from Sue Chapin .Alex informed
me that her husband. Efl. is in the .Air
Force and they are living outside of Boston: they have two little girls, Karen,
who is 21 months, and Judy, just 7 months.
1 had an announcement from Ft. Bragg,
N. C, that Gis Beneke O'dell and Jim
had a little girl. Frances Catherine, on the
20th of June. On June 5, Cornelia Bear
Givhan and Ed had their second son,
Fred Bear; they are in .St. Louis where
Ed is studying medicine. When Betty and
George Gallo return to the .States this
month, they will bring with them George.
Jr., who was born April 7. The Gallos
have been in the Orient where George was
stationed.
.Sweet Briar girls always seem to find
fascinating jobs and our classmates are no
exception. .Alice Pfister graduated from
Denison in '58 with a major in "theater."
After that she toured in Eurojie for 2V.>
months as the female lead in "The
Man Who Came to Dinner." Now
she is in New York and is busy with
wedding
plans. In November she
will marry Cornell graduate James D.
Auty. Mary Lane Bryan is at the Veterans' Tuberculosis Hospital in Oteen,
N. C. taking her clinical affiliation for occupational therapy. Prudential Life Insurance Co. in Boston has Mary Lou
Burelle as one of its investigators. Mary
Lou writes that she was able to get back
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to S.B. for reunion ami Hew down there
with Uotsie \V oods who has now finislied
her year at Katherine Gibbs in lioston.
Mary Lou also has spent some lime in New
Yortc with Judy Gros and Uede Anthony
who are both with Time, Inc. Another
'58er who is working towards becoming
a registered Occupational Therapist is
Adele Scott. She spent the summer at the
Massachusetts Eye and Ear Infirmary in
Boston and goes to Hartford Rehabilitation
Center this month. A letter postmarked
Denver, Colo., arrived from Joan Black;
she spent last year teaching the 3rd grade
in a school in Littleton. Colo. She plans
to do the same thing this year but at
the time of her letter, she was recuperating from a bout of '"mono." Lynne Morris
will be representing Sweet Briar at Bryn
Mawr this fall: she is taking graduate
work in .Spanish literature. Last year
Lynne taught the 8th grade in San Antonio. The lure of Spain has captured
Stephanie Butan again; after spending
the summer at the ivliddlebury Language
School, she has joined their group to
take graduate work, towards her Master's,
in Spain. Betty Waddell writes that after
graduation she went to Roanoke College
to take some advanced science courses and
is now training at Roanoke Memorial Hospital for medical technology. After graduatmg from Lynchburg College, Linda Macfherson worked at the Rehabilitation Center, then took a short trip to Washington,
D. C. ; now she is back in Lynchburg
working for WLV'A radio and T.V., doing
both secretarial and promotional work.
The wanderlust has taken hold of a
few of the class of '.SB. Patty Sykes took
an extended trip to Texas. She saw June
\eighburs Morton in Fort Worth and
dropped in on Betty Rae Sivalls and Paul
in their new home in Midland. B. Rae
tells me that Patty plans to work in San
Francisco this fall. One cold night in
March 1 received a call from New York
that warmed me up considerably. The occasion was a "bon voyage party" for Lynn
Prior and Beth Kemper who were sailing
for Europe the next day. Attending were
Caroline Sauls. Claire Cannon, Bessie
Smith, and Penny Meighan, among others.
As far as I know, Lynn and Beth left
all right — at least, I never heard otherwise. Caroline, Claire and Eleanor Humphreys followed them in June; from what
Caroline wrote before departure, they were
going to out-of-the-way spots such as
Yugoslavia, Aegean Isles, Majorca, and
Istanbul. Marian Martin toured Europe
last April for several months, after spending the winter tutoring high school students
in a potpourri of subjects. Marian said
she ran into Mr. Vogelback twice in London
and had long chats with him. As if she
wasn't busy enough, Marian did her Junior
League provisonal work and then counselled at a camp in N. Georgia this summer. She is going to be in Northampton.
Mass., this fall at the Clark School for
the Deaf, learning how to teach deaf chililren to speak.
Pam Hyatt Foster broke the silence with
a marvelous letter outlining her busy life
since she decided to take professional training in 19.56. Pam attended the Royal Academy of Dramatic Arts (RADA^ in London in January
While firm
doingshea film
on the
school forof a'57.
Canadian
met
cameraman
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John

Foster

and

on Aug.

31,

iy.")7. they were married. They moved
from the Provmce of Quebec to Toronto in
February of 19.58 and Pam started her
professional career seriously. She spent
10' n weeks in Montreal with a musical
revue, then came back to Toronto ami won
a national network show with the CBC
doing comedy monologues. She is now
domg a nightclub act but plans to rest
for awhile in the fall. Pam loves Canada and says that she finds her life both
"challenging and rewarding."
This paragraph should be entitled "Highon Husbands."
iieesen lightwrites
that while Leggy
Jon wasFossett
doing Lohis
graduate work at the U. of Calif, last
year, she taught Latin and world history,
as well as sponsored the World Affairs
(Jlub, at Miss Burke's (a job which Ann
\v imbish "57 will take over this fall I.
leggy and Jon are now in Arlington, Va.,
where Jon is attending the Foreign Service
Institute prior to bis first diplomatic assignment. In order to do this, he had to
turn down an offer to study in Russia for
a year on a student exchange program
sponsored by the State Department. Also
in Washington, D. C. now are Carter and
Nancy Haubaker Gilbert; Carter will be
doing research on sharks of the Pacific for
the .Smithsonian Institute on a grant from
the Atomic Energy Comm. and the Office
of Naval Research. Prior to that they
were in Ann Arbor, Mich., where Carter
was working on his Ph.D. in zoology and
Nancy taught American History and
French.
Odds and ends on "58 cover a few more
of our classmates. Carol McClave Butterfiehl and Beldon are now living in Seaford,
Del.; Carol says that they are close to the
""shore"" there. Their little girl Karen
was 2 in June. Carin Asbach Kirsten and
Joachim have two children and have made
their home in Darien, Conn. Betsy Worrell Coughlin writes that she and Larry
bad a wonderful vacation in June camping in Quebec.
spitetime
of Betsy's
schedule,
she stillInfinds
to put busy
in a
few hour"s work at the art museum in
Philadelphia. They are living in Wynnewood, Pa., and often see Ted and Lee
Cooper Robb who live nearby.
Since my last report, life has gotten
increasingly busier and more interesting.
In the spring I took a quick trip to Florida,
then came back to Troy and started working as legal secretary for my father. In
between times I took up golf — and only
wish I had learned the game about 5 years
before. The most exciting event of the
summer was the announcement of my engagement toEddie Kuntz of Dayton on the
14tli of August. Life has taken on a maddening pace now but I love every minute
of it. We will be married in January so
I will probably be asking for a volunteer
to take over the column for the winter
issue,
p* /~i
^-^
^^-J-^

Ann Yoi nc
517 Rose Lane
Haverford,
Pa.

( Due to a mixup, Ann Young did not
have notes for this issue, but here is a
little news culled from various sources by
the it.)
editors. Sue Hight contributed much
of
Ruth Weaver Williams is teaching math
in the sixth and seventh grades at Roland
Park Country Day School in Baltimore.

She and McRae have an apartment full of
tropical fish. Juanita Mixson is engaged
to Jim Coxe and plans to he married next
summer. .She and Nellie Morison share an
apartment in Towson, Md., with two other
girls, and are getting teaching degrees in
education at Goucher. Lucy Frost was
married to Pete Dunning on Nov. 7 in
Englewood, N, J. She spent the summer
in Cambridge at secretarial school. .Sue
Hight went out west this summer and
landed back at Sweet Briar for a niontii
to help out in the Art Department; in
November she will go to Boston to work.
In September Sue put Mary Harrison
Cooke on the bus for her first day at
Columbia Graduate School, where she
will study music.
Alice Gary Farmer Brown is going to
the American Institute for Foreign Irade
in Phoenix, Ariz. Jana Bekins is planning
to stay in Seattle, where she has a job.
Diane Doscher is working in the Stock
Exchange in the Plaza as a secretary.
Barbie Lewis went on a trip out West
this summer with her sister. Pat Gay
Sills is working as a case-aide in a San
Diego Welfare Agency giving aid to dependent children. Both Connie Fitzgerald
and Bebe Birchfield are engaged. Ann
Bush was married in August. Betsy Colwill is living in Washington and working
at the Finnish Embassy as a receptionist.
Elsie Prichard works in Charleston. West
Virginia, and Kalhy Mather is teaching at
Chatham Hall. Margaret Cook is doing
graduate work at William and Mary, and
Ann Eagles is going to special secretarial
school. Barbara Kelly is teaching the third
grade and plans to be married soon. .Alice
Morris, who spent the summer at Sweet
Briar, is in New York studying the philosophy of religion under a joint program
sponsored by Union Theological and Columbia.
Judy Watts is working in a lab at Johns
Hopkins in Baltmore. Virginia MacKethan
Kitchin and .Susan Timberlake Thomas are
teaching at the same school in Charlottesville, Susan in history and Virginia in
physical education. Snowdon Durham.
Courtney Gibson. Patricia Coxe and Lizora
Miller are sharing an apartment in Washington. Courtney
at Garfinckel's
as a salesgirl
and started
has already
been promoted to assistant to the assistant buyer.
Patricia, who is engaged to Marshall Ware,
is teaching the third grade. Lizora is
teaching kindergarten at the lower school
of the National Cathedral School. Kathy
Tyler went to the Episcopal training school
in Rhode Island last summer, and is now
parish assistant in an Episcopal church in
Millbrook, N. Y.
Liz Chambers spent a week in San Antonio with Judy Sorley this summer, and
this fall both headed for Boston and jobs.
Judy is working at Peter Bent Brigham
Hospital and living with Linda Knickerbocker. Dede Ulf and Val Stoddard, who
is going to Simmons School of Social Work.
Liz is sharing an apartment with Debbie
Dunning and Gretchen Smith. Tabb
Thornton
is working
her master's
Johns
Hopkins,
as isfor
Barbara
Sampson.at
Elizabeth Johnson writes that England is
more wonderful than she ever dreamed
it would be; she is now in Stratford-onAvon. Ann Young is doing substitute
teaching
in the grade school in Haverford,
Penna.
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UNDERSTANDING ASIA
(Conlinued jroni Pane 3)
international cominunism as his goal.
As the most powerful nation in the
world, we must accept responsihilit)
for leadership in international relations. In order to fulfill this responsibility successfully, we must
have a better understanding of the
problems and aspirations of the peoples outside our civilization, particularly the peoples in Asia. We must
give our students a sympathetic understanding ofthe present day political, economic and social issues faced
by the Asian peoples.
For all of these reasons and many
more, colleges and universities in
this c(iuntr\. and in England as well,
liave been initiating programs, and
even elaborate institutes, of Asian
studies on the graduate and undereraduate level. Columbia has undergraduate courses in Oriental Civilization and the East Asian Institute,
Harvard has a Centre for East Asian
Studies, and Pennsylvania, Chicago,
Michigan and Duke Universities are
following suit.
For many years Sweet Briar has
been aware of the significance of
Asia as an area of study and concerned with ways of making work
in this field available to its students.
As far back as 1943 President Glass
referred to this problem. President
Lucas brought to the campus Dr.
Edgar Fisher, who had spent much
of his life in the Near East, and
who taught a course here on '"The
Near East in the Modern World."
We have established scholarships for
Asian students, and many of them
have come to Sweet Briar. The college has often invited Asian lecturers to speak, and in November of
this year played host for two weeks
to Dean Vamen Kantak of the University of Baroda in India. In 19.S.S
a symposium on "Understanding
Asia" brouiht nian\ experts on the
Far East to the campus.
We have consistently
Fali^ 1959

made every

effort to fill the need for Asian studies
so far as we could manage to do so
with the resources available to us
from vear to year. We have made
the most of what we had. and ussd
whenever possible faculty members
who had a special knowledge of Asia.
Mr. Dikran Hadidian taught a course
on ■"Contemporary Thought in the
Near East." and Dr. Ralph Purcell
taught "The Government and Politics
of the Near and Far East:" this
course is now taught in alternate
years by Dr. Richard Barron. Miss
Barbara Rumpf is teaching a course
on "The Art of (^hina and Japan."
Sweet Briar has encouraged the inclusion of references to Asian countries in general courses already being offered. For thirty years Mrs.
Rollins, in her course on "The Religions of the World." has spent considerable time on religions of the
Far East. However, religion is so
interwoven with other factors in
the history and culture of a country
that it cannot be fully understood
without the other factors. In the

ization, one that would meet three
times a week all year and one taught
by a scholar in this field, brought
in for this purpose. They have been
\er\ active and resourceful in making their wishes known, by writing
numbers of editorials and letters in
the Sweet Briar i\eus, by buttonholing members of the faculty, and
by formally presenting their request
to Mrs. Pannell and the Instruction
(Committee. The college, quite naturally, has welcomed this growing
awareness of the importance of Asia
and Asian studies on the part of
the students, and while reminding
them that Asia had not been neglected in the past or the present, has
agreed that there was real merit in
their request. A carefully planned
program of Asian studies could be
a valuable and interesting addition
to our curriculum.
But first some big hurdles would
have to be cleared. How could we

course on Far Eastern Religions,
though the study of the whole

make good use of an Asian scholar
working full time without introducing so many courses that our curriculum would be thrown off balance? This problem found a natural

culture is needed, it can't be
adequately covered. For this reason the new course in Asian

and neighborly solution in the proposal that we cooperate with Randolph-Macon and Lynchburg Col-

studies will greatly benefit those who
take the older course, and vice versa.

lege, each of us to have one-tliird
of an Asian scholar. And this is the

For years our Asian collection in
the librarv has been growing: this
reflects the interest of the faculty and

plan that we have been working out
most successfullv.

of the librarian. Miss Tyler Gemmell. who recently spent a year in
Burma on a Fulbright grant. It also
reflects the needs of the curriculum
in the courses that have been mentioned above, and the library is in a
good position to meet the demands
of the new course. Some of the Ford
grant will be designated for the three
libraries, and thev will spend the
money cooperatively duplicating
books when necessary and desirable,
but buying only one of expensive sets.
But all this was not enough for
the students! They wanted a regular course on Asia and Asian civil-

The problem of financing a program of Asian studies for the three
colleges has been most happily and
generously solved by the grant of
$100,000 from the Ford Foundation
to be administered bv it for an experimental period of three years. This
is not the first time that the Ford
Foundation has supported a joint
undergraduate program in Asian
studies, for they have also backed a
similar undertaking by Haverford.
Bryn Mawr and Swarthmore which
got started this fall. Our program
will be the onlv one of its kind in
this area.
Next,

what

shonld

be the cojitent
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of the course? How many cultural
and geographical areas in Asia
should be included? And how could

not teaching such a course, were interested inwidening their intellectual
outlook. Since a college stands to

it have enough depth and concentration to avoid superficiality and yet

benefit in many ways when a member of the faculty participates in the
seminar, part of the Ford grant is
earmarked to compensate six teachers from each college for taking the
course.

not be too specialized? The committee considered the possibility of a
survey course which would give students an elementary introduction to
the history of Asian civilizations, but
discarded this idea in favor of a
series of one-year courses conducted
by three area specialists in turn, with
the emphasis on India and Pakistan
one year, on China and Japan another year, and on the Islamic civilization the tliird year. The course
would be organized historically, and
would include not only the social
and political history of Asia, but
also religious and philosophical
traditions, literary works and art. Attention would be given to the impact
of the West on these societies and
certain major topics which have special significance for us today would
be examined. The purpose of the
course would be to provide a more
intelligent approach to current events
and a deeper understanding of mankind through an acquaintance with
these Oriental civilizations. Source
readings, such as those developed by
the program at Columbia University,
are available for use as texts, and
films, film strips, slides, travelling
art collections and field trips would
also be used.
The program as planned would
embrace both an undergraduate
course and an intensive faculty seminar. The undergraduate course
would be held for two hours, one
day a week, on each campus in turn,
aided by an occasional visiting lecturer. The faculty seminar, conducted bythe same specialist, would
be held one evening each week, in
Lynchburg one semester and at Sweet
Briar the next. It would be attended by faculty members from each
of the three colleges, both those whose
courses deal directly or indirectly
with Asia and those who, though
46

In a joint statement regarding the
new program, the three college presidents said: "In these times when the
destiny of mankind seems to hinge
in large part on the understanding
and appreciation which our youth
can acquire of divergent cultures it
is increasingly appropriate for colleges to introduce elements into the
curriculum that will enable students
to acquire these insights. It is because we feel that undergraduate
education which does not take this
fact into account is incomplete that
we are led to experiment in this

WHAT HATH
IT PROFITED?
field."(Continued from Page 7 )
months. The place was pervaded by
an atmosphere of zeal, earnestness,
ownership and a sense of responsibility in the building of this young
college. This same spirit was transfused into the Board of Directors.
Mr. Manson and Mr. Heald of Lynchburg couldn't stay away. When Mr.
Manson's happy laughter did not
ring out in the refectory and around
the campus, it was a bleak Sunday
indeed. He knew every person on
the campus by name. He was universally beloved because of his own
great capacity for friendship. When
we needed money he signed personal
loans to supply it. Those on the
edge of the academic group who
made its life possible, caught the
spirit of enthusiasm. Mr. Dew was
always alert and helpful with his
quiet wit and wisdom. Our carpenter, Mr. Watts, was tireless in his
good works. He had a language all
his own; he built us "flatforms" for
the May-Queen's throne and desks in

the "epidemic" building. Mr. Martindale. Miss Dix, Miss Carroll, Miss
Mattie, old Bias, Signora — each
worked tirelessly to make our lives
more effective.
So it was in tliose early days that
a conglomerate group of young girls,
many with not even a
education, a handful
dents, afaculty from
with diverse interests,

full high school
of college stumany colleges
a lay Board of

Trustees, executives, workers — were
all impelled to build this college
with one common ideal through the
influence of Mary Benedict and her
determination to keep faith with Miss
Indie and Elijah Fletcher.
In the fall of 1909 the faculty
knew that the college had succeeded
in taking its place among colleges of
first rank. Several students had been
accepted as transfers to Vassar. The
class of 1910 had proven its academic
worth. The time had come to call
our success to the attention of the
academic world. The faculty announced that we would celebrate our
first Founders' Day in October, 1909.
On this occasion our first Senior
class, the class of 1910. in cap and
gown, lead our first academic procesion, followed by the Faculty, Mr.
Manson, and Mr. Craighead, President of Tulane University, into Room
1, then our chapel. This was a
great day in our history! Miss Benedict announced that the L^niversity of
Vermont had given her permission
for Sweet Briar to use as her diploma a replica of the diploma that
they had awarded to Elijah Fletcher
in 1810. Mr. Manson then told the
story I have given you of the Fletcher
family. I wish you all could have
sat there in that simple room and
seen the face of Mr. Manson. He was
so inspired by the story of this college which he loved so well that we
all sat spellbound. Elijah, Miss
Indie, Daisy, old Logan, little Signora— all of them stood there beside
him, united again in their life of
service to Miss Indie and their beloved Sweet Briar of yesteryear.
Alumnae Magazine

Now, fifty years later, we ask what
hath it profited that Elijah Fletcher
in lUlO believed in the education of
women ?
What

hath it profited that he was

willing to live for 15 days on his
long journey from Vermont to Alexandria on only bread and cheese?
He wrote bis father. "From this trial
I have learned that we can accomplish almost anything if we
courage and persistence."
I assure vou that in the
CAN
A new Alumnae

HELP

that she could succeed through courage and persistence to maintain the
standards of this college to meet the

faith into a living, perpetual memorial for the education of succeeding

demands of Miss Indie's will. She
saw a succession of girls leave this

generations of young women?

college better fitted to meet the demands of their lives and to contribute

equipment, the Faculty, students,
alumnae, the Board of Overseers. But

What hath it profited that Indiana

more important than all these physical endowments is the spiritual

Fletcher
FIND

had

the

philosophv

We are determined

1937
Gurley Carter Davis
Griswelda Deringer Plater
Faith Gort Herpers
Helen Neve
1938
Margaret Coleman
Ford
Lucille Greene Michel
Mary Jones Brown
Lloyd Lanier Elliott
Margaret Meyers
Eyiese Miller Latham
Anne Warriner .Sherburne
1939
Elizabeth Cheney Widhelm
Delia Meade Kelley
Elanor Vandruff Frizer
1940
Ruth Beach Robinson
1941
Frances Chichester Hull
Mary Hill Rex
Mary James
Jean Nehring Horan
1942
Nathalie Ryan
1943
Irene Nagele Burkett
Catherine Parker
Delia Read
1944
Mary Anderson Bowley
Evelyn Pretloiv Ormiston
Jean Ryan Kehl
1946
Anne .Stuckle
1950
Catherine Barker
Judith (Campbell Campbell
Meredith Moore Lynn
1952
Ellen Galey Tong
Lillian Pham
Linh
Jaonuelin Thornton
Laramoi
1953
Reed Johns Goodrich
Betty Thomas Mcllvain
1956
Susan
Clay
1958
Malielle

of her

THESE?

lo get addresses for these graduates listed as "lost" in our files.
any information that would help to the Alumnae Office.

Fall. I')n9

The answer is simple — Sweet
Briar College! The visible and outwarfl evidence is the buildings, the

more richly to the life of their community.

Directory will be published in 1960.

1914
Ellen Hayes
1916
Jean Slockdale
1920
Marie Weiner Manz
1921
Margaret Spengel Runge
1922
Isabelle Frank Sutherland
Lilias Shepherd Williamson
1923
Matilda Bryant George
1924
Mae Brown Butters
Delphine Norton Prescott
1926
Katlierine Bruce Rogers
Mary Noll Keys
1927
Evelyn Anderson Tull
Janet MncKain Allen
Ruth If helan Horan
1928
Dorothy Davis Hollis
Alice Harrold Morgan
Elizabeth Oliver X^'hite
Lillian Wood
1929
Kathryn Close
Eva (.umnork Bass
Jessie Exiey Wooten
.Adelaide Henderson
Cabaniss
Margaret Hiett
1930
Frances Arbaugh
Foster
Emily Kumm
Sims Massee Rand
Catherine Williams
1932
Nancy Wilson Drewry
1933
Frances .\tkinson
Mary Taylor Anderson
1935
Claudia DeWolf
Alison Dunne Harrison
Janet Kimball Miller
Anne Spiers Jessup
1936
Marion Taylor Brawley
Elizabeth ff all .Saunders

father and believed in the education
of women? What hath it profited
that Indiana Fletcher translated her

have

first ten
YOL

years Miss Benedict often felt akin
to Elijah, and like him siie learned

Garrard

Please send

foundation

underlying our creation

by Indiana
Williams.
fortune be
to make a

Fletcher and James Henry
They wille I that their
used to prepare women
better world.

Mary Benedict and each of her
successors devoted their lives to establishing and maintaining a college
that has fulfilled the will of the
founders. Our faculty, students,
alumnae and Board of Overseers have
all dedicated their loyalties to the
college ideals.
What does the future hold?

We

have a future which lures us on with
confidence because we believe in our
heritage; we believe in the firm
foundation of today and we know
that our future stems from the glory
of this present. Out of our present
student body our future alumnae will
rise, from our present faculty ai
even greater one will develop, to our
present Board will be added greater
talents. The present college standard will never fail and it will attract
more

and better students.

In our

future we shall continue to have the
courage and persistence of Elijah and
Miss Indie.

S. B. IN THE
(Conlimied

LOOKING

GLASS

from Page 15)

saw the most hopeful remedy in
creating better understanding, among
students, parents, faculty, administration, and alumnae, as to the kind
of education we propose to give and
what we intend to ask of our students.
5)

Faculty

conditions.

Various
47

faculty members found certain spefifir demands or inadequacies in faculty living or teaching conditions
major deterrents to successful performance of their duties. Inadequate housing for new faculty members was mentioned, the necessity
that faculty be on hand for Saturday
classes while many students were
frolicking elsewhere, the heavy demands made on faculty time in a
small community.
6) The weekend problem, related
to the geographical location. Certain teachers seemed to believe that
education was totally suspended for
a few students for two days out of
the seven.
7) Some faculty members thought
there was not enough intellectual
stimulation for the good students,
especially in the first two years. One
solution suggested was, "Spend less
time on poor students. Ask more
of the superior student." The latter
half of this proposition implied, as
did several answers, a re-examination
of the curriculum. One member, in
a minority reply to his department's
questionnaire, expressed the conviction that the elementary offerings in
various departments should be considerably revised. The preparatory
schools and high schools have imitated college courses often enough in recent years that our courses cannot
but look like a repetition to many
students. Similar questioning of some
of our elementary courses was revealed when, in reply to another
question, three persons wondered
whether some of the introductory
survey courses were not in danger
of merely providing practice in
memorizing. This matter came up
again when the faculty was asked
about the validity of the present
Group
Plan.
Three members
beMARIK

PLAYS

BARTOK

A new recording of the music of Bela
Barlok. with Iren Marik at the piano, is
now available at the hookshop. Put out by
the Draco Company, it includes Suite Opus
14, Fifteen Hungarian Peasant .Songs, and
Microcosmos Book VI, and sells for $4.75.
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lieved that the Group Plan required
the student to sjiread herself thin by
taking too many survey courses,
though the Plan, which is designed
to provide a reasonably broad distribution of courses before graduation, met with general approval. All
of these questions evidenced an articulate minority who question some
aspects of the present curriculum.
8) One faculty member replied
firmly: "Religious and moral ideas
conveyed to students, and sociological insights are partly negated by
the color line which they are here
required to draw,"
9) A good many people believed
that there was too much activity,
both academic and non-academic, that
the lives of student and teacher were
fragmented, the calendar too crowded, the college too scattered in its
interests. It was hoped that provision could be made for larger
blocks of time for study, several people pointing to experiments in other
colleges in reducing the number of
courses taken at one time. One faculty member said that greater xmderstanding of each others' problems
might come if the faculty had occasional meetings devoted to presentation of developments in certain
fields, problems of teaching in that
field, the relationship between various parts of the curriculum.
10) Several people complained
that our students lack the necessary
tool subjects, cannot write clear and
correct English. The solution seems
to be that all teachers must demand
certain standards of performance in
this area, an attitude heartily endorsed by the English department,
111 Some teachers believe we were
not sufficiently strict in our standards
generally, that we were overly protective and gave students grades not
representative of real achievement.
Of course, personal differences in
judgment are inevitable; it is hard
to see how the human animal can be
made to agree; quite different judgment of the same student's work in

two different courses may indeed be
perfectly correct.
12 I A few teachers, agreeing here
with some students, felt that not
enough stress was put on thinking
on one's feet. More oral examinations were recommended as a possible solution.
OBVIOUSLY,
the self-study
not
a mere description
of the is
status
quo, and still less is it an attempt
to sell the college. It extends beyond
a status-study to a real probe into
all facets of the college. Necessarily
this kind of study tends to emphasize criticisms rather than praise, but
this does not mean a rejection of
Sweet Briar's scheme of education.
Rather, it points out the areas to
which faculty thought should be directed, and it is one more step in the
gradual and continual evolution of
the college,
ALUMNAE ASSOCIATION
(Continued from Page 23)
Club in cooperation with the Mount
Holyoke and Radcliffe Clubs, Cleveland's project for the restoration of
Daisy's Garden, Chicago's candle
sales. The possibility of having Lucille Barrow Turner, Iren Marik or
Dick Van Zyverden give programs
for clubs was pointed out to the
alumnae,
Mrs, Peters emphasized the importance ofall clubs sending a representative to these council meetings
and suggested that clubs pa)' the expenses of their representatives.
The meeting adjourned at 11:.50 to
be followed by most interesti:ig talks
on "The State of the College" by
President Anne G, Pannell and John
Detmold,
Director of Development,
DR, GUION'S

SPEECH

The text of Dr, Guion"s Founders" Day
address, ff'hat Hath it Profited?, will
soon be mailed to all alumnae from 1906
through the class of 1916. It will also
be sent to Alumnae Representatives, club
presidents, fund agents, officers and executive board of the Alumnae Association,
and parents of present students. Anyone else who would like to have a copy
may send a request to the Public Relations Office, Sweet Briar, Virginia.
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Sweet Briar Aliiiiiiiae Clubs and Their Presidents
REGION

I

Atlanta, Georgia

(Jiairman: Miis. Richahd
Boston, Massachi setts

B\lch

Mrs.
Bruce Nelson
i Louise
1 River Rd., Conconl
SOUTHEHN CONNECTICIT

(Elizabeth Prescolt, '28)
Moore,

'43) ,

Mrs.
Kyle
Spencer
14 James
La Delle
.\pts.
Jacksonville.

Mrs. Robert Gamble lAnn Mouncastle, '51),
Kelly Green. New Canaan
RocHEsTEu. New York
Mrs.
Jones
1226Vincent
East Avenue
Westchester

New

.Mrs. Jo.seph Weslbrook
(Constance Furman
830 West \^esley Rd., N. W.
Columbus, Georgia

(Sara Gardiner, '48),

Florida

Mrs. Richard Brooke, Jr.
4936 Ortega Blvd.
Tampa, Florida

(Nancy Parsons, '36),

(Julia Craig, '58),

Mrs.
Essrig Rd.(Cecile Waterman,
1017Marvin
Frankland
REGION

Mrs. Warner Kent, Jr. I Jane Johnson. '48),
90 Old Farm Road, Pleasantville, N. Y.
York City

Louisville, Kentucky

Mrs. Gilbert Lea (Nancy Nalle, '37),
Provinceline Rd.. R. D. 3, Princeton
REGION II

Cincinnati, Ohio

Mrs.
Joseph M. Valley
Rodes
Mockingbird
Mrs.
3551Irving
BiddleSchroth
Ave.

Chairman: Virginia
Mrs. John B. Orcain. Jr. (Norvell Royer, '30)
Amherst.
(Louise

McCord.

"50),

Mrs.
Pettyjohn.
Jr. (Frances Kemp, '37),
415 Walker
Riverside
Dr.
Norfolk, Virginia
(Mildred Wilson, '27),

Charleston,

West

(Barbara Collis, '.56),

(Marion Taylor, '24),

Virginia

Mrs.
512 Louis
LindenHaskell
Rd.

( Sarah Gracey, '32) ,

Indianapolis, Indiana

Chairman: Mrs. W. Wright
Chicago, Illinois

Bryan

(EUen Newell, '26)

Mrs. Yorke Bannard (.'Vnn Henderson, '49),
1930 Redwood Lane,
Norlbbrook. 111.
Columbus,

Ohio

Mrs. F. S. Barends (Jeanne Stoddard, '54) ,
291 Fairway Blvd.
Cleveland, Ohio

Mrs. J. J. Woodward
(Virginia Vesey, '33),
4 Merry Circle, Newport News, Va.
Richmond. Virginia

Mrs.
C. Bryan
(Anne Fiery, '49),
2494Richard
Stratford
Rd..
Cleveland Heights 18, Ohio

Mrs.
B. Molster.
Jr. I Betty Sanford, '55) ,
4512Charles
Hanover
.\ve.
Roanoke. Virginia

Toledo, Ohio

Mrs.
'William .\ve.
Bullington. Jr. (Mary Wise Parrott. '51) ,
2227N. Carolina
Washington, D. C.

Milwaukee.

Mrs. George Walter (Edith Brainerd, '42),
42.32 Alton PL, N. W.
REGION III

Mrs.
Briber,Way
Jr. (.Anne Mcjunkin,
7525Frank
N. Links
Minneapolis, Minnesota

Chairman: Mrs. Franklin
W ilmington. Delaware

Mrs. Charles Puleston
(Alice Hepburn, '44),
1730 Hampshire Lane
REGION VIII

I). Hoffman

(Frances Cordes, '38)

Mrs.
\^'. Wilson
1024Howard
St. Andrews
Rd. (Lois Peterson, '26),
Wisconsin
'43),

Mrs. E. Rogers Pleasants. Jr. (Joanne O'Malley, '52),
701 Essex Rd., Weslover Hills
Baltimore. Maryland

Chairman: Mrs. Frank
St. Louis, Missouri

Mrs. Kenneth L. Black. Jr. (Dorothy Bennett, '41),
1208 (denbaven R,L
Philadelphia. Pennsvlvani \

Mrs. John Hall (Katlierini- James. '35),
6 Pebble Creek Rd., Clayton
Chattanooga, Tenn.

Mrs. Norman J. .\sher (Ann Caroline Belser, "50),
.321 Ilhan ,\ve.. Rosemont
PlTTSBiRGH. Pennsvlvani \

Mrs. Kvle Hollev (Barbara Mathews, '54),
102 W. Brow t)val, Lookout Mountain, Tenn.
Memphis, Tennessee

Mrs. W. Parke Tranter
(Elizabeth Guy, '24).
Swallow Hill Roail. Carnegie
REGION IV

Miss
'.58,
4369Cornelia
Gwynne Havlev.
Rd.
Nashville. Tennessee

Chairman: Mrs. 0sc\r Birnett
Charlotte, North Carolina

Mrs. Garth Fort ( Cbloe Frierson. '36) ,
219 Jackson Blvd.
REGION IX

(Juliet Halliburton, '35)

Mrs. James F. Clardv (Frances Sbannonhouse.
R. F. n. No. 1. Matthews, N. C.
Greensboro, North Carolina
Mrs. Huger S. King
701 .Sunset Drive
Winston-Salem.

North

Mrs. J. C. Barlel
701 Lynn .\\e.
REGION V

'56),

(Mary Lynn Carlson, '31),
Carolina

(Anna Whilaker. '41),

Chairman: Mrs. Clarence
Birmingham. .Alabama

R. Rogers

(Mary Clark. '13)

Mrs. Arlhur Gray Powell. Ill (Marguerite McDaniel, '57),
2657 D. Park Lane Ct. E.
JIontcomery. .\labama
Mrs. Barrv Harmon
.3468 Gilmer Ave.

(Betty Hollowav. '47),

'51)

Mrs. Otto N. Frenzel, III (Cynthia Wilson. '57),
Spring Mill Rd., Carmel, Ind.
REGION VII

Mrs. Tayloe Murphy (Helen Turner, '56),
Tally-ho Farm. Keswick. Va.
Lynchbi RC. Virginia

Mrs.
S. Garnett
1411Theodore
Claremont
Ave.
Peninsila

(Diane Richmond,

Mrs. C. A. Coleman, Jr. (Rhodes Estill, '51),
102 Chevy Chase Apts.,
865 E. High St.

Mrs. William Krucke
(Bruce Watts, '54),
56 Hickson Drive. New Providence
Princeton, New Jersey

Mrs. Charles Faulconer
Monroe, Va.
Charlottesville. Virginia

'44),

VI

Chairman: Mrs. Wm. T. Simpson
Lexington, Kentucky

Mrs. Reniy Lemaire ( Emma Riely, '30) ,
200 E. 66th St.. Apt. D-1006
Northern New Jersey

'28) ,

M. McClain

Chairman: Mrs. Ike S. Kampmann,
Houston, Texas

(Mary Lee McGinnis, '54)

Jr. (Flora Cameron, '46)

Mrs.
Shaw
Cranfield
10925
Roarinc
Brook(Janana
Lane Derby, '42),
REGION X
Chairman:
Southern

Mrs. Harry
California

L. Nelson

(Elizabeth MacQueen,

Mrs. Ralph C. Flewellinp (Kalherine Agard, '25),
855 Holly Vista Dr.
Pasadena
San Francisco, California
Mrs. Robert Lee Gill, Jr. (Charlotte Olmsted, '35),
2.501 Waverley St.. Palo Alto. Calif.
Denver. Colorado
Miss Catharine N. Hill. .58.
10,33 Humboldt St.
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CHINA

in the Sweet Briar pattern
Mulberry, blue or green plates, each $2.50 plus .50 postage
per dozen $25.00 plus $1.50 postage

or, if you prefer:
Sweet Briar highball or old fashioned glasses at $6.00 a doz., 50c postage.
"The Story of Sweet Briar College," by Martha Lou Lemmon
275 pages, 70 illustrations, at $4.50 each.

Stohlman, '34,

Sweet Briar armchairs at $28.00, thumb back chairs at $17.00, plus express
charges.

Shipped express collect or prepaid.

Please send order and check to Sweet Briar Alumnae Association,
Sweet Briar, Virginia
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Two

Honor Assemblies
Planned This Month

Recognition of academic honors will take
place on two separate occasions in February,
with ceremonies appropriate to each.
At the first of these events, the Freshman
Honors Convocation on Feb. 18, the speaker
will be the new president of Washington
and Lee University, Dr. Fred Carrington
Cole. At that time, the names of those
freshmen who have achieved outstanding
academic records at the end of the first semester at Sweet Briar are to be announced
by Dean Mary J. Pearl. After the convocation, these students and Dr. Cole will be
Refectory.
guests
of honor at a college luncheon in the

for teaching equipment in biology, chemistry,
and physics.
Since 1955, Sweet Briar has received a
total of 523,500 from the Esso Education
Foundation, of which Si 0,000 was in capital
grants and the remainder was unrestricted.

Dr. Cole, who succeeded Dr. Francis P.
Gaines as president of the 211-year-old college in Lexington, became the I4th president
last Sept. 1. A scholar of Southern history,
Dr. Cole had been teaching at Tulane University since 1946. He served as academic
vice-president there for the past five years,
and from 1947 to 1954 he was dean of the
college of arts and sciences. This will be
his first platform appearance at Sweet Briar.

Two alumnae, Rhoda Allen Worden, '21,
and Sarah Belk Gambrell, '39, gave $2,062
and S 5,000 respectively, for the chapel building fund, which also received a gift of
Si, 000 in memory of Dr. Wallace E. Rollins,
from a former student, the father of an
alumna.
Additional gifts of more than $17,000
have been received for the Auditorium-Fine
Arts Center, now under construction at
Sweet Briar. Edward T. Wailes, U. S. Ambassador to Iran and a member of the col-

Names of students newly-elected to membership in Sweet Briar's "Theta of Virginia
chapter of Phi Beta Kappa, nationl honorary
scholastic society, will be announced on Friday evening, Feb. 26. Dr. Vera Micheles
Dean will give the Phi Beta Kappa address.
Initiation ceremonies for the new members
will take place late that afternoon, in the
presence of chapter members and parents of
the honored students. A formal dinner in
the Refectory will follow.

lege's Board of Overseers, sent $7,500 for
this building; Mr. and Mrs. K. K. Knickerbocker, the parents of a recent graduate,
gave S5,025 in memory of James R. Cardwell, the father of Mrs. Knickerbocker; Mr.
and Mrs. Thomas Brophy are giving $1,600
which, added to previous gifts, will enable
them to name a teaching studio for their
daughter, Joan Brophy, a 1953 graduate;
$2,000 from another graduate, Katherine

Mrs. Dean, who has sp>oken at Sweet Briar
at least twice previously, is an outstanding
authority in international affairs. Editor of
the Foreign Policy Association Bulleliit and
Headline Series, she has traveled extensively
in the Far East and in the summer of 1957

tji'nf

Lamphrlt

photo

1+ doesn't look very Impressive yet. but there are always some interested spectators watching the
worit In progress on the Audltorlum-FIne Arts Center. W. R. Smith, clerk of the works is explaining
the blueprints and excavations to Lynne Schradin and Janet HIestand,
two Cincinnati
freshmen.

Many Year-end Gifts
Aid College Resources
Endowment, building funds, and science
equipment have benefited from year-end gifts
to Sweet Briar College totaling more than
$100,000, according to President Pannell.
Of this amount, $21,200 was given to the
science building fund, including a gift of
$15,000 from an alumna, $2,000 from a
southern corporation, $1,000 from a member
of the Board of Overseers, and S3, 796 from
several Lynchburg corporations and individuals. This figure does not include other corporate gifts designated for this purpose
through the Virginia Foundation for Independent Colleges.
Two generous gifts have been added to
already-existing scholarship endowments. An
alumna, Rebecca Ashcrajt Warren, '26
added $6,041 to the Mary Ashcraft Scholarship Fund, which now totals $42,364, and
another donor added $26,900 to the Judith
Bland Dew Scholarship endowment, which
has reached 591,597.
Faculty salary endowments ha\e been increased byseveral gifts, among them a $3,500 grant from the Esso Education Foundation to the Whitney Professorship of Physics,
a gift of S4,076 from Mr. and Mrs. Joseph
W. Seaman, the parents of a junior student,
and two other gifts of $1,000 each from parents, Mrs. Henry Gibbs and Mr. Frank Armstrong. Another grant of $2,500 from the
Esso Education Foundation was designated

W^eisi^ir Osborne, '47, and her father, Mr.
Leslie Weisiger; and $1,000 from an alumna,
Jane Graf^ory Marechal, '15.
Many other smaller gifts from individuals,
designated for a variety of purposes, were
received by the college in the last few weeks
of 1959, in addition to those mentioned.

she taught at the Indian School of International Studies. She spent part of the following summer in Europe.
In this country, where she is greatly in
demand as a speaker, Mrs. Dean has taught
at LIniversity of Rochester, Smith, Barnard,
Harvard, Mills, and Lake Erie colleges.
Her most recent visit to Sweet Briar was in
1955, when she was keynote speaker for the
Symposium on Understanding Asia.
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Graduates as College Teachers
Listed In Alumnae Survey
At least 12 graduates of Sweet Briar College are known to be teaching in colleges and
universities in this country at the present
time, according to an informal survey made
in November by the alumnae office at Sweet
Briar. Several others hold college administrative posts but are not listed as teachers.
Six of those canvassed hold Ph.D. degrees,grees.andIn the
have two
master's
dethe remainder
first category,
have the
rank of professor: Evelyn Lee Way, '25, in
Latin at the University of Mississippi and
Dearing Lewis, '34 in English at Rockford
College, where she is department chairman.
Wallace

Eugene

Rollins,

D.D.

'V^llins Q^emorial S^^'^^ce

Sweet Briar community members and other
friends of Wallace E, Rollins gathered in the
familiar chapel in Manson where he had
served as the first college chaplain, and to
which he had returned frequently in later
years to preach, to attend a memorial service
on January 26, the ninetieth anniversary of
his birth.
Professor Clifford L. Stanley of the Episcopal Theological Seminary at Alexandria,
nephew of Dr. Rollins, conducted the service.
Dr. Rollins, who was dean-emeritus of the
Episcopal Seminary, died December 14 at
Sweet Briar, where he had lived since his
retirement from that post in 1940.
On Founders' Day at Sweet Briar in October 1958, Dr. Rollins was present for the
dedication of the Wallace E. Rollins Professorship in Religion, named in his honor.
In lo\ing tribute to Dr. Rollins and to his
spiritual and intellectual influence as a teacher, two-thirds of the $150,000 endowment
was contributed by his former students and
colleagues, by Sweet Briar alumnae and parents, and by other friends. The remainder
was a grant of §50,000 from the Kresge
Foundation of Detroit.
Dr. Rollins was graduated from the Universty of North Carolina and he received a
B.D. degree at the Yale University Divinity
School. For 1 1 years he served as rector of
two Episcopal churches, in Covington and
Christiansburg, Virginia.
After five years, 1908-1913, as Professor
of Bible and college chaplain at Sweet Briar,
Dr. Rollins joined the faculty of the Seminary at Alexandria, to teach ecclesiastical
history until 1931, when he became Dean.
Honorary degrees of Doctor of Divinit}were accorded to Dr. Rollins by the Seminary in 1915, and by the University of North
Carolina in 1935. He received the Algernon Sydney Sullivan Award, "for high spiritqualities
Briarual in
1953.shown in daily living," at Sweet
In loving and grateful memory
Rollins, who was so long and so
associated with this college, a number
tributions have been made to Sweet
Memorial Chapel Fund.

of Dr.
closely
of conBriar's

One graduate, Mary Louise Holton, '46,
is currently on leave from the University of
Illinois to serve as visiting professor in linguistics at the University of Haiti. She is
teaching English in the medical college and
in the teachers' college. In addition to a
master's degree from the University of Michigan, she holds a certificate from the Graduate School of International Studies at the
University of Geneva, Switzerland.
Also listed in the survey are the following
graduates: Bertha Ppster Wailes, '17, associate professor of sociology at Sweet Briar;
Frederica Bernhard, '24, associate supervisor
of physical education. University of California at Berkeley; Hilda T. Harpster, '27,
associate
professor
of biology.
Woman's
College of the
University
of North
Carolina;
Mary 'V. Marks, '35, associate professor,
teacher-education in distributive education,
Richmond Professional Institute of the College of William and Mary; Frances W. Gregory, '36, associate professor of history,
Westhampton College, University of Richmond; Barbara Godfrey, '40, assistant professor of physical education, health and science areas, Purdue University; Virginia
Noyes Pillsbury, '44, special instructor in
mathematics, Milwaukee-Downer College;
Sally M. Gearhart, '52, assistant professor of
speech and drama, Stephen F. Austin State
College; Katherine Amsden, '53, instructor
in physical education, Smith College.
According to Mrs. Ernest M. Wood, executive secretary of the Sweet Briar Alumnae
Association, the survey was prompted by a
misleading report recently issued under the
aegis of the Association of American Colleges. This incomplete sur\'ey, made in
1955-56, was based on results obtained from
a questionnaire sent to 284 institutions "selected bychance" from among the more than
1600 universities, liberal arts colleges, junior
colleges and teachers colleges now listed in
the Higher Education Director)' published
by the U. S. Office of Education.
Although only one Sweet Briar graduate
was tabulated in the report issued by the
Association of American Colleges, ten who
answered the Sweet Briar sur\'ey reported
that they were college teachers in 1955-56.
One, Virginia Chamljlin, '55, who is continuing studies towards a doctorate, was teaching at Tulane University three years ago.

- phi'[o
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Thomas

'62

Wayman Adams' portrait of Dora Neill Raymond
was presented to Sweet Briar by her son, E. Neill
Raymond.

Raymona

Portrait

Presented

A portrait of Dr. Dora Neill Raymond,
history professor at Sweet Briar for 25 years,
was presented to the college in November by
Dr. Raymond's son, E. Neill Raymond, of
Arlington, Va.
Painted by the distinguished American
painter, Wayman Adams, about 30 years ago,
it is one of two portraits he executed of
Dr. Raymond. They were friends of long
standing, Mrs. Adams having been a college
classmate
of Texas. of Dr. Raymond's at the University
Illness forced the resignation of Dr. Raymond in 1950, upon her return from London
where she had spent most of the previous
year, aided by a Guggenheim Foundation
grant, working on a biography of Lord
Lytton. In recent years she has been living
in Vienna, Va.
Recognized as a scholar and as an outstanding teacher in the fields of British and
modern European history. Dr. Raymond published several books, including: Political
Career of Lord Byron; Oliver's Secretary —
]ohn Milton in an Era of Revolt: and CaptLee Hall of Texas.
Several
years ago,
many ofto Dr.
Raymond's
former
students
contributed
a book
fund in
her name. She herself helped to select the
volumes purchased for the Mary Helen
Cochran Library with this gift. When she
visited Sweet Briar in 1954, she had the
pleasure of viewing this book collection.

Wanted: Supreme Court Reports
Sweet Briar's department of government needs and would be delighted to
receive a set of U. S. Supreme Court
Reports, the original printed reports of
decisions of the Supreme Court. This
case material is necessary for an advanced seminar on American Constitutional Law.
The Mary Helen Cochran Library
now has the volumes for 1957 and
1958, and others which are especially
wanted are those covering the decisions
andto'30's.
in thewho1920's
made
Anyone
wishes
give any of
these \'olumes to the Library may write
to Miss Tyler Gemmell, librarian.
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Auditorium-Fine Arts Center, which has been worked for and dreamed
two decades, is at last becoming a reality west of the gymnasium.

Massie Elected
to Board of Directors

Mr. Adrian M. Massie, New York banker
and member of the Sweet Briar Board of
Overseers since 1952, has been elected to the
seven-member Board of Directors of the college. He succeeds Mr. John S. Zinsser,
"whose resignation from the Board of Directors was accepted with regret.
Mr. Massie's interest in Sweet Briar began
long before his appointment to the Board
of Overseers. His wife, the former Gertrude
Dally, '22, is a graduate of the college and
she is now chairman of the Memorial Chapel
Committee. Their daughter, Adrianne, is a
member of this year's senior class.
SinceMr.he Massie
joined hastheserved
college's
governing
board,
as chairman
of
the Committe on Architectural Matters and
also as chairman of the Committee on Investments and Finance. In both capacities he
has given most generously of his time, interest, and special knowledge and abilities.
A graduate of Yale University, he is a
trustee of Columbia University and of Robert
College, in Istanbul, Turkey. He was one
of the founders and first faculty members of
the Graduate School of Banking at Rutgers
University. In recognition of his achievements in banking and of his qualities of character, Mr. Massie was given the 1956 Honor
Award of the New York Chapter of the
American Institute of Banking.
■Widely
known
in banking
Mr.
Massie
is now
chairman
of the circles,
Trust Committee of the Chemical Bank New York
Trust Company. He is also a director of
several insurance companies.
Mr. Zinsser, who was elected to the Sweet
Briar Board of Overseers in 1951, and to the
Board of Directors in 1955, served on the
Farm Committee and on the Committee on
Buildings and Grounds. He was president
of Sharp & Dohme, Inc., Philadelphia pharmaceutical firm, for 12 years before he became chairman
of the company's board of
directors,
in 1947.

May

Day

in April

May Day at Sweet Briar — 54th observance of this festival — will take
place on Saturday, April 30, instead of
on May 6, as previously announced.
This change was effected by vote
of students and faculty, in order to
avoid conflicts with social events at
nearby universities.

Corporate Matching Gifts
Benefiting Sweet Briar
An increasing number of American corporations— 80 at last count — have adopted a
Matching Gift Program to encourage their
employees to support the colleges of their
choice.
Under the original plan, pioneered by
General Electric, the company matches dollar for dollar (within stated limits), employee gifts to their own alma maters. Many
other companies, in adopting this form of
aid-to-education, have removed the "alma
mater" restriction and will match their employees' gifts to any accredited institution, including, for example, the college attended
by the employee's wife or daughter.
Sweet Briar has already benefited from
several of these corporate plans. Gifts to
Sweet Briar by employees of the following
companies have been matched, in amounts
ranging from $7.50 to SI, 000: American
Brake Shoe, Chase Manhattan Bank, Dow
Chemical, G. E., General Foods, Scott Paper,
and Smith, Kline & French. In some cases
the employee is a Sweet Briar alumna; in
others, it is the husband or father of an
alumna or undergraduate.
Companies having some form of Matching Gift Program, many of them administered through a company foundation, are
listed below. If you are employed by one of
them — or if your husband or father works
for one of them — check the details of the
particular program to see whether your gift
to Sweet Briar will be matched.
If so, your

of for

gift to the College can be doubled — or better. (If you give stock which cost you $100
but is now worth $150, the Company will
add $150 and Sweet Briar will get $300 — at
a total cost to you of $100.)
Allegheny Ludlum Steel, American Brake Shoe
Company, American & Foreign Power Co., Inc.,
American Home Products, Bank of New York,
Bird & Son, Whitney Blake Co., Bonwit Teller,
Burlington Industries, Godfrey L. Cabot, Inc.,
Campbell Soup Co., Canadian General Electric
Co., Cerro de Pasco Corp., Chase Manhattan
Bank, Cleveland Electric Illuminating Co., Columbian Carbon Co., Connecticut General Life
Insurance Co., Connecticut Light and Power Co.,
Continental Oil Co., Corning Glass Works.
Deering, Milliken & Co., Diamond Alkali Co.,
Dow Chemical Co., Dow Corning, Draper Corp.,
Wilbur B. Driver Co., Ebasco Seriices, Electric
Bond & Share Co., Fafnir Bearing Co., General
Atronics, General Electric, General Foods, General Public Utilities, Gibbs & Hill, Ginn & Co.,
Glidden Co., B. F. Goodrich. W. T. Grant, Gulf
Oil.Harris-Intertype, Hewlett-Packard, Hill Acme,
J. M. Huber Corp., Hughes Aircraft, International
Business Machines, Jefferson Mills. S. C. Johnson
& Son, Jones & Laughlin Steel, Kaiser Steel, Walter
Kidde & Co., Walter Kidde Constructors. Koiled
Kords, Klopman Mills, Lehigh Portland Cement,
McCormick & Co., McGraw-Hill. Manufacturers
Trust, The Maytag Co.. Merck & Co.
National Distillers & Chemical Corp.. National
Lead Co., National Supply Co., New York Trap
Rock Corp., Northrop Corp.. Owens-Corning Fiberglas. Pennsalt Chemicals. Phelps Dodge. Pitney
Bowes. Reliable Electric. Schering Corp.. Seton
Leather Co., Scott Paper, Sharon Steel. Smith,
Kline & French, Tektronix, Tennessee Gas Transmission Co., Towers. Perrin, Forster & Crosby,
Inc., L'nited Clay Mines. Wallingford Steel. Warner Brothers. John Wiley & Sons, Williams & Co.,
Young & Rubicam.

MUSIC

BOOK

FUND

GROWS

In memory of Mrs. Edith Rice, mother of
the college physician. Dr. Carol M. Rice,
who died in December at the age of 93,
friends are contributing to a fund for the
purchase of music reference books by the
Mary Helen Cochran Library. Mrs. Rice
had made her home at Sweet Briar since
1948. and for many years was an active participant in community events. She herself
gave a number of valuable additions to the
library's music collection.

k
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A native of France who has lived and
taught in this country for many years has
been named Professor-in-charge of the 196061 Junior Year in France, it was announced
recently by President Anne Gary Pannell.

He is Daniel Girard, professor of French
and chairman of foreign languages at Teachers College, Columbia University, who will
be on leave from that post next year. Prof.
Girard's previous experience includes direction of three Teachers College summer session groups in Pau, France, including last
summer.
Mme. Lilyane S. Dariosecq, a French woman who has taught at Mount Holyoke College for two years and at Smith College for
three, has been named assistant to the professor-in-charge. She will accompany the
student group to France next September, after completing her teaching duties at McGill
University summer school, where she is head
of the phonetics classes and laboratories, and
is director of the theatre group for the fourth
summer.
Prof. Girard, who came to this country to
continue his education under the sponsorship of an American veteran of World War
I, is a graduate of Columbia College, with
a master of arts degree from Teachers College. He also holds a teaching diploma
from the Sorbonne.
In 1950-51 he held a
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IN FRANCE

Dace Play Wins Prize
In Arkansas Contest

Fulbright Research
Fellowship
in France.
A former vice-president of the American
Association of Teachers of French, Prof. Girard was the founder and director of its
national information bureau from 1942-49.
He also served for several years as managing editor of the French Review, and for
eight years he edited the annual bulletin of
the Societe des Professeurs Frangais en Amerique, of which he was vice-president for five
years. He has contributed numerous articles
on language teaching to professional journals
and has published a second year college
reader. The Pulse of France.
Mme. Dariosecq, whose husband also
teaches at Mount Holyoke College and will
be in Paris next year, attended the Sorbonne
and holds a certificate in general literary
studies and the Licence es lettres as well as
the diploma of higher studies, conferred in
1955. For two years, Mme. Dariosecq
studied at the Institut de Phonetique in Paris.
Sweet Briar College has administered the
Junior Year in France since 1948, and during
that time 986 young men and women from
136 colleges and universities have been enrolled in it. R. John Matthew, professor of
French at Sweet Briar, is now director of
the Junior Year in France, which begins with

Shortly before Christmas, a television play,
Escape to the South also written by Mr.
Dace, was presented over station KRMA in
Denver. This was one of a series of plays
sponsored by the Council for Educational
Television in the interest of encouraging new
playwrights. A critique of the play followed
the performance, a tape of which was sent
to the author.

a six weeks' period of intensive language
drill in the city of Tours, and continues with
the winter and spring terms at the University of Paris.

Mr. Dace's historical drama, The Prophet,
based on John Brown's Raid in 1859, was
presented at the Centennial observance of this
event in Harpers Ferry, W. Va., last October.

First prize in a play-writing contest sponsored by the Arkansas Chapter of the National Collegiate Players has been won by
Wallace Dace, assistant professor of English
at Sweet Briar College, for his play. Flight.
He has also won recognition with a number
of other dramas in the past year.
Based on a novel with the same title, published in 1954 by Evelyn Eaton who is director of the Creative Writers Workshop at
Sweet Briar, the two-act drama was written
by Mr. Dace in the summer of 1958. .
The award consists of a cash stipend in
lieu of royalty for a limited number of performances of the play at the University of
Arkansas during the coming year. As yet,
there has been no announcement of production dates.

Order Your New Alumnae Directory Now!
A new Sweet Briar Alumnae Directory will he published this spring. The first since
19'>0, it will be the most complete directory the Alumnae Association has ever compiled.
All alumnae will be listed alphabetically by maiden names u'ith classes and addresses.
In addition, married alumnae will be listed alphabetically tvith maiden names, classes, and
addresses. All alumnae will be listed geographically, by states and cities, and all alumnae will be listed by classes.
A list of deceased alumnae will be included.
Order your Directory noiv at the special advance sale price of $2.00 a copy. After
publication the price will be $5.00. but ive tvill have only a limited fvimber to sell. Don't
miss this opportunity to_ reserve your copy and take advantage of the bargain price. Send
your order to the Alumnae Office at Sweet Briar.
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Springs, Virginia, for winter sports!
( Artificial snow is provided when
necessary and there is an elegant
skating rink. I And we are experimenting with an ice rink in the old
orchard so that we have even had
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ten thousand Holland Bulbs planted
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during Virginia's Historic Garden
Week when visitors from all over
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come to the campus. Lest the alumnae think these were an extravagance
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on the part of the college, we hasten
to add that they were a gift from
our importer from Holland who
supplies us with the bulbs for our
famous Bulb Project.
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A New

Boxwood

Circle

has been

formed

at Sweet Briar

We

invite you

to become

a

member

^ I "'HIRTY-ONE giant boxwood make up the lanious boxwood circlt- in front of Sweet
-■- Briar House. To recognize the alumnae who have been most generous to Sweet
Briar, the Executive Board of the Alumnae Association announces the formation of
a new Boxwood Circle. Membership each year will be made up of those alumnae
who give a thousand dollars or more to the college. Each will be sent a Sweet Briar
boxwood and a boxwood charm. Among the charter members of the Circle are Jane
Gregory Marechal, '1.5, Frances Murrell Rickards, '10, Rhoda Allen Worden, "21, Rebecca Ashcraft Warren, '26, Kitty Blount Andersen, '26, Elise Morley Fink, '27, Elizabeth Bryan Stockton, '29, Gladys Wester Horton, ".30 Sarah Belk Gambrell, '39, Louise
Kirk Headley, "41, Mary Vinton Fleming, "46, Katharine Weisiger Osborne, '47, Florence Woelfel Elston, '21, Elizabeth Stevenson Tate, '30. When the alumnae gather
there for reunions in June we hope there will be 31 mombers of this new Boxwood Circle.
Financial support is only one of the miuiy ways alumnae should and do express interest and concern for their Alma Mater. A special report, starting on page 2.5, on The
Alumnus/a, is being printed in 380 alumni publications widi a circulation of over
3.000,000. Your editors hope all Sweet Briar alumnae will study it thoughtfully and
then read ■Tt"s Time to Make a Choice," an article about Sweet Briar alumnae in this
year of 1960.

LEARNING

LANGUAGES:
a teacher makes some
provocative remarks on communication

by DOUGLAS

P.

HINKLE,

Assistant Professor of Spanish

of our attitudes toward life are underprofound changes. We are currently
process of trying to adjust our longon education, religion, courtship, law,
itself to a new frame of reference in

at best, when it is the most significant single instrument
with which to face up to the problems imposed by the

which our understanding of such common spatial and
temporal concepts as infinity or even a beam of light is
taking on enormous growth. The moon, for example,
is no longer just something to inspire poetry or to plant
crops by: it is now a target for scientific marksmen and
political craftsmen. Dynamite has been relegated to the
class of relatively harmless firecrackers in comparison
with thermonuclear explosives. Our geographic isolation and our position of unrivalled power have collapsed
like a house of cards. In the face of this challenge
to our minds (to say nothing of the muUifarious dangers
to our bodies I there is one attitude that has undergone

we allow the carpenter's tools to rust.
We know instinctively that this is wrong, tliat we
cannot afford to do this; we know that we must come

A GOOD many
-^*- going some
in the agonizing
established ideas
and even science

no change whatever: our natural instinct to self-preservation.
The result of this overpowering conflict is an insidious
confusion, not often overtly manifested, but omnipresent
and dangerously destructive. Its most common form is
a mental lethargy of which the escapism of the beatnik
is merely a symptom. It is. after all, a lot easier to
put a difficult problem to one side in favor of more
pleasant or seductive thoughts. The big trouble is that
the problem continues to exist.
And. as in the case of all such problems, its solution
depends almost exclusively on conununication. Communication between individuals, between regions, between
nations, between national souls.
Unfortunately, we are inclined to be as lethargic
about communication as we are about the problem itself.
We let the study of Ifuiguages suffer, or remain static

changing universe around us.
Thus we have all the elements of the vicious cycle:
the roof is about to cave in, so in our fear or depression

to grips with the problem of communications before we
can insure om' own security and that of our children.
The basic question before us is how to do it.
And this calls for a definition of terms. What do
we mean by communication? What do we mean by
understanding? How many times have we heard a Republican say of a Democrat, 'T can't talk with him; he
and I don't speak the same language." What he means
is not language, but value judgments or articles of faith,
known in mathematics as unprovable assumptions. He
means, furthermore, the connotations of words. To a
conservative and a liberal of the same language, such
words as "worker," "capital." "industry," "labor force"
have different connotations far deeper and broader than
their dictionary definitions. If these differences of understanding can exist between native speakers of the same
language, how vast must be the gulf between native
speakers of different languages?
The Spaniards have a saying, "a man has as many different souls as the number of languages he speaks."
Think about it. If all our words had exact equivalents
in another language we should only have to buy a bilingual dictionary and forget about language classes.
The fact is, each language has its own way of saying
things — and many single words that exist only in that
language — so that it takes many years of study and
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In a ruliirlp linnl willi aiouslii- till', a stuilent records a passage in Krencli on a plastic disc. Wlien
it is coniplrled, she can play it l)ack and compare
it with a master recording. In this way she strives
tor correct pronunciation and greater comprehension.

reading before one really knows a tongue other than his
own. For example, the word patio refers to an architectural concept which is a product of the introspective
Spanish soul. English has no equivalent word.

(Con-

versely, there is no exact word for "yard" in Spanish. I
It is easy enough to define a patio in geometric terins;
it takes years of exposure to the Spanish way of life
before the spiritual and philosophical significance of the
patio becomes a part of one's underlying consciousness.
But it can be done, and the rewards are great.
By communication, then, we mean the ability to converse freely in a foreign idiom with a knowledge of the
semantics of the vocabulary we employ. By understanding; we mean a sixth sense that enables us to know instinctively how a given people will react to a given set of
circumstances.
The shortest road to such a sixth sense is the study of
language, cs])ecial!\ semantics, because it is in the language of the people tliat the collective soul is revealed.
"VTET as a nation we Americans have never bothered to
recognize this. Perhaps there was a time when we
really didn't need to. In spite of changing times and
conditions, however, most Americans (and this is, regrettably, reflected in our own Department of State)
still cling to a very mechanical attitude based on a false
practicality: If you can make your basic wants known,
that's all you need. There are several things wrong with
this position:
(1) It fails to take into consideration that communication isa two-way process — give and take. Understanding depends on a desire to understand.
(2) Otlier nations are proud of their language and
their literature: our failure to accord other languages the courtesy
Spring 1960

they

are due

constitutes

a

slap in the face, which costs us much
badlyneeded cooperation.
(3) Our lack of skill in languages has gained us tlie
reputation of a nation of boors. We may be a
nation of crackerjack engineers but you can't calculate human emotions with a slide rule. Bridges
you build with concrete and steel; understanding you build with communication.
(4) Our attitude toward languages is based on circumstances — military, scientific, political — that
no longer exist.
It is only recently that appreciable segments of our
population have begun to realize that we are lo.sing the
battle of good will through our inabilty — or miwillingness — to tackle the problem of languages. Some people,
struck with the immediacy of the problem, iiave merely
condemned the existing situation : others have suggested
remedies. The panaceas offered general 1\ fall into
three categories:
( 1 ) Teach everyone to speak English so they can
talk with i/s.
(2 I Create an artificial universal language.
(3) Step u|j foreign language training to niccl current exigencire.
The first of tlie foregoing propo.>itions has swept the
Department of State, particularly the United States Information Agency. Huge sums are spent ainnially on
teaching English as a foreign language. Undoubtedly
this has done considerable good here and there, but I
submit that any greenhorn salesman knows you have to
talk to your customer in his own language. If you take
lime out to educate him in your lingo vou lose the sale.
Furthermore, it is patently selfish to expect a customer
to make the additional eflForf of learning the salesman'?
language.

As for II iirtilicial language, its
advorales arc living in a dream world.
There has onl) been one really workable universal language — Latin — and that broke down through regional
influences into the seven major Romance languages we know today. Any
other universal language, especially
an artificial one, could reasonably be
expected to meet a similar fate. Besides, itwould have no tradition behind it to enrich its vocabulary with
special connotations.
C'O THAT leaves only one realistic
^ approach: the stepping up of foreign language training here at home.
If that means the abandonment of our
long-standing national tradition of
disinterest in foreign languages, then
let us abandon it. Age does not
necessarily make a tradition good.
If we agree, then, that increased
foreign language training is only
sensible in the modern world, we are
still left with the decision of how
much to increase it, or what goal to
aim for. In this regard I am inclined to lean heavily toward the
ideas of Dr. James B. Conant, former president of Harvard University.
Said Dr. Conant, after a year's study
of foreign-language teaching in
America, "I submit that to study a
language for two years, even two languages for two years each, is a waste
of time . . . (We should strive for)
something approaching a mastery.
And by this I mean the ability to read
with ease a foreign newspaper and
discuss it intelligently with a native
of the country in question . . . This
degree of mastery . . . cannot be
reached in two years."
Those of us associated with Sweet
Briar College may take justifiable
pride, I believe, in the attitude which
has prevailed here in spite of the
long-time American de-emphasis of
languages. Most of the students who
come here have had considerable
background in the language they
study here, so that the two-year requirement inlanguages for the arts

degree does not by any means reflect the actual level of mastery the
student generally achieves. In fact,
matiy Sweet Briar students take electives in languages far beyond the
basic degree requirements.
The Sweet Briar student body is
rapidly becoming "language-conscious." Evidence of this is the growing incidence of extra-curricular activities geared to foreign languages,
the expansion of interest in "language tables," the increased number
of informal groups using a modern
foreign language instead of English
over coffee. These elements all serve
as useful adjuncts to the curricular
language program, which includes, by
the way, an up-to-date language laboratory.
The language lab is a tacit recognition by the faculty and the administration that language training in
the modern world must be aural
and oral as well as visual. While
the programming of the lab sessions
is done by faculty members, the actual instruction is in many cases in

pin, and about as medieval.) The
students are encouraged to use the
language they study, and a surprising number of them are doing so voluntarily outside of class.
Perhaps the greatest cdiilriinition
in the direction of such understanding has been the Junior Year in
France program. The Junior Year
Abroad

is Sweet Briar's acknowledgment that there is no such thing
as an unrelated course in a liberal
arts curriculum. It is likewise an
admission that there is no such thing
as an unrelated country in the
atomic age. And by extension it is
an admission that the key to these
relationships between ideas, states of
mind and nations is language.
Under the Junior Year in France,
qualified students, both male and
female, from accredited institutions
all over America, are given the opportunity to spend one-fourth of their
entire college career in a French university while living with an approved
French family. Since Sweet Briar
took over the Junior Year in France,

the hands of native speakers — often foreign students who supplement
their scholarships by helping to
teach their native languages at Sweet
Briar. By this means the American
students have a regular opportunity
to hear their required language

roughly one thousand American students from almost 150 colleges and
universities have participated in the

spoken with a truly native flavor and
to pick up many modern expressions
too new to have found their way
into textbooks. The language lab is

Equally important is the fact that
the program has served as a stimulus
to other colleges and universities in
the United States, so that there are

required for first-year students, voluntary for advanced students.

now Junior Year programs in Ger-

CTILL more important, perhaps, is
the mianimous recognition by the
language faculty that language training must be increasingly fmictional
in the sense that it must contribute
more and more to a general underslanding of how the other half lives,
thinks and feels. (Language training based on the mechanics of grammar is about as useful as an exercise in logic to determine how many
angels can dance on the head of a

program, returning to the United
States with an understanding through
experience tiiat in most cases could
not otherwise have been gained.

many, Spain, and even South America — directly or indirectly through
the influence of Sweet Briar. Thus
the bread cast upon the waters by
Sweet Briar has come back in the
form of other opportunities for foreign study by our own students, a
number of whom have elected to
spend the Junior Year in other European countries with groups from
other colleges.
So in some cases, at least, our students have obviously achieved Dr.
(Continued on Page 62)
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Julia Wilson of New ) orli. a specialisi in irriliiig liiuiiirial
literature, was featured in the Herald-Tribune as one who
makes "financial prose sing' and who "iransla-tes statistics
into words women can understand"
Aware of women's increasing
interest in the world oj linance, the editors asked her to
give her fellow alumnae a hit of "free advice" as to how she.
a "pro" in the field, does her own investing.

FINANCIAL PLANNING:
IT IS YOUR JOB, TOO
by JUI.IA A. WILSON,

"That's my husband's responsibility!" — some of you may protest.
And resentment may also be the immediate emotional reaction of some
husbands.
Neither makes any sense!
Both of vou have too much at
stake to let false pride or outdated
tradition interfere in matters of
great mutual interest. Only by building a "living estate" in sound investments which will provide monev
for future needs and wants can either
of you hope to achieve continuing
financial security and peace of mind.
No Excuses, Please!
"But I don't know anything about
investing!" This is no excuse —
any intelligent person can learn!
My mollier once seemed lo be solely
concerned with the needs of her four
children, other domestic affairs and
her church activities. Imagine our
surprise then, when my father announced the sad state of the family's
financial affairs near the bottom of
the Depression, and mother replied,
"Harvey, we're not completely broke
Spring 1960
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I own some stocks that are still

worth quite a lot of money!" She
had saved money regularly out of her
allowance, and had invested most of
it in the slocks of small but profitable
and growing local companies. She
had bought them outright — no borrowed money — and there was practically no speculative buying of those
issues. Thus, her stocks did far better price - wise and income - wise
throughout the Thirties than the
stocks of many big companies listed
on the New York Stock Exchange.
Another example: A friend who
was an actress and singer in her youth
invested her own small inheritance
so successfully from 19k) through
1945 — while her brilliant doctorhusband was overseas — that he was
delighted to let her handle his savings also and, later on, his own considerably larger inheritance. And
she's not the only wife I know who
assumes major responsibilitv for the
family investments.
You may be surprised to find that
most people, perhaps including your

husband, tend to confuse investing
with speculating. The two are totallv
different, and to confuse them is dangerous. For instance, buying stocks
haphazardly here and there, in the
hope of large profits — without regard for specific long-term goals and
j)lans or for the need to reduce risk
— is little more than gambling!
True investing implies a far more
careliil. jnudent approach.
Prudent Investing Concepts
Investing, to the i)rudcnt. means
putting money to work in a diversified list of common stocks and/or
other securities, each one carefully
selected for specific purposes, according to a soundly planned, long-term
program. This affords by far the
best hope of accomplishing such expensive financial goals as the education of children, a comforlaiilc retirement, etc.
A selected, diversified and continuously supervised investment account
will pay income regularly and at the
(Continued on Page 02)
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Phoebe Pierson Dunn, '36, is a well-known professional photographer,
and as the enchanting pictures on these pages testify, her specialty
is photographing children. In October at the Careers after College
Conference, Phoebe described to Sweet Briar students her fascinating
career combining photography and writing. Writing about what?
Why,
photography, of course. She tells us how we, too, can take better
pictures by steering a course between the formal portrait on the one
hand and the snapshot nn the other as we sirire for the

INFORMAL PORTRAIT
)) PHOEBE

W

HEN

PIERSON DUNN, '36

was llie last lime you really concentrated on taking

a good picture of a meinher of your family — not just a
quick snapshot to use up the last exposure on your roll of sunset
masterpieces? Have you postponed pictures of the females in

your family because they don't turn out as glamorously as you expected, perhaps comparing them to the $40-an-hour long-legged
professional models?
Perhaps, because of the captivating photogenic qualities of
the very young, we neglect photographing our offspring after they
have graduated from the baby stage. We take it for granted thai
our family will always be available as photographic subjects,
like the Grand Canyon.
There is no permanency in people!
Webster says a snapshot is an instantaneous photograph —
a quick shot taken without deliberation — taken with a hand
camera, usually unposed. We think of a portrait as a rather formal, stylized likeness of a person, especially of the face. There is
a happy medium between the two, a carefully planned but instantaneously executed informal portrait that should be our objective
in taking family pictures. The problem of achieving this boils
down to two simple facts; understanding and control ol (lie main
elements of your picture: light and your subject. The former can
be learned with a little observation, the latter should be a cincli

Boys make wmulerful subjects. The
older child is placed slightly in
f„,. any■'
discerning" adult,
trout to emphasize the clinerence
in size and age. Photographs
by
PROPS
Phoehe Diitni. and text from her arti-

cle. Better Family I'iciiires. in the
It's not easy to hold a young
December issue of ropular I'hoio^j^^^^ ^^,^^^^^^^ provides numerous props
rapny. courtesy ol the magazine.
'
strategy ahead of time as to when
copyright. ZilT-Davis Puhlishing Co.
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child's

attention

outdoors

to help' you.
-^ i Plan
i i your
'
and where the lighting.
7

composition iiiul background will
contribute to your picture. Be ready
to shoot when your subject discovers
a fuzzy caterpillar or shiny acorn
that just happens to be in the ri^lil
location. You'll have plenty of time
to catch him in a variety of poses and
from different angles. It's a good
idea to have an extra supply of expendable props on hand. If you're
the squeamish type you can always
buy thoroughly dead but real specimens, i.e., beetles and butterflies, from
a scientific supply house.
Never "C17 wolf" to a child. If
you say "catch the bug" lie sure there
is one! flow dreadful of old-time
photographers to say "look at the
birdie" to direct the child's attention to the camera — unless he had an
obliging pigeon perched on his
shoulder.
There are so many possibilities for
picture situations outdoors. All small
children love flowers and there is
nothing unmanly about a small boy's
wonder as he discovers the intricacies
of a black-eyed Susan. However,
never lure a child who is afraid of
bees into the middle of your flower
garden.
Pets and children are an unbeatable combination for the photographer, although you will need firmness and patience in dealing with
both subjects. A pet does not necessarily have to have a pedigree to be
the object of your child's affection.
Try a shot of your young child holding a kitten and be quick to catch
her possessiveness. Let an older
child who can control his pet play
with his companion, whether it's a
duck or a dog. You'll never have to
worry about self-conscious expressions! This is a time for fast films,
for you need a small aperture as well
as fast shutter speed to do right by
such animated subjects.
Children gravitate naturally to
trees. Trees are for climbing, peeking around, swinging on, and finding things under.
They make won-

I'liorljf's ilaughter, Judy (here in her later teens) and a friend
seem to have none of the self-consciousness some teenagers show.

derful props for family pictures, no
matter where you live.
If you are photographing your
young son, lift him up to the top
crotch of a tree. Instinctively he'll
hang on. Be quick to get your picture before he wants to get down or
climb to the top.
You might try a shot of a small
head peeking around the side of a
large tree trunk, an excellent hiding
place for the cowboy-type subject.
If he is at the squirt-gun age, encourage him to take aim around the
tree trunk but snap your picture
fast and duck; he may be quicker
on the trigger than you are.
Again, use your props and setting
to carry out the mood of your picture. Rough-textured bark would
make a dramatic frame for a closeup portrait of a handsome boy, but
choose the more delicate leaves and
branches for your daughter's picture.
An older child will follow your suggestion to reach up and hold on to
a low branch. Watch closely for
good composition. If the lowest
branch is too high or not pliable
enough for the child to bend, enlist
the help of someone else to hold it
for you.

The delicacy of a weeping willow
tree makes an ideal prop for a little
girl. Use parts of the long pliable
branches either in or out of focus
to add interest to your picture.
In the early spring, the delicate
greens and yellows of new leaves
make wonderful backgrounds and
props for your family pictures.
Don't simply plunk your subject in
front of a flowering tree; use it as
part of the composition. A few blossoms will give the feeling of springtime and be more complementary to
your subject.
The same applies to photographing
your family in the midst of the profusion of fall color. Strive for color
harmony but be selective. Too much
color is worse than none at all!
ACTION
Movement is the nature of childhood, so why not try some pictures
of your children in action? With the
new high-speed films you can even
shoot in color. Remember the few
fundamentals of action shots: it is
easier to stop motion
farther away from the
close up; you can catch
suspended motion, the

when it is
camera than
a moment of
peak of ac-
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lion, with a relatively slow shutter
speed. Sometimes a little blur, however, is more effective in giving the
feeling of motion than an image that
is "frozen" in action.
Don't race around after your child
shooting at random. Action shots
should he ])l;;nned hut not posed.
Select a spot, mark it, and focus carefully on it. Whatever the method
of locomotion for your subject's age,
crawling, skipping, jumping, have
him come toward you, snap the shutter as he passes over the prede-

liusy willi llifir iiwn
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termined s])ot. It may take a little
patience and a lot of film liut the
results will be worth your effort.
BOYS
It's always a temptation to photograph the girls in your family because they look so pretty, and sadly
neglect the boys. Granted, girls
make more amenable subjects and
you will have to use more energy
and psychology to get the cooperation of the boys. They are realistic,
more
interested in doing than in

inojfcl. children Iom' all awarcnoss of camera;

photographer

can

making believe. So go along with
them to the playground or wherever
they will be happy and busy and
join in their fun. Talk with him,
not to him, about his current interests, whether mud pies or missiles,
and you'll be rewarded with meaningful poses and ex|)ressions.
Boys make wonderful subjects for
picture stories. In the city or the
country ihey are always busy exploring and investigating people and
])la(cs. .Suggest an idea to a boy
and let him carry it out in his own

work

freely

wilhoiil

dislracling

ihem.

^

#

^

\v

way. In the spring you might mention that you know where there are
frogs' eggs at various stages of development; the natural inquisitiveness of a boy will do the rest. To
give your story continuity it must
have a beginning and an end. Try
as well to have each shot self-explanatory. This takes planning ahead
of time but keep the actual shooting spontaneous and fun and you
will be quick to catch the unexpected.
Our albums are usually filled with
pictures of mother and daughter together, but the men in the family
are too often missing. Perhaps this
is because father is usually behind
the camera and not in front of it.
You, the mother, must get a record
of those wonderful years of companionship between father and son.
Don't wait for a major event; nothing
is too unimportant if it is natural or
appropriate for them to be doing together, from washing the car to painting the fence. Or, if you live in the
city, it could be rowing a boat across
the park lake or any one of many
other shared experiences. Again, in
the country, you might try some
shots of Dad teaching Junior the
fundamentals of baseball, or vice
versa. It may not look like the
World Series but you will certainly
have relaxed models. Perhaps, with
a little persuasion, they might even
10

let you go along
tion. Fish or
will be happily
ship.
your record of
A LITTLE

on a fishing expedino fish, the outing
remembered through
their close relation-

PSYCHOLOGY

Attention to props and such things
as lighting and backgrounds would
be wasted without the cooperation of
your subject. Needless to say, the
method of achieving this cooperation
varies greatly with the personality
and age of your model. It should
be easier for you to take pictures
of those close to you whom you
know so well than for an outside
professional photographer, but it
doesn't always work this way. Too
often we are impatient with members
of our own family and demand cooperation rather than taking the
time to wheedle them into a happy
frame of mind.
There are a few generalizations,
however, that apply to all ages.
Never interrupt your model's schedule if you want him at his best.
Alumnae Magazine

With a young baby, of course, this
eliminates most of the day because
it always seems to be time for eating, sleeping, bathing, or some other
performance essential to his well being and comfort. Older children
have schedules, too, although they
don't seem as important to us as
to them. Don't try to nab your son
to pose for a picture if he is on his
way "out," which could mean anywhere. (However, adults may use
this busy-ncs:^ indefinitely as an excuse to avoid being photographed ! )
Secondly, never try to force anyone out of character just for the sake
of a "pretty" picture. If your subject is the serious type, record him
tliat way. Never tell your model to
say "cheese" or you'll get a forced
smile. Needless to say, use good
taste in photographing your family.
Never record anything, especially
the bear-rug-type picture, that would

be embarrassing to the subject later
on. Especially when photographing
babies try not to make them look
silly in adult-type poses or out-ofcharacler props. It's legitimate, however, to record their moments of frustration which are so overtly expressed
in the younger generation.
Above all, give your subjects something to do. Record their interests
and hobbies, not just their physiognomies.
Try to figure out all the mechanical details of exposure, etc., ahead
of time even if you have to use a
stand-in for measuring your light intensity. No matter what the age of
your subject, the spontaneity of the
occasion will be lost if you fiddle
around with tripods, exposure meters,
and the myriad other picture-taking
gadgets. If you want to experiment
with diflferent films, filters, and accessories, try them on inanimate ob-

jects first. The photographer should
be free to think about the most important part of the picture: capturing the personality of his subject.
BABIES
It's hard to get a really bad picture of a cute baby, especially if it's
your own, but there are ways to improve the ordinary snapshot, in which
your miniscule subject is lost in the
confusion of his surroundings. Simplicity again, in lighting and backgrounds, isessential. Use fairly soft
flat frontlighting when photographing your baby so that no matter
which way he turns his head there
will be no harsh shadows.
Move in as close as you can with
your particular camera. If your
subject is still too tiny a part of
your composition, go ahead and
shoot anyway. You can crop off
the distracting portions and enlarge
just the important part of your picture. Cropping is not a substitute
for careful planning. It should be
used to improve a good picture but
not to encourage careless shooting.
However, if you see a shot that will
not wait, don't pass it up; take it
and compose your final picture in
the enlarger.
Remember, for the time being,
your baby is boss. Arrange your
shooting time to fit in with his rou-

Why not try some pictures of your children
in action? This sequence situation was set
up on white background paper, and the little hoy was provided willi an absorbing
toy.
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Mother's shoulder is ideal
perch for young baby. Here,
moving in close with camera,
Phoebe needed close-up lens.

tine. As a proud parent you know
his capabilities — try to catch each
wonderful stage in his progress. It
is never too soon to start recording
your baby. However, the younger he
is the shorter his attention span. At
the end of a few minutes your young
baby will either be sound asleep or
protesting vocally. Actually, you
should have a shot to remember each
of his moods.
Alert expressions don't just happen by chance: they are caused by
you, the photographer. If you are
using a reflex camera and working
alone, you should use a tripod and
cable release to free yourself to stand
to one side, close to your subject. Talk
to him soothingly;
12

don't make loud

or sudden noises or he'll be frightened and not amused. Dime-store
props are all you need for any child.
You can attract the attention of a
tiny baby with jingle bells, usually
available only at Christmas time. If
he's hungry, you'll catch an eager expression by producing his bottle at
the propitious moment.
To avoid flailing arms and legs,
inevitable when he is placed on his
back like an overturned turtle, put
him on his tummy. Be sure he's on
a firm surface and be quick to catch
that bobbing head as he looks up to
see what's going on.
The simplest way to make a closeup of your baby is to have someone
hold him up over a shoulder, sup-

porting his back. When he is a little
older you can prop him up on a
pillow to widen his horizon. This
gives him the opportunity, however,
to stuff his fingers in his mouth.
Take a few shots of this typical pose
but then outwit him by presenting
him with a small new toy to hold —
small enough not to be distracting,
but large enough not to be swallowed.
This is a good way to get his hands
into the picture, important in photographing all age groups.
When your baby can sit up you
might try a shot posing him with
his back to the camera. Attract his
attention when you're ready to shoot;
an enchanting portrait will result.
If you prefer the more candid

ap-
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proach you can record the eating,
sleeping, and dressing routine. Re-

your picture, and not just the back
of her head. Be sure she is dressed

member, if he's sitting in a high
chair, not to seat him on a figured

ill a plain, light color so her clothes
will not be distracting. She may
raise strenuous objections to being
a part of the picture but soon will
be rela.ved and look radiant in the
tender relationship.

high-chair pad.
When he's ahh- to pull himself up
in his crib or playpen, you might
try slicking a little piece of Scotch
tape where you want him. It may
take all of 1/.50 second for him to
pull it off, but that's all it takes to
snap your picture. Again, move in
close and shoot when his head is
above the bars. If you catch him
through the bars he'll look caged.
\ ou might turn tlie crib around so
the solid end is facing the camera.
He'll inevitably peek over the top
or around it. If he's the athletic type
be prepared to waste a lot of film
in the hope of getting one shot of
him upside down.
No one is more important in the
baby's world than his mother. It's
natural to plan to include her in

The younger the baby is the easier
it will be for everybody: it is hard
to "cuddle" n squirming toddler.
In ivinter try window light for
soft, flattering inother-and-babv pictures. In summer the filtered sunlight in the shade of a tree would be
flattering to tliem both. However,
don't let the sunlight fall directly on
the baby's face. Mother and baby
must be comfortable — and see that
your small subject is not being held
like a bag of groceries. Watch for
graceful posec, when their heads are
close together in a "tight composition." This is the one time the
photographer should keep quiet. The

mother will naturally talk to the
child, a more intimate feeling than
directing his attention to the camera.
Don't forget to record these photogenic subjects in color!
TODDLERS
As a parent, you are justly proud
of your offspring's first steps, but as
he gains his new-found freedom he
becomes a tyrant as a photographic
subject. He is no longer confined in
a small area so you will have to
use all your psychology to lure him
into position. No wonder toddlers
are a joy to movie camera owners!
I don't believe in following your
agile subject around shooting haphazardly. Unless he is asleep or
strapped in a highchair it's impossible
to use a tripod, so use a fast film
and a shutter speed of at least 1/100
second. It's a good idea to have another person around to help amuse
the child
while
vou
concentrate

Suggest that one cliild whisper a secret to t'je other; they will always have something to say.

on

a more lively expression get in the
spirit of fun yourself. You must be
able to talk the same language

everything ready before you bring
the child on the scene.

whether it's "pig latin" or teen-age
slang. Young children love silly
talk. Give them a cue and a gush

photograph indoors than boys. You
can always appeal to their vanity.
Just give a girl a hairbrush and a

of garbled words and animated expressions will result.
Although we all think our children
are beautiful, the camera is merciless. Learn to look at your subject
objectively. See her best features

mirror: she'll do the rest. You might
even try a shot of mother brushing

sharp focus and composition.
Again, liave everything set up
ahead of time: backgrounds, lights,
etc. Choose a variety of toys but
keep them out of his sight until ready
to shoot or the novehy will wear
off. He tires of them easily and you
are likely to become the target for
the rejected ones. An excellent prop
is a toy that requires putting together.
Select one appropriate for his age,
take it apart, and be ready to shoot
as he puts it together again. Try to
catch him in a squatting position, a
remarkable feat and so typical of this
age. Be patient. If the first prop

and play them up, i.e., if your child's
hair is her crowning glory, emphasize it by backlighting. If her eyes
are her best features take a serious

doesn't work, try another; this is a
battle of wits.
Outdoors it is even more difficult

picture with eyes wide open. A big
smile necessarily narrows the eyes.
If your child has a very round face,

to control a toddler, for the great
open spaces are a challenge to him.

a three-quarter view would be more
flattering than a head-on shot.
Watch out for imperfections that
would need retouching. Chapped

If you aren't both fascinating and
fast you'll get nothing but a rear
view of your subject taking off for
more exciting territory. A good way
to keep him within camera range is
to introduce big brother or sister
into the picture. Be ready to shoot
quickly to catch the happy expression as the older child plays with
the baby.
YOUNG

CHILDREN

Now that your child has progressed
from the baby stage to an age of
intelligent two-way communication,
it is easier for the photographer to
hold his interest. A parent understands his subject, knows what
amuses or annoys him, what will
bring on giggles or tears. You know
his favorite toys and stories, what
will evoke the most appealing responses. Never give a little girl a
new doll and expect her to cradle
it lovingly in her arms. Rather,
photograph her tender expression as
she cuddles her worn-out favorite.
A child of any age will be delighted to have his parents' undivided attention. If you want a serious portrait-type shot, hold his rapt
attention by retelling his favorite
story
for the hundredth time.
For
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lips in winter, mosquito bites in summer are not flattering in a close-up.
A good portrait does not have to be
stiff and formal but it should be
flattering.
For

a

more

candid approach,

equally important, record the child's
day-by-day activities. Don't think
because you have conscientiously
taken a single shot of little Debbie
all slicked up, recording her vital
statistics for that particular year,
that you have an adequate record of
her personality.
Why don't you try a series? For
this, it is better not to use flash or
you'll lose important pictures in the
process of changing bulbs between
shots. Maneuver your child into a
situation natural for her and you
will catch a multitude of spontaneous
expressions while she is absorbed in
what she is doing. For a young child
it might be as simple as the challenge of putting on her shoes and
socks. Directing a child for a series,
however, does have its difficulties.
The photographer must be both patient and quiet as well as flexible if
the child has a better idea. Of course
you

choose

the

location

and

have

Little girls are somewhat easier to

the child's hair. Among the more
serious problems of childhood calling for assistance from an adult is
the problem of snapping snaps or
buttoning buttons. Being relatively
stationary and absorbed in their task,
mother and child will make wonderful subjects.
Water is sheer adventure to children of all ages, indoors or out. You
can get a delightful series by giving a young child a cake of soap
and a sink full of water. You can
catch wonderful expressions of glee
with the combination of young child
and bathtub full of bubbles. However, be careful to use a rubber mat
in the tub so the child won't slip and
for extra precaution have a third
person, who doesn't mind getting
splashed, kneel beside the tub out of
camera range.
Boys do not specialize in passive
indoor activities, but they do hold
still long enough to build things,
whether it's building blocks in their
early years or complicated construction sets and airplane models later
on. Better save the hammer and
nails for outdoor locations.
As a child gets older, a boy especially, he may "freeze" into stiff,
formal pose. Avoid giving him dially.
rections; merely suggest things to
him to which he will respond naturTEEN-AGERS
Why is it that the most charming
and provocative period of our children's growth, the teen-age, is so
rarely recorded by the family camera? Perhaps we are too busy keeping up with their transient moods to
think about capturing their maturing
features on film. Perhaps, too, it is
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because this is the age of conformity

There arc tricks to avoid retouch-

endless. Be sure your lighting setup

and our teen-ager is perfectly satisfied with the school yearbook picture
that looks like all other yearbook

ing. If your teen-ager has a complexion problem, use a light pancake
foundation. Soft back-lighting and a
diffusion disk over the lens can also

is figured out alieail of time, indoors

pictures — completely devoid of personality. Or maybe it is because,
for the first time, the photographer
has the distinct psychological handicap of also being the subject's parent.
Don't expect any praise for (he results of your efforts. "That's awful
of me," will be the response but you
will be besieged witli requests for
wallet-size prints for their dozens of
"best friends."
Teen-agers, as usual, seem to follow two extremes. There are those
who love to have their pictures taken
and mug all too willingly for the
camera; but the shy ones would "simply die" of embarrassment if anyone
saw them being photographed.
The latter group is best recorded
in the privacy of their own home.
Try some shots of your teen-ager,
male or female, getting ready for a
date; you will have plenty of time
while your subject is preoccupied
with the problems of good grooming. Outdoors you might try a shot
of your daughter lying on the ground
engrossed in the latest fashion magazine. Another idea for photographing your teen-agers is to encourage
them in a lengthy telephone call.
You might enlist the help of a friend
to call at the auspicious moment with
a fascinating bit of news. If you
don't interrupt the conversation with
directions you can record a fantastic
number of natural positions — some
decorous, otiiers not. Another ruse
is to donate a new record to her collection, one of her choice, not yours,
and photograph her during the listening period. As any commercial photographer knows, music soothes many
a self-conscious model.
Your teen-age son would not object to being photographed while he
is tinkering w^ith his precious convey—

ance — whether it's a bike or jalopy
as long as you minimize the importance ofhim as the subject.
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accomplish wonders. Keep clothing
simple and flattering; for girls, a becoming neckline without a lot of
jewelry, skirts that are graceful for
sitting-down poses. You want your
subject to feel relaxed. For boys,
avoiil neckties and formal-locking
suits. Sweaters with open-collared
shirts are neat but comfortable.
If your daughter is self-conscious
about the few extra pounds she has
put on you can make her look positively sylphlike by shooting from a
high camera angle. Never use a low
camera angle if your subject, of whatever age, is heavy around the chin.
Watch the make-up! Every woman should know the trick of emphasizing her natural beauty without
creating an artificial effect. Teenage is a good time to learn. Lipstick should be of medium tone;
extremes of light or dark are not
photogenic. Apply carefully but spar
ingly, preferably with a lipstick
brush. A little mascara on the
lashes will make her eyes more expressive, so important in close-ups.
A young teen-ager will not be self
conscious if you photograph her with
a special friend, even if it's a horse.
Later on when the human male has
replaced the four-legged variety you
might persuade your daughter and
her beau to give you a few minutes
of their precious time. Don't embarrass them, just pay attention to
your end of the picture-taking situation and they'll soon forget the
photographer, the opposite of the
technique required for younger subAny teen-age gathering, whether
jects.
it's a formal dance or a beach picnic,
means action and lively expressions.
If you are on good terms with the
group and have mastered the art of
being present without being conspicuous, the picture possibilities are

or out, so you won't spoil their fun.
FAMILY

GROUPS

Ordinary daily activities, as well
as special family outings, offer wonderful opportunities for group shots
of the more informal type whether
you live in the city or country.
With a group there will alw-ays be
something going on but be sure the
activity is of your choosing or chaos
will result. Above all, in photographing your family group, keep
it!
your sense of humor — you'll need
Don't limit your family photographs to just pictures of your children. The older members of your
family become progressively easier
and more important to photograph.
How invaluable to have a record of
the grandparents, engrossed in their
current hobby, from bird watching to
potting orchids.
If you are photographing the mature members of your family, you
naturally don't use the bell-ringing,
bubble-blowing approach. Your objective, however, is the same, to get
your subject into a happy frame of
mind, engaged in some natural activity, with lighting and background
both flattering and appropriate. The
camera and film manufacturers have
made picture-taking so easy for us
that we sometimes forget that the
photographer is more than just a
button-pusher. Granted he has to
understand the mechanics of his
equipment, but in the end it is the
imagination and sensitivity of the
photographer that lifts a picture out
of the snapshot class.
Each member of your family has
a certain quality, whether it's delicacy, ruggedness, vivaciousness or
serenity. If you have caught this intangible feeling, your pictures will
15
be a truly valuable record in years
to come.

AN OUTSTANDING
WRITER'S LAST BOOK
A LITTLE

MORE

TIME

strange nurse she knew that it had
been useless and, when she was

and other

stories, by Jean Boley, '35. 255 pages.
Houghton
Mifflin Company.
$3.75.
TN

ALMOST

»'

ring about it and nobody is much
the wiser, but whatever you usually
feel about them, I beg you to try
these stories and give them the chance
of being your exception. The author,
Jean Boley, travelled a great deal,
and these fifteen stories are set in
South America, Java, London,
France, the U. S. A. and the Canary
Islands, and while this was doubtless
useful, her remarkable gifts do not
seem dependent upon her changes of
scene.
Whoever she writes about is immediately so real and clear that their
life each side of the story is unrolled
— one knows all of it from the piece
that she presents. All her writing
is composed of a lovely natural
ability tempered by discipline and
care for what she did: she writes
exactly about people with an eye
and ear trained by acute interest,
amusement
and affection
for her

The Jean Besselievre Boley Award,
established in Jean's honor, is given
each year to the Sweet Briar student
submitting the best short story.
This review of Jean Besselievre
Boley' s book, ivhich was published
on March 9, is taken from The Queen,
a magazine published by Cromwell
Publishing
Co., London,
England.
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any company, when

-'■ the subject arises, somebody will
say that they don't really like short
stories, and as they are nearly always
certain of support, the rest of the
conversation has a dull, destructive

the ninety per cent chance of a total
cure and the first year of uncertain
convalescence which culminates in a
recurrence of cancer and the certainty
of death to be accepted (there is a
wonderful account of her reaching
this point and what it brought her) .
In 1956 she had a third operation,
but when she came out of it with a

%

;

strong enough, flew to England to
join her admirable husband. The
last year of her life was spent mostly
in London — furnishing the flat for
her husband, feeling iller and iller
and waiting to die. She says: "Sometimes we laughed, but death isn't
funny. When you are fatally ill
the unspoken atmosphere in your
house is unmanageable love. You
yourself feel it for people, but also
for In
things.
..." her husband took
December
her back to America for a visit to

Jean Besselievre Boley, '35

subjects, and when you read her, it
seems that there is no choice about
what happens in her stories — here
were these people, and this is what
occurred — you accept it as she offers
it to you with no desire to interfere
or to judge (the main temptations
provoked by less good work of this
kind) : but because she whets and
satisfies the desire to be told something more, one reaches a point of
curiosity about her. In the last piece
one learns a great deal about her.
This is the most interesting and impressive work of all, and only she,
one feels, could have written it. It
is her accoiuit of her three years'
experience of cancer, beginning with
backache when she was in Java with
her husband in 1954. From there
the local diagnosis, flying back to
America,
the first operation
with

her family, but before she left England she visited a specialist who
told her that she must have developed
antibodies to fight her tumors. At
the end of her account she says that
some of the peace that came with
her acceptance has gone, because
there seemed to be a slight chance
that she might live after all. She
says: "You want to die well, not
from the instinct for self-destruction
but from the instinct for life and
immortality. So you flip from a calm
acceptance of death to a fight for
life in an instant — in a sense they
are one and the same."
There is so much honesty and discovery in this record that there is
something to be learned from it:
it is unvarnished — she does not
conceal or distort anything relevant
to its point and she knows exactly
what she wants to communicate because, among other things, she is
an artist, and she gives throughout
the account an impression of awareness of what was happening to her
which can only be admired and loved.
— Elizabeth Jajme Howard
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DAISY'S GARDEN
by ELIZABETH WILLIAMS

GILMORE,

'30

The Clevclanrl Sweet Briar Alumnae Club is in the midst of a new
and unique project which has not
been widely publicized. The Club,
pleased with its work and feeling
rather smug because the idea originated within its group, would like
more alumnae to know about it.
What is this beautiful idea? The
restoration of Daisy's garden ! It is
to be ready for its first inspection
in time for Garden Week this spring.
The garden will not be finished then;
perhaps it will never be really "finished," for a garden should continue
to grow and change through interest
and attention. But enough will be
ready this spring to show visitors and
students that a new beauty spot has
been added to the elegance of Sweet
Briar.
When I was a student at Sweet
Briar in the late twenties all of us
knew about Daisy Williams, her harp,
her diary, and her garden. Probably the fire at Sweet Briar House
in 1927 had a lot to do with this.
The traditions and possessions of the
college founders were then jeopardized, and the business of savinso
and rebuilding was a very urgent
matter for everyone on campus. At
any rale, wc have discovered that the
knowledge of Daisy and her garden
lias grown very dim, especially since
1938. So I will describe the garden,
as we see it today.
It is a green rectangle, just east
of Garden
Cottage, next to Sweet
Spring 1960
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Briar House, completely surrounded
by some of the oldest and finest
boxwood in the United States. The
outer hedge is tall Tree Box, although in Daisy's time it must have
been quite low. The center path and
the garden circle at the end of the
path are bordered with English Box.
The entrance is close to Garden Cottage, called "the office" in Daisy's
lifetime, and was formerly guarded
by two tremendous Cathedral Yews,
now gone. Tradition calls this simple green plot "Daisy's Garden." It
mav have been partly a kitchen garden; we know from her diary that
Daisy loved all growing things, and
had more than an ordinarv knowledge of horticulture. She would
hurry home to Sweet Briar from her
trips to New York, to tend her flowers and share in the life of the plantation. Nothing has been done to
this area for as long as any of us
can remember, although nothing has
been done, either, to change its form
from what it was when Daisy knew it.
Well, almost nothing. Sometime
between 1919 and 1923. Aliss j\l.
Elizabeth J. Czarnoniska. Professor
of Bible, then living in Sweet Briar
House, woke earlv one cold winter

morning, after a hard freeze, and
noticed that the boxwood in Daisys
garden, outside her window, had
turned brown. As all her students
know. Miss Czarnomska was a lady
of sudden impulses. She immediately called a workman, and before
the next person woke up and looked
out at the garden, half of the boxwood along the center path had been
cut not far from the ground. It is
hard to realize that now, since careful tending and cutting have made
both sides nearly even once again.
For many

years Elselta Gilchrist

Barnes, '26, has hoped to restore this
secluded, nostalgic, and slightly forlorn little garden site. As a former
member of the Sweet Briar Board
of Overseers, and presently consulting Landscape Architect of Sweet
Briar College, she has had intimate and practical contact with
Sweet Briar plantation, and the restored garden has been part of her
dream. \^1ien Bebe and I discovered that we both had the same hopes
for this garden, the Development
Drive was in progress, and any other
solicitation was out of the question.
But in the spring of 1959 we talked
(Continued on Page 63)
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alumnae association
Directory

Kimball

Alumnae response to the announcement of the new Alumnae Directory
to be published in June has been
most enthusiastic. Hundreds of orders have been received by the Alumnae Office in the past few weeks and
each mail brings more. Every effort
has been made lo obtain correct addresses and to locate "lost" alumnae. Many alumnae have sent us
their future addresses or their parents' addresses because their present
addresses are temporary.
If you have not ordered your Directory send your order in as soon as
possible. The pre-publication price
is $2.00. After publication we will
have only a limited number and the
price will be $3.00. The Directory
will be mailed to you from the Boston publisher in June.

Lost Aliiiiinae
After the list of "lost" graduates
was published in the last issue of tlie
Magazine, 39 were found. Please
send any information you may have
about those listed below, or if you
know their families or friends to
whom we could write, send us their
names.
1920: Marie Weiner Manz.

1921.

Margaret Spengel Runge.
Isabellc Frank Sutherland.

1922:
1923:

Matilda Bryanl George. 1924: Mae
Broun Butlers. 1926: Mary Noll
Keys. 1927: Evelyn Anderson TuU,
Janet J^IacKain Allen, and Ruth
WheLan Horan. 1929: Anita Crews,
Eva Cumnock Bass, and Jessie Exley
Wooten. 1930: Frances Arbaugh
Foster, Emily Kumm, Lindsay Prentiss Woodroofe, and Catherine Williams. 1933: Frances Atkinson. 1935:
Alison
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Dunne

Harrison,

and

Janet

Miller. 1936:

Elizabeth

W'all Saunders. 1937: Gurley Carter
Davis, and Helen Neve. 1938: Margaret Coleman Ford, Lucille Greene
Michel, and Eylese Miller Latham.
1939: Elizabeth Cheney Widhelm
1940: Ruth Beach Robinson. 1941:
Jean Nehring Horan. 1942: Nathalie
Ryan. 1943: Catherine Parker. 1944:
Jean Ryan Kehl, and Marion Saunders Montgomery. 1946: Anne Stuckle.
1950: Caroline Bailey Fritzinger, and
Meredith Moore Lynn. 1952: Pat
Beach Thompson, and Jacquelin
Thornton Laramore. 1953: Betty
Thomas Mcllvain. 1958: Mabelle
Garrard.

Reunion
All classes ending in 5 and 0 and
the class of 1959 will celebrate reunions on June 6 and 7. Alumnae
of other classes will be very welcome
and are cordially invited to attend.
The class of 1910, which will have its
50th reunion, and the class of 1935,
observing its 25th reunion, will be
the honored classes at the Alumnae
Banquet. Alumnae will be housed
in Reid and Crammer.
Reunion plans have been changed
this year to provide a more relaxed
schedule that will offer more time
for visiting friends and seeing the
campus. On Tuesday, in accordance
with the wishes of many alumnae,
the entire day will be devoted to the
Alumnae College, which is the highlight of the whole reunion program.
Because this is election year the
theme chosen for the Alumnae College is "Quadrennial Merry-goround." Members of the Department
of Social Studies will discuss the
presidential campaign and coming
elections with special emphasis
on
Alumnae Magazine

candidates and party issues, economic
problems, civil rights or population
problems, and foreign policy.
The reservation form and reunion
program listing ihe Alumnae College
speakers and their topics, as well
as other general information about
reunion, will be mailed to all alumnae early in May.
The schedule is as follows:
Monday, June 6:
9:30
to
Kegistration,
10:00

Heid

Commencement

Parlor

Exercises

Speaker: Mr. J. Wilson Newman. President. Dun & Bradstreet
"Fair Lady — Face Up"
1 :00 Alumnae luncheon and annual meeting of the Alumnae
Association, Reid Refectory
3:00
to
Open house in faculty homes
5:00
6:1.5

Class reunion

picnics

Tuesday, June 7:
9:30
to
Alumnae College
12:00
12:15

President Pannell's luncheo:]
in Boxwood Garden

1:30
to
1:00

Alumnae College

6:00
7:00

Punch party on Dew Terrace
Alumnae
Banquet, The Refectory

Board Nominee
The Executive Board of the Sweet
Briar Alumnae Association submits
the name of Elizabeth Pinkerton
Scott, "36, to the members of the
Association as a candidate for election to the Board of Overseers of
Sweet Briar College. iNames of other
candidates may be added to the ballot
in accordance with the By-laws of
the Alumnae Association.
Mrs. Scott's qualifications for
membership on the Board of Overseers have been proven
repeatedly
Spring 1960

through her active participation in
alumnae affairs and her leadership
in community organizations. Her
classmates recognized her flair for
leadership very early in her college
career when they chose her to be
president of the freshman class. The
alumnae subsequently elected her to
the Executive Board of the Alumnae Association in 1914, and made
her president of the Alumnae Association for the years 1946-48. At the
present time she is president of the
Sweet Briar Club of (>harlottesville
Her community activities, begun in
Richmond. Virginia, and continued
in Charlottesville, include membership in the Junior League, Virginia
League for Planned Parenthood,
League of Women Voters, Red Cross,
Garden Club, Child Welfare Association. Instructive Visiting Nurse Association, Symphony Society of Richmond, and Children's Home Society.
She has served as a committee chairman, officer, or member of the Board

meetings in Wilmington. Delaware,
to select nominees for the 1960-62
Executive Board of the Alumnae
Council. It is with a feeling of pride
that the committee submits the following slate of able and qualified
alumnae. "In accordance with Article VII of the by-laws to the conjiluation of the Alumnae A.ssociation,
other names for nominees for the offices and the board may be added to
the ballot if sent to the executive
secretary-treasurer accompanied by
fifteen signatures of members of the
association and the written consent
of the nominees within two weeks
after the slate is published." Election will be by ballot which will be
mailed to all active members of the
association.
President:
Phoebe Rowe Peters, '31
Vice-President:
Juliet Halliburton Burnett, '35
Second Vice-President:

of Directors in all of these organizations. She is a member of the Episcopal Church and has been Chairman
of the Albemarle Convocation and a
member of the Diocesan Board of

Anita Perrin, '60
Fund Chairman:

the Diocese of Virginia.
Elizabeth is the wife of Frederic

Helen Nicholson Tate. "38
Chairman, Alumnae Representatives:

W. Scott, stock-broker-turned-cattlefarmer. They are the parents of
three sons, Frederic W., a student at
the University of Virginia; Alfred,
a student at Christ Church: and Robert, a student at Episcopal High; and
they live at Bundoran Farm, North
Garden. Virginia, just a few miles
south of Charlottesville.

Slate 1960-62
The chairman of the Nominating
Committee, Frances Cone Kirkpatrick, '50, and her committee members,
Polly Bissell Ridler. "17. Janet Bruce
Bailey, '29, Marjorie W ard Cross, '32.
Natalie Hopkins Griggs, '37, Julia
Hoeber Condit. '41. and Jeanne
Skerry

Tepe,

"15,

held

a series

of

Nancy Dowd Burton, '46
Nominating Chairman:

Constance
Currie Fleming,
Secretary
:

'40

Barbara Lasier Edgerley, '51
Bulb Chairman:
Nida Tomlin Watts, '40
Regional Chairmen:
I.
II.
III.
IV.
V.
VI.

Elizabeth Prescolt Balch, "28
Eleanor Bosworlh Shannon, '47
Frances Cordes Hoffman. '38
Helen Nicholson Tate. '38
Julia McCullou^h Shivers, '58
Diane Richmond Simpson. '51

VII. Ellen Newell Bryan. "26
VIII. Mildred Moon Montague, '40
IX. Flo Cameron Kampmann, '46
X. Betty MacQueen Nelson. '25
Members at large:
Frances Cone Kirkpatrick,
Blair Bunting Both. "40
Ellen Snod grass Park, "37

'50
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Library assistantships are among the most sought-after of self-help jobs.

An assistant in the chemistry

lab ^ets it just right.

OUR
WORKING
GIRLS
This year eighty-five stude.its at Sweet IJriar have
a wide varictv of self-help juJjs. These girls are
proufl that tliey ean help fiiianee their own edueation,
and many of them hold the scholarships estahlished
hy gifts from alumnae, alumnae cluhs and other friends
of the college. Almost invariahly they are campus
leaders and students to whom "we point with pride.'
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A sluilent liiIptT in the Art Department adds the final
thumb tack. Right: the little red wagon filled with
New ^ork papers is a most welcome sight to everyone.
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The most arduous and consequently the best paid job on campus is that of student waitress.
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IT'S

IME TO

Mr. Crowe, after reading the special report on Alumnus/a on page 25 and studving all manner of material on
the Sweet Briar alumnae and their work for the college,
poses certain provocative problems and asks some searching questions. The editors hope you will read both
articles and accept the "challenge of this neiv relationWe invite inexpressions
of opinion from you about
the issuesship.''raised
these two articles.
'T'HERE

seems little doubt that the 20th century, if

-*- anyone survives to talk about it, will be remembered
as an age of crisis. We have grown up in a world of
turmoil and unrest surpassing anything the most farsighted men of fifty years ago could have imagined.
Strident voices warn us that our culture and civilization
are rapidly changing under the impact of an incredible
technological revolution. We are shocked as we see our
physical survival threatened by awesome powers in the
hands of men and nations.
Freedom, the unhampered pursuit of truth, our religious convictions, indeed, every value that western
man has fought for and prized hang in the balance.
And not all of our enemies arc external. Not only do we
struggle against the demonic tyranny of Communist ideology, but also against internal enemies which are intangible, subtle, perhaps even more dangerous. Selfindulgence, complacency, and self-righteousness abound
in our land. These subtle vices must be overcome if we

MAKE

A

kind of world their small country college would face
in the second half of the 20th century. Their own difficulties were trying enough and should not be underestimated. Their struggles teach us many practical lessons and provide a lasting example of devotion to the
life of intellect. If their work is to continue to flourish,
however, a new vision is required.
Alumnae know hoiv they can help their college, but
it is important to remind them, as well as all those who
carry on the process of liberal education, why the college must be supported. It is not enough to point to
the continuing pressure for increased enrollment, the
growing shortage of competent teachers, and the inequality between the rewards of the teacher and the
value of his work.
The problems facing Sweet Briar in the next ten years
are legion. Increased faculty salaries, new faculty housing, new science facilities, a growing endowment for
the maintenance of existing facilities are some of the
many pressing needs of the college. As never before,
we face the choice between excellence and mediocrity.
Since Sweet Briar alumnae are the largest single source
of financial support the College has, it is no exaggeration to say that the educational future of Sweet Briar
College will be determined by the way its alumnae meet
these challenges.

Perhaps this seems an odd way to begin an article
about the role of alumnae in the support of their college, but I do not think so. We are all part of a world
grown infinitely complex in a single generation. What
we believe and do is believed and done within the context

Should we try to meet these demands? Can we
meet them? There are few Sweet Briar students, past or
present, who would answer these questions negatively.
Former students know, and present students quickly
learn, that the humanizing, liberalizing effect of higher
education is an essential ingredient in the preservation
of justice in a free society. Moreover, alumnae know that

of world problems which threaten to overwhelm us. It is
important to set our values and beliefs in this context.
In this way, we can see what demands must be met if
our heritage is to be maintained and future goals won.
The founders of Sweet Briar could not anticipate the

the College's demand for intellectual and moral excellence helped them to achieve adulthood and independence. Proceeding through the curriculum, they discovered and understood their heritage of free inquiry
and love of truth.
By studying the past, they were

are to meet the problems of a complex and unrelenting
world.
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able, so to speak, to catch up uilli themselves. They
were taught the value of critical inquiry aiul halaiiced
judgments. They learned that t!ie effects of liberal education, carried into society, contribute to the preservation and exteiition of freedom, justice and truth.
The buttressing of liberal education is not simply a

of its present faculty. The Alumnae Fund for 19.59-60
again emphasises faculty salaries, and the campaign to
raise these essential funds is meeting with enthusiastic

matter of giving money or moral support to one's alma
mater. It is a necessity born of the exigencies of our

and contributed to the attainment of one of Sweet Briar's
greatest needs, the Auditorium-Fine Arts Center. Sweet
Briar alumnae, individually and through their clubs,
contributed S80,247 to the auditorium fund, an impres-

age. Loyal support of one's college is a direct affirmation of belief in the very principles upon which our
society rests. The answer to the question
the liberal arts college be supported?" is.
cause that institution produces the authentic,
human beings so desperately needed if our
is to survive.
¥?ORTLNATELY

'"Why must
simply, beindependent
free society

for Sweet Briar College, its alumnae

*• have demonstrated generously year after year their
faith in the value of its educational process. Without
their devoted and untiring efforts many of our recent
accomplishments would have been impossible. Examples
are easv to find. When the Krcsge Foundation provided
a $50,000 grant towards the establishment of the Wallace E. Rollins Professorship of Religion on the condition that the College raise an additional SIOO.OOO.
the alumnae responded by contributing most of the required amount, and their example was instrumental in
raising the remainder. We should not fail to note that
the College also benefited by the fact that the establishment of this endowed chair released funds for faculty salaries in all departments.
For the past several years the undesignated portion of
the Alumnae Fund has been allocated to current faculty
salaries. Other gifts were designated for faculty salary
endowment. The Alumnae Association has recognized
Sweet Briar's need to remain competitive with schools
of comparable rank in attracting the best teachers it can
find, as well as the need to improve the financial status
Spring 1960

response.
Perhaps liic most remarkable achievement of recent
years is the way in which alumnae have worked for

sive demonstration of their confidence in this College's
future.
In addition to these generous gifts, alumnae have
continued working to establish scholarships for students
in financial need. A sizeable part of the money needed
for this purpose has been raised through the sale of
Dutch tulip bulbs, for a profit of S91.161.10 in the last
eight years. Here is a labor yielding both aesthetic
and intellectual satisfaction. Nineteen alumnae clubs
now offer student scholarships, ranging in amount from
$275 to $1200. Four of these scholarships are endowed.
The others are contributed annually. Other alumnae
clubs are working towards the endowment of still more
scholarships.
Alumnae

have established two honor scholarships,

named for Mr. N. C. Manson, a long-time trustee of the
college, and President Mary K. Benedict. The Manson
scholarship gives recognition to an upperclass student
of high academic standing who has shown qualities of
leadership and who has made a genuine contribution to
student life. A stipend is attached to this scholarship,
if the recipient is in financial need. The Benedict scholarship is awarded to an upperclass student of high
academic standing and personal integrity, who has shown
a purpose for service and who needs financial assistance.
In addition, individual alumnae or parents of alumnae
have established scholarships.
The importance of this
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assistance to the College cannot be
ovei-eniphasizctl. The high tuition
woulil prevent many able students
from attending Sweet Briar if generous scholarship assistance were not
available.

gram. Alumnae have made valuable
contributions to the work of this
unique group.

Although the number of applications for admission continues to increase at Sweet Briar and most other

in working for the continued growth
of the College. Individual alumnae
have actively secured support for the

colleges and universities, the competition for superior students is still

College from corporations, foundations, husbands, and friends.

strong. To strengthen Sweet Briar's
position the Alumnae Association has
established an Alumnae Representative program by which it can provide essential information about the
College to prospective students.
Alumnae Representatives throughout
the United States work closely with
the Admissions and Scholarship committees. This group of about two
hundred alumnae receive all the
new material published by the College. They are well-informed about
important intellectual developments,
scholarships, new programs and
courses, and other salient facts which
are of use to principals and guidance
officers of secondary schools. When
a prospective student inquires about
Sweet Briar, the names of the Alumnae Representatives in her community are sent to her. She can then
learn about the College from someone with first-hand, up-to-date information. From the point of view
of public relations, this program has
already been of inestimable value.
Alumnae participate in the life of
Sweet Briar College in many other
ways. Four serve on the Board of
Overseers. Another alumna holds a
life appointment on the Board of
Directors and the President of the
Alumnae Association serves on the
Board of Overseers ex-officio. Three
members of the Alumnae Association

Through attendance at annual
meetings and workshops on campus
alunniae increase their effectiveness

Outstanding alumnae who have
won recognition in various fields
and professions attend a "Ca •
reers After College Conference" at
Sweet Briar held once in every college generation. This conference
gives students an opportunity to talk
with these successful women and assists them in evaluating their own
education. These alumnae serve the

suffer in the competition with men's
colleges. In many cases, women
contribute to their husband's alma
mater. Loyalty to the college athletic teams often plays a large part
in the enthusiasm of male graduates
for their colleges, but, of course,
this is not the case in women's colleges. Itis also said that men think
in bigger terms than women, that
men are, by nature, more generous
givers. Whether these last allegations are true or not, I am not pre-

Through these and other means,
alumnae ivork for Sweet Briar
College.

may be possible to suggest some
reasons for these attitudes.

By their support. Sweet Briar
alumnae have acknowledged their
position as full-fledged partners in
the process of liberal education.
Since they are tliemselves the educational products of this institution,
their efforts constantly inspire the
faculty, administration and staff of
the College. Nothing boosts the
weary teacher's morale more than
the confidence registered by former
students in the value of his work.
While all these facts are impressive, we would not be entirely honest if we failed to observe some of
the dark spots in this picture. As
ihe Annual Report of the Sweet Briar

ory body which also includes representatives from the administration,

sweet." In 19.58-59 less than SO^'r
of all known Sweet Briar alumnae
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such as corporations and foundations

pared to say. They sound suspiciously like the extention of the familiar
war between the sexes to yet another battleground. Without settling
the issue one v/ay or another, it

Alumnae Association put it, "the bitter must be recognized with the

and
conconpro-

tions to most women's institutions
from both alumnae and other sources

useful function of guiding many students into various phases of business and professional life. They
testify by their own accomplisliments
to the value of a liberal education.

serve on the Joint Council, an advis-

faculty. Board of Overseers,
student body. The Joint Council
siders all manner of problems
nected with the entire college

average alumnae gift in 1957-58 was
$32.56. a figure which put Sweet
Briar in 10th place among 74 private
colleges for women.
Statistics indicate that contribu-

gave .S144,807 to the College. The
Alumnae Association is now bending
every effort to increase the number
of donors by 10%
this year.
The

There is a widespread belief, certainly in the South but I suspect elsewhere as well, that education for
men is more important than education for women. Women's education
is still regarded by many as a kind
of frosting on the cake, a luxury item
reserved for those who can afford it.
Like many popular attitudes, this
view is not compatible with a world
in which more women are working in
all phases of our business and professional life than ever before. Also,
like many other prejudices it contributes to the situation which reinforces the belief that it is true. Let
me explain.
Independent women's colleges, on
the whole, do not have adequate endowment and gifts to pay for all the
services required of residential colleges. For this reason, tuition is
usually high, as in the case of Sweet
Briar. Because tuition is expensive,
many people assume that the college
(Continued on Page 64)
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As student, as
alumna or alumnus: at
both stages, one
of the most important persons
in higher education.

a special report

a Salute . .
and a
declaration of
dependence IP

an acknowledgment of a partnerTHIS ISship,A andSALUTE,
a declaration of dependence. It is directed
to you as an alumnus or alumna. As such, you are
one of the most important persons in American education
today.
You are important to American education, and to your
alma mater, for a variety of reasons, not all of which may
be instantly apparent to you.
You are important, first, because you are the principal
product of your alma mater — the principal claim she can
make to fame. To a degree that few suspect, it is by its
alumni that an educational institution is judged. And few
•■-?g
yardsticks
true
worth. could more accurately measure an institution's
You are important to American education, further,
because of the support you give to it. Financial support
comes immediately to mind: the money that alumni are
giving to the schools, colleges, and universities they once
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attended has reached an impressive sum, larger than that
received from any other source of gifts. It is indispensable.
But the support you give in other forms is impressive
and indispensable, also. Alumni push and guide the legislative programs that strengthen the nation's publicly
supported educational institutions. They frequently act
as academic talent scouts for their alma maters, meeting
and talking with the college-bound high school students
in their communities. They are among the staunchest defenders of high principles in education— f.^., academic
freedom — even when such defense may not be the "popular" posture. The list is long; yet every year alumni are
finding ways to extend it.

THE HUNDREDS of Colleges and universities and
secondary schools from which they came, alumni
are important in another way — one that has nothing
to do with what alumni can do for the institutions themTo

selves. Unlike most other forms of human enterprise,
educational institutions are not in business for what they
themselves can get out of it. They exist so that free people,
through education, can keep civilization on the forward
move. Those who ultimately do this are their alumni.
Thus only through its alumni can a school or a college
or a university truly fulfill itself.
Chancellor Samuel B. Gould, of the University of California, put it this way:
"The serious truth of the matter is that you are the
distilled essence of the university, for you are its product
and the basis for its reputation. If anything lasting is to
be achieved by us as a community of scholars, it must in
most instances be reflected in you. If we are to win intellectual victories or make cultural advances, it must be
through your good offices and your belief in our mission."
The italics are ours. The mission is yours and ours
together.

Alma Mater . . .
At an alumni-alumnae meeting in Washington,
members sing the old school song.
The purpose of this meeting was to introduce
the institution to high school
boys and girls who, with their parents,
were present as the club's guests.
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Alumnus
+
alumnus=
Many people cling to the odd notion that in this case
THE POPULAR VIEW of you, an alumnus or alumna,
is a puzzling thing. That the view is highly illogical
seems only to add to its popularity. That its elements are highly contradictory seems to bother no one.
Here is the paradox:
Individually you, being an alumnus or alumna, are
among the most respected and sought-after of beings.
People expect of you (and usually get) leadership or intelligent followership. They appoint you to positions of
trust in business and government and stake the nation's
very survival on your school- and college-developed
abilities.
If you enter politics, your educational pedigree is freely
discussed and frequently boasted about, even in precincts
where candidates once took pains to conceal any education beyond the sixth grade. In clubs, parent-teacher
associations, churches, labor unions, you are considered
to be the brains, the backbone, the eyes, the ears, and the
neckbone — the latter to be stuck out, for alumni are expected to be intellectually adventurous as well as to exercise other attributes.
But put you in an alumni club, or back on campus for a
reunion or homecoming, and the popular respect — yea,
awe — turns to chuckles and ho-ho-ho. The esteemed individual, when bunched with other esteemed individuals,
becomes in the popular image the subject of quips, a candidate for the funny papers. He is now imagined to be a
person whose interests stray no farther than the degree of
baldness achieved by his classmates, or the success in
marriage and child-bearing achieved by her classmates, or
the record run up last season by the alma mater's football
or field-hockey team. He is addicted to funny hats decorated with his class numerals, she to daisy chainmaking
and to recapturing the elusive delights of the junior-class
hoop-roll.
If he should encounter his old professor of physics, he is
supposedly careful to confine the conversation to reminiscences about the time Joe or Jane Wilkins, with spectacular results, tried to disprove the validity of Newton's
third law. To ask the old gentleman about the implications of the latest research concerning anti-matter would
be, it is supposed, a most serious breach of the Alumni
Reunion Code.
Such a view of organized alumni activity might be dismissed as unworthy of note, but for one disturbing fact:
among its most earnest adherents are a surprising number
of alumni and alumnae themselves.

Permit us to lay the distorted image to rest, with the aid
of the rites conducted by cartoonist Mark Kelley on the
following pages. To do so will not necessitate burying the
class banner or interring the reunion hat, nor is there a
need to disband the homecoming day parade.
The simple truth is that the serious activities of organized alumni far outweigh the frivolities — in about the
same proportion as the average citizen's, or unorganized
alumnus's, party-going activities are outweighed by his
less festive pursuits.
Look, for example, at the activities of the organized
alumni of a large and famous state university in the Midwest. The former students of this university are often
pictured as football-mad. And there is no denying that, to
many of them, there is no more pleasant way of spending
an autumn Saturday than witnessing a victory by the
home team.
But by far the great bulk of alumni energy on behalf of
the old school is invested elsewhere:
►

Every year the alumni association sponsors a recognition dinner to honor outstanding students — those with
a scholastic average of 3.5 (B-f ) or better. This has proved
to be a most effective way of showing students that academic prowess is valued above all else by the institution
and its alumni.
►

Every year the alumni give five "distinguished teaching awards" — grants of $1,000 each to professors selected
by
their peers for outstanding performance in the classroom.
► An advisory board of alumni prominent in various
fields meets regularly to consider the problems of the
university: the quality of the course offerings, the caliber
of the students, and a variety of other matters. They report directly to the university president, in confidence.
Their work has been salutary. When the university's
school of architecture lost its accreditation, for example,
the efforts of the alumni advisers were invaluable in getting to the root of the trouble and recommending measures by which accreditation could be regained.
► The efforts of alumni have resulted in the passage of
urgently needed, but politically endangered, appropriations by the state legislature.
► Some 3,000 of the university's alumni act each year as
volunteer alumni-fund solicitors, making contacts with
30,000 of the university's former students.
Nor is this a particularly unusual list of alumni accomplishments. The work and thought expended by the alum-

alumni-or
does
it?
the group somehow diflFers from the sum of its parts

1 '.
ELLIOTT

Behind the fun
ni of hundreds of schools, colleges, and universities in
behalf of their alma maters would make a glowing record,
if ever it could be compiled. The alumni of one institution
took it upon themselves to survey the federal income-tax
laws, as they affected parents' ability to finance their
children's education, and then, in a nationwide campaign,
pressed for needed reforms. In a score of cities, the
alumnae of a women's college annually sell tens of thousands of tulip bulbs for their alma mater's benefit; in
eight years they have raised $80,000, not to mention
hundreds of thousands of tulips. Other institutions' alumnae stage house and garden tours, organize used-book
sales, sell flocked Christmas trees, sponsor theatrical
benefits. Name a worthwhile activity and someone is
probably doing it, for faculty salaries or building funds or
student scholarships.
Drop in on a reunion or a local alumni-club meeting,
and you may well find that the superficial programs of
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of organized alumni activity — in clubs, at reunions — lies new seriousness
nowadays, and a substantial record of service to American education.

yore have been replaced by seminars, lectures, laboratory
demonstrations, and even week-long short-courses. Visit
the local high school during the season when the senior
students are applying for admission to college — and trying to find their way through dozens of college catalogues,
each describing a campus paradise — and you will find
alumni on hand to help the student counselors. Nor are
they high-pressure salesmen for their own alma mater and
disparagers of everybody else's. Often they can, and do,
perform their highest service to prospective students by
advising them to apply somewhere else.

MENTS, in short, belie the popular image.
THEAndACHIEVE
if no one else realizes this, or cares, one group
should: the alumni and alumnae themselves. Too
many of them may be shying away from a good thing because they think that being an "active" alumnus means
wearing a funny hat.
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Money !

Last year, educational institutions
from any other source of gifts. Alumni support is

WITHOUT THE DOLLARS that their alumni contribute each year, America's privately supported
educational institutions would be in serious
difficulty today. And the same would be true of the nation's publicly supported institutions, without the support of alumni in legislatures and elections at which
appropriations or bond issues are at stake.
For the private institutions, the financial support received from individual alumni often means the difference
between an adequate or superior faculty and one that is
underpaid and understaffed; between a thriving scholarship program and virtually none at all; between wellequipped laboratories and obsolete, crowded ones. For
tax-supported institutions, which in growing numbers are
turning to their alumni for direct financial support, such
aid makes it possible to give scholarships, grant loans to
needy students, build such buildings as student unions,
and carry on research for which legislative appropriations
do not provide.
To gain an idea of the scope of the support which
alumni give— and of how much that is worthwhile in
American education depends upon it— consider this statistic, unearthed in a current survey of 1,144 schools,
junior colleges, colleges, and universities in the United
States and Canada: in just twelve months, alumni gave
their alma maters more than $199 million. They were the
largest single source of gifts.
Nor was this the kind of support that is given once, perhaps as the result of a high-pressure fund drive, and never
heard of again. Alumni tend to give funds regularly. In
the past year, they contributed $45.5 million, on an annual
gift basis, to the 1,144 institutions surveyed. To realize
that much annual income from investments in blue-chip
stocks, the institutions would have needed over 1.2 billion
more dollars in endowment funds than they actually
possessed.
A NNUAL ALUMNI GIVING is not a new phenomenon on
Z\ the American educational scene (Yale alumni
-*- -*- founded the first annual college fund in 1890, and
Mount Hermon was the first independent secondary
school to do so, in 1903). But not until fairly recently did
annual giving become the main element in education's
financial survival kit. The development was logical. Big
endowments had been affected by inflation. Big private
philanthropy, affected by the graduated income and in-

heritance taxes, was no longer able to do the job alone.
Yet, with the growth of science and technology and
democratic concepts of education, educational budgets
had to be increased to keep pace.
Twenty years before Yale's first alumni drive, a professor inNew Haven foresaw the possibilities and looked
into the minds of alumni everywhere:
"No graduate of the college," he said, "has ever paid
in full what it cost the college to educate him. A part of the
expense was borne by the funds given by former benefactors ofthe institution.
"A great many can never pay the debt. A very few can,
in their turn, become munificent benefactors. There is a
very large number, however, between these two, who can,
and would cheerfully, give according to their ability in
order that the college might hold the same relative position to future generations which it held to their own."
The first Yale alumni drive, seventy years ago, brought
in $11,015. In 1959 alone, Yale's alumni gave more than
$2 million. Not only at Yale, but at the hundreds of other
institutions which have established annual alumni funds
in the intervening years, the feeling of indebtedness and
the concern for future generations which the Yale professor foresaw have spurred alumni to greater and greater
efforts in this enterprise.
A ND MONEY FROM ALUMNI is a powerful magnet: it
Za draws more. Not only have more than eighty busi■*- -^ ness corporations, led in 1954 by General Electric,
established the happy custom of matching, dollar for dollar, the gifts that their employees (and sometimes their
employees' wives) give to their alma maters; alumni
giving is also a measure applied by many business men
and by philanthropic foundations in determining how
productive their organizations' gifts to an educational institution are likely to be. Thus alumni giving, as Gordon
K. Chalmers, the late president of Kenyon College, described it,is "the very rock on which all other giving must
rest. Gifts from outside the family depend largely — sometimes wholly — on the degree of alumni support."
The "degree of alumni support" is gauged not by dollars alone. The percentage of alumni who are regular
givers is also a key. And here the record is not as dazzling
as the dollar figures imply.
Nationwide, only one in five alumni of colleges, universities, and prep schools gives to his annual alumni

received more of it from their alumni than
now education's strongest financial rampart
fund. The actual figure last year was 20.9 per cent. Allowing for the inevitable few who are disenchanted with their
alma maters' cause,* and for those who spurn all fund
solicitations, sometimes with heavy scorn, f and for those
whom legitimate reasons prevent from giving financial
aid,§ the participation figure is still low.

Perhaps because the non-participants imagine their institutions to be adequately financed.
(Virtually without exception, in both private and
tax-supported institutions, this is — sadly — not so.) Perhaps because they believe their small gift — a dollar, or
five, or ten — will be insignificant. (Again, most emphatically, not so. Multiply the 5,223,240 alumni who gave
nothing to their alma maters last year by as little as one
dollar each, and the figure still comes to thousands of
additional scholarships for deserving students or substantial pay increases for thousands of teachers who may,
at this moment, be debating whether they can afford to
continue teaching next year.)
By raising the percentage of participation in alumni
fund drives, alunrni can materially improve their alma
WHY?

maters' standing. That dramatic increases in participation
can be brought about, and quickly, is demonstrated by
the case of Woiford College, a small institution in South
Carolina. Until several years ago, Wofford received
annual gifts from only 12 per cent of its 5,750 alumni.
Then Roger Milliken, a textile manufacturer and a Wofford trustee, issued a challenge: for every percentagepoint increase over 12 per cent, he'd give $1,000. After the
alumni were finished, Mr. Milliken cheerfully turned over
a check for $62,000. Wofford's alumni had raised their
participation in the annual fund to 74.4 per cent — a new
national record.
"It was a remarkable performance," observed the
American Alumni Council. "Its impact on Wofford will
be felt for many years to come."
And what Wofford's alumni could do, your institution's
alumni could probably do, too.
* Wrote one alumnus: "1 see that Stanford is making great progress. However, I am opposed to progress in any form. Therefore I
am not sending you any money."
t A man in Memphis, Tennessee, regularly sent Baylor University
a check signed "U. R. Stuck."
§ In her fund reply envelope, a Kansas alumna once sent, without
comment, her household bills for the month.

memo: from ^Y\^iv
eS
to

Husbands

► Women's colleges, as a group, have had a unique
problem in fund-raising — and they wish they knew how
to solve it.
The loyalty of their alumnae in contributing money
each year — an average of 41.2 per cent took part in 1959
— is nearly double the national average for all universities, colleges, junior colleges, and privately supported
secondary schools. But the size of the typical gift is often
smaller than one might expect.
Why? The alumnae say that while husbands obviously
place a high value on the products of the women's colleges, many underestimate the importance of giving women's colleges the same degree of support they accord their
own alma maters. This, some guess, is a holdover from
the days when higher education for women was regarded
as a luxury, while higher education for men was considered a sine qua non for business and professional careers.
As a result, again considering the average, women's
colleges must continue to cover much of their operating
expense from tuition fees. Such fees are generally higher
than those charged by men's or coeducational institutions,
and the women's colleges are worried about the social and
intellectual implications of this fact. They have no desire
to be the province solely of children of the well-to-do;
higher education for women is no longer a luxury to be
reserved to those who can pay heavy fees.
Since contributions to education appear to be one area
of family budgets still controlled largely by men, the
alumnae hope that husbands will take serious note of the
women's colleges' claim to a larger share of it. They may
be starting to do so: from 1958 to 1959, the average gift
to women's colleges rose 22.4 per cent. But it still trails
the average gift to men's colleges, private universities, and
professional schools.
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for the x^ublic educational institutions,
a special kind of service
PUBLICLY SUPPORTED educational institutions owe a
special kind of debt to their alumni. Many people
imagine that the public institutions have no financial worries, thanks to a steady flow of tax dollars. Yet
they actually lead a perilous fiscal existence, dependent
upon annual or biennial appropriations by legislatures.
More than once, state and municipally supported institutions would have found themselves in serious straits if
their alumni had not assumed a role of leadership.
► A state university in New England recently was put in
academic jeopardy because the legislature defeated a bill
to provide increased salaries for faculty members. Then

the university's "Associate Alumni" took matters into
their hands. They brought the facts of political and academic life to the attention of alumni throughout the state,
prompting them to write to their representatives in support of higher faculty pay. A compromise bill was passed,
and salary increases were granted. Alumni action thus
helped ease a crisis which threatened to do serious, perhaps irreparable, damage to the university.
► In a neighboring state, the public university receives
only 38.3 per cent of its operating budget from state and
federal appropriations. Ninety-one per cent of the university's $17 million physical plant was provided by pri-

The Beneficiaries:

Students on a state-university campus. Alunuii support is proving
invaluable in maintaining high-quality education at such institutions.

vate funds. Two years ago, graduates of its college of
medicine gave $226,752 for a new medical center — the
largest amount given by the alumni of any American
medical school that year.
► Several years ago the alumni of six state-supported
institutions in a midwestern state rallied support for a
$150 miUion bond issue for higher education, mental
health, and welfare — an issue that required an amendment to the state constitution. Of four amendments on
the ballot, it was the only one to pass.

and lobbying. But the effect is often to prohibit the alumni
from conducting any organized legislative activity in behalf of publicly supported education in their states.
"This is unfair," said a state-university alumni spokesman recently, "because this kind of activity is neither
shady nor unnecessary.

► In another midwestern state, action by an "Alumni
Council for Higher Education," representing eighteen
publicly supported institutions, has helped produce a $13
million increase in operating funds for 1959-61 — the most
significant increase ever voted for the state's system of
higher education.

s

OME ALUMNI ORGANIZATIONS are forbidden to engage
in political activity of any kind. The intent is a good
one: to keep the organizations out of party politics

"But the restrictions — most of which I happen to think
are nonsense — exist, nevertheless. Even so, individual
alumni can make personal contacts with legislators in
their home towns, if not at the State Capitol. Above all,
in their contacts with fellow citizens — with people who
influence public opinion — the alumni of state institutions
must support their alma maters to an intense degree. They
must make it their business to get straight information
and spread it through their circles of influence.
"Since the law forbids us to organize such support,
every alumnus has to start this work, and continue it, on
his own. This isn't something that most people do naturally— but the education of their own sons and daughters
rests on their becoming aroused and doing it."
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a matter of
ANY WORTHWHILE INSTITUTION of higher education,
u\ one college president has said, lives "in chronic
•^ -^ tension with the society that supports it." Says
The Campus and the Stale, a 1959 survey of academic freedom in which that president's words appear: "New ideas
always run the risk of offending entrenched interests
within the community. If higher education is to be successful inits creative role it must be guaranteed some protection against reprisal. . ."
The peril most frequently is budgetary; the threat of
appropriations cuts, if the unpopular ideas are not abandoned; the real or imagined threat of a loss of public —
even alumni — sympathy.
Probably the best protection against the danger of
reprisals against free institutions of learning is their
alumni: alumni who understand the meaning of freedom
and give their strong and informed support to matters of
educational principle. Sometimes such support is available in abundance and offered with intelligence. Sometimes— almost always because of misconception or failure
to be vigilant — it is not.
For example:
► An alumnus of one private college was a regular and
heavy donor to the annual alumni fund. He was known to
have provided handsomely for his alma mater in his will.
But when he questioned his grandson, a student at the
old school, he learned that an economics professor not
only did not condemn, but actually discussed the necessity
for, the national debt. Grandfather threatened to withdraw
all support unless the professor ceased uttering such
heresy or was fired. (The professor didn't and wasn't. The
college is not yet certain where it stands in the gentleman's
will.)
► When no students from a certain county managed to
meet the requirements for admission to a southwestern
university's medical school, the county's angry delegate to
the state legislature announced he was "out to get this
guy" — the vice president in charge of the university's
medical affairs, who had staunchly backed the medical
school's admissions committee. The board of trustees of
the university, virtually all of whom were alumni, joined
other alumni and the local chapter of the American

Ideas

Principle
Association of University Professors to rally successfully
to the v.p.'s support.
► When the president of a publicly supported institution recently said he would have to limit the number of
students admitted to next fall's freshman class if high
academic standards were not to be compromised, some
constituent-fearing legislators were wrathful. When the
issue was explained to them, alumni backed the president's position — decisively.
► When a number of institutions (joined in December
by President Eisenhower) opposed the "disclaimer affidavit" required of students seeking loans under the National
Defense Education Act, many citizens — including some
alumni — assailed them for their stand against "swearing
allegiance to the United States." The fact is, the disclaimer affidavit is not an oath of allegiance to the United
States (which the Education Act also requires, but which
the colleges have not opposed). Fortunately, alumni who
took the trouble to find out what the affidavit really was
apparently outnumbered, by a substantial majority, those
who leaped before they looked. Coincidentally or not,
most of the institutions opposing the disclaimer affidavit
received more money from their alumni during the controversy than ever before in their history.

IN THE FUTURE, as in the past, educational institutions
worth their salt will be in the midst of controversy.
Such is the nature of higher education: ideas are its
merchandise, and ideas new and old are frequently controversial. An educational institution, indeed, may be
doing its job badly if it is not involved in controversy, at
times. If an alumnus never finds himself in disagreement
with his alma mater, he has a right to question whether
his alma mater is intellectually awake or dozing.
To understand this is to understand the meaning of
academic freedom and vitality. And, with such an understanding, an alumnus is equipped to give his highest service to higher education; to give his support to the principles which make. higher education free and effectual.
If higher education is to prosper, it will need this kind
of support from its alumni — tomorrow even more than in
its gloriously stormy past.

are the merchandise of education, and every worthwhile educational institution must provide and
guard the conditions for breeding them. To do so, they need the help and vigilance of their alumni.
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Sixties, it is evident that a new and challenging
relationship — of unprecedented value to both the institution and its alumni — is developing.
► If aJuinni wish, their intellectual voyage can be
continued for a lifetime.
There was a time when graduation was the end. You
got your diploma, along with the right to place certain
initials after your name; your hand was clasped for an
instant
by the president; and the institution's business
was done.
If you were to keep yourself intellectually awake, the
No-Doz would have to be self-administered. If you were
to renew your acquaintance with literature or science, the
introductions would have to be self-performed.
Automotion is still the principal driving force. The
years in school and college are designed to provide the
push and then the momentum to keep you going with
your mind. "Madam, we guarantee results," wrote a college president to an inquiring mother, " — or we return
the boy." After graduation, the guarantee is yours to
maintain, alone.

The Art

of keeping intellectually alive for a lifetime
will be fostered more than ever by a
growing alumni-alma mater relationship.

Alone, but not quite. It makes little sense, many educators say, for schools and colleges not to do whatever
they can to protect their investment in their students —
which is considerable, in terms of time, talents, and
money — and not to try to make the relationship between
alumni and their alma maters a two-way flow.
As a consequence of such thinking, and of demands
issuing from the former students themselves, alumni
meetings of all types — local clubs, campus reunions — are
taking on a new character. "There has to be a reason and
a purpose for a meeting," notes an alumna. "Groups that
meet for purely social reasons don't last long. Just because Mary went to my college doesn't mean I enjoy
being with her socially — but I might well enjoy working
with her in a serious intellectual project." Male alumni
agree; there is a limit to the congeniality that can be maintained solely by the thin thread of reminiscences or smalltalk.
But there is no limit, among people with whom their

a new Cyhallenge,
a new relationship
education "stuck," to the revitalizing effects of learning.
The chemistry professor who is in town for a chemists'
conference and is invited to address the local chapter of
the alumni association no longer feels he must talk about
nothing more weighty than the beauty of the campus
elms; his audience wants him to talk chemistry, and he is
delighted to oblige. The engineers who return to school
for their annual homecoming welcome the opportunity to
bring themselves up to date on developments in and out
of their specialty. Housewives back on the campus for
reunions demand — and get — seminars and short-courses.
But the wave of interest in enriching the intellectual
content of alumni meetings may be only a beginning.
With more leisure at their command, alumni will have
the time (as they already have the inclination) to undertake more intensive, regular educational programs.
If alumni demand them, new concepts in adult education may emerge. Urban colleges and universities may
step up their offerings of programs designed especially for
the alumni in their communities — not only their own
alumni, but those of distant institutions. Unions and
government and industry, already experimenting with
graduate-education programs for their leaders, may find
ways of giving sabbatical leaves on a widespread basis —
and they may profit, in hard dollars-and-cents terms, from
the results of such intellectual re-charging.
Colleges and universities, already overburdened with
teaching as well as other duties, will need help if such
dreams are to come true. But help will be found if the
demand is insistent enough.
► Alumni partnerships with their alma mater, in
meeting ever-stiffer educational challenges, will grow
even closer than they have been.
Boards of overseers, visiting committees, and other
partnerships between alumni and their institutions are
proving, at many schools, colleges, and universities, to be
channels through which the educators can keep in touch
with the community at large and vice versa. Alumni trustees, elected by their fellow alumni, are found on the governing boards of more and more institutions. Alumni
"without portfolio" are seeking ways to join with their
alma maters in advancing the cause of education. The

representative of a West Coast university has noted the
trend: "In selling memberships in our alumni association, we have learned that, while it's wise to list the benefits of membership, what interests them most is how they
can be of service to the university."
► Alumni can have a decisive role in maintaining
high standards of education, even as enrollments
increase at most schools and colleges.
There is a real crisis in American education: the crisis
of quality. For a variety of reasons, many institutions find
themselves unable to keep their faculties staffed with highcaliber men and women. Many lack the equipment
needed for study and research. Many, even in this age of
high student population, are unable to attract the quality
of student they desire. Many have been forced to dissipate
their teaching and research energies, in deference to public demand for more and more extracurricular "services."
Many, besieged by applicants for admission, have had to
yield to pressure and enroll students who are unqualified.
Each of these problems has a direct bearing upon the
quality of education in America. Each is a problem to
which alumni can constructively address themselves, individually and in organized groups.
Some can best be handled through community leadership: helping present the institutions' case to the public.
Some can be handled by direct participation in such activities as academic talent-scouting, in which many institutions, both public and private, enlist the aid of their
alumni in meeting with college-bound high school students in their cities and towns. Some can be handled by
making more money available to the institutions — for
faculty salaries, for scholarships, for buildings and equipment. Some can be handled through political action.
The needs vary widely from institution to institution —
and what may help one may actually set back another.
Because of this, it is important to maintain a close liaison
with the campus when undertaking such work. (Alumni
offices everywhere will welcome inquiries.)
When the opportunity for aid does come — as it has in
the past, and as it inevitably will in the years ahead —
alumni response will be the key to America's educational
future, and to all that depends upon it.
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OHN MASEFiELD was addressing himself to the subject

of universities. "They give to the young in their impressionable years the bond of a lofty purpose shared," he
said; "of a great corporate life whose links will not be
loosed until they die."
The links that unite alumni with each other and with
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campus's lofty spires and the ageless dedication of educated men and women to the process of keeping themselves and their children intellectually alive.
Once one has caught the spirit of learning, of truth, of
probing into the undiscovered and unknown — the spirit
of his alma mater — one does not really lose it, for as
long as one lives. As life proceeds, the daily mechanics
of living — of job-holding, of family-rearing, of mortgagepaying, of lawn-cutting, of meal-cooking — sometimes
are tedious. But for them who have known the spirit of
intellectual adventure and conquest, there is the bond of
the lofty purpose shared, of the great corporate life
whose links will not be loosed until they die.
This would be the true meaning of alumni-ship, were
there such a word. It is the reasoning behind the great
service that alumni give to education. It is the reason
alma maters can call upon their alumni for responsible
support of all kinds, with confidence that the responsibiUty will be well met.
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their alma mater are difficult to define. But every alumnus and alumna knows they exist, as surely as do the
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We Point With Pride
To the tliree "Rriarites'" who have lieen awarded
Wooehow Wilson National FeHowsliips. Kathleen Mather, '59, is planning lo continue her studies in comparative literature. Kli/aheth Johnston. "59, who has Iieen
in l.ondori this \ear as a Fulhright Scholar, plans !o
work on her doclorale in English at Radclillc. I'atricia
Rus.sell of this year's senior class expects to study at
Yale. 8,801) students were nominated from ?yf>^ universities and colleges in the United States and Canada
for those coveted awarils. Sweet Briar is very ]Houd
that we have three of the 1.2.59 winners!
To the Charlottesville Alumnae Club for its benefit
concert for the Meta Glass Scholarship Fund,

(labell

Hall at the I'niversitv of Virginia was a complete sellout when Iren Marik, concert pianist of Sweet Briar's
faculty, gave a superb performance.
To Carol Crowley, daughter of Helen Hays, '38;
Katharine Haskell, daughter of Sarah Bright Gracey,
'32; Virginia Joachim, daughter of Lee Montague, '39;
Rinda King, daughter of Mary Lynn Carlson, '31; Anne
Leavell, president <jf the freshman
class, daughter
of

Nancy

Butzner, '34; and Chenault

McClure.

daughter

of Mary Van Winkle, '32; who were awarded Freshman
Honors for sujjcrior work done in the first semester.
To the Houston

Alumnae

(^lub which has given the

college an endowed scholarship of .$5,0UU. Funds for
this were raised in two years from their sales of flocked
( Christmas trees.
To Evelyn Eaton, author and lecturer, head of the
Creative Writers Work

Sho|) at Sweet Briar, on the

|)ublication of her new novel, "/ Saw My Mortal Sij^hi."
To Dr. Eleanor Barton, Professor of Art, who has
been awarded

an AAl'W

Fellowship for study in Italy

during the academic year 1960-61.
To Lawson Crowe, Assistant Professor of Philoso])hy
(and frequent contributor to the Alumnae Magazine)
who has been awarde<l a Danforth Teacher Study Grant
to enable him to complete his doctoral dissertation.
To the two alumnae daughters who have been chosen
to spend their junior year at St. Andrews, Louise Durham, daughter of Josephine Snowden,

'27. and Macon

Winfree, daughter of Elizabeth Cocke, '36.

Freshman ahimnaf daughters, 1st row: Anne Carter fCary Burwell, '35), Virginia Joachim (Lee Montague, '.S9l. 2n(l row: Meta
Bond (Elizabeth liryan, '.301, Lisa Wood (Elizabeth Bond, '34), Cecil Collins (Hazel Stamps, '32), Betsy Parker (Alice Dabney,
'32). Ellis Beasley (Emma Glass. '38), Lucy Olis (Lucy Shirley. '30) . Ann Benson (Corinne Loney. '20) . 3rd row: Chenault McClure (Mary Van Winkle. "32), .'^ue Jones (Nancy Parsons, '36), Carol Crowley (Helen Hays. .38). Ann Clute (Elizabeth Johnston,
'35), Katherine Haskell (Sarah Gracey, '.32), Joy Berguido (Marion Jayne, '28), Julia Arnold (Claire Hanner. "27), Leslie
Buchman (Annie Wallace, '30), Julia Fort (.Chloe Frierson, '36), Anne Leavell (Nancy Butzner, "34), Marion Powell (Kitty Corbett, '38). Last: Nancy Wood (Letha Morris, '32). Absent: Norma Cook (Norma Rogers, '37), Rinda King (Mary Lynn Carlson, '31).

class notes
Academy

chemical work done after the age of sixty."
Kent. Jr.. a specialist in internal medicine.
is married and living in Newton S(niare.

Helen llobbs Duvall, 1332 Cloncurry Ril..
Norfolk, lias been a widow for a number
of years. Slie and lier daughter, an interior
decorator, live together. Helen, who has
just retired from a bank job, says she
isn't {jf'ng 'o "join" anything until she
catches up with family, friends, house and
garden, neglected while she was working.
Edith Hyslop Waller. 1707 Claremont
Ave., Norfolk, has been a widow for several
years. Her daughter and 13 year old grandson who live in Tacoma. Wash., spent 6
weeks with her this summer. Edith has an
invalid friend living with her but manages
to accomplish
many "good deeds" outside
her
home as well.
Lucelia McLain Van Patten, 1068 Algon(luin Rd.. Norfolk, says she's running both
a day nursery and an old folks" home. She
has five daughters and a son, 17 grandchildren and one great-grandchild! Three of
her daughters live within 20 miles of her
and she is deeply involved in the grandchildren's baseball games, music lessons,
etc. Her mother, up in the 90's. her semiinvalid retired husband, an invalid sisterin-law and an invalid friend make up
Lucelia's old folks' home. She carries her
conflicting responsibilities with humor and
gaiety.
Marie Mahone Finch, 121.5 Buckingham
Ave., Norfolk, has been a widow for many
years. She has a daughter and two grandchildren living in Norfolk. For 12 years
Marie has been clerk in a public school
and, on weekends, she is relief worker at
the

YWCA
girls' residence.
Lavinia Ragland .Sargeant. Lynnhaven.
Va., lost her husband last summer and has
not yet reorganized her life. Her daughter
(with 3 children! lives in New England.
Her son was killed in World War ll. Lavinia lives alone with "a dog that literally
talks" as her protector.
Elsie Schmelz Collier, 1007 Graydon
Ave.. Norfolk, has been a widow a couple
of years. She has 2 daughters and 3 grandsons, the oldest in the 11..S. Air Corps. One
daughter lives in Norfolk and Elsie plans
to spend January with the other daughter,
living in Florida.
~| O
Mary Pinkerton Kerr
I ~S
.5365-A Carnarvon Drive
-■- *^
Norfolk 2, Virginia
We owe thanks to Henrianne Early for
her interesting description of European
travels and to .Sue Slaughter for her firsthand account of Founders' Day and for
collecting the news of Bessie Franke Balls
from Bessie's Norfolk relatives.
"Bessie Franke Balls leads a <louble
life. She calls Berkeley, Calif., 'home.' but
spends several weeks each spring and fall
at Purdue University, West Lafayette, Ind..
where her husband does special work. As
she moves her household goods back and
forth, life is strenuous. Last spring Dr.
Balls
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won

an

award

for

'distinguished

.Sue Hardie Bell. 40 Sherman Ave.. Glen
Ridge. N. J., sends news of her family.
Penna."
"The Bells, Jr.. are still living in Falls
(Church. Va. Bill was made a full colonel
in the army. My son-in-law, Charles Davis,
is vice-president and general manager of
Pharma-Croft, a pharmaceutical firm.
Coleman, unmarried, lives at home; he is
still with the First National City Bank of
New York. He and 1 took a motor trip lO
Montreat. N. C. and en route home 1 spent
a day and a night at Sweet Briar. Our
class was invited by Mrs. Pannell to be
present at Founders' Day when Dr. Connie
Guion gave the address. (.She was an honorary member of our class. ) Four of us old
gals were there and what a wonderful time
we had.
"Now for our big news. Tom and I are
going around the world. We fly by jet
plane to .South America in January and
sail from Rio on the S. S. Boissevain.
Our first stop is Cape Town; we fly to
Johannesburg, go to Victoria Falls, then
motor in private car through thrilling
country and back to the ship at Durban.
sailing for Singapore. Here we leave the
ship and have five weeks for Thailand,
Cambodia, India and Indonesia. Then by
ship to Hongkong, three weeks in Japan,
and home by Hawaii and .San Francisco
sometime
June."
Lucille inMarshall
Boethell writes from
her winter home, 603 Louise Ave.. Orlando.
Fla. An enclosed clipping from a Cleveland
newspaper tells of her activities. "When
they moved from Corydon Road. Cleveland
Heights, Mrs. Boethelt transferred her
activities, many of which she and her
husband share. .She has received the Estelle King conservation award of the Winter Park Garden Club for a two year
period. .She is president of the Central
Florida Horticultural Society, program
chairman
Orlanilo for
Women's
Republican of
Club,the
historian
the Orlando
chapter of the DAR, and projects chairman
for the Orlando and Winter Park branch of
the AAl'W. In adilition to bougainvillea,
roses, poinsettias and hibiscus, Lucile has
four orange trees and a herb garden. .She
started the herb garden in the Cleveland
City Park behind the Cleveland Museum of
Art. After attending Sweet Briar, she
graduated from Flora Stone Mother and
received Iter M. A. from Cornell I'niverA Christmas card from Rebecca While
Faesch came at the same time as a letter
from Linda Wright with an amusing account of a row on .Sweet Briar lake by two
amateur oarsmen. Linda and Rebecca.
sity."'
~l ^
Frances W. Pennypacker
-■-*-'
I ^
226
First Avenue
Phoenixville.
Pa.
As is usual at this time of the year most
of my news is front my Christmas cards. I
heard from all the living graduates of 1915,

Clare Errk Fletcher. Margaret Grant,
Anne Schiitle Nolt. and Louise Weisiger.
Clare sent me no news but Margaret Grant
writes that she had all her family with her
at (diristn)as time at .Scarsdale. and that
included eight grandchildren. Peggy and
her family are back after five years in
Caracas and have bought a house in Hartsdale, Harry and his family are in Tarrytown, and the Leslie Bigelows are at
Middlebury College, Vt. Margaret went
to the Sweet Briar benefit theatre party in
New \ork and saw Dr. Guion there. Anne
Srhutte Nolt is still jilanning to get my
two sisters. Mary Bissell Ridler. Marjorie
Johnson Good and me together to hear the
tape
recordingIf of
Founders"
Day address.
she Dr.
waitsGuion's
for Polly
Ridler
she won"t be able to have us until late
spring as Polly and Earl are on a cruise
to the South Pacific incluiling stop-overs at
New Zealand and the Hawaiian Islands and
visits to a number of .South Sea islands
and Australia. They spent Christmas with
their son Bill in .Seattle. Louise Weisiger is
busy in her Research Department.
Dr. Ruth Howland wrote that the Auditorium was a huge pile of red mud. She
also says that Miss Ruby Walker can now
see again after a successful eye operation.
Miss Ruby and Miss Winnie love their
new home.
Margaret Lewis Thompson, A, entertained her son and his two children at
Christmas dinner. .She spent her summer
vacation in Canada, at Pentiston and Vernon and the Lake of Many Colors, a great
peach
country.
Margaret Brooke, "15, had heard from
Katharine Withers Hamilton, A. Margaret
promises to ring my doorbell some day. I
hope she does as the latchstring hangs out.
Dorys
McConnell
sent ata beautiful card
from her Fade.
winter "16.
home
Hobe
Sound. Fla. .She rejiorts a busy summer
with visiting grandchildren and their parents and numerous day-long trips to Long
Island on her boat.
Mary Pethick Robinson. '38. spoke of
missing her mother. Faye Abraham Pethick,
"1.5. who died last summer after a long
illness.
Another lovely card was from Ruth
dore Neff, '17, but there was no news.
Mary Pennypacker Davis, '16, is in the
throes of alterations to her house, extending her dining room and building a bath
room above it. Her son. Jim, received his
Ph.D. in History from Johns Hopkins
last spring and has been awarded a prize
from Italy for his thesis on the decline of
the ruling classes in the Venetian Republic. He is now teaching at Oberlin. Her son.
Bill, is back at Yale, working on his thesis.
He has taught at the University of New
Mexico for two years.
Evelyn Phimmer Read. "23, lost her husband just before Christmas. He was Dr.
Conyers Read, for many years a professor
of history at the University of Pennsylvania
and the author of several books relating
to the Elizabethan era of English History.
Evelyn
helped
him
in his research
by

Alumnae Magazine

reading
16lh century
French
documenls
in the London Hall of Records.
Elmyra Pennypacker Verkes. '20, anil
Anne Schiille Noll, '13, drove to Sweet
Briar over Founder's Day to attend the
meeting of Fund Agents and returned
weary
l)ut enthusiastic.
"1I ><
f^
-■-*-'

El,l/AnKTH
HaLL
866
Euclid LOWMAN
Ave.,
Elmira, N. Y.
(lerlrude Kintzing Wiltshire and Catherine Marshall .'>huler are enjoying iheir
families' doings. Elanelte Sollilt .Stapley is
lu.\urialing in gracious living both summer and winter. How pleasant for her.
(iilla Citggenheimer Nushaum wrote that
she planneil to go to the .Antiiiues Forum
in Williamshurg, Va., this winter. Yesterday 1read the article in the HeraldTribune with more than the usual interest,
because 1 could imagine Cilia and Cornelia
Carroll Gardner seeing and listening iogether.
My card from Eleanor Smith Walters
had echoes of her recent visit with her
sister in France. It bore this message:
"Meilleurs Voeux et Souhaits tres sinceres." Different, n'est pas?
I am giving my mind a change from
bookkeeping by taking a non-credit course
Monday mornings at Elmira College. A
visiting professor from England is giving
the lecture series, with slides, on architecture, beginning with the 3rd century.
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Congratulations are very much in order
for Marie Kloos, former class secretary,
who on Feb. 22 received her LL.B. from
George

Washington University in Washington, D. C.
A note from LaVern MrGee Olney lells
of the marriage of her oldest daughter,
LaVern, a Duke graduate, to Robert J.
Langford on Dec. 29. The young couple are
living in Dallas, where LaVern is assistant
buyer for china and fine glass at NeimanMarcus. Her younger daughter, Bobbie, is
a senior at the University of Colorado. In
June LaVern and Al spent their vacation
with his brother in Spartanburg. S. C,
where they tried to see Jane Guignard
Curry, '2.3, only to find out that her professor husband, who is from England, had
a ye-ar's leave from the University of .South
Carolina, and they were still in England.
LaVern also sends the news that Peg
Turner Kauffeld, '20, made a world cruise
last year, was met in .Athens, Greece, by a
very dear friend and an old neighbor of
many

years' standing, and they were married there in the spring. He is John P.
French, retired national first vice president
of Safeway in the U.S. and Canatla.
News of another mendier of a near class
is that Dorothy Job Robinson, '21, and
her husband Norman, of Milford Haven,
Englanil, are wintering in Palm Beach, Fla.,
and teaching at the Graham-Eckes School
there.
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Gladys Woodward
Newton. Conn.

Hi bbakd

En route to -\rizona last spring, I
gleaned the following news. Margaret
Covington Milwee had a daughter, Peggy,
who went to .Sweet Briar for one year.
Later she married Hollis Carlton and had 2
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little girls. When Peggy died the children
went to live with their father. Margaret
has a son, William, Jr., by her second husband. He graduated from Annapolis last
June anti was expecting to be married
soon afterwards. Margaret hears from Doris Ballard Roberts who since her husljantl's
death has been living with her ihildren in
.St. Augustine; also Elizabeth Sutton Camp
who lives in Memphis, where she has a
married son.

words, Jackie is a Presbyterian President
responsible for 6242 Presbyterian women
in her Presbytery. She feels her job has
been a wonderful thing for her as her
husband died seven years ago and she has
no children. Jackie was at Sweet Briar only
one year but she loved it very much. She
returned when her youngest sister. Eleanor
Franke Crawford, graduated in 19.32.
Mary Rich Robertson, our fund agent,
can well be proud of her son and only

Emily Meredith .Strange-Boston left
.Sweet Briar after her second year. Later
she went to Centenary College in Shreveport and received her degree cum laude in
194.3. She has a married son who is an
architect living in Green Bay, Wise; he has
2 daughters and a son. Emily taught school
for 10 years, and she is very much interested in the home for the aged of which
she is treasurer. Mary Yancy Fort Richardson who lives in Nashville, Tenn., has
a married son living there also, and a
daughter who was last year a senior at
Van<lerbilt and president of her sorority,
Tri Delt.
Coming home from Phoenix we stopped
to visit Handruma Jones Hager in her
lovely new home in Louisville. Hank had
a party for us that evening and 1 saw
Cornelia Skinner Seay and her husband.

child. He is a senior at St. Paul's School
in Baltimore, is vice-president of his class,
editor-in-chief of the school newspaper and
captain of the varsity cross country. He
is a member of many clubs showing an interest in a great variety of activities, literary, musical and athletic. Mary herself
has many irons in the fire. She is a real
estate agent besides carrying on an active
telephone campaign for Sweet Briar. Her
niece, Jane Rich (daughter of Robbins
Rirh Adams), was married this fall. Mary
wrote there were many busy weeks of preparation for the wedding including parties
and dinners.

The years have been very kind to Cornelia —
1 never saw her look more attractive. The
Hagers had previously been to New Orleans where they attended the Mardi Gras
festivities. While passing through Cincinnati 1 stopped to see Peg Nelson Lloyd.
She told me all about Ruth Durrell Ryan
who lives in Manhasset, Long Island. Ruth
has 3 married children; a daughter, Nancy,
who lives in Hamden, Conn., a son, Winston, living in Park Forest, 111., and another
daughter, Mary, who lives in Brooklyn.
Ruth has four grandchildren. Her husband. Royal, is busier than ever selling
New York City as executive vice president
of the N. Y. Convention and Visitors" Bureau. She sees her sister. Edith, quite often.
Edith spent some time at their cottage on
Squam
Lake, N. H., last summer.
Marion Swannell Wright's husband has
been elected Bishop of Nevada by the
House of Bishops. Since 1953 the Rev.
Mr. Wright has been director of the Home
Dept. of the Episcopal Church <lirecting
the missionary work of the church in all of
the II. S. His office has been in New York
City, but now they will be located in
Reno.
Harrell James Carringlon wrote last
May that she was returning to graduation at SBC to hood her cousin. Harrell has 2 married daughters; the elder,
Langhorne, is married to a diplomat and
has been living in Rome the past five years
but may be transferred to Brussels by now.
The other daughter, Anne Carrington Craighill, livesson,
in Richard
Lynchburg
as tloes
Harrell's
married
C^ HI.
Harrell
has 7
grandchildren: the last two were twins.
Her chief interests are church work, gardening and Historical
Society.
El Horned ;\rp has three children. Louis
C. Arp, Jr., Mary .\rp Folk, and Josephine
.Arp de .Silva. There are four grandchildren.
Her interests are family, church, reading
and golfing.
A lovely letter from Jaccjuiline Franke
Charles, who is living in Ft. Lauilerdale.
tells about her full time job (without i)ayl
as president of the Presbytery of the Everglades Women of this church.
In other

Clara King Maxwell took a six weeks'
cruise to the North Capes last June with
her brother and sister-in-law. We left for
Scandinavia three days later. However, ihe
highlight of our trip was a six day lour
through South Germany. We were intrigued
with the castles built by King Ludwig of
Bavaria, and later, on the boat coming
home, I tried to persuade King Vidor, ihe
movie producer, to make a movie of Ludwig's life.
i^ ^y
^^/
•/

Claire
Ha^nkh
Arnold
2947
Hanson7, N.
Drive
Charlotte
C.

I had a grand note from Madeline Brown
Wood; one of her sons is living in Winston.Salem, only 80 miles away. Julie, my
daughter, who is a freshman at .SBC,
graduated from Salem .Academy last June.
I saw Tootie Maybank Williams last summer in .Atlanta. Her niece, Eleanor Cain,
'.58, daughter of Anne Maybank Cain, '26,
was married last fall.
I had a wonderful time when I went up
for Parents' Day, Oct. 24. 1 saw Dan
Boone; she was a busy girl but had time
for a nice chat. Then Kitty Wilson
Garnett and her daughter were on a Forum.
very impressive and very good. 1 had
hoped to see Joe Snowden Durham but
heard later that Ken was ill; he is better
now.
1 had such a nice Christmas card from
our May Queen, Virginia W ilson Robbins.
Her daughter is beautiful (as we should
expect!) and she has a fine young son.
She moved to .Scarsdale, N. Y., just when
we moved to Charlotte, but we saw a lot
of each other before the upheaval.
Some of you may not ri'mend)er the ones
who left our class as sophomores, but who
left their impression. One I see ([uite
often is Jane Gilmer (iuthrey; she has
two sons, one of whom is a lawyer and is
married with one son. Then there is
Elizabeth Mather Chaplin, who lives here
in (Charlotte; she is just as pretty as she
was when Tootie Maybank and I were in
her weilding in 1926. Sally Jamison is a
ilear friend; she is the top decorator for
.Shaw Manufacturing. They do upholstered
furniture and .Sally "does" the big markets,
Chicago. Dallas, etc. .Another who left after
her sophomore year (her sister. Louise
Gibbon
Carmichael.
graduated)
is .Alice
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Gibbon Sliuford, wlio now lives in Hickory,
N. C. Her <laui;liter made lier debut, botli
here and at \'ersaillis. France, last summer (see Life Magazine. I
I had a letter this Christinas from Billy
Qiiisenberry Marks. She has raised by
herself two very nice boys — hats otT to
her. Nar Warren Taylor, who is Dean of
Women at Winllirop College, Rock Hill.
S. C, eanie to see me last summer. I had
a nice letter from Ruth Lowrance Street,
who wrote to me in November to say that
she and her husband hail been to Chapel
Hill and that her son (Gordon. Jr., was a
friend of my niece. Claire Hanner. who
went to SB 2 years and is now at UNC.
Claire, the only girl of 13 students .so lionoreii. has just received an undergraduate research grant from the National Science
Foundation. Ruth reported that her daughter. Frances, went to SBC for three years
and then married. They have three grandchildren now, two boys and a girl.
Just recently I had a grand letter from
Ruth Aunspdiif^h Daniels. She reports
that her daughter, son-in-law. and granddaughter, Ruth, are living in New Orleans,
and her son. Frank, is following the family tradition and is business manager of
the Raleigh jiaper. He with his wife and
two children lives close to Ruth and her
husband. Janie Brown Hood has come
here to Charlotte to live in order to be
near her daughter, and a son in WinstonSalem.
C\ f\
Betty Moore Schilling
/f\
1011
Childs Avenue
^^yj
Drexel Hill, Pa.
Thank goodness for Christmas cards
or I'd have nothing to report except my
own news. My oldest son, Fred, (lew home
in October to marry. He and his bride drove
to the west coast and then flew back to
Hawaii. He was away from his submarine
only 3 weeks — a fast wedding after an
engagement of 5 or 6 years! I went on a
cruise the end of November. We stopped at
Nassau, but could not get to Bermuda because of very high seas.
Kay Meyer Mauchel and her husband
spent the holidays at their home on St.
Thomas and then went to Majorca for
awhile. Kewpie HoJnelt McDaniel had
her 2 new grandsons with her for Christmas. One was born in August and one in
November. Kewpie talked to Emma Nan
Harris McClarin whose son was married
in August. In November Marion Jayne
Berguido became a 3-time grandmother
— a daughter to Joan. Joy Berguido.
'63, was one of the student speakers at
Philadelphia's Sweet Briar Day luncheon.
If you are planning to do any knitting
be sure to contact Muggsie Nelms Locke;
she has gone into the yarn business in
Mobile. Her daughter .Susan graduated
from Sophie Newcond) and made her
ilebut at the Camellia Ball. .She was listed
in Who's Who of American Colleges and
Universities. Betty Austin Kinlock has
made apjdication at Sweet Briar for her
daughter Julia who is now at Holton-Arms.
Did you all see the December issue
of National Geographic? Kitty Leadbeater
Bloomer's second son, Peter, went on the
18-monlh world cruise of the brigantine
Yankee. There is a picture of Peter in
the very fascinating account of the trip.
Do not forget that Kitty is our Fund Agent.
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She anil I would love to hear fr
of you.
all
Ann Lane Newell Whatley had her niece.
Mary Lane Bryan, '.58, with her for 10
days in the fall. Ann Lane sees .Sue Je/ley
Dunbar occasionally when they are working
for llie
New isYork
Helen Library,
Ladd's
new
address
Detroitchapter.
Free Public
Detroit. Mich. Virginia Morris Kincaid
now lives at 7913 Deepwell Drive, Bethesda
1-1, Mil. from
Libbythe Jones
Shands"
husband
is
retiring
navy liiis
s|)ring.
but they
ha\e made no plans. Betty J'resrott Balch
is talking about going to S.I!, liefore we
know il we'll have to start [ilans for 1%3.
^/^
/^ -^
^^

SiiE Tucker Yates
HI .S. MainN. C.
.St.
Asheboro,

The Jauusons visit to us last June was
alorhighlight
of our
summer,
and I'm eager
visits with
all of
you.
I've already made a beginning. During
the Christmas holidays Ogburn and 1
went to Norfolk, Va.. to attend .some debutante parties given for our niece. Elizabeth
Lankiord Miles' daughter, Betty, was one
of this season's debutantes. I sought her
out and we had a delightful visit together. Although the Miles live in Mooresville. Ala., you remember that Libba was
reared in Norfolk. Betty has two older
brothers, Burnleigh and John, one of
whom is married. Betty attends Mary
Washington College at Fredericksburg.
Although 1 was disappointed in not getting
to see Libba (I missed her by one day)
1 almost felt that I had had a visit with
her for Betty has, in a large measure, the
same enthusiasm and charm that endeared
her mother to all of us years ago. The
family may move to Chapel Hill in the
near future.
While in Norfolk Ogburn and I spent
an evening with Gene Howard Jones and
her attractive doctor husband and two
lovely daughters, Ann and Mary Herbert.
Ann, who made her debut last year, was
busy going to parties; she is a sophomore
at Briar Cliff Manor in New York. Genei
is still beautiful, and has retained her
enthusiastic friendliness so characteristic
of her in her youth.
A letter from Athleen Benton Lawton
tells me that she and her husband David
are living in Lakeland, Fla. After Ath
finished .Sweet Briar she went to Columbia
llniversity and took an M. A. in mathematics. Her husband is a silver craftsman,
and
Ath'sflower
special
club and
shows.interests are garden
It was good to hear from Loui.se Chapman Plamp. Her twin daughters, who
graduated from Sweet Briar in 19.5.5, are
now married: Lydia Plamp Platlenburg
and liarbara Plamp Hunt. There is also a
son. Donald Chapman Plamp, who is 22,
and
grandchildren,
who are
chieffour
interest,
along with
the Chappie's
Altrusia
(^lub, Kosair Hospital and SBC bulbs. I
failed to mention that she is president of
R. H. Plamp
Co.. food brokers.
Katherine Smith Boothe (we remember
her as Gypsy) sent a letter full of news.
Although she hasn't been back to Sweet
Briar in twenty years, she's done a fine
job of filling us in. Her husband is an
altorney. and they live in Weslfield, N. J,
They have two sons. Garland C. Boothe,
Jr., and Robert. In 1954 Garland graduated
from
Princeton
summa
cum laude and

Phi Beta Kappa. He was a first lieutenant
in the army, then graduated from Harvard
Law .School this past June. He is 26,
married, and has one child. Robert is a
senior at Princeton, and a pre-med student. Not satisfied to sit back and live in
the reflected glory of her family. Kay has
made quite a name for herself. .Slie is
associated with the real estate brokers,
Petterson, Ringle, Newman, Athwood, in
Westwood. N. J. She is also a member
of
the Weslfield
Woman's and
Club.Professional
FanwoodScotcb
Plains Business
Woman's Club and .S|. Paul's Ejiiscopal
Church. .She has been a member of the
Westfield Hoard of Realtors for many
years, and is presently a reporter for "The
New Jersey Realtor." .She is a former
Republican conunitlecwoman. No wonder
she hasn't bad time to visit her Alma
Mater. Things may change now, though,
for she writes that she has met Mrs.
Pannell and thinks she's wonderful! She
has "rekindled the dame."
I see Emily Braswell Perry often. She
and her husband. Dr. William Perry, live
with their two sons in Chapel Hill. Years
ago they purchased a high hill on the
edge of town, cut the top off and built U|)on
it their beautiful home. Then they had
a vista cut through the trees. The result
is a breath-taking view, well worth any
amount of lime and effort to have accomplished. Mark and Cliff both finished
at Woodberry Forest. Mark is a sophomore
at UNC and Cliff entered MIT this fall.
Sally Callison Jamison's daughter, Jane.
'59, was married in November to George
D. Tatman, Jr. They went to Nassau on
their honeymoon, and upon their return
will live in Connersville, Ind. I saw a
picture of the lovely bride, who reminded
me of her mother at the same age.
O /\
*^^-^
-^11

DoiiGiE
Lyon
Stedman
Wayne, Penna,
7 Lafayette
Rd.,

Betty McCrady Bardwell, my roommate,
and I have kejjt in close touch over the
years. Our last meeting was a chance one
on the Rue de I'Opera, Paris, this last
October when Betty, accompanied by her
youngest daughter, .Susie, 16, was returning to Paris after spending a week in both
Athens and Rome acquiring material to
add two chapters to her already published
book, "Children of Foreign Lands," as
suggested
by her
pid)lisher,
Betty's
ried daughter,
Wendy,
is living
in marMt.
Dora with her luisband and 3 year old
son, Scott. Mardie, a senior at the Uniof North
Carolina,
has enthusiastic
her pilot's
license, versityand
Beckie
is most
about the University of Hawaii where she
is a freshman.
I received a great letter from our former
excellent secretary, Carolyn Marlindale
Blouin. with the following bits of news.
Mona Stone (ireen and her husband ThornIon, the proud grandjiarents of five, are
heading for Arizona this February. They
raise, ride and show .Appaloosa colls and
have won many ribbons and trophies.
"Scootie" Gorsline, with a new hairdo, has
a new job as secretary to the president of
the Medical .School in Richmond, Liz
Stevenson Tate wrote Carolyn that she is
fine, not too anli(|ue hut feels a few seams
giving. Nancy Gaines Jaeger has a younger
.son, a sophomore at Darlmouth, and a
married

son, Dick, getting

his Master's at

Alumnae Magazine

Columbia Teachers. Cwcn

and June Writer

attended Dick's wedding. Agnes .S/irow/
I!ush enjoyed a visit from tlie lilouins last
winter and reports that she keeps luisy
with two young daughters in higli seliool
and son Ted at VPI where he is a member
of tile rifh' team. Kay Graham SeitiT witli
two eliilih'en married has her last gal at
the University of Syracuse. Now a word
about Carolyn who among other ihings
is a skiing enthusiast; she reports ihat
her oldest son Denny transferred ihis
year as a sophomore from Kenyon io
Bowdoin. Dehby is a freshman at Cedar
Crest College anil Oaig, the youngest, is
at home in the 8th grarle. The lilouins
made a quick tri|) to Florida last sumnu-r,
spent the night with Helen Harris Beard
Huntington in Fruitland I'ark, Fla., .and
saw Lizzie Peck Stevenson Tate in Wilmington, N. C, for a grand old gabfest.
(Jwenn Olcott Writer and husbaml who
made one of our daughter's weddings Iwo
years ago, as did lietty liardwell, visited
Ketly Boone Willis and family last suniiniT. I'he Willis son and heir is now 1.3.
Cwen and June are planning a short cruise
to Nassau this February but have to
hurry home to help Penny, their younger
daughter, di'cide on colleges.
-A sad note confirmi'd the news of the
death of Patsy Jitnes Muldaur last summer.
tf'esler
Horton.was
president
of
theGladys
Alumnae
Association,
our guest
spi'aker this Christmas at the Philadeljihia
Club luncheon. We are proud of this
classmate who has done such a fine job.
Cladys has a grandson in Hawaii, and I
can't think of a better place to visit.
One of the student speakers was Lucy
Shirley Otis' daughter, Lucy, and the
other was Joy lierguido, daughter of
Marion Jayne Berguido. Emily Maxtvell
Littlepage, '.32, Betty Moore Schilling, "28,
and 1 were guests of Marion's to meet
Gladys before the luncheon.
-Another active and loyal member of
our class, Mary Hunlinglon Harrison,
writes that they have a daughter, Anne,
teaching school, a son. Hunty, who graduated from Kenyon College last June and
is now in the Navy on his way to the
Mediterranean on the VSS Pinnacle, a
daughter, Fililh. at the University of Colorado and anolhcr daughler, Rutii, in the
7th gradi' at home. Mary and hubbie
Webb will sail from Grenada to Martincpie on the Manila from F"eb. 20 imtil
March 12. Mary is dehnilely planning lo
make
our June
reunion.
Was delighted to hear from our cla.ss
pri'sidcnt, Alice I,eif;li (Papers, who reports a son, Martin. 21. at V\ll on varsity
football and a daughter in her si'cond
year of nursing school. Her husband lias
been confined to a hos|)ital in New York
since a spinal operation last July, so Alice
|)it<hiMl in to take over as Tax Assessor
in their township. Mice saw Myra Marshall
Brush recently and liir three delightful
daughters.
Mary Moss Powell and Brent {re(|ui'ntly
visit their married daughtir. (!arolyn, husband and three children in Rochester. N.
Y.: son Pete, a June graduate of PrinceIon and now a secoml lieutenant in the
Marines, is stationed at Quantico and able
to come home many weekends. Mary saw
Gi-orgia Wilson Mockeriilgi- at Princeton
commencement
last June
where
her son
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was also a graduate. Alice Tucker

Jones

Taylor,
good Baltimt)re
friend of to
Mary's,
recently
moved afrom
Chestertown,
\ld. Tucker wrote a beautiful letter io
me reporting her steady improvement irom
a serious heart operation last Novendier.
1 wish you all had thi' opportunity of
reading a thought-provoking pamiihlet,
■■,'^larling the Prayer Group, " which Tucker
wrote. She spoke of Mary Moss Powell as
much loved by the Roland Park (Country
.''cliool in Baltimore where Mary is head of
the lower school. Tuck and Kalhryn Blake
Moore visited Eleanor Henderson .Merry
about a year ago in Augusta, Ga., and
had
four George,
hilarious isdays
Tuck's
husband.
the together.
Rector of
Old
St. Paul's Church, Kent Co.. the olilesl
Episco|ial church in Maryland, and her
son, Weill), is a civilian engineer designing
lieliocopters for the Navy; younger son,
Tucker, is a Naval Air Cadet at Pensacola.
HeanI from Jo Reid .Stubbs whose son,
John, a licensed pilot, is a pre-med student
at Princeton. Jo's daughter, Stephanie,
aged 1.5, loves horses, hockey and basketball, in that order. Father .Stephen is a
champ golfer. Jo is president of the Visiting Nurses .Association and head of ihe
Westport Garden Club as well as a golfing enthusiast. Cub Scout Mother Grace
Ferguson Smith keeps busy with her 2
active sons, Brewster Jr., 12, interested
in sports, and Nathan, 9, who is both
academically and musically inclined.
Wedding bells are ringing for Emilie
Jas/ierson Bayhas' attractive daughter,
Judith .Anne. Emilie's oldest son, married
with a daughter, 2, is in far away .Seattle
and younger son Dave is working for his
Master's in geology nearer home. Another
Toledoan, Gratia Geer Howe, admits enthusiastically grandchild-babysitting ior
daughters
Sally and
Nancy,
'56.
Received a newsy letter from Kay Marr
White who is as enthusiastic a grandmother as I but lucky Kay has her little
4 year old grandchild, Laurie, only a few
miles away and my two are in Germany.
Lucille, Kay's younger daughter, is a
senior at Harpeth Hall and next year .goes
to college, leaving Kay and Jimmy free
to travel at will (Jimmy is retired) for a
year anyhow, says Kay, and for fun. And
fun they are having, building a swimming
pool, completely redecorating and airconditioning their house and pursuing their
fascinating hobby of ceramics. Kay look
post-graduate courses to learn this art and
creati'S in a specially constructed glass
house Jimmy had built for her in llie
garage near his workshop to proti'ct all
her kilns, pollers wheels, etc., from llie
sawdust of his buzz .saws. Marty Hall
.'smith wrote Kay that she put her youngest
daughter in college in Marseilles and has
enjoyed a few trips across to check on
her. managing side trips to Italy. Belgium
and Holland.
Marjorie Sinrpis Moore reported liiimorouslv I hat she is now doing what she
^llould have done 2.") years ago. such as
being Den Mother (son Rusty being 9
now), taking a commercial art course,
and going into landscaping professionally,
but hastily added that some 10 bags of
.*^. B. bulbs were yet to bi' planted.
Another humorous note came from Mary
tf oodworth Wilkin who graphically described herself and inli-rior of house when
the furnace
bliw
uji; no casualties
but

dignity
elderandson has
graduated injured.
from Yale, Cagey's
is married
one
child. Her youngest son, also married, is
a graduate of Oklahoma A. & M., and
daughter Carol is a freshman at Connecticut College.
Last Thanksgiving Liz Copeland Norfleet
enjoyed a red-carpet visit in Cleveland as
a guest of Bets\- /T illianis (iilmore. charming husband Kirk and lovely daughter
Nell I headed for Sweet Briar). Liz is
teaching in a small private elementary
school and for the past two summers also
taught at Woodberry Forest, where her husbanrl, Fillmore, teaches modern languages,
.Son Robin is a sophomore at W. & L.
Boyce Lokey Martin .sends her best to all
of '30 but is afraid she will be unable to
make reunion, with three graduations coming up: Harold, Jr.. from Duke, son John
from high school, and Marion from Clarke
School in Massachusetts. Young Nancy,
1.5, will accompany them on their trek
north after hubbie Harold returns from a
2 months' trip to Liberia, by way of
Mexico, Panama, Cuba, Venezuela, Peru
and Brazil.
Received an interesting letter from the
former world traveler and lecturer Alice
Scott Hill who is now living in .Atlanta
but is by no means inactive. .Scottie has
a daughter, married with 2 little boys, and
a son, 18. As for her activities: series of
"The .Sandy .Stories" published in "Children's Activities." a fling in radio in
Florida where she had her own show,
produced, directed ami narrated; publicity
work for the .Symjihony Guild and .Atlanta -Art .Association. .'^Iie is now entering television with various and sundry
civic stints and personal interviews, and
has the title of "Tugboat .Alice" in a
children's show. At present Alice is finishing three children's books, she has just
returned with her husband from a very
interesting trip to A ucatan, and she is
hoping to come to Philadelphia soon io
visit her brother. Senator Hugh
Scott.
As for my news, no talents, just a mad
wonderful whirl the last three years since
Don and 1 were married May 17. 19.57.
Don is Director of International .'^ales for
Curtis I'ublishing Company, and 1 have
accompanied him on .3 extensive European
trips. We have also traveleil .3.3.000 miles
through the Pacific wearing out visas ami
passports; Fiji, New Zealand, .Australia,
Singapore, Bangkok, Hongkong I fabulous
shopping), then on to Japan followed by
Ihe unusual islands, such as Okinawa.
Taipei. (luam. Wake and restful, lieaeeful
Hawaii. In the interim, two daughters
married: (!onnie is in (ii-rmany with iwo
babies, and Anne and Phil are living in
Columbus. Ohio. Don's daughter is being
married this June, which prevents my
atlemling our reunion but i am sure all
reci-i\ed llie "comeback" letter from Nor\ell Hnyer Orgain. nn'mlivr of ihe Executive Board, urging eaih and every one io
make every effort to return for our 30th.
Please read that letter again.
^-^
-■O~\ "I
I

El.IZVIiKTH
(il.AUK
Lynchburg.
227
Boston S.Va.
Ave.

I have no a|)ologies to make for having
completely skipped the last issue. .At ihe
time the fall ntagazine wi'nt to press 1 was
laid up in the hospital being treated for
diabetes.
I'm OK
now.
have
lost about
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twenty pounds, look like a hag in the face
anrl feel wonderful.
1 have some ohl news that should have
come vour way many moons ago. On March
7. 19.S9. Polly Siviit Calhoun's daughter.
Sue. was married to Ens. James C. Hemingway. Jr.. in Cornwall. Conn. \X hen Polly
wrote me last spring, they were living in
Portsmouth. Va.
Last summer before 1 tried to turn up
my toes two friends and 1 had a wonderful
trip to the \\ est Coast and northwestern
Canada. \^ e missed the (,)ueen hy two days
all along the route. In all those miles not
one .Sweet Briar gal did 1 see,
Natalie Roberts Foster and Walter had
had a long tour of the West last Orloher.
The Lynchburg-.\mherst .Mumnae Club
had a fine luncheon on .Sweet Briar Day
at the Boxwood Inn. Nancy Worthington
told me about Jo Gibbs DuBois anil her
husband each being in the hospital in
different towns at the same time; by Christmas they were on the mend. Jo has a son
graduating next year from the I niversity
of Wisconsin and another son graduating
from high school. Her Joan is 13. Nancy
also had Christmas cards from Dorothy
Boyle Charles and Jean Cole .\nderson.
Jean had been getting her mother off to
Memphis, and they were excited over her
first trip since her operation and broken
hip. Dorothy said. "Libba Stribling Bell
and 1 have a wonderful time together. No
children this year for Christmas. Bob 111
was married in October and is in Virginia
until he retires from the Army in May.
.iXnue is with Polaroid in Cambridge."
Virginia Quintard Bond sent me a newspaper clipping of the engagement of Jane
Muhlberg Halverstadt"s daughter. Linda
Jane, to John W. MacDuffie of Boston,
Mass. The wedding is planned for June.
Helen Sim Mellen's son. John, is a student
at Pennington School. Naomi Doty Stead
writes that her daughter Toots is at home
in Tucson working in the operating room
at the Medical Center. Bill is in his third
year at the University of Arizona and Janet
is in junior high school.
Jean Countryman Presba's daughter. Paula, is a freshman at Lawrence College,
.\ppleton. Wise, where she is having a
wonderful time and has pledged Theta
much to her delight. Virginia Cooke Rea's
daughter. .\nn. is at Lake Erie College
in Painsville. Ohio, where she is a sophomore. She has applied to the Sweet Briar
Junior Year in France.
C\ (^
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Elizabeth Job Juit
109 Cherry
Lane
Pikesville. Ky.

Plague! Plague! and the gals of '32
victimized by "noletteritis." Our president.
Alice Dabney Parker, was first to recuperate with a marvelous account : "Sweet
Briar has loomed very large in our lives
this year, and most happily so. We were
there for May Day and had the thrill of
seeing our daughter Fleming in the Court.
Kay
Oglesby
daughter.
Nita.
real lieaut.
was Mixon's
also a member.
Then
backa
again for commencement, when we saw
three '32 daughters take their degrees —
Nita Mixon, Fleming Parker, and .Susan
Timberlake (Tiny Marshall's I. In the fall
we were on hand to enter our Betsy, and
once more on Parents' Day. There I saw
Letha Morris Wood, Virginia Bellamy Ruffin. Hazel
Stamps
Collins, Sarah
Gracey
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Haskell and Dorothy Smith Berkeley.
Finally, not to be considered pikers, we
are starting out tomorrow for S. B. to attend the annual Christmas Music progam.
Betsy is a member of the choir, and we
seize any excuse to rally round.
"The biggest event of the year for us
was Fleming's marriage in October to Dick
Rutledge, Jr., son of Evelyn Pretlow Rutledge. '2.5. It was (|uite a gathering from
the Briar patch: Mrs. Pannell. Jackie
Bond Wood. Mr. and Mrs. Detmold. .Sally
Ainsworth Glass and Dick: Irene Kellogg.
Helen Pratt .Secrest and her new husband.
Jim. My own maid of honor, Helen Bean
Emery, '34, and Walt came too. What with
([uite a concourse of Fleming's friends, of
much later vintage, not to mention the
mother

of the groom, the groom's godmother. Martha McHenry Halter. '25. and
aunts of the bride, Mary Virginia

two

Parker, '11, and

Douglas

Chelf Dabney

Betty Allen
(Academy)
." Magruder Reck and Henry
had a glorious trip to England and .Scotland this summer. On their return they
attended a gathering of the McGregor clan
in Charlottesville. There was a special cereBetty Allen's father. Dr.
Edward monyM.honoring
Magruder.
Everyone will sympathize with Irene
Kellogg in the loss of her mother. "Garrison" spent
somethis
time
with her aunt in
New York
State
summer.
Helen Pratt has been Mrs, James D,
Secrest since January. They went to Nassau on their honeymoon anti have done
considerable traveling since. Helen's radiant smile illuminates the whole of the District of Columbia. Virginia Craig is also
a class bride. She married H. C. Smith
this summer and lives in Cincinnati, Ohio.
Annual Christmas greetings from Emma
Knou'lton Lytle say she is enjoying having
her S. B. family graduate, Eleanor Humphreys, back in Illinois. Emma is writing poetry. What are the rest of you doing for
hobbies? Last year I took up sketching
and found another thing 1 couldn't do.
This winter I joined the Community
Chorus. Surprise! my voice has dropped
from soprano to alto. Another ten years
and I'll be singing bass.
A note from Darien, Conn., from Ginny
Squibb Flynn, informs us they too have a
college grad for a son. Bill finished at
Brown last June and has a position with
the Monsanto Chemical Company at Everett. Mass. Mike will get his degree this
Gleaning from change of address notices
I find Bea Stone Devore is back in Washyear.
ington. D. C. Elizabeth If est Etheredge
lives at Londonbridge near Virginia Beach
and Dorothy Smith Berkeley has returned
to Charlottesville.
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BoNNEY McDonald

Hatch

321 N. College
Muncie,
Indiana Ave.

Some few words about reunion: all of us
who went back, some with reservations,
some without, were delighted that we had
gone. It was wonderful to see ( and recognize) one another and to see the beauty of
Sweet Briar again. Everyone looked much
the same if not improved.
We had a most enjoyable evening at the
class picnic which was held at Dr. Lucy
Crawford's and Miss Harriett Rodger's
house, "Red Top." It was so nice to visit

with them that evening, and with them and
other members of the faculty the next
niiilit at the punch party held on Dew dormitory terrace.
Martha Lou Lemmon .Stohlman gave a
very witty and entertaining talk at the bancpiel and the class of '34 was mighty proud
of her. The amount of $1200.00, our undesignated class funds, was presented to
Sweet Briar that evening to go toward the
Lucy Crawford chair of philosophy.
Jo Fink Meeks, Mary Louis Nelson
Becker, Helen Closson Hendricks, and I
spent a couple of days with .Sue Fender
Miller, her husband, and three children, in
Martinsville, Va., before we all drove on
to .Sweet Briar for reunion. .Sue has a fasdress shop,
"The Georgian
Room."
where wecinating
had
a wonderful
time trying
on
and succumbing to some of her clothes and
irresistible merchandise.
We have a new grandmother, Jean
Lyderker Roberts, whose grandson. Allen
McDearman Roberts, was born Oct. 11,
19.59. .\re there any other grandmothers?
Jean's son. father of young Allen, teaches
languages at a school in Kansas City. Her
other activities aside from being a grandmother include a Foreign Affairs Discussion Group, chairman of the board of a
home for elderly women, bowling, and tennis.
Elinor Fitch Welch writes from St.
Petersburg, Fla., that she is no longer
working and would like to keep in touch
with Sweet Briar.
Katherine Means Neely and her husband are going on a freighter trip in February to San Juan, Port-of-Spain, Barbados,
Grenada, St. Vincents, and St. Lucia and
are looking forward to being at sea where
there is no traffic or telephone. She. too.
enjoyed reunion and says that there she
felt like a real person again, not just Mom.
If anyone has friends in Copenhagen
Mary Lee Ryan Strother would like their
names and addresses as her eldest son.
David, will spend the spring semester in
Denmark studying at the University of
Copenhagen. Then in the summer he will
tour Europe. Her second son. Dick, is a
sophomore at Yale studying engineering
and playing J. V. football. Her daughter.
.Sarah, is a senior at Grosse Pointe Llniversity School. She and Mary Lee visited
Sweet Briar last April.
Keeping active in the Sweet Briar
Alumnae group of Cleveland is Ann Armstrong Allen. Her oldest son graduated
from the University of Michigan and is
due for
if he doesn't
get into
uate service
business school.
Her second
boy gradis a
sophomore at Denison University and her
daughter is a junior in high school in Lakewood where she is leaping into space as
their cheerleader.
From Marion Cox Luck comes the news
that her daughter. .Susan, is a junior at
.St. Catherine's in Richmond. Va.. and is
thinking of college which Marion hopes
will be .Sweet Briar. Marion sees Emily
Timberlake Watterson at Virginia Beach
every summer. Emily now lives in Shaker
Heights. Ohio, and has 3 good looking

boys.

Dot Hutchinson Howe's son, Tom, a
sophomore at Williams, had a shoulder
operation the Monday after Christmas.
He is back at college with exams postponed until he can write. You can imagine
how the Howes spent most of the holidays.
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The school situation has settlerl down
in Virginia ami Mary Wahon M((:iin(llish
Livint;ston can now liardly liclicvc >hal
thiTp were closed schools a year ajio. I'riscilla Mullen Gowen says that Mary McCandish wrote on her (Miristmas card that she
was so glad that Priscilla had prodded her
into fioing to reunion and thai ihi'v hnth
enjoyed their days on cani|nis. I'riscilla
was hack at Sweet Briar in Octolier with
her daughter to have an inlervii'W anil a
look around campus.
Pegpy, age 20, the older daughter of
Mary Rotlgers Moses, has received notice
of her successful completion of all courses
necessary for a B. A. degree at .Stanford
I'niversity. (Graduation will hi' in June.
Her younger daughter, Patty, is a high
scliool senior.
In Europe this Octoher was Margaret
Ross Ellice and her luishand. Their (laughter. Parry, is now a sophomore at Sweet
Briar. Margaret is busy staff-aiding at the
hospital, being chairman of volunteers for
the Ked Cross Chapter, and struggling
with a .Sunday .School class.
I have had a notice that Anna P. Yiniiig
Adams died Feb. 19, 19.59. and Jo Meeks
reports that Elsa Gerslacker Allen died last
year.
It took Mary Louis Nelson Becker 2.5
years to go through Sweet Briar House,
which she did at reunion, and she loved
it. Her oldest, Allen, is in his 3rd year of
college and is living with me this year as
I have 6 college boys boarding here and
have had for 4 years. He and I are going
to Logansport. Ind., this week-end to visit
Mary Louis and her husband. Her second
son. Nelson, is in his second year at Tulane where he is a cheerleader, and Mary
Anna is in her .second year of high school.
Jo Fink Meeks who lives just five blocks
from here came over one morning, and
over a cup of coffee, helped me to get this
column going. Her oldest daughter, Lani,
is working in a convalescent home near
her. Her next, .\nne, is a freshman nursing
student at Vanderbilt l Diversity, Nashville,
Tenn.: Made. 12. and Davy. 8. are busy
at home keeping her on her toes. She is
still on the board of the Girl Scout Council
but has retired from being a leader .after
12 years, and is also teaching a .Sunday
School class of 3rd graders which helps
to keep her young. She says to put a question mark after that last statement.
My son, .Sieve, with two other boys, and
a car, spent last summer touring in Europe,
including Czecho-.Slovakia ami East Gerittanv. He is now back to earth and in
his fourth yi'ar of mechanical engineering
at (Cornell I'niversity.
Thanks to you all for your good wi.shes
to me on this job and 1 know we all
want to give our thanks to Lasar for ihe
grand and phenomenal work she has lone
as class secretary. Do you know that she
has been our representative for 25 years
and from the notes 1 have had from her
I know that she is going to miss it. .She has
sent in the following news;
Somewhere in the confusion of our lives
this summer. 1 failed to catch up with ihe
fact that Bonney would take over this job.
Old secretaries never Hie; they don't even
fade away! They just keep on sending
postals, which is exactly what 1 did from
force of habit last fall. This is in the nature of a swan .song, sung with somewhat
mixed emotions, for I shall miss hearing
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directly from all of you, but will certainly
enjoy being on the receiving end after all
these years.
Marjorie Smith Zengid saw Elizabeth
Mayfielil Chapman in New York last summer when Marjorie and her family were
enroute to Europe for four months; Marjorie's oldest child is now in college.
Lib Srhener Maxwell and her husband
were at .Sea Island in Novendier. saw Ruth
Myers Pleasants, her mother and sisters
in New "> ork in lJecend)er. where they had
a reunion with the Stokeys and Fuessles.
Lib's daughter. Liza,
night at Sweet Briar
reports a Caribbean
which sounded like

and Ruth's, spent a
and loved it. Ruth
cruise in November
fun: her son is a

sophomore at Chapel Hill and her daughter, a junior at .Salem .\cademy.
Eleanor (liike Esterly brought me up
to date on all the doings in Pasadena.
They have a very active club there, and
she sees (|uite a hit of Betty (Warier Clarke
and Lou Dreyer Brailley. Cookie and her
husband were in Chicago in October for
a medical convention, toured New England,
and visited their daughter who is at Pine
Manor. Lou spent th.e summer as a counsellor at a camp with her children, .ind
Belly's youngest son is a freshman at Yale.
Nan Russell Carter says all her brood
are in school for the first time in twentytwo years; oldest boy in the Philippines,
Bob at Llnion College, Bill at Williams,
.Sally in high school in Germany, anti two
youngest in grade school. The skiing is
not too good this year, so she is swimming
indoors at the high school, doing interpretive dancing and entertaining visiting
nieces and nephews.
Connie Biirwell While came East for
Thanksgiving; keeps extremely busy with
their business and speaking engagements.
Nan Biilzner Leavell saw Connie when
Nan and family were on a Grand Tour of
the West. Nan talked on the phone to
Betty Clapp Robinson in Kansas City.
History is certainly repeating itself in
school, which charms me. Nan's daughter
rooms with Cary Burwell Carter's daughter, is good friends with Jackie's daughter,
and is president of the freshman class. I
think it's wonderful. Jackie's daughter,
Liza, made her debut in Lynchburg this
year, and is living in Crammer and loves
it. Kate, the younger daughter, is at National Cathedral .School in Washington
and classmates with Elvira Cochran McMillan's daughter. Chip, her son, is at Hampden-.Sydney, so Jackie says there is room
at (iarden Cottage for anyone who woidd
like to come visiting.
The grapevine tells me that Julie Sniller
de Coligny is a very popular assistant dean
at .Sweet Briar which should come as no
surprise. She and her family visited New
Orleans during the holidays and went to
the .Sugar Bowl game. .\nne and Julie,
ilaughlers, are at .Amherst High Siboid.
Bill, president of his class at Trinity College, graduates in June, and Calvert is at
Washington and Lee.
Judy Dtiiigherly Musser is trying to
survive the rigors of a daughter in Wellesley, and 1 am hoping she will come to New
't ork soon so I can see her again. Helen
Hanson Bamford reports on a successful
SB Day in December in Toledo. They have
bought a golden retriever from Mary
her.
Carmichael, '6L and are just daft about
Got a grand card from Tacky at Christ-

mas in which she looked as young and
handsome as ever; her older son, I^ill, is
a freshman at Wesleyan LI. A card, too,
from Emilie Emory Leary reporting all is
well with them.
Eleanor Alcott Bromley and her husband went to the Cape last summer while
their son was in camp in Michigan; Dot
Tiirno Gardner and her chicks came east
to New Jersey; Bonnie IT oocl Stookey and
Don also at the Cape on New Year's, which
seems a charnnng time to me. She and 1
have been sharing by mail the agonies of
college entrance for our .sons next year;
it is apparent that it is easier to pass
through the Pearly Gales these days than
into the College of Your Choice!
Mitzi Hanifen Fried's .son is now a
Lieutenant, j.g., in the Navy and stationed
in Norfolk; Bill is a sophomore at ihe
I'niversity of Pennsylvania, and Linda,
a junior at Harrilon High .School.
Cordelia Penn Cannon spent a blissful
and thoroughly satisfactory summer with
her SB alumna daughter in Europe, having gone by jet, and is now iinmured in
the business of everyday living, helping
.Stephen with homework, trying recipes
and supervising household repairs.
Lou Lenimon .Stohlman writes she has
no news, but you will be current with her
because of her Christmas letter. Marjorie
Van Evera Lovelace's daughter is a junior
at Swarlhmore in the honors program,
and hopes to go on to a law rlegree; her
son is off to college next year. Cleo .Scott's
oldest boy is a senior at Amherst, one is in
pre-med and the youngest is in high school.
So many of you expressed regret .it
missing reunion and 1 among them. The
telegram 1 received from all of you there
was so heart-warming, and certainly helped
to soften the blow of my disappointment in
having to miss it. Our daughter, lulie, was
married last .September, and David will,
we hope, be off to college in the fall. Meanwhile, am
I poodle,
the proud
"mother"
of a small
nameandof doting
Gabrielle.
I will close with heartfelt thanks to all
of you for making this column possible.
*~J^^
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Raleigh.
M\Rv
ViKGiNiA
N. C, (;\Mi' Smith
.«03 'White Oak Road

Just before Thanksgiving, 1 saw Marian
I'P^uzzy'l Taylor Brawley. She is living
in Southern Pines. N. C, and loves her
job as an assistant to a landscape architect. Her mother is spending the winter
with her.
I received a most attractive (Mirislmas
card from Annette llnrley Chappell. .She
and Joe have three sons and a daughter
and are living in Hong Kong where Joe
works with the .State Department. .She
writes, "I seem to get involved in far ioo
many things, i.e., am President of American
\\ omen's .Association here, which has ipiiua few major projects, also, always lots of
visitors. .Ml the tourists love it here and 1
enjoy showing o(T what must surely be
one of the world's most beautiful cities."
Her addri'ss is: .525 .\ (!oombe Road. Hong
Kong. B, C. C.
Our Christmas was iiuile exciting ihis
year. Charles, the three children and 1
Hew to the Caribbean for the Christmas
holidays. \^'e were gone for two weeks
and visited St. Thomas. San Juan. Puerto
Rico, Ciudad Trujillo, Dominican Republic.
Port-au-Prince,
Haiti, and
Kingston
and
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Montego I!ay. Jainaiia. \^ r liail a marvelous time and lovcil tin- lush foliatie and
intense blue sea. It was a novel experienee
for us to laze in and around a swimming
pool on Christmas
Day.
On Jan. 16 F.lizalieth Taylor Viar. the
(hiughler of Rulli Gillinm Viar. married
|)a\id I'i'le Moore at the Fort Hill Methodist Chureli in Lynehhurg.
This fall. Man] Powell Doty visited her
aunt here in Raleigh. I am sorry 1 did not
know it until I read in our paper that she
had left. However. 1 talked to her aunt
who told me that Man] looked belter than
she'd ever seen her and that she and her
family were living at 11 Euclid Avenue,
Summit. N. .1. They returned recently
from .'^ao Paulo. Hrazil. wdiere they lived
for about two years. On the way back to
the United States from Hrazil. Marq went
to Paris and visited a friend with whom
she"d lived while spending
year abroad.

her junior

\ note from Aline ("Stumpy") Cook in
October said. "Peggy is now in the first
grade and Charlie and 1 continue to teach
at

Collegiate."
1 talked to Gallic Furniss Wolfe in Atlanta at Christmas. She was thrilled to have
her son and daughter home from college
for the holidays.
<~\ r^
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Peggy Minder Davis
2.5 Lakeview Ave.
Holbrook, Mass.

To those of you who answered my l)clated plea for news, my sincere thanks.
To all of you. greetings. Although I pretend I <lon"t know how I became class
secretary, I really do. 1 made the mistake
of leaving our twentieth reunion early.
We are now stationed in Massachusetts
where Paul ( my husband and Virginia
Rush Lang's cousin) commands a group
of Nike battalions protecting Boston. So
vou can come and eat baked beans and
scrod with us and the other proper Bostonians and feel absolutely safe — at least
we hope so. We hated leaving the .Army
War College and have learned that Anne
I.auman Bussey is now stationed ihere.
Our paths almost crossed!
1 am very busy teaching kindergarten.
Our lone daughter, Jill, is a senior at
Dana Hall. Peggy Criiikshnnk Dyer's
daughter. Julie, is a junior ihere; her
eldest. Mary, graduates from Abbot Academy in June and hopes to enter Sweet
Briar. Hollins, or Randolph-Macon. Timothy, 10. is busy with sports and Cul) scouts
while Nancy, 9, skates on the cranberry
bogs. "C. C", 3, is an energetic redhead.
She must take after her busy mother who
plays tournament badminton with husband.
Holmes ( Petie Dyer Sorenson's brother I,
belongs to the League of Women Voters,
has a role in a local production of "Harvey," substitute teaches and rides when
the weather permits. All this activity leaves
me ([uite breathless!
Agnes ('.r(iwlor<l Bates has two parttime jobs — in an insurance office and in the
"ilaffodil bulb" business. Bill and Agnes
spent a gay weekend with Connie C.halkley
Kittler I '40) and her husband Fred in
Washington. D. C. Agnes sees Jane Gregory
Olmsted and her husband Bill, who bave
an interesting old estate in Gloucester.
Shortly after the birth of her latest child,
Jane shattered her hip; she expects to be
walking with crutches soon. With a new
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baby. Stevie, 2, Nancy, 7, and John, 13,
lifi' has been rather hectic for Jane. Her
(laughter. Lynn, attends the Ajnerican
.school in .Switzerland.
Sara Kirkptilrick Fearing wrote just
before plane time. She was en route to
Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands sans
children, .'^he .said she needed unwinding
aller a house-remodeling, housewarming
at Thanksgiving, and a gala Christmas
jiroduction for nine. Daughter, .Sue Speed,
graduates from Cha|iel Hill in June. The
youngest. Sydnor, will start kindergarten
this year.
Dottie Stewart had a marvelous vacation
in Hawaii. She spent four wondi'rful weeks
at the Royal Hawaiian with intermittent
islan<l-hopping. .She is most enthusiastic
about our newest state and the friendly
hospitality she found there.
And just to show you what an up-to-theminute group we are Lee Hall Cramer
drove to Alaska with her father and daughter. Kathie. last summer. They drove
l.S.OOO miles through Canada and over ibe
Alcan highway. Tliey flew to Barrow, an
Eskimo village 12.50 miles south of the
north pole and also flew to Nome and
Kotzebue, 200 miles from Russia. The trip
was fascinating. Lee said the sun rose at
3:30 a.m. and set at 11 p.m. when they
were at Barrow.
Polly Larnbelh Blackwell wrote that she
had seen many alumnae children (?) at
the Debutante Ball in Winston-.Salem. She
noted Gary Burwell's daughter, Ann <!arter
(freshman at .Sweet Briar). Lillian Lambert's son Neiland Pennington ( freshman
at Duke), Ruth Myer's son. Ed Pleasants
( sophomore at LIniversity of North Carolina), Eleanor Layfield's son Linwood
Davis (sophomore at Princeton), and Jerry
Bonkemeyer's daughter, Anne Darden
(freshman at Randolph-Macon).
Turnie I Mary Tiirnbull Barfield) was
dcliglited to report that her daughter Ashton, graduating from Stuart Hall in June,
has been accepted by Sweet Briar, class of
1964. .She reported a phone call from Betty
Thomas Wells, who was en route to .Sea
Island. Betty has three children, aged .5 lo
19; Marge, her twin, has five children.
(]arol Fox McKisson has three chililren;
the eldest. Hidcn. will be 20 in August.
Mary Lou Agnew Merrill (Bluey) is
cerlain she has the newest arrival. .*^pottswood Preston is just 5 months old. Her
22-year-old son, John, Jr., was married in
Septendier. He graduates from Cornell in
June. Buffy. 20. is a junior at Vassar and

Richard, 11, is at home
school.
Frances

Johnson

attending grade

Finley wrote

to say

that Biddy Sirard .'^ila is living in Brus.sels and Anna Lawrence Reilfield Ferguson
is working as director of the book section
for a Norfolk newspa|ier.
Nancy jVo//e Lea discovered Peggy Harris Clark at the Garden Club of America
zone meeting in Englewood, N. J., in
October. Peggy's marvelous Japanese-inspired garden was featured on the lour.
Peggy looked the same as ever; Nancy
feels gardening must be the answer lo a
trim figure.
Dot I'rout Gorsuch is another gardening
fan. She's eagerly awaiting spring for
gardening and tennis weather. !^he wrote
that Peter Uyer l^orenson's youngest broke
her leg skiing during the holidays, but has
returned to school.
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Maiiion
Be!own Zaiser
St.
Petersburg
4, Fla.
1248 Monterey Blvd.

Susan Gibson Davenport had a wonderful
time when .Stephen jireacbed at .Sweet
Briar last fall, staying at Sweet Briar House
and
enjoying
"the Mrs.
prettiest
and invite<l
most fun"
lireakfast
to which
Pannell
the
foreign and
students,
students
studied
abroad
students
from who've
Louisville.
At
lunch .Sue saw her dear friend, Betty,
"who gave me so much support in my
dining room career."
Powell and Ben spent
Thanksgiving at the
their daughter Marian

Kitty King Corbelt
the weekend before
Briar Patch, where
is a freshman. The

Powells' eldest is a sophomore at Smith.
Billy Heizer Hickenlooper is another
lucky one who visited our Alma Mater; she
was there in December with sons Bo and
Skip, after seeing W. & L. In August the
Hickenloopers sjient 3 heavenly weeks in
the Boulder Canyon, missing the earthi|uake by 24 hours. In June Billy saw
Ruth Pfingsen Polster and Bill, and Fritz
Cordes Hoffman and Frank in Cincinnati,
and she sees Lloyd Lanier Elliott "when she
comes up." Lloyd Lanier Elliott has moved
from New Ky.
York to Tate's Creek Road,
Lexington.
Molly Talrolt Dodson was amazed to
read in our last Class Notes aliout Dolly
"Nick" Tate's daughter being an AFS
summer student. Molly's daughter. Archer,
went abroad under the sanie program and
hatl the most thrilling summer of her
young life, living for 2 months with a
familv in Northern Finland. To think chat
Kent.

14.

2
daughters
same
boat ! of '38 should end up on the
Another pleasant surprise received
through the Alumnae Magazine: Elinor
Edenton Smith learned that Nancy Old

home (since July, '58 1 on the hanks of
the James River, in Richmond. Eady says

Housel Carr and family. Fergie's eldest
son finds Mary Ann's daughter pretty nice!
Fergie hopes to visit .SB with daughter,
Nancy, this spring.
When Frank Hulse tied the sailfish record, he and Cohbie ( Mary Jemison (^obb
Hulse I phoned Fergie all the way from
Ponte Vedra, Fla. Back in Birmingham before Labor Day, Cobbie enjoyed a visit
from Connie McDuffie Turner and daughter, "over" from Mobile.
I enjoyed a quick trip to New York, with
mother, in November to see some shows,
while my boys batched it with my father,
a grand vacation for all of us from the

their guest room is ready for any '38ers en
route to or from SBC. Also recently moved
to Richmond, along with the entire sales
headi|uarters of Reynolds Metals, is Jane
Job Manning. The Mannings had just
moved baciv to Louisville after 7 years in

regular, busy round of both "homework"
and "extra-curriculars."
Betty
Fiiazier
Rineh.\rt
105 Bay Point Dr., N.
St. Petersburg, Fla.

Evanston, III., when "the great migration"
to Virginia took place.
A migrant from Virginia (Roanoke)
to Greenwich, Conn. (611 Lake Ave.) is
Anne Walker Newton. Jane Bemis Wills is

Patty Bah Vincent writes that she and
her three children, Semore, a 5th grader.
Sarah, a 4th grader, and small fry Mary
spent last summer in England visiting her

Mercer and Carolyn I'otter Echols both
live in Dallas, where Elinor's son, Baxter IV, is a freshman at SMU. Elinor hopes
to see Nancy and Carolyn when she travels
to Texas.
Virginia Eady Williams and Alfred, 8
year old daughter, 2 boxers and toy manchester are all happily adjusted to their

"still living in the same high old house on
the same corner lot in Darien, Conn., with
delights of my life: Sally, 13, Pat, 12, Ronnie and .Allan B., 8, and .Allen C, 21 plus."
Judy teaches a .Sunday School class with
two otht'r Briarites, Louise W oodruff
Angst, '43, and Dottie Hoover, '50.
A long letter written by Cecily Jansen
Kendrick a year ago has just come to light
from the depths of Dolly Tate's desk. Ces
was eager to learn Macky Fuller Kellogg's
address because she understood Macky's
son was at Phillips Academy, Andover,
Mass., where Ces' own son. Charlie, Jr.,
is, and next son, Clinton, hoped to be this
year. Ces hopes the boys will get acquainted
and she can see Macky when she visits
Andover.
Ces also has a daughter,
Kit,
12. The Kendricks ski, fish, ride and hunt,
and have taken a couple of trips to California to see how an ocean looks. At home
in Denver Ces serves on various civic
boards: nursery, children's hospital, cotillion and symphony.
Barbara Cross Reese's home, children
and various conmiunily projects in East
Stroudsburg, Pa., plus following her older
son's career as a Princeton freshman keep
her life busy and exciting.
Mary Brown-Serman Waike and family
are happily settled in Hagerstown, Md.
Biggest news is of Muff announcing her
engagement at Christmas to a senior at
the Virginia Theological .Seminary. .Steve,
Jr., graduates from St. .Andrew's and is in
"the college application rat race." Marion,
13, on the "Y" swim team, broke a backstroke record recently. En route to a vacation in Linville, N. C, the Walkes enjoyed
a swim in Lib Morton Forsylhe's pool, and
at the Hood Conference saw Mary Jeff
K elles Pearson, who was looking forward
to a trip to Europe with her v\hole family.
Jo Happ Willingham's sons, Joe and
John, are senior and soph., respectively, at
Episcopal High in .Alexandria, and
daughter Heli'n is 12. Jo's main interests
include home, church and Council on
World Affairs.
Mary Thompson Fabbrini and Aldo
were in Boston in December. Dot Tison
Campbell cami' down from Vermont, Macky
Fuller Kellogg came over from Weston,
and with Barbara Ferguson Lincoln and
Mason, all had a whirl. Last summer the
Lincolns
had great fun with Mary
.Ann
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husband's family. She wrote also that Janey
Lewis Kingsbury now lives in Kalamazoo,
Mich., and that her daughter, Susan, was
married last November. Bobby Earl Reinheimer now lives in San Jose, Calif., with
lawyer husband and two sons, Leiia Bond
Preston writes that she has moved to
California where her husband is teaching
in the Covina elementary schools. She has
two boys, 10 and 9, and two girls, 15 and
11. all of whom love California living.
Betsy Campbell Gawthrop writes that she
is as busy as ever with social and community work, as she hasn't learned to say
no. she is chairman of the board of visiting nurses. Her son, Rob, will go to college next year. Daughter Beth is in the
10th grade while Susan is in the 6th.
Mary Treadway Downs wrote a newsy
letter also. She and husband are planning
to take their two children to France next
summer while Fritz's parents are there. She
asked me to include a plea for the .Alumnae
Fund. Although our class has responded
very well, we could do much better.
J. O. Oliver Sartor wrote me last fall
when she sent me the card file. I thought
that she did a grand job and hope I can do
half as well. She was in the process of
building a beautiful new home on 12%
acres of woodland; it should be finished
by now. Her family consists of four children: Balfour, 10, Libby, 8, Oliver, 5, and
Jean, 1VL>.
Have corresponded with Julie Saunders
Michaux about class names, etc. Am hoping
to see her in St. Pete in February. She and
Dick own a cooperative apartment on the
beach.
Our 20th reunion last June was a great
success and we had a nice turnout but
wish that more of you cnuld have made it.
As for myself, please note my new address.
\A e are just getting settled here ami love
this outdoor living. My son .Andy is nine
and loves the fishing and swimming. 1
manage to get in a few holes of golf. 1
hope to have more news for the June issue.
so please write before .April 15th.
A f\
lL\
-'-^^ I

MlRIEL Bahrovvs Neall
29 Foxridge Road
West Hartfonl 7. Conn.

Have you signed up a good sitter? Have
you changed
the date of the annual
PTA
meeting?
Have you hinted to your friends
to ask your hushaml out for dinner.' Thi'n

you're all set for the Terrific Twentieth at
.SBC! There are some wonderful plans
afoot, and a lot of attractive classmates
returning, so be sure you are there too.
First off, new addresses for the ever moving class. Ellie Snow Lea has moved from
Atlanta, Ga., to Kenilworth, 111., where she
lives right around the corner from Blair
Bunting Both, so you can imagine how
lucky was
theya picture
both feel!
Blair's
card
of her
most Christmas
attractive
three, and on the back of the card she put
a volume of news, telling me of the heavenly weeks she and her husband had in
London and Paris last year, and a lovely
few days in the chateaux country. .She said
she saw Connie Currie Fleming in October
at SBC, and last July she and Ellie Lea
took their families to visit Hug Schmid
Hardy. Birmingham. Mich., looks within
the tour circuit, so Parge W oods Gillette
may be the next on the invasion list.
Clara Sasscer Chandler has moved from
Washington. D. C. to Chevy Chase, and
Frances Holub Shulman moved a little
farther, from Beverly Hills, Cal., to Akron,
Ohio. Jean Tyree Willman is now in Newport, R. L, where the SBC gathering is almost non-existent compared to the one in
Alexandria, Va. Martha Smith McGowan
couldn't
leave California,
San Bernardino
to Rialto. so only went from
Kay Hodge

Soaper said she saw Jane

Bush Long in Augusta, and that Jane's
four sons are very handsome. .She reported Libby Mercer Hammond has a
"grandchild." Kay ends with a promise
"See you next (now this) June."
As always, Mildred Moon Montague
saves the day. Her lovely newsy letter was
just too late for the .September tieadline,
)ut she told me of her wonderful jet flight
to London, then on to Paris and a tour of
the chateaux country, and on to Milan. Venice, Florence and Rome.
Tell Sinclaire Farrar and her husband
and son put the Montagues on the plane,
and as it was four hours late starting, they
had time for a real chat. Tell is doing
public relations for the high school in
Garden City, L. L, which her son Douglas
attends.
Ivy Ivins Haskins' Christmas card showed
her. Bill, and their two sons and two daughters all sitting in their own RE.AL fireengine which they had won in a raffle. It
actually goes, and came complete with 20
firemen hats. You can imagine the Haskins'
popularity in Concord, Mass! Uy and Bill
hope for a trip abroad this spring.
1 fear 1 won't make SBC for reunion as
Jim and 1 are going to fly to England and
.Scotland for three weeks in the spring. My
trip to SBC in .September was unforgetable: every girl looked so pretty, the boxwood in the sun had its particular perfume,
and the weather was perfecl. It was unbelieveable to see the new furniture in Grammar, yet still find the old signs on the
metal doors of the bathrooms. The rooms
in the Dew Dormitory and the patio oulsi<le are things we never even dreamed of!
Still Senior Steps — but no more freshman
aprons! The first person 1 saw was Mrs.
Wailes, who has not changed one bit, and
the sight of her took me back 24 years in
a wink.
The next issue of these class notes will
111' written by your new secretary. The past
five years have been fun, and to everyone
who has helped me by passing on news or
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sending me clippings — a great big THANK
YOU.
/t ~t Margaret Stiart Wilson Dickey
/I I I 1902 Ash Street
-■- -*- Texarkana. Ark.
I apologize for the lark of note.s in the
fall magazine, but summer was partieularly
vigorous for me. As both our girls were lo
spend the .summer in North Carolina at
Helen Mac and Dan's camp, 1 took on
many activities, to fill my empty hours,
including volunteer director of both sessions of C.irl Scout Day Camp, for 170
girls. Tlien we went to North Carolina for
the last week of camp, to bring the girls
home. While there. Evie Cantey Marion and
husband Andy, plus their two youngest
children, spent the week-end with us at
Little Switzerland, and we certainly had a
wonderful time being together. We also
saw Peg Tomlin Graves from Lynchburg,
and several other Briarites. as well as children of a dozen more; but there was only
a week between getting home and leaving
again
to take
my 15 year
Scout troop
to Galveston
for a old's
week;senior
and
by the time that trip was over, the deadline for notes had passed.
1 am sure you will join me in sympathy
to Lucy Lloyd, whose mother died unexpectedly while Lucy was in Portugal.
Betsy Tower Bennett writes that after
ten years in an apartment, they have a wonderful home of their own, and she, Charlie,
and the boys (Randy, 11. and Benj, 7) are
ecstatic. Betty Doucett Neill also has a new
house, and they are as happy as the Bennetts. Betsy and Charlie were all set to
have dinner with Betty and Jack, when the
Bennetts woke up with the mumps. An
equally sad occasion was the time when
Betsy missed seeing Anne Dewey Guerin
when they were in New York. The Guerins
live in Austin, Texas, where Anne's husband is on the faculty of the University of
Texas. Betsy says Charlotte Davenport
Tuttle's three children are precious: Susan.
6, Winslow, 9, and Tyler, IIV;:. Charlotte.
Betsy and several others had the grandest
time last spring when Ann Borough O'Conner had them meet at her New York apartment, then treated them to lunch at the
N. Y. Junior League dining room. Speaking of the Junior League. Betsy says being
sustaining is heavenly. Can I wait?
A long, newsy letter from Martha Ingles
Sclirader, whose husband is an army colonel presently stationed at the Pentagon,
says there is quite a collection of Sweet
Briar girls in and around Washington. Last
spring Jean Tyree Willman gave a lovely
luncheon — all Sweet Briar-ites. Garre
Baker Grant, and Connie Chalkley Kittler
were there, and Libby Conover drove in
from the Eastern shore of Maryland, where
she is a "lady farmer". Ruthie Collins
Henry came from Watertown. Va.. about
two hours' drive from Washington. Ruthie,
Connie, and Jean are all married in the
Navy, so they keep running into each
other at odd places all over the world.
Martha says she sees Connie quite often as
their 14 year old sons are classmates at
St. Albans. Martha says Sweet Briar Day
was really an outstanding meeting for the
Washington Alumnae Club, with a fascinating talk by Mrs. Evelyn Eaton who
teaches English at Sweet Briar, and is also
a well-known author. Martha says Mrs.
Eaton spoke magnificently and really in-
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spired them to go home and do some
reading and some thinking. Last fall
Martha and her husband went up to West
Point for a football week-end and had lunch
and a wonderful visit with Barbara Nevens
Young and her husband, who is on the
faculty at West Point. A few years ago,
the Schraders and Youngs were stationed
on the West Coast together, so the reunion
was doubly fun. Barbara's oldest daughter.
Wendy, is to enter Wellesley next year.
She has two other children — Sue Ann, 12;
and little Timmy, aged 2. Martha and John
have three children, too — two boys 14 and
12. and a little girl 6.
Our illustrious president, Joan Devora
Roth, writes the nicest letters, and this
time it was all full of thoughts leading to
our 20th Reunion next year. Can you believe it? Dedore and John had a wonderful
week-end in New Y'ork before Thanksgiving, which was(stock
indeedexchange
"good forto thethesoul";
educational
new
Guggenheim Museum), to the Linkers and
Jonah Jones. But the best, Dedore says, was
Sunday afternoon with Butch Gurney and
Johnny Betz in Garden City, meeting their
3 young sons and again visiting with her
mother. Dedore had seen Mimi Worthington
and Campbell Foster several times, including The Derby last May. Shirley Shaw
Daniel wrote on her Christmas card that
she and Dick are Sunday School teachers,
and Dickie and Dotty are in choirs and
band at school. Shirts was looking forward
to spring to get out and referee lacrosse
games. Dedore closed with the most exciting news: they are in throes of building
their "dream house," as Barbie, 11, Dedie,
8, and Nancy, 5, were helping them burst
out at the seams.
Louise Kirk Headley wrote that her
most exciting news is that the whole family
(including two teen-agers in prep school I
is going to Bermuda for the month of
March.
I know you will be as glad as I to have
news about Betty Blount Kempson, and her
letter is so fascinating that I want to include the whole thing. "Kemp retired from
the Marine Corps 3 years ago this June
and needless to say I am a happy gal to
be back in Pensacola with the hope of
never having to move again. We built a
house and are mighty proud to be homesteaders at last. 1 guess you know that I
have 4 children and they are getting so
old that I feel ancient. Barry will be 17
in April, Debby, 13, Alexa, 9, and Liza
will start to school next fall as she will
be 6 in September. At present each is in
a different school. Barry is a high school
junior; Debby a jr. hi. 7th grader, Alexa
is in the third grade, and Lisa in kindergarten. Barry is 6 ft. 3 and weights 175
and 1 still have trouble adjusting to having a child of such proportions. I have indeed been blessed for all my younguns are
honor students.
"A couple of years ago a friend and I
decided we were in grave need of mental
stimulation to offset the debilitating effects
of 'household drudgery' and so we enrolled in the night class of Spanish Conversation at the Junior College. Well, I've
had a ball ever since. I fell madly in love
with the language and have studied it almost daily since. Florida doesn't have a.
modern language program in the elementary schools so 1 have been teaching .Spanish on a volunteer basis last year and
this; I go all day Friday and 1 have 8

classes, all the 3rd and 4th grades in the
elementary school that Alexa attends. The
children are mad about it and learn so
(juickly. This summer Pensacola celebrated
its Quadri-Centennial year and 9 artisans
were brought from Spain to work (silversmiths, weavers, rug makers, etc.) 1 really
enjoyed speaking Spanish with tliem and
in fact took some of the girls shopping
and acted as interpreter since none of
them spoke English. Like everybody else
these days I'm busy as can be with garden
club (last year 1 was secretary), and
church circle (since I majored in religion
1 always wind up being Program Chm.) I
teach a morning Sunday school class of
fourth graders and Sunday night class ot
senior high school students; I have a
Brownie troop for the second year; a group
of five girls interested in Spanish meet at
my house once a week for study and one
of the girls is from Chile so she instructs
us; 1 have done some substitute teaching
in elementary and junior high this year
and love it, and I tutor high school students in Spanish. Also. 1 am teaching
Debby (my oldest daughter) Spanish because she is too young to take it in school
and she loves it. I can do almost everything
in spite of my polio handicap except drive
a car. This of course is frustrating but
when I hear my friends complain of running a taxi service for their families. I
comfort myself with the fact that driving
has its disadvantages too. It helps a lot
that Barry drives now. Kemp keeps busy
selling automobiles and helping with the
things that I cannot do."
^^^^
/|/J 1 C\
/

Jeanne
Facgi
Wellesley
81, Mass.
9 LindenSawyer
Gardens

Virginia Beasley Holzer just missed the
last issue with a cheery note claiming business with "lawn, little people, and livestock," to which she has added for herself "a cheap horse for recreation and I'll
probably break my old bones." Also too
late for the October printing, her roommate, Cynthia Abbott Botsford, with the
happy news that her oldest son, Peter, 15,
is recovering nicely from a heart operation.
Cynthia had her hands full this fall in a
three story house with "no stairs" for
Peter and nine year old Andy — broken leg.
Kathy, 12, is at Bement School in Deerfield. Small world dept: rooming with Agnes Spencer Burke's ('40) daughter.
Also recovering: Laura Graoes Howell's
son, "Geep," from pneumonia which kept
their Christmas pretty quiet. Laura reports
Barbara Ripley Furniss "her usual happy
self — no startling news."
Congratulations dept.: Betsy Chamberlain
Burchard's artist husband, Peter, recently
distinguished himself by authoring, illustrating and selling
twothechildren's
simultaneously,
one on
Civil War books
and
the other a picture book. The same to
Ann Kremers Currie who returned from
six marvelous weeks in Europe and opened
a gift shop in her home town, Burlington,
Ontario. Travelers welcome.
Moves. Elizabeth Duffield Fajans from
Amityville, N. Y., to Wilmington, Vt. Eliot
Jeffords Townsend from Warren, 111., to
Winter
Park,returned
Fla. Barbara
Peak's
mail is being
from theBull
Dominican
Republic
which
in the "lost"
file.
The class
joinsputs
me her
in deepest
sympathy
to Virginia Thayer Boothby whose father
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passed

away

very

suildeiily this past

September,
to in
Sally
W'aikeandRogers,
who
lost
lier father
August,
to Daphne
W ithington Adams, whose nephew was
a victim of a fatal skating accident before
the holidays.
".Si" 's 1.5 year old Debhy did herself
proud hy attaining nicnd)ersliip in the National Honor .Society and "Si" herself deserves some kind of medal for helping to
shepherd ;58 senior scouts on a tour of
Washington. I). (.'.
Elhel l.iiuhd) Martin dug an old (|uery
card from the basket and checked in with
"Watts and 1 have been in Pennsylvania
so long we find it hard to remember we
aren't natives." .She's hoping to .send lier
oldest boy to school in Virginia and has
a youngish can<li(late for SBC about 12
or 14 years from now.
And that's it, kids, except for me and
mine. Johnny, 1.5, is thriving at .\ndover
(honor roll, first string JV football, and
now, wrestling — woe), Cindy at 9 bombing
through 4th grade, and our six months old
kitten, the large black panther type, diligently devouring my philodendron. Suggestions gratefully received on this weighty
problem.
his diet;
devil in
Idm.
He It's
also not
slides
down it's
the the
bannisters.
I continue to preside part-lime in the
(Concert Series Office at Wellesley College,
all very nostalgic.
A

O

Louise Woodruff

Angst

/I-*- I^-^
"^
49 Leeuwarden
Road
Darien.
Conn.
Thanks to falling down the stairs in
my family's house in Delray Beach, Fla.,
where we spent our Christmas holiday (a
marvelous one except for my wrecked
knee) , 1 seem behind in many things now
that I'm home, including looking at our
Christmas cards. So — the telephone and
Brooks Barnes have made this column
possible.
From Plymouth Brooks wrote: "We had
a wonderful holiday, on the go all the time.
Gram Hatch (age 88) still has us all for
Christmas dinner; 44 of us this year. She
really is fabulous." On her return to Boston
she forwarded a card from Effie Siegling
Bowers who lives in Columbus, Ga. Daughters Effie, Lucy, Sara, and sons Lloyd and
Charlie, and a dog and a cat were lined
up on the steps of a heavenly looking
porch. Another card was from Ping and Em
Drake in Portland, Me., with a picture of
David, 13, Peter, nearly 12, Pam, 9, and
Jonathan, 4.
A letter from Fayette McDoivell Willelt
told of seeing Snookie Campbell .Shearer
in Lexington just before Christmas. They
made a New Year's resolution to introduce
their children on a family visit. Liz Campbell and Louise Willett are the same age
(12) and Logan junior is between Fayette's Roscoe, 10, and McDowell, 6'^.
Louise
back last
to Helen
Mac'sand
camp
in
North went
Carolina
summer
loved
it. Roscoe and Virginia White have been
corresponding lately about the stale of
Virginia. .Since Ginny works for the Chamber of Commerce in Richmond, be asked
her for material to help him with a school
report.
I talked lo Frances Gregg Petersmeyer
in Bronxville. She and Wrede are planning
a six weeks vacation traveling in Italy,
France. .Switzerland, and England in April. Shi- told
me
that
Sandy
Packard
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Attending the 37tli Annual Juniur L'ai.;ui' l.jjiilci'iii .■ in \ i. Iciria. iJriti-h Lulunibia.
last May were. 1st row: Karen Kniskern While, '43, Ouija Adams Bush, '43, Margaret Preston Newton, '42. Emily K'ilkins Mason. '44, Maddin Luplon McCallie, '48,
Frances Richardson Howell. '49. 2nd row: Patty Traiigolt Rixey, '48. Mary Jane Land
Cleveland, '47, Emily Schuber Carr. '47, Liz Hooks Richards, '48, Malloy If'right Warren. '48, Rosemary Harwell Van Vleet, '45, Nancy Frantz Davies, '49. 3rd row:
Helen Murchison
Lane, '46, Adeline Jones ] oorhees, '46, Mary Street Montague,
'51.

Hubbard is still working as .secretary to
the music director of the Reformed
Church's choir in Bronxville.
Nancy Bean While had lots of news.
The White's roots are finally down; they
bought a brownslone on E. 64lh St., N.Y.C.
Ted's first book of fiction is Mountain
Road which also is being made into a
movie starring Jimmy Stewart. His second
novel. The View from the Fortieth Floor,
is to be published in May; needless to say
its setting is New York City.
Last year Bean poured through the Luceempire for pictures to be used in a film
shown at the Moscow Exposition. She loved
the project and now wants to go back to
work. Their children are Heyden, 10, and
David, 9. Heyden goes to Brearley School in
the same class with Peggy Roudin Foster's
daughter Joan; Peggy also has a iVz year
old son Tommy.
Bean said she sees 'Pat' Robineau McCulloch who lives a few blocks away on Park
Ave. Pat is kept busy with two darling
small daughters. Jeanne Robineau, 2V.',
and Patricia Darcy. 1, born Nov. 25. 1958,
and as yet unreported in this column. Another neighbor is Muie Grymes who still
loves boats and still works for Brewer
Dry Dock Co., her family's shipyard on
Slaten Island. She. too, has good cause to
go to Delray Beach; her family are neighbors of mine.
Gregg, Bean, and Pat all saiil they had
seen Muie. On a trip East last fall Betty
If eenis Weslfeldt visited Mu and Mary
Law Taylor in Chestnut Hill. Phila. Weems
and her children still live in Boulder, Colo.
Pat told me she had heard from Libby
Corddry Jones. .She and Win have two girls
8 and 10. Win is an architi'ct and they live
in a beautiful spot near Lebanon. N. J.
Another New Yorker, Annabelle Forsch.
is now Mrs. David Prager and the jiroud
mollicr of Jonathan Forsch Prager who was

born Nov. 9, 1959. Annabelle said the baby
is adorable and chubby, that there haven't
been any hooks published with her illustrations since the baby's arrival, and her
only plan of the moment is a trip to Aspen with her husband.
She told me Betty Potter Kinne had been
in Honolulu recently and that Betty Potter
often sees her Lajolla. Cal., neighbor, Barbie Briggs (Juinn. Barbie is busy in civic
affairs and has legally adopted her 19
year old niece who has lived with the
Ouinns since she was 12. Annabelle sees
Barbara W right Velterlein when she comes
to New York. Barbara lives in Greensboro,
N. C. where her husband is a yarn broker
and she writes, with tremendous wit. the
local gossip colunm. She struggles with
golf according to her own report. She jusi
had their 4lh daughter whose three oliler
sisters, Barbara. 9'i;, Deborah. 7^2 ami
Melinda, 5',i>, are terrific horsewomen. The
grapevine told me she had seen Peg
Swindell Dickerman whose husband is in
the newspaper business in Wilson. N. C.
Dodi Cheatham James comes in here too.
either because her husband also is a
ing.
textile broker or she lives in nearby Burlington, either reason good cause for meet.Sally Lerner Daviil has two daughters
and still lives in her hometown of Rochester. N. v., where her husband is a dentist.
.She tells .Annabelle of her many activities
when she makes one of her i|uick trips lo
.New ^ork City. M the moment she is
working for a doctor but she has taught
piano and helped with a local .SPC.\ dog
show on TV.
Elaine Brimberg is married to Kenneth
Tynan who is drama critic for The I\iew
Yorker. They live in England where Elaine
wrote The Dud Avocado under the pen
name of Elaine Dundy. Il was a best seller
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lliere and on the same list here for a few
months.
Speaking of England, Maggie Baker
Kahin last spring did research on early
19th century English politics and public
administration in London while her husband traveled on to the Far East. He is a
professor in the Government Dept. at
Cornell, associate director of the SE Asia
Program, and
director
Cornell's
Indonesia
Project.
Whenof in
Ithaca Modern
Maggie
is busy with the activities of Brian, 12,
and Sharon. 10, teaching Sunday School,
and helping foreign students adjust through
the Campus Club.
I had much fun one day last week with
Lucy Kiker Jones. Willie now works for
Union Bag and has an apartment in New
York. He commutes on weekends to their
new 280 acre farm. RED 2, Marshall, Va.,
where they moved from Franklin, Va., last
summer. Betty Schmeisser Nelson would
like to change Whitey's commute; it is a
long one from Weston, Conn., into New
York City — worth it in the summer but
hard in winter when the commuter trains
are usually late. However, they recently
went to Bermuda for a fun vacation.
A neighbor told me Gloria Zick Sigars
and her husband own The Seafair Apts.
in Deerfield Beach near Boca Raton, Fla.
She teaches Sunday School and works for
Red Cross while the tourists make the season a successful one for them. I envy her
the Florida sun and the ocean; it is sleeting here tonight,
the temperature
is 18°,
and Long
Island Sound
is bleak.
/I /I
Gene Patton MacMannis
lLIL
68 Holly Place
-■- ^
Larchmont, N. Y.
Wonderful as it was to see all the girls
from '44 last June, it was an added pleasure to see the scrap book to which so
many of us contributed. In the last issue,
I reported on the class members who attended reunion, and now I will pass on a
few facts about the ones who sent in
notes to the class scrap book but were
unable to make the reunion.
Muriel Abrash Salzberg — lives in Richmond, has 2 children, and is a director
of the Richmond Symphony.
Marguerite Brendlinger Robinson — has
4 children, lives in Tulsa, Okla., where she
is President of the Women's Auxiliary of
the Church and helps in Sunday School.
Connie Budlong Myrick — doing occupational therapy in Hammond, La., says she
will see us all in '64.
Dot Denny Sutton — lives in Towson,
Md., and planned to attend reunion. We're
sorry she didn't make it.
Barbara Buncombe Lang — has 2 children, lives in Pasadena, Cal., is interested
in interior decoration and antiques.
Nancy Eagles O'Bannon — comments
that her chief hobbies and occupations are
chauffeuring and baby sitting for 2 children.
Margaret Eggers Perry — is working with
Planned Parent Assn. in Exelsior, Md.
Betty Farinholt Cockerill — enclosed a
picture of her lovely daughter, whom we
all mistook for Betty herself. They live in
Los Altos, Cal., where she is interested in
sewing, bridge and gardening.
Mildred Faulconer Bryant — teaches English and History in Amherst County High
School in Madison Heights, Va.
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Hazel Fellner Tattle — has 6 daughters.
Surely one will select S.B.C.
Sloan Hawkins Ward — sent in a cute
picture from the New Orleans paper showing her .3 children dressed as Easter lambs.
Alice Hepburn Puleston — still doing)
solo work in church in Minneapolis, we
were glad to see, but when we read "sewand gardening"Hepburn
as hobbies,
gasped
in ing
amazement.
thatwe settled?
Never!
Leslie Merrick Danford — received her
master's
degree, now has 3 children and
lives in Miami.
Louise Hesson Shelburne — has just
moved to Asheville, N. C, with her husband and 3 children.
Beverly HoUeman Richard — has been
most happy to have her own home in Montgomery, Ala., with Hank and 3 children
after years of Army rentals, but is now
awaiting a new assignment.
Mary Jarvis Cocke — lives on Lookout
Mt., Tenn., has 4 children.
Ellie LaMotte Trippe — at the moment
she wrote, was "going nuts" with the children's chicken pox. When all are well, she
ing.
enjoys hospital work, gardening and sailAlice Lancaster Buck — has 3 children,
lives in Mill Valley, Cal., where she sings
in the church choir.
Betty Leach Merrill — manages 3 children
and
Junior Texas.
League Children's Museum
in Ft.theWorth,
Mildred Littleford Camm — is a medical
technician and has 2 children in Ft. Thomas, Ky.
Martha Lindsey Barton — was taking
exams for M.A. in Education, teaching
Social Studies in High School in Greenwood, Fla.
Frances Longino Schroeder — Someone
brought a stunning picture of Longe as
sophisticated president of Atlanta Junior
League.
Virginia Noyes Pillsbury — has an M. A.
in Math and is a part time special instructor in Milwaukee, besides taking
care of her 3 children.
Murrell Rickards Bowden — was recuperating from operation in London Bridge,
Va., at reunion time, has now moved to
New York City.
Margaret Ridgely Keith — says she, her
husband and 3 children are rapidly becoming farmers in Lunenburg, Vt.
Marian Shunley Jacobs — lives in Springfield, 111., with minister husband and "all
gifted children, of course."
Catherine Tijt Porter — taking Great
Books course in Atlanta, in spite of 4
children to interrupt readings.
Tina White Murray — lost her husband
recently, we were so sorry to hear.
Marjorie Woods Williamson — interested
in Cub Scouts, Christian Education and
was the only woman delegate to a Church
111.
of Christ convention; lives in Prairie View,
If vital facts are omitted, if my notes are
sketchy, I will confess that I copied my
information from the scrapbook while sitting on the lovely Library steps the last
day of reunion. The rain had stopped,
finally; there was a glorious sunset, students and parents kept climbing over me,
the scrapbook was fascinating, but I kept
falling asleep. Too many laughs over happy memories, too many songs in Grammer
in the middle of the night had finally
caught me, so forgive!
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Polly Vandeventer Saunders
Newport
News, Va.
Road
Shirley
16
L\X\
Thanks to Nancy Dowd Burton, I learned
that Flo (Cameron Kampmann is Vice-Chairman of the Republican Party in Texas and
"except for Mamie she is Mrs. Republican,
hobnobbing with all sorts of politics and
politicians." Dowd goes on to say that Bea
Dingwell Loos is heading the Bulb Project
on the Executive Board of Alumnae Association and is doing a superb job. Nancy
sees her about three times a year at Sweet
Briar. "Bea has .5 beautiful children and
is still the calm, unruffled Bea."
Dowd's most important news is her oneyear-old Constance Dowd Burton. She is
still news-worthy because she followed three
Burtons, all boys. Our illustrious Alumnae
Fund Chairman's constant plea: "Don't
forget
Alumnae
Fund!"moved to 5500 Oleta,
Nancy
Waite Ward
Long Beach, Calif., at Christmas.
Barbara Hood Sprunt writes that she
and Hugh plan to fly by jet on April 26th
for Europe and return by the United States
on June 6th. How green can she make us?
After her successful Christmas calorie-wise,
she plans to starve for a spell so she can
fully enjoy continental cuisine. She saw
Ruth Houston Jarvis recently with her
husband, Bob, and her baby daughter,
Ruth — an addition I knew not of.
After much 48-states-trotting, Anne
Owens Mueller and family have settled
down. Rick has retired from the Navy and
they have moved into the house of their
dreams at "Unbelievably beautiful" La
Jolla, Calif.
Tassie Brooks Augustine certainly jolted
me when she wrote me that her daughter,
June, will go to high school in the fall!
Clara Nicol Moore writes from way out
in Birmingham, Mich., that her two boys
are Alfie, 9, and Clint, 3M>. Her husband,
Alfred, is in the oil business. They take an
annual trip to Florida in the spring. Last
year they saw Betsy Gurley Hewson and
Tommy in Pensacola. The Hewsons were
about to leave for Europe and since then
have moved to New Canaan, Conn., to live.
About a year ago, Clara heard from Suzie
Criswell Bornschein, who was then living
in Ft. Wayne, Ind., with her husband and
18 month old baby. Singing in the Junior
League
Choir has been Clara's chief volunteer work.
Has it ever been written here that Boots
Taylor Hollowell finally had a son, after
three girls, almost 2 years ago? As you
see, I have a time keeping family records
in order! Rosie Ashby Dashiell informed
me of this. Rosie recently moved to a
wonderful big house at 719 Maury Place
in Norfolk. All guests welcome! I appreciate the clipping she sent me from the
Norfolk-Ledger-Star of an article written
by Candy
Satterfield.
Candy's
husband, Jim, Greene
is manager
for British
American
Tobacco in Panama. In this article she
described her day at the Parade on ihe
Panamanian's Independence Day, Nov. 3rd.
She had been there only a few weeks and
her (Sweet Briar) Spanish did not contribute to a thorough and complete understanding ofany impending trouble! Among
thousands of spectators she was shocked to
see only 2 Americans. No animosity was directed at her, however, and it was only
that night on T.V. that they learned of all
that had occurred just several blocks away.
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Nan H\ut Stone
/|l /
2424 ndlcau Drive
-*- •
lion Air, Virt;inia
Well, fjirls, we are still not too old to
have hahies. allliouf;li you may think you
are. Eli/ahetli Ripley Davey hail her second daufililer, Ellen Ripley, on Sept. 14th,
and IVfi^y Robertson Christian followed
suit soon afterwards with a ilaughter,
Elizabeth, in Oetoher. Peggy now has three
daughters and one son. .lulia Holt Coyle
gave birth to a fifth child, Isabel Wood,
on Aug. 17th. Tni sure there are others,
the good news of which I have not heard
yet,
Becky Knapp Herbert, her husband and
four children have moved recently to I'hiladelphia.
Wedding bells rang for Evie While lierry
last summer when she became Mrs. Alan
.Spearman. They are living in liirmingham,

Ala.

Eleanor (.runirine Stewart wrote me that
she had a grand trip to Los Angeles last
summer with her husband, who was there
on business and an even grander Iwo
weeks at the shore with .lackie Schreck
Thompson
and her family.
Edgar .'shannon, Jr., Eleanor Bosworth
Shannon's husband and the class of 1947's
claim to fame, was inaugurated as fourth
President of the I'niversily of Virginia on
Oct. 6lh. Maria Tinker Bowerfind and her
husband Pete came from ("leveland to attend the "Coronation." Pete marched in
the academic procession representing
Western Reserve University where he attended medical school. The Rt. Rev,
Beverley I). Tucker, Maria's father, also
took part in the festivities,

/I O

Mary .Io Armstrong Berryman

Lhf\
3912 Claridge Court
^^^~f
Fort Worth 9, Texas
With only 3 weeks forewarning, Martha
Mansfield Clement had twin boys on Sept.
22. Douglas Franklin weighed in at 5 lbs.,
7 oz. ; David Joseph at 6 lb., 2 oz. She and
Wally had 3 girls so were most excited
about Doug and David joining the family.
They are presently awaiting orders to be
transferred from Carlisle Barracks.
Other additions to the ."stork Club during
19.S9: ('atherine lance Johns, 4th child,
2nd son, Christopher Michael. April 14.
('arolyn Montgomery Lange, 3rd child,
1st daughter, Lucy, June 10. Rosemary
(iiiftert Kennedy, 2nd child, Isl son, Theodore Cugerl (Ted), June 10. Eleanor Potts
."snoilgrass, 4th child. 3rd son. Llewellyn
Powell (Lyn), Sept. 26. Ann Qrr .Savage,
3rd I hild. 2nd son, Douglas Hamilton, Oct.
26. Martha Davis Barnes, 3rd child, 2nd
son, .Allen Davis, Nov. 10. Kax Rerthier
McKelway, 3rd child, 1st daughter, Mary
Avis. Dec. Mary MrDnfJie Redmond, 4th
child, 2nd daughter, Lucile Peacock, Dec.
12.
From May thru October, Jane Shoesmith
Newcoinh and her husband manage Pick
Point Lodge in New Hampshire where
her favorite sport is water skiing. They
are in Roselle, N. J., from November thru

April.

After a year in New York. Anne Ryland
Ricks (Ricky) is in Richmond working at
the Medical College of Virginia Hospital
as a ."social Worker on Psychiatric .Service.
In .'September Patty Dumeron Joy left
Honolulu. Thev had a wonderful trip back
to the Mainland on the l.urline, then 2
weeks in La Jolla with Dun's mother before
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going East to see her family. Duncan has
been assigned Assistant Post Engineer at
West Point where thi'y ex|ii'it to be ihe
next 2 years,
Evvy Sharp Vidal's current project on
their home is converting the kitchen into
a second jiarlor and remodeling another
room into a kitchen. .She says they .ire
having great fun re-doing and tlecoraling
their house. Tenipe Kyser Adams has just
finished remodeling their kitchen, ihe
downstairs and the yard.
As Tom went into |)arlnership with 3
other lawyers in Midland, the MrWhorters
(Louise Day) moved there from Houston.
Jane Ransom Gray moved from Wilmington
to (;hamiiaigne. 111. Her husband is with
the ll.,S. Industrial
(Chemical
Company.
jane Johnson Kent follows a busy schedule. She works 3 to 4 hours a day for 2
doctors, is business manager of the Junior
League Newssheet, was president of the
S.B.C. Westchester Club plus chauffering
her children. Last spring she worked with
Jenny Belle Bechlel on a fashion show io
raise money for an .SBC scholarship.
After an enjoyable year at Annapolis,
Bea Barker Simpson and her fatuily moved
into Baltimore. While in Annapolis she
often saw Virginia Wnrzbarh Vardy.
Last August Ardis Fratus MacBride .and
her husband attended an automobile convention in New York, then flew to D. C. for
a visit with McCall Henderson and Nancy
Vaughn Kelly. They returned to D. C. the
end of January and she was hoping to see
Nancy and McCall again as well as Liz
Barbour Beggs. The MacBrides and 4 nf
their children livened up .South Harwich
on the Cape for 4 weeks this summer while
their olilest daughter Robin was .at Camp
Telia Wooket in Vermont.
Eleanor Potts Snodgrass's husband was
on a Mediterranean cruise when Lyn was
born. Strib took his first look at his son
when he returned home Dec. 1.5. He has
been ordered to Dan Neck as a CIC instructor so they are planning to be at
Virginia Beach for 2 more years. Shore
duty at last and a promotion to Lt. Cdr.
has made them most happy. Susan is in
the .5lh grade, Geoff in the 1st, and Dickie
in kindergarten. The first week in January
Patty Traugott Rixey and Jack went skiing at Hot Springs, Va. Patty broke her
leg coming down a slope and is in a cast
up to her thigh for the next 12 weeks. She
spends much of her time in a wheel chair
altho' she has crutches, and as she is
president of the Norfolk Jimior League,
she has to conduct much of her business
via phone. Indie Liwlsay Bilisoly, Peggy
AdJington Twohy, and Helen Pender
Withers accompanied by their husbands
joined Pat Smith Nelson and Tom in
Charlottesville and from there they all
went skiing at Hot Springs. .So far no
reports of broken bones so I assume that
group returned home intact. Tom will ;ret

after
(Jhrislmas,
says advice
"Peter" and
Fonville
who took
her own
went Buie,
with
her husband to Acapulco.
Mary Louise (Weezie) Lloyd hopes to
finish her preliminary Ph.D. exams this
spring. .She and Blair Craves Smith visited
Jody Vestal Lyons recently.
Jeanne Morrell Garlington has added an
8th grade English class anfl some reading
work with the .5th and 6th grades at County
Day school in addition to her Bible teaching. The school sent her to a Religious
Education conference in Atlantic City this
fall, so while there .she dashed over to
Philadelphia to see Harriolte Bland Coke
and her family.
I know all of you join me in expressing
our sincerest sympathy to Kax Berthier
McKelway, whose mother passed away in
November.
Jackie Skeppstrom Cline and her chililren spent the month of June in Florida
with John, and two weeks of Jidy at Virginia Beach. She and John were in an accident in which he suffered .5 broken ribs
and various cuts, but he has almost recovered now. And just after Rosemary
Giigert Kennedy's baby was born, the
ceiling in one of the bedrooms fell in,
knocked Rosemary unconscious .ind ihe
whole
family had
to her
family's
for a month.
.She tois move
teaching
music
two
days a week to the lower school at McGehee's in New Orleans. "Beezie" DeVore
Towers' husband had an eve operation at
Presbyterian Hospital in New York last
fall, but he has almost recovered now.
Betty Ann Jackson Ryan had a long
telephone visit with Ma Idin l.upton Mc('nllie before Christmas. Phyllis Thorpe
Miller flew to Pelham for a week's visit
in November. While there she saw Mavde

his Master's Degree from the 1 University
of Virginia Graduate Business School in
June. His major field is finance but his big
interest is petroleum geology and he intends to continue in the oil and gas business after June. The Nelsons hate to leave
Charlottesville.
Murray Armstrong James has spent a
busy year as chairman of the newly organized .Art C>uil(l at the .Art Center. She recently took a trip to Natchez for fun .and
hunting.

LudingtonhasHenningsen.
"Twink"
.Sockwell
had a busy fall
with theElliott
new
baby, serving as Brownie leailer for her
other daughter's troop, and chauffering the
children to their various activities. Kav
Fulton Alston has been busy with school
and nursery school schedules plus working
during the tobacco season.
Lois Gale Harris has been editing the
monthly publication of the Providence
Junior League. This has been so time consuming that she has given up almost everything except her work with the children at
a hospital and work on a committee at her
children's school.
Betsy Garrison Barton and her family
are beginning their 6th year at Newport,
Rhode Island. After completing 3 years at
the Naval War College ( 1 as a student .and
2 on the Staff) her husban<l took over comniand of a destroyer, the VSS McGowan
last March and immediately left on a Mediterranean lour whiidi lasted until .September. The summer for Betsy was one of time
spent travelling between Newport and the
tennis tournaments as she began with the
matches in Orange, N. J., and went through
the .All-Navy Matches in Newport, the inter-service matches in Ouanlin. the Casino tournament in Newport, the National
Doubles in Brookline. Mass.. the Davis
Cup and the National Singles at Forest
Hills. .She did some in'erviewing along ihe
circuit and is now peddling her articles
thru the Armed Forces Writers League.
.She has scheduled a number of projects in
the writing line for this winter and early
spring including a number of personality
sketches, 2 short stories, and one novelette.

The ideal time for a vacation is the day

She is also active in the Newport Player's
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Guild. In between she lakes rare of tlie
children's swimming lesson, ice skating,
school activities as well as the usual Navy
social affairs, in March she will work as
an enumerator in the 1960 census. She
also does volunteer work in one of the
nation's
first open
psychiatric
—
Butler Health
Center.
Last fallhospitals
she was
publicity chairman for llie Community
Cliest Fund Drive.
Betty Lou Bniton Lyons and her family
enjoyed the beach as much as possible
last summer. Marcia took swimming lessons. A. visit to Lido Beach. Sarasota, and
a trip to Memphis was enough of a change
to make their summer fun. Ann Paxson
Gail has been redecorating their home.
Suzanne Hardy Beaufort has been workrecently
on sets and
props Last
for "Amahl"
for ing
the
Orchestra
Guild.
October
Molly Cniiller Bowditch and her husband
were in Norfolk so Betsy Plunkett Williams
had Indie Lindsay Bilisoly. Peggy AddingIon Twohy. Helen Pender Withers, Patty
Traugott Rixey and husbands to dinner.
/J /^
\Ul!C.\RET OliYNN MAPLES
L\\^
208 Rockwell Terr.
^^^
Frederick, Md.
Latest scoop: Ruth Garrett Preucel was
born on January 12 to none other than
Ruthie Garrett Preucel and Bob. She
weighed 7 lbs.. 9 oz. and Ruthie says.
"The boys are quite thrilled and are already exbibiting their masculine protectiveness." aKatie
Reynolds
and 1959.
Phil came
forth
bit Cox
earlier,
Nov. 25.
with
their second little miss, Frances Reeves.
Several changes of address were reported
recently: Polly Pliimmer Mackie and Mackie moved to 207 Ladbroke Rd.. Bryn
Mawr. Pa.; Libby Truehnrt Harris and
Hiter to Berkshire Rd.. Windsor Farms,
Richmond. Va.. where he is v. pres. of the
.Southern Bank and Trust Co.: Mar>' Louis
Stevens Webb and Rutledge to 8 Linehouse
St.. Charleston. S. C. ( Stevie says she'll
look better in the L5th reunion picture) :
and Martha Query Odell and Charles to
5911 Sanoma Rd., Bethesda, Md. Ann
Edens is reported to be in New York City
at .308 W. 30th St.
Fritzie Duncombe Lynch writes — and
I (|uote for I couldn't do justice otherwise
— "^^e're going to spend the holidays in
Tucson with Jack's mother — 1 hope to take
a little jaunt to Las Vegas and Hollywood to crash the Sinatra-Martin-MacLaine clan. 1 have an NBC press card .ind
a letter of introduction from former Chez
Pasee impressario. Jay Schatz! Crazy!
When I return I may go to work for NBCTV. doing public relations nonsense like
greeting
PS!"
My oldVIfaithful.
Kitty Hart Belew, came
through again with a nice newsy letter.
"We spent our vacation at .Sullivans' Is.,
.S.
in early
September
and several
saw "Stevie'*
andC. her
adorable
daughter
times.
Her family owned the cottage just beyond
the one where we were staying. In early
November we went to the Yale-Princeton
game and saw Carrie Beard de Clerque.
She had just seen Bunny Barnett Brown,
but I couldn't find her in the crowds." Kitty
enclosed a picture from the A'. Y. Times.
Oct. 7, 19.59, of Bunny's husband. Walter,
and an article saving that his company.
Brown Brothers' Harriman and Co., commercial bankers, has announced his appointment as a manager with executive
responsibilities in general banking opera-
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tions. He will be particularly concerned
with international operations. His former
positions were as v. pres. in the foreign
division of the N. Y. Trust Co. and later
as a V. pres. of the Chemical Bank N. Y.
Trust Co.
Other tidbits from Kitty were that Pat
Brown quite successfully teaches remedial
reading at Allen Stephenson .School in
New "i'ork and also goes to City College
getting a Master's in Education. Carolyn
Cannady Evans and Hervey have a fourth
child. 3rd girl. Grace Read, born June 20,
19.59. Their address is 212 Midland Way.
Laurinburg,
C. Zola his
Garrison
husband has N.completed
work Ware's
for a
Ph.D., except his dissertation, at the Peabody College for Teachers, Nashville, Tenn.
In .September he returned to his former
position as Master in the McCallie School.
Chattanooga, where they live at 470 South
Crest Road.
Dot IT al lace Wood has had an exciting
time since we met at reunion. .She and
Bruce were to have 6 weeks in Chile (for
business) and it turned into a 3Vo month
tour of South America, including skiing
in the .^ndes, digging up Inca relics in
Peru, visits to Buenos Aires and Rio. They
are back in Lutherville. Md.. now. on Bomont Rd., with their two little girls — Betsy
in nursery school this year and Anne "a
1 yr.
old Fiery
25 lb. Bryan
blockbuster!"
Anne
and Dick are getting
along fine with their 3 boys and little
Posy. Dick has a new job. factory manager
of the White Motor Co., Cleveland Div.
I and "Foamy" had the nerve to write,
"They make trucks, Peggy, in case you
never heard of them.") and he is away
a lot more now with company entertainand trips
there.
"Foamy"
also ing
wrote
that here
Betsy and
Brown
is now
Mrs.
George Bayer and lives at 12309 Fairhill
Rd.. Cleveland 20, Ohio. George is a very
attractive lawyer and playwrite.
1 talked to Sally Ayers Shroyer on the
phone during the holiday season, and she
and "Lou-Do" are following the busy pattern of all of us, with a few added cares.
Andy. 6. had a bad fall this summer from
a swimming pool sliding board face down
on the concrete. He still needs more plastic
surgery, but eventually he will be all
right, or Sal will be a sweet girl graduate
of SBC this June if all goes well. .She has
just completed 2 advanced Latin courses
and is now occupied with 2nd semester
Phy. Chem.
Eveything is fine here in the rolling
hills of Maryland, except for 3 weeks of
flu before, during, and after Christmas.
Therefore — no holiday greetings were received from "Mother-of-Pearl." We expect
to take to the steep hills of Manchester.
Vt., for a week of skiing the first of March
— Sam's vacation — wish me well.
P* /\
r\\^^ I
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Frances Cone Kirkpatiuck
1 Westover 6.
Circle
Wilmington
Del.
Reunion, reunion, reunion — that is what
should be on the minds of all of us! Let's
make our tenth one bigger and better than
ever.
A note came from Cora Jane Morningstar
.Spiller from France. Bob is stationed at
Poitiers and they live in Bonnes, twelve
miles away. They are the only people in
town who speak English! Cora Jane said
that they have twelve rooms and seven
baths and would welcome
any Briarites

wandering in the area. The Spillers have
three children, jane, TVi, Bobby, 4','i, and
Nancy, 2.
Christmas cards are wonderful things,
especially
a class
I don't
know what for
1 would
ilo forsecretary.
news in my
February letter if it were not for notes at
Christmas. Sally If ebb Lent wrote that she,
Ernie, and Laura Jeanne, 5, moved near
Washington last June. Ernie is executive
secretary to Senator Clifford P. Case of
New
union.Jersey. Sally is planning to attend reTo bundle
quote Betty
Todd pangs
Landen:
small
of hunger
from "Our
last
Christmas is now a bouncing .30 lb. bundle
of giggles, good humor, and impishness,
very intent on those first tottering steps."
Pat Halloran spent three wonderful
weeks in Greece in October: six days in
Athens, five days in the Peloponese, and
another week in the islands ( Mykonss,
Delos, Crete, and Rhodes) "the entire time
desperately
attempting
to recall
C. went
C. !"
Pat also wrote
that Diana
Dent
abroad this past summer and spent a week
or so in Russia.
Kay Leroy Wing and Wally have bought
a lot in Flossmoor. 111., near Homewood,
where they now live. They hope to start
building soon. Kay is active in the Flossmoor Center of Infant Welfare, a service
organization in Chicago, and she will be
vice president next year. Otherwise, she
says that she is just a chauffeur for Barbara, who is in second grade, Terry, who is
in kindergarten, and Doug, 3.
A Christmas letter arrived from the
Corse family, Muffet Murchison, John.
Carita. almost 7, and Cameron. 2^'j. In
June they flew to Nassau with another
couple, chartered a cabin cruiser complete
with captain and cook, and spent five days
cruising through the Exumas Cays. In November, they combined business (for lawyer
John) and pleasure on a trip to Washington and New York. Muffet was kept busy
this fall as a member of a citizens' advisory committee to get a city auditorium
(which they got), chairman of the Junior
League E. T. V. Committee, and vice
president of the Civic Round Table.
After thirteen years, a Christmas card
from Pat Owens Purvis! She graduated
from Texas L^niversity where she was a Tri
Delt, married an SAE, Tom, and they have
three children, Pam, 6, Lisanne, 3, and
Tommy, 'IV2. Tom is a builder, designer,
and developer in Fort Worth. Pat reminded
me of the time she, Nell Greening Keen,
Janet Neumark Fribourg, and I plunged
into the snow wearing bathing suits and
fur coats to have our picture taken for our
southern friends! Ah, youth!
Frindy Burden Gronen and John have a
son, James Hamilton, born May 9, 19.59.
Frindy says she occasionally sees Peg
McDonald Humphrey. Peg lives in St.
Louis but goes back to Dubuque to visit
her parents. She and Pete have three
girls, twins and a year old baby.
B. G. Elmore Gilleland wrote news of
two classmates: Nancy Storey White and
Ed have recently moved to .Sarasota. Fla..
and Merry Moore Lvnn and Jim returned in
October from Tripoli. Libya, after a driving
trip all over Europe on their way home.
They are now living in Medford. Mass.,
outside Boston. Bonnie Lord Crane and
Dave have bought a house in Narberth,
Penna.. which they find a real joy after
renting. Bonnie wrote that Matthew is a
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giant, 34 lbs. at one year, and that Melimla,
3, is a perpetual chatterbox. Honnie plan^^
to attend reunion.
When I was at the Alumnae Council
nu'etings at Sweet Briar in October. 1 saw
Marv Lanman Brown. Tree is vice president
and an alumnae representative of the
Swiet Briar (!lub in Rochester, N. Y. She,
Lew. Mary, almost S. and Lewis, .Ir., called
I.ooper. almost 3, have lived near Rochester
in Fairport. for three years. Lew is the
district sales representative for S. L). Warren Co.. a manufacturer of fine papers for
use in printing.
1 have very much enjoyed being class
secretary for the past six years. It has been
a satisfying and worthwhile experience. 1
hope to see each and every one of you at
Sweet Briar for our tenth reunion. Wouldn't
that be wonderful':'

^ 1
^
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Jean Randolph Bri ns
210 Sunset Avenue
Charlottesville, Va.

I justofhad
brief visit
to my
sister's
outside
Newa York.
She was
quite
sick
with mumps and then a water pipe burst
and ruined their living room and 1 went
up to do what 1 could. 1 had lunch one
day with Monna Simpson McLellan in
Bronxville. a short drive away. Monna's
two boys and one girl are very attractive
children. She and George built their own
house and I, a member of the DON'T-doit-yourself school, was really impressed. I
talked to Ellie Davis Boardman on the
phone and she seemed very busy with hospital work and a choral group. 1 went to see
Joan Hess Michel who is living at 277
Park Ave., a wonderful old apartment
house which is about to be torn down.
Joan's husband is in advertising with a
firm that does technical publications. His
territory is in the East and Joan has been
able to travel with him. Joan is still a contributing editor to the art mazagine for
which she worked before she was married.
Monna passed along the news that
Terry Faulkner Phillips has a second child.
a son. Charles Weston, born Dec. 1.5. .Mrs.
Faulkner was in Buffalo with them ior
Christmas. Barbara Hahn and Ben .Smith
look a recent trip to Mexico City. AnA Miss
Ringer is married, has a son Johnny, and
lives on Long Island. Monna had a brief
visit some time ago from Jean Molynetix
Jeffcoat and her two children. They live
in Ossining, N. Y.
I rsula Kiemer Van .\nda's Christmas
card said. "1 run into Julie Micou in ihe
city now and then. Rankine is a senior
accountant with Lockheed anti is happy
with the job and being able to drive to
work instead of commuting. Richanl. ■I'j.
and Diane. 3, keep my days churning: n
little Junior League work and educational
T\
my spare
time."
Thev campaigning,
live in Menlo fill
Park.in Calif.
Julie Micou
and her mother went to Mexico for ihe
holidays. .She says that "ibis going back
lo school is frightening. " She is still working full time but may have lo increase her
class load next semester since she has
changed majors.
Ruth Magee and Walter Peterson took
a fall vacation lo New England and were
in New York for Joan Hess Michel's wedding. Marcy Slaley and W arren .Smith were
also there, Carol Rnlslon Toulniin writes
that
ihey
are
still working
on
their
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house . . , "as far as 1 am concerned it is
transformed but we still have a great ileal
to do." .She is a provisional member of the
Junior League ami is a great aunt — Nedra
niin.
Greer Stimpson's daughter, Nedra ToulJo Williams Vi'ray writes. "This fall I
had my long-awaited trip to Europe anrl
spent an entire week exploring East and
West Berlin. East Berlin is like looking at
the Roman ruins — a tragic sight. .Spent
the rest of the time in Paris, Bremen .ind
London and didn't get much chance to
practice French as the Frenchmen all want
to show off their English." Kathy f'liinizy
Mackie reports that her roommate. Marcy
Slaley .Smith, is now living in Baltimore,
4.538 North Charles Street. They were in
Los Angeles.
N. K. Butterworlh and John Palmer also
had a New England vacation this year, spun
through Sweet Briar on the return trip.
N. K. says she thinks John will let Mary
Coleman go there if she'll let John Cray,
Jr.. 9 mos.. sign up for Vanderbilt. Patty
Lynas Ford, whose husband is rector of
an Episcopal church in Livermore. Calif.,
writes. "We started a nursery school at .St.
Bartholomews this fall. The state laws
of California are very strict so it took
some lime. We are also in the process of
putting up our church school building.
Livermore is growing tremendously — houses
everywhere as well as new stores so we're
keeping
in step."
W ingfield
Ellis went on a tour of the
Orient, arranged for travel agents. The
stops included Japan. Bangkok, Singapore.
Hong Kong
W ingfield's
sister.
Lamar, and
was Honolulu.
married just
before
Christmas. Anne Adams \^etbered has a
third child, Valerie, born July 23. They
live in Baltimore.
Ann \ an Nonlen McDuffie has moved
from Ml. Kisco to Bedford. N. Y.: Joan
/T idau Marshall has moved from Evanston
to Glenview, 111.: Barbara Birt Dow from
Bryn Mawr to Rosemont, Pa.: Ann Petesrh
Hazzard from Redstone Arsenal, Ala., to
Ft. Leavenworth. Kan.: and Peggy Chisholm Boxlev from Richmond to Laurel.
Miss.
Sue Ostrander Hood has another son,
David Lamar, ami Eugenia Ellis Mason
has a new daughter. Alice Leigh, born
Sept. 12.
Ruth CInrkson Coslello has a new aildress in .St. Louis. 7.532 Byron Place. Buz
is in school there. This fall she flew to
New York to visit friends, talked to Monna
Simpson McLellean an I Jean Molyiieux
Jeffcoat. "1 discovered Joan Vail Thorne
living in Jackson Heights. L. I. 1 spent
an evening with the Thornes at their apartment and had the great pleasure of meeting young
almost
2. Joan's
mother
was Vail
in a Thorne.
New ^ ork
Hospital
at ihe
time. Joan and 1 calleil nn her Tuesday.
Oct. 27tb. .iVt the same moment, in ihe
same hospital, Mary Miirrhison Ohrstrom
gave birth lo her fifth son. Barnaby. 1 had
cocktails with Mary and Kic fi\e days
later in their Park
Avenue
apartment."
The Sweet Briar .Alumnae here are sponsoring a concert Feb. 16 by Miss Marik.
Georgia Dreishnrh Kegley is doing posters
and 1 publicity. Bryan recently went lo
Julia
Kegley's
fourth
have his
own Feb.
1. birthday parly, will

^"^
^
/

San Francisco, Calif.
2.372 Broadway

1 loved the Christmas cards! You all
are improving! The editors cut me last
time, so quickly on lo the vital statistics:
liinge Sheaff Liddel has a new house and
new July gal baby . . . Nancy Hinlon
Russell now has two girls and a boy . . .
Marge Levine Abrams, a girl and a boy . . ,
Jan Maltas Christian, a new home
In Pennsylvania and two boys . . . Charlotte Snead .Siifel. an August daughter by
name of Stephanie in Ontario , . , Gail
//«// Swearinger. two girls ... Becky Yerkes
Rogers, second boy . . . anil a pleasant
note from Holly Hillas Hammond, iusi to
say status quo.
What with vacation time upon us,
thought 1 might throw out some possible
brief destinations and poin's of interest.
^ ou might like to drop in casually on
Nell Orand (Mrs. R. Vinirnt Lynch I,
cause she's got a new home in Dallas,
Texas, complete with swimming pool . . .
Or Humpy and Louise Ifarfield Stump
with 17 acres of MaryJand country, one
horse and a pony ... In New York look
for Pat Beach under the name of .Mrs.
Calvin .\. Thomason. 544 W. 77lh Street
. . . Mary Bailey Izard ought to be back
from her trip that she won to S. B. C.
for selling tulip bulbs in Atlanta, but
wait a spell till her bouse is built on the

lake.

Fort Benning still offers Leila Booth
Morris and Major Jim of the helicopters
. . . and Joan Stewart Hinlon.
Sally Anderson Jones in Chevy Chase
reports that she has an enclosed back
porch now . . . also swearing off do-ityourself projects! Lynn Mitchell Riddick
is a dear neighbor and lovely as I'ver
with two children, says Sallie . . . Bless
.Sallie for the Christmas list she circulated
and for the best newsy letter so far.
Back to vacation possibilities . . . H
you make it thru St. Louis, look for Sally
Clay, now Mrs. James McMillan Vance,
as of Jan. 2. She'll be busy, though:
she also has 10-year-old twins now. Her
husband is an engineer for Lockheed
missiles.
And if Europe is the destination, try
Robbie Lloveras in Mohlenborg. Germany. .\nd the dear George Paltons
(Joannie Holhronk) with two boys and
a girl are in Heidelberg. George has
been bringing home trout and [iheasant
from German-American hunting expeditions. .All are taking German, and '.he
oldest girl is learning to ski. Don't bother
to go lo Australia lo see (iay Maupin Bielenstein. .She was last seen traveling around
this country. Don't know where she
landed.
Forgetand
Morocco,
loo. .Anderson's
back! Peggy
Doug Ashfonl
are now
in Bloominglon. Ind. Doug is 'caching
at the I niversity of Indiana in the government department, working toward his Ph.D.
His thesis is going to be published by the
Princeton Press next year. They have
two children, Elizabeth, .3, and Douglas
Elliot, Jr.. going on two. The Ashfords
spent the second semester last year at
Princeton. Peggy has extended a blanket
invitation for company in Bloominglon . . .
and

can't

wait

for

reunion.

(While

in
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Princeton, Peggy ran into Peggy Moore
Ripley, who has a boy now.)
A wedding invitation arrived from Marty
Legg; she is now Mrs. William Emanuel
Katz.
February 13th was the day.
Kitrhie Roseberry Ewald and Jake will
be California way after the convention
in Chicago. Kilchie had her third in
December, by name Charles Hildreth,
and was off to Jamaica and the Virgin
Islands in February.
Pat Rtipperl Flanders and her two children, are awaiting the completion of David's new parish hall ( Episcopal ) in Franklin, Mass. She says it's in a growing
outer, outer suburban town. They have
been there two years. Sue JiiiliJ Silcox is
now in Dover, Del,, and has another boy,
James Egerton, born in November.
Frances Street Smith and Gordon caw
Mary Boyd Ronald and Peter in Louisville last fall. Mary has three children.
Frances reported that Donna Robinson
Cart now has a girl and two boys, .ind
the same for Polly Plumb de Butts. Frances and Gordon also have just bought a
new home in Chattanooga with a lawn
about the size of Sweet Briar Campus. I
can't wait to go home and go calling
them.
1^
'-V rj
K
^^ *^

Nan
O'Keeffe
109 East
79th Street
New York 21, New York

"Jock" Liles was born to Jane Perry
and George Liles on Nov. 17. and Jane
says he is wonderful! Cathy Munds
Storek and Ben are so proud of their
Karen, born on Dec. 9 — a bit premature
and weighing in at 4 lbs. 6 ozs. She is
beautiful and is doing fine. Have .ilso
heard that Caroline Miller Ewing has a
little girl.
I attended the Alumnae Council meetings at Sweet Briar in October and had
a wonderful visit with Dale Hutter Harris,
Ted. and their two blonde moppets. Fontaine and Frances. Such a good time.
Then I went to visit Nancy Ord Jackson
and Art in their new home (928 Oakwood
Drive, Falls Church, Va. ) It is lovely —
we put the new carpet in the living room
and did some other '"do it yourselves."
Diane and Tommy are marvelous and
helped us. Nancy and Art were in New
York early in February so we had another
good visit.
This fall I also spent a weekend with
Anne Elliott and Challen Caskie in Old
Greenwich. Conn. These Southern folk
like the East and so does Trudy, their one
year old. She is learning to talk as if
she didn't come from Birmingham. Eleanor Hirsch Baer, Ben and the children
spent 6 months in Lubbock, Texas, looking
over the cotton market, but are now back
in Memphis. She also wrote of seeing
Mart Black Jordan and Eleanor Johnson
Ashby in Mexico this summer while she
and Ben were there. Eleanor Ashby wrote
that she and Garnet and their two daughters, Stuart and "Baba," are now back
in Atlantic Beach, Fla., after 18 months
in Mexico. Jackie Lowe has married
Richard Young, an engineer with Bethlehem Steel, and is living with their two
boys, Jeffrey and Tom, in Coopersburg, Pa.,
in a big, wonderful, old house.
She wrote
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that she sees Betty Moore and Rex Baker
all the time.
Our Louisville migrant, Edie Norman
has finally given up San Francisco and
Denver to return to the good country of
Kentucky. 'Tis a good thing because she
just became engaged at Christmas! The
young man is one George Wombwell who
is with WAVE-TV in Louisville; the wedding is on for some time this spring.
Have seen beautiful bride Joan Brophy
Tyree who says Tom is wonderful, West
Point is wonderful and their trip to Sea
Island, Ga., was wonderful. We miss the
redhead in New York. This summer
Tom's tour of duty will take them to Ft.
Leavenworth, Kansas, for a year, and then
after that — Paris!
Isn't that too much?
Ginnie Hudson called me while passing
through New York on her way home to
Missouri for Christmas. We had a good
chat, hut we couldn't get together because
she was between transportations and N.Y.C.
was having a blizzard that day! She is
getting her Master's Degree at night and
becoming
the expert
world'sduring
greatest
physicist
or
electronics
the day.
New York has lost another stalwart
Imember of our society. June Arata
Pickett and Bob have upped and moved
to Philadelphia. Bob's job with Texaco
instigated the move so they have just
settled in a brownstone on Spruce Street.
They are almost ready for company, but
call first.
Nancy McGinnis Picard is coming to
New York the end of March for a weekend
to see a show or two and to visit the big
city. She will stay with me. It will be
good to see her.
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Bruce Watts Krucke
.56 Hickson Dr.
New Providence, N. J.

As long as people keep having babies at
the rate we do, '54 will never run out of
class notes. Our new champion is Shirley
Paulson Hooper who had her fourth child
last summer. Laurie is their third girl
so Gil is fast being out-numbered. I
wonder if Jan O'Neal Prescott and Scotty
Brice Griffey are beginning to feel the
same way — they both recently had their
third
boys.
Frank's
child was
alsoGigi
born Mitchell
last summer
— no third
data.
A little more recent — just too late to make
the last issue — was the birth of Harris
Vaughan Morrissette, Sept. 10. He is
Vaughan
and Taylor's
second
named
after
her Inge
grandfather.
Sept.
12 —was
the
birthday of Janet Riley Phillips — second
litle girl from Janet Cozart and Blaine Phillips. Busy month, that September — Kathleen Sharon Paul was born the 16th —
third child for Nancy Lee Edwards and
Norman Paul. Our newest baby was a
Christmas present for Lynn Morrissey and
Tom Strike. Anne Katherine was born
Dec. 18.
We have our usual complement of weddings alsothem.
— although
I'm a bitI sketchy
on
some of
For instance,
know that
Kay McLaughlin was married to James
S. Patrick and that Peggy Farrington John
went know
to thethat
wedding
all. I
also
Lamar— and
Ellis that's
was married
in Atlanta to Richard Archer Oglesby on
Dec. 12. (I presume an Oglesby to be
a native Georgian,

but I don't know any-

thing for sure.) Now if everyone could
he like
Moody I'd
have the
no trouble
—
she
was Nancy
kind enough
to send
clippings
from her wedding of Dec. 4. Now we
know what Nancy meant when she said
she'd gotten to know a lot about politicians while working for the State Senate
last summer — the groom was Texas State
Senator Hubert R. Hudson. He is a Williams man ( Phi Beta Kappa) and received his law degree from the University
of Texas as did Nancy (where she stood
first in her class, I might add!) They
went to Nassau on their wedding trip and
they now live in Casa Poinciana, Brownsville, Texas.
Several people have moved. Rosemary
Maclaren Nelson to Devon, England ; Kay
Coffelt to Waco, Texas; and Joy Bennett
Hartshorn to Malvern, Pa. Page Croyder,
who broke her engagement recently, is
living for a while with her family here in
Berkeley Heights. She is still with CBS
and will probably move back into New
York when she can find a suitable apartment. Sue Bassett Finnegan has moved to
Chappaqua. N. Y., where Walter is with
IBM. Karen Looker Hyde has moved to
Richmond, Va., where Tim is with the
News Leader. Peached Davis Roane is
moving to Oklahoma City where Jack
will do his residency. And Anne Sheffield
Hale has moved to Tuscaloosa, Ala., where
Bradley will be Asst. Prof, of Business
Law at the University of Alabama.
We all feel for Bev Smith and Bill Bragg
whose new bouse burned down just as
they were ready to move in. No one
was injured but the only thing they were
able to save from the fire was their silverware. Class sympathies are to be extended to Faith Rahmer Croker whose
father passed away in mid-January after
a brief illness. Mr. Rahmer was buried
here on Long Island and our class was
represented at the service by Maggie
Mohlman, Nanci Hay Mahoney, and Mary
Jane Roos Fenn.
A happy occasion in January was one
of our every-so-often luncheon get-togethers
in New York City. We had a very good
turn out and pleasant exchange of gossip,
tales of the diaper set, etc. Sue Bassett
Finnegan, Billy Isdale Beach, Hattie
Hughes Stone. Ruth Sanders Smith, Mimi
Hitchcock Davis, (all the way from Hatford) Joan (LeP. ) Chamberlain Englesman, Peggy Hobbs Covington, Sue Valier
Mulligan, Sally Bumbaugh, and I were
there. With 25 from our class in the
metropolitan area we intend to do this
more often.
Jane Keating Taylor has a new job — or
rather
the same
job with
new firm.and
She'sa
now with
Young
and aRubicam
sample of her work that you may have
seen was the refrigerator-freezer bit by
Mike Nickol and Elaine May on the G.E.
Spectacular in late January. Jane and
Bob have been hitting the slopes every
weekend — they have a house at Bromley.
(All these latent athletics!) Barbara
Tompkins is now secretary to the headmaster of the Episcopal Academy (a day
school) and loves her work. Also muchly
enjoying her new work is Nancy Cornwall at Condi-Nast Publications. Not getting credit for a career but working
awfully hard is Meri Hodges Major whose
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at "Helle Air" is
tourist
spring
on.season
Havr you l)een to see
preparati
in
it yet?
The only tiling left to cover is tile trip
(le|iarlnient. Vauglian Inge anil Taylor
Morrissette liad a real Sweet Briar summer witli visits from Margot Lollerho.s
Smith and family anil Mary Hill /Vo/(/e
Day. They met Liz Ciirper and Roy Hoffman at a golf tournament, visiteil Page
Anderson Hungerpillar and family in
their new summer home at Hilton Head,
.S. C... and from there went to see Dilly
Johnson Jones and Paul at .Sea Island.
Speaking of beaches, Joy Parker Eldredge
will speml a few weeks of February in,
Miami — resting up for the move in Manh
into the new home they have built in
.South l!i'nd. February is also the nionlb
Joan Poller liiekel and Henry will visit
Chicago — good old conventions. Peggy
Jones .Steuart called me in January — she
was in Montclair to he in a wedding.
.She just finished an interesting and fun
time -working in the new Lord and Taylor in Washington on a part time basis —
says there were so many goodies to buy
that she owed them money all the time
instead of vice versa. Mary Lee McGinnis
Mcdiain and Lamar Ellis (now Oglesby)
both bad nice trips to Euro|ie last fall —
Lamar for live weeks and Mary Lee ■with
Frank on a six weeks' delayed boni'ymoon.
Robin Francis is in Europe now. Shi'
sailed Jan. 12 for 3 or 4 months all around
Europe and the Mediterranean — combining work with touring. Cam Brewer Hill
has been chosen to go witli the VMCA
youth rally on a .S-week tour of all
Europe ibis summer. And we just ]iicked
up our passport applications in jireparation for a probable visit abroad (principally
Cermany and England) early this summer
ourselves.
f* ^
^ ^
*-'*-'

Amanda McThknia
1.500 Massachusetts Ave., N.W.
Washington, D. C.
You all must come in June to our reunion avec oil sans les husbands! 1%0

is our year! Of course, if anyone in{[uires, we were all prodigies who graduated at 18, but seriously it is our first big reunion, so let's have a lOO'/r turnout. J can
guarantee a big Washington group. Didi
Stoddard is teaching at Madeira, spending
weekends running to Charlottesville to see
Ginger Chamblin who has come up from
Tulane. Ginger is still getting degrees in
chemistry. Andy Wallace is gracing Charlottesville, too; she's quite active in theatrical productions and her mother's gift
shop. (Jail Dariilson Baz/.arre is there
also. Nancy Doulhal (Joss and Woody are
expected momentarily in I). (',. from abroad.
They will go on to Charlottesville after
leaving us here green with their tales of
Russia, etc. Cary Fox Fisher and I'eter
are almost finished law and may go to
the wi'st with their young daughter. Shirley .Sulliff and Anne Williams are leading (|uite a gay life, Anne having recovered
successfully from an emergency appendectomy just before Christmas. Shirley is

brand new baby girl. Ann Valentine.
.\nne W. and Shirley had a lovely party
for her just before (Miristmas.
Pat Tiirker Turk is in Salt Lake City
with again a future candidate for .S.I5.C.,
Heather Fontaine. Lydia I'lamj) Plattcnburg and (Jeorge arc in (Jambier, Ohio,
with Loren and George, Jr. l?ar and her
George are in Wyoming also with Iwo
children at last report. In the New \ork
area are Ethel Green Uanta and Bruce
with a little girl. Chase Lane is in New
^ ork too. having quite a gay time, I hear.
Vida Radin returned from Europe just
in time to start our kindergarten in lietliesda where she has 2.5 wee ones to instruct. Barbara McLanib Lindeman and
Paul have left New York and are settled
in Milwaukee. Tinker Beard when last
heard from was in Minnesota, and Frit/.
Merriman is Assistant Director of Design
at the Caine Park Theater in (Jeveland.
Jane l.inilsey Riddell and Dick have twins
and another girl and live in Denver.
Gay Reddig has her law degree from
(Georgetown and is in (Cleveland. Joan
Fankhonser Burrell and Bob are in Cincinnati as are Diane Johnson DeCamp and
Grayden. Yours truly drove a jeep from
Montana to Lexington last summer after
having "recuperated" from a year in Europe
during which 1 worked at the Brussels
Fair. At present 1 am working with a
research project to translate Russian scientific data into English using com|)Uters
instead of people. If you come to Washington in your wanderings, please call nie.
In any i-ase I'll see all of you in June!
(Editiiu's NoTi-;: The following news was
received from
Nancy Anderson
.Shepard.)
Chase and I are sitting here pooling our
information and making jilione calls to
Pani, Ruthie, Charlotte and Ethel. These,
plus our collection of Christmas cards
supplied the following news ( which may
or may not be repetitious and accurate).
Reunion will be a fine place to get everything straightened out, as we hope all of
you are planning to be there.
Betsy Miller was married to John .Sayler

A new

addition

in Moorestown, N. J. Peggy If'est Valentine and Henry's second, Henry. Jr., was
born last spring. Diane Hiinl Lawrence
and Jimmy have two boys; they are living in Winchester, Va. And these are
the babies for now!
Bar Black .Sonimer and Bob are living
in Boston where Bob is interning; ihey
spend every jiossible weekend skiing. Jane,
Dildy Williams and husband are in .Seattle. Sue Latvian Mobley and Bexy Faxon
.Sawtelle are both teaching French, .Sue
in Atlanta. Bexy in Portland. Me. Newell
Bryan is
toward
master's
degree
at working
Tulane in
New her
Orleans
and
enjoying it thoroughly. Mary Boyd and
ber husband have moved back to ('olumbus
after a year in Tifton, (Ja. Kaki Howe
Lovetl, Rail and daughter Catherine have
moved back to Jacksonville after a year
in New York. Rail is with Merrill, Lynch.
(Jrelchen Armslrong Redmon and Dan
are in Washington where Dan is clerk io
a judge. Jane Fellas Welch. Jim and son
Jimmy have moved into an ante helium
home comjilete with boxwood and )iillars
outside of Louisville. Jane has the lead
in the Little Theatre production of "C.andide." Other new home owners are Betty
Byrne Chancy and Jack in Roanoke and
Evelyn Saanders Haugan and \\ ill who
are redoing an old bouse in Newman,
Ga., where Will is a lawyer.

on Nov. 7 in one of Washington's loveliest weddings. We bear that they are
now living in Savannah. Elise and Dr.
Zsolt de Pa|ip were married last March
25 and are both interning in Rochester.
And 1 was married to Paul Shepard on

Thai's the extent of the news we can
gather in our rush; .see you at reunion.
Mark June 5 on your calendars ami gel
your baby sitters now.

Nov. 28.
We isareworking
living in
City
where
Paul
forNew
the '^'ork
.St. Regis
Paper Company and I am beginning to
learn to cook.

*^yj

Ann Kilby Gilbuly and Bob now have
two sons. Morgan and Ned. Bob is jiractising law in .Stanford. Conn. Mary Reed
and Forney bad tliiir third in October.
Beth. This makes two boys and a girl.
They are still living in Alabama where
Forney is finiling the insurance business
much to his liking. Pam (.unijilon Ware
and Hudnall are in New 't ork : Hudmll
is taking bis OB-G^ N residency at New
^ ork Hospital. Their first baby is .i boy,
Harry Hudiiell IV, active and bandsome.
Last June a redhead was added lo .Ann

working at Mel-I'ar in Virginia. Pat Sniilh,
Ticer is most active in alumna duties

Jeffers
Hogarty's
Dick's
family.
This
makes three
in alland
which
about
fills their
lovely old farmhouse in Cranberry. N. J.

around the city when ber 20-montli old
Johnnie permits. .'Vlso in the vicinity arc
Joan Giiallieri Romano
and Tony plus a

Dick has been working in C>ov. Meyner's
ofliee. Frances Marhury Coxe and Ti'nch
have Iwo children. Tench and Mollv
who
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looks just liki- Frankie.

to .Susan Seward Vick's and Clyile's family is Susan Kathryn who was born in
.August. Patty MrClay Boggs and Flip
report that Philip Clifton, Jr.. was born
.Sept. 20 and is the iierfect baby; eats and
sleeps. Dede Harrison Austin and Larry,
who are still in .Savannah, now have a boy
and a girl. Catherine (.age Mooney and
Jim along with new son Michael are looking forward to moving in the spring to
Buenos Aires where Jim will be working.
Preston Slorkton Bowen and Robert have
a new girl; the Bowens now have one of
each. Honey Addinglon Passano and Bill
have three children, all attractive. .Sue Bernard, baby Phili|i and husbanil are living

'-^r\
ri
Birch Court
^
^
CvTHERINI-:
LOTTKIIIIDS

M|LL.S

Elgin Auxiliary Field No. 9. Fla.

.Snow fell in northern Florida .Sunday
( I won't mention that I could count the
number of Hakes on my fingers and toes!)
How do you Yankees survive? Henry
and 1 even bad lo head for a sunnier
clime this fall. We took a two weeks
drive through Mi'xico and had a marvellous lime: Mexico City was fabulous,
Acaimlco and our view of the Pacific unand our "ailvcntures"
innumerable. forgettable,
We [lacked
our bags again
for
the (ibristmas holidays and went io Jaikson; hut we are now setlled again at
Fiild No. 9, tliat is, until July. Then our
tour of duty with the .Air Focc lerniinates and Henry metamorphoses from a
Flight Surgeon to a school boy at Tulane,
followed by Iwo years as a resident in
Houston, all in preparation for being an
eye surgeon. Cackie, as our daughter
call* herself, is becoming quile a big girl;
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I'm most anxious for her to gel arquaiiiliil
wilh ollipr T)6 olTspriii};.
North ('arolitia is full of news tliese
(lays, ihoufih I'm far hrliinii on much of
it. In Dcci-mlicr, 1958. Hazel Herring
anil John Harvey were niarrieil. John is a
meiiieal stuileni al Carolina anil Hazel is
a setretary in the Department of Medicine
at the L'niver.sity. Last summer the Harveys Iraveleil as far west as Wyoming .ind
liked il so mueh thai they are considering
doing a residency "out there." F.lizahclh
Jean ."^mith is still at Duke where she is
a dorm counselor and also is working on
lie-r M.A. Nancy Sa/ishiiry Neill. in WinslonSalem. is husy with church work.
huililing a new house, and curly haired
Helsy who will he 2 in May. Also house
huiliiing are Gary Ma.xnell Rousseau and
Julc. and of course son Julius. They are
in North Wilkesboro. Frances Gilbert
lirowne and Herb are happily settled in
Charlotte after spending six months in
Oklahoma with the Artillery. They did
get in a trip to the West Coast while
• they were west of the Mississippi. Herb
is practicing law. .\nother North Carolina
Jane Street Liles"
Liles.
Jack are
lawyer is They
husi)and.
living in Raleigh and
have a young reddieaded son who was
horn in' August. Helen W'olle Evans
and Murphy are also in Raleigh and now
have two little girls.
Laura Hailey Bowen and Charlie now
have a second daughter. Gary. The Bowens are still in Atlanta. Betsy Parker
Paul and Jim also have a daughter; and
out in Englewood. Colo., Denny Dolan
Henkel and Steve write that they are fast
filling the rooms of their new house
with daughters: Heidi and Page are the
two little Henkels. The most recent daughter to join the ranks is Rose Badey Johnston, born on Dec. 23 in Memphis. She is
the daughter of Rose Montgomery Johnston
and Tom. Not too long before Rose was
born the Johnstons (and their poodle)
moved into their new home. Backtracking
further, in October Rose had a grand trip
to New
York
with her parents.
Jolly Urner is having a marvellous lime
living and teaching in San Francisco and
comments she would be willing lO work
for the California Chamber of Commerce
any time. Jolly has put in some lime
towards her M.A. at Stanford and writes
that she has seen a lot of Joan Roberts
Slattery.
Bvrd Stone wrote t/iiite a list of .ictivities. beginning with a month spent in
California with Kay Smith. While ihere
she saw Carter Nelson and Jolly. Kay
and Byrd traveled as far south .as La
Jolla and then went on a week's pack
trip in Yosemite. Now back in Old Lyme.
Conn., Byrd is: teaching first grade: secretary of the PT.\; president of the local
teachers association; teaching Sunday
School; working on the Public Library
Auxiliary; on a girl scout committee;
taking an education course, a correspondence course in art, and an art course at
Connecticut College; and last spring and
summer she took golf lessons. My word.
Byrd!
Others from the frozen north deserted
to the south for a while: Pryde Brown
.McPhee and John took a month's vacation in October at Pauley's Island, S, C.

John is now writing the Show Business
Section in Time, which means rewards for
the McPhec's in the form of many show
lickels! .Vnn Stevens Allen and Bob,
after carrying on the (^and)riilge iraditional ".'^oulbern happy-making eggnog party"
this (^hrislmas. flew south to Rocky Mount.
N. G.. for ihe holidays.
Last spring Corell (Corky) Lauter was
engaged to Bob Murray and they were
married .\ugust 1. It sounded like a
lovely wedding followed by a garden reception. Among the bridesmaids were
Kitty Harrison and Sudie .Shelon. Sudie
liked New York life so much that instead
of returning to Kentucky she stayed on
and is now working at the New \ork
Life Insurance Company. Kitty went back
to Texas where, among other things, she
is teaching tennis. Corky and Bob honeymooned at Martha's Vineyard and are now
living in Elmhurst, L. 1. Bob is with '.he
Chemical Bank New York Trust Co. Corky
has heard from Jan Wight Zimmerman
and Gary that they like living in Los
Alamos, N. Mex. ; and she also hears
from Mary Alice Major Duncan how much
they are enjoying Germany.
Mary Moylan
heimer and Boo
joying Germany
tri])s to Austria,
tain (the last

iMimil Thornton Oppenare also thoroughly enand have had wonderful
France, Spain, and Briwas taken with Woody

and Nancy Douthat Goss, '5.5). Jane, Boo,
and Mimi hope to be back in the states
next summer when Boo begins his residency.
y\lready in the midst of a residency are
the Tynes. Carolyn Dicldnson Tynes and
Barney are settled in a new house in Birmingham, but did "pack up" for a visit
to Atlanta during the Christmas holidays.
Carolyn is not only busy fixing up the
new house, but the boys. Bayard and
Ingram, keep her on a merry chase.
Paula Purse lives only a few blocks away
iroin them. Meredith SmytJie Grider writes
that Paul will continue his residency in
medicine in Dallas at least another year
before he joins the forces of Uncle Sam.
Meredith is still doing social work at
the TB
hospital.
In November. Mary Ann Hirhlin <Juarngesser and Stu took a trip to the West
Coast for brother Bill's wedding in Coronado. It sounds as though they took a
grand tour on the way out. ( Meanwhile,
their daughter Gary visited her grandmother.) Soon after returning from this
excursion, they left for Clarksburg. West
Va..
for Julie
Jarl.son wedding.
Coffey andLouise
Ed's
beautiful
Thanksgiving
(Weasie) IT at son Steele, Cathi Vest Duffey, and Mary Ann were the S. B. people
in il. Another November liride, Leona
Chang became Mrs. Joseph Al Crozier, Jr.,
on the Saturday after Thanksgiving. They
are living in Ithaca while he is in graduate school.
According to a reliable source Ginny
Echols Orgain is "oozing with charm

anil

pink, spent
])ink much
cheekstime
as last
always."
also
summerJ.B.J.C.
with
Elisc (Leezie) Parrish Laughlin, Charlie,
and their daughter Page al Virginia Beach.
.Another Virginian, Jane Slack Engleby.
is pursuing her writing career with success and is very active in all of the young
wife activities in Roanoke.

Jane lilark Clark and David were at
Sweet Briar this fall and attended the
freshman reception (bring back memories?) The Clarks were also recently
in Montego Bay. Jamaica, while Jane recuperated from an ojieration. (While
there they saw the honeymooners. Julie
Jackson Colley and Ed.) Jane and David
have also been busy with adding a new
wing to their house; and of course they
are quite busy with their two adorable
daughters Alden and Janie. I've also seen a
recent picture of two other beautiful children: Peyton and Mary Louise Self, two
good old Mississippians. the children of
Virginia Nelson Self, and Henry.
The only .56'er still in Cambridge is
.\lice Guggenheimer Mackay. Her husband Roger is a civil engineer working for
a company just outside of Boston. ,\lice
is still Research Assistant in the field of
jisychiatry at Massachusetts General Hosl>ital. She writes that she is becoming
a very good Yankee and loving it (amazing!) even 0 degree temperature. Every
weekend they head for the ski slopes of
New Hampshire or Vermont. Betsy Meade
left Cambridge to spend the fall in Virginia where she saw a lot of Lou Galleher
Caldwell and Rufus. Betsy is the godof the in
Caldwell's
daughter
.Sarah
who was motherborn
November.
Miss Meade
is now working in New York and from
'the last report, Harriet Cooper, who
returned from Europe this fall, is also
working in the Big City.
Meanwhile, back in Florida, Joan Broman Wright and Jim have recently bought
a house and are really enjoying ihe work
involved

with

making

it
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Bahbara Rd.
Tetzuff
Deaver
Wyncote,
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"their

home."

1 guess the biggest volume of news this
time involves the moving van. Longest
distance move will be that of Diane Dujfield Wood, Sandy and Pammy, who migrate eastward (in March or April) to
settle in Chicago, where Sandy will be
with Sears. Both are thrilled and excited
about the move. 1 saw both Diane and
her adorable daughter, who, by the way,
is quite a comedienne, while they were
east over the holidays. Diane also saw
Mikki Ballard Porter. Carter Donnan McDowell. Prince Trimmer (".56), Louise
Watson ."^teele ('56), and Pamela Compton ('55), before the Woods returned to
the Islands in January. Next longest )nove
will be that of Bob and Charlolte Heiier
Watson, who will be moving up from
Texas in June. They'll be somewhere in
northern New Jersey, as Bob has a job
wilh Chase Manhattan Bank.
Still in Texas are Mary Webb Miller
and Tom. who moved to Houston in November. Tom is with Minnesota Mining
& Mfg. Co. and Mary's "just keeping
house."' And in Dallas, Elizabeth Leavell
Hannay and Jim bought a home after
their return from a trip to Richmond at
Christmas. In Winchester. Va., Judith
Ruffin Simpson and David have bought
some property and plan to settle there.
Alice Barnes Knight and Jim have also
liought some land. They expect to start
building around March 1. and move in
during the summer.

As if that isn't enough
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to kri'p lirr liii^y. Alicr is also ifaoliini;
piano.
Down in KaliM};li. Margery SroU Johnson, Karl and Earl. Ill, are now in ilieir
new house and love the "wide open spaces"
they have after havinf; hi'en in an apartment. Marfiie and Helen ffolff Evans
("561, have heen Iryinf; lo drum up .'^.I!.
spirit down there, ami are planning; lo
have a roffee hour at Marj;ie"s home in
Mareli. Marge hopes to gel liaha Conway (Iwin to eonie u|i from (!am|) LeJeune for t\\f event. Joy Peebles Massie.
Jinimie and Jinimie. Jr.. are settled in their
new home in Hielmiond ami ihoroughly
enjoying it. Also in Ri( hmomi .ire Jeanne
Fenrirf; liedell. lieeth' and lleeky I aged 21.
They moved u|) from Miami in .August,
"just in time to avoid being investigated
in
eonneelion
with thein payola
scandal"
(Beetle
sold records
Miami).
The
IJed-ll family also recorded an iniD'"tant date in Seplemher. when young Matthi'W .^nllivan arriveil on the '2f)th. \nne
tt'ilsun Kowc. lunching with .leaiine in
Kiclimond recently, writes they met Ceci
IJickson and promptly turned lunch into
an .'^.1). reunion lasting until llic restaurant closed.
From the Middle West comes word that
the Clrowdus family, Nannette Mrlluniey.
Bill and Warren, will move to Ft. Wayne
in May. Nannette and Warren will visit
her family in Hronxville during February
and March, while Bill is in special school.
Internationally speaking, most moving
is brought about by Uncle .'^ani. Betty
FoliiKir Hunt, now tem|iorarily in Montgomery while hid)by is in s(hool at .(•!.
Li-avenworth. leaves to join him in Paris
late in the spring. Betty invites uavelers
to look I hem up after August. Balis Frilge
Openshaw. husliand Jim and sons Jay (2l
and l)a\id 1 2 mos. I returned to ihis side
of the water in October after VA years in
France with the ,\rniy. Now "civilians"
again, the Openshaws are living in Falls
Church, Va. Ian and Roberta Mulone
Henderson spent "4 glorious months" in
Belgium. Roberta returned Jan. 17, anil
while awaiting Ian (it takes him a month
to get back on his minesweeper!), she's
joining her father in Chile ior a driving
trip down from .'Santiago through '.he
Amies to Tierra del Fucgo and will be
back Feb. 16 to greet Ian in Panama City,
where
lie"ll be stationed
until July.
.'^till in Germany are Mike and Dee
Robin Benning, whose lives were brightened in Septetnber by the arrival of Robin
Michael who, says Dee, looks just like his
dad. Dee writes she has a pram for liim
which
looks like an 18tb Century coach.
In England, (;lare Harrison came down
(sadly) from St. Andrews in June with
an honours degree in Botany, went lo
Switz<rland for a fortnight, and is now
li\ing v\ilh her parents in London. Clare
has an ailministralivc job with .SIkJI International Petroleum ( !o. — sbi'"s in (barge of
any stall transferri'd in or out of Indonesia. .She says it's fascinating, but a
far cry from Botany! .\t the end of
February, Clare's off to .St. Moritz for a
fortnight's skiing (lucky girl). Also
holding down a job in a field different
from her training is Mary McCarrick, now
back at work after a 3-monlb siege with
mono.
Marv's an Editorial
\s~istant
on
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"Furniture Retailer" magazine. Alllinugli
different from fashion. Mary finds I'>cncli
Provincial and Early American as alluring
as Giveneby and Dior. Fran C.hi/ilress
Lee is another victim of mono which, according loLewis, is an afflielion peculiar io
S.B.C. girls! The Lees spiml ibe Christmas holiilays in Jacksonvilh' and attended
the 'Gator I'.owl at New Year's.
How to gi'l a lot on a post card is something I've just learned from Baba Cnnieiiy
Gwin, who writes that "Bo" is just back
from a l.S-mo. tour of duty as a Marine
Isl Lt. on Okinawa and they're now ^'.t
Camp Lejeune until Decenihcr. Last summer. Baba and daughter Melissa (2 >n
March) joincil Bo for a .S-month visit and
loured Ja|ian. Hong Kong and Hawaii
before returning home.

The Gwins •.-\»-nX

Christmas Rulb
in Natchez,
Bo's
cousins.
Ellen where
and they
Ethelsaw(Ireen.
.Susan ( Buffy ) Stevens (!ooley also gets
a lot on a card. Now in Scarsdale, N. ^ ..
after .'} years in Florida with ihe .Navy,
Buffy. husband Tim and son Teildy ( bon.
10/21. 5K) will be moving lo Broomall.
Pa., shortly, as Tim will atleml Wharton
Business .School. Thelma lloiik McGrory
an<l Joe have been in Minneapolis since
July. 19.')H. Joe's altemling ibe University jiarl time, while Thelma divides her
tittle between liome-making and being .a
Service Representative for the lelephonc
company. Their imtiiediati' aim is io rePh.D. turn to Vanderbilt in the fall for Joe's
From
service
truly a
Cynthia

the world of Dr. Spock ami diapi-r
comes much news. .Sept. 2'> was
liKJ day in the lives of Nick and
ITilson Frenzel. Not only was it

(iynnie's parents' 2.Stb wedding anniversary,
but also it marked the arrival of Olio
Nicholas Frenzel, IV, and his sister Elizabeth Dickson. Even the doctor was surprised this time — he had no idea of iwins
until after Otto was born!!! Jim and
Sallie L/ine Metcalfe welcomed Carolyn
Lane Metcalfe Oct. S. .Sally writes ihat hcr
life now consists of 2 parts — scraping i,pina(h off the baby's chin and trying io furnish their new home. Her hobby;' Reading Dr. .Spock! Betsy Denny Candler and
Bo, along with Sambo, 3, and Beth. 2.
greeted Catherine MacGregor Candler
Oct. 7. .\nd Oct. Vt was the debut dale of
John Robert Colnier, son of Elaine Dies
Colmer anil Bob. The Colmers are also
busy with their new home in Meni|ihis.
.Ml sorts of exciting things have jieen
haiijiening to Jeff and Nancy Comp Weekli-y, the latest being the arrival of Anne
Lynn Weekley on Jan 20. Nancy's .ilso
busy with their new home anil ,lr. League
work in Columbus, (ia.
In Washington, Mimi C.hnpin Plumley
and .Mian are the proud pari'uls of .Mian
Rudoljih ("Tad") Plumley. III. who arrived Jan. 10. And on Jan. M, George
Graham Vi'st, Jr., was wilcomed by (Jeorge
and Lee lliisLe/l Vest. Lee writes ihat
"he was running a raci' with young A.
R. Plumley. III. hut the latter bi'at him by
1 davs." However. Al and Mimi wi're on
hand lo liidp pace the lloor with Gi'orge.
Out in Chicago, "the cutest little baby
in the Wi'slcrn Hemisphere," Elizabeth liy
name, is now gladdining the lives of Bill
and Sydney Crahoni
Brady.
Elaine Acic/riH Dickinson ami Alan are

viilil about Essex, Conn. Tliiy've enlarged
their family by 2 Siamese kittens, and expect another addition, in the form of a
1%0 T'bird, very shortly. .Mso living jn
Connecticut, in Woodbridge, are Bob .ind
Page I'helps (Coulter, who were marriivl
Jan. y, with Buffy Stevens (^ooley as a
bridi'-maid. .Speaking of weddings, F^eb.
27 i- the dati- set by Jane Pinckney anil
Billy Hanahan for their marriage. Among
the bridesmaids are Elaine Kimball, Jody
Httines Danifd and Tibby Moore, with
I he husbands of Carroll If'eiize/ Rivers,
Joy Peebles Massie and Meta Space Moori'
as groomsmen. Belated news of another
wediling is that of Frances fiornwell io Lt.
(LS.Ni John l.ockbart last April. The
l.ockharts are living in Virginia Beach.
And, from way across the ocean ( Pacific,
that is) comes word that on Ftdi. 12,
Yung .Shin (".Sliiney") Lee became ihe
bride of Young Nok Kim.
Mary ;\nne I an Dervourl Large and Bob
are still in Norfolk, and will be until he
gets out of the Navy in October. The
Larges were recently in Durham, N. C,
to be godparents to Bill and Lou Wallace
Wilemon's daughter Cathy. While ihere,
they saw Frances May Burton ami Paul.
Both Lou and Frances are working on ihcir
Master's and ki'eping house!
Over in C'ville, Joe and Dagmar

.'/«/-

mafiyi Yon
iren
Marik's
concert
Feb. enjoyed
16. Joe Miss
has one
more
year
of medical school after this one. Bets
Churhnck Lewis and Ted are also living
in (/ville. Bels has heen busy with )iiT
job and with arrangements for Miss Marik's concert. David and .Sophie \nn
Ames White will be in C'ville at least
until
•School. June when he finishes Business
Day Gibson Kerr, Whitney and Whitney,
Jr., are still at .Scott A.F.B. Day's been
teaching elementary French at McKendree College in Lebanon, and reports it's
an interesting and enlightening cxpiTience. In .Vtlanla, Saynor Johnson .I'onder has been teaching 6th grade, or. as
.she puts it, having the 6lh gradi' ieacli
her. Bess Biinily Taft writes there's never
a dull moment in a small town, and Bob's
being judge gives them as much freeiloni
from the phone as a doctor! Bess is retiring from teaching after this year io
take up painting and sculpture. David
and "Chips" Chao Pai are both jilanning
to go on for their Pli.D.'s next year.
Chips had a visit to S.B.C. in Oitober,
where she saw both Nancy Godwin and
Brownie

Lee

I'.iSI. In Washington

are

liiMty Miirden
Michaelson
ami(Georgetown.
Ron: he's
finishing
his last
semester at
Exciting news from anotlur Washington
cou|ilc — Francis and Sui' Smith .Stewart
are planning a trip lo Europe ibis summer, as well as a ski trip to Vermont
some time in February. .Mso in WashingIon. Barbara Denton Berlage is on the
Alumnae Boaril of Directors of llollonArms School. .\l home, Barbara ami husband Bo ari' kept busy by 2-mo.-old Bruce
l.add, Jr. She writes that she and Susan
Ranlnnil Lewis see eaih other occasionally,
aftiT renewing aei|uaintance last fall during the S.B. fund raising drive.
Now living in Baltimore, at least until
.August, are "Ti'ensy" If ilson Vioodriiff
and Woodii-.
Wdoilie
is with American
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ing in Philadelphia, spend a good deal of
my time trying to figure out ways to get
back to the snow country. Have about
ch'cided the only solution is to move up
there. In the meantime, am supporting
the Pennsylvania R. R. and, as a matter
of fact, am writing this on the northbound
train.
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Jane Shipivhn
1218 Pine Rd.

Kuntz

Troy, Ohio
I Caroline Sauls reporting in the absence
of Jane Shipman Kuntz. I

Uii'k Rutleclge and his briile. Fleming Parker, '59, SB roommate of Alice Gary Farmer.
Airlines, while "Teensy" is kept busy by
"Betsy,
of 11 mos.."
who hastheir
rerl female
hair, toTarzan
the amazement
of
Iter parents. Over in Annapolis. Michael
an<l Joan Hiirjes Jasperson are busy with
multi theatrical activities: Michael's both
acting and directing, while Joan designs
sets and program covers. Michael's busy,
too, with teaching miilshipmen and working on his Master's and 1 understand iheir
daughter Kammi does a good job of keeping Joan out of mischief. Carolyn Swift
Fleming writes from New York that she
and Bill were married last June 26th.
He's now in his 3rd year at the College of
Physicians and .Surgeons at Columbia, and
she was graduated in December from the
Presbyterian Hospital School of Nursing.
In their free moments, the Flemings go
"antiquing." Carolyn's heard from Enid
Ifinkelman .Sharpe and Al, who are the
proud parents of young John Stuart, born
last July 2. The Sharpes are now living
in Cleveland.
Among us career gals. Enid Slack is
working in Washington, while Mary Anne
Wilson is now recuperating from exams at
Columbia U. Peggy Jane White writes
she is living in New Orleans and working on the Sunday magazine section for
the Times-l-'iiayune. Over in Dallas,
Elaine Kimball is teaching at Hockaday
and living in a "too posh" apartment, complete with swimming pool! ' Nancy Godwin, in the Admissions Office at S.B.C.,
says there are "jillions" of candidates for
1%0. Nancy has a new miniature chihuahua named Lucy Katherine. (That's
a mighty l)ig name for such a little dog! (
In New York, Carolyn Westfall has had
a jiromotion, and is now personnel assistant at ConijJton Advertising. "Westie"
sees Joan (Jrafmueller and Marylew
Cooper occasionally. From Aniarillo. Kim
McMurtry I whom 1 erroneously reported
married — my apologies! writes she is
planning to take off for .'\ustralia in the
fall for a couple of years, unless she decides to go to Europe again. Right now
she's living a life of ease and working for
the newspaper "when she gets the urge."
As for me, after spending a week in
.Stowe in January, I've been bitten HARD
bv the skiing bug and, though still work-
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I've just returned from Jane Shipman's
and Eddie Kuntz's wedding on Jan. 16 in
Troy, Ohio, in which I was a bridesmaid,
and 1 wish all of you could have been
there. The parties before the wedding
were all lovely and wonderful fun, Jane
was such a beautiful bride and Eildie an
equally attractive groom, and the reception
was one of the gayest I've ever attended.
Although I seemed to be continually meeting older Sweet Briar alumnae in Dayton anil Troy, the only member of our
class at the wedding was Susan Avril
Schneider. It was wonderful to see her,
and she and her husband were nice
enough to drive me to Cincinnati after
the reception to catch a train home. ,so we
had ([iiite a good visit. She and Philip are
moving to San Francisco the first of February and are very excited, although
they hate to leave the darling house they
just bought.
When I got back from Europe in October, I went to Cambridge for two days
and saw Bessie Smith, who is teaching,
again this year at Rogers Hall in Lowell,
Mass. She spent the summer at the
Harvard Graduate School jof Education
where she started work on her Master's
degree and had glowing reports of Marieta Eggleston's and Doug Carpenter's wedding in which she was maid-of-honor.
Alex and Ruth were, of course, there, and
Bessie told me that Alex is working in
a Boston hospital this year. Ruth ami her
doctor husband are living in Birmingham.
Marietta and Doug are in Alexandria,
Va., where she's teaching and he's finishing
at the Seminary. They are planning to be
in Birmingham next year. After Boston,
1 came through New York and hail a delightful lunch with Penny Meighan Martin
who had just returned from her honeymoon. Penny is still working for a real
estate firm and she and Roger live at 66
Montague St., Brooklyn Heights, N. Y.
Also in New York are Lynn Prior and
Eleanor St. Clair who have an ajiartment
together on Fifth Avenue. Eleanor is
working for an insurance company and
Lynn for an investment firm on Wall
.Street. 1 just had a note from Mrs.
Ri( hard Christopher Craven ( Waldo
Latham) who was married on Dec. 12.
."^he and Dick are living in New York,
but at the time of her note she was unsure as to their permanent address, and
said .she could best be reached through
information. Dick is a writer and also
works for an advertising agency, and at
jiresent he and Waldo are primarily occupied with a pet monkey which a friend
left in their care for an extended length
of time!

Although this is old news, some of you
ma\' not know it. .Sally Austen was jnarried to Ensign David Clark Adams on
Nov. 11 in Boston, and they are living at
195 Fisher Ave., Brookline, Mass. Also
in November the most wonderful impromptu reunion took place at Sweet Briar.
Claire Cannon. Lynn Prior and I [danneil
to be there, and Aunt Gert Prior gave us a
lovely invitation to stay with her. .Somehow or other the word got around .hat
we were there, and more people kept popping out of bushes and boxwood all weekend! Beth Kemper came distributing
pencils from the Bluefitdd Business School
where she was enrolled. She's now li\'ing
in Washington and working in a branch
of the government. Flo Buchanan Heyward aand
Johnny
stopped
by Aunt
after
V.E..S.
football
game.
Flo isGert's.
still
"dealing with dirty dollars" in a bank and
Johnny is an architect in Richmond. Their
address is 8307 Ben Nevis Dr., Bon .'\ir
35, Va. Jane Shipman Kuntz (who was
then just Jane Shipman I came down with
a prospective student from her home town
and stayed the weekend. June Berguido
James and Jim came over from Lynchburg where they're both still working at
the Colony. They have an apartment at
510V-; Sussex St., Lynchburg. Ceci Dickson dropped in on Sunday from Fairfax
Hall where she is again head of the French
Department. We ha<l a tremendous lime
all weekend, saw an<l talked to so many
faculty members and were royally entertained by both Aunt Gert (who played
with us so gaily and was so much fun,
hut who, I'm sure, was relieved when we
all left) and by Jackie Wood who also
opened
casions.

her house to us on

several oc-

In December Cornelia Bear Givhan, her
husband, Ed, and Dick Briggs (Susan
Davis's husband) came through Atlanta for
2 days. The purpose of the trip was to
look at hospitals all over the South where
the boys might intern next year, and Cornelia was along to keep them company.
We had a wonderful time while they were
here, and one night called Susan in St.
Louis where she was grounded because
of her
young
their
to see

teaching job. Cornelia and Ed's two
sons, Ed. and Fred, were visiting
grandparents ancf I was sorry not
them because from all reports, they

are adorable
ents jumping! and certainly keep their parDianne Stafford Mayes was in Atlanta
this fall with her husband, Roy, for a
marble convention. She and Dede Candler Hamilton ('56) and I had lunch together one day, and it was so good lo
see her again. She and Roy are living
in Carthage, Missouri, at 1216 South
Main, and Dianne says that she has the
distinction of being one of three .Sweet
Briar alumnae anywhere around!
Betsy Worrell Caughlin and Larry and
Lee Cooper Robb and Teddy send news of
awfully good times up Philadelphia way.
In the next issues of the Alumnae Magazine, there'll probably be even more news
of them, and Claire Cannon and I plan
to see them on our proposed trip in the
spring to Washingon, Philadelphia, New
York and Boston. Claire started work
the first of the year as secretary to a new.
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young Episcopal clnirch in (".rconslroro.
■Slir only works lialf-day. ami likes it an
awful
lot.
Christmas cards from Dana Dcwcy who
is in Washington ami from Wooily (.ioggcshall
who. I'veS.heard,
leaching
in Charleston.
C. isAlice
Ellerschool
and
Weezie Lineherger are both living and
working in Atlanta, and at Christmas ijiis
old town was (|uite a meeca for returning
native daughters who are also .'sweet Briar
alumnae. Lanny Tiiller Welisler and
Hilly were here with their darling children: Hilly, who is two years old and
Elizabeth, three months. Hoth children
are so pretty and look exactly like both
Lanny and Billy. The Wehstcrs' address
is ISHealher Way. Greenville. .S. C. Virginia Grilfin Hartrampf and Billy came
up from Jacksonville. Ela.. for the holidays, and Virginia Easlniiin Gossage was
here for several weeks with her adorable
daughter. Laura. Her husband. Tommy,
was here for a few days, but left to go
back to Dayton, Ohio, where they've lived
since they were married, to finish up his
military duty. From there, he went to
Haton Rouge. La., to find a place for tbem
t(t live, antl he and Virginia both seem glad
to move back to warmer climes. Mariaa
Martin was home from Northampton, Mass.,
where she is in school learning speech
therapy and enjoying so much being in
New England. I^he declares that it isn't
cold up there, and if that's true, then it
nmst be a mighly unusual winter! Val
I'nrker Sharp and Vernon were also here
with their young son, Mark, who is a
wonderful, big. bouncing baby boy! Vernon is still connected with the department of psychiatry at a New Haven Hosliilal and their address is 120 Cherry Hill
(Mrcle. Hranford. Conn. Kay Branch McKenzie, her husband Harold, and their
charming daughter Ansley (who is the
spitting image of Kay, but Kay contends
she looks like Harold ) live about a block
from me and 1 see them often. .lulia Mc(nlloiigh .Shivers and Olin are also here
and .lulia reported a wonderful weekend
at .Sweet Briar when she was there in the
fall for the Aluiunae (louncil. .Saynor
Johnsnn Ponder, '.S7 and Huddy have lived
here since their marriagi'. anil I'd like for
everyone to know that they had the mosl
magnificent cocktail jiarly of the entire
(Christmas holidays! .Saynor is teaching
and Buddy is affiliated with a bank. .Saynor told me thai .loanie l.nuson Kuhns
I '.ST) and her husband
lanta.

are also in .At-

with ine, she still isn't convinceil that .Atlanta isn't the furthermost point from
Sweet Briar from which anyone's ever
come! Eleanor Humphreys is at home
in Oregon, 111., relaxing after an extremely gay Christmas in Mississippi.
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Ann Young
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.517
Rose Lane
Haverford.
Penna.

Li I's start with our most famous someone. Alice Fleming Parker Rulledge. Jr.
Reginning in March she will be writing
book reviews for the Richmond TimesDispatch. Another classmate who handles the English language eipially widl,
Elizabeth Johnston, reports that the English somehow manage to accomplish things
with considerably less fuss than we <lo,
ilrinking tea, and hopping mud puddles.
Liz spent several days in Cambridge with
the Nelsons whose children are beginning lo pick up an accent.
Across the channel. Rachel Boh Kise is
studying Japanese flower arrangements,
drawing. Italian literature and language,
while her husband does post-graduate
work in architecture at the University of
Rome.
Other "Americans abroad" include
Vicky Buckingham, also in Rome, and
Beverley Bromley who is studying in
Florence. Debbie O'Brien Reback, her
husband and two children are in Germany. Caroline Blake Whitney and husband are in Switzerland.
On this side of the Atlantic many of
our luembers have become eligible for
post-graduate ring games. Ethel Bruner
announced her engagement to Clinton .Andrew Davis. Jr. on Jan 29. with an April 30
wedding in the offing. Tricia Coxc and
Marshall Ware will be married June IL
.\nn .Smith is getting married April 9
and in the meantime is keeping up her
.Spanish via translating,
Ginny Robinson and Leonard Bolt will
be married this summer. June wedding
bells will ring for Vivian Huller and Jim
.Scott around the 1st of that month. Vivian has been doing graduate work in English and conunuting home on weekends lo
reign
as (,)ueen of the New Year's Ball
in Montgomery.
In Atlanta. Betsy Brawner is marrying
Frank Pitlman June 17. and Dollie Morre
will be married to Tom Lawson ihe next
ilay. Dollie is taking graduate courses
al Emory
University in speech correction.
Barbara .Sam|ison and Tabb Thornton

Alice Cary Farmer, '59. with her husband,
Lee Brown, son of Sara Shallenberger, '32,
Boston. Pat Davis has the lllh grade
English at Garrison Forest School in
Maryland, and spent Christmas vacation
at home grading Hamlet papers!
Anne Wimbish is teaching Latin and
World History at the Katherine Delmar
Burke .School in San Francisco. .Sally
Mayfield is leaching French in a progresive school in Cincinnati, and taking graduate courses.
Isa Mary Lowe is reaping the benefits
of .Sweet Briar education courses. She's
teaching 8th grade English, Science, and
History
and
lllh grade
Psychology,
.Sweet Briar is also well represented in
the lower grac'es. Dottie Mayhere is
teaching the 7th grade in Columbus, and
kept busy during Christmas planning the
Cotillion Club ilance. Erna Arnold Westwig is teaching Cith grade in Ithaca. N.
Y.. while her husband. Ralph, is working
for his Ph.D. in physics.
Mary Todd is leaihing third grade at
Magruder Elementary .School in Newport
News, Va. Her family moved to .Savannah, Ga.. this fall. Elsie Prichard has
the wee ones in the 1st gravie in a public
school in liharleslon,
W. Va.
Yours truly has gained all sorts of
experience anil llu germs as an assistant
in the lower .school of a private school
close to home in Haverford. Will be
leaching 3rd grade full time after spring
vacation and next year. Going io Ber-

are in Hailijnori' at John's Hopkins working on their Master's in education. Both
are engaged. Tabb will marry HIair Farinholl in August, and Barbara will weil
Fn'derick Bors(h. who is at the General
Theological .Seminary in New ^ ork. after
his Ordination in June.

muda this spring with Betsy Colwill. iL'e're
cha|)erones!
Many more of the class will be joining the leaching |irofession after graduate
school. Nellie NIorison and Nita Mixon
will graduate from (Voucher this June with
Masters' in Education. Sandy La Slaili
is at Tufts University getting the same

20, and they'll live in Washington. D. C
Judy hopes to gel down to Sweet Briar in
the spring, and if 1 can 1 want lo meet

Many of our mendters are fast discovering the meaning behind all the fuss over
faculty salaries. Ann Bush Dunlap is
li'aihing Junior English and .Senior Journalism al Gulfporl High School, and like a
good Kalonite. is luaking wooly niuflle
a national concept and its expurgation
a national cause. Her husband. Dev. is in
electronics school.

degree.
Judy Brean is a reporter on a Westchester newspaper, and is doing graduate
work in English al Columbia Iniversity.
Jane W heeler is studying for an M..\. in
religion al I'nion and Columbia. Alice
Morris hopes to work on .Shakespearean

her there. I'd love to have her come to
Atlanta,
but after three years of living

tiretchcn Smith is teaching 7th and 8lh
grade English in public
high outside of

Judy Graham Lewis is back home at \'AH
Hank .St.. Hatavia, N. Y.. for a year while
Jim goes with the Marines to Okinawa.
It's
best
Jim
two

a bad deal, but Judy is making ibe
of it, has much to occupy her, and
was able to be with her for
weeks at Christmas before he sailed.

Although I saw Heedy Tallow's engagement announced in the .\ew York Times.
Judy filled me in on some of the details.
Keedy will be married to Jack Ritchie, an
engineer from Houston, Texas, on Feb.
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tragedy
anil comedy
her completes
Master's essay
at Columbia.
Afterforshe
her
M.A, requirements she will enter graduate school in English literature.
Won-
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rler if she still woik-^ all ni^liI ami sUi-ps
all ilay?
New York City is the new address
given for many of our classmates. Lucia
Woods is there at the architectural firm
of Skidmore. Owings and Merrill. She
took time oft in February to go to Seattle
for Jana I>ekin"s marriage to Graham -Anderson. Connie Fitzgerald is a research
analyst for New York I.ife Insurance Company, and shares an a|iartnicnl with Cookie
Cooke, who is at Colund)ia doing graduate work in music.
Polly Taggard is working in the ))ig
city at Time, Inc. Rumor has it ihat
Hedda Hopper (Jackie) Hekma is also
in New York, but she hasn't stopped
lio|iping long enough to write.
Claire Devener and Jini Jones are dullfully employed and happily settled in an
apartment on East 84lh St. Claire is
working in the public relations departmem of -Air France and is using ber
francais. Jini is the Social Secretary lo
the president of Steuben (Uass. Katby
Tyler loyes w^orking in Millhrook. N. Y..
and is "becoming proyinciali/.ed."
Virginia Ramsey Easton and husbaml
are in New York. He is finishing at
Columbia Business School, and Virginia is
secretary^ to a dean there.
Many cards have found their way north
from Dixie. Judy Nevins Le Hardy, husband. Ward. Sally. 3, and Ward, Jr.. G
mos., are living in Fort Campbell. Ky..
where Judy is chairman of the ,\ltar
Guild of the Episcopal Church.
Martha Burnet Carlisle, husband, and
Robert M. Carlisle, born Dec. 6. are living in Spartanburg, next door lo Prudy
Sdiuliier Gerschefski. Martha Ann graduated from Converse in June and Prudy
will do so this year.
Houston Andrews Kilby and George
moved into a new home Feb. 1, still in
-\nniston, Ala. Alice Gary Farmer Brown
and Lee will both graduate from die
.\merican Institute for Foreign Trade in
June, and will remain in Phoenix until
December.
Joan Schlarlernuinill Osgood, husband
Bill, and 6 mos. old Debbie are in Reno.
Nev. while Bill is in the -Mr Force. Joan
plans to finish school at the University of
Nevada
this semester.
Betsy Sfilisbury Creekmore .ind husband
moved from Norfolk to Brookhaycn. Miss.,
in February. Betsy writes that Harriet
Henilerson is getting her M.A. in Psychology at Vand.erbilt.
-Ann Eagles will return to Virginia to
work this sjiring wdien she finishes her
courses at the Bryant Stratton Business
School in Louisville. Ann spent the summer in Europe where she worked for 6
weeks before touring. While in Holland
she stayed with -\nne Garrer, one of our
students
from
abroad
last year.
Kay Frowery Greer, Rusty. 2'-;. and
Michael, 1, will be moving north in
June when Rhodes graduates from law
school at Virginia. Cookie Payne Hud-

Happy Filzneriilil Jordan, Cheryl Kim.
1. and Jiimny are in Blacksburg, Va., while
Jimmy works on his B.S. from V.P.I.
Happy spent six weeks last fall in C^alifornia with her family.
.Sara Jane Miirdurl; Moore. Mary /iow/
Davis and respective husbands are living in Lynchburg. New arrivals ihere
are .\nn Pegram Lyle, husband, and iheir
clever toildler. Jack.
Joanne Bossert Thompson writes ihat
I hey have moved to Camden. S. C and
have a year old son. Guerney. Jr. Polly
.Space is having a delightful time golfing
and iloing a little tutoring in algid)ra.
She has taken many gay trips too.
-Ann Fulenwider Hunter spends ber lime
looking after 13 mos. old Shirley, and doing volunteer work in Greensboro. .She
antl .Shirley spent the month of August in
Palm
Beach
with family.
There is quite a large ( isn't everything
there?) group of '59'ers in Texas. Jane
Kroeger Larimore and Lee, 13 mos.. are
in Dallas \ybere Tom is at S.M.U. Law
.School. Judy Welton is working for
I.B.M. in Dallas. She went to Europe last
summer, and saw Ann Eagles in Paris
for the first time since they had roomed
together at Sweet Briar.
Diana Hawn and Trudi Jackson are
making their debuts in Dallas. Pris Milburn is working as part-time secretary
in Midland and planning a trip to Hawaii this summer.
Ginny Nassib Collett and Bob are newly
settled in Fort Worth. -Ann Turnbull
.McLean is in Amarillo, with her Jaw-yer
liusband. Ann graduated from Oklahoma with a B.A. in English, ""thanks lo
inspiring
S.B.C. English
teachers."
Ann Hujendick
Hamman
graduated
from Texas in June and was married
in August. She and Henry are living
in Austin where he is doing graduate
work in geology.
Four classmates are neighbors in Glen
Lenox. Chapel Hill. AU husbands are in
school there. The group includes Mack
and Cecile Martin Pearsall. Don and Sallie
Armfield McMillian. Tommy and Nina
Hopkins Ferguson, and Peter and Betsy
Duke Seaman. Trish Chandler is al.so
there getting a teaching certificate from
L'.N.C.
and is engaged.
Had a newsy card from Puss Moore
Horine. She. Cy, and Bunny, 2, are
living in Lutherville, Md. Karen McKenzie is teaching P.E. and English in
a high school in Davis, Calif., and carrying
graduate courses in education. Bambie
Price is in .San Francisco after "key
punch" school in Chicago.
Barbie Lewis is in the Account Service
Department at the Mellon Bank in Pittsburgh. Jane Jamison married George
Tatman in November: they are living in
Connersville. Indiana. Other midwesterners
include Elaine Allison Hill, husband Don,
and children — Chris. 1^-i. and .Allison
Lynn, 4 mos., wdio are living in Wisconsin.
Gay Hart Gaines and Stanley are living
in a charming little coachhouse in ihe

Divinity .School. He is switching to law
school next year, probably at the University of Missouri.
.A brief run tlown on the Boston crew:
Liz Chambers is with the Harvard .Summer School. Debbie Dunning is with Little,
Brown Publishing House, Linda Knickerbocker is at Katie Gihbs, Val Stoddard is
taking courses in social work and doing
field work, and .Sue Thrall is working for
the University
Travel
Company.
(Jinny Marchant Noyes and Tom are in
Candiridge where he is in his last year at
HarvardwifeBusiness
-Another '"B"
school
is Nan .School.
Reed Snyder.
.Snowdon Durham wishes all to know
that she is working at the Riggs Bank
in Washington. We wish all to know that
she accidentally set off a burglar alarm
that brought the Washington jiolice force
sireandng into the bank en masse.
Our beloved fund agent, Betsy Smith,
has finished her education courses in
Charlotte and has begun teaching 11th
grade American History. "Don't call her,
she'll call you." and probably has done
so by now.

LEARNING

LANGUAGES

(Conlinued from page 4)
Coiiant's ideal of being able to "read
a foreign-language newspaper with
ease and discuss it intelligently in
that language." Perhaps it is not
overly optiinistic to hope that someday most of them will be able to
do so.
In the meantime we may, I believe, take reasonable pride in the
fact that we are beaded in the right
direction, and are serving as a worthy
example to other institutions of
liiglier learning both in this country
and abroad,
FINANCIAL

PLANNING

(Continued from page 5)
same time provide opportunities for
growth of income and capital to offset, in part or in whole, the possible
ravages of further inflation. Furthermore, the owner has full control
over this marketable asset at all
times. The income and/or capital
may be used as desired for life, and
then left to any beneficiaries named
in a will or trust.

gins and Bob have moved into the "cutest house on Park Ave." in Richmond.
Bob is in his second year at inedical
school. An informer tells us ihat P&P

country, only half an hour from Cincinnati. She and .Susan Areril Schneider.

Everyone — and that means you,
no matter how much or how little

took Cay Ramey Howard's play. The If all,
to the .State Festival in Richmond. Cay
and Louis are living in Richmond.

'58. go often to the Symphony there.
Sally Dobson Danfortb is in New Haven
where Jack is in his second year at Yale

money you may have — can enjoy
tire advantages and benefits of a flexi-
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Me. dviiuiiiic- iiiM'slnu'iit account
wliicli is coiilinuously diversified and
tiianaged aecording to stated investment policie^i aimeii at stated investrnenl jjoais — throufih the ailvanlageous use of Mutual Fund sliares.
Using Muluul Fund Shares
Aili'dnlaiicously
'i'liis means buying shares in those
ui'll-managcd Funds whose goals
match your own as closely as possible. My own happy experience
with Fund shares has taught me the
value of tlie long-range concept of
investing, proper diversification and
of continuing professional supervision.
Those who know of mv several
years' work in investment research
and securities analysis may wonder
WHY all of my own savings over the
last 1 1 years have been invested in
Mutual Funds. Well, my results
have been far better than any ever
achieved in the early years when I
fondly hoped to "get rich quick" by
huving individual corporate stocks
tiiat looked like bargains. Some of
liieni lived up to my expectations,
too — for a while.
The trouble was my strong resistance to selling them and realizing
the profits. Thus, time after time,
a big jKirl of all of m\ unrealized
appreciation was lost with each sharj)
market declin"! And when I did
sell anvthing at a pmlit. it usualK
turned out to be "too soon." Not
onK that — all too often I managed
to spend not onl\ the profits but also
part of mv original capital!
This was obviouslv no wav to accumulate an estate to support n'.c in
retirement. Also, since delegating
the responsibility for these important
decisons to Mutual Fund managements. Ihave been free to concentrate more time and attention on my
iiusiness, and
creased
Thanks to
to use Mutual

my earnings have inaccordingly.
my knowledge of how
Funds. I have already

accumulated a fairly substantial "living estate." B\ continuing to build
Sl'RING
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it — adding new capital, as well as
reinvesting all income and capital
gains — I can be almost certain of
being able to retire in ten years
uitliDUl lowering m\ standard of
living.
The Way to Go Aboul ll
There's no reason wh\ vou and
your family cannot use Mutual Fund
Sliares just as successfully. The
secret is lo iletermine your primary
investment goals — long-term capital
growth, current income, or a reasonable combination of the two — and
then select one or more Mutual Funds
with goals and policies for their
shareholders and consistently good
past performance
records.
A competent dealer who knows
Mutual Funds can render valuable assistance in many respects. He will
suggest the Fund or Funds suitable
for your purposes, explain the various ways in which you can buy
shares, show you the past management records on those Funils and
how they compare with the records
of Funds operated under similar policies. He will give you prospectuses
and other material on any Funds he
recommends. If you want to know
exactly what you are doing, study
that material — especially the prospectuses which, under Federal law,
must disclose the pertinent facts iinj
figures,
L niijuc Services and Conveniences
Mutual Fund shares provide, in one
certificate, many "built-in" services
atui features. Several v.i the most im])ortant and convenient ones are
urique to Mutual Funds: u ide diversification: professional selection and
supervision based on continuous
study and research: shares may be
bought and sold in any quantity, on
any business day. at jirices base,] on
effective net asset values: dividen<l
reinvestment |)lans to compound holdings of shares; convenient cumulative purchases plans for investing newmoney; withdrawal |)lans for orderly
use of the account, etc.

In view of the basic management
services combined with the many advantageous extra services, is it any
wonder that the total number of
shareholder accounts has juinpecf
from 812,000 to well over l.()00,()()0
in less than ten years? And that they
are now managing assets \alue(l at
over 5/5 billion for those acc(junls,
many of which hold shares i i more
(|
lan one Fund'.''
DAISY'S

GARDFN

(Continued jroin /)Uge 17)
of it again with glints in our eyes,
and this time the way seemed clear.
We proposed the restoration, as a
Cleveland alumnae ]irojcct. at the
June alumnae meeting, and there the
third member of the dream stepped
into the picture: Ellen Newell Bryan,
'26. Ellen wanted the garden, too,
and was eager to share her enthusiasm with her large circle of friends.
Her contagious interest and her willingness to buttonhole anyone who
would listen helped immeasurably toward our success.
A benefit was ruled out —

too

many expenses. No one could endure even the thought of another
rummage sale, lecture series, or card
party. Besides. Bebe would not dig
one spadeful of dirt until $500 was
available. So with the blessings of
Mr, Peter V. Daniel, Mrs, I'anncll,
ami tlie Executive Committee of the
Board of Overseers, a letter was
mimeographed describing our project, and asking for $5. The letters
were sent right after Labor Day to
thos," mend)ers of the Sweel Briar
familv who were known lo the Cleveland Alumnr.e (lommiltee. This was,
naturally, a small pari of the Sweet
Briar Directory, with perhaps some
emphasis on Pittsburgh
But an alumna even
quainted with a member
land Committee would

and .'Vtlanta!
remotely acof the Clevefind one of

our letters in her mail box. Our expenses? About S2.5, No consuming
overhead — everything for Daisy.
And the incredible hajipened; by Oc-
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toiler Bebe gave tlic sij^iuil lo >tait
(lisaino;!
The Cleveland Aluniiiae Ci)inniiltee should receive a citation from
garden lovers everywhere. That small
coniniittee. only sixteen members,
picked up the spade and figuratively
carried it across the boxwood hedges.
This is the group that has been described by Miss Louiss Davis, formerly society editor of the Cleveland Plain-Dealer, as "small, but

MAKE

A

CHOICE

(Continued front pofie 24)

Briar graduates will continue to become teachers, doctors, scientists, social workers, business executives,

is a luxury institution and does not
need financial support. The college
must, therefore, depend chiefly upon
its income from tuition. A vicious

lawyers and so on in ever increasing numbers. In addition, and perhaps still more important, they will
continue to be not only the bearers

circle, if ever there was one. Each
student bears a greater part of the
cost of instruction and services than

of children but the "bearers of cul-

she might have to otherwise, and
even so she pays every year at Sweet
Briar almost a thousand dollars less

niigblv." Ask them to do something
— thev do il. with fun ard ability.

than what it actually costs the College
to educate her. If tuition continues

A most thrilling and surprising byproduct of this invitation to send $5
has been the collection of letters accom]ianving the checks. Our own
enthusiasm has been matched by that
of others. The thought of contributing toward something creative and
beautiful has appealed to a great
many people, both men and women.
A donation for fertilizer came from

to rise, so must scholarship funds,

existing facilities must be maintained.
The consequence is low salaries for

Hawaii; the suggestion for a garden
bench from Minnesota: an airmail

faculty and staff. As the President's
Commission on Education Beyond the

check from Iran: a poem from Canada. Both Miss Glass and Mrs. Pannell jumped on the bandwagon, or
should I say wheelbarrow? Mr.
Rowland Lea, former member of the
Board of Overseers, gave a charming
stone figure, which may become the
focal ]3oint in a small reflecting pool.
Friends have suggested the planting
of certain favorite flowers, and both

High School reported, the subsidization of higher education by teachers

Bebe and I have our sights on the
purchase of a lovely antique gate
that is just waiting to swing again in
a Virginia garden.
Since a search of records has not

be laid to rest. Sweet Briar College
can contribute to the demise of this

revealed the original planting of
Daisy's Garden, Bebe will "restore"
the garden in its largest sense. Not
plant for plant, but garden for garden. We hope to have something
blooming there throughout the year
for the pleasure and pride of every
student, alumna, and visitor who may
stroll its pathways. Remember to
visit Daisy's Garden on your next
trip to Sweet Briar. We hope it
will bring you joy.
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for the College recognizes that "economic selectivity" would destroy the
body.
valued heterogeniety of our student
As the cost of living mounts, students must be fed and housed, and

accepting sub-standard wages constitutes the greatest scholarship program in history, but it cannot be
expected to advance the cause of
education.
The myth that education for women is less significant and less importan than education for men must

myth by continuing to produce the
educated women who can take positions of leadership in our society.
But Sweet Briar College can do this
only if it has the means to attract
and hold distinguished scholars and
teachers, to provide the necessary
facilities for study and research in
all disciplines, and to maintain its
present programs at the level of excellence required by the highest intellectual standards.
Certainly in our day of booming
population we need not argue for
the greater utilization of the human
resources
at our disposal.
Sweet

ture," working within their own families to preserve and maintain the artistic, historical, and cultural values
central to our heritage.
Perhaps I appear too sanguine in
my estimate of the value of a Sweet
Briar education. Actually this is not
the case. Sweet Briar strives to produce the free spirited and cultivated
adult, but of course it often fails.
A human institution run by human
beings can be expected to produce
varying degrees of human success
and failure. In general, those who
teach and administer the College
know what they wish to do, but often
disagree about how it should be done.
This should surprise no one. Although there are no easy answers to
our problems, we can minimize our
failures and quicken the intellectual
life of this College most readily
through the enthusiastic interest and
financial support of our alumnae,
who often know where our weaknesses lie and can suggest needed improvements.
Aristotle said that every human
action aims at some good. From this
it follows that it is possible to tell
what people value, i.e., what they
hold to be good, by what they do with
their lives and their resources. All
protestations to the contrary, we do
not value those things to which we
are unwilling to commit our lives,
our fortunes, and our honor. If the
alumnae believe in the worth of liberal education as that process is conducted at Sweet Briar, we may look
for the College's continued growth in
stature and excellence. If they do
not, we may expect the settling gloom
of mediocrity. In a complex and ambiguous world, these are two alternatives fairly easy to understand.
Alumnae Magazine

PAINT

AND

PATCHES

announces its

Fiftieth Anniversary Competition
for a New Play about Women
Prize of $100 and possible production at Sweet Briar College.
Paint and Patches, the theatre production organization at Sweet Briar College,
takes note of fifty years of continuous play production with a competition for a new
play. The play should be about women, and the cast should be all-female, although one
or two male roles will not disqualify a script for consideration.
TERMS

OF THE

COMPETITION:

1. Closing date for the mailing of scripts: October 1, 1960.
2. The competition is open to everyone, everywhere.
3. An author may submit as many plays as he wishes.
4>4 Plays must be "new" in the sense that they have not received professional
productions in New York or London.
5. Plays should be written in English, and should be full length.
6. Adaptations will be considered — provided the author sends with his manuscript a statement of permission from all copyright owners of the original
work.
7. Plays must be typed in accord with the usual standards for submission to a
publisher, and accompanied by a stamped, addressed envelope for their return. If the author wishes, he may indicate that the manuscript is to be
returned express collect. Paint and Patches assumes no responsibility for
any manuscript submitted in this contest.
8. The plays will be judged by the Chairman of the English Department and the
Executive Committee of Paint and Patches. The winner of the competition
will be announced early in 1961. The judges resei-ve the right to choose no
winner if they find no suitable script. Their decision will be final.
9. The right of Paint and Patches to perform the play, secured through die
awarding of the prize, expires one year after the winning author is notified
of the judges' decision. No royalty will be paid; the prize is given in lieu
of royalty.
All other rights remain with the author of the winning play.
Address all communication and manuscripts to Wallace Dace, Director of Paint
and Patches, Sweet Briar College, Sweet Briar, Va.
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New Member Elected
to Board of Overseers
John J. Corson, Arlington, management
consultant to industry and government, former college professor and newspaper executive, has been elected to the Board of Overseers for a six-year term. His daughter
Nancy is a senior at Sweet Briar.
A graduate of the
University of Virginia where he was
elected to Phi Beta
Kappa and where he
^^^Mmmwt'^^^^^ '^'^'^ earned a Ph.D.
WlT J ^^^7 ^ degree, Mr. Corson
was professor of economics at the University of Richmond
for two years. In
the last 10 years he
has been a visiting
lecturer or professor
at Columbia, Princeton, and Cornell universities.
Mr. Corson was executive vice-president
of the committee created by the Ford Foundation to formulate plans for the grant of
$250 million to colleges and universities to
raise faculty salaries in 1955, and he was
staff director of the President's Committee
on Education Beyond the High School in
1956.
For almost 10 years he was in government
service, as director of the Bureau of Old
Age and Survivors Insurance; director of the
U. S. Employment Service; deputy directorgeneral of UNRRA.
He is currently a partner in the Washington firm of McKinsey & Co., Inc. As a professional consultant since 1951 he has been
adviser to many important federal government committees, chiefly on economic and
organizational problems.
Earlier, from 1929 to 1935, he was assistant to Douglas Freeman, editor of the
Richmond Netvs-Ledder, and for four years
prior to 1950 he was an exeutive with the
Washington Post.
Mr. Corson is the author of several books,
including The Governance of Colleges and
Unirersities. to be published this year, and
he has written many articles which have appeared in periodicals such as The Atlantic,
The Xation, Nation's Business, Neif York
Times Magazine, Virginia Quarterly Review,
and others.
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Coiiiiueiiceiueiil Speakers Aimoiiuced
Sweet Briar's 51st graduation exercises this June will have among the
principal participants three men who have been rather closely associated
with this college for some time — Mr. J. Wilson Newman, the Rev. Waldo
Beach, and the Rev. Herbert Cooper.
This commencement will also see the re- Dr.
Beach,
who
turn of live former students who have comhas
preached
at
Sweet
annually since 1948,
pleted the final year of college elsewhere
the sermon
Baccasince marriage, and who are among the 96 will give laureate
on
candidates for the Sweet Briar degree this Sunday morning,
Husbands and children will be there to
applaud
these degree-winners: Helen Gwinn
year.
Wallace, ex'4l; Kathleen Bryan Taylor, ex'49; and Sally Ayres Shroyer, ex'49. Two
others, who were married last summer and
will return to graduate with their class,
are Mollie McDonald Braslield, completing
her work at Westhampton College, Richmond, and Marydee Wimbish Chalfant,
enrolled this year at Wesleyan University,
Middletown, Conn. All five will return to
Sweet Briar in May to take their comprehensive examinations.
Mr. Newman,
father of Clare, '60
and Bee, '61, will
deliver the Commencement address,
"Fair Lady — Face
Up," on Monday
morning, June 6, at
10 o'clock.
President of Dun
& Bradstreet, Inc.,
since 195 2, Mr.
Newman is a graduate of Clemson College and has a law
degree from New York University of which
he is a trustee. Clemson gave him an honorary LL.D. in 1957.
In addition to this interest in Sweet Briar
as the father of two students, Mr. Newman
has been a member of the Parents' Advisory Board for several years. He is a
member of the executive committee of the
New York Chamber of Commerce, a director of the American Telephone and Telegraph Co., the Home Life Insurance Co. and
the Beekman-Downtown Hospital in New
York. He became vice-president of Dun
& Bradstreet in 1946.

in the chapel.
June 5, at 11 o'clock
Dr. Beach is professor of Christian
Ethics at Duke,
where he has taught
since 1946. He is

!o *::» F

MM

a graduate of Wesleyan Universit)', has a B.D. from the Yale
Divinity School, and a Ph.D. from Yale University. For four years he was associate
professor and college pastor at Antioch College, in Ohio, and he has taught in summer
sessions at Union Theological Seminary in
New York and at Garrett Biblical Institute
in Evanston.
Dr. Beach has ser\'ed on the editorial
board of Christianity and Crisis, he has
published articles in a number of religious
publications, and he is the author of Christ/an Ethics. Sources of the tiring Tradition,
a book written in collaboration with Richard
Niebuhr at Yale and published in 1955.
His most recent visit to Sweet Briar was
last November 22, when he preached at the
regular Sunday sers'ice.
The Rev. Mr. Cooper,
Joyce is a member of the
pronounce the invocation
at the graduation exercises,
the blessing at the Parents
day evening. He is the
Church in Short Hills, N.

whose daughter
senior class, will
and benediction
and he will ask
Supper on Sunrector of Christ
J.

By popular demand, the Class of I960
w^ill give two performances of its highly
successful musical show. "Salad Days," first
staged in December. This is the first time
in almost two decades that a senior show
has appeared on the Commencement weekend program. Directed by Diana Muldaur,
"Salad Days" will be given in Fletcher Auditorium on Friday and Saturday evenings,
June 3 and 4.(Continufd
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Alumnae Gifts Rank High
In A AC Nationwide Survey

Music Reference Books
Purchased as Memorial

Sweet Briar College alumnae have been
favorably cited as donors in five different
categories of Tables on Alumni Gi\ ing during 1958-59, prepared .ind recently published
by the American Alumni Council. With S89,405 given by non-alumnae parents last year,
Sweet Briar also ranked sixth among the

A greatly-needed music reference work,
The Mnsic Index, has been added to the
music collection of the Mary Helen Cochran
Library as a memorial to Mrs. Edith Rice,
mother of Dr. Carol M. Rice.
Purchase of the first 10 volumes of this
index to music periodicals, both foreign and
domestic, was made possible by gifts from
friends of Mrs. Rice, whose lifelong interest in music was also expressed in several
gifts she herself had made to the music
library during the 1 1 years she lived at
Sweet Briar.
The Index is already in use, and sufficient
funds are on hand to permit the purchase of
some later volumes on publication.
Other recent outstanding and valuable
reference works which have been purchased
for the music library include the new printing of a classic, Denkmiiler der Tonkunsl in
Osterreicb, in 84 volumes, received as they

145 women's colleges for "Parent Giving."
Among all colleges and universities in the
country. Sweet Briar ranked eighth in the
percentage of graduate contributors, which
reached 66.1 f'f last year. With 2,743 donors, including non-graduates. Sweet Briar
was listed tenth among 145 women's colleges in the number of donors.
Alumnae gifts to the college, which last
year totaled Sl4l,278, gave Sweet Briar
sixth place in the list of the first 10 women's colleges, and the average gift of $51.50
put Sweet Briar in third place, behind Vassar and Wellesley, on a similar list.
In the listing of total gifts to the annual
fund, which at Sweet Briar reached $144,808 including a few gifts from non-alumnae, the college was in eighth place among
the first 10 women's colleges.
Mrs. Ernest M. Wood, Jr., executive secretary-treasurer ofthe Alumnae Association,
supplied the figures on which the American
Alumni Council based its listings. She
works closely with Mrs. Robert Burton, Cincinnati, chairman of the Alumnae Fund, in
planning and carrying out the annual fundraising program for Sweet Briar.
Although the principal effort last year was
directed towards completion of the funds
needed for the new Auditorium-Fine Arts
Center, now under construction at Sweet
Briar, alumnae contributed generously to
meet other needs. They gave $76,854 to
the auditorium; $6,329 towards the chapel;
$27,260 undesignated; $5,010 to the Crawford Professorship and the Meta Glass Faculty Salary Fund; $7,343 for scholarships;
$9,867 for miscellaneous purposes; and $12,I4l from alumnae clubs, chiefly for scholarship funds.

Supreme Court Reports Added
In answer to a request in the February
Newsletter for bound volumes of U. S.
Supreme Court Reports, several responses
have come to the librarian.
The mother of a student who is a library
assistant sent a check which allowed the
purchase of several volumes covering Court
decisions in recent years; an alumna who
is a la'wyer and the daughter of a lawyer
is pursuing the possibility of obtaining a
set of the Reports. Lawyer's Edition, as a
gift to the library; and a member of the
Board of Overseers has also responded.
The library staff, and the department of
government which needs the Reports for
use in a seminar on American Constitutional
Law, are hopeful that the necessary volumes
will soon be obtained.

Pii-dmunt

Phnlncralls

Elizabeth Morton Forsyth, a blue-eyed, brownhaired senior from Lynchburg who is the daughter
of an alumna, was crowned as Sweet Briar's
fifty-fourth May Queen on Saturday, April 30.
Under the chairmanship of Fontaine Hutter, Lynchburg, the sophomore class carried out their theme,
'Way Back When, to bring an atmosphere of plantation days to all events on the weekend program,
especially to the formal May Day dance Saturday
evening. Sunday afternoon's concert by the Richmond Symphony was the concluding high point
For a gala weekend.

Commencement
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The President's garden party in the Boxwood Gardens Saturday afternoon, the supper given for seniors and their parents Sunday evening, and the revival of Lantern
Night later that evening, are other features
on the program.
This year for the first time, alumnae
e\ents will begin on Monday, to give returning alumnae a more relaxed and uncluttered schedule. Beginning with the
luncheon and annual meeting of the Alumnae Association that noon, the program
includes faculty open-houses that afternoon,
followed by class reunion picnics.
Tuesday will be devoted to the Alumnae
College, focusing attention on the "Quadrennial Merry-go-round," with professors in the
Division of Social Studies as speakers and
discussion leaders. Social events that day
will include President Pannell's luncheon in the Boxwood Garden and the alumnae banquet that evening, in the Refectory.
SweetwillBriar's
the Class and
of
1910,
have first
theirgraduates,
Fiftieth Reunion,
the Class of 1935 will be honored as the
25th reunion class.

New Piano Needea
A new grand piano is needed by the
Music Department, to replace the one in the
studio-classroom in the Music Building. This
venerable instrument is almost as old as
the college, and it is about ready to be
retired. Prof. Carl Bricken, chairman of
the department, would be glad to hear from
any prospective donor.

are published; the scholarly A/males musicolog'iques. Aloyen Age et Renaissance, volumes of essays in English and French, published at the rate of one each year starting
in 1953; Blume's seven-volume musical enC)'clopedia, Die Aiiisik in Geschichte und
Gegenivart; Lavignac's Encyclopedie de la
Musiqiie et Dictionnaire dii Conservatoire,
in 1 1 volumes; and Biographie Un/rerselle
des Miisiciens, by Fetis, in 10 \-olumes.

STUDENT

HONORS

Freshman Honor List; Helen Anderson, Katharine Blackford, Carolyn Clark, Janet Clark, Carol
Crowley, Nancy Dixon, Carolyn Eggleston, Karen
Gill, Katherine Haskell, Virginia Joachim, Judith
Johnson, Laurinda King, Martha Kirchheimer, Ann
Knickerbocker, Anne Leavell, Cynthia Livingston,
Chenault McCiure, Elizabeth McDonald, Rachel
McHugh, Keitt Matheson, Margaret Millender,
Tempe Parker, Barbara Rockefeller, Lynne Schradin, Lark Schulze, Letitia Skinner, Elizabeth
Stewart, Sue Wakeman, Dearing Ward, Leonora
Wikswo, Barbara Yocom, Sallie Yon.
Deans List, second semester: Seniors: Rhett Ball,
Judith Barnes, Starr BuUis, Patricia CoUyer, Margaret Cook, Joyce Cooper, Elizabeth Few, Carolyn Gough, Gail Hayman. Jane Hilton, Janet
Holmes, Donna Kerkam, Carolyn King, Margaret
Kistler, Kathleen Knox, Deborah Lane, Brownie
Lee, Page Tucker McFall, Jacqueline Mabie, Lucy
Martin, Adrianne Massie, Janet Maynard, Diana
Muldaur, Clare Newman, Marianna Oliveri, Charity Paul, Patricia Powell, Ellen Pringle, Patricia
Russell, Ann D. Smith, Julia Todd, Gale Young.
Special Student: Anne Duguid, St. Andrews.
Juniors: Jeanne Bounds, Catherine Caldwell,
Louise Cobb, Janet Cook, Sara Finnegan, Emily
FitzHugh, Lucy Giles, Judith Greer, Nancy Hall,
Penelope Harrison, Lucy Israel, Chloe Landsdale,
Sally Mathiasen, Claiborne Smith, Barbara Stanford, Margaret Storey. Suzanne Taylor. Dicksie
Waterhouse.
Sophomores: Jane Aldrich, Ann Miller Anderson,
Beatrice Bailly. Martha Baum, Marjorie Caine,
Mar)' Elizabeth Campbell, Jessie Christie. Douglas
Dockery. Louise Durham, Anne Dunlap, Jean
Gantt, Dulcie Heintz, Anne Scott Johnston, Anne
Carter Lee, Susan McCoy, Elizabeth Pearson. Ann
Perq', Nanc^ Powell. Ann Ritchey. Mena Rose,
Susan Rusmisel, Letitia Sanders, Marv Sturgeon,
Bettj'e Thomas, Louisa Turner, Lyla-Gaye Van
Winfree.
Valkenburgh, Adele Vogel, Kate VC'ebb, Macon
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Agencies Aided
by Campus Chest Funds

Success of the annual Campus Chest Drive,
based on almost 100''r res[X)nse by students
and a S225 oversubscription of the S7300
goal, has been reported by the chairman,
Carolyn King, of Richmond.
As a result, $7600 has now been voted to
various local, national, and international
health and welfare agencies, and for the
support of several foreign students brought
to Sweet Briar on scholarships.
Instead of emphasizing the financial goal
in this year's campaign, every effort was
made to get lOO^'r participation from students and from faculty and staff. When the
results were tallied, 524 of 537 students or
97.5^f were included, and 80 of 103 or
77^'f of the faculty and staff members who
were solicited had responded. In all, 94. K^
of the community gave to the Campus Chest.
Allocation of the funds, approved at Student Government and faculty meetings, was
based on recommendations of the Campus
Chest committee, ■which includes some faculty members.
The largest single amount, $4800, was
voted for one all-expense foreign student
scholarship and for expenses of two other
foreign stiadents on tuition scholarships.
State and local agencies received the
following amounts: Virginia Council on
Health and Medical Care, $150; Children's
Home Society of Virginia, $150; Amherst
County Health and Welfare Council, $300;
Virginia Society for Crippled Children and
Adults, SlOO.
Four national agencies were included this
year, as follows: American Red Cross, Amherst County Chapter, $350; American Heart
Association, Piedmont Unit, $2 50; American
Cancer Societ}', Amherst County Unit, $200
United Negro College Fund, Inc., $100.
Aid to three international agencies was
also included, as follows: Near East Foundation, $200; American Friends Sers'ice Committee, $300; U. S. National Committee,
World Universiy Service, Inc., $700.

McD^armon

Eight seniors and one iunlor were initiated into Sweet Briar's Theta of Virginia chapter of Phi Beta
Kappa on February 26. Mrs. Vera Micheles Dean, teacher of international affairs and editor of the
Foreign Policy Association Bulletin and Headline Series, gave the Phi Beta Kappa address, "AntlWesternism: Cause and Cure." New members pictured above include: Jeanne Bounds, '61; Patricia Powell,
Gale Young, Carolyn Gough, Rhett Ball, Kathleen Knox, Carolyn King, Julia Scott Todd, and Patricia
Russell, of the Class of I960.

Teaching, Further Study Listed by 1959 Graduates
Teaching and graduate study head the
list of occupations repvorted by 1959 graduates of Sweet Briar in the survey conducted
by the Vocational Guidance Committee.
Of the 89 graduates, 64 responded.
Nineteen members of the class are teaching, 12 full-time. In addition, one is tutoring, and one hoped to be teaching this semester. Five are combining teaching with
graduate study, two at the Johns Hopkins
University leading to a master of arts in
teaching, one at Duke in a similar program,
one at the University of Cincinnati, and one
at the University of California at Davis.
In addition, five others are working towards master's degrees in education, two at
Goucher College, one each at Tufts, Emory,
and Teachers College of Columbia University. Specialized training in music education
and in speech correction is reported by two.
Seventeen reported that they are enrolled
in graduate study, including one in medical
college; four were taking secretarial courses;
one is attending an art school; and two
others are auditing courses in a university'
while engaged in other occupations.
Among the graduate students, one is attending the Shakespeare Institute at Stratford-on-Avon, England, on her Fulbright
grant and she will continue her studies
under a Wilson Fellowship at Radcliffe next
year; one is taking courses at the American
Institute for Foreign Trade in Phoenix,
Ariz., where her husband is also a student;
one is attending the Simmons School of
Social Work; two are continuing studies
in religion at Columbia University-Union
Theological Seminary, where they hope to

Among nexf year's juniors who will study abroad
are: (left +o right) Macon WInfree, Mena Rose,
Louise Durham. Jane Aidrlch, Susan McCoy, Bettye
Thomas, Martha Baum, Anne Carter Lee, Colette
Carozza, Macon and Louise will be ai St. Andrews
in Scotland and the others are enrolled In the
Sweet Briar Junior Year in France.

photo

earn their master's degrees this year; and
one is working for an M.A. in English at
the University of Alabama.
Of sixteen who are married, four are
teaching, two are graduate students, and
seven are doing volunteer work. A chemistry major is working as a research chemist,
one bride is a personal shopper in a department store, and one is a secretary.

A job as a radio isotope technician in the
Johns Hopkins Hospital is very much to
the liking of one chemistry major, and a
Spanish major who spent her junior year
in Spain is finding her language training
useful in her job with a publication at the
International Trade Mart in Jacksonville.
A drama major is serving as an apprentice
parish assistant in an Episcopal church in
Milbrook, N. Y., and she is also working
with students at Bennett College there.
One who majored in government said that
without it she would not have been able
to get the job she holds in the Pennsylvania
Bureau of Municipal Affairs.
Frequently a job has no direct relation to
a major in college. For example, a music
major, who is auditing night courses at
Har\^ard and Boston University, has a fulltime job as a research project technician at
the Peter Bent Brigham Hospital in Boston,
and a psychology major found a job as a
picture trainee on the staff of Life magazine.

Gift Added to Chemistry

Chair

Sweet Briar has received an unrestricted
grant of $1,000 from the Campbell Soup Co.
through its I960 aid-to-education program.
President Pannell has allocated the grant
to the Rockefeller-Guion Professorship of
Chemistry. Income from this professorship,
which now has an endowment of $127,185,
provides permanent support for faculty salaries in the chemistry department.

Iren Marik in England
Sweet Briar's concert pianist, Iren Marik,
flew to England late in April to give seven
concerts. Three, in private homes, are sponsored by the National Trust. Two others
will be taped for BBC programs, and two are
public recitals, one in Wigmore Hall, London. Miss Marik will return to Sweet Briar
in mid-May.
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Sweet Briar has recently lost, by death, two
loyal friends. Both were rich in years and
in unselfish service to this college.
Miss Caroline Lambert Sparrow, who came
to Sweet Briar in 1907 and gave her entire
professional life to the college until her
retirement in 1942, died in Richmond late
in March, at the age of 85. Her rare gifts
of scholarliness, originality of phrase, humor,
and imagination combined to make her a
teacher of uncommon abilit)'. Under her
skillful guidance, her students learned history as a living pageant, and it would be
safe to say that none of those she taught has
ever forgotten Miss Sparrow.
As one of the pioneer faculty members,
Miss Sparrow served on many committees
which were important to the academic development of the college. Quick to see the
needs of her fellow-humans and to take what-

Briar's Board
20 chairman
years, died
in
March.
He hadforbeen
of early
its farm
committee and secretary of the Board. Born
in England 88 years ago, he came to Canada
as a boy, and to Virginia to make his
home in 1913. His farm, Speed-the-Plough,
at the foot of High Peak, was a proving
ground for his skill as farmer, orchardist,
and cattleman, and he was a leader in introducing new and better methods of production in farming. Mr. and Mrs. Lea were
leaders in community affairs, too. They
helped to raise funds for a school, they
established the Elon Community Library,
they were instrumental in securing the first
community nurse, and they initiated the hot
lunch program in the Elon School.

NEWSLETTER

ALUMNAE

NEWS

BRIEFS

Patricia Russell, a senior, and two of last
year's graduates — Kathleen Mather and Elizabeth Johnston — have received Woodrow
Wilson Fellowships for graduate study next
year. Another senior, Gale Young, Detroit,
won honorable mention. All are members
of Phi Beta Kappa.
Pat wants to continue her studies in English literature; Kathleen, who was graduated
magna cum laiide with highest honors in
modern languages, is teaching at Chatham
Hall this year and will continue her studies
in comparative literature; Elizabeth, a summa cum laude graduate last June, is studying
in England this year under a Fulbright grant
and will enter Radcliffe in September; and
Gale, a philosophy major, plans to work for
a year before resuming her studies.

Suzanne Taylor, a junior, is the first Sweet
Briar student to participate in the Summer
Student Program at Oak Ridge, Tenn.
A graduate of Amherst County High
School, Suzanne is majoring in physics.
An

ISSUE

outstanding student, she is on the Dean's
List, she won Junior Honors last September, she is a member of Tau Phi, and she
is business manager of the Su'eet Briar News.

A Fulbright grant for a year at the University of Paris has been awarded to Carolyn
Gough, senior from Baltimore, who will be
enrolled in the Middlebury College Graduate
program. Carolyn is majoring in French. A
member of Phi Beta Kappa, she has been
active in Student Government, Paint and
Patches, and Dance Group.

Yolande Tsai, granddaughter of one of
"China's First Hundred" who came to this
country as students in the 19th century, has
been admitted to the Graduate School at
Yale, where her grandfather was once enrolled. Yolande is majoring in government and plans to teach.
Her grandfather, Tsai Shou-Kee, founded
the first university in China, Pei-Yang in
Tientsin. Yolande's father, Tsai Kou Ying,
has M.A. and Ph.D. degrees from Princeton.

Second-Class Postage Paid at the
Post OfBce, Sweet Briar, Va.
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The Auditorium-Fine Arts Center Is Rising

IDeath '■Qalies (Caroline
Sparrow, "T^olf land Lea

e\'er steps she could to improve health and
welfare ser\'ices, Miss Sparrow was one of
the founders of the Amherst County Health
Association. For many years, too, she took
charge of the annual Red Cross drives.
Mr. Rowland Lea, an Amherst County
neighbor, who was a member of Sweet
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Briar Patches
We point willi priile to tliis year's
(iresident of Student Government, the
president of the senior class, the May
(^)ueen. and the director of the senior
show who were all alumnae daughters. They are Brownie Lee (Rebecca
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Strode, '341, Becky Towill (Harriet
Dunlap. '281, Betty Forsyth I Elizabeth Morton, '36), and Diana Muldaur (Alice Jones. '301.
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PROFILE

OF A PRESIDENT
On June 13 in Washington, D. C,
President Anne Gary Pannell was
honored by the General Federation of
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Women's Clubs for her accomplishments in the field of education. Sharing the spotlight with her on this
occasion were six other women who
were given special citations for
their accomplishments in their respective fields. They were Mrs.
Franklin Delano Roosevelt, as a
humanitarian: Clare Boothe Luce,
former ambassador to Italy, honored
as a diplomat : Judge Florence E.
Allen, as a jurist: Sen. Margaret
Chase Smith (R-Me), for public
service in an elected office; Undersecretary of Health. Education and
Welfare Bertha S. Adkins, for public service in the executive branch;
and Sylvia Porter, as an economist.

Editors

Judith Feild Vogelback

Issued six times yearly: November 1st and 15th, February, March, May, July,
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The generous response from alumnae to a request from the Mary
Helen Cochran Library has prompted us to try again. Wanted is a
copy of the Texas Quarterly, Vol. 1,
No. 2, May, 1958, now out of print.
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29, NO. 6

SHALL WE GROW?
A college is not good because it is small, says new Board
member John J. Corson, but because it exhibits a persistent style
DECISIONS TO EXPAlND — whether to do so,
how much, how and when — are the most important decisions enterprises make, be they businesses,
government bureaus, or colleges. Sweet Briar is face-tofacc with the necessity of making such a decision.

presumed to provide the kind of educational experience
and to inculcate the moral values that Americans have

As the '"infant" member of the Board of Overseers,
I must rely on the President and others for advice as

greatness have exhibited a persistent, if you will, "style."
These colleges have set high standards as to whom
they would admit, and as to those who serve on their
faculties. They helped students to realize the educational worth of a high moral code. They stuck relentlessly to the objective of solid liberal arts training, scorning both the soft courses designed to help the student

to the internal "economics" and the educational factors
that should influence the Sweet Briar familv isi reaching
this decision. Out of prior experience, I have some
relevant views as to other factors that should be taken
into account. Let me refer you to the inaugural address
of Mary I. Bunting, the new President of Radcliffe College. There slie said, propheticallv I tliink. that everv
college must understand "that it will be unimportant, as
the New England academies became unimportant, if it
considers its function apart from ths total effort."
To my mind this means that Sweet Briar, like other
private colleges, must expand in the decade ahead or it
w ill abdicate its social responsibility. During the 196U"s.
the number of young people applying for enrollment
in colleges and universities in this country will increase
more than 100 jjcrcent. Sweet Briar, if it were to expand as it is currently suggested, would increase only
20 percent.
If this country's private colleges and private universities dono more than is proposed for Sweet Briar —
and the trend clearly indicates that they will not likely
do more — the great bulk of all students in the future
must be educated in the "sidewalk" universities of our
big cities and the large stale universities. Many of these
are fine educational
institutions, but thev have never
Summer, 1960

looked for to the small private college.
A college is not "good" because it is small. The
small colleges that have earned the accolade of true

"adjust to life," and the vocational courses that train
the hands rather than exercise the mind. And they
carried on, each in its distinct manner that gave to
each a unique style.
SWEET BRIAR can avoid the fate of becoming
"unimportant."' It can meet the social responsibility that is dictated by the burgeoning population
growth since World War II, and maintain the "style"
that is peculiarly hers. It will not do this bv clinging
to the nostalgic notions of a "small college." It can
do this by attracting more and even better qualified
students each year in the future, and bv su])porting a
fine faculty in the continuing reapj)raisal of curriculum
and of teaching method. In short, it seems clear to me
that if our able President believes we can meet the
internal economic and educational problems, we who
make up the Sweet Briar family have an obligation to
our times to help Sweet Briar grow as the demand for
excellence in education is growina;.
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Anne Gary Pannell has just completed her tenth year
as president of Sweet Briar College, and in June the Woman's
College of the University of Aorth Carolina awarded her
an honorary LL.D.
This seems an appropriate time to sum up
her work for the college and to review her philosophy
of education, which Hamilton Crockford does in this story
of her life, from the Richmond Times-Dispatch.

PROFILE OF
A PRESIDENT
by HAMILTON

CROCKFORD

SWEET BRIAR College's president
in love with the academic life,"
And it's enough to make the academic
out its chest, and march right out and
lurking in the land.
Dr. Anne Gary Pannell is one of

is a woman in love. "I'm
she professes unabashedly.
life straighten its tie, throw
skewer any Philistines still
only seven or eight women

presidents of four-year colleges in the United States, aside from
the sectarian schools, and the only one in the South. But it's more
than that. Dynamos don't usually come 5 feet 2, brown-haired
and hazel-eyed. She is one, sparked by compassion and a voracious affection for learning. And there isn't a pair of hornrimmed spectacles in the house.
She won a bout with polio early. She has done in her share
of intellectual bogeymen since.
Mrs. Pannell is historian, an author still writing, fund raiser,
world traveler in education's cause, and a widow of 49 who raised
two sons to manhood before they owned a car. She calls herself a schoolteacher. International relations is one of her top
interests, but in no glib terms. Americans, good-hearted, are
naively unaware how complex the problem is, she says. Sweet
Briar is going to start a program of Asian studies next fall.
In a picture taken not long after
her arrival, Mrs. Pannell is shown
seated in the parlor at Sweet Briar
House with sons Gary and Clifton.
Photo by Gordon Thomas
ll952j.
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You don't downgrade the intellectual life for women around
her. You are reminded: "The standards of morality and excellence and culture of our country will never be any higher than
women make them." Selecting their teachers she says is her most
important and hardest job.
3

She has more ideas still than she can finance . . .
And you had certainly best beware
of calling this select school with the

Board member Thomas C. Boushall and
Commencement speaker Benjamin Fairless
talk with Mrs. Pannell
after the 1958 graduation exercises.

lovely 3,000 acre campus "fashionable" or "exclusive."
"There's nothing that distresses me
so much," she said in an interview.
This is "a serious, hard-working college," she said emphatically, and the
hazel eyes flashed. "Our girls can
hold their own, in earnestness and
seriousness and ability to work, with
the students of any good college — for
men or women."
MANY

IDEAS

Women presidents are nothing new
to this small college a dozen miles
above Lynchburg. It's had them
from the start in 1906. Mrs. Pannell is the fifth. She'll have been here
10 years July 1. She has more ideas
for the place still than she can
finance.
But "I'm no innovator," she says.
". . . And I'm not a reformer." No
one is less the crusading feminist.
For a work day on the campus
she wore a simple gray coat sweater
and skirt, white blouse, and a strand
of pearls.
Two men always crop up in her
talk — her father and husband. And
then there are the scholars who fed
her zeal for history.
Her sons caught it. Gary Pannell,
22, now in training as a reserve officer, finished Washington and Lee
with a major in history last year.
He's taken an exam for the foreign
service. Clifton W. Pannell, 20, is
a University of North Carolina junior in history. To his mother's delight, he wants to teach.
Mrs. Pannell lives in the big yellow brick Sweet Briar House with
its twin Italian-style towers flanking
an older portion believed to predate
ihe Revolution. It was the home of
Mrs. Indiana Fletcher Williams, the
widow who willed her estate to start

the school as a memorial to her
daughter. It looks across a screen
of boxwoods onto a boundless view.
Lfpstairs is a center room lined
with books. "This is where we live,"
the president said. Parts of the scene
are Clifton's dog "Champ" and a
Siamese cat given Mrs. Pannell and
named "Elijah Fletcher" for the
father of the founder.
RUSHES

TO LIBRARY

The amount of reading Anne Pannell does, a friend said, "is incredible. When she gets back from a
trip, she rushes to the college library
to see what's come in since she left.
(She may have been gone three
days.) She staggers home with an
armful
books is. a. ."
Mrs. of
Pannell
Tar Heel with
Virginia roots, and on her tongue a
melodious broad "a." Prince George
County has its Garysville for her
ancestors, who've "lived by the weed
for 300 years." She was born Anne
Thomas Gary September 15, 1910,
in Durham, the only child of Alexander Henry Gary, a tobacconist, and
Mrs. Anne Roche Thomas Gary of
Botetourt County. They moved to
Richmond when the girl was a baby,
and shortly to Petersburg, then to
New York when she was 8.
She had polio at 8: "I was extremely lucky. I was up within a
year. It was partly my mother's
courage.
She made me exercise . . ."
Her father, oldest of 12 children,
had had to quit college when his
father's tobacco factory burned. But
he was "one of the most remarkable
men. He spent all his spare time
taking me to historical places. . .
He loved languages. He found the
greatest pleasure in study for the
sheer joy of study. He was the antithesis of the organization man. . ."
In New York they sent her to a
private school.

It was fine, the stu-
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dent said, except that "the less said
about math, the better. . . I've never
had any adequate training in science
and math. This is a great gap in my
education. I hope the students who
{;o out from tliis college today will
not have such a lack as I have, . ."
ENDOWED

CHAIRS

With gifts given the last four years
the college has established endowed
chairs of both physics and chemistry,
as well as religion, honoring former
professors in those fields. The president meanwhile took a 6:30 a. m. television course in physics.
Miss Gary went to Barnard College. She got an A.B. in 1931, was
yearbook editor, senior class president, salutatorian. Phi Beta Kappa,
medalist in Colonial history, and
"fortunate enough to be given a very
generous fellowship for European
study." She went to Oxford University's St. Hugh's College, which took
one American woman a year. She
stayed three years, and did research
in the summers in Seville, Paris and
London libraries.
"I worked very hard," she said,
"because I was young. I had a round
face.
I looked
very
unscholarly.

Women had only been admitted to
Oxford about 10 years. I had to work
very hard to convince anyone I had
a serious purpose. But 1 loved every
minute
of mother
it."
But her
died shortly after
she went. And in the final spring
her godfather, a cousin working in
London who was "like another father," had a stroke. She left and
nursed him for several weeks. She
didn't finish her doctoral dissertation.
She did get a job at Alabama College for Women the 1934-35 session.
Its president even introduced her to
a young University of Alabama professor named Henry Clifton Pannell.
And shortly it seems the professor
wanted to marry her come summer.
WANTED

DEGREE

But she thought she owed it to
Barnard to get that degree. She
went back to Oxford, wrapped up
the work in November and took her
D. Phil., Oxon.
The thesis was "The Political and
Economic Relations of English and
American Quakers, 1750-85." The
Quakers, she noted, were one of
America's closest-knit groups. Many
were merchants.
They wanted the

Empire preserved as the world's most
secure trading region. They were
also pacifists. "They had a very interesting role, trying to get Britain
and America together. I was using
them as a peephole to look into
Now the. Friends
Historical Society
America.
."
is reprinting the product. The Liberian government, because of a
chapter on slavery, is interested. Doctorals seldom live so long. . .
And she got back that November,
1935, in time for the Alabama-Vanderbilt football game. The j)rofessor
was there. She taught again. They
married September 2, 1936.
"I was so lucky," she said. They
had two children. She "stayed home,
tried to learn how to cook, taught
a Sunday school class, worked with
the welfare association . . ., had a
perfectly adorable house." Her husband's nephew lived with them. They
educated him.
War approached, faculty members
left, military students came. The
university asked her to teach history.
She did. from 1939 to 1945.
Her husband, professor of education, had also become superintendent
of schools in Tuscaloosa.
In 1946

A member of tlie Scliolarship
Committee of the Ford Motor Co.
Fund, Mrs. Pannell meets with
President Jacobs. Trinity College,
President Hatelier, I', of Mich.,
\\ illiam I'ine of the Fund, and
President Rhodes, .'southwestern.
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She is fund raiser, writer, teacher, historian
he was elected state superintendent
(if education. ( You campaigned for

languages," she said. "They are the
key to our understanding the interna-

llie job there. I He was to be sworn
in on a Monday. He had a heart
attack on Sunday, and died.

tional situation. . . It's only a dream,
but I'd like to see us teach Hindu

ASKED
Mrs. Pannell, following a tough
schedule, travels thousands of miles
each year in behalf of Sweet
Briar and other educational causes.

HER

BACK

The university asked her back. It
was a lifesaver since she had to support the children, she said. A year
later she was chairman of freshman
history and an associate professor.
In 1952 Alabama gave her an LL.D.
But in 1949 Goucher College in
BaltiiTiore made her its dean. The
next year she was here. And it was
"just like home."
The good curriculum was one thing
that drew her, she said. Sweet Briar
had had an honors program since

and Chinese here. I'm a great believer that you should accompany the
study of the history of a country
with the study of its arts and lan"There is a delicate balance to
guage.
working out women's education. I
don't believe I have the wisdom to
come up with the ideal solution. . .
It's who teaches that counts, finally.
"We are a costly school, but that's
because we are poor. We charge
because we are determined to maintain the excellence of our faculty. To
give established majors in a small
school is costly. I would be foolish

the 1930's. It got a Phi Beta Kappa
chapter in 1949.
Since she came it has added more
resident scholars, added those

to tell you that our girls went without their shoes or missed their or-

"chairs," increased the student body
from 450 to 530 with a new dorm,

of .SlOO to $1,800. Sweet Briar traditionally has provided tuition free
to "hundreds" from its home Amherst County, and even provided
books to some.

got an auditorium and fine arts center rising now. The faculty has done
all this, she said, she's only tried
to find the money. She's "found"
three million dollars in all, they say.
But she counts as the biggest accomplishment an increase in education and psychology offerings and
the start of a nursery school, "so we
could give good teacher training."
The Asian studies will be a co-

ange juice for breakfast," she said.
But 60 girls are here on scholarships

And "where there is a personal exchange between a gifted teacher and
a gifted student, that is where the
spark is passed on. ( If what we need
is the creative spirits, I'm not sure
the job is going to be done in the
large classroom or on TV.)"
CONCERN FOR OTHERS

operative program with RandolphMacon Woman's College and Lynchburg College. Mrs. Pannell, a member of the scholarship board of the
Ford Motor Co. Fund, obtained a
.$100,000 Ford Foundation grant for
the venture, a staff member noted.
Sweet Briar was already administering the junior-year-in-France program for United States colleges before Mrs. Pannell got here.
Associaleil

Prt^ss

"I would like to see anything that
would get more Americans to study

Sweet Briar's president, a friend
noted, calls on its retired professors
wherever she is. If a teacher is sick
"the first person you see when you
come out of the anesthetic is Mrs.
Pannell." When

low

attendance

threatened the college's vesper services, she conducted the services.
An Episcopalian, she is a trustee
of the Church Society for College
Work. She is on the national senate
of Phi

Beta

Kappa —

and

was
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a

1958 Miss America contest judge.
She is on the American Council on

"All the protective roles in life
are so important. And the interest

Education's committee for institutional projects abroad for 1960. . .

in a protective role has to be nurtured in our society. . . The nurture of the young and the care of

Somehow she's contrived also to
complete the manuscript of a book
—

now being printed —

about Julia

Strudwick Tutwiler, Alabama's pioneer woman educator and penal reformer. And now she's begun writing another.
With all this, slie still manages
to do a thing which college presidents
say is practically unheard of among
them today, tied as they are to the
end less task of fund-raising: Every
other year, she teaches a class — a
semester in Colonial history.
But the woman in love with all

the weak," she said, "are still the

the anticipated duties of a president, which were never exactly confined to a 40-hour week, were added
the colossal demands of the greatest search for funds ever initiated
by the college.
"We have seen her bearing responsibilities which most of us encounter

greatest roles of women."
GIVEN

HONORARY

DEGREE

In June Mrs. Pannell was awarded
an honorary degree of doctor of laws
at the Woman's College of the University of North Carolina "by reason of distinction in service to society." Looking on proudly were
her sons and many Sweet Briar alumnae from the Greensboro area.
INVITED

TO JOIN

only in small fractions, to which she
has sacrificed unbelievable amounts
of strength and privacy and time with
a devotion which never holds back
any aid that is hers to give.
"Some of her problems she has
shared frankly with alumnae, conferring with their executive committee and with individuals. She has
drawn us into greater participation

this hasn't gone off on a cloud. She
clings to this line for educational

At the Alumnae Association annual

by urging more places for us on the
Board of Overseers. She has en-

perspective: "The ideas women teach
and the things they discuss around
the dinner table . . . create the com-

banquet in June Mrs. Pannell. told
that she had won the affection and
admiration of the alumnae, was asked

couraged the expansion of direct relations between alumnae and college

munity. " They need the broadest
knowledge, including "the senses of
the past." for this.
"T think their greatest role in our
society is in the homes as mothers."

to honor them by becoming a member of the Alumnae Association.

But also, "there isn't any finer thing,
you know, than a good woman doctor
or teacher. . .

"a decade filled with demands upon
everyone connected with Sweet Briar,
but most of all upon its president. To

"Tonight marks the end of a busy
and fruitful decade,"' said Mrs.
Horton in tendering the invitation,

by facilitating the enlargement of the
alumnae council and broadening the
scope of our program at reunions.
Thus we see," Mrs. Horton concluded, "that there is no group with whom
she has warmer relations than with
the alumnae, and we can observe
with deep pleasure that choice of
president made ten years ago."

Escorted by Joseph Gilchrist,
.Sweet Briar farm manager,
iji
"■'''*<Wv!Jf

Martha von
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Britten

Mrs. Pannell inspects
llie apple crop, in a picture
taken before
the orchard was cut down.

ANTIWESTERNISM:

CAUSE
AND
CURE

VE

RA

DE

AN

In Cuba, one of our nearest Latin
American neighbors, Fidel Castro denounces the United States. In Iraq,
until 1958 an active member of the
Baghdad pact, crowds jeer at an
American diplomat, and a Communist-dominated regime comes to
power. The Mayor of Manila, speaking on Edward R. Murrow's Small
World TV program, tells us why
we are losing friends in Asia in
terms so bitter as to befit a foe
rather than a friend of the United
States.

ByAs

these and other incidents are

reported from around the globe,
Americans ask themselves: Why are
these non- Western peoples against
the West — and particularly why are
they against the United States? What
is anti-Westernism? And how can
it be cured?
So deeply is the West imbued with
the sense of benefits it has conferred
on the non- Western areas in the
past, and is ready to confer in the
future, that we find it difficult to
believe anti-Westernism can exist and
flourish without the help of communism. Yet this is the harsh reality
we must face in Asia, the Middle
East, and Africa if we are not to
fall prey to perilous illusions.
The Russians did not need to point
a finger, fire a gun, or spend a single
ruble to foment anti-Westernism in
Egypt or Saudi Arabia, in Indonesia
or Jordan. It's in the air. It is
deeply imbedded in the consciousness of peoples who have lived under
the rule of Britain, France, or the
Netherlands, not of Russia. True,
the Russians capitalize with marked
success on a sentiment against the

West which corresponds to their own,
but tliey did not in the first place
create it. This sentiment can exist
and has existed apart from communism — just as some plants need
no soil or fertilizer to remain alive.
In fact, anti-Westernism was a sturdy
plant in Russia itself during the 19th
century under the tsars, long before
the Bolsheviks came on the scene.
But, if these manifestations in
Russia were not initially a product of
communism, were they an exclusive
product of Russia's historical development? Isthe anti-Westernism we
see today in other areas of the world
just a carbon copy of that practiced
in Russia? Would it vanish if the
West could discover some magic
formula for eliminating Russia, or
sealing it off from the rest of the
world?
The answer, disappointing as it
is for the West, must be in the negative. From New Delhi to Cairo, from
Jakarta to Karachi and Nairobi, men
and women who have never read
Marx, Lenin, or Stalin, and who
often abhor what they know of Russia, are in the grip of the same
emotions and ideas which fan the
as yet unfinished controversy between
Westernizers and Slavophiles in
Russia. Their anti-Westernism, like
that of the Russians, is an explosive
mixture of contradictory reactions
inspired by rising nationalism.
Non- Westerners admire our material achievements — the fruits of
modern science and technology.
They long to have their own peoples
benefit by these fruits, to which they
feel entitled by reason of living in
the 20th century; this is the essence of
Alumnae
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what has been well called the revolution of rising expectations. But
they realize, with a poignancy which
no Westerner, however sympathetic,
can possibly understand — because
like intense fear or joy it cannot be
expressed in rational terms but must
be experienced to be known — that
their own countries are poor and
retarded, ridden with disease and
isnorance. The contrast between
what they see
or Indonesia,
fully wish to
ins as to fill

around them, in Egypt
and what they painachieve is so staggerthem with a sense of

hopelessness and frustration. Instead of trying to escape from this
state of mind by tackling the nearest practical job, no matter how modest it may be, they are likely to
vent their feelings of disappointment
against the West, making it the scapegoat for all the ills from which they
and their countrymen suffer.
The situation becomes all the more
painful — for non-Western peoples
and for the West — where the rulers, today or in the recent past, are
or have been Westerners who may
well have concentrated on their own
interests such as the building of
strategic facilities or the development of resources needed by Western industry, rather than on improvement of the economic, social,
and political conditions in the areas
under their control. Then the antiWesternism which is found even in
independent nations such as Japan
becomes dangerously aggravated by
anti-colonialism and, since the foreign rulers are representatives of
white nations, also by racialism. To
all these feelings must be added the
Summer, 1960

fear of some, who want to maintain
ancient political and religious customs, that the impact of the West
will destroy the fabric of the nation's traditional life. They want
to oust all Westerners before this
horrifying prospect has come to pass.
We, however, are particularly puzzled by the tendency of the nonWestern nations to denounce Western colonialism, yet say little or
nothing about the colonialism of the
USSR.

Here again Russia's past experience ismuch closer to that which
Asia, the Middle East, and Africa
are now undergoing than is the experience of the Western nations.
Russia itself was a relatively backward nation as late as the 1920's.
It, too, wanted to learn from the
West, yet feared its impact on institutions and on national security.
This does not mean, and should
not be interpreted to mean, that the
Asian and African countries accept
Russia without criticisms or qualms.
They are aware of the dangers of
eventual pressure from Moscow.
They are not enthusiastic about Russian dictatorship — although, being
often accustomed to authoritarianism
at home, they are less repelled by
it abroad than the nations of the Atlantic community, where democracy
is — more or less — an old story.
Russia was not invited to the AfroAsian conference at Bandung in
1955, presumably because it is a
Eurasian, not an Asian or African,
country. But Russia's experience in
modernizing its economy and in
making the difficult transition from
ancient times to the nuclear age
within a third of a century is of in-
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Vera Dean, Director of the Non-Western
Civilizations Program at the University
of Rochester, delivered the Phi Beta
Kappa address in February. With her is
Patti Powell, one of the new members.

tense interest to all non-Western
areas, which feel that they have more
to learn, in a practical way, from
a country far closer to their current
problems and experiences than from
such advanced nations as the IIS.A.
and Britain. This sense of afilnity
with Russia — economic and social
if not always political — on the
part of non-Western peoples of diverse religious faiths, political traditions, and international aspirations
constitutes our most difficult hurdle
in our efforts to find a cure for
anti-Westernism.
This cure cannot be found by denouncing communism, by demanding
that the non-Western nations abandon all contacts with Russia and
Communist China, or by threatening to cut off aid unless they agree
to join our side. Such moves would
merely reinforce their hostility to
and suspicion of the West and cause
them to strengthen rather than weaken their still tenuous bonds with
Moscow.
As in the case of some troubles,
the most promising remedy is the
hair of the dog. The cure for antiWesternism is Westernization, but it
cannot be forced on peoples by military pressure or financial handouts.
Nasser in Egypt or Nehru in India,
like the Japanese after 1867 or the
Russians after 1917, must be free
to take initiative in accepting or rejecting what the West has to offer.
They must be free to pick and choose
those features they think best adapted
to their own particular needs.
The essence of anti-Westernism, in
Tsarist Russia as in the USSR and

had committed mistakes, it has also
done much good but that its main
error is its "superciliousness'' toward
the non-West. If the West is to
succeed, it must learn to restrain its
natural feeling of pride in its own
achievements — a feeling which,
when transposed to non-Western
lands, looks and sounds like arrogance — and display modesty in
offering to improve the conditions
of Egyptians or Indians.
We must, moreover, constantly
bear in mind that, as a matter of
historical fact, many of these today

Burma, choose neutralism in preference to membership in one or other
of the military blocs that have
emerged out of the cold war.
Third, we must look at foreign
aid not merely as a weapon in the
cold war. We must understand that
it is in our national interest to give
aid to the underdeveloped countries,
even if communism did not exist,
in order to improve economic and
social conditions in the world community of which we are a part. Once
we realize that the goal of foreign

economically underdeveloped countries had achieved a high type of
civilization and culture when our
own ancestors were still relative savages. It is no wonder, then, that
they think they have something to

aid is not just to defeat communism
but to advance the development of
non- Western areas, then we should
think of long-term aid of a more
substantial character than we have

preserve.
Nor is it enough for us to point
out that the Communist powers now
practice the imperialism which the
Western nations are in process of
relinquishing. For Asia, Africa and
the Middle East, colonialism and imperialism have been associated with
the West, and symbolized by the unequal treatment accorded by whites
to non-whites. What Russia does

allocate $3 billion a year during two
or three decades for economic, as
distinguished from military, aid.
This figure may seem large, but it

in Eastern Europe, repugnant as it
may be to all non-Communists, is regarded as a conflict between whites.
What, then, can the United States
do to counter Soviet influence? First,
we must renew our efforts to facili-

permanent pensioners. They do not
just want to receive handouts: they
want to stand on their own feet and

tate orderly self-determination for
those peoples who are still under
colonial rule. This does not mean
that all will benefit by achieving independence overnight but that we
should show genuine concern for
their desire to rule themselves in at

other areas, is resistance to the assumption, which the West makes as a
matter of course, that our civilization
is superior to the civilizations of
other regions and represents a norm
which should be the ideal goal of
Asians, Arabs, and Africans. When
Glubb Pasha, upon reaching London
after his expulsion from Jordan, was
asked what it was the West had done

least a limited form — perhaps, for
a stated period of time, under the
supervision of the United Nations.
Second, when we advocate independence, we must accept the fact
that independence includes the right
for a free nation to choose its own
course in world affairs. We must

wrong, he said that, while the West

stop
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Western nations which, like India or

criticizing

those

of

the

non-

undertaken in the past. Economists
calculate that we could and should

is less than one percent of our national income.
Fourth, we must realize that foreign aid cannot be considered apart
from foreign trade. The non-Western nations have no desire to become

gain self-respect. But they can do
this only if they can repay the longterm loans we may make to them.
And this they can do only if they
can sell their products in Western
markets. This means that we and
our allies must rethink the character of world trade.
And, finally, we must learn that
relations with the non-Western nations, if they are to be successful,
have to be a two-way street. We
have much to offer in terms of
democratic procedures and technological skills, but we can greatly enrich ourselves by sharing their contributions to the world's cultural
heritage through religion, philosophy, art, literature, and music.
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the Quadrennial

nd
rou
Merry-goor issues bearing
on the Presidential election
by Douglas Hinkle, Assistant Professor of Spanish
TODAY, ill this small college in
the shatiinv of the Blue Ridge,
some one hundred forty wide-awake
alumnae of more than thirty institutions of higher learning gave a new
meaning to a common word in the
English vocabulary.
Any college freshman will gladly
tell you the word to commence means
'to begin," and that commencement
means 'beginning.'
Most seniors, at
Summer, 1960

graduation time, believe that it means
'ending.' 'finish,' or 'terminal point.'
( That is, until the commencement

And just how did they bring about
this contribution to the science of
semantics?

speaker reminds them that the freshmen were right in the first place.)
Hut the alert ladies who gathered here

Through an organizalinn with the
apparently contradictor) name of
Aliiniiiae College.

this humid June day — just twentyfour hours after the formal 1900

And what is the Alumnae College?
For some years now. in response
to the growing demand for adult
education, the alumnae and the faculty of Sweet
Briar College have

commencement — indicated by their
collective intellectual curiosity that
it can also mean 'continuation.'

11

cooperated in a project involving a
one-day course in some aspect of
the regular college curriculum.
Alumnae who are on campus in connection with class reunions, or to
see a daugiiter graduate, or merely
by chance, may participate by the
simple expedient of registering and
showing up. This automatically exposes them to a series of lectures
by regular members of the faculty,
to discussion and question periods,
to contact with old friends, and consequently to a wide variety of intellectual stimuli.
MANY

ATTEND

This year's forum was entitled The
Quadrennial Merry-go-round, and
dealt with a broad range of issues
bearing on the forthcoming presidential elections. Apparently it stirred
up considerable interest, because by
9:30 a. m. the spacious Emily Bowen
Room was jam-packed with representatives ofgraduating classes from
1910 to 1959 who came from all
over the nation. In addition, there
were alumnae from thirty-one other
colleges including Vassar, Smith,
Skrdmore, William and Mary, the
University of Chicago, Radcliffe,
Wellesley, Ohio Wesleyan, Purdue,
Agnes Scott and the University of
Wurtemburg, Germany. Three members of the class of 1910 were present: Eugenia Griffin Burnett, Richmond; Claudine Hutter, Lynchburg;
and Louise Hooper Ewell, Princess
Anne County.
The registrants left a wide variety
of activities behind in order to be

ting here would undoubtedly go to
petite, soft-spoken Elaine Adams
Harrison, '50, who flew her own twinengine Beechcraft from Florida to
Lynchburg, landing enroute at Greenville to pick up a classmate. She
took a brief vacation from her
small boys) just to attend the Alumnae College. "I wouldn't have missed
it for anything," she said.
As the College came to order there
were several immediately apparent
differences between this class and
the general run of undergraduate
classes. There was no back-row
whispering, no giggling, no shuffling

professors dream about but seldom

that the problem of the budget is
essentially a moral one; that each
individual, in choosing between candidates, must decide for himself how
much of his income he is willing to
see devoted to taxes, and how much
the government of this country is
morally entitled to take from him.
This decision, she observed, involves

THE

PURPOSE

STATED

get.
The completely serious tenor of
the meeting was crystallized by Moderator Lysbeth Muncy, Professor of
History and Government. "The purpose of the Alumnae College," she
remarked crisply to the battery of
pencils poised over note pads, "is
to provide you with a solid, scholarly
presentation of basic issues of public
interest and lasting significance, such
as you might reasonably expect to encounter in formal college and university classes." The subsequent conduct of the meeting proved she knew
what she was talking about.

Sweet Briar. His presentation was
a masterful combination of quiet
scholarship and subtle humor which
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for initiative

in

get-

The second lecture was a philosophical and historical approach to
the problem of the national budget
by Professor Gladys Boone, who is
retiring this session after many years
of outstanding service on the faculty
and as a member and officer of numerous professional organizations.
Miss Boone was enabled by her

uncommon degree of human interest. She stated as a central theme

'59, is teaching English and Bible
studies in Richmond.
prize

ISSUE

note-passing. There was, instead,
silence. The absolute silence that

sity of Chicago and who is now an
Assistant Professor of Government at

First

A MORAL

subject to infuse the otherwise dry
world of budgetary figures with an

Coligny, '34, is a dean right here
at Sweet Briar; and Tabb Thornton,

ing Parker Rutledge, '59, is writing
book reviews for the Richmond

parties.
BUDGET

of feet, no "accidental" cascade of
books to the floor, no surreptitious

Times-Dispatch; Julia Sadler de

ter, '58, is doing graduate work at
the University of Oklahoma; Flem-

the possible nominees of both major

large family (one husband, four

The morning session involved lectures on possible candidates and
party issues, and on the question of
the budget. The first was presented
by tall, scholarly Thomas V. Gilpatrick who left the field of practical politics to pick up a Ph.D. in
Political Science from the Univer-

here. For example, Elaine Schus-

left an impression of complete impartiality but which conveyed the
basic assets and liabilities of each of

the old familiar problem of reconciliation of liberty and authority,
which is, after all, the central problem of political science.
The barrage of questions which
followed this pair of lectures testified
both to the interest generated by
them and to the intelligence of the
audience: To what extent should the
federal government take a leading
role in the educational processes of
the nation? To what extent does
acceptance of federal aid commit localities to accept federal control?
Is it really necessary to subsidize
agriculture? What means are available for the adjustment of the conflict between economic necessity and
political expediency? When, and
under what conditions, is a tariff
justified? There were, in fact, many
more questions than could possibly
be handled by the speakers. Moderator Muncy was forced to request
Alumnae
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postponement of further discussion
until the afternoon session, and at
12:30 the College recessed.
Following a traditional Southern
luncheon of ham and chicken in tlie
Boxwood Gardens, the group reconvened at 1:30 p. m.
First speaker in the afternoon was
Bertha Pfister Wailes, Associate Professor of Sociology, who is retiring
this session after many years of noteworthy service to the college and to

issue of foreign aid as a possibly decisive — and certainly divisive —
factor in the November elections.
Like the speakers who preceded him,
Mr. Hapala stressed the essentially
moral nature of the issues before the
public, but remained completely impartial in his presentation.
When the prolonged ovation that
followed Mr. Hapala's address finally
died away. Moderator Muncy opened
the floor to questions and discussion.

tailed and highly technical. One of
the ladies appeared to be not unaware of basic engineering principles
in hydrodynamics: she was able to
comment with considerable intelligence on Russian assistance in dam
construction in underdeveloped areas.
Moderator Muncy was forced to
call time in spite of the forest of
agitated hands awaiting recognition.
There was, however, no rush to leave
the area and small groups of participants remained to continue the discussions generated by the thoughtful
and well prepared lectures. When
asked for her reaction to the overall program, Ocie Jennings Stevens,
an alumna of Hollins, remarked, "It
was certainly most informative and
stimulating.
I hadBruce
a wonderful
time."
Said Mrs. W.
Montgomery,
Salem College, "It was excellent.
Excellent." And Connie Carrie Fleming, '40, who drove down from New
Jersey specifically to attend the College, remarked enthusiastically, "It
was marvellous. Highly informative
and well presented." Fleming Parker

Martha von Briesen

the community. Mrs. Wailes, who
has known all five presidents of
Sweet Briar College, continued the
thread of discussion by drawing on
her unusually wide knowledge to
examine the implications of race relations and the problem of the aged
with respect to the coming elections.
She pointed out that basic changes
in the number of Negro voters and of
persons over 65 in recent years have
served to upset to some degree the
traditional balances in voting patterns, and that these changes must of
necessity be taken into account by
any candidate for the Presidency.
Milan Hapala, Associate Professor
of Government and Economics, was
anchor man for the lecture team. A
gifted public speaker, Mr. Hapala
combined solid scholarship with polished platform technique to present
a really brilliant summary
of tlie
Summer, 1960

In spite of the advanced hour, the
heat and the humidity, there was a
lively rivalry for an opportunity to
fire questions at the panel: How, and
to what extent, is the U. N. geared
in with U. S. foreign aid? How do
we compare with Russia in bringing
persons here from less developed
countries for education and training?
To what extent should foreign aid
be administered niultilaterally? To
what extent should the withholding
of foreign aid be used as a weapon
in international politics?
WIDE

KNOWLEDGE

Other hands shot up to offer comments. In these cases, personal opinion appeared generally to be based
on extensive knowledge, which in
turn indicated that many participants
in the College came well prepared.
Often their knowledge
seemed
de-

Rutledge summed it up: "I believe,"
she commented, "that the intellectual
life of the College (Sweet Briar) is
the most important single aspect of
that institution's function. The Sweet
Briar alumna has, in this Alumnae
College, an opportunity to preserve
contact with the heart of the matter."
Ajid so the ladies who poured into
Sweet Briar by train, by car and
by plane for this one day of concentrated intellectual activity have
demonstrated their belief in the true
meaning of commencement: that education is,and ought to be, a continuing process of mental growth that
does not stop with graduation from
college; that their own commencement, whether it took place last year
or half a century ago, was simply
the take-off point for a life full of
intellectual activity — and consequently for a life full of contributions to their community, their state,
tlieir nation.
13

not only in our way of life but in
our thinking.
What were we like, the class of
1935? We wore pearls with our
sweaters and bows of matching baby
ribbon in our hair. At the May Day
dance, our dresses had trains that
we looped over one finger when we
danced. Our favorite singer was
Bing Crosby. Our favorite records
were Lomhardo's. And our favorite
movie stars were Ginger Rogers and
Fred Astaire. Looking back, some
of our convictions seem more dated
than our hemlines or our taste in
entertainers.
One of our most basic convictions
was doomed, of course, very shortly
after our commencement.
No generation, I suppose, is ever
actually prepared for war. But
surely no generation has ever been
less prepared than ours. Too young
to remember the First World War,
war to us was John Gilbert in The
Big
Parade and the
sucker!"
advertisements.
War "Hello,
had been
ended
forever, we were told every Armistice Day when we stood in silence at
eleven o'clock; it would never, never
come again.
But it did come again. And our
husbands and brothers went and some
of us went too. And we got through
it — not only once but twice. No
better certainly than other generations of women. On the other hand,
no less creditably either, it seems
to me, in spite of our total lack of

We haven''t changed
a bit — or have we?
by Marion Walker Alcaro,
Twenty-five years ago my class
graduated from college. At our reunion this year, the rallying cry has
been, "You haven't changed a bit!"
And it is remarkable how little we
have changed in the crowded years
since graduation. I wonder, however,
if how much we have changed isn't
even more remarkable.
14

preparation.
The world that
was a safe world.
wide. The Pacific
enemies (who were

'35

As generations of women go,
has been an unspectacular one.
the great feminine crusades were
before our time. We are neither

ours
All
won
Lost

nor Beat. Yet within our post-graduate years a woman's world has
changed radically. And, with few
fanfaronades, we have made some
radical adjustments to those changes.^

we grew up in
The Atlantic was
was wider. Our
they, anyway?)

were shadowy and far away. Fear
for ourselves or for our children in
the future never entered our thinking.
The world we live in now is anything but safe. There are no barriers and our enemies are neither
shadowy nor far away. We dislike
living in such a world. But somewhere in our post-graduate years we
have learned to live with fear withAlumnae
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out allowing it to destroy the good
things of the present. And this is
also no negligible achievement.
If you ask one of this year's graduates what she would like to do in
life, the answer usually is that she
would like to marry and have five
children — period.
the same question was
ferent. We wanted
have children. We

Our answer to
somewhat difto marry and
always added,

however, "But, of course, I don't
want to be only a housewife!"
For the ideal woman of our generation was The Career Girl, that
splendid creature who rose above the
menial chores of womanhood to shin-

three — have taught us that female
achievements have no less luster than
professional ones. As our ideal
woman, we have toppled The Career
Girl off her pedestal.
But let's digress for a moment.
Perhaps we ought to take a careful
look at her successor, who has been
created largely by our own enthusiasms.
Who is the current ideal woman?
Her Herculean outlines loom up on

ing heights of personal glory.
She was a cilice to my generation,
as the ideal women of preceding generations must have been to theirs.

every side — in lectures to women's
groups, in "How to" articles in magazines, in every branch of advertising. She is a super wife, a super
mother, a super housekeeper, a super
hostess, a vision of beauty, and a
big wheel in community activities.
We might call her Mrs. Bunyan.
As a potential for causing a great

The Nice Girl —

deal of unhappiness —

the maestra of the

maidenly blush — must have been
a dreadful trial, for example, to
women in 1910 who were endowed
with a sense of humor. And The
Flapper to Flaming Youth eraists
who were disinclined to flame. Like
these dream girls who preceded her.
The Career Girl was a caricature
blown up from a few fashionable
characteristics. And yet her cult
seriously influenced our thinking in
college and for years afterward.
For years the term "Occupation
— housewife"' embarassed us. We
were apologetic if our achievements
were only female. "I have nothing
interesting to report," one of my
classmates wrote in answer to a questionnaire sent out before our tenth
reunion. "I have a husband and
three children."
Now, however, those of us who are
exclusively wives and mothers are
no longer apologetic about our
status. Instead we are jubilant about
it. "I have the most interestinc
things to report!" my classmate
probably wrote in answer to the
questionnaire .sent out this year. "1
have a husband and three children!"
For lime, or changing circumstances,
or our own good sense — perhaps all
Summer, 1960

unnecessary

uiihappiness — she isn't much of an
improvement over The Career Girl,

is she?

When we were in college, household help was plentiful and inexpensive. Now having household
help is a sign not even of affluence
but plain luck. And who does the
cooking and cleaning and washing
and ironing that in our mothers' day
was never done by women of education? Why, we do. Since this
is a paean to my own generation, I
would like to add that we have made
the change over from help-to-do-it
to do-it-yourself with good sportsmanship and ingenuity.
For in spite of the fact that the
wonderful gadgets in our kitchens
are operated in advertisements by
beaming ladies in evening dress, running even the most mechanized house
requires no small amount of manual
labor. We might have faced it by
bewailing the good old days. Instead
we have rolled up our sleeves. And
simplified our family living, and
prodded architects into designing functional houses, and replaced
the finger-bowls-and-doilies dinner
with the elbow to elbow cocktail
party

( although

perhaps

we might

do well to soft pedal this latter feat
as one of our accomplishments!).
Some of our adjustments to our
post-graduate world are still in the
process of being completed. One
of these is one facet of our relationship with our older children.
When we were in college, we considered our parents' generation straitlaced. This seemed perfectly normal
because our parents had thought this
about their parents and we expected
that our children would take the
same view of us. We were fully
prepared to deal with a younger generation who considered us the direct
descendants of Miss Priss.
But this, of course, is not what
has happened. For the current crop
of young adults is awesomely staid
and serious. In the going steady
versus varied dating controversy, they
look upon us in our younger days as
having been morally rather loose —
us, mind you. with our early movie
and short coke dates! This is a
switch that has temporarily lost us
some leverage. But we'll manage it
too — given time and a sense of
humor.
Our postgraduate world has been
wonderfully beneficent. We have
been given television and streamlined
cars and frozen foods and wonder
drugs and jet air liners. But, best
of all, in making our adjustments
to this world, we have also been given
the certain knowledge of our outstanding characteristic as a generation of women.
"And what is that?" asked my oldest son, reading this far. "That your
generation can roll with the

Why. yes, exactly.
And isn't
a comforting
tiling to know?
Forthat
at
a time when the world is changing
punches?"
faster and faster, what greater securitv could we have than knowing
that ours is a flexible and adaptable
generation?
We've changed immeasurably since
our graduation — and thank God for
it. I hope we keep on changing.
15
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She takes
a look
at yet another aspect
of our culture.

COLLEGE COMPATIBLE
WITH MARRIAGE?
by MARGARET

MEAD

ALL OVER the United States, un1. dergraduate marriages are increasing, not only in the municipal
colleges and technical schools, which
take for granted a workaday world
in which learning is mostly training
to make a li\Tng, but also on the
green campuses once sacred to a
more leisurely pursuit of knowledge.
Before we become too heavily
committed to this trend, it may be
wise to pause and question why it
has developed, what it means, and
whether it endangers the value of
undergraduate education as we have
known it.
The full-time college, in which a
student is free for four years to continue the education begun in earlier
years, is only one form of higher
education. Technical schools, nonresidence municipal colleges, junior
colleges, extension schools which offer preparation for professional work
on a part-time and indefinitely extended basis, institutions which welcome adults for a single course at
any age: all of these are "higher,"
or at least "later," education. Their
proliferation has tended to obscure
our view of the college itself and
what it means.
But the university, as it is called
in Europe — the college, as it is
often called here — is essentially
quite different from "higher education"' that is only later, or more,
Summer, 1960

education. It is, in many ways, a
prolongation of the freedom of childhood; it can come only once in a
lifetime and at a definite stage of development, after the immediate trials
of puberty and before the responsibilities offull adulthood.
The university student is a unique
development of our kind of civilization, and a special pattern is set for
those who have the ability and the
will to devote four years to exploring
the civilization of which they are a
part. This self-selected group (and
any otlier method than self-selection
is doomed to failure) does not include all of the most able, the most
skilled, or the most gifted in our
society. It includes, rather, those
who are willing to accept four more
years of an intellectual and psychological moratorium, in which they
explore, test, mediate, discuss, passionately espouse, and passionately
repudiate ideas about the past and
the future. The true undergraduate
university is still an "as-if" world
in which the student need not commit himself yet. For this is a period
in which it is possible not only to
specialize but to taste, if only for a
semester, all the possibilities of scholarship and science, of great commitment, and the special delights to
which civilized man has access today.
One of the requirements of such
a life has been freedom
from re-

sponsibility. Founders and administrators of universities have struggled through the years to provide
places where young men, and more
recently young women, and young
men and women together, would be
free — in a way they can never be
free again — to explore before they
settle on the way their lives are to
be lived.
This freedom once, as a matter
of course, included freedom from
domestic responsibilities — from the
obligation to wife and children or
to husband and children. True, it
was often confused by notions of
propriety: married women and unmarried girls were believed to be
improper dormitory companions, and
a trace of the monastic tradition that
once forbade dons to marry lingered
on in our men's colleges. But essentially the prohibition of undergraduate marriage was part and
parcel of our belief that marriage
entails responsibility.
A student may live on a crust in
a garret and sell his clothes to buy
books: a father who does the same
thing is a very different matter.

An

An internationally known anthropologist, writer, and lecturer, Margaret
Mead is associate curator of ethnology of the American Museum of Natural History and adjunct professor of
aiilhropologv at Columbia i niversity.
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unmarried girl may prefer scholarship to clerking in an office; as the
wife of a future nuclear physicist
or judge of the Supreme Court —
or possibly of the research worker
who will find a cure for cancer —
she acquires a duty to give up her
own delighted search for knowledge
and to help put her husband through
professional school. If, additionally,
they have a child or so, both sacrifice — she her whole intellectual interest, he all but the absolutely essential professional grind to "get
through" and "get established." As
the undergraduate years come to be
primarily not a search for knowledge and individual growth, but a
suitable setting for the search for a
mate, the proportion of full-time students who are free to give themselves
the four irreplaceable years is being
steadily whittled down.

SHOULD WE MOVE so far away
from the past that all young
people, whether in college, in technical school, or as apprentices, expect to be married and, partially or
wholly, to be supported by parents
and society while they complete their
training for this complex world?
Should undergraduates be considered
young adults, and should the privileges and responsibilities of mature
young adults be theirs, whether they
are learning welding or Greek, bookkeeping or physics, dressmaking or
calculus? Whether they are rich or
poor? Whether they come from
educated homes or from homes without such interests? Whether they
look forward to the immediate gratifications ofprivate life or to a wider
and deeper role in society?
As one enumerates the possibilities, the familiar cry, "But this is
democracy," interpreted as treating
all alike no matter how different they
may be, assaults the ear. Is it in
fact a privilege to be given full adult
responsibilities at eighteen or at
twenty, to be forced to choose someone as a lifetime mate before one
18

has found out who one is, oneself —
to be forced somehow to combine
learning with earning? Not only the
question of who is adult, and when,
but of the extent to which a society
forces adulthood on its young people,
arises here.
Civilization, as we know it, was
preceded by a prolongation of the
learning period — first biologically,
by slowing down the process of physical maturation and by giving to
children many long, long years for
many long, long thoughts; then socially, bydeveloping special institutions in which young people, still
protected and supported, were free
to explore the past and dream of the
future. May it not be a new barbarism to force them to marry so
soon?
"Force" is the right word. The
mothers who worry about boys and
girls who don't begin dating in high
school start the process. By the time
young people reach college, pressuring parents are joined by college administrators, byadvisers and counselors and deans, by student-made
rules about exclusive possession of
a girl twice dated by the same boy,
by the preference of employers for
a boy who has demonstrated a tenacious intention of becoming a settled
married man. Students who wish
to marry may feel they are making
magnificent, revolutionary bids for
adulthood and responsibility: yet, if
one listens to their pleas, one hears
only the recited roster of the "others" — schoolmates, classmates, and
friends — who are "already married."
The picture of embattled academic
institutions valiantly but vainly attempting to stem a flood of undergraduate marriages is ceasing to
be true. College presidents have
joined the matchmakers. Those who
head our one-sex colleges worry
about transportation or experiment
gingerly with ways in which girls or
boys can be integrated into academic
life so that they'll stay on the campus on weekends.
Recently the pres-

ident of one of our good, small,
liberal arts colleges explained to me,
apologetically, "We still have to
have rules because, you see, we don't
have enough married-student housing." The implication was obvious:
the ideal would be a completely married undergraduate body, hopefully
at a time not far distant. ,
With this trend in mind, we should
examine some of the premises involved. The lower-class mother
hopes her daughter will marry before she is pregnant. The parents
of a boy who is a shade gentler or
more interested in art than his peers
hope their son will marry as soon
as possible and be "normal." Those
who taught GI's after the last two
wars and enjoyed their maturity join
the chorus to insist that marriage
is steadying: married students study
harder and get better grades. The
worried leaders of one-sex colleges
note how their undergraduates seem
younger, "less mature," or "more
underdeveloped" than those at the
big coeducational universities. They
worry also about the tendency of
girls to leave at the end of their
sophomore year for "wider experience" — a simple euphemism for
"men to marry."
And parents, who are asked to contribute what they would have contributed anyway so that the young
people may marry, fear — sometimes consciously and sometimes
unconsciously — that the present uneasy peacetime will not last, that depression or war will overtake their
children as it overtook them. They
push their children at ever younger
ages, in Little Leagues and eighthgrade proms, to act out — quickly,
before it is too late — the adult
dreams that may be interrupted.
Thus they too consent, connive, and
plan toward the earliest possible
marriages for both daughters and
sons.
Undergraduate marriages have not
been part of American life long
enough for us to be certain what the
Alumnae
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effect will be. But two ominous
trends can be noted.
One is the "successful" student
marriage, often based on a highschool choice which both sets of
parents have applauded because it
assured an appropriate mate with the
right background, and because it
made the young people settle down.
If not a high-school choice, then
the high-school pattern is repeated:
finding a girl who will go steady,
dating her exclusively, and letting
the girl propel the boy toward a
career choice which will make early
marriage possible.
These young people have no
chance to find themselves in college
because they have clung to each other
so exclusively. They can take little
advantage of college as a broadening experience, and they often show
less breadth of vision as seniors than
they did as freshmen. They marry,
eitlier as undergraduates or immediately upon graduation, have children
in quick succession, and retire to the
suburbs to have more children —
bulwarking a choice made before
either was differentiated as a human
being. Help from both sets of parents, begun in the undergraduate
marriage or after commencement
day, perpetuates their immaturity.
At thirty they are still immature and
dependent, their future mortgaged
for twenty or thirty years ahead,
neither husband nor wife realizing
the promise that a different kind of
undergraduate life might have enabled each to fulfill.
Such marriages are not failures,
in the ordinary sense. They are
simply wasteful of young, intelligent
people who might have developed
into differentiated and conscious human beings. But with four or five
children, the husband firmly tied to
a job which he would not dare to
leave, any move toward further individual development in either busCopyright
1960 by Editorial
Projects
for Education, Inc. All rights reserved.
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band or wife is a threat to the whole
family. It is safer to read what
both agree with (or even not to read
at all and simply look at TV together), attend the same clubs, listen
to the same jokes — never for a
minute relaxing their possession of
each other, just as when they were
teen-agers.
Such a marriage is a premature
imprisonment of young people, before they have had a chance to explore their own minds and the minds
of others, in a kind of desperate,
devoted symbiosis. Both had college
educations, but the college served
only as a place in which to get a
degree and find a mate from the
right family background, a background which subsequently swallows
them up.
The second kind of undergraduate
marriage is more tragic. Here, the
marriage is based on the boy's promise and the expendability of the girl.
She, at once or at least as soon as
she gets her bachelor's degree, will
go to work at some secondary job
to support her husband while he finishes his degree. She supports him
faithfully and becomes identified in
his mind with the family that has
previously supported him, thus underlining his immature status. As
soon as he becomes independent, he
leaves her. That this pattern occurs
between young people who seem
ideally suited to each other suggests
that it was the period of economic
dependency that damaged the marriage relationship, rather than any
intrinsic incompatibility in the original choice.
Both types of marriage, the "successful" and the "unsuccessful," emphasize the key issue: the tie between
economic responsibility and marriage
in our culture. A man who does not
support himself is not yet a man, and
a man who is supported by his wife
or lets his parents support his wife
is also only too likely to feel he is
not a man.

The GI students' success

actually supports this position: they
had earned their GI stipend, as men,
in their country's service. With a
basic economic independence they
could study, accept extra help from
their families, do extra work, and
still be good students and happy husbands and fathers.

basic
two under
, that
s. One
THENis
concl
ARE,
REusion
THE
any circumstances a full student life
is incompatible with early commitment and domesticity. The other is
that it is incompatible only under
conditions of immaturity. Where the
choice has been made maturely, and
where each member of the pair is
doing academic work which deserves
full support, complete economic independence should be provided. For
other types of student marriage, economic help should be refused.
This kind of discrimination would
remove the usual dangers of parentsupported, wife-supported, and toomuch-work-supported student marriages. Married students, male and
female, making full use of their opportunities as undergraduates, would
have the right to accept from society
this extra time to become more intellectually competent people. Neither partner would be so tied to a
part-time job that relationships with
other students would be impaired.
By the demands of high scholarship,
both would be assured of continued
growth that comes from association
with other high-caliber students as
well as with each other.
But even tliis solution should be
approached with caution. Recent psychological studies, especially those
of Piaget, have shown how essential
ar.d precious is the intellectual development ofthe early post-pubertal
years. It may be that any domesticity takes the edge off the eager,
flaming curiosity on which we must
depend for the great steps that Man
must take, and take quickly, if he
and all living things are to continue
on this eartli.
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EVERY year approximately ninety
students graduate from Sweet
Briar. Collectively, as a graduating
class, they make the newspapers.
That is traditional and for the newspapers it is good public relations.
People like to skim through the article in the hope of finding the name of
a friend or a relative. But who ever
heard of a newspaper devoting an
entire article to every single student
who graduates from college? The
amount of paper and newsprint that
would be necessary for such an undertaking is staggering. Besides,
there is nothing particularly newsworthy about completing four years
Lots of people do it.
of college.
The only time a full article on a
single graduate is justified is when
that graduate has done something
very unusual or has finished his
studies in spite of a serious liandicap

ern hospital got a law degree in his
spare time. That was news. A young
man won a medical degree from the
same university in spite of having

—

this circumstance by reason of the
fact that 1960 is the first year in
which more than one such case was

has been enormously active as a
teacher of English, organist for two
Episcopal churches, mother of two,
expert horsewoman, and breeder of
horses. For almost twenty years she
toyed with the idea of getting her

reported here.
And this fact immediately inspires

degree "some day," but it was only
recently — at a class reunion — that

like operating a full-time business, or being stone blind, or supporting large
a
family. For example,
in recent years an orthopedic surgeon on the staff of a large south20

to support a wife and six small children. That, also, was news.
This year the Lynchburg News and
Richmond Newspapers, Inc., devoted
several long columns, with photographs, tofive members of the Sweet
Briar graduating class of 1960. We
may therefore assume that their graduation represented something unusual
andWhy?
consequently newsworthy.
Because they were married. Each
dropped out in her junior year to
follow the dustpan and diaper trail.
Each later determined to take fresh
aim at the target from which she had
been deflected by an overdose of
moonlight and roses. Each succeeded.
Additional news value attached to

a number of questions: Who are these
women, and why did they return to
college? What obstacles, if any, did
they have to overcome? How did
they integrate their studies with their
home life? What kind of cooperation did they get from their husbands? From school authorities?
Wliat rewards do they anticipate for
their unusual effort?
Perhaps it would be well to examine, briefly, the case of each of
these five women. It is entirely possible that some valid conclusion,
some valuable lesson, can be drawn.
Helen Gwinn Wallace is a grandmother now. She left Sweet Briar in
1940, at the end of her junior year,
to marry John A. Wallace, a U. S.
Air Force statistician. Since then she
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she learned it was possible to take it
at Sweet Briar.
Her husband, it appears, was most
enthusiastic about the idea and encouraged her to do so. Since she
lives in Loudoun County she registered at George Washington University, took the requisite courses, and
had the credits transferred to Sweet
Briar. In May Mrs. Wallace, with
the other four alumnae candidates
for the Sweet Briar degree, came to
the campus to take her comprehensive examinations. To receive a
Sweet Briar degree all candidates
must successfully pass the rigorous
Sweet Briar comprehensives. This
in itself would be enough to deter the
average woman, but Mrs. Wallace's
performance on these examinations,
along with her record, enabled her
to graduate cum laude. It is important to bear in mind that she
did not give up her extremely active

home and community life in order to
finish her degree, but sandwiched
her studies into an already man-killing schedule.
Kathleen Bryan Taylor of Greensboro, N. C., would have graduated
with the class of 1949 except for
dropping out to get married at the
end of her junior year. Just twelve
years and six children later she received her diploma in religion. It
was, in fact, for the children and
not for herself that she finished her
academic requirements. The older
ones, it seems, were disappointed
when they learned she was not a
college graduate, so she determined
to correct that situation. It was not
easy, even though she enjoyed studying. Finally, in desperation, she
made a practice of going to bed when
the children did and arising at two
a. m. to study the rest of the night.
She did her final year's work at the

Woman's College of the University
of North Carolina, but received her
degree from Sweet Briar.
Sally Ayres Schroyer, of Washington, would have taken her sheepskin
in 1919. i)ut in 1948 she dropped out
to marry Louis Schroyer III who was
then working on his master's at the
University of Illinois. Her path to
her own degree led through four
other universities — the University
of Illinois, Iowa State, American
I'niversity and Catholic University.
Meanwhile she had two sons, now
aged 10 and 7; has served as Den
Mother for a group of Cub Scouts;
and has been constantly on call as
substitute organist for an Episcopal
church. Her particular stratagem
for avoiding conflicts between her
home and school life involved scheduling her classes when her sons were
also in school. She was awarded a
degree in chemistry from Sweet Briar

Her daughter and husband congratulate Helen Gwinn Wallace, '41, on winning her Sweet Briar degree cum laude.

Gene Campbell
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at the 1960 commencement, and now
hopes to put her new academic status
to practical use doing research.
Molly McDonald Brasfield, '60,
took her senior year at Westhampton
College in Richmond, but received
her degree in mathematics from
Sweet Briar. She left school last
year to marry Evans Brasfield, who
was then finishing his law school
course at the University of Virginia.
She registered at Westhampton when
he entered the legal profession in
Richmond, and had the credits transferred back to Sweet Briar. Meanwhile she has been keeping house.
Marydee Wimbish Chalfant, '60,
dropped out last year to get married. Since her husband was then
an English major at Wesleyan University, Middletown, Connecticut, she
arranged to enroll in that school as
the only undergraduate co-ed among
some 700 male students. Meanwhile
she worked as secretary for the Debate Council and in the library, and
helped pay the rent on their living
quarters by caring for several pets
belonging to the landlord. She also
graduated cum laude.

these few facts before
WITH
us, it is easy to see why experienced newsmen would be willing
to devote considerable space to the
graduation of these five ladies. Yet
this is not the problem with which we
are properly concerned.
Certainly the ladies in question are
to be congratulated on a most worthy
accomplishment in spite of enormous
handicaps. By winning their diplomas they have done something
fine for themselves, for their families, for their communities.
But the very fact that they have
done such an outstanding job constitutes a threat to our reasoning
processes — a threat which can seduce us into the false conclusion that
what one person does well can be
done equally well by all. This is
akin to reasoning that since Beethoven reached the apogee
of his
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genius after he went deaf, we could
all be great composers if we would
only lose our hearing.
This issue becomes important in
tlie light of the frightening number
of undergraduate marriages in the
modern post-war period. The reasons behind this rash of baby-faced
brides and grooms are properly the
province of the sociologist to ponder,
and we do not intend to go into the
problem here except to state that it
is associated with a distressingly high
attrition rate in colleges and universities the country over.
What is truly alarming is that such
"child" marriages are coming to be
taken more and more for granted —
and the older folk are hastening the
process by rationalizing the problem.
As Margaret Mead points out, even
the college professors (who should
be the very first to spot the logical
fallacy) are contributing to the vicious cycle by recalling nostalgically
their immediate post-war classes full
of GI's, who were very often married men, and who constituted some
of the sharpest classes they ever
taught.
The average citizen expected something far different from the ex-soldiers after the Second World War.
The soldier was supposed to have
been trained to kill, to have become
accustomed to weapons and violence,
to have become calloused to vulgarity
and savagery. When the war was
over he would return, en masse, to
form a new populous generation of
Al Capones, Pretty Boy Floyds and
Machine Gun Kellys. John Dillinger
would be relegated to the class of
rank amateurs.
Only it didn't happen that way.
When people finally got accustomed
to the fact that the average ex-GI
was not a murderer, but a very serious student who augmented his GI
allowance with outside work instead
of "helling around" and who pleased
his professors with his efforts, they
looked around for some reasonable
explanation.

They found an expla-

nation, all right, but it was something short of reasonable: Mr. Average Ex-GI was very often married.
"Marriage settles a man," they
decided. "He is a better student if
he has a wife and a couple of kids
to This
keep him
line."
facilein explanation
left several things out of account. The
writer can testify that the average
age of his fellow students after the
second world war was 27. These
were men, not boys. It was quite
natural that many of them would be
married, that some would have children of their own. They had travelled widely. They had fought a war
and studied and caroused in the capitals and the seaports of the world.
More than one hobbled about on
prosthetic limbs. When they came
back to college they were already mature. Their marital status was purely
incidental.
But the image of the serious exGI as a married man, and the consequent association of good grades with
wedded bliss, was so fixed in the
public mind that it has remained
with us in a considerably aggravated
form to the present day. The extension ofthis image is the false reasoning that a 19-year-old boy with
peach fuzz for whiskers can be transformed into a mature man of the
world by the simple process of seeking out a cutie-pie in pig tails and
flats, and a preacher.
A second extension of this image
is the reasoning that the cutie-pie
in pig tails can be transformed into
a mature wife and mother by the
same process. In most cases, at least,
it just
isn't so.
We have
already observed that the
graduation of five women who
dropped out of school as many as
20 years ago was newsworthy. It
was newsworthy precisely because it
is unusual.
Most students — particularly girls
— who drop out of college to get
married simply do not come back.
They
are suddenly
married,
and
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shortly thereafter inolliers, willi far
poorer preparation to rear their children or to help their husbands or to
earn a living in the event of death of
the husband, thaii they would have
been if they had stuck out their four
years in a row.
One of the more popular fallacies
with respect to student marriages is
the idea espoused by many parents
that their children ought to be able
to "lead a normal life" while in college. There is one great big glaring
fallacy to this proposition: the liberly to lead a "normal life" — that
is, a family life with all its implications — is no different from any
other liberty; it involves responsibility. Here, the parent is confusing
liberty with license. How can a
married student — boy or girl — be
truly responsible or have any measure of genuine self-respect if he is
dependent on his parents for even
partial support? And yet, how can
he finish his education without such
support unless he
dynamo?

SO

is a

human

LET us not be confused by
the case of the five fine women

who got their degrees from Sweet
Briar this year in spite of their family responsibilities. We must remember that it was in spile oj those
responsibilities and not because of
them. We must also remember that
only one of these ladies had a husband who was still in school, and
the remaining husbands encouraged
their wives to complete their education. We must remember that each
of the women learned that it would
have been easier to finish four years
consecutively, and said as much.
Above all, we must remember that
these are wmsual women who represent the exception, not the rule.
Each of them is active in community affairs, or the mother of a large
family, or physically active, or all
three. Each is the energetic type
who will always undertake something difficult or unusual.
Each is
Summer, 1960

Gene Campbell

"So this is what all the fuss was about," says the younger son of
Sally Ayres Sliroyer, '49, as her family inspect her 1960 degree.

also, apparently, the well-integrated
type to whom a change of routine
presents no great threat of psychic
trauma. They possess, therefore, a
nimiber of assets not generally found
to a like degree in most human beings. Thus it would be wrong to
conclude that what was possible for
them would be equally possible in
the case of everyone who might want
to finish a degree in later years.
And yet one of the very great services they have rendered by finishing
their college work is that of standing as examples to others who might
someday wish to do likewise. They
have shown that it can be done.
But they all recognize as the professional psychologist recognizes,
that the most difficult single thing
about returning to college after an
extended absence is the change of
routine. Studying, of and by itself,
is not significantly more difficult in

later years. We now know that older
people have certain advantages in
the learning process that help to
compensate for the lost advantages of
youth. But people have a natural
tendency to fall into a routine —
the routine of earning a living, or
of rearing a family, or of community life. And the disruption of any
or all of these routines in order to
"go back to college" (which in itself constitutes a very definite routine Iinvolves a considerable psychological effort. Many persons, often
quite justifiably, do not wish to make
this effort.
Therein lies the danger. In most
cases, the student who tells herself
she will finish college later — after
the family is established, or after the
mate's education is completed, or
after the debts are paid, or after
whatever it may be —
ding herself.

is just kid-
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Vocational Guidance program at Sweet Briar is playing
an increasingly important part in the
lives of the students and alumnae,
THE

and as its Director I am glad to have
an opportunity to tell you about it.
There are very few girls leaving college today who do not seek employment either through choice or necessity before or after marriage or both.
We like to think that their college
training has so imbued them with
the desire for self expression and fulfillment that they would not have it
otherwise. We do not have the time,
space, or staff to make many actual
placements, but we make every effort
to put before the students a wide
variety of choices of careers and
whenever possible to put them in direct contact with employers seeking
their services.
The Vocational Guidance Committee is composed of twenty students (representing all four classes)
elected each year by the returning
members, and four faculty members
appointed by the administration.
They meet briefly on the second
Wednesday of each month with either
an open session and a visiting speaker or a business meeting to plan
future programs. In between meetings the students take turns working
on the files to keep the job information up-to-date, re-arranging bulletin
boards, fixing displays in a designated corner of the Library's periodical room, writing stories for the
newspaper, conducting surveys,
scheduling interviews, and in every
way possible attempting to keep up
with summer jobs, graduate study and
career opportunities.
The authenticity of the information
about our alumnae which the Guidance OfiSce possesses depends entirely
Summer, 1960

upon answers to questionnaires or
other information received from you.
Throughout the year we have gleaned
an interesting array of facts. For instance, from the survey of 1959 graduates conducted in November, we
learned that every one of the sixtyfour who responded were busily engaged in something. Twenty-six were
doing graduate work in universities
from California to London, five of
those were combining their graduate
study with teaching. A total of sixteen were actually teaching in November and nineteen were working
in other positions covering a wide
range of occupations from research
laboratories to office work. A total
of sixteen were then married, and
from plans and recent news that
figure has already changed considerably. Of all those reporting, only
five were keeping house without a
job for pay.
In answer to a request for information concerning the way the summer vacation was spent by present
students, we found that forty and
one-half percent of the entire student
body spent some part of their summer working for pay with total earnings of approximately $60,662. The
freshmen had the largest number
working (82) and the sophomores
earned the most money ($17,650).
The sophomores also had the largest
number going to summer school:
twenty-three. Twelve percent of the
student body took courses in sunmier
school, ten percent traveled and thirteen and one-third percent "loafed."
There were only twenty-five doing
volunteer work.
When a canvass of the seniors was
taken to find those who were interested in teaching, it was revealed that
over half the class (forty-eight ) were

seriously considering the possibility
of teaching. Many of these have
already signed contracts; some have
made plans for graduate study leading to that end, while still others may
be lured into other types of work.
But it is significant that Sweet Briar
graduates seem to be taking up the
challenge of improving the standards
of education in a very personal way
— by being teachers themselves.
Whenever Sweet Briar faculty have
occasion to make contact with schools
who have employed our graduates,
we find that they enjoy a very good
reputation and it is a source of pride
to us that more of our girls are
making this their vocation.
BEING limited as to time, space,
and staff. Sweet Briar cannot
possibly do as much of a job of
placement as many colleges undertake, but we make every attempt to
present as many choices of careers
to the students as possible. Once in
a college generation there has been
an all-out effort to have an exhaustive careers conference; many of you
will recall the one in 1955.
When I started my work last summer as Director of Vocational Guidance, Ifound elaborate plans were
in the making for a Careers After
College Conference to be held in conjunction with Founders' Day, October 13 and 14, 1959. For this Mrs.
John R. Cotton, Assistant Dean of
Students, had graciously consented
to act as chairman with the help of
Mrs. Ernest M. Wood, Jr.. Secretary
of the Alumnae Association, and Miss
Martha von Briesen, Director of Public Relations. There was to be only
one non-alumnae participant and
that was our key-note speaker, Miss
Mary Campbell, Secretary of CondeNast Publications, New
York City,
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who set the tone for a very stimulating and successful presentation of a
wide variety of careers by some of
our own alumnae who have attained
prominence.
This year we had still another interesting panel. In January, 196().
when Mrs. Mary Ely Lyman, our
former dean ( and former Jesup Professor of English Bible at Union
Theological Seminary in New York),
came to preach, we prevailed upon
her to stay and talk to the students
about women in the ministry and
in the field of religious education.
We were also fortunate in being able
to get Dr. Robert Q. Marston, Assistant Dean of the Medical College of
Virginia, and Mr. John Colburn.
Managing Editor of the Richmond
Times-Dispalch, to come over from
nearby Richmond at the time of
Mrs. Lyman's visit and speak on the
careers of medicine and journalism
respectively. Hearing from these
people, each of whom is highly respected in his own field, that there
is no short or easy route to success
and that following your bent can
easily be a complement to marriage
and the raising of a family, impressed
the large number of students who
took advantage of their being here.
All these panels took place in the
Emily Bowen Room. When the
panels were over, the students were
given an opportunity to have meals
in the Refectory with the visitors and
there was a coffee hour afterward.
In addition to specially planned
speeches and panels, we have many
visitors on the campus who come
to interest seniors in specific connections.
We are in the process of doing
some research with regard to vocational aptitude tests which could be
made available to students if there
were sufficient demand. Some of the
tests administered to the students
on the campus during this past year
have been the Professional Qualifications Test, the Merit System Social
26

Worker Examination for Departments
of Public Welfare of Virginia and
New Jersey, the Graduate Record
Examination, and the Federal Service
Entrance Examination.
Each senior leaves with us a vocational preference card, and as we
are notified of what they are doing,
entries are made. The usefulness of
these files depends upon each alumna's keeping us informed of her
changes of status and employment.
Often there are opportunities to make
openings known to graduates with
more maturity and experience than
those just leaving college, and we
welcome the chance to recommend a
good alumna.
There are other ways in which the
college provides placement services
for its students and alumnae. Sweet
Briar is a member

of a group of

selected colleges who compile annually a National Employers' Directory of business firms, libraries, government agencies and hospitals all
over the country who are interested

nae Advisory Center, Inc., of 541
Madison Avenue, New York City,
which is a nonprofit educational organization established to assist college women who are looking for jobs
in New York. It offers free counselling service to member college
alumnae and its subsidiary, the
Alumnae Placement Agency, serves
its members at a fee twenty-five percent below the usual charges for such
purposes. This year Martha Lou
Lemmon Stohlman, '34, attended the
annual meeting along with Emma
Riely Lemaire, '30, and sent a special
report to the Director.
For those living in the Chicago
area, our membership in the Woman's College Board at 30 North Michigan Avenue is a source of possible
help in placement. They have a list
of over two hundred firms employing
liberal arts graduates. Also on file
are names of executives, particularly
graduates of member

colleges, who

are in key positions and who are willing to offer advice. A Career Advisory Committee has been organized

in applicants for summer, part-time
and full-time employment of students
and graduates of member colleges.
A copy of the Directory, in three
volumes, stays in the Vocational
Guidance Ofifice at all times. Sweet

to supervise this work. Dinner meetings are held in the Loop and other
programs, such as lectures and tours,
are sponsored.

Briar's part in the compilation is the
state of West Virginia.

In every case, whether we are attempting to serve current students or
graduates of from one to thirty years

Another means of placement made
available to our students and alumnae is the Cooperative Bureau for
Teachers. College seniors are exempt from a charge for their initial
placement. Graduates of member
colleges pay annual dues of $5.00
or may get a life membership for
$2.5.00. In conjunction with the
Bureau, the Laborde Travel Service
is available to members for organizing special tours and represents the
University of Innsbruck (International Summer Courses) and the
Llniversity of Caen (Cours Internationale de Vacances) .
Still another membership which
the college maintains is in the Alum-

ago, our success depends upon communication. Ifwe know what you
are doing, what you have done, and
what you want to do, and if you
know about these various means
through which we may help you, the
Vocational Guidance program at
Sweet Briar will have a great deal
more significance. In this as in every
other way, your college affiliation is
a permanent one. The good things
you do with your life add greatly
to Sweet Briar's credit. Whenever
possible, we want to help you to
do them, and we also ask that you
help us in making the best use of
our facilities and in keeping us informed of your achievements.
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MUFFLE, cliche, omit, confused
— these are samples from Evelyn Eaton's collection of rubber
stamps, as former students of hers
know only too well. They decorate
many a paper submitted to the director of Sweet Briar's Writer's Workshop and drive the point home to
the aspiring author. That said authors thrive under this treatment is
proved by one of the Workshop
graduates, who wrote Mrs. Eaton, "I
need to write because I need to
breathe. I need to come back to
Sweet Briar for the place itself, and
the freedom I knew there."
Novelist, poet and short story
writer, Mrs. Eaton came to Sweet
Briar nine years ago at the invitation of President Pannell to become
Visiting Lecturer in Creative Writing. On her arrival at Sweet Briar,
she was struck with the beauty and
serenitv of the campus and also with
the fact that, look as she would —
down by the lake, behind the gym,
even in the Post Office — she could
not discern a place which met her
requirements for setting up shop. She
may have parted a few boxwood and
peered through, searching for a
room where students could meet to

WATTS, '40

woman, a writer, can create such a
place, and Mrs. Eaton did: in her
bedroom at Sweet Briar House.
The next year a gift of S500 from
two graduates of the pioneer class of
1951-52, Florence and Gabrielle
Maupin. made possible the purchase
of a secondhand typewriter and some
needed supplies. It also paid for
publication of booklets containing
student work, and covered the rent
of a room in Sweet Briar House.
In 1953 the Workshop moved to
its present quarters at 10 Elijah Road
in a building which houses in addition a faculty family and the Nursery School. But students entering
the Writer's Workshop are far beyond any nursery school for writers
because ( unless special permission is
granted I they must have already
completed two prerequisite courses
in the creative writing program.
The entering student, walking into
her first class at the Workshop on
a Tuesday at 3:20, is intrigued by
the prospect before her. She may
choose her own project which may be
the novel, the short story, poetry or
non-fiction. If she elects the novel,

write, to read, to meditate, to exchange ideas and criticize or praise

the student must finish a full, wellpresented outline of it with as man\
chapters as she can complete in final
form. These are entered in one of

each other's work: a writers' workshop. But a resourceful, determined

the annual competitions of the publishing companies. Students select-
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ing the short story must complete
four good short stories during the
year in order to pass the course. In
poetry the number varies, but a minimum of twenty short poems or three

kW^

long ones, together with critical reviews of poetry is required. Students are encouraged to enter their
work in the annual contests of the
Poetry Society of Virginia, the contests sponsored by Lyric magazine,
Coraddi and others. And any student may have her short story considered for the Jean Besselievre Boley

award, given annually at Sweet Briar
for the best short story of the year
I the fund may also provide for a
grant-in-aid for a junior or senior
who has shown special ability in
writing and needs financial help I .
Selected Poems, containing poems
written by Workshop students, was
printed from 1951 to 1954. i\ow
poetry and prose are combined in a
much larger book that is published
annually by Workshop writers. In
1956 in honor of the Fiftieth Anniversary of the college Mrs. Eaton
compiled and edited material for the
Sweel Briar Anthology, a sixty-two
page volume of poetry and prose
reprinted from published work by
alumnae and students. Sixteen of
the poems were written in the creative writing courses at Sweet Briar.
Sweet Briar was represented
four
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times in the undergraduate section
of The Best Poems of the Year, and
many poems by Workshop writers
have appeared in anthologies and
magazines. It would seem that Mrs.
Eaton, faced with the evidence of
the success of her students, must certainly add another rubber stamp to

the readings of the present class, I
can't remain entirely objective, even
though the students will tell me tliat
I should not change my viewpoint
in the middle of my essay.
I was inside the Workshop. Tacked
to a leaning, crumpled screen was
this anonymous poem:

the crooked tan and black plaid curtains. Ismelled the coffee and the
Twinings Earl Green Tea which the
girls made. I heard Barbara Beury
read an interesting short story in
competition with a power mower on
the lot next door. I met the other
attractive, talented students. Still,

her collection with the word "excellent" on it!

Here

I hadn't been a member; I was an
outsider. Then I had the great good

IN the workaday world, Workshop
students have made their mark,

The infant rebels —
Here the non-conformists
Conform to

fortune to have a Workshop graduate, an insider, heed my plea to take
the rest of us inside.

too. For example, Carol Levarn's
essay. Profile of the Town of Washington, won her a guest editorship of
Mademoiselle, and she was chosen to
write the publicity booklet for Mademoiselle's 1953 contest. After her
graduation, Carol became Woman's
Editor of the Washington Daily Neivs
and produced the spring fashion section for the March 2, 1955, paper.
Peggy Ann Rogers was the first
Sweet Briar girl to be named one of
the top ten winners of the Vogue
contest for college seniors, and in
1958 Ruth Frame, another guest
editor of Mademoiselle, won the
Twenty-third Prix de Paris in the
annual contest conducted by Vogue.
Her poem. The Cormorant (written
in the Workshop I has been accepted
for publication by The Saturday Evening Post. A good many other
poems by students have won prizes
and honorable mention in national
and state contests. Many Workshop
writers find their training essential
in the jobs that they hold after leaving Sweet Briar. Such a one is
Susan Scott, '54, assistant to the
Consultant for Christian Education
in the Diocese of Maryland, who has
written a booklet for Family Observance of Advent.
The sight of Mrs. Eaton's stamps
terrified me: unlike the students, I
was not prepared to have my article
decorated with them. My refuge, I
decided, would be complete objectivity. Now that Fve read many of
the poems and stories from the Writer's Workshop and attended some of
28

Rebellion against
Bureaucracy,
Against authority.
Conservatism, and
Bad writing.
Writing badly.
They
Longer,talk better.
And more often.
They talk about
God in iambic
Pentameter,
Or
In
Or
Or
Or

Gods in the plural,
blank verse.
free verse.
no verse.
worse verse,

Verse they call poetry.
Here they sit
In impotent subversity,
None of them poets.
None of them writers.
None of them anything
Yet.
They will go away
Still rebels.
Still bad writers
(probably I
Still — germinating.
This present class does some splendid "germinating." At one of their
lecent class meetings, I saw the
stacks of manuscripts ready to be
sorted for publication in the Workshop magazine, the Underwood typewriter, the square black table in the
center of the room loaded with current books and magazines.
I touched

"I am delighted," she said, "to be
given a chance to tell someone how
invaluable the Workshop at Sweet
Briar was to me, and I think to
everyone connected with it. It was
far more than a course in creative
writing — it was an introduction to
creative thinking, and its electric and
magnetic effect on us pulled us out
of our safe little ruts in the world
of wooly-muffle into a new world of
awareness. In this new and dangerous world we learned to play with
words as a moth plays with a candle.
"It wasn't an easy world that Mrs.
Eaton thrust us into. We came squalling and kicking, holding on for
dear life to the old familiar cliches
and phrases, approaching a sentence
as crisp as 'the cat sat on the mat'
with the same suspicion as a pedant
peering myopically at a fly speck on
an original manuscript by Browning. We were like wise old children,
burning our fingers and scorching
our noses before we would admit
that we didn't know it all. (We
also learned that our fingers and
noses were the least important part
of us. That it was, as Mrs. Eaton
often admonished us, far more important to apply the seat of our pants
to the seat of our chairs.)
"And we did want
of us desperately,
was a useful tool, a
because they found

to write — some
some because it
power, and some
in it a way to

express their cynicism, their criticism of their old world, and eventually their hope in the new.
None
Alumnae

Magazine

of us, I think, really wanted to be
Writers, with a capital W. I don't
remember that there was much mooning around wishing we had written
this book or that, or complaining
that Faulkner stole our plot in his
last book, and there was never any
dreaming of publishers' parties, or
planning the jacket cover of a first
book (not yet written). We were
too practical for that. We learned
too soon that writing is plain hard
work, that writers are a scurvy lot,
inclined to argue, that they are stubborn, that what they are writing now
is always either the best thing they
have ever written, or the worst, that
they are not shy about criticizing
your work though they may react
violently when you volunteer a few
helpful remarks about theirs. (We
learned to do our own hatchet jobs
before exposing our most recent
scribblings to the class.)
"We learned among other things:
"Respect for words, their incredible power to hurt, to help, to inspire, to communicate, to keep the
world spinning, and to keep people
caring that it does so.
"The importance of communication, that it is the breakdown of communication that puts people, nations,
worlds, asunder.
"The dangers of repetition, that
repetition is easy, it's safe, and it
kills thinking. The masses are spoon
fed by repetitious ads, commercials,
etc. \^1ien the word pattern of a
people becomes set, they are no
longer free.
"The importance of the individual,
how to find the writer in his writings, how to find the individual in
ourselves, and how to release the
two that they might meet, shake
hands and speak.

■■\^'e learned form, and pace and
structure. We studied short stories,
plays, essays, novels, poems — we
wrote them, we struggled with them
and we absorbed them into our blood.
We knew their various guises.
Summer, 1960

"We put out our own yearly book,
and so struggled with the peculiar
difficulties of an editor. As I remember, it was put together by the sweat
of our brows and elastic tape in the
basement of the library, hauled up
and down the long hill from the
Workshop. We put out our own
book, and we wrote for the newspaper, and the symposiums, and
other college magazines. We met
and talked with writers already established and picked our favorites and
our goats, and told the world which
was which, sometimes publicly, like
in letters to the Times.
"Though most of the time we
worked hard enough, we had our
gay moments. Wong. Mrs. Eaton's
Pekinese, used to comment wryly on
our reading while he rode around
the room on a fly swatter. We usually had coffee perking on a hot
plate in the corner, and in warm
weather once in a great while we
went to Tommy's or the Date House
for ice cream or cokes. But most

compared by at least one student to
an indomitable bull terrier, the English pit variety, with punishing jaw,
bark and an argumentative spirit.
To us she was not teacher or professor in that sense, she was rather
both flint and steel, and we were
bits of bark ignited by her spark.
We learned all the useful things, the
'text book things,' and the tangible
things, which we could not have
done without. But the things I have
tried to dwell on were the things
that Mrs. Eaton alone could instill
in us. Too often things learned in a
classroom are not used dailv but are
put away to be dragged out upon
occasion. The things we learned in
the Workshop we use every day, at
least I do. And it gives me indescribable pleasure to read and recognize clear, good writing, and to write
material which while perhaps neither
good nor bad at least indicates some
awareness of good English, good
usage, and the unique phrase rather
than the worn cliche."

of the time we talked — about everything.
"Because in our new world, the
world where we swallowed our oysters raw, we saw everything newly —
for the first time. The air was
clearer here. Ice burned like fire,
earth was dirt and dirt was good,
and we felt every breath that passed
through our nostrils. While we were
in the Workshop we were wholly in
that world. Now we slip in and
out of it. Now we have no one
strong enough to keep us there on
that hard and difficult line between
the two except ourselves. Because
it is rarely that there comes someone with the strength of spirit and
the conviction of that spirit, and the
personality or character to take a
class steeped in conventional gobbledegook and strip them clean and
show them a stronger mind to wear,
a brighter flame to follow.
"Mrs. Eaton showed us that flame,
and we are indeliblv burned by it.
An incredible woman, she has been

an
speech to
recent included
NG a which
some
audience
DURI
young women writers. Ilka Chase said
a (married! woman writer should
have: 1) self-discipline. 2 1 some
domestic help. 3) a sense of humor
about herself and her work, 4) an
understanding husband. I believe
most of the Workshop students have
qualities 1 and 3 already. May they
acquire qualities 2 and -t.
Next year Mrs. Eaton will be on
a leave of absence from Sweet Briar.
She has received a grant from the
Huntington Hartford Foundation,
and while in residence in California
she plans to work on a new novel
about Edward III and his court. Her
novels. Flight and / Saw My Mortal
Sight, and a book of poetry. The
Small Hour, were written and published while she was at Sweet Briar.
In her absence the Writer's Workshop will be conducted by Perrin
Lowerv. who now teaches and writes
at the Lnivcrsitv of Chicago.
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IT HAPPENS
Who ran resist that first warm day at the lake?

May Day Morning
brings the traditional ball game
between the Chung Mungs, Tau Phis and their beaux.

A few

weeks

before;

single file through

deep

snow.

A

rider

clears

a hurdle

at spring

horse

show.

Gene Campbell

EVERY SPRING
Dreaming of llirir own notsodislant

May

Day?

All of the Choir journeyed to Pennsylvania to sing with Lehigh.

Lined up on the walk to Sweet Briar House, these beauties reigned supreme on May Day.

Gene Campbell

alumnae association
The annual meeting of the Sweet
Briar Alunuiae Association was held
in Reid dining room following the
alumnae luncheon on Monday, June
6. Gladys Wester Horton, president,
called the meeting to order and welcomed all guests. Flo Freeman
Fowler, '19, who came from the
greatest distance, Hawaii, and Miss
Jessie Fraser, Professor Emeritus of
History, were given warm ovations.
SWEET

BRIAR

CLUBS

Phoebe Rowe Peters. Director of
Clubs, announced that the Anne Gary
Pannell bowl, awarded annually to
the club giving the largest amount for
scholarships, had been won by the
Houston Club.
ALUMNAE

FUND

Nancy Dowd Burton, chairman of
tlie Alumnae Fund, reported a total
of $146,951 in the Alumnae Fund as
of May 31, with one month to go
before the end of the fiscal year.
WTiile this represents the largest
amount ever raised for the fund, the
number of donors still lags behind
the hoped for 10^/c increase.
ALUMNAE

REPRESENTATIVE

Dorothy Keller Iliff, Director of
Alumnae Representatives, reviewed
the accomplishments of the 190
Alumnae Representatives, including
the workshop last fall during the
Alumnae Council Meeting. She reported that the first disc charms for
Manson and Benedict scholars had
been given this year.
BULB COMMITTEE
Beatrice Dingwell Loos, chairman
of the Bulb Project, reported that the
first month's bulb sales had amounted to approximately $12,000. Two
innovations this year were the "thank
you" cards furnished to clubs by
the Alumnae
OflSce, and the gen-
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eral mailing of catalogs, order
blanks, and covering letters to all
alumnae in the eastern part of the
United States (except Florida and
Louisiana). She also announced
that over five thousand bulbs had

this year. Four years ago only four
clubs had established endowed schol-

been planted on campus again.

ton, Richmond, Long Island, Chicago, Northern New Jersey, MontPittsburgh.gomery, Wilmington, Atlanta and

EXECUTIVE

SECRETARY

Elizabeth Bond Wood, Executive
Secretary, gave a full report of the
activities of the Alumnae Office for
1959-60. She said that there have
been 59 almimae daughters at Sweet
Briar this year, eight of whom were
in the graduating class. The president of the senior class, president of student government. May
Queen, and director of the senior
show were all alumnae daughters.
In addition to the Alumnae Magazine and Newsletter, a special edition of the student newspaper, the
Stveet Briar News, was mailed to all
alumnae this year to present the student point of view at Sweet Briar.
Two awards were received by the
Alumnae Magazine in national competition at the annual meeting of tlie
American Alumni Council last July.
Mrs. Wood praised the work of the
Alumnae Representatives and cited as
one of the major accomplishments of
this group the increase this year of
more well-qualified candidates for
admission than ever.
Greensboro, N. C, now has an active alumnae club. Clubs offering
scholarships this year include Baltimore, Charlotte, Charlottesville, Chicago, Cleveland, Columbus (Ohio),
Houston, Lynchburg, New York City,
Northern New Jersey, Philadelphia,
Richmond, Rochester, Southern Connecticut, St. Louis, Toledo, Washington, Westchester County, and Wilmington.
Atlanta and Pittsburgh began an
endowment
fund
for scholarships

arships. Now ten clubs either have
endowed scholarships or are working toward them. These clubs
include Charlotte, Washington, Hous-

Fund-raising activities, aside from
the Bulb Project, include a most
successful concert featuring Iren
Marik, which was held by the Charlottesville Club for the benefit of the
Meta Glass Scholarship Fund; a theatre benefit by the New York Club;
and the sale of "flocked" Christmas
trees by the Houston Club.
The Cleveland Club, as a special
project, has restored Daisy's Garden.
The restoration was planned and directed by Elsetta Gilchrist Barnes.
The Bulb Project sales amounted
to $44,035.51 last year with 37 clubs
participating. The commissions from
the Famous Virginia Foods project
amounted to $565 and from Old
Southern Fruitcakes, $46.14.
Work is proceeding on a Directory
of Sweet Briar alumnae which will
be published by Spaulding and Morse
of Boston this summer.
Elizabeth Pinkerton Scott, '36, was
formally elected to the Board of
Overseers at the May meeting of this
group, to succeed Katherine Blount
Andersen, '26.
DEVELOPMENT

DIRECTOR

John Hunter Detmold, Director
of Development, congratulated the
alunuiae on already establishing a
new record for the Alumnae Fund,
and reported on other divisions of
the Sweet Briar Fund. He said that
the Parents Fund had that day passed
the $70,000 mark; that corporate
gifts to the college this year totalled
Alumnae

Magazine

$74,413 (compared to S55.817 last
year) ; and that Sweet Briar had received 863,834 from foundations,
counting only one-third of the SlOO,000 Ford Grant for the three-college
Asian studies program. Foundation
grants last year totalled $55,100.
He asked all alumnae to see if
their husbands or fathers worked for
companies with matching gift programs, and if so. to take advantage
of this.
NOMINATING

EXCITING

NEWS

A second conditional grant from
the Kresge Foundation — 825,000
for the Chapel — was announced at
Commencement by President Pannell. The condition: that Sweet Briar
raise from other sources before June
1, 1962, the rest of the 8400,000
which the Chapel is estimated to cost.
Since the Chapel Fund already totals
8135,000, an additional 8240,000 is
needed to qualify for the grant.

COMMITTEE

Frances Cone Kirkpalrick, chairman of the nominating committee,
presented the following new officers
of the Alumnae Association: Phoebe
Roue Peters, '31, president: Juliet
Halliburton Burnett, '35, first vicepresident; Anita Perrin, '60, second
vice-president: Barbara Lasier Edgerley, '51, secretary: Nancy Doivd
Burton, '46, fund chairman; Dorothy
Nicholson Tate. '38, nominating
chairman and chairman of Region
IV; Connie Carrie Fleming, '40,
alumnae representative chairman;
Nida Tomlin Watts. '40, bulb chairman; Elizabeth Prescott Balch, '28,
chairman of Region I; Eleanor Bosivorth Shannon, '47, chairman of
Region II; Frances Cordes Hoffman,
'38, chairman of Region III: Julia
McCullough Shivers, '58, chairmem
of Region V; Diane Richmond Simpson, '51, chairman of Region VI;
Ellen .\euell Bryan. '26, chairman of
Region VII; Mildred Moon Montague, '40, chairman of Region VIII;
Flora Cameron Kampmann, '46,
chairman of Region IX; Elizabeth

In response to Mrs. Pannell's announcement, the Alumnae Fund Committee voted to have as the goal of
the 1960-61 Alumnae Fund the completion ofthe Chapel Fund, in order
to qualify for the new Kresge grant.
Also announced at Commencement was a bequest from the late
Professor Helen K. Mull, who left the
College her house on Faculty Row
and a monetary bequest to aid the
work in Psychology.
A gift of 820,150 from Frances
Murrell Rickards, '10, of Norfolk,
to establish the Eugenia M. Morenus
Scholarship Fund was also announced. Miss Morenus taught matliematics at Sweet Briar from 1909
until her retirement in 1946. Mrs.
Rickards and five other members of
the Class of 1910 were here to celebrate their 50th reunion. In their
honor. Dr. Connie M. Guion presented a gift of $2,5(X), which Mrs. Pannell allocated to an advanced chemistry laboratory to be named for Dr.
Guion, in the new Science Building.
Alumnae

Fund Chairman

Nancy

MacQueen Nelson, '25, chairman of
Region X; and Frances Cone Kirk-

Doted Burton, '46, announced that
the 1959-60 Fund had already topped

patrick, '50, Blair Bunting Both, '40,
and Ellen Lee Snodgrass Park, '37,
members-at-large.
Mrs. Horton presented Mrs. Peters
with the gavel as a symbol of her
office. The meeting ended with a
standing ovation for Mrs. Horton, to
show appreciation for her four years
of excellent leadership of the Alumnae Association.

last year's record total of 8144,807
(it reached 8160,835 when the year
ended June 30 1 . Henry W. Dew of
Jacksonville, Fla., spoke for the Parents Fund, which totaled 870,132
this year. Judy Barnes, reporting
for Student Development Chairman
Tila Farrell, announced that a record
total of 82,212 had been given by the
students this year for faculty salaries

Summer, 1960

— in addition to many direct gifts
by individual students.

Boxwood

Circle

At Commencement Gladys Wester
Horton, president of the Alunmae
Association, made the exciting announcement that the new "Boxwood
Circle" of alumnae supporters had
reached thirty-one charter members,
the magic number which corresponds
with the number of giant boxwood
in front of Sweet Briar House.
Since Commencement

two more

alumnae have joined the group making thirty-three who have given a
thousand dollars or more to their
college this year. All told these
thirty-three charter members of the
Boxwood Circle have contributed
895,173.26 to Sweet Briar this year.
We proudly list their names:
Virginia Lazenby
O'Hara.
Acad.
Frances Murrell Richards, '10
Anne Gary Pannell, honorary '10
Mary Clark Rogers, '13
Dr. Connie M. Guion, honorary '13
Jane Gregory Marechal, '15
Florence Freeman Fowler, '19
Rhoda Allen Worden, '21
Florence Woelfel Elston, '21
Rebecca Ashcrajt Warren, '26
Katherine Blount Andersen, '26
Cornelia Wailes Wailes, '26
Ruth Lowrance Street, '27
Elise Morley Fink, '27
Elizabeth Bryan Stockton, '29
Elizabeth Stevenson Tate, '30
Gladys Wester Horton. '30
Agnes Cleveland Sandifer, '31
Sara Shallenberger Brown, '32
Julia Harris Toomev, '33
Elizabeth Pinkerton Scott, '36
Sarah Belk Gambrell, '39
Louise Kirk Headley, '41
Flo Cameron Kampmann, '46
Man' Vinton Fleming, '46
Katharine Weisiger Osborne, '47
Martha Rowan Hyder, '48
Julia Jackson Coffey, '56
Lynn Crosby Gammill, '58
4 AnonjTnous
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Hail and Farewell
by MARTHA

von BRIESEN, '31

TWO SWEET BRIAR professors,
whose combined teaching careers
at the college total 66 years, retired
this June. Both were members of the
Division of Social Studies, Dr.
Gladys Boone as professor of economics, and Mrs. Bertha Wailes as
te
professor of sociology.
associa
Although she was born in Switzerland and went to high school in Wisconsin. Bertha Pfister moved to a
farm near Ajiiherst with her parents
in time to start college at Sweet
Briar. For two years this young
woman rode Rex, her faithful duncolored horse, along the winding
road between Amherst and Sweet
Briar, a journey of an hour or more
each way.
Bertha Pfister majored in chemistry and history in college but after
graduation she
vania for four
for the feeble
est in sociology
work.

and offices in Amherst County and

II. S. A." was published by Columbia. Miss Boone's other publications, in addition to a number of
articles and reviews in professional
journals, include compilations of the
Labor Laws of Twelve Southern

Day Award, given "in grateful recognition of many years of selfless
service ... in Amherst County and

States and the Labor Laws of Virginia. She twice collaborated with
others in revising and bringing up
to date the article on Great Britain

the Conunonwealth of Virginia."
Eleven years ago she was one of
two Virginians honored by Virginia
Polytechnic Institute for outstanding
service to rural citizens of the state.
At the University of Virginia, which
she had served as a member of the
Board of Visitors for 10 years, her
contribution was recognized by the
Lychnos Society, which gave her its
first honor award in 1954.

Her marriage in 1921 to Ben M.
Wailes brought her back to Amherst
County, and in 1923 she joined the
faculty of her alma mater, teaching
a course in scientific German. A year
later she initiated the first course in

by birth.
Following her graduation from the
University of Birmingham, England,

has known all five of Sweet Briar's
presidents.
Mrs. Wailes' conscientious teaching has always been matched and
enlivened by her concern for improving the welfare of her fellow-citizens.
The
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list of Mrs.

Wailes'

activities

for the Encyclopedia Britannica.
During World War II Miss Boone
was asked to serve as a public member on panels of the National War
Labor Board, for hearings on various
labor disputes. She had previously
been a member of several industry
committees under the Fair Labor
Standards Act.
Miss Boone has also been vice-

DR. GLADYS BOONE, who has
been a close friend and colleague of Mrs. Wailes ever since she
came to Sweet Briar to teach economics in 1931, is also a European

She earned her master's degree at Virginia in 1928, and in 1932 she gave
up teaching German in favor of sociology, full-time. Now the senior
member of the faculty, Mrs. Wailes

Upon completion of her Ph.D. degree at Columbia in 1941, her dissertation on "Women's Trade Union
Leagues in Great Britain and the

state organizations is long and impressive. Her achievements are
brought into sharp focus by several
honors which she has won, the most
recent being the 1960 Amherst County

worked in Pennsylyears at an institute
minded. Her interdeveloped from this

sociology, which she had studied and
continued to study in summer sessions at the University of North Carolina, at Virginia, and at Columbia.

was assistant editor of the Encyclopedia of Social Sciences.

president of the Southern Economics Association, and she has been
active in many local, state and professional organizations. She is currently serving on the national Fellowship Awards Committee of the
A. A. U. W.
At Sweet Briar Miss Boone has

with a master's degree in history in
1917, she came to this country in
1919 as the first Rose Sidgwick Memorial Fellow at Columbia University.

also contributed to many aspects of
the academic and community life of
the college, through service on the
corrmiittees on admission, scholar-

For a number of years, she pursued her growing interest in economics in a variety of ways. She
taught labor and personnel problems
at Bryn Mawr and industrial relations at Carnegie Institute of Technology: she served for three years
as the executive secretary of ths Phil-

ship, and instruction, and as chairman of the War Service Committee

adelphia Women's Trade Union
League; she conducted an adult education experiment for the Carnegie
Corporation ; she taught in the Worker's Educational Association at Oxford LJniversity's summer school ; she

for several years. She was instrumental in the organization of the
Division of Social Studies, which
combined the departments of economics, history, government and sociology. She became the first chairman of the Division, starting in 1942,
and was chairman for a number of
terms in the interim.
Miss Boone and Mrs. Wailes, to
the delight of the community, will
continue to live at Sweet Briar.
Alumnae
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Vi V owe thanks to Sue Slaughter for
semling reminders to those from whom
we have had no news.
Eugenia Hiiffi»/;ton Waleott of Tryon,
N. C, writes: "1 am like countless other
widows living alone, where Russell and I
have lived for some twenty orld years. My
Betsy and her family live near by. Their
doing.s are naturally right now a prime
eoneern."
('orinne Diekinson lives in the Lenox
A|iarlments. 13th and Spruee Sts., Philadelphia 7. Penna. She writes: "I have
lieen back on my old job with the investment counsel for awhile, as my successor
had to have a major operation. She may
be back in three weeks. I retired in
January, 1957, and have enjoyed doing
things 1 couldn't work in before. I am
glad that I can visit my former roommate,
■Mma Mackay, in Passaic, N. J. She is.
the last member of her immediate family
and still lives in the house where she was
born. She is very active in many ways,
and is doing a large hooked rug. My
brother and his family live in Richmond
and I have some happy visits there."
Henrianne Early, 2032 Belmont Road,
N. W.. Washington 9, D. C, writes: "I
spent part of last summer in Asheville,
where 1 saw Ruth Drew Knight Hollyday
several times."
Mary Clifton Tabb George, 1521 Second
St., New Orleans 13, La., writes: "My
children and grandchildren are my prime
interests. I now have 12 grandchildren,
ranging from 18 to 6 and one lives in
New Orleans. I have just had Easter with
five in Baltimore and leave early in June
for a vacation with my other son's family
in .Salt Lake City. 'One flew East and one
flew West" but one, Jane Gary, found home
was best. My son, Tabb, decided late in
life to study law, so I shall see him get
that degree in Salt Lake — a real achievement,
"Have just had my .Swan Song paper
before one of the old literary clubs of New
Orleans where active members achieve
seniority after .30 years of active membership, another milestone passed! Aside from
my church, work on the board of an Old
Ladies Home is my one civic activity. 1
love it."
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Francics W. Pennypackpir
226 First .Avenue
Phoenixville, Pa.

My letters announcing the 45th Reunion
of 1915 and questionnaires have brought
me a number of letters which are helping
to fill this issue of Class Notes. Margaret
Grant will be in Europe at the time of
our reunion. She is running a conference
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at the University of Chicago May 11-13
and then leaves for (Geneva for another
which begins May 28th. Clare Ercic
Fletcher writes that she is kept busy with
her pupils, her home, her pets and her
husband. Bill. Lei Red says she will soon
be celebrating her 45th reunion at Rice
in Texas. .She teaches school and will
be busy with examination papers about
the time we have reunion. Recently she
saw Kathleen Hodge May who was visiting
a cousin.
Marjorie DuShane Stedman is very enthusiastic about their living arrangements
in Williamette View Manor, an interdenominational residence in Portland. Her
health does not permit her to do much
house work and here the cleaning is done
for them and they are served their meals
in a very nice dining room. There are also
all sorts of entertainments, a gymnasium
and various sports for those who are
strong enough to enjoy them. She says
they can be as active or as lazy as they
wish. Catherine Burns Boothby has retired
from being a medical social worker and
keeps herself busy with volunteer work
in the Y.W.C.A. and helps with the United
Community Campaign. Lelia Deiv Preston
is flying to Europe on May 14th with her
daughter. They will visit England, France
and Holland.
Last January I luade my annual visit
to Dr. Thomas FitzHugh and when I asked
him about his sister, Janetta FitzHugh
Evans, he gave me her address and suggested that I write her, which 1 did. I
was rewarded with a most cordial letter
from her enclosing a snapshot of the new
house that she and Peyton have built.
She confirmed a rumor that I bad heard
that Bernard Wyckoff, widower of Harriet
Evans Wyckoff, had remarried. His present

Corinnc is of! for BiTnuida in May

with

some bridge playing friends. She also reports seeing Mary
liiirber Ambler often.
Maryding Reed
is toat attenrl
niece's
June 11th
Penn her
State,
whichwed-is
graduation day at that university. .She did
not say whether her niece is also a graduate but I suspect she might be.
Since Marianne Martin was ill in ibe
hospital after Christmas, due to extreme
fatigue, it seems i)roper that she retired
on April Lst this year. It comes as no
s\irprise to me that she is still working
part time at the college. On July 26th
Marianne flies to Berlin and joins a party
travelling to Venice. They take ship afterwards and cruise for two weeks in the
Adriatic and Mediterranean, stopping
briefly at Athens. Istanbul. Cairo. Beirut
and .Alexandria. Hack on the Continent,
they will see the Passion Play and the
French
Chateau country.
Elanette Sollitt .Stapely has been enjoying the winter sunshine in Arizona. They
will return to .Springfield. Ohio, the middle
of May. Their route will take them to
San Antonio, New Orleans and Jackson.
Miss., where they will see. again, the two
small grandchildren and their mother,
Mr. .Stapely's younger
daughter.
Cilia Guggenheimer Nusbaum sounded
as breathless as usual, off to French Lick
and Indianapolis to attend a Torch Soc.
convention. At the moment she was writing
me she was due at a wedding.
Charlotte More

Meloney wrote promptly

telling me of her recent trip to Washington, D. C to visit a daughter whose

wife was one of Harriet's best friends and
her former husband had been Bernard's
best man. Both of Janetla's sons are married and there are four grandchildren.

husband is always taking off to the "wild
blue yonder," sometimes with his family
along. Charlotte's mother was 92 on
May 4th and likes to have her daughter
close at band. Even so. Charlotte still
teaches tole painting. She is going to
Williamsburg, Va.. for the annual meeting
of Esther .Stevens Brazer (Juild of the

.She says, "Peyton and I work like slaves
grubbing up our woods and trying to clear
space for a little vegetable and flower
garden. We love every minute down here

Historical Society of Early .American Decoration. Inc. This .August she again goes
to the Fletcher Farm Craft School in
Ludlow.
Vt.

and are always too busy ever to be boretl."
Mary Pennypiiiker Davis has her two
little grandsons with her while their mother
is awaiting the arrival of her third child.

Cornelia Dcirenuis Knipher retired as
idanned, but to keep out of mischief took
a part time church job which she is enjoying. Cape Cod will be calling her during the summer as well as a visit to her
daughter in Memphis.
Martha Whitehead wrote of the very
severe winter she bad struggled through
in .Altoona. .Shouhler high drifts are not
pleasant to see for long, and this winter
was a long one to Martha.
Last, in her usual brief note, my old
roommate, Eleanor Smith Walters, promises
she will come up to see me this summer.
When someone else is class secretary,
I'll write about me.

Mary's son. Richard, has recently become
engaged
ami will be niarried in June.
~| /~k
J-yj
I f\

Elizabeth Lovvman
866
Euclid
.Avenue
Elmira.
N. Y.

H\ll

Corinne (ribbon Woollcott has a son in
business with his father, banking, and
a second son about to be a full fledged
psychiatrist July 1st. He is one of three
who have been asked to stay on in the
Meninger
Clinic
at Topeka,
Kansas.
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Rebecca MacGeorge
274 Forest Road
Merion
Station. Pa.

Bennett

One exciting thing tliat's going to happen
is that Lucile Barrow Turner is coming to
Philadelphia in the early part of November
to give a concert. The Philadelphia Alumnae Club has planned this event as its
money raising project — Lucile's "one
woman" concerts are known and enjoyed
all over the country, and we are very
pleased that we were able to sign her up.
It's fun in
to think
of a Florence
Sweet Briar
Day
Luncheon
Honolulu.
Freeman
Fowler, '19, lives there now, and she had
quite a few Sweet Briarites for lunch on
Dec. 27, 1959. Typical of wonderful
Flo.
One of our sons, Dery, and his wife
Barbara are heading for Hatteras and
some fishing. Four year old Melanie is
here in Merion while they toot off for
10 days. They live in Dedham, Mass., as
Dery is in the Harvard New? Office.
Incidentally — who is the class secretary
for 1920??? I'm just — Rebecca MacGeorge
Bennett, '20.
X /|l
(Judys Woodward Hubbard
^" -*- Newtown, Conn.
Muriel MacLeod Searby has moved from
Portland, Maine, to New London, Conn.,
to be near her daughter who is married
to an Episcopal minister there. Muriel
lost her husband in World War 11. I had
a delightful chat over the phone with her
and she was most enthusiastic about her
new residence. She has a large home jutting out into the water where she can see
all the boats. Muriel has twin sons who
graduated from Dartmouth. One son who
has been at Quantico the past year has
been awarded a $1,250 scholarship at
Harvard Business School as the most outstanding young man of the year to enter
business school in the field of banking
and finance.
Rebecca Snyiler Garrison has 3 sons;
2 are married. One lives in Gastonia, N. C,
near Rebecca, and has 3 children. The
other married son has been stationed at
Camp Lejeune in the Marines and has
one child. Rebecca's third son is a student
at U. of North Carolina. The Garrisons
planned to go to Honolulu in June.
Eloise Doxey Collins has a daughter
who studied art and portrait painting in
New York. She is married, has a little girl
and lives in Charlotte near her mother.
Eloise's son is also married and is in the
textile business with his father. The Colhad a lovely trip last summer to
Nova lins'
Scotia.
On our annual sojourn to Phoenix each
winter, we motor thru the gulf states to
escape the ice and snow. This has enabled
me to contact some of the ex '24ites whom
we might otherwise never hear from. Eloise
LeGrand Council attended Sweet Briar
1 year; later she went to Sewanee in
Tennessee. Her daughter, LeGrand, '58,
married William Mellon III last September and now lives in Massachusetts.
While in Knoxville. 1 talked with Anita
Wilson Campbell who also was at Sweet
Briar one year. Later she went to U. of
Tennessee, where she became engaged to
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a Tennessean who was working in Chicago.
To be near him. she finished at Lake Forest
College. Anita has 2 married sons and 1
grand-child. One son is a lawyer, the other
a doctor. Both graduated from U. of Tennessee. Anita is an ardent Presbyterian
and does much church work. She sees
Lillian Spillman, "23, quite frequently as
Lillian now lives in Knoxville. At a wedding a few years ago, Anita saw Shiney
Bodine Mountcaslle as Shiney 's daughter
Anne Gamble was in the wedding party.
Ethel Gaines Bruner was at Sweet Briar
during her freshman year. One of her 2
daughters. Ethel, was at Sweet Briar, class
of '59. After 2 years at Sweet Briar she
finished at U. of North Carolina. Ethel
Gaines Bruner is a cousin of the Dews
and visited them when she returned to
Sweet Briar to see her daughter. She
often
sees Catherine
Forster, '23, as
Catherine
now lives Zeuch
in Knoxville.
Frances Nash Orand had another grandchild in February, the son of Frances'
daughter, Mrs. Vincent Lynch who also
went to Sweet Briar. The Orands now
have 5 grandsons and 1 granddaughter.
Their three married daughters all live
around Dallas. Frances and her husband
flew to Europe last year and spent a month
traveling around.
Peg Nelson Lloyd writes that Dot
Meyers Rixey slipped on the ice in February and broke her leg in seven places
so will be on crutches until July. Marian
Taylor Schroth has a new grandson named
James Mitchell Ferguson and says she
spends most of her time baby-sitting as
does Adelaide Burger Beiser. Martha
Cooper Judy has been spending the winter
in Florida at Coral Gables.
Ruth Durrell Ryan who lives on Long
Island was here in Cincinnati for her
nephew's wedding (Edith Durrell Marshall's son). Ruth and her hu.sband Royal
have bought a lime grove in Florida but
are not retiring to it at present. Elizabeth
Sparrow Crothers and her husband took
a month's West Indies cruise in January
and spent the rest of the winter in Florida.
They bought a house in Vero Beach but
their residence is still in Cincinnati. Susan
Simrall Logan says she is still busy with
her Red Cross work which takes up most
of her time. Peg Nelson Lloyd and her
husband took a cruise to Buenos Aires and
had a wonderful time with lots of sunshine
all thru March. Peg's daughter, Eliza, had
a little boy, John, last November. This is
Peg's first grandchild.

lottesville. Her daughter, Priscilla, has returned from around the world and has
gone back to her cancer research in New
York. Didi is doing graduate work at the
V. of Va. this year and Randy is at Admiral
Farragut Academy at St. Petersburg, Fla.
Lois and Howard were in Florida for
Christmas, and in New York for a week
in February.
Kackie Bruce is listed as lost — can anyone help locate her? Our last address is
Mrs. Thomas Rogers, 907 Pine St., Orange,
Texas.
Jeanette Hoppinger Schanz saw Sarah
Merrick Houriet at S. B. Day in Cleveland.
One of Sarah's children lives in Cleveland,
the other 2 out of town. They were all
home for Christmas. Jeanette and Jack
now have a grandson almost a year old.
On their annual winter vacation they went
back to Montego Bay, Jamaica.
Dot Keller Iliff and family visited in
England last summer and saw both Helen
Finch Halford and Peg Krider Ivey. Dot
goes to Sweet Briar several times a year
as she is on the Executive Board of Council
as Director of Alumnae Representatives.
Her older daughter attended Sweet Briar
for 2 years and has transferred to a college
in Colorado.
Annette Brown King, her husband and
family lead a busy life. One sentence from
their Christmas letter seems to sum it up:
"Annette and Ken on trips to meetings
great visit with Peg Reinhold
allWeoverhadthea state."
last fall. She is teaching mathematics in
Wilmington, Del. Our entire family is
working — I'm the only one who isn't getting paid.
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Betty Moore Schilling
1011 Childs Ave.
Drexel Hill, Pa.

Uncle Sam has had my undivided attention for a month as I was a census-taker.
cleaning!
It is restful to get back to spring houseMarion Jayne Berguido had a delightful
supper party honoring her father on his
80th birthday. Dougie Lyon Stedman was
among the guests. 1 hope you noticed that
Dougie brought the class of '30 back into
print in a big way. Dougie's classmate
Norvell Royer Orgain and our president
Betty Prescolt Balch were guests of Gert
Prior in October. Betty was appointed to
the Alumnae Board last fall. Her grandchildren now number seven. Her baby,
Dick, Jr., was married in January and is
in Puerto Rico with the army.
Betty's
Marion
writes
fromcousin
Honolulu
thatSumner
all the Beadle
S. B.

^^yj
Pleasan
Valley,Bear
Pa.
Ri'TH tAbell
/ \\
Again I must apologize for a vacant
space in the last issue. Mother died suddenly just at the time I should have been
working at it, and my personal problems
completely blotted out my secretarial
duties.
A grand letter from Lois Peterson Wilson
told me she had attended Alumnae Council
meeting last October at which she saw
Dot Keller Iliff and Ellen Newell Bryan.
Also talked via phone to Kay Norris Kelley
who is still doing a technical program with

Marion's letter. Kilty also received a short
note from Charlotte Conway Curran. and
a long letter from Barbara deZouch Lewis
Palmer who sent several copies of her

the

"Neighborhood

"Recording

for

the

Blind"

in Char-

gals out there are "terrifically active." Now
that Marion's children are grown and gone,
she has gone back to teaching. She says
that a class of 35 fourth - graders is
strenuous but pleasant. She and the other
alumnae were entertained on Sweet Briar
Florence
Freeman
Fowler,Kitty
'19.
1Day
am by
grateful
to our
Fund Agent,
Leadbeater Bloomer, for forwarding

Shopper"

which

is becora-
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ing quite successful. Barbara also writes
a monthly column for Mexico Thix Month.
Her present address is Calle Dinamarca
50. Apt. 6, Mexico 6. D. F.
Lil Wood writes that she doesn't feel
the least bit lost. .She is still living on
Monument Ave. in Richmond. She has
been active with Moral Re-.\rniament in
making the color film, "The Crowning
Experience." Lil has many other interests,
including the issuance of a new booklet.
Ideology and Co-Existence.
Muggsie .\e/ms Locke, our former Philadelphian. is ec^^tatic over the floral glories
of Alabama. Muggsie enjoys her imported
yarn and knitting venture, the culmination
of a life-long hobby.
The alumnae here in the Fbiladelpbia
area are excited about our fall project.
Lucile Barrow Turner, '20, is going to be
our star at the Barclay Hotel on Nov. 4th.
Betly Siittle Brisco, '34. and 1 are cochairmen of the affair and we are hoping
that there will be other star guests from
S. B. in the audience that night.
^/~V
Si;e
Tucker
/vJ
141 .S.
Main Yates
St.
^^ -^
Asheboro, N. C.
Margaret Kneedler Fellows lives with
her family in Swarthmore, Pa. Her husband
is an electrical engineer. They have two
sons. Richard. 22. and Charles. 17. Margaret's chief interests are church, gardening and home. Martha Maupin Stewart also
has sons 22 and 17, Robert Bruce 111 and
Edward Maupin. Their home is in Portsmouth, Va.. and her husband is in the
insurance business.
Evelyn Bye Ross wrote from Shaker
Heights, Ohio. Her husband is a Research
Chemist at the University of Michigan.
Their daughter, Elizabeth, is Mrs. John
Tedford Hammond. They have a son. John
Bye Ross, 19,
Adaline Hoffman Allen and her doctor
husband live in Asterville, Mass. Their
son, Richard, is 24. Cecil Woodward is
Mrs. Joseph Johnston Hooton. She lives
at Palm Beach. Fla., and has one daughter,
Nina, 20.
Ruth Ferguson Smythe writes that her
son, .Stewart, is to be married on June
11th to Sue Morehead of Louisville. Ky.
She graduates from Sarah Lawrence in
June and will teach in Providence next
year while Stewart finishes his last year
at Brown. Ruth's other son. John, is a
senior at Washington & Lee. Her daughter.
Merideth, and her husband. Paul Grider.
Jr.. are living in Dallas. Texas, where he
is a Resident in Internal Medicine at
Parkland Memorial
Hospital.
A few weeks ago my yearly letter arrived
from Evelyn T. Ballard, my roommate at
Sweet Briar. She lives at home I Charleston.
W. Va.) with her mother, "and likes people,
gardening, swimming, some cooking." Al
present she is Regent of her D.'\R Chapter.
She writes that Mary Eunice Armslvong
Allen (Pinkie I and lier husband. Mark,
have recently purchased a home in Caracas.
Venezuela. They have one daughter. 12.
Eve also includes news of Esther Tyler
Campbell, who "lives in an old jewel-box
Georgian style house which they have remodeled and redecorated. The furnishings
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are family heirlooms and anti(iues. As one
steps from the back hallway into the garden
lined with red brick pathways, it is like
stepping back another century into greatgrandmother's formal garden, complete
with rose beds and fish pond. Their son.
Hugh, graduated from Washington and
Lee in June. Their fifteen year old
Dorothea is hopefully entered at Sweet
Briar
the fallMcKenzie
of 1962."and her husband
June forTillman
stopped by for a few minutes last summer
en route to Laurinburg. She has recovered
beautifully from an operation in February.
Her daughter. Vicki. will be a counselor
at Kanuga (largest Episcopal Conference
(^amp in the states) at Hendersonville.
N. C, this summer. Vicki, editor of her
high school annual, hopes to be accepted
at Sweet Briar for the fall of 1960.
June enclosed a note that slie had received from .Adelaide Henderson Cabaniss.
"Our daughter. Eve, is a sophomore at
,Mt. Holyoke. Our son, Gerry. Dartmouth.
".S7, was written up in Parade — he is an
expert in Arctic exploration. Bill and 1
have traveled since 19.52 — Europe. Phillipines, Iran — with many side trips for him
every summer. He is with the Department
of Defense. We land here — Georgetown —
from time to time, and consider it a miracle
when all four of us are together."
Josephine Kluttz Ruffin's husband. Bill.
was elected second vice-president of the
American Cotton Manufacturers Association at their annual meeting in Miami.
In February our son, Ogburn Jr., completes his tour of duty in the Navy. He
was released in Europe and spent a couple
of months over there before returning to
the States. Tucker graduated from the
University of North Carolina last spring.
After spending the summer in Europe he
went into the Army for a six months"
period. Both boys are following in their
father's footsteps and have decided to go
into the Belk Stores. It's wonderful having
them close to home again after having been
to the "four corners of the earth." Toler.
our daughter, is finishing her first year at
St. Mary's in Raleigh. She loves it, and was
surprised and pleased to have been elected
president of her class. .She hopes to be
accepted at Sweet Briar in the fall of 1961.
DoiciE Lyon Stedm.\n
7 Lafayette Rd.
Wayne. Pa.
Among my Christmas cards was one
from Katryne Blake Moore — a unique and
cleverly written animated portrait of the
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Moore
family.isKatryne's
oldesta son.
an attorney,
married with
son. Blake,
Blake
Jr.. almost two. Robbie, the second son,
is a graduate of the Univ. of the South
and is studying art in New Orleans.
Tommy, the youngest, is a cadet at Sewanee
Military Academy. Katryne is as active
and capable as ever with many civic and
social activities, equally enjoved by hubbie
Bob.
Mona six.
Stone
grandchildren
now
number
She Green's
and Thornton
have turned
from farming to horse raising, or should
it be called "Appaloosa" raising.' Mona,
the Sec'y.-Treas. of the Wissota Appaloosa
Horse Club, keeps fit by riding every day.

Spent a most delightful evening in midApril at the home of a mutual friend of
Nancy
Gaines and
Jaeger's
Wynnewood. Nancy
Gus and
weremine
on in
their
way
to Annapolis to attend the DartmouthNavy baseball game. Son Carl, a sophomore at Dartmouth, was on the team.
Carolyn Marlimlale Blouin is unfortunately unable to attend reunion because the
date conflicts with Craig's graduation from
Jr. High, but in the same breath this skiing
enthusiast is planning on a "but definitely"
trip down from Maine for our 35th.
Had hoped for a spring visit from Betty
McCrady Bardwell when she came up from
Florida to visit her daughter. Mardie. a
senior at North Carolina, but Betty wrote
that she had to hurry home as she was
expecting a visit from hir brothers Ed
& John, wives, and sister Bcckie. all from
Pittsburgh. Then what a harrowing experience followeil when broihvr Ed in the
company of three friends left Betty's for
a week's fishing trip down to the Keys
in a chartered cruiser. The second day
out lliey were hijacked by pirates who
commandeered their cruiser, killed the
captain and marooned Ed and his companions on a desolate island in the
Bahamas. They were subsequently rescued
by a U. S. coast guard plane and the
pirates were arrested by a Cuban Navy
gunboat when their ship ran aground in
Cuban waters.
Don and 1 leave for Europe again next
week. We will have the pleasure of a three
day visit in Paris with my daughter
Connie and husband who will be on leave
from Frankfurt. Germany. We go then to
London and Rome, flying home just in
time to attend Don's daughter's graduation
from Pembroke and wedding. That will
make the fourth wedding in our immediate
family in the last three years.
f~\ ^^
*-'^^
■^ /

Elizabkth Job Jopp
Pikeville.
109 CherrvKentucky
Lane

Eleanor Franke Crawford is a nev
grandmother. Helen Pratt Secrest holds
the class record just now as the class
bride, mother and grandmother.
Bee Stone Devore wrote she is back in
Washington and feeling good after two
major operations while in California. Bee's
husband. Robert, and Helen's husband.
Jim. work for the same company. She sees
Helen often and says she is a "delightful
hostess and radiantly happy."
While in California Bee contacted
Stewart Groner Moreno. Stewart's husband
is retiring as a Navy Captain and has
accepted a position with Marguart Corporation. They have a lovely home in
Claremont. Calif., complete in every detail.
including a small swimming pool. Their
daughter is a student at the Lniversity of
.\labama.
Marian Malm Fowler's husband is a
dentist in the Marine Corps. They have
just been stationed at Parris Island. S. C.
Went to Pittsburgh in March and had
lunch with my roonunate. Ruth Kerr Fortune. Ruth is president of the Greater
Pittsburgh Girl .'^cout Council. I'm an
officer in the Cjuncil in this region. \^'e're
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loyiiii; with the idea of attending the National Meeting this fall.
See by the Sweet Briar News that we
have sonie famous elass daughters at our
Abiia Mater. Sarah Bright Gracey Haskell's
daughter. Katherine, and Mary Chenaull
I an K'
inkle MeClure's
won
freshman
honors. daughter, Chenault,
Did you see the picture in the Spring
1%0 Alumnae Magazine of the handsome
groom. Lee Brown. .Sally Shallenberger
Brown's son? He's the first class son I've
known to take the big step.
Gus and 1 are driving to California in
June, just for pleasure, no political conventions. Maybe I'll see or hear of some
of our lost tribe. My sister. Jane Job Manning. ex-'37. sent me a clipping from a
Richmond. Va.. paper telling of the death
of Miss Caroline Sparrow. Dear "Miss
Birdie" — she was a wonderful history professor. She made us love history and her.
r\ cy
~» "^
^J*-'

Mahy & Makgaret Imbrie
2.5 So. Evergreen Ave.
Woodbury, N. J.
There'll be no gap between '32 and '34
in the news columns of the June magazine
because your secretaries have this item
of interest we obtained from a report in
the New York Times. Langhorne Watts
Austen's daughter Sarah Langhorne (SBC
'58) was married on Nov. 12, 19.59, to
Ensign David Clark Adams, USNR, at the
Protestant Episcopal Church of our Savior
in Brookline, Mass., where the Austens
live now.
No doubt other classmates were mothers
of brides or grooms at ceremonies as yet
unreported here. (Consider this a solicitation of such announcements!) Your secretaries regret having been delinquent in
gathering news; we'll say it's because our
personal pursuits have been more disorganized than usual since our mother's death
last February. We have resolved to 'put
the bee' on many of you and hope to
come up with enough newsy notes to fill
a page in the next issue.
C) /^
Mary Virginia Camp Smith
-C W\
3303 White Oak Road
^-f^^
Raleigh. North Carolina
A letter from Lillian Cabell Gay arrived
just too late for my February deadline.
She said that she and Jim enjoy life in
Bethlehem, Pa., an<l are "actively interested
in the usual community affairs — medical.
A..'\.L.W., church, etc. Our latest projects
are leaching courses in Practical Politics,
sponsored by the Chamber of Commerce,
participating in another course, "Great
Decisions," by Foreign Policy Association
and we've also become boosters of our
County and City G.O.P. organizations."
The last three summers they have gone
to Europe in preparation for an International Neurosurgical Meeting to be held
in Washington, D. C, in 1961. Lillian sees
Helen Bean Emery and her sister Mary
Archer Bean Eppes occasionally. She enclo.sed a Christmas card from Marti Ake
Brouse with a note saying that both Marti's
girls were away at school this year. Susie,
the older, at .Stephens College and Martha
in Cleveland at Hathaway Brown .School.
Susie made
her debut in Akron
at the
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('hristinas Cotillion. Marti has finished a
two-year job as President of the Women's
Board of the Children's Hospital and is
glad to get back to golf, making little
things for the church bazaars, etc.
A card from Logan Phinizy Johns tells
me that Maria Gray Valentine Curtis and
Ted were presenting their daughter Colvin
at a reception on April 29th and that she
sees Betty Cocke Winfree at church meetings. Betty has a daughter at Sweet Briar
who is due to spend next year at St. Andrews. Scotland, a son at W. and L. and
a second daughter at Collegiate in Richmond. Logan writes that her son Ferdie
is at Hampden-.Sydney, daughter Mary
Porter at St. Catherine's, and son Allen
at .St. Christopher's.
summer
at Fishing Bay.They plan a quiet
I received a nice letter from Ruth
Robinson Madison telling me that her
oldest son. John, Jr., graduates from high
school in June and will go to W. and L.
in the fall. "In case you don't hear from
Jane Shelton Williams. 1 just had a letter
telling me about Patsy's (her oldest
daughter) forthcoming trip to Europe this
summer with a classmate from Wheaton —
she's a freshman there this year. Also,
Mary Poindexter Willingham's daughter,
Anne, will graduate from G.P.S. in Chattanooga in June, haven't heard which
college she'll attend. Her oldest daughter
Eleanor has a two year old son."
A card from Anne Thomson Smith tells
me that their eldest son. Pete, was married
two years ago and that they became proud
grandparents of a granddaughter in July.
Michael (16) is at Culver and Laura (9)
is at home with them. Anne says she sees
Liz Tomlin Jewell fairly frequently and
that Liz has had a rough winter, as her
youngest son, Jimmy, has been in the
hospital since early February as the result
of a bad .sledding accident and Liz had
an operation in March. Anne also wrote
me that Kay Ferson Barrett was living in
an old Connecticut farmhouse that she
had brought to Cincinnati nail by nail.
A card from Katie Niles Parker says,
"Your -S.O.S. for class news was waiting
when I returned yesterday from a school
vacation trip south with my husband and
the two younger hoys. We visited our
Anne, a Sweet Briar sophomore, and
various other less important landmarks
like Washington and Gettysburg. The one
night we were at .Sweet Briar, May Queen
elect.
Betty was
Forsyth
(Libin Morton
Forsyth's
daughter)
starring
a modern
dance
recital — very good. too. As for me, I am
winding up my first year teaching grade
5 in the Wellesley Public School system
and looking forward to doing a more
adequate job at it next year."
D'Arcy As.vater Perry says that they
haved moved to Edgecomb. Maine, and
enjoy country living. She and her husband
took their two boys, Chris (17) and Robin
(14). to Washington for Easter vacation.
Her only other news is old, she says, but
Margaret Robertson Densmore has a grandson. Emily Bowen MuUer writes that they
have just moved into their new house at
Leopard Lake and are looking forward
to a happy summer of swimming, tennis
and gardening.

Lucille Scott Knoke is a grandmother,
for her oldest son, Scott, who married
(Charlotte Mathewson of Danville, Va., had
a son last Novendjer. Her second son.
David, finishes four years in the Air Force
this summer and enters college in September. Lucille's third son. Paul, graduates
from Pingry this June and will enter V.M.I,
in the fall. Her daughter. .Sally, is in the
7th grade at Gill School in Bernardsville.
N. J., and her husband. Elliott, became
Head Master of the Gill School in July
after 33 years at Pingry.
Marq I'owell Doty drove down to Raleigh
after spring vacation to return her son,
Leete, who is a freshman at .State College,
and spent the week-end with her aunt.
1 had a good visit with her and she looks
wonderful. .She told me that her three
daughters are in school in .Summitt, N. J.,
and that the oldest, Barbara, will go to
college
next Polly
year. Rich
She also
toldThe
me Wiles
she'd
heard from
Wiles.
have sold their New York apartment, were
taking a trip around the world and expected to make their home at their Cape
Cod house. Mar([ and her husband. Hamilhad dinner
with "Muggy"
Gregory
Cukor ton,and
her husband
in New York
this
winter. Lib Scheuer Maxwell and husband.
Charles, were there and Aline Stump Cook
and bridegroom. Charles, were invited but
at the last minute Charles came down with
a virus and they couldn't attend.
Yesterday, 1 was in Winston-Salem and
saw
Caroline
Wolfe's
daughter,
Martha.
.She is Furniss
a freshman
at Salem
and
is a darling girl.
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Peggy
MinderAvenue
Davis
25
Lakeview
Holbrook,
Mass.

Spring always reminds me of May Day at
Sweet Briar, when beauty reigns supreme.
How fitting, then, to begin this letter with
news of our May Queen, Molly Gruber
.Stoddart. Molly wrote that she is working
bard as a staff member of the Reeducation
Clinic at the Institute of the Pennsylvania
Hospital in Philadelphia. Her daughter
attends Mary Wheeler School in Providence. R.rather
I. Molly
admits
dener;
she enjoys
the she's
fruits noof garher
friends' efforts.
Wes If' ard Francis has been busy as a
Board Member of the Philadelphia Educational TV Council and as chairman of a
program for foreign doctors at Univ. of
Pa. Graduate School of Medicine. She and
George have sponsored two Persian doctors
and have become well acquainted with
several Indian and Thai doctors as well.
Wes sails for Europe en famille on June
9 to visit France. Italy, Switzerland, England, etc. Ward, their 15 year old son,
is still young enough to want to go with
them, but old enough to appreciate the
sights.
Jane Collins Corwin and daughter Susan
visited Sweet Briar recently. Susan will
be a freshman next year and Jane is looking forward to seeing other "mamas" on
campus — perhaps on Sept. 19th.
Ellen Lee Snodgrass Park was another
enthusiastic visitor at Easter time. Ellea
had taken son Houston to Lexington to
see VMI and W. and L. and drove over
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to SBC on the return trip. She said tlie
campus was unbelievaliiy beautiful; the
many tulips and daffodils added to the
usual springtime loveliness. Ellie had supper with Jackie Cochran Nicholson whose
daughter also enters Sweet Briar in the
Fall.
Nancy Nalle Lea attended a Garden
Club of .'Xnierica meeting in Palm Beach
where she saw many alumnae and Natalie
Slriihlanil Waters graced the speakers'
platform. Nancy's ilaughter Ann will he
married in June and Nancy is busy with
wedding
preparations.
Becky Douglass Mapp wrote that her
house was on the state garden tour for
the 5th consecutive year. Becky had a
lovely trip to Central America in January.
Her daughter Mildred graduates from St.
Catherine's in June; her niece, Becky
Kellam. will be married
then.
Mary Helen Friieoiiff Klein wrote she
had spent some of the v^inter in Florida;
she |)lans a visit home to New ^ork in
May. Frances Johnson Finley hopes to see
Fluffy there. Frances and Jimmy had a
wonderful weekend at Hot Springs watching the skiing and then went to the Florida
Keys the next week. From snow clothes
to bathing suits in less than 10 days!
Frances has been busy with the Azalea
Festival, golf, and gardening.
May Weston Thom[>son is moving in
August from Maplewood to Haddonfield.
N. J. Although May's looking forward to
a new home, it's difficult to leave northern
N. J. after so many years.
Dot Prout Gorsuch wrote that spring
has finally arrived in South Jersey and they
are finishing panelling and book - casing
their den just in time to start spraying
the orchard, cutting the lawn, and painting the outdoor furniture. All this and
tennis, too!
Peggy Cruikshank Dyer visited Peter
and Sev Sorenson over Easter in Monmouth County, N. J., with the three
youngest Dyers. Peggy also tripped to
Sweet Briar in March with the two oldest,
Mary
and Julie.
Marie ff'alker Gregory had a short but
chatty visit from Agnes Crawford Bates
and her husband Bill. .Another gardener.
Marie reported that her daffodils and tulips
were
thri\'ing in the April sunshine.
Martha Hardesty Minshall says she's
surviving four sons. Her eldest, Tim O'.^hea
(20) just returned from spring training
in Florida with the Pirates; his bad
shoulder gave out. Michael (19) is working until ne.\t college semester to further
his journalism career. Phil is finishing his
senior year at Carmel. Greg is 8. Martha
is working
between
"mothering"
duties.
Jessie Rose Harvin is busy with a family
of three boys and two girls. Her oldest son
is married and graduates from liniv. of
N. C. this summer. Jessie has two grandchildren (girls for SBC) and Jessie says
being a grandma with bifocals makes her
feel old!
Bobbie Booth Kirch also wrote about
her grandchildren, a girl .S and a boy 4
(children of Barbara, her oldest daughter).
.Son Bob is 18. a freshman at Roanoke
College.
standsof 6'.S";
needless toteam.
say,
he is a He
member
the basketball
Youngest
daughter,
Susan
(1.5|,
is a

typical teen-ager, an active one. Bobbie
hopes to visit SBG in May when she drives
to Virginia to pick up Bob.
Maggie Cornwall Schmidt aske<l me to
remind all of our class that our 25th reunion is in 1962, just year after ne.xt.
She hoped to have a good start on our
Reunion Funil and is rather disappointed
at the small response thus far. She'll write
to all of us soon. Maggie likes serving on
the Board and wishes more alumnae could
have the exi»erience. .She manages to leave
her teaching job twice a year to attend
Board meetings. Maggie plans to attend
summer school again, working towards an.
M.A. Daughter Ruth is 16 an<l hopes to
enter Sweet
Briar in 1962.
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We Point With Pride to Carol Crowley,
Helen Hays Crowley's daughter, who received Freshman Honors for superior work
in the first semester. Helen flew down from
Shaker Heights to
Weekenil, Helen's
Patch since '39.
news from Helen

visit Carol on Parents'
first trip back to the
Some other wonderful
is that Jim has been

discharged from the i.loctor's care after
his long bout with osteomyelitis, and that
Helen loves her new job as secretary to
the project manager for a weapon system
subsystem.
Did you see Kitty Corbett Powell's freshman daughter, Marion, in the same picture
with Carol Crowley in the Spring issue of
the Alumnae
Magazine?
Marion Fuller Kellog sent a photo of
her attractive freshman. .Ann ( Connecticut
College), as well as her 3 handsome sons.
Macky's youngest boys, in 5th and 1st
grades, are ski enthusiasts along with
Macky and Moulton; while Dave, in his
third year at Andover, skis practically
every day with Cecily Jansen Kendrick's
2 boys! Macky also serves on the Recreation Commission in Weston, Mass.
Another classmate with a freshman
daughter is Llewellyn Griffith Longstaff,
whose Carol is at Goucher. Lew's other
daughter, Ray, was with her mother in
Baltimore when George brought their 9year-old son, Grif. to Florida early in April.
College-hunting for their son for next
fall are Betty Dail and Bob Wilson, who
were planning a trip to Virginia at Easter,
mainly to see W. & L. and Davidson, and
hoping to see the Briar Patch too. Dail
wrote that the Cincinnati group had a gay
reunion last summer with F"ritz Cordes
Hoffman
and Ruth
Pfingsten
Polster.
Isabelle Frank DeGraaf had a sad, unexpected change of plans last summer.
Izzy went back to New Jersey to give a
75th birthday party, along with her sister,
for their father. Before they could have
the party, their father was taken ill, and
died. Izzy had no opportunity to see any
of the Jersey .Sweet Briar girls before she
returned to her husband. 3 sons ( 15^,
14, and 11), and 3-year-old daughter here
in St. Pete. (The DeGraafs live a few
blocks from us on Snell Isle, hut we manage
to see each other only 3 or 4 times a year.)
Blessings
on Mary
who's
taking
over the
job of Cobb
Class Hulse.
Fund Agent

from Dorothy C/pe Clement, who finds
that with John and a big family, having
a job means some "extras" must be given
up. Dottie gets a big hand from us all for
the fine job she's done. She reports that
seventy '38ers gave $2,087 in 1958-59. To
make it a \0% increase in 1959-60, 86 of
us need to contribute to the Alumnae Fund.
Two long lost classmates have been
found! Lucile Greene Michel (Mrs. John
F. ) is now located at 4965 Hammock Lake
Dr.. Miami. Fla., and Rose Hyde Fales
(Mrs. Herbert P.) is back in Washington,
D. C, at 2141 Wyoming Ave. N. W.
My big news is that my biography of
my grandfather, titled The Beneficent Blaze,
should be off Pageant Press's pres.ses and
in the book stores late in August. I'm
having a marvelous time proofreading the
galleyproofs right now and, between times,
following the Junior and .Senior High
Schools' spring sports. Robert is co-captain
of the swimming team. Kent has just
finished track and is starting football practice.
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Betty FraziilK Rinehart
105 Petersburg.
Bay Point Drive
St.
Fla. N.

Betsy Durham Goodhue, our new class
prexy, writes that she sees lots of Elinor
Claflin Williams; they are attending a
class in Louis XVI furniture, no less!
Betsy keeps busy with the usual board
and museum activities, and has fun skiing
and cruising in Maine waters come summer. He daughter, Tempe, is 12 and son.

Tag,
17.
Anne Benedict .Swain writes that she
is still busy with her C.H..\. library, and
does get to New York occasionally for
the theater. Charlotte Dunn Blair has been
taking graduate work in Psychology, and
is busy caring for three boys and a one
year old girl. Anne Dearstyne Cornwell.
better known as Bucket, writes that she
has gotten together with Kay Ortel Osborne, who has just moved to Kansas
City, and Lois Lear Stoops. Bucket had a
reunion in New York last summer with
her sister Cherry and family. Ruth Harmon
Kaiser informs me that life in Princeton.
N. J., is just one small crisis after another
with her three children, ages 14. 12. and 8.
Henny Collier .\yer has been very busy
getting three girls enrolled in college next
year. Her daughter. Penny, has chosen
Hollins. Henny and Mary Elizabeth Barge
.Schroder see each other weekly over the
bridge table.
I have just returned from a fruitful
trip East. Had a hilarious luncheon visit
with Yvonne Leggetl Dyer in New York.
She had just returned from a trip to
Washington. 1). C, with her Girl Scout
troop. .Soon you will receive a little billetdoux from her asking for an extra few
bucks to swell the pot for our 25th reunion.
It seems that the girls on hand for the
20th voted for it. In Washington. D. C.
I had the pleasure of a round of golf
with Happy James Wathen. Happy reports
that she will be doing the usual this summer, but her son. John, has been invited
on a sailing cruise to Greece. 1 had a
wonderful reunion with Julie Saunders
Miehaux
here in St. Pete last February.
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NiDA ToMLiN Watts
111 Oakwood Place
Lyncliburg, Va.
Just count me Muriel's guest reporter
for this issue of the Alumnae Magazine.
Muriel post-carded me that she was newsless and flying at once to England and
Scotland. Her life .sounded FULL. I'm
sure we're all grateful to Muriel for the
splendid
our
class job
notes.she's done (for years) on
Bettie Ivins Haskins was in Europe too
and
grace between her return
home hadand a day's
reunion.
Blair Bunt-ing Both, husband Dick, sons
Rich and Steve, and daugliter Blair took
the Virginia tour this spring and spent
some time on campus at Garden Cottage
with Jackie Wood. It was a disappointment to me not to see the Boths, but
Blair expected to be back here in June.
During a phone conversation with Jane
Goolrick Murrell in April I was happy
to hear that at that time everybody in
Richmond ( Carrington Lancaster Pasco,
Mary Johnson Bedell, Aleise McMinn
Young and Emory Gill Williams) was
planning to attend reunion. Jane and her
husband had just come back from a
medical convention in Boca Raton. Emory
will attend a convention too in Montreal
with her husband. Dr, Carrington Williams, Jr.
Carrington Pasco's son, Merrill, gradfrom St. to
Christopher's
and
had theuatedhonor
be chosen this
as a year
member
of the "Experiment in Living" program.
He will live with a Swiss family this
summer and enter Yale in the fall.
While on a Western speaking engagement in March, Mrs. Evelyn Eaton (visiting professor of creative writing at .S.B.C.)
had a charming evening in Seattle with
Tate and Beth Thomas Mason. Mrs. Eaton
gave a glowing account of the entire Mason
family. Beth wrote that the Seattle Y. W.
C. A. had sent her to New York in February and on her return she stopped over
in Ann Arbor and at some point saw
Ellie Snow Lea and Blair, also our freshman fire-chief Barbara Munn.
Mildred Moon Montague is a member
of the Tennessee State Cancer Society
Board, and busy in countless other organizations. Mary Lee Settle's latest novel.
Know Nothings, published by the Viking
Press, will be on sale this fall. I've read
part of it and recommend that you treat
yourself to a copy!
1 leave for New York in about ten minutes and hope to see my former roommate, Maria Burroughs Livingston and
anybody else I can grab in the metroarea. I'm
sorry this
to be so
short, butpolitan the
deadline
was has
shorter.
/I rj
Louise Woodruff Angst
/I-*- I^-^
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49 Leeuwarden
Darie
n, Conn. Road
Three years ago this April we moved
into a new house in a newly opened up
wooded section of Darien. All the landscaping still had to be done, but thanks
to the Alumnae Club of Southern Connecticut we bought some bulbs. This
spring, for the past two months, some
spot on our property has had
flowers
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hh)oming. We have planted some 2,000
l>ull>s in all — aiUling a few each fall in
informal clusters. The results have been
wonderful.

Books course. The Smiths are planning
to take three children on a southeastern
U. S. tour this summer, which may include SBC,

Now for you who have moved — the Alumnae Office has sent me many new addresses.
The following have new homes although
in the same town: Corinne Howell Dale
in Nashville. Betty Lawrie Kimbrough in
Grosse Pointe Farms. Mich., Angela Marston Beste and Elizabeth Shepertl Scott in
Wilmington, Del., Viola Miller .Scott and
Virginia White in Richmond, Lillian Roberts Deakins in Atlanta. Pauline Hudson
Brown has also moved in Emporia, Va.,
where her husband is a Methodist minister;
they have a daughter nearly four.
A few have moved to a new town. Grace
Graulty Harper moved from Buffalo to
Albany, Nancy Jameson Glass from Irving
to Hamburg, N. Y., Elsie McCarthy Samson
from Utica to Vernon, N. Y.. Dixie Kinne
from Richmond, Va., to Holyoke, Mass.,
and Gloria Peniston Poole from New
Providence, N. J., to Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.

Barbara Dunrombe Lang wrote a marvelous letter, giving me the following news.
Bob and Sally Skinner Behnke went to
Europe last winter for six weeks — visited
many ski places and did a little sight
seeing. Margie Eggers Perry and her
husband are very happily settled in Minnesota. Marty Folk Vallery is "doing the
usual" — scouting. PT.^, guild work for the
hospital, plus her love — bridge. Alice Hepburn Puleston is still in the choir at .St.

MG Smith Burgess' move from Pelham
to Pelham Manor, N. Y., was not a far
one; neither was Harriet Swenson Munschauer's from Buffalo to Eggertsville.
N. Y. Harriet wrote she was delighted
to have Carol. 11, and Rick, 8, start vacation since they have been burdened with
homework in her opinion. A poodle and
three
cats complete the picture to keep
her busy.
Fay Martin Chandler also wrote. She is
busy with her family, trying to learn to
paint (pictures, she said), traveling to
Puerto Rico where she saw her sister,
getting daughter Dougie, who is 14, ready
to go to Europe with her Candler grandparents, and planning a trip to Virginia
Beach in June.
A A
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Gene Patton MacMannis
68
Holly Place
Larchmont,
N. Y.

Marge Willetts Maiden left California
in April to visit Daphne Withington Adams
("42) in New York before a cruise through
the Carribean.
Marge
said.work
"I'mas active
still
in choir and
church
well
as the animal clinic. Hope Dykie Ifatts
Fournier will surprise me by arriving here
for her brother's wedding in August. Hear
that Juanita Cans Alexander gave birth
to a second boy in February."
Lucile Chris-mas Brewster is especially
busy this Spring entertaining foreign
visitors from the United Shoe Companies
abroad, and building a camp on a nearby
])ond that the Brewsters own. Bill is going
to Europe for a three months business trip
in the Fall and she hopes to join him for
6 weeks — already has the sitter lined up!
Betty Haverty Smith describes her children as: Elizabeth, an almost teen ager —
13; Clarence, 9, mad for baseball; Jimmy,
5, a budding artist; Kendrick, 3, her constant, mischievous companion; Tony, IVi,
an angel. In spite of them all — or maybe
because of — she was off to a game of tennis
with "Longe" (Frances Longino Schroeder). Betty had just seen Catherine Tift
Porter, whom she reports as being in the
same round of children, PTA, etc., but
"Tee" still manages
to fit in the Great

Paul's Episcopal Church
in Minneapolis.
Last year the Langs visited Dill and
Dottie Tobin Ayres in Essex Fells, N. J.—
the best looking family and best behaved
children Barbara has ever seen! She and
Dottie had lunch with Hazel Fellner Tuttle
and stayed to see the six attractive Tuttle
girls. Another day they saw Eleanor Goodspeed Abbott and her two "dolls". They
also played bridge with Sally Hollerith
Nietsch, who, says Barbara, looked literally
as she remembered her standing on the
Grammar walk in the Fall of 1940.
Mary Trimble Kelley, who attended SBC
in her Freshman year, now has 3 children,
lives in Del Mar, Cal., in a year round
beach house about 1,000 feet from the
Pacific Ocean.
About herself, Barbara reports, "We
Langs are well and happy, if a bit unbalanced, and are building another house.
Our land is farther up the hill from whence
we have quite a spectacular view of the
San Gabriel Valley with the mountains
ringing it, and we can see into the Rose
Bowl — but only the east stands, not the
playing field! 1 lead a 5th grade Girl
Scout Troop, and my other outside activity
is helping to put out the Pasadena Junior
League Community News. It is a hefty
magazine running 50 or more slick pages,
9 issues a year. It is quite literate, not at
all cute, and as a result is read fairly
seriously by most people hereabouts and
makes lots of money to be spent on other
jirojects
of our I League."
This winter
enjoyed tremendously a
course in World Politics, and am still
singing every week with the Larchmont
Junior League "Soundettes" in hospitals
and homes throughout Westchester County.
I'm also trying hard to turn my B. A. in
step singing into something lucrative by
writing and recording commercials with
a quartet.
Louise Smith Norton and I have met
every other month for lunch and the
theatre in New York. Louise is teaching
nursery school and leading a Brownie
Troop. In June, she, Sidney Holmes Bayles,
Helen Cantey Woodbridge and anyone else
we can round up, are going to meet at
Jones Beach, with all the children,

er Saunders
Polly Vandevent
^
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Newport
News, Va,
ZLf^
16 Shirley Road
Betty Ann Bass Norris writes that her
8 year old Tina, 6 year old George. 2 year
old David and Madison Avenue husband
George love Greenwich, Conn. People are
always popping in to New York City and
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calling them. Wistar ff alls King and Sarah
MrDiiffie Hanlaway were recent poppersin. Moreover, there are other members of
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'46 living nearby. Pat Arms Brown and
Ash live in Rye and they party back and
forth. Pat"s children are "Wowie". 11;
"Miiflie", 8: and Pamela. 6. Mary Vinton
Fleming and Doug have moved from .Seattle to Creenwich and she and Bass NURSE

Just 6 days before Allen was born.
Martha Davis Barnes moved into their new

back and forth! Mary's Bill is almost 4
and Florence is 1. Betvseen nursings the
Norrises and the Flemings recently went
up to X^'estport to see Leila Fellner Lenagh
in a fine community playhouse production
of "Separate Tables". Another time they
had dinner with Leila, her Tom, Betsy
Ciirley Hewson and her Tom. The Hewsons have moved to New Canaan from
Pensacola. Marguerite Emmert Baldwin
is another Greenwicher and fellow Junior
Leaguer with Bass. Ellen Thackray Wilson.
Nip, and the Norrises had chartered a
schooner out of Nassau for a March sail
about the islands but at the last minute
Madison Avenue detained George. The
Wilsons sailed on, however.
Glad to hear from EUie Clement Littleton that she. Fred and their .5 children
are fine. Four of her five are in school. .\m
also glad to hear that EUie is planning to
make reunion in "61. It's not too early to
start drumming up reunion trade, n'est-ce
pas? Tody Corcoran Hartzer has also
expressed her i nterest in reunion and
Catherine Smar:- Grier has even volunteered to take charge of our class scrapbook for the second time!
Tody and Joe are in their new "house
of dreams". Their new address is 4162
McGirts Blvd.. Jacksonville. They recently
had a reunion in miniature in Ponte Vedra
with the \^istar H'al'ls Kings, the Jessie
Strickland Elcocks and the Sarah McDuffie
Hardaways. Tody's Jeff is now in the third
grade. Her news was sent to me on a
postal caril of New Orleans' famous Antoine's Restaurant. The Hartzers recently
had a delightful visit there.
From Charlotte. N. C, Catherine Smart
Grier announces the birth of Bruce Taliaferro Grier on March 8. He has two
brothers, aged 9 and 4, and two sisetrs,
aged 7 and 6. For the past few years
Catherine has been going to Washington
with husband Joe on business and while
there she has enjoyed visits with Bea
Dingivell Loos. .\nne Stubbs Fitzsimmons
is another Charlotte resident and she and
Catherine enjoy get-togethers as often as
they can. Anne has two little girls of 8
and 4, They live in a lovely split-level
home in a wooded section. Nolly Thompson
Mikell has a new baby daughter named
Mildred. Louise Crawford Moorefield drove
up for a day's visit with Catherine. She
is the new vice-president of the Columbia
Junior League and the president-elect for
next year. 1 really think the Junior League
would crumble without the class of "46.
For instance. Rosie Ashby Dashiell and
Boots Taylor Hollowell are on the eve of
their departure for Lake Placid to represent the Norfolk League. They were both
busy last week with the Azalea Ball, a big
project of the Norfolk League. Bob and
I went over to Norfolk as Ro's guests
and were most impressed.
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MvHv Jo .\rmstkong
Fort
Texas
Claridge9, Court
■*'^'2 Worth

youngest started kindergarten this year.
She stays busy with P.T..\.. teaching .Sunday .School and other community activities.

Bkrhvman

home. .'>he says their house is a dream
come true tho' it will take forever to
straighten everything out and decorate it.
Suzanne Edwards Weatherheail and her
husband spent .3 weeks at the Weatherheail
ranch near Patagonia, .Ariz., last winter
soaking u|) the sun and riding plus trips
over the border to Mexico. They had such
fun that they planned to go again this
winter and take Dwight. 4, with them.
Last summer she took her two boys by
plane for a month's stay in Saybrook at
her family's summer home. .She has been
working as a volunteer in the Orthopedic
Clinic in Cleveland at the University
Hospitals and has loved it.
Betsy Anderson Tennant has been working part time as a secretary on top of
iV\r\ .Scouts. League of Women Voters,
church work, and keeping up with two
teen agers. Druscilla Christian quit her
Civil Service job some time ago and went
back to college to take education courses.
She is now teaching 2nd grade in Chula
Vista, a suburb of San Diego.
Jane McCaffrey McBrian had a delightful time in Europe last summer. She went
over alone with the 3 children and spent
6 weeks in Switzerland with Jim's mother.
Jim came over for 3 weeks and together
they went to Norway. Denmark and England. She took the boat back with Andy
while Jim flew back with Sarah and Jimbo.
.Andy
hasgrade
started
in
the 6th
andkindergarten.
Jimbo is inSarah's
the 3rd
grade. Midst swimming lessons, French
lessons, piano lessons and her Junior
Leaguing and bridge lessons, it is a busy
existence. She had all her family for
Christmas.
Faith

(Skipper)

Mattison

6 weeks' book buying trip to
Isles. Her book store is coming
they are now working on their
which will list only traditional

went

on

a

the British
along and
4th catalog
music and

dance. She's in a play with a Little Theater
group nearby and between the shop and
the play every minute is accounted for.
During the spring of 1959 Mayde Ladington Henningsen and Vic had a wonderful trip to Europe — business for him and
fun for her. They were gone 6 weeks and
visited London. Hamburg, Copenhagen.
Milan, Venice, Rome and Paris. They went
both ways by boat and it was delightful.
She and Vic ran the local Community
Chest campaign last fall. She has been
treasurer of the International Garden (]lub
for .3 years. .*^ecretary of the PT.V for 2
years. This plus Junior League Library
work, scouts, a skating club, etc.. for the
children. Martha Sue Skinner Logan wa^
in New York before Christmas and they
ha<l a wonderful visit together.
Betty Steiens Haywood is teaching remedial reading in a private school and is
on a crusade to start remedial reading in
the public school system this year thru
the Junior League. Lydia Henderson Barr
is still teaching. Marjorie Smith Smithey
has
her
mornings
free
finally
as
her
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M4R(;aret Qi vnn M.aples
208
RockwellMaryland
Terrace
Frederick.

Two new future Briarites have been
added to our class — .Allison Page to Polly
I'lummer Mackie and Mackie on Jan. 2.S
and Marjorie. "Midge", to Lindsay Coon
Robinson and Robbie the end of January.
Lindsay now has four daughters.
There will also be two sweet girl graduates of our class in June — Kay Bryan
Taylor and Sally Ayres Shroyer. the latter
with a degree in cheniistrj'. Think of that
— after all these years. Congratulations to
these productive
and scholarly girls.
Goodie Geer DeRadrlo and her husbanfl,
Joe, who is an Episcopal clergyman, reside
at 123 Rosewood Dr., Florence, S. C. They
have two children, .Andrew, .5, and Mary,
2. anil (Joodie is still interested in photography and tennis. is married to Yorke H.
.Ann Henderson
Bannard. an insurance broker, and they
live at 1930 Redwood Lane, Northbrook.
111., with one son. David, who is 4V.. .Ann
uses any free time to enjoy art, magazine
illustrating, and puppet
making.
Jacky Jacobs Buttram wrote last year
that "our family has the unique distinction
of
practically
at a 'status
quo"
for remaining
.T years. Then
3 children
(all girls),
graduation from Medical School, and an
end to five years of surgical residency at
Grady started
Hospitalhisin two
Atlanta."
Tom
then
years Husband
in the .Army,
and this August he plans to join his father
and brother in the practice of medicine
in Chattanooga.
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Fr.ances Cone Kirkpatrick
Wilmington 6, Del,
1 Westover Circle

-A son. John Doggett. Jr., was born Feb
9 to "Muffet" Murchison Corse and John.
They have two other children: Carita. 7,
and Cameron, almost 3.
A daughter. Holly, was born April 14
to Dottie Barney Hoover and Jack. They
have three other children: Happy, 8V1',
Deedee, 7. and Peter, 4. Dottie and Jack
have bought some property, and they hope
to break ground by June 1 and move in
by Dec. 1.
Betty Worthington wrote news of her
last three years. She spent the winter and
spring of 19.57-58 working in New York
City. The summer of 1958 she went west
for a few months, returning in October to
Baltimore where she is now working as
secretary to the general manager of the
Charles Center Project, a project to revitalize downtown Baltimore. In the summer of 1957Giff
Betty
■"Giff"
Gomelaa
Thompson.
now visited
has two
children:
girl. 8, and a boy, 3.
[■* J"I
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Jean
Ranboli'H Va.
Brins
Charlottesville,
210
Sunset .Avenue

A letter from Barbara Easier Edgerley:
Barbara, Bill, and the three children had
a three weeks" vacation in March in Naples.
Fla., where the Lasiers had rented a house,
41

with pool, one ami a half hlorks from the
Gulf. Bill ami Barbara ilro%e to Ft. Myers
where they n)et Diane Richmond Sini[>son
and Bill who eanie down from Venice for
dinner and an evening together. One mornins; after church Barbara ran into Mary
Pease Fleming, who with Rives and their
four daughters was visiting her parents.
In Atlanta. Barbara et als visited Wingfield Ellis and her family.
Rives Fleming incidentally made the
front page of the Richmond Times-Dispatch
the other day when the branch office in
which he works was held up. No one was
hurt, and as the robbers left. Rives ignored
the orders not to move and got the license
number of the getaway car.
I have one birth announcement from
Louise Coleman and Archer Jones for
Caruthers Coleman Jones, born Feb. 28.
They live at Clinch Valley, Va.. where
Archer is dean of a new college. Ruth
Magee Peterson sent along a card with
news of a trip she and Walt were planning
to Chicago, without the children.
Anne Mountcastle Gamble sent along
these items: Nan Snoke and Bob Garrett
moving to the New York area: Patty Carlin
Selvage taking a February trip to Holland,
London and Italy: Joan Uavis and Andy
Warren moving to Baltimore ; Peggy
Chisholm and her sister traveling in Europe
last fall. Now that I go through the new
address cards I find the Garretts settled
in Westtield, N. J.
.Man and I hope to go to New York
next week to visit my sister and see something besides our own four walls and two
children. Incidentally now is the time to
line up your mothers, aunts, etc., to stay
with your children next June when we
reune.
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2.372 Broadway
."^an Francisco, Calif.
Exactly three pertinent pieces of mail
dropped thru the slot this era: ll a post
card from Kitchie Roseberry Ewald saying
she'd seen Marty Legg Katz and Bill
honeymooning in Jamaica. 2) .S.B.C. alumnae notification of changes of address —
.Sally Gearhart is now at the Department
of .Speech and Theatre -Arts at MacMurray
College, Jacksonville, ill.; Millie O'Neal
Palmer is living in New York City. And
not only addresses, but names changed
for Margot LaRoque, now Mrs. Olan B.
Lowrey in Houston; Betsy Wilder has
taken on the name of Mrs. Blake Cady;
and Ann Garst is living in Boones Mill,
Va., as Mrs. G. Thomas Strickland. Jr.
And my reporting would end quite
readily here if 1 hadn't received such a
delightful letter from Pat Layne Winks in
New
York. I shall quote:
"Received a reminder from Marty Legg
this morning abaut guess what — and got
to thinking 1 really should write you about
the good news in the Winks family. .So,
by way of beating the drums, my husband
is having his first novel published by MacMillan and it's scheduled to appear in
May. The title is, "A Question of Innocence", the setting is New York, contemporary. All .S.B.C. alumnae please take
note, and read it. Don has had short stories
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published in Esquire and Paris Review,
and another will appear this spring in the
revival of Story Magazine. Meanwhile he's
gainfully employed doing public relations.
"Other than that, have two boys. Christopher, 6. and Michael. 3. I'm working on
my master's in English at Columbia, but
it's an on-again-off-again business as with
2 children it's impossible to be a grind.
".Anne H'hittingham Smith had her 3rd
— 1st boy — in December. Susan Otis is
still living it up in Paris. Pauline Wells,
was here in November. She works for the
Institute of International Education in
Houston. Ran into B. J. McElfresh at
Columbia working on her M. A. in International Relations. Talked to Mary
Gesler Hanson. Her husband teaches and
is working on his Ph.D. They just bought
a house and have a year old son.
"P.S. — Benita Phinizy Johnson now has
4— 3 boys and a girl. And a boat to sleep
the lot of them."
I—" C\
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Noteworthy news consists of Edie Norman's wedding on May 14 to George
Wondjwell in Louisville and Katzy Bailey
Nager's son born on March 29. Katzy and
CJ's baby has been nairied Adams Bailey
Nager and so far shows not even a trace
of carrot-top characteristics.
Interesting news in New York is that
Anne Joyce has been elected president of
the New York Alumnae Club for next
year. I will continue as recording secretary
and Maggie Mohlman is treasurer.
Jeanne Duff and her family have moved
to .South America and from what we hear
she is having a fine time.
Cathy Munds Storek had a recent operation out in Tucson but is fully recovered
now and is doing tine and finally getting
to enjoy the antics of their new baby Karen.
Ginnie Hudson and I had lunch in New
York recently when she was in town for
the IRE Convention at the Coliseum.
Another visitor expected to these parts
was Nancy McGinnis Picard but due to
the fact that she had measles and two of
her boys did. we postponed it till later this
Spring. 1 am planning (finally) a trip to
Europe in August for 2 months or so, and
it is great fun to plan.
^
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56
Dr. N. J.
New Hickson
Providence,
Either people are keeping things from
me or this is a very poor baby season. I
can announce only Celia "Ceci" Hayden
-Mulligan barn Feb. 26th to Sue Valier
and .Sam: and James Logan Booze born
Feb. 28lh to Jody Nelson and Bud.
Eliza Lloyd is now Mrs. George Biedeman and lives in Cincinnati. The engagement and wedding of Mary Ann Robb
have been announcefl. She and Charles
Hicken Pauly will be married in Chevy
Chase with a reception at the Congressional
Country Club. Charles is an alumnus of
Georgia Tech and is sales engineer in
the Washington area. Jean Croker McMillan will be a bridesmaid.
Caroline

"Kobo"

Chobot's engagement was announced March 20th accompanied by a
lovely picture. She will be married July
29th to Thomas Gailor Garner, Jr., of Nashville. He is a graduate of Tennessee Polytechnic Institute and attended George
Washington University. He was with the
U. S. Information Service in Korea and
Indonesia and is now attending the School
of Theology at the University of the South.
Another recent engagement is that of my
brother, "Beau", whom many of you
member. He will be married to Milla
trip.
linger in Los Angeles on .Aug. 6th.
will meet Milla for the first time on

reSolWe
our

I have no details on these moves: Letha
Ration Badgett from Houston to Waco,
Dotty Law Martin from Bellaire, Texas,
to Gulfport, Miss., Ruth Alden Ham from
Newton to South Natick. Mass.. Jean Manning Morrissey from Laurel. Md., to Roanoke, Cindy Sinclair Rutherford to a new
house in Wichita, and Logan Bentley, I
believe, has joineil her family in Europe.
Anne Sheffield Hale has moved from Birmingham to Tuscaloosa where Bradley will
be Assistant Professor of Business Law
at the University of Alabama. He plans to
get his Ll. M. in the East after this. Page
Croyder has recently gone to Hollywood
for a few months with CBS to test TV
program reaction in the West. Lynn Carlton and Mike McCaffree will go to Monterrey, Calif, for two years of very welcome
shore duty.
Barbara Chase Webber's little boy was
very badly burned this past year after
accidentally igniting himself while playing
in cleaning fluid. Barbara herself was
burned while helping him and they were
both hospitalized, with young Temp in a
critical condition for a long time.
Dilly Johnson Jones and Paul are building a new house, on the same property
but further in the woods. Ann Collins
Teachout's daughter Kathy's picture won
honorable mention in a National Photographers Contest.
Joan Potter
Bickel has done some spring
travelling — to Charlotte for a wedding, to
Elizabeth City, N. C, to visit sister Martha,
and on a very gay trip with friends to
Florida in .April. I emi with this item because travelling happens to be foremost in
my mind right now. I'm writing this from
Virginia Beach where I'm leaving the
children while Bill and I go to Europe
for four weeks! We leave, by air, on May
.5th and will be in London and northern
England first. Then we will get a car in
Paris and drive through Belgium, Holland,
extensively in Germany, and finally Denmark before flying back to New \ork.
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6 Birch Court
Elgin Aux. Field #9, Fla.

Joan Roberts Slattery and Tom have a
fine new adopted son. Mark Howard, who
was born on Jan. 2. On Jan. 6 Herbert
Howard Browne III was born. He is the
son of Frances Gilbert Browne & Herb,
The next new arrival was on Feb. 13
when Susan Carter Jay was born to the
proud parents. Eve Altsheler Jay and
Stuart.

-Another

future S.B.C.'er is Dausie

Alumnae Magazine

Lee Allen, the daughter of Ann Stevens
Allen and lioh. IJausie was born Mar. 25.
Henry and I have the happy news that
we have livo fine sons. Preston Kraft and
Thomas Pipes! The big day was .March 7
and we're still in a daze, and a dither!

l!\uii\n\ Tf.tzlaff
Deaver Rd.
Wynrote. Pa.
I forget, must report two important address changes. Carroll Weitzel
Rivers writes that she and Huist have
bought a house in Charleston and their
address is now .30 Council St.
The other change is that of Diane i);//^eld Wood, Saniy and Parnmy. who spent
some time in Philadelphia before taking
up residence at 222 Homestead. La Grange
Park. 111. I spent an evening with Diane
while she was here, and fortunately arrived
before Pammy went to bed. She is such
a happy child, and already a seasoned
traveler — across the U. S. three times before the age of 1! The Woods hope to see
more of Bill and Nannette McBurney
Crowdus. Sydney Graham Brady and Bill,
and Nick and "Cynnie" Wilson Frenzel
and their families, all of whom are now
living in the same general area. We still
have "equal representation" in Hawaii, as
June Heard Wadsworth and Frank are
^ ^y
I
^
*-' *
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now in Honolulu. They've bought a house,
and expect to be there at least 2' 2 years.
On the other side of the world is Aileen
Laing. who left Feb. 15 for fox-hunting
in Ireland, followed by an extensive tour
of the Continent. She plans to spend the
month of May in Lapland and return in
June.
In Washington are Francis and Sue
Smith Stewart, back intact from their ski
trip and busy working on a new educational magazine called ".Student." which
Francis is publishing for Russian students.
The second issue is just out. and it's been
enthusiastically received all over the country. News from others in the Washington
area
includes
letterthat
fromshe"Lee"
Haskell
Vest, awholong
writes
and
George spent a delightful evening with
Earl and Margery Scott Johnson after Jane
Pinckney Hanahan's wedding. Lee hears
from "Suzy" Neblett Stephens often, the
latter Brit
reporting
that an
"Chris"
Smithto Lowry
and
welcomed
addition
their
family early in January. With the arrival
of Spring, the Vests are spending weekends on the Eastern Shore of Maryland.
where Gray was christened May 1. Lee
reports a higldy entertaining evening spent
at an authentic on-lhe-floor-eat-with-chopsticks type sukiyaki dinner given by "Liza"
Stevens Jackman and Jim. Jim and "Babs"
Falge Openshaw were also there.
"Mimi" Chapin Plumley has somehow
managed two 1960 vacations. .She and son
Tad took a trip to Florida, arriving home
in time to join Alan on their boat for
his Spring vacation. "Jackie" Ambler
Cusick, Ralph and son Chippy are now
living in .Mexandria. Ralph, no longer
with the Navy, is "stock-brokering" in
Washington.
"Emmy" Stenhouse has a new job as
assistant to the Program Director at the
new Cultural Center in Washinston.
In
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between her job and working on her
Masters, which she hopes to receive by
the end of the summer, Emmy has been
showing her new hunter, winning several
blues with him.
Over in Annapolis, Michael and Joan
Harjes Jasperson are as busy as ever.
Kammi and their new puppy, plus their
many theatrical projects keep them constantly on-thc-go. Slill with the Navy in
Norfolk are Bob and Mary Anne I 'on Dervoort Large. Mary Anne travels vicariously,
while Bob "sees the worM," visiting Puerto
Rico, .San Francisco and Barbados. Mary
Anne plans to take up golf to avoid becoming a golf widow.
Received a much-forwarded card from
"Zan" Engh. now Mrs. Robert C. Moore
and living in Austin, Tex. Bob starts U.
of Texas Law .School in June and Zan
is working. She saw her ex-roommate,
Virginia Marks Paget in Odessa over
Christmas. After leaving Austin in June.
Bob and "Char" Heiier Watson plan to
visit his parents in San Antonio and then
spend some time with hers in Bay Head,
N. J., while house-hunting.
Ann Frasher Hudson loves Ft. Worth,
and is a volunteer at the Art Gallery there,
which she reports is very interesting and
exciting. Jeanne Norsivorthy Rutherford,
in Houston, still manages to find time to
paint, despite the distractions of a Doberman Pinscher. tropical fish, Mynah bird
and children. Jeanne sees her ex-roommate,
'"Libby
" Leavell Hannay, whenever she's
in Dallas.
Elayne Steele is still playing secretary
for Proctor and Gamble in Dallas, but
promises to "do something lurid for the
next issue." Another "P & G'er" is Betty
Hunt, now working in the Advertising
Dept. of the home office in Cincinnati.
Exciting news from Jane Campbell Butler and Roger who with Tommy (2 yrs.)
welcomed Stephen Campbell on Jan. 30.
In June, the Butlers move to Pittsburgh,
where
called
Associate
Rector Roger's
of the been
Church
of to
thebe Ascension.
In Bethesda Jim and Susan Ragland Lewis
greeted Jim, Jr.. April 3. The Lewises,
with their son and daughter, plan to spend
the summer in Maine and return to Landon
in the fall.
A much-belated report is that of the
arrival of John Gillespie in the family
of John and Susan Elder Martin last July
15. Susan writes that their house now
really
looksof"lived-in.
" March
marked
the arrival
Lydia Ann
in the 12household
of Bob and "Mikki" Ballard Porter. Also
in March, the 24th. Guy Barnes was greeted
by Jim and Alice Barnes Knight. The
Knights hope to be in their new home by
Aug.
Wittich
MorrowL Out
and in
PaulWisconsin.
welcomed '"Lee"
Virginia
Lee
on Feb. 7. Lee writes that Betty Miirden
Michelson
Virginia's
god-mother
and
that
she hasisheard
from Nancy
Fink, who
is now Mrs. Alan Leeds and lives in New
York.
In Richmond. Bill and Jane Pinckney
Hanahan have returned from Ft. Lauderdale and Charleston and are now living
in a darling house at 10 Lexington Rd.
"Jody" Raines Daniel has retired from
teaching elementary children and loves
her leisure time. The leisure davs of Mary

Landon Smith Brugh are long gone, as
the baby. Carter, keeps her busy. Anne
Wilson Rowe's children are keeping her
busy, too. Both have birthdays early in
June — Florence's 1st and Jeannette's 3rd
— while Joe is hard at work setting up
radio station WFLS, a subsidiary of his
burg.
paper, the Free Lance Star, in FredericksAmong those Misses soon to be Mrs. are
Mary .Vnne Wilson, who plans a summer
wedding, followed by working at .SBC.
Kay Diane Moore and John Bowles have
set May 28 as the date for their wedding.
"K.D.." after a long bout with illness, has
been working with a brokerage firm in
Washington, .^nd on May 7, Lynn Ulrici
will become the bride of David McGarvey.
He's from Cleveland and now working as
E. .St. Louis branch manager for Baker
Industrial Trucks, a division of Otis Elevator Co.
Out in California. "Jan" Pehl is just
back from spending some time at a ranch
up in the Mother Lode country of the
Sierra. She's living in San Francisco and
working for a broker. Carolyn Scott Dillon
writes that she and Peter have moved into
a larger apartment. She is no longer working, "just living," and Peter is now a
physicist with Eastman Kodak in Rochester. The Dillons plan a trip to Richmond
this summer. "Marjie" Whihson Aude has
a busy summer ahead. Her plans include
gardening, freezing, and keeping Laurie
(2 yrs.) away from tractors and straying
cows.
Way down south, it was a snowy winter,
but Bo and Betsy Denny Candler survived,
even though Betsy had to make the baby's
formula over a fire in the fireplace. The
Candlers plan a family trip to the beach
in .August, followed by their annual visit
to Canada. Marguerite McDaniel Powell
v\Tites that "Keecher" is busy adding
family and breakfast rooms to their house,
while young Arthur, III, occupies most of
his mother's time. Sandra Stingily Simpson
is home from a visit with Anne Melton
Kimsey and Bob in Charleston. While they
were on a tour of historical houses, they
bumped into the Misses Lee, Muncy, Newland and von Briesen. Down in Florida,
Gail Haugan Maclnnes is battling the
weeds in her garden. Daughter Martha
Lynn now weighs almost 20 lbs., and Bill
has done some painting to put the finishing touches on their completely redecorated
and furnished house.
News from New England includes word
from -Anne McGrath Lederer that she and
Tony expect to be moving this summer
after he finishes Law School. "Dot" Duncan
Hodges and Luther are now living in CamMass..School.
where he's
Harvard bridge.
Business
Also attending
in Cambridge.
Elaine Floyd has 1 more year at the Harvard Divinity .School. She has been elected
Secretary of the Student Association for
next
Down from
in Connecticut,
Liebertyear.
graduates
the Hartford"Peggy"
School
of Religious Education May 23. She then
plans to return to Richmond and hopes
to locate a position in a church in that
area. "Lainy " Newton Dickinson and Alan
have a new 28 ft. cabin cruiser, and plan
to spend weekends and their summer vaca-
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Haverford. Penna.
From Scotland comes news from Sue
Wedderburn. She is marrying Laci Murray
in August. He will lie teaching in a school
on the Thames, six miles from Oxfonl.
"A good place for Americans to stay, and
a spot on the floor always waiting,"
Another post card with the Queen's
picture on the stamp comes from Elizabeth
Johnston. Stratford has its streets scrubbed
and ninety flag poles out for The Birthday
(Shakespeare's, not Liz's). Liz will be in
England until August. She traveled for five
weeks in France, Switzerland, and Italy
with train tickets and a spirit of adventure
— avoiding tours and Americans.
Beverley Bromley, still in Florence, is
becoming an authority on the Italian language, art — and the German language! She
spent three weeks in traction in Bad Gastein, Austria, after breaking her leg skiing.
After eight weeks in a cast she is off to
Spain and Portugal, and will return to
the
S. in September.
Jane W'inje Ruedi
and IT.
husband
are in Germany.
Judy Nevin Le Hardy's husband. Ward,
has been cliosen to be an aide to a general
in Zama. slightly north of Tokyo, Japan.
The whole family will be moving there
this summer.
In the Philippines Fortunata Azores has
been very busy for three months campaigning for a political group, acting as secretary
to her father, and administering the family's business affairs. Besides these jobs,
she has acted as tutor, cook, housekeeper,
and nursemaid to her family which includes 13 children.
Perhaps the most spectacular entrance
into the world of any of this group was
that of Virginia Ramsey Easton's daughter.
Deborah Ann was born April 10, "somewhere between the 8th and the 16th floors
in the hospital elevator." Other anouncements: James Mahlon Fitzgerald on March
14, son of Happy Jordan Fitzgerald; James
Oglesby Moore. Jr.. on March 16, son of
Sarah Murdock Moore; George Rowan
Kilby (future Princeton man) on March
25, son of Houston Andrews Kilby.
Seems our girl banker, Snowdon Durham, got tired of ringing burglar alarms
and did something constructive — like announcing her engagement to Sewall Tyler,
from Middleburg. Va. He's Nellie Morison's
cousin. The wedding will be in August.
Elsie Q. Prichard has announced her engagement to Bill Carter. Her wedding is
planned for August.
Elizabeth Meyerink announced her engagement toCharles Edwin Lord. She and
Skip (same guy) will be married June
11th. He has a sister, Nancy Lord, who
is a sophomore at .Sweet Briar. Nita Mixon
is marrying James S. Cox on June 25.
Tricia Candler and Dick Bergen are planning a wedding, possibly next December.
Two marriages since the last issue —
Anne Smith became Mrs. John S. Heist
on April 23rd. She and John both have
sports cars and "may be ragged and have
to eat beans, but are keeping both cars."
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Sandy La Staili Mac Donald has also
joined the ranks of the young marrieds.
They are spending the summer in New
Bedford, while Murdock tries out for the
Boston Patriots — the new American Pro
Football team. Sandy will get her masters
in June from Tufts, and is currently teaching school.
Had a chat with Kilty Sell Levine who
has been living in .Swathmore. Penna. .She
and her husband are moving to Brookline.
Mass.. where he will be with G.E.
Ali Wood Thompson has a little boy.
8 mos., whose name is Tarn Brian Thompson, "a very Scotch name." The Thompsons
are living in Los Angeles and will be there
two more years while Travis finishes his
Air Connecticut
Force duty. where
After Trav
that they'll
to
will bereturn
with
G.C.
News from New York: Cookie Cooke
and Connie Fitzgerald have a new apartment on W. 67th St. Cookie is getting her
M..\. in June. .She and her mother are
going to the Casals Music Festival in
Puerto Rico this June. Kathy Tyler has
been accepted at Union for next year; she
is very busy with her job at the Episcopal
Church in Millbrook. Pat Gay Sills and
husband, Tom, have moved to Cheektowago. N. Y., a Buffalo suburb.
Now for the important state, Pennsylvania. Barbie Lewis is keeping Pittsburgh
in fine shape. In her spare time, from 8
to 4, she helps out the Mellon National
Bank. I have been teaching 3rd grade since
February and have decided that children
are the very nicest people. I'll be going
to Europe with family the middle of July.
Barbara Kelly Tate was married in
December and is teaching 3rd grade in
Buena Vista while hubbie attends W. and
L. Law School. Also in Lexington with
husband at the Law .School is Catherine
Brownlee Smeltzer. She's a research chemist
in a fabric coating division.
Pat Frawley Ferguson, husband David,
and little girl. Holly. 16 mos.. are in Wilmington. David is with Prudential Insurance and is going to the Univ. of Del.
Cay Ramey Howard is working part time
at the Valentine Mu.seum in Richmond.
Another Richmondite is Sue Pohl Moulton.
She has a job with WRVA Radio and
Charlie is the chief engineer on a high
school being built.
Meri Hagerty writes that she just moved
into an apartment in Richmond. She is an
administrative assistant for a firm of chemists and chemical engineers. Judy Watts
is still enjoying her job at Johns Hopkins
Hospital.
Vivian Butler's marriage to Jim Scott
will take place May 31st. Bridesmaids will
be Sally Beattie. who is a switchboard
operator for The Southern Co. in Atlanta,
and Isa Mary Lowe.
Lizora Miller. Snowdon Durham. Courtney Gibson, and Tricia Coxe are giving
up their Washington apartment in June.
Lizora is going to California and Hawaii
with her family for 6 weeks this summer,
after which she hopes to teach in Richmond. Courtney will be in Fredericksburg
next year. Betsy Smith has been busy with
her teaching and fund raising for '59. Do
hope everyone has given, if not, Betsy
loves to get mail.

Ann Eagles is still at the Bryant-Stratton
School. She also had several parts in an
original nuisical put on by the community.
.She
assure<lShow.
us thai it couldn't touch our
Freshman
Heard from .'^usan Glass P i t k e i h 1 e y
whose husband. David, has one more year
at Duke Med. .Sch. .She has two wee ones,
Davey, 2'-;, and Jay, 8 mos. Susan has
been going to U.N.C. part time and expects to get a degree in chemistry by the
time David graduates.
Jane Kroeger Larimore has moved again,
this time to a lovely brick house with all
sorts of exciting rooms and closet space.
Been doing lots of sunbathing while chasing after 15 mo. old Lee.
Another sunbather is Alice Cary Farmer
Brown. She and Lee are "thoroughly enjoying the marvelous climate and swimming everyday." They both graduate June
3rd from The American Institute For Foreign Trade.
"Dear Alumnae Ann: I'm still teaching
school. We are thinking of moving to
Bogota, Columbia, in a couple of years.
My one share of Anaconda Copper has
gone down three points, and our dogs
have bronchitis. Love, Ann Bush Dunlap."
News from Tabb Thornton: August 27th
is the date set for her marriage to Blair
Farinholt. Both Tabb and Blair will be
teaching and coaching at the Collegiate
Country Day School in Richmond next
year. Jane Jamison Tatman is being a
slaphappy homemaker. Her life is divided
into two distinct parts, the golf season,
and the deer season.
Polly Space manages to keep out of
trouble playing golf and doing Junior
League work. Gay Hart Gaines is also kept
very busy getting hours out of the way
for the League. Gay spent a week this
Spring visiting friends in the East. Jane
Wheeler will be at S.B.C. in September
as an instructor in Religion.
Erna Arnold Westwig writes that the
sixth grade is managing to survive her in
Ithaca, N. Y. She and Ralph had a wonderful week the beginning of April, skiing at
Mont Tremblant in Canada.
News from Boston and surrounding
towns: Judy Sorley is still working as a
research project technician and secretary,
and taking several night courses in Fine
Arts. After going to reunion in June, she
plans to spend a month at home.
Liz Chambers and Debbie Dunning are
taking a Modern Poetry course at Harvard.
Liz and Gretchen Smith are still theatre
bugs, and see everything they can afford.
Debbie is working in the editorial department at Little, Brown Publishing Co. Sue
Right is working for the University Travel
Company in Cambridge. Dede Ulf has a
job at the World Affairs Council in Boston
as Director of the Speakers Bureau and
Foreign Visitor Bureau. She is also taking
courses and doing volunteer work.
Sue Thrall is assisting the Society Editor
on the Boston Herald. Seems she got tired
of baby sitting for numerous sisters and
decided
was the
only way
out. "After
working a atjobMass.
General
Hospital
for a
year and a half. I am more or less loafing,"
says Jean-Lamont Baker.
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Aluiunae on Campus for Reunion
ACADEMY
Nannie Claiborne Hudson
I'JIO
Marjorip Caliper Prince
Annie Cumnock Miller
Eugenia Griffin Hurnelt
Louise
Hooper Ewell
Claudine Hullrr
Frances Miirrrll Kickards
1917
Rertlia

I'fisler W'ailes

1919
Elizabelli Eggleston
Flo Freeman Fowler
Caroline Sharpe Sanders
1920
Mary Crabbs Shaw
1921
Emma

1935
Ray Adier Cochran
Anne Baler Gerhart
Dorothy Barniim \enter
l.auia Botibitt Slmlile
Elizabeth Broun Trout
('ar\ Burifell (barter
Juily Halliburton Burnett
(AUlhia Harbison Hcye
Jean Imbrie Frev
Hester Kraemer Avery
Frances Morrison Ruddell
Betty Myers Harding
Mary Lou Saul Hunt
Natalae Strickland Waters
Rebecca Young Frazer
Adelaide If'hittord Allen

Adams

Kyle

Gertrude Dally Massie
1923
Ellen Brown Nichols
Helen McMahon
1925
Jane Becl.er Clippinger
Mar)' Craighill Kinyoun
Eleanor Miller Pallerson
Kathleen Newby McGee
1926
Edna Lee Gilchrist
Dorothy Keller Iliff
Ellen .\ ewell Bryan
Dorothea Reinburg Fuller
1927
Boone

1928
Eleanor Branch Cornell
Harriet Dunlap Towill
Betty Prescolt Balch
1929
Josephine Talman
Gertrude Prior

Alice Gearhart Stinson
Edith Gill Breakell
Mary Hasldns King
Harriet Ilazen Schmoeller
Elizabeth Healy Culler
Martha Hollon Glesser
Marion Keddy Lee
Jane Mcjunkin
Huffman
Ann McLean Loomis
Julia Mills Jacobsen
Joanne Morgan Hartnian
Alice 'tt'. Nicolson
Virginia Osborn McNabb
Catherine I'rice Bass
Marv Perkins Traugott Brown
Lile Tucker Bell
Anne Walker Somerville
Harriet U illcox Gearhart
Elizabeth Zulich Renter

1955
F'rancps
Bell
Hi len Addington
Passano
Virginia Chajublin
Pamela Conipton Ware
Jane Fellus Welch
Barbara Gariorth Jackson
Betty Gill Chaney
Phyllis Herndon
Jane Linilsey Riddell
Patricia McClay Boggs
Frederika
Merriman

1946

Burney Barrott Cleveland
Elizabeth Rector Keener
Sandra Rhodes Carlen
Mary Reed Simpson Daugelt
Patricia Smith Ticer
Audrey Stoddart
Shirley Sutliff
Ann X^'illiams
Camille ITilliams Taylor

Bea Dinguell Loos
Nancy Dowd Burton

1956
Louise Galleher Coldwell

1936

1922

Jeanette

1934
Elizabeth Bond Viood
Elizubelh
Kskridge Ambler
Julia Sadler deColigny
Rebecca Strode Lee

Mason

1930
Rosalie Faulkner Lo\ing
Mary Huntington
Harrison
Myra Marshall Brush
Elizabeth Marston Creech
Gladys If ester Horton
1931
Martha von Briesen
Phoebe Rowe Peters
Ella W illianis Fauber
Nancy X^'orlhinglon
1933
Margaret Lanier \^ oodrum
Gerry Mallory

Elizabeth Fesser MacLeay
Elizabeth Morton Forsyth
Margaret Smith Thomasson

1949
Sally Ayres Shroyer
Kay Bryan Taylor
1950

1937
Frances Kemp Pettyjohn
Ellen Snodgrass Park

Elaine Adams Harrison
Caroline Bailey Fritzinger
Ann Belser Asher

1940

Mary Waller Berkeley Fergusson
Sally Bianchi Foster
Edith Brooke Robertson
Frances Cone Kirkpatrick
Margaret Craig Sanders
Nancy Day McCammond
Achsah Easter Henderson
Nancy Franklin Hall
Deborah Freeman Cooper
Mary Morris Gamble Booth
Peggy Gilliam Park
Garland Hunter Davies

Jane Baker Grant
Adelaide Boze Glascock
Blair Bunting Both
Jane Bush Long
Marianna Bush King
Cornelia Chalkley Kittler
Connie Currie Fleming
Betty Frantz Roberts
Emory Gill Williams
Barbara Godfrey
Jane Goolrick Murrell
Katharine Hodge Soaper
Mary Johnston Bedell
Margaret Katterjohn McCoUura
Carrington Lancaster Pasco
Clara MacRae Causey
Aleise McMinn
Young
Mihired Moon Montague
Clara A eel Mahoney
Clara Sasscer Chandler
Helen W. Taylor
Nida Tomlin Watts
1941
Helen Gwinn

Wallace

1942
Ann Hauslein Potterfield
1944
Gertrude Kinsley Whitehead
1945
Betty Carbaugh Mann
Ann Dickson Jordan
Alice Edwards Davenport
Mary Kalhryn Frye Hemphill

Emma A.'v/e Kimpel
Sally Lane Johnson
Sally Lea Lauriault
Fanchon Lewis Jackson
Jane Leivis Zollicoffer
Peachey Lillard Manning
Bonnie Loyd Crane
Frances Marr Dillard
Frances Martin Lindsay
Anne McNeer Blanken
Louise Moore
Ann K. Preston
Lola Steele Shepherd
Nancy Storey White
Mary Dame Stubbs Broad
Etiith Tanner Broughton
Elizabeth Todd Landen

1957
Alice Barnes Knight
Nancy Godwin
Jane I'inckney Hanahan
Joanne Raines Daniel
1958
Julie Boothe Perry
Claire Cannon
Julia McCullough

Shivers

Lynne Morris
Margie Richie Johnson
Caroline Sauls
Elaine Schuster
1959
Elizabeth

Colwill

Margaret Cook
Mary Harrison Cooke
Snowdon Durham
Ann Eagles
(.ourtney

Gibson

Cay Ramey Howard
Jane Jamison Tatman
Virginia MacKethan Kilchin
Sarah Murdoch Moore
Fleming Parker Rutledge
Betsy Smith
Juilith
Sorley
Elizabeth Space
Tabb '^Thornton
Ann
oung

1960
Jane
MarthaAmlreus
Boyd

Hinds

Betsy Galling
Buechner
Ann
Honey

Carolyn Tynes (iowan
Sarah If ebb Lent
Ellen /T ilkerson Given
Dorothy ff ood Letts
Evelyn W oods Cox
Miriam ff'yse Linsky

Louise Jenkins Maybank
Katie Mendelson
Bev Schueman
Linda Sims Grady
Louise Winslett

1951

1961
Martha Holland
Heidi If ood Huddleslon

Barbara Lasier E<lgerley
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Sweet Briar College, Sweet Briar, Virginia

MARY

REYNOLDS

BABCOCK

FINE ARTS CENTER

After long and careful search, Dr. Leslie
Harris, a scholar in the field of South Asian
Studies, was appointed to establish a new
program and conduct courses at Sweet Briar
and two Lynchburg colleges.
Announcement
Dr. Studies
Harris's was
appointment as Director ofofAsian
made
jointly by the presidents of the three colleges.
Dr. Anne Gary Pannell of Sweet Briar, Dr.
William F. Quillian of Randolph-Macon
Woman's College, and Dr. Orville Wake of
Lynchburg College.
Dr. Harris is teaching an undergraduate
course at each college and he is conducting
a working seminar for a small number of
faculty members from the three colleges.
A brilliant inaugural lecture, called "And
the Morrow
Theirs,"
by
Dr.
Harris atisSweet
Briarwas
on delivered
October 13.
This lecture will be printed, probably in
February, and will be sent to members of
recent classes, to parents of present students,
and to all others who request a copy.
Dr. Harris is a Canadian, a graduate of
Memorial University of Newfoundland.
For the past two years he studied at the University of London's School of Oriental and
African Studies, specializing in South Asian
history. He received his Ph.D. degree there
in July. He has taught in several Canadian
high schools, alternating years of study for
his university degree with years of practical
experience, as is customary there.
First of its kind to be initiated in this
area, and one of a small number in this
country, this cooperative Asian Studies program reflects the colleges' recognition of the
increasing economic and political significance
of the Asian nations. Students have expressed great interest in studying their histories, cultures, and present-day de\elopment.
Supported by a $100,000 grant from the
Ford Foundation, the program is to cover
a three-year period which is planned to include studies of Japan, China, India, Pakistan, and other Asian nations.
When the plan was announced a year
ago, it was described by President Pannell
as "another landmark in the history of higher
education in the south." At that time the
three presidents pointed out that it oflfered
"a relatively rare opportunity for so extensive a program to be undertaken by small
colleges."

Gene Campbell
Mrs. Joseph A. Gilchrist, Jr.: Charles H. Babcock; President Pannell; Mrs. W.
G. Noble
Gilpin;
Perrin
Lowrey;
Dean
Pearl;
Loren Oliver; Wallace
Dace.

L. Lyons

Brown, speaking;

Cornerstone ceremonies and public announcement of the name of the
Mary Reynolds Babcock Fine Arts Center made Parents' Day 1960 an unusually memorable milestone at Sweet Briar.
The handsome cornerstone was set in
place to the left of the main entrance of
the new building, as mortar was applied
with the silver trowel which was given to
the Class of 1910 by the Student Government Association in 1907, and which was
last used at similar ceremonies for the William Bland Dew dormitory in 1956.
Tributes were paid to Mary Reynolds
Babcock, in whose memory the largest gift
to this building was made in 1954 by the
foundation which was established in her
name after her death in 1953.
It was this $375,000 gift, "from an anonymous Southern foundation," which spurred
the efforts of alumnae, parents, students,
faculty and staff, and friends of the college
to match that sum and to make this building, so long dreamed of and worked for, a
reality. Another gift of $18,000 was made
for this purpose by the foundation last year.
Ground was broken last November, as the
culmination of careful, intensive planning.
Construction is proceeding ahead of schedule, justifying hopes that the building will
be ready for occupancy next September.
Mrs. Babcock's generous interest in Sweet
Briar was earlier expressed by her gift in

1951, which provided for fluorescent lighting in the main reading room of the Mary
Helen Cochran Library, an improvement
which not only enhanced the appearance of
this handsome room but which has also
been a joy to all who use it.
Representing the Babcock family, of Winston-Salem, N. C, at the ceremonies was
Charles H. Babcock, who spoke in their
behalf. His two alumnae daughters — Katherine, '52, and Barbara, "56, — and another,
Betsy, were not able to attend. His son,
Charles, was present, however.
Dean Mary J. Pearl told what this building and its facilities will mean to the academic program.
Four facTilty members, representing the
departments which are to be housed in the
new building, described the facilities and
ho\\' they are to be used. The first was Wallace Dace, associate professor of English
and director of drama, who has given untold hours to the careful planning of each
detail of the theatre and its equipment.
His training in modern theatre construction
and technical aspects of stage machinery,
lighting, sound,
and other equipment, has
(Continued on Page 2, Col. 2)
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Two New Members
Named as Overseers
Two men whose daughters are now in
college have accepted membership on the
Board of Overseers tor six-year terms, it was
announced by President Pannell at the graduation exercises last June.
One of them, J. Wilson Newman,
chairman of the
board and chief executive officer of Dun
c\; Bradstreet, Inc.,
New York, delivered
t h e commencement
address that day,
when his elder
daughter, Clare, was
among the graduates.
A second daughter.
Bee, is a senior this
Mr. Newman, a
year.
graduate of Clemson
College, and of the New York UniversityLaw School, is a truste of that university. He
has been a member of the Parents Advisory
Board at Sweet Briar for several years. Before his recent appointment to the board
chairmanship, he had been president of Dun
& Bradstreet for eight years.
The first Texan to be elected to the Sweet
Briar board is Charles N. Prothro, of Wichita
Falls. His wife, the
former Elizabeth Perkins, attended Sweet
Briar, and their
daughter, Kathryn, is
now a senior. She

New

faculty members: (back row) Perrin Lowrey, visiting lecturer in English; Carl Stern, visiting lecturer in economics; John Tice, asst. prof, of philosophy; Leslie Harris, director of Asian studies; John
Phipps, instructor in physics; Robert Coon, asst. prof, of French. (third row) Miss Joanne Brownlee,
instructor in chemistry; Miss Helen Dow, visiting lecturer in art; Mrs. Lucille Whyburn, assoc, prof, of
mathematics; Miss Lesley Francis, asst. prof, of Spanish, (second row) Mrs. Mary Jane Linker, instructor in physics; Mrs. Dorothy Faulconer, instructor in education; Miss Mary Jane Wheeler, instructor in
religion; Mrs. Gertrude Jacoby, asst. in biology; Miss Patricia McCarty, instructor in physical education,
(front row) Miss Mary Rogers, instructor in history; Miss Ruth Firm, asst. prof, of art; Miss Bettie
Forte, asst. prof, of Greek
and Latin.

Cornerstone Ceremony
{Continued From Page 1)

been invaluable, as he has worked closely
for several years with the planning committee, the architects, and the technical advisers.
The music and art departments, which
are looking forward as eagerly as is the
drama group to occupancy of new quarters,
were represented by G. Noble Gilpin and
Loren Oliver, and Perrin Lowrey spoke
for housed
the writers'
be
there. workshop, which will also
An alumna, Mrs. Joseph A. Gilchrist,

A partner or president of several oil
and drilling companies, Mr. Prothro is on the
Parents Advisory Board at Sweet Briar. He
is a graduate of the University of Texas and
a member of its Development Board. He is
also a trustee of Southwestern University at
Georgetown, Texas, and is a member of the
executive committee of Southern Methodist

Jr. (Edna Lee, '26) who has served as the
resourceful and hard-working chairman of
the planning committee, spoke as one whose
long and interested association with this
building project began in her student days
at Sweet Briar. In reviewing the history of
this dream-coming-true, she told of the
efforts made by students to earn money
which they gave; she thanked them, and the
many alumnae and all others whose gifts
finally reached $931,595, and made it possible to break ground last November.
Prior to the Half-Century Campaign of
1956 and the generous gift from the Mary
Reynolds Babcock Foundation, the sum of
5100,764 had been raised for the auditorium.

University's board.
His interest in education is further indicated byhis service as vice-president of the
board of trustees of the Wichita Falls Independent School District. A director of the
City National Bank there, he also serves as
trustee chairman. First Methodist Church.

During the campaign, $50,831 was designated for it, and in 1957-58 additional gifts
totaled $55,000. As a result of the intensive
drive for its completion, starting in 1958,
the added sum of $350,000 was raised.
Student skits, similar to those impromptu
tributes which were a feature of the £;round-

'^he Qlass of 1964

North
West, and Far West; 1%
foreign countries
54% entered from public schools; 46'/c
from independent schools
12%. awarded scholarships; average award,
$1,115; range, $500 to $1,800
31 alumnae daughters
559 total enrollment, a new record.

is majoring in chemistry under the honors plan of study,
after spending her
junior year at St. Andrews University in
Scotland.

193 entered from 33 states. District of Columbia, Pakistan, and Chile
36 from Virginia; New Jersey 14; New
York 12; Ohio and Georgia, 10
54% from South East and South West;
45% from North East, Middle and

breaking, enlivened the proceedings before
Mrs. Gilchrist put into the cornerstone box
the various student and alumnae publications, programs, campaign souvenirs, and
miscellany which had been assembled.
President Pannell was the first to wield
the silver trowel, putting a dab of mortar
onto the stone. She was followed by a representative ofthe Board of Directors, Mrs.
W L. Lyons Brown (Sally Shallenberger,
'32), former chairman of the Development
Committee; Dean Mary J. Pearl, for the
faculty; Margaret Storey, president of the
Student Government Association; her father,
Frederick G. Storey, Atlanta, out-going
chairman of the Parents' Advisory Board;
Mrs. Gilchrist, for the planning committee
and the alumnae; and Mr. Babcock.

President Pannell's reception, at Sweet
Briar House, for parents, students, and other
members of the community, was the concluding event of the afternoon.

Detmold Goes to Mills College
After four years as Director of Development at Sweet Briar, John Hunter Detmold
has resigned that post to become vice president for development at Mills College, Oakland, Calif., effective November 1. He will
head the o\er-all public relations program.
Before joining the Sweet Briar staff in
1956, Mr. Detmold had been at Wells College for nine years as director of public
relations and administrative assistant to the
president. He had previously been on the
staff at Cornell University, where he was
graduated in 1943.
He came to Sweet Briar in the midst of
the Golden Anniversary Development program, and in the last four years he has
traveled widely for the college, meeting with
alumnae, parents, and others to raise funds
for Sweet Briar in a program which has met
with increasing success. He has many friends
who regret that he has left Sweet Briar.
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Science Enrollment
Increased This Year
Straws in the academic wind at Sweet
Briar this year indicate trends towards higher
enrollment in mathematics and science, as
revealed in reports from those areas.
A 34'^r increase in enrollment for all
classes in mathematics this semester is
coupled with a sharp increase in the number
of students majoring in that field. Eleven
seniors and 17 juniors are registered as
majors, as compared with eight last year.
The previous high was nine in 1930.
A new course was added three years ago
to take care of well-prepared freshmen who
were able, at its conclusion, to enter junior
level courses. Four out of the group that
started this accelerated course two years ago
are now majors, and nine out of the 13
enrolled last year are continuing in advanced
courses beyond the Group requirement. One
freshman was admitted to a sophomore
course this year, and 17 are enrolled in
the accelerated course.
In chemistry, four freshmen were advanced to the sophomore course in organic
chemistry. One received eight hours' credit
for a summer course taken under the National Science Foundation program; the others were advanced on the basis of entrance
records and CEEB achievement tests. At
present, two seniors and two juniors are
registered as majors.
Biology, which has three senior and four
junior majors, reports that one freshman,
who took the Advanced Standing test in
biology, is enrolled in a sophomore course,
comparative anatomy.
No freshmen were admitted to advanced
courses in physics, but that department reports that in the last four years the total
enrollment in courses offered has gone from
32 to 60, with four senior and two junior
majors this year.
Total enrollment in science courses — biology, chemistry, physics, mathematics, and
psychology — is 587 this year, or 38 more
than the size of the current student body.
Enrollments in elementary biology reached
the limit of accommodations in the laboratories six years ago, in physics three years
ago, and in chemistry this year. Ten freshmen had to choose another science or postpone chemistry.
Nineteen freshmen were exempted from
the freshman English course this year, on
the basis of their school records and Achievement Test scores. All are now enrolled in
advanced courses.
As the result of achievement tests given
in September, two freshmen are exempt
from the elementary course in art history,
three were exempted from American history;
10 passed the Health Education test and are
not required to take this course. Fourteen
took the achievement test in Social Studies
1-2, of whom three were exempted without
qualification from the course and two others,
whose tests results were good, were permitted to enter other courses in the Division
of Social Studies.
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John Parker to Head
Parents Advisory Board

Mull Ps^cliologv Cliair
Estar)lisnea Dg Bequests
A new endowed chair, the Helen K, Mull
Professorship of Psychology, is the most

A new chairman of the Parents Advisory
Board, John C. Parker, of Franklin, Va.,
was
elected
October
29. at the Parents' Day meeting,

recent
large gift
to strengthen
Sweet Briar's
instructional
resources,
it was announced
by
President Pannell at opening convocation.
Named for Professor Mull, who devoted
almost her entire teaching career to Sweei
Briar, where she taught psychology for more
than 30 years before her death in 1958,
the endowment for this chair was started
with a bequest of $33,000 from Miss Mull.
A more recent bequest of $75,000 from
her mother, Mrs. Thomas Mull, of Reading,
Pa., will be added to the earlier gift. Together, the two bequests have made it possible to establish this most appropriate memorial to a teacher who was known to so
many generations of Sweet Briar students.
Professor Elisabeth Moller, who was a colleague of Miss Mull in the psychology department for many years, has been named
as the first holder of this new professorship.

Mr. Parker is no stranger to Sweet Briar,
where he has served on the Parents Board
for a number of
years. H i s sister.
Miss Mary Virginia
Parker, is a Sweet
Briar graduate, as is
his wife, the former
Alice Dabney, and
daughter, Fleming, a
1959
is
nowgraduate,
Mrs. R.who
E.
Rutledge,
Another Jr.
daughter,
Betsy,more is
a sophothis year.
A graduate of Virginia Military Institute
and of the University of Virginia Law
School, Mr. Parker has practiced law in
Franklin for many years. He was general
counsel for Camp Manufacturing Co., Inc.,
for eight years before assuming his present
post in 1956 as general counsel. Camp Division of Union Bag-Camp Paper Corp., in
Franklin.

Another evidence of Miss Mull's generosity to Sweet Briar is her bequest of the
home, number 7 Faculty Row, which she
built some 20 years ago. The handsome
Georgian house and many of its furnishings
were left to the college, and it has recently
become the residence of Dean Mary J. Pearl.
Her former residence at 9 Elijah Road has
now become Lancaster House, where 12 students are living this year.
Miss Mull was a graduate of Vassar,

Widely known in legal as well as in
business and education circles, Mr. Parker
is a past president of the Virginia State Bar,
the Board of Visitors of V.M.I., and of the
University of Virginia Law School Alumni
Association.
Currently a director of the George C.
Marshall Research Foundation, the Stonewall
Jackson Memorial, Inc., Camp Foundation,
and others, he also serves on the board

who took her master's degree and her Ph.D.
at Radcliffe. Experimental psychology was
her field of special interest and she published many papers in various professional
journals, the results of experiments she
conducted with her students in the psychology laboratory at Sweet Briar.
Music was Miss Mull's other chief interest. She played the piano and sang in several
faculty singing groups. The music department and the college received a number of
special gifts from Miss Mull during her
years at Sweet Briar, made anonymously.

of St.heMargaret's
Va.,
and
has held aSchool,
numberTappahannock,
of offices in local
school and town government.
In his new office at Sweet Briar, Mr.
Parker succeeds Mr. Frederick G. Storey of
Atlanta, chairman for the last three years.

I.unard

Line

photo

Most of the 96 students from 44 American colleges and universities who are enrolled in the 1960-61
Junior Year in France sailed from New York on the R.M.S. Mauretania on Sept. I, for a year of study
under

the

program

which

has

been

administered

by

Sweet

Briar

since

1948.
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A fifth four-year scholarship is to be
awarded to a Sweet Briar student by the
Procter & Gamble Fund. The scholarship
will be awarded by the faculty Committee
on Scholarships to a student entering next
September.
Procter & Gamble Scholarships are held
by three students now in college: Anne Scott

!

Johnston, '62, Raleigh, N. C; Rachel McHugh, '63, Brecksville, O.; and Adrienne
Ash, '64, Dayton, O. Rebekah Brown Lee,
'60, Richmond, held the first of these awards,
which are designated for "a liberal arts
student who desires to major in a field other
than science."
In addition to providing full tuition, fees,
and books and supplies, the Procter & Gamble Scholarship carries an unrestricted annual
grant of S600 to the college, to help meet
instructional costs.

STUDENT

HONORS

Mansoii Alininue SchuLtiihip: Judith Greer, '60.
Emilie M'liUs McVe.i SchoLirs: (ranking member
in each class) Jeanne Bounds, '60; Susan Rusmisel, '61; Virginia Lee Joachim, '62.
Junior Honors: Douglas Dockery, Elizabeth Pearson, Ann Percy, Nancy Powell. Susan Rusmisel,
Letitia Sanders, Bettye Thomas, Louisa Turner,
Adele Vogel.
Dean's List, first semester. Seniors: Jeanne
Bounds, Suzanne Gouyer, Judith Greer, Chloe
Landsdale.
Juniors: Martha Baum*, Kathryn Dienst, Ann
Dillabough*' Douglas Dockery, Anne Dunlap,
Anne Carter Lee*. Elizabeth Pearson, Ann
Perci', Nancy Powell, Susan Rusmisel, Letitia
Sanders, Mary Sturgeon, Bettye Thomas*, Louisa
Turner, Adele Vogel.
*junior year abroad
Sophomores:
Katherine
VirginiaKeitt
Joachim, Laurinda
King, 'Haskell.
Anne Leavell.
Matheson, Jean Meyer, Lark Schulze, Sue Wakeman, Barbara Yocom, Sallie Yon.
Tau Phi Seniors: Shahnaz Anwar Ali, Laura Conway, Nancy Hall, Penelope Harrison, Dorothy
Haskell, Marion Moltz, Kathryn Prothro, Margaret and Winifred Storey; Juniors: Laura
Connerat. Judith Hartwell, Anne Scott Johnston, Anne Parker, Susan Rusmisel, Adele Vogel.

NEWSLETTER

Sweet Briar's campus buzzed with political talk on Founders' Day, October 19,
which featured a discussion of "The Issues
of the I960 Presidential Campaign."
The West Dell provided the beautiful setting for the morning program, in which
Senator Thruston Morton of Kentucky, chair
man of the Republican National Committee,
shared the platform with Governor Howard
Edmondson of Oklahoma, who represented
the Democrats.
Student partisans paraded around campus
with banners and songs at noon. In the
afternoon they heard Rep. Burr P. Harrison
of Virginia's 7th District, criticise the farm
programs of both candidates. He was followed bya panel of distinguished professors
from the University of Virginia. Moderator
for the panel was Rowland Egger, chairman
of the Woodrow Wilson Department of
Foreign Affairs, and his colleagues included:
Quincy Wright, professor of foreign affairs,
speaking on Foreign Policy; George W.

Gene

President

Pannell, Governor
Senator
Morton

phtitoi

Spicer, professor of political science, who
discussed Civil Rights; and Hardy C. Dillard, professor of law, whose topic was National Security and Foreign Policy.
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Briar Patches
The mother of the First-Lady-to-Be
is a Sweet Briar alumna, Mrs. Hugh

uuee

Auchincloss (Janet Lee, '29j of McLean, Virginia. Turn to page 28 for
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by Leslie Harris, Director of Asian Studies
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a picture of her taken with her daughter. Mrs. John Kennedy.

The "Beneficent Blaze" by Marian
Brown Zaiser, '38, has been published
by The Pageant Press of New York.
We welcome "Brownie" to our growing list of alumnae authors and congratulate her for the fine story of her
grandfather. Major Lew B. Brown.
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12 THAT SEVENTH YEAR REFRESHER
by Douglas Hinkle, Assistant Professor of Spanish
16
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by Jane Belcher, Professor of Biology
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Mary Lee Settle, '40, has a new
book "Know Nothing" published by
the Viking Press which has received
excellent reviews.
Other books by this gifted alumna

20
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22
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include "The Love Eaters," "Kiss
of Kin" and "0 Beulah Land."
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the contemporaries of Emily Coxe

Elizabeth Bond Wood. '34
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Winburn, '55, will find the "Mother
of the Maid" written by her mother,
Emily Badhani Coxe and Frances
Warfield, delightfully amusing.
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First Family
of the
Parents Board
Daily Advance

Alice Dabney Parker, '32, Mr. Parker, and Betsy, class of '63 at Sweet
ririar. stride happily along together as they greet friends on Parents Day.

JOHN

C. PARKER,

a lawyer from Franklin, Virginia, who is the new

chairman of tlie Parents Advisory Board, has, as he admits, "superb
qualifications for the job." His sister, Mary Virginia Parker, '11, his wife,
Alice Dabney Parker, '32, and his daughter, Fleming Parker Rutlcdge, '59,
are all Sweet Briar graduates, and his daughter Betsy is now a member of
the class of '63. In addition, he says his brother's wife, his brother-inlaw's wife, and his son-in-law's mother are also Sweet Briar products.
"I guess all that hooks me lor fair. If you arc looking for memories of the place; if you are looking for apron strings to which a
man might l)e tied, with Sweet Briar written on them, I've got 'em
by the dozen.
And I am glad and proud of it."
With sucii close ties to Sweet Briar, Mr. Parker is deeply concerned with its
future.

Concluding his remarks at tlie Parent's Day meeting, he said:
"I wish for Sweet Briar tlie limitless learning tliat comes with adventure and experimentation. But I wish most of all, for her students
and graduates, the only strength tliat really serves and survives —
the strength of integrity and dependability, of courage and character."

Dean Mary Pearl is consulting with Margaret
and Winifred
the dean has with these student leaders.
They also confer

during
one
of
often
with Dean

the
de

weekly
Coligny

conferences
and Dean

which
Jester.

THE STOREY'S STORY
Photographs

by Gene Campbell

In an article in the Siveet Briar News, she described
the nature of this challenge to the individual in her

This year the two top student offices at Sweet Briar
are held by twin sisters, Margaret Storey, President of
Student Government, and Winifred Storey, head of
the Judicial Board. Both have been outstanding for
the past three years: Margaret was president of her
freshman and junior classes; Winifred was president of
her house and a member of the May Court. Both have
also been good students: Margaret received freshman

roles as student, citizen, and person. "It has been said
that the American student ... is characterized by a
lack of meaningful commitment to any but immediate
values and concerns. He is rarely a diligent academician
and shows little awareness of national, international,
and social issues. More often he concerns himself in

and junior honors and has been on the Dean's list for
two years.

his college years with acquiring, in the easiest possible
way, certain immediate vocational skills and with estab-

In addition, their father. Frederick G. Storey of
Atlanta, has been president of the Parents Advisory
Board for the past two yeais.

lishing 'social contacts.' "
Often his attitude results from his failure to see much

As school opened in September, Margaret, on behalf
of the Executive Board, presented a challenge to the
student body: "a challenge to get the most out of
classes, ... to accept responsibility, ... to think positively, to criticize constructively." It was a challenge
to be "aware of local, national, and international affairs,
aware of problems which confront all people."

connection between "the world of the classroom and
the world of political, economic, and social problems."
The challenge for the student, then, is to make connections between these two worlds and to create a new
and favorable image of the American student.
What Sweet Briar is doing to help the student meet
this challenge in the political area is described in the
article on page 4.
Alumnae
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Lf Iters from home I except those from Winifred's fiance)
are exchanged by the twins as they meet Ijetween classes.

One of the pleasant

duties

of the twins

is receiving

with

President

Like all
interested

Sweet
Briar students, the Storeys are keenly
in the plans for the new Fine Arts Center.

Pannell

on

"state

occasions"

at

Sweet

Briar

House.

X he American college student has been called politically
irresponsible. Is this true? Recent experience at Sweet Briar
would suggest the opposite — that here students are being
educated for intelligent political participation. An account of
a politically oriented fall at Sweet Briar is given on the following
pages. Here Mrs. Pannell greets Senator Thruston B. Morton
and Governor James H. Edmondson, principal
speakers at a symposium which focused on the major
issues of the Presidential Campaign.
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The Challenge —

Politics at Sweet Briar
T¥7"HEN

INDIANA

WILLIAMS

envisioned a school

" for educating young wt'men "lo be useful members
of society," she could not have beeji thinking of woman's role in politics. Women did not yet have the vote.
Rut today's Sweet Briar student is more and more aware
of her future political role in society, eidier as an intelligent voter or as a direct participant or office holder.
This fall the heightened political interest that goes
with an election year was echoed on the Sweet Briar
campus. Much of the activity — parades, rallies, debates, a campus poll — was initiated by the students
themselves. It was the students who, without faculty
prompting, organized themselves according to party.
F"irst, the small but vocal Democratic group organized
as Students for Kennedy-Johnson, and this move was
quickly followed by the organization of a College Youth
for Nixon-Lodge Club, representing the large Republican majority within the student body. The NixonLodge group undertook to poll the entire student population on political affiliation ; and the Sweet Briar News
staff sponsored a faculty-student mock presidential election.
Both professors of government, Milan Hapala and
Thomas V. Gilpatrick, agree that student political awareness lias increased in the past four years. They attribute a good part of this increase to the presence of new
candidates on the political scene and to the enthusiasm
generated by the national television debates. But much
of the heightened student interest must be credited to
the Department of Government itself, which has deThe editors are indebted to Martha von Briesen for her
account of Election Day activities, which we have incorporated into this article.
December, 1960

veloped an interesting and imaginative program leading
the student beyond the classroom experience to a direct
participation in real or simulated political situations.
/^NE NOTABLE INNOVATION this year was the
^^ participation of ninety-five students as volunteer
poll-watchers in fourteen of Lynchburg's sixteen precincts, and in the six largest precincts in Amherst County.
For these students Election Day was an adventure in
practical politics.
Reports of their experiences enlivened their class
meetings the next day, as tliey recounted some of the
funny and unusual incidents they had witnessed. They
told of the ballot which was retrieved from a pot-bellied
stove, where it had been dropped by mistake by an absent-minded woman voter and of voters who marked
ballots on store counters, instead of stepping into the
voting booths.
Operated entirely on a volunteer basis, the project
was begun by Mr. Gilpatrick, who started with a nucleus
of forty-five students among the fifty-five enrolled in
his two government classes. Their ranks were swelled
by volunteers from campus Democratic and Republican
organizations, providing for at least two representatives
from each party at each polling place. There were four
at the largest precinct in Lynchburg, three in others.
Authorization for this venture was obtained in advance by Mr. Gilpatrick from city and county chairmen
for the two parties. The students were armed with a
signed copy of this authorization, togetlier with a copy
of Paragraph 24-260 of the Virginia Election Law,
which provides tliat representatives of the parties may be
present as observers for the vote-counting if they request such permission.

1Y/|"0ST of tlie students went to the polling places in mid
or late afternoon Tuesday. They passed out sample
ballots to the voters, and then remained to observe the
counts. Some returned to campus before 9 p. m., but
others didn't get back from Lynchburg until almost
midnight.
Eyed with suspicion, and challenged by officials in
some precincts, a few students were admitted grudgingly
and were told to keep quiet and take places in the background. A short time later, however, the chilly atmosphere warmed up and before long friendly relations were
established.
Others were welcomed, in places where party workers
were scarce. In one or two Amherst County precincts,
they were the oidy Republican representatives present.
Because of the size of the vote, and the shortage of party
workers, several Sweet Briar students were quickly transformed from poll-watchers into vote-counters.
There were no reports of fights or of qualified voters
being turned away from the polls, although certain
irregularities were reported, such as the election judge
who threw out a write-in vote for Barry Goldwater on the
ground that it wouldn't count anyway. Another judge
wanted to telephone the voter who sent in an absentee
ballot envelope with no ballot enclosed, to get his vote.
In still another precinct, the ballot count failed to equal
the number of voters tallied, but the final result was not

achieved until after the poll-watchers went home. The
accuracy of the count in this precinct was dubious, to
say the least, according to students who witnessed the
inability of the election judge to perform his task and
the clerk who went home in disgust before the count was
completed.
Rated A-plus by the students, this experiment in practical politics was highly successful as an educational
adjunct to their studies in American politics.
"DlIT THE HIGHLIGHT of this polilicaliy oriented fall
■^^ at Sweet Briar was the Founder's Day Political
Symposium, which began with a debate between Senator
Thrustoii B. Morton, Chairman of the Republican National Committee, and Governor James H. Edmondson
of Oklahoma, the country's youngest governor and
ocrat. The appearance of these two political
only three weeks before Election Day was quite
ute to Sweet Briar and a memorable experience

a Demleaders
a tribfor the

entire college community — students, faculty, administration, and alumnae on campus for the Council meetings.
Stenator Morion spoke first, forcefully and with considerable humor, emphasizing the importance of foreign
affairs as a campaign issue and the need for greater
local control over domestic problems. Governor Edmondson, though less well known to the audience, also
proved to be an excellent speaker, and he vigorously
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iA^jjQyi
countered Senator Morton's views, stressing particularly
the advantage of having a Democratic President to cooperate with tlie Democratic Congress.
Tl/fANY OBSERVERS felt that in the question period
■'■'-*• following the debate the students did themselves
and Sweet Briar proud by exhibiting a high level of interest in the campaign and its issues. Some of the questions were: Wliat was Lhe real significance of the attack
on Vice-President Nixon in Venezuela? To what extent
was the rise of Castro the fault of tlie State Department?
To what extent are the Democrats responsible for keeping the fire burning under the religious issue in the campaign?
The second part of the Symposium was devoted to
the discussion of specific campaign issues. The afternoon session was opened by Roger Tubbv. Chairman of
Press Relations for the Democratic National Committee
(and father of Jean Tubby, '631. wh<i introduced Representative Burr Harrison of the Sevciith Congressional
District of Virginia. Mr. Harrison discussed the relative merits of the Democratic and Republican farm programs, concluding that neither of ihem offered a workable or even intelligent solution to the problems of the
farmer.
over

The remainder of the afternoon session was given
to a panel discussion of major issues by three
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members of the University of Virginia faculty: Quincy
Wright, Professor of International Law, speaking on
foreign policy; George Washington Spicer, Professor of
Political Science, on civil rights; and Hardy C. Dillard.
Professor of Law, on national security and foreign
policy.
T>E ACTIONS TO THE ENTIRE DAY'S PROGRAM
-*-*■ were generally favorable. Margaret Storey ('61)
voiced a typical student comment: "The morning session
was excellent. The afternoon session was pretty onesided. Ithought it would hcve been better to have a
bipartisan panel, with a more vigorous exchange of
ideas instead of universal agreement on one candidate."
The alumnae reaction paralleled that of the students.
Said Margaret E. While Van Buren, '47: "It was a
well-dop.e job of presentation. Senator Morton and Governor Edmondson were perfect choices of opposites. The
afternoon session was interesting, too. tliough it did not
lead io full discussion because the panel was obviously
not bipartisan." JuMk Sadler de Coligny. '34, suinmed
uj) both student and faculty reaction. "The whole day,"
she spid. "was stimulating, unusual, unique, a real opportunity tobecome better ii^formed. The morning session was obviously better balanced than tlic afternoon,
but I have the greatest respect for the quality of the
minds in the afternoon panel."

Our long-awaited program in Asian Studies got under way
this fall under the direction of Dr. Leslie Harris, a Canadian
scholar in the field of South Asian history. Three
colleges, Siveet Briar, Rarulolph-Macon Woman s College, and
Lynchburg College, are jointly participating in tlie
three-year program, tvhich is supported by a $100,000 grant from
the Ford Foundation.
Dr. Harris inaugurated the program
at Sweet Briar on October 13, with an address which appears here
in an abridged form.

And the Morrow Is Theirs
"Those who walk on the path of pride
crushing the lowly life under their tread,
covering the tender green of the earth
with their footprints in blood;
Let them rejoice, and thank thee, Lord,
for the day is theirs.
But I am thankful that my lot lies with the humble
who suffer and bear the burden of power,
and hide their faces
and stifle their sobs in the dark.
For every throb of their pain has pulsed
in the secret depths of thy night,
and every insult has been gathered
into thy great silence.
And the morrow is theirs."
— Rabindranath

Tagore

JUST A FEW short decades ago, a thanksgiving such
as this one written by an Indian Nobel Prize-winning
poet, would have been classified as purely mystical, for
then people still spoke of the changeless East; and Matthew Arnold, in the closing years of the nineteenth
century, could write of the placid and philosophical
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Asian who "let the legions thunder past, and plunged in
thought again." But the "chemgeless East" did change,
and a mere half century later an American statesman.
Dean Acheson, declared:
"Resignation is no longer the typical emotion of
Asia. It has given way to hope, to a sense of effort, and
in many cases to a real sense of anger."
In fact, the years separating Arnold and Acheson
witnessed the beginnings of a social and political revolution, colossal in scope, world-shaking in its potentialities.
You may suggest that these adjectives might better
be employed by the writer of advertising copy than by
one who purports to be a serious student. But how else
may one describe a movement involving half the human
race — more than a billion human beings, drunk with the
heady wine of nationalism, ardent in their anti-imperialism, impatient of systems and institutions which seemed
incapable of making available even the bare essentials
of life to the hungry, disease-ridden, illiterate millions?
This Asian revolution was in large part the result
of the impact of Western ideas and Western imperialism.
New concepts of the theory and practice of business
disrupted the Asian village economy which had been more
Alumnae
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or less self-sufficient, albeit at the subsistence level.
Moreover, though reports of Western capitalistic exploitation of natural resources were often exaggerated,
they were substantial enough to provide a motive for
nationalism and a focal point for agitation. Again, the
introduction of Western education led to the growth of a
small but vocal group, who had read of the French and
American revolutions, who knew the works of Paine and
Rousseau and Mill, who thrilled to the exploits of
Garibaldi and Kossuth, and who were fired with the
nationalistic ardor that inspired the works of Mazzini.
What, then, did Asians want? They desired to be
masters in their own houses; they desired acceptance
by the West on a basis of social equality: they desired
an increase of material prosperity; they desired international recognition and security; they desired that
the morrow should be theirs.

Campbell photo

tration might have served as a model for colonial government everywhere.
In India, Burma, and Ceylon the British Imperial
government recognized that nationalism and dreams of
independence existed, but the Britisii were obsessed with
the concept of "freedom slowly broadening down, from
precedent to precedent." The Dutch and French, despite
the obvious fact that nationalism was slowly forging
ahead in Indonesia and Indo-China, acted as if paternalistic government were a divinely ordained institution
that would go on forever. Meanwhile, forces of nationalism and social revolution in China kept pace with
similar forces elsewhere in Asia, though here imperialism exercised its control in an indirect fashion, and

fyHE MOVEMENT towards achievement of these goals
•*■ was not confined to any specific locality but was
manifest throughout the East. In tlie Philippines, agita-

the movement was not altogether a revolt against Western
domination, but was directed in part against the blunderingly inefficient Chinese government, and was inspired
to greater urgency by the threat of Japanese expansion.
The years following the First World War saw new
and significant developments. In many cases the mantle
of leadership passed from the moderates, who had held

tion against Spanish rule began in the 1890's and demands for independence increased in the twentieth
century, though the mild, paternalistic American adminis-

to the principles of nineteenth-century Liberalism, to
younger and less patient men whose socio-economic
theories pointed to socialistic, if not communistic, goals.
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The Second World War increased
the tempo of nationalism. The wide
publicity given to the Atlantic Charter in 1941, the many declarations by
British ajid American statesmen

is therefore apparent that India and
Pakistan together form the logical
cornerstone on which to build a
stable and prosperous Asia, and it
is for this reason I am glad that

which seemed to imply a post-war
intention of voluntary liquidation of
colonial empires, led Asians to the
conclusion that there could be no

the program of Asian studies here
being inaugurated is beginning with
an assessment of the civilization of
South Asia.

return to the status quo
In any event, the years
following the end of the
multiplication of newly
slates throughout South
East Asia.

Indeed the political and economic
future of South Asia is of crucial im-

ante bellum.
immediately
war saw the
independent
and South-

Though the prcvailiig and predominant idea among nationalists
had been that independence would be
the panacea to cure all ills — economic
and social, as well as political — attainment of the goal did not, nor
could not, solve the deep-seated
problems which confronted the new
nations. These problems were, in
part at least, tlie result of customs,
traditions, and institutions firmly
embedded in the culture patterns of
the nations and states concerned. But
when the vision of a new heaven and
a new earlh failed to materialize, bewilderment was followed by resentment and the burden of responsibility for failure was laid at the door
of borrowed Western political and
economic philosophies.
TN

THIS context the two new nations which had beeii formed
from the South Asian subcontinent

became increasingly significant. For
to India and Pakistan the British
had bequeathed the ideal of liberal,
democratic rule and a stable administrative system. And despite the
many sericus problems which confror.ted the new nations in the first
years of their independent existence
end which, indeed, have continued to
plague them, they have demonstrated
a remarkable stability and unity, unlike many of their neighbors who, in
the midst of political flux, found
their social revolutions increasingly
tied to communistic imperialism.
It
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portance to us, particularly because
of the attempt there being made to
raise the standard of living by planned but democratic means, with help
from both the West and the East.
This experiment is being closely
watched in Asia as an aliernative to
the communist method which is being implemented ruthlessly in China.
What is at stake is the decision of
other Asians to adopt development
methods that respect the dignity of
the individual, or methods which impose "total bondage." The Communists never cease to impress upon
the underdeveloped nations the fact
that their methods, which concentrate
on heavy industry to the neglect of
consumer welfare, is the surest and
quickest way to success. They point
to Russia for confirmation of their
contention, and to the Chinese who
seem bent to surpass the Soviet Union
in speed of growth. At the present
time South Asians are quite aware of
the tremendous costs in human life

world: in population second only to
mainland China; rich in natural resources, occupying a position of
undoubted strategical significance,
whether from tlie point of view of
world trade or world war: whose
people have through thousands of
years demonstrated tlicir great intellectual capacities; and possessed of a
culture, the peculiar genius of which
has been that while maintaining its
continuity, it has performed spectacular feats of synthesis, receiving,
adapting, and absorbing elements of
many cultures — Indo-European,
Greek, and Roman, Mesopotamian
and Iranian, Scythian, Persian, and
Arabic — which now bids fair to
assimilate the culture of the West. . . .

"OUT DESPITE the potential of
^-^ greatness, the fact remains that
the countries of South and SouthEast Asia are still engaged in a great
social and political revolution which
is of such vital significance to them
that their view of world events must
necessarily differ from ours. Their
struggle against poverty, disease, and
illiteracy is far more real and important to them than is the struggle
between international communism
and democracy. They fear communism when it is politically agsressive,
p.nd as Nehru has said, they will resist it when it "comes not only as
an economic doctrine but rather as

a id dignity of the Chinese experiment, but if Red China's progress
should far surpass that of India,
and if in time the rigor of Chinese
methods is relaxed, the original hardships may be forgotten and the tale
of success remembered, and recounted with advantage.
But it is not only as a counterpoise to the Communists' boast of
superiority of method, nor as a demonstration to Asian peoples of democracy in action, that South Asia is
important. This importance lies as
well in the great potential that is concomitant with a country in area
ranking
among
the giants of the

an extension of Imperialism."
But they do not fear the social and
economic doctrines as we do. In
fact, they feel that many of those
doctrines and ideas may be of assistance to them in acliieving the
good life which they so ardently desire. Freedom, human worth and
dignity, the secret ballot, are words
and symbols which among us have
acquired an aura of sacredness; to a
starving man they are fine words that
do nothing to alleviate his hunger.
This point of view we of the West
find difficult to understand. To most
of us the issues are quite clear.

The
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world is divided into two ideological
camps and you must staul on one
side or the other. There is no middle path. You stand either for freeilom or slavery, for democracy or
communism. You must be an ally of
the I'nited States or of the Soviet
Union, and we ask directly, "Whose
side are you on?" An answer that
involves hesitation, reservation, or
equivocation is regarded as tantamount to a vote for the enemy.
On the other hand, many Asians
charge that Americans arc not concerned with their social or economic
progress and are concerned only with
using them as a foil to Russian
pretensions. They suggest that
the amount of financial aid available to any country bears no
relation to the real social and economic need but is contingent upon
the recipient's willingness to enter
into an alliance against Russia and
to spend a large part of the aid in
increasing its military establishment.
Moreover, they charge, our protestations of adherence to the democratic
ideal do not prevent us from supporting dictatorial regimes abroad
when it is in the interest of power
politics to do so.
One other factor that should not
be ignored in any assessment of our
relations with Asia is our alleged
race consciousness. As long as there
is a trace of color discrimination in
this countiy, for so long will we be
regarded by Asians with a measure
of suspicion. For though this issue
is regarded by many Americans as
being purely domestic in character,
it is an issue that does have international implictaions, and in this
area Russia is regarded by Asiai's
as having a distinct advantage over
us. If we want a direct answer to
the question, "Wliose side are you
on?" Asians want an equally direct answer to an equally pertinent
question : "Are we not as good as
other people?"
We may be tempted to say that
December, 1960

Asians obviously have a twisted view
of our position in the world, of our
attitudes, and our aspirations — in
effect, that we are misunderstood. So
we may be, but let us not forget that
the misunderstanding is mutual.
Good relations, whether between persons, or peoples, or slates, can only
be founded on knowledge and respect. Pity and charity are fine concepts, but they are too easily tainted
with paternalism and patronage and
condescension, which, in the final
analysis, produce only contempt o:i
the one side, resentment on the other.
The American world experience of
the past decade is an apt demonstration of this point. . . .

WHEN AT the end of the
World War, the United
emerged as the acknowledged
of the Western world and

Second
States
leader
as the

most powerful nation that the world
had ever seen, it found Asia and
Asians in the forefront of its interest. But knowledge of the areas concerned was, to use the words of Donald McKay, "pitifully restricted."
India was, to many Americans, a
land of romance and squalor inexIricaily mixed — of bejewelled maharajas receiving their weight in
precious jewels as annual birthday
presents from their starving subjects;
of weird and debased religions which
encouraged cow worship and insisted
on widows being burnt alive on their
husbands' funeral pyres; of thugs
who practiced ritual strangulation in
the eerie glow of the burning ghats;
of naked ascetics stretched on their
beds of nails; a land of jungles, and
tigers, and snakes, and snake charmers, of disease, and depravity, and
superstition ; in fact, an unreal and
shoddy land. This concept was encouraged bywriters in popular magazines and journalists seeking sensation, as well as by some who posed
as serious writers.
Thus the picture of Asia that was
formed in the American mind, while

it might lead to feelings of loathing,
or ridicule, or pity, or charity, or
even wonder, did notliing to promote
real understanding, an understanding
ihat is the logical sequel to real
knowledge — knowledge of Asians
as genuine human beings with the
same hopes and aspirations as us,
people who are inheritors of ancient
and proud traditions and cultures,
people who still have much to contribute to a world culture, which will
undoubtedly emerge provided a
modus Vivendi can be established between democracy and communism.
Lack of knowledge is, of course, a
two-edged sword, and the typical
South Asian was, before the war at
any rate, in rather a worse position
than his American counterpart regarding sources of information about
this country. Indian scholarship in
the fields of American study was
practically nonexistent, and Indian
students who came to this country
usually came to acquire technical
skills and interpreted America in the
light of their personal experiences.
The Americans with whom Indians
were most familiar were missionaries,
and those were often illiberal, ignorant of Indian religions and, perhaps,
of the deeper significance of their
own, and contemptuous of Asian
civilization. There were, of course,
many

honorable exceptions, chief

among whom were those whose primary interests were medical and educational.
Official American relations with
the subcontinent were not developed
in the prewar years, for India's foreign affairs were handled by the
British Foreign Office. In fact, the
only official American policy with
which Asians were familiar was the
immigration policy which excluded
them from this country, humiliated
them and apeared to them as a direct
manifestation of color prejudice.
The result has been an Indian image
of America as unreal as that of India
(Continued on Page 25)
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Richard Rowland

Jane Belcher

Carol

"

Rice

They worked . . .

Lawrence

Nelson

they studied . . .

Ten faculty members go on leave for that

SEVENTH YEAR
' I ■'EACHERS
are, robes
it seems,
different
under
their academic
and not
theirvery
academic
demeanor

There is, unfortunately, a fiendishly persistent belief
among laymen that a professor spends every seventh year

from most other human beings.
above a little complaining.

on somebody else's money in a hammock suspended
between gently waving palm trees, doing absolutely
nothing.

That is, they are not

Like other people, they complain about the weather
and mothers-in-law and long hours and parking tickets
and muddy handwriting and muddled thinking. They
complain about their profession, too, because even for
teachers there is an occasional patch of very green grass
on the otlier side of the fence. So they complain about
committees, and dull students, and careless test papers.
But there are two things which invariably bring
beatific smiles and nostalgic tears to the eyes of even
the bitterest of professors:
(1) A

really serious student;

and

(2) Sabbatical leaves.
The sabbatical leave is the Big Oasis. Your Dedicated Teacher crawls toward it over the burning sands of
academic mediocrity and administrative drudgery, hoping to make it before he accidentally walks out in front
of a Mack truck or before he blows his brains out over
a series of bone-headed answers. The sabbatical leave
is the escape valve, the big release, the mental cathartic
which every professor needs desperately now and then —
say about every seven years.
12

This is (alas!) a somewhat idealized vision of what
actually happens. True, the professor gets the rest he
needs to carry on the work of Educating the Nation's
Youth. He returns with a spring in his step, a twinkle
in his eye, and a mass of new ideas in his brain. But
does he get this way by taking a year-long siesta?

■pERPHAPS IT WOULD BE PROFITABLE at this
■■- point to take a glance at how some of the Sweet
Briar faculty spent their sabbaticals last year. We may
come up with a clearer idea of what a sabbatical leave
really means.
Take Laura Buckham. for example, who covered the
best part of the United States and Europe, plus a good
deal of Africa, studying language laboratory techniques
and equipment. Or James Rawley, who gathered enough
material on American history for a whole series of
articles on the Civil War. Or Dr. Carol Rice, the College physician, who did refresher work in internal medicine and related fields at the University of Wisconsin.
Or Lawrence Nelson, who is even now writing a volume
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Esther

Gerhard Masur

Leffler

they traveled . . .

REFRESHER
on Shakespeare as a result of his year's study at Cambridge. Fact is, not one of the ten people on sabbatical
last year wandered off to the lush atolls, or anywhere near
them.
A goodly percentage of our teachers-on-Ieave headed
for foreign ports. England drew the largest number
(Nelson, Leffler, Rawley), but France, Italy, Turkey,
Germany, Greece, and Africa played Lorelei to some
of the others. There were even those (Rowland, Beard,
Rice)

who "stood at home" in the L'.S.A.

But wherever they went, they plunged into an activity no less intense than llieir customary hustle-andbustlc around the College.
Gertrude Malz, Professor of Classics, started her sabbatical bytaking a Greek freighter to Pircus with ports
of call at Algiers, Genoa, Malta, and Tripoli ("excessively hot, excessively sandy, and very redolent of the
desert"!. With her base of operations in Greece, she
traveled to tin; islands of Crete and Rhodes, and to
Asia Minor, working up fresh material in classical mythology for her Sweet Briar courses. The Spell of Rome
(that is, the presence of several top-flight papyrologists)
lured her for a couple of months, during which she
got in some solid licks at her own pet subject of Greek
papyrology.
December, 1960
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James Rawle;

Richard Rowland, Associate Professor of English,
spent a year at Harvard on a fellowship in East Asian
Studies. One of nine such fellows, he was given freedom to audit courses of his choice in the field of Asian
Studies. His family (wife and four youngst8rs) explored the world of Louisa May Alcott while he buried
himself in the history, art. and literature of China and
Japan. Most of the members of his seminar were political scientists, so that his own specialty in literature enabled him to make an unusual contribution. One of
the other members of the seminar was Janet McDonald,
r, former membsr of the Sweet Briar faculty, who was
largely interested in oriental library resources.
In spite of his heavy academic schedule (selfimposed), he was able to spend a goodly amount of time
in the museums in Boston, where there are many excellent oriental collections, and to attend a series of lectures by George Kenna:i on foreign policy and another
by Archibald MacLcish.
For those who were present at this year's Convocation, the delights of Lawrence Nelson's sabbatical are
no secret. In a beautifully prepared address, Dr. Nelson, who is a Professor of English and Chairman of the
Department, communicated
thusiasm.

his experiences with en-

One of the chief reasons Dr. Nelson decided to spend
his year at Cambridge University is that it is the university of Spenser and Milton. Wliilc there he went
three times to Stratford-on-Avon; he was, in fact, present
for the birthday celebration on April 2.3, at which there

sociate Professor of Chemistry. Miss LefHcr spent her
year at Cambridge studying theoretical chemistry and
attending lectures in order to examine teaching materials and techniques employed in university-level
courses in England.
"It is interesting." she said, "to sec the differences
between the American and British systems. The student
there is much more on his own. He is expected to study
during vacatio.is. The whole aim of his year's work is
to pass three final examinations. The student starts
specializing earlier than in the United States and has to
work independently. Miss Leffler also had a good word
for the British system of stale grants, which results in a
considerable mixture of backgrounds in the student body.
"But this rose has its thorns, too," she said. "That
is, unless a student shows a lot of fire to begin with,
he may be out of luck. Thai prevents a good many 'late
bloomers' from really developing."
JANE BELCHER, Professor of Biology, took off for
Africa to study the sex life of the saltatory batrachians
with the gravelly voices (frogs). She left Sweet Briar
on January 1, 1960, and went directly to the capital of
Nigeria. From then on until July she was at University College, Ibadan. Though she was doing research
only, she was considered part of the slaff of the University.

■^*- tried to see as many plays as possible. He saw be-

It was not necessary, she said, to go into the "tall
bush" to search for frogs. Directly behind the zoology
department was a zoo, each cage of which was protected
against driver anls by a moat. During the night her
frogs and toads would tumble into the moat, and all
she had to do was collect them in the morning.
Dr. Belcher found that, contrary to expectations, the
tropical frogs bred at the end of the dry season and not
during the rainy season. Their early development was

tween fifteen and twenty of them at Stratford, at the "Old
Vic" in London, in the Cambridge colleges, in Norwich, in
York, and even in the courtyard of the Old George

so rapid, she discovered, that in a twenty-four-hour
period they developed as much as ours in Sweet Briar
Lake do in two weeks.

were representatives from ninety-two nations. The celebration, he said, "was extremely picturesque and attended
by immense crowds."
ASA

STUDENT

of Shakespearean drama. Dr. Nelson

Inn (Midsummer Night's Dream). During the spring
vacation he traveled over southern England, stopping
at Bournemouth and in a number of small villages. Under a British consular arrangement, he went to York
to see a number of medieval mystery plays.
The purpose of his visit was that of working on a
book designed to explain the place and meaning of
Shakespeare in the English Renaissance, seeking to establish a unity between the man and the period. He feels
that his year v/as profitable in that he came closer to
understanding the English people, their poetry, and their
feeling about Milton and Shakespeare i.i spite of the
statement by an English scholar that "no American can
understand Shakespeare."
Another visitor to England was Esther Leffler, As1.4

She was able to lake a trip of one week to Ghana
through Dahomey and Togo, where she visited the capitals of each region. While there she noted some gradual
erosion of tribal barriers.
Dr. Belcher plans to publish some studies based on
her work in Nigeria.
Gerhard Masur, Professor of History and author,
spent several months in Germany on a Fulbright grant,
lecturing at tlic Free University of Berlin. He gave a
course in European culture before World War I, based
on his new book which will be published (Macmillan)
in tlie spring. Wliile engaged in this activity he wrote
two articles, one on Max Weber and another on Friedrich Meincke; gave a speech on Simon Bolivar (on
whom he has written a well-known and highly-regarded
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biography) on iiie occi'sion of the 150th aniiiveisai y of
the independencs of Latin America: worke.l on his new
book; experimented with student reaction to new materials inthe book; wrote an essay on Artigas, the founder
of Uruguay, for the Enf^lish Historical Revietv; and conducted a seminar on Great Historical Writings. Partly
as a resuh of this work, he will give a paper at Christmas before the American Historical Association.

BELLE BOONE BEARD, Professor of Sociology, started her sabbatical by attending a regional conference
on the aging in Durham, N. C, in October, 1959. She
was named Chairman of the Committee on the Aging
of the Virginia Council on Social Welfare; in this capacity she attended a number of district conferences and
made speeches on new trends in solving the problems of
the aging.
Prior to that. Miss Beard attended the Institute on
Gerontology at the University of Michigan and the National Training Workshop, in preparation for the White
House conference on the aging to be held in January,
1961. (She has received an appointment from Governor
Almond as the official Virginia delegate to this coiiferenc3.)
For a time she was consultant to the Federated Jewish
Women

of Trenton, New Jersey, on their plans and programs for the next four years. Later, she gave the keynote address ;:t the annual meeting of llie Home Economics Association in Atlantic City. Following this, she went
to Florida where she was granted a residency by the
Houck Foundation to study in the field of gerontology.
Her research resulted in two extensive papers on longevity based on a number of case studies of centenarians.
One of Dr. Beard's significant discoveries has been
popularized in a number of syndicated columns recently:
that there is a distinct correlation between fertility and

longevity. Very old people are likely to have had a
large number of children. Couples who have few children
or none at all do not, as a group, sh.ow a tendency to
very long life.
Dr. Beard is quile an amateur artist, too, and during
Iter sabbatic:d she indulged her hobby of making collage
abstractions, exhibiting in two shows in Sarasota.
JAMES RAWLEY. Professor of History, left Sweet
Briar in June of 1959 and spent the summer traveling
through Great Britain before settling in a London apartment and installing his children in school (American system). Studying Anglo-American relations in the antislavery movement. Dr. Rawley worked in the Institute for
Historical Research of the University of London, the British Museum, the Friends' Library, Dr. Williams' Library,
and the Oxford University Library. He found a number
of valuable manuscript sources in the Oxford and Friends'
Libraries, and a number of equally valuable tracts nnd
diaries in the British Museum.
One of the most interesting sabbaticals this past year
was taken by Laura Buckham, Professor of Romance
Languages, who holds top slot for globe-trotting. Her
voyages took her all over the United States, from the
Deep South to New England, from East to West; to
France and to Italy, where she studied in her field of
languages; and to Africa, where she employed her skill
as a photographer, visiting old friends at the same time.
Dr. Buckham's stated sabbatical purpose was that of
studying language laboratories and lecliniques in various
colleges and universities so as to recommend appropriate
changes at Sweet Briar based on an exchange of information. She has prepared a report on the subject, in
which she makes a number of highly valid recommendations with respect both to physical plant and to teaching
techniques. In preparing this report. Dr. Buckham visited, among other institutions, Brown University, M. I. T.,
Whittier College, the Institut Britanniquc in Paris, and
the l^iiversity of Perugia. "The French," she said,
"are particularly well prepared in the use of these teaching media. We could learn a lot from them."
A BOLIVIAN
GRADUATE
STUDENT who spent a
■^^- year in the Ignited State's published an article (La
Paz, 1956) on the North American interpretation of the
word "vacation." "To the North American," she said,
"a vacation is not a cessation of activity, but rather a
change of activity. He believes that he begins to stag-

Belle Hoone Beard with one of the many centenarians to whom she
has administered tests in connection with her research on aging.
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nate the minute he stops moving and producing."
Perhaps she was right. In any event this appears
to have been the philosophy behind our faculty on leave
last year, and the ancient myth about sabbaticals, hammocks, and indolent pleasures is precisely that, and
nothing more.

— by Douglas Hinkle
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ON THE DARK

CONTINENT ]ane Belcher, Professor of Biology at
Siveet Briar, spent the first seven
months of this year in Nigeria, as a
member of the zoology staff of University College, Ihadan. While in
Nigeria, she made trips into each of
the three divisions of the Federation,
visiting the major cities, and travelling through innumerable small villages. On the basis of her experiences and observations, she has
written the following article on education in Nigeria.
f\N MY TRIPS through Nigeria
^-^ I stopped frequently — to take
pictures, fisk directions, buy gas or
fruit or cigarettes, wander through a
market, or see some phenomenon of
local importance. Wlienever I reached an impasse in communication, I
could be relatively sure that all I
needed was a child, for the child
would know some English. The educational process in Nigeria is advancing by such giant leaps that even a
casual visit to a village leaves one
dumfounded at the contrast between
generations.
Another conspicuous feature of the
villages was the subtle and pervasive
mark made by the presence of a
school. How could I instinctively
tell when I entered a village that a
school would be there? Children in
green or khaki uniforms?

Printed

signs speckling the houses and mar16

kets? Young men in spotless white
shorts or Western business suits, and
perhaps carrying brief cases? (The
brief case is a status symbol in Nigeria.) It's hard to say, but in any
case I knew and never had to look
far to find the long, low, one-roomwide white building surrounded by a
big lawn and usually marked "Anglican," "Catholic," "Seventh Day
Adventists," or "Baptist."
The Nigerians themselves are the
first to acknowledge their debt to the
churches which have established mission schools throughout the country,
for without them there would have
been no formal system of education
until very recently. I believe that
the Nigerian government is now subsidizing the mission schools as well
as establishing government schools in
an attempt to make education available to the entire population as soon
as possible. Most of the present
schools are of course at the primary
level, the secondary schools being
rather widely scattered, except in
cities. The missions and the government are also operating teacher training institutions.
Unlike the Congo with its pitiful
handful of university graduates, there
are several thousand Nigerians with
university degrees, including many
with advanced degrees in such fields
as medicine and law. Until recently
most of these degrees were earned in
Alumnae
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the United Kingdom. Now a student
may be trained beyond the secondary
level in his own country, in one of
the several branches of the Nigerian
College of Arts, Science, and Technology, in one of several technical
institutes, at the new University of
Nigeria, or at the thirteen-year-old
University College, Ibadan.
University College, like other institutions scattered throughout the
Commonwealth, is affiliated with a
British University, in this case the
University of London, and from this
association it has realized from the
outset a recognition in the world's
community of universities which it
might ha\c taken years to establish if
il had had lo make its mark independently.
There were about 1,(K)0 undergraduates atUniversity College, many
more men than women, and almost
all had government scholarships.
My contact with the students was
limited because, although I was considered a member of the staff of the
Zoology Department during my stay,
I did no teaching. But I attended the
weekly seminars conducted by the
advanced zoology students, where I
found that most of the students were
as articulate in their field as our
own senior majors, in spite of the
fact that English was obviously a
second language for all of them;
and their questions and discussion
showed a keen interest in the central
problems of the field — again, as
keen or keener than that of our
majors.
My emphasis on the quality of
their performance is to indicate that

Nigerians are receiving and are capable of receiving a first-rate education, and the graduates of Nigerian
universities are already making a
mark in their own country and
abroad. These students are more
highly motivated than ours for many
reasons: quite naturally they know
that their jobs on leaving the university will depend on the grades
they receive on final examinations;
and they are of course impressed with
the important role they may play in
this dramatic moment in tlieir country's history.
To illustrate the speed of change
in the educational picture in Nigeria,
a personal experience is relevant. In
February, 1960, I first read in the
newspaper of a new university being
planned for the Eastern Region. In
early March three men spent the night
in Ford Flats, the apartment house
where I lived. One was a member of
the faculty of Michigan State University, one from a British university,
and one was a Nigerian educator.
The next morning they set off for
Enugu, capital of the Eastern Region,
to plan a university. In April or
May the newspapers carried details of
the curricula to be offered, and by
June staff members were being appointed and two-hundred students
had already been accepted for the
fall term, 1960. In early July when
I visited the site, two enormous classroom buildings were well along in
construction, and some thirty or forty
faculty houses already nearly finished. This new University of Nigeria is now open, ilasses having
started in late September.

1
A BRIGHT SPOT
by jAi\E Belcher
December, 1960

My last story reinforces others,
but its impact becomes stronger the
more I think of it. A young Nigerian
member of our zoology staff who
had recently received his Ph.D. invited us all to his wedding in a village about twenty miles from Enugu.
The village was, as they say, "straight
bush" — small, the houses so scattered and concealed that if there
hadn't been a school and a market
place I never would have found it.
It was a region where clothes are
such an innovation that there is no
traditional tribal dress, and people
have leapt — if they have leapt at
all — from nudity into any covering
which appeals to them — the dress
of other tribes, clothes from missionary barrels, or typical Western dress.
There were perhaps two hundred
people at the wedding reception
while I was there, though I was told
that more would drop in all through
the night and during the next day.
About half of the two hundred were
children. Of the one hundred adults,
I was introduced to about twenty-five.
Of these, I met six who held college
degrees, and there were others who
were apparently well educated,
though I didn't learn their histories.
If this one tiny village is representative of even one quarter of the villages in the Eastern Region, by some
standards the most backward of the
country, the educational advances are
phenomenal.
Thus. I came away ^^■ith the strong
feeling that Nigeria is a country
worth watching, and something tells
me that she will soon have things to
teach the rest of the world in areas
of political and economic development, socitd adjustment, religion, and
particularly in education. With her
rapidly expanding economy, her education, her warmth and friendliness,
her absolute conmiitmcnt to a policy
of no racial discrimination, her
energy and ambition, Nigeria today
is one of the few briglit spots on the
African continent.
17

PROFILE
OF A
FRESHMAN
Freshmen alumnae daughters. Front row, left to right: Elizabeth
Kopper (Elizabeth Lee. '40), Tina Patterson (Betty Muggleston. '36),
Mari Dyer (Margery Cruikshank. '37), Judy Dunn (Phoebe Pierson,
'36.). and Lynn Smith (Jean C. Ruggles, '41). Second row, left to right:
Suzanne Williams (Elizabeth McGuire. '381. Molly Johnson (Margaret
Austin, '33), Ashton Barfield (Mary Turnbull, 37). Genie Johnson
(Eugenia Peck, '35). Prentiss Tubby (Anne Williams. '38), Betty
McGuire (Grace Robinson, '39), and Mary Green (Barbara Munn. '37).

Freshmen alumnae daughters. Left to right-: Susan Dwelle (Jacquelin Strickland.
'35), Sue Corwin (Jane Collins. '37). Sarah Strother (Mary Lee Ryan. '34).
Barbara Doty (Marquart Powell. '36). Stuart Baldwin ( Myra Carr. '36), Carolyn
Tate (Dolly Nicholson, "38), and Nancy Ayer (Henrietta Collier, '39),
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Lejt to right: Rosamond Sample (Uarda Garrett, '34), Marilyn Dunlap (Jeanette Mandle, '42), Kathy Johnson (Katherine
Estcs, '40). Pemmie Mercur (Elizabeth Pape, '24), Penny Writer (Gwendolyn Olcott, '30), Melinda Newlin (Theda Sherman,
'32), Jackie Nicholson (Jaquelin Cochran, '37), Alice Fales (Rose Hyde, '38), and Sally Slate (Ella Parr Phillips, '29).

k T COMMENCEMENT

it was an-

"^^ nounced that tliirty-one alumnae
donors were charter meinbers of a
now "Boxwood Circle," corresponding to the thirty-one giant boxwood
in front of Sweet Briar House. Now
the magic number appears again, for
thirty-one alumnae have contributed
daughters to the Freshman class.
Three of these aliminae, Rose Hyde
Fales ('38), Margaret Auslin
son ('33), and Theda Sherman
lin'32
( ) , have already sent
daughters to Sweet Briar:

JohnNewolder
Willia

Fales |'61), Margaret Johnson ('62),
and Susannah Newlin ('57).
%W7"E ARE of course proud of our
'' alumnae daughters, just as we
are proud of the Freshman class as a
whole. Even granting that the Freshmen get prettier and smarter every
year, this does seem to be an outstanding class.
For you who have been away long
enough to wonder just what kinds of
girls are going to Sweet Briar these
days, we have concocted a portrait
from information gleaned from perDecember, 1960

sonal data supplied by 187 of our
192 Freshmen.

family. Thirty-four of the Freshmen are only children, the average
number of siblings being a little over

T?IRST OF ALL, our Freshman is
an Easterner. However, though

one. Only fourteen girls have parents who have been divorced.
Her father is a businessman. Not

49 per cent came from the South
East and 35 per cent from the North
East, altogether 33 states, the District
of Colimibia, and 3 foreign countries
are represented in the class.
Last year she stood in the upper
ranks of her high school class. The
division between those who went to
public schools and tliose who went
to independent schools was just about
half and half. Of those who went
to public high schools, most (83 per
cent I were in the top quarter of
their classes. All the group did well
on College Boards, and 12 per cent
entered on scholarships. Almost all
were officers in their senior classes.
She is a Protestant. The group is
overwhelmingly Protestant, and almost half the class is Episcopalian.
Only 11 students are non-Protestants:
7 students failed to indicate any religious preference.
She is one of two children in her

only are tiie fathers predominantly
businessmen, but a third of them
(64) are business executives. Only
10 were reported to own their own
businesses; 5 are farmers: and 5
have retired. Another third of tlie
fathers are professional men : 20
lawyers, 9 doctors, 11 engineers, and
21 representing other professions.
Her mother is a housewife. Only
23 mothers are employed, 9 as teachers: all the rest are housewives.
"D OTH HER PARENTS went to col'-^ lege, though only her father
graduated. Eighty-one per cent of
the fathers graduated from college,
and only 8 fathers did not attend college at all. Of the mothers, on the
other hand, only 40 per cent are college graduates and 24 per cent did
not go at all. Of those mothers who
went to college, 31 chose Sweet Briar.

alumnae association
REUNION

Council Meeting

Williams, Connie thanked all AR's
for arranging meetings with students

The annual fall Council Meeting
of tlie Sweet Briar Alumnae Association was called to order at 8:30
p. m. on Wednesday, October 19,
1960 by the president, Phoebe Rowe
Peters. 59 alumnae from 14 states
and the District of Columbia

at-

tended this meeting and tlie workshop sessions which began on Thursday morning and lasted until noon
on Friday, October 21.

ALUMNAE

FUND

Nancy Dowd Burton, chairman of
the Alumnae Fund, reported the record total of $165,272 given to the
Alumnae Fund in 1959-60. This is

Blair Bunting Both rated the June

ways they help the work of the Admission Office.

1960 Reunion as "excellent." The
theme of the Alumnae College was

Clubs were urged to appoint their
Alumnae Representatives in the

"Quadrennial Merry-Go-Round." For
the first time an invitation was extended to local alumnae to attend the

spring and notify the Alumnae Office
of these appointments immediately so
their names can be included in the
fall catalog.

Alumnae College and representatives
from 31 other colleges were present.

Bertha Pfister Wailes, '17, who
retired last June as Associate Professor of Sociology, is now a representative for the Committee of Admissions.

The Alumnae Fund has three approaches to alumnae: direct mail
from the Alumnae Office and Fund

Vivienne Barkalow Hombeck, Honorary Chairman of the Bulb Project,
reported the best year yet for the
bulb sales. In the past nine years
2,660,219 bulbs have been sold by
Sweet Briar Clubs and individual

The goal of the Alumnae

Fund

for 1960-61 is to meet the challenge
of the Kresge Foundation's $25,000
conditional grant: to raise $235,000
for the Memorial Chapel by June 1,
1962.

ALUMNAE

REPRESENTATIVES

Connie Currie Fleming, chairman
of Alumnae Representatives, reported
that there are now 201 Alumnae Representatives. On behalf of the Director ofAdmission, Miss Jean Louise
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PROJECT

alumnae, yielding a
$111,331.96.

NOMINATING

EXECUTIVE
REPORT

SECRETARY'S

Elizabeth Bond Wood reported
that the Alumnae Magazine had received four awards at the American
Aluimii Council meeting in Washington, D. C. last July. At this same

BULB

Annual Area Appeal. (The Boxwood Circle, with 32 charter members, gave over $85,000 last year.)
The Annual Area Appeal will be carried out this year in a limited number of cities.

COUNCIL

and parents, for help with transportation, housing, and the many other

an increase of $20,464 over last year.

Agents; the Boxwood Circle; and the

AND

PLANNING

profit of

COMMITTEE

Dolly Nicholson Tate, chairman of
the Nominating Committee, asked
alumnae clubs to consider an alumna
candidate for the Board of Overseers
at their fall meetings. Suggestions
should be sent to Mrs. John A. Tate,
2840 St. Andrews Lane, Charlotte 5,
N. C, not later than January 15.
Present alumnae on the Board are
Margaret Cornwell
Martha Lou Lemmon
Sarah Belk Gambrell,
beth Pinkerton Scott,

Schmidt, '38;
Stohlman, '34;
'39; and Eliza'36.

meeting Sweet Briar was given special recognition "for the conception
and clever execution of its bulb merchandising project," and honorable
mention was given to the Development Office's parent cultivation proThe work of the Alumnae Office is
divided into three parts:
gram.
1. General Office. This past year
more than 130,000 pieces of mail
have been sent. There were 1225
address changes.
2. Publications. Three issues of
the Alumnae Magazine and three
issues of the Newsletter were sent
to all alumnae last year. A special issue of the student paper, The
Sweet Briar News, was mailed to all
alumnae, parents and friends that
they might see the college through
the eyes of the students.
3. Fund raising. Sweet Briar
ranked sixth of all colleges and uniAlumnae

Magazine

bulb

1960 Report

vcrsities in the percentages of graduate contriliulors: tenth among women's colleges in the total number of
donors; and third in the size of the
average gift. Ten years ago the total
alumnae giving was just over $20,000.
Now the prolit from the Bulb Project, alone, is equal to that.
There are 79 alumnae daughters at
Sweet Briar this year.
Nineteen clubs now have either annual or endowed scholarships.
Last year Sweet Briar Day was
celebrated in 39 cities. Student
speakers were provided for all celebrating clubs.
The highlights of 1959-60 were:
the ground-breaking of the auditorium, the first major instructional
building since the gymnasium in
19.31; the largest Alumnae Fund;
the largest bulb sale; the largest
number of applicants to Sweet Briar;
the largest graduating class (five
alumnae came back to receive their
degrees) ; and a greater number
of awards received at the AAC meeting than in any other year. In
addition, the college received its first
sizeable bequest this year.

GOALS FOR THE COMING YEAR
Phoebe Rowe

Peters announced

that the Executive Board has adopted
two goals for the coming year: First.
That the undesignated gifts to the
Alumnae Fund shall go toward meeting the Kresgc conditional grant and
Second. That there shall be emphasis
on the formation of new clubs and
the reactivation of old ones.

project

cj
iin
IjLUd

Amherst
Atlanta
Baltimore
Boston
Charlotte
Charlottesville
Charleston
Chattanooga
Chicago
Cincinnati
Cleveland
Columbus, 0.
Southern Connecticut
Indianapolis
Louisville
Lynchburg
Memphis
Minneapolis
Nashville
Norfolk
Northern New Jersey
Peninsula
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
Princeton
Richmond
Roanoke
Rochester
St. Louis
Toledo
Washington
Wilmington
Milwaukee

Number
of Orders
8
303
158
19
57
51
3
26
137
63
101
81
122
32
87
94
13
84
10
101
174
23
39
90
24
212
36
48
106
51
425
958

Net Total
Orders

Gross Total
Orders

91.65

91.65

4,760.40
2,277.36
1,210.40
681.26
867.05
26.25

5,200.30
2,339.20
1,249.95
735.20
886.75
26.25
473.20

456.07

307.15
4,007.40
1,065.90
416.55
611.50
912.55
265.90
863.55
938.76

2,674.54
1,446.90
1,168.93
1,975.73
447.50

1,060.30
2,753.10
1,472.90
1,179.05
1,992.25
447.50

1,514.26
1,404.96
148.30

1,540.60
1,434.25
148.30

1,521.84
659.15
17.15

1,377.79
101.45

1,394.85
101.45

934.28
146.35

1,914.18
2,628.67
265.10

1,951.80
265.10
2,675.65

1,335.45
387.20
1,110.05

1,381.83
405.10
495.35

417.95
1,418.45
495.35

733.13
1,305.20
505.45

4,059.63
537.10

4,217.53
537.10

720.51
4,480.09

1,933.31
833.16
866.51

861.55
1,995.60
871.95

9,189.81
1,991.10
111.30

2.034.06
9,709.48
111.30

1,043.17

1,746.35
331.65
1,473.30
610.30
1,253.7V

2,038.97
576.95
872.90
8,668.28
2,740.25

INDIVIDUALS
Louise Smith Norton
Louise Kirk Headley
Amie Green Owen
Esther Jen Holland
Polly Swift Calhoun
Alumnae Office

9
2
7
9
7

119.65
69.75

124.65

125.50
114.85
621.30

76.25
68.40
125.50
114.85
629.00

88.30

51,405.57

53,228.57

44,035.51

68.40

48
TOTAL

2,963

Commissions earned by Clubs and Individuals
Commissions earned by Alumnae
Office

$15,887.68
4,026.78

$19,914.46
December, 1960

Gross
Last Year
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A WORLD

WITHOUT

SOUND
by GEORGE

Last February Dean George E. Delmold of Gallaudel
College came to Sweet Briar at the invitation of the
Faculty Club. He spoke at an open meeting about "the
world's only college for the deaf," and showed a kinescope of a half-hour NBC-TV film on Gallaudel's production of"Othello" in sign language.
Shortly thereafter, Marian Martin, '58, of Atlanta,
icho teaches in the Clark School for the Deaf in Boston,
visited Gallaudet with a group of her colleagues and
learned more about this remarkable institution for handicapped students.
We thought all Sweel Briar alumnae ivould be interested in it, and asked Dean Detmold — whose brother
John is already well-known to us — to write the following
article for this magazine.

But even in this soundless world there is music.

E. DETMOLD

To the Sweet Briar student and graduate, Gallaudet
is most likely a new word. Pronounce it with a primary
stress on the last syllable, a secondary stress on the first:
Gal'-a-det'. The word is a name famous in the education of the deaf; it has been taken as the name for the
only college in the world for deaf students, in Washington, D. C.
No Sweet Briar student would come here for her
education; but if she had been handicapped by deafness, she would have found here the same course of
studies and very much the same sort of life (except
that we are co-ed I she has enjoyed at Sweet Briar.
Nevertheless, what goes on here can be of great interest
to her. We can give her a view of a world that she
had not dreamed of before; give her an opportunity

Here the deaf undergraduate choir is seen delivering a hymn in their sign language.

A deaf child is being tested in
tiip Hearing and Speech Center.

r-for service in the most challenging leaching job in the
world today: the education of deaf children.
Not all of our students arc deaf. We have a small
Othello produced
in sign language.

class (forty, this year) of graduate students from other
colleges who spend a year on our campus earning a
master's degree in our very highly specialized field of
education. Our graduate students have one thing in common : normal hearing. Aside from this, their backgrounds are diverse. If they have a good undergraduate record, can meet our modest admission requirements in education courses, and have promise as teachers,
we admit them. They arc all admitted with a fellowship
that carries full tuition and maintenance for the academic
year of their studies.
Once on our campus they are immersed in the world
of the deaf; and though this world is inseparable from
the great world that we call American society or Western civilization, it nevertheless has certain features that
distinguish it from the great world and from oUier
small worlds: the people in it are united by a common
handicap that has given them their own language, a
system of visual symbols that we call tlie sign language
of the American deaf.
As children, they have been taught to speak and to
lip read, witii varying degrees of success; but for the
great majority of them English is a secondary language,
difficult to master, something that is seen fixed on a
piece of paper or seen flying across the lips of a speaking person. English is a spoken language, a system of
auditory symbols, a highly complex arrangement of
noises that are made with the vocal cords and received
by the ear. We learn English by hearing it and speaking
it. The marks that you see on this paper are not
really English, but a method of representing visually the
spoken sounds.
If you want to know how English looks

"Holy infant so tender
and mild": a dance is
given in sign language.

Like most small children, these deaf children enjoy nursery school.

^

to a deaf person, turn down the volume of your TV set
to the point where you can't hear the news announcer
but can sec his lips moving. Teaching Englisli to children who arc denied normal access to it is the greatest
challenge in the education of tlie deaf.
Our graduate students, as their formal education.
have a full course of studies that includes practice teaching with deaf children in our laboratory school or in
one of the nearby schools for the deaf. But a good
part of tiieir education is not formal: it is the "incidental" but very important learning that they acquire
continually from a close association with the deaf children on our canipus, the deaf undergraduates, and the
many deaf members of our faculty. They eat with our
undergraduates in the Student Union cafeteria, mingle
with them at football games, basketball games, swimming meets, plays, dances, chapel services. This year
they have formed a choir to sing hymns as they are
delivered in sign language by the deaf undergraduate
choir.
Here are a few selected facts about Gallaudet (for
the person who doesn't know very much about us) : We

Gallaudet
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serves

many

needs;

one

important

function

is training

were founded in 1857 by Act of Congress, and in 1864
Abraham Lincoln gave us the right to confer degrees.
From our beginning we have been supported largely by
Federal appropriations and are one of a very few institutions of higher education enjoying this relationship
to the Federal Government. Although we are largely
publicly supported, we arc privately controlled. We
are nonsectarian and co-educational, with an enrollment
of about 400.
For such a small college we are very complex. We
operate a laboratory school, a college preparatory department, an undergraduate college, and a small graduate school; our students come from all over the country and all over the world, because we are the one
place designed for them and hence the one place where
they can live a completely normal college life. Our field
is the liberal arts and sciences, but since early in our
history we have been also engaged in the training of
teachers of the deaf. And here is our appeal to students
and graduates of other colleges like Sweet Briar: To
a person interested in teaching we offer the most challenging and satisfying specialty in the world.

teachers

of the deaf.

Here

is a class in the laboratory

Alumnae

school.
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AND

THE

MORROW

IS THEIRS

(Continued from Page II)
held by many Americans. To tliom
the dollar is our God, ihc stockbroker
our high priest. We are wealthy
and concerned with increasing our
wealth; and because they are enviou:-,
they tend to contrast disj)aragingly
our gross materialism with their
spiritualism. Our democracy is linked with hypocrisy, for do we not
relegate all Negroes to the position
of hewers of wood and drawers of
water? And <lid we not shoot Indians (our own variety) on sight?
We are without idealism, without sex
morals (and I have met educated
Indians who could not be shaken in
their conviction on this point) : we
offer only lip-service to the precepts
of our great religious teachers.
Yet at the end of the Second War,
America was highly regarded in India. This was largely the result of
the efforts made by President Roosevelt, who, realizing India's importance in the world at war, came very
near to quarreling with the British
on the question of Indian independence. He appeared to Indians as
a genuine champion of freedom and
democracy and a friend of the oppressed, and this impression was confirmed by William Phillips, Roosevelt's happy choice as his personal
representative in Delhi. Moreover,
the American G.I.'s easy informality
contrasted favorably with the rigid
code of social conduct to which the
British adhered.
Since the war there have been
many fluctuations of feeling on both
sides. We have frequently expressed
irritation because of India's policy
of nonalignment and have charged
that, at best, Nehru is playing botli
ends against the middle; at worst, is
pro-Communist. Indians, on the
other hand, have charged that we are
solely concerned with preserving our
own world position and that we are
prepared to sacrifice all our professed humanitarian principles on the
December, 1960

altar of Soviet Containment. There
is misunderstanding on both sides.
Our motive is undoubtedly to preserve our world position, but on the
maintenance of thai position, we are
convinced, depends the freedom of
hundreds of millions. South Asia

But the gap to be closed was vast,
and tlie time for complacency is not
yet. Of course, the [iliilanthropic and
educational foundations wb.ich have
been providing the funds which have
fostered this growth are aware that
their task is not yet completed: and

is striving to avoid entanglement in
a war and to complete its social and
economic revolution. Failure in

each year sees an increase in the

cither instance would probably mean
the loss of that very freedom whi<h
we are pledged to maintain.

But more significantly, high school
and college students throughout the

A satisfactory resolution of all tlie
difliculties that beset us, and Asians
as well, can only be attained by cooperation — and by cooperation on
terms of equality. The only firm
foundation on which such cooperation can rest is mutual knowledge
and understanding.
Fortunately, there is today in this
country an awareness of the necessity
of acquiring this knowledge and understanding. Practically every major
American university has already inaugurated area programs of Asian
studies. At the School of Oriental
and African Studies in London, I
met last year American students from
Harvard and Yale, from New York
and Columbia, from Pennsylvania
and Boston, from California and
Ciiicago and Minnesota, from Michigan and Illinois — from universities
and colleges throughout the length
and breadth of the land. I met young
American anthropologists and sociologists, historians and political scientists, leaving for the East or returning from there. I met literallv
hundreds of Asians who were learning at first hand to understand the
West. Many of them had been to
the United States either as students
or visiting professors, a;id of those I
met, there was not one who had not

luinibcr of scholarshijis and fellov.'sliips a\ailable to competent scholars.

country are finrling their interest
stimulated and their curio~itv
aroused. They are beginning to realize that no program of liberal education can afford to ignore one-half
the human race. They are aware
that effective citizenship demands of
them that they be informed.

W/^E ARE HERE to inaugurate a
program of Asian studies in accordance with the wishes, even
demands, of Sweet Briar College students. We are here because the president of Sweet Briar College, and the
presidents of Randolph-Macon Woman's College and Lynchburg College,
have acted imaginatively and energetically to meet the challenge posed
by student demand. I ])ray that this
inauguration shall not have been in
vain: but that Asian studies will come
to be regarded as a vital part of the
college curriculum.
For the morrow is theirs. A morrow in which Asians will have
achieved economic security and a fair
measure of prosperity; a morrow in
which the world will recognize its
debt to their great cultural heritage;
a morrow in which they will be able
to claim a position of dignity among

left this country a confirmed friend
of America. Meanwhile, tlie number

the people of the world and be accepted as equal partners in world affairs: a morrow in which mutual

of Americans who are competent in
some branch of Asian studies has increased tremendously during the past
decade.

knowledge and respect will be the
firm foundation of friendship; a
morrow which some of us may help
to hasten.
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class

notes

3ln ^
"IIII/~v
Claidine
220 South Hitter
Princeton Circle
-^ ^-' Lynchburg. Virginia
The class of 1910 held its fiftieth reunion
during the 1960 commencement, with six
of its ten members present : Marjorie
Couper Prince, Anne Cummock Miller,
Eugenia Griffin Burnett, Louise Hooper
Ewell, Frances Murrell Rickards, and
Claudine Hutter. Tiie absent ones, Margaret Eaglesfield Bell, Annie Powell
Hodges, Adelaide Shockey Mallory, and
Helen Schulte Tenney, were there in spirit.
Few in numbers but strong in support of its alma mater, this class rated
100 per cent in contributing to the Alumnae Fund. It also stood at the top of all
classes in the amount of money contributed
to the Fund, largely because of the gift
from Frances Murrell Rickards to establish
a scholarship in the Department of Mathematics in honor of Dr. Eugenie Morenus,
professor emeritus, who now lives at Hillcrest Lodge, Babson Park, Fla. As a
higldight of the commencement exercises
Mrs. Pannell called on the six representatives of the class of 1910 to come forward
to receive awards from the Alumnae Association jor 50 years oj love, loyalby, and
service.
Eloise Hirst Couper of Lexington and
Loulie Antrim Mason of Lynchburg joined
fellow alumnae of 1906 for a happy afternoon on the campus. The oldest classes
back for reunions enjoyed a Sunday night
picnic supper with Mrs. Bertha Pjister
Wailes at Mount St. Angelo. The first
faculty at SB was represented at commencement by Mrs. Eleanor Tucker Lee,
whose granddaughter, "Brownie" Lee, was
among the graduates.
Eugenia Griffin Burnett and 1, accompanied by Claudine Griffin Holconib, spent
the month of February at Belmont Hotel.
Bermuda, as guests of Charlie Burnett and
his wife, Miriam Western. Shopping one
day, we ran across a .SB alumna of the
class of 1929, Jane Wilkinson Banyard. She
had a tea-party for us in her interesting
home. Point Shores Cottage, Peml)roke.
The death of her late husband, who was
Captain of The Queen oj Bermuda, was
mourned throughout Bermuda.
home
to Eugenia's
be a center
for in
.SB Richmond
activities. continues
She has
welcomed her ninth grandchild, daughter of
Griffin and Marka Burnett, who live in
New York City.
Marjorie Cooper Prince and Frances
Murrell Rickards sailed for Europe early
in June. Several weeks later, Frances fell
on the cobblestones in Stockholm and
broke her leg. After a short stay in a
hospital there, she was flown back to Norfolk to recuperate at home. Another European traveller in the early summer was
Nan Powell Hodges.
Margaret Eaglesfield Bell and her husband. Henderson, are planning to leave
Cleveland to make their home in Florida.
She is an enthusiastic landscape gardener.
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emortam
Mary Pinkerton Kerr, '13, one of
Sweet Briar's most loyal and active
alumnae, died in November in Norfolk, Virginia.
She will best be remembered at
Sweet Briar as the author of the college song, though she herself once
said she had never dreamed it would
attain such permanency. In an account of how she wrote the song, she
explained that Miss Helen Young,
then chairman of the music department, assigned to her the writing of

vention of the American Association for
Health, Physical Education, and Recreation, and this summer she went to Europe
with her sister. Frederica teachers Physical Education at the University of California in Berkeley.
Mary Rich herself is very much interested in the annual House and Garden Tour
(sponsored by Federated Garden Clubs),
as well as the annual Flower Mart held in
downtown Baltimore. She said that last
spring the Flower Mart took in $390
in one day and the House and Garden
Tour, 82,000 in one day. The Civic League
gets
the a returns.
son,
Bobby,most
has of
been
counselor Mary's
and riding
instructor
at the .Shore
schoolthis
(St.summer.
Paul's) camp
on
the Eastern
Eleanor
Sikesenchanting
Peters says:
"We consider our two
grandsons
the
future of the world — they are 4'/-! and
5 months. Doing programs, commentating
for charity style shows, and working on
musical and theatre boards, fill my time

a school song to the music of "The
Lady of Shalott," to be ready the
next day. Such was her awe of Miss
Young, she worked late that night
and accomplished the task.
Mrs. Kerr last visited Sweet Briar

to Emily
overflowing." Williams writes: 'Took off
to MexicoJeffrey
two months ago (January) for a
visit. Have dug out (March, in Roanoke,
Va. ) of a fantastic snow. Cost me $5.00
to have my car uncovered from in front
of the house; snow on the ground for over

in June, 1958, when her class had its
iSth reunion.

Clararied King
Maxwell
says:
"Both my N.marsons live
here in
Charlotte,
C.
1a month."
devote much time to working in the
garden, which 1 love, and the rest to my
mother (who is past 95) and my sons'

Adelaide Shockey Mallory has sent Sweet
Briar a large collection of music scores,
in hopes of a future reorganization of the
college orchestra. Remember Miss Young,
the musicians in the Walker family, and
Miss Hull, director of the Sweet Briar
orchestra?
~| O
-■I *^
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Mary Pinkerton Kerr
5365-A Carnavon
Norfolk
2, Virginia Drive

Our faithful and efficient Fund Agent,
Mary Clark Rogers, and her husband are
presenting the Sweet Briar Chapel with two
beautiful gifts, one a life-size Madonna and
Child by Anton letter and the other a handwrought silver chalice by Maria Regnier
of Savannah, as memorials to Dr. Mary K.
Benedict.
Virginia Ely Arthur writes of her recovery from a fall which broke her hip.
Her sister, Mildred, lives with her at
520 S. Stewart St., Winchester, Va.
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Gladys
Woodward
Newtown, Conn.

Hubbard

Mary Rich Robertson, our hard-working
fund agent, wrote me the following news
last May : Fretlerica Bernhard flew to
Florida in April to attend the national con-

Esther Jack Arnold writes: "My son,
lack, the oldest, is 18 and a freshman
at Northwestern U. Susan is 16 and a
families."
sophomore in high school. We just returned (Apr.)
a month's
vacation
in Florida
and from
Nassau.
Emerson
( her
doctor husband) attended a medical clinic
in Florida for two weeks, and lack, our son,
joined us for his ten-day spring vacation.
Last spring Emerson and 1 went on a
Caribbean Cruise, stopping at Nassau
for only one day. This year we saw
it more thorouglily and loved the beach
and the shops. As for my life here
in Delaware (Ohio), I spend most of my
time looking after my teen-age daughter
and visiting my mother who is 89 and
lives
ten miles
away."
A friend
of ours
here in town received
word from Marian Swannell Wright, whose
husband was elected Bishop of Nevada
last year, that they are very happy in
their new residence at Reno and have their
son and daughter-in-law living with them.
Marian's daughter. Sue, is expecting her
third parish
baby this
October.
Bishop Wright's
first
was here
in Newtown.
Handruma Jones Hager and husband and
lovely daughter, lody, toured California
and the Northwest this summer. The Hagers took bridge lessons together with Cornelia Skinner Seay and her husband last
winter.
Handruma
writes: "People here
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in Louisville

lake

tlieir

bridge

very

seri-

uosly."
I just received a lovely letter from
Bernice Hulburd Wain who moved last
winter from Alexandria, Va., to Bradenton, Fla. Bernice lias a married son living about 100 miles south of Bradenlon
in Naples, where Eleanor Hanied Arp also
has a home. Last February Eleanor and
Dodie Von Maur Cramplon drove up to
spend the night with Bcrniie at Bradenlon. In March, the Wains drove up to
Virginia to visit iheir two younger sons
who live there, llnfortunately. they were
just in lime for I he heavy snow prevalent
ihroughoul the East, so they were glad to
get back to I be sunny South. In August
they hail a delightful ihree-week vacation
wilii friends in northern Minnesota where
ihey hail excellent fishing. They took a side
trip up the north shore of lake .Superior
and througli the (lunflint Trail. On their
return to civilization, they stopped in Moline over night with El Harned and then
Hew to Cleveland to stay with Bernice's
mother ( who is 9.5 ) . They will remain
there about about six weeks until Bernice's sister and her husband return from
Europe.

RiTH Ablll Bear
y l\
^\J
Pleasant Valley, Pa.
Before I realized it, September was here,
and I had very little news of all of you.
It was a busy summer for us. Our daughter took a four-months leave of absence
from The Mew Yorker, spent part of it
here with us, then took off for six weeks in
Europe. Our son, who works in Philadelphia, came home frequently, usually
with friends. .\nd my husband and I worked bard in our Scout endeavors and
home care.
Allan and Dottie Hamilton Davis sold
their house, put their furniture in storage and took off on two fabulous trips.
The first one was a North Cape cruise
on the Gripsholm and the second a vacation in Hawaii. When they return to
Baltimore, it will be to an apartment at
100 W. Cold Spring Lane in the Wynnewood Towers. Dottie's mother died last
October after a long illness. Her father
is living in their same apartment — will
have none of this living with his daughter.
Had luncheon recently with Elizabeth
Pape Mercur, '24. Her daughter, Pemmie,
who is an ardent tennis player like her
father, will enter Sweet Briar this fall.
Don't forget that Helen Miitsrhler Becker
is our Fund .\gent, and would love to hear
from you.
^^ ry
Clmhe Hanxf.r Arnold
/
/
2947 Hanson
Drive
^^ *
Charlotte 7, N. C.
I missed our June issue but hope that
I am on time for the September deadline.
I did get a few cards and letters this spring
and summer:
Our May Oueen, Virginia If ilson Robbins reported that her family was going
to Europe for part of the summer. We
have
Virginia
( though for
she the
doesn't
know elected
ill to be
our Presi<lenl
1962
reunion.
Had a card from Jerry Reynolds Dreisbach from Norway. She and Bob spent
their vacation in Norway,
.Sweden, and
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Denmark. She reports: "Scenery beautiful— food delicious." Sounds great!
"Grandmolher" Libbo Mathews Wallace
is my only really good correspondent — get
on it girls, it's fun to know. She — Libbo
— now has a grandson, John Hartman,
born June first in Colundjus, Ohio. Libbo
claimed she was going into '"lavender and
old lace" at the moment she wrote, but
somehow
doubt il.a Husband
has
been 1 appointed
member "Wally"
of the
New York Stock Exchange. His picture
does not even faintly resemble the grandfathers we knew! Libbo also wrote that
Caroline ("Compy") Compton had painted
beautiful portraits of Marge Cramer
Crane's father and falher-in-law. Marge
and Bill's son graduated from Trinity this
June;
college.their daughter, Cathy, attends Smith
In January the Crane family bumped
into Rebecca Manning Cutler at church
in Greenwich. Rebecca has made quite a
name for herself in Manhalten as a lawBabe Albers Follz wrote to me a bit
too late for the June issue. Her mother
yer.
died a short while before, and we send
our sympathy to Babe. About three years
ago I saw her son. Tommy, who was in
a wedding here; we had a grand reunion.
He is now in Florida and sees a lot of
Betty Bryan and Jim Stockton's family.
Her other son, Harry, is at W.&L., and I
imagine that he comes to S.B.C. quite often.
Babe is managing her own office building
and is now renting it at 80 per cent of
capacity (it was 50 per cent when she
took over) . She says gardening is her real
hobby, however.
I had a nice letter from Ruth Lowrance
.Street. Her son graduated at U.N.C along
with my niece, Claire Hanner. Ruth says
that she and Gordon went to the New
Orleans Horse Show to show their gaited
horses. One, ".Mr. G" came off with
many blue ribbons. Also, on Mother's
Day Ruth's
sister
Bess ('28)
her family
visited
their
brother
in and
Charlottesville,
where he is on the staff of the U. of Va.
Medical Clinic.
As for
myself.
am just
Julie
made
her Idebut
in '"cooking
June andalong."
then
was counselor at Rockbrook Camp in Brevard. N. C. for the sunmier. My boy and
1 went to Washington and also visited for
five days at Lake Pesico in the .\dirondacks. Then to the beach at Garden
City, where we entertained four of Julie's
friends and two of Hall's at a time. 1 am
still living, so please write to me.
C\ O
•^
/,r\^^

Rkttv Moore Schilling
1011 Childs
Avenue
Drexel
Hill, Pa.

Marion Jayne Berguido and her family
spent their usual five weeks on Cape
Cod. June Berguido James. '58, visited
them for a week. The latter is now living
in Charlottesville where Jim is getting
his doctorate in education, and June is
doing social work for ."^tate Welfare.
Muggsie Nelms Locke sees daughter Nan
Locke Rosa, '.53. often. Evi<lently Mobile
and Montgomery are not too far apart.
My second
son, '\'ates.
the
middle
of March.
He andwashismarried
bride live
very near me. My oldest hoy, Fred, and
his wife are getting closer. They are moving this month
from Hawaii to Vallejo,

Cal. Fred will go to nuclear school on
the West Coast.
Ann Lane Newell Whalley has moved to
6 Burns St., Apt. 37, Forest Hills 75, N. Y.
Isadora O'Brien Tyus' new address is
7726 E. Jefferson St., Detroit 14, Mich.
Margaret Korh Lea now lives at 130 E.
70th St., New York 21, N, Y. And Charlotte Conway Curran is also now in New
York— at 55 E. 86th St., Apt. 3, N. Y. 28.
My next letter goes out 20 January.
I'lease write to me before that date.
A Merry Cluistmas to all.

^/^
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Si
TickerMain
Yates
141E South
Asheboro,
North Street
Carolina
In June I visited with Mary Marshall
Franklin. She was in Raleigh, N. C,
for the graduation of her niece from St.
Mary's Junior College. It was good to
get together and catch up on the news.
Mary's husband is William C. Franklin
from Atlanta, Ga. They live in Baltimore,
Md., where his business is Royal Crown
Cola Co. and real estate. They have two
children, a daughter and a son. Judy,
22, was at Sweet Briar in 1955. On
April 18, 1959, she was married to Bill
Campbell from Baltimore, who graduated
from Princeton in 19.56. Jimmie Franklin
is a student at the University of Virginia.
Mary told me: "After the children went
away to school. Bill and 1 did some travelling. In '58 we went to Europe; in '59 to
Spain and Africa. This fall we plan to
tour England,
Ireland,
When
the Franklins
are and
not onScotland."
the go,
you will find them wintering at Hope
.Sound, Fla. They are going over blue
jirints now, and plan to build soon.
In my last letter 1 told you that Elizabeth Lankjord Miles and her family were
planning to move from Mooresville, Ala.,
to North Carolina. A note the other day
from Libba confirmed this. Her husband's
company, Chemstrand, has moved its whole
research department to the N. C. Research
Triangle. Her new address is 605 Airport
Road, Chapel Hill, N. C. The Miles have
two grandsons. Caleb 1 17 months) and
Nat (4 months).
Virginia Hodgson Sutliff's son. Robert
Calvin Sulliff, Jr.. graduated from the
Naval Academy
this June.
Louise W ooten Orr, who lives in Decatur, Ga.. has three children: a married
son and daughter and an 8-year-old son.
.She is also the proud possessor of two
grandchildren: one 4 years old and the
other 2 months.
.•\ plea for news brought me a letter from
Gary Harman Biggs. .She and her family
live in Tazewell. Va., in the summer and
spend their winters in Del Ray Beach,
Fla. She has four children, two sons
and two daughters. The oldest. Mary,
is Mrs. Andrew .Smith. .'>he attended
Madeira .School and Smith College. Her
husband is an account executive at Merrill Lynch, Pierce. Fenncr. and Smith.
They have three little girls, Eliabeth, 1
year 11 months, and Jennifer and Susanne, who arrived just one week ago.
Twins
run inHerGary's
— Jim
she also
has them!
two family
youngest,
and
Ann, are 14 years old. They attend
Palm Beach Private School. John, the
older
son, is in college. Earlier he went
Va.
to Augusta Military .\cademy in Staunton,
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and Betsy W illiams Gilmore, Fund Agent;
both of tliem are active, capable, and have
already qualified as excellent "roving rel)()rlers" for ine. Of course Betsy's main
interest will be keeping our class peraf alumnae
give her centageour
support.dues high — so let's all
The Cleveland Club, with Betsy Williams
Gilmore at the helm, promoted the idea
of restoring Daisy's Garden; raised funds;
engineered
'27,trip
as
overseer; andBebe
now Gilchristis planningBarnes,
a spring
to Sweet Briar for the formal opening.
Congratulations
to Betsy and the Cleveland
Club.
The Gilmores, by the way, are planning to attend the wedding of Ruth Hasson
.Smith's daughter Patty, in Pittsburgh on
September 17. Patty, who is Betsy's godchild, is marrying Jerry K. Barth, a graduate of Trinity College and a field service
engineer for the aircraft equipment department of Westinghouse. Liz Copeland Norlleet wrote Betsy that she and her husband
Fill experienced a most interesting sixweeks stay in Guanajuato, Mexico, where
Fill attended classes at the University. (Fill
is a professor of languages at Woodberry
Forest.) Liz learned the art of weaving
and
brushedletter
up on
Spanish. the
Betsy's
interesting
alsohermentioned
fact
that their daughter Nell has applied to one
Briar.
and only one college for 1961 — Sweet

Wide

World Photo

Mrs. John Kennedy and her mother, Janet Lee Auchincloss, '29, sit side-by-side at
a Democratic fund-raising affair at the Auchincloss estate in Northern Virginia.
Mrs. Auchincloss,
normally a Repulilican, campaigned
for Senator Kennedy.

A few weeks ago a most welcome note
arrived from Mary Archer Bean Eppes.
She and her family were spending "a
glorious
six-weeksMaine.
vacation"Having
in Snugbeen
Cove,a
South Bristol,
class secretary herself, she realized how
quickly the September deadline arrives
after a relaxing summer, and so sent
me news of mutual classmates ( please all
of you take heed and do likewise). She
had a lovely visit with Dorothea Paddock Seeber, who is doing a fine job as
secretary of the Independent Cancer Research Foundation, to which she gives
most of her time. Paddy's only child,
Laurian, was married April 9th to a
young professor at Storrs, Conn. Mary
Archer also wrote that while shopping
one day in New York City she ran into
Ella Parr Phillips Slate. They were
so pleased to see each other that she was
almost late getting to a wedding at which
son Bennett was chief usher.
In case any of you have lost touch with
Mary Archer, let me bring you up-to-date
on her and her family. They live in
Bethlehem, Penna., where Jimmie, her
husband, is a professor of mechanical engineering at Lehigh University. They
have two sons, Jamie and Bennett. Jamie
graduated cum laude from Middlebury College in 1958 and has now completed his
M.A. at Stanford University where he also
served as a teaching assistant. Bennett
graduated cum laude from Yale in 1958,
and the next fall began his medical studies
at the University of Pennsylvania.
On
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June 13, 1959, he was married to Cynthia
Ann Carpinella of Bradford, Conn. Mary
Archer herself is currently president of
the Lehigh University Club Women, vicechairman of the Foreign Policy Assication
of Lehigh Valley, state chairman of the
Commission on Christian World Relations,
and member of the National Advisory Committee of Christian World Relations of the
United Church Women. She also does
volunteer service at the .State Mental
Hospital in Allentown.
O /^
*^^-^
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DouGiE Lyon Stedman
Wayne,
7 Lafayette
Road
Penna.

The Alumnae Office offers profound apologies to Martha Lambeth Kilgore (Mrs.
Hardee C), who was listed as '"lost" in the
new directory. She is far from lost and
has shown an active interest in Sweet Briar
both by working and giving to it with
regularity. She lives at 2600 Jefferson
Ave., New Orleans 15, La.
Our 30th reunion numbered only four
returnees — Mary Huntington Harrison,
Gladys If ester Horton, Rosalie Faulkner
Loving, and Lib Marston Creech. Myra
Marshall Brush was glimpsed on campus
picking up her daughter. The girls were
disappointed that more of our class were
not able to attend but were most enthusiastic about the commencement program and
the ever-increasing beauty of .Sweet Briar.
During the class meeting. Mary Huntington
Harrison was elected our Class President

Mary Huntington Harrison, another
"roving reporter," stopped off in Madison,
Wise, on a trip west, for two cups of
coffee and an hour's chat with Abie Blake
Crane and her husband Frank. Abie's
husband is a professor of English at the
U. of Wise, and they have a son, Jeremy
( 15) , who is a sailing enthusiast. On
the same trip Mary and Webb had lunch
with Mona Stone Green in Marshfield,
Wise. They missed by a week Mona and
Thornton's son's wedding, but were delighted to meet daughter Anne, her husband, and three darling children, who have
a home on the farm. Mary and Webb
then continued on to the Lazy K. Bar
Ranch in Big Timber, Montana.
Was glad to hear from Gwen Olcotl
Writer, confirming the news of her daughter Penny's entering Sweet Briar this fall.
Jean Saunders, who is starting her 12th
year as a kindergarten teacher in Garrison, N. Y., spent 10 days last summer
at Cooperstown. N. Y., attending a seminar
on the conservation of museum materials
and paintings, sponsored by the N. Y.
State Historical Association. Jean is vicepresident and historian of the Putnam
County, N. Y., Historical Society. For
relaxation she rides Bar Tar (aged 28),
son of Tar Heel, whom we all remember at
Sweet Briar.
Heard from Elizabeth Saunders Ramsey,
down Tennessee way, that she managed a
short leave of absence from her active
teen-agers, Susan (13), Robert (14), and
Henry (17), to visit her family and some
former S. B. pals, Addie Wampler Kundahl, Mary Walker Northam, and Ted Clary
Treadwell, '.32. Elizabeth keeps busy serving as a board member of the local Girl
Scouts and plans to attend the national
convention in St. Louis in November.
Mercer Jackson Wellford broke the sound
barrier with news of her elder daughter
Beverley, a June graduate of Smith, who
will teach 7th grade at Miss Tatnell's
School in Wilmington, Del., this year. Car-
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ter, Jr., returns to the U. of Va. for his
sophomore year and Mercer, Jr., will be
a junior at St. Anne's School in Charlottesville, Va. Betty McCrady Baniwell,
with daughter Mardie, visited us in late
August on their way to New York where
Betty saw Mardie off on a six-months
tour of Europe. Betty returned immediately lo her home in Tangerine, Fla., to
hel|) daughter Beckie shop, pack, and leave
for her sophomore year at the U. ot
Hawaii.
Our grandchildren now number three,
Anne having bad a little daughter Jill,
born the end of June.

"^ I
227 Boston Ave.
^-^
Lynchburg,
Virginia
Here it comes again! Another reunion
in I%1. .Start now, my dears, and plan
to be at .Sweet Briar when commencement
rolls around. I haven't been hack myself
very often in these past five years, but
I'm going to be there this time counting
noses and 1 expect to find a goodly number to count. This is only the beginning —
I'll be ding-donging at you again.
Way back last May I spent a long and
delightful week end in Roanoke with Natalie Roberts Foster and Walter. They are
the Iravelingest pair — they took a leisurely
lour of the West last winter and a jaunt
to Florida after I left them in May, and
1 saw I hem again late in August en route
to Nags Head, N. C, to try their hands
at surf casting.
I had a wonderful letter from Martha
McBroom .Shipman. reporting on the wedding last winter of their Jane to Edward
J. Kunz, Jr.. on January 16 in Dayton,
Ohio. Just before the wedding Marty's
son .Shippy. who was working for Crown
Zellerbach Paper Co. in Portland. Oregon,
had to undergo surgery, which had the
mother of the bride in quite a turmoil for
some weeks — but everything turned out
fine.
Margaret Lee Thompson is now living in

Dayton, Ohio, where her husband, Glenn,
is Editor of the Dayton J ournni -Herald.
"Martha Mac" reports that their house in
Dayton is lovely and the setting magnificent. She saw Jane Muhlberg Halverstadt

My pet hobby
for Retarded
Carolyn, is an
based in .San
ago the two of

at the Thompson's where they enjoyed a
small S. B. reunion.

badWill
a wonderful
time." tell me where Posomeone please
mona is in the big state of California?
Sandwiched in between jaunts to Disney-

I received a newspaper clipping from
Polly Swift Calhoun, telling about her 4V';year-old Chinese daughter. Faith Jade Calhoun, whom they are adopting through
the International Social .Service of New
York City. She is a darling-looking little
girl, and Polly says they are all mad about
her. The Calhoun's son Ted is studying
in Germany; Gordon had an American
Field Service Exchange in Zurich for the
summer; and Sue and her husband Cal
are home from the Navy. Sue's Finnish
"sister," with whom she stayed several
sununers ago, spent the summer with the
Calhouns and they also had a Dutch girl
on the farm. Polly is so very enthusiastic
about her new daughter that she asked
me to tell all you gals that the way to
keep young and frisky when all your children grow up and leave home is to adopt
a four-year-old. I couldn't agree with her
more. I have about eighty, ages six months
to 21 years. I don't know bow much they
enjoy it, but I never have time to let my
arthritis get stiff.
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Elizabeth Job Jopp
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Pikevil
109 Cherry
Laneky
le. Kentuc

Hooray! Lots of news. You can 'oe
glad. Otherwise you would have been
bored with an account, in detail, of the
6.500-mile car trip Gus and I made with
another couple to the West Coast and
Mexico. Never saw a Sweetbriarite on
the whole journey.
Did talk to Virginia Finch Waller on
the phone while I was lunching on Mississippi River catfish at Memphis. Virginia
has kept up with her music. She plays,
does a lot of accompanying and teaches
music. Her youngest son. Ben. Jr., is at
Rice University. Morton finished at Southwestern and is doing graduate work at
Emory in Atlanta, Ga. Her pride and joy
is her granddaughter namesake. She says
Clara Manning West lives in Ft. Worth.
Texas. Her only child, a son. completed
his first year at Tulane.
At a Howard Johnson stop near Dallas
1 tried to contact Jessie Fisher Gordon.
Her husband's secretary informed me Jessie
was attending a convention with bim in
San Antonio. They have two sons. Pat
is at the LIniversity of Texas and Joe
enters Virginia Episcopal School this year.
When we got to Tuscon 1 phoned Adelaide Smith Nelson in Phoenix. Her voice
sounded so natural but we just got good
and started when our time was up. Bv
next year .Adelaitle's doctor husband will
be an E.E.N.&T. specialist. She's afraid
she can't make it to our 30th reunion because both of her daughters will be in
college by then.
Got within 300 miles of Douglas. .\rizona. so wrote Eleanor Arthur Davies a
card. Was delighteil lo have this letter

Faith Jade of Hong Kong is now the adpot-

in reply: "I live just 9 blocks from the
Mexican border. Haven't seen any Sweet
Briar girls since I left there except Trudy
liiiisi Roberts, who lives with her husband
and .1 children in Phoenix: and Kay Rcid

ed

Emmott,

Ater

daughter of Polly
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Swift

Froi.t phntn

Calhoun, '31.

'27,

who

now

lives

in

Douglas.

is helping with the School
Children. My only child,
.\merican Airlines hostess,
Francisco. .A. few months
us flew to Mexico City and

land, the Lawrence Welk telecast. Farmer's
Market, and other sights of Los Angeles,
1 tried lo locate Stuart Groner Moreno.
Couldn't find Pomona in the phone directory— where is it?
If I ever move West I'm going to buy
a set of paints and some long underwear
and live at Carmel-by-the-Sea. It was like
a misty dream in technicolor.
Back home on the ranch we almost had
a dinner dale with Ginny Squ'bb Flynn
and her husband. Jim. However, after manv
years in Connecticut they've gotten afraiil
of
Kentucky
and West
awfulin
mountain
roads.
They Virginia's
stopped off
Logan. W. Va., to see Jim's mother, en
route home from Myrtle Beach. While
at the beach they were joined for a weekend by Marian Malm Fowler and her husband. They are stationed at Parris Island,
.S. C. Her husband is a Marine Corps
dentist. Ginny said Sue Burnett Davis
and her husband Tread are in .Spain
this summer. Ginny and Marian are making plans to attend our 30th reunion in
'62. How about the rest of you? I am,
too.
A note from Kay Ogelsby Mixon, whose
daughter Juanita graduated from S. B.,
says Juanita was to marry in June.
I'll just ijuote Charlotte Magoffin's letter
postmarked Deerwood, Minn., and let you
drool, too. "Haven't been East to see any
S. B. friends in years. I'd hoped to go
this spring, but it didn't work out. Last
winter we had a fascinating trip to the
South Seas. Spent three weeks in the
Fijis and Tahiti. Darn near died of the
heat but we saw types of civilization it's
impossible to imagine. We ate raw fish
and thought it delicious. Stayed in
thatched huts (with rats in the thalch)
and viewed some of the most beautiful
tropical
in the trip
world."
While scenery
on another
lo Pittsburgh,
following
death Belly
of my liber
.Aunt. Eby.
I "reuned"
with
my the
roomie.
She
lives in Foxchapel and is a secretary in
the Presbyterian
Church
there.
In the change-of-names-and-addresses department. Helen Goodwin is now Mrs.
Carroll L. Lowe and lives in Piltsforl.
New York. Ruth Thompson i Mrs. Arthur
E.) Lalhrop. has as her address: U.S.A.
Trans. Corp., A.A.SHO, Ottawa, Illinois.
.Sound's interesting. Wonder what all those
letters stand for?

rj
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McDonald

Muncie,
Indiana Ave.
.321
N. College

Hatch

Our Dean de Coligny (Julia .Sadler)
writes on September 8lh that .'^weet Briar
is humming with activity in preparation
for the arrival of student leaders on the
l.Slh. Julia had two vacations this summer— the first just after school was out,
she dedicated to stoking food into her eldest. Bill, so that he could report to the
Chicago Bears for i)ro-football. He weighs
248 lbs. and can run a mile in bis foolball shoes in 6',-! minutes.
He graduated
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from Trinity in June with honors in fine
arts. During the second part of her vacation she moved into the Boole Store Apts.
where she is readily availahle to any who
return to S. B. Her second son. Calvert. Jr..
will he a senior at W. & L.. and Anne and
Julie will again he at .AndiersI High School.
Ella Jane Men: Dickson has moved to
2865 .'\rden Kd., .\tlanta. where her hushand, Fred, has gone back with the CocaCola ingCo.;
says that
just like
home she
at last.
She it's
is going
to comstay
home and make curtains and paint woodwork as her son. Jim. is going to Wabash
College this fall after having spent the
summer riding a Vesi)a all over Europe,
and her daughter, Joan, who has finished
her junior year at Sophie Newcomb. is going to spend the year in Denmark.
Lib Scheiter Maxwell has just returned
from a summer on Cape Cod. Her daughter, Liza, went to Manter Hall summer
school as she had mononucleosis last year
and missed the second term of school.
Lib is retiring from her job this fall and
will look for another sometime after
January.
Bonnie W ood Stookey also spent the
summer at Cape Cod. Her oldest boy,
David goes to Harvard this fall; her middle boy, Jeffrey, is in the 10th grade and
playing football; and her youngest. Crane,
is in the second grade.
A new house in Logansport. Ind.. is taking a good deal of time and interest
for Mary Lewis Nelson Becker, especially
as she does not have a kitchen as yet, and
the family is eating at her Mother's or
"out." Her older son, Allen, is working
for his father, while Nels is hack at Tulane, and Mary Ann is a junior in high
school.
Going to work with various organizations
for the political campaigning this fall is
Elinor Fitch Welch, She says that everyone in St. Petersburg is awfully busy
cleaning up and resting after having had
hurricane Donna pass through.
Dee Hutchinson Howe went West for five
weeks this summer while her husband
kept house and her son, Tom, a junior
at Williams, went to Europe. Her daughter, Julie, is a Wellesley senior, and Doria
is in the seventh grade.
Betty Carter Clark and family spent
the summer at Lake Taboe as did the
oldest.Lab.:
.Stuart,
aDaniel
job inEsterlys.
Boston inBetty's
the MIT
Bob hasis
out to get his teaching credentials after
having graduated from the U. of Washington; Jim is back at Yale, and Jeanne
goes off to the first grade,
Eleanor Cooke Esterly also writes of seeing the Clarks at Tahoe. Eleanor's Sweet
Briar .'\lumnae Club had it's annual summer party with husbands in July.
Marjorie Lasar Hurd savs her news
comes direct from "The Booby Hatch.
N. J. Northwood
Division," for
to
6221
Ave.,they
St. are
Louismoving
.5. Mo.,
and on the same day David is off to Colgate. Also, she has just moved her married daughter, Julie, from New York to
New Jersey. She and Lizzie Seldon .Skeinbrook, '33, and daughter, had a lunch reunion in New York City the 1st of September.
After an August vacation in Maine.
Fliz Mayfield Chapman is home again.
George. Jr., is back at W. & L. for his
sophomore year, and Edward enters high
school.
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Just before sailing for home after a
4,000-mile drive around the British Isles,
Martha Lou Lemmon Sloblnian made the
mistake of reading a current travel magazine. In Britain. There was not a single
place mentioned in it of which she had
ever heard. She says her girls seemed to
get a great deal from the trip, for after
two plays at the Stratford Theatre, they
began memorizing Twelfth Night: they
know a Norman cathedral from a Gothic
one; and they met a man who knows
.\nthony Armstrong-Jones.
Mitzi Haniien Fried's oldest son. Edward, has finished his two-year hitch in
the Navy as a Lt. (j.g.l and has a darling baby girl. Robin Lynne Fried. Mitzi
and her daughter. Linda, were at S. B.
early in September, but it rained so hard
she couldn't show Linda much, and Jackie
Bond Wood was not on campus which
added to her disappointment. Linda is
first in her class, made the National Honor
Society, and has applied to Mt. Holvoke
forConnie
'61.
Burivell White, who says she
can't
imagine
but herself
interested in theanyone
new clients
of White being
and
White, public relations, went to Charlotte
in May for the wedding of Angelia Morrison Harris' daughter, Sara, and saw
everyone from surrounding states. She
and Bill are hoping for a week in .San
Francisco in October.
Spring vacation found Ginny Foster
Gruen. her husband, and son, Dave, age 12,
in New Orleans at the Prince Conti Hotel
in the French Ouarter. From there they
drove to the Bellingratb Gardens in Mobile.
This summer David was at Culver Military
-School Camp, and Ginny and Bob were
at Crystal Lake in Bulah, Mich.
Dorothy Andrews Kramer and her husband had their vacation in and around
Washington in April. They have adopted
a baby girl. Janice, now three months old,
and have a 4-year-old son, Robin.
Jo Fink Meeks and her family made 3
trips to Harbor Springs. Mich., this summer to visit her mother who has a cottage
there. Jo's daughter, Ann, goes back to
Vanderbilt as a sophomore.
Mary Goode Krone was again reappointed
by Governor Rockefeller as one of the
three Civil .Service Commissioners of the
.State of New York, having been originally
appointed by Governor Dewey and then
reappointed by Governor Harriman. This
.September she is the General Chairman
of
Women's
Organization
York
State Fair.
BesidesDay
all ofthisthesheNewis
attending the Albany Law School as a special student. A trip around the world
three years ago. a tour around Gaspe Peninsula, and a flight to San Francisco to
appear before the International Public Personnel Association are her most recent excursions. She is in Who's Who of American Women.
I had a trip to Europe last spring with
my mother and father and since then have
been working in a children's clothing store.
Steve, my son, went to summer ROTC
camp at Hamilton Air Force Base in California and is now back at Cornell for his
fifth year.

Anne .Baker Gerhart
^ Gibsonia
O ^-^
^^
Penna.
"^ y Vineyard Drive. Rt. .5
I am no longer your official secretary
but I said I would write a few notes on

our 25th reunion. Unfortunately, since
that was in June and it is now September,
these will be brief indeed. We missed all
of you who could not he with us, and the
most common topics of conversation were
the activities and whereabouts of those not
The campus was, as always, beautiful
present.
and despite occasional threats of rain, the
weather was pleasant. I arrived too late
for Lantern Night, but comments overheard made me feel that it is not relished
by the girls. Five years ago I would have
been a little shocked by such sacrilege;
now having a teen-ager myself, I understand.
The highlight of the stay was the alumnae banquet. As you may know, our class
was hostess for the reunion, and Rebecca
Young Frazer was our able and charming
toastmistress. The hit of the evening was
her reading of an essay written by Marion
Walker Alcaro. entitled "You Haven't
Changed
Bit." One look at our photo
belies the a statement.
First prize for attendance goes to Ray
Adier Cochran, who came all the way
from Little Rock, and second prize to
Jean Imbrie Fry, who came from Chicago.
Hester Kraemer Avery took the prize for
the most chidlren — five. It was good to
see Judy Halliburton Burnett and Pood
Morrison Ruddell together again. Cynthia
Harbison
will happy
be a
junior at Heye's
Sweet daughter
Briar andLeslie
is very
there. Cynthia came down with Dot Barniim Venter and Elizabeth Myers Harding
from the greater New York area. Adelaide
Whitiord Allen drove up from Washington
with Hester, and Natalie Strickland Waters
drove on from Atlanta with Rebecca.
It was interesting to hear Gary Burwell
Carter talk of her life as the wife of
the
a boy's
And I
was headmaster
amazed to offind
that school.
Laura Babbitt
Shuffle is practically a neighbor of mine,
living in Charleston. W. Va. Of course
no reunion would be complete without
Mary Lou Saul Hunt and Elizabeth Broun
Trout. Our reunion came to an end with
a lovely picnic supper with Mrs. Bernice
Lill, who was most gracious in opening
her home to us.
I have a few news items that came in
last year after my annual literary effort:
Genevieve Howell Gist wrote from Kansas
City, Mo. that they have a son at the U.
of Colorado, a daughter at Kansas U.,
a son in high school, and two in grade
school. With four still at home I can
understand her "whew!" at the end of
the card.
Ellen Pratt McGowan, still enjoying
country living, has a married daughter living in Memphis and a son at Lawrenceville.
Ginny Cunningham Brookes wrote from
California that she has a daughter who is
a senior at Willamette University, a son
at California Institute of Technology, and
another in prep school.
Grace Langeler Irvine, who lives in New
York, has a daughter who will be a junior
at Pembroke College and wdio is a good
friend of my favorite niece, Joan Baker.
Betsy, the second daughter, just graduated
from high school, and her yoimgest, Vess,
Jr.. is a sophomore.
In two weeks I will be leaving Paris
with my husband for a trip through Southern France. If the above is incomplete
and incoherent, that is the reason.
In
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closing, my warm regards go to each and
everyone: may life deal kindly with you all.
rj /^
M\Kv VinciMA Camp Smith
-\\\
330.S White Oak Road
^ ^^
Raleigh, N. C.
1 do hope that all of you are making
plans to attend our twenty-fifth reunion
this June. Our twentieth reunion was lots
of fun, and this get together should he
wonderful with us as the honored guests.
.Also, please he thinking about whom you
want for your new class secretary. 1 give
up my job after the March issue.
1 had a grand letter from Lillian
Steele Cook, who was with us only our
freshman year, but who is an interested
alumna, .'^lie is planning to come to our
reunion in June. 1961. and hopes to see
some of the friends she made when she
roomed in Randolph and Manson. Lil and
her lawyer husband. Lawrence, live in
Rome, New York. Their eldest son. Frank.
graduate<l in June from Colgate, after
spending his junior year studying at the
University of Paris. This fall he begins
his study at Syracuse Law .School. Their
second son. Jonathan, is in his junior year
at Berkshire Preparatory School in .Sheffield, Mass. Her 14-year-old daughter,
Lacey, is in junior high in Rome. Lil
says she intends buying Sweet Briar bulbs,
and 1 trust all of you are buying, and
planting them to the College's and your
mutual advantage.
This summer while we were at our house
at \'irginia Beach I had a visit with Marjorie If ing Todd. She told me that Kin
Carr Baldwin's daughter, Stewart, was due
to enter Sweet Briar this fall.
I under-

stand that Barbara Doty, eldest daughter
of Mani Powell Doty, is a freshman there,
too.
Callie Furniss Wolfe's daughter, Martha,
a sophomore at Salem College this year,
made her debut in Atlanta in June. Callie's son, John, is a senior at Vanderhilt
this year.
<^ ^T
Pf;(,(,v Minder Dams
^
/
16
Farm Mass.
Road
*-^ *
No. Old
Scituate,
We moved in June and have enjoyed
the summer with a beach close by. Jill,
our 17-year-old. graduated from Dana Hall
and enters .Smith this month.
We're busy.
May We St on Thompson moved to Haddonfield, N. J., and is decorating her newhome. The family love their new house,
new schools, and new friends.
Mary Helen frueouj^ Klein wrote that she
had moved to Oklahoma City — new job.
new home, and much work getting settled.
She hopes to travel to Florida in October
and New York City in November.
Lib Lee McPhail wrote that she and Fred
vacationed at Cherry Grove, S. C with
their three children and two of their children's friends and had a great and busy
time. reunion
Last spring
attended
Fred's
2,5th
of histhey
class
at Davidson.
Lib hopes that our 2.5th reunion at .S. B. C.
is as much fun!
Bobby Jarvis is taking up housekeeping
for herself and her mother. She quit her
job as secretary in a local school and bad
two delightful weeks at Cape Cod.
Dottie .Stewart had a wonderful vacation
in San Juan. Virgin Islands, Haiti, and

Jamaica. She enjoyed it all, despite the
terrific heat.
Jackie Cochran Nicholson wrote that
Jackie. Jr.. enters S. B. C. this fall. At
Jackie. Jr.s request, she had entertained
Carrie McMillan from Mt. Vernon Seminary and (Carrie turned out to be Margaret Hulromb McMillan's daughter. Jackie
and Chink had a wonderful trip to Grand
Cayman, B. W. I., and Jamaica last winter.
Wes Ward Francis' tour of Europe was
most extensive. They visited the French
and Italian Rivieras, Florence. Rome, Venice. Lausanne. Geneva. Grindelwald. Paris,
London, and the ijuaint Cotswolds. She
returned home in time to play a tennisteam match at Seabright where she saw
Peter Dyer Sorensen.
Peter wrote that she had a pleasant
summer of sailing, tennis, and b?ach activities— a restful summer after the 3month European trip she had in 1959.
Felie's son is at W illiams and her daughter attends Emma Willard.
Nina Cau'-horn Jarvis wrote just too
late for the last issue. .She bad been
teaching school anil taking a course in
religion at Randolph-Macon — '"railroaded
into it " by daughter .\nn. .'\nn is president of the senior class at Randolph-Macon
this year. Nina's sons are 12 and 14.
Agnes Crawjord Bates wrote that her
daushter tember
enters
St. Catherine's
thisHelen
.'Sepafter summer
vacation at
Mac and Dan Boone's Camp Glenlaurel.
Son Billy went to Camp Morehead with
Billie Williams Grvmes' son ('38). Margaret Cp.'jn \^ bile's son was a junior
counsellor at Camp Morehead. Last spring
Agnes promised to work for the P. T. \..

Pictured at left are Sarah Belk Gambrell. '39,
alumna member of the Board of Overseers,
with husband, Charles G. Gambrell and 7month old daughter Sally. In addition to her
active participation in the affairs of Sweet
Briar College and the Alumnae Association,
Sarah is a Vice-President and Director of the
Belk Stores and is well-known in the highly
complex
chandise. field of women s and children's mer-
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King's
Woman's
and for
the 1961Daughters.
Historic Garden
WeekClub,
in Virginia.
She says she has 1000 jobs.
Janet Bogue Trimble vacationed in Europe with George and tlieir two sons.
They had a wonderful automobile trip
through Italy. France, and Switzerland.
Last year was a rough one for Isabel
Olmstead Haynes. Her husband Storrs
had major surgery in November, and her
father died just before Christmas. She
wrote that 1960 has been much more cheerful. Storrs has completely recovered and
they had vacation.
a most successful
weeks'
nautical
Her growntwosons
are
both enthusiastic about football. They are
planning a European vacation next summer.
Molly Gruber Stoddart's card reported
that daughter Nancy vacationed at Tepee
Ranch. Big Horn. Wyoming, and Molly and
Jack enjoyed the respite from teen-age
comings and goings.
Peggy Cruikshank Dyer is dashing
around getting Julie back to Dana Hall and
Mary to .S. B. C. for her freshman year.
Holmes and Peg played in two Invitation
Mixed Doubles Tournaments and only (! !)
reached the semi-finals. They also enjoyed swimming and sailing. Their youngest (4) enters nursery school this fall.

who was on a trip from California. He
reported that the Bradley's are fine. Dot
keeps busy with a .Sunday School class,
gardening, "swinging the old tennis
racquet," and picking peaches.
Maggie Cornwall Schmidt attended summer school at Washington II. in St. Louis
and now has more than half the required
credits toward an M..'\. She and Ruthie
spent
weeksMichigan.
at her family's
cottage three
near restful
Charlevoix,
Maggie
knitted, read and even water skied.
O /^ Bktty Frazier Rinehart
^M
105 Petersburg.
Bay Point Drive,
^-^
-"^
.S|.
Florida N.
1 am sorry that this letter will have to
be short because of lack of news. My one
news item came from Europe in the form
of a very enthusiastic card from Mary
Treadway Downs who had been travelling
with her husband and two children early
this summer.
.'Vs for myself, I have very little to report except that it's hot and wet here in
Florida in the summer. We did manage
a quick trip up to McGregor Bay, Canada, in August after .^ndy got out of
camp in Highlands, N. C.

Betty Thomas Wells' son Joe is entering
college, her youngest child. Lizanne. is entering kindergarten, and her middle daughter. Jeannie. is 13. Quite an assortment of
"young'uns"!
Marie Walker Gregory vacationed at
Boothbay Harbor. Maine, and visited
Marshfield. Mass.. on her return. Wish
she had dropped in to see us! Son Johnny
vacationed at Camp Carolina near Asheville. Marie wrote that Polly Lambeth
Blackwell lost her mother recently.

isn't busy enough! She has taken up real
estate.
Lillian Lambert Pennington stayed home
this summer while son Neiland worked.
after his first year at Duke. In July a
short vacation took the Penningtons to
Charlottesville and S. B. C. Lil reports
that the campus looked marvelous and the
auditorium is really taking shape. Lillian
wrote from Raleigh where she was "chaperone and valet" while Neiland acted as
marshall at the North Carolina -State
Debutante Ball, a three-day round of constant celebration at which there were
many sons and daughters of ,S. B. C. alumnae— '"almost a second generation college
reunion."
Dot ['rout Gorsuch had a phone call
from Lou Dreyer Bradley's husband
('34)
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The grandest, long letter from EUie
Ihimgard Firth arrived the other day,
from which 1 shall quote since 1 could
never express her feelings so well: "I
have had such a busy six weeks in Europe
this summer that life has seemed simple
ever since we've been back! Swede and
I went to -Salzburg, Austria, for a meeting
of the International Real Estate Federation and then continued on a -Study Tour
of 12 countries" . . . We were in three Iron
Curtain countries — Czechoslovakia, Poland
and Russia — but there were 60 in our
party so I felt there was safety in numbers. We were in Moscow over the Fourth
of July — of all places — and there was a
party at the Embassy for all of us. Van
Cliburn played. Our stay in Russia was
very different from what we were led to
expect from articles appearing in our
magazines here. We could take pictures of
anything we wanted — even at the airports
— and our luggage was not inspected at
all. We flew in and out on Russian
planes. The English-speaking Russians
we met all spoke without a trace of an
accent ; that was not true in any other
country in Europe . . . Intourist was cooperative about all of the various requests
that you can imagine 60 American individualists would make. A car and a
driver were provided when we said we
wanted to go to a service at the Baptist
Church, and some of our party visited a
monastery on the outskirts of Moscow.
Even though it was an interesting and
educational experience, we were relieved
to leave the Airport at Leningrad and head
for Finland.
"Pi had sent me Cynthia Falkner McConnel's address, and although I didn't
have a chance to see her we had a long
chat on the phone when we were in London. Her oldest son is 19 and had just
returned from a two weeks' vacation in the
south of France. She has two other children, and now her mother lives just 15
miles from her. . . .

Douglass Mapp's
forBecky
their vacations.
Carolynfamily
went scattered
to Camp
Allegheny. Mildred visited her roommate
in Bermuda, and Margaret accompanied
her mother and father to the Poconos and
Blue Ridge mountains. Margaret enters
10th grade
Catherine's,
and Mildred
will
travel atto St.Boston
to Garland
Junior
College.
Sara Kirkpatrick Fearing started her
card with "one away and four to go!"
Sue Speed graduated from U. N. C. in
June and has been studying stenography
this summer. Joe. their 17-year-old. bellhopped at a beach hotel and is now enjoying football practice for Landon. The
rest of the family enjoyed the summer
swimming, fishing (caught a 220 lb. tuna),
and redecorating a couple of rooms. Sara
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Margaret Stuart Dickey
1902 Ash Street
Texarkana. Arkansas

"Denmark was a great thrill for me as
1 had heard about it all my life, and it
was even better than 1 had expected.
-Such food, and so many things to buy!
Had dinner with my cousin Thorkild Jorgensen and his wife Jutta and found them
to be a darling young couple — and I do
mean young — not 40! ...
"I'm afraid I have written too much already, but you know how I always have
liked to talk. Right now we are getting

:x>^x"io<

Molly
ready
go to
in
Richmond
thistofall.
Will-St.beCatherine's
mighty lonesome this winter with just one little duck
at home. Weezie will be in the eighth
grade.
fall I'll
back Club
working
with
the Come
-Altar Guild
and be
Garden
and
playing duplicate bridge regularly. Had
the thrill of a lifetime when I played with

Daily Advance

Nida Tondin Watts. '40 reads the notice
that her short story. "Stamp of Life" has
won first place in the Creative Viriting Contest sponsored by the Virginia Division of
the A.A.U.W.

Charles Goren at a tournament in May."
We have had a delightful surprise recently. Mrs. Mary Ely Lyman, the Dean our
senior year at Sweet Briar, was visiting in
Texarkana en route to -San Antonio where
she was to be featured teacher at a Presbyterian Women's meeting, and we were
lucky enough to have her for lunch and
such a nice visit together.
From San An-
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tonio, Mrs. Lyman was going back to Sweet
Briar for a visit, llien in November to
Beirut for an inlernalional conference on
leaching Christianity to non-Christian nations.
My only other contact with classmates
was on the way to North Carolina to pick

all her classmates, to a wonderful person!
It is now less than a year until our
Twentieth Reunion. Those of us who
were lucky enough to attend the Fifteenth
can tell you we had the most wonderful
lime, so start planning now.

up Paula at Helen Mac and Dan Boone's
camp when we stopped by Greenville, S. C,
and spent the night with Evie Cantey Marion and Andy, and liad the grandest time
with them. The only Sweet Briar-ite that
we saw at the end of the camp was Nida
Tomlin Watts from Lynchburg, and several current students who were counseling at camp. Genie, our high-school-senior
daughter, met us in North Carolina after
spending a wonderful month with Helen
Gwinn Wallace's daughter, on their beautiful farm outside Washington. Genie and
Linda had gone to camp together for three
summers, and now that they were 16 and
older than Helen Mac and Dan accept, the
summer visit seemed to be the nicest solution to being separated. Genie files her
Early Decision papers for Sweet Briar October 1st; by the time this is published,
we will know.
The late spring class notes were very
brief: 1 sent out ten pleading post cards,
and eight people withstood my begging
and didn't answer. .As usual, we went to
Port .Aransas Island, near Corpus Cliristi,
for Easier plus ten days, and when 1 returned, the May 1st deadline was almost
upon me; hence, the frantic post cards.
Our vacation was fine, with the weather
perfect for April swimming and fishing in
shorts, so I retiu'ned with a fabulous tan.
-About the nicest news was a letter from
Jean Nehring Bichsel. Her husband has
just accepted an offer from the Eastman
School of Music in Rochester, N. Y., to be
head of the Church Music Department
there, and they will be moving there from
Valparaiso University in Indiana. Jean
and Bix were married in -April. 1955, and
now have a 2V2-year-old daughter, Yvonne
Helene. During the summer, they will be

yf I C^
/I
/
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staying at Jean's family's home in Pocono
Pines, where they have been during Bix's
sabbatical leave for some writing and editing music for publication.
Our other lost graduate has also been
found. Mary James, who is in New York;
but that is all the news I had from the
-Alumnae
an
address.office — just a "found" card with
This is Happy Year for most of our
little group, having reached that Junior
League stage of blessedness known as
"Sustaining." Evie Cantey Marion vvTites
that her plans for complete ennui were
blasted by her acceptance of Presidency
of the Girl Scout County Council. 1 also
am a Girl Scout slave, being volunteer
director for Day Camp for 187 girls (second summer), as well as being Chairman
of the Day Camp Development Committee
for all work on our new 20-acre camp site.
Our special award for the outstanding
class member of the year goes to Helen
Gwinn Wallace, who beside looking after
a husband and two teenage children, teaching school, and playing the organ for two
services each Sunday, found time lo complete the necessary courses for her senior
year of college; returned to Sweet Briar
in May for Comprehensive Exams; and
received her degree at Commencement in
June. Congratulations and much love from
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9Jeanne
Linden Sawyer
Gardens Facci
Wellesley 81, Mass.

The annual postcard blitz has brought
rewarding returns to make up for our lack
of news last June. Helen Sanford wrote
she's hoping to make a trip to Williamstown, Mass., to visit her sister this fall
(to make up for a vacationless summer).
She sent a clipping from the Houston Post:
"It's a boyoboyoboy for Texas Gulf producing's Shaw Cranfield and wife Jan."
Shaw, Jr., born on .April 6, is Jan Darby
Cranfield's first child.
Also in the diaper department is this
news from Margaret Preston Newton: "New
baby daughter adopted April 4 at the age
of five days, named Frances Elizabeth. My
other two girls, Kent, 13, and Laura, 10,
are overjoyed and we think she's the cutest baby ever." "Pres" also has a new
house on the Florida shoreline — much
swimming and boating in the back yard.
And to Ruthe Hensley Camblos: Margaret Bullitt born May 7. -A redhead yet,
who thinks she has four parents what
with her big sister Stuart 1 12) and brother
Josh (14), whom Mama has dubbed her
"series A pair."
Ruthe begs a plug for the Alumnae
Fund.
Ergo, plug!
And I'll sneak my own in toward our
20th. Not so far away. At least start
planning to pack.
"News of the Lowells" (Jane Taylor)
arrived in verse announcing a move from
Virginia
to Indiana
and a Bob,
month's
tion in June
with children.
Susie vacaand
Joan, trailer bound for the Mid West
statewill
parks
Bob, atSr's,
new
job
be and
Exec,resorts.
in NROTC
Purdue
where
willforstudy
for hisBecker
master's.
Exodihe also
Margaret
Schiltges
from San Diego to Zionsville, Ind., Dorothy
Malone Yates from Atlanta to Greenwich,
Genevieve Mundy Lyttle from Georgia to
Florida. Natalie Ryan, previously "lost,"
turned up in New York City, Susan Greer
Hendrick in Houston, and Jane Turner in
Colorado Springs. New homes "around the
corner" for Julia Groves Martin in Savannah, Polly Peyton Turner in Newport, Virginia Bratten Adams in Memphis, and
-Mary Minneapolis
Brown Griggs'
from
to St."across
Paul. the river"
In 1959 Elizabeth Duffield Fajans moved
from New York to Vermont "and built a
home and ski lodge (Brookbound Lodge).
We had a successful season, thanks to good
snow conditions at Mt. Snow, and are
looking forward to a greater one soon.
Had my 5th child, a boy, March 28 . . .
Hope to see some S. B.ites up here this
Life rotates around the children for Frances Claiborne Guy. Daughter Elizabeth
(18) is entering Brailford Junior College,
Johnny is 15, and -Archer, her younger
year." is 12. Gloria Sanderson Sartor
daughter,
has a family of girls (13. 11. 5), plus a
geologist hubby. -And Virginia Beasley
Holzer claims she's revolving like mad on
her hilltop with 3 chilluns. 3 acres and
3 ponies. "Margie" Troutman Harbin also

finds life dizzily circular with five athletic
boys (15 to 4). "1 spend a lot of time
watching tennis matches, swinmiing events,
welcoming to and from camp and other
sporty events. 1 do make a good spectator
though and can yell loud. See Sudie
Clark Hanger and "Dot" Malone Yates,
also Virginia Cummings Davis."
"Pat" Potter Roach is working on her
M.A. at Stanford. "One recent and welcome interruption was dinner with Coralie
Kahn Ferro ('40) and her family in San
Francisco. Coralie is not only married to
one of the world's most charming men
and has produced — not surprisingly — two
of the most attractive children, but she
makes the best chocolate pudding that my
boys have ever tasted."
Eliot Jeffords Townsend's first year in
Winter Park, Fla., saw her escaping hurricane Donna with no damage except that
all their Xmas oranges went with the wind.
George (7) and Molly (5) entered second
grade and kindergarten, respectively.
We here in Wellesley also avoided the
baleful "eyes" of Donna — but just. Cindy
(10) was crushed because on top of no
go from the blow, her first day in fifth
grade was postponed. Johnny (15) is
already back at Andover (after a stellar
first
year)
for And
"tryouts"
the varsity
football
team.
I findformyself
again
at the Concert Series office at Wellesley
College. Suddenly, last summer seems
dreadfully far away and especially our
marvelous reunion with Sally W alke Rogers
and family at her summer home in Vermont. Debbie (15), Lisbeth (13) and
Philip (11),
all charmers.
"Si" tolooks
younger
than ever.
Makes me want
dye
my white streak something exotic like pale
orchid and imbibe some miracle elixir for
muscle tone. Got roundly smeared at croquet. However . . .
"Si" had a chatty visit with "Toppin"
Wheat Corwell last June in Charlottesville and recently
chimed in
from Nantucket
and "Toppin
a sailing" vacation
to
add that all is well with her many duos —
girls, dogs, fish, birds, rabbits. Her husband is stUl head of chemistry at U. Va.
She says "Penny" Lewis has given up her
job in Staunton and now works at home.
-Ann Hauslein Potterfield writes: "Tom,
7 children and 1 just completed a 2000mile trip to Maine in our Volkswagen bus.
Our oldest, Ann Dawson, and 1 went lo
SweetAnnBriar
in June.
'42
was
Morrison
Reams.Only
-Annother
Dawson
enters high school and our baby, Betsy,
celebrated her first birthday in September.
Betty Hanger Jones is continuing to
supervise
Eric's
She spent the
lastmanagement
Xmas with of
Sudie
andplant.
Bill
and their seven plus her three.
Headline from Betsy Chamberlain Burchard. Peter's two new children's books
(for ages 8-12), Balloons (Macmillan), a
picture history of ballooning "From Paper
Bags to Sky Hooks" (subtitle), and Jed
(Coward-McCann), a Civil War story of
a Yankee soldier anil a southern boy, will
be out this fall. Lee, Chip, and small
Laura thriving.
And . . . coming in from outer space,
"Bobbie " Engh Croft. ".At present we
stand at 5 children. Bill. Jr., is in his
second year at Culver and loves it, Mimi
is a freshman at New Trier, Doug an
eighth grader, Helen a third and our
little Jean enters kindergarten."
iMany
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activities including selling S. B. C. tulips.
She saw Betty Hanger Jones this summer.
Plus at long last, Lucy Case Wendelken
with well-remembered '"Army" humor.
"Why is it tiiat women with gray temples
aren't considered distinguished, too? Me,
I'm getting distinguished all over my
head. Clyde is working too hard at a
flourishing law practice. Larry King (16)
is entering his senior year at prep school
and Heather (9) is a swimming fool on
the Wichita Swim Club team and is growing gills. I'm the same fat lazy slob as
everMoibutaussi,
enjoying
it all."
and also
your cards. Keep
them coming for the March and June
issues.
In the meantime, dolls, Noel.
A r\
/I I ^
-*- *~'

Louise Woodriff Angst
49 Leeuwarden
Road
Darien, Conn.

Chandler's 14-yearMartin left
May, Fay Dougie,
for Europe to
oldIn daughter,
spend the summer. Fay and the rest of
her family went to Virginia Beach in June
and then to Nantucket for the rest of the
summer. Brooks Barnes visited in Nantucket in June and later during her vacation came to Darien for a few days. A
recent letter said that getting back to work
was a real chore, especially after so many
nice visits with friends this year.
Ouija Adams Bush vacationed in Idaho
Springs, Colo., with her family and also
visited in Grand Lake, Colo., which is in
Rocky Mountain National Park.
Barbara McNeill Yow and her colonel
husband, John, are back in the States,
househunting in Washington, D. C. Mac
first visited her family in Lakeland, Fla.,
but left before Donna arrived. Her son
Randy started at the U. of Va. this fall.
Grace Graulty Harper has moved from
Albany, N. Y., to New York Chy on East
48th St., and Katy Parker Silverman lives
in Maspeth, N. Y., news I am glad to
report because several people have asked
me if I knew her whereabouts. The
Alumnae Office brought me up-to-date;
please let them know when you move. If
you want someone's address write them or
me; after all, it is time for Christmas
cards.
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Gene Patton MacMannis
68 Holly Place
Larchmont, N. Y.

"Sweet Briar Day at Jones Beach" (Long
Island, N. Y.) was a great treat for those
of us who could make it. Much to their
surprise, the children found that Mom's
friends could be real nice people. Handsome Brooke, 14-year-old son of Mary
Churchill Walker Van de Water, teamed
up immediately with my Gay, 15, and
Donny, 12. Mary Churchill's daughter,
Julia, 11, couldn't come because of a
swimming date, and I learned later that
she came in 2nd in the final free style
race at the Hempstead Golf Club.
Adeline Taylor Nunez came from Glen
Cove with "Puffy" and Ricky. Louise
Smith Norton had only Chris with her;
George and Sue were away. Sydney
Holmes Bayles was accompanied by Pete
and Billy, and my Lauren was the youngest.
At the risk of letting them all drown, we
talked with hardly a let-up — politics, integration, community activities, memories of
SBC, the fleeting of time — until it was
too late to make
it home
for dinner.
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We have decided to make this an annual
event — probably the week before Labor
Day — so keep it in mind if you're
travelling in New York. Those of you who
live here will get another postcard from
me.
Janet Staples Munt has a new little boy,
George Newcomb Munt III, to be called
"Newcomb."
Paulette Long Taggart's daughter, Cornelia, and Louise's daughter. Sue, slept
"head to head" at Camp Hillsboro this
summer and were fast friends.
Adeline had seen Catherine Tijt Porter,
Frances Longino Scliroder, and Betty Hai'erty Smith in Atlanta and reported them
all even better-looking than when at school.
Ann Moore Remington had been in Atlanta
to visit Jane Rice McPherson so there must
have been a round of gatherings.
A beautiful card from Hawaii from
Beverly Holleman Richard announced that
she and the three children were accompanying Hank to his new command in the
Pacific.
Mary White Hollander was away for
our reunion, but wrote: "In any case I
would have had no children to bring,
as the boys are in France with their
grandmother and assorted relatives aged
80
3 months.
trip
thattoincluded
SVa They've
weeks inhad
Parisa divine
and a stay
at Preston's family home near Bordeaux,
with side trips to the Mediterranean and
the chateau country. They have been
living it up with breakfast in bed, and
I'm afraid they are due for quite a readjustment to grubby old America where
we all have to make our own beds and
help poor tired Mommy with the chores.
I have been able to travel around with
Preston on some of his business trips —
including Detroit, Chicago, and Denver, with
sideDontrips
Aspen in and
the this
Broadmoor."
and toI were
Quebec
summer,
and thanks to Dr. Barker, I was able to
order eggs for breakfast instead of the
cheese and beer that all the local people
were having. It was a small accomplishday.
ment, but at that moment it saved the

/| ^p*
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Julia Edmunds
Mills Jacobsen
4416
St., N. W.
Washington
7, D. C.

Thanks from all of the class of '45 to
Anne
Dickson Jordan for a fine job as class
secretary.
As you read in the last issue, 23 of us
went back to SBC for our 15th reunion.
I packed my bag and my 11-year-old daughter Mary, picked up Anne Walker Somerville in Orange, and made it just in time
for graduation. When we arrived, Betty
Healy Cutler and Alice Nicolson were
holding forth in the lobby (Alice having
just returned from a tour of duty in England). Ginger Osborn McNabb was down
from Washington where her husband is
stationed wtih the Air Force. Heddy Edwards Davenport (who seemed to have left
the largest family at home), Alice Gearhart
Stinson, Zu (Elizabeth Zulic ) Renter, and
Lile Tucker Bell roomed across the hall
and spent some time rounding up midnight
hamburgers.
Harriet Hazen Schmoeller brought her
husband to reunion. When I walked into
the rec room in new Dew Dormitory,
they were the first people I saw, and with
them was my 11-year-old daughter, whom

Martha Hollon Glesser thought was lost.
Martha was down from New Jersey.
Everyone 1 talked to is up to her ears
in volunteer work or a job. Mary Kathryn
Frye Hemphill devotes her spare time to
church and PTA, and Anne Somerville is
active in PTA and Scouts. Teaching and
the academic world have occupied quite
a few of us. Marian Keddy Lee has
been teaching at .St. Agnes School; Kickie
I Ann Dickson) Jordan is teaching and
helping to run a school in Virginia Beach;
Ann McLean Loomis runs an elementary
school which is growing like mad in Wilmington. Ihave been teaching physiography and running the alumnae office at
Holton-Arms School in Washington.
Among the absentees: Carol Cox MacKinnon just moved back to Simsbury,
Conn., from
'55. Shreveport. She had a late
reunion with Huldah Edens Jackson and
Anne Somerville in Orange. My mother
reported seeing Peggy Jones Wyllie at Hot
Springs, looking "chic and thin — Julia, stop
eating!" Peggy and her husband both
race sports cars as a hobby. Ann Gladney
Gibson and Bill just moved to a bigger
house in Dallas. Bill, Jr.. pushed the walls
out of the old one. Dale Sayler Morgan
nearly came to reunion. She has a real
Sweet Briar family. Her mother went
to SBC; her brother Henry is of course
married to Wyline Chapman ; and last
winter brother Jack married Betsy Miller,
A /f
ZLQ ^-^

Polly Vandeventer Saunders
Newport
16 ShirleyNews,
Road Virginia
No lights, thanks to Donna last night,
but I will struggle along. Donna reminds
me of all the uprooted trees around here,
and uprooted trees remind me of Jessie
Strickland Elcock. who wrote on leaving
Atlanta for Los Angeles: "Its a little like
pulling up a yam by the roots, but I
do still like this guy you used to hear
about, so if it were Southern Siberia I'd
trot along behind him carrying his golf
clubs." The four young, to-be-transplanted
Elcocks are Walter 13, Jessie 11, Nancy
9, and Claire 5. The only address so far
is: Olympic Insurance Co.
Jean Carter Telford is busy with the
Tennessee Republican party and the Junior League. At the League conference
she saw Rosie Ashby Dashiell, Boots Taylor
Hollowell, Moe Christian Schley, Wistar
ifatts King, and Bert Lee Battey. (An
impressive number from one college, to
say nothing from one class, and, I bet,
a record ! ) Each region was so busy with
League business that there was little time
left for SBC. "I never did get to check up
on how many children everyone had and
all that sort of thing," writes Carter, "but
I had the feeling that all the mothers
were glad to get away from children-talk
Am

delighted to hear from Wheats

Young Call about her family: "3-D"
isanyway."
6. Teddy
is 3,
is 2. call
"Miss
Folly
curtsied
in and
for "Folly"
her curtain
on
the morning of the 3rd day's performance
of Richmond's most successful Junior
League Follies. Just made it. Practically
born in a trunk." On a recent New England trip Wheats had a wonderful visit
with Mary Vinton Fleming and Betty Ann
Bass Norris at Mary's house in Greenwich.
Mary's Billy is 4 and Florence is 1 plus.
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Nunez,
"Sweet Briar Day at Jones Beach" lirousbt together nine of the twelve child ren of
Gene Pallon MacMannis. Mary Churchill W alker Van de Water, Adeline Taylor event.
Louise Smith Norton, and Sydney Holmes Bayles.
This may become an annual

(I reported on Bass' family last letter.)
"Funny how the cookie crumbles," writes
Wheats, "all these Rebs end up in New
England and me in the good Old Dominion.
Love it!
I recently had lunch with Doug Parker
Moncure in Richmond. Her six children
and big old rambling house suit each
other beautifully. Of particular interest to
Doug is her father's recent trip to Moscow
as attorney to Mrs. Powers. He is the
Alexander Parker appointed by the Virginia Bar Assn. to represent Mrs. Powers.
I am sure you will all join me in extending warmest sympathy to Candy
Greene Satterfield whose lovely mother
died suddenly in the spring at her home
at Virginia Beach. It has saddened all
those who knew and loved her.
One morning this summer Helen Murchison Lane and Ed visited me at Virginia
Beach en route from Washington to Jacksonville. They had just collected two of
their four children, Edward and Palmer,
who had been visiting their grandparents
while the Lanes loured Europe for two
glorious months! I think that Murch is
relieved her term as Junior League president isover, even though she has enjoyed it.
My Liza starld kindergarten last week
and is delighted with it. Three-year-old
Robbie is lost without her and wonders
where his lunch box is, etc.
I hope there is some communication
about our June reunion among you. Now
is the time to tsir up enthusiasm!

Mary Jo Armstrong Berryman
/i O
.W12 Claridge Court
ZLM
Fort Worth 9, Texas
^^J
One night in February my telephone
rang and I was overjoyed to hear Diane
King Nelson's voice. She and Felicia Jackson had decided to take a spur of the
moment trip to Dallas. Arthur and I
joined them the next day for a few hours
of constant conversation. Felicia had just
come back to Shreveport after spending
most of the winter with her family in
Georgia. On March 10 Felicia married
John Burns, an obstetrician in Gainesville.

December, 1960

.She was shopping for her trousesau that
day in Dallas but we didn't realize it.
The letters from you were full of vacation news and the mad rush to get the
little ones ready for the school bell. Pat
Cansler Covington and her family spent
one long weekend at the beach and practically lived at the Country Club all
summer enjoying golf, swimming, and tennis. They bad a delightful house guest
one weekend— a "boy" Pat had known
when she was at St. Andrews. The Covingtons had fun showing him Southern
summer-time living, complete with a backyard watermelon party.
After another wonderful summer at their
camp in Maine, Janet Smil-h Means and
her family look forward to the first winter
home in Portland. "Vi"
in their new
Ifhilehead Morse spent her summer packing and unpacking. A visit to Amherst
over July 4, then to Kill Devil Hills, N. C,
and two weeks in Greenwich, Conn., kept
her family on the go. Martha Sue Skinner
Logan, Robert, and their boys spent two
weeks at the beach. Then she drove up
to Highland. N. C, with the children and
stayed with her family for a while. The
Logans plan to be in New Orleans in September and are looking forward to a visit
with Nela Wattley. In January they will
be in Dallas and 1 hope 1 get to see them.
On November 5, Martha Owen will become Mrs. J. Michael Tlialcher. They will
live in Chattanooga. Martha went to
the Northwest for three weeks in the summer, visiting Portland, Seattle, Victoria,
Banff, Lake Louise, Glacier Park, Yellowstone Park, and Minneapolis. Shortly after
she returned home she became engaged
and life has been a whirl ever since!
Much has happened to Closey Faulkner
Dickey and her family since March. Whit
has joined Dodge Fibers Corporation and
they have moved to Bennington, Vermont.
They founil a wonderful house — big, brownshingled, vintage 1910 — on 10 lovely acres,
complete with a two-story barn, asparagus
bed, and raspberry patch. Mountains surround them and the best ski slopes in the
East are half an hour away.
Before their

move she and Whit spent two weeks in
Bernmda swinuning, playing tennis, and exploring the islands on motor bikes. Three
of their children will attend 1st grade,
kindergarten, and nursery school, respectively, while Closey has one at home and
at the same time is involved in running
a kindergarten with another girl.
After a few short trips to the Gulf
Coast during the summer, Rosemary Giigerl
Kenni'dy has returned to McOhee School
this fall to leach nmsic. Lee Estill Coghill and Ken bought a home next to the
Edgewood Club Golf Course in (Charleston
and are in the throes of a complete redecoration job. Kelly goes to the fourth grade,
David is in kindergarten, and .Susan is still
home. Junior League, Garden Club. Bridge
Clul), car jiools, .Scouts, etc., will keep
her on the go all year. In March, Betsy
I'lunkett Williams and Jerry moved to
Virginia Beach, buying a house two blocks
from Eleanor Pot'ls .Snodgrass. Jerry retired from the Marine Corjjs at the end of
June and is now with a member firm of
the New York Stock Exchange. He -seems
especially plea.sed with civilian life. Betsy
is working as Treasurer of the Junior
League Thrift Shop this year.
"Stu" Taylor Hough and Henry took a
trip to Mexico and Yucatan last spring
and have spent the summer at .Sabonnet,
sailing, golfing and fishing. Our sympathy
to her on the death of her father last
fall after a long illness.
From Vienna comes news of Audrey
Lahman Rosselot. In November she and
Bob went to Venice. Florence, and Rome.
In January they went on a long weekend
to Berchtesgaden and although it snowed
too much to ski, she said the sight of
the quaint snow-covered mountain villages
was charming and well worth the trip.
In February they attended the Opera Ball,
a glittering occasion which marks the
climax of the carnival season in Vienna.
February also marked the beginning of
a series of illnesses which Elizabeth, 6.
inaugurated by coming down with chickenpox on her birthday and which kept .some
member of the family in bed for two
months. She and Bob took the children to
the beach near Venice in July as a recuperative measure. The first two weeks
in August, Bob attended an International
Seminar for Diplomats, sponsored by the
Austrian Government, at Salzburg. She
joined him later and they were able to
attend part of the .Salzburg Festival. Elizabeth will be in first grade and Mark in
nursery school. They expect to come home
on leave next July.
After the month of July in Kentucky.
Martha Mansfielil Clement and Wally left
August 6 for London for his new .\rmy
assignment, which she says sounds marvelous, although getting the seven of them
over there was a problem. Kitty Doolin
Dickey and her husband left the end of
June for a month's leave prior to three
years in Paris. With her 4-monlh-old
daughter presenting the problem of diapers
and bottles, she too was wondering if
they'd get there. .She is anticipating a
visit
Paris from
Mar^'
Pierce
Mary'sin
returnin from
Israel.
Jane
Lukeon left
August for London to spend a year working at the Great Ormand Street Hospital
in pediatric cardiology. .\lso in England
is Mary Lou Wagner Forrester, who is
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momentarily settled in a lovely English
rountry house. At Raster they went
ihrougii Scotland and Ireland, and in July
she and Gene took the eliildren to the
coast of southern .Si'ain on a vacation.
In August they were in Taris house hunting as lie reports January 3 for two years
with SHAPE. Witli Martha. Jane, aiid
Mary Lou in London, Kitty in Paris,
Audrey in Vienna, and Mary Pierce in
Israel, I would say "48 is well represented
abroad.
All of Peggy Sheffield Martin s children
are in school. Tom is 11, David 7, and
Lisa 5. They spent most of the summer
"Beezie"
ran into
SheCarolin
ds, N. inC. the
n
in Highlan
a Mountai
Towers
DeVore

Shop. Beezie had four of her five daughters with her while they were spending two
weeks at High Hampton Inn. Martha Davis
Barnes was up from Macon with her three
children, and Ann Samford Upchurch and
Sam were in Higldands for a weekend in
May. In May, Peggy attended the Junior
League Conference at Lake Placid and
into "Liz" Hooks Richards
ran City,
fortunat
so they made the rest
York
in New ely
of the trip together and enjoyed seeing
each other all week. With foothall season
here, Peggy and Tom are looking forward
to seeing Ann Samford Upchurch and Sam
some more. Ann took her three children
to tlie A Bar A Ranch in Wyoming for the
month of July. Also heard Ann made a
golfing visit to New Orleans last spring.
After working for 3 months this spring
as a crew leader for the census, Mary
Barrett Robertson is enjoying being "unemployed." She, Heard, and the children
went to Savannah Beach again this summer and to their delight, Jeanne Morrell
Garlington and Henry were there at the
same time. The Robertsons were expecting
a visit from the Garlingtons before school
started. Mary's son Tom (QVii) went to
camp this summer and will he in the fifth
grade, Cecilia (7) in the second, and Catherine (4) at home.
Eve Godchaux Hirscli and her family
vacationed in Colorado. Her son Richard
entered the third grade this fall. With
daughter Lora away at camp and a twomonths' vacation from the doctors' office,
Jane Johnson Kent enjoyed sunning by
their new pool and doing nothing — a life
she heartily recommended. Martha Frye
Terry spent most of July and August in
Hickory, N. C. She had an enforced vacation during May and June when she was
in traction and a collar brace from what
was thought to be a disc. Then after a
week's stay in the University Hospital in
Philadelphia, the diagnosis was changed
and she is now much better. They spent
a week at the beach in August while
Barbara, their oldest, attended the Lutheran camp at Asheville.
Eleanor (Pottsie) Potts Snodgrass, Strib,
and the four children spent part of the
summer in Shepherdstown having a grand
time swimming, fishing, and playing tennis. Strib is still teaching at Dam Neck,
just south of Virginia Beach. Pottsie visited Indie Landsay Bilisoly and Peggy
Addington Twohy at Sandridge before going to .Shepherdstown. Summer means
beach time for Peggy's family. They spent
two months at Virginia Beach and the
month tof August at Sandridge. Her oldest daughters, Merrick
and Jane Clark,
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now have their own horses and have become avid horseback riders, collecting their
share of horse-show ribbons. Last winter
riiling onclass.
housewives
joined
Phi
Peggy
been 'working
Robba has
Frances
Program,
Scholar
Visiting
Beta Kappa's
which she says is very exciting but occasionallv hectic. In April, Clarita ( Peter)
foHr///e Buie and her husband were in
Ft. Worth for a medical convention. Murray Armstrong James and Jack. Martha
Rowan Hyder and Ellon, and Arthur and
I were at a cocktail party for her. Neal
kept saying it was a "This Is Your Life
Clarita Party." 'Twas fun. She and I also
had lunch together before she went back
to Marlin. It was the first time I had seen
her since she left SBC in '45. Her 10year-old son found the leg bone of a 100.000-year-old mammoth in a field near their
house. It was verified by the Biology Department of Baylor University. He has
since found more and has started a museum of his own in the garage, charging
all the neighbor children 5c a look.
"Beezie" DeVore Towers and Charlie
made their first trip to Europe last spring
and had a divine time. They flew by jet to
Rome; visited in Italy, Switzerland, and
France: and flew home from Paris. They
lived all summer at Atlantic Beach and on
July
intohad
"T"a Snider
Martinvisit.
at
Ponte 30th
Vedraranand
grand long
"T" and Billy were down from Columbus
for a long weekend with a group. Tliree
of Beezie's girls will be in school. Cathy,
fourth grade, Morley, third grade, and
Susan, first grade.
After a visit to Oklahoma between sessions of Congress, Betty Gibson is back
in Washington for an indefinite stay. Nan
Steptoe McKinley's husband is a budget
examiner at the Bureau of the Budget in
D. C. Her daughter Jeannie will be in
nursery school. Dottie, 18 months, is
Miss Busy Fingers and into everything.
After 5 moves in 7 years, Pat Goldin
Harrsch is overjoyed to be moving into
their own home and hopes they'll stay put
a while. Reid is now Head of the Acquisitions Department at Syracuse University
Library; Keith has started to kindergarten and Sheila to nursery school. Jane
Shoesmith Newcomb and family have been
busy with Pick Point Lodge on Lake
Winnepesauke, N. H., which they manage
each summer. Ann Paxson Gail, her husband, and children visited them this summer.
After spending most of the summer at
Rehoboth Beach, Pani Terry Stoutenburgh
has been busy moving and getting daughter Terry, 13, started in school. Wayne
Stokes Goodall spent a month at their
place in the mountains in Virginia. Her
S'/a-year-old daughter started school this
year. The Badrows (Vicki Brock) rented
a cottage on Orange Lake just 15 minutes
from Newburgh, N. Y., for the summer.
The water was right out of their front
door and the boys had a wonderful time in
the water. They became so enchanted with
the place they decided to buy it to spend
long weekends as well as summers. Chuckle
began the first grade.
New members of the Stork Club are:
Betty Johnson Ragland, 3rd child, 1st son,
William McKenzie, Jr., Feb. 12; Harriotte
Bland Coke, 5th child, 1st daughter, Elizabeth McCutchen, Feb. 29; Kitty Doolin

Dickey, 2nd child, 2nd daughter, Virginia
Gordon, March 13, 5 lb. 11 oz.: Ann Paxson
Gail, 2nd child, 1st daughter, Ann Coulbourn, March 28, 8 lb. 3 oz.; Pat Smith
Nelson, 4th child, 2nd son, Robert Lee
("T")
9Vi oz.;
8 lb.child,
April 6, 3rd
son, William
2nd Nancy
Smith, Marlin,
Snider
CressDorothy
4; 3rd
H., Jr.,
Wade, May 14;
son. Strailman
child,
3rdMay
man.
"Jo" Neal Peregrine, 2nd child, 2nd son,
Christopher Randall, May; Jan Leach
Cromwell. 4th child, 4lh daughter, Nancy
Leach, June 5, 6 lb. 7 oz; Martha Garrison
Anness. 2nd child, 1st daughter, Sarah
Elizabeth. Feb. 13; Lydia Henderson Barr,
4tli child, 3rd son, Frank Stringfellow,
June 5; and Connie Hancock Getnian, 3rd
child, 2nd daughter, Martha Elizabeth,
June 19.
Back to the "bottle and diaper" stage
has been a bit strenuous for Betty Johnson
White, but it's fun, and she and Bill are
their son — and they have
overjoyed
built-in baby sitters, as Jody
own with
their
is 8, Betty 10.
After four boys, Harriotte Bland Coke
was thrilled over the arrival of their
daughter and says she had to be born on
leap year day or she'd have been another
boy. They all spent two weeks in Kentucky in June and have gone to the shore
off and on all summer. Jim is still teaching at the University of Pennsylvania where
he is an associate professor in political science. Pat Smith Nelson and her family
have just moved back to Charleston from
Charlottesville. They were extremely fortunate to find a lovely house large enough
for four children with just the location
they wanted. Karin started first grade and
Harriet is in kindergarten.
Peggy Pierce McAvity is on the move
again. U. S. Steel has transferred Doug
to Chicago so Peggy, Priscilla (11), Malconie (9), and Jamie (8) are off to the
Midwest after living in Pittsburgh. The
children are great tennis and swimming
enthusiasts and last winter went skiing
every weekend. The whole family managed
a camping trip in Canada before the big
move. I heard via the grapevine that Virginia Wurzbach Vardy, Dick and the boys
have moved from Annapolis to Norfolk, and
that "Liz" Beltz Rowe has moved from
Richmond to Atlanta.
Bea Backer Simpson's father died unexpectedly in January and she and her
family are moving to Annapolis to be with
her mother for a while, if not permanently.
1 know the class joins me in expressing
our sympathy to Bea. Bess Pratt Wallace
has been working for two years and serving on the board of a new elementary
private school in Huntsville, Alabama. It
is proving a big success — 160 students enready. rolled for the 2nd year, and they are enthusiastic about plans for expansion alAfter a four-year lapse, Ann (Tommy)
Porter Mullen took her three children back
East to visit her mother in Connecticut.
They spent three weeks sightseeing, swimming, and visiting. Ted joined them the
last week and they all Hew back to Kansas
City together. Betty Yougene Johnson is
still doing Tn Hi-Y and Pink Lady Work
and has finished her provisional year for
the Junior League. Martha Garrison Anness is overjoyed with their daughter and
says Stuart, 8, is especially pleased with
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liis role as a Big Brother. He entered the
third grade.
Dolly Antrim McKenna expects Jim to
be assigned to sea duty by next summer.
The past year was busy with rburch work.
Wives' Club, and Brownie troo|i, an<l
substitute teaehing. The whole family
spent two weeks at Virginia lieach during
the summer. After trips to Wisconsin and
Louisville. .'\nn Rowland Tuck has begun
redecorating her house, getting the cbiblren
ready for school and getting back into the
fall routine. Last spring Polly Rollins
Sowell worked as a Crew Leader on the
census. She thought it was fun and interesting but said the red ta|)e was overwhelming. This fall she was campaign
coordinator for the Republicans in her
county. Jane Ransom Cray and her husband wint to New York City and Ocean
City, N. J., this summer and said it was
grand to get a glimpse of the sea again
after living in Illinois for a year. Connie
Hancock Getnian spent six weeks in Cazenovia, N. Y.
After being laid up from January till
April with a broken leg. Patty Traugotl
Rixey says she's gradually getting back to
normal, playing tennis, etc. Most of her
time is still being taken up as Junior
League President. She is the Alumnae
Representative in Norfolk and hopes to
get to SBC in the fall for Alumnae Council. She and Jack spent a few days in
New York City in July, a week at .Sandridge Beach and some time at Jacks family's farm in Gordonsville. Indie Lindsay
Bilisoly spent a week in Florida.
After a lapse of a couple of years I
heard from Connie Conover. who is Mrs.
Joseph Gaylord and living in New York
City. She has a boy. Christopher Richard,
who was 8V:; luonths old in August. Leslie
and Lillian, her daughters, are in the fifth
and sixth grades at the Chapin .School.
Tate McArthur Todd spent a wonderful
week in Estes Park where they rented a
cabin and enjoyed the mountains with the
three children. Ellin. 10, received a horse
for her birthday so horse shows and riding lessons have kejil them busy.
.Sally Ayres .Shroyer ( '49) , her husband,
and two boys spent a weekend in Connecticut with Joyce Senlner Daly and her family this summer. Judy Perkins Llewellyn
moved to Slingerlands. N. Y. in April jusi
after they returneil from their winter vacation in Florida.
hoping starts
they
are permanent
this They're
lime. David
kindergarten this year but John will be
home to keep her company another year
before he starts nursery school. When
Arthur and I returned from a trip to NewMexico, a letter was waiting for me from
Maddin Luplon McCallie. She. David, and
the three boys were coming to Texas.
After several telephone calls to Waco, we
finally made connections but they had arrived only to learn that her aunt was
desperately sick and her youngest child ill.
So near and yet so far. We never did see
one another but did have several nice
phone visits. They went on to Destin
Beach. Fla., and she returned home to face
cleaning closets and files after 1V-; years
of Junior Leaguing. Allen Hobbs Capps
came through Chattanooga to get her
daughter at camp. Politics (Republican
type) has Caroline Rankin Mapother and
Jim jumping right now.
He is a precinct
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captain and she's been helping him poll and
tele|ihone to get people registered. This
plus being Treasurer of the Junior League
will keep her busy this year. Edith will
be in nursery school this fall and Rankin
will be home dragging the vacuum cleaner,
etc.
Jerre Jo Flack Ridge and her three children were in Ft. Worth for three weeks
visiting her family, and fortunately we
were able to see quite a bit of one another.
When she returned to Kansas City, she
and Jack went on a houseboat trip on the
Lake of the Ozarks. The rest of the fall
she
will spend
working
the Children's
Community
Theater
as with
she has
a part in
a play they are producing. The greatest
news in the lives of Catherine Vance Johns
and her husband is that he opened his own
consulting office in structural engineering
in Januai-y and is doing very well. As
incoming President of the Fayette County
Chi Omega Alumnae Association. Mary
Anne Goodson Rogers was sent as their
representative to the Chi Omega Convention at the Greenbriar in While Sulphur
.Springs last summer. When she got back
she was tlu-ust into the job of helping
redecorate the chapter house plus planning
a Luau for the Club to which they belong.
Bowling and a new grill in their backyard have been able to provide a release
from committee work. Meon Bower Harrison, in addition to having three children underfoot, has been active in the
AAUW, especially in projects assisting the
local library, boning up to teach .Sunday
School, busily acquiring antiques, and making plans to attend Alumnae Council this
fall. Don't forget Meon when she writes
you for the Alumnae Fund this year. So
much depends on each of us and our donations.
With

Jo Neal Peregrine's marriage last

summer, she acquired two new children —
Jay, 10, and Debra, 8. Her own Michael
is 4 and now with the new baby she really
has a big family. She has been busy making changes in the house they bought and
redecorating it. A long letter from Nancy
Vaughn Kelly briefed me on the D. C.
news. Liz Barbour Beggs' triplets are
thriving and Liz has just come back from
a vacation at Nags Head. Nancy saw quite
a bit of Ardis Fralus MacBriile and Ned
last spring when they visited Washington.
Judy lilakey Brown and Rocky spent the
night with the Kellys en route to Williamsburg and they stayed up until the wee
hours of the morning reminiscing. After
the Browns left Williamsburg they visiteil
Liz Graves Perkinson in Virginia Beach.
Helen Peniler Withers and Burks joined
them for dinner that night. The Perkinsons deserted Virginia Beach for six lazy
weeks at Topsail, N. C.
After four trips to Mexico since February, Martha Rowan Hyder has just about
finished their house at San Miguel de
Allende. The town is a quaint picturesque place with a 7000-fool elevation, and
has a wonderful Art and Spanish Institute
there. They furnished the house in an
indigenous decor and plan to use it for
their pleasure as well as to rent to their
friends for vacations. Martha also went
on a Caribbean cruise to Panama, Jamica,
and Columbia last spring and has been
busy pigeon shooting all summer.
ZLM
/I C\

208
Rockwell
Terrace
Marg^hkt
QivNN
Maples
Frederick, Maryland

On May 18, Kitty Hart Belew and Chappie became proud parents of their second
child, first son, Chapman Belew, Jr.
Peggy Cromivell Tipper writes that she
and Al are moving this fall into a con-

Atsociatrd Press photo

Norma Bradley Arnold, '44, wife of the owner, kisses Bally Ache after the colt won
the 84th Preakness
Race last spring.
The .Arnolds are from Versailles, Kentucky.
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temporary-style home which they have been
planning and buililinf; for a year and a
half. Al is with the Equitable Trust Co.
in the out-of-town business department.
Peggy says, "He doesn't mind getting away
from this gang occasionally — 1 girl (TVj)
and 3 boys (6. 3. and 11 months* ! Their
new address is Brighlside Rd.. Baltimore
12. Md.
Marcia "Foo" Foivler Smiley is still with
Reader's Digest and is part of a small committee which is designing a brand new

ited Lisbon. Paris, Nice, Rome, Florence,
Venice, and Vienna on their way to Geneva,
.'^ome highlights of the trip were a memorable performance of ".\ida" in Rome,
"The Merry Widow" in Vienna, and a trip
to the French Aljis and to the top of
Mont Blanc by telepherique. They were to
return home in early Septendjer in time for
Margaret to resume her teaching.
^ f\
^"^
^11^-^

Sally Bianchi Foster
Verona,
Jersey
119 Park New
Avenue

fulfillment
for the
Book Club.system
.She and
Lcn Reader's
vacationedDigest
this
summer at the new National Seashore Park
at Cape Hatteras and then on to Shenandoah Park where they explored nature

To quote from the Alumnae Secretary's
manual, ".Xt reunions . . . the classes with
the best turnout and the gayest time are
those with the most active and enthusiastic

trails — looking for frogs and snakes, I'm
sure! They also stopped at .SBC and admired the "skeleton" of the fine arts building.

secretaries." What better way to thank
Fran Cone Kirkpatrick. our secretary for
six years, than the above statement! And

Anne Bush Train says that since she is
off the beaten path — 145 Myrtlewood Lane,
Spring Hill. Mobile, Alabama — she hears
and sees little of any Sweet Briar pals.
Young Comer will be in the fourth grade
this year ami Kirk in the second, so Anne
will have just Carolyn at home.
June Eager Finney and Bill spent some
time in Nova Scotia this summer and returned early in August to their new ad-

Betty Todd Landen's exhortations to attend
reunion, plus her hilarious questionnaire,
inspired many of us to stroll SBC way,
I had to know who else read "Lady Chatterly" while watching Jack Parr and simultaneously folded diapers.
And we did have the best turnout —
38 "Roses in Bloomers" — and the gayest
time, immortalized forever by muse Mim
Wyse Linsky's written and frog-sung version of "Everything's Coming Up Rosy."
Along with the song we enjoyed the 58
(|uestionnaires returned to Betty from which
she compiled a composite picture of our
class.

dress—5300' St.
Albans Way. Baltimore
12,
Maryland.
Congratulations
to Bill — and
June too — on his becoming a full-fledge
neurosurgeon and beginning his practice
with Dr. John Chambers in Baltimore.
Bill graduated from med school in 1949
and has ))een preparing for this all these
That's
4years.
children
to really
boot. an achievement — with
I was delighted to receive a card from
Margaret Woods Freas and Howard during
their tour of southern Europe.
They vis-

And now to a recording of the reunion
weekend. Most of us arrived Sunday.
Bill Bailey Fritzinger and Anne McNeer
Blanken drove down from Jersey together.
Anne. Garland Hunter Davies, Betty Todd
Landen, and I even squeezed in some bridge
during the weekend, just like the Senior

Parlor sessions. .\nn Belser Asher, Stokie
Kyle Kimpel, Bonnie Loyd Crane, Debby
Freeman Cooper, Sally Lane Johnson,
Peachey Lillard Manning, and 1 used the
.Southern
Railway
extra baggage
was together.
born one Peachey's
month later,
on July 4th. Susan Lillard Manning joins
sisters, Ellen, 7, and Julia, 4.
After step-singing we talked the night
away on lovely Dew Terrace, located between Reid and Dew dorms. How wonderful to see Edith Tanner Broughton,
Carolyn Tynes Cowan, Maggie Craig Sandand Elaine
Harrison!
It's
been ers,
more
than 10Adams
years for
those —girls,
Maggie preferred SBC reunion to her own
college reunion in New Orleans. And
Elaine flew her own plane from Florida,
carrying a wonderful picture of her four
handsome sons. Third-floor Reid was our
headquarters and it was never quiet. Dotsy
Wood Letts and Sally Lea Lauriault, Nancy
Franklin Hall and 1, Edie Brooke Robertson and Lola Steele Shepherd, Mim and
Sally Webb Lent, and more roomed together as of old. Mary Dame Stubbs
Broad and her husband, Doug, also roomed
together — in Lynchburg. Doug, the only
male to appear, is a delightful person and
very tolerant of feminine chatter and clatter. Nancy Day McCammond left her
month-old baby to join us, and Mary Waller Berkeley Fergusson tore herself away
from her latest son — a genius, an Apollo,
an Einstein, etc.
After Commencement Monday, many of
us viewed the concrete foundations adjacent to the Gym, as visions of Shakespeare, Shaw, and Barrie danced in our
heads. The new auditorium is on the way.
During the Alumnae Luncheon we had
a chance to visit with Ann Preston, who
is most enthusiastic about her work at
the Koinonia Foundation in Baltimore.
Not even the excellent food and entertainment of the Alumnae Banquet interrupted conversation. Oh, Punch Party first
in the Emily Bowen Room (you can't call
aLouise
beautiful
Commons!").
Moore place
and "Dew
I talked
while we
"puncheil." Lou is in charge of the Law
School Library at W. and L. Later in the
dorm, Marilyn Ackerson Barker reached
us bybell phone
wired her and
best Judi
wishesCampbell
to us. CampThe Alumnae College on Tuesday was
marvelous! Mary Morris Gamble Booth
occupied a front-row seat. Lunch was
served charmingly in the Boxwood Garas faculty members joined us for even
more denstalk.
Tuesday night the Boathouse rocked with
song and rolled with laughter, mixed
with food and drink during our class picnic. From "Dear Sister Class" through
"Alma Mater," we sang every song of
four years. Nancy Storey White, Ackie
Easter Henderson, Fan Lewis Jackson and
I decided we were all mellower and nicer
— and how soon was our 15th reunion!

Sweet Briar was well represented at the Junior League Conference at Lake Placid.
Back row: (left to right) Marjorie Christian Schley, '46; Lindsay Coons Robinson. "49;
Mary Booth Taylor Hollowell, '46: Crutcher Field Harrison, '46; Margaret Murchison Corse,
'46; Elizabeth Hooks Richards, '48; Wistar Watts King, '46; Mary Herbert Taylor, '45.
Front row: (left to right) Bertha Lee Battey, '46; Peggy Sheffield Martin, '48; Jean
Carter Telford,
'46; Rosemary Ashby Dashiell, '46.
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We elected a truly "poplar" gal to be at the
"elm" for five years as Class President,
Ann Belser Asher. Lou Moore will receive
your donations to higher education, (deductible from your higher taxes), replacing
able Peggy Gilliam Park as Fund Agent.
We finished the evening with telegrams
expressing our continued thoughts for
two special members of the Class of '50,
Miss Lucas and Mrs. Munger.
And Stokie
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Kyle Kimpel (Mrs. Helmut Kimpel. 335
Jeffer Si., Riilgewoocl. N. J.) is interested
in any suggestions for a Marion Holmes
Davison memorial.
I hope Tve partially imliueil this reunion
report with some of the womlerful fun, renewed frienilships. intellectual rapport, and
e\er-present love of Sweet liriar of the
Class of '.SO. Next issue will he regular
news, proviiled you irregular writers write.

^ "I
^
I
*-^ -*-

Jkan Randoli'h Bhuns
210 Sunset
Avenue
Charlottesville, Va.
Lots of replies to my letter, leaving a very
definite imjiression that we are not all
on the same side of the ])olitical fence.
And lots more habies.
Ruth Clarkson Costello is already planning special things for our reunion next
June. Now that Buz is in school Ruthie
says her traveling has been curtailed but
she will be Pied Piper for our return to
Sweet Briar.
When Seymour Laiighon Rennolils was
visiting in the New York area this summer,
she saw Mary Emery and Dick Barnhill
in Old Greenwich, Conn. Mary Stapleton
and Burges Hellier in West Mystic, Conn.,
talked to Mary Ed Daniels Lowry, who was
moving, and back in Virginia they saw
Doris Brody Rosen ami Carla de Creny
Levin. Sue Lockley Glad's card came from
the hospital in Los Angeles where William
Edward Glad was born August 14, third
child and first son.
Out of the mists of at least a decade's
silence came a card from Betty Browiler
Nibley, whose husband Owen is assistant
professor of political science at the Air
Force Academy in Colorado. The Nibleys
have three sons. Janet Broman Crane,
living in Cleveland, headed the bulb project there for a second year. She spent
six weeks this summer in Darien, Conn.,
with her family who had traveled in Europe and seen M. J. Erichsen Ertman and
her family in Copenhagen. The Cranes
are reunion-bound.
Carolyn Sample Abshire lands on the Republican side of the fence with husband
Dave who attended the Chicago convention
and helped write the platform. Their second child, .Anna Lamar, was born May 7.
Carolyn, who lives in Alexandria. Va., was
visited this summer by her old roommate,
Anne Leslie Cooliilge Richardson, who
lives in Dallas, has two boys and a girl
and, as always, a harp — in the bay window
of her house. Carla de Creny Levin and
Boo went to Los Angeles for their politics,
and included other highlights such as the
Grand Canyon. Yosemite. Las Vegas, and
.San Francisco on their itinerary. Boo
was a delegate to the convention.
Marcy Staley and Warren .'smith moved
from ISaltiniore to Philadelphia recently
where Joan Davis Vi'arren iieiped the newcomers find their way around. The Smiths
visited Kathy I'liinizy Mackie at Kathy's
in-laws" home in Marylaml this summer.
Tod<ly Barton, in her si'cond term as president of the English Speaking Union Junior
Members of Chicago, goes to Europe in
September for a debate at Oxford between
two ESII members and two Oxford students, then to the University of Madrid
to retrace her 19.S3 steps, and then to
Paris and Rome.
Toddy is still with the
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New Yorker and is also active in the Lyric
Opera of Chicago.
Marge Davidson and Eil Rucker have a
daughter, Elizabeth, born .August 4, to join
their two .sons. Ed leaves the Navy next
May and is looking for possible places to
set up private practice in anesthesiology
in either Virginia or North Carolina. Helen
Stanley Herring writes that life in Martinsville, Va., is busy and that their daughter was two in October.
Ann Klepinger Mueller, who got my letter by way of Fort Leavenworth and Korea
where Paul is, writes from Washington,
where they will be stationed for four years.
They've signed on the line for a house
at IfiO.S N. Hern<lon .St., Arlington, Va..
have three children, Elizabeth Horton,
5'i>, Margaret Randel, 3, and Sarah Christian, 10 mos. Another new address for
Joan Hess Michel: Apt. .51, 430 E. 63rd
St., New York City 21. Joan and Frederick left in September for Europe for
four weeks in Venice, Florence, Rome and
London. She is doing an article for the
art magazine for which she worked before
her marriage.
Ruth Oddy Meyer and Ed bought a
house in Port Washington. L. L, this
year. Their son Jeff was 2 in October.
She has seen Joan Vail Thorne, who lives
in Forest Hills nearby, Monna Simpson
MacLellan wrote from Mexico where she
and the children visited her family most
of the summer. Monna received a birth
announcement from Barbara Halm .Smith,
whose third child and first son was born
June 16, Benjamin Bosworth .Smith. These
Smiths live in Mobile, Ala.
Another person unheard of for years,
Betty Crisler Buchignani, has a son and
two daughters, 5, 4 and almost 2. Cris'
husband Leo is practicing law in
Memphis and they planned to attend
the American Bar convention in Washington in the late summer. Mona Wilson
and \^ ill Beard have set one class record :
their second child, Barbara, weighed in
at 11 'A lbs. on July 25. They have bought
a house at 45 Pillmore Drive, Rome, N. Y.,
as Will has several more years in the Air
Force.
.Ann Guthrie Pritchard has a problem:
"How does one be four room mothers?"
There are John, 9. Terri, 8 Wick, 5'i; and
Joey, 4I0. all in school, plus Jeff. 9 months.
.Andie hopes to teach science at the elementary school in Northbrook. 111., where
they live, after she gets some education
courses at Northwestern. Ann Mountcastle
Gamble and Bob have a second daughter.
Christine Locke, born February 21. Ann
is president of the Nevf Canaan (Conn. I
Conmiunity Cooperative Nursery .School
and also active in Junior League anri
Sweet Briar Alumnae work.
Lynne McC.ullough writes of her marriage to Gerald S. W. Gush, a member of
the British consulate staff in Houston.
They are living at 4021 Childress, Houston
5. I'lie piano is in their apartment and
Lynne went on tour as a judge for the
National Guild of Piano Teachers last
spring. "Concert business doing well . . .
chamber music group scattered on wellearned vacation.' Next year Lynne and
Gerald may go to Englan<l for three months.
She also hopes to make reunion.
This news from Etta Craig Dick .Shirley:
"We
moved
last fall into our own
home

(1572 Clarendon PL, Rock Hill. S. C.)
and after 8 months living with plans,
specifications, picking out tile, light fixtures, colors, draperies, wall paper, etc.,
we're really enjoying being settled and
having enough room for a change. Although we seem to be fast filling it up —
our third child (and third daughter), Margaret Dick, arrived on May 30th and is
now a permanent guest in our former
Patty Carlin and Preston .Selvage went
to Holland. Englanil, and Italy for six
guest room."
weeks in February, then in late June Patty
gave birth to her third child and first
daughter, Pamela. Pres is an account
executive with KLM. Joan Davis and
Andy Warren have moved to Baltimore
(6205 Pinehurst Road). Barbira Birl- and
Bill Dow came to Baltimore for the
Hunt Cup and visited them. .'>he writes
that Kitty Waterman has a new daughter,
Libbet, born July 8.
And another long lost one: Mary Wise
Parrott Bullington who has four children,
.Andy, 9M!. Mary, 7, Ben near ,5, and
Elizabeth, 1. Bill has been out of the
Navy four years and is a stock broker in
Roanoke, Va. They have just moved into
a house they built in Wisey's father's corn
patch, 3414 Exeter Street, Roanoke. Ellie
Davis Boardman's letter says. "I just
can't seem to say 'no' which is idiotic.
Am teaching Sunflay school again, secreAuxiliary,
and tary
amto theonWomen's
the board
of theAltar
Blue Guild
Hill
Troupe as subscription secretary, and may
go on the board of a non-sectarian charity
school for semi-delinquent children. 1 also
do substitute teaching at tvso schools." This
is in New York City. The Boardmans vacationed inthe Adirondacks in June.
Wingfield Ellis writes that she is planning a trip to South America this fall. On
a visit to Lexington, Ky.. she talked to
Rhodes Estill Coleman and Louise Coleman Jones. Joanne Bloom Perriens is in
a new house at 12115 Portree Drive, Rockville, Md.. has three children, Carol Ann.
l\'-2. Laura Jean, 3, and Jeffrey .Stephen, 20
mos., a husband Matthew who is a computer programmer, and her own job with
the government.
Elizabeth Couke McCann is a member
of the Virginia Republican State (ientral
Committee, has a third child. Elizabeth
Jane, born last New Year's Eve, and went
to the Republican Convention. Cookie
said she had seen Marjorie .^eH'e// (_iurlee
in \'i'ashington where her husband was on
a business trip. This is my first news of
Marj's marriage — she is still "Miss" in
my
files. in
Cookie
says Mary's
husbanil
is ancard
attorney
Oklahoma
City.
Now read this slowly, from M. J. Eriksen Ertman: "We came home July 1 from
Europe, having spent fall and winter in
Copenhagen. Gardner has a traveling
architecture scholarship, and went to Turkey. Greece, Finland. I went along to
Sweden and Norway for a short trip in the
spring. \^ e had a wonderful year — had
a new baby, Susan Dana Ertman, born
February 5 in Copehagen. Eric 3Vi> and
Anne, just 2 July 3. learned some Danish
songs and phrases; our Danish was a lot
worse than theirs until shortly before
coming home. We all injoyed the experience of living in Denmark long enough
to see how life is there — not just as tour-
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ists. They're very casual about new babies
in the hospital; have them in the room
with mothers and everyone conies in and
bounces them and plays with them. No
sterile nurseries here and the babies seem
to thrive."
Pauline Nicholas Neal writes that they
love Dallas and she has seen Janet Fulton
Evans and her two children. Nan Snoke
and Bob Garrett are at 735 Kimball .Ave.,
Westfield. N. J.: "Bob was assistant sales
manager with Schick. Inc.. but has now
{lone with Morgan Guaranty Trust Co. I
am hopelessly lost when it comes to gelting around in New York but can find with
unbelievable accuracy such little out-of-theway places as
Gorham. and
has seen most
class who are

Tiffany's. Black. Starr and
Saks Fifth Avenue." Nan
of her old friends from our
really concentrated around

New York. "Nobody seems to have changed
much. Maybe it's the next ten years that
do the damage." She plans to organize
a caravan next June.
And Ruth Magee Peterson says Patty
Lynas Ford hopes to head a West Coast
delegation to our reunion, to pick up Ruth
on its way through St. Louis. Mary
Semple Riis says she spent most of the past
year editing the Mobile Junior League
newsheet and awaiting their fourth child:
"The June issue of the magazine was delivered on almost exactly the same day as
our son; we now have an even count

is an agency of the Community Chest, serve
as provisional chairman and a member of
the admission committee of the L'niversity I^eague, and (for pay) coordinate a
promotional program which a local radio
station is planning, involving a number
of women's groups in the community. Alan
is busy reporting a variety of major stories
— this is no sleepy ."southern town these
days. And the children, now 4''! and
nearly 2, at this moment are at their best —
sound asleep.

^ i\
^\ ^^
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JosiE .SiBOLD
21.51
Sacramento California
San Francisco,

Listen, friends, you don't have to wait
for birth announcements to write. Really.
Thank goodness,
it's almost
Christmas.
Nancy Hamel Clark reports a new
"dream house" — completely furnished with
a new baby, James Hamel. Both were
April additions. July produced a girl.
Melissa, for Pat Beach Thompson and Calvin, and a boy, John Thomas, for Jane
Carter Ogburn. And a tliird. Elizabeth
Christian, for Grace Wallace Brown and
.Sambo.
Grace embellished the birth announcement with some news — Fay Pratt Henner lives down the street at Forth Chester,
N. Y. Ann Hoagland Plumb has a new
home. Wedding announcements arrived
from Pauline Wells and Nancy Messick.

of two boys — two girls." Nan Sirna Waldstein has a new address: 17 Chauncy St.,
Cambridge, Mass. They have a second
daughter, Abby, born last April. Sarah is
2Vo.
Tsun-hsien Kwan Bhagat is now at the
Rural Service Center, Anklesvar, Gujarat
State, India. Last year she taught graduate students in the Faculty of Home Sci-

Millie O'Neal Palmer and David have
moved back to England.
You all have been much on my mind
lately. Most of you were discussed with
Joan Sharp Metzinger on my last junket

ence of M. S. University of Bacoda. "It
was challenging and rewarding but very
strenuous for me for 1 had to stay alone
with the girls there. (My husband has
a job here in Anklesvar so be used to
come to Bacoda every weekend.) With
full teaching load, running the house,
coaching the girls in their studies, plus
servant trouble from time to time, I was
just about worn out. So was my husband
— no one took care of him." Their house
was more than a mile from the college
which meant two round trips by bicycle
daily with the heat sometimes between
110-116 degrees," and during monsoon I
never reached college with clean and dry
clothes," Sunshine, for family reasons,
turned down a scholarship offer to study
for her Ph.D. in the United States under
the Ford Foundation. The girls, Smruti, 7,
and Aujali, 5, attended an English school
at Bacoda but now in Anklesvar, Sunshine
says there is no good school and she will
be teaching English to them at home.
Sunshine's father was to take the Formosan team to Rome for the Olympics,
then tour Europe, the United States, and
Canada, visiting the Bhagats on his way
home.

we'll get around to the rest of
And last night we had a dinner
dinner being a zucchini squash
guest being Evelyn Eaton on
to Los Angeles for her Huntington

The Bruns had a grand month in the
mountains, with a lot of time put in painting as part of our slow refurbishing of
the old house we have in Warm Springs,
Va, And now, like Ellie, I'm paying the
price of not being able to say "NO!"
For this year I will teach Sunday school,
be treasurer of a Negro day nursery which
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to Los Angeles. (Note: to get to Joan's
house take the Disneyland Express.) Think
Joan's going to visit my San Francisco
while Gene confers at Carniel . , . so
you then.
guest . . .
. . . the
her way
Hartford

fellowship. Mrs. Eaton's visit was by far
the most interesting off-the-cuff seminar
yet. .She will be concentrating the next
four months on a medieval novel,

r^ Q
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Nan O'Keeffe
109 East
Street
New
York 79th
21, New
York

Hi! 1 am embarking for Europe on
August 31st and therefore am writing this
a bit early to be sure our class is represented in the next issue. I got a bit of
static after the last short write-up; please
keep writing me because I'll be back!
In the Maternity Ward we have some
new additions that were not mentioned
here before, although it is not necessarily
brand new news: Mary Kimball Grier and
Bos have a new daughter, their second
child; Eleanor Johnson Ashby has had
her first little boy after two girls. Tinka
Cocke Taber in San Antonio has a little
boy.

Janie Datvson Mudwilder saw Virginia Jago and John Elder when she was
in Houston recently. Their little boy is
three years old.
Randal Louis was born on May 22nd
to MA Melleti and John Root. Also,
Dolly Wallace Hartman and John have
a little boy. They have just moved back
to Charleston,
W,
Va., from
Columbus,

Ohio, and Jack has gone into medical practice with three other doctors.
.'^peaking of moves, Jane Yoe an<l Warner
Wood have built a beautiful home in Atlanta and are enjoying life in the Deep
.'^oulh and their little girl! Other moves
for everyone's enlightenment are: Liz Gibson Brooks and George have moved to
Houston; Carol Exnicios Tucker and Bill
to Bethlehem, Pa.; Edie Norman Wombwell and George to Prospect, Kentucky;
Cinnie Moorhead McNair and Norm to
Nashville, Tenn. (Norm is with IBM);
and Joan Brophy Tyree and Tom to the
Command an<l General Staff .School at Ft.
Leavenworth. Kansas. Also, Polly Sloan
.Shoemaker and Jim are overseas somewhere with an APO number from San
Francisco.
Who
knows where?
BJ McElfresh is studying Russian at
Columbia University — believe she is preparing for some kind of diplomatic job
overseas.
Very
timely, I might
add.
Louise Somerville is working in an antique shop in New Orleans; Jane Dawson
Mudwilder called her also on her southern
trip. Am
lost her.
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glad to find Louise — we

had

BrI CE W\TTS
KrUCKE
56 Hickson Dr.
New Providence, N. J.

Well, this is more like it— even if only
one-fourth of you answered the double
cards, 1 still have all sorts of new goodies.
.Shall we start with weddings? Suzy Stribling became Mrs. Robert J. Koster on
June 4th — he is an assistant circuit attorney in St. Louis. Liz Helm is now
Mrs. James S. Lawson. They were married May 28th in Pittsburgh where Jim
works for General Electric. Caroline
"Kobo" Chobot was married July 29th to
Thomas Gailor Garner, Jr, ("Kobo"
teaching sixth grade while her husband

is
is

in his second year at St. Luke's Seminary
of the University of the South.) Rosalie
Ogilvie is now Alexes O. Echols. She married Charles E. Echols — assistant professor
of Civil Engineering at U. Va. She and
Charlie (whom a lot of us should remember from our U. Va. days) and her ZViyear-old son live in a new house just north
of Charlottesville. 1 heard from two people that "Bee" Pinnell was married, but
nobody said to whom.
Now in logical order we have babies
next. Polly Van Peenan Grimes had Joseph Anthony Grimes. 111. during the big
blizzard last March. The Boston police
managed to get them to the hospital.
".Snooks," Jr., was born July 26th — Barbara Lee Holley, that is. Now Barbara
Matthews is close to her life's goal: 3
kids and a station wagon — all she needs
is the station wagon. Betty Gene Orr
.Atkinson announces the birth last February 4th of Miriam Wardlaw. "Dodo"
Booth Hamilton's 3rd was born on June
5th. His name is Christopher Booth. Nancy
Claire Campbell Zinley writes of Lisa Jane
(No. 3) born on January 23rd. "Sissy"
Morris Long had her first — William
Eugene, Jr., on April 27th and Margie
Morris Powell had her 4th (third girl)
in August. Also in April — the 27th —
we have Douglas Sinclair Rutherford —
born in Wichita to Cindy Sinclair and
Bill.
Our latest is Frank Sheffield Hale —
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One of the most beaulijiil. as well as active members of the Executive
Board of the Sweet Briar
Alumnae Association,
Flora Cameron

Kamp-

mann, '46, served as National Committeewoman
for the Republican parly
of the Slate of Texas during ihe last presidential
campaign.

is 5 and Beth 2. Lynn Moir Bryan has
just moved back to Roanoke. Her children
are Gwendolyn, 6, and Malcolm, 4. Lynn
has been taking courses at Mary Bahlwin
towards her degree and will be teaching
fourth grade at Mt. Vernon County school
this fall. -Some one saw Ruthie Crawford
Haizlip this summer and she looks as
glamorous as ever. Kay McLaughlin
Patrick, whose husband is prosecuting attorney for their county in Ohio confirms
that she still has one horse.
There are loads of vacations and trips
that 1 probably haven't mentioned I e.g.,
Nanci Hay Mahoney to Maine, Mimi Hitchcock Davis to Tennessee, and Ann Thomas
already.
here for Labor Day) , but I'm over words
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Camille Williams Taylor
Box 268
Opelika, Alabama
As your new class secretary I must begin
with profuse apologies for not having contacted each of you for news items!
After a leisurely summer of waiting to
receive "orientation" about this job, I
suddenly learned that the deadline for next
issue reunion
is upon us.
.So, alas, other
hurriedly
some
and assorted
news,here's
and
a jiromise to know better and do better
hereafter.

Iiorn September 8th. Proud parents and
Anne Sheffield and Bradley Hale.
Very Miscellaneous: Shirley Poulson.
Hooper had a mass Christening for her 4
last winter with Nella Gray and Rufus
Barkley and Kirk Tucker and Jack Clarkson as godparents. Mary Hill Noble Day
and Doug have moved to Lexington where
he is teaching English at W. and L. Hattie
Huglies Stone has had to be in South Jersey
all summer near her mother who has
been in critical condition for some time.
Jerry Drieshnrh Ludeke spent the summer
camping all over the West and is now
back as counselor and director of residence halls at the Junior College in Bakcrsfield, Calif. Bev Smibh Bragg had quite
a tour of the West too — she's all involved
in politics now but I couldn't quite tell
on whose side. Dodo Booth and George
Hamilton visited her mother — next door
to the Kennedys in Hyannisport — they
with Nixon stickers all over the car! They
stayed with .'>ue Bassett and Walter Finnegan and
on brood
the way
up.Joan
"Gigi"
Frank
visited
PalterMitchell
Bickel
and Sissy Morris Long during their travels
this summer. Dilly Johnson and Paul
Jones were in New York in September.
They were at Sea Island the same time
Margaret Davidson and Bates Block were.
The latter stayed with Mag Andrews and
Bill I'off on their way to the American
Bar .Association meeting. Page Anderson
and Jim Hungarpillar went to Nassau in
early
summer and
the Caribbean
too. Nancy Cornwall "did"
Of course, in the travel department
you're nowhere now if you haven't been
to Europe. This year alone it's been Bill
and I, Cam Brewer Hill, Meg Hetley Peck.
Maggie Mohlman, Nancy Moody Hudson
and (recently reelected) husband, and
Jeanne Stoddarh and Fred Barends. Cam's
trip was the most exciting — 9 weeks with
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the Y — hard work, but they went to every
country and it only cost her $100! This
year Holland may sound dull to Jeanne
whose mother recently remarried and
cruised to .South America and Africa on her
wedding trip! Since so many people go
to Europe now, I had to add something
else to my travels and so jetted out to Los
Angeles for the weekend for my brother's
wedding in August. I'm bound to get
"four-walls-itis" this winter.
Many have moved also. Carole Van
Tassel and Paul Donahue to San Francisco
— she is ecstatic to be back and is working again in amputee research while he
interns. Jean Manning Morrissey now
lives in Falls Church, Va. Anne Allen
PHugfelder is in Pelham Manor, N. Y.,
and "Peaches" Davis Roane in Oklahoma
City. Brad and Anne Sheffield Hale have
moved to Atlanta and are currently awaiting news of his Bar exam. Fran Reese
Peale's husband, Frank, is out of the Air
Force and they are in Rochester for his
residency. Jim McFarland — Weezie
Aubrey's husband — is in an assistant resident at Duke and they have moved to
Chapel Hill. Dick Talbott and Peggy
Crowley are in Boston again for Dick's
last year in Orthopedic Surgery. Vaughan
Inge and Taylor Morrissette have moved
into a new house.
Class sympathies are sent to Sue Callaway Haley whose little boy died suddenly
in .April.
More of our long lost members have
been beard from: Besides Nancy Claire
Canii>bell Zinley and .Suz>' Stribling Koster,
how aboul Marilyn Clark Leathers? She
now lives in Scottsdalc, Ariz., where her
husband is assistant professor of botany
at Arizona .State University — one son,
Mark. And Kitty W'illcox Rieland — she
recently moved from Cincinnati to Columbus. She and Bill have Andy
who

There were only 17 of our class at fifth
reunion. We all looked ravishing, we
thought, but the class picture evoked one
comment
my husband
"matronly."
Horrors! from
Anyway
we had — fun
and are
looking forward to tenth reunion with
hopes that the rest of you will be there
armed with pictures and/or critical husOf foremost interest in June was Chase

bandsLane's pending marriage on August 6 to

Eugene Bruns in New York. First hand
reports indicate he is "the most divine person, we all must meet him." He is with
the State Department, and after a year in
Washington they hope to live abroad.
Chase planned to make reunion but al the
last minute it was necessary for her to
train a replacement in the Psychology
Departnu'nt where she worked. Burney
I'arrott Cleveland, a most glamorous mother
of two daughters, ages .3 and 1, lost her
French twist but not her composure, when
her Kress' hair caught on a low-flying
branch at Mrs. Pannell's garden party.
\ new male member of the faculty gallantly came to her rescue, .'^he reports
that a trip tlirough Charleston, S. C,
found Nella Gray Barkley as lovely and
serene as ever — even with two small children. Burney drove back lo Knoxville
with the Alabama contingent consisting of
Babs Garjorth Jackson, Frances Bell, Mary
Reed Simpson Daugelte, and myself. liabs'
blond daughter and son are adorable, as
are Mary Reeds two boys and year-old
daughter. Frances has traded school leaching for a secretarial job this year. Jeannelte Kennedy Hancock was unable to
make reunion because of her first child,
(Catherine, born in late .April. I have one
little girl, a new house and yard, and am
taking a course in flower arranging at
-Auburn University.
Jane Lindsey Riddell entranced us with
tales of life with twin girls plus one more,
all under 3 years of age. She and Dick
went to New York after reunion for a va-
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ration together. Also vacationinf; after
reunion were Pam Compton Ware and Htiilnall who headed for the Virgin Islands!
Liz Rector Keener left reunion early in
order to join her husband who was leaving for 14 nionlhs in Korea.
Jane Feltus Welch insists that \vr
newly acquired home is not antehellum
and has only two small columns in front!
.Among other activities, including starring
roles in little theater productions, she
records for the blind in Louisville. Ginger
Chamblin does this in Charlottesville while
working on her Ph.D. Dede Stoddard is
now studying math at Harvard on a grant
of some sort and having fun after teaching English at Madeira for several years.
Fritz Merriman, as assistant director of
design with a theater group, has the fullest
schedule yet — at least 28 hours a day.
How did she get away for reunion?
Phyllis Herndon attended reunion between trips to .Athens. Greece, to visit
Mitzi Slreil Halla an<l Roman, to Vienna
for the opera, and to Vancouver to represent her Junior League at the National
Convention. Mitzi and husband return
home December 3 so if you want to join
their many visitors you better hurry. They
love Athens and found time for travel in
the Middle East and Centra! European
countries. Also overseas is Trish Meyer
Robinson, who with her husband and two
children, was in Germany last year.
Patty McClay Roggs is our new class
treasurer. Also at reunion were Sandy
Rhodes, who with her husband and two
children is now living in Salem, Va.. and
Betty Byrne Gill Chaney who is becoming
an avid gardener. Shirley Sutliff came
down from Washington after quitting her
job as assistant curator at Mount Vernon.
Ann Williams is still in Washington running the CIA. She reported that Vida
Radin was unable to leave her kindergarteners even for reunion!
Bexy Faxon Sawtelle and Malcolm have
moved to a larger parish and a larger house
near the Canadian border. Yola Avram
Willis is taking courses at the U. of Pittsburgh instead of working this year. In
spring of ".'59 Yola visited her parents in
Greece. Mary Boyd Murray Trussell and
George adopted a wee son, George, Jr., in
August. Sue Godfrey Gregory has three
children now — a boy and two girls. They
have recently moved to Long Island after
several years in Thomasville, Ga. Lydia
Plamp Plattenburg and her two children
are living in Ohio where George is studying
for the ministry. She and Bar and families met in Louisville this summer for their
own reunion. Marty Hedeman Buckingham and Dick and blond, curly-haired
Linda, recently moved to St. Louis. AH
we hear of Ann Lyn Harrell Welsh is that
she
hasC. been
the D.
area! "seen"
More in
newsa supermarket
next issue! in
(^ /^
Catherine Lotterhos Mills
Sri
.5518 S. Saratoga Street
^-^ ^-^
New Orleans 15, Louisiana
I know you were all as shocked and
saddened as I by the tragic news of Weasie
Watson Steele's death. Joyce has written
suggesting that we start a memorial fund
to be designated for the Chapel in memory
of Weasie. I hope we can work this out
at our reunion in June.
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It is good to hear from so many of you.
I'll begin with news from the Old Dominion: Ginny Echols Orgain and John are
living at Virginia Beach where John is
stationed with the Navy. John Barbour
Orgain, IV, was born last December 1.
.According to his mother he has dark
brown hair and big. big brown eyes, and
I think its a safe bet to add that he has
apple-red cheeks! Another new son is
Lilburn Trigg Talley, Jr., who was born
Februarj' 6. This red-headed, blue-eyed
boy is the son of Nancy St. Clair Talley and
Lilburn. who is a radiologist. Nancy is
also busy caring for her house, garden,
and Jacques the poodle; and she is working to restore the houses near Patrick
Henry's St. John's Church. Another acis serving
assistantin
editor tivityofof Nancy's
the Junior
Leagueas paper
Richmond. This summer another little
boy was born in Virginia: Louise Hunt
Coker and Mac's son. William Mclver
Coker, was born in Franklin on July 21.
Mac is an industiral engineer with the
Union Bag Camp Paper Corp.
Bon Voyage to Jane Black Clark who
sails for Europe September 25 with her
parents and sister. They will tour for six
weeks, visiting Copenhagen. Vienna. Florence. Rome, and London. Her girls, Alden,
5Vj, and Janie, 3%, are entering kindergarten this fall.
On July 26 Elizabeth Jean Smith became the bride of Dr. David Wilfred Abse.
.After a New England honeymoon, they
have moved into an old farmhouse near
Chapel Hill. Wilfred is a psychiatrist at
the hospital there. Ann Greer and Marian
Strickler Adams, Jr., were married in Mobile on September 9. As I write this, they
are honeymooning in Montego Bay, Barbados, Tobago, and Trinidad. When they
return, they'll move into their new home
in Spring Hill, Ala. Janet Caldwell, who
has been teaching French, Spanish, and
German since her return from her Fulbright
in France two years ago, will be married
to John S. Fragale on September 17. Joyce
Fackiner will be there for the wedding.
Joyce has been in Ann Arbor, Mich., and
is now in Summit, N. J., on a very interesting job.
On .September 24 Anne Willis and Robert Owen Hetlage will be married in Milton, Mass. Bob is a lawyer in St. Louis,
where they will live after a wedding trip to
Quebec. Anne was in San Francisco last
June and stayed with Jolly Urner whose
apartment is high on a hill overlooking the
Golden Gate. Others in San Francisco
were Harriet Cooper, Carter Nelson, and
Kay Smith who was there prior to attending summer school in Mexico City. Ruth
Philips Hollowell and her two children
have returned from Hawaii and are in
Tallahassee with her parents since Weems
has been sent to Korea for some months.
It's a shame they had to leave the Islands
for, according to Anne, they had just
bought a house overlooking mountains and
bays and oceans.
Joan Fisch Gallivan has been S. B. Alumnae Representative in Greenville, S. C.
.She and Jimmy have three children, Joanie,
Jimmy, and Joe. Joan sent lots of news
of the Atlanta girls: Weasie Mandeville
Grant had a little girl named Josephine
this summer. John IV was 5 in April and
Loclirane was 3 in February.
Laura Hailey

Bowen and Charlie have two girls, and
Leila Thompson Tarralus and Kenneth
have a son who is 2 and a daughter Helen
Scott born at the end of August. Dede
Candler Hamilton anil Joe are also still
in Atlanta and have a 2-year-old son.
This September Carolyn Pannell Ross
and Duil are moving to Montgomery. He
is going in with a bank there. Mary Ann
Edens Wingfield has just left Alabama and
is now in Chapel Hill where Jeff is to get
his master's in City Planning.
Meredith Smyi'he Grider wrote a letter
■"poolside" in Dallas and between the
splotches of water and sun-tan oil I
gathered they like Texas very much. Kay
Newman Yonge and George are in Abilene,
Texas, and have two boys. Another Texan,
Lottie Lou Lipscomb Guttry writes that
she and John are well settled in Longview
where he is a dentist. Their big news
is their new baby daughter, Melinda Lou,
whom they adopted last winter.
Jolly Mayberry Schram wrote news of
Mary Anne McPherson Oliver and her
husband Ray who recently visited the
Schrams in Roswell. N. M. Last year the
Olivers taught at Spring Hill College and
a girl's school and are now en route to
Munich, Germany, where he has a scholarship from the German government. Mary
Anne is anxious to return to Europe having
taught near Paris for two years following
her graduation from the University of
Alabama and prior to getting her master's
degree from the University of Wisconsin.
Jolly's main news of herself is that she
is Nancie
working Howe
on her
master's in
Entenmann
andhistory.
Dick have
a red-headed, brown-eyed son named Richard, Jr. Mary Koonz Gynn wrote a very interesting letter bringing her news up to
date. After leaving S. B., she spent two
years at Purdue and got a B. S. in physics
in '57. She then worked as an engineer
for I. T. and T. in Fort Wayne, where
they are presently making special-purpose
vacuum tubes for atomic-bomb-radiation
tests, star- and satellite-tracking devices,
and also many kinds of tubes used in industry. Mary was married last December
to George Gynn, who is chief engineer of
an electronics company in Ohio. They
both drive sports cars and occasionally go
rallying.
Carolyn Dickinson Tynes, Barney, and
their two boys will leave Birmingham next
summer to return to Bethesda and N. I. H.
where Barney has received an appointment
for his third year of residency. Joyce
Lenz Young and Hughie are back in
Charlottesville for his fourth year of med.
school after a .summer of touring New
England and eastern Canada. They saw
-Alice Guggenheimer Mackay and Roger in
Cambridge, and Mary .Ann Hicklin Quarngesser and Barbara Bernhard MacLea in
Baltimore, and sent good reports of all.
While on this trip, the Youngs rented their
house to Bucky (Barbara) Brown Page
and Bobby. The Pages have a new baby
girl as well as an older boy and girl.
Bobby is now in the service and they are
in Indiana.
Rose Montgomery Johnston and Tommy
returned from a relaxing two weeks in
Nassau just in time to write me a letter.
Rose is now working for the Nixon forces
in Memphis. From her picture, 8-monthold Bailey is a beautiful child. At the end
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of the summer, Ann Trvin graduated from
the Smith College Sehool of Social Worl<
and has accepted a position with tlie Community Service Soe. in Oueens. N. \. C.
To get news of Margie Mangel l.yman
and (uiy. we lia<l to move to New Orleans.
Margie is kept (piite husy hy IT-monlh-old
Eugenii' and hy a nursery school lliat Margie owns, runs, and directs. They nov\'
have three pre-school grades, 50 children,
a well-e(|uipped huilding. and it all sounds
splendid. I have sort of a pre-school nursery, too, hut only for Mills" children.
Cackie is now 2'j and Tommy and I'res
are 6 months. We all have a jolly good
lime anil do love New Orleans. Menry
finds ophthalmology most interesting which
is why we're here. Thai's the news from
old New Orleans—! must go stir my pot
of giindio.
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Tf.TZLAFF

Box 143
.Stowe, Vermont

You-all are so wonderful about answering my requests for news that 1 never
know where to begin! And it's all so interesting that i hate to cut any of it — hence
my long-windedness. So get your cigarettes
and coffee: here we go again.
Many new family members this time.
Bill and Lucille If'inerirh Pipes welcomed
William Winerich on February 9. They're
now busy getting settled in their new home
in San Antonio. In Austin, the Moores,
Boh. "Zan" Engh, and Robert Clay, Jr.,
are also settling into their new house.
In May, Joe and Dagmar Halmagyi Yon
greeted young Joseph Langbam, Jr., on the
3rd, and Betty Folniar Hunt writes that
on the 15th Susan Elizabeth arrived to
brighten the Hunt household in Paris.
May, the 5th, Charlie and "Flo"
Also in Winston
Barclay
welcomed the arrival of
Charles McKimmon. More about the Winstons later.
The lone June arrival was that of Roy
Wheatley into the family of Charlie and
Carter liunniin M( Dowell on the 16th. The
McDowells ba\e bought a house in downtown Philadelphia, where they will live
while Charlie completes his 5-year residency program at Jefferson.
In July, "Dot" Duncan Hodges and
Luther, summering in North Carolina,
greeted Anne Houston on the 2nd. The
Hodges are again in Cambridge for the
school year. On the first. Lucy Cibhons
was welcomed by David. Billy, and Judilh
Riiffin .Simpson, now resiilents of Winchester. Va. And Nancy Fink Leeds and
Alan announced the arrival of their daughter Jennifer on July 30th.
August was a busy month for .Sir Stork.
In Richmond. Jimmie and "Jody " Raines
Daniel are the proud i)arents of James
R. v.. IV, born August 1. At Scott A. F. B..
"Day" Cibsun Kerr. Whitney, and Whitney, Jr. 12 in NoviMuberl welcomed daughter Mary Catherine on the 2nd. and on
the 3rd, Anne Hanahan Ford Kinizey arrived to brighten the lives of Anne Mellon
Kimzey and Bob. Out in (iaiifornia, Don
and Page Kelly O'Connor greeted Peggy's
(2 in July) baby sister (Christine Lynn on
August 5. Don's now an altorney for .\.A.\
and husy with lots of trial work. Last
of the .August arrivals was that of young
David Richard White, Jr. (weighing in
at 9 lbs. 7 ozs. ), into the Richmond home
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<if David anil .Sophie Ann Ames White on
the 271 h. Sophie Ann adds that David
will he in New York for 6 mos. on a trainprogram, starting
October 1. .She'll join
him ingsometime
in February.
Buist and Carroll Weitzel Rivers welcomed a new liltle fund-raiser, George
Lands BuisI Rivers. III. on September 11.
( P. S.
Fund.)

Please don't forget the Alumnae

News from the orange blossoms and
rose petals page includes the April 23 marriage of Ruth Ellen Green to Dr. Bill
Calhoun, a pediatrician. The Calhouns
are residing in Natchez, where Bill has
his practice. After receiving her M.A. in
history from (Columbia in early June, Mary
.■\nne Wilson was married to Edward E.
Malefakis on the 15th. They spent the
summer at .*>. B. C, and in October they
go to Madrid where Ed will study for
his Ph.D. in history on a Fulhright
scholarship. June 11 was the date chosen
hy Suzanne Gipson for her marriage to
Barney Farnham. They're living in Cambridge, Mass., while Barney finishes his
last year at the Episcopal Theological
school there. A third June bride was
Mollie Steves Zachery, married on the 4th
and now living in Honolulu.
On July 16, "Janey" Briggs was married
to James Francis Lomont in Ft. Wayne.
Ind. After a lovely honeymoon in Mexico.
the Lomonts are now husy setting uj) housekeeping. Another July bride was Averala
Ann Paxton. who married Howell L.
Poucher on the 29lh. The Pouchers are
residing in a 100-year-old farmhouse in
Ida. Mich. And August 20th was the date
of Lisa Morton's marriage to Stafford
Ordahl. Jr. The Ordahls are living in
New York, where Lisa is still with Holt.
Rhinehart & Winston, Inc. Helene Bauer
writes that she and Alan W. Magruder
will be married November 25th and will
live in .St. Louis. Helene sjient last winter
traveling in Europe, returning in time to
take a ski trip to New Mexico in March.
-Among those soon to he "demilitarized"
are Bob and Mary Anne J on Dervoorl
Large. Boh "retires" October 31 and the
Larges will move to Richmond, where Boh
has accepted a position. Roberta Malone
Henderson writes that Ian is now out of
the Navy and has entered U. Va. Law
.School. The Hendersons are living at
810 Locust Lane, and Roberta adds that
anyone in the area has a standing in\itation. News from "Baba" Conway (Jwin
is that "Bo" gets out of the Marine Corps
in December and will start law school at
"Ole Miss" in February, while Baba will
work for her master's in either French or
Education. "Pinkie" Malheson Roe. Sandy
and 15-monlh old Julia have moved from
their palatial purple apartment in Annapolis (which really was lovely I to Waverly.
Tenn., where .Sandy's now working for ilu
Pont after finishing his linu* in the Navy.
Still living in Annapolis are Michael. Joan
Harjes Jasperson and Kammi 1 15 mos.)
who have moved to a larger house nearer
town. Michael's very busy with teaching
at the Naval Academy and working for
his Master's.
From Jacksonville. "Fran " (.hildress Lee
writes that she. Ann. Lewis, and Lewis.
Jr.. have been living there since June,
when Lewis received his law degree. .And
in New Mexico. Jim. Jennifer, and Virginia
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Paget have moved

to Albuquerque

where
Cluirch.Jim is Associate Rector of St. Mark's
Here's a real moving problem: Paul and
Frances May Burton are now in the process of moving from North Carolina to
Minnesota — hag, baggage and dog — in
a s|)orts car! They'll he in Norlhfield,
where Paul will be an assistant [irofessor
al .'^1. Olaf (College and Frances will finish
up her Ph.D.
Sandra Slingily Simpson writes that she
and Jim have had a marvelous summer.
He was elected delegate to the Democratic
Convention in Los .Angeles, so they spent
a week there and then visited .San Francisco before returning to Birmingham.
From England comes news that Clare
Harrison's latest venture was a trip to
Spain, where she thinks everyone is eccentric or quite mad hut most refreshing.
Jane Fitzgerald has also been traveling,
but is now hack in New York working at
Cornell Medical Center on a cancer research project. "Pris" Bowdle is in New
^ ork. working
in Recreation for the on
111 her
andMaster's
Handicapped
at
Columbia. Up until August, when she
took a vacation. Pris had been working at
Roosevelt Hospital for three years.
Now. as promised, the "more about the
Winstons." On June 28th. Charles and
a friend opened up the "Angus Barn." a
restaurant specializing in steaks, but serving other things too. It sounds like a
lovely place, with furnishings collected
all over the country. Flo writes that it's
between Raleigh and Durham and anyone
coming that way is invited to slop in and
see them.
In the field of teaching, Elaine Kimball is still at Hockaday in Dallas and
Peggy Liebert is teaching a class of second
graders at Tuckahoe Elementary .School in
Richmond. Two others, Joan Lawson
Kuhns and .Saynor Johnson Ponder, have
retired from teaching to devote their energies toward the job of housewife.
-As for me, I'm working here in .Stowe
in one of the Inns. Came up in June,
spent a lovely cool summer in the mountains, and am now looking forward to a
long,
cold and snowy winter with plenty
of
skiing.
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Centerville .59, Ohio
J\NK
SllIl'MAN Drive
Kl NTZ
-W Edenhurst
a marvelous response to my

plea

for class news! It's such fun to hear from
so many of you and to he able to pass it
on to the other members of the class.
Also, I want to thank Caroline Sauls for
taking over so ably on the January column.
1 enjoyed it as much as you all did!
And speaking of Caroline — she has initialed a new inirriculum. teaching 17 classes
of French lo fourth graders in five county
schools around Atlanta, .'^he spent a rewarding nine months doing volunteer work
al the art museum in Atlanta. I saw her
in February when Eddie and I were on
our way home from .Sea Island and she was
in a whirlwind of activity in connection
with the Junior League provisional course.
Bessie Smith is teaching again at Rogers
Hall after a marvelous summer touring the
West.
June Berguido James and Fleming are
residents
of Charlottesville
for the next
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tliree years while Fleming works on his
Ph.D.
Joan Black spent two months in Europe
this summer; she will he busy this winter
dividing her time between her duties as a
fourth-grade teacher in Littleton, Colo.,
and as a Junior League provisional.
Ina Hamilton Hart and Bob left New
York for Nashville in .'September after he
finished his stint in the service. Bob will
attend Vanderbilt Law School for three
years
and Ina
to campus
life says
again. she's looking forward
■'\n announcement arrived from Carol
McClnre Butterfield and Bpldon telling of
the birth of their second daughter, Barbara
Marguerite. March 18.
Barbara "Boo" Bagg McPeek and Bob
are living in Ulm. Germany, where he is
stationed.
Susan Day writes the most news I have
ever received on one small post card. She
is teaching the sixth grade at a small private day school in Richmond. She hopes
to revisit New York in the fall and see
Judy and Teeny Bell and Alice Morris
('59) on the "beat West Side." Tibby
Moore is also teaching in Richmond.
Ginny Tyson and Ralph Lawrence are
planning a November wedding. Ralph is
presently a lieutenant in the Engineering
Corps at Fort Campbell, Ky. Ginny has
been teaching in -Sterling, Va.
Betsy Robinson Taylor and Jim are living in Quincy, Mass., where Jim is with
Bethlehem Steel Ship Building Division.
James Robinson Taylor, fondly known as
"Cricket," was 2 in October.
Eleanor Humplirey and Julie Green are
in Boston working at the Museum of Fine
Arts this winter.
Betsy Worrell Coughlin and Larry are
home from a delightful vacation in Jamestown, R. 1. Their little girl Lynn, who
arrived in February, keeps them busy. The
Coughlins see a lot of Lee Cooper Robb
and Teddy who have a new house. Lee
writes that they have had a good time
fixing it up. Cooper Robb was born in
June; his brother Graham is 2.
From Corpus Christ i, Texas, comes word
of Bell Tucker Dudley and Phil; they have
a 2M!-year-old son Whit. They enjoy,
playing bridge with Sue Rosson Tejml and
Emil who are back in Corpus Christi after
living in California. Sue is teaching this
year.
Ann Plumb's marriage to the Reverend
Robert William Duke took place in Greenwich, Conn., on September 10.
Claire Cannon, Eleanor St. Clair, and
Lynn Prior are in New York this year.
Claire and Caroline Sauls attended graduation at Sweet Briar this year and Claire
also visited the Coughlins.
Joan Nelson is a secretary at Reynolds
Metals Co. in Richmond and does some
modeling in her spare time. But life is
not all work, for she spent July in Nassau
and plans to return there for Thanksgiving.
Betty Waddell has completed her training in Roanoke and is now working in
her home town of Lexington.
It sounds as if Cornelia Long Kaminski
and Amos lead busy lives. They are soon
moving "to the country;" Cornelia makes
frequent trips to New York to fulfill her
Junior League commitments. Their little
girl Anna is now 1.5 months old. Cornelia
went to Washington for Dana Dewey's wed-
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ding on August 26. She also writes that
Stephanie Butan is home from Spain, full
of many tales of adventure.
Benjamin Lanier Samuels is the name
Laurie Lanier Samuels and Harvey chose
for their son bom on March 6.
It seems as if a lot of our classmates
have settled in California. Sally Austen
.'Vdams writes from San Diego that while
Dave is on a 5V2-month Naval cruise in
the Pacific, she is employed as a social
worker at the San Diego County Welfare
Department. Susan Arril .Schneider and
Phil are living in Menlo Park; she issues
a blanket invitation to all S. B. girls to
visit them. They had Sandra Stingily
.Simpson ('57) and Jim as weekend guests
while they were in California for the Convention. Adele Scott is working in San
Francisco and Katy Epsen is teaching
kindergarten in Palo Alto. Patty Sykes
Treadwell and Dick, who were married on
July 9, are also living in the San Francisco
area. Pat Ashby sends word that she
is getting married on February 4 to Bob
Boesch, a native of Hartford, Conn,
Winfred "Windy" Winter married Bartlett Cocke on August 26. Prior to her marriage she taught history for two years at
Highlands High School and was queen
of the Fiesta de San Jacinto. Windy was
maid of honor for Camilla Mueller when
she married William Alfred Parker, Jr.,
on April 27, and Camilla, in turn, was
Windy's matron of honor. Windy was also
an attendant for Lynn Crosby whose wedding took place July 2; Lynn and her husband, Stewart Gammill, 111. are living at
the Robert E. Lee Hotel in Jackson, Miss.,
where Stewart is manager. Lynn Morris
had to miss both CamiOa's and Windy's
weddings — she is now recovering from a
case of hepatitis.
Julia Olive Craig Brooke and Richard
are the proud parents of Julia Bryan
Brooke, born on November 15, 1959. J. O.
writes that Lee Wood and Francis Escrive
were married in August and now live in
France.
Betty Rae Sivalls Davis and Paul .sent
out announcements in June of the birth
of a daughter, Mary Jane. Rae laments
that she sees so few Sweet Briar girls but
hopes to get to Amarillo for a visit with
Diane Chase Monroe and Sam, who have
"taken to Texas." B. Rae says she has kept
busy recently with her provisional course
in the Midland Junior Welfare League.
I had a nice visit with Christy Firestone when she was here for the annual
Dayton Horse .Show. She has been "on the
circuit" for the past few months and made
her usual good showing in her classes.
From Alabama comes news of Ruth Carpenter Pitts. Ruth's constant companion
is Elizabeth Berrien, now six months old,
for Bill's surgical residency program in
Birmingham is quite time consuming.
Marietta Eggleston Carpenter and Doug
are living in South Alabama where he is
the rector of two churches. They spent
the summer as guides for a European tour.
Susan Davis Briggs and Dick have forsaken St. Louis for Birmingham where Dick
will begin his internship. Alex Carpenter
has a fascinating job at the University of
Alabama for the next year.
It seems that our class has plenty of
husbands in the medical profession. Val
Parker Sharp and Vernon are in Connecti-

cut where Vernon is in residence at Yale.
Their son Mark is a year and a half old
and enjoys play sessions with his cousin
Trudy, daughter of Gertie Sharp Caldwell
and Ben. The Caldwells are in New York
while Ben takes his internship.
.Shirley McCallum is teaching English
for the second year at Laurel School in
Cleveland while she works toward her
master's in English at Western Reserve
I'niv. She had a visit in June from Elaine
Schuster and her family, and in August
she went to Charlottesville to see Poogie
Wyatt Shields and Fred. Poogie is working at the U. Va. personnel office while
Fred completes law school. Shirley tells
me that Mary Lane Bryan is working as an
occupational therapist in Cleveland and
Barbara McClancy has returned to her
home town to work as a secretary.
A few of our classmates have chosen the
frozen north to call home. Linda MacPherson Anderson and Sverre left Atlanta
in May to live in Milwaukee where Sverre
is the assistant manager of the Milwaukee
Inn. Linda says the clientele is "fascinating"— celebrities "from Pat Boone to Richard Nixon" — and they have a lovely apartment away from the hotel. She adds,
though, that she misses the South.
Another transplanted Southerner is
Peggy Smith Warner. Her husband Johnny
is in his first year of residence in neurology at the U. of Minn. Hospital in Minneapolis. Peggy comments that she has
learned to drive on ice and snow with
hardly a qualm. They have a daughter
Jeannette Sloan Warner born on January 5.
They enjoy seeing Jerre Sprague from time
to time.
Wedding-hopping seems to be Patty Williams Twohy's favorite pastime. She was
an attendant for Mollie Archer when she
married John Payne in June. Other Sweet
Briar girls in Mollie and John's wedding
were Mary Taylor, Susan Day, Marsha
Taliaferro WiU, Mary Johnson, Mary Kent
Zimmerman Ireland, and Eleanor St. Clair.
Mollie and John will live in CharlottesvUle
while he completes his last year of law
school. In Richmond for the festivities
were Betsy Pender, Julie Booth Perry,
Lynn Prior, Beth Kemper, Joan Baggs
MacKenzie, Betty Waddell, and Flo Buchanan Heyward. Mary Kent and Tom
stayed
Army. with the Twohys and will soon go
to Spain for six months, courtesy of the
Beth Kemper, who is working for the
.State Department, and Mary Taylor, "emby the government," have an apartmentployed
in Washington.
In August Patty flew to Denver to attend Cathy Hill's wedding; she married
Richard Loth of Buffalo, N. Y. Dick is
completing his master's in international
affairs and will attend the Foreign Trade
School in Arizona.
Janet Wynn Dougherty's letter caught
me
on quite
other '58-ers.
She
and up
Boone
spent athefewsummer
in KnoxviUe
after the birth of their daughter, Frances
Wynn, on June 13 in Charlottesville. Janet
received her B.S., in education from U. Va.
and Boone wUl graduate next June from
the Law School. She and Poogie Wyatt'
Shields worked together for the benefit
concert given by Iren Marik for the Meta
Glass Scholarship fund in February.
Diane Stafford Mayes visited KnoxviUe
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in July while Roy was at Army camp; she
had their son Ricky, horn last December,
with her. Ann Taylor is also in Knoxville
working as a copy writer for WATE television station. Mary Ely Seals and Roy
are living in Memphis where he is in medical school: they have two little boys.
Bo, 3, and Taite, 1.
I received a marvelous letter from Margie
.Shannon telling me of her very interesting
life. .She has been working at Rockefeller
Institute for Medical Research as a research technician for a bacteriologist investigating infectious diseases. At present she is on a 2':;-monllis leave of absence in order to take a round-the-world
tour with three friends. Her itinerary
sounil like the 11. N. roster and she says
that she will travel by everything from
jet to houseboat to camel. Margie attended
Suzanne Brown's wedding in Pittsburgh
when she married Patrick Henry. Suzanne
has been in medical school at Duke but
will finish her last two years in .Arkansas
since Pat is in residence there, .\dele
Scott was one of Suzanne's attendants.
Another Sweet Briar alumna whose life
is thoroughly fascinating is Pam Hyatt
Foster. She has continued her theatrical
career in Toronto doing some night club
and TV acts, as well as a run in "The
nel of Love." playing opposite Austin
(of "The Mouse that Roared" fame).
July through .September she was
summer TV re|ilacement show

TunWillis
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Sue Pohl Moullon and husband Charles
spent a week in the wilds of Michigan with
Jane Jamison Tatman and husband George.
Tricia Core Ware and Marshall are living
in Alexandria where Tricia will again be
teaching third grade.
Sally Martin Choale graduated from LSU
this summer; husband, Luke, will graduate
from there in January. They have a son,
Richard, 2. Karen McKenzie earned 10
units in summer school and recuperated
from same with a three-week vacation at
Lake Tahoe. She plans to teach in the
same school next year, amid the sugar
beets and tomatoes.
Judy Nevins LcHardy and family are
thrilled with Japan and the people there.
.She and her husband play a lot of golf.
Judy is probably one of the few gals lucky
enough to have a full time maid. Jane
Wheeler finished her M.A. this summer
and started her career as a teacher at
.Sweet Briar this .September. She is an
instructor in religion and resident counselor of Manson.
Suzanne Hafer and Caroline Green went
to Europe this summer — both commented
on how much they enjoyed the Passion
Play. Caroline plans on teaching again
this year. Mary Boyd Davis had a little
girl, Diane Ellen, born June 2nd. Another
announcement came from Alice Cary Farm-

er Brown of a son, William Lee Lyons
Brown, III, born July 27th. The Lees
will be moving back to Louisville in December for several months.
Lizora Miller is in Richmond teaching
first grade in a county public school.
Spent heavenly six weeks in California and
Hawaii, ran into many S. B. C. gals at
the Democratic Convention. Other news,
from Richmond concerns the christening of
Mary Blair Scott Valentine's little girl,
Molly, whose proud godmothers are Kathy
Tyler and Tabb Thornton Farinholt. Tabb
and Blair were married this summer.
Gay Hart Gaines writes of the birth of
a son, Stanley Noyes Gaines, Jr., on July
21st. Weezie Marshall Cutcbin has been
married three years. She and Joe, who is
in his senior year at medical school, have
two sons, Joby, 2, and Marshall, 1.
Polly Space has still managed to keep
out of the path of a job. Junior League
work and golf keep her out of trouble.
Ginny Marchant Noyes and Tom have
moved to Evanston, ill., and are living in
a little red cottage on an estate there.
Kay Frowery Greer is living in West
Stockbridge, Mass., where Rhodes is on a
relations training program for G.E. Rusty
and Michael have 1 Mi acres to play on
at their new house. Marge McCallum
Tillmon is at Ft. Benning
for 6 months

".Swing Gently." which was an hour network telecast. Her husband Jobn has b:'en
equally busy as a free lance photograph:'v:
besides a round-the-world trip filming a
documentary he also has done a short film
called "The Oueen's Plate" ab^ut the history of Canada's most famous horse race.
In between times the two of them have
redecorated their apartment and acquired
a miniature black poodle named "Genevieve." Pam and John had a surprise visit
from Hope Sparger who is now working
for a lawyer in New York City.
As most of you know, I married Edward Kuntz, Jr.. in January; Caroline Sauls
braved the elements to come to Ohio to be
one of my bridesmaids and we bad a wonderful but all-too-short visit. After a marvelous honeymoon in Jamaica and Sea
Island, we moved into our house in Centerville, a charming village south of Dayton.
Fixing it up has been a delightful project
for Eddie and me; there is always something that we want to do. This fall the
Junior League is keeping me busy with
connniltee work, the Christmas Ball, and
one morning a week as a volunteer at the
Little Exchange. As you can see, our life is
never dull.
That winds up the news for this issue.
I have one request 1 would like to make;
please include your maiden name when you
write. 1 wish I knew all your charming
husbands, but since I don't, identify yourselves. Iprobably won't get a reminder
off about the winter issue but if you would
send your news in by the first of the year,
then

we'll have another

^ /^
~\M
^■^

long column.

Ann Young
517 Rose Lane
Haverford, Penna.

Limited space — lots of news — time limited, so 1 will just go through the stack
of cards on my desk, all 60 of them!
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Charles Yates. ,Mar> liailt) Izard. .52, Dorothy Malone Yates, '12. and
John Izard had this picture taken at the Augusta National Golf
Course which had a large display of Sweet Briar Bulbs in full bloom.
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with Fn-d who is taking tlic Officer's Basic
Training Course.
Val Stoildard is in her second year al
her school of social work. Liz Cliamljers.
Gretchen .Smith, and Deb Dunning will
be in the lioston area again this year.
Gretchen will be teaching ninth grade
English. Isa Mary Lowe is exhausted after
her year of leaching and is planning on
staying in .San Francisco until December.
Penny Fisher Crowell and Bill are in
Severna Park. Maryland. Bill is head
basketball coach and teaches physical education at Arundel H. S. Judy Franklin
Campbell and Bill liave moved to Ruxlon. a suburb of Baltimore. Judy graduated from the three-year nursing program
at Johns Hopkins after leaving S. B. C.
Margaret Cook received her M.A. from
William and Mary after a year's graduate
work in American History — with the help
of an assistantship. She has a job in
Hartford with the Connecticut Historical
Society. Connie Fitzgerald and Cookie
Cooke are leasing their second apartment
and will be acquiring a new address again.
Cookie will be putting all her degrees to
use this fall with a job.
Erna Arnold Westwig and husband
Ralph spent a week in Bermuda followed
by a week in Maine after which Erna returned to her sixth grade. She spent the
first
part of
summer atTeachers,
Cornell's Math
Institute
fortheElementary
on a
fellowship. Patsy Bulkley is returning to
her teaching job also, as riding instructor
at Chatham Hall.
Diana Hawn is keeping up her work in
piano as well as taking a secretarial course
this fall in Dallas. Pat Gov Sills and husband. Tom, are living in Buffalo where
he is with the Industrial Division of American Standard. Their biggest news is the
birth of their son, John Thomas Sills, Jr.,
on May 26th.
Two weddings were the scenes of reunions this summer. Linda Knickerbocker and Gordon Ford, and .Snowdon Durham and .Sewall Tyler, had
weddings in July. Dede Ulf and Val
Stoddard were at Linda's. Another classmate on hand for the affair. Judy Sorley,
announced her own engagement to Doug
Chalmers September 11th and is jilanning
December 20th as the big day. Judy will
be living in Boston until November. Linda
and Gordon are living in a garage apartment in Grosse Pointe.
Cookie Cooke, Kathy Tyler. Nellie Morison, and Courtney Gibson were among the
group at Snowdon's wedding. Kathy left
for Europe in August and will be at Union
this year. Courtney will he teaching four
sections of American Lit. at county H. S.
near Fredericksburg. Nellie is teaching
again in Baltimore. Snowdon is planning
on shaking up the world of education by
teaching the seventh grade in Bridgewater,
Va,, while Sewell finishes college.
Ann Carter Barrett says her excuse for
not returning her post card last time was
due to all the hard work she was putting
into a teaching certificate. Husband Lynn
is working on his Master's in geological
engineering and hopes to finish sometime
this spring. Bobbe Lohnes Smythe was
married in January of this year to William Smythe of Philadelphia. Both graduated from George Washington Univ. Bill
received his commission from the Marine
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Corps Reserves. They are living in Alexandria.
Montie Barker is a travel counselor at
the American Automobile Assn. and is
quite pleased with her job. Sue Hight
couldn't be happier with her job with a
travel company. They sent her on a 6week tour of Britain and France, and a
trip around the .South is also planned
for this fall. Barbara Kelly Tate writes
that she is teaching again this year in
Buena Vista while huslfand, Teddy, goes
to W. and L. Law .Scliool.
Lucia Woods left for London in September where she will be studying decorative arts. .She hopes to ski during vacations and travel on the Continent in the
later part of the spring. Ruthie Weaver
Williams is teaching school again this year.
This summer she worked as a teller in
a bank while McRae worked in infectious
diseases at the University Hospital in Baltimore.
Ali Wood Thompson and family are living in Santa Barbara. She ran into Joan
Luke at a horse show. Joan finished college at the Univ. of Cal. at Berkeley. Happy
Jordan Fitzgerald, husband Jim, and two
children spent the summer in Berkeley and
are back in Blacksburg.
Hall Sanuvorth Wright and family are
in Wheeling. West Virginia. Hall is busy
with Junior League work and taking care
of Elizabeth, born October 14. 1959.
Judy Watts is still working at Johns
Hopkins, and has moved into a rented
house with four other girls. Susan Timberlake Thomas and Cal are living in
Charlottesville. Susan is no longer teaching. Also in the Charlottesville area are
Virginia Machethan Kitchin. She is teaching school again this year while Corky
continues law school.
Ethel Bruner Davis, an April bride, and
husband Clint are living in a darling
little house on the edge of their County
Club golf course. Ess has been teaching
pre-school deaf children at the Hearing
and Speech Center as part of her Junior
League work. Received an announcement
of Susan Perry's marriage to Gerald Farmer
on the 7th of September, in New Castle.
Penna. Another September marriage was
that of Ginny Robinson and Leonard Bolt
on the .3rd.
Debora von Reischach is living in an
apartment in New York. After leaving
SBC she went to Katharine Gibbs in Boston for a year. .She takes her vacations
in the winter so that she can ski. She
works for CBS News. Kitty Watjen Flemings writes that she. husband Fred, and
daughter Lynn, IVi'. are living in Bermuda
and love it. Fred is in the Air Force for
a career and Kitty is on the board of the
base Thrift .Shop as well as in a singing
group
officers' Horine
wives. writes that BaltiPussof Moore
more went way over its bulb drive quota.
Ruthie Weaver Williams did more than
her share and Puss was one of the six
team captains for Maryland. Donna Ferris
Whitehouse graduated from Western College for Women, majoring in English Lit.
.She married Michael Kraft Whitehouse. a
graduate of Princeton, and spent IM; years
in Milan. Italy. Now they are back in the
U..S. where Michael is doing graduate study
in architecture at Princeton. They have
a daughter. Firth Kraft, 6 months.

Sally Mayfield became Mrs. Wiliani H.
Schreiner on August 20th. He is teaching
H. .S. English, but .Sally has given up
plans to teach in order to be a wife.
Linda Sturgeon Clayton is living in Cologne with her husband. Paul, and twoyear-old son. Paul. Jr. Her husband works
for Goodyear Internat. and they expect to
be in Europe permanently. (This news
came from another alumna, her mother.)
Alice Morris is sharing an apartment in
New York with the Bell twins ('."iS) and
is studying for her general exam for her
Master's. .She plans to go on in English
Lit. if "she lives that long." Marcia Payne
Glover and husband Jay are living in
Fairport. N. Y. Marcia taught third grade
last year, but is going to settle down and
be a good housewife this year.
Jan Hawkins Davis had a little girl on
May 24lh. named Victoria Lewis. She
and Don are living in Atlanta. Ann Bush
Dunlap and Dev are in Austin where Dev
is finishing his degree in physics. They'll
be there a year or more. Nina Thornton
is taking part in the International .Seminar
in Finland, and then hopes to go to the
U. of Copenhagen to work toward a master's degree. That's it for now; please
keep writing.

^-^ ^-^
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Evanston, Illinois
Sl'EEL Ave.
GWEN Marcy
2444

"We said we wouldn't look back . . ."'
although luany of us will admit that it
seems
strange not to be Sweet Briar boun<l
this fall.
Those oiT for graduate school, however,
packed their trunks as usual. Pat Russell
is going to the University of Toronto where
she'll study for her M.A. in English under
a Woodrow Wilson Grant. Carolyn Gough,
after a summer at Middlebury, is now in
France under a Fulbright.
Both Gale Young and Brownie Lee will
be
master's
in English
the studying
Universityfor oftheir
North
Carolina.
Brownieat
will also serve as an undergraduate-dorm
counselor. Charity Paul will be working
versity.
for her M.A. in English at Indiana UniJane Hilton plans to study for her master's in international relations at Fletcher
School of Law and Diplomacy. During the
summer Jane passed an interpreter's test
and qualified as an interpreter in Spanish
and English. She also made tapes for the
Voice of America.
Grace Suttle is at the University of
Virginia Medical .School, after a wonderful
sunuuer in Europe. And Norris .Smith reports that she'll be at Columbia University
working for her master's in English. Gwen
Speel (that's me) will be studying for an
versity.
M.A. in mathematics at Northwestern UniSome will continue their education from
the other side of the desk. Rhett Ball will
be teaching third-graders at the Potomac
School in McLean. Va. After signing her
contract, she spent the day with a reallive eight-year-old and now realizes she
should have degrees in arithmetic, zoology,
astronomy, finger painting and metallurgy,
as well as in reailing and writing. Mary
Ellen Dobs is teaching chemistry and biology at Mount Vernon Seminary. She and
Ann
Smith, who'll
be working
at the
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Bureau of Standards in Wasliinglon, are
sharinf; a town house in Georgetown. Judy
Cowen will lie teaching Latin at Rosemary'
Hail in (ireenwicii. Conn.
Becky Towill and Barba Bowen will
both be teaching at the junior high school
in Augusta. Ga. Barba spent the summer
in Alaska. Becky loured Europe with

ness. Jane Tat man and Guy Connelly were
marrieil in Indiana August 6lh and are
now living in New York.
On .August 27th Carolyn King became
Mrs. Clyde Ratcliffe, III, and Barbara
fieam became Mrs. (Jeorge Denison. The
Ratcliffes will be at home in Covington.
Va.. and the Denisons in Grosse Pointe.

Grace,Rienecke.
"bumping
JuneAlice
graduates
Anne
Carolinto"
Barnard.
Jones.
Karen Jansen, Gaye Gardner and Pat

Mich. Teddy Hill and Washer were married in .South Carolina
on Septi'mber
10.
Betty Forsyth and William Harris wire
married in Lynchburg Septendier 17th.
Alter a honeymoon trip to Puerto Rico,
Betty will be teaching modern dance to
four- and five-year-olds in Lynchburg.

Collyer.
Carter Nichols is teaching eighth-grade
history and Knglish near \\ ashington. Joyce
Cooper, now Mrs. Charles Toomcy. 111.
will lca<h i-ighlh- an<l ninth-grade English
while huslianrl Charley goes to Marylaml
Dental .School. Patti Powell, now Mrs.
William Pusey. is leaching ninth- and
tenth-grade French and English in Charlottesville while Bill completes his law
studies at II. Va.
.Starr Bullis will do substitute teaching
in Dayton. Ohio, after her wedding in December. Jean Morris plans to tutor and
substitute teach history, civics, and math
at .St. Mary's Hall in Texas, her old alma
mater. Janie Haldeman hopes to be teaching high-school history in January. In the
meantime she's been taking education
courses at the L'niversity of Louisville
and has also volunteered her services to
the Republicans.
Kathy Knox is teaching English to the
Spanish-speaking people in Bogota, Colombia. She plans to be in Colombia at least
a year and is heading for the equator first
chance she gets.
Judy Barnes will be teaching in Atlanta
at Fairhaven .School — a private school for
retarded children. Judy and Julia Scott
Todd are apartment-keeping together. Julia
Scott has been in .\tlanta since July working as a historian for the Georgia Historical
Commission.
Weddings, weddings, weddings. . . Ginger Newman and Robert Blanchard were
married June 20th and are now at home
in Greensboro, N. C. Nancy Corson became Mrs. Joseph Gibbes July 16th. Nancy
and Joe will be living in Brookline. Mass.,
while Joe attends Harvard School of Busi-

Sweet Briar '60 is well represented in
New York City this fall. Sally Underbill
and "\" Massie will be sharing an apartment in New York City. Sally spent several weeks job hunting in New York early
in the summer and |)rospects looked gooil.
She had temporary assignment with Norman Cousins at the Saturday Review. "A"
is working as a research assistant in the
foreign department at the Hanover Bank.
Jane Headstream. .Susie Galleher. and
Lizard Qu^ilp will be living together and
working in New York City. Jane will be
an editorial assistant in the Doubleday
Publishing Co. training program. Liz Few.
Margot Saur. and Lynn Head will also be
sharing an apartment. Liz is in a training
program at McGraw Hill Publishing Co.
Suzi Reitz will be working at the Frick
Collection and studying oriental art at the
Art Institute in New York.
Dottie Grant
analyst in the
New Y ork Life
is working as

is employed as a research
actuarial department of the
Insurance Co. Debbie Lane
an executive secretary for

the .Stanley A. Lomas Co. Debbie's big
news is that she's engaged to be married
next summer. Kadri Niider has a mathematical job with an advertising agency in
New York.
Val Hnot is with American Cyanamid as
a Spanish correspondent in charge of registering Cyanamid products in Spain, Portugal, and Latin .America. Val is also
studying
Russian at night school.
Dinny
Muldaur
and
Lucy
Martin
are

(you guessed it!) looking for acting jobs.
Dinny has been auditioning in New York
this summer and hopes that with the help
of her agent she'll be in "something" soon.
Lucy is back pounding the pavements after
a summer of touring the II.SA in her little
.Ann Weingart. now minus her appendix,
green "monstah."
is industriously injecting fruit flies at the
Carnegie Institution of Washington at (^old
Springs Harbour. N. Y'. .Ann is em|)loyed
as a research assistant. Lura Coleman,
a medical research teihnician, is studying
the metabolism of rabbits. Lura is at the
Lankenau Hospital in Philadelphia.
Nina Wilkerson, Tucky McFall and
Margot McKee will be sharing an unfurnished apartment in Boston this fall. Tucky
just returned from a summer in Europe.
Isabel Ware will be working at the hospital in Richmond, Va., and Mickey Oliveri
will be a social worker at the new Washington Hospital Center. Anita Perrin is
heading for Washington this fall — her destination is definite but her job plans
aren't as yet. Donna Kerkam will also be
working in Washington, after a summer of
beaching.
Ellen Pringle spent the summer at business college and will apply her new techniques as secretary to the department of
foreign languages at the University of
South Carolina. Libby Dew attended secretarial school this summer and plans to
work in Jacksonville. Libby will also be
doing Junior League work.
Janet Maynard and .Sue Styer went to
Hawaii for the summer and decided to stay.
Janet is working as a secretary at one of
the hotels in Waikiki and Sue will be
teaching riding.
Elizabeth Meade will be working for the
local paper in Charlottesville and will also
be writing radio commercials. Elizabeth
spent the first part of the summer traveling and studying in Mexico. She later
attended the Breadloaf Writers Conference
in Vermont.
Who said we wouldn't look back? — I
must confess I wrote this at ,Sweet Briar
in September.

The long-awaited Alumnae Directory was published in September. If you
did not order one and wish you had, tear out this coupon and send it to tlie
Alumnae Office, Sweet Briar College. The demand for this Directory has
been great — the remaining supply is small. Order your copy today!
Please send me an Alumnae
(Print or type name

Directory

and address)

Na
Address^

Price $3.00 (Postpaid)

Make checks payable to
Sweet Briar Alumnae Association
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,

(Nida Tomlin, '401
111 Oakwood Place, Lynchburg. Va.
Executive Secretary and Treasurer
Mrs. Ernest M. Wood, Jr.
(Elizabeth Bond, '34)
Sweet Briar, Va.
Alumna Member, Board of Directors
Mrs. W. L. Lyons Brown
(Sara Shallenberger, '32)
Ashbourne, Harrods Creek, Ky.

Region L.VIII
Mrs. William
Montague
(Mildred Moon, '40)
111 North Hermitage Ave., Lookout Mt., Tenn.
IX
Mrs. Ike Region
S. Kampmann,
Jr.
(Flora
'46)
315 Westover
Road,Cameron,
San Antonio
9, Texas
Region X
Mrs. Harry L. Nelson
(Elizabeth MacQueen, '25)
1357 West Haven, San Marino 9, Calif.

Alumnae Members, Board of Overseers
Mrs. W. Frederick Stohlman
Mrs. Andrew B. Kirkpatrick, Jr.

(Margaret Cornwell, '37)
7749 Davis Drive, St. Louis 5, Mo.
Mrs. Charles G. Gambrell

'50)Wilmington 6, Del.
1 Westover Circle,(Frances
WestoverCone,
Hills,
Mrs. Richard J. Both

(Sarah Belk, '39)
580 Park Avenue, New York, N. Y.
Mrs. Frederic W. Scott

(Blair
Bunting,Hills,
'40) Wilmington,
809 Berkeley Road,
Westover
Mrs. Houston S. Park, Jr.

(Elizabeth Pinkerton, '36)
North Garden, Va.
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(Martha Lou Lemmon, '34)
11 Edgehill Road, Princeton, N. J.
Mrs. W. Clark Schmidt

Del.

(Ellen Lee Snodgrass, '37)
916 South St. Asaph St., Alexandria, Va.
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FINE
ARTS
CENTER
IS
NAMED
Gene

President
Pannell. Edna Lee
look on with approval as Mr.

Campbell

Gilchrist, and Sara Shallenberger
Brown
Babcock applies mortar to the cornerstone.

PARENTS DAY, October 29, the cornerstone was laid for the new Mary
Reynolds Babcock Fine Arts Center, and its name announced for the first
Mrs. Pannell, who presided at the ceremony, also revealed that the
time.
$375,000 anonymous gift made in 1954 was actually granted by the foundation established in memory of Mrs. Babcock after her death in 1953. Another gift of $18,000
was made by the foundation last year.
ON

Mrs. Babcock was the daughter of the late R. J. Reynolds of WinstonSalem. Two of her daughters, Mary Katherine Babcock Mountcastle, '52, and Barbara Babcock, '56, are Sweet Briar alumnae. Her husband, Charles H. Babcock, and
their son Charles represented the family at the cornerstone ceremony.
Mrs. Pannell was tlie first to apply some mortar with the silver trowel,
and she was followed in turn by Sara Shallenberger Brown, "32, representing tlie
Board of Directors; Dean Mary J. Pearl; Margaret Storey, *61, president of the
Student Government Association; Frederick G. Storey of Atlanta, outgoing chairman
of the Parents Advisory Board; Edna Lee Gilchrist, '26, representing the alumnae
and the planning committee; and Mr. Babcock. The members of the Babcock family
were presented with miniature silver trowels as mementos of an occasion that was of
great significance for the arts at Sweet Briar.
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Asian Program Extended
by Lectures on Burma
Daw Mya Scin, distinguished Burmese
woman professor of history and poHtical science at Rangoon University, has come to
Sweet Briar as visiting professor of South
Asian Studies during the second semester,
under a special grant from the John Hay
Whitney Foundation.
She will give a series of 12 weekly lectures on Burmese history, religion, the role
of women, political and economic matters,
education and social
welfare programs.
Daw Mya Sein will
supplement
her lectures with classroom
discussions in related
areas, and she will
also give one or two
lectures in the joint
faculty seminar conducted since October
by Dr. Leslie Harris,
director of Asian Studies in the three-year
cooperative program established at Sweet
Briar, Randolph-Macon Woman's College,
and Lynchburg College, under a grant from
the Ford Foundation.
Shortly after her arrival for her third
visit to this country in October, Daw Mya
Sein delivered a series of four lectures at
Coliimhia LJniversity, the first Mary Williamson Harriman Lectures. She also served
in the Burmese delegation to the UN General Assembly.
For many years, this energetic and capable
teacher, author, and administrator has been
prominent in Burmese education and government service. She has represented her
country at a number of important international conferences, and most recently she
has been a member of the L'N Third Committee, which deals with social and humanitarian matters.
An honors M.A. graduate of
University, Daw Mya Sein also
B.Litt. degree from Oxford. She
tinued her studies and research at

Rangoon
holds a
has conthe Uni-

ofLondon's School of Economics and
PoliticalversitySciences.
In 1956 she spent 10 months in this
countr)-, lecturing and teaching at 10 universities including Michigan, Stanford, New
York University, and Southern California.
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the architects
shows the
new
dormitory
and
dining
hall, soon
and Reid, which will enable Sweet Briar to increase its enrollment

to be
to 650.

S"weet Briar is growing! Plans for two new buildings — a dormitory
with dining hall and a new Book Shop — are being advanced, following
approval by the Board of Overseers at its November meetings.
The new Book Shop will be erected just
The new dormitory is expected to house
150 students, to increase the total enrollment to 650 residents, 100 more than
the present figure.
Temporary housing for students now living in Boxwood Inn, Lancaster and Rollins
Houses would then be released, and some
crowded conditions in present dormitories
would no longer exist. The new L-shaped
building is to be located south of Grammer,
Reid, and Dew hails.
New dining facilities, according to present plans, would accommodate 350, and
would
eliminate Reid dining room.
Pendleton S. Clark, of Lynchburg, has
been named as the architect for the new
residential structure. Mr. Clark has been consulting architect for the college for some
years, and the firm of Clark, Nexsen &
Owen are architects for the Mary Reynolds
Babcock Fine Arts Center which is now
under construction.
In order to finance the new dormitory,
application is being made for a loan through
the college housing loan program, administered bythe U. S. Government Housing and
Home Finance Agency. It is hoped that
the building will be ready for use in September, 1962.
Faculty approval was also voted for the
Book Shop building. The Book Shop, which
was established by facult)' members in the
early years of the college, is administered
by a faculty committee under the chairmanship of Dr. Carol M. Rice.

east of the present building, which was built
in 1930. It will be faced with red brick,
over cement block, and its appearance will
be similar to that of the other campus
buildings. The main floor will include the
shop itself, offices, and a room for books
other than texts. Taking advantage of the
sloping terrain, the lower floor will be given
over entirely to storage space, with a convenient entrance for unloading books and
Proceeds from the Book Shop will be
supplies.
used to linance the new building, with the
aid of loans. A similar plan was followed
for the present building, now outgrown,
which was later deeded to the college. The
Book Shop, through the years, has provided
funds for scholarships and loans, and has
established scholarship endowment. It has
also contributed funds at various times for
several different purposes, including buildings and general endowment.
Steps have also been taken looking toward the future construction of two other
buildings. The Board of Overseers has designated the firm of Oliver and Smith, Norfolk, as architects for the proposed chapel,
and Clark, Nexsen & Owen as architects for
the proposed science building.
It should be pointed out that neither
building can be started until the necessary
funds are available. At present, $248,000
is on hand for the science building and
5201,786, in gifts and pledges, for the

chapel.
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New Members Elected
To Board of Overseers
Two men, Walter S. Robertson of Richmond and Robert C. Tyson, New York,
have recently been elected to six-year terms
on the Sweet Briar Board of Overseers, according to Thomas C. Boushall. Richmond,
board chairman.
Both men have had previous connections
with the college. Mr. Robertson, formerly
Assistant Secretary of State for Far Eastern
Affairs, gave the commencement address on
U. S. China Policy in June, 1959.

Mr. Tyson, chairman of the finance committee and a director of the U. S. Steel Corporation, has been an active member of the
Sweet Briar Parents Advisory Board for
several years. His daughter, Virginia, is a
1958 graduate of Sweet Briar.
A distinguished public servant who held
important government assignments under
three presidents, Mr.
Robertson has had
long and varied experience in international affairs, chiefly
in the Far East.
He ^\'as chief of
t h e United States
Lend-Lease Mission
to Australia in 194344, served for two
years as American
Minister at the U. S.
Matf Department Fmbassy in Chungking, China, and was U. S. Commissioner
and Chairman of the Marshall Truce Commission. For this service he received a
Presidential citation, accompanied by Medal
for Merit.
Upon his return from China in 1946,
Mr. Robertson resigned from the State Department and resumed private life in Richmond. In 1953, President Eisenhower appointed him Assistant Secretary of State for
Far Eastern Affairs, a post he held until his
resignation in July, 1959.
Shortly thereafter, Mr. Robertson was appointed adelegate to the I4th Session of
the United Nations General Assembly, from
September to December 1959.
He has received the highest civilian decorations bestowed by the Republic of the
Philippines, the Royal Thai Government, the
Republic of Korea, and the Republic of
China, in recognition of his services in the
Far East.
A native of Virginia, Mr. Robertson was
educated at William and Mary and Davidson Colleges, and he is a member of Phi
Beta Kappa. He holds honorary degrees
from the University of Richmond, Davidson, William and Mary, Hampden-Sydney,
and the University of South Carolina.
Since 1925, when he was not in government service, Mr. Robertson has been a
partner in the Richmond investment banking firm of Scott & Stringfellow. He has
taken an active part in civic affairs in Rich-
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mond, where he is a trustee and former
president of the Richmond Memorial Hospital and past president of the Community
Council. He is currently president of the
Virginia Museum of Fine Arts, and of the
Society of the Cincinnati in Virginia, and
is a trustee of the Jamestown Corporation
and of the Virginia Historical Society.
Mr. Tyson, a graduate of Princeton University, began his career as an accountant
in New York in 1927. He was supervising accountant with
Price, Waterhouse &
Co. for 10 years until
he joined the U. S.
Steel Corp. staff in
1939 as assistant audit supervisor.
Two years later he
became general accountant, and in
1947, assistant comptroller. He served
as comptroller from
1950 to 1955, and
avsa, om.™
was elected a vice-president in 1951. For
four years he served as vice-chairman of the
finance committee, becoming chairman in
1956. His election to the board of directors
of the corporation took place in 1952.
Mr. and Mrs. Tyson have visited Sweet
Briar many times and through their daughter became acquainted with many members
of the faculty and staff.

Chemistry Award

Winner

Julie Boyd O'Neil, a senior from Knoxville, Tenn., won this year's James Lewis
Howe Award as Sweet Briar's outstanding
chemistry major. This award is annually
given to one student from each college in
the area served by the Blue Ridge Section,
American Chemical Society.
Julie has won a number of academic honors at Sweet Briar, including Junior Honors,
Freshman Honors, and the Freshman Chemistry Achievement Award. Last year she
studied in Paris under the Junior Year in
France program. A graduate of Knoxville
High School, Julie plans to continue her
studies in chemistry in graduate school next

year.
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IN WHO'S

Asia Lecture Available
"And the Morrow is Theirs," the inaugural lecture for the Asian Studies
program, by Professor Leslie Harris,
has now been published. Excerpts
from the same lecture appeared in the
December, I960, Almnnae Magazine.
Additional copies of the printed lecture are available on request to the
Public Relations Office, Box 249,
Sweet Briar, Va.

Board

Changes Made

Election of Lawson W. Turner, of Lynchburg, to the Sweet Briar Board of Directors
and acceptance of the resignation of Archibald G. Robertson, Richmond attorney, from
the same board, were among the changes
made at the meeting in November.
Mr. Turner, who was also named on the
executive committee, was first elected to the
Board of Overseers for a six-year term in
1955 and is now one of the seven Directors,
who are elected with permanent tenure. He
is chairman of the board of N & W Industries in Lynchburg.
At Sweet Briar, Mr. Turner serves as chairman of the farm committee and he is on
the investments and finance committee. For
several years, he has headed the LynchburgAmherst County committee in the college's
development program and he is credited with
much of that committee's success in raising
funds for the college in the communit)'.
In accepting the resignation of Archibald
Robertson, who was chairman of the board
from 1949 to 1955, the board expressed its
"deep appreciation and gratitude for all his
many contributions, too numerous to detail
and too frequent to have been recorded and
tooAtspontaneous
haveresignation
seemed a from
burden."
the time ofto his
the
board chairmanship, in 1955, the board
established the Archibald G. Robertson Scholarship, with a principal of S10,000, as an
expression
the
college. of gratitude for his service to
Mr. Robertson served almost 20 years as
legal counselor, at no expense to the college.
Buford Scott, Richmond, who has been on
the board since 1953, was appointed chairman of its executive committee.

WHO

Nine seniors have been named in W-^ho's
Who Among Students in American Universities and Colleges. They are: Jane Arensberg, Pittsburgh, president of the senior
class; Jeanne Bounds, Richmond, vice-president of Student Government; Sara Finnegan,
Pikesville, Md., senior house president;
Judith Greer, Marion, Va., and Bee Newman, Short Hills, N. J., members of Judicial
Board; Ann Hammond, Berlin, Md., editor
of the Sweet Briar News: Virginia Lutz,
Washington, chairman of the Social Committee; Margaret Storey, Atlanta, president
of Student Government; Winifred Storey,
chairman of Judicial Board.

Lynchburg News

Four Board members in a Jovial mood: Edward
Thompson Walles, U. S. Ambassador to Iran; Dr.
Connie M. Guion; Charles N. Prothro; C. Ralne
Pettyjohn,
vice-chairman
and secretary.
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Paintings and Books
Given to Sweet Briar
Recent gifts to Sweet Briar include t^'o
gouache and ink paintings by a contemporary Italian artist, Bruno Capacci, and several
unusual gifts to the library.

Entitled respectively "Silenzio" and "Contemplazione," the two paintings are early
works by Capacci, a ceramist and painter.
They were executed in the early '30's when
he was living in Paris, and was workint;
along with de Chirico, Brauner, and other
surrealists.
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Marcus of Dallas
are the donors. They presented another
painting, executed in oil by the Italian artist,
Romagnoni, to Sweet Briar in 1958, as a
contribution to the future fine arts center.
This painting, called "Paessagio," is hung
in the Emily Bowen Room until it can be
moved to the Mary Reynolds Babcock Fine
Arts Center.
The library's source materials in American
history have gained through the generosity
of William H. Ruffin, Durham, N. C, a
copy of the Laws of North Carolina, printed
in Newbern in 1794 on the press of Francois
Xavier Martin. Martin, a printer and historian, probably had the first press in the
state, according to the donor.
Printed on 10 pages of laid paper,
8I/2 X 13% inches in size, these are the
laws passed at the second session of the
General Assembly of North Carolina, begun
July 7, 1794, "in the Nineteenth Year of
the Independence of the said State," and
concluded July 18. They include chiefly
an Act to amend an Act passed at Fayetteville in 1793 . . . "to carry into effect an
Act of Congress more effectually to provide
for the national defence by establishing an
uniform militia throughout the United
States." The subsequent Act provided for
raising "the proportion of militia required
of this State."
Mr. Ruflin, president of Erwin Mills in
Durham, is the husband of the former
Josephine Kluttz, a graduate of Sweet Briar.
Dr. Carol M. Rice, college physician, has
given the library several gifts which came
originally from China. They include four
small volumes of illustrations, beautifully
painted on rice paper, about a dozen in
each volume, without any text. Two of
these books depict the story of tea. One
portrays a variety of Chinese vessels, and
the fourth is a series of costume plates.
The three books which feature human
figures are especially noteworthy for the delicacy with which they are portrayed, in miniature fashion. Rich coloring and fine detail in the rendition of fabrics and ornaments
are matched by the care with which facial
expressions are painted.
These books, together with an exquisitely
embroidered satin mandarin coat, have been
featured in an exhibit of costume plates in
the library gallery. Dr. Rice also gave the
mandarin coat, which she inherited from
her grandmother.

Progress in the construction of the Mary Reynolds Babcocic Fine Arts Center is apparent in this
picture, taken early in January. Although much remains to be done — especially in the auditorium —
the studios, classrooms,
and offices are nearing completion.

faculty T^ws !7S(otes
John Shannon, instructor in organ and
music history at Sweet Briar, gave an organ
recital at St. Stephens Episcopal Church,
Richmond, on January 31.
His program consisted of a group of 17th
century compositions which he has edited,
and a series of baroque and modern settings for a hymn written by Luther, "Praise
Be to Thee, Lord Jesus Christ."
A National Science Foundation Award as
Science Faculty Fellow has been received by
Miss Miriam Bennett, associate professor
of biology. Miss Bennett, whose doctoral
studies at Northwestern University and postdoctoral research have been in the field of
biological rhythmicity, is continuing her
studies during her sabbatical leave this year
at the Zoologisches Institut in Munich.
:i:

:{:

rj:

if:

:{c

A one-act play, W^e Commit This Body.
by Wallace Dace, associate professor of English and chairman of the inter-departmental
major in drama at Sweet Briar, is included
in Mr.
"Best Dace
Short who
Playscame
of 1959-60."
to Sweet Briar in
1957, directs the dramatic club productions
and teaches courses in playwriting and play
production, history of the theatre, and dramatic criticism.
His historical drama about John Brown,
called The Prophet, was produced at the
Harpers Ferry Centennial obser\'ance last
year, and Flight, a play based on a novel
by Evelyn Eaton, won first prize in the I960
play-writing contest sponsored by the Arkansas Chapter, National Collegiate Players.
An essay by James A. Rawley, professor
of histor}' at Sweet Briar, appears in a book
dedicated to his former teacher and friend,
Allan Nevins, distinguished historian.
Titled "American Historians and National
Politics from the Civil War to the First
World War," Mr. Rawley 's essay is one of

Jefferson Editor Named
Phi Beta Kappa Speaker
Julian Parks Boyd, Princeton University
professor of history and former librarian,
who is widely recognized as editor of The
Papers of Thomas Jefferson, will give the
Phi Beta Kappa address on February 28.
Dr. Boyd's talk, "A Lover of Humane
Learning in a Time of Revolution," will follow a dinner party given by the Theta of
■Virginia chapter of Phi Beta Kappa in his
honor and in honor of the new undergraduate members, whose initiation into the society will take place before dinner. Their
names will be announced that evening.
Dr. Boyd was born in South Carolina and
was graduated with highest honors from
Duke University in 1925. He took his
master's degree there and he holds honorary
doctorates from five colleges and universities.
After four years as editor of The Susquehannah Company Papers for the Wyoming
Historical and Geographical Societj', Wilkes
Barre, Pa., he became director of the New
York State Historia! Association and later
librarian and editor of the Historical Society
of Pennsylvania.
Dr. Boyd became librarian at Princeton
in 1940, and later combined this work with
the editorship of the Jefferson Papers, more
than 60,000 documents comprising the writing and correspondence of Thomas Jefferson. This 52-volume project is one of the
largest undertakings of this kind in the history of this country. The first volume appeared in 1950.
15 published in this tribute to Professor
Nevins, who taught at Columbia University
for many years until his retirement t\s'0
years ago. All the authors received their
doctorates under his supervision.
Mr. Rawley has taught at Sweet Briar
since 1953. His doctoral dissertation, published in 1955 by the Columbia University
Press, is a biography, "Edwin D. Morgan,
Merchant of Politics."
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L. Guy Moon is New
Director of Development
Sweet Briar's new Director of Development, L. Guy Moon, began his work for
the college Februarj' 1. He has had a similar
post at Cedar Crest College, Allcntown, Pa.,
since 1955.
At Sweet Briar, Mr. Moon will be in
charge of the college's continuing development program, including raising funds
for endowment, for
current operating expenses, and for additional buildings, of
which the most immediate are a science building and a
chapel.
A Phi Beta Kappa
graduate of Rutgers
University, Mr. Moon continued his studies
at the University of Pennsylvania and at
Southern Methodist University. He has had
a total of 18 years of service in the U. S.
Navy, of which 11 were on active duty beginning in 1942. For the last four years
of that period he was public information
officer, with headquarters at the Naval Base
in Philadelphia, where he had extensive experience working with press, news reels,
radio, TV, and photography, and was in
charge of news coverage for special events.
He holds the rank of commander in the
U. S. Naval Reserve.
Following his return to inactive duty in
1953, Mr. Moon was a public relations administrator with the Ford Motor Company
in Dallas for two years.
Active in community affairs, he served for
four years as board member of the Lehigh
Valley Social Service Exchange, and he has
been chairman of the Schools and Colleges
section of the Lehigh County United Fund.
He is a member of the Episcopal Church of
the Mediator in Allentown, where he has
been a church school teacher.
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Photos by T. Seashore,

students. The row of skaters above is headed
down
the ski slope.

FEBRUARY

Mrs. Opal D. David, director of the
Commission on the Education of Women,
American Council on Education, will speak
on "That Magnificent Pleasure" at the Freshman Honors Convocation February 16. Recognition isgiven to those freshmen who
had outstanding academic records at the end
of the first semester in college.

Sweet Briar Alumnae Magazine
sweet briar, virginia

Miss Helen Edgemon
Sv/eet Briar, Virginia

I

by Kim Patmore, '62; Eloise Ray, '62, has iust sped

EVENTS

Dr. Winburn T. Thomas, New York, is
the speaker and discussion leader for the
Annual Religious Conference, February
14-16, sponsored by the YWCA, under the
chairmanship of Sheila Haskell. Dr. Thomas,
for many years a teacher and missionary in
the Far East, is now serving the Commission on Ecumenical Mission and Relations
of the United Presbyterian Church in the
United States.
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The Homestead

Winter sports have come to Virginia; Sweeh Briar students are trekking to Hot Springs on weekends,
to enjoy the new skiing and skating facilities at the Homestead, which offers special rates to college

ON CAMPUS

Philippe Entremont, brilliant young
French pianist, gave a recital at Sweet Briar
on February 10. A week later, on February
19, the National Symphony OrchAtra, directed byHoward Mitchell, will give its 28th
concert here, playing in the Daisy Williams
Gymnasium.
The latest materials used as teaching aids,
and instruction concerning their use in the
classroom, were featured in the Open House
for Teachers, February 9-10. Distributors
of these materials, and representatives of
publishing firms who brought displays of
textbooks, gave Sweet Briar's prospective
teachers and teachers from neighboring communities an opportunity to see what is currently available for classroom use. The open
house was arranged by the Vocational Guidance Committee.

Second-Class Postage Paid at the
Post Office, Sweet Briar, Va.
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Briar Patches
Gerhard S. Masur. Professor of
History at Sweet Briar, is the author
of two articles, Francisco Miranda
and Jose de San Martin in the 1961

uuee

edition of Encyclopaedia Britlanica.
Dr. Masur is also the author of a
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new book. Prophets of Yesterday.
with the subtitle. Studies in Euro
pean Culture 1890-1914, to be pub
lished by Macmillan. One of Dr
Masur's best known works is a biog
raphy of Simon Bolivar which has
been published in Spanish. German
and English.
'36.

With our current emphasis on scientific and technological training, what is to be the fate of the liberal arts?
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What is today's Sweet Briar student really like? Do you
recognize the students of "your day" in this report?
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Glowing reports have come from
the two alumnae daughters at Saint
Andrews this year. One is Louise
Durham, daughter of Josephine
Snowdon, '27 and the other is Macon
Winfree, daughter of Betty Cocke,

Have times changed? What happened one night when
the William and Mary football team took Sweet Briar
by storm.
17 ALUMNAE
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Sociology at Sweet Briar, has been

MOONSHOOTER

appointed a Fulbright Lecturer in
Seoul, Korea, and will leave soon to

IV

STUDENT

What are college students from coast to coast really
like? Compare this report with that on the Sweet Briar
student on page 5.
35 CLASS

NOTES

Elizabeth Bond Wood. '34

Editors

Janet Kelso Lowrey

l>-ued -ix linii'^ yearly: .\o\eml)er. December. February. April. May. June,
by Sweet Briar College. EntereJ as second class matter November 30. 1931. at the
PostoSice at Sweet Briar, Virginia. Member oj the American Alumni Council.

begin her teaching there. Miss Beard
has the distinction of being the first
Fulbright Lecturer sent to Korea. She
will lecture in anthropology and sociology at Seoul Woman's College and
will also give special lectures in social psychology, social work, criminology, and gerontology in the
National Lniversity at Pusan. I;i
addition, she will pursue her own
research in gerontology witli the aid
of a specialist in demography who
has been appointed to assist her.
VOLU.ME

30, NO. 4
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THE UTILITY
OF A LIBERAL
EDUCATION
by DOUGLAS

P. HINKLE

Assistant Professor of Spanish

WHETHER WE LIKE it or not, we are living in an epoch
of massive change. At few times in history have the basic
values of an entire civilization been so subjected to constant pressure, criticism, and challenge. At no time in history have military
and power-political forces combined to such a degree as to demand change.
As in past eras of great change, even the fine arts can do
little but record the fear, amazement, and confusion of the times.
Little wonder, then, that we grope among the constantly
shifting shadows for an occasional solid guidepost. Little wonder
that we invent truisms in a frantic effort to define a historical
situation we cannot yet fully comprehend.
In the past few years, for example — partially because of
Russian pressure — we have concluded that this is the age of
the specialist. Using that as a major premise, we have deduced
that education which does not produce specialists is pointless.
Consequently we are often told tliat a liberal education is an
expensive and outmoded bauble completely lacking in utility —
precisely because its purpose is that of producing the very opposite
of the specialist.
But is this really true?

In order properly to
question,
we must take a
way
a liberal education and
.9
true function. What do

answer this
close look at
examine its
we mean by

the term "liberal education," any-

"liberaF
most'
sducation is at once the
PARADOXICALLY, a
progressive and the most conservative
set of ideas known to man. It is, in

get an introductory glance at the
other vantage points, which, taken together, make up the framework of
human knowledge.
This gives rise to the system of
required courses, which are so set
up as to represent as many of the
traditional disciplines as possible.
They vary from school to school,
but those most generally included
are history, mathematics, philosophy,

fact, the point at which genuine liberalism and genuine conservatism become one unified whole. A liberal
education is conservative in that it
seeks to conserve that which is agreed

the social sciences, the exact sciences, the fine arts, the classics, and
modern languages (including, of
course. English).

is liberal in that it
that which is agreed
it is progressive in
formulate new ideas
geared to the improvement of the
lot of mankind. It seeks to examine

years, the graduate receives a Bachelor of ^rt5 degree — not a Bachelor of
Science or Modern Languages or Fine
Arts or Education or what have vou.

to be good; it
seeks to change
to be evil: and
that it seeks to

all ideas with a critical and unprejudiced eye. It resists change for the
sake of change. It urges change
when the object is the betterment of
man.

It is the history of ideas, but it
is more: it is training in the formulation and use of ideas.
A liberal education, then, seeks to
acquaint the student with the whole
range of ideas that have combined to
produce the civilization in which
he lives. It seeks to train him to
view new concepts, events, and determinisms in their proper relationship
to ideas that have gone before: and
it seeks to train him to use the ideas
he has already mastered to produce
new ones as he goes about the business of making history.
In the American system, a liberal
education allows a student to choose
a field of specialization, or '"major" —
which is nothing more nor less than
a vantage point for viewing the gamut
of human ideas. Lest the student
go overboard and mistakenly assume
that his major is the only such vantage point, a liberal curriculum in
accredited schools demands that he

That is why. at the end of four

Those degrees are for schools that
train specialists.
Ideally, the liberal arts student
takes only one-fourth to one-third of
his total course work in his major
field, with the remainder distributed
between his required courses and his
elective. Faeultv advisers imbued
with the tradition of the liberal arts
generally tend to steer students toward elective courses as unrelated to
tlieir "majors" as possible. The
Bachelor of Arts degree therefore
means liberal arts: the minute a student begins to specialize too much,
he has missed the point of a liberal
education and his school has let him
down by allowing him to do so.

frameis the
e basic
THIS. THEN,
work and purpos
of a liberal
education. The question before us
is: How is this type of education
justified in the world of automation
and space flight?
Every schoolchild has heard the
story about the blind men who went
to see an elephant. Each touches a
different part — the trunk, a leg, the
tail, an ear — and each forms his idea
of what the elephant is like on the
basis of his incomplete knowledge.
AijUmnae Magazine

To one, it is a tree; to another, a
snake; to a third, a fan. But to
none is it really an elephant.
From this we mij;ht, hy extension,
conclude that blind man could become quite an expert —

a specialist,

if you will — on the elephant's trunk
or feet or tail without ever really
knowing what the animal looks like
in its entirety. Or. for that matter,
witliout ever realizing the relationship of the various parts to the whole.
Or Hithout ever knowing that other
parts exist.
This is precisely the danger that
the specialist runs. Too often the
skilled engineer or trial lawyer or
dental surgeon sees the world and
its problems exactly as the blind man
sees the elephant: by grasping a part
and drawing incorrect or incomplete
conclusions about the whole. He is
especially susceptible to distortions
of logic when it comes to considering
events outside his own field.
Let us back up a minute, before
any toes get stepped on. First, we
need specialists; otherwise there
wouldn't be so many of them. They
serve a necessary purpose in these
hyper-scientific times and we couldn't
get along without them any more
than a bird could get along without
wings. Second, there are many specialists with broad general culture
to boot. But in these latter cases
tlie general culture is an adjunct,
not the main instrumentality by which
the specialist earns his livelihood.

YES, WE NEED specialists. But
the very acceleration of our technology demands that they bend every
effort to become more and more specialized. For this reason, communication between them becomes increasingly difficult.
Therefore, at no time in history
have we needed more desperately'
people who are trained to act as
channels of communication between
the various specialties. We need people whose business in life is that of
understanding relationships between
widely separate fields, whose training
and purpose is that of seeing patterns
on a gigantic frame of reference. It
is precisely in periods of fundamental
change and upheaval that we need
people who are qualified, by reason
of special training, to relate new developments to the old body of world
culture — to understand new trends
and put together the vast army of
new ideas in a way that only the
historian of ideas can do.
We need them in all our sensitive
areas: government, diplomacy, education. But especially we need them
in the home. Of all the educational
institutions known to man, the home
is without question the one whose
effect is most permanent and most
profound. The head of the housel;oId may very well be a specialist.
Our society often demands it. Therefore it is up to the mother, as never
before, to have a fundamental grasp
of the history of ideas and an under-

standing of all our culture has to
offer.
For without a knowledge of our
cultural heritage, we are like a man
who owns a tremendous stockpile of
building materials without a blueAnd that is just where the lijjeral
education comes in. It is a blueprint.
jirint. the great frame of reference.
It is a comprehensive view of the
whole, a program of training for
specialists in universal relationships.

PIERSON DIXON, British
SIR
Representative to the United
Nations since 1954, summed up the
whole problem in an article in the
September 4 issue of This Week
magazine:
". . . The most compelling argument for making friends with history ... is that we now live in a
world which is fast being altered by
scientific and technological progress.
"It goes without saying that in this
age of Sputniks and Luniks more attention must be paid to science and
technology. We must compete with
the Communist Empire and even keep
a step ahead, but we must not become
captives of our own ingenuity.
"We must remain huinan. or we
shall become robots.
"And through the study of history
wc ((■;// remain human, and aware of
ourOurglorious
gloriouspast."
heritage. These are
the key words. They do not indicate
a process of resting on past laurels,
but rather of using those laurels as
a magnificent framework against
which to place the constant stream
of new ideas — manv of which will
eventually become a part of that
framework.
That is precisely why the liberal
education, as we know it. must remain what it is today: liberal. It
must not change under pressure to
specialize. Such change would defeat
the very purpose for which it exists.
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^' T/ie very first day at Szveet Briar

you begin to realize
that it is not just a degree
you are working for—
it 's to find yourself.
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I'M GETTING "SOUTHERNIZED"

VERY STRONGLY.

• "A person coming here from the North, especially ahomogeneous suburban community such as
mine, finds such different ideas, people from such
different parts of the country, different backgrounds.
It's a new world."
• "Coming from the West, I found not only that
tlie South was different but the girls from the North
were different too. It was like coming into two
new worlds at once
• "I feel Southern here and Northern at home,
which is a small Southern town — not so homogeneous."

SWEET BRIAR HAS A CERTAIN WITHDRAWN
QUALITY WHICH IS BOTH ITS CHARM
AND A DISADVANTAGE.
"The students who complain the most about isolation
are the ones who don't take advantage of what
we have. They're the kind of people who might sit
in their own little apartments in New York saying
'I've got all these cultural advantages' but still not
taking advantage of them."

Alumnae Magazine
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THE SWEET
BRIAR
STUDENT: 1961

YOU

CAN'T SAY WE'RE ISOLATED FROM MENTHERE ARE PLENTY OF THEM AROUND.

• "One of the reasons I chose a girl's school was
to be away from men part of the time. I'm not
trying to run away from them, but after a full runaround for four years in high school, it's kind of
nice to get away from it and just be yourself."
• "One thing bothers me and I think it's the
thing I miss the most — it's not being able to see
a boy just because he's your friend. Most of the
time the boys just want to party, to scream around
a little. They don't want to talk about anything
serious. But conversations with other people, feeling them out and learning how they function, is
a part of living. The only time I ever see a boy
here is on a date."

f
THE SWEET
STUDENT:

SOMEWHERE IN YOUR COLLEGE
THERE IS A REACTION.

BRIAR
1961

CAREER

"Most people don't want to say they're conformists,
but when 1 came here I wanted to be friends with
everybody, be a good buddy, a nice girl. I wanted
people to say, 'She's a good kid.' But the longer I
stay here the less I care. Now I want to be my-

self."

I THINK MARRIAGE IS A CONCERN
OF EVERY GIRL.
"But it's disappointing to see so many girls, who
have so much, thinking only about marriage and
not about all the other things they might do if they
put their minds to it. I certainly didn't come to
Sweet Briar with the idea that my four years here
would be my only chance to catch someone."

Alumnae Magazine

I WANT

TO BE HAPPY

IN WHATEVER

I DO.

"We have to decide what we are going to make of
ourselves. Here we are, protected, and in so many
ways provided for, that it's easy to forget that in
five months or two years or three years we are going to be on our own. Most of us want to do the
kind of work we can do best and enjoy doing.
You can't ignore the security angle, but for a girl
it's harder to accept the idea that someday she'll
have to work just for the money."

Aprh. 1'X)1

''The question, 'what are we doing here,'
is one that is bandied around a lot.
It's an easy question to ask and almost
impossible, for me at least, to answer.
To me it involves finding yourself."

w.

hat is today's Sweet Briar student thinking
and talking about? What motivates her, what are the pressures
upon her? Does she think about marriage,
about broader pubUc issues; has she considered
what she will be doing when she's forty years old?
Why did she choose a girl's college
instead of a coeducational institution; how does she
feel about boy-girl relationships, about
Sweet Briar's isolated location?
Can the Sweet Briar girl be stereotyped?
These were some of the questions we wanted to ask
after reading the article on "The College Student" on p. 19.
o get at some answers we invited twelve students,
three from each class, who w^ere representative
insofar as possible of different geographic localities
and points of view, to participate in a panel discussion on
"The Sweet Briar Student: 1961."
The discussion which resulted was most gratifying:
the girls were enthusiastic, articulate,
and delighted to have an opportunity to exchange some of
their innermost thoughts and feelings with one another.
We think you too will be interested in their divergent views
which are presented in the following pages.
10
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THE SWEET BRIAR
STUDENT: 1961
Does she want to he thought ladylike ajid marriageable^
or brainy and intellectual! Some of bothy said our panel.
One afternoon early in February a group of
twelve Sweet Briar students gathered in the living room
of Garden Cottage on campus to talk about themselves,
their ideas, and their feelings.
The students, tliree from each class, were grouped
around microphones so that the entire discussion could
be tape recorded. Two faculty members, P. H. Lowrey
of the English Department and Thomas V. Gilpatrick
from Political Science, were on hand to guide the discussion along fruitful lines without attempting in any
way to influence the thoughts expressed.
Two of the students (Peg Pulis, a junior from Chatham, New Jersey; and Ginny Joachim, a sophomore
from Manhasset, New York) were from Eastern suburban communities, which they described as homogeneous
in income, race, and religion. Three others (Judy Greer,
a senior from Marion. Virginia: Tish Sanders, a junior
from Newnan, Georgia; and Betsy Parker, a sophomore
from Franklin, Virginia) came from small Southern communities, which are. as they said, "not so homogeneous."
Four were from Southern cities ( Lee Huston, a freshman from Lexington, Kentucky; Molly HaskeU, a senior
from Richmond. Virginia; Chloe Fort, a junior from
Nashville, Tennessee; and Sarah Finnegan, a senior
from Baltimore. Maryland). There were two Midwesterners (Adrianne Ash, a freshman from Dayton, Ohio:
and Tish Skinner, a sophomore from Northbrook, Illinois, aChicago suburb I and one Far Westerner ( Sharon
Van Cleve, a freshman
from Portland, Oregon ) .
As the girls introduced themselves, it was apparent
that their individual backgrounds had greatly influenced
April 1961

their varying perceptions of Sweet Briar. Even the
Southerners had encountered new accents and different
ideas:
• "Everything is brand new. Everyone is from a different background, a diff'erent part of the country. It's
like a new world to someone who's been in one type of
community all her life."
• "When I came here everyone dressed differently, they
talked differently, and even the way people felt about
everything seemed different. The first thing you run
into is prep schools vs. high schools — it can make you
defensive."
VFROI P living too was new for most of the panelists,
only four of whom had been to boarding school. Several felt hemmed in by dormitory life and a need to
protect their individualit) . Some girls thought that this
kind of life led to conformity and encouraged superficial relationships:
• "When you're in high school, you live in your own
home and can choose your own friends. But here you're
with everybody all the time. There are so many people
you're in such close connection with that you don't
know which way to turn."
• "I see so many hypocrites. Of course you don't have
to be rude to people just because you don't like them,
but you don't have to pretend they're your best buddies,
either. So many people do that. I was like that myself
until I got here. But the longer I stay the less I care
what other people think. Fd rather have two or three
good friends than be good buddies with everyone."
11

Others felt, on tlie contrary, that a surface friendliness was a device for protecting their inner, secret selves.
All had experienced to some degree this split between
public and private personality: "I don't think you should
go around putting everything you have on the outside.
There is something sacred about your inner self, somethino; that has to be treasured."

B

EING away from home, being thrust into group
living might have its problems, but at the same time

these girls felt very much protected. "Not that I
object to the protection," said one senior. "But sometimes we forget to appreciate it and fail to get the most
out of what we have."
Another senior disagreed: "We're not allowed to be
adults and that's what so frightening about being protected. Because all of a sudden you're a senior and
will have to go out and make your own decisions."
Protection was associated with the social rules and
regulations. The panel differed widely on how much
freedom there should be:
• "The freshmen need regulations, but by senior year,
as a girl matures and makes up her own mind, strict
regulations can be sometliing of a problem. The rules
aren't strict in the sense of keeping someone from doing
things she's dying to do, but they're too specific."
12

• "It would be fine if everyone were responsible and
you could just say, 'Let good sense and good judgment
i^-x.
be your guide.' But if you just said, 'Go do what you
think is right,' what do you think would happen? I
don't think the rules are too specific at all."
There was general agreement that in the academic
sphere the success of the Honor System was "fantastic,"
but there was disagreement on whether the same kind
of responsibility could be expected in social behavior.
• "The Colleges assuming the parental function is not
right. Rules that involve consideration for the rest of
the college community are fine, but rules that impinge
on the moral responsibility of the student are somehow
wrong. We should have freedom in our social life as
well as in an academic context."
• "I disagree. Everybody comes here with pretty much
the same idea of what constitutes cheating. But ideas
of social conduct are different; there are so many different ways of behaving. People don't realize that they
can cheat as much in social life as they can in academic."
k^OME

students thought that Sweet Briar has stricter

regulations than certain Eastern women's colleges because it's in the South:
• "The situation at Sweet Briar is so much what you'd
expect of a college situated where it is. Southern girls
are more protected."
Alumnae
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• "This is so archaic sounding, but I tliink there is a
difference in attitudes in the South compared with the
North. The South is so much more socially oriented
and the Southern school has to present a much better
picture of its students than schools in the North. It
has to protect its social reputation as well as its academic reputation. Fewer people would be here, or
different people, if you didn't have the rules."
J^OME approved of the College's assuming certain
parental functions. They argued that the school is
obliged to protect the students' reputations as well as
its own and that individual reputations are to some extent dependent upon the school's. "Because of its regulations, people respect the school more and respect you
more."
Others disagreed: "I hate to think that our reputation
rides on that of the school. I don't want someone to say
a girl is nice because she's a Sweet Briar girl. I want
them to say she's nice because she's herself. That's
why I don't like to hear that Sweet Briar Girl line."
This last comment led someone to ask, "Who is the
Sweet Briar girl, anyway — can she be stereotyped?"
The image many persons hold of her is a ladylike
one and this image met with favor. As one student
put it, "If you're going to have a stereotype, it might
as well be the best kind — then you can deviate."
April 1961

She continued: "I wouldn't want people to think
I'm wild. Of course, we're not in a convent for four
years; I'd like them to think I'm realistic about life."
When asked, the panel agreed that intellectual accomplislmient should also be incorporated into the image,
but there was no apparent desire to be classed primarily
as "intellectuals."
I. HIS Sweet Briar image appeared to be a direct
descendent of the Southern Belle tradition : have brains
if you must (and most do), but don't flaunt them.
The Northern girls felt that Southern boys discriminated
against them:
• "I've been going with a boy who told me that I was
the first Yankee he had ever dated. He said, 'Gee whiz,
I've never had this experience before. No girl I've
ever known except my two sisters has ever dared discuss
the things we talk about.' He said he didn't realize
what made a Yankee girl tick, tliat Northern girls seem
to Southern bovs quite brash and sometimes not as attractive, because they don't always go about things in
as coy or perhaps as polite a manner."
• "Some times it works just the other way. If you
have a Southern accetit, the boy doesn't think you have
Southern or Northern, the students all seemed to
any sense."
feel
a need to communicate their inner thoughts and
13

Findinfij oneself as an individual and a woman
feelings, both with boys and with other girls. Here was
another area i:i which they felt a split between their
public and private personalities:

all over the world when they agitated for anything and
everything. Yet perhaps this is the only thing a student
can do. it is his only way of giving voice to what he

• "A lot of girls cover up by superficiality. So often
everyone you meet comments on the same small thing.

reallv wants."

You're in
strange if
• "When
Boys want

The participation of students from other colleges in
the recent sit-in demonstrations in Lynchburg was cited
as an instance of student political action. There was
difference of opinion as to whether Sweet Briar students
should also have participated.

a terrible kind of rut. People think you're
you talk about something serious."
you have a date you want to forget school.
to forget school, girls want to forget school,

and that's why they don't talk about serious things. If
I asked a boy. 'Have you read a good book lately,' he'd
say, 'What have you been drinking?' "
• "A lot of boys would like to talk. That's part of
living — getting to know other people. I've been going
with a boy in med school who loves to get into good
discussions. You end up the week with this pent-up,
wanting-to-express-yourself feeling, and it's a marvelous
opportunity."
The girls as a group, then, felt a desire to communicate more freely and honestly with their peers about
their secret thoughts and feelings. Their chief concern,
however, was directed toward their personal problems
and inner development rather than toward the world
outside.
• "Sweet Briar is ideal; it's self-contained and there's
no lead out and no path in from tlie world at large.
I suppose the only thing to do is to try to create an
interest in the world at large, and yet what is there in
which to invest that interest?"
• "I think we agree that national and international
issues are important, but lots of students don't start
talking or even thinking about them until something
important

has happened

in the outside

world."

»^EVEFIAL of the panelists expressed the feeling that
though they were concerned about what is happening in
the world today, the enormity of national and international problems and their own roles as students made
them feel quite helpless.

• "There is such a sense of frustration. Last year I saw
a movie on Red China and seeing what a terrible threat
it is, I panicked. But then there was nothing I could
do and so I just tried not to think about it too much.
I don't see how we can help but feel remote."
• "When students rioted in Japan and Turkey, I found
myself infuriated at the prerogatives taken by students
14

• "My first reaction was, 'I want to fight for this, I
want to be in this too.' But you have to know a little
bit more about what you're fighting for because you can
do a lot more harm than good by jumping into something in a radical way."
• "I think the most important thing for us is to learn
how to do something in a small way in our own communities, getting people who are staying home in their
normal, routine jobs interested in these matters and
making them politically minded."
HAT do these students want from college then? Why
are they at Sweet Briar?

Wi

A senior answered: "I don't think you decide what
you want out of college until you're almost through. I
still don't really know what I'm doing here. What
I'm trying to do mainly is to figure out what I want
to get out of life and what I want to give to other
people.
It's all very intangible."
• "When you're a senior and you know you're not going
to be in school in a year, you think that later you may
not be able to pick up this book, that you'll be doing
other things and may not have the opportunity to read
and study. Suddenly you realize how desperately you
want really to learn a few things while you're here."
• "Few people know what they want to do before they
come to college, especially a liberal arts college. A lot
of times people are just interested in learning and feel
that the more they learn the better they'll be able to
decide what they want to do. The sad thing is that
a lot of times just the opposite happens. The more
you learn, the less certain you are what you want to do."
Most of the discussion centered around this major
problem: finding oneself as an individual and as a
woman, trying to decide what to be, what direction
to take.
Alumnae
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Deciding what to be
• "Somewhere in your college lareer there is a reaction
against the things tiiat are an extension of your upbringing, llie tlioughts that have been imposed on you by your
background, the morals that have been imposed on you
by others, the rules, laid down for your protection, which
hinder you from coming into your own."
• "All of a sudden you realize that you're a woman and
you have to get out and do something. There's a conflict between what you want to do and what you are."
All the girls had thought about marriage and early
marriage problems; but the problem of what, as married
women, they would be doing at the age of forty seemed
too far distant to merit more than a casual glance.
One freshman said: "Marriage is of less importance
right off the bat at Sweet Briar than i.i some coeducational colleges where perhaps half the students are
married and the other half are going to be married in
two years. The girls who come here have other intentions than getting married when they're sophomores or
juniors."
Another student disagreed: "I was surprised at the
number of girls I foimd at Sweet Briar who seem preoccupied with marriage, who have come with plans for
marriage practically mapped out for the near future,
and who are here only because their parents want them
to go to college for a couple of years."
The seniors in particular felt under pressure to get
married: "Some girls definitely come to college with marriage in mind, and when in their senior year they still
haven't met someone, they panic. They are the ones
wlio talk about marriage all the time. And when everyone is playing the ring game, you start eying someone
you date and asking yourself, 'Would he make a good
husband?' "
Only two of the girls were at all specific about what
they wanted
ing to teach
in science.
security, but

to do after college; one senior was preparand one junior was planning on a career
They were in agreement that they wanted
not as an alternative to enjoying their work.

• "I want to be perfectly adapted to what I'm doing.
I want to feel that tliis is what I can do best and I want
to have a motivation to do my best. If I were pulling
feathers oflf a chicken, for instance, I'd have no motivation. When I choose a profession, it must be something
I am going to want to do all the time on a long range
basis."
April 1061

The career possibilities before them are limited to
some degree, they felt, by the fact that they are women,
emancipated on the campus, but not in society at large.
• "Girls our age are inclined to accept the fact that
they won't be able to be the greatest surgeon or greatest
lawyer. They are willing to occupy an inferior role.
Actually, you don't find many girls who are eager to
go out and save the world. In fact, boys as well as
girls have a great desire just to be safe; they are afraid
of the outside."
Yet one girl regarded woman's status as a challenge
rather than a barrier:
• "I want to find a way, in spite of being a woman,
of doing what I can and want to do. Those who really
want to go ahead, can."
• "I think women are lucky in a way because they're
not under pressure to support a family and don't have
to think about salary as much as men do. We are
freer to put

what

we

want

to do

first."

V><AN WE draw any conclusions from this afternoon's
fres-swinging discussion?
We have seen that the image of the Sweet Briar student— ladylike, marriageable, social — has some basis in
fact and to this image some students pay lip service.
But behind her public personality is a secret self with
an inquiring mind, serious about findi -g herself as person
and woman, and yearning for mature and rewarding
relationships with other people, both men and women.
The Sweet Briar girl considers herself an adult in
many ways, but in some ways not, and at times she likes
the College to act as parental substitute. She is less
likely to be career minded than to be looking directly
toward marriage soon after college, if not earlier. At
the same time she does expect to work either before or
during the early years of marriage. She worries about
world problems, but thev often seem remote to her and
she is still a little afraid of takin j her phice in society
with full responsibility for her own actions.
But it is dangerous to generalize. She is manv persons— some of them conformist, some rebellious, many
exceptional. She is vital, eager, seeking, poised on the
edge of adulthood where she will "come into her own."
Most of all she is herself, an individual influenced, but
not molded, by Sweet Briar.
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Each one of us sisked a girl for the
first dant«; we began. We had taken
about five or six steps when almost
simultaneously each couple was inter-

"The bi'st looking
ilamsels I ever
liope

to see.

rupted by "Break, please," by the
girls standing in the center of the
floor. Each man thought the girl
w ished to dance with the girl we were
(lancing with, and consequently we
stepped back. But to our pleasure
and surprise they were breaking to
dance with us, and from then on we
were flattered till our heads swam.
Our lieutenants quite naturally received the greatest rush. But we were
satisfied among such perfect dancers.
We danced until 9:55, when we
heard a little bell ring, and tlie girls
gave a little scream. We thought
supper was next in order, or something similar, when we were severely
struck witli "It's time to leave,"
spoken by an elderly matron, who
at that time received our darkest
thoughts, and who later was the object of unrestricted slams when we
were on our way back.

The Sweet Briar Girl: 1918
fVe are indebted to James Kelly,
Editor of the William and Mary
Alumni Gazette, for the following
article which first appeared in
"Taps," published by the Students'
Army Training Corps at William and
Mary, December 6, 1918.
We were in Lynchburg. Night was
quickly coming on. and a decision
as to where wc should go had not
been made. You know the people in
Lyncliburg are the most hospitable of
any in the world, and so we had been
asked to attend three different social
functions that evening. We took a
vote, and the majority loomed up
large for a trip of twelve miles to
Sweet Briar. A truck was quickly
hired and we were off.
After a little over an hour's ride
we arrived singing "William and
Mary's Gon'ta Shine Tonight," and
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William certainly shined. As we
drove into the entrance of the grounds
nearly every window in all the dormitories flew up, and a girl with the
sweetest voice gave us a welcome
to Sweet Briar.
It didn't take them long to come
down to our truck, and they took
us by storm over to their "gym" to
dance. There were about twenty of
them, and we thought tliey were all
that would be tliere. But ye gods!
When the door to the "gym" was
opened and we stood on an elevated
platform lookmg out over tlie floor,
there were without exaggeration two
hundred and fifty of the best looking
damsels I ever hope to see — and such
a yell of welcome! The quarantine
for the "flu" had just been lifted,
and the girls were wild to see us,
boastful as it might sound.

Could you blame us? Can you
blame anyone for being downcast
when they are awakened from a realistic dream? We all looked upon it
as a dream afterwards, and one of us
remarked that if tlie truck turned
over and we should go straight to
Hell, we would have the consolation
of having been to Heaven. And another remarked that he had rather
be a janitor at Sweet Briar than
president of William and Mary. We
arrived in Lynchburg about midnight,
and after a "feed" were off to bed.
Will we ever forget Sweet Briar?
No! Of our many trips and happy
remembrances, the truck ride to Sweet
Briar is foremost. When in later
years we sit before the flickering fire
in recollection of the little happenings of our younger days, those
little happenings which brighten the
mind in the days of old age, the
trip to Sweet Briar will be the first
to be remembered, and perhaps the
one remembrance to brighten the
mind the most.
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alumnae association
The Executive Board of the Sweet
Briar Alumnae Association submits
the name of Gladys Wester Horton,
'30, to the members of the association
as candidate for election to the Board
of Overseers of Sweet Briar College.
The selection of alumnae candidates
for the Board of Overseers is provided for in the by-laws of the Sweet
Briar Alumnae Association.
Other names may be added to the
ballot if they are sent to the Executive Secretary of the Alumnae Association, accompanied by fifteen signatures ofmembers of the association
and the written consent of the nominees, within two weeks after the slate
is published. Ballots will be mailed
to all active members of the association, and die candidate's name will
then be submitted to the Board of
Overseers as the nominee from the
association.
As president of the Sweet Briar
Alumnae Association from 1956-1960
Mrs. Horton showed unusual executive eibility and leadership. During
til is same period she was an ex-officio
member of the Board of Overseers.

included work for the Girl and Boy
Scouts, PTA, Red Cross, Maplewood Service League, and League of
Women Voters.
Her husband, Leonard
an investment banker,
and Director of Aubrey
and Co., a New York
bond house. Their two

Nancy Horton McCarthy, who has
one son, and Bill, a 1960 graduate

of Lehigh.

The Executive Board considered
carefully the names of eligible alumnae which had been submitted by
individuals and clubs and selected

Relations Conmiitlee of the College
Club. Her volunteer activities have
April 1061

The New York Alumnae Club each
year offers one of the largest scholarships given by any Sweet Briar
group. Through an error, the $1,200
sent in 1959 was omitted in the report of the Sweet Briar Fund published last fall. The Alumnae Office

Briar College, has shown that she
would be a valuable addition to the
Board of Overseers.

this generous gift annually but is investing funds to endow a scholarship.
Funds for this project are raised
through the Theatre Benefit which

Alumnae
CONTINUITY
Gifts

that

can

Fund
IS THE
be

THING!

depended

takes many, many "women hours"
of good planning and hard work.

upon

year after year — Sweet Briar needs
these and counts upon the alumnae
for them.

Gladys Wester Horton is the alumnae
candidate for the Board of Overseers.

Wliile the total amount given to
the Alumnae
Fund
reached
a
new high last year, this record
is marred by the fact that the
percentage
of participation

Northern New Jersey and was an
area chairman for the Development

elected to membership on the Board
of Education of South Orange and
Maplewood in 1958. She is a Board
member of the South Orange Garden
Club and is on the Intertiational

ABJECT APOLOGY!

apologizes to the New York Club.
This was especially unfortunate since
the New York Club not only sends

Representatives. She is a past-president of the Sweet Briar Club of

to be very active in the community
affairs of Maplewood, N. J., where
she and Mr. Horton live. She was

Have you sent your gift? Sweet
Briar is depending upon continuity and your gift this year!

Gladys Wester Horton as a person,
who for her considerable ability and
her demonstrated interest in Sweet

Prior to this she served on the Executive Board as Regional Chairman
of Area I and Director of Alumnae

Program during the Golden Anniversary campaign. At the present time
she is chairman of the Boxwood
Circle Committee.
Mrs. Horton has also found time

M. Horton,
is President
G. Lanston
government
children are

So far this year only 22.8% of Sweet
Briar alumnae have contributed to
the Alumnae Fund.

The

dropped from 48.3% in 1958-59
to 46.3^,' in 1959-60.
Alumnae
Fund is a plan for

annual giving according to one's
means, making it possible for all
Sweet Briar alumnae to participate
in Sweet Briar's future.
Alumnae may designate their
gifts for any of the building or
endowment funds, or they may
nuike unrestricted gifts. Every
gift to the College by a Sweet
Briar alumna, regardless of designation or amount, is credited
to tlie donor's class in the Alum
nae Fund.
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Presenting
Moonshooter //^

HAVE
beginning
a young woman
a great deal of
WE

presented to you.
on page 5, the Sweet
of many moods and
vitality. Now we

in an article
Briar student,
opinions and
invite you to

read "The College Student," which represents the
views and values of a cross section of today's
American students. We suggest that you compare
the two pictures to see wherein the Sweet Briar
girl, whom so many of you know, is a typical
college student and in what ways she differs, and
is special.
The following supplement was prepared by
Editorial Projects for Education, a board of editors
known unofficially as "the Moonshooters." This
title originated in a remark made by one editor
that preparing a supplement on a broad educational topic was like "shooting at the moon.'
Sweet Briar is represented on the EPE Board of
Editors by Elizabeth Bond Wood, '34, Alumnae
Secretary and Editor of the Alumnae Mag.\zine.
In previous years Moonshooter

articles have

dealt with "American Higher Education" (1958),
"The College Teacher" ( 1959 ) , "The Alumnus"
(196UI.
And now . . . "The College Student."
18
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Times have changed.
Have America s college students?

THE
COLLEGE
STUDENT,
they say, is a young person who will

. . . use a car to get to a library two blocks away,
knowing full well that the parking lot is three blocks
on the other side.
. . . move heaven, earth, and the dean's office to
enroll in a class already filled; then drop the course.
. . . complain bitterly about the quality of food
served in the college dining halls — while putting down
a third portion.
. . . declaim for four soUd years that the girls at
his institution or at the nearby college for women are
unquestionably the least attractive females on the face
of the earth; then marry one of them.

BUT there is a serious side. Today's students, many
professors say, are more accomplished them the
average of their predecessors. Perhaps this is
because there is greater competition for college entrance, nowadays, and fewer doubtful candidates get
in. Whatever the reason, the trend is important.
For civilization depends upon the transmission of
knowledge to wave upon wave of young people — and
on the way in which they receive it, master it, employ
it, add to it. If the transmission process fails, we go
back to the beginning and start over again. We are
never more than a generation away from total ignorance.
Because for a time it provides the world's leaders,
each generation has the power to change the course of
history. The current wave is thus exactly as important
as the one before it and the one that will come after
it. Each is crucial in its own time.

will the present student generation do?
WHAT
What are its hopes, its dreams, its principles?
Will it build on our past, or reject it? Is it,
as is so often claimed, a generation of timid organization people, born to be commanded? A patient band of
revolutionaries, waiting for a breach? Or something
in between?
No one — not even the students themselves — can
be sure, of course. One can only search for clues, as
we do in the fourteen pages that follow. Here we look
at, and hsten to, college students of 1961 — the people
whom higher education is all about.

Scott Thompson

Barbara Nolan

Robert Schloredt

Arthur Wortman

What are
today'' s students

To help
findlike'?
out^ we
invite you to join

A seminar

PHOTOS:

Galen Unger

Robert Thompson

Roy Muir

Ruth Vars

Patricia Burgamy

Kenneth JFeaver

David Gilmour

fourteen young men and women pictured
THE
above come from fourteen colleges and universities, big and little, located in all parts of the
United States. Some of their alma maters are private,
some are state or city-supported, some are related to a
church. The students' studies range vfidely — from science
and social studies to agriculture and engineering. Outside
the classroom, their interests are similarly varied. Some
are athletes (one is All-American quarterback), some are
active in student government, others stick to their books.
To help prepare this report, we invited all fourteen,
as articulate representatives of virtually every type of
campus in America, to meet for a weekend of searching
discussion. The topic: themselves. The objective: to ob-

Martha Freeman

HERB

WEtTHAN

Parker Palmer

Dean Windgassen

tain some clues as to how the college student of the
Sixties ticks.
The resulting talk — recorded by a stenographer and
presented in essence on the following pages — is a revealing portrait of young people. Most revealing — and in a
way most heartening — is the lack of unanimity which the
students displayed on virtually every topic they discussed.
As the seminar neared its close, someone asked the
group what conclusions they would reach about themselves. There was silence. Then one student spoke:
"We're all different," he said.
He was right. That was the only proper conclusion.
Labelers, and perhaps libelers, of this generation
might take note.

of Students from coast to coast

''Being a

a*
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student is a wonderful thing. ''
STUDENT YEARS are exciting years. They are exciting for the participants, many of whom are on
their own for the first time in their lives — and
exciting for the onlooking adult.
But for both generations, these are frequently
painful years, as well. The students' competence,
which is considerable, gets them in dutch with their
elders as often as do their youthful blunders. That
young people ignore the adults' soundest, most heartfelt warnings is bad enough; that they so often get
away with it sometimes seems unforgivable.
Being both intelligent and well schooled, as well
as unfettered by the inhibitions instilled by experience,
they readily identify the errors of their elders — and
they are not inclined to be lenient, of course. (The
one unforgivable sin is the one you yourself have
never committed.) But, lacking experience, they are
apt to commit many of the same mistakes. The wise
adult understands this: that only in this way will they
gain experience and learn tolerance — neither of which
can be conferred.

''They say the student is an animal in transition. You have to
wait until you get your degree, they say; then you
turn the big corner and there you are. But being a student
is a vocation, just like being a lawyer or an editor
or a business man. This is what we are and where we are. "
"The college campus is an open market of ideas, I can walk
around the campus, say what I please, and be a truly free person.
This is our world for now. Let'' s face it —
weUl never live in a more stimulating environment. Being a
student is a wonderful and magnificent and free thing. "

ii

You go to college to learn, of course.

SUSAN
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student's life, contrary to the memories that alumni
and alumnae may have of "carefree" days, is often de^ scribed by its partakers as "the mill." "You just get
in the old mill," said one student pcmelist, "and your head
spins, and you're trying to get ready for this test and that
test, and you are going along so fast that you don't have time
to find yourself."
The mill, for the student, grinds night and day — in classrooms, in libraries, in dining halls, in dormitories, and in
scores of enterprises, organized and unorganized, classed
A

vaguely as "extracurricular activities." Which of the activities
— or what combination of activities — contributes most to a
student's education? Each student must concoct the recipe for
himself. "You have to get used to living in the mill and finding
yourself," said another panelist. "You'll always be in the mill
— all through your life."

But learning comes in many ways.
m

:^^^-^
"Fd like to bring up something I think is a fault in
our colleges: the great emphasis on grades.^^
"I think grades interfere with the real learning process.
Fve talked ivith people who made an A on an exam
— but next day they couldnt remember half the material.
They just memorized to get a good grade."
"You go to college to learn, of course. But learning
comes in many ways — not just from classrooms
and books, but from personal relations with people: holding
office in student government, and that sort of thing."
"Ifs a favorite academic cliche, that not all learning
comes from books. I think ifs dangerous. I believe
the greatest part of learning does come
from books — just plain books."

9J

''It's important to know you
can do a good job at something. "

I

t's hard to conceive of this unless you've been

through it . . . but the one thing that's done the
most for me in college is baseball. I'd always been
the guy with potential who never came through. The
coach worked on me; I got my control and really

"The more you do, the more
you seem to get done.
You organize your time better.^

started going places. The confidence I gained carried
over into my studies. I say extracurricular activities
are worthwhile. It's important to know you can do a
good job at something, whatever it is."
► "No! Maybe I'm too idealistic. But I think college
is a place for the pursuit of knowledge. If we're here
for knowledge, that's what we should concentrate on."
► "In your studies you can goof off for a while and
still catch up. But in athletics, the results come right
on the spot. There's no catching up, after the play is
over. This carries over into your school work. I think
almost everyone on our football team improved his
grades last fall."
► "This is true for girls, too. The more you have to
do, the more you seem to get done. You organize your
time better."
► "I can't see learning for any other purpose than to
better yourself and the world. Learning for itself is of
no value, except as a hobby — and I don't think we're
in school to join book clubs."

SUSAN
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► "For some people, learning is an end in itself. It can
be more than a hobby. I don't think we can afford to
be too snobbish about what should and what shouldn't

"In athletics, the results come

be an end in itself, and what can or what can't be a
creative channel for different people."

right on the spot. There^s
no catching up, after the play."

k
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''It seems to me you're saying that
COLLEGE is where many students meet the first great
test of their personal integrity. There, where one's
progress is measured at least partly by examinations
and grades, the stress put upon one's sense of honor is
heavy. For some, honor gains strength in the process. For
others, the temptation to cheat is irresistible, and honor
breaks under the strain.
Some institutions proctor all tests and examinations.
An instructor, eagle-eyed, sits in the room. Others have
honor systems, placing upon the students themselves the
responsibility to maintain integrity in the student community and to report all violators.
How well either system works varies greatly. "When
you come right down to it," said one member of our student
panel, "honor must be inculcated in the years before college
— in the home."

ST. LOUIS POST-DISPATCH

"Maybe you need a Bin a test,
or you dont get into
medical school. And the guy ahead
of you raises the average by
cheating. That makes a real problem.^^

m
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honor works only when ifs easy. "
Vm from a school with an honor system that ivorks.
But is the reason it ivorks maybe because of the tremendous
penalty thafs connected with cheating, stealing,
or lying? It^s expulsion — and what goes along with that
is that you cant get into another good school or
even get a good job. It^s about as bad a punishment
as this country can give out, in my opinion.
Does the honor system instill honor — or just fear?"
"At our school the honor system works even though the
penalties aren't that stiff. It's part of
the tradition. Most of the girls feel they're given
the responsibility to be honorable, and they accept it."
"On our campus you can leave your books anywhere
and they'll be there when you come back. You can even
leave a tall, cold milkshake — Fve done it— and when you
come back two hours later, it will still be there.
It won't be cold, but it will be there.
You learn a respect for honor, a respect that will carry
over into other fields for the rest of your life."
"I'd say the minority who are top students don't cheat,
because they're after knowledge. And the great
majority in the middle don't cheat, because
they're afraid to. But the poor students, who cheat to
get by . . . The funny thing is, they're not afraid at ail.
I guess they figure they've nothing to lose."
"Nobody is just honest or dishonest. Fm sure
everyone here has been guilty of some sort of dishonest
act in his lifetime. But everyone here would
also say he' s primarily honest. I know if I tvere
really in the clutch Fd cheat. I admit it—
and I don't necessarily consider myself
dishonest because I would."
"It seems to me you're saying that honor works
only when it's easy."
"Absolute honor is 150,000 miles out, at least.
And we're down here, walking this earth with all our
faults. You can look up at those clouds of honor
up there and say, 'They're pretty, but
I can't reach them.' Or you can shoot for the clouds.
I think that's the approach I want to take.
I don't think I can attain absolute honor,
but I can try — and Fd like
to leave this tvorld with that on my batting record."

"It's not how we feel about issues—

w;

"Our student legislature fought most of the year
about taking stands. The majority
rationalized, saying it wasnt our place; what good
would it do? They were afraid people ivould
check the college in future years and if they took
■E ARE being criticized by other people all

the time, and they're stamping down on us.
'You're not doing anything,' they say. I've
noticed an attitude among students: Okay, just keep
criticizing. But we're going to come back and react.
In some ways we're going to be a little rebellious.
We're going to shotv you what we can really do."
Today's college students are perhaps the most
thoroughly analyzed generation in our history. And
they are acutely aware of what is being written about
them. The word that rasps their- nerves most sorely is

"apathy." This is a generation, say many critics, that
plays it cool. It may be casually interested in many
things, but it is excited by none.
Is the criticism deserved? Some college students
and their professors think it is. Others blame the times
— times without deprivation, times whose burning
issues are too colossal, too impersonal, too remote —
and say that the apparent student lassitude is simply

an unpopular stand they wouldn't get security
clearance or ivouldnt get a job.
I thought this was aivful. But I see indications of an
atvakening of interest. It isnt how we feel
about issues, but whether we feel at all."
"Vm sure if s practically the same everyivhere.
We have 5,500 full-time students, but only fifteen
or tiventy of us went on the sit-downs."
"1 think there is a great deal of student opinion
about public issues. It isnt ahvays rational,
and maybe tve don't talk about it, but I think most of
us have definite feelings about most things."
"Tve felt the apathy at my school. The university
is a sort of isolated little ivorld. Students
don t feel the big issues really concern them. The
civil rights issue is close to home,
but you^d have to chase a student down to get him

society's lassitude in microcosm.
The quotation that heads this column is from one

to give his honest opinion."

of the members of our student panel. At the right is
what some of the others think.

"We're quick to criticize, slow to act."
"Do you think that just because students in America
dont cause revolutions and riots and take
active stands, this means . . .?"
"Vm not calling for revolution. Vm calling
for interest, and I dont care tvhat side the student
takes, as long as he takes a side."
"But even when we went down to Woolworth's
carrying a picket sign, what were some of the motives
behind it? Was it just to get a day away from classes?"

but whether we feel at all.
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"/ attended a discussion where Negro students
presented their views. I have never seen a group of
more dynamic or dedicated or informed students."
"But they had a personal reason."
"That's just it. The only thing I can think of,
where students took a stand on our campus,
was when it was decided that it wa^n t proper
to have a brewery sponsor the basketball team on
television. This caused a lot of student discussion,
but ifs the only instance I can remember."
"Jf^hy is tliere this unwillingness to take stands?"
"I think one big reason is that it^s easier not to.
Ifs much easier for a person just to go along."
"Tve sensed the feeling that unless it really burns
ivithin you, unless there is something ivhere you
can see just what you have done, you might as well just
let the world roll on as it is rolling along.
After all, people are going to act in the same old way,
no matter what we try to do. Society is going to
eventually come out in the same way, no matter
what I, as an individual, try to do."
"A lot of us hang back, saying, 'Well, why have an idea
now? It^ II probably be different when Vm 45.^ "
"And you ask yourself. Can I take time away from
my studies? You ask yourself. Which
is more important? Which is more urgent to me?"
"Another reason is fear of repercussions — fear
of offending people. I went on som£ sit-downs and I
didnt sit uneasy just because the manager of
the store gave me a dirty scowl — but because my friends,
my grandparents, were looking at me
with an uneasy scowl."
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Z;^ //^^^ a purpose other than
security and an $18, 000 job.
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"Perhaps 'waiting' is the attitude of our
age — in every generation."

"Then there comes the obvious question.
With all this waiting, what are we waiting for?
Are we waiting for some disaster that will
make us do something? Or are we waiting for some
'national purpose^ to come along,
so we can jump on its bandwagon? So we are at
a train station; what's coming?"
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GUESS one of the things that bother us is that
there is no great issue we feel we can personally

come to grips with."
The panel was discussing student purposes. "We
need a purpose," one member said. "I mean a purpose
other than a search for security, or getting that $18,000a-year job and being content for the rest of your life."
"Isn't that the typical college student's idea of
his purpose?"
"Yes, but that's not a purpose. The generation of

the Thirties — let's say they had a purpose. Perhaps
weHl get one, someday."
"They had to have a purpose. They were starving,
"They were dying of starvation and we are dying
ofalmost."
overweight. And yet we still should have a purpose
— a real purpose, with some point to it other than selfish mediocrity. We do have a burning issue — just plain
survival. You'd think that would be enough to make
us react. We're not helpless. Let's do something."

Have students change df
—Some professors ' opinions

O

.H, YES, indeed," a professor said recently, "I'd
say students have changed greatly in the last

runs. They don't understand the complexity of things;
everything looks black or white to them. They say,

ten years and — academically, at least — for

'This is what ought to be done. Let's do it!' "
"If their parents could listen in on their children's bull sessions, I think they'd make an interesting discovery," said another faculty member. "The
kids are talking and worrying about the same things
their fathers and mothers used to talk and worry about
when they were in college. The times have certainly

the better. In fact, there's been such a change lately
that we may have to revise our sophomore language
course. What was new to students at that level three
years ago is now old hat to most of them.
"But I have to say something negative, too," the
professor went on. "I find students more neurotic,
more insecure, than ever before. Most of them seem

changed, but the basic agony — the bittersweet agony
of discovering its own truths, which every generation

to have no goal. They're intellectually stimulated, but
they don't know where they're going. I blame the
world situation — the insecurity of everything today."
"I can't agree with people who see big changes
in students," said another professor, at another school.
"It seems to me they run about the same, year after
year. We have the bright, hard-working ones, as we
have always had, and we have the ones who are just

has to go through — is the same as it's always been.
"Don't worry about it. Don't try to spare the
kids these pains, or tell them they'll see things differently when they're older. Let them work it out. This
is the way we become educated — and maybe even
"I'd add only one thing," said a professor emericivilized."
tus who estimates he has known 12,000 students over

coasting along, who don't know why they're in school
— just as we've always had."
"They're certainly an odd mixture at that age — a
combination of conservative and romantic," a third

the years. "It never occurred to me to worry about
students as a group or a class or a generation. I have
worried about them as individuals. They're all different. By the way: when you learn that, you've made a

professor said. "They want the world to run in their
way, without having any idea how the world actually

i •' I ^l^ _
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pretty profound discovery."
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Lynclil)urg, Virginia
Margaret Eaglesfielil Bell anil Hit husband. Henderson, spent the day and night
Ortol)er 26 in Richmond witli Eugenia
Crifjin Burnett. They were en route to their
new home in Melrose. Florida. Their attractive house, by the way, was designed
by their daughter Carina.
On November 4. the Philadelphia S. B.
Chapter presented I.ucili' Harrow Turner
in one of her inimitable recitals. Two
members of the class of "10 went up for
the occasion — our new and most-honored
honorary member. Anne Gary Pannell. and
Eugenia Griffin Burnett. Both were guests
of Frances
Mrs. H. Murrell
A. Affel. Rickards
Eugenia's recovered
daughter.
sufficiently from her broken ankle to make
the trip to New York to spend the Christmas holidays with her daughter Murrell
antl her two children.
My cousin. Claudine Griffin Holcomb. my
sister-in-law. Ella Rodes Hutter. and 1 expect to take a cruise to the Caribbean in
the late winter. Traveling still farther, in
May the Griffin sisters. Eugenia and Claudine, will go on a tour to Honolulu with the
Garden Club of America.

"I O
St E R. Slaughter
I "^
522 Mowbray Arch
-*^-^
Norfolk 7, Virginia
Discovering last summer that Miss Aline
Ward (German teacher of our era I lived
not too far away. Eugenia Biiffington Walcott asked her for a visit and. accompanied
by Rebecca Palton. drove her home again.
Miss Ward has bad a full life of teaching,
is still keen and eager about our present
educational problems, and is active in the
cultural life of Florence, S. C. She and
Eugenia had "a veritable orgy of "living
over." " Eugenia herself is mostly "wrapped
up in Bets and her two babies."
Several letters speak of seeing Mary
Clark Rogers in her charming home. Maryis good at keeping up with us all!
Henrianne Early, like the rest of us, says
she is "slowing down" but her hops arounil
the Poconos and the Berkshires last summer and her visits to art galleries, quaint
inns, and little theatres don't sound as
though her "slowing" is perceptible.
Elizabeth Franlie Balls first wrote me in
Novendier when she and her chemist busband Kent were back in Indiana, living in
a one-room efficiency apartment while Kent
supervised some of Purdue's Ph.D. students in enzyme work. Though Kent has
at his disposal in Berkeley a well-eiiuipped
lab with interesting work and companionship, he felt he could not refuse to help
Purdue in an emergency. However, at
Christmas Elizabeth wrote that six weeks
earlier Kent had had i)hleliitis and that
she ha<l driven him home for Christmas —
a hazardous 2.000-mile trip on snow-bankeil
Apiill.

roads and in torrents of rain. Everything
was on an even keel when Elizabeth last
wrote, but she has had (juite a stint of
sundry.
being "a pillar of strength" to all and
.Sue Hardie Bell wrote: "No words could
tell you what joy our around-the-world trip
gave us. We stayed well, had beautiful
weather, escaped the trouble in Africa, a
typhoon at Mauritius, and a tidal wave in
Hawaii. The Bells finally came down to
earth in New Jersey last June saying. "It
was perfect!" By .September they were olT
again on a motor trip South accompanied
by their unmarried son, Coleman. First
stop was the Richmond Quartermaster Post
where their son Bill "has a huge job but
seems
it." A visit
in
North capable
Carolina ofandhandling
on to Alabama
where
they stayed in the home built by Sue's
great-grandfather in Talladega. Visits in
-Vnniston. Birmingham, and Kentucky. .Sue
was so forehanded that she could spend
five of the frantic just - before - Christmas
days with her sister in Florida.
Eva Horner Butterworth's beautiful organ
has been silent during her five years of
widowhood. Except for her church work.
Eva fears she is "leading a rather aimless
life," but 1 think we of 1913 have earned
aimlessness if Fate has so decreed!
Mary Pinkerton Kerr has left us a lovely
example of courage, patience, humor, and
self-efTacemenl. Her brilliant mind was
matched by her humility and her sympathy
for all living creatures. New friends and
old who attended her funeral felt it was
joyously triumphant. Gifts to the Sweet
Briar chapel have been made by Mary
Clark Rogers and the Norfolk Sweet Briar
Club.
Dorothy Swan Lent is the happy grandmother of five. Her son Ernest married
Sarah Webb. SBC '50. Dorothy spent
Christmas in .Syracuse with her daughter
whose husband is a physician. The Lents
travel "a bit." There are so many places
they want to see that they "go while we
both still have our two legs." They have
been many times to Europe, twice to .South
America, around the world in 1955, and to
.Southern Italy last spring. At home "Doss"
is busy with T.B. work. Boys Club, Children's Day Nursery, golf, and bowling.
"Age" hasn't stopped any 1913'ers so far!
Mary Clifton Tal)b George leads a pleasant life "with plenty to do." She saw son
Tabl) get his law degree last summer in
Salt Lake City where he lives. He is using
his legal knowledge in his banking position.
His older brother is a Baltimore businessman, and Jane Cary and her family have
an apartment in the building with her
mother.

Edith Woodson Ewing went back to Vicksburg to be with her father. He has since
died and Edith lives alone. "1 don't have
much family left — one son and a brother —
both of them physicians."
As for me, I've never learned to say
"nyet" and stick to it. Consequently. 1
pedal furiously in my own private si|uirrel
cage and get nowhere! Having geared my
life to speedy transportation all these years
I'm suddenly finding the pedestrian existence dreadfully frustrating. A recent auto
collision has left me temporarily car-less.
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Gladys Woodward
Newtown. Conn.

Hi bbard

Carolyn Flynn Eley writes she is surprised that everyone thinks she has moved
to Miami becau.se she spent the winter
there last year. Her address is still 717-.\
N. E. Sixteenth .Avenue, Ft. Lauderdale,
Fla. She says her sister lives very near her,
as well as her son, daughter-in-law. and
two-months-old grandson. She finds it great
fun being a grandmother to Frederick Cannon Eley. Carolyn is still in the real estate
business — the name of the firm is DykesHarris — and she loves it.
Byrd Fiery Bomar told me Shiney Rodine
Mountcastle and her husband came up to
Westport (Conn. I to see the Bomars last
fall when they visited Shiney's daughter.
Ann Gamble, who lives in New Canaan.
Ann has a new baby. Byrd also saw Florence We St gate Kraffert whose daughter
married Dr. Russo and lives in Bridgeport.
The Russos are moving to Wisconsin which
■saddens the Bomars as they feel Florence
will no longer be visiting in Connecticut
after her daughter leaves.
Annie Ford Melton, whom we all remembered so well at Sweet Briar, has a grownup daughter, married and living in Columbia, S. C.
Muriel MacLeod Searby has moved from
New London to Waterford. Conn. She
writes: "The day after 1 moved. I dashed
down
to Washington
Fred's
wedding
to Grace
Marie Fisherforfrom
Tallahassee.
Fla.. which took place in the .National
Cathedral. Fred goes to Harvard Business
School. Dan was marrieil in June to Joan
Hinsch of Cincinnati. They are living there
now — and Dan works for Procter and (iambic. 1am really snowed in here with drifts
all around. Today. I'd give this country
life to the flora and fauna."
Peg i\elsiin Lloyd forwarded the following news: Margarelt Covington Milwee's
only son is in the Navy anil s;ationeil at
.^an Diego. He and his wife are expecting

leads "a very uneventful life in a suburban
area and now that I'm a widow I'm away
from home so much I am not active in any

a baby atareany
interests
her moment.
husband, Margarelt's
church, and main
Red
Cross service. She would love to find out
something about Tracy .Steel as she goes
to Birmingham quite often and would like
to get in touch with her.

organization."
.After her husband's death ti'n years ago.

Marian
(Howard)

Rebecca

U kite Faesch

says that she

Parke
died.

Ryan's first husband
They
had two children.
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Rill anil Jean. Both are married now ami
there are five gran<lcliiklren. Bill is running his father's lumber yanl in Berwyn,
Pa. Marian married again seven years ago
anil moved to Ft. Pierce, Fla.. because of
her husband's heart romiition. Marian does
a social column for their newspaper and
a "scuttlebutt" for the yacht club. She also
works for the church and the Beach Assn.
She comes North once a year.
Mary Petty Hardwick writes they live in
the hills above Sunset Strip (Los Angeles).
■Phey have two children and four grandchildren. Mary is president of the Los
Angeles Flutes Club. Her hobbies are
travel, flutes, and swimming. Her husband
has a Sales- Audit Co. She would like to
see or contact any of our class v.dio live
in the Beverly Hills or Los Angeles area.
Thomasine Rose Maury expects to go
around the world in March with her husband who is chief editor of the A'. Y. Daily
News. They will fly to San Francisco first,
then travel by plane from place to place.
.'Ihe says she's been everywhere else, so
they decided to see the Asiatic countries
this time. When I teased her about living
the "life of Riley," she replied. "Oh no. 1
really work very hard. I do lots of hospital
work. Blood Bank, Red Cross, and that sort
of thing. I also do lots of gardening but
am not too successful at it because we have
so many moles." I suggested she get a cat
to help get rid of the moles, to which she
replied that at one time they had 22 cats
and still had moles. Tom was in Cincinnati
a year ago and saw Susan Simrall.
Mary Rich
Robertson's
son. Bob,
freshman
at Harvard
this year.
Mary is
saysa
that although he is working very hard, he's
having a grand time and enjoying it up
there. Maybe, when Bob gets through, we
shall see him on Kennedy's list of top
advisers.

i^ r*
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Kathleen Newby McGee
561 East Main Street
Spartanburg, S. C.
Sometime you must return to Sweet
Briar for reunion. It really is a lot of fun!
Last June when Jane Becker Clippinger.
Mary Craighill Kinyoun, Eleanor Miller
Patterson, and I attended our 35th class
reunion, we spent three wonderful days
together.
Before going out to Sweet Briar for reunion, Ispent that weekend in Lynchburg
with my husband who went on to Roanoke
while I was at Sweet Briar. I have always
been very fond of Eugenia Goodall Ivey,
so I gave her a ring and she invited us
out to her lovely home which is furnished
with exquisite antiques. We sat in her
garden for a couple of hours chatting with
lone McKenzie Walker and Eugenia, each
one of us bringing the other up to date and
comparing snapshots of our grandchildren.
Did you know Laura Graham Hunter
from Rome, Georgia, is a flower show judge
and quite an authority on flower arranging?
She visited me a while back and gave a
wonderful talk on flower arranging at my
Garden Club.
Eleanor Miller Patterson's son. Brown,
is an ordained minister in the Episcopal
Church and was married last November to
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F.velyn Byrd Hawkins of New York City.
They live at Episcopal Theological School,
Cambridge, Mass., where Brown is working
while completing his doctorate in Philosophy at Harvard. He is also curate at
Grace Episcopal Church, N. Attleboro,
Mass. Eleanor's daughter, Eleanor, is married to a young architect in Atlanta, Georgia, and they have an adorable little son,
2 years old.
Louise Wade Kelley has recently moved
to Houston, Texas, from Falls Church, Virginia. .She has a daughter, Mary Louise,
who is a Junior at .'^weet Briar and loves
it. Her other daughter, Ellen, also expects
to go to Sweet Briar when she finishes
high school.
Dot Herhison Hawkins' lovely daughter
Mary was married last year in .Spencerport,
N. Y. to Charles Davis Fogg of Nashville,
Tenn. Mary was graduated from Vassar
and Charles was graduated from Yale.
Charles is now studying at the MIT School
of Industrial Management.
Did you know that Amy Williams is living in Marlborough, Wiltshire, England,
with her husband. Dr. T. A. A. Hunter?
One of her sons, Peter, is married and has
three sons. The other son, John, finished
Cambridge last June.
Last summer while I was at Virginia
Beach, Martha Woodward Van Patten gave
a luncheon for me and called it a MotherDaughter luncheon, for she included my
daughter Elizabeth. Mrs. Robert Richardson, who was visiting one of her St. Catherine's classmates who lives at the Beach.
Martha has two daughters, one living in
California who was visiting Martha at the
time, together with her husband and two
children. The other daughter, her husband
and two children, live at Virginia Beach
all the time. Martha looked wonderful —
pretty just as she always was. Her mother
and father live with her since she lost her
husband three years ago. She leads a busy
life, filling in any spare moments with
painting, both water color and oil.
My husband is quite a busy man. He
owns and manages a rather large department store. Fortunately for me, he likes
to take trips not only for pleasure but for
relaxation from the tensions of business.
.Sometimes we go to Jamaica or Nassau or
Canada or Mexico or out West, or to Europe. For the last three summers we have
enjoyed Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont,
and Cape Cod. We stay only about three
weeks at a time so we fly there and rent
a U-drive-it, to save time.
Once when we were in Bermuda we spent
ten wonderful days with Charlotte (Chuck)
Alford and her nice husband, Donald MacVicar. We went sailing and deep sea fishing together. We danced, swam, and played bridge. Later she and her beautiful
daughter were our guests in New York for
the weekend, at the St. Regis Hotel, and
we had another happy time together. Last
year dear Charlotte died. Her daughter had
a lovely, quiet wedding about six months
later.
I see Retta Nelson Wester and Anno
Maybank Cain occasionally. They both live
in Columbia, S. C. Each still looks lovely.
Anne married Bill Cain, a lawyer, and
Retta married a prominent doctor.

Rebecca Snyder Garrison and her nica
husband live in Gastonia, N. C, which is
only 65 miles from .Spartanburg. I fill in
at her bridge club quite often. .She and
several Gastonia friends had lunch with me
the middle of December and attended the
Junior League Holiday House which was
decorated so beautifully for Christmas.
Rebecca has a summer home in Blowing
Rock, and in the summer I see her and
also Clara King who visits her brother Carl
there.
I am going to Coral Gables, Florida, to
spend several weeks with my sister Maylen
Pierce who graduated from Sweet Briar in
'23 and has been living in Coral Gables
for 34 years. While there I do hope to see
Evelyn Pretlow Rutledge who also lives in
the Gables. The last time I saw her she
looked wonderful.
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Ruth Abell Bear
Pleasant Valley, Pa.

I am truly grateful to the three friends
who responded to my plea for news!
Mary Bristol Graham writes that their
older daughter, Mollie, who went to Endicott Junior College, is married, has 2 children, and lives in New Castle, Pa. Their
other daughter, Judy (S.B. '58), and her
7-months-old son are living with them for
a year while her husband is in Okinawa.
And a note from Marjorie Shepherd :
"Like the Man Who Came to Dinner, I
came to Washington, D. C, temporarily
during the war and never left. Am still
with the A. R. C. and love Washington
except for the climate. But air conditioning
is a help. See Whit and Pat Rusk and
their dear baby girl once in a while, and
saw Betts in April. Also saw Cobby this
summer.
They both looked fine."
Polly Gary Dew Woodson is much interested in politics. She says she worked
for Ike in '52 and Kennedy in '60, so knows
both sides of the picture. She is now campaigning for a commission to study county
government in New Jersey.
My husband and I have belatedly
awakened to the need for more Civil Defense, and are helping to try to organize
our rural community. That, added to our
Church and Scouting commitments, really
keeps us on the jump.
Let's try to make this June's reunion the
very best! It's our 35th, remember?

/ ^/
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•
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Hanner
ClaireHanson
7, N. C.
Charlotte

I had a card from Virginia Wilson Robbins, enclosing a picture of her daughter
Ginger, whose engagement has been announced recently. .She looks like her mother
except that she is ash blond instead of a
red - head. Edward, her son, is in prep
school.
Marge Cramer Crane wrote that son Bill
is at O. T. S. in Pensacola; daughter Cathy
ship!
is a senior at Smith and likes a guy in
California — sort of a long-distance courtLibbo Mattheivs Wallace wrote a card
saying, "I am busy with my six-months-old
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grandson, John Hartman." Wondrr about
the lavender and old lace.'
Billy Quisenberry Marks wrote a sweet
card. Stanley, her youngest son, is a Sophomore at Sewanee; Bill is working at a
wholesale drug company — also debuting the
gals for his second year!
On December .3 my niece, Claire Manner,
war married in .\tlanta; Julie my daughter,
was a bridesmaid. It was all very nice. I
saw Tootie Maybiink Williams during all
the "doings" — she looked so pretty and no
young. 1 also met her nephew William
(Miss Anne's son). He is a knockout — I
don't know how he has remained a bachelor
this lung! I'm not writing iy2f) news, but
Miss Anne's Eleanor (SBC '.')8) has a wonderful baby boy, and they are all so thrilled.
Then during the holidays Jo Snotvilon
Durham and Kenneth were here and we
had a granil time. Sally Jamison and 1
were included in a cocktail party for them,
and it was grand.
Jo looks wonderful.
I wish I had more news, for it is truly
nice to know where you are and what goes
on with you. Let me know before the Junei
issue.

/}~\
1011 Childs Ave.
^^ ^-^
Drexel Hill, Pa.
You should all be ashamed. Except for
Tommy Claybrook Bowie, no one answered
my plea for news. It was one of her New
Year resolutions. Her daughter Beverley
is a junior at the College of Wooster in
Ohio. Her son Lee graduates from Mercersburg in June. Tommy and Gordon spent
six wonderful weeks in Europe last fall.
One of their most enjoyable days was spent
with Tracy and Alice Webb Nesbit in London. Before moving there the Nesbits lived
in French Morocco for several years. la
Feb. the Bowies will make their seventh
trip to Montego Bay, which they love — one
of the main attractions being twelve grass
tennis courts.
Another traveler in our class is Kay
Meyer Mauchel. Last year she and Bob
went to Spain, Mexico, and Nassau. But
they still prefer their place in the Virgin
Islands where they soon will be going to
soak up some hot sun. Kay still finds time
to raise cockers, and showed her 34th
champion last fall.

of Isadora O'Brien Tyus. I'm sure you join
tne in sending sincere sympathy to her
family. I also received several new addresses. Rose Berger Griggs now lives at
lf)74 .Alexandria Dr., .Apt. 4, Lexington,
Ky. Louise Bristol Lindemann's
just Brewster, Mass.

address is

Forgot to mention that Kay Meyer Mauchel said that she hadn't received bills or
notices from S. B. C. Alum. Assn. for a
long lime. She wants to know where to
senil her money! We need more like her,
don't we, Kitty Leadbeater Bloomer:'
I have been working part-time in a gift
shop since last Sept. It keeps me hopping,
but 1 still have time to read letters, so be
sure to write before April 1,5 in order to
make the June News. Please send information regarding the whereabouts of Dot
Davis, Mary Mills Ham, Alice Harrold,
Eleanor Kohn, and Lib Oliver.
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She Tucker Yates
141 South Main St.
Asheboro, N. C.

In answer to my plea for news a most
welcome Christmas greetings arrived from
Anne Conway Whitehurst, who lives in
Danville, Virginia. Her husband is president of the Danville Coca-Cola Bottling
Co., and they have three wonderful children. Their oldest. Kit, is now Mrs. Richard Barkhauser, a 1958 graduate of
II. N. C, and the mother of their only
grandchild, James. Their next is Arthur,
a first-year student at U. Va. Their youngest is Anne Aurelia, who is in junior high
and has her sights set on Sweet Briar in
about
five years.
A note from Sally Callison Jamison
brought me news from her family and some
of our classmates. Her son Jamie will graduate from Harvard Business School next
June. His wife Sue is working for Arthur
D. Little Co. in Boston while Jamie is in
school. Sally visited Belle Brockenbrough
Hutchins recently and met her eldest son
John's fiancee, Suzanne Chapman. She is
a graduate of Briarcliff and lives in Winnetka. 111. They are to be married in June.

Ruth Ferguson Smythe and her husband
have moved back to Louisville, Ky. They
are renting a house for a few months and
will build a house there this spring.
Frances Guthrie is now with the Army
Manila,
Air
Force Survey and is stationed in
Nora Lee Antrim is living in Richmond,
Va. She writes that she's "doing nothing
spectacular," but always enjoys news of
.Sweet Briar. Her wit and charm of college
days are still with her — I felt it in every
line of her Christmas note.
You will be grieved to learn that Anne
Brent Winn's mother, Mrs. Anne Mason
Brent of Charlottesville, died in November.
Anne
Park. lives in Lexington, Kv. — 4.^8 Fayette
Ella Parr Phillips Slate's daughter .Sally
is a Freshman at .Sweet Briar this year.
Get out your December Alimnxe Magazine and look on page 19 — there she is
smiling happily with a group of alumnae
daughters,
O /~V
*-^^^
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DouGiE Lyon Stkdman
Wayne, Penna.
7 Lafayette Road

After Christmas when all decorations had
been taken down, I gathered all my Christmas cards together and pleasurably read
and reread each one. From this jileasant
pastime I gathered some news for our class
notes.
Gwen Olcott Writer is delighted that
her daughter Penny is so happy at Sweet
Briar. Penny is rooming with another alumna daughter, one up and one over from
Gwen's old room in Granimer. Nostalgic
memories.
Kay Marr White's card indicated plans
for a trip North soon, which I hope means
a visit from Kay and Jimmy.
The delightful and hospitable - looking
card from Carolyn Martindale Blouin ilepicted the "5 downeast Blouins" in typical
family poses, with Carolyn's usual cordial
welcome to "Old Joy Farm," — a most
tempting idea.
A card from Gladys Wester Horton was
mailed from Maplewood. N. J., so I guess
she had confidence that .Santa Claus could
find her little grandson in Hawaii.
We are anticipating a visit, come Spring,
from Nancy Gaines Jaeger and husband

daughter Eve's in Long Island for Christmas, and Muggsie Nelms Locke went to

Belle's second son, Coleman, has graduated
from Yale (last June) and has finished a
Naval training course in Providence, R. I.
After Christmas, he will be stationed in,
Athens, Ga.
Shortly after Christmas I was in Chapel
Hill, so drove out to visit Libba Lankford
Miles, who has recently moved there. You
remember that I told you last fall that her

daughter Nan's. Marion Jayne Berguido
had daughter June James, '58, home from
Charlottesville for the holidays. Marion
received a nice Christmas note from Kewpie
Hodnett McDaniel whose family of 2
daughters, 2 sons, and 2 grandsons keep
her busy. Emily Farrell .Stagg writes that
she now has 8',L' grandchildren. And I
have joined the grandma ranks. My middle
son, Yates, and his wife, Cathy, bad a son
in December. James Douglas was a wonderful Christmas present.

husband's company, Chemstrand. has moved
its research department to the N. C. Research Triangle? I was glad to see that
her broken leg has completely mended. She
and her husband spend most of their weekends at Morehead City, N. C, on their boat.
.She gave me news of several of our contemporaries.
Louise Luiz is doing a superb job as vice
president of the Art Institute in Chicago.
Anne Gochnauer is helping to run a country
day school in Upperville. Virginia, and lov-

Must say Betty McCrady Bardwell is full
of vim and vigor. Not content to write

Anne Harrison Shepherd Lewis' oldest
son, John III, has just become engaged to
Elizabeth Randolph, a student at .Sweet

ing it. Esther Tyler Campbell's son. Hugh,
has graduated from \^ ashinglon and Lee
and will be stationed at Fort Benning, Ga.
Her daughter, Esther, is spending the winter in Berkeley Springs, W. Va.. with their

Betty Austin KirJoch and family went to

Briar. Anne's middle son is a junior at
U. Va., and her third son is a senior in
high school.
The college sent me notice of the death
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sister-indaw. The youngest daughter, "Tia,"
is a junior in high school.

Gus, when they hope to "follow the team."
Son Carl is Varsity Baseball at Dartmouth.

children's stories, she is now venturing into
the business world, by way of a "Sidewalk
Cafe, " — a most original, ingenious, and
clever idea of converting an old building
into two parts. One, "The Side Door" for
coffee breakers, operated on the honor system, and the other part, "The Hibiscus
Room," available for private parties, decorated with objects d'art thai can be purchased and then replaced witli other "removable fixtures" that Belly and her
committe of five are picking up here and
there on sundry trips, both in the .States
and abroad. So, all ye travelers, drop in
at Betty's ".Sidewalk Cafe," Ml. Dora,
Florida. Betty now has two grandchildren:
daughter
Wendy
had
a little sister in
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December for her son Scott, aged 4. During Christmas. MarHie was married to
Thomas R. \^'liile. 3d. and now lives near
us in Penllyn. Penna. Marilie mentioned
that her
Mac classmate
MacDonaldat Reynold's
was
U. N. C. son
andJasper
both
were members of the same creative writing
class their Senior year. Mardie's sister
Beckie flew home from the Univ. Hawaii
for Christmas and her sister's wedding:
another sister. Susie, is finishing her .Senior
year at Mt. Dora High School.
The sudden tragic death of Lucy Miller
Otis' son, Leon. Jr., shocked the entire
Maine Line, as the accident claimed the
lives of two young men on the Philadelphia
Expressway. The class of '30 extends its
sincerest sympathy to you. Lucy and Leon.
A note from Sue McCallister. which arrived too late for the last issue, amusingly
announced that she has an uncommon
talent for enjoying life and an equal talent
for missing connections with prosperity.
Through the efforts of my two roving
reporters. Mary Huntington Harrison and
Carolyn Martindale Blouin. I fell heir to
a lovely newspaper clipping and picture of
Norvell Royer Orgain's daughter Norvell,
who was married last August to Frank Edward Butler. 3d. Both the bride and her
matron of honor, Mrs. John Barbour Orgain. 3d. went to .Sweet Briar.
Martha Lambeth Kilgore. better known
as Lammie. an active S. B. worker in New
Orleans, has a son in his first year of Engineering atRice, a daughter in the Freshman Class at Vanderbilt. and Martha, Jr..
a 4th grader at home.
Business takes Don and me to the West
Indies for six weeks, leaving Jan. 22nd. so
I hope to return to a stack of mail from
S. B. classmates.

enjoyed seeing Phoebe's lovely daughterin-law and young Jim Peters who is working in Richmond, ."^he plans to be at
reunion unless it conflicts with her son's
graduation from Yale. .She reports that
Mary Leigh Sealon Marston and her husband Oliver are on a trip around the world.
Meta Moore McCotter and D. C. were in
Richmond. Meta looking tine, and they all
had a good visit.
Virginia Cooke Rea says that her daughter .Ann. a junior at Lake Erie College, is
in Paris with the SB group. "She is so
completely happy that it almost worries
me." Virginia ami Martha von Briesen
met aboard the Mauretania last September
when
the group sailed.
Polly Sivijt Calhoun's husband is in the
Connecticut legislature. .She writes: "Our
little Faith Jade is in kindergarten and
loves it. Her understanding of English is
perfect and her speech more fluent daily.
Have been doing some writing and speaking to persuade others to adopt oriental
children. The need is so great and the
reward greater. Sue married and lives in
Granby. Conn.: Ted teaches in Hartford:
John is on the Dean's list at Windham
College in Vermont ; and Gordon, a senior
at Hotchkiss. is in the usual quandary as
to where to go to college."
Dorothy Boyle Charles wrote just after
returning from San Francisco and a celebration of her 28th anniversary. .She and
husband Bob hope to be hosts this summer
to a group of alumnae and husbands who
get together each year.
Gibbsas du
be able
to Josephine
make reunion
she Bois
has won't
two sons
who
are seniors, one in high school and one
in college. Her daughter Joan is a freshman in high school. She and her husband
had a visit with Mona Stone Green. '30,
in October. Jo and Mona went horseback
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Elizabeth Clark
227 Boston Avenue
Lynchburg. Virginia
thanks to all those members

of

the Class of '31 who responded so quickly
in our last-minute request for news. We
have so much news, in fact, that some of
it will have to wait until the next issue.
Phoebe Rowe Peters writes that she is
looking forward to reunion in June. "Those
of us who were present for our 25th vowed
that we would return for the 30th. I shall
be there for sure." Others talking seriously
about returning are: Jean (lole Anderson,
Dot Boyle Charles, Elizabeih Stribling Bell,
Charlotte Kent Pinckney. Ellen Eskridge
Sanders, Isabelle Bush Thomasson. and
Nancy Worthington. Nancy says that she
would welcome the class picnic if '31
gathers at Sweet Briar before she goes to
camp about June 10. She also reports that
Split Clark is recovering
beautifully.
Phoebe Roive Peters has "two darling
granddaughters but unfortunately they have
just left Rochester to live in the New \ork
area." She says that "my younger son and
his wife are living in Richmond and tell
me that Charlotte Kent Pinckney, Virginia
Tabb Moore, and Norvell Orgain have been
darling to them. Many of their friends
there have some connection with SBC. It
makes me very happy that one of my sons
is learning so much about the college of
which I am so proud."
Charlotte Pinckney (see above)
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has also

riding
Ella together
Williams "like
Fauberold hastimes."
a son in Charlottesville, one at W. & L.. and a 7th grader
at home collecting coins. She sent news
of several class mates: Mary HendersonAverill has a daughter, Rosetta, who has
her own act and has been performing at
supper clubs in N. Y. Helen Henderson
Henderson's daughter was married last
June, and her son graduated a year ago
from RPI. Mildred McCreary Driver has
two married daughters, one of whom has
twins and another daughter.
Violet Andersen GroU wrote to Nancy
Worthington that she became a grandmother on November 27 to a little boy
named David Lee Kim. "Over my strenuous
objections Penny married a Korean boy
she had met at college. Her plea was that,
if 1 really learned to know Kim, 1 too
would love him. Much to my amazement,
she was right! They are extremely happy.
Kim is a part-time professor at the U. of
Iowa, while studying for a degree beyond
his M. A. in the field of creative writing.

president
National
Elizabeth
son, and

and Director of the Lancaster
Hank, ."^he has two daughters.
Henderson and Mrs. C. M. .^impone grandson.

Virginia Derby Howse writes that "at a
time when I should be bouncing grandchildren on my knee, I'm two jumps behind my teenagers, my 6' 4^ L-" sixteen-yearold son Chris and fourteen-year-old Candy.
We divide our time between Wichita
(where Bob is in the oil business I and
Colorado Springs. Colo., where we have a
summer home. When 1 have a spare minute. I ilo a little work for Jr. Assembly.
Jr. League, or some other civic organization— ornews
travel."
The
from Mary S. Kelso Littell is
that "the Class baby now has an eighteenmonth-old daughter Gail and is expecting
a new little person in June. So grandma
Mary Stewart is in her element, and will
no doubt be busy here at reunion time.
Dr. Joe and I went to Europe last year
and hope to go again in '62. Meanwhile,
we enjoy our little boat on the many Bay
.Area waterways, and for dry-land fun we
enjoy the horses which Carolyn and her
husband .Stuart Peterson keep for us on
their ranch. Would really like some news
of my roommate. How about it Martha
Harriet Wilson McCaslin writes that
Tiller y Thomas?"
1960 was a busy and eventful year. "In
March we had a delightful trip to Haiti,
Puerto Rico, and St. Croix with the three
children. In June our oldest, Jan, was.
graduated from Wellesley College where
Ellen Jane is now a sophomore. In July
Murray and I revisited Dr. Mellon's Albert
Schweitzer Hospital in Haiti. In September
we announced Jan's engagement to Christopher Larsen who was graduated from
Hotchkiss and Harvard, '59. She was married on November 26. Virginia Tabb Moore
and her husband Roderick were here for
the wedding. Jan and Chris are now living
in Groton. Mass.. near Fort Devens where
he is in the service. Scott is a sophomore
at the Wooster School, Danbury. Conn.,
and Ellen Jane is a sophomore at WellesEda Bainbridge McKnight is still living
in Ho-Ho-Kus. summering on Long Island,
and keeping busy with volunteer work for
church, woman's club, and Visiting Nurse
.Assn. She has four grandsons, the oldest
being two in March. One son is studying
for his Ph. D. and hopes to teach, and the
other is in business in N. Y.
Helen Sim Mellen wrote in February that
her life was at that moment "filled with
ley."more snow and the complication?
snow and
it
in are
getting
fromin here
to School,
there."
Hercauses
activities
helping
Sunday
the Woman's Assn.. and an afternoon once
cards.
a week at a hospital handing out visitors"

I'm Hying out there to visit my little
family at Christmas. My mother and father
are ([uite well and very proud to have

Martha McBroom Sh'pman writes from
Cincinnati that she has had the only three
members of her family in three different
hospitals at the same time: On December
30 her daughter Jane I Mrs. E. J. Kuntz,

reached the great-grandparent plateau."
Pauline Graham Henderson lives in Lancaster. Ohio, where she teaches American

Jr.). Class of '58, had identical twin girls,
total weight 15 lbs. Martha says they are
adorable. At the same time her son was

history. She is also a director of the Lancaster National Bank, a past president of
the AAUW. and past regent of the DAR.
Her
husband
Berford
is E.\ecutive
Vice-

in a hospital in Portland. Oregon, recovering from surgery. And since Oct. 23 her
husband has been hospitalized with a
staphylococcic blood-stream infection.
For
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two weeks in February Martha stayed with
Polly Woodward Hill in Cincinnati while
he underwent
a secnnd
O|ii-ration.
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l^l-'ZMiKTH Job Joi'i'
W) Cherry Lane
I'ikeville. Kenlueky

Did you have a good I960:' Are there
l)i{; plans afoot for 1961? I'erk up and let
us hear from you.
From California canu- a eard from Ruth
Kerr Fortune, .'^he was aeeoniiianyinj; Dick
on a business trip. Ruth is President of
the Greater Pittsburgh tJirl Scout Council.
It is one of the largest, numerically, in the
country. She attended the National Convention in St. Louis last November. Said
she saw Jo Fink Meeks, '34.
Adelaide Smi:-h Nelson says her daughter. Adelaide, is a Freshman at the University ofArizona. She is majoring in cello
and is a member of the University orchestra. She was one of the first freshmen to
play a solo with the orchestra at one of its
student concerts. Her second daughter.
Jenifer, will enter the university this fall.
Kathie Soles, daughter of Kate Scott
Soles, is a Senior at the University of Wisconsin. Katie must be beautiful like her
mother, because she was a Prom (Jueen
candidate. JefT Soles is a Frosh at Dartmouth. He was graduated from Exeter last
year with honors.
Last October Bee Stone Devore again
visited California. Stuart Groner Moreno
entertained her in her beautiful home in
Claremonl. Bee says "Tooie"s" husband.
Jack, works in Pomona. She reports Stuart
looks wonderful and very young. Somewhere— maybe in Washington, though she
didn't say — Bee saw Courtney Cochran
Ticer. Bee says Courtney hasn't changed
in looks or actions since Sweet Briar days.
us your secret, "Ney-Ney." Bee's
Tell
daughter is in the WAVES and is presently
stationed at Great Lakes Training Base
near Chicago. Her son is at U. C. L. A.
working on a master's degree in Business
Administration, to go with his Electrical
Engineering degree. Bee thinks he is our
first class baby. Now age 25. Any contenders?
Let's see if we can't get some statistics
and titles established for our 30th reunion.
It's only a year away, you know. Now's
the time to start planning, dieting, etc.,
for that get-together. I'll guarantee you'll
love every minute of it.
Change of address cards show that Eleanor S right Conway and her husband are
now stationed at Ft. Bragg. North Carolina.
Julia (Coleman Wing has moved back to
\^ innetka. 111., from Massachusetts.
.Sally Shiillenberger Brown is vacationing
at her winter home at Delray Beach. Florida. We're very proud of Sally and all the
wonderful things she has done for .'^weet
Briar. .\nd how about our class President.
Alice Dabney Parker and her husband?
Truly they are Mr. and Mrs. .^wcet Briar.
If you didn't read the article about them
in the last Au'MNAE Magazine, you missed a treat.
Either come see me or write — 1 love
surprises.
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.Since I teach in Pittsburgh at the Western Penna. School for the Deaf, it was easy
to track down Betty Thompson Reif to
whom I am indebted for most of this news.
Betty became a grandmother on December
13; her daughter Barbara Reid (iriffin. married to a professor at the University of
Pittsburgh, has a beautiful son named
Clay. Betty traveled in Europe all summer
and plans to be in Florida this winter. Her
son Erie is a Freshman at the University
of Michigan. Betty would like to knowhow many grandmothers there are in our
class.
Jane Mitchell Robeson came to the Pittsburgh .Sweet Briar benefit in October. She
was here to visit her sister, Mrs. Clingerman. Jane brought news from .Sweet Briar
girls in I'lorida, more particularly from
Jackie Strickland Dwelle in Jacksonville.
Martha Jones Betts and her husband
have relumed from South India and are
living in Philadelphia. They have a son
at Dickinson.
I had lunch with .Sallie Flint von Kann
in Washington last August. The von Kanns
are back in Washington for the fourth time.
Von is director of Army Aviation; Curt.
18. is a Freshman at Harvard this year;
Lisa is a busy 13. .Since I met Lisa for
the second time last summer — she was 4
the first time — I should like to add that
she is charming.
More news in the next issue. I hope. I
am writing notes, five or six at a time, to
classmates scattered about the country, a
random sampling in a statistical world.
Don't wait for a note, please. Send me
some news when you can. And thank you!
rj •f

ViRciMiA Camp
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3.303 White
Oak Carolina
Roa.l
Raleigh,
North

Kin wrote that she had had two nice
weekends at .Sweet Briar this fall. One
weekend she attended the Alumnae Council
as President of the Norfolk Sweet Briar
Club, and later she was there for Parents
Day I her daughter Stuart is a freshman
this year). ".\t both, I saw so many friends
and met their daughters and had a wonderful lime and felt as though 1 were back in
College. .So many new customs — they smoke
everywhere practically, go out for dinner
and dancing to places nearby. Stuart has
all new teachers! She adores S. B. Phoebe
I'ierson Dunn's daughler. Judilli. is lovely.
Chloe Friersnn Forl's daughters are both
darling
thehopes
girls she
are can
precious."
.She
addsand
thatallshe
go to
reunion, and 1 hope that all of you are
jdanning to make our 25th reunion in June
a memorable one in the number attending
an<l the fun we are bound to have.
Callie Furniss Wolfe wrote me that Grace
Moister, the daughler of Jean Gilbert Moisler, made her debut in Allan a this year
with Callie's daughter Marlha. Peg Lloyd
Bush is Grace's god-mother and Callie saw
Peg at the Deb Halloween Ball in Atlanta.
Marjorie If ing Toild sent a darling picture in color of her four children an I wrotn
on the back that she had had a very busy
fall. Her surgeon husband is enlarging his.
hospital at Virginia Beach and my father
(John ofCamp
I is on
board
directors.

the hospital's new

I am keeping my fingers crossed so that
nothing will interfere with our summer
plans. Charles and I are taking our daughters. Mary Lindsay. 1.5. and Charlotte. 13.
to Europe. Our nine-year-old son will spend
the summer at Camp .Sei|uoyah near .'\sheville. Since we sail on the Leonardo da
J inci on June 23. I'll have plenty of time
to attend our reunion.
.See you there!

Smith

My pleas for news at Christmas time
were answered by cards from Kin Carr
Baldwin, Carrie .Marshall Young Gilchrist.
Callie Furniss Wolfe and Marjorie If ing
To<ld. Thank you very much, ladies.
Carrie Marshall wrote. "Peter and 1 had
a wonderful six weeks trip through South
.America last summer with our two boys,
Marshall, 18. and Peter. III. 21. We were
given an introduction to James Butler,
President of Panagra Air Lines. He invited us for lunch at the Club in Lima.
Peru, and his wife turned out to be Lucy
Reniberl from Jackson, Mississippi, who
was
our class
of '36
year. Union
They
ha\e in
a son.
Murfree.
whoforisone
at Fork
.School, Virginia. Small world! Peter and
1 enjoyed being in Lynchburg in October
and attending the wedding of Betty Forsyth. She was last year's Sweet Briar May
Queen and the daughter of Elizabeth ,1/orMarshall also writes news of her
tonCarrie
Forsyth."
freshman year roommate. Blandini Jones
.Skelton, '3.5. who up until recently has
lived in Havana. Cuba. Blanilina, her parents, and three boys are living in Florida
while her husband. Bill, has remained in
Havana trying to hold onto their bomi' an 1
business. Perhaps he has joined them in
Florida now. Certainly it is a difficult
situation.
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1248 Monterey
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Zaiseh
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Petersburg
Fla.

Hope everyone saw our four class daughters in the December Magazine — .Suzanne
Williams lElizabelh "Mickey" McGuire),
Prentiss Tubby (Anne W illiams). Caroline
Tate (Dolly Nicholson), and .Alice Fales
(Rose Hyde)~a.\\ S. B. C, Class of '64!
We're proud, too, of our two classmates
on the .Alumnae Council: Frances Cordes
Hoffman and Dolly "Nick" Tale. Dolly,
who is also nominating chairman, was visiting the Patch in Oclober when her lovely
Caroline developed a severe case of mononucleosis, and had to spend five weeks out
of school. Dolly says everyone at S. B. has
been marvelously un.lerstanding and helpful, though; and since Caroline took all the
debutante parties during Christmas holidays. Dolly believes she can take anything.
.AF.S .Student Carol-ne flew to .Argentina
last summer, where she stayed with a doctor's family in Mendiza, adored everything
and everybody, and "came home thinking
she was a .Spanish senorita. " John Tate.
14. is working hard at Country Day School
but puts every kind of sports first and foremost, albeit he's suddenly become a young
man with all the usual interests.
Just the day before CT went back to
college
Thanksgiving,
Dolly's
mother
broke herat ankle,
an.l has been
confined
to
bed at the Tales' since then.

Vesta Murray
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Haselilon calls Dolly orcasionally, but tlioy
failed to gel together in tlw fall.
D. Nick also reports that Janet Muclarlan
Bergmann's Nancy is a freshman at Western College in Ohio, and — sadly — Janet's
father-in-law has been critically ill for 2
years.
Everyone, including Rilma herself, has
written so happily about Rilma Wilson
Allen's marriage November 16 to George
Wadsworth. a fine "old-Charlotte guy." After a wonderful trip to Nassau, the Wadsworths are now at home on Biltmore Drive
with Rilma's son Roln'rt, 12, who was best
man and "is as hajipy over the arrangement." Rilma says, "as we — if possible."
Nice card from Molly TalcoX Dodson
who. with Grif. is "educating like fury"
with his first-born. Archer, a Freshman at
Swarthmore. Harriotte accepted under the
Early Decision plan for next year at Sweet
liriar, and Grif a .Sth-grader. "not fit to
print, but we couldn't do without him, with
both
girls of!
at school."
Pauline
W omnck
.Swan took time from
Christmas and wedding plans, bless her, to
send a clipping telling of oldest daughter
Nancy's marriage, December 23 in St.
John's Episcopal Church, .Saginaw, Mich.,
to David Stuart Williams, graduate of Culver now attending Central Michigan U.
Nancy graduated from Mt. Vernon Junior
College and the University of Michigan.
Pauline's second daughter, Patricia, 15,
was maid of honor and youngest, Susie, 12,
was the junior bridesmaid. George, Jr., is
5 and delighted with his new brother-inlaw.
Found! Elizabeth (Tiny) Willcox Bowerfind. now living with husband Harold and
their four children — Harold, 13, Betty, 12,
.■\nne, 9, and George, 6 — at 2400 Southway
Dr., Columbus, Ohio, after "moving quite
a bit and living in Miami 3 years." Tiny
sees Dolly Hartman, a fellow Junior Leaguer and S. B. alumna. She also saw Maud
Tucker Drane at Virginia Beach last summer.
Nancy Old Mercer and Caroline Pot-ter
Echols
spent
a "much
in
Dallas with
Elinor
Eilenton fun"
Smithevening
and their
respective husbands. Elinor and Baxter
were visiting their eldest son at S. M. U. in
November. Nancy's Anne is a Junior with
thoughts drifting to SBC. Marilyn, 13,
"dreams of other things." Blair just made
the 4th-grade basketball team, and Edward,
5, was going to see Capt. Kangeroo IN
PER.SON.
Lucy Taliaferro Nickerson is in the usual
Busy Mother rush with 13-year-old Clark
playing clarinet, ice-skating, and dancing;
Paul. 10, starting the saxaphone and dancing, and serving as an acolyte. Ann, 6,
"hasn't gotten 'organized' yet, thank goodness, but goes along being all girl — to
Daddy's delight and the boys' disgust."
Lucy is AAUW arts chairman and head
of a contemporary literature group which
meets for coffee and talk about books.
Polly Shotwell Holloway's activities are
centered around a new granddaughter, born
October 20. Baby Debbie and mother are
with Polly and Robert while Debbie's
father is in the Army. Polly promises to
come to see me — and how I'm looking forward to it! — as they have a summer home
at Dunellon, Fla., on the Rainbow River,
only 7.5 miles from St. Pete,
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No word from our new Fund Agent since
June, at which time Cobbie was working
on housing for the Ponte Vedra swimming
team and hoping that she and 1 would see
each other during summer swim meets,
when her Billy and my two boys expected
to be competing.
Unfortunately — but also fortunately! — we
weren't in Florida for the meets. My Robert
won appointments to West Point and the
Air Force Academy as well as a Navy
ROTC scholarship. His choice of the three
services was the Air Force. The three of us
drove to Colorado Springs, where Robert
became a 4th Class Cadet on June 28. Kent
and I returned via "Grandmother Zaiser's"
in Iowa; friends' in Kansas City and Sewart AFB; and Oak Ridge, where my only
and very dear aunt was receiving treatment
for cancer. Excitement of having my book.
The Beneficent Blaze, published by Pageant
in August and ensuing radio, TV, and "in
person" interviews, autographing parties,
etc., helped marvelously in the ailjustment
to "being just two" at home and losing my
aunt in September. Latest great news is
that, after marching in the Inauguration
parade in Washington. Robert can fly home
for 17 "whole" hours, his only "leave" between last June and next July,
Thanks, all you dolls who wrote! Hope
the rest of you will "tell all" before April
15 — for the June issue,
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Betty
Rinehart
105 BayFrazier
Point Drive,
N.
St. Petersburg, Florida
After my poor showing of news in the
last issue, I stirred myself and sent a raft
of cards with very gratifying results. Dutch
Hauber Crowe writes that her daughter,
Patty, spent last summer in France and
loved it so much that she has decided to
major in French. She is an honor student.
Son Larry, 16, has gone out for wrestling
at school. The Crowes keep busy these
days with bridge and drama groups.
.Annie Benedict Swain writes from Philadelphia that the daughter of some very
good friends living now in Clearwater, Fla.,
is interested in SB.
Jean Moore Von Sternberg has broken
long silence and writes from Arcadia,
Calif., where she is now living. Of course,
she loves being out there. She took a fabulous trip all around S. A. last summer.
Keeps busy with volunteer work, gardening,
and swimming. She says that they have a
very active SB alumnae group in Southern
California. I wish 1 could tell you about
her children but have lost her card.
A nice card from Kitty Lawder Stephenson informed me that she had just returned
from
a jaunt
.St. John's
River
in
Florida
where down
she the
landed
a 13 lb.
black
bass. Her daughter Jane, 16, is interested
in .SB and her son .Sam, 13, is entered in
Woodbury Forest. She also has a younger
daughter. Nan, 8M.>. She and her husband
have taken up golf and Arthur Murray
dancing, and entertain at the drop of a
hat in their barn loft.
A card from Lottie Lewis Woollen states
that she is really tied down with three
little ones, ages 3, 7, and 10. She is veryactive as president of the local Retarded
Children's Assn.
She
mentioned
that

Snooks Robinson McGuire, Lib Lee McPbail, and Dolly Nicholson Tate entertained recently for newly married Rilma
Wilson Wadsworth.
Happy James Wathen writes that husband Dick has revived an old magazine
called Story and has high hopes for it.
Her oldest son is a freshman at Princeton,
her daughter is at Milton where she often
sees Claffie Williams, and her youngest son
is home at St. Albans.
Elizabeth Love writes from Nashville that
she has very little news to offer as she has
worked for the same company all these
years. However, she did say that she ia
now a vice-president. .She sees Anne Huddleston Cheek occasionally.
Helen Klinger Gleeson comes to Florida
but stays on the East Coast. They took the
wdiole family to Fort Lauderdale for vacation. Her oldest daughter entered Wellesley this year, .She has three other children,
the youngest being in the second grade.
Mardie Hodill Smith's card informed me
that she has given up volunteer work for
something more profitable, namely real estate, and loves it. Her eldest daughter
Courlie is a freshman at Bucknell majoring
in education, and her youngest. Candy, is
in the 9tb grade at Winchester.
Lee Montague Joachim has the interesting news that her daughter, Ginny, is a
sophomore at SBC and has won the Emily
Watts McVea Scholarship this year. Congratulations toyou both. Her two younger
children, Philip and Jackie (a girl), are
in junior high school. Lee has seen Sara
Belk Gambrell and her darling little daughter. She wanted to remind us to contribute
to the Chapel fund!
Henri Minor Hart lives in Colorado
Springs, but is not a ski bug. However,
the rest of her family are crazy about it.
She is hoping that her oldest daughter gets
in SB next fall and is turning grey over
worrying about it. We'll keep our fingers
crossed, Henri!
Mary Mackintosh Sherer had very little
to report except that they have added a
new room to their almost new house. They
took the fainily to Mont Tremblant skiing
over the winter vacation!
A Christmas card complete with a darling picture of the family, a nice note, and
a newspaper clipping came from Jean
Oliver Sartor. The clipping described their
new home which took 10 months to build
and is modeled after an ante-bellum home
with modern overtones. It really sounded
beautiful.
Another Cliristmas card came from Julie
Saunders Michaux, and she informed me
that she and Dick would be down here in
February. They have an apartment on the
beach, and of course 1 am looking forward
to seeing her and Dick. Also, they are now
the proud owners of a new boat.
Betsy Campbell Gawthrop wrote in her
Christmas card that her son, Rob, is at
Amherst. Beth has two more years in high
school. She said that Lois Fernley McNeil,
'40, had a wonderful coffee for SB prospects around Philadelphia.
As for myself, 1 had the good fortune to
be in New York for a few days in early
December and had a most hilarious lunch
with Yvonne Leggetl Dyer, Mary Treadway
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howns, and Janr I'arker Washburn at the
Kid Barn on the turnpike. Afterwards,
Yvonne took me on a wild safari down to
llie wholesale district on 28th St., looking
for a bargain in purses. It was quite an
experience, hut no bargains! 1 also had
cocktails with Janel Thorpe ami she hasn't
changed a bit, has a new job in N. Y.
A /~v
Ci.\R\ McR^F. Caisi;y
/l|l I
714 Fontaine St.
-^ ^^
Alexandria, Va.
In a mellow moment during the reunion
last June. 1 agreed to take on the job of
(llass .Secretary, spurred on by the promise
of Cionnie C.halkley Killler to help nu' as
long as she conlinues to live in Washington.
However ofbecause
a mix-up
weren't
notified
the deadof line
for the weDecember
AniMNAt; Magazine, and there was no
letter in it for the class of 1940. We will
try lo make up for this in the future.
We wish you could all have joined the
twenty or so members of the class who
were at .Sweet Briar last June.
We were particularly indebted to Nida
Tumlin Watts for the welcome she gave
us and for all she did to make the reunion
go smoothly. We all spent some time poring
over the "Reunion Notebook" which Nida
had compiled from the questionnaires
which she had sent out. This book is now
in the Alumnae Office at Sweet Briar, for
the perusal of all of you who visit the
campus. For those of you who can't get
there to read it, we'll include some of the
news in this letter. At a brief business
meeting, held on the lawn in front of Reid.
we speedily elected Betty Frantz Roberts
our new Class President and Jane Goolrick
Murrell our Fund Agent.
Mary Elda Slein Kautz is our "Mother
Heroine," with a total of eight children.
Although she left SBC before graduating.
Mary Elda got her degree several years ago
by taking correspondence courses and .Saturday classes. Two of her daughters have
studied abroad, going to school on the
American Field Service plan, one in New
Zealand and one in Brazil. Mary Elda and
her family live in Muscatine, Iowa.
If you think our family rosters
idete, however, we have news
Becky Pannilt Gwin writes that
Prestidge Cwin. Jr.. arrived in

are comfor you.
Lawrence
January,

1960. Kay Hodge Soaper's youngest son.
Maxwell Hodge Soaper. is only a few
months older. The latest arrival, to our
knowledge, is a daughter. Eileen Desmond
Henry, born to Ruth Collins Henry in July.
Ruthie and John are now stationed in
Puerto Rico.
Clara Call Frazier's comment emphasized
the fact that more of us sent pictures of
our houses and children than of ourselves.
As Clara puts it, "We dare not send pictures, because the older we get, the worse
we look." (She should have come to reunion where that remark was really disproved!) Clara's house in Arcadia, Calif.,
judging from the colored picture she sent,
is stunning, with swimming - pool, palm
trees, and mountains in the background.
Clara's oldest boy was the "Class Baby"
(remember?), and he and his three brothers and one sister keep Clara busy but
have not destroyed
her sense of humor.
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Nancy Haskins Elliott and Peggy Caperton
Ranken both live near Clara, and Marion
I'hinizy Jones moved
months ago.

to Arcadia

a few

Ann Dawson Highsmith writes from
Fayetteville, N. C, that she hopes her two
daughters will be at Sweet Briar within
the next decade. .She reports that Jean
Hloiinl Blount, who lives in Denver, has
five daughters. Margaret Royall Davis helps
lo balance things by having three sons;
the oldest is in his first year at the Episcopal High School in Alexandria. Va.
Barbara Smith W hillock, who lives in
Hillside, N. J., was |irevented from coming
to reunion because of her oldest son's
graduation from Pingry .School. He is at
Princeton now. and Barbara wants to know
of any other 1940 sons at Princeton. (The
only one I know is my own. Beverley D.
Causey, 111. who graduated from the I'|)iscopal High .'school in Alexandria the day
before our reunion began. I Now that so
many of our children are starting college
we ought to keep the other members of
the class informed as to their wbereabiuts.
and I can think of no better clearing-house
than these class notes.
Helen Taylor, so far as we know the
only M. D. in the class, is well established
in Norfolk, Va., with a practice in obstetrics
and gynecology. -She is now serving, for a
year, as Chief of .Staff of her Norfolk hospital, and is the first woman doctor to hold
that position. Helen is as tiny and youthful as ever, and confided that she has to
wear "heels" in her office to convince patients that she is really old enough to be
the doctor in the case!
Barbara Godfrey, who also came to reunion, is now a Ph. D. and an assistant
professor of physical education at Purdue
University.
As far as recent moves are concerned.
Ramona Spurlock Fite and her husband
are now living in Plattsburg. N. Y., where
Calvin is attached to the Air Force Base.
Margaret Dowell Cochran is now living in
Pittsburgh. Pa., and Mary Lee Settle, whose
latest book. Know Nothing, was mentioned
in the last issue of the Ah'Mnae Magazine, is back in Charleston, West Virginia.

during the past year so her plans for the
future are quite indefinite. Emory Hill Rex
writes that husband Dan has been promoled lo Captain in the Navy and they
expect to be in Norfolk a while longer.
Martha Jean writes thai she expects to be
at Sweet Briar sometime before June, also,
lo take her eldest daughter I now a 10th
grader) to see the college. Now that their
children are old enough for Martha Jean
lo have some time of her own, she has
been tloing a lot of skeet shooting and
duck hunting and really loves it. but nearly
has a heart allai'k when she bits anything!
She and Tommy went lo Winsion-Salem on
Dec. 29th lo a lea dance Lou Kirl: and
Bull Headley gave for their debutante
daughter Didi. which was lovely and il was
especially fun to see Lou and Bull and
their delightful
daughler-.
Evie Cantey Marion write., that one weekend last fall her husband Andy had some
business in and near Lynchburg so she
went along. They went out to .'^weel Briar
for Friday night dinner and then back the
next morning and enjoyed walking around
the campus and seeing a number of
familiar faces includng Miss Moller, Miss
Weaver, "Jackie" Wood, Martha von Briesen, Lois Ballenger, Miss Winnie Walker,
and a few more. Evie's 8th grade daughter,
Evelyn,
has and
transferred
lo their to
church's
day
school,
is finally learning
study.
A card from Shirley Devine Clemens says
il was especially nice to receive so many
Christmas cards and notes, for she never
sent theirs out due to measles and flu.
"Consequently we didn't budge to any
social festivities and probably greeted 1961
more rested than most."
Margaret Craighill Price enclosed a delightful feature article and picture of Mary
James from the Washington paper. Mary
plays the role of Frances Greeley Hastings,
wife of the President, in "The Gang's All
Here" where the White House has "an offwhite tone." Mary says her father bad
better luck cracking the White House gates
than she has had: he was a military aide
lo President X^'oodrow Wilson. Mary has
been seen on Broadway in ".Apple of His
Eye," with Waller Huston in "Crime and
Punishment," in "Pride's Crossing." and
"Mid-summer." Craigie had her family,
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Margaret
SxtiART Wilson Dickey
1902 Ash Street
Texarkana, Ark.
20th REUNION, JUNE,
1961!

husband Karl's family, and daughler Sharon's grandmother all for (ibristnias dinner.
Everyone was then going on a skiing trip
for the rest of the holidays, leaving 16-year

That's us, so if your plans aren't made
yet. get lo work! Those of us who were
lucky enough to gel to the 1.5th Reunion
can tell you it was just wonderful, and
will be even more fun if the same 28.
and 28 olher.s, come this time. Pat Soren.son .Ackard is planning on coming from
Denver. Martha Jean Hroohs Miller from

old Sharon behind because she couldn't
bear lo leave the holiday parlies. Craigie

Charlotle, Louise Kirk Headley from Florida. Evie Cantey Marion from .'south Carnlina, Helen Ann Littleton Hauslein. Lillian
Kreedlove While and .^hirley Devine (Clemens from Pennsylvania. Fanny Raldwin
Whitaker from Birmingham, and lots of
others, we hope. So if you haven't realized
that the time is nearly here, write your
three best friends to meet you there, and
start making plans NOW.
Tish Seibels Frothingham's husband
John has been in and out of the hospital

and .Sharon were planning to attend ."sweet
liriar Day there in Washington just before
ihe skiing trip.
The

most delightful news

arrived just

before New Year's, the announcement of
Lucy Lloyd's marriage on Decendier 27lh
lo Richard Grosvenor Osgood. They are
at home al 622 Glenniary Roail. Radnor.
Pennsylvania. 1 am sorry 1 do not know
any of the details, but 1 am sure the rest
of the class joins me in much love ami
best wishes for their happiness.
Our Merry Christmas in this family arrived the day before Thanksgiving, as we
were leaving to spen I the holidays with
Kenneth's sister in Kansas City- -a little
blue card from J^weel Briar addressed to
Genie, with one big word, ACCEPTED.
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So next year I shall join the prourl ranks
of Sweet Briar alumnae with student
daufihters. This is i|uite a year for me;
I'll be 40 in Mareh, our 20th Reunion from
College in June, and a daughter entering
Sweet Briar in September! Boy, do I feel
old!
This is my swan song as class secretary,
and F want to thank all the kind souls who
answered my various pleas for news, and
especially the wonderful ones who sent
news on their own. Further. 1 want to
nominate Betsy Tower Bennett for the next
secretary: she has the most voluminous
correspondence of anyone I know, and
keeps up with enough people in our class
to write class notes any time of the year.
I shall certainly be thinking of you all
with a lump in my throat come June, but
our Reunion coincides with our Genie's
graduation from high school, so I shall be
here instead of there. Before I sign off for
good. I do want to call your attention to
the Alumnae Association Report in the
December issue of the Magazine. Sweet
Briar last year ranked sixth of all colleges
and universities in the percentages of graduate contributors: and third in the size of
the average gift: and tenth among women's
colleges in the total number of donors. So
whether you are a graduate or a nongraduate alumna, please, please, send in
your gift. YOU COUNT, and don't forget
it. It's up to you whether you count for,
or against, the college. And HAPPY REUNION, you lucky ones!
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Jeanne Sawyer Faggi
9 Linden Gardens
Wellesley 81. Mass.
Since most of us have recently passed
(or will soon) that fateful forty yard line
when life begins at, a special Happy New
Year to you all. And hopes that more belated answers to my last summer quiz
cards will drift in before the June issue
like those which make this column possible.
Still airforcing it on Guam.

Ruth Jac-

quol Tempest writes, '"thought of you and
the Senior Show this October when I wrote
and produced an O. W. C. musical." More
power to this our stellar scribe. "Rut"
also produced four new story sales last
year, all in Canadian mags, one to Chatelaine and three to Toronto Star Weekly.
She and Rone are planning a trip to Hong
Kong. Singapore. Bankok. and other exotic
spots before coming "home" in July.
Also in a position to mull over S. B. daze,
Alice Sweney Weed still living one short
mile from Frannie Boynton Drake whose
next door neighbor is Betty Brown Sweney.
"Swede" has a "once-twice-thrice remodeled farmhouse" and is remodeling again.
Statistics: two children
(7 and 5VL' I .
Another reminiscer is Sally Schnll Van
Allen. She spent what she calls an SBC
summer with visitors Frannie Meek Young
(stranded at her airport) and Diana Stout
Allen and husband. "Immediately became
18 years younger,"
says. This
although
involved
with such she
venerable
activities
as
head of Women's Committee of Symphony, den mother, church guild, chairman
of Jr. League admissions, and campaign
work for the political party of her choice.
To say nothing of corralling three boys,
14, 10, 7.
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Likewise in the "my three sons" dept.
(16. 13. 8), Mary Jane Geyer .'lawyer reports life busy with PTA and Jr. League.
Here and there, rising for the count:
En route from Houston for a two-week
fling in Dorado Beach, Cal., Anne Barrett
George whose oldest is in his first year at
Woodbury. And a letter postmarked Colorado Springs from Cynthia .4bbott Botsford who had just deposited son Peter
( successfully recovered from a heart operation some time back I at Fountain Valley
.'school. Daughters (2) thriving. Back East
again Polly Peyton Turner in Newport.
R. I., is teaching 4th grade. She hopes to
take off 2nd semester and start her teacher
training as present certificate is "emergency" only. Her twins are doing famously
as high school juniors and her Anne is
making her mark as a "strong - minded"
seven-year-old. Polly describes herself as
"galloping" and no wonder with extras
like a graduate course in teaching reading
and the co-chairmanship (secretary too) of
the local fleet officers' wives.
After this display of energy. Laura
Graves Howell cheered my unprofessional
bones by happily confessing that she also
"everydays along" with young Laura in 1st
grade and "Geep" in 5th. church, school,
and volunteer work. Nevertheless, little
time to spare. This is my first breather
since the Xmas bedlam although I must
admit to deterents like broken arms I Cindy
took a spill skating) and a careless cat (got
himself run over). Both mending nicely,
the latter having also mended his philodendron munching habits which peculiarity, as 1 have mentioned before, made his
kittenhood slightly devastating to my decor.
John. Jr.. after distinguishing himself last
June with a couple of awards at Andover
annual prize day. won himself a prize
scholarship recently which naturally makes
his aging ma extremely proud — varsity football too.
According to their Christmas cards, all
seems serene with Helen Sanford, Phyllis
Sherman Barnes and Virginia Beasley
Holzer, with notes from Virginia Thayer
Boothby and Ann Kremers Currie. "Giny"
writes that daughter "Joss" has been selected for the A. F. S. summer program abroad
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LorisE WoonRi FF ,\ncst
Darien. Conn.
49 Leeuwarden Road

Headlines in fashion news have been
given .Ann Jacobs Pakradooni (Mrs. Dikran .'^. ) the past few weeks. In December,
(he fabric firm of Galey and Lord presented
three Pakradoonis in a couturier fashion
show at the Sheraton-East, NYC. In January, the same firm presented them to the
out-of-town press at the Hotel Pierre. NYC.
Also in January, she had her first New York
showing for buyers and fashion reporters.
It was only three years ago that Ann
started her own boutique, "Joie de Vivre,"
in Ardmore, Pa., with emphasis on original
design — her own! .\ previous Ali'MNAE
Magazine reported she was designing
clothes for herself. The reason is, she says,
"I saw someone else in my dress." Congratulations, -Ann, on your tremendous
success.
Louise Moore Nelson has a new home
in Concord. Mass. It is 80 years old and
one of the most charming in the town.
I learned from a mutual friend who lives
in another historic old house there.
As you read this column Gloria Zick
Sigars (Mrs. Lowell M.) will be moving
West — possibly .Arizona — because Florida
humidity doesn't help the numbness she
has as a result of a mild arrested case of
multiple-sclerosis. I just talked to her in
Boca Raton. They have sold the apartments
they owned but Lowell has a bad case of
"sand in his shoes" and hates to leave.
1 agree with him! I agree more so since
I know it is cold and snowy in Connecticut
as I write this from Defray Beach. If
any of you sent news on Christmas cards,
I'll relay it the next issue. We came for
Christmas with my family with sight-seeing,
slops en route in Washington, Mt. Vernon.
.Si. Augustine, and Marineland. Our vacation was highlighted by Woody's boating
a 6' 7" sailfish the last day of the year and
all of us going to the Orange Bowl game.
Last fall I saw Val Jones Materne ( Mrs.
William M.) at school functions since our
boys now attend the same school. Most
recently we saw Barbara McNeill Yow
(Mrs. John W.) who has bought a house
in Washington.

"if they can find a home for her." She and
Jack may come East to N. Y. C. in the
spring. "Annie" trekked off to Europe
again last fall and to Quebec skiing with
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daughter "Arab" over the holidays.
Up stakes for Harriette Gordon Lowman
from Clinton. .S. C. to Fayetteville. N. C.
.And Jean Hedley Currie from Ft. Worth
to Ft. Lauderdale.
Sally W aike Rogers with always an

Beverly
Richard
wrote: "Greetings from Holleman
the Far East
(Okinawa)
! This
has been a wonderful and exciting year

affinity for the unusual says that "strip
mining" complete with giant earth movers
and all the kids in town as spectators began behind her house in time to rival all
New Year noise makers. By contrast. Betsy
(Chamberlain Burchard came through with
silent evidence of her menage — a handsome
picture Christmas card of all the family
gathered around Peter's drawing board.
His
published
(2)
made lately
hay this
holidaychildren's
season atbooks
our local
bookstore.
Roommalely
plug.
And while I'm at it, a couple more
boosts. Contributions to the SBC fund are
deductible, you know, as will be these long
years passed come reunion at our 20th.

Gene Patton MacMannis
Larchmont, N. Y.
68 Holly Place

for us and we're looking forward to the
next two that we'll spend over here. I
still play golf two or three times a week,
and am taking courses in Japanese, flower
arranging, and Chinese cooking. We hope
to spend part of the Christmas vacation
in the Philippines so we can take the children (Greg, Steve, and Suzanne). Will try
to locate Nancy Baldwin — I have heard she
and Hank are living in Manila."
Ellen Boyd Duval Miller wrote from
Richmond: "Our children are 3 and 4.
which made it a perfect season with lots
of getting ready and much excitement and
satisfaction. Have seen Fence W illiams
Meyer, who is teaching at a small church
school and seems to love it; and Peggy
Gordon
Seller, who moved
into a lovely
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new house this summer. Also saw Carlisle
Morriselt Branch who continues to look
as young and pretty as ever."
Helen Cravalt Watt said: "We have a
good many alumnae in Lexington but of
widely varying ages. We went to the beach
with the Millers last summer and Peggy
and Bob Seller were across the street."
Murrell Rickards Bowden couldn't join
us at Jones Beach because she was in Europe— a pretty on
poor80th
excuse!
living
a brownstone
Street She's
in New
Yorkin
City with her two sons.
Fran Pellit O'Halloran sends a newssheet each Christmas, listing the family
activities by months and it fills a whole
page! She and her dentist husband. Frank,
live in Coeur <l'Alenp. Idaho, with Beth,
Jimmy, Joyce, and Bruce. They attended
ski school on Mt. .Spokane, participated in
Camp Fire Girls, Cubs, Vacation Bible
School, and 4-H. Three children play the
piano and one of them also plays the violin.
Fran is secretary of the primary dept. in
church, weekly Bible-storyteller, and State
Arts Chairman of A. A. U. W. She has
also been teaching life-saving courses each
summer until recently.
Marian Shanley Jacobs, whose Bill is a
minister, wrote: "We love our church here
in Springfield, Illinois, and hate to think
of leaving after 10 years of residence and
"roots," but that day will come eventually,
1 suppose. A friend of mine and 1 took
my daughter, Beth, to Brown Ledge Camp
in Vermont last summer (the alma mater
of Ginny Hall and me) . traveling 2.000
miles in 4 days. I saw Ginny Noyes Pillsbury last summer. They came to see Lincoln .Shrines, attended church, and had
lunch with us — 3 darling girls."
Ginny Hall Teipel is a college girl again
— adding to her B. A. the Ohio State certification to teach music, which takes about
15 hours of credits and student teaching.
"I'm about
way violin,
through,
and flute,
you
should
hear mehalf
on the
clarinet,
and French horn!!! Am having a riot
with these requirements and also working
like a dog. My family loves it and laughs
hugely."
The latest from Long Island — Sydney
Holmes Bales and Bill have given their two
cute boys a lovely baby sister — Charity —
born Dec. 30th just in time for this issue
and the 1960 income tax. This was magnificent planning!
Leslie Herrick Danforth has returned to
IS'YC and plans to go back to teaching
next year for the first time since her first
baby was born (she now has three young
children). Before her marriage she took
an M. A. in Early Childhood Education
at Columbia Teachers College and then
taught for several years.
y4 ^
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Julia Mills Jacobsen
4416 Edmunds St., N. W.
Washington 7, I). C.

'ih came through with a wonderful response to my "deadline yesterday" card.
Mary Kathryn Frye Hemphill, who can't
say no, is president of the Women of the
Church, and Sam and the four children
just have to survive.
.•\nne Dickson Jordan reports the same
three children: Chuck, aged 12. is at Norfolk Academy, and the two girls are at
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Everett School with her. Her school has
135 students and is very successful.
Diddy Gaylord Thompson has a new
daughter 7 months old, adopted when she
was 19 days old.
\ nice note from Martha Hollon Glesser.
She spent the fall helping to staff the Republican office in Cranford, N. J., and spent
January shovelling snow (bad as the winter
of '18).
Peggy Jones Wyllie and Jessie took the
two children to England for Christmas.
Left 3 horses, 4 dogs, 1 cat at home on
the farm. The Wyllies will be racing their
sports cars in Marlboro in April.
I am always prejudice<i in favor of anyone interested in furthering the cause of
better education, and Wyline Chapman
Sayler is crusading for foreign language
teaching in the elementary schools, with a
tuition-supported program of language
classes before and after school. Wyline
hopes their school will be used as a demonstration school for a more far-reaching
program. Her husband Henry ran for
county commissioner. His brother-in-law
said he was the only person he knew with
5,698 friends. He must have run on the
Republican ticket. Betsy Miller .Sayler,
'55, and Jack stopped to see Wyline and
Henry on their way to Brazil.
Carol Cox Mackinnon ran into Elaine
Krause Kelty in New York. Sure enough,
Elaine is living in New Haven. Bill is V. P.
for marketing for Winchester. Elaine is
den mothering, golfing, bowling, and helping on various charity drives.
From Elizabeth Erwin Denniston: "Children: Susan. 9; Bill, 7; Richard. 2 — and
League
of Women
Honestly,
this has Voters."
been more fun to hear
from so many of you. A delightful letter
from Wodie Coleman Monaghan. One of
her four daughters described her in school
as a typical housewife — mornings busy with
club meetings, hobbies, and League work.
Wodie. Petie Cross Tate, and Franny Estes
.Seibels are all in the same sewing club.
Tutie Hall Peckham recently moved to
Birmingham and inspired Wodie to build
a stereo. Wodie also sees Jane Thompson
.Sherrill since they belong to the same supper club. Wodie hopes her girls will aim

for S. B. C.

I hope to see Dede Enright Aghnides
when 1 go to New York for a Holton-Arms
dinner (Plug). Dede is now free lancing
after several years with Cosmopolitan.
Clu'is Wright Porter, busy in New Jersey
with League of Women Voters. Church
work, and two children, plans to summer
in Virginia Beach and take a trip through
the S. B. C. country.
Last word before mailing this came from
Edie Page Gill Breakell, who is busy with
the same things that we all seem to slave
for. She had a pleasant interlude with
Frances Bickers Pinnell and Buck last fall.
Edie Page and troop are heading for Fort
Lauderdale for Februarys and hope to see
Ellen Dodson Wightman and her family
there.
Ann Gladney Gibson and Bill are finally
settled in a new house in Dallas, and she
seems to have the latest word on a decade
or two of S. B. C. people near her.
Margaret Swann Harris and her husband
are both M. D.'s: he is in the .\natomy
Dept. at Vanderbilt
Medical School and

she is working at the Vanderbilt Student
Health Service. They also have three sons
aged 11, 7, and 5.
A /T
Polly Vandevf.nter Saunders
^"^
Warwick, Virginia
Z±|Q
16 Shirley Road
Probably as you read this. Spring has
sprung and spirits are high. At this moment, however, it's post Christmas and
enthusiasm is difficult to summon. My news
is entirely from Christmas cards and most
of these are newsless.
Mary Lou Holton has accepted a Slate
Dept. offer to be a visiting professor of
English language at the University of Haiti
for the academic year of '.59-'60. "It was
a fascinating year and indescribably different teaching from anything I had ever
heard of." She has returned for the '60-'61
.season and her classes are again at the
Medical School, the School of Ethnology,
and at the Ecole Normale Superieure. In
addition she gives a course in English to
Haitian teachers who are no longer in
school.

"Preparations for all these classes keep
me very busy because of the lack of materials, text-books, etc., but since Port-auPrince is the capital of Haiti there is also
a very active social life both with the
Haitians and with the various Embassy
groups and foreign business representaShe says she will be delighted to welcome anyone coming through Haiti. She
is living at the Hotel Sans Souci but can
always be located through the American
tives."
Embassy in Port-au-Prince. Isn't that a
fetching
cruise? bit of knowledge for that future
Marjorie Christian Schley writes that
Catherine Smart Grier was in Savannah
recently and that both of them have plans
for our reunion. 1 hope this inspires you
all to start some active preparations for
our 15th so that as many of us as possible
can be together again.
.'\nne Owens Mueller writes on a lovely
La Jolla card that they are nicely settled
there — tliat their dirt yard of last year now
has growth and a swinmiing pool to boot.
Our transplanted Norfolkian is most enthusiastic about California living. I haven't
heard how transplanted Jessie Strickland
Elcock likes it out there, but for your address books her new address is 2190 Oak
Knoll .^ve.. San Marino. Calif.
Tody Corcoran Hartzer announces the
birth of Jonathan Pace Hartzer. on December 23. 1960. Tody writes: "This is the
best news I've had to send you since Jeff's
arrival 10 years ago!"
Polly Pollard Kline writes that her only
SBC news is that Martha Titterington is
remarried and has a brand new daughter.
I have never reported Twitter's new marriage because 1 didn't have any details.
All I have now is that the lucky man's
name is Byron H. Leonard. Jr. They are
living in .St. Louis.
Helen L. Graeff. 1/. S. V/.. sent me an
announcement of a recital of organ music
she gave recently at the Broad Street Cliristian Church in Martinsville. Va. The recital marked the beginning of (Iraeff's tenth
year as Minister of Music at the church.
Our congratulations!
The program itself
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was also enclosed and is most impressive.
I iioleil one sail item. Imwexer. in referenee
to Larpv liy Handel. It read: This familiar
and deeply movinu composition is playi'd
today in loving memory of the Re\. Richard
Hamilton (iurly. long time Rector of St.
Martin's Episcopal Church. Radnor. Pa..
who dieil Friday. October 7. 1960 — in appreciation of his encouragement and insympathy

spiration throu.gh the years." Our deepest
to Betsy Giirly Hewson. Her

father's frequent visits to SBC were always
aonepleasure.
GraeR's
program
is a lovely
and 1 think
wp should
somehow
trick
her into a performance of same at that
Tremendous. Bang-lp V)i(i Class Reunion
in June, don't
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you?

C^THARINK FlTZGER.\LD
1801 Shafor Blvd.
Davton 19. Ohio
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And our
whatnext
happened
the class
of '17.
Before
reunion.to 1962,
this column
hopes to see what's hecome of us and to
report on each member of the class.
Nan Hart Stone, our secretary for the
past two years, writes from Bon Air. Va.:
"Liz Ripley Davey and Bud were in Richmond in November, had dinner with me
and Judy Burnett Halsey and John. The
Halseys spent some time last summer in
.San Francisco. ^ osemite. and Lake Tahoe.
and the Daveys spent two weeks in Nassau
last year ... 1 am teaching second grade
at St. Christopher's, where my three boys
Billy, Alan, and Sheridan, go. Ginna Walker Christian's little boy is the star of my
class of 18 boys."
From Liz Davey in Kent. Ohio: "Spent
all summer and fall adding to and remodeling our house." Liz and Bud have two girls.
Betsy and Ellen.
Although a past An mnae Magazine
moved them to Philadelphia, Becky Knapp
Herbert and John are living in Dayton,
Ohio, where John is with the Mead Paper
Co. The Herberts and their children,
Kathy, Steve, Lisa, and David, are moving
into a new home this spring in Dayton.
Here in Dayton, Lewis and I have a new
baby girl. Mary Ames, and a boy. Fitz, 7.
Becky tells me that Suzette Morton .Sorenson and Ed have left Tulsa and are now
in Boston. Ed is attending the Harvard
.School of Business Administration.
Mary Lib Vick. one of our most loyal
contributors to the Alumnae Fund, was
married last year to G. Felder Thornhill,
111, and they live in Austin, Texas.
Blair Burwell May and Robert live in
Viayne. Pa., where Robert practices pediatric medicine. Their four children are Bob,

hurbanile, albeit unwillingly . . . Dot Bottom (Jilkey I '49 1 will s|>end a year in Germany. Her busbanil has a grant from the
Llniversity."
.Sara Ann

McMullen

Lindsey. -Mexan-

dria. Va.. writes: "Doug and 1 came to
Richmond .Assembly and loved seeing
everyone. Went to Virginia Beach anil had
dinner with Nancy C.oier .Stacey in her
beautiful home. Eleanor Crumrine .Stewart.
Ann Colston Leonard, and Isabel Dzung
(Mrs, Cho-luh Li) are all in Washington
now.
Ernestine Banker Gerhard and Bob are
in Three Rivers. Mich., where Boh is an
Episcopal minister. They have a boy,
Ernie, and a girl, Claire.
.Sue Fitzgerald Van Home and Bill.
Columbus. Ohio, have two sons, Tom and
Bill. Sue reports that Lee Grogan Crane
and Meade. Ft. Worth, Texas, have two
girls and a boy and that Lee has heen
studying speech therapy at Texas Christian
University.
Also from Sue comes word that .\imee
Des Pland Gibbons and Phil have two
girls, live in Hamlet. N. C. Aimee has heea
studying voice this past year.
Joan Littlelord Donegan and Maurice
live in Chevy Chase, have a son. John, 2.
Before her marriage, Joan was with the
CIA.
Barbara Janney Gamble and Dick, St,
Louis, have a girl, Laura, and two boys,
Dave and Bill.
Lots of news from Martha Smith .'smith
in Cincinnati: "Natalie Hall Chisholm has
a baby boy born in June, her second son
and fourth child. Her husband. Dan, is an
interior decorator in Erie, Pa. They stop-

preparing for three

mangasse 16, Vienna, Austria. Ann's mother
says the Whitleys will most heartily welcome any and all Sweet Briar alumnae who
come
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their way."

Mary Worth
Jo .Vrmstrong Berryman
Fort
Texas
3912
Claridge9. Court

When Mary Pierce returned from Haifa
at the end of .September, she resigned from
the Foreign .Service. She was married in
Florida on October 14 to .Sukayl Shukry
from Haifa, where they will live. .She left
for family.
Israel December 17 after a visit with
her
On October 10th McCall Henderson married George Revercomb in Alexandria.
They sailed on the Liberie for a month's
honeymoon in England. France, and .Spain.
They are living in Charleston. W. Va.
Ardis Fratus MacBride and her husband
were in .San Francisco in January for an
automobile convention and planned afterwards to fly to Hawaii for 10 days. Her
girls are all in school this year — Robin in
an accelerated .5th grade. Lisa in the 3rd.
Thais in 1st, and Heather in kindergarten.
She and Neddy are holding the fort at
home. Ardis is busy with Philergians.
Braintree Historical Society. PTA Council.
\oung Woman's Group at the Church,
bridge club, and bowling at the Neighborhood Club.

of

Jeanne Morrell Garlington spent the
summer driving 70 miles every day to
.Statesboro. Ga.. to summer school. Besides
a full teaching load, she keeps up with the

"Liz Abbott Averett is living near Middleburg. Va., teaching English in a public
school, and thinking of teaching in Europe

Junior League. Board of the Women's Guild
of the
Symphony.
Orphanage Board,
etc. SheBethesda
says she Boys'
feels as
if she
lives at least three lives.

next year. A quote from Liz's Christmas
card, 'We're snowed out of school today,
I've been deliriously domestic, baked 7
loaves of bread, knitted a cap, a sock, read

Betty Lou Bruton Lyons and Ed finished
building their new house in August and
are so happy to be settled. Edward is in
nursery school and Marcia is in the 4th
grade. B. Lou. Phyllis Thorpe Miller, and
Nancy Moses Eubanks had a delightful
visit together in Little Rock last summer.
Westray Boyce Nicholas spent a month
in England in the late summer. She and
Stacy, their son. came and went by ship,
while her husband Ray flew,
Jody Vestal Lyon and her children spent

ped by to children
see us summer
of '.59
two older
and ended
up with
with the
flu.
so I'm sure they take a dim
Cincinnati.

2 books. Am
Martha

view

about ready to start con-

templating my novel!'"
Smith
and Ben have two boys.

Duff, 5, and Ricky, 3. Ben. with the Chemical & Industrial Corp., "had a grand trip
around the world in August." Martha
writes. "We then rode out Hurricane Donna
at Virginia Beach, where we go every Sept.
■^aw Jean Old and Margie Redfern. Margie's recent acquisition is a jeep for the
beach. Jean is still skipper of the Bug-a-hoo
111 and gives many wonderful regatta and

Bev, "Tump, " and Chris.
A Christmas card from Frances Gardner
Curtis with word that she and Margaret
Ellen Whil'e Van Buren attended the Alum-

fishing week-ends to Virginia friends. She's
doing
well also
as a stock
broker."
Martha
had some
news of Ann
Marshall Whitley and her recent moves:

nae Council meeting in October. "Had a
wonderful time. Roomed with Birdhead at

"1 saw Ann's mother at Sweet Briar Day
in Cincinnati. She told me Ann and Jesse,

Dr. Rice's darling house." Frankie has
been chairman of the bulb sale in Norfolk.

a major in the Army, and their girls, Elizabeth, 8, and Cynthia, 5, left Ft. Leaven-

Nan .Stone's Christmas greeting includes
a letter from Katherine Street Sharp. Katie
writes from Nashville: ".'\lf is a sixthgrader, Tom a thirder, Louise a first , . .
1 am working in the school clinic . . . Our
lives are frighteningly like the typical su-

worth, Kan., last June after four years'
duty. Camping along the way. they then
drove to Monterey. Calif., where both studied German (.Ann at night school). Ann,
and Jesse are now in Washington. D. C,
where Jesse is at the US Army Strategic
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Intelligence School

years' duty in Austria. In Vienna he will
be Assistant Military Attache at the American Eiubassy. They Hy to Paris June 1.
pick up a small car and drive to Vienna.
Their address: Maj. and Mrs. J. W. Whitley, in care of American Embassy, Boltz-

a week with "Weezie" Lloyd last summer.
She also saw Blair Graves .Smith in June
when she spent the weekend with her in
Philadelphia. Sally Pearre finished law
school at the University of Marylan<l and
passed the Bar Exam last summer. She
is now a full fledged lawyer!
Sally Smith Williams has been busy with
the .Sweet Briar bulb project and worked
all fall for Nixon, but they managed a trip
to Washington for the VMI-George Washington football game.
After six years in Newport, Betsy Garrison Bartow and Bert moved to Moscow.
Idaho, where he is now executive officer of
the NROTC unit at the University of Idaho.
February.
She begins studying for her Master's in
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Betty Ann Warner KrithV son Hill is in
tilt- first grade. When daughter Liza became nursery school age. Hetty Ann went
l)ack to nursery school teaihing. This plus
church and Junior League work keeps her
on the run.
.Ml Jane Taylor Ix's hoys are in school
this year. Hill in ?>tA. Jon in 1st. and Jeff
in nursery school. She ami Hill had a wonderful cruise last March on the new Victoria. They visited 8 ports. Puerto Rico,
St. Thomas. Trinidad. Caracas, Curacao.
Haiti. Marlin:(|ue. and Nassau. Last summer they spent 10 days at Popponesset Inn
on tlie Cape.
Helen McKemie Riddle spent all last
winter huilding their new home and getting
the yard started. Hill is in the 4th grade.
Pain in the second, and Kay in kindergarten. She slays busy with Junior .Service
League. Study (^luh. PTA. Dance Club.
Church work, teaching Sunday .School, and
chauffering children.
Three of Mary McDiiffie RedniondV children are in school this year — 3rd grade,
kindergarten, and nursery school — so life
seems to be a world of perpetual car pools.
Diane King Nelson's David is in a musical kindergarten two mornings a week and
loves it. Felicia is at the beginning-to-talk
stage. .Sick children i)re\ented their making
a trip they had planneil to Dallas — a great
disappointment.
Martha Frye Terry's three girls are in
school, grades 1. 2. and 6. Glen is still at
home.
They
spent Christmas
in Hickory.
N. C.
Audrey Lahman Rosselot spent a weekend before Christmas in Munich to sho])
and sight-see.
The only drawback to life in Sussex.
England, for Martha Mansfield Clement is
Wally's daily train ride to London. Sarah
and .'\nne are the only ."Vmericans in a
convent school nearby, and they have an,
English nannie living with them. The
Clements have met other Americans living
in the area, and their English neighbors
have been
friendly. They've seea
several
shows most
in London.
Phyllis Thorpe Miller sjient the fall in
the midst of building their home — very exciting but time consuming, along with
Junior League work, garden club, book
club, and den mother for cub scouts. Her
chilflren are: John. 3rfl grade. Janet, kindergarten, and Robin at home. They all
spent two weeks in August with her family
in New York.
Evie Sharp Vidal and Joe are still enthusiastically working on their house. She
saw Nancy Sleptoe .McKinley early in the
fall. Evie is still working.
Ruth Street Ide is involved with volunteer activities, her major interest being
mental health — the Toledo Mental Hygiene
CJiuncil and the Lucas County .Ailvisory
{Committee for Homemakers .Service (a
Junior League project): and she is Secretary of the League. Daughter Tina. 9. is
in the 4th grade and Chail in 1st. Charles
is still practicing law in Toledo. Last fall
they spent a week at Farmington in Charlottesville. They spent the sununer at the
golf course or in the pool except for two
weeks at Crescent Beach, S. C, with her
family.
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Caroline Haskell .Simpson and her husband are house hunting. t!hris is 8 and
in the 3rd grade. Tom is 7 and in the
2nd. and Joe is in nursery school.

Mayde Ludington Henningsen's family
are overjoyed with their new brother. Vic
is 10. Kit 9. anil Mary Fran will be 8 in

Susanne Hardy Beaufort and Ira an'
adding to and remodeling thi-ir house.
Betty Lejjel Wingale and her husband
moved from Minneapolis to Westport.
Conn., the last of April. 19fi0 — a major
undertaking with three children under six
and one almost due.
Jane Miller Wright and her family are
all great water dogs — sailors and skin
divers. They spent the summer sailing and
the fall working for Nixon and guiding the.
lery.
children through the Huntington -Art Gal-

Connie Somervell Matter writes that she
(■(mtinues to fly and is shopping for a plane.
In addition to flying the children to Duluth,
Mac to Tulsa, and making other trips, she
is working as an airplane mechanic ini
order to (jualify for her Airframe and
Powerplant rating. .She is active in the
.Aero Club of St. Louis and the NinetyNines (international organization of women
pilotsl and has worked on the United Fun 1
— all this in addition to keeping up with
her children who are "growing uj) by leaps
and bounds." "-Am afraid that we lead a

Marge \lr(.alliim Anderson's girls are
all growing up. Leslie is in the 5th grade
this year, on the safety patrol, and in love
with a different boy in the dancing class
each week. -Anne is in 2nd grade and the

very dull life around here." she writes!
And here are some s'.atistics: Marge
Nevens Rackett, 2nd chil I, 2nd daughter,
.Sally Lee. March 25. 195): Betty Lefjel
Wingate. 4th child. 3rd son. Mark Poague.

tomboy of the group. Shelly, the 6-year-old.
is the industrious one — always coming up
with some money-making scheme. Marge
stays busy with a Brownie troop, PTA
activities, bridge club, and the theatre
whenever a new play opens in Philadeljihia.
She and the girls spent several weeks with
her parents in .Sanford. Fla.. last summer.

May 23. 1960; Jocelyn S:e 'man Tyson,
adopted son. Adam Richard, birn May 29.
1960; and Mayde Ludington Henningsen,
4th child. 3rd son. Timothy Fletcher. September 20, 1960, 8 lb, 4 oz.

As are
all three
of Mary
boys
in school,
she Col
has son
beenComstock's
catching
up on some remodeling of rooms, etc. Last
spring she enjoyed six weeks of being a
Field Reviewer for the Census and also
did some enumerating.
The typewriter has been Marguerite
Riicker Ellett's companion as she served as
Junior League Placement Secretary and
.Secretary for the SB bulb sale in Richmond. All three of her children are in
school mother.
and she will be Susan's .5th grade
class
Marge Nevens Rackett. who went East
last summer, had a nice visit with Patty
Damron Joy at West Point.
What a delight it was to hear from
Bettie-Jane W arren Beach after a lapse of
several years. She moved from Lake Forest. III., to North Wilton. Conn., in June,
1959. Both she and her husband are teaching at llnquowa Country Day School in
Fairfield. Conn. .After 10 years in a boarding school, they find life heavenly. They
have bought a house over 150 years old
and have had a wonderful time settling
down.
-After a trip to Florida last summer with
her children. '"Twink" Elliott Sockwell
settled down to a winter routine of serving
on the Board of the Civic Orchestra, being
a den nu)ther. and keeping up with \ irginia Lee, her youngest. Warren is at Reilstone -Arsenal, and they have built about a
dozen houses on their farm which is slowly
developing into a suburb.
Liz Hooks Richartls and her husband
bought an older house on 2'-j acres and
she has been swamped with redecorating
and getting moved.
-Ann Orr Savage's oldest chilil is in
school this year and her two boys are at
home. She stays busy with the usual League
jobs and taxiing to ballet, swimming, and
choir.
Last March. Liz Beltz Rowe and family
moved to -Atlanta on a company transfer.
.Sara is in the 4lh grade. Bill in the Isl
grade, and Chesley is at home.

March.

Editor's postscript: Mary Chandler
Berryman arrived on January 26. Mary Jo
writes that her "future Briar Patch girl
finally got here."
yi i^

Mafu.akkt Qi vnn Maplks
Frederick. Maryland
208 Rockwell Terrace
^^
Carolyn Cannady Evans and Harvey
moved to their newly remodeled home last
fall, and their new address is Box 1724.
Laurinburg. North Carolina. With four
children ranging in age from 9-1 'i;. Carolyn
finds some time for work in the church.
Cancer and Hearing Clinics, and local historical restoration. She says their home is
always open for any "forty-niners."
The highlight of 1960 for Betty Blair
Gosling and Pete was a 6-week visit to
Russia, where Pete was a delegate to the
International Orientalists Congress. They
are back in -Ann Arbor now where Pete is
-\sst. Prof, of Geography and -Asian .'Studies at the I', of Michigan. The children.
Kelcie, 7. Peter. 4. and Betsy. 2. stayed
with Betty's mother in Georgia and came
baik with .Southern accents — can't imagine
that Betty has lost hers!
Big news from Patsy Davin Robinson
and Sandy — little Katherine Davin was
born last March 29 — first girl after 3 strapping boys. Patsy wrote that -Anne Fiery
Bryan and Dick spent a weekend with them
last fall. They had a lovely time — .Anne
managed to get the mumps from her children and Palsy was able to give hers the
measles.
or Fritzie is doing fine — she is convinced
that "lime is the healer. " .Some troubles
with her innards including adhesions and
another obstruction (which did not necessitate an operation! have not destroyed her
fun-filled spirits. She has completed a
6-week course in speedwriling ( 100 words
a minute I and is now part-time secretary
at Christ (!liurch. W inne:ka. (barter and
.*>usan. "the most intelligent, witty, and
beautiful of girls," occupy the other "partMy

steadfast
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Kitty Harl Uelew. sent a Christmas card
witli a number of tidings and a dear picture of Lindsay. SVi. and Chip, 6 mo.
Betsy Dershurk Gay had licr first child,
Frank, Jr.. last April and at the same time
thev moved into a new home^ — RFD 2,
Round Hill Rd.. .\rnionk. N. Y. Pat Brown
is still teaching in N. Y. at Allen Stevenson. Some time ago she had seen Ann,
Edens Degoner and Josie Holmes, who
works in a public relations firm. Finally,
Lihby Truehart Harris had a son, Hiter,
111. on Dec. 9.
With a combination like Preucels (Ruth
Garrett) and Slaterys (Carter Vandeventer), Knoxville undoubtedly had a memorable Christmas season. Ruthie. et al, including that lovely "blue-eyed dream" — '
little 1 yr. old Ruthie — Hew down on the
21st for the holidays. Carter wrote of her
tremendous achievement this past fall — she.
has gotten No. 2 into the 1st grade and
No. 3 into nursery school. So— "with free
mornings the house is clean and there's
for making curtains."
time
Katie Cox Reynolds and Mary Louis
Stevens Webb anxiously awaited Christmas
as their 2 yr. old daughters were at that
perfect, intriguing, and beguiling age for
Hope Stevie's new home is
Claus.after
Santaintact
still
its first Christmas with
little Mary. Stevie is busy with her Jr.
League V. Presidency and keeping tabs
on Mary.
Margaret Towers Talman sent a lovely
Clu-istmas card of the museum — Wicham
Valentine House — which is one of her interests and "chief time-taker-uppers." She
has worked for them for seven years as a
faithful sewer, and is now a Trustee — old
age creeping in! Margaret was also a
census taker last spring (didn't realize that
went on in Richmond) and she related,
taken more than the census" — but
"I
fun,got
fun. She visited Libby Truehart Harris
and said Libby was fine and the baby
adorable. I'm not to print this — But — Margaret's brother, Bobby, has a novel out —
The Necklace of Kali— check them apples!
Preston Hodges Hill and Gene have had
two pleasant years in Amarillo — but will
be soon moving to Denver with a nice
promotion for Gene — and skiing for all!
I've had several conversations on the
phone with June Eager Finney about a
possible get-together. With only 40 mi. between us you'd think we could arrange
something. Bill's practice is going nicely
in Baltimore, and the children are happy
there. Correction on the last issue: Bill
started, not finished, med. school in 1949.
Vidmer Megginson Ellis wrote June that
she and Frank and the children were planning to spend their first Christmas away
from home (Mobile) and have a real
Northern Clu-istmas. And thai' they did —
they arrived in Rochester, N. Y. just in
time for the greatest snow of snows in a
number of years. June talked with Judy
Baldwin Waxter before Christmas in the
10c store while they let their children
Christmas shop. Judy's Susan was recovering from a broken arm received when she
pulled an icicle off the roof.
Now here's the thing to do — just called
.Sally Ayers Shroyer for a hot tip and found
she is tutoring by the hour seven chemistry
students (3 high school, 4 college) and
also has 2 piano pupils. She also told me
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that Kay Bryan is now Mrs. Roy Edwards,
living in Greensboro at her former address.
Others who have changed names recently
are Louise Carrey to Mrs. Preston Collins,
living al 4520 McArthur Blvd., N. W., Apt.
5, Wash., D. C. and Jessamine Patton to
Mrs. George D. Kennedy, living at 217 Hillcrest Dr., Cincinnati 15, Ohio.
Sam and 1 lead a calm, serene life —
dotted only by Allen (9), Johnny (6), and
Margaret (3), church work, garden club,
Y. W. C. A., trying to add up our dividends,
campaign soliciting, watching birds, square
dancing, Nat'l Retail Assn., bowling, and
PTA. Now. as a manager at the Home for
the
a tea for the ladies
there.Aged,
LifeI'mis planning
full and fun.
^ r\
^-^
^11 ^-^

Sally Bianchi Foster
Verona,
Jersey
119 Park New
Avenue

My children and I were ecstatic with 52
extra Christmas cards to rip open and read.
They ripped. I read. Thanks to all who
included me in your holiday greetings. I
presume many of you who did not write
had lost my address, so please note above.
It hasn't changed, except the old homestead is covered with snow, the driveway
is an icy trap, and one more "old-fashioned" winter and I'm migrating to Palm
Beach to move in with the Kennedys.
Speaking
of theofKennedys,
and politics
who isn't
this
year, many
you added
to
your regular schedule of work last fall. Pat
Owens Purvis worked in Texas. ( Naturally,
her card was the biggest I got — 10 inches
long.) Pat and her husband Tom tried
water skiing last summer and "are trying
to
it up
via skintight
Shekeep
is also
involved
with therubber
first JLsuits."
Follies in 20 years in Fort Worth. And a trip
to Padre Island in August produced deepsea fishing and scanty swimming once two
sharks were discovered swimming too.
Another political worker was Peggy Gilliam Park. The campaign over, she is
househunting and taking sewing lessons.
(So am I. I wish I'd taken sewing instead
of CC. I sew more than I dig up ruins.)
Jane Lewis Zollicoffer must have enjoyed
the election. Her husband Gus was returned to the North Carolina Legislature in
February.
Genvieve Hamel Geer took over the
Chairmanship of the Democratic Headquarters in Rye, N. Y., during the campaign. This was in addition to Sunday
School teaching. Executive Board of the
PTA, Cub Den Mother, and see baby announcements further down. She is our
class politician, and my erstwhile bedfellow
( politics make for strange bedfellows) .
Henrietta Hill Clark attended the Inauguration with her husband Clark and
sons Clark, III, 8, and Lister, 6. Clark,
III, is quite the football star, made CityWide All Star Team Center — and Montgomery, Ala., is no small village.
Next to politicking, moving was our most
popular activity this year. Jean Yanick
Snyder moved husband Ned and five children, Christine, 7, Diane, 6, Scott, 5,
Stephan, 3, and Carl, 1, to a new location
in Mason City, Iowa. Added to this job
were bridge, PTA, and parties to keep Jean
occupied.
Mary
Waller Berkeley Fergusson
and

family moved to a new Richmond location
in January. The name of the genius brother
to Molly, 5, and Russell, 3, (mentioned in
last newsletter) is Berkeley, who was one
year old on March 17.
Mini Wyse Linsky moved into a six room
"Garrison, not Colonial" home in Leominster, Mass. Faith, 5, started school in
the fall and Nathan, 3, keeps Mim thin,
at home.
Stokie Kyle Kimpel and Helmut are
building their dream-house (Helmut calls
it a "nightmare-house") in Warwick, N. Y.
In fact, the note came from Helmut. He
is commuting 65 miles to NYC while Stokie
and Gordon, 8, Thomas, 6, and Alice, 2,
visit his family in Germany for several
months.
Prospective movers are Dolly Clark Rasmussen and Bonnie Lloyd Crane. Dolly
and John plan to move to Washington,
D. C, in June. Bonnie's husband David
leaves teaching at Penn. this June and
plans to go into practice either in New
York or Chicago. She talked to Anne Peyton before Christmas. Anne had just returned from Bermuda. Bonnie's daughter
Melinda, 4, and Peachey Lillard Manning's
daughter Julia, 4, attend nursery school
together.
The only other move was the one Anne
McNeer Blanken, Ed, Bob, and I made to
NYC to wine and dine with Garland Hunter and Nick Davies. Nick was there to
take his boards in Internal Medicine,
which, of course, he passed. We ended the
evening with bock beer and venison stew
at Luchows.
When you're not moving houses, you're
moving muscles. Binkie Marr Dillard and
John went duck hunting in Wilmington
during the season, a welcome change from
Binkie's sport, "carpools, carpools, and
Polly
Thomas and Hod Peck catch
more
carpools."
bushels of fish, having been bitten by the
fishing bug. Doug, 7, Hoddy, 5, and Robby,
2, received rods instead of guns for Christmas this year in their Charlotte home.
Skiing is Diana Dent's sport, though "I
have great difficulty getting off the beginners slope which I've been on for five years
— alas." Diana and Anne Peyton rode the
range in Colorado last August, including
round - ups and camp - outs in the snow.
Diana has a teaching fellowship for two
years with the Child Development Center
in NYC. It is primarily a research and
training outfit, containing a nursery school
and psychiatric clinic for disturbed children under six.
Nancy Nelson and Bob Swiggett, joined
by Rob, 7, Jeff, 5, and Brian, 3, may have
run into Diana on the slopes. Seems Bob
is "hopelessly, athletically addicted to physical activity and fortunately I enjoy it
too." They also own a boat.
The other 25 Christmas cards full of
news must wait for the next newsletter.
1 want to make sure and leave room for
the other classes notes! But this letter,
received by Nancy Storey White, cannot
wait. It was a reply from Miss Lucas to
the letter and telegram we sent her last
June from our tenth reunion. ". . . What
downright joy to hear from you . . . both
by wire and letter! I wired you right back,
saying please plan your next reunion on
my old plantation up North.
The wire
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prohalily ncvrr rfailifd you liiil it was
siraiylit from my hi'art. And I did (and
do) mean 'bring lli<- children — all 500 of
I hem, more or less.'"

Hospital. Jane Carter Ogburn, Tom, and
son, born last fall, are now back in North
Wilkesboro, N. C. Susan Ilubson and Coke
McCord moved to Portland, Oregon, in February, so I'll make a field trip up there
and give you all a first hand report as soon

^ ~t
^
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Jfan Randolph Bruns
210 Sunset Avenue
Charlollesville, Va.

An October 27 birlbday for Robin Wyman Richardson, son of (lindy ff'ymnn and
Dorscy Richardson, (lindy says they are
being transferred to Wasliln»ton, D. C,
from New Orleans. Evelyn Miller is now
Mrs. Robert H. Meservey, IfiS York .'^treel.
New Haven, Conn. Julie Micou writes that
after a vacation at home ((Irosse Poinlel
and in Georgian Ray she is back doing
cancer research and taking courses at
Berkeley. She saw Diane .Aubineau at a
Junior League meeting but thinks Diane
has moved to Chicago.
N. K. Bullvrworth Palmer writes that
Bimbi Razul has been sent by the Pakistani government to study at Vanderbill
University for a degree in economics. Sis
Hyden was married New Year's Eve to
James Francis D'Wolf at St. Mark's Episcopal Church, Shreveport, Kathy Phinizy
Mackie writes that .Sis and ber husband
will live in Wilmington. Del. Carol Rolston
Toulmin and Sonny were planning to go
to Rome, N. Y.. for Christmas with her
family. .She and Nedra Greer .Stimpson are
reunion-bound.
Winglield Ellis bad a vacation cruise to
Haiti, Jamaica. Colombia. Panama. Grand
Cayman, and Nassau. Ursula Reimer Van
Anda and Rankine have a third child,
second son, Marc, born Aug. 16. Patty
Lynas Ford writes of their new parish in
San Jose, Calif., where Dick is assistant
minister, a change from a rural community
to a city of 200.000, from a new church
to a 100-year old parish. The address is
1108 Phelps Ave., -San Jose, Calif., 4.5 miles
from .San Francisco.
No more news, though many nice Christmas cards, and many indications that our
reunion will be well attended. I'm looking
forward to the days of rest as well as to
the familiar faces.
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San Francisco, Calif.
Joannie Holbrook and George Patlon
and their 3 adorable children are now on.
the Czech border — Bavaria — having left
Heidelberg. They'll be coming back this
way in July of '61.
And off to Europe this spring arc Pat
Layne \^'inks and Don. They will be living
in Zurich for a couple of years. Don will
be coordinating the public relations for 12
countries that have subsidiaries of (^yanamid's European operation. Pat finished
her work on her MA right before ber first
daughter arrived in November — Catherine
Grace by name. Pat reports Gay Maupin
Bielenstein ami baby are residing in Porlsnioulh until lliey move back to Canberra,
Australia. Bunny Maupin is working on
a novel — believe it's the same one.
Anne Curst .Strickland and husbanil.
Tommy, will be going to Pensacola next
fall when flight surgery is the order of the
day. Tommy is now with Betbesda Naval

April 1961

low calorie ice cream desserts. A very
broadening experience this is . . . becoming a wine and food gourmet. Do
write ... and thanks for the cards. . . .
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Nan O'Kef.ffe

as I get the address ... or maybe I'll
wait for Marty Legg Katz and Bill to come
to the West Coast — as promised anytime
after April. Harriet Thayer will be visiting
the West Coast, too . . . sometime.
Bobbie Reirh and Bruce Van Kirk and
family movcil to Houston last fall. Jean
Caldwell and Bob Marchant left the Island

New York 21, New York
, J,"S
109 East 79th Street
Christmastime is marvelous among other
reasons because so many of you all write
notes and send baby pictures and I love
it! To all of you who ilid. many thanks.
A better looking bunch of progeny I have
never seen!

last fall — to go fishing in California. Jean
reports Joan Stewart Hinton and Johnny
with their four children will be stationed
in Honolulu for 3 years. .\nd Jean tried
very hard to lure DeeDee hell Burr into
settling in Hawaii . . . but DeeDee retreated from Hawaii and finally settled in
Hartford.

Europe was, needless to say, the height,
depth, and breadth of all my dreams and
I am trying to get back as quickly as possible. While in Rome 1 ran into Jeanne
Stoddart Barends and her husband ami
we lunched and toun-d together for an exciting trip to Villa Adriana and Tivoli.
Small world and good time. Until 1 can
get myself back across the .Atlantic one
way or another, I'm working for the editor
of the Time. Inc., Book Division and like
it fine.

Barbara Baker Bird, Bob, and Michael
will be on the move. They now will spend
their weekends and summers in Wallington, Vermont, where they have a lovely
colonial home surrounded by 60 acres of
woods and streams and mountains. Barbara is serving as chairman of the personnel committee for the college division of
the National Board of YWC.'\ and is also
on the Board of the International House
Association.
Anne Hoagland and Bob Plumb report
a new job, new house, and new daughter,
Ann Hoagland, born in November. The
Plums have moved to Princeton. Bob is
now with American .Smelting and Refining
Company in New ^ ork City. Mary Gesller
Hanson had a second son, Mark, in September. A card from Jane Mattas Christian listed Phil, Flip, Matt, and Gigi.
Can't place this Gigi. Darling card of the
Ewald's fKitchie Roseberry) three cherubs.
Kitchie saw .Shug Gregory Pettit and Foster
in Louisville and their husky son Gregory.
Peggy Anderson .\shford brings the total
to 3 with the arrival of David in October.
Peggy also gave a glowing account of Betsy
If'ilder's wedding
late.

to Blake Cady — a year

A card from Jane Ramsey Olmstead in
Dallas. Her husband, Jim, works at Texas
Instruments and child Sallie is going on 2.
Jane's keeping her fingers in political pies
and the Museum of Fine .Arts there . . .
and offers Dallas to all of us passing
througli. And another daughter for Marge
Levine .Mjranis. Total — 3. Marge saw Hope
Reynolds Conte who's now living in Baldwin. Hojie has two sons.
.'\ letter from Robbie Lloveras in Hamburg, Germany, where she is studying music
and an. Robbie personally endorsed Pat
Layne Winks' husband's book, A Question
III Innocence. She also reported that Susan
May. had a grand trip through Russia last
Otis
.\nd I'm still eating up .San Francisco.
Literally eating, too. I'm still having fun
with my vineyards, but also I'm now with
a master of the culinary arts with kitchen
and photographic studio in the office. After
all the dclectablcs arc photographed. I get
to take home the most di\ine fringe benefits. .After two months of devouring everyHeads,

thing from Echalotes and prunes to Hog's
1 finally was detoureil
to naming

In the Hearts and Flowers Dept. we
have two more to join the ranks. Mary
Stagg will be married to Kenneth Hamblcit
from Hartford, Conn., in April. Ken works
for the Hartford Fire Ins. Co. and lives in
Long Island where they will live after the
wedding. Also, Louise Somerville is engaged to Henry Krotzer — and has been
living and working in New Orleans. Best
wishes to both.
Along the Maternity Ward, we have some
new additions and some that sneaked into
this world without any of us hearing about
them. .So 1 shall mention them, although
by now a few are almost ready for school
. . . Harriette Hodges Andrews and Charles
have a daughter named Frances . . . this
is one of those we didn't know of save by
the grapevine. Also. Bev Williams Fox
and Ken who have been living in C'ville
have a little boy named Bruce who is 18
months old. Liz Gibson and George Brooks
have a baby boy an;l are now living in
Houston. Carol Exnicios Tucker has two
boys, the last one born in November. See
how time goes by and we don't even get
half a chance to catch a bit of it. . . .
Janie Dawson Mudwilder and Bob named
the third one Tommy . . . born this winter,
just before Christmas I believe. Received
a nice card and note from Sarah Sivilt Harrison in Waco . . . she and Morse have two
daughters, F"rances, 4 and Harriet, 16 mos.
I think Frances seems to be the most popular girl's name . . . can think of four
hopeful .Alumnae Daughters who claim it.
Most exciting is that Maggie Grates McClung and Red David have adopted two
boys — they are twins and 7 mos. old —
named Lewis Burwell and Thomas Graves
. . . they have had to move into another
bouse in .Salem, Va.. to make room! They
also have a Frances! Jane Yoe X^ood's
Wendi is 20 months old and looks like
Mama!
In the Travel and Transportation Dept.
June A rata and Bob Pickett have moved
back to NY from Phila. and are temporarily living in Brooklyn Heights. Bob
has a new job with a data processing equipment company and they are deecelighted
to be back
up East!
Nancy
McGinnis
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Picard and her llirfc hoys have moveil
liark to Clev<laii(l Heifihls into a littlidream liouse . . . Nanry is painlin<; and
papering and doinf; volunteiT work and all
sorts of do-it-yoursi-lf activities. Dali- Halter Harris ami Ted had a luisiness trip to
Boston and Washington, and flew in and
out of New York hut did not stay Ion;;
If'illanl Conger
visit.heCourtney
to will
enough
and
Ford
leaving the .South this
Spring and heading up towards New York
with hahy. four horses, and 3 cocker spaniels! .She needs aid on where to live! Fun
to have them up this way.
M. A. Mellen and John Root liead.T for
Miami the end of Jan. when John crewed
in the Miami-Nassau races. Anne Elliott
Caskie and Challen and Trndi hive moved
to Richmond. Va. Clnllen is still with the
.Southern Railroad. I helieve. Janie Collins
Kilhurn writes that she is now an executive
secretary at an Art Gallery in Rockford.
111., and has given up teaching for the
time heing.
We had a New York conclave recently
for lunch — June Pickett. Faith Catlin.
Dickie Wellborn Yoran. and I— great fun.
and after three solid hours of gal), we felt
that we had the world situation and almost
every other situation in hand!
f^
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Bri XE Watts

Kricke

.56
Dr.
NewHickson
Providence,
N. J.

Happy New Year! All my news is from
last year hut since letter writing seems to
have
mind
first.
never

hecome our lost art 1 know you don't
a little staleness. Let's do the bahies
A couple from way hack who were
announced are John Lloyd Bieder-

man ('Liza Lloyd's first — born in late '.59)
and Sarah Elizabeth Plummer. called Lisa,
horn Christmas Day, 19.S9. (Mother Sally
Gammon is now in Denver where Stu is
Director of Chaplaincy Activities for Denver Presbyterian Hospital.) Joan Anson,
Hurwitt's third, Elizabeth, was born in
early 1960. (This is their last year in
Cambridge — Alhy is chief resident.)
Carroll Campbell Wommack was born in
March last year to Barbara Ballard and
Mitchell in Corpus Christi. Lindy Lineberger Steele had her second boy. John
Caleb, in April. Barbara Chase Webber's
third child was born in June — Christopher
Wheeler.

(Barbara's Temp, now 4, is recovering still from his burns. He was released from the hospital about a year ago
after a seven month stay and 37 operations.
He will continue to have 6 to 8 reconstructive plastic surgery operations a year for
the next few years.)
Eli Vorys Matchneer had a "huge darling
baby boy" last summer — I don't know his
name. .September was a good month. Rebecca Ashcraft was born to Mary Lee McGinnis McClain and Frank. Jane Berguido
and Tom Abbott had Peter Wood. And
Lamar Ellis and Richard Oglesby had
John. Lou Brandes Al)dullah had her third,
a boy, last year too. The latest I know of
(although there are lots in the oven) is
Susan Marie, born October 24 — Ann Henry
and Bill Lake are the proud parents.
There are a few gems for the "long lost"
department. Finally heard from Louise
Sl.inner McLaughlin.
She. Ed. and Twerp
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live in New^ .Smyrna Beach. Fla., and have
been joined by Margaret. .5. Isabel. 3. and
Catherine. 1! .Another we haven't heard
from in ages — also too busy having children— is Claire Tretter Rosegger. Her husband teaches economics at the College of
.South Jersey of Rutgers University and
they have Karin, 5, Michael, 3, Nara. 2,
anil Thomas, almost L
Ann I enable Rogers lives in Wichita
Falls and has a boy, a girl, a house, a
boat, 23 cars, and 2 trucks — oh, yes, Dick
is a Hertz agent. Jean I'on Srhilling and
Bennett are building a tri-level house on
a wooded lot with stream in Richmond —
they are parents of Marshall, age 3. Logan
Benlley has had an exciting year — partly
with her parents 60 miles west of Paris
and partly in Matlrid with the Time-Life
group iloing photo work for the Hemingway writings in Life and for the FabiolaBomloin marriage. She's jiaid to go thest^
[daces!
The class sends its sympathy to Hattie
Hnghes Stone whose mother died this past
fall after a long battle with Hodgkins
Disease. And to Nancy Cornwall whose
mother died in an auto accident in Florida
last fall also.
Miscellaneous: Anne Brooks is at Brown
I'niversity in Providence working on an
M.A in classics. Anne White Council had
lunch in Memphis with Betty Gene Orr
Atkinson, Sissy Morris Long, and Pony
Brumlett Lowrance. Some details on Jeanne
Stoddart and Fred Barends' trip last fall —
they had a week in Holland, ten days in
Austria, and two weeks in Italy — a honeymoon in a Fiat 600. Also Maggie Mohlnian's trip — London. Paris. Vienna, all of
Italy, the Riviera. Madrid, and Lisbon —
just the opposite from ours which was all
north after Paris. Maggie went home for
Christmas
Year's
Mary
Jane
Roos and
and spent
Dick New
Fenn.
Faithwith
Rahrner
Croker spent New Year's in Florida. (Waa
this to recuperate from being chairman of
SBC Day for the Long Island Club?) Dodo
Booth Hamilton's Christmas present from
George was New Year's Eve at Sea Island
and Jean Gillespie and George Walker
went to the Homestead. Don't we sound
prosperous!
Joan Potter and Henry Bickel will be
at a convention in Florida in January and
plan a week in Nassau from there. Peggy
Crowley and Dick Talbott had a preChristmas vacation in Florida. And Cam,
Brewer Hill went with her mother and
sister to Florida to help them get back on,
their feet after flu and mononucleosis, respectively. Robin Francis spent most of
1960 abroad — Tunis principally — and hopes
to go back soon. Joan LeP. C.hamberlin
Englesman had a flying trip to the West
Coast where Ralph was most of the summer. .She an<l the two boys spent 2Vi
months in the deep Maine woods — can you
imagine that original indoor girl down a
long dirt road with no phone — and even
mountain climbing!
Sally Bumbaugh is now the TV Department for McClellan Model Agency. If you
need a pretty girl to push your product on
TV, she's the girl to call. Also in the TV
line — Jane Keating Taylor's (JE commercial for Mike Nichols and Elaine May won
the TV advertising award for the best in
its category for

19,59-60.

.Ann May and Sonny Via have an ocean
front cottage at Virginia Beach now — an
interesting note for summer
travelers.
Dottie Law -Martin has moved to Greensboro, N. C. Scolty Brice Griffey from Oklahoma to Chattanooga. And Pinky Walsh
<lena.
('ahouet has gone from Michigan to PasaBill and 1 haven't i|uite atrophied as wp
thought we might after such a gay summer.
We went to Virginia Beach for Thanksgiving, taking Bill's brother and Dutch fiance
with us and again at Christmas taking an,
English friend. We had a delightful evening
in
Carlton
and finally
Mike McCaffee's
in Lynn
Norfolk.
Mike
has shore home
duty
after four months in the Med, so Lynn has
come
back from
Texas.
atmosphere
cosmopolitan

We've
anyway. kept our

.Send to the Alumnae Fund now — avoid
dunning letters from Nanci.
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Camille Williams
Box 268

Taylor

Opelika, Ala.
Ann Jeffers and Dick Hogarty lead the
class! They hung a fourth stocking up at
Christmas time for .Ann Marie (Nancy)
who arrived Dec. 13. Jane Dildy Williams
and Mac have a daughter, Melinda. born
Jan. 22, 1960. They are presently in Durham where Mac is doing residency in
anesthesiology. Bar Black- Sornmer and her
doctor husband also have a daughter.
Karen .Ann, born in .August, Gail Davidson and John Bazzarre's son, Scott, made
his appearance last Spring. Gail still enjoys her job at the radio station in Charlottesville. Betsy Miller Sayler and her
first baby, John, Jr., born in October, are
accompanying her husband on a business
trip to Rio de Janeiro for 3 or 4 months.
They live in Savannah when in the U. S!
Nat Cavallo Willis, husband Garry, and
son John, who was born in March, are
moving to Richmond in February, Garry
will be associate editor of the Richmond
News Leader. Nat has been busy recently
typing,
proof-reading,
indexing
book, Chesterton,
Manandand
Mask, Garry's
which
is to be published soon.
Emily Hunger Slinglulf's daughter, Molly, was born last September. They now
have a boy and a girl. Evelyn Sanders
Haugen had a boy, Walter, in August,
Charlotte Orr Moore, whose husband practices law in Decatur, Ala., has a son,
Robert, born July 1. Their daughter, Jeannie, is 5 years old.
Also producing a son, Jamie, in October
was Ruth Campbell Van Derpoel. The Van
Derpoels entertained Ruthie's "French
brother" Claude Simonet last summer when
he visited the U. S. His family was her
host during her summer in France under
the Experiment in International Living.
Ruth and Kenneth attempted to "show him
how a young couple lives in the suburbs,
Sally Ann Huebner Palmer and Richard,
who live in Royal Oak, Mich., had a secdaughter in August. Melissa joins
U. S.ondA."
Deborah Ann who is 4 years old. Charlotte
Taylor Miller had her first child, Helen.
Holmes, in July. Her husband, Andy, is
a market analyst and they live in N. Y.
where Charlotte maintains a part-time job
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as alumnae cxeculivc secrf-tary for her old
school.
Pat Tucker Turk arc|uircil a son. Bill,
and a new liome in Wilmington in September. She and Maynard also have one of
each. Also ar(|uired a new home and newson simultaneously last Fall was Kay
KiiltiTts MeHaney and James who livi' in
Luhhoek. Texas. Another Seplemlier liahy
was Daviil (Christopher whose proud parents are Barhara I'lamp Hunt and the
Reverend Hunt. I.ee Fiiiuria Hartmann's
first hahy eame in Si-pteniher - a t;irl.
Deniee Lee. Dianne I eniey Grei'nway had
James, IV, in Novendier to add to her
family of two daughters who are S and 2
years old. The (Jreenways live in Greenwich. (!onn. .Still another Septend)er hahy
was Peggy Osboni Haynes's son, Michael.
Shi' has 2 hoys. (Iretchen Armstrong; Redmond's first child, lielh. was horn in

March. 1%0.

The latest newcomer is Pat Sniilh Tii'cr's
daughter. Margaret Bradley, horn Jan. 3.
1961. We have a recent new arrival — a
fine, handsome lad named Andrew MacKen/.ie. He came .3 weeks early on Dec.
21 making 1960 a liig year indeed for us!
Kathleen I'eeples .Sattler had her first child,
a redheaded little girl. Katie, on Oct. 14.
.She ami Dick moveil into their new house
in St. Louis last July. Clara Pfeiffer Rodes,
who lives in Cincinnati, has a daughter,
Margaret, horn A|iril. 1960. Joan Funkhaiiser Burrell ami Bob are busy enjoying
their little girl. Linda Lee. who came last
August. Nancy Douthat Goss's son. Edward, was born last June in [)over, N. H.,
where Woody's family has a farm. They
now live in Brooklyn Heights and are still
relating tales of their fascinating trip to
Europe and Russia.
Nancy Clapp Cudlip and John live in
Port Washington, N. Y., and have 2 children, a boy and girl, ages 3 and 1. Jere
Campbell Robertson's son. Bill, 111, is 14
months old. They enjoy, among other activities, collecting anti(|ues for their Fort
Worth home. Shirley Davenport Keady,
who lives in Abilene. Texas, had a daughter in July after 2 sons. Pat Collins Patton
and her husband recently built one of the
prettiest houses in Ft. Worth, according
to Jere. Carolyn Neighbors Hart has 4
children. Nancy McCray Gamble has 2
girls, ages 6 and 4. She lives in Lake
Ozark, Mo., where she is church soloist
anil manages her husband's business office,
and bookkeeping system. Barbara Mr Lamb
Lindernann sold tulip bulbs for .Sweet Briar
in Milwaukee last summer.
Catherine Cage Mooney has returned to
a career as a portfolio analyst after a 9month babyleavi-. She was called upon to
take over the Houston Alumnae Club project of sidling snow-Hocked Christmas trees
when the head man had a heart attack.
(Iross sales this year were $19,000 which
will net about .$4,000 for scholarshi|) funds
for local girls. In addition to these fulltime activities (iatherine finils time to enjoy till* "world's cutest blond blue - eyed
boy!"
Rosemary Manrill Berry, living in Dallas, has one son aged l.T months. She. like
so many other classmates, campaigned for
Mr. Nixon.
Alas!

Apkii. 1%1

Kathleen RuHon Ginn and L. H. are resigned from the Army and living in Richmond. Va.. where he is an engineer with
Reynolds Metals Co. They have a daughter, 4, and a son, aged 18 months. Phyl
Joyner is studying law at the U, of Richmond. Pat Kilmer Norris lives in New
^ ork and does advertising displays for a
firm there.
Nathalie Robertson Fox and Dave recently moved to .Sacramento. They have 2 boys,
ages 5 and 2. (Georgia Knoblorh Smith
has 2 sons and lives in .Shrewsbury. N. J.
Diane Johnson DeCamp writes a column
for a weekly newspaper and was Cincinnati Bulb (.'hairman. Chase Lane Bruns
and (lene are active in the Young Democratic tilul) in Washington and are both
taking a course in (ireek drama. Chase
has an interesting job with a management
consulting firm. During the holidays Vida
Radin was fabulous chef anil hostess at a
small dinner party and Shirley Sutliff entertained the Washington .Sweet Briarites
with a gala affair.
Must sign off. There's more news coming next issue. Meanwhile [ilease keep me
informed.
P* /^

Catherim;
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Can it truly be 1961';' The time is
close for gathering together again at that
wonderful fifth reunion. Carry me back
to old Virginia and what a happy time,
we'll have!
1 have had one classmate visitor since
the last notes: Nancy Salisbury Neill was
visiting her parents in Jackson in Oct. and
she left little Betsy there while she came
to New Orleans to spend a day with me.
At the time of this writing. Nancy and
Bob are about to start on another trip,
this time to San Francisco for business
and pleasure. They will vacation for several weeks in the Far West. Our next
.S. B. visitors will get to New Orleans next
week for a medical meeting. They are
Carolyn Dickinson Tynes and Barney.
We're really looking forward to their visit;
1 imagine we'll spend many hours eating
at wonderful places, antiquing up and
down Royal Street, drinking cafe atvc
chicoree, playing with my children, and
seeing pictures of Carolyn's two boys . . .
all of this while our husbands pursue their
medical interests.
Jolly Urner Hew to Hagerstown during
the Christmas holidays for her first tri|>
home in a year. She does love .San Francisco and teaching first grade. Jolly is
now becoming quite a skier. According to
Mi.ss llrner. Joan Roberts Slatlery has
adopted another baby.
.Another (Californian. Ann Train Ross,
brought me up to flate on her activities:
.She and John were married in July. 19,S7,
just after her graduation from St. Andrews.
They liveil in London for a year while John
finished his City Planning Diploma at
London University. ( He already had his
architect's degree from a university in
Johannesburg. .S. Africa.! During this year
.Ann worked at the Post Graduate Medical
.School. Hammersmith

Hosintal. on a re-

search projci'I. In .August. '.S8. they went
to Philadelphia where John took a Master's

degree in Landscape .Architecture at the
1 1, of Pennsylvania and Ann worked at
the University Hospital on another fascinating project until 2 days before Richard
was born on Jan. 25. 1960. Four weeks
later they moved to .San Francisco ( which
they love I ! The Rosses will be in thi:'
country until July when their visas expire
and then they will return to Britain and
finally to .South Africa and their families.
Other news from the West Coast is the.
exciting news of Kay .Smith's marriage to
Robert John Schauer on December 20 in
Wilmington. Del. I know that Kay was.
and is. a radiant bride, and 1 know too
that Robert John is a rery lucky man. All
happy wishes to you both!
Julie Jackson Coffey and Ed are living
in (Cleveland and I'm glad to hear that
Julia has a piano — I'm sure there's always
music in the air. She and Mary McCiiire
Fite, and Bobbie Brailshaw Sedgwick see
each other from time to time,
Denny Dolan Henkel and Steve now
have "three of a kind." all adorable little
girls: Heidi. .3. Page, 1'-, and Muffie, 3
months. Marty Field Carroll and (Charlie
have two girls. Mary El and Jan. They
are settled in Boyton Beach. Florida. .Stevie
Smith .Settle and Charles are living in
Dallas anil love it . . . true blue Texans!
They have one little boy. Scooter. Proud
parents of a new son. Rives Major, are
Lt. and Mrs. Duncan who are still in (Germany. Mary .Alice (Major Duncan I writes
that they have recently travelled to Pari.s
and Switzerland with the main stop at the
fabulous Rhone Glacier.
Corky I Corel! I Lauter Murray and Bob.
who live in Elmhurst, N. Y.. have a daughter Laura Anne who was born in June.
1960. She sounds just like a little Corky
with big blue eyes and blond hair. .Also
horn in June was Jeffrey Michael Wingfield. He is the fine son of Mary .Ann,
Edens Wingfield and Jeff. Jeff is getting
his master's in City and Regional Planning and M. A. is working at the University hospital in pediatrics and obstetrics.
.Another new baby is Ethan MacNeill
Engleby, the son of Jane Slack Englehy
and Tommy. Ethan was born in October,
1960.
Eugenie Lyman, the young daughter of
Margie Manget Lyman and Guy, Jr.. was
born late in the sunnner and is growing by
leaps and bounds.
Ella Prince Trinnner is in Riidimoml
teaching English and History of Art. The
latter, according to E. P.. should be entitled "Daily Difficulties with the Slide
Projector"! Before teaching. Ella Prince
got her M. A. at Yale and spent the summer in .Maine. Jane Black (Clark is to be
the .S. B. alumnae representative from Norfolk next year. Jane returned in Nov. on
the United States from a marvelous six
weeks
sister. in Europe wCth her parents and
.Ann Stevens .Allen and

Pryde Rrown

McPhee recently had a reunion at Ann's
home in Oakville, Ontario. I'ryde and John
were in Toronto for the opening of Camelol
and John was gathering information for
one of the cover stories he iliil for Time
last fall. The McPhees have two darling
daughters; Laura, 2'.'. has brown eyes anil
blond
hair, and Sarah Collyer, who wan
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horn last June, is their "Irish baby" with
blue eyes and black rurls. I'ryile writes
that they hope to spend two months in.
France this spring — part work, part holiday.
Henry, Cackie, Tommy, Pres, Snicklefritz (our black cat), and 1 spent a perfect
Christmas in Jackson — in spite of "being
so many" we do manage to get around!
I will travel alone, however, this June
when 1 l)oard the Southerner and head
for Monroe, Va., and SBC. 1 hope to see
you there!
1^ r^
^
I
^
*

l!vnnMi\ Tetzlaff
Box 143
.Stowe, Vt.

My apologies to you all for being so
late in sending out my cards. What with
all the holiday rush, the time just slipped
liy until suchienly my deadline was almost
upon me and 1 had nothing to report. And
llianks to all of you who did reply.
First off. I have a much - belated announcement of the arrival of Stephen
Elliott into the family of Bob. Bobby
(IVo), and Helen Smith Davenport last
April 16. While I'm on the diaper-clad
subject, let me add that Sept. 28 was a
big day for Fritz, Laurie (2^2), and
"Marjie" Whitson kwAe: new daughter
Nancy Jo arrived at the hospital only 10
did!
minutes after Mom
Oct. 5 was the day Ann Maguire chose
family of Barb and "Polly"
to join the
Spessard
Neblett. The Nebletts had a very
busy holiday season, with 3 ardent Santa
fans in addition to the new baby. Nov. 11
marked the arrival of Alexandra Duer into
the family of Michael, Kammi ilVi) , and
Joan Harjes Jasperson in Annapolis. And
on Nov. 24 (Thanksgiving Day) Jimmie,
Jimmie, Jr., and Joy Peebles Massie welcomed young Alexander G. B. Massie into
their Richmond home.
Down in Atlanta, Buddy and Saynor
Johnson Ponder had an eventful fall — with
a new house and new bassett hound. As
Saynor writes, she and Buddy are sitting
on cloud #9 after the arrival of a real
live Christmas doll, Herbert Madison Ponder, 111, born Dec. 10. And from Chicago,
Diane Diiffield Wood writes that she,
"Sandy," and Pammy (1%), were joined
by Kathryn Mary at 1 :21 a. m. Dec. 31 —
just in time to greet the New Year. Pammy
has been visiting her grandparents in Philadelphia for a while and Diane reports that
she and Bob and "Char" Heuer Watson's
son Bobby have hit it off quite well. The
Watsons are now living in Westfield, N. J.
Ann Scolt Remick writes that she and
Nat have their second child, a boy, who
was born an hour before Jim and Alice
Barnes Knight's "Little Guy." Ann adds
that "Little Ann," now 5, thinks the baby
was "sent" just for her to look after. Alice
writes that she had a grand time playing
Santa to young Guy, and was delighted to
receive her own car for Christmas.
Exciting news comes from "Suzy" Neblett Stephens, who is now in Nassau where
Bob Lee is working in the Royal Victoria
Hotel for the winter season. They've rented
a house and .'^uzy writes she's busy training Lee and Nell to become beachcombers.
She adds they'd love to welcome any
SBC-ers who may be down there.
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Lots of news of holiday trips. Alan and
"Lainy" Newton Dickinson spent Christmas with his folks in Golden Beacli. Fla.
They had a grand time, even though there
was no sun, a disappointment to Lainy,
wlio wanted to come home tan. Anne
Gwinn Fox writes that she. Jay, and John
(2) spent the holidays with her folks in
Huntington, W. Va. .She adds that John
was enthralled with Santa and the tree
liglus and that he is perpetual motion
from "son-up" to "son-down." From Memphis. Elaine Dies Colmer writes that this
was their biggest Christmas ever, as they
had Bob's family visiting tlii'm. Daughter
Ruth was 3 in Dec. and Jolm is now 1.5
mos.. so their holiday season was generally
hectic, but fun. Ron ami Betty Miirden
Michelson, after spending the holidays with
her parents, are now back in Washington
and were looking forward to the inaugural
festivities. They had a nice visit from Paul
and "Lee" Wiuich Morrow in August during the American Bar Assoc, convention.
Not everyone traveled for the holidays,
though. Word comes from Nancy Fink
Leeds in N. Y. that daughter Jennifer
thoroughly enjoyed her 1st Christmas, and
in Baltimore, Chuck and Jane Best Webland enjoyed a quiet holiday at home.
Betsy Denny Candler writes that she and
Bo have 2 big trips coming up: one to
California to visit her mother in April and
the other to Lake Louise next summer.
Betsy is kept busy with 3 children and
various pets, but still manages to fiml time
for church and charity work. From Rochester comes word that the Dillons, Peter and
Carolyn Scott, have a little girl, .Susan
Terrell, born Sept. 25. The Dillons spent,
a long Christmas vacation in Virgmia.
They saw Peggy Liebert, Mary Anne Van
Dervoort Large, .Susan Ragland Lewis, and
.Sophie Ann Ames White and son David
in Richmond, Nancy Godwin Baldwin at
SBC, and spent some time with Al, Tad
and "Mimi" Chapin Plumley in Washington on the return trip.
The word from Rocky Mount, Va., is
that Dave. Martha (2%), Francis (IM;),
and Anne Richardson Worthy have settled
there and that Dave is with the law firm
of Hutcherson & Greer. Out in Indiana,
"Cynnie" W ilson Frenzel writes that they're
all set to move into a fabulous new (to
them) house — an old one which has been
added on to — around the middle of Feb.
Bob and Mary Anne Van Dervoort Large
are now living in Richmond and awaiting
the completion of their house. After leaving the Navy, the Larges toured the South,
rambling through 9 states. Mary Anne
writes that they overstayed in New Orleans
to the extent that they really had to rush
to get back in time for Bob to start his
new job.
Had a news-crammed card from Nancy
Neighbors Becker, who. with husband Eric
and daughter Allison Brandon (2) were in
the midst of moving from Austin, Tex., to
Berkeley, Cal., where Eric is doing research for the National .Science Foundation and working on his Ph. D. Nancy adds
that she's seen Carol Turner Crosswaite.
who's now working on her history master's
at Rice on a scholarship.
And Susannah "Pokey" Newlin Archinal
has been busy since she left SBC. She
graduated from Penn State in '57, worked

as an editor's secretary at "SatEvePost"
for a year, got her M. S. from Columbia
l^chool of Journalism in '.59, went back to
work as an Editorial Assistant for the
Ladies' Home Journal, and was married
.Sept. 10, 1960 to Harry Bartley Archinal,
an architect. They're now both busy restoring and remodeling an old Philadelphia
brick town house.
News of another wedding, on Dec. 3,
is that of Nancy Godwin to Thomas Lee
Baldwin, who met while doing "The Moon
Is Blue" for the Lynchburg Little Theatre.
Tom is a chemical engineer with American Cyanamid in Piney River, Va. The
Baldwins spent their honeymoon in Nassau,
couldn't land in Washington on the return
trip, were sent to Boston, where they were
promptly snowed in — at the Statler Hilton!
What luck! From over in C'ville, Dagmar
Halmagyi Yon writes that Jody is standand that but
he says
and
wavesing now,
frantically,
never "bye-bye"
at the right
time! Joe will get his M. D. in June, and
they hope to intern at the Naval Hospital
in Jacksonville, Fla. Anne McGralh Lederer writes that "no news is good news,"
adding that they're hoping to get in some
skiing this year.
Out in Sacramento, where they've bought
a house, Don and Page Kelly O'Connor
are busy getting settled. Back East, David
and "Chips" Chao Pai are settled in
N. Y. C, where David's an engineer by day
and student at night at NYU and Chips
is a student day and night at the graduate
school of the Albert Einstein College of
Medicine. Out in Ft. Wayne, Ind., Nannette McBurney Crowdus, Bill, and Warren are settled in their tri-level house, complete with swimming pool, and down in
Texas, Mary IFebb Miller and Tom are
busy managing 12 apartment units.
In Falls Church, Va., "Babs" Falge Openshawwrites
is trying
to just
conquer
the boy
"sniffles."
She
that she
gets one
cured
and the other comes down with it, almost
indefinitely. Jay is now 3 and David was
1 in Nov. Babs adds news of several
parties over the holidays, including a grand
one and
giventheby annual
Al and carol
"Mimi"gathering
Chapin at
Plumley
the
home of Jim and Susan Ragland Lewis.
From the "fancy free" group comes news
of many exciting jobs. Jane Rather has
been Public Relations Director for a national educational organization during the
past year and, as of this writing, is off on
a trip to Europe. Jane Fitzgerald is now
back in NYC after a jaunt to Atlanta
where her parents are now living, and
Elaine Floyd has returned to the Harvard
Divinity School after summering in Brentwood, Cal., where she was a summer youth
worker. Sally Groce is teaching school at
West End, Grand Bahama. In Washington,
"Emmy"
Stenhouse
now Research
for the new
Nationalis Cultural
Center,.Ass't.
and
planned either a skiing or Caribbean trip in
Feb. Yours truly is still in Stowe, now
working for the Mt. Mansfield Co. at The
Lodge at Smuggler's Notch and praying,
like everyone else in the area, that some
of the snow will blow up this way and
accomplish two purposes — relieve you folks
in the NY-Washington area of a Vermonttype winter and relieve us of good-but-notas-good-as-usual snow conditions.
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From NYC comes word of Gertie Sharp
Caldwell and Ben: he is interning at Cornell Medieal Center and plans to specialize
in obstetrics and gynecology. Baby Trudy
— who is adorable from the picture on the
Caldwell's card — was a year old in January. Gertie says that they find New York
full of interesting and unusual things to
do; and when they have a chance, they
have great fun "antiquing" in New England.
Portia Strickland Frazier and Les are
settled in Greenville. Miss., after three
years with the Marine Corps. Their son
Charles Leslie. III. is I'j years old and
little Aline Frances was born October 30.
At Rogers Hall. Bessie Smith is a teacher
again and in the summer Bessie plans to
return to Harvard to work on her master's
in Education.
Winnie Leigh Hamlin and Davis have
been having a grand time working on their
new October.
"old brick"
househerwhich
theyat bought
in
Besides
duties
home,
Winnie finds time to tutor — although she
gave up teaching full time — and has a
Scout troop of 19 senior high school girls.
Ethel Ogden Burwell sent news that
Ethel Hunter Ogden "bounced" into
Armistead's and her life on Nov. 20. Even
with a wee one she is busy outside her
home with church work, Jr. League, and
SB Alumnae Club in Indianapolis.
I received more news about other people
from June Berguido James than she sent
about herself and Jim. When she was in
Richmond for a meeting she saw Flo
Burhannn Heyward and Johnny and heard
all about Ginny Tyson and Ralph Lawrence's wedding in N. Y'. June says the
Heyward s have a lovely new modern house
in Bon Air and see a lot of Patty Williams
Twohy and her husband. June also had
a visit with Susan Day who is now back
in Richmond hut manages to make quick
trips to N. Y. occasionally.
.'^usan Davis Briggs is now a "southerner" for she and Dick are in Birmingham, Ala., while he internes. To fill the
long hours Susan is doing cancer research
work for an institute which is connected
with the Sloan Kettering Foundation. .She
also does Junior League work so she has
a full life.

grandmothers) were born. They are identical twins — delightful, healthy, and happy
little girls. As you can imagine, we are
very, very busy but they are a real joy to
us. .\nd speaking of being busy, the girls
are announcing that they want their "midmorning snack" so I'll close. Keep the
letters coming so we'll have a long column
for the June issue.
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Thank you all for your enthusiastic response, and now for first things first.
Engagements: Patsy Bulkley to Dave
O'Brien and Kathy Mather to Randolph
Bulgin. Randolph iMac) hopes to have
his Ph. D. in English from Princeton this
summer. Kathy will be able to keep her
Woodrow Wilson.
Marriages: Pat Davis to Leonard Sutker
in November, making their home in Chicago. Anne Wimbish married a San Francisco lawyer, Mark Kasanin, in December.
Connie Fitzgerald married a New York
lawyer. Richard Henry Lange. Christmas
Eve. Sally
nameandis Brock
Mrs.
Arthur
Brock Beattie's
Sinkler, new
Jr. She
are living in Alexandria. Virginia.
Babies: Anne Hiiffendick Hamman had
a little girl, .Anne Lenair. Jan. 6th. Sandy
LaStaili MacDonald had a little girl. Lisa
Anne. Her husband, Murdock. is at Tufts
getting education credits so he can coach
football and teach. Proud father Tom
writes that Ginny Marchant Noyes had a
little girl. Dorothy Pettit, Dec. 27tb. "She's
got red hair and looks most intelligent."
Cookie Payne Hudgins writes of a son,
Robert Lewis Hudgins, Jr., born Sept. 23rd.
Another September baby is Peter Watson
Seaman, son of Betsy Duke and Peter Seaman.

Judy Graham Lewis' Christmas card had
a picture of handsome son Stephen "who
has been running around since he was
nine months old — such fun!" Jim, who
has been in Okinawa with the Marines, is
due home in February and the Lewises
will then head for Baltimore.

News teaching
by slates:speech
I'irginia:
Dottie in
Moore
Lawson
correction
two
Alexandria elementary schools. Courtney
Gibson teaching in Spotsylvania County.
Mary Todd is a librarian for two schools
in Newport News. Snowdon Durham Tyler
teaching in Bridgewater. Happy Jordan
Fitzgerald and family living in Blacksburg
while Jimmy finishes at V. P. 1. Catherine
Brownlee Smeltzer is working as a chemist
while Mike continues at W. and L. Law
School; he graduates in June. Barbara
Kelly Tate has stopped teaching, is living
in Lexington.
Elsie Prichard Carter is teaching third
grade while Bill is in Med. School at the
University. Virginia MacKethan Kitchen
is
in C'ville
where Corky
in teaching
Law School.
Susan also
Timberlake
Thomasis

"Amazingly enough." writes Caroline
Sauls, "my pupils are learning French";
she has 250 of them in three elementary
schools in Atlanta and adds that she adores
her work. Caroline was looking forward to
being maid of honor for Claire Cannon
when she and Hudnall Christopher were
married on February 11.
Another wedding of interest was to take
place on February 4 in Piedmont, Calif.,
when Pat Ashby became Mrs. Robert
James Boesch.
Eddie and 1 have increased our family
by two; on December 30 Leona Kling and
Martha .McBroom Kuntz (named for their

and December baby. Colin .Stuart, Ul, are
in C'ville where Cal is in Law School.
Meri Hagerty spent two mos. in England
with "Experiment in International Living."
went to Sue \^ edilerburn's wedding in
Edinhorough, visited friends in Germany,
and lived in the Paris Latin quarter for
IVi mos. She is currently taking in the
glorious sights of Richmond. Tabb Thornton Farinholt and Blair are teaching at
Collegiate. Tabb is teaching Religious .Studies and American Lit. Susan Taylor
Montague and Minor are also in the city
of monuments. Minor's been out of the
Navy since June.
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Georgia: Polly Space is still devoted to
golf and loafing, hut will turn her mind to
studies again when she persues an art
course after New Year's. Dottie Mayher
is teaching civics and general science at
a Jr. Hi. in Columbus. Susanne Hafer is
teaching 7th grade in Atlanta at the Burgess School, rooming with Caroline Green.
Trish Chandler and friend sjjent Sept. -Oct.
driving through Europe. She is now working in her father's office.
Texas: Judy Welton is in San Jose,
Calif., at a school for 1. B. M. aspirants.
Harriet Henderson wrote a nice letter
catching up on her doings, .\fter getting
her M. A. in psychology from Vanderbilt
she began working for a school psychologist
in the Houston Independent Sch. District.
.She writes that .\nn Turnbull McLean is
in Austin where her husband is practicing
law. Jane Kroeger Larimore and Tom are
in Dallas where Tom is in meil. school.
Kentucky: Isa Mary Lowe spent Christmas in Louisville, hut is back in San Francisco; "jobs are plentiful, folks are gay
and
the
city'sBrown.
just plain
fantastic."
Alice
Cary Farmer
Lee. and
young Lyons,
111, are in Louisville until A]iril first when
they set up housekeeping in NYC. Sally
Brown Hale en<led her obscurity with a
letter. She is in Louisville and is excited
over her new job as advertising manager
of the Louisville Magazine, the monthly
publication of the Chamber of Commerce.
Carolinas: Ginny Robinson Bolt and Len
are settled in a nice apt. in Greenville.
Martha Burnet Carlyle and Prudy Sandifer Gerschefski have joined the ranks of
the Junior League and are kept busy with
their provisional course in .Spartanburg.
Jane Duncan King writes that she and
Harry Joe are kept busy by the Nov.
arrival, Jane Lee.
Anywhere: and cards that just came
in — Ann Bush Dunlap had a little boy,
David Devereux Dunlap. Jan. 9th. Ann,
Dev, and new arrival are living in Austin.
Betsy Salisbury Creekmore had a little girl
Jan.
11th. Wade,
Ann Ashley
Creekmore.
Betsy's
husband.
is managing
the telephone
company in Meadville, Miss. Jenifer Carrington Dunning, daughter of Lucy Frost
Dunning, was born Nov. 6th. Lucy writes
also that Debbie Dunning is at Simmons
Library School.
Judy Sorley Chalmers and Doug are
happily settled in Portland. Oreg. Liz
Chambers. Dede Ulf. Val Stoddard, and
Linda Knickerbocker Ford were in her Dec.
wedding. Judy and Doug had dinner with
the Detmolds when they were in .San Francisco on their honeymoon. Doug is in med.
school.
Pickie Payne Hester and husband Pat.
with Miller and Rhoad's management training program, are living in Richmond. They
have two
Frank.
2. children. Elizabeth. 3'j. and
Sally Dobson Danforth and husband Jack
are in New Haven where Jack is in first
yr. at Yale's Law School. They have adopted a little girl. Eleanor, who is 7 mos. old.
Penny Fisher Crowell says Bill is the
world's most enthusiastic basketball coach.
Ann Smith Heist and John have found
a "real snitzy apt." in Jacksonville, Fla.
Ann is teaching English and French at a
private school there. In Sept.. she'll take
over the Spanish classes.
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Ethel Bruner Davis is teaching piano
and is especially enthusiastic about her
jazz pupils.
Boston: Liz Chambers changed jobs and
is now a secretan' to three chemical engineers at Arthur D. Little. Inc. She is
living with Gretchen Smith. Sue Hight
had a gay six weeks touring Europe last
fall. Was able to visit S. B. C. via her job
with University Travel. Montie Barker
writes that life is busy for her. Nan Reed
Snyder is majoring in Art History at
Boston Univ. She will graduate ir^ June
as will husband from Harvard B. School.
Val Stoddard is doing field work in an
adult psychiatric clinic in connection with
her studies at Simmon's School of Social
Work. She continues to be quite the ski
enthusiast.
Liz Johnston has had a busy fall doing
graduate work in English at Radclifl. She
has found time to help out with a church
school class, and work with an amateur
play-reading group of graduate students.
This semester she is leading a student government sponsored seminar in Elizabethan
literature for undergraduates.
Midwest and West: Barbara Sampson
Borsch is leading a triple life— clergy wife,
inept, housekeeper, and English teacher at
Oak Park H. S. Gay Harl' Gaines and
Stanley spent Christmas in Short Hills with
Gay's parents. Little Stanley was christened by the Rev. Herbert Cooper, father of
Toomey. '60. Stanley has a
Cooper
Joyce
new job
with Continental Can Company,
and they have moved to Newark. Ohio —
close enough to Denison Univ. to enjoy
concerts and lectures there.

Speel Ave.
GwEN Marcy
/^ f\ I 2444
t\i
^-^ ^-^
Evanston, Illinois
Good news! Nancy Corneirs father
writes that "the parents have raised more
than $650 for the '60 Fund, which with
the girls' money of about the same amount
is invested in a Mutual Fund."
Nancy and Carol Lord traveled in Europe last summer and then settled in Paris
for several months where they worked for
a New York law firm. Nancy is now studying dance in New York and Carol is looking for a modeling job.
Carol Barnard met Julian Slade. author
of "Salad Days," while in Europe last summer. Carol is working in New \ork as a
secretary
in returned
CBS's radio
Several others
fromdepartment.
abroad a little
late to be included in the fall issue. Keating Griffiss and Alice Butler toured Europe
last summer, as did Gaye Gardner. Gaye is
teaching nursery school at Beauvoir School
in Washington, D. C, and loves it!
EUie Crosby adored Europe, "surtout la
belle France." EUie is working as a secretary and left hand for an Anchor Book
editor at Doubleday in New York. She's
helping to edit, proofread, etc., a new foreign language series. Says Ellie: "It's a
great joy to be able to work with French
again, without quizzes and comps to worry
about."
Robin Ould joined Elsie Burch in London in the fall. They share an apartment
and are having an interesting time, though
not too profitable moneywise. Robin has
been doing some research and writing on
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the side which do not require a working
permit.
Missi Meyers is out here in the Midwest.
Missi is living in ChicafK) and working in
the advertising department of Life magazine.
Jackie Mabie has been studying contemporary poetry with Randall Jarrell and
drawing. She also took a course in typing
and is ready to look hopefully for a job
connected with French and/or art.
Kate Penney announced her engagement
to Tom Andrews at Christmas. They are
to be married in July. Kate is teachmg
fourth grade in Berkeley, Calif. Wmnie
Ward i' to be married in June to Curtice
Bickford Henchey of Rye. N. Y. Winnie
is in her last year at Columbia-Presbyterian
Medical Center and will graduate as a
nurse in June.
Ellen Higgins was married to Theodore
Morrison last May. Higgle and Ted are
living in Alexandria, Va.. while Ted is at
Fort Myer with the U. S. Army Chorus.
Their neighbors down the street are Winkie
Wimbish Chalfant and Ed. Winkie and
Ed moved to Alexandria in the fall when
ia TheologEd began his first year atis Virgin
teaching seventh
ical .Seminars'. Winkie
and eighth grade math.
Dottie Barnwell Kerrison and Horry,
married last June, are living in Philadelresphia while Horry completes his eye
idency atWills Eye Clinic. Margie Kistler
Jackson and Don, married since July, are
living in Washington. D. C. Don is in his
year of night law school at Amerisecond
can llniversity. Margie is participating as a
control subject in a research program conducted by the Biological Center of the National Institute of Health.
Beverly Schuemann and Bradford P.
Wirth were married in Shaker Heights,
Ohio. August 26th. They are living in
Syracuse. N. Y.. where Bev is working on
her B. F. A. in advertising design which
from Syrashe hopes to receive this June
cuse University. Brad works in research at
the Bristol Laboratories.
Beta Schoonmaker King was married in
July '59 and was graduated from Wheelock
College in June. Reta is teaching second
grade in Walpole, Mass. Her husband Dick
graduates from Harvard Business School in

June.
Mary Anne Claiborne Johnston and Dick
are in Nashville while Dick internes in
pediatrics at Vanderbilt. Mary Anne is
teaching kindergarten. B Shwab Pierce
and Lovick are also living in Nashville
while Lovick attends Vanderbilt Law
School. B's enjoying the role of a civilian
housewife after two years of Army life.
Janet Holmes Isaacs has been working
for the New Jersey State Board of Child
Welfare since July. She also loves her
other job — keeping house. Janet and Tombe moving
my will
N. J.to a larger apartBloomfield.
ment insoon
Linda Sims Grady and Robert are the
parents of a baby girl, Anna Lyons, born
January 23rd. The Gradys bought a home
in .\llanta and have been busy decorating
it, especially the nursery. Norma Jean
Fallesun Mills and Olan have a baby boy,
James Olan, born October 29th. They also
have

a four-month-old

puppy,

so

never a dull moment. The Mills have
bought a home in Chattanooga.
William Lee Harrison, Jr.. was born to
Judy Berkeley Harrison and Bill on June
19(h. The three Harrisons are living in
Norfolk while big Bill is in the Navy. Suzi
Hartwell Foster and Bob are parents of a
baby boy, born in November. The Fosters
are living in New Brunswick, Maine, where
Bob is attending Bowdoin College.
Mo Moore Sweet and Howard have a
new addition. Elizabeth Adams, born November 19th. The Sweets are in New York
where Howard is with the International
Co. of Westinghouse.
Leigh Brown McCann writes that she
and husband Larry have a year-old son,
Kevin Lawrence, who keeps them pretty
busy. Larry is in the Army, stationed at
a missile base in New Rochelle, N. Y.
Renate Weikert Hixon, husband Joe and
baby boy Jose are now living in New York
in the Village. Renate is taking courses
at the New School; the rest of her time
is filled with domestic chores.
Nina Newton Farriss advises that at
present she is just a simple hausfrau trying to keep up with IVa-year-old son Skipper and loving every minute of it. Nina's
Don
a sales
representative
Reynold's
Metalis Co.
Nancy
Beekman with
Carringer
and
Don, married
in the Park.
summer
of "59,
settled
in Franklin
N. J.,
to a have
life
of commuting and raising children. The
Carringers have a 10-month-old son, Steven
James.
Nancy's
Don works
Dillon Union
Securities
and for
Co. Eastman
on Wall
Street.
Some of us are attempting to master
the three R"s . . . Annie Laurie Martin
is finishing her studies in French at the
American University in Washington. Dixie
Jackson is working on her masters in English at Stanford University in California.
Mona Stiles is at the Dallas Theater Center
working on her M. A. in drama. The Center
is connected with Baylor University. Mona
does everything from acting to technical
work and design. She also works with the
Childrens and Teen Theater.
Pat Russell has decided to stay at the
University of Toronto for at least another
year, and probably longer, working on her
Ph. D. She hopes to teach an undergraduate course next year so that, as Pat says,
"I can give it like I bin getting it . . ."
Pat's masters thesis will be on Shakespeare's romances, especially Cymbeline and
The Winter's Tale (The Tempest eludes
her at present ) .
As for me. I'm at Northwestern University trying to decide whether I can be replaced by a computer. I'm working on my
time.
masters in math and hope to finish someI received a nice letter from Isabel Ware,
as I'm sure you all did. concerning the
Alumnae Fund. I hope you will respond
as best you can. As Isabel pointed out,
many foundations base their gift-giving decisions on alumnae giving, so let's show
our great interest.
I also received a note from Carolyn
Gough, thanking the Class of '60 for the
lovely flowers which were sent at the time
of her father's funeral. Carolyn plans to
in July.from her Fulbright year in France
return

there's
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Sweet Briar's team will match wits with another
college foursome on the TV College Bowl program.
Tickets for Alumnae are available!
Write to:
Tickets
G. E. College Bowl, CBS
485 Madison Avenue
New York. New York

APRIL 23 or 30

5:30 P. M.

Mary Helen Cochran Library
Sweet Briar, Va.
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Dormilory, Book Shop
Now Being Constructed
Sweet Briar /.\ growing! For tlie first
time in more than 30 years, three buildings
will be under construction at once — the Fine
Arts Center, a new Book Shop, and another
dormitory.
Ground will be broken very soon for the
new dormitory and dining hall, to be built
by C. L. Lewis & Co., Lynchburg, to whom
the contract has been awarded. This firm had
the lowest of eight bids submitted.
The L-shaped building, designed by the
Lynchburg architectural firm of Clark, Nexsen & Owen, is to be ready for occupancy in
September, 1962. Located behind Grammcr
and Reid, it will house 150 students in single
and double rooms, and the dining hall will
seat 350. It will also have a completelyequipped kitchen and food storage areas.
Other features, in addition to a parlor and
several lounges, will be typing and study
cubicles, kitchenette, faculty apartment, and
a college guest room.
Construction of the new Book Shop was
begun late in April. The building, which
will be 72 by 32 feet, is being erected adjacent to the present Book Shop, which has
been outgrown. It will be Georgian in
design, of red brick laid in Flemish bond,
with white trim and slate roof. It is to be
ready for occupancy in September.
The main floor will include the shop,
offices, and a reading room with a fireplace,
where ground
gift itemsfloor
willwill
also bebe used
displayed.
I'he
entire
for storage
and shipping.
The Book Shop is administered by a faculty committee, of which Dr. Carol M. Rice
is chairman. Miss Helen McMahon is maniger of the shop.

BOYD LECTURE
PUBLISHED
A Perspecliie View from Monticello,
this year's outstanding Phi Beta Kappa
address by Julian Parks Boyd, professor of history at Princeton and editor
of The Papers of Thomas fe^erson,
has been published as the April issue
of the Sweet Briar College bulletin.
Copies are available on request to
the Office of Public Relations, Box
249 Sweet Briar, Va.
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Coiiimenceiiient Speakers Announced
Two principals on this year's commencement weekend program, Dr.
Edgar F. Shannon, president of the University of Virginia, and the Rev.
Louis A. Haskell, rector of St. John's Episcopal Church, Charleston, \V.
Va., are husbands of Sweet Briar graduates. Another, the Rev. W. Taliaferro Thompson, Richmond, is the grandfather of a senior.
Dr. Shannon will deliver the commence- The Rev. Mr. Haskell is also a graduate
ment address to the fifty-second graduating
of Washington and Lee, and has a bachelor
of divinity degree
class, which numbers 91, at 10 o'clock Monfrom Virginia Episday morning, June 5, in the Daisy Williams
copal Theological
Gymnasium.
On Sunday morning, June 4, the Rev. Mr.
Seminary in Alexandria. His wife, the
Haskell will preach the Baccalaureate serformer Sarah Bright
mon in the chapel at 1 1 o'clock. His eldest
Gracey of Augusta,
daughter, Judith, is among the degree candidates, and his second daughter, Katherine,
Ga., is a 1932 graduate of Sweet Briar.
is a Sweet Briar sophomore.
Dr. Thompson, emeritus professor of He is a nephew of
Dr. Connie Guion.
Christian Education at Union Theological
Seminary, Richmond, will deliver the invoinRector
Charleston
since
of St. John's
cation and benediction at Monday's exercises,
when his granddaughter Anne Claiborne
1953, the Rev. Mr.
Smith, of Atlanta, will receive her degree.
Haskell had previously served churches in
Elected in 1959 as the fourth president of Raleigh, N. C, Suffolk, Va., and Florence,
the University of Virginia, Dr. Shannon is a
S. C. For the past two summers he has directed the Kanuga, N. C, Adult Conference
Wash
graduate of
and since 1957 he has been chairman of the
^^^^__^^^_
^^^
I^^^^^HBj^^^^^^
ington and Lee Unih i s Board of Examining Chaplains for the DiN ersity, where
^^PI^^H^k
ocese of West Virginia. He is also a trustee
^^ ^^^^^%
father was a profesof
the
Seminary at Alexandria.
^V'
■
sor of English.
He
Dr.
Thompson, a distinguished teacher,
an M. A. at
t"ok
y
ita-ltSk
tJ
'^'^
Duke
University
and
preacher
and church leader, served as ModYB
/
then entered the U.
erator of the Presbyterain Church U. S. in
1956-57. He is a graduate of Da\iusuu
jfi
"Vw
S. Navy
in 1941,
College, which has also conferred on him
^Pk\ ^"i:^/
serving until
as a the
combat
^^^^jll^
^
officer
end
honorary D.D. and Litt.D. degrees, and of
Union Seminary in Richmond, where he
^^L^I||BP^^^^^ of the war. He contaught from 1920 to 1956. He holds an
^^^ft
M ^^^^H
andstudies
then for
tinued his
^^^^H Harvard
^^^ ^^
honorary doctorate from Washington and
Lee University.
three years as a Rhodes Scholar, at Merton
Sweet Briar's commencement weekend
College, Oxford University, winning his doctorate in 1949. He taught English at Harfestivities
will begin with the President's garvard from 1950 until 1956, when he was
dent party in Sweet Briar gardens Saturday
afternoon, June 3. On Sunday evening, there
appointed to the faculty at Virginia.
Dr. Shannon is a recognized Tennyson
will be a supper for seniors and their parents,
scholar and has published three works on
followed by Lantern Night ceremonies.
Alumnae reunions will begin June 5, with
the poet and his times, in addition to several
the annual luncheon and meeting of the
historical essays, bibliographical studies, and
critical writings.
Alumnae Association and the Alumnae BanMrs. Shannon, the former Eleanor Bosquet that evening. Sweet Briar's Asian
worth of Memphis, is a 1947 honor graduate
Studies Program will be featured at Alumnae College, an all-day session on June 6,
of Sweet Briar. She holds a master's degree
with the director of Asian Studies, Dr. Leslie
from Cornell and taught history and was
Dean of Women at Southwestern of MemHarris, and our Visiting Lecturer from
Burma, Daw Mya Sein, among the speakers.
phis for several years before her marriage.
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Two Named to Head
Junior Year in France

Music Concert

Offered by Faculty Group
The last in this year's scries of concerts
by the Blue Ridge Chamber Music Players,
organized last year, will be gi\cn at Sweet
Briar May 10.

M. Luc Dariosecq, a native of France, has
been appointed Professor-in-charge of the
1961-62 Junior Year in France, and Miss
Patricia Weed, Wellesley College instructor,
will be his assistant.

Two Sweet Briar faculty members. Prof.
Lucile Umbreit, viola, and John Shannon,
oboe, are members of this ensemble, which
includes music faculty members from Washington and Lee, Hollins College, and Randolph-Macon Woman's College. Robert
Stewart, \iolinist and composer, who is head
of the music department at Washington and
Lee, is conductor. Sc\eral string players
from the Roanoke Symphony Orchestra are
also members.

M. Dariosecq is currently director of the
Middlebury College Graduate School in
Paris; his wife, Mme. Lilyanc Dariosecq, is
ser\ing as assistant to the Professor-in-charge
ot this year's Junior Year in France.
Educated in France, M. Dariosecq has
earned several diplomas equivalent to graduate degrees in this country upon completion of studies at the Sorbonne, the Ecole
Normale Supericure, and elsewhere in Paris.
He has also studied at Yale University.

Concerts have been given this year at
the University of 'Virginia, Washington and
Lee's Phi Beta Kappa Day, and RandolphMacon, and the Players will present the second annual music festival in June at Hollins,
where they gave four concerts last year.

Their concert program includes Corelli's
's
Concerto, Op. 6, No. 1, and Hindcmith
Five Pieces for String Orchestra. In addition, there are special numbers for non-stiing
players. At Sweet Briar and RandolphMacon, for example, they will perform the
only Bach cantata written for soprano, oboe,
and string orchestra, with Florence 'Vickland
of Randolph-Macon as soprano soloist and
John Shannon playing the oboe obligato.
The Sweet Briar program will also feature
Sydney Hodkinson, clarinetist and composer,
and director of the band at the University of
'Virginia. He will play three of his own
compositions for clarinet and piano and the
Brahms Sonata Op. 120, No. 2. He will be
assisted at the piano by 'Vienna Prioletti, of
the music faculty at 'Virginia.

Gene Campbell photo

Three seniors and two

juniors were

initiated

into membership in Sweet Briar's Theta of Virginia
Chapter of Phi Beta Kappa, in February, They
are: Judith Greer, Marion, Va.; Jane Hatcher,
Columbus, Ga.; and Dorothy Haskell, Richmond,
from the Class of 1961; and (seated in foreground )
Adele Vogel, Richmond, and Susan Rusmisel, Sands
Point, N. Y., from the Class of 1962. Jeanne
Bounds, '61, was elected

to membership

last year.

Piedmont

Photo

C.rajts

Sweet Briar's 55th May Queen, crowned on May 6,
is Nancy Ruina Wallace, a blonde senior from
Gainesville, Fla. She carried a bouquet of Sweet
Briar Queen, a new pink floribunda rose, recently
patented by a Lynchburg grower and introduced
on this occasion. The same lovely roses were used
in her crown, scepter, and garland. Betty McDonald, Salem, Va. was chairman of May Day festivities, for which the central theme was "B,-oadway
at 61st." "South Pacific" supplied moti's for Friday's dinner party, the coronation suggested "Camelot," and the formal dance Saturday night portrayed "The King and I." A vocal concert by The
Brothers Four and dance music by the Lester Lanin
Travelers added
gaiety to the weekend
prog.-am.

Topology Course Offered
An introductory course in topology, a relatix'ely new branch of mathematics, and one
which is offered in only a few undergraduate colleges for women, will be taught at
Sweet Briar next year by Mrs. Lucille Whyburn, associate professor of mathematics.
Mrs. Whyburn, who has published two
papers in this field, plans to attend the Topology Institute sponsored by the National
Science Foundation at the University of
Georgia this summer.
Popularly known as "rubber-sheet geometry," topology is basically a study of the
.'.xiomatic method, mappings, surfaces, and
^pace concepts, according to Mrs. Whyburn.
A common example is the idea of a onesided surface illustrated by the Moebius
strip. If grasped by the thumb and index
finger, the thumb seems to be on the top
of the surface and the index finger underneath, but it is possible for a fly to crawl
from thumb to index finger without crossing the edge of the surface.
In the last two years, there has been a
marked increase in the number of students
majoring in mathematics at Sweet Briar. This
year there are 11 seniors and 16 juniors;
seventeen sophomores have registered as
math majors for the coming year.

Before coming to the United States in
1955, he was on the staff of the National
Center of Scientific Research and of the
UNESCO department of education, in Paris.
He has since taught at Smith College and
at Mount Holyoke.
Miss Weed has been instructor in French
at Wellesley College for three years. She
is a Phi Beta Kappa graduate of Smith College, and she spent her junior year in Paris.
She holds a master of arts degree from
Middlebury College, having studied there
one summer followed by a year's study in
Paris, under a French government scholarship. Since 1954, she has held three scholarships as a graduate student at Yale, where
she is completing her doctoral studies. In
the summer of 1957 she worked in the Paris
office
France. of the Sweet Briar Junior Year in

lO-YEAK REPORT WINS
AWARDS IN BALTIMORE
Sweet Briar's
College, has the
ning two awards
tors Show early

10-year report. State of the
double distinction of winin the Baltimore Art Directhis spring. It was cited as

"best in typographic excellence and best in
o\erall design and execution in its class."
According to the producers of this publication, Barton-Gillet Company of Baltimore,
the show in which it is exhibited was on
view in Baltimore in April and is now part
of a mobile exhibit being taken around the
business community in that city.
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Mi88 Beard in Korea
As Fulbright Teacher
A Fulbright Lectureship at several universities in Korea was awarded to Dr.
Belle Boone Beard, professor of sociology
a; Swec-t Briar, who left early in April to
fly to Seoul. She will teach under the auspices of the U. S. Educational Commission
in Seoul.

ADELE

Miss Beard, who has long been prominent in state, national, and international
sociological organizations, will lecture in
sociology and anthropology at Seoul
Women's College,
and she will give special lectures in social

»A

Seoul and Pusan.
^^^^L
^^^1 In addition, Miss
^^ ' ^^^
^^^^^^^
^^^
Beard plans to continue her own research in the field of gerontology, with the aid of a specialist in demography — the statistical study of population
— who has been appointed to assist her.
During the vacation month of July, Miss
Beard will be lecturing in Japan or Hong
Kong or Taiwan, depending on arrangements
made after her arrival in Korea.
During Miss Beard's absence from Sweet
Briar, where she has taught since 1931, Mrs.
Bertha Wailes, who retired from the faculty
last June, has resumed teaching and is acting
chairman of the sociology department.
Miss Beard is a graduate of Lynchburg
College and she has served on its board of
trustees since 1933, as vice-president since
19-4 1. She won her M.A. and Ph.D. degrees at Bryn Mawr College.

NANCY HUDLER I ANN MEREDITH
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netted

$1500

for

the

college's

scholarship

funds.

Nine Sweet Briar sophomores have
been admitted to the 1961-62 Junior Year in
France, according to Dr. R. John Matthew,
director of the program.
One hundred men and women students
from 50 colleges, the largest group since
Sweet Briar began to administer this foreign
study program in 1948, will sail for France
early in September.
After approximately six weeks of intensive
language drill in the city of Tours, provincial
capital of the chateau district along the Loire
river, the students will go to Paris to enroll
in winter term courses at the University of
Paris and its various schools. They will
live with French families both in Tours and
in Paris.
Sweet Briar students who will be in the

Anne Smith, Skaneateles, N. Y.; Mary Trabue, Nashville; and Sue Wakeman, Fort
Lauderdale, Fla.
Eleven students from Wellesley CjoWcgc
and an equal number from Yale IJniversity
are among those admitted. There will be
seven from Wheaton College, (Mass.) and

Junior year study programs in Italy and
Spain will include several Sweet Briar students during the coming year, and there will
be two at St. Andrews University, Scotland.
Bonnie Campbell King, York., Me., is
one of 20 undergraduates admitted to the
first Junior Year at Cumae, sponsored by

Bool-c Prizes

Linda McArthur, Warren, O., and Katrina
Groat, Camden, S. C, were the winners ol

Dace Play Given in Arkansas

this year's Book Collector's Contest for seniors. Prizes of S'iO and S30, in books of
the winners' own choosing, are awarded by
the Faculty Committee of the Book Shop for
the best collections accumulated during four
years of college.
According to the faculty judges of the

The Studio Theatre of the Drama Department of the University of Arkansas recently
performed Flight, a play by Wallace Dace,
based on a novel by Evelyn Eaton.

contest, Linda's entry "represented an admirable balance of concentration and breadth,"
including a sizable collection of dramatic literature, with additional works in poetry,
fiction, art, music, and philosophy.

usual play about a woman's lite and death
while flying on a mysterious plane toward
an unknown destination. It won the I960
first prize in the University of Arkansas
National Collegiate Players new play contest
and received its premiere performance at the
Studio Theatre.
Mr. Dace recently had a long one-act play,
ir'f Cnmniit This Body, published in Margaret Mayorga's annual edition of the Best
Short Plays of 1960-61. He is associate
professor of English and chairman of the
Briar.
Interdepartmental Major in drama at Sweet

Seniors

Win

Katie Groat's library reflected "a lively,
recepti\e attention and originality ... although most of her books arc contemporary,
the choices from physics to grammer, from
Shakespeare to counterpoint, pro\ idc the start
of Other
a permanent
finalistslibrary."
in the contest were Sara
Finnegan, Pikesville, Md., and Suzanne Seaman, Cincinnati.

P. S. They lost to Hopkins!

Seventeen to Spend Junior Year Abroad

group include: Katharine Blackford, Birmingham; Christine Devol, Greenwich, Conn.;
■Valerie Elbrick and Cynthia Livingstone,
Washington; Cheri Fitzgerald, Towanda,
Pa.; Susan Fuld, New York City; DeEtta

Two

L. SANDERS

The campus buzzed wifh excitement as Sweet Briar's Brain Trust, a quartet of junior:, prepared to meet
a team from Johns hHopStins University on May 7, when this Newsletter went to press. They had already
triumphed over Colorado State University and Hanover College on successive Sunday appearances
on the G. E. College Bowl, a nationwide CBS television feature at 5:30 p. m. E. D. T. Each victory

sychology, s o ci a 1
work, criminology,
at
^^^H and gerontology

j^^H

VOGEL

A

capacity audience was "deeply impressed" according to one observer at the
reading-in-action performance of this un-

three
eachBryn
fromMawr,
Randolph-Macon
College,
Dartmouth, Woman's
Denison,
and Mount Holyoke colleges.
Sixty students in the group are planning
to major in French, 10 in history, six each
in political science and English, and four in
philosophy. Others have selected Romance
languages, government. Classics, economics,
art, art history, psychology, and drama.
ITALY,

SPAIN. SCOTLAND

Tufts
University
and the in'Vergilian
of America
for students
Classics.Society
They
willLake
live Avernus,
and studynear
at the
"Villa Vergiliana
on
Naples.
Two Sweet Briar students, Barbara Sullivan, of Huntington, N. Y., and Barbara
Rockefeller, Bronxville, N. Y., will study in
Madrid under the Smith College Junior Year
in Spain program. Their classmates, Ellis
Beasley, Houston, Carol Crowley, Shaker
Heights, O., and Sally Strain, Rochester,
N. Y., will be enrolled in the New York
Lfnivcrsity Junior Year in Spain, attending
the University of Madrid.
Two mathematics majors, Anne Leavell,
Charlottesville, and Keitt Mathc-son, SunBriar's inrepresentabe Sweet
bury, tivesPa.,
at St.will
Andrews,
Scotland,
continuation of a junior year program begun in
1932. Since 1950, a St. Andrews girl has
come to Sweet Briar each year.
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Asian Studies Internship
Awarded to Prof. Hapala
One of three Facult}' Internships in Asian
Studies at the University of Michigan for the
coming year has been awarded to Dr. Milan
E. Hapala, professor of government and
economics and chairman of the Division of
Social Studies at Sweet Briar.
Dr. Hapala will attend sessions of the
basic undergraduate course in Asian Civilizations at Michigan and he will participate in
staff meetings to disc^uss problems related to
course offerings.
As a Faculty Intern, he will also be permitted to attend any graduate courses in this
field, and will have free access to the library
for research in Asian studies.
The stipend offered with this position is
financed by a grant from the Carnegie Corporation.
Dr. Hapala, a Phi Beta Kappa graduate of
Beloit College, holds an M.A. from the University ofNebraska, and a Ph.D. from Duke
University. He has taught at Sweet Briar
since 1947. For a number of years he has
taught special courses in banking and economics for the Lynchburg Chapter, American
Institute of Banking.

Library Receives Set
Of Supreme Court Reports
A gift of great value for the reference
collection and one which fills the particular
needs of instruction in certain government
courses has recently been given to the Mary
Helen Cochran Library by a Lynchburg law
firm, according to Miss Tyler Gemmell, librarian.
It consists of 242 bound volumes of the
Lawyers Edition of the U. S. Supreme Court
Reports, beginning with Volume I, 1790,
and ending with 1946. Purchase of a comparable set would be out of the question
for the Sweet Briar Library, which is therefore doubly grateful to the donors, Mr. Frank

NEWSLETTER

Piedmont Photo

Sweet Briar enjoyed a gala Burmese New Year's
celebration in mid-April, under the capable direction of Daw Mya Sein, Visiting Professor of Asian
Studies. A delectable Burmese buffet dinner in
the Refectory was followed by a program in Manson Hall. Greetings were brought by members of
the Burmese Embassy staff and the U.S. State
Department, followed by a movie of the Water
Festival, or New Year celebration, in Rangoon,
and a program of dances by some of the Burmese
guests and Sweet Briar students trained by Daw
Mya Sein. She is pictured above with her son,
U Mya Baw, and two Burmese, U Kyaw Min and
Y Khin Maung Zaw, of the Voice of America staff.
The entire program was taped by VOA, for Burma
broadcasts, and the U.S. Information Agency has
used news stories and pictures.

G. Davidson, Jr., and his firm: Caskie, Frost,
Davdison, and Watts. Many of these volumes belonged to an earlier firm, Wilson
& Manson, of which Mr. N. C. Manson was
for many years closely associated with Sweet
Briar as a member of the Board of Directors
from 1903 to 1924.
When the volumes are completely cata-

STUDENT

Crajts

HONORS

Freshman Honor List: Adrienne Ash, Ashton
Barfield, Helen Dunn. Mary FitzHugh, Grace Mary
Garry, Katherine Griffith, Katherine Johnston,
Caroline Keller, Nancy Lynah, Catherine Lynn,
Melody McCormick, Johanna NicoL Julia Porter,
Rosamund Sample, joann Soderquist, Anne Whaley. Three (Katherine Griffith, Nancy Lynah, and
Anne Whaley) are graduates of Ashley Hall,
Charleston, S. C; three (Ashton Barfield, Katherine Johnston, and Rosamund Sample) are alumnae daughters. Eight are graduates of independent
schools, eight of public high schools.
Dean's List: second semester: Seniors — Jeanne
Bounds, Suzanne Gouyer. Judith Greer, Dorothy
Haskell, Jane Hatcher, Chloe Lansdale. Diane
Stevens; Juniors — Ann Percy, Susan Rusmisel,
Mary Sturgeon, Louisa Turner, Adele Vogel;
Sophomores — Virginia Joachim, Laurinda King,
Margaret Millender, Letitia Skinner, Sue Wakeman, Barbara Yocom, Sallie Yon.
Q. V. (sophomore honorary society): Gail Blanke,
Julia Fort, Angela Gibbs, Mary Groetzinger, Virginia Joachim, Anne Leavell, Elizabeth McDonald,
Betsy Parker, Tempe Parker, Dearing Ward, Prudence Gay, Natalie Griess.

they will be
added to the library's
excellent logued,
reference
collection.
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Briar Patches
Coming from the greatest distances for their Reunion were two
members of the Class of 1926.

uuee

Helen Finch Halford brought not
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onlv herself and husband from England but a beautiful English silver
service for Sweet Briar House. Elizabeth Rounlree Kellennan. former Student Government President and May
Queen, came all the way from Hawaii
to join her classmates.
*****
President Anne Gary Pannell has
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been appointed to the ten member
Ford International Fellowship Board
to select foreign students to receive
grants for graduate study in this
country. They are scholars who have
demonstrated conspicuous ability and

by John J. Corson
Member of the Board of Overseers
3
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leadership in professional and technical fields.
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by Frank H. Bowles, President
College Entrance Examination Board
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A 1959 Sweet Briar College graduate, Alice Morris, of Chattanooga,
has won a Fulbright Fellowship for
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by Nancy Godivin Baldwin. '57
Assistant to the Director of Admission
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a year's study at the Lniversity of
Bristol, England. Her field of study
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will be English Renaissance literature. Miss Morris, who was graduated from Sweet Briar as a philos-

DORMITORY

AND

ophy major, was elected to Phi Beta
Kappa in her senior year and took
her degree magna cum laude.
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sor of English, and Dr. Noble Gilpin, Professor of Music, represented
the college at the fifth annual
campus coininunity workshop sponsored by the Danforth Foundation
at Colorado College June 19 through
July 8. This conference provided opportunities for intensive study of
ways and means of raising the level
of excellence in various aspects of
the campus community.
VOLUME
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A member of Sweet Briar's Board of Overseers
speaks up once again on the obligation
to expand and to improve,
in a speech given before a meeting
of the Washington Alumnae
on December 28, 1960.

THE

FUTURE

OF

SWEET

BRIAR

By John J. Corson

THE FUTURE of Sweet Briar,
whether we like it or not, is inextricably tied up with the needs an.l
beliefs of our times. We can't if we
would, live, even off the road in Amherst County, apart from this country's requirement for educated people
and without regard for the goals
other Americans seek.
What do I mean by "the needs and
beliefs of our times"?
Let me state two specific needs I
have in mind. The first is for the
higher education in this country during the 60"s of approximately twice
as many men and women as enrolled
in colleges and universities in each
year during the .50"s. The second need
is for the higher education of many
more women in many fields — mathematics, science, eiigineering. for example— they have seldom entered in
the j)ast. Before World War II.
women formed about fifteen per cent
of this country's labor force. Today
tliey make up about thirty - six per
cent of the labor force. And. to trans-

late this into terms more immediately
related to Sweet Briar's problems, let
me remind you that the average girl
who graduates from college today
will work outside her home for approximately twenty-live years.
The beliefs of our times to which I
refer have recently been restated with
vigor and force. As a people we
Americans have been taking stock of
where we are going. Withi'i two years
we have had three notable stocktakings— the "Rockefeller Reports" of
1958. the essays of National Purpose
presented in Life in I'XS'). and the
Report of the President's Commission
on National Goals published within
the past ninety days. In diffcreni
terms, each of these reports, after
dealing with matters of national security, economic growth, foreign affairs, agriculture, and technological
change,
restates two jundamental beliefs.
The first is that the future of a
couiilr) such as ours — a democratic
society — depends upon the ability of

all men and all women — young and
old, black and while, foreign-born,
and FFV-born — to plan their part in
self-government.
The second is the idea of self-fulfillment. As 1 would state this idea,

have earned the accolade of true

sure that freshmen will enroll in the

greatness have exhibited a persistent,

future knowing more mathematics
than many college graduates knew in
mv time. A project for redesigning
the methods for teaching English

it is that each individual has an obligation to his country, but also to his
or her family, and to himself or herself to develop and use his or her
talents to the fullest.

helped students to realize the educational worth of a high moral code.

These beliefs have to do with the
business of education. Arid tliese beliefs and these needs have to do with
the future of Sweet Briar. As I see
it, they have these meanings for those
of us — alumnae, parents, students,
faculty, and overseers of Sweet Briar
■— who will determine this future.
They mean, first and foremost, that
Sweet Briar must expand its enrollment. And that decision, I am glad
to say, has already been made.
To my mind that decision was
dictated by the needs of our times. I
have argued that if Sweet Briar did
not expand it would abdicate its
social responsibility. If Sweet Briar
expands, as is now proposed, to a
total enrollment of 650, it will have
increased by 20 per cent during a
decade when college enrollments have
doubled. Certainly its obligation as
an institution is no less.
If this country's private colleges
and private universities do no more
than is proposed for Sweet Briar —
and the trend clearly indicates that
they are not likely to do more — the
great bulk of all students in the
future must be educated in the "sidewalk" universities of the big cities
and the large state universities. Many
of these are fine educational institutions, but they have never presumed
to provide the kind of educational experience and to inculcate the moral
values that Americans have looked
for to the small private college.
For those of the Sweet Briar family
who cling to the nostalgic notions of
a "small college" let me remind you
that a college is not "good" because
it is small. The small colleges that

if you will, "style." These colleges
have set high standards as to whom
they would admit, and as to those
who serve on their faculties. They

They stuck relentlessly to the objective of solid liberal arts training,
scorning both the soft courses designed to help the student "adjust to
life," and to vocational courses that
train the hands rather than exercise
the mind. And they carried on. each
in its distinct manner, that gave to
each a unique style.

nor quality
ER "style"
NEITH
Nor canis
in numbers.
measured
the kind of excellence that we associate with Sweet Briar be assured if
a curriculum that served students
well during the 50's is not markedly
improved in the 60's. Three forces
are making essential the change and
upgrading of the intellectual fare
"dished out" to those who enroll in
60's. first force dictated that my
theThe
granddaughters and your daughters
must demonstrate greater abilities
than my daughter or you did to gain
admission to Sweet Briar. The selection of only twenty per cent more for
each new class from probably one
hundred per cent more applicants
means that admission standards must
( and should I rise markedly. The intellectual fare must be rich enough
for these equally charming and just
plain smarter Sweet Briar girls of
the future.
The second force is the marked
change and improvement that is taking place in the curricula of many
secondary schools. A striking example is the new volume for teaching
Physics in high school; the best
physicists in this country developed
after extensive and expensive experimentation, a whole new approach.
Teaching machines, and other new
methods, have been developed to en-

composition has just been announced.
Obviously Sweet Briar must be equipped to pick up its students where the
secondary schools leave off today —
not where they left off a decade ago.
The third force is the expanding
need of women with education. A
recent pamphlet entitled "The Span
of a Woman's Life and Learning,"
issued by the American Council on
Education, has shown up, as the nonsense that it is. much that has been
"known" about education for women.
The multiplied opportunities for employment of women, the fact that
more and more women do combine,
over a lifetime, the role
maker and income-earner,
sential a"new look" at the
of the educational fare that

of homemake esadequacy
is offered.

Sweet Briar's curriculum must be
equal to the needs of more graduates
who will work more years, and more
who will go on for graduate training.
Oscar Wilde is said to have commented loftily, after witnessing a first
production of one of his plays, that:
"The play was a great success but the
audience was a failure." A college,
in dealing with the smarter student
body it strives to educate these days,
I submit, is better advised to follow
the advice of Tennessee Williams. Mr.
Williams, when asked what he sought
to accomplish with his dramas, replied that he wanted to capture the
attention of his audience so fully that
not a cough would be heard.
While Sweet Briar's overseers. led
by that efficient little female dynamo
we call "President," is planning for
the expansion of enrollment and physical facilities. Sweet Briar's faculty
is hard at work redesigning the curriculum. Together, with the aid and
support of the alumrae, we will build
a greater Sweet Briar than ever
existed, despite your fond memories
of the "good old days."
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Photographed for
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Endowed with vitality, humor,
wide experience.
Daw Mya Sein has done much
to enrich the Asian Studies
Program at Sweet Briar
by sharing her knowledge oi
Burma and her experience in
international cooperation.

BURMESE
Partiti])anls in Alumnae

WONDER
College on June 6 had

llif o|i|)(>rlunity to hear and meet a remarkable personality who has enlivened the Sweet Briar scene during the
past few months: Daw Mya Sein, a Burmese Woman of
great intelligence, wit, and versatility, who, for the second semester of 1961, has been Visiting Professor of
South East Asian Studies.
Until her retirement last year. Daw Mya Sein was
Professor of Political Science and History at Rangoon
I niversity. She has twice before visited the ITniled
Slates: in 1954-55 as a participant in the Foreign Leader
July 1961

WOMAN

by the State Department's InterProgram sponsored
national Educational Exchange Service, and in 1956 as
a U. N. lecturer at nine different colleges and universities across the country. Last September she was
a leading member of the Burmese delegation to the United
Nations General Assembly, and very recently she was
consulted unofficially in the preliminary planning for
the Peace Corps' Burmese program.
Daw Mya Sein spoke to Alumnae

College on the

historv of Burma, on Burma's role as an independent
neutralist country, and on various facets of the life
S

ill Burma today. Slic Ix'gaii by going back in tlie
centuries, to Irace the beginnings of Hurmese bislory,
and then iiiovcd forward in lime to louili on recent con
llicts which have used Burma as a battleground. She
herself played an active anti-Japanese role during World
War II, and in 194.5 her house in Rangoon was destroyed
while she was in Delhi working for the British forces.
As she talked, the audience could not help responding to the dynamic quality of this woman, who seems

identified with her country's past, just as she has helped
to shape its present. Time and again the group was
surprised to find itself laughing at an element of irony
or humor which Daw Mya Sein discovered in an otherwise tragic situation. For a brief hour, the French doors
of the Emily Bowen Room, which were opened to the
warm Virginia morning, seemed lo look out toward the
distant world of South East Asia.

ved
MYA SEIN is many women. She recei
DAW
a M.A. with honors from Rangoon I'niversity,
a diploma in teacher training and a B.Litt.
from Oxford University. In addition to her teaching
and intellectual achievements, she has been active in Burmese public affairs and social service. She has organized
and directed maternity clinics; has bee.i active in child
welfare work; has served as headmistress in a Buddhist
school founded by her great aunt; and was from 1939
to 1941 editor of the first bilingual magazine in Burma,
the World Pictorial..
But it is her |)ublic career that has been most notable.
When still in her twenties, she was the only woman to
participate in the London Round Table Conference at
which the British helped Burma draw up its constitution ;
she was one of sixteen women to organize the convention
of the Nationality of Women for the League of Nations;
and in 1916 she was the sole Burmese in the United
Kingdom's delegation to UNESCO
in Paris.
Her name is almost always a puzzle to Westerners.
"Daw" which means literally "aunt" and the corresponding "U" which means "uncle" are both titles of respect
signifying adulthood and unrelated to a person's marital
state. "Mya" and "Sein" are both given names; there
are no family names in Burma and a woman does not
take her husband's name. Daw Mya Sein explains that
the country is small enough that everyone knows his own
family connections and no need is felt for a family label.
The fact that women retain their own names even
after marriage is symbolic of the relatively independent
status enjoyed by the women of Burma. Two major
forces in Burmese history have contributed to this independence: the period of British rule which provided
schools for girls as well as boys and the Buddhist religion, according to which women can attain spiritual
equality with men.

The Buddhist way of life, she says, is liiat of
democratic freedom of ihe niiricl. The monastic inlluence is also very strong in Burma; every man must
enter a monastery at some time, and a woman may
also become a nun if she wishes. The monastic life is
not necessarily for a lifetime, however, but may be
a period of retreat, a time for meditation and for searching out one's own values. Her daughter Helen became a nun for a while at fourteen, and her so.i
has entered a monastery on three occasions. She
says that her own monastic experience was inspired more by feminist feelings than by devotion —
she was competing with her brothers.
Daw Mya Sein is not all ])ublic woman — she
has domestic talents as well. She loves to cook, and
to the great delight of her students often entertains a
group of them with a Burmese dinner. She also
sews and while in this country makes her own clothes —
the white, high-necked "Chinese" blouse, with asymmetrical closing, and the ankle-length Burmese skirt, or
sarong, which wraps around the waist.
Her son, who is a journalist, has been with her pari
of the time during her stay at Sweet Briar, and at the
end of May her daughter and two grandchildre i, aged
three and seven, arrived to spend the summer with her
on the campus.
A T THE ANNUAL

faculty picnic in May, Daw Mya

/^ Sein played a starring role in a skit written by
/ ^
Richard Rowland, which spoofed both May
Day and the Asian Studies Program. In the skit she has
j ust returned to Burma where she addresses "the Rangoon
Lion's Club and the Moulmein Spoke of Rotary International" on her impressions of Sweet Briar.
She remarks on the yearly festivals celebrated in this
distant region, the most important of which is May Day.
at which "a so-called May Queen, chosen by arcane rites
in which none over twenty-one may participate, is sacrificed on a wooden altar constructed in a Dell ... to
the accompaniment of barbaric music in an antique
"But," she continues, "life at Sweet Briar is not all
festival. . . . The students study non-western religions,
mode."
non-western
philosophy, non-western art ... A committee has been at work all year investigating the possibilitv
t>f converting the entire curriculum to non-western
In this skit, as in everything she does. Daw Mya
studies."
Sein
managed to inject some of her own humor, vitality,
and sense of proportion, based on her wide experince.
In her public lectures, in the faculty seminar, ard in her
more personal contacts with faculty and students, she
has done much to increase emotional as well as intellectual understanding of South East Asia.
Alumnae

Magazine

Ann Ravrley

Right: Daw Mya Scin. Janips Rawley and
Leslie

Harris view Sweet Briar's
commencement activities.

Below.- Students have gained much from
personal association with this
dynamic woman from the other
side of the world.
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Inspiredcelebrat
and directed
by Dawin Mya
T BRIAR
SWEE
Visiting Professor of South East Asian Studies,
the college community welcomed in the Burmese New
^ear with a festive Burmese dinner, followed by Eastern
dances by Sweet Briar students and a film of the Water
Festival made in Rangoon by the U. S. Information
Agency.
Daw Mya Sein not only planned the festivities, but
taught a group of Sweet Briar students Burmese dances,
guided students in the design and construction of Burmese
costumes, and indoctrinated the college chefs in the intricacies of Burmese cooking.
According to Daw Mya Sein, the origin of the Burmese New Year's Festival is lost in tradition and legends.
The Sakya Min, or Lord of the celestial beings of Tawateintha, who is special guardian of human affairs, is
said to visit the earth for three days before the New
Year to make note of the good and bad men. The beast
he rides and the object he holds in his hands foretell the
events of the coming year, as carefully calculated by the
astrologers.
The Sakya Min's arrival on earth is announced by
booming cannon and screaming sirens. Members of
liuddhist households, who have previously prepared three
howls of water with seven kinds of flowers and plants,

Pliotograplis by Piedmont

It was a gala occasion with cxoitic decorations,
costumes, foods, dances, antl music.
Here U Kyaw Min of the Voice of America staff
demonstrates a Burmese dance position.

scented with perfume and thanaka ( a kind of sandalwood), proceed to pour drops of water from bowls
while reciting verses expressing loving-kindness to all
beings. Older persons carry pots of clear water to
the monasteries and pagodas, remaining to observe the
sabbath and to listen to religious discourses. On New
Year's day

long
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pagodas to clean the buildings and images, and in private
households it is a time for spring cleaning and washing
the religious images.
James Frazer suggests in The Golden Bough that

Although Sweet Briar's celebration of Thingyan involved no more water throwing than a discrete sprinkle
here and there, it did manage to capture some of the
hilarity and good humor of the Burmese festival. New

this festival, which always occurs in April, Burma's hottest month, originated as a rain-making ritual. The
cleansing with water also carries a connotation of purification, athinking over of the good and bad deeds of
(lie old year. Children, who would of course like to

Year's is the festival most universally observed in Burma,
yet Sweet Briar's celebration of it was the only one in
the United States this year.
Mrs. Pannell, wearing a Burmese dress, opened the
festivities by welcoming all the guests, particularly the
number of distinguished persons who had come down
from Washington for the occasion. Among the guests
from the Burmese Embassy were U Tin Tun, second
secretary, who extended greetings to Sweet Briar from
his country, and U Tin Kyaw Hlanig. third secretary, who
gave a sketch of the meaning of the festival. Herbert
Spivak from the State Department and his wife, who
is the daughter of a former Burmese Prime Minister,

continue throwing water after New Year's Day has
passed, like to say that the Spirit returned because he
forgot his pipe.

LIGHTER SIDE of the festival is celebrated
THE
by three days of water throwing, called Thingyan.
This water festival is akin to the Battle of the
I'iowers, except that gallons of water are used. The
young fill huge jars of water in front of their houses
to throw on all who pass by, or they make up groups to
go around town in decorated jeeps and lorries throwing
water and having it thrown on them.
All along the road are gay temporary bamboo and
paper pavilions, or pandals, from which girls in colorful
longyis (skirts) and aingyis (blouses) throw water on
those who sing and dance on the brilliantly decorated
floats. At some of the pandals refreshments are served;
at others prizes are awarded for the best decorated cars
or pavilions, and the best musical performances.
Thingyan is a time of hilarious and noisy celebration.
Everyone, young or old. joins in the festivities: Prime
Minister U Nu, for instance, has often been seen taking
distinguished guests on a round of the pandals. slopping
at some to exchange a few squirts of water.

were present as friends of Burma. Paul Modik, a representative ofthe U. S. Information Agency, pointed out
that for a hundred years, ever since the days of the
Burmese kings, there has been friendship between the
people of Burma and those of the I niled .States.

decorations,
colorful dances
guests,andtbeEastern
SPECIALdresses
THES
of a
theE Burmese
group of Sweet Briar girls, including national
dances by Shahnaz Anwar Ali of Pakistan and Re\han
Tansal of Turkey, all contributed to the intfnialiunal
and convivial atmosphere of the evening. At a time
when our attention is so often directed toward the problems and struggles of Asian jjcoples. such a glimpse into
a lighter and joyous aspect of their lives is a rare and
\:ihialile experience.

FRANK

H. BOWLES

President, College Entrance Examination Board

Who Gets Into
The nation's leading authority on admissions
talks about how to find the right college and get into it.

es
's chanc
my child
are
ng into
What
college?
of getti
WHAT
can I as a parent do to improve my
child's chancer of getting into the
college that seems best for him?
Chances are you've asked these
questions, and maybe other parents
have asked them of you. For admission to college has become the nation's sure-fire topic of conversation.
Elettio:is, baseball and international upheavals compete for attention, of
course; but these matters don't touch
our personal lives. Yet it seems that
every American has some contact
with the business of college entrance,
knows a surprising amount about it
— or at least thinks he does — and
wants to know more.
What he wants to know usually
boils down to the two questions
above.
There is a quick answer to the first
question — what are my child's
chances of getting into college?
Any child who has an I. Q. of
ninety-five or better, who can write
a letter including a simple declarative
sentence such

as "I want

to go to

your college," who can read without
moving his lips, and who can pay
college expenses up to $500 a year
can go to college. But it may also be
true that a child with an I. Q. of 140
who can do differential equations in
his head may not get into college.
Obviously, then, the general answer can only indicate that there is
a tremendous range of institutions,
with varying standards and opportunities, and that many factors determine actual chances of admission.
For a full answer to the question,
we must examine and describe these
types of institutions.
As a first step, let us take a hypothetical group of one hundred high
school graduates who go to college
in a given year, and see what the
typical pattern of their applications
and acceptances would be:
Twenty students, all from the top
half of the class, will apply to sixty
of the institutions that are generally
listed as "preferred." Ten of tliem
will be accepted by twenty of the
institutions. Nine of the ten will
graduate from their colleges, and six
Alumnae
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of the nine will continue in graduate
or professional school ami take advanced degrees. These ten admitted
students will average six year's altendance apiece.
Seventy students, forty from the
top half of the class (including those
ten who did not make ))referred inslitulions), all twenty-five from the
third (]uarter. and five from the
fourth quarter, will apjjly to eighty
institutions generally considered
"standard" or "respectable." Sixty
will be accepted by one or both of
the colleges to which they applied.
Thirty of the sixty will graduate,
and ten will continue in graduate or
professional school, most of them for
one- or two-year programs. These
sixty admitted students will average
about three years of college apiece.
Thirty students, including all of
the fourth quarter and five from the
third quarter, will applv to institutions that are ordinarily known as
"easy." Half of these institutions will
be four-year colleges, and half junior
colleges or community colleges. All
thirty students will be admitted.
Fifteen will leave during the first
year, and eight more during the next
two years. The seven who receive
tiegrees will go directly to employment, although oi'.e or two may return to college later for a master's
degree in education.

AT THIS point, we need some
. specific information about the
types of institutions I have just mentioned.
"Prejerred' institutions — the ones
that receive the most attention from
high school students — nundjer from
100 to IISO. depending on who makes
ihc list. In my judgment, the larger
lumiber is correct, and the list is still
growing. It should reach 200 by
1965, and 250 by 1970. The number
of places available in preferred
institutions — now approximately
1 (HI. 000 — should increase to about
150,000 during the next decade.
The present 150 preferred colleges
July 1961

are located in about fifteen states —
mostly in the Northeast, the nortiiern
Middle West and on the Pacific coast.
Four-fiflhs are private, with threefourths of the total enrollment of
the group. The one-fifth that are
public have one-fourth of the enrollment. This proportion is changing;
in a few years it will be three-fifths
private and two-fifths public, with a
fifty-fifty enrollment split.
It now costs about $3,000 a year
to send a child to a preferred institution.
''Standard" institutions — which are
not selective at admission, but will
not admit any student obviously destined to fail — number from 700 to
800. In my judgment, the number
will stay about constant over the next
decade, but enrollments within the
standard category will go up by at
least fifty per cent.
Standard institutions are of course
located in every state. Seventy per
cent of their enrollments are in puljlic institutions, and thirty per cent
in private ones. But the private institutions outnumber the public ones
in a ratio of sixty-forty. Many of
the private colleges are remarkably
small.
Costs at standard institutions tend
to run from $1,500 to .|2,.500 per
year. Yet some of these schools operate with very low fees, and naturally the public ones are in the lower
cost brackets.
"Easy'^ institutions number about
800, of wliich 300 are four-year colleges and the rest junior colleges or
community colleges. The list will
grow rapidly as colleges are established over the next decade. Even
though some easy colleges will raise
requirements and join the standard
group, there may well be 1.500 colleges in this category by 1970. Enrollment will triple in the same
With these descriptions established,
period.
let us consider chances of admission
to these institutions, now and in the
future.

The "preferred" institutions are
already diilieult to enter, and will become more so. In general, their re(]uirements call for an academic
standing in the upper quarter of the
secondary school class, and ]jreferably in the upjier tenth. School recommendations must be favorable,
and the individual must show signs
of maturity and |)ur|)ose. Activities
and student leadership have been
much overplayed, particularly by
parents and school advisors, but they
carry some weight as indications of
maturity. Parental connections with
colleges help, but are rarely decisive.
If any factor is decisive, it is the
school record as verified by College
Board scores.

CHANCES of admission to any of
this group of "preferred" colleges may be estimated in the following manner:
School record in upper ten per
cent, with appropriate College Board,
scores and endorsement from high
school — not worse than two chances
out of three.
School record in upper quarter,
with verifying College Board scores
— not worse than one in three. This
does not mean that the student will
get one accepiance out of two or
three tries, but rather that this estimate of chance holds for any preferred institution he a])plies to.
School record below the upper
quarter, with strong counterbalancing
factors, such as high College Board
scores, remarkable ]iersonal qualities,
proven talents in special fields, strong
familv connections, recent awakening
of interest and excellent performance,
achievement despite great handicaps
— not better than one chance in three,
and not worse than one chance in
four.
No others need applyThe "standard" institutions are,
taken as a group, still accessible to
any student whose past performance
or present promise gives reasonable
chances of college success. But there

are gradations williin llic standard
institutions. Some aijproacli tiie selectiveness of the pief erred group;
others are purposefully lenient in
their admissions and stilTer in later
"weeding out" during the first year
of college.
"Easv" institutions are by definition self - selective. We can make
several generalizations about them:
First, any high school graduate can
enter an easy institution, regardless
of his I. Q., or his studies in school,
or what he hopes to do in college
and after.
Second, an easy college usually offers a wide range of courses, all the
way from a continuation of the general high school course, to technical
and semi - professional programs, to
the standard college subjects.
Third, easy colleges will draw some
well-prepared students who later go
on to advance degrees.
Fourth, since easy colleges are not
selective (neither keeping students
out nor forcing them out ), they must
operate so that students will make
their own decisions.
Fifth, since one of the most powerful of all selective devices is the
charge for tuition, easy colleges tend
to charge low, or no, tuition.
Sixth, easy colleges are a consequence, not a cause, of enlarged demand for higher education. Even
when they offer programs which a
few years ago would not have been
considered as college work, they do
so in response to demand. And the
demand is increasing. The number
and size of these institutions will increase, and they will become widely
distributed throughout the country,
instead of being concentrated on the
Pacific coast and in the Middle West
as they are now. Thus in 1970 it will
still be possible for any student to
enter college.
To sum up, then, the answer to
our first question is that a student's
chances of getting into college are
excellent — provided that he is able
and willing to do what is necessary
to prepare himself for the college he
10

would like to enter, or that he is
willing to enter the college that is
uilling to accept him.

paid. For most families with children
in college, it represents gross income
of at least .|4,000. Referring back to
the average
of six
tendance forspan
students
whoyears'
enter at-a

II'T'S turn now to our second quesJ tion: What can I as a parent do
to inij)rove my child's chances of getting into the college that seems best
for him?
This is one of the standard, rather
heavy questions for which there are
already available a great many standard, rather heavy answers, dealing
with the desirability of the good life,
the need for stable parents and other
valid but unenlightening pronouncements. But some of the problems
raised by this question do not yield
to standard answers. Three such
problems, or needs, deserve our attention:
1. The need for parents to promote thinking, learning and reading.
Colleges, particularly the preferred
colleges, are bookish places. They
emphasize reading and discussion as
stimuli to learning and thinking instead of stressing note-taking and the
study of text-books to accumulate
facts. College entrance tests are built
in part to measure reading skills. And
the student with the habit of reading
will do better work in college than
the student who relies on studying
text books and memorizing facts.
The habit of reading is most easily
formed at home. It can be formed by
the presence and discussion of books.
This means, for example, that the
fifty dollars that parents often spend
on coaching for college entrance tests
can better be spent over two years in
the collection of fifty or sixty "highbrow" paperbacks. For this is reading that will do more than any coaching courses to improve test scores —
and it will at the same time improve
preparation for college studies, which
coaching courses do not do.
2. The need for parents to make
financial preparation for college.
College is a costly business. The
preferred colleges cost about $3,000
a year, and of course this comes out
of a net income after taxes have been

preferred college, the family of such
a student must dedicate $24,000 of
gross income for his college exThe lesson is obvious. Parents who
penses.
are not ready to deal with college
costs are failing in a vital area of
support. Urging a child to study so
that he can get a scholarship mav
pay off. but it is a poor substitute
for a family plan for the financing
of the child's education.
3. The need to choose a college in
terms of the child's abilities and interests.
Much is made of the problem of
choosing colleges, and great effort
goes into the process of choice. But
the results, if judged by the turmoil
that attends the annual selections,
fall far short of expectations. The
difficulty seems to lie in the placing
of emphasis on the college, not the
student. Wlien the application is sent
in, the parent often knows more
about the merits of the college to
which the application is going than
he does about the applicant as an
Naturally it is difficult for a parent
applicant.
to be objective about his own child.
But enough is now known about
evaluating individual abilities and
achievements that any parent who
really wants to may view his child as
the child will be viewed by the college. Such an evaluation is neither
so diffcult nor so time consuming
as the processes parents often go
through in evaluating colleges. And
since it relies on standard academic
information, it involves little or no
cost. Yet its value is inestimable.
For if the choice of college is made
in terms of the child's capabilities,
the first and most important step has
been taken toward placing the child
in the college that seems best for
him. And this is the best insurance
for a successful college career.
Alumnae
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NANCY

GODWIN

BALDWIN, '57

Assistant to the Director of Admission

Who Gets Into Sweet Briar?
What does it take to get into Sweet Briar today
and how should you go about the business of apphcation?

R June, another exam
ANOTHE
period over, another graduation
and alumnae reunion, another freshman class chosen . . . and another

fused? She imagines people on the
accepted list who will transfer, who
will leave in a year or two, never to
finish their education, who will scrape

telephone call to the Admission Office:

by academically to graduate, who

"Why didn't you take my daughter? She wants to come to Sweet

won't try, who will be unhappy here.
She wonders if this decision was a
mistake.

Briar. It's her first choice. Why
don't you take people who honestly
want Sweet Briar as first choice?
Can't you take her now? One more
on tlie list won't mean anything to
you and it mears so much to her."
The admission person talks to the
parent, thinking of all the other girls
who chose Sweet Briar first, those
who are coming and those who will

July 1%1

Then she remembers the care with
which the Committee reviewed each
applicant, and the reasons this one
didn't make it. She thinks of all the
accepted girls who wanted to come
just as much and who will do well.
She knows that this girl was not ready
yet, in comparison with others in the
group: perhaps in a vear or two she
will re-apply as a transfer student.
This is the time when the greatest

not come. She explaii;s that the college over-accepted freshmen, that the
college is over-enrolled, that there is
a waiting list, that there is simply
no room . . . that she is sorry. The

number of questions occur to everyone concerned in any way with college admission, as candidates, parents,

response she gets is "why?"
After the conversation, the admis-

.vlumnae representatives, or admission staff members. The following

sion person also wonders "why?"
WTiy was this girl, who wanted so
much to come to Sweet Briar, re-

questions are among those most frequently asked the Admissions staff
by alumnae and parents:

11

Are applicants smarter now than
they used to be?

forced to introduce their students to*
the iiabil of studying; and they do
not have to retrace as much
back

Tliis is a good question, and one

ground material properly belonging'
in the high school program. Teachers|
are thus able to move classes alongV^

which comes up at nearly every alumnae gathering, usually jirefaced by
the remark, "I'm glad Fm not trying
to get into Sweet Briar now." It is
a question with a yes-and-no answer.
As a group, students are not basically endowed with more brain power
than their predecessors of 20, 10, or

faster and to explore more subjects'
in greater depth.
gi

5 years ago; but every year applicants do seem to have higher College
Board scores and better school records because they are being preparetl better and more realistically
by tlieir secondary schools. They are
being counseled more thoroughly and
oriented more intelligently in how to
choose a college.

jected by Sweet Briar simply because'
there is not enough space to accom
modate all the acceptable applicants.^
Capable students must sometimes be
placed on the waiting list or turnedj
away because others who are better j

Has admission to Sweet Briar become more difficult and competitive because the college has deliberately changed its academic
standards for acceptance?

tlie college must gamble on how many
freshmen will elect to come in Sep-\

Sweet Briar has always been selective, with decisions based on evaluation of sound academic ability.
Acceptance has become more difficult
to achieve because of the greater
numbers applying (applications have
doubled in number since 1955) and
the better preparation and records
of those applying. Each year the
competition for admission to Sweet
Briar and other "preferred" colleges
is greater because increasing numbers
of applicants recognize the importance of well-planned academic programs, realistic college goals, and
steady, hard work.

Is the Stveet Briar curriculum
harder?
In relation to preparation, the
Sweet Briar work is not more difficult.
However, as secondary school work
improves, the course work at Sweet
Briar and other colleges changes.
College faculties are having to do
less remedial work; they are less often
12

Is Sweet Briar turning down able^
students?
Many able students are being re

equipped
fill the available places.™
Even so Sweet Briar, like other col-'
leges, over-accepts
the number
of .
students who can be housed because

tember.
This gamble
is necessary '
because of the multiple applications
each candidate usually makes.

What are the chances of being 4
accepted from the waiting list?^
This is difficult to predict until
around the middle of June, when the
Director of Admission knows how
many of the accepted students are taking their places. The waiting list
itself is always a long one because
seme of the applicants on it will accept other colleges. Those who remain on the waiting list through June
have a chance of being accepted as
freshmen; how good this chance is

of special interest to the Admission
Committee. If the Committee feels
that it is possible to accept her on
ihe basis of her record, it does so
and space is given her over another
equally qualified person. However,
the Committee feels that it is no
kindness to any applicant, alumna
daughter or not, to accept her if
there is any indication that her preparation isnot as complete as that of
the rest of the class, or if it is judged
that the competition she would face
in the first year would be so great
that it would be a frustrating and
painful experience for her. There
are 33 alumnae daughters now enrolled for the entering class this September. Seven other daughters were
accepted but did not choose Sweet
Briar and much to the regret of the
committee eight daughters were refused places and nine were placed
on the waiting list.

Are transfer students welcome?
Good transfer students enter Sweet
Briar every year as sophomores or
juniors from junior colleges and
four-year colleges. When the new
dormitory is ready in 1962, additional transfer students, as well as a
larger freshman enrollment, will be
sought.

What are we looking for in our
applicants? Is there a Sweet
Briar "type"?
There is no one "type" of girl
for Sweet Briar or for any other
institution which has as one of its

depends on the number of old students (upperclassmen) who drop
out of college during the summer as
well as how many freshmen have
accepted space.

aims the guidance of an individual in
her own self-development. The Admission Committee looks among the

Do alumnae daughters have more
consideration than other applicants?

people around them, and a desire for
education and continual learning
which will stay with them after their

An application from an alumna
daughter or granddaughter is always

college years. This year Sweet
Briar's students came from 38 states
and 8 foreign countries.

applicants for girls who have motivation, intellectual curiosity, a sincere
and alert interest in the world and
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What does the Committee consider
in its selection of applicants?
The Committee tries to consider the
total picture of cacii a|j])iicant as
an iii(li\ iihuii. and then to compare
iier uilh the p;roup for tliat year.
Because each girl is considered separately and on as much of an individual basis as possible, there are no
(piotas by geographic area, city, or
by school. Generally, considerations intlude the four-year school
record, rank in class. College Board
scores, school's recommendation, applicant's letter, health, and alumnae
connections.
The College Board scores, unless
lliev are low (under 450) are considered more in the light of how they
relate to the four-year school record
than as separate scores. Both the

some personal work can be a great
help. However, such letters are not
a re(]uirement and cannot be the deciding factor, since there are so many

In addition to scholarships oflFered

An interview, although not a requirement, isa good idea for two
reasons. It gives the prospective applicant an opportunity to talk vvilli
someone on the admission staff about
her aims and academic program.
Perhaps more important, it gives the
visitor time to look carefully at the

by the general scholarship fund, students may be awarded area scholarships given by various alumnae
groups across the country; they may

college, to form an impression of
campus life, to determine whether
or not it might be the right place
for her.

apply for grants-in-aid, which are
for one-year terms, or they may
choose to borrow part of their
finances on a student loan program.

Arrangements should be made for
an appointment before arrival on
campus, if possible. Dro|)-in guests
are welcome at any time, however,
except during the Spring (April)

things to be considered in each acceptance or refusal.

Hoiv does the scholarship applicant fitinto the admission picture?

school record carries more weight.

Many self-help opportunities are
available for upperclassmen.
All Scholarships are awarded by
the Scholarship Committee of the
college on the basis of need, which
is established by the material in the
Confidential Statement which the ap-

The school's recommendation of
the applicant is important because
it is the only recommendation which

plicant's parents fill out for the
Princeton College Board Scholarship
Service.

is required. School counselors evaluate personality, attitudes, seriousness

How does the Early Decision Plan
differ from regular admission?

secondary school record and the College Board scores are important:
however, in difficult decisions, the

of purpose, integrity, maturity, emotional stability, potential, motivation,
capacity for work.
In 196(), there were 904 applications, 708 of which were completed.
Of this 708, 349 were accepted. 193
freshmen entered Sweet Briar last
September.

Does it help an applicant to have
an alumna recommend her?
The Admission Committee is always glad to have an alumna who
knows an applicant personally send
i'lformatiiin and comments which
may be added to her admission credentials, to aid the Committee in its
decision. The evaluations and opinions of someone who has been a
student at Sweet Briar and therefore
has a knowledge of both sides certainly are most helpful. Especially
in the case of scholarship applicants.
July 1961

What good is an intervietv and
tour of the campus?

Early Decision is for those candidates who have decided by October
of their senior year in secondary
school that Sweet Briar is their first
and only choice. The school advisor
must recommend them for Early Decision. Applying by October 1, they
are judged on the basis of their
school records through the junior
year and their junior scores on the
College Board tests. They agree that
they will not apply to another college before December 1, by which
time they receive word from Sweet
Briar indicating that they are accepted, refused, or placed on the
Holdover List for Spring consideration. Students on the Holdover List
may apply to other colleges. In the
Spring. Holdover cases are considered on the basis of their total records
compared with regular applicants.

Committee meetings, when interviewers are not readilv availaiWe.
What can parents do to help their
daughter prepare for and gain
admission to the college of her
choice?
The importance of stimulating an
interest in reading cannot be overemphasized. Summer reading lists
given out by the schools or reading
done for regular English assigmnents
should be only a beginning.
Interest in the student's academic
program and work with the school
counselor in planning her program of
study for all four years in secondary
school and knowledge of what courses
she should have for particular college
requirements
are also important.
Parents and daughter should have
a heart-to-heart conference, including
in their discussion a frank approach
to what the student herself wants
from college, where she wishes to go,
what tvpe of college she wants, and
a realistic evaluation of her abilities,
interests, and achievements.
Adequate and early financial jilanning, realistic goals for college, and
a sharing of real enjoyment in learning are all important ways in which
parents can help their chihlren in
preparing for college.
13

THE MANY FACES
OF COMMENCEMENT
OFTEN have you seen it— the bright face of this year's
Howgraduate,
flushed with the excitement of the day, with
thoughts of her first job, marriage perhaps, or the sense of having
at last achieved that goal toward which her efforts have been
directed for so long? Or the tearful nostalgic look of one who
graduated not many years ago, with perhaps a trace of envy for
the principals in this bit of drama? Or the benevolent pleasure
of older alumnae reliving a moment which perhaps triggers their
memories off to earlier days and friendships? Or the faces of
the fathers, irrationally proud of their daughters, or of the
mothers identifying with the happiness of their children? Or perThis was her day. Jane Hatcher, graduated
magna cum laude with High Honors in History, and also won the President's Award

haps the earnest expressions of the speakers; the more matter-offact, and even cynical, glances of those who watch the ceremony
year-in, year-out — the faculty, the staff, the workers?
For some, graduation may have but one face; others view it
prismatically, as the day turns first one face and then another.
Here on these pages we have tried to capture in pictures some
of the many faces you can see at a Sweet Briar graduation.

Ann

Uawlcy

The alumnae greet old friends while adju?tiu^ die uiiiauiiliar
academic regalia and lining up for the commencement procession
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Charles Prothro, member of the Board beams at daughter, Kay, who graduated with Honors in Chemistry
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Not all faces are smiling ones as the graduates pour out of the Gym.
Alumnae will
recognize the mixed emotions shown here hy these girls at the thought of leaving SBC

Cenc

Campbell

President Edgar Shannon of the I niNeisity of \ irginia and the Reverend Luui.- lla.-ki II. liulli husbands of Sweet Briar alumnae,
greet President Emeritus Meta Glass. Mr. Haskell, who delivered the baccalaureate sermon, had a daughter in the graduating class
July 1961
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Cciu- Qiiiii.lii-ll

President Pannell smiles her approval as Dr. Shannon takes his theme Iroin ilu- opening lines of a poem by Meredith. "Enter these enchanted woods, You who dare"

Eleanor
enjoyed

Bosnorlh
Shannon,
'17
her husband's
address

Ann

Milan Hapala and Nancy Dowd

llinton,

'46 enjoy luncheon in the Boxwood Gardens between sessions of Alumnae College

Mis! Ruby and Miss
ing leis sent from
Freeman, '19 talk
Miss Rubv has seen

Winifred Walker wearHawaii by Flo Fowler
with Daw Mya Sein.
all 51 commencements

Rawley

^i.

Add Rawley

Josephine Murray Joslin and Virginia Hurt Turner, Class of 1911

What could seem more natural ihan to catch
Miss Jessie Fraser talking with Miss Glass

Ann Rawley

Rose Hyde Fales, '37 assures Dean Mary
Pearl that the trip from Paris to see
Vi illia graduate
was well worth while

Are these proud fathers translating this diploma from Latin into English

IT'S

HE META GLASS

IT'S GOING to be very pleasant to have a Meta Glass on campus again. The
first one was such an important influence in so many of our lives that insofar
as a building can resemble a person, I hope this Meta Glass will be like her
namesake.
If so, from outward appearance she must be what Miss Meta would call a
"stylish building." You can't imagine with what interest and appreciation we as
students watched for Miss Glass's new costumes! And the cry that rose from the
girls the day Sweet Briar House burned, was not, "Save her library," but, "Throw
out her squirrel coat!" When that piece of glamor finally dropped into waiting
arms, everyone felt Sweet Briar could rebuild with no lack of its former elegance.
It must be a friendly building, but a "selectively friendly" building. Those
who enter to learn, to listen, to appreciate, to contribute, will always be welcome;
the superficial, insincere ones will find the climate suddenly cool. The heating
system will be able to adapt rapidly, and most accurately!
I hope this building will be a gay and happy place, with some truly lighthearted touches; ones that would amuse the instigator of faculty shows, who,
as an impromptu bit of business in one of them, rose from her bed in a long
white nightgown to park her chewing gum on the arch of Manson stage.
In decoration there will be no grays. Truth and honor are white, lies and
deceit are black. What is not true is a lie, what is not honor is dishonor — there
is no middle ground.
Good looks, good taste, good humor; dignity, friendliness; high standards
of scholarship, high ideals — these make up the Meta Glass we knew, respected,
were a bit in awe of, admired, and by the time we were seniors, loved. May her
building be a reminder of all she stood for, to us who were here with her, to
you who are here now, and to all the generations of Sweet Briar girls who will
follow in the future.
tt
/^
^r.^
— Edna Lee Gilchrist, 26
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Excerpts from tivo dedicatory speeches at the groundbreaking ceremonies on May 17, 1961

Marllia

von

Bric^rn

DORMITORY

AGROUND-BREAKING is no new experience for Meta Glass, for several
buildings essential to the work of the college took shape during her administration— the Mary Helen Cochran Library in 1929; the Post Office-Book
Shop-Apartment building in tliat same year; and the Gymnasium in 1931.
Any type of building needed for the life and work of the college could appropriately benamed for Miss Glass. For example, if we were breaking ground
for an academic building today, we should be thinking of aspects of our present
academic program that are rooted in her administration: our group ])lan of the
curriculum, our interdepartmental majors, our honors plan of study, our junior
year abroad, and our senior comprehensive examinations.
If we were breaking ground for an administrative building, we should Ijc
thinking of Miss Glass's statesmanlike planning; her retirement of the college debt
and additions to the endowment; her dogged refusal to cut faculty salaries during the depression.
But this is a dormitory. So as we walk down its halls in imagination, its
rooms will seem neater and more orderly because
order and seemliness. In the dining room, we shall
she still presides at her own table, and her delight
lively discussion around the table. In the kitchen,

of Meta Glass's respect for
think of the grace with which
in getting everybody into a
we shall remember the Meta

Glass who, as a Y. W. C. A. officer in iharge of nurses" clubs during World War
I, washed so many dishes that her friends put up a plaque: "The Meta Glass
Memorial Sink." In the social rooms, we shall recall that it has been said thai
wherever Miss Glass stands becomes the center of tiie room.
And so her qualities — her gracious hospitality, her love of good solid conversation, her quick repartee, her unfailing humor, and that sturdy sense of duty
which she used to call her good walking stick — will be felt afresh as generation
after generation finds a college home in this building that bears her name.
— Marion Rollins
July 1961
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Sweet Briar's famous College Bowl Team has brains
aplenty as well as beauty. They are: Adele Vogel,
Richmond, Virginia, psychology major; Nancy Hudler,
Lawrenceville, New Jersey, American Studies major;
Ann Cai Meredith, Crossett, Arkansas, Drama major;
and Letitia Sanders, Newnan,
Georgia, English major.

Brains
Beauty and Brawn
In intellectual and athletic comj^etition

Sweet

Briar

girls

prove expert, without sacrificing their reputation for charm
20
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Allison Jennings with Betsy
Parker, new Middle Atlantic
dnuliles champions, admire the
silver trophies they won in
an intercollegiate tournament.

Queen Rue Wallace was crowned
hy Lynn Adams at the May Day
ceremonies, when a pink rose
appropriately named the Sweet
Briar Queen was introduced.
i,

When Sweet Briar's College Bowl Teain journeyed
so valiantly to New York for three successive contests
on General Electric's television program, they went with
the knowledge that every man, woman, child, and dog at
Sweet Briar was thinking about them and pulling for
tliem. No big-league football teain has ever aroused more
whole-hearted and total support from a college community.
The members of the teain, all juniors, were an outstanding quartet: Ann Cai Meredith, the Captain, has
been a National Merit Scholar, was this year's Managing
Editor of the Sweet Briar News, and has been active in
Paint and Patches. Adele Vogel is Phi Beta Kappa.
Chairman of the Judicial Board, on the Dean's List, and
in the May Court; she also holds next year's Manson
Memorial Alumnae Scholarship. Letilia Sanders has received Freshman and Junior honors, was on the Dean's
List, and was Chairman of the Campus Chest this vear.
Nancy Hudler is next year's Editor of the Sweet Briar
News, and incidentally, was the cover girl for April's
Alumnae Magazine.
Jllv 1%1

The teain was chosen after several weeks of preliminary trials. Once chosen, they entered upon what
was probably one of the most exhausting months of
their lives. First, they underwent a two-week training
period, during which they lunched each day with a different faculty expert and each afternoon had practice sessions to get accustomed to the rapid-fire technique of
the program. Then came the three trips to New York,
the first on April 17 when their contest with Colorado
State Lhiiversity was viileo-taped for the April 23 program, the second on April 30 when the team won so handsomely over Hanover College, and the third on May 6
when they fell before a powerful team from Johns Hopkins University.
Each trip was for the girls a mixture of fun and
tension. G. E. pro\ided theater tickets for one evening,
and there was lime for galleries, sight-seeing, perhaps
another plav. or a bit of shopping. But when Sunday
morning came, the magic was over; they went to the
studio at ten o'clock to work, to meet their opponents,
and to lake jiarl in a series of practice sessions, indis21

Camiibill

tinguisliable from the real program. The actual program, of course, demandecl of each participant intense
concentration and effort, as well as steadiness and poise.
Each time the team returned on the early morning
train, they were greeted at Sweet Briar station by a
crowd of enthusiastic supporters who had come up the
l-ill by car and hay-wagon. On the final morning, there
were just as many rooters on hand as before, and the
whole group went olT to Sweet Briar House for a breakfast of coffee and doughnuts.
The teams performance has evoked an enormous and
enthusiastic response not only on the part of the college
community and alumnae, but of Virginians, Southerners,
and gentlemen, young and old.
The girls received fan mail from all over the country
and requests for photographs, dates, and letters; two
elderly ladies tried to claim kin to one team member,
and a Chicago investment firm even offered another girl
a job!
William W. Blatchford, Jr., of New Rochelle, N. Y.,
wrote:
''Dear 'Letter-opener':
"The young ladies on the 'College Bowl' have aroused
my deep admiration and I extend to them my every good
wish. As a Princeton graduate (class of 1908!!) I, of
course, have a strong feeling for the Honor System. At
the age of 75 I hope that it is not out of order for me
to say that all four young ladies have won my heart."
Another gentleman of 82 proffered advice, batt'e
maneuvers, and helpful hints to all his "Southern Sweethearts."
A columnist, E. E. Dawson, of the Hico (Texas)
News Revieiv, commented to his readers:
"Wife and I have been watching the Sunday afternoon
TV program, "College Bowl," for a long while . . .
One of the best of all was on last Sunday's program.
Sweet Briar College of Virginia, a private institution
for young women. . . . Who said girls are not so smart?
If you saw that program you would change your
mind if you have been thinking poorly of female intel igence. . . ."
One team member
a classic of its kind:

received a mash note that was

"Your refreshingly good looks makes 'College quiz'
doubly interesting. Most men enjoy looking at a pretty
girl. Certainly every normal man does and each has his
own idea of what makes her worth looking at. Would
you consider sending me an autographed picture? This
request is entirely personal and I truly hope it may find
you in a receptive mood.
"Meanwhile, good luck, a monstrous salute and God
bless you. — Cordially, Bill."
A lady writing from California expressed very well
the typical response to our team:
22

"Congratulations to you and your Sweet Briar girls
again. They are excellent — so quick, so keen, so charming, and so much at ease. I am eager for Sunday at
four-thirty to come again. . . ."
Of course the team made a tremendous contribution
to Sweet Briar's public relations, and they also had the
satisfaction of gaining a total of $3,500 in scholarship
money. Mrs. Pannell wrote to the four team members
as follows:
". . . . We are all proud of your achievement and
appreciative of the enthusiastic spirit with which you all
responded to this challenge. We were also deeply conscious of the many hours of concentrated study and
practice which each of you gave so willingly to bring
about your success on the program. . . .
"It is my sincere hope that friends of Sweet Briar
will wish to contribute additional funds to the scholarship which you have provided by your efforts and knowledge, and I would like to show my appreciation and
gratitude for your fine work by sending a check for $100
to Dean Pearl to be added to this scholarship."
At commencement Mrs. Pannell announced the establishment ofa separate scholarship with the funds earned
by the team, to be named for the class of 1962.

Beauty

When Rue Wallace, this year's lovely May Queen, was
crowned on May 6, she carried a bouquet of a new pink
rose named Sweet Briar Queen. The garland with which
she was crowned and her scepter were decorated with the
same roses.
The Sweet Briar Queen was developed by Lynchburg
rose-grower Herman Schenkel, who named it in honor of
the May Queen and the College. The rose features a
long, tapered bud, with a complete absence of green
guard petals; its color is a light pink at the edges
which deepens to a warmer color near the heart. Though
the rose plants are not yet available on the market,
Mr. Schenkel has presented the College with forty-eight
bushes of this new rose bearing its name.

Brawn and Beauty
Betsy Parker and Allison Jennings are the new
Middle Atlantic Intercollegiate Doubles Champions. In
a tennis tournament at Mary Baldwin College on May
19, they defeated their opponents from William and
Mary, 8-6, 6-1. This is the first time Sweet Briar
players have won this championship.
Allison is a Freshman from New Canaan, Connecticut, and Betsy, who is also next year's Junior Class
president, is from Franklin, Virginia.
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alumnae association
Annual Meeting

Council Meeting. She reported thai
the disc charm for the Mansoii

THE ANNUAL MEETING of the
Sweet Briar Alumnae Association

scholar was given in February to
Judy Greer, a Senior music niaj(jr
from Marion, Virginia.

was held in tJhe Emily Bowen Room
following the alumnae luncheon on
Monday, June 5. Phoebe Rowe Peters, president, called the meeting to
order and welcomed all guests.
SWEET

BRIAR

CLUBS

Betty Prescotl Balch announced
that the Anne Gary Pannell bowl,
awarded annually to the club giving
the largest amount for scholarships,
had been won by the Washington
Club, which gave $3,000 for the Harriet Evans Wyckoff Scholarship and
$500 to begin the endowment of the
Vivienne Barkalow Hornbeck Scholarship.
ALUMNAE

FUND

Nancy Dowd Burton, chairman of
the Alumnae Fund, reported a total
of $130,619 in the Alumnae Fund
as of June 5.
NOMINATING

COMMITTEE

This year the nominating city is
Charlotte, North Carolina, with Dolly
Nicholson Tate as chairman of the
Nominating Committee.
BULB

COMMITTEE

Nida Tomlin Watts, chairman of
the Bulb Project, reported that the
first month's bulb sales had amounted
to over $11,000. She also announced
that over five thousand bulbs had
been planted
ALUMNAE

on campus again.
REPRESENTATIVES

The report of Connie Ciirric Fleming, Director of Alumnae Representatives, which was read, reviewed the
accomplishments of the Alumnae
Representatives, including the workshop last fall during the Alumnae
Jlly 1961

EXECUTIVE

SECRETARY

Elizabeth Bond Wood, Executive
Secretary, had prepared a full report
of the activities of the Alumnae Office
for 1960-61, which was read in her
absence.
The past year has been marked by
changes in the personnel of both the
Alumnae and Development Offices.
Last fall, John Detmold, Director of
Development for four years, left to
become Vice-President of Mills College in Oakland, California, and in
February L. Guy Moon of Cedar
Crest College succeeded him. Judith
Vogelback. who for four years was
co-editor of the Alumnae Magazine.
resigned to become a housewife, and
her place was taken by Janet Lowrey.
wife of the Visiting Professor of
Creative Writing.
During the past year the office has
made approximately 1,500 changes in
addresses, and has located about 160
"lost" alumnae. Since commencement of this year, adding our new
graduates and those who will transfer, the total number of active alumnae in our files should number approximately 6,800. During the past
year, in addition to correspondence
carried on with individual alumnae,
the Alumnae Office made 8.332 service mailings for the Clubs and sent
out 88,950 pieces of general mail.
Sixty alumnae were on campus
October 18-21 for the meetings of
the Alumnae Council. The theme of
the meetings, "Shall We Grow?""
was related to Sweet Briar's plan to
increase enrollment over the next
three vears.
One of the goals set by the Execu-

tive Board of the Alumnae Association for this year was to increase the
number of active alumnae clubs. Judy
llaUihurton Burnett. '35. Vice-Preside, t and Director of Clubs, has encouraged the regional chairmen to
study their areas and to organize new
clubs.
•. Savannah,
This year alumnae in
Georgia, and Lexington, Virginia,
have organized for the first time.
The Long Island Club has become
really active, and plans are being
made to form clubs in Raleigh, N. V...
Augusta, Georgia, Dallas, Texas, and
Utica, New York.

Phoebe Rowe Peters, '31, is President of
the Sweet
Briar
Alumnae
Association.
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Special events of tlie Clubs have

Alumnae

Representatives who serve

slate scholarshi]) by liie Athnita Cluii,
the establishment by tiie Washiiijjton
(Huij of their seeonil endowed sehol-

the college by visiting schools, attending college information days,
and working with members of the
college Admission OfTice staff. This
is one of the most important areas
of work done by the alumnae and
its value to the college is hard to
estimate.

arship whieh was named for Vivienne Barkahm Hornbeck, 'lo. and

FUND

iiH'luded the New York CIuIj's theatre henefit. the Pliiladelphia (Hub's
concert featuring; Lueile Barrow
Turner. "20. Rochester's Tuli]) Festival, the establishtnenl of the first

Houston's Christmas tree project. .Almost ail of the ('lubs have entertained
i;roups of prospective students this
year. At present we list forty-ei'j;ht
active Clubs. Nineteen of these
offer scholarships and eleven Clubs
have endowed scholarships or are
working toward them.
Durinj; the year Mrs. Wood has
met with the Clubs in New York,
Rochester, Cincinnati, Louisville,
Philadelphia. San Francisco, Denver,
Lynchburg, and the Bulb Committee
of the Washington Club.
SWEET

BRIAR

DAY

Sweet Briar Day was celebrated in
thirty-five cities this year, with Lexington and Savannah celebrating for
the first time. Baltimore had Sweet
Briar Day during spring vacation.
Christmas greetings were sent to
approximately 6,700 alumnae early
in December with a Christmas message from Mrs. Pannell.
Student speakers were provided for
all Clubs celebrating Sweet Briar
Day. The publicity given this in
the various cities seemed much better than usual. Although we are
very much aware of the difficulties of
meeting during the holidays, this
seems a most worthwhile tradition
to continue.
DIRECTOR OF ALUMNAE
REPRESENTATIVES
Mrs. Wood announced with regret
the resignation of Connie Carrie
Fleming as Director of Alumnae Representatives, and she emphasized the
importance of the work being done
by the approximately two hundred
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RAISING

Mrs. Wood had special praise for
Nancy Dowd Burton, the Alumnae
Fund Chairman, and the Fund Agents
for the continued success of the
Fund. Plans are being made this
summer in the Development and
Alumnae Offices for a concentrated
effort in various cities in the countrv
to finish raising the money for the
Memorial Chapel Fund in order that
Sweet Briar may qualify for the
Kresge grant of $25,000 in June,
1962.
The Bulb Project, with Nida Tomliii Watts as chairman, last year
grossed $53,561 with a profit of
$20,041. Thirty-three Clubs and six
individual alumnae sold 3,012 orders.
BOARD

OF OVERSEERS

Gladys Wester Horton, '30, was
selected by the Executive Board of
the Alumnae Association to be its
nominee for election to the Board of
Overseers of Sweet Briar College.
Mrs. Horton's name was submitted
to the Alumnae Association by ballot and she was elected to the Board
at its May meeting. She succeeds
Margaret Cornwell Schmidt, '37, and
begins her term of office in the fall.
ALLIMNAE

MAGAZINE

ALUMNAE

DAUGHTERS

This year there are seventy-seven
alumnae daughters at Sweet Briar,
jjIus the two juniors studying at St.
Andrews who are both daughters of
Sweet Briar graduates. Next year
thirty-one of the entering freshmen
are daughters or granddaughters of
alumnae.
NEW

BUILDINGS

High points of the year at Sweet
Briar have been the cornerstone laying of the Fine Arts Center, the
groundbreaking for the Meta Glass
Dormitory, and the rapid progress
of the new Bookshop.

Boxwood

Circle

The Boxwood Circle, made up of
alumnae who have given a thousand
dollars or more to the college this
year, continues
to grow.
Already
twenty members of this group have
given

$63,025.
We
proudly
nounce their names below:

an-

Edith Durrell Marshall, '21
Gladys Wester Horton, '30
Elise Morley Fink, '27
Muriel Fossum Pesek, '25
Connie M. Guion, '13
Jacquelyn Strickland Dwelle, '35
Kathleen Bryan Edwards, '49
Jane Gregory Marechal, '15
Dorys McConnell Faile, '16
Rebecca Ashcraft Warren, '26
Jacquelin
AmblerPew,
Cusick,
Alberta Hensel
Acad. '57

In the national competition of
alumnae magazines last year, the
Alumnae Magazine won five awards
— more than anv other woman's magazine. Much of the credit for this
goes to Judy Vogelback.

of the College," won two awards in
the Baltimore Art Directors' Show
this spring. Thougii this rejjort was
the work of many, particular credit
for its success goes to Martha von
Briesen, Director of Public Relations.

Sweet

Briar's Ten-year Report, "The State

Kitty Blount Anderson, '26
Florence Woelfel Elston, '21
Sarah Belk Gambrell, '39
Louise A.;V^- Headley, '41
Cornelia Wailes Wailes, '26
Ann Samford Upchurch, '48
3 Anonymous
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SiK Haudie Bell

<m
Park St.
Monlclair,

N. J.
Sui' Slaufililcr persuadi'd mv. to act
as your cla'^s secretary ami assured me
of your help in securing; news, so please
ilon't disappoint me. Sue recently spent
tliiee weeks in Memorial Hospital in New
York City and I had a long visit with her.
She is now, April 27, with her sister-in-law
who lives near the hospital. We all wish
her a complete recovery.
Florence Coffin Gillem and 1 had several
visits together in Seplemher while I was
visilinj; Margaret Coleman .Stewart in Birmingham. Florence has promised to start
now planning to return for our .50th reunion only two years away. All of you
should do the same so we can have a big
reunion.
Mary Clifton Tabb George has changetl
very little, is still her charming self, and
I have enjoyed being with her in Montreat.
N. C, for several years.
We are very proud of our Connie Guion
and you will enjoy the following account
written by Carol Taylor. World-Telegram
staff writer:
" 'It's the person — it's no longer the
petticoat.'
"This comment from Dr. Connie Guion.
one of the country's most distinguished
women physicians, about summarizes the
status of her sex today in a profession
where the petticoat was once anathema.
"Dr. Guion. an internist, has even had a
building named for her — the Dr. Connie
Guion Out-patient Department Building to
be dedicated in the fall at the New York
Hospital-Cornell Medical Center. This is
in gratitude and respect for her outstanding work in raising the standards of
hospital medicine for ambulant
patients.

"In a professional career that has spanned
the decades. Dr. Guion has kept her femininity, enthusiasm and the kind of "country
doctor" folksiness and kindness that insfiires
confidence in patients . , ,"
After 4.3 years in the same home in Glen
Riflge, New Jersey, we moved to nearby
Montelair on June first.

"I C\
Marianne MartIiN
I f\
601 Maurv Ave.
-^^^
Norfolk l'7, Va.
Betty Lowman Hall, after serving long
and well as class secretary, has turned
over her duties to me. .She writes that
the winter in Elmira has been most severe.
She keeps busy with reading, sewing, social
activities, and bookkeeping for her husband's roofing firm.
Mary Reed, like Betty, has nothing good
to say about last winter. Added to the extremely cold weather she has had a bad
virus infection and was looking forward
eagerly to the spring when I heard from
her.
Our class president, Cornelia Carroll
Gardner, is working hard as a hostess in
Colonial Williamsburg. She and her husband live in one of the lovely old houses
in the Restored Area. They plan to spend
the summer in Mathews County, Va.. where
their daughter Frances and her three children will visit them.
A very exciting piece of news comes from
Charlotte Seaver Kelsey. She married
Charles Paterson just before Christmas.
Charlotte has 26 grandchildren which
sounds record-breaking for a bride!
She writes most happily of her marriage.
Speaking of grandchildren. Cilia Guggenheimer Nusbaum has two, "a 7-vear-old
ash blond girl and a blond .3-year-old boy."

Josephine Murray Joslin, '11, Virginia Hurl Turner, "11, Louise Hooper
Ewell, '10, Ruth Lloyd, '\\. Nan Powell Hodges. '10, and Frances Murrell
Rickards,
'10, marching
in the academic
procession
on graduation
day.

Jli-y 1961

A trip to a new place every other year
adds spire to Jane I'ralt Betts' happy life in
sun-drenched Florida when- she ami her
dren,
husband are enjoying their 9 grandchilFlorida seems to have an aiipeal for the
Class of '18. Catherini- Marshall Shuler is
building a house on Longboat Key, Fla..
although she has kept her old home in
Des Moines. Her oldest grandson graduated from Culver in June and will go to
Yale in .September.
Charlotte More Meloney continues to
teach stenciling and country tin painting in
Walton. N. Y. She plans to attend Fletcher
Farm Craft .School in Vermont this summer. Her daughter is in Taiwan where
her husband is Chief of Program for the
International Cooperation .Xdministration.
Her son and his wife live in an old New
Hampshire house which dates back to the
Revolution. Her mother. Charlotte reports, is remarkable at 93.
Elanette Sollitt Stapely has written me
an interesting letter about her life as an
artist in Scottsdale, Arizona, where she
spends her winters. F.lanetle, her husband, and her step-daughter are all painters. Last summer she had a heart attack
while she was in .Springfield. Ohio, but she
seems to have recovered well. She says
she has been wonderfully hapny since her
marriage three years ago and that while
for some life begins at 40, for her it
really began at 60.
As always manv things are happening
to Vivienne Barhalow Hornbeck. She was
signally honored recently by the Washington .Sweet Briar .Mumnae Club which has
established in her honor a scholarship
which will bear her name. The announcement, which was matle at the March meeting of the club, took Vivienne completely
bv surprise. The class of 1918 salutes
"Vivy" for she richly deserves this recognition. This spring she was busy with
publicity for the Amsterdam Concertgebouw held in ("onstitution Hall. .April 10,
and sponsored by the Washington .S. B.
Club for the benefit of its scholarship
fund. Mrs. Kennedy was patroness. Vivienne sounds like the Renaissance Man,
talented and capable in so many ways.
Perhaps she represents the Atomic Age
Woman. But 1 like to think of her best
as our own enthusiastic, energetic rlassmaie of the old S. B. days.
Cornelia Doremus Kniper visited Sweet
Briar last summer on her way b^ck from
a visit to her daughter in Memphis. She
saw many changes at the old Briar since
her last sight of it 46 years ago. She has
2 grandchildren in Memphis and 3 in
Denver. Cornelia keeps house for her sister and cousin and, in addition, has a parttime church
iob.
Margaret McVey returned in December
from a jet plane trip around the world,
."^he travelled on 18 different planes. Hong
Kong. Japan, and Hawaii were her favorite
places. She was heart sick at the poverty
she saw in India and Thailand.
I. too. went abroad last year by jet but
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burgh, as her uncle died in October, and
her aunt is far from well.

b^^
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"1 saw Mew White Knobloch last summer. She is active on the V.U.A. Hoard
in Erie, and in Church and Garden Club.

gflrx

"Dot McKee Abney's son, Hamp, is
teaching at Mercersburg Academy and has
2 children. Her daughter, Barbara Bolger,
lives in Midland Park, N. J., and has a
2-year-old daughter.
"Ellen Aewell Bryan was often my roommate at S. B. Board meetings, and she
and Edna Lee Gilchrist and 1 would have
a class reunion every time. This last fall
we stayed with Edna and at that time she
was looking forward to a visit from Cornelia Wailes Wailes and Tom who were

^sc--^

home from Iran on leave. Edna's twins
are sophomores at different colleges —
Wells and Mt. Holyoke.
Lii|0)iiii; IuikIi m llir boxwood f;ar(leIl^ helwrrn sosioii^ ot Alumnae (.oilcfit' were
Marion Shaler Wailliams, "21, Lib Rounlree Kellernian. '26, and Betty Prescott
Balch, "28 (all facing camera)
and Edna
Lee Gilchrist, '26 (on ground,
right).

did not circle the globe. I did go to Istanbul, Beirut, Athens, and Cairo as well as
to a numlier of more usual places in
Europe. The Passion Play was included
in my trip. I returned last April but
still work half time at the library of the
Norfolk College of William and Nlary. I
am auditing a philosophy class at the college which really keeps me on my toes.

the night in Danville, Va. While there, I
took the opportunity of calling Thelma
Jones Baum of whom we have had no
news in many years. Thelma has a son.
Ashley, living in Arlington, Va.: he is
married and has four children. Her other
son. Jules Baum, Jr., is a bachelor living
in Boston and is with Merrill, Lynch. Two
years ago Thelma visited her sister up
here in Stamford, Conn., but since then she

/ /I I Gladys Woodward Hi bbard
"^ -*- Newtown, Conn,
Friends of Frances Nash Orand will be
saddened to learn of the sudden death of
her husband, J. Bruton Orand. of 6720
Turtle Creek, Dallas. Texas. Mr. Orand
was owner of one of the largest Buick
dealerships in the .South, and was a civic
and social leader in Dallas. Frances has
three daughters, all of whom are married,
and six grandchildren. The class all send
their most heart-felt sympathy to Frances
and her family.

has been quite ill. so she doesn't expect
to get back to SBC in the near future.
1 am quite excited about the new auditorium and shall try to get down for the
opening in the fall. 1 hope those of
you who can will join me there. It would
be a nice reunion on a very special occasion.

Lorraine McCrillis Stott writes: "We
have (|uite an active Alumnae Club in
Rochester which has done very well in the
bulb sale toward scholarships. I've been
Republican Town Committeewoman for
some time now. working hard to win a village election (Newark. N. Y.) on March
21st. Between that. Garden Club work.
Woman's Hospital Aux. Board, golf and
bridge. I keep busy. Our family is all
grown and married — two of the boys live
in town and a daughter lives in California.
Mary Stephens Henderson, whose husband is with the .Sheraton Hotel chain,
went with him this winter to open up another .Sheraton hotel in Tel Aviv. Their
youngest, a girl, is at Radcliffe College.
Willelta Do/le Murrin's daughter married
Richard Kilgore and lives in Ambler. Pa.
They have a darling little boy named Randy
who was a year old in December.
Esther Jack Arnold writes that she has
a 17-year-old daughter, Susan, whom she
is trying to impress with the seriousness
of an education, but so far Susan would
rather dance and have fun. Jack, the
oldest, is 19, a sojihomore at Ohio Wesleyan. Esther says her husband. Emerson, has practiced medicine in Delaware.
Ohio, for 30 years.
On our way .South this winter we spent
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RiTH Abell Bear
Pleasant Valley, Pa.

A grand newsy letter from Dot Keller
lliff contained
the following:
"The 4 years I spent on the Executive
Board of the S. B. Alumnae Assoc, were
fascinating, rewarding, and inspirational.
During that time. I was also chairman of
the Alumnae Representative Committee of
the Washington area. Also have been
active in my garden club, the Sustaining
Group of the Junior League and Church
work, plus gardening and studying Japanese flower arrangements.
"Our older daughter, Bamby, has been
at Colorado College since she left S.B.C.
and is majoring in psychology. She is a
member of K.A.T. sorority and is graduating in June.
"Suzy. our other daughter, is a senior
in high school, where she is taking all
the accelerated English courses she can get
and singing in every choral group and choir
in school and Church. .She is going to
either Denison or Ohio Weslevan in the

fall.

"On our trip to Europe in '.59, we
spent 10 days with Helen Finch Halford.
Their daughter, Beverly, had just been
married, and their son, John, had graduated
from Cambridge.
"Peg Krider Ivey came up from Devon
to see us. Both their sons are married and
are living not too far from them.
"Marg Laidley .Smith writes that she has
been commuting from Martinsburg to Pitts-

"Ellen's Mary Lane (S. B. '58) is in
Cleveland this year, working as an occupational therapist. Ellen is on the Board
of Trustees of the National Girl Scouts,
so she does a lot of travelling on her
own as well as with her husband, who is
editor of the Cleveland Plain Dealer. They
have a home in .Sea Island, Ga.. and this
year
theirin daughter
Newell
(S. B.
'55)
is
teaching
Atlanta, so
that they
visit
their
old home town quite often."
Jinny Lee Taylor Tinker and Fred had
a 6-weeks visit from their daughter Joan
and
smallof Mark
last exchange
year. Joan's
husbaml
is head
foreign
in the
Bank
of America in Dusseldorf, Germany. Jinny
and Fred had a 30-year reunion with
Brownie and Ken King in New York last
spring.
Marty Close Page's older son, Lowell,
Jr., is in Carlsbad, N. M. and has 2 daughters. Her younger one, Fritz, is with
Alcoa and is located in Pittsburgh. Marty
has been fighting multiple sclerosis — a long
pull, but she is making good progress in
overcoming it,
^•^^^
f^ C\

Drexel Moore
Betty
Schilling
Hill, Pa.
1011 Childs Ave,

/i\
Well, I enjoyed my letter in the April
Magazine! It was written so long ago that
the items were news to me. Kitty Leadbeater Bloomer answered immediately. She
has a very interesting trip planned. Late
in the summer she will spend a month
with her son. Brad, taking the Greek
Island cruise. Then she will stay a while
with him in Tarsus, Turkey, where he is
teaching English. From there she will
go on down through the Middle East, returning home in November. Her other
son, Peter, attends Miami University in

Ohio,

Marion Jayne Berguido and two of her
children spent spring vacation with June
Berguido James. '58, in Charlottesville, and
in Williamsburg revisiting their favorite
spots. Marion received a nice note from
Libby Jones Shands. Libby and Courtney
have left New Mexico and are now back
in the Fast at 403 Skyhill Rd., Alexandria,
Va. We also have a new address for
Lois Ritchie — 61 Wm. H. Taft Rd.. Cincinnati 19, Ohio. We have an assortment
of addresses for Barbara Lewis Palmer but
none of them seems to reach her.
Dougie
Lyon .Stedman.
'.30,spring
and Don
took
a Caribbean
cruise in the
and
called
on
Kay
Meyer
Mauchel
in the
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Virgin Islands. They

had

a delightful

\isil and loved Kay's home.
As for me — 1 love heing a grandmolhir.
I have Jijiimy all lo niysell one day a week.
\Iy oldest boy. Kied, and his wife have
just niuvetl from Vallejo, Cal., to Idaho
Falls, Ida. llnele Sam's Navy really has
my address book in a turmoil.
If you are tired of hearing about the
same gals all the time, you know what
to do — WRITE.
^/^
.She Ti cki;ii Yate.s
/vJ
Ml .South Main St.
^^ -^
Ashehoro, N. C.
I hope that (|uite a few of you saw
the artiele in the March 25tli issue of the
Saliiriluy Evening l^osl by Niek Clinch,
son of Virginia Lee Campbell Clinch. If
you haven't, be sure to look it up, for you
will find it extremely interesting. It's also
pleasant lo bask in retlecled glory — no matter how far removed. (You know that
Nick is a very famous mountain climber,
and we are proud that we can claim him
as a .Sweet ISriar son.)
Sally (.iitlison .lamison writes that she
is a graiulmolher — and very pleased.
James Stewart Tatman was born in early
March. She also tells me that Ruth Ferguson Smytlie and her husband, who moveil
back to Louisville, Ky., some months ago,
are building a house there this spring.
.Also, on the same post card she sent
news of Belle Brockenbrough Hulchins'
sons. John is to be married in June and
Coleman is stationed in Athens, Ga., on
Naval duty.
It seems that I have to fall back on the
activities of my own family when 1 don't
hear from you. My youngest son, John,
enters Woodberry Forest School in September. If any of you happen to have sons
there, please write and tell me. Even if
you don't, please write me about your sons
or ilaughlers or gramlchildren. If you
enjoy this column then help me to make
it possible.
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Doiiciic Lyon Stedman
7 Lafayette Road
Wayne, Penna.
Not much news, gals. Was disappointed
not to find gobs of mail awaiting our return from the Caribbean the middle of
March. However, speaking of the Caribbean, Don and I did have a delightful
visit in St. Thomas, Virgin Islamls, with
Kay Meyer Mauchel, '28, and husband Rob,
in tbi'ir beautiful island home that commands a breathtakingly gorgeous view of
iIk' sunset. Kay and Bob desert their
< Connecticut home during the winter season
for this shangri-la. Kay enthusiastically
recalled her trip to .Sweet Briar in June,
'.S8, with Marion Jayne Berguido, Retty
Moore Schilling, and .\nne Lane Newell
Wlialli'y for their 30th reunion.
Out of the blue came a nice note from
Cagey
If'ooilworlh
whose
daughter Carol
Ann is a Wilkin,
student at
Connecticut
(College. Cagey and John had No. 2 son
and family home from Ft. Knox for the
Christmas holidays. No. 1 son. also married with a little hoy and girl live m-arhy
in Kansas City, so the Wilkins enjoyed a
real old-fashioned Christmas with all their
family together.
Had a (|uiek glimpse of Betty MrC.rntly
Rardwell during the middle of April when
she flew up to I'liiladelphia. via Pittsburgh.
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to visit her daughter Mardie, who is now
Mrs. Thomas White and lives in Penlyne.
Betty reports that her "Side Donr (Jafe"
is a booming success.
Via "International Crapcvine" 1 understand that Mary Uiinlington Harrison enjoyed the skiing in .Switzerland last winter
as a representative of the Cincinnati .Ski

Club.

Don and I are recuperating from a sixweeks visit of daughter Connie, husband
Bill, and their two young children, recently returned to tile States aftir a threeyear stint in Germany. They are all now
snugly settled in their Indiana home and
Bill has returned to his position with the
LaSalle
.Steel Co.
s~\ ~t

Elizabeth

'-'
"^ -*I

Lynchburg,
227
Boston

Clakk
Avenue
Virginia

The following notes have been gathered
by the ."Vlumnae Office with the help of
Martha von Hriesen. Members of the
class will he glad to learn that Split Clark
is recovering nicely from her lengthy
illness.
Ruth Sclioll Benner continues to do Red
Cross volunteer work and keeps a horse
to ride as often as she can. Her son,
Lee, graduated in engineering from Stanfonl this June, and her daughter, Linda
McCuire Last, '58. is living in Parkville,
Mo.
.She has two little girls, Lisa and Pam.
Ann Pinckney, Charlotte Kent's younger
daughter, will enter Sweet Briar as a junior
in .September, transferring from Smith. Her
older daughter, Jane Pinckney Hanahan,
a 1957 S. B. graduate, has recently presented Charlotte and Tom with their first
grandchild,
a little girl.
Jean Ploehn Wernentin and her husband
stopped at Sweet Briar briefly in April,
en route home to Davenport from Norfolk,
where they had gone to see Jean's older
son, Eddie Kaufmann, sail for six months'
Navy duly in the Mediterranean. He
graduated from Cornell last June with
Phi Beta Kappa honors, and hopes to enter Harvard Law .School when he completes his Navy service. Her daughter,
Grace, is at .Smith College and her youngest, Jock, is a freshman
at Dartmouth.
During a brief spring trip, Martha von
Briesen called on Meta Moore McCotler
at New Bern. N. C. Martha reports that
Meta graciously took her and three friends
in tow and gave them a lovely day of
sightseeing and made it the high point of
their trip.
Mary Lynn King pops in and out of
Sweet Briar every now and then. Her
daughter, Rinda, has been elected editor
of the 1962 Briar Patch, following in her
mother's footsteps.
By the time this is published, we will
have celebrated our 30th, with Nancy
Worthington,
Hettrick,
Ella Williams Fanny
FauherO'Brian
as hostesses
for and
the
class supper at Nancy's attractive home.
Evelyn Mullen writes that her job takes
her traveling a large part of the time. .Shu
is a U. S. Office of Education consultant
in a Federal Aid Program for rural public
library development. .She works with slate
library agencies in 16 southern states
( from Delav>are through Texas, as well as
Oklahoma and Missouri), Puerto Rico, the
Virgin Islands, and, since NovemhiT, eight
north-central states.
Her job took her to

Tucson in October for a library meeting
where she had a vionderful visit with
Naomi Do.'Y .Stead. In August she was one
of 14 LI. S. public librarians invited for a
five-day library tour and conference in
.Sweden, and she was an accredited observer at the International Feil. of Lib.
Assns. in Lund and Mahno, Sweden, just
before that. .She went on lo spend her
vacation seeing a little more of .Sweden,
Norway, and Denmark. She says that
thanks lo our new directory, she has caught
up with Wallace Ilubball .Schwartzwalder
Shoaf
soon. to see Blanche
and hopes
Jean Cole Anderson

I'andenberg

writes that she is

involved in the "usual race against lime
in ihurcli work, garden, such as it is, and
keeping track of the needs at home and
at my mother's. She is now 89 and still
going
strong Stribling
in her interests."
Elizabeth
Bell moved to San
Marino, Calif.. 2\ii years ago and likes it
very much. Her husband is Vice-presiilent
in charge of national business at the Lnion
Bank in Los Angeles. Her eldest son graduated from Brown in June anil her second
son has hail one year there. Her youngest
is still only 12 years old and is in the 7th
grade. Both she and her husband hope to
make it back to their ,30th reunion at Sweet
Briar and Chapel Hill.
Virginia Qiiinlard Bond writes: "My
latest job is serving on the criminal session
of the jury for the month of February in
the Superior Court. Until one has done
that her career is really not well rounded.
My older son, Ted, is a junior at Middlebury College and will go to ROTC camp
this summer. My younger son, Whit, a
sophomore at Colby College, is spending
the summer in France as a member of the
Experiment in International Living. I don't
feel
30 years Knerr
out of Angell
SBC." lives in WynneKatherine
wood, Penna., and has three children:
Donald, Jr., a senior at Penn., Peggi, who
is in business school, and Stejjhen, a sojihoniore in high school. Her roommate. Jane
Bikle Lane, lives nearby in the Germantown section of Philadelphia.
A brief note from Nancy Hunter reports
that she's still secretary to the president
of Maryville College — March marks her
26th anniversary on the job.
Perry Whittaker Scott has been recovering from an operation and is eager to get
back to her many activities, including heing a Girl Scout leader and bowling. Her
son Robert. 20. is in Germany serving in
the Military Police branch of the service,
with still another 18 inos. to go. Her
daughter Liz, 11, leaves her with never a
dull moment.
Gil Hilton Pritchanl writes that since
her husband's retirement from the Army
almost two years ago, they have been living in Arcadia, Calif., when- she lives "a
leisurely life doing practically nothing."
Ellen Eskridge Sanders writes that she
is recuperating from a major operation,
hut is on the mend and hopes to get back
to selling real estate soon. Her son (Jrayson is in his third year at U. Va. ami her
daughter Beth is a junior in high school.
Ellen hopes to bring Beth to .SB in the
spring to look around.
Tilly Jones .Shillington writes: "Our
daughter.
Sarah,
was
married
last Sep-
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tcniher, anil Virginia Keyser came to St.
l.onis for tlir wc(lilin;i. She is still workinj; in N. Y. and sees Mary Lynn Kins;
(liiili' often. 1 hear fairly often from I.ihlia
I'ell who lives in .San Marino as does Dot
t'harles. I.ihha i)Ians to come to reunion.
Joe and 1 have two grandchildren, Cindy,
S'-j, and ."Stephen, P/-;."
Mary Frances Rihclilnffer Kuhn also reports a niarriaiic in the family, that of lier
elder daughter .'^ara to Ensign David E.
Ilaughlon. "After si.\ months at New Lonikin. Conn., .'^ulimarine .School, they are
now en route to the base at Pearl Harhor.
Just as exciting has been my first grandchild, Krista, born in August to my son
Captain Thomas C. Kuhn and his wife
Nancy, They live in Orlanda, Fla., where
he is in the Strategic Air Command. My
youngest, Judy, is now a freshman at
Wesleyan in Georgia."
Isabelle Bush Thoniasson writes that her
oldest son. Burgess, graduated from Lehigh
I'niversity and is now in the Graduate
School of Business at the University of Ala,
Her other son, Albert, is a sophomore in
Engineering Physics at Cornell. He was
on the Freshman Crew last year and on
the Junior Varsity this year,
r\
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Muncie,
Indiana Ave.
I had a good letter from Rosemary Frey
Rogers who is Assistant Ad Manager for
the GIobe-Mernicke Co., manufacturers of
a wide variety of office furniture. At the
moment she is preparing a new catalog
(full color) featuring a new line called
"Echelon." Also, she is a volunteer at
the Veterans Administration Hospital in
Cincinnati and a gardener. She hopes to
visit Amy Davis in Pittsburgh this summer.
Katherine Means Neely and her youngest. Betsy, were at Sweet Briar in April
and were both "enchanted with the college." Betsy is a junior in high school
and working hard on her grades.
Marjorie J an Evera Lovelace's daughter
Jean, who graduated from Swarthmore in
June, has won a Woodrow Wilson Fellowship. Besides being honored as a promising future teacher, the fellowship holder
is provided with all expenses for one year
in graduate school.
In October the Indianapolis alumnae
clubs of Sweet Briar, Mt. Holyoke, and
Radcliffe will jointly sponsor a hou.se tour,
for which Ginny Fosler Gruen is publicity
chairman. She is also co-chairman of the
country store booth for her church bazaar,
and a key woman in the church circle of
the Woman's Association of the Presbyterian Church. Recently in the interest of
science, one of her son Dave's friends almost blew Dave's hand off. After some 30
stitches by a plastic surgeon on his face
and hand. Dave (age 13) is now all right.
Dorothy Andrews Kramer is busy with
horse shows, dog shows, and her two young
girls.
Emily Marsh Nichols had a Sweet Briar
spring. She had a reunion in New York
City with Margaret Ross Ellice, and then
two weeks later spent a day with Jessie
Coburn, ',3.3. and Perry Laukhuff. In May
she was going to a meeting in Minneanolis
where she planned to visit Jane Martin
Person, '33, stopping en route for a weekend with Mary Pringle.
She also had a
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trip to Puerto Rico and .St. Thomas
winter.

this

.Also going to Puerto Rico, but in May,
was Mary Goode Krone who was scheduled
to appear on a Public Personnel Association program. .She was reappointi'd by
(iov. Rockefeller in March "61 to the New
^ork .'^latc Civil .'Service Commission for
another six-year term. .She is active on tlii'
Woman's Committee of the New York
Stale Fair, and is chairman of Woman's
Day at the fair, .September 5, 1961. Anne
MacRae,
her,

'32, spent Easter week-end

with

Elizabeth Mayfield Chapman writes that
she and her husband went skiing with
friends in Maine in February. It was the
girls' first venture on skis and thev are
"nearing the half-centurv mark." Brave
Helen Closson Hendricks' first grandson.
girls!
Mark, was born three months ago and she
flew out to California to see him. His
mother is her daughter, Susan Hendricks
Another '60.
first grandchild is Charles Lasar
Slayman,
Brady, born last November 29th. Marjorie's daughter. Julie, lives in New Jersey
but they all visited Lasar in January. She
says Charlie is "a doll — fat and dimply."
Lasar's son, David, is enjoying Colgate.
She and her husband were at Vero Beach,
Florida, the month of Anril. She also
writes that Kathy James Hall, 35, is moving to New Orleans.
Eleanor Cooke Esterlv and her husband.
Dan. are goine to Boston in June for
their daughter's graduation from Pine
Manor, and they are coing to do some
sightseeing in New Eneland. In the meantime she is busy in C<ilifornia with school
and community activities.
It was a bad winter in Merion, Pa.,
where Mitzie Hanilen Fried was snnw
bound for four days. Her daughter. Linda,
has been notified of her admission to Mt.
Holvoke in Septendier of '61 under the
Early Admissions Plan.
The second daughter of Mary Walton
Livingtson, Betsey, is going to Northwestern University next fall where her sister,
Mary, is enrolled. Mary is spending her
junior year at .St. Clare's Hall (IT. of
London, External), Oxford, England. Marv
W. writes that it brings back to her vivid
memories of her year at St. Andrews.
Her son. Bill, is a junior in high school in
Alexandria, Va., where they live. The
lunch counter desegration and desegralion
of public playground programs there have
kept life far from dull. Priscilla Mullen
Gowen, '34, and daughter from Roanoke
Rapids, N. C, stopped in to see the
Livingstons last fall.
Dorothy Hutchinson Howe from Darien.
Conn., says that she has done some community work this year but certainly won't
be voted Woman of the Year. Her daughter Julie graduated from Wellesley in June,
and is spending the summer in Europe.
She is going to Harvard Graduate .School
of Education in .September. Her other
daughter. Doria. is going to camp this
summer, and her son Tom to work, probably in Chicago.
Many .Sweet Briar friends of Cordelia
Prnn Cannon and her daughter. Claire,
went to Greensboro, N. C, for Claire's
wedding in February. They included .Sue
Graves Stubbs. Isabel Andrews Comer, Susalee Belser Norris.
and Gertrude
Prior.

Claire and her husband, Hudnall Christo|iher, are now setth-d in Winston-Salem.
.iMter the wedding Cordelia took off for
Defray to visit .Sally Shallenberger Brown.
Lydia Gooilwyn Ferndl and husband arc
going to his 2.5th law class reunion at
Harvard in June. They have a son in the
freshman class at the University of Virginia,
and two sons at home who are in the
first and sixth grades. Lydia is a church
circle leader and is working on two boards.
Connie Burwell White reports that she
is doing more of the same which is public
relations work, and now that summer is
approaching
gardening and outdoor living
May,
will be added to her schedule. She
hoped to go to Aspen, Colo., the end of
Anne Russell Carter played field hockey
last fall, and spent some time skiing last
winter. Her mother, who was ill a ^ood
part ofDavid,
the winter,
in February.
son,
had died
his appendix
outNan's
this
spring after which the Carters took a brief
cruise to Bermuda.
Jackie Bond Wood has been flitting
around the countryside. She saw Marite
Stephens Sheridan in Rochester recently
and had lunch with Lib Scheuer MaxwidI
in New York City; also saw Dot Turn'i
Gardner in San Franc'sco, and was planning a reunion with Elvira Cochrane Mcmillan in June when their daughters graduate from National Cathedral School in
Washington. She also says that Julia
Sadlerried inde
Coligny's son Bill is being marJune.
Both Martha Lou Lemmon Slohlman and
Jean Sprague Hulvey wrote but said that
the news.
things they were doing wouldn't qualify
as
Elinor Fitch Welch has moved to a new
address in St. Petersburg, Fla., which is
819 Park St., N.
Jo Fink Meeks and her husband flew to
Mexico last February, with four other
couples and had a wonderful and sometimes rugged time. That entire group has
made several other trips together.
The news from Ruth Myers Pleasants
which I didn't get into the Magazine last
fall is that she hopes to have a daughter
in Sweet Briar next fall and that they
hoped to go to Hawaii last February.
Also a late report from Marv Rogers
Moser is that her elder daughter. Margaret
Mary, was graduated from Stanford U.
lost June and will be married in December.
Her younger dauehler is a freshman at
San Diego .State College.
My mother, father, and I, along with
four others, have just returned from a
trip through Ken'ucky to the Smoky
Mts.
The dogwood was
beautiful.
I hope you all watched the .Sweet Briar
team on the College Quiz Bowl. I think
they did a wonderful iob and was very
proud of them and of Sweet Briar.
O
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I was sorry to have missed the last issue.
I made two trips to Fort Lauderdale, Fla.,
because of my mother's final illness and
could not send the usual postcards.
I received some carrls too late for my
previous letter, and I shall incorporate the
earlier news in this episode.
Biddy Sicard Sita, whose husband Grant
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iiianagrs Allied Chemical's European Office,
is living in Driissels. lielgiiini, where she is
llie hartl-workint; president of the American
Women's Cluh. The (!lul) helps support
various Belgian institutions and each year
sends a Belgian student to the U.S.A.
liiddy plays tennis and travels a good
deal; she was planning a trip to Egypt
and South Africa during the winter. Her
daughter Cammy attends Katharine Gibhs.
having completed her studies at U. of
Montpellier in France. Cindy finished
school en Suisse and is now a freshman at
Stephens College, busily planning her junior year in France.
Nina Caiilhorn Jarvis' daughter Ann,
jiresident of the senior class at RandolphMacon, graduated on .lune .Sth and was
married on June Hth. Her husband is an
Episcopal seminarian. We wish Ann every
happiness. Nina has been teaching 3-S
sixth graders: her two boys. Hal (14) and
Rob
1 12) keep the home fires "flaming!"
Lollie Redlern Ferguson wrote that she
had had dinner with Molly Griiber Stoddart anil husband .lack when they attended
a convention at Virginia Beach. Lolly.
Molly, and .Sizzy Johnson Finley lunched
together. Lolly has been working as book
editor of The Virginian Pilot since March
of 19.59.
After five weeks of "togetherness" in a
ri-nted trailer, Nat Hopkins Griggs wrote
that she was surprised that her family
was still united. They drove to California
Inst summer, stopping mostly at National
Parks en route. One of her nicest stops
was with Sue S:Tasshurger .Anderson ('35)
at their ranch near Fresm. They really
had a wonderful trip. Nat writes that
she spends her time "trying to keep the
various members of the family on more
or less of an even keel" and working at
the hospital and church.
Found! Gurley Carter Davis is living in
Hammond. La. Jake retired from the
Navv a year ago and they have settled
in Gurley's home town. Daughter Tia is
married, and R. P.. Jr., and Alden are
both in college.
.Syd Gort Herpers sent me a lovely long
letter. She was planning a trip East to
visit her mother and brother.

and send our June bride our fondest best
wishes.
Nancy Nolle Lea reported that daughter
Ann was niarriivl last year, with godmotiier
Beda Carlson (ialhoun on hand for the
festivities, Nancy's older son. Biff, graduated from school and will go to tirenobli;
next fall for a year before entering Princeton in '62. Nancy adds that since her
youngest also will be off to school next
year, she will be "without a chick in the
nest" — and .says she's not (piite ready
for that phase of existence. She's trying
to decide whether to take a job or to do
more volunteer work.
And now a reminder that our 25th reunion approaches in 1962. Maggie Cornwell Schmidt will write each of us to ask
about our special gift for that occasion.
Maggie's daughter Ruth is filling out "earlv
decision" forms for .S. B. C. Ruthie will
be a junior counselor at Dan Boone anil
Helen McMahon's Camp (ilenlaurel this
summer, while Maggie will garner more
credits towards her M.A, in summer school
before motoring East, stopping at "every
college en route," (Maggie is college
advisor at the school where she teaches
and says she just must see what she's
recommending
to her "girls.")
Peggy Cruikshank Dver wrote that daughter Mary adores S. B. C. and can't sav
enough for her freshman year there. Julie
graduated from Dana Hall this year rnd
her plans are not firm as yet. Peggy and
Holmes were leaving with great enthusiasm
for a month in Europe. After one week
of business in Germany, they were planning three weeks on their own. Peg said
she couldn't wait to get to Cannes, then
Paris, to spout her "rusty" French —
which, knowing Peggy, 1 doubt is very
rusty.
This spring Sara Kirkpatrick Fearing
and husband Jack visited Oahu and were
delighted and impressed by the scenery,
the flowers, the good-lonking neople and
even the supermarkets. Upon their return,
thev were greeted by the good news that
Yale-bound son. Joe. had won first place in
competition for a summer fellowship, sponsored by the National Tuberculosis and
Heart Association, to study at N. L H. this
summer.
Sydnor, the youngest of their five.

enters kindergarten next fall. Sue .'^peed.
the oldest, who graduated from Chapid Hill
last June, will join a friend to spend the
summer in Honolulu. Sara was about to
ri'cruit the two little hoys for deck-hand
duty on a pro|ioscd cruise uji to Long Island .*^ound this summer, .'^he says "wi''re
gaining skill at this game of juggling."
.Another "lrii)ster!" Polly Lanihrlh
Blackwidl sent a note> just before she and
Winfield left for a (lying trip to the Eastern
Mediterranean — Egypt, Israel. Turkey.
(Jreece and Italy included in their itinerary.
Helen Rae Wainwrighl also was embarking by jet for Europe to visit her son.
Harris, who took a year off from U. of
Va. to study at U. of Paris. Helen |danned
to join him in Rome for a trip throuLdi
Italy, .Spain and Portugal. Her rlaughter.
Sarah, also attends (Jarlaml Junior Collegi'.
Helen ad<led that she has been a widow for
5 Vj years,
A most in'eresting caril arrived from
Mary Turnbull Barfield. Turnie rc|iorts
that Mary Louise Agnew Merrill is a
grandmother. Bluey has four children of
her own, John (23 — the new papa). Buffy
(21 — a senior at Vassar). Richard (13),
and .Spotswood (not quite 2!). She is
also raising her brother's three orjdianed
children, a boy (10). a boy (12). and a
eirl (8) — all in all. quite a brooil!
Turnie's daughter. Ashton. is vice-pri'sident
of the freshman class at .S. B. C. and is
freshman representative on the Judicial
Board. Bill. Jr. (16) is at Woodbcrry
Forest.
Mav Weston Thompson wrote that she
had had a busy and happy winter, notwithstanding mumps anrl measles. .She and
Bart enjoyed their annual weekend at .Skytop. Pa. With spring in the air. they
were admiring their .S. B. bulbs.
Marie Walker Gregory and Agnes Crawlord Bates had a wonderful visit when
Agnes worked at the Daffodil Mart in
Richmond. Agnes said she enjoyed visitMarie's
lovelv
Marie's
fatheringnow
lives
with new
her. home.
Agnes has
been
doing
publicity
for Historic
.She hafl
won several
ribbonsGarden
at the \^'eek.
Gloucester Daffodil Show and the Garden Club
of Virginia Show in Chatham. Agnes is
still involved
in manv
civic activities —

Becky Douglass Mapp began a month's
tour in Europe in late A|)ril. George Walter and Becky planned to travel in a
Volkswagen — mostly through Italy. During
spring vacation. G.W.. Becky, and daughter Margaret headed north to visit daughter Mildred at Garland Junior College in
Boston.
Marge Thomas Brookhart and Baird were
off for their annual two-week fishing jaunt
to Captiva Island in Florida. They have
become avid anglers although they limit
this indulgence largely to their annual two
weeks' trip. Barb and Anne are both in
iunior colleges: Baird, Jr., is in junior high:
Dave is in filh grade: and Megan is in
kindergarten. Marge wrote. "Imagine the
P.T.A.'s!"
Big news from Marion Leggell- Currie!
On Jime 17th, Marion will become Mrs.
B. F. (Jales. (Marion's husband. Don.
died suddenly in August, 1957.) Her sons.
Chuck (18) and Doug (15). are both attending Darrow School in New Lebanon.
New ^ ork. .She says it's a joy to see
them delighted over her forthcoming marriage. .'\nd we are delighted, toe, Marion,
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Cancer Board, and Garden and Woman'?
Clubs. She thinks she'll "unlearn how to
From Carlisle Barracks. Pa., Anne Lautype!"
man Bussey writes that her liusband Don
lias been assigned penuanenlly to the faculty at the Army War College and so will
be settled there for some years to come.
From my own experience there, 1 know
what a happy and fortunate assignment
this is.
Ellie Snodgrass Park wrote that there
was a small S. B. C. reunion in Alexandria
last weekend — informal, of course, but
such fun. Margaret Holcomb MacMillan
was visiting her most attractive daughter
who attends school in Washington and
Betty Williams Allison was looking for a
school for her high school daughter. Jane
Collins Corwin and Jackie Cochran Nicholson were there too. They had great fun
watching the College Bowl program together and were proud of the Briarites.
A letter from Kathleen Eshleman Maginnis asks that anyone who visits New Orleans call her. She is moving in June
to Covington, La., a small town 45 miles
from New Orleans. Kathleen has a son
Uonald, III (16), who has one more year
at Sewanee Military Academy; daughter
Kathleen ( 15) has two more years at a
private school in the city, while Charles
(5) will go to kindergarten in Covington.
Kathleen sees Susan Matthews Powell
whenever she comes over from Dallas to
see her mother and father. A couple of
months ago Sue was on hand to celebrate
her father's
92nd birthday.
Her older
three than
children are each
six months
Kathleen's three.
For those of you who asked for news
of me\ and mine — My husband, Paul, is
retiring from the Army in June after
twenty-five years' service. He will leach
two graduate seminars and do research in
International Relations at Columbia University. Something tells me that the word
"retiring" isn't quite appropriate! Our
daughter, Jill, who is enjoying her freshman year at Smith, is delighted with her
twenty-fifth address. After June 30 we
shall live at 445 Riverside Drive, New York
City. Jill thinks her father is "brave"
to embark on a new career at his age (and
if that doesn't make one feel one's years,
nothing will! ) ,
f\ (~\ Marion Brown Zaiser
-%><
1248 Monterey Blvd.
^-'^-^
St. Petersburg 4, Fla.
All the news I have is what arrived too
late for the April deadline. Now I know:
You girls just won't write till I send you
post cards!
Mary Thompson Fabbrini's exciting news
is about her new-born business, "Decor
with Antiques," a studio in 3 rooms off
her garden. Thompson is having fun collecting 18th Century European antiques
from auctions and dock sales in San
Francisco; also, during a trip last June,
from Alabama and New Orleans. She has
cut down on League work but continues
on the board of the auxiliary to a new
Presbyterian Medical Center. Thompson
says the dinner party Ces lansen Kendrick
and Charles gave for her and Aldo in
Denver was beuu>ijul, and that Ces' 2
"grown-up" sons and "Miss Kit" are
charmers.
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This picture of Dorothy Stauber
Anderson, '43, and her family was
taken to send to her husband Howard
when he was in prison prior to his
death before a Cuban firing squad

Dorothy Stauber Anderson, '43, with her
children, Gary, 15, Marc, 11, Lee, 9,
Bonnie, 5, and their grandmother, Mrs.
Carl Anderson. They now live in Miami.

Connie
McDuffie Turner's older son married last September!
Nell Winship Mongold has a lovely new
house in Atlanta.
Eylese Miller Latham goes off to school
each morning along with her 16-year-old
son and 10-year-old daughter. Eylese
teaches upper elementary grades in the
Hampton, Va., private school where her
daughter is in 5th grade.
M. J. Miller Hein's athletic son, John,
hopes to attend Colgate in September.
Daughter Judith, a freshman at the Cathedral School of St. Mary, is an ardent student as well as a social butterfly, but not
athletically-minded. (What?) Janet, 4%,
is "a bit of everything and such fun,"
enjoying kindergarten to the utmost.
Lucy Robb Winston Works, with David,
Betty, and Davy, has moved to Brunswick,
Me. David resigned from a Parish to do
a special project for the North Conway
Foundation. Robbie misses the White
Mountains but finds the Maine coast interesting and beautiful and the college town
very pleasant. She asks how soon plans
are made for our 25th. Maybe the Alumnae Office will answer. Anyhow, it isn't
too soon for us all to look toward a wonderful Reunion just 2 years hence! Personally, I'm praying it'll be later than the
first week of June, when Kent will be
graduating and some of our other "class
children" will be, too.
Jane Gray Stevens Scott, still living in
Jacksonville, sent a picture of her very
handsome son, Frank, Jr., who's a senior
at Darlington School in Rome, Ga. Hope
we'll get more news of J. G.
Rose Hyde and Herbert Fales' new address has a glamorous sound : American
Embassy Palace, Paris, France.
Anne Williams Tubby and Roger have
moved from Saranac Lake to 3213 Foxhall
Road. N. W., Washington, D. C.

on April 18, 1961.
Howard Anderson was an American businessman who had lived and
worked in Cuba for fourteen years,
and Dorothy herself was born in
Cuba. Their close association with
Cuba and their love for the country
make even more bitter the circumstances surrounding the death of this
man found guilty of no crime other
than that of being an American.

Mary Cobb Hulse's Billy goes to Hotchkiss next year and Bonnie hopes she'll be
at S. B. C. Our hard-working Fund Agent
hopes '38 will be a Banner Class this year.
Last year only slightly more than 1 out of
5 of us contributed. Surely we can improve on that! How much does Sweet
Briar mean to us?
Afraid I'll miss seeing Cobble at the
AAU swimming meets again this summer.
My Kent made the high school team this
year but wants to take Driver's Ed. and
Typing
school,
won'tbrother
have
time for inthesummer
City Rec
team.so His
made the 4th Class swimming team and
is the only "doolie" on the water polo
team at the Air Force Academy. Robert
didn't make it to the Inauguration or home
in January because an engine of his plane
caught
fire he
en route
so IAcademy
haven't seen
him since
entered— the
last
June. He'll be at Ft. Benning, Ga., though,
for the last 4 days of this June, and I'll
drive up to see him. While I'm there,
there'll be a reception and a review of my
book
nearby
Columbus.
I'm
helpingin raise
funds
to build Currently
a high school
swimming pool. Red Cross-ing, being secretary of the Snell Isle Property Owners
Ass'n.
making some "author's talks"
here andandthere.
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Betty Frazier Rinehart
105 Bay Point Drive No.
St. Petersburg, Florida
A nice note from Gracey Luckett Stoddard relates that she is president of the
S. B. C. Alumnae Club of Cleveland and
also chairman of the cancer drive. She
also keeps busy with garden club work
and bridge. Her oldest daughter, Gracey,
is 16, while young Brook is 14 and Frances 7. She also had some news of Jean
McKenney Stoddard and family. They
spent the Christmas
holidays skiing in
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Northern Italy, aiul slioulJ he Hour- by late
simimer.
Lois I.eiir Stoops wrote from Kansas City.
She lias four eliildren: Carol, 18, at Western
College for Women; Wendy, 15; John,
11; and Stephen, 5. She sees Anne DearsiMie Cornwell fre(|uenlly and rejiorts that
Anne has a new haliy. She also had
talked to Kay Oriel Oshorne over the telephone.
.\s for mysc-lf, we an' still here in .St.
I'elershnri;. 1 had a womlerful visit with
.Iiilie Saiiiulers Miehaux when shi' and Dick
were heri' for ten days in Kehruary. I'll
have to hrag a little on Klorida — we
had a wonderful winter and spring this
year.
Please
forget to send me
news
this don't
summer.
4 f\
ZLI
I
^^

some

Clah\ MacRae Causey
714 Fontaine St.
Alexandria, Va.

Family responsihilties (one son and four
daughtiTs) have been keeping me mostly
at home, but in March 1 made my first
trip to New York City in nine years ami
bad the very great pleasure of having luneh
with Maria (Phoopy) Burroughs Livingston at her Manhattan apartment. .Sinee
this was our first meeting since we had
trundled baby strollers together in Richmond during the war, we had lots of
latching up to do. Phoopy's husband is
now an investment banker with Morgan
.Stanley. Working and school days are
spent in the citv. hut vacations and many
week-ends find their family enioying plenty
oi space and country life at the Livingston
estate on the Hudson. Phoooy has four
children. The two girls attend the Chapin
School in New York, and Isabel is due to
graduate in June. The two bovs attend
St. Paul's School in Concord, N. H. When
we recall Phoony's energy and ability as
nnr class song leader, it is not surprising
to learn that her children show great
niMsieal ability. Phoopy has a iob as office
administrator at the day school at the
Church of the Heavenly Rest in Manhattan.
Cynthia .\o/onrf Young was the onlv
classmate whom Phoopy bad seen recentlv.
Cynthia lives in Roxhury, Conn. Her oldest child. Bill, is a freshman at Yale. There

The Class of 1912 will be deeply
(ii:~tressed to hear of the suddcti death
of Penelope Lewis on April 16 at
her home in Charlottesville.
After her graduation from Sweet
Briar "Penny" had a most interestinjj; career. During; World War II
she was employed by the Office of
Strategic Services, stationed in Algiers, Caserta. Bari and Rome.
When the war was over "Penny"
received her Master's Degree in Psychology from the University of Virginia and for a number of years was
a staff psychologist at Western State
Hospital in Staunton.
Returtiing to Charlottesville in October 1960, she became a staff psychologist at the University Hospital
and the Children's Rehabilitation
Center.
Under her picture in the 1942
Briar Patch is written, "On land . . .
in the air . . . on the sea . . . anywhere, everywhere, there is Penny
with camera clicking. She is — an
intelligent intellectual — a delightful
person to chat with — a genuine
Certainly "Penny" occupied a special place in the affections of her
class and the memory of her spirit,
undaunted
girl." by a handicap that would
have crushed one less valiant, will
be an inspiration to all who knew
her well.

are also four girls in her family, the youngest ones twins.
Connie Chnlkley Kiltler reports that on
April 10th Jane Baker Grant gave a gala
lunchon I with champagne!) at the Water."ate Inn in Washington in honor of Libbv
Conover, at which the guests learned of
I.ihby's engagement to Harrv Nuttle of
I'enton, Md. I know you will all be delighted to hear this exciting news and ioin
us in wishing her much baiipiness. Libbv
was married on June 17th at her home,
"Lvforil
Landing
Farm,"
near
Denton.
Martha Ingles Schrader and family, after
five years in Washington, are leaving this
Slimmer for Lansing, Mich., where her
husband John will be in command of the
National Ciiard for the state of Michigan.
Martha is hoiiing that once thev are settled she can take advantage of this move
and take some courses at the university.
Jane and Henry Grant are both back at
school already, Henry having retired from
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the Navy last year. Jane admits that life
is a hit hectic at present and that the only
lime the whole family sits down to a meal
together is on week-ends. However they
are both enjoying their venture into academic life and both plan to make teaching
a career. They have recently bought a house
in Falls Church, Va.
/I O
ZX -\
*-^

Lot ISE WooDRtFF
AnCST
1.3.5 Melrose
Kenilworth, Illinois

.As of April 30, the .Angsts have a new
address and a divine new house. Come
see us! Johnny has changed companies
and bajipily has returned to Chicago. I
am writing now from memory — your notes
are still in Darien while 1 am in Illinois.
Hetty W eerus Viestfeldt recently married
Izler .Solomon anil moved to Inilianapolis.
Brooks
Barnes
just
returned
from
her

first trij) to Florida and enjoyed the sightseeing, visits, and the rest. Primy Johnston
Craven plans to spend five weeks in Florida
this summer during her
tion from his parish in
Barbara Mr.Xeill \nv( is
ni'W yard in Washington.
Nelson finally is riding
she has more lime.

husband's vacaOld (Jreenwich.
gardening in her
Betty Srhmeisser
again now that

I saw Primy, Betty, and Val Jones Materne at a .S. li. C. bulb meeting this spring.
Val is busy with the admissions committee of the Stamford .lunior League and is
chairman of thi'ir debutanli' ball. She said
tliiir winter vacation spent skiing with
all five children was completely successful
except for one child's broken leg!
Beth Dirhman Smith in Princeton has
received from Flizabetb Munce Weis the
following address for Dot Slauber Anderson whose husband was shot Ajiril l')lh
by Castro in Cuba: Mrs. Howard Anderson, 7820 S. W. n7th Street, Miami .56,
Florida, where she is living with her four
children. I wrote her for the class, but
I'm sure she would appreciate any other
notes of moral support.

-■- /j-■/|
Z±,Z±I

Larchmont,
Gene
N. MacMannis
Y.
68
HollyPatton
Place

Good news for North (Carolina! Millie
Brenizer Lucas is going to move hack to
Greensboro in August with her very attractive husband ami four chihlren. .She
has just completed a year as Provisional
Chairman for the Pelham, N. Y., Junior
League, and co-chairman of the joint Provisional programs for the six Westchester
County Leagues. In this capacity \ hope
to see her at a meeting in May because
I'm going to be Provisional chairman
Larchmont.

in

Just had a long talk with Leslie Herrirk
Danford. Her girls are 9, 7, and 5, and
every morning they all get up and travel
the length
of Manhattan
to St.
Luke's
.School
in Greenwich
Village,
which
the
girls attend and where I^eslie teaches Kindergarten. Leslie had seen Tina S hile
Murray, who lives in Rochester with her
four children.
Mary (".Sandy"! Anilerson Bowley wrote
a beautiful letter, which I will simply
quote. "At last our roving is coming to
an end. We have .30 gorgeous acres of New
Hampshire bounded by the Lamjirey River
whose eeling length provides boating, canoeing, swimming, and skating for our pleasure. The fields with their granite outcroppings and woods alive with ladyslipper
and little bluets offer delightful refuge
from the burly burly of the world.
"Here our young 'uns (Ann, 13, Kip, 12,
and Tom. 8) surround themselves with
dogs, cats, rabbits, ducks, and a lamb.
Kip is hoping to augment ibis menagerie
with a horse. Freeman says it's the darndcst farm he ever saw — not a productive
"critter" on the place.
"1 completed a Masters in Education at
the I'niversity last June and am now a
teaching assistant in the Government Dept.
When I complete the Masters in Government (supposedly next year). I will teach
while Freeman undertakes the process of
becoming a civilian.
"Herewith an invitation to any who might
be travelling this way (Durham. N. H.).

Do stop b). We lo\e lo show off our
almost 200 year oUl tariuhouse ami rave
aliout New Haiiipsliire."'
Ihis spriiif; I atli-mled a woinlirful
luncheon given by Helen Cantey Woodbridge for Louise Sinil/i INorlon a few days
belore Louise was to leave for England
an<l I'aris. Bob Norton was invited to
Kent. England, lo attend, and write a paper
lor. a meeting of the British Hydronieehanies Keseareh Assn. In this field, he is
one of the outstanding authorities in the
world. Also attending the luncheon were
Adeline Taylor Nunez and Sydney Holmes
Bales. It is my very sad duty to report
that
Sydney's baby girl lived only three
months.
/» ^
Jt'LiA Mills Jacobsen
ZL^
Wlf" Edmund St., N.W.
^^
Washington 7, D. C.
Deadline plus one. Just after the last
deadline 1 heard from eight more people.
Hulda Ellens Jackson sent a picture of herself with Louise, 11: Haller, HI, 9; and
Robert, 4. Louise is already thinking of
S. B. C. The Jacksons summer at the
Edens' lovely home near Orange, Virginia.
Last year they had a quiet summer with
one emergency appendectomy for young
Haller, and one hnger partially lost in a
meat grinder for Kobert. Hulda is involved in church work and plans to work
Junior League's children's thewith the
atre. She also donned cap and gown to
officially represent S. B. C. at the inauguration of the new President of East Luxor
Baptist College. The Jacksons see Marjorie
Koonce McGregor and Mary Reed Greer
Olvey in Slireveport.
From Joyce Livermore Foust a note
that is best quoted: "I am still dentist
Fred's wife and Brian, Craig, and Carol's
mother (ages 11-9-7). Am active in P. E.
O., P. T. A., Cub Scouts, Sunday School.
AAUW, women's group at church. Head
chauffeur for music, horesmansbip classes,
sport events, boy scouts. Manage to fit
in a liberal arts course . . . just finished
one called "The Straight Jacket Mind.'
Bridge, concerts, travel and resting up for
Little League." Question: Are you pitcher
or short stop?
Libby ioi'e Orth is still in Weston, Mass.
The Orths have six boys — 14, 12, twins 8.
and twins 6. 1 had hoped to see Libby
and meet the three eldest when she visited
D. C. in February.
Jeanne Skerry Tepe also promised to
call me when she came to D. C. for a
little work in the Library of Congress.
The class will be sorry to hear that
Barbara Runk Parros lost her husband
after a month's illness with a heart ailment last November.
.^t long last word from Pani Malton Williams. Hugh is practicing surgery in Carrollton, Kentucky. Hugh and Pani have
a 13-year-old daughter and two sons.
Betty Healy Cutler wrote in February
that Hampton. Virginia, was just as frozen
in as poor old Washington. Her son was
a snow casualty, having broken his leg.
I've never been happier to see .S. B. C.'s
own little harbingers of spring — bulbs,
of course.
We have had a busy winter with much
travelling. Jake is the industrial engineer
with the Management Office of the National Aeronautics and Space .Agency. His
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travels only take him to lluntsville, Ala.,
and California — not to outer space. 1
have bi'cn commuting weekly to New York
lor the Hollon-Arms inillion-dollar-fund
ilrnc. :\fter one plane trip that nearly
lan<led in the ."sound, a snowed-in car, and
an H-hour train trip to D. C, 1 have decided to go by bus next time.
A last and most unusual letter from
.\nne Carter W alker Sonierville, reporting, "1 am rather out of jobs right
/« ^
/I, /
^
•

now."

Catherine Fitzgerald Booker
1801 Shafor Blvd.
Dayton 19, Ohio

From New York to California come wonderful letters. Between the coasts and
literally on the road is Elizabeth Caldwell,
a stage manager this year with the road
show of Flower Drum Song. Bizzy's theatre projects include the Broadway Show
League, in which she was general stage
manager for its talent revue series in '59
and '60; summer slock, in which she was
advance director for Fay Bainter's The
Girls in 509 ; and I'lays jor Living, of which
Biz writes: "I direct these shows commissioned by groups (YWCA, Mental Health,
etc.) to portray aspects of their work.
We use professional actors and original
scripts, did one show for the Y W Nat'l.
Convention in St. Louis."
Also involved with the sock and buskin
is Saravette Royster Trotter, who writes
from Rocky Mount, N. C, "Had a Hing
at directing last spring when the local Art
Center produced Blithe Spirit; also wrote
and directed the puppet show for the Jr.
Guild troupe, have studied ballet the past
three years." Saravette and Jim, a lawyer,
have three children: Olivette, 7, Jimmy,
5, Vermont, 3. Saravette reports that Cecil
Huller Williams and Ernest have a baby
girl, Elizabeth Cecil, born March 29 in
Tuscaloosa, Ala. Betty Weil Bogle is in
Naples, where her husband. Bill, is on a
two-year stint with the Navy.
Maria Tucker Bowerfind and Pete announced the birth of Jane Strong, April 6,
in Cleveland. Their boys, Peter and Tuck,
are 3V:; and 2Vi;. (Latest word from
Maria is that Jane will enter Sweet Briar,
class of '79, on the Early Decision plan.)
Anne Webb Moses writes from Monrovia,
Calif., "George and I have lived here for
nine years now. He teaches history at the
Polytechnic School in Pasadena . . . Tommy
is 8 and Barby, 5. After years of teaching
4th grade Sunday School classes and 4year-olds on some week-days, I finally
have the high school class. It's taken a
good deal of reading on Hinduism and
Buddhism as we explore the ideas of the
world's religions, but that's interesting to
me, and the class itself is a ball . . . also
have been trying oil painting, learning
Russian, and taking part with George in a
reading group (Tillich and Martin Buber,
Sydwcll
Clarke. Morrisville. Pa.,
forJackie
example
) ."
teaches second-year German and world
history in Pennsburg High School, earned
her Master's Degree at the University of
Pennsylvania. IJer husband. Dave, is a
lawyer and in Afiril. she says, was Democrat candidate for D.A. in Bucks County.
Their children are Tony, 9V1;, Marjorie,
.S'L'- nnd Kev'n. 4^1.. Un;il she taught,
Jackie says, "I was an active clubwoman —

boards, meetings, reports, speeches, AAUW,
LWV, Mental Health — but quit them
all. Teachers work 13 hours a day. I
leave home at 7:20 a. m., neatly attired,
house organized. Imagine! Oddly, 1 love
the light schedule. Wrote two children's
books last year ... In '54 we had a wild
3'/i; month European trip, gypsying through
Spain. Portugal, and Vienna. Wonderful,
thrilling
experience."
Pat Camblos
Guttsliall and Rudd, says
Jackie, shared a cottage with them at the
Jersey Shore one summer. The Gutlshalls
live in Pittsburgh, where Rudd is with

U. S. Steel.

Connie Clevenger Berg and Chris live in
Georgetown, where Chris owns tlie Berg
Towing Co. "We live in an old Victorian
house with high ceilings and porches. Right
on the river, and the children sail all day.
Once in a while they stop by the pier to
have a swim with the baby and me or to
beg for another 30 cents for gas for their
liny
motor
launch
. . . Ill,
they're
all wild6,
Indians:
Tina.
10. Chris.
8, Kenny,
and Dennis. 2 . . . Chris and I loureil
New Orleans this spring, walked the French
Quarter by day and Bourbon Street by
Elaine Davis Blackford. Ridgewood, N.
night . . ."
J., writes, "I'm a happy, unpaid taxi service. My day begins and ends at the train
station, taking and picking up Charles,
who works in New York. My car and 1
go to schools. Little League games, P.T.A.,
swim lessons for Cindy (10), squash lessons for Dave ll2Vi>), ham radio meetings
for Chas (ISM:) . . . There's College
Club, Woman's Club, I teach Sunday
School, volunteer at the school library and
the hospital, do police duty at the Tennis
Club, Republican activities. Fund Drives for
Mentally Retarded Children, Brownies,
survived 2M; years as den mother and constantly battle dirty dishes, dirty clothes
Nan Hart Stone sends news that Mary
and
dust!"
Stuart
McGiiire Gilliam's husband, McCluer, has been promoted to associate
professor of history with the rank of Lt.
Col. at V.M.I.
Sara Bryan Glascock, whose ten boys
and girls are pictured here, writes that
Evie White Spearman and Allan visited
her in Chattanooga this spring; that Joan
McCoy Edwards' two-year-old boy "is
adorable but a demon with a hammer,"
and that "Eleanor ( Boz) has everything
under control at U. Va."
*-^
^^
^ r\

Verona, Bianchi
N. J. Foster
Sally

.11 I 119 Park Avenue
Four paragraphs of our class notes were
cut last issue due to your fine cooperation.
Here
they are:
Besides sports, you own the craziest pets.
Cornelia Morris Haile reports the same
Savannah house, same four chddren — Gigi,
11, Mel, 10, Sandy, 6, and Cliff. .5— same
beagle dog and one baby goat named Bright
Eyes, who thinks she is a lap dog.
But Lacy Skinner Eckardt wins the blue
ribbon class for Asses, hoofs down. Along
with Gary, 10, Robert, Jr.. 7, David, 5,
Elizabeth, 3, and Dorothy, 2, she keeps a
menagerie of two dogs, 3 rabbits, one parakeet, and one hamster. And she is thinking
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of acfiuiring a cat to eat the rats tliat eat
the liunny food. This news was all -liven
with I he warnins!; we may never hear from

I; has been a busy winter with a busy
two-year-old. Libhy, and a new, laborsaving kitchen ... so much fun to work

her ajiain because "if the ralil)its iimlli|)ly.
we will end u|) in the hutch and the rahhits

with that 1 have terrible dish pan hands."
Ullier repercussions ol our tenth reunion
than iMargie came Irom Mary Uame blubbi
broad. Site and Doug returned trom reunion with a carload ol boxwoods, because,

in the house"!
And speaking of rahhits. marriages first
and then babies, c7«ssically speaking of
course. Pal Hallornn became Mrs. Mario
Folcn Salvadori di Wiesenhoff on Oct. 21st
at the (_:hureh of St. Thomas More in NYC,
with a small reception following at the
JL. Mario is a Florentine, educated in
Konte and London, a journalist by profession. He is at present studying at the
American Institute of Management with
Pal. On .Septendjer 10th. Betty U'orthinglon married Chuck Brandt. After a honeymoon at Montego Bay, Jamaica, they are
living in the country outside of Baltimore
with dog and cat. Betty keeps busy with
church and volunteer work at Johns Hopkins Hospital.
Now to the pediatric department. y\ustin
Purse, 111, arrived in time to keep Margaret Lewis Furse from reunion in 1960
He has a brother, Jamie, 3. B. G. Elmore
and Guy Gilliland became the parents of
Lynn MacLeod on July 17. joining Gay, 6,
and .Stuart, 4. Charles Henri was born to
H(den Missires and Kick Lorenzo on May .5.
joining brother. James, 2. Dottie Montague
and Imre Cholnoky had a baby boy, Peter,
at reunion time. He has two older brothers,
Tom, 10, and Imre-john, 2. A girl, Dominique Amy joined Chris, 10, Timothy, 8,
and Priscilla, 6, the offspring of Genvieve
Hamel and Peter Geer on March 19, 1960.
(.Ml the above dates refer to 1960.)
written,
lonSince
and this
ChuckwasBrandt
haveBetty
movedW'orthingto New
'> ork City. And these additonal obstetrical
notes: Nell Greening and Bill Keen.
John Thomas on May 6, 1960: Frindy
Hnnlen and John Gronen, Elizabeth Burden on December 5, I960: Carolyn Tynes
and Lloyd Cowan. David Lloyd on February 9, 1961: Betty Todd Landen, and Jake,
Margaret Anderson on February 25, 1961.
Frindy also reports a trip to Trinidad
and Tobago and says she saw Peg .1/cDonald Humphrey and her three children
during Christmas in Dubuque. B. T. added
to Margie's birth announcement, "S. B. C.
has a new
entrant
for the class of '83.

Here are the ten "beautiful
Bryans" belonging to Sara
Bryan Glascock and Jim.
of Lookout Mountain. Tenn.
Left to right: Bill, Jim,
Henry. Tim, Paul, Ann,
Tommy. l.ucile, (holding
baby
girD . and
Monica.

church circle, and fund raising to keep her
young. Her only sadness stems from her
son's inability to believe that Mary Martin
as I'eler I'an is older than molhcr! Distance-wise, Cora Jane Morningstar Spiller's
card wins the prize. She and Bob live in
France with Janey, 9. and Bobby, 6. And
free room, board, and martinis are offered

as slie says, "Since 1 don't know when 1
can get into THE circle, I'm starting my
own. Kay Leroy and Wally Wing attended Wally's lOih at \V. & L. two weeks
prior to ours. As of Christmas they were
trying to sell one house and build another.
Louise McCord Faulconer was too busy as
Principal of Monroe Elementary School to
attend reunion. Congratulations to the
only principal in our class. Louise and
Charles have two sons, 8 and 2Vii. Jody
Livingston McFall missed reunion because
it coincided with June Week at Annapolis.
Dodge is Flag Lt. to the Superintendent.
Uur Hying reunioner, Elaine Adams Har-

to all the Class of '50 traveling that way.
After 14 years here is news of four
classmates. Marianne Williams .Sizer and
her husband, Seth, a General Agent for the
Mutual Benefit Life Insurance Co. for E.
Tennessee, live on Lookout .Mountain. They
have a son, 12, in military school and a
girl, 9, in fourth grade. Marianne works
as a fashion model and does JL work.
Susan Tucker and Dick Yankee live on
Signal Mountain with Alike, 8, and Ellen,

rison, received her commercial pilot's license and acquired "a lovely, antique, opencockpit airplane with upper and lower

week "baby-sitting with a firejdace," during an electrical failure! Jean I andenberg
Gormley went to art school after S. B. C,
then to Richmond Professional Institute,

wings."
A Waco UPF 7, of course!
More Christmas card notes — Bebe Gee
Buttheld has added son No. 3, Brewster.
She and Hank, live in Kumson, N. j.,
spending summer

at the shore, winter do-

ingJunior
puppeleering
andLeague.
children's
for the
Service
Ann theater
Green
INicolson has four girls and lives in New
Castle, Pa. Last summer Irish Venning
and Don Stanford, parents of four boys
visited them. ( I see a most convenient
arrangement for the future there!) Trish
lives in Chapel Hill, occupying herself with
the chairmanship of the Women's Exchange. Veda Brooks Norfolk has two
girls and a boy. Bill graduated from LSU
Law School in January and is practicing
law in Baton Rouge. Debbie Freeman
Cooper is President of the Philadelphia
S. B. '^ yii:b. Sne moved into a new home
in Wallingford, Pa., this spring. Lucy
Kreusler Carey has been living in a "Civil
War
split level,
circa 1870"
apartment
in
Baltimore.
Her husband
is Assistant
Chief
Attorney at the Legal Aid Bureau. Lucy
does volunteer work at the Red Cross and
League of Women Voters. Jane Munnerlyn
Carter sent me a long, entertaining Christmas note. She has three boys, a Sunday
school class, JL, Garden Club. .Scout troop.

6.
They atwere
for Dick's
lOlli
reunion
W. in& Virginia
L. in 19.59
and visited
S. B. C. last summer. Susan does church
work, golfs, and spent a hectic winter

receiving an Occupational Therapy Certificate. On December 30, 1955, she married
Dick Gormley, a real estate appraiser and
tax assessor. They live on Longboat Key,
Fla., with Peter, 5, and Michael, 1. Linila
Bartlelt Thompson and her children, Christopher, 12, Clive and Nancy, 6, are living
in Darien, but leaving soon for a year in
France.
Have you given to the Alumnae Fund this
year? Please do and also remember to
write!

p" "I
^-^
J J-I

Je.\n
Randolph Va.Bri'ns
Charlottesville,
210 .Sunset Avenue

My roommate Julie Micou writes of her
engagement to Richard William Eastwood,
a Ihiladelphian, graduate of the University
if Pennsylvania,
former
graduate
student
n philosophy. He has been in .San Francisco about two years and is a salesman
for London Records in the Bay area. Julie
writes "music is his real love and he hopes
o do more with his training in the field,
teaching
writing."
They
ried June or
10 in
San Francisco.

were

Jane Clark has been appointeil

mar-

women's

editor of the Globe-Democrnt in St.
Jane lias done feature writin;; and
as seerelary to the |)ul)lisher of tlie
In her new post she will he in
ot the fashion shows staged by the
the annual Women of Achievement

Louis.
served
paper.
charge
paper,
lunch-

eon, and the regular women's news.
Ruth Cliirkson Costello won first prize
in the annual Senior Verse (Contest, a
31-year old poetry contest sponsored by
the Wednesday Cluh in St. Louis. Ruthie
says, "1 am peacock-proud and happy to be
pnswering real fan mail." Ruthie returned
from her trip to Mexico with a four-week
old "tigrillo." which looks like an ocelot
— grows like a house cat. The trip was a
buving and scouting venture for the art
gallery for which she works.
Barbara Sue Bauman Robinson and
David are planning a trip to Maine in
June. Dick Ford, Patty Lynns' husband,
is pastor of a church in .San Jose, Calif.,
which is celebrating its centennial this year.
The Navy will set Edmund Rucker free
earlv this month (May) and he and Marge
Davidson will move to the Hampton-Newport News areas of Virginia where he is
joining three other anesthesiologists. Marge
and the three children will be in Illinois
with her family in June.

papers. Hugh was most patient while we
caught up on the past decade. So if your
ears were burning in January, you now
know why.

tress at her own high school and has three
children.

A couple of changes of addresses —
Susan Hobson McConI mjw in Portland.
Oregon: .Sue Judd Silcox to W illiamsville,
N, \. Marty Legg Katz and I would dearly
love to know the whereabouts of the fol-

my family to compensate , . ." (Ed. note:
Best passport pictures I ever saw!) Jo
gives a hard plea for mail . . . Mrs. Allen
M. Pargellis. End)assy — Box 31. APO
143. .San Francisco.

lowing missing
personsthan
( Marty's
being more
jirofound
minfM :reasons
Pollen
(iiiley Tong. .Sally Gcarluirl. Hetty Hartourt
Drake, Kathy Kinnear Train, Kay Otu.
.Susan Olis, Jackie Thornton Laramore. and

And from Trudy Kelly ( Mrs. Richard
Morron. Wiliiielte. Illinois) : "Down to a
few fads, dull in the abstract but delightful inthe llesh.
One husband — Dick
— an IBM Instructor in Chicago's Loop.
Three daughters. True. 9. Kelly. 7, and

Cynthia Watts.
A boy, Clement Read. January 23 for
Polly Plumb deButts . . , 3rd boy. fourth
child.
And good newsy letters! From Jo
Sharp Pargellis (Mrs. Allen) in .Saigon.
"Went via Hawaii, Guam and Manila;
have been there long enough to experience
a few guns and mortar shells . . . And
Gordon, who is a boisterous 2^!. now speaks
a smattering of Chinese. Vietnamese.
French, and lots of English. Sometimes
he uses two or three languages simultaneously and gets very annoyed when I don't
answer his questions in Vietnamese. It's
a terribly lazy life here and one which

Barbara Lasier Edgerlv's children — all
three of them — had their tonsils out this

could ruin you for life. There's nothing
to do at home since everything is taken

year.
Seymour Laiishon and John Rennolds
have a new baby, Margaret Blythe, born
February 24.
I imagine everyone who attended the
concert a decade or so ago when Peggy

care of by "servants" (I have that word) :
consequently I have been forced to join
the bridge set and the country club set
only to come home to a light lunch of

Chisholm's mother accompanied the young
singer in whom the family was so interested,
has been thrilled by what has happened this
vear to that young singer — Leontvne
Price. And of course the issue of FJIf
with her. the Chisholm family, and with
pictures of some of our classmates was a
great delight.
I have some new addresses: Ruth Oddy
Meyer, moved to Manhasset, Long Island
(21 Stuart Place) ; Ruth Costello, 75.50
York, .St. Louis 5; Marcie Slaley Smith
from Baltimore to 402 Berkley Road. Haverford, Pa.: Joan Vail Thorne from Jackson
Heights, L. I., to 2270 Grandview Drive,
Decatur, III.; Mary Kraus. from Claremonl to Whittier. Calf. (11321 S. Groveside
Avenue) : Marj Neivell Curlee, 5329 Asnen
Drive, Oklahoma City 18: St. Clair Havden's first married address, 1246 Riverside
Drive, Wilmington 3, Del.: Joanne Williams Ray. 351 Hawthorne Drive, Danville.
My five-year sentence is up. I enioved
doing it. I hope to see you at Sweet Briar
or in Charlottesville some day soon.

canard a I'orange and
But it's getting hot,
bad season is almost
supposed to last for

souffles, lobsters, etc.
hot, hot. The truly
upon us, and it is
about thr^e months.

Even the Vietnamese people ,«{iy it's linberable. Allen and I sit and stare at pictures of blizzards, the frozen Hudson River
and avidly read about frost-bitten ears and
toes. During the cool season the temperature in the daytime drops to an invigorating 80 degrees.
"T have seen Lilliam Pham Linh several
times.

.She's

very

busy

being

head

mis-

we ever understand 'em?)
"Activities — goodness — how some of
these efficient gals manage to accom|ilish
so MUCH.
Well, anyway, primarilv I
nurture 1 husband. 3 daughters. 1 dog,
1 turtle, and 12 tomato plants (anywhere
but California you've got to nurture growth
— not fight it). I'm V. P. of the P. T. A.
in charge of Wavs and Means — that devious euphemism for money raising. On the
side — or in the middle — I run children's
parties for a small fee. I su|ipnrt Inst
causes like whole knees and clean hair for
children, or an immaculate house for adults,
or voting Republican in Cook County,
Trudy recommends Wilmette for any
wayfarers stranded around Chicago because
of snow storms, strikes, etc. Besides think
of the planned entertainment for the kids.
Illinois.''
And on April 28 a Christmas card from
Becky Yerkes Rogers. "Two dear sons."
and an equally enthusiastic reference to
their new home, which is "colonial . . .
with 18tTi Century English stuff." and a
back yard complete with playhouse. Becky
and John spent their vacation with Kitchie
and Jake Ewald at Sea Island, but the
Rogers failed to keep up with the Ewalds
and their golfing, swimming and hiking.
I must refrain from printing the political
propaganda that must have shook .Sea
Island for those two weeks. But thank

That's it. Write, dears . . . Only one
more year til reunion!!! Get your public
relations started early!!!

haven't changed a bit in 9 years. Marv
Lois Miller Carroll, for instance. She and
Hugh hit San Franci.sco — Hugh on IBM
business, M. L. on pleasure. Both looked
great! M. L. looks the same — exactly —
and were it not that her conversation was
sprinkled with references to her two children and reinforced with a few pictures
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Jocelyn.
(Isn't once?
it a good
all
had to be5.children
Howthing
else we
woulil

goodness
those four weren't vacationing at
Palm Beach!

n* (^
JOSIE SiBOLD
2151 .Sacramento
r\ ^j
^^ ^^
.San Francisco,
California
Just for the records, it is true — people

of these charming tots, I'd swear it was all
of two weeks since we'd huddled on the
arcade dreaming up new angles for term

"This is a sipieaky little old letter so I'll
throw in a couple of passport pictures of

The
(Mrs.

young

sons

John),

of Becky

'52, are

Yerkes

Johnny

and

Rogers
Ford.

f^ /J
BricI';
W.\tts Krucke
^"^
New Provid
ence, N. J.
r\i-\\
S6 Hickson Dr.
Not much happens with only ten weeks
between notes. I know of four new babies.
William John Talbott was born January
30th. Peggy Crotvley and Dick Talbott are
almost as excited about him as they are
about moving back to Denver (where Dick
will set up practice) this summer. Jane
Keating and Bob Taylor announce the
prrival of Brigham Andrew Tavlor on .^pril
25th. Billy Isdale Beach and Joy Bennett
Hartshorn are also recent new mothers but
I have no details on them. (The latter also
has a new house — Nancv Cornwall went
down for a visit.) Sallv Bumbaugh is all
but a mother too — her little poodle, Kiga,
presented her with four little ones — by
Caesarean section, no less — on April 29th.
(Anyone interested in a purebred pedigreed
miniature
poodle should contact
Sally —

Alumnae Magazine

they'll be just about ready for sale at this
printing.)
Sally was able to get us last minute
reserved seats for the taping of' the first
College Bowl in which .Sweet Briar participated. Perhaps you noticed Sally, Cam
Brewer Hill, and me in the pan shot of
the audience at the end of the show. We
thoroughly enjoyed ourselves there and for
supper at a little Japanese place afterward.
Mary Jane Roos Fenn and Maggie Moldman planned to attend the show versus
Johns Hopkins. Cam, by the way, has
joined the ranks of working women as legal
secretary for an attorney, the magistrate
of the area in which she lives.
A note from Catherine Lotlerhos Mills
('561 says that her sister Margaret Lotterhos Smith had her fourth child, a boy,
on .April 30, in Houston, Texas.
Peggy Ewart Boggs wrote a nice note
descrihing her two children: Linda, 4. and
William Ewart, 18 nionlhs. Bill Boggs
says Linda is beautiful like her daddy and
baby brother is a horse and comedian like
his mother! They went to Nassau last year,
but haven't made
burgh this year.

it farther than Pitts-

Cindy Sinclair Rutherford and Mag Andrews Poff are both up to their elbows in
the League of Women Voters. Cindy is
only existing till summer when they will
go to Aspen, Colo., for a vacation while
Bill's mother minds the boys. Mag's husband. Bill, is President of the newly formed Unitarian Church in Roanoke — as yet
they have no regular minister or secretary,
so this is a real working type honor for
Bill. Joan Pottvr Bickel wTites that she
talked to Joy Parker Eldridge while they
were both vacationing in Miami earlier this
year. Joan is going civic again — she's
recording secretary for the Junior League
ol Louisville and also secretary-treasurer
of the Junior Art Gallery .Associates Board.
Speaking of Florida vacations, Nanci
Hay Mahoney bad same recently and Faith
Rahmer Croker and Bob have just gone
down to bring the Croker's boat up to
Shelter Island — I believe they'll be gone
nearly a month. .And speaking of Crokers,
Jean and husband have moved to a new
house in Garden City. Long Island —
they also have an adorable basset hound
puppy.
A long chat with Joan LeP. Chamberlain Engelsman this morning produced the
good news that Ralph is now manager of
a Mutual of New York agency in Manhattan. They're very happy to know
they'll be living here and are house hunting in suburban Westchester.
We've had an average spring — I've kept
busy being proxy mother of the bride,
mother of the groom, and social secretary
for Bill's younger brother's upcoming nuptials. S. B. C.-wise I've done a little bulb
pushing and "chaired" a tea for some 40
applicants and their mothers. (Have you
noticed what young children go to college
now?) Bill was hospitalized with severe
food poisoning in March but recovered
quickly once they knew what it was. We
si)pnt Easter weekend plus a couple of
days at Virginia Beach which is always
pleasant.
Nancy Moody Hudson made a quick trip
to New York iust after Easter — took in
lunch
with
Maggie
and
Jane.
Rulhie

July 1961

Frye and Hugo Deaton also had an April
vacation in the city — with cocktails at
Keating's on the agenda. If anyone plans
to be in New York this summer, let me
know beforehand or call after you're here
(in NYC dial ll-CR-7-1545) . I'll be happy
to give you names, addresses and phone
numbers of your classmates or even arrange one of our demi-reunion luncheons.

r" r^

Camille Willi.ims T.wlor

*-^ ^-^

Opelika, Alabama
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^The^ bigBox
news from Roanoke, Va., way

is Ellen Byrne Chancy who was born
March 14 to Betty Byrne and Jack. Betty
Byrne claims her gardening is suffering
but the baby is prospering, so they're planning trips to Myrtle Beach and the Greenbrier during the summer. Honey Addington Passano writes that she and Billy are
now the proud and happy owners of a new
baby girl, their 4th child, and a cruising
sailboat, both promising to become integral
parts of their lives! Honey also enjoys
selling Sweet Briar bulbs so she can see
them bloom in the spring on Gibson
Island. Another new arrival is Pat Dunlap
MacGregor's third daughter, born December 30. Her other daughters are 6 and 2
years old and they all live in Dallas. Texas.
Pat informed us that Sue Starkey Ragland
has 2 boys and a girl, and that Lou Swain
Sabo has a little girl and just moved to
the Los Angeles area. We'd certainly love
more news of our long lost Texas contingent!
Our most recent baby belongs to Susan
Hayward Harris and John who live in Nashville. They have a four year old, too. but
I lack more specific statistics on that family. Susan spends all her time sewing,
she says, and occasionally sees Burney
Parrott Cleveland in Knoxville.
That's the crop of new babies this time.
It was good to hear from Elsie
Wachenjeld de Papp who has indeed been
busy since graduation! She is our only
medical doctor, a pediatric intern at .Strong
Memorial Hospital in Rochester. N. Y.
Her husband, Zsolt, is a medical assistant
resident and goes into the army this summer. They spent their vacation last Januuary skiing with Bar Black Sommer and
family in Hanover. Tinker Beard, Deputy
Clerk of Municipal Court in Edna. Minn.,
wrties that mumps are no fun if you are
over 12! She had a case of the same
last Christmas and spent her vacation in
bed instead of visiting her parents. Manda
McThenia and Vida Radin vacationed in
Bernm<la last summer. Where to this
year. Manda? During the winter Manda
is another of our ski enthusiasts. Also
heard that Anne Williams had been slipping off from Washington for a few ski
weekends. Shirley Sutliff is now holding
one of those "secret" jobs for the .Army.
Jane Lindsay Riddell way out in Denver
has nevertheless had an opportunity to
chauffeur Miss 'Williams who vi'^iled the
city last fall. Jane and her family try to
ski every week during the winter. Speaking of "wav out." Bar and George Hunt
are now res'ding and presiding in Oakland.
Calif., where George is assistant to Bob
CliuEman at St. Paul's Church. Lydia
anil George hoped to spent this summer in
Oakland, loo. Dede Crater Pearse and
Mnnte
are leading
the busy
life of a

clergy family in Cincinnati where
is assistant in a large downtown
They have a boy and a girl, ages 3
Dede has recently joined a little

.Monte
parish.
and 1.
theater

group!
Catherine Cage Mooney performed in
the floor show of the Houston Junior League
Charity Ball last spring after 3 weeks of
rehearsals every night! Presently she's
seeking a ride to New York for a visit with
Nancy Doulhat Goss — anybody have a
private plane? Just 12 miles out of New
Vork resides Fthel Green Hanta who exlends an open invitation to all .Sweet Briar
buddies coming to the Big City. Ruth recently played the lead in "A Chinese Boy."
the Englewood
Junior
Children's
Theater
production.
She League
is also busy
trying
to keep house, babies (Ruth, 2'-;, and
James, 1 ) , and husband Bruce happy. A
big job, all that! Also near New York
now are Joan Cualtieri Romano and Tony
who moved recently to Palisades Park, N.
J. Betsy Stevens .Sutton and Bob slo|)ped
in New York last winter, on the way home
from a month's vacation in the Bahamas,
to see Sally Gillespie Coe. They also saw
Pat Kilmer Norris. The Suttons have 2
children, Betsy Anne, S'A, and John R..
IV, 1, and live in Grosse Point, Michigan.
Susan Seward Vick is president of the
Petersburg Garden Club and invited us
all to visit Virginia in April during Historic Garden Week. .She and her husband.
Clyde, a surgeon, vacationed in Jamaica
and Florida last February. Gail Davidson
Bazzarre, as president of the Sweet Briar
.Alumnae Club of Charlottesville, has been
in the throes of the annual bulb sale. In
Richmond are Betty Sanlord Molster and
Chuck and their 2 boys and a girl, ranging from 4% to W> in ages. They live
in a big. old town house and love it !
Betty stays busy with family, occasional
trips to Washington and New Orleans,
and Junior League, church work, and
Sweet Briar .Alumnae fund drives.
Frankie Marbury Coxe and Tench are
working on plans to build in the next few
years on their lovely lot. Mack and I
tried to make the short trip to .Atlanta
for a weekend with them last year but
snow and sleet came to the sunnv south
and we haven't seen them yet! We sold
our new house suddenly one day last January to a stranger from California and
we're now renting a large, old. comfortable
house contplete with sidewalks. By the
way. I find life with 2 babies is more
relaxed than with just one!
Really!
Petsy Gaiitier Koeppel has 2 sons, ages 3
and 1. and serves as president of the
Miami Chapter of the Mental Health Center of America. Her husband. Bob. an attorney, isPublic Defender of Dade County.
Joan Kells Cook and Duncan and their
two girls, Elizabeth. 3. and Meredith .^nn,
1. expect to return to the states this
spring and be stationed at Ft. Benning
again. I hope so! They have traveled
widely during their slav in Euro|)e. Berlin
was a favorite spot ! Rabs Garforfh Jackson is looking forward to spending August
at Daytona with her parents. Mary Boyd
Murray Trussell manages to teach a full
schedule of piano students these days in
addition to cuddling George. Jr.. now 9
months, every few minutes!
In December .Anne Kilby Gilhuly and
Rob and their 2 boys moved from an apart-

nient in Stamford to a "oozy cottage" in
Greenwich. A week after they moved a
young Englishman "came to dinner" and
literally stayed right through Christmas.
So lie careful who vou invite to dinner!
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Catherine Lotterhos Mills
.5518 S. Saratoga Street
New Orleans 15. Louisiana

By the time you read this, many of us
will be telling our families what fun we
had at our fifth reunion, and what fun it
will be to go back to our tenth — egad!
Guy C. Lyman. III. somehow got left
out of the last issue. This handsome happy
young lad was born last fall and is the
brother of Eugenie and the son of IVIargie
Mnnget Lyman and Guy. The Lymans are
now in the process of moving to their new
old house here in Uptown New Orleans.
There's never a dull moment for Margie.
Another omission for which I beg forgiveness, is news sent by Mimi Thornton
Oppenheimer. Somehow the letter was
misplaced, but since I seldom throw things
away, it did eventually come to light!
Mimi and Boo were in Germany in the
Army but got an early release last June.
By July they were settled in Richmond
where Boo began an Ob-Gyn residency at
the Medical College of Vriginia. Mimi is
working mornings at St. James Church as
financial secretary. According to Mimi.
Nancy St. Clair Talley has organized a
book club in which the members read
one or more assigned books a month, then
meet and one member reviews, one plays
hostess, and the others listen and discuss.
Among the members are Mimi. Helen
Turner Murphy, and Elise Parrish Laughlin. Another item from MTO is that Joan
Broman Wright is a patroness of the opera
in Coral Gables.
A year ago last February. Betsv Meade
became an enthusiastic resident of Atlanta
where she is employed as the secretary
to the editor of the Atlanta Constitution.
To quote Betsy, her job is "stimulating,
informal, and the most wonderful fun."
She is also takins art and visits in Virginia fretiuently. Betsy saw .Alice Giiggenheimer Mackey at Claire Cannon's wedding: Cliristmas. Betsv visited Lou GaUeher
Coldwell. Rufus. and their baby (who is
her Godchild). According to Betsy. Helen
Wolfe Evans and Murray have iust built a
new house and in March their third daughter was born! Our Atlanta newspaoer
woman sees Dede Candler Hamilton. Marguerite Geer Wellborn, and Louise Mandeville Grant from time to time.
Nancy Salisbury Neill doesn't write but
occasionally she calls and during our last
hasty conversation while my children were
chortling for their breakfast. I gleaned
that in California on her January trip.
Nancy saw Pryde Brown Mc^hee and John
f! thought they were in France?). Kay
Smil'h Schaver and Bob. Jolly LIrner. Harriet Cooper, and Carter Nelson.
That is the news, my friends. Tn July
Henry. Cackie. Tommy. Pres. and I will
move to Houtson where Henry will be an
ophthalmology resident at the Texas Medical Center for two years.
C'est finis . . . It's been fun being your
secretary.
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The following news was held over from
the .April issue because of lack of space:
Europe and the Far East: Judy Nerins
LeHardy is a scout leader in Japan. She
and Ward plan a trip to Okinawa. Formosa, and the Philippines soon. They continue to love life in Japan. Lucia Woods
writes. "London life is most exciting." She
is studying decorative arts between skiing
trips to the continent. She plans to stay
over there through the fall. Debbie O'Brien
Reback. husband, Forbes, and three children have one more year in Kaiserslautern.
Germany.
Nice card from mother of Barbie Lewis
reporting that Barbie, her sister, and Sheila
Kerlin are happily touring Europe, should
be back around Feb. or March.
New York City: Betsy Colwill. whom I
last saw taking advantage of my bath tub
in Paris last summer, managed to stay
presentable long enough to land a job at
Time-Life. She is in the Book Division
(English major) and is crazj' about it. She
too has been bitten by the ski bug. Jini
Jones has a job with the French Embassy
and is obliged to speak French all day
long. A reliable source tells us that Di
Doscher is skinny and lovely. She gave a
little send off party for Barbie and Sheila
before they took off for Europe.
Neu< York State: Erna Arnold Westwig
and Ralph divided Christmas vacation between parents in Maine and Princeton.
Pat Gay Sills and John took their son John
to visit Gay's parents in Hamilton. Ontario.
Virginia Ramsey Easton and Bob have just
bought a dream home in Rochester. Bob
tells the I. B. M. computers at Kodak what
to compute.
Bambie Price is back in Chicago after
8 mos. in Calif. She's working with Merrill. Lynch, etc. Linda Knickerbocker Ford
and Gordon spent Christmas with her parin Pointe.
C'ville. but
They've
found entsaat Windsor
house in Hill
Grosse
will
not move in until spring as it is old and
needs redoing.
Jane Jamison Tatman and George are
keeping things lively in Connersville. Indiana. They spent Christmas in Lafayette
with her parents. Vicki Meeks Sweet and
husband Jon are living in Denver. A severe
attack of arthritis forced Jon to give up
law school. He is now enjoying his work
as a salesman for Deane Buick.
Jana Bekins .Anderson and Graham have
had a busy year. They are redecorating
an old house and manage to ski every
weekend besides. Karen McKenzie continues in her job of educating the youth
of the West.
That's it for this issue — remember to
contribute to the school that made this
news interesting for you!
GwENton.Speel
^'^
Evans
/^ f\
Illinois
2444 Marcy Ave.
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The following news was held over from
the April issue because of lack of space:
The working gals are enjoying their
business and pleasure. Sally Linderhill is
with Harper's in New York as a secretary
in the college department.
Sally and "A"

Massie love living and working in NYC.
Gail Lloyd has a job as secretary to an
article writer for Cosmopolitan in New
York and likes her work, too! Kadri Niider
is working in the big city at Compton Advertising as a statistical assistant. Kadri
is active in the Estonian Girl Scouts and
was recently elected secretary to Filiae
Patriae ( Estonian sorority I . She is also
studying elementary Latin at Hunter College night school.
Lucy Martin is in New York studying
voice and dance, modern and jazz. She is
making the rounds as a happy little union
member, and so far has done two TV shows.
Dinny Muldaur recently returned to New
York from Puerto Rico where she did two
shows at the Teatro Tapia. She appeared
in "Auntie Maine" with Gypsy Rose Lee
and in "On Borrowed Time" with Boris
Karloff. Dinny is now looking for a new
job and meanwhile is continuing to study
voice, etc.
Margot McKee is in Boston as an assistant buyer on Jordan Marsh's Executive
Training Program. Margot's roommates
Tucky McFall and Nina Wilkerson are
happy in their work and play. too. Tucky
is with the First National Bank and Nina
is in the research department at the Federal Reserve Bank.
Anne Thomas writes that she is with the
Department of Defense in Washington,
D. C. .Anne graduated from the University
of Texas in June and then worked for
Lyndon Johnson at the Democratic Convention last summer. Anita Perrin is also
in Washington working for an Information
Consultant. .Anita's job entails writing,
abstracting, proofreading, and some secretarial work.
Moving further south to Georgia. Tila
Farrell writes that she is teaching first
and second year Latin and third year
French at the Henry Grady High .School
in Atlanta. Mary Ann Harbin completed
her A. B. in psychology at the University
of Georgia and is now with the Trust Company of Georgia in .Atlanta.
On to Texas and Lee Cullum who is
writing a personality column called "Skyline" for the Dallas Times Herald. She's
a Hedda Hopper, minus the hats. Maydelle
Foster graduated from the University of
Texas and is working as a chemist at the
Santa Rosa Hospital. Maydelle is making
her debut this year.
Jane Ellis was married January 28th to
James Covington (some may remember him
as "Red Dog"). Jane and Jimmy honeymooned on the ski slopes in Canada. They
are now living near Charlottesville while
Jimmy is at U. Va. Law School. Rhett
Ball and Thomas W. Thagard. Jr., were
married in Nashville January 28th. The
Thagards are living in Charlottesville where
Tom is a law student.
Peggy Cook and Seth Montgomery were
married October 29th. Seth is a lieutenant
in the Navy and is now in Africa, so Peggy
is temporarily with her family. They expect to move to Charleston, S. C. as soon
as Seth returns.
Starr Bullis Phillips and husband are
living in Dayton, Ohio. Starr had hoped
to teach, but apparently there is a surplus
of teachers in Dayton. She is now thinking seriously of opening her own nursery
school.
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Reaches a Milestone
BEARING the accession number 100,001, Anne Gary Pannell's recently-published
biography, Julia S. Tutwiler and Social Progress in Alabama, occupies a special
place in the Mary Helen Cochran Library.
This biography of Alabama's distinguished educator and social reformer is the
result of many year's work on the part of the coauthors, Mrs. Pannell and Dorothea B.
Wyatt, who is now on the faculty of Flint College of the University of Michigan. It is
published by the University of Alabama Press.
It seems particularly appropriate that Mrs. Pannell's book should serve as a
milestone in the libi-ary's collection, for her eleven years at Sweet Briar have been
characterized by an avid personal interest in the library and an active support of its
growing collections. During her administration, the collection has increased by almost
25,000 acquisitions.
Now that the Mary Reynolds Babcock Building is nearing completion, the major
part of the art and music collections will soon be moved to the Art and Music Wings
of the new building. Removal of the art collection will make room for a new location
for the reserve collection which will for the first time operate on a twenty-four hour
basis under the honor system. The space thus released in the Reading Room will then
become available to house the complete reference collection.
The library is one of many areas benefiting directly or indirectly from the
added space derived from the Fine Arts Building. As Sweet Briar grows, the library
is keeping pace with its increasing collections and improved services.
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